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The English Language 



 

 

 
Old English  

(Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, and Old Norse) 
Germanic Invasions until Norman Invasion in 1066 

 

Middle English  

(strongly influenced by Norman French) 
11th century – 14th century (Chaucer) 

 

Early Modern English  
(influenced by Parisan French) 

Chaucer – Shakespeare 
 

Modern English 
Shakespear – until the present 

 

Countries where English is 
spoken as the First language: 

 
Great Britain  

(England, Ireland, Wales, Scotland) 
 

North America  
(United Stanes and Canada) 

 

Latin America and Carribean  
(Jamaica, Bahamas, Bermuda, Belize, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana) 

 

Austalia 
 

New Zealand 
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Can you determine the part of speech, noun, verb, adjective, or 

adverb,  of the common  English words 'table', 'right', 'cut',  and 'dead' 

in the following sentences? Does part of speech  have anything to do with 

your understanding the meaning of the sentences? If so, what?  Does, for 

example, the definition of the word 'table' change depending on whether 

it is a verb or noun? Are there sentences which you understand while 

others you have absolutely no idea of their meaning?  Lastly, and much 

more importantly, can you get an idea from the following sentences, what 

the following words symbolize in English.  Culturally and figuratively or 

metaphorically speaking, what do 'table', 'right', 'cut', and 'dead' mean?   

 

Table 
 
1.   Lay your cards on the table and tell me what you want. 

 
2.   This is a beautiful coffee-table book 
 

3.   I want to table the motion. 
 

4.   Go sit down while I clear the table. 
 
5.   Go to the table of contents to find the page. 

 
6. I will need your proposal on the table next week.  No more delays. 

 
7. One day someone is going to turn the tables on you. 
 

8. He did everything under the table. 
 
9. His new job is to wait on tables. 

 
10. If I were you, I wouldn't challenge him.  He can drink anyone under   

      the table. 
 
 

 
 
Right 

 



 

 

1.  This is the right thing to do. 
 

2.   Only a few of those answers are right.    
 

3.   Yes, I was sick for a while but now, I'm right as rain. 
 
4.   I don't have anything else to say.  You're right. 

 
5.   He is my right-hand man.  Without him, I can't do anything. 
 

6.   It is not easy to right a truck that has fallen. 
 

7.   The children are too quiet.  Something isn't right. 
 
8.    I hurt my right foot. 

 
9.   Are these the right colors in such a situation? 

 
10.  You understand my position, right? 
 

Dead 
  
1.   I'm afraid that she's dead. 

 
2.   The dead don't talk. 

 
3.   You're dead wrong.  He didn't know anything. 
 

4.   She is dead tired. 
 
5.   The phone line is dead. 

 
6.   As far as I am concerned, you are dead.  Understand, you are dead to  

      me. 
 
7.   From the neck up, he's as dead as a doornail. 

 
8.   I've been sitting for such a long time that both my legs feel dead. 

 
9.   She doesn't understand you.  She's dead to others feelings. 
 

10.  Throw away the champagne; it's dead. 
 
 

Cut 
 



 

 

1.  I cut the cake so that everyone could get a piece. 
 

2.  He cut the drug with poison; as a result, many people died. 
 

3.   I'm tired of going around the bush; cut to the chase. 
 
4.   The record that you cut last night was good. It's going to sell. 

       
5.   What she told him last night cut to the bone. 
 

6.   Cut!  Take a five-minute break. 
 

7.   I don't like the way that he cut the movie.  Nothing makes any sense. 
 
8.  Cut your losses and get out now! 

 
9.  She talks so much that she's always cutting me short.   

 
10.  The Supreme Court decision is not clear; it cuts both ways. 

 

Do you really understand English? 

Tell the truth.  For quite a bit of time now, you have known that 

something has not been quite right.  Not understanding many, if not 

most, of the above sentences have only confirmed the fact.  They did not 

make you realize anything that you did not already know. When you go 

to the movies, read novels, listen to songs, turn on a television program, 

much of the conversation goes right over your head, right?  Put away 

all the excuses that you have invented and face your reality.  The fact is 

that you still don't REALLY understand English.  All you have succeeded 

in doing is scratching the surface of the language.   

Jokes, riddles, puns, double entendres, that is any kind of word 

play is totally incomprehensible.  How many times has it happened?  

Once …? Twice …? All the time?  You hear or read a sentence.   You are 

familiar with every word.  The grammar is no problem.  You know the 

subject, object, and tense.  You can pronounce the words with no 

difficulty.  There is only one TINY (izzy-bitsy) problem.  You do not 

understand the sentence.  The words make no sense to you.   You have 



 

 

almost pulled your hair out at its roots trying to comprehend two totally 

contradictory facts.  How is it possible to understand but not understand 

at the same time?  Oh, don't worry.  It's possible.  In English, almost 

anything is possible.  Welcome to one of the world's most inventive, 

creative, and malleable languages known to man and woman.  Welcome 

to English! 

    

 English is a language of paradoxes and contradictions.  On the one 

hand, it is NOT difficult.   It does not have all the complex and 

complicated grammar of languages such as Latin, Spanish, Russian, 

German, or French.    One does not have to worry about if a noun, and 

by extension if an adjective, is masculine or feminine. The verb forms do 

not generally change from person to person.   In most tenses the 

structure remains constante.  The simple past could serve as an 

example:  I, you , we, they, he, she, it + the past of the verb. (i.e. I, you, 

we, they, he, she, it + ate)  Even in a tense where there is a change, 

that change is minimum.  In this case the simple present, or present 

indicative, could serve as a model:  I, you, we, they + the simple form of 

the verb; he, she, it  + the simple form of the verb +s.  (i.e. I, you, we, 

they + eat; he, she, it + ate)    There is only one second person 

pronoun, you, whether singular or plural. The subjunctive mood is all 

but dead.  And accents.  What accents?  There are none.  Also, there are 

no diacritics, tildes, circumflexes, or cedillas.  

 

However, appearances can be deceiving.  In the case of English, 

the word 'can' should be replaced by 'are'.  Appearances are deceiving.  

Whereas initially, languages such as French, Russian, or German appear 

to be extremely difficult to learn, after a while the seemingly 

incomprehensible begins to make sense.  One may even say somewhat 

cautiously, common sense.  Yes, in the beginning, it is a true test of one's 

patience to learn all the different complicated grammatical structures.  



 

 

And all the accents, diacritics, cedillas, tildes, circumflexes and macrons 

that one has to memorize are, at first, seen as a way of making an 

already complicated language more complicated.   

 

But scratch the surface.  The fact is that if one is interested is 

going beyond the superficial, English is a very complicated, complex, and 

difficult language to comprehend.  So much of the language depends on 

context and one's own grasp and understanding of what makes a 

language a language. 

 

Why were the above sentences difficult to understand? 

 

At the same time, English is both a very rigid yet a very flexible 

language.  In the area of sentence structure, it is unbending.  Unlike in 

languages like Spanish and Russian, the subject or object can not be 

placed just anywhere in a sentence.  In English, where a word is placed 

in a sentence makes all the difference, especially in the area of meaning.   

That is not the case, for example, in a language such as Spanish.  A word 

generally speaking, and within limits, can go anywhere in a sentence.  

The reason is that in Spanish the way a word is written is rigid and quite 

complicated.  Which ending one puts on a word is extremely important 

since this is where the structural information is contained.  This 

information, in return, allows flexibility in sentence structure.  Therefore, 

the Spanish verb 'hablas' is self-contained: it is the present tense of the 

second person singular (informal) of the 'ar' verb 'hablar' (you 

speak/talk).  It does not matter where 'hablas' is placed in the sentence; 

its meaning remains the same. 

 

Even diacritics, tildes, circumflexes, cedillas and accents, as nerve-

racking as they are to the English-speaker, play a vital role in 



 

 

comprehension and in giving information.  In a language such as 

Spanish, they help in pronunciation (hablo vs hablo), in parts of speech 

(tu vs tu) and in tenses (hable vs hable).    

  

This brings us to why the above sentences in English are difficult 

to understand.  It is also brings us to the paradox of English, on the one 

hand one of the easiest languages while on the other one of the most 

difficult.  As mentioned above, where a word is placed in English is 

important.   The English word 'talk', for example, tells one almost 

nothing.  Is it a noun or a verb? If it is a verb, neither the tense nor 

person is clear.   Only once the word is placed in a sentence, or, in other 

words, only once it is given a context, can information be obtained.  (I 

talk to my mother/ We will talk tomorrow/ I gave a talk yesterday)  

 

It is difficult to get inside of a language which 

depends mainly on context to secure information 

One of the most salient, dynamic, and resilient features in English, 

is also one of its most mind-boggling, hair-pulling, nerve-racking, and 

frustrating one.   The plasticity of English words is both a blessing and a 

curse.  To a non-native speaker who is trying to learn the language, it is 

probably more of a curse.  Why?   There are many reasons.  Many words 

in English have a variety of meanings.  That fact in itself is not a major 

problem.  Many languages contain such words.  The problem is that 

English is one of the few languages which uses the same word in 

different parts of speech.  

 

In Spanish, for example, the word 'mesa' (table) can not be made 

into a verb, adverb or adjective. The word, 'mesa' in Spanish has many 

definitions but only ONE function, that of a noun.   There are such words 

in English.  The word 'nation' is an example.  It can only function as a 



 

 

noun.  To be made into another part of speech, a suffix must be 

attached:  'ize' transforms the word into a verb  (to nationalize),  'al' to an 

adjective (national), and 'ly' to an adverb (nationally). 

 

However, as mentioned previously, English also contains many 

words which need neither a suffix nor prefix to be another part of speech. 

The word 'table' not only has several different meanings, as it does in 

Spanish, but also, unlike in Spanish, its function in the sentence is not 

fixed.  Depending on the context, table can be a noun, (Lay your cards 

on the table and tell me what you want.), a verb, (I want to table the 

motion.), and an adjective, (These table grapes are delicious.)    

 

 In English, there are no hard and fast rules that determine which 

words have only one part of speech versus those which have many.   

However, one thing is clear.  Many, very many, of the most common 

words in English, including most of the words used to describe the 

body,  have more than one function.  Admittedly, although this is a 

feature of English that is rather difficult, it does not have to be a barrier 

that prevents one from truly understanding the language.   

 

 When one is learning Spanish, French, or German, from the VERY 

beginning, they are taught to deal with many of its complicated 

structures.  For an English-speaker, for example, initially, it is extremely 

difficult to learn all the different verb forms and endings, cases, moods, 

and accents.   And don't forget gender!   I defy anyone to make sense out 

of what is masculine, what is feminine, and in the case of German, what 

is neuter.   The gender of a word is culturally specific; it has nothing to 

do with the inherent characteristic of the object.  For example, a pen is 

masculine in both French and German but in Spanish it is feminine.  Go 

figure. 

 



 

 

Why can not the same process happen when teaching English.  

Yes, in the beginning, teaching a word like back can be, at best, trying. 

The back, for example, is a noun, (He almost broke his back), a verb, (I 

will back him with everything that I have), an adjective, (He lives on a 

back street), and an adverb, (He keeps going back and forth).  However, 

in the long run, learning this aspect of language will save the non-native 

speaker a lot of confusion and problems. 

What does one need to know 

 

For one, English can not be understood outside of context.  

Although not true in every case, in many instances, words in isolation 

contain little or no information.  Their meaning, in large part, is derived 

from their surrounding.  This is true for many of the most common 

words in English.  

 

Another fact that is extremely important to understand is that 

most of the words which have many functions (different parts of 

speech) can also be interpreted both literally and figuratively 

(metaphorically).  This particular aspect of English is rarely, if 

ever, taught.  It is for this, if for no other reason, that one can 

study English for years and never learn it.  The reality is that the 

English which is actually spoken and understood in the world is a 

mixture of both the literal and figurative meaning of words.   

 

It is extremely important to understand language metaphorically.   

Many times, the literal meaning of a word or expression is not only wrong 

but nonsensical.  How can one understand, literally, the following 

expressions: Walls have ears.  He is always waltzing through the 

problem.  He peppered his speech with unacceptable expressions.  She 

is a snake in the grass.  He is more a pussycat than a tiger.   He can not 



 

 

do anything on his own; he is always getting a leg up.  Stop trying to 

skirt the issue. 

 

 

 English is a language extraordinary rich in metaphors 
 

English is a language which is rich in metaphors.  On the one 

hand this is a great advantage.  One is able to select words which 

express nuances of meaning.  Because English can be stretched in ways 

that very few languages can be, speakers of that language have access to 

a vocabulary which is second to none.  However, English's very richness 

is also one of its great disadvantages, especially to those who have not 

the opportunity to study English on all levels.  Another disadvantage to 

English is that much of its vocabulary is culturally dependent.  That is 

very bad news for persons who know nothing about how people who 

speak English construct their world. 

 

The truth is that the structural aspect of a language, no 

matter how complex or complicated, is a million times easier to get 

a hold of, understand and learn than the figurative or metaphoric 

one.  Structure, after all, can be memorized; culture can not be.  It 

must be assimilated and comprehended.  To understand English 

metaphorically, one must go beyond the superficial and venture 

into the world of ideas.  That is, one must leave the world of black 

and white to venture into the world of grays.   Understanding 

English metaphorically, is comprehending how people who speak 

that language perceive their reality, by no means an easy task. 

 
 
How to go beyond the superficial 
 
 The quick, and frankly, the only answer is one step at a time.   Put 

yourself in contact with the language so that you are forced to recognize 



 

 

it in all its splendor.  Read.  Read everything you can get your hands on 

and, yes, as horrible as it is to hear, study.  There is really no other 

recourse.  No one here is talking about grammar or vocabulary.  You 

have done that until you can not anymore.  Get your hands on those 

books or works which focus on that area of English which is rarely 

taught in the classroom. 

 
How can Encyclopedia Pacifica help you? 

 
Understanding how different words are used metaphorically in 

English allows you to finally to go beyond the superfical.  It helps you to 

get  more than just a glimpse of how persons who speak English conceive 

and create their reality.  Imagine, instead of going to a thousand different 

dictionaries and language books, you can find, in one place, some of the 

most commonly used expressions in English.   

 

 AT LAST, you can finally begin to  get (learn) the metaphorical and 

cultural meanings of some of the most fundamental words of English.  As 

a result, you will be able to understand English as it is actually spoken 

on all levels.  You will find that many jokes, puns, double-entendres 

and riddles will no longer go over your head (be outside your realm of 

understanding).  At last you will have your feet firmly set on the path 

of making sense of English as it is communicated on television and the 

radio, in the movies, books, newspapers and magazines.  You will 

even be able to follow songs, even love, rap and hip hop songs. 

 

  

Did you know that the vocabulary describing the body contains a 

treasure trove of information?   Many of the words utilized to describe 

parts of the body usually have several grammatical functions.  The word 

hand, for example, can be a noun, (I hurt my hand.  Can you give me a 



 

 

hand?) or a verb (Hand me the tool).    The richness of the vocabulary 

utilized to describe the body, however, does not stop at the level of 

structure.  There is also the metaphorical side. 

 

Many of the meanings of different body parts have been greatly 

stretched beyond the literal.  Do you know what it is to be a second-

hand Rose?  Are you a brain?  What's a no brainer?  What does it mean 

to press the flesh?  Have you ever had anyone sweep you off your feet 

or to pull your leg?   

 

In the sentences below, can you determine the part of speech, 

(noun, verb, adjective, or adverb),  of the following words of the body?  

Does part of speech  have anything to do with your understanding the 

meaning of the sentences? If so, why?  Does, for example, the definition 

of the word 'head' change depending on whether it is a verb or noun? Are 

there sentences which you understand while others you have absolutely 

no idea of their meaning?  Lastly, and much more importantly, can you 

get an idea from the following sentences, what does, for example, 'heart', 

'head', 'face', and 'stomach' mean culturally and figuratively? 

 

The Body 
 

1. Whatever you decide to do, it is no skin off my teeth. 
 
2. It’s not true that one can not be too thin.  She’s only skin and 

 bones and she looks horrible. 
 
3. They dropped to their knees and prayed.  

 
4.    When the other car hit me from behind.  I hit my head. 

 
5. I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine; therefore, if you back 
 my bill, I’ll support yours. 

 
6. It was not easy for him to face the child that he had abandoned. 

 



 

 

7. He shouldered his way through the crowd. 
 

8.    I was able to do it because I figured that I could not lose. 
 

9. He is always throwing out his chest and bragging about his 
 accomplishments. 
 

10. He had to pay an arm and a leg for the house. 
 
11. After living abroad, I have a cast-iron stomach.  I can eat 

anything with no problem of getting sick. 
 

12.  Despite my arguments and pleas, he turned a deaf ear. 
 
13. That dress with its very long neckline is definitely eye-catching. 

 
14. The child mouthed his response. 

 
15. My God, they sure must be in lust.  They are always necking. 
 

16. His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 
 
17.     I'll keep my fingers crossed that everything  

          goes according to plan. 
 

18. He can't help you; he is all thumb. 
 
19. She is always putting her life on the back burner.  Everything and 

 everyone come before her. 
 
20. He has such a big head that I doubt he even knows that you exist. 

  
21. Ever since she married, she has been living in the lap of luxury. 

 
22. The reason that he was able to be promoted so quickly and easily 
 was that he got a leg up. 

  
23. I can’t stomach not only her but anyone in her family. 

 
24. She fought her attacker tooth and nail. 
 

25. He fingered the man who robbed him. 
 
26. They handed around the cigarettes. 

 
27. You have the worst handwriting in the world. 



 

 

 
28. The way that he was eying her was an embarrassment. 

 
29.    His guilt is written all over his face. 

 
30. As he is the president of the company, he will head the meeting. 
 

31. His method is cutthroat.  Expect no mercy from him. 
 
32. He only pays lip service to respecting the law. 

 

(all these sentences, and their meaning, are in THE BODY:  A TREASURE TROVE OF 

 INFORMATION) 

 

 Did you know that the vocabulary describing the body 

contains a treasure trove of information?   Many of the words utilized 

to describe parts of the body usually have several grammatical functions 

and metaphorical meanings.  

 

For example, the literal meaning of the word mind is only one of  
 

its many meanings.  Mind is only literal as a noun (its first  
 
definition, all other definitions are figurative); as a verb mind is only  

 
figurative or metaphorical:    
 

mind 
1.    intellect, intellectual faculty, cognitive function 

       His mind is something magnificent to observe. 
 
2.    psyche, ego, subconscious 

 
3.    soul, spirit, inner being 

 
4.    (slang) genius, mental giant, brain, Einstein, wizard, whiz 
       He is a mind that I would love to explore.   

 
5.    brain power, brains, wit, quickness, wittiness 
       He has a sharp mind; nothing escapes his attention. 

 
6.    (slang)  gray matter, smarts, good head on his shoulder,  



 

 

noggin, noodle 
 

7.    sanity, saneness, senses 
 

8.    (slang) marbles 
       He has lost his mind. 
 

9.    rationality, sense of reason, judgment, common sense 
       How his mind works is beyond me. 
 

10.  disposition, humor, temperament 
 

11.  bent, tendency, propensity 
       His mind tends to focus on the morbid. 
 

12.  feeling, partiality, bias, liking, belief 
 

13.  notion, whim, idea 
 
14.   intention aim, purpose, design 

 
 
to mind 

 
1.    to attend, give one's attention to, pay attention to 

       Mind my words; it's not over. 
 
2.    watch, see, observe, pay heed to 

 
3.    to obey, follow, adhere to, respect 
       If you do not mind me, you will pay the consequences. 

 
4.    to attend, watch, look after 

       Can you mind the children while I run to the store. 
 
5.    guard, be careful, be wary, think twice of, weigh 

       Mind him; he can't be trusted. 
 

6.    to care, care about, be concerned about 
       I do mind where and how you live.  
 

7.    to remember, recall, recollect 
       I mind the day when I first came here.  

 

The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Meaning  helps you to begin to 



 

 

understand the most creative, illuminating, and culturally specific area 

of English:  The body.   

 

What do you know about the body and the words that 
describe it?   

 
1) With the exception of the jaw ,face, penis, vagina, testicles and 

the figure, the words which describe the external body come from the 

Germanic rather than Latin side of English.  Therefore, English-, Dutch-, 

German-, Swedish-, and Norwegian-speakers share, or at least at one 

time, many of the same words to name different parts of the body.  The 

reason for this is simple.   Most of words to describe the body are some of 

the oldest in the language.  Many have been in the language before 900: 

neck, mouth, tongue, tooth, ear, throat, chest, finger, eye, nose, toe, 

nail, and foot.  Others have been present since 1000: lips, chin, breast, 

bosom, elbow, back, buttock, hip, and ankle.   

 

 2) Although most of the words to describe the external body are 

Germanic, the vocabulary to describe the internal organs are much more 

balanced between the two areas of English, the Latin-based and 

Germanic-based.   However, it can not be ignored that the most 

important organs in English are Germanic-based: heart, mind, liver, 

and gut.  All these words became a part of English during the language 

earliest period; except for the gut, which entered the language before 

1000, all entered into the language before 900.   

 

3) The Latin-based names for internal organs, for example the 

skeleton, the spleen, the stomach, and the spine, are all relatively new 

to the language.  Skeleton came into the language in the late 16th 

century, spleen in the late 13th to early 14th century, stomach in the 

early 16th century, and spine in the early to mid-15th century.   



 

 

It should also be noted that those Latin-based words used to 

describe the outer-body are also relatively recent entries.  Face came into 

the language in mid 13th to early 14th century, figure in 12th century, 

and vagina and penis in the late 17th century. 

 

4) There are a number of words in English, which may appear to 

come from the same source but do not. The word 'arm' is a primary 

example.   When referring to the part of the body, the word is one of the 

oldest in the language.  It came into English before 900.  It is of 

Germanic origin (Old English earm; Old Norse armr; Old Frisian erm; 

Old Swede, Old High German, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Frisian, 

Africaan, Dutch arm, German and Swiss German Arm, Icelandic armur  

handleggur, Latin brachium  bracchium,  French  bras,  Spanish  

brazo,  Italian  braccio,  Portuguese  braço)    

 

‘Arms,’ when it refers to weapons, as in firearms, originated from 

Latin.   It came into English through Old French.  Its entrance into the 

vocabulary is relatively recent.  As a verb, ‘arm’ came into the language 

from the early to mid 13th century  (to arm: Middle English and Anglo-

French armen, Old French  armer, Latin armare).  As a noun, it came 

into the language a hundred years later (Middle English armes,  Latin 

arma). 

 

The word for 'butt' is also very interesting.  When the word refers 

to the buttock, derriere, backside, or rear end, its origin is from the 

Dutch 'bot', which means 'stumpy' and the Swedish and Danish 'but' 

which means 'stubby.'  When 'butt' means to strike or push with the 

head or horns, the origin of the word is the Anglo-French or Old French 

for 'to thrust or to strike '(Anglo-French  butter,  Old French boter).  

When 'butt' refers to a target or a person who is the object of ridicule or 

contempt its origin is Middle French.   



 

 

 

The Body, figuratively speaking 
 
Do you know what the cheeks symbolize?  If I tell you to not give 

me any cheek, what am I saying?  (Don't talk back to me).  Did you 

know that the shoulder is both a noun and a verb and that, figuratively 

speaking, to push, shove, bear, support, or assume responsibility are all 

synonyms to to shoulder?  When the cat has your tongue, what does 

he have? (your power to speak)  If you shout out to me, just before 

going out to do a performance, break a leg, are you wishing me bad 

luck?  No.  To shout 'break a leg' means good luck or 'knock them 

dead.'  If you 'lose your heart' is it as bad as to 'lose your mind.'   No.  

'To lose one's mind' is not at all good.  It only means 'to go crazy.'  'To 

lose one's heart' can either be good or bad.  It all depends on to whom 

you lose your heart.  If it is to someone who does not feel the same way, 

it is bad and very painful.  However, if the other person feels the same, it 

is not only good; it is fantastic.  'To lose one's heart' is to fall madly in 

love or 'to fall head over heels.'   Does 'to not have teeth' have 

anything to do with not 'having the stomach for something.'   No.  It 

also has nothing to do with 'not having a heart',  'the gall', 'the nose', 

'the eye', or 'the ear for'.   If something does not teeth, it has no power 

or force.  A law or regulation only has teeth if it has the power to make 

people obey.  If it does not, it has no teeth.  To not have the stomach 

for something is not to have the desire to do something.  If I don't 

have the stomach for a fight, it means that I don't want to fight.  'To not 

have a heart' means that you are not a very nice person.  If you have 

gall, it means that you are very audacious, bold, cheeky, or 

imprudent.  'To have the nose for' something is to be good at finding 

and recognizing something or to have the talent for something. 'To 

have a nose for news' means that you are either a good reporter or 

gossiper.  If you have the eye for someone it means that you like that 



 

 

person; that you find that person attractive.  'To have the ear for 

something' means that you have the natural ability to learn music or 

languages. 

 

Almost each part of the body symbolizes something.  At times, a 

body part represents more than one attribute.  The heart, for example, 

does not only stand for love.  In the expression,  to get to the heart of 

the matter, heart is synonymous to the core, kernel, seed, and germ.  

In the expression to learn something by heart is to memorize or know 

something word for word.  'To eat one's heart' out has nothing to do 

with the core of something, memorizing something, or being in love.  In 

this expression heart represents sorrow, mourning, pining for, or 

agonizing over. 

 

The attributes which a culture gives to different parts of the body 

reveals a great deal about how that culture sees itself and its members.   

Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language is an 

extensive dictionary which not only aids you in learning how different 

parts of the body are used both grammatically and semantically but it is 

also a cultural text whose main goal is to help you to understand how 

the English-speaking world see its reality.   

 

How one sees the mind, the heart, the liver, the gall-bladder, the 

penis, the eyes, or ears has a lot to do with the culture in which one 

lives.  In Spanish, for example, the digits on one's fingers and one's toes 

have the same name (dedos and dedos de pie).  In English, that is not 

the case.  As odd as it might sound, English-speakers have much more of 

a relationship with the digits on their hands, fingers, than on those on 

their feet, toes. Did you know that each finger has a name?  The finger 

in English is associated with insulting someone, (the middle finger), 

with getting married, (the ring finger), and in getting a free ride, (the 



 

 

thumb).  Finger are associated with controlling someone, (to wrap 

someone around one's little finger), with hoping for the best (to cross 

one's fingers) and with having a bad experience (to get one's fingers 

burned).  Either individually or as a group, toes have no such 

associations.  It should not be surprising, therefore, that, relatively 

speaking, there are almost no expressions which toes. 

 

 
How can Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of 

Language help you? 

 
Understanding how the body is seen in English allows you to 

finally to go beyond the superfical.  It helps you to get  more than just a 

glimpse of how persons who speak English conceive and create their 

reality.   Instead of consulting a vast number of dictionaries and 

language books of expressions, finally, there is a book which contains the 

overwhelming majority, if not all, the different meaning of words used to 

represent the body. 

 
With Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of 

Language, you can finally begin to  make heads or tails (learn) of the 

metaphorical and cultural meanings of some of the most 

fundamental words of English.  You will find that many jokes, puns, 

double-entendres, and riddles will no longer go over your head (be 

outside your realm of understanding).  At last you will have your feet 

firmly set on the path of understanding and using English as it is 

actually understood and used. 

 
How Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language is 
structured: 

 
 There are quite a few of books on body idioms; however, there is  
 

no book on the market which is as complete as the one which you  
 



 

 

are now reading.  Most books normally give the expression and a one  
 

sentence explanation.  Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove  
 

of  Language gives the reader more, much more.   
 
 We not only give an explanation what the word means both  

 
literally and metaphorically but  we subdivide the words into categories:   
 

standard, more stylized or formal, informal or idiomatic and slang.   
 

Whenever possible, other expressions are also given.  Therefore, with  
 
The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language  you get not only learn how,  

 
for example, the head or eyes are used in English but other frequently  

 
used expressions are also given.   The following is a sample of how  
 

The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language  is structured:  
 
 

Skin 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 
Old English  scinn, Middle English  Old Norse  skinn, Dutch  schinden, 

Danish hud  skind,   Frisian fel  hûd,  Icelandic and Norwegian  hud, 
Swedish  hud  skinn  skinna päls, German  Schinden, Latin  cutis, 

French  peau, Spanish piel 
 
skin 

1. epidermis, cuticle, derma, cutis, pellicle  
 
2.    (animal) hide, pelt, jacket, fleece, fell, fur, leather, vellum, 

 integument 
 

3.    (fruit) rind, peel, hull, shell, husk, cover, covering, pod, case 
 
4.    overlay, coating, coat, layer, lamina, film 

 
5.    wineskin, pouch, container 

 
 
to skin 

1.    to peel, scale, bark, strip, scalp, unwrap, remove, shed 



 

 

It was not unusual to skin one's enemies in Ancient Mesoamerica. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to flay, exfoliate, scale, denude, excorticate, 
 excoriate 

 
3.    (informal)  to throw off,  shed, strip off, cast off, peel off 

 

4.  (fruit or vegetables)  to shell, husk, shuck, hull, rind, pare 
 
 

skin and bones 
1. on the decline, very skinny, unhealthy,  corpse-like, frail,  

 underfed, undernourished, wasted, skeletal, too lean, deathly thin 
 I don't know what happened to her but she's nothing but 
 skin and bones. 

 
2. (more stylized)  gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow- eyed, 

 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 
 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 
 

3. (informal)  thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted, gangling, 
 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-famished  
 

4. (slang)  scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken or 
 skinny as a railing 

 
 
skin deep 

1. superficial, on the surface, not very profound, not deep 
       What she feels for you is only skin deep.  She doesn't love you. 
 

2.    (more stylized)  shallow, outermost, outside, external. outward, 
 exterior 

        It is true that beauty is only skin deep. 
 
3.    unreal, artificial, plastic, fake, fraud, delusion, phony 

 Can’t you tell that that is she is only crying crocodile tears.  Her 
 feeling of sorrow is only skin deep.   

 
4.    (informal)  hoax, make-believe, two-dollar bill, ruse, sham 
 

5. empty, devoid, slight, meaningless, unimportant, signifying 
 nothing, vacuous 
 His feelings for you are only skin deep.  Can’t you see that? 

 
6.    (more stylized) of little or no import, inconsequential, hollow 



 

 

 negligible, insubstantial, inconsequential matter, inconsiderable, 
 inappreciable, inane  

 
7. (informal)  petty, paltry, trivial, not worth mentioning, frivolous  

 
8. (slang)  no- account, picayune, penny-ante, fiddling, trifling, not 
 worth a hill a beans, plug nickle, not worth the paper it is printed 

 on, staw, red cent 
 
skin flick 

1. adult films, films dominated by sex, pornographic, obscene, 
 lewd, vulgar or coarse, x-rated films, sexploitation 

 Another name for skin flick is pornography. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  films which are suggestive, pruient, indecent, 

 profane, salacious, fulsome or erotic 
 

3. (informal)  films which are vile, nasty, filthy, raunchy, risqué, off-
 color, hard-core, soft-core or bawdy, peep shows, blue movies, 
 pornography 

 
4. (slang)  films which are smutty, gross or blue, stag films, nudies, 
 cheesecake, porn, leg art 

  
skin flint 

1. to be extraordinarily cheap, frugal, economical or thrify 
       My aunt was a real skin flint.  She would not lend a penny 
       without asking for interest. 

  
2.    (more formal)  brummagem, parsimonious, miserly,  
 

3. (informal) closed-fisted, stingy, penny pincher, tight, tightfisted 
 cheapskate, tightwad, money-grubber, miserly, petty 

 What a skin flint! 
 
 

 
 

  

The Body and its twisted history in the English Language 
 
 

 The study of the language of the body in English is the study of the 

long, twisted, and, at times, incredulous development of one of most 



 

 

plastic, widely studied and spoken,  irregular, and plastic languages to be 

created.   

 

 English is like an onion, each layer representing a period of great 

change.  Although wrapped in an outlayer of Latin and French, this 

covering is somewhat a roost.  Although the overwhelming majority of 

English words draw their origin from Old French, Parisian French, Latin, 

and Greek, English is not a Romance language;  it never has been.  Even 

during the period of Roman domination, the period when many of the 

Romance languages in Western and Southern Europe were being 

developed, Latin influence on the language and culture of what was than 

Britain was superficial, at best.   

 

 Perhaps if the Romans had not been forced to withdraw, Britain 

would have eventually developed the type of language and culture which 

had been flourishing across the channel in France.  However,  in 450 

Britain’s tie to the dying Roman Empire and its colonies was cut.  It was 

in that year when factions of the western branch  of the Germanic groups 

(Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Frisians) crossed the North Sea, to conquer 

and colonize what eventually became England.   

 

The invasion and colonization of England was unlike what  had 

happened in other parts of the former Roman Empire.  Across the 

Channel in France, for example, the Franks did not virtually destroy the 

different peoples whom they encountered; nor did the different Germanic 

peoples who invaded Spain and Italian.  One of the main reason for the 

non-anhiliation was that what Gaul, Visigoths and Goths found were 

highly Romanized hybrids.   Rather than destroy, the different Germanic 

groups assimilated with peoples they considered culturally and 

linguistically superior. It is for this reason that France, Spain, Italy, and 

Portugal remained an extension of the Roman Empire.  As a result, 



 

 

linguistically speaking, these countries developed closely related 

languages which belong to the Roman or Latin branch of the Indo-

European Family of Languages.    

 

England’s fate was radically different.   By the time the different 

Germanic groups invaded Britain,  the little bit of Latin culture which 

had been adopted had been almost completely replaced by the native 

Celtic ones.  The different Germanic groups were quite familiar, and as 

mentioned previously, greatly respectful of the Romans, their culture and 

language.  They felt no such reverence toward the Celts.  They either 

killed or drove westward most of the Celtic inhabitants of England. As a 

result of the almost complete destruction of the native population, Celtic 

influence in English from that period, outside a few place names, is nil.   

 

Old English 

 The language which developed as a result of the Germanic invasion 

was  purely Germanic.  It is true that the different Germanic groups had, 

before, and especially after the conquest, come in contact with Latin.  

However, the Latin adopted did not come from every area of the 

language.  Most of the words were religious; which was only natural 

since most of the contact between the Germans and Romans was 

through the Church in the form of Roman missionaries.  The English 

also borrowed from Latin to express new ideas in the area of clothing, 

and food.    All together, during this time, approximately 450 words from 

Latin were adopted into English.  (see appendix 1)    

 Despite, the incorporation of Latin into English, the culture and 

language which developed in England, up until the twelfth century, were 

almost purely Germanic in nature.   The Jutes and Saxons  formed the 

basis of the Kentish and the Southern English dialects.  The Anglicans 

settled in two areas, the northern and center areas.  They were 

responsible for the Midland and Northumbrian form of English.   



 

 

 

 For the first three centuries after the destruction of the Roman 

Empire,  the western branch of the Germanic language formed the 

basis of the English language.  It from this period that one hundred of 

the most common words in English come (see appendix 2). 

  

 The following are the words of the body which entered into English 

during its first three hundred years.  This period of the English language 

is called, Old English or Anglo-Saxon 

 
 Body language  

 (entered into the language before 900) 

    

  Body 
Old English  bodig, Old High German botah   

 

 Flesh 

 Old English  flask, Middle English  flask,  Old Frisian   
  flask, Old High German fleisk,  Old Norse   flesk,  German   
  Fleisch,  Dutch  vless 

 
 
  Limb 

Old and Middle English  lim,  Old Norse   lim   

   
 
  Head 

Old English  heafod, Middle English  he(v)ed, Old High 

 German  houbit,  Old Norse  hofuth,  Dutch hoofd,   

 
 

  Hair 
Old English  hær  hære, Middle English  here  haire, 

 Dutch haar,  German Haar , Old Norse  har  hæra ,  Old 
 High  German haria 

 

   
  Eye 



 

 

Old English  ege  (eage), Middle English   eie  ie, German   
 Auge,   Dutch  oog  

 

   
  Ear 

  Old English  eare  ear  æhher, Middle English  ere, Old  
  Norse  eyra  ax,  German Ohr   Ähre,  Dutch   oor   aar 
   

   
  Nose 

 Old English   nosu,  Dutch  neus,  German  Nase 

 

   
  Mouth 

 Old and Middle English  muth,  Old Norse  munnr,  German   

  Mund,  Dutch  mond   
 

   

  Tongue 
 Old and Middle English   tunge   tungen,  Old Norse     

  tunga,  Dutch   tong, German    Zunge 
 

   

  Tooth/Teeth 
 Old and Middle English   toth, Old Norse   tonn,  Dutch     

  tand, German    Zahn  

 
   

  Cheek 
  Old English  ce(a)ce  ceoce, Middle English  cheke, Dutch   
  kaak, Middle Lower German  kake  

 

   
  Neck 

Old English   hnecca,  Middle English    nekke,  Old Norse   
 hnakki,  Dutch    nek,  German   Nacken 

 

   

  Shoulder 
Old English   sculdor, Middle English   sholder   schulder   

 shulderen, Dutch  schouder,  German   Schulter 
 

   

  Hand 



 

 

  Old and Middle English   hand   hond,   Old Norse   hond,   
  Dutch  hand,   German   Hand,  Goth  handus  

 
   

  Arm  
  Old and Middle English  earm,   Old Frisian   erm,   Goth    
  arms,  Old Norse   armr,  Old High German   Old Swedish    

  Dutch   arm,  German  Arm,   
 
   

  Finger 
Old and Middle English    finger,   Old Norse   fingr , Dutch    

 vinger,   German    Finger,  Gothic   figgers    
 

   

  Thumb 
  Old and Middle English   thuma,  Old Norse   thumall,  

  Dutch    duim,   German     Daumen,  Old Swede and Old  
  High German   dumo  

 

   
  Nail 
  Old English   nægel  næglan,  Middle English  nayl   naille,   

  Old Frisian   neil,  Old Swede and Old High German   nagal,  
  Old Norse    nagl,     Germanic   naglaz,  Dutch   nagel,   

  German   Nagel  
  
 

  Quick 

  Old English    cuic  cwicu,   Middle English    quik, Old  
  Norse    kvikr,  Old Swede   quik,  German    queck   keck,   

  Latin   vivus,  French    vif,  Spanish   carne viva 
 

   
  Fist 

  Old English   fyst,  German    Faust,  Dutch    vuist    
   

   
  Lap 
  Old English    læppa, Middle English    lappe,  Old Norse     

  lappr,  Dutch  lap,  German    Lappen 
 
 

  Knee 
  Old English    cneo,  Middle English    cneo(w), Old Norse      



 

 

  kne,   German    Knie,  Dutch    knie,  Latin     genu,    
  French     genou,  Spanish    rodillas 

 
 

  Foot 

  Old and Middle English   fot, German   Fuss, Dutch   voet,   
  Greek  poús  pod, Latin  pes   ped,  French   pied,  Spanish    
  pie     

 
 

  Toe 

Old and Middle English   ta, Old Norse  ta , German   Zeh    
 Zehe, Dutch    teen,  Latin    digitus,  French    doigit,  
 Spanish    dedo de pie     

 
 

  Heel 
  (entered into English before 850) 

  Old and Middle English  hela, Old Norse hæll, Dutch hiel,   
   
  Behind   
  (entered English before 900) 

 
Old English  behindan, Middle English  behinden 

 

 Late Old English (Early Middle English) 

 
 The northern branch of the Germanic language did not begin to 

influence English until the latter part of the eighth and ninth century.  

From almost three hundred years, until the eleventh century, England 

was bombarded by invading groups from Scandinavia.  The 

Scandinavians, depending on their nationality, settled in the urban as 

well as the rural areas of England.  While the Norweigians colonized 

Ireland, the Scottish Island, the Isle of Man, and parts of England's 

north-west, the Danes settled mostly in the north and east part of 

England. 

 

Unlike the first Germanic invasion of the Celtic Britain, the 



 

 

Scandinavian overrun of England did not lead to the elimination the 

English.   The reason was simple.  They were the same people; therefore,     

the racial and linguistic animosity which had marked the first invasion 

was absent. Destruction was replaced by absorption and assimilation.  

The language which the invaders spoke, Old Norse, helped to form the 

basis of what is now standard English.  

 

 At the core, Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse were the same language.  

Although there were cases where Old Norse terms did replace Anglo-

Saxons ones, the norm was that the borrowing of Old Norse words took 

place when there were no Old English equivalent.  Two of the most 

distinctive borrowings of Old Norse words into English were words with 

'sk' or the 'sk' sound, (sky or scrub), and those with the hard ‘g’ sound, 

(get or egg).   

 

Old Norse words which entered into the language were not only 

content words (open class words).  People from one language group are 

constantly borrowing words from this area of the lexicon (nouns, verbs, 

adjective and adverbs).  Although it should be mentioned that many of 

the content words borrowed from Old Norse were core words; that is, 

words which either have no synonyms or those which are used to name 

things in a language which do not have synonyms.  What was extremely 

unusual about the influence of Old Norse on English was that functions 

words were also borrowed.  Function words are structural or 

grammatical and, therefore, belong to closed class words.  Very rarely, if 

ever, are new words added to this category.  (appendix 3) 

 

Words from Old Norse did not begin to be used in English until 

after the 11th century, once the Vikings had invaded, and sacked, both 

south-west and south-east England. 

 



 

 

Body Language   
 (entered into English before 1000)  
 

 Skin   
 Old English  scinn, Middle English  Old Norse  skinn, Dutch  
 schinden,  German  Schinden 

 
 

 Brow/ lash 
 Old English   bru,  Middle English   browe,  Old Norse   brun,  

 German  braue   
 
 

 Lip 
 Old English   lippa,  Middle English  lippe,  Dutch   lip, German   

 Lippe, Norwegian   lepe 
 
 

 Chin 
 Old and Middle English   cin   cinn,  Old Norse  kinn,  Dutch   

 kin,   German  Kinn   chin 
 

 
 Elbow 

 Old English   elnboga   elboga,  Middle English  elbowe,  Old 
 Norse olnbogi,    Middle Dutch  ellenboghe   elleboog,  Old High 

 German  ellinbogo,   German   Ellenbogen 
 
 

 Knuckels 
 Middle English    knokel,   Middle Low German   Middle Dutch  
 knökel, Dutch   kneukel   (knok), German  Knöchel   (Knochen) 

 
 

 Back 
 Old English  bak, Middle English  bæc,  Old Frisian  bek, Old 
 Norse  Old Swede  bak 

 
 
 Leg 

           Middle English and Old Norse  leggr, Danish   læg 
 

  
 Buttock 
 Old English   buttuc, Middle English    buttok 



 

 

 
 Ass  (vulgar) 

 Old English  ærs  ears, Middle English  ars,   Old Frisian   ers,  
 Old Norse, Middle Low German, Old Swedish, and Old High 

 German  ars,   Dutch  aars  
 

 
 
 

 Although many of the words spoken during this period were later 

eliminated,  Old English forms the core of English.  It is for this reason 

that, despite all the subsequent influence that Latin, (both the classical 

and vulgar version); Classical Greek; and French, (both the Norman and 

Parisian version); may have had, English is not a Romance language.  At 

its core,  English is a Germanic language.    

 

 The basic Germanic nature of English is not limited to the 

structure of the language.  It is true that as a whole, English shares more 

words with Latin and French than it does with German, Frisian, 

Swedish, Dutch, or Danish.  However, to find the cognates of most, if not 

all,  of the most basic,  fundamental, and frequently used words of 

English, one must go to the different Germanic languages of both 

branches of the language tree.   (appendix 4) 

 (Middle English) 

 The Norman Invasion took place in 1066.  However, although the 

Normans greatly influenced the English language, for the first few 

centuries after their invasion and settlement, the influence of French in 

English was kept at a minimum.   The reasons for this are numerous.  

For one, English was considered the language of the socially inferior; 

therefore, as a rule, it was treated by elites of the society, many  of whom 

did not speak or understand English, with indifference.   As a result, the 

language was, for almost two centuries, considered a dialect spoken by 

those who had no power.  Norman French remained in its position as the  

official language until the forced separation of Normandy from England.   



 

 

Although during this period a great number of words from French came 

into English, the number was no where near the amount that would be 

borrowed later. 

 

 French imported more than ten thousand words into English.  As a 

result, hundreds of words from Old English were forced out of the 

language. (appendix 5)  However, it must never be forgotten that despite 

tremendous influence that French had in English, it never had the 

impact that Old Norse had.  Old Norse actually changed the very essence 

of English; French did not.  The reasons are not hard to understand.  By 

1066, English was too well established in both its written and spoken 

form to be easily eliminated or changed.   Norman French never became 

a natural language of England as a whole; it  was only natural to the tiny 

elite of the country.   Also, intermarriage can not be ignored.  The 

Normans did not remain separate from the population which they 

conquered.  Many times the offspring of such unions spoke either both 

Norman French and English or only English. 

 

 English remained English; French was incorporated within the 

existing structure to make it stronger and richer.   In no area of structure 

did French change English.  This fact can be easily demonstrated.   For 

example, in the area of syntax (word order) only in very few cases do 

adjectives follow the noun (attorney general or court martial).  In all other 

cases, the norm is that the adjective precedes the noun.   Another 

example would be in the area of verbs.  When French verbs entered into 

English,  their grammatical structures remained outside.  That is to say, 

only the essence of the verb was incorporated;  all of their grammatical 

endings were eliminated.  They generally came into the language as 

regular rather than irregular verbs.  As a result, the ‘weak’ past 

inflection, ‘ed’, became much more dominant, eventually becoming the 

normal ending of most verbs in English in the past tense.  It is for this 



 

 

reason that the overwhelming majority of irregular verbs in the past are 

from the Germanic, rather than the French or Latin, area of English.   

(see appendix 6) 

 

French did not enter the language English all at once.  It did so in stages: 

 1. first one hundred years ---- no increase of French in English 

 
 2. last one half of the 12th century ---- slight increase 

 
 3. 1200-1250 ---- increase  
 

 4. post 1250 ---- greater increase 
 
 5. 1300-1400 ---- period of the greatest borrowing 

 
 6. 1400 ---- sharp drop and eventual tappering off   

  

 
 Words of the body which came into English  
 prior to 1250 
 

 Figure 
 (1175-1225) 

 Old French and Middle English  figure,  Latin   figura,  French  

 forme,  Spanish  figura 

 
  
  
 Words of the body which came into English 
 post 1250 
 

 Face 
 (1250-1300) 

 Middle English, Anglo-French, Old French  facia,  Latin  facies,  

 Late Middle English  facen, French  visage face, Spanish  cara 

 
 Whiskers (whisk + er) 
 (1325-1375) 
 whisk 

 Middle English (Scots)  wysk,  Scots wisk quhisk,  Old Norse visk,   
 Swedish  viska,  Danish  vishe,  Old High German  wisken 

 

 Jaw 
 (1325-1375) 



 

 

 Middle English  jawe   jowe,  Latin  maxilla   mala  fauces,  Old 
 French  joue   joe, French  mâchoire, Spanish  mandibula 
 

  

 Palm 
 (1300-1350) 
 Old English  folm,  Middle English paume,  Middle French and 
 Latin  palma,  French  paume,  Spanish  palma 

 
  
 Stomach 
 (1300-1350) 
 Middle English   stomack,  Old French    stomaque   estomac,  
 Greek stomakhos,  Latin   stomachus   venter,  French    
 estomac,  Spanish  estómago 

 
  

 Testicles 
 (1375-1425) 
 Latin   testiculus,  French  testicules,  Spanish  testiculos 
   
 
 

 The late Middle Ages was one of great changes in England.  The 

growth of towns, the death of feudalism, hastened by the Black Death, 

and the rise of the middle class and free, self-governing communities all 

led to the growing domination and self-assuredness of the English 

language and culture.  Slowly, all levels of the population began to see 

that the language in which they communicated was more than a dialect 

that only the peasantry spoke.    

 

 The new attitude led to the growing importance of English in all 

areas of society.   The fourteenth century witnessed the resurgence of 

English in the official and governmental spheres.  In 1349, English began 

to replace French as the language of instruction; by 1382, it was rare to 

find a school where French, rather than English, was the language of 

instruction.  In 1362, Parliament opened, for the first time, in English 

rather than French.  It was also in that year that law courts were ordered 

to be conducted in English rather than Norman French. 



 

 

 

 The new growing self-awareness of English continued into fifteenth 

century.  It was the period that the first monarchs who were completely 

fluent in English reigned, Richard II and Henry IV.  It was also in that 

period that  Geoffrey Chaucer wrote Canterbury Tales, William Langland 

wrote Piers Plowman, and John Wycliff for the first time, successfully 

translated the entire bible into English.   

 

 As Englishmen became more confident in the language which they 

spoke, they opened up to possibilities which had once been rejected.  As 

was shown in the table above, it was not until the fourteenth and 

fifteenth century that thousands of French words were allowed to enter 

into English.  It was also during these centuries that a large number of 

Latin words entered English. 

 

 Throughout the history of English, Latin has, on and off, entered 

English.  However, it was not until the  period immediately prior to and 

during the Renaissance, did the English begin to borrow Latin in any 

great quantity.  Although there were scholars such as Sr. John Cheke, 

who believed that English could be used to express any idea, there were 

those who believed that English was a language which could, without 

any problem, put into words less sophisticated, more concrete ideas.  It 

was ideal to express blunt, straightforward and plain-spoken ideas.  

Latin and Greek were much better suited to verbalize the more abstract, 

nuance, subtle and conceptual areas of life.    

 

 Originally, much of the Latin which had come into English had 

done so indirectly French.  That changed, however, once original Latin 

text became available.   Latin, and eventually Greek, began to be 

borrowed directly. 

 



 

 

 By the time the early modern period, all the vocabulary used to  
 

describe the body was already well established.  The only new words of  
 

the body which came into the language  were those  of the internal  
 
organs.  The body parts which were discovered during the early modern  

 
and modern period have either Latin or Greek origin, language which  
 

doctor and scientist continued utilizing long after the world had ceased.   
 

Of these parts of the body, almost none is rich in metaphors or  
 
symbolism.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Body 
(entered into the English language before 900) 

 
Old English   botah    bodig,  Dutch   lichaam  lijk,  Danish  krop,  
German  Körper  Leichnam,  Swedish  en kropp,  Norwegian  legeme, 
Afrikaan  liggaam,  Frisian  lichem   lichaamlik,  Latin   corpus   

cadaver,  French    corps, Spanish    cuerpo 



 

 

 
body  

 
1. physical structure and material substance of a human being and 

      an animal, including  bones, flesh, and organs 
        

The human body is beautiful.  

 
 
2.    corporeal structure, bulk, build, figure, shape 

         
The shape of a woman's body is different from culture to culture. 

 
 
 

3.    framework, skeleton, flesh and bone, trunk, torso 
         

The body without flesh and bone is a skeleton. 

  
 

4.    carcass, corpse, cadaver, remains, ashes 
        

Once a body no longer contains life it is called a corpse. 

  
 

5.    (slang)  stiff 
         

The slang expression for a dead body is 'stiff.' 

 
 
6.    person, human being, creature 

  
I need to know how many bodies are present to decide on how  

 much food to make. 
       
 

7.    majority, greater part, bulk, lion’s part 
        

The body of the population don't vote. 

 
8.    core, crux, essence, heart, kernel 

        
The body of the argument makes no sense. 

  

 
9.    group, collectivity, mass, corps, band 



 

 

        
They voted as a body. 

 
 

10. (work)  work party, detail, force 
 
11. (military) force, detachment, squadron, army, troops,  

division, unit    
 
12. group, crowd, gathering, community of worshipers, collection, 

 congregation, assembly, Christian fellowship  
 

13. (informal)  pack, band, thong, mob, gang, crowd, horde 
 
14. (animals)  flock, herd, school, pride, gaggle, drove, bevy, covey, 

 swarm, colony 
 

15.   density, firmness, consistency 
 
16.   lushness, richness, luxuriousness, shine, sheen, to be thick,  

 healtlty and full of luster 
          

Some shampoos claim to give one's hair body. 

 
 
*body and soul  

1. completely, totally, positively, to the utmost, entirely, wholly, fully, 
 fervently, without any doubt, to the limit, thoroughly, 

 unreservedly, to the maximum, absolutely  
  

She fought body and soul to achieve her goal. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  unambiguously, without equivocation, 
 unequivocally, categorically  
 

3. (informal) nothing short of, heart and soul, whole hog, to  
 the full, to the hilt, through and through, in every respect, inside 

 out, in the full,  
 
4. (slang) like mad, lock, stock and barrel, hook, line and sinker,  

 like crazy 
 
5. (Latin)  in toto 

 
body art 



 

 

the painting of the body with different type of images, including tattoos, 
wax casts and mutilation 

 
body bag 

large bag made to contain human remains 
 
Before a body is placed in a casket, it is kept in a body bag.  

 
 
*body blow 

1.   being hard hit, during a fight, in the areas from the neck 
 to the waist 

  
The body blow that he gave him, knocked him out. 

 

 
2.   serious loss, total loss, dead loss, complete loss, disappointment, 

 trouncing, defeat, discouragement, check, rout, beating  
       

His betrayal was a body blow which took him years to get over. 

 
 
3. (informal)  to be a let down, bitter pill, comedown, slap in the face, 

 downfall, beating, drubbing or rebuff 
 
 
*body builder 

one who exercises to put one’s body in optimum shape, usually for a 

competition 
 
She looks so good because she is a bodybuilder. 

 
 
body building 

the act of putting the body in optimum shape, usually for a competition 
 
body check 

1. to block an opponent by hitting, striking, or impacting him or her 

 with the body 
 
2. to collide with or crash against or into one’s opponent with one’s 

 body 
 
3. (informal) to bang into, slam or pummel one’s opponent with one’s 

 body 
 



 

 

*body clock 

system which control the biological function of the body 

 
A woman's body clock determines if and when she has a baby. 

 
 
body color 

an opaque or non-transparent pigment, color, coloring, tint or hue 
 
body corporation 

(legal)  a person, association, or group of persons legally incorporated, a 
company or partnership which is a single entity 

 
*body count  

1. the number of soldiers who are dead after a confrontation 

 
I don't believe the body count that the media gives in the reporting 

of this war. 
 

 

2.    the number of persons who are dead after a serious accident 
        

The body count after the accident was high. 

      
 

*body double 

used in movies to substitute an actor, usually in nude scenes 
 

Some actors do not like doing nude scenes; therefore, they use  
a body double. 

 
 
body English 

the manner which one moves or twists the body after they have thrown 
or hit a ball as if that movement can influence where the ball lands. 
 
bodyguard 

a person employed to protect someone (usually a celebrity, government 

official or leading business person) 
 
To do his job well, a body guard must be well trained. 

 
 
body image 

representation, in one's mind, of how one's body is or should be 
 



 

 

Many women's body image is distorted. 

 
*body language 

the way in which one places one's body to silently and, many time 

unconsciously, communicates who one is and how one feels  
 
His body language told me that he did not like anyone to touch him. 

 
 
body mike 

a small, inconspicuous, wireless microphone used to amplify the voice 
 
The reason that you can hear him so well is that he has on a body mike. 

 
 

body odor 

the bad smell of the body 

 
After I jog, my body odor is strong. 

 
 
body of believers 

1. Christians, members of the Christian church, community of 

 believers 
 
 It is believed that wherever the body of believers gather, Christ 

 is there. 
 

 
2. (more stylized)  followers of Christ, Body of Christ, Christendom 
 
Body of Christ 

1.  assembly of Christians for the purpose of worship 

 
2. the consecrated bread of the Eucharist, the holy communion 
 
body of jurors  

1. panel of peer, jury, panel of one’s peers 

 
2. (more stylized) twelve just persons, veniremen 
 

3. (informal)  twelve persons in a box 
 
*body of myth 

tradition, mythology, folklore, lore 
 



 

 

The Greek had created a body of myth that is still studied and  

written about. 

 
 

*body of  the book 

theme, subject, subject matter, treatise, dissertation of a book 
 
The introduction of the book is deceiving because the body of the 
book is really good.    

 
 
*body of the car 

the physical structure which contains the vehicle 
 
After the accident, the body of the car was totally destroyed. 

 
 

body  of the church 

the nave, principal, prime or the most important part of the church 
 
The congregation attends services in the body of the church. 

 
body of the ship 

the physical structure which contains the ship 
 
The body of the ship was gutted. 

 
 

*body of the speech 

the most important part of the speech, excluding the introduction and 
the conclusion 

 
The body of the speech is fantastic; I am not, however, crazy about the 

introduction. 
 
 

body of the tree 

trunk of a tree 

 
They wrote on the body of the tree. 
 

body of the wine 

the fullness and color of the wine 
 
body of water 

large area of water i.e.  a lake 



 

 

 
*body organs 

1. organs inside of the body, bowels, vital organs, internal organs, 
 entrails, bowels, colons, colon 

 
 The names of most of the body organs in English are of Latin, 

 rather than  Germanic, origin 

 
 
2. (informal)  gizzards, innards, guts, vitals, liver and lights 

 
 

*body piercing 

the process of placing holes in the body to decorate it with jewelry 
 

 
Body piercing can be very painful. 

 
 
body politics 

a collective body of people such as a state or nation under an  
organized government, rank and file, the general public, community, 
commonwealth,  participants, membership  

 
body piercing 

the process of placing holes in the body to decorate it with jewelry 
 
Body piercing can be very painful. 

 
 
body rub 

massage 
 
body search 

thorough search of one’s body for drugs, weapons or other type of 
counterband 

 
body shell 

the hard outer core, structure or framework of a vehicle 
 
*body shop 

1. a factory in which the body of  a car is either manufactured or    

    repaired 
 
I sent my car to the body shop around the corner to remove the 

dents. 



 

 

 
 

2. (slang ) an employee agency which specializes in providing  
workers for ground-level jobs 

 
 
3. (slang) a gym or health club 

 
 I go to the body shop every day; otherwise, I gain weight. 

 
 
body slam 

a term used in wrestling in which an opponent is lifted, hurled  
and thrown on the mat 
 
The body slam that he gave his opponent must have been painful. 

 
 
*body snatcher 

1. a person who steals corpses once they have been buried 

 
 Because persons used to fear body snatchers, they would bury 

 their loved-one in unmarked graves. 

 
 

2. (informal) grave-robbers 
 
 

3. an agency which recruits an already employed executive to fill the 
 top management  position of another company, many time for a 
 rival company 

 
 

body snatching 

1. the act of stealing a corpse 
 
 There was a time when body snatching was a major problem. 

 

2. (informal) grave-robbing 
* 
 

a body that could kill 

1.  well-built, attractive, pleasing to the eye 
 
 She has a body that could kill.  She will have no problem getting 

 a job as a model. 



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, 
appealing, stunning  

 
 
3. (informal)  well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, eye-filling, 

 inviting, tooth-some, eye-catching, tempting 
 
 

4. (slang)  stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a brick house, 
 shapely, busty, curvaceous 

 
 
5. (slang to vulgar)  comely, great looking behind, desirable, 

come- hither 

 

 
6. (vulgar)  great looking ass, great looking hooter, ass that could kill 
 

 
body type 

1.   type of print used in the main text of printed material 
 
2.   the shape of the body 

 
      Everyone's body type is different. 

  
 
busybody 

1. prier, interloper, meddler, intruder, interferer, eavesdropper 
 
 She’s such a busybody that I can’t stand her. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  tale-bearer, obtruder, slanderer informer, 

defamer 
 

 
3. (informal)  blabbermouth, gossip, snoop, chatterbox snooper, 
 backbiter 

 
 

4. (slang) buttinsky, tattle-tale, kibitzer, nosy Parker, yenta  
 
 



 

 

5. (Yiddish)  cochieffel 
 
 
dogbody 

(only British English) 
1. one who is given menial tasks to do 
 
 Although right now I am a dogbody in the company, it will 

 not last. 

 
 
2. (American English)  gofer 

 
 
foreign body 

an object which is separate or alien to its surrounding 
 

 
The body considers an implant a foreign body. 

 
 
*full body  

1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 
 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big boned 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 

 
 

3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out 
 
 

4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
heavenly body 

1. a planet i.e.  Jupiter, Plato,  
 

 
2. heavens, cosmos, empyrean, vault of heaven, galaxy, to be 
 planetary, heavenly or cosmic 

 
legislative body 

the legislature 
 
*main body 



 

 

1. the most important part of, the most essential,  basic point, 
 essential part, basic idea, necessary, kernel, indispensable, core, 

 the real meaning 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) pith, essence, sum and substance, 

quintessence, vital, crux, focal point, that which is fundamental    

 
 
3. (informal)  heart, gist, soul, backbone, lifeblood, marrow, meat,  

heart and soul, what it’s all about, nuts and bolts 
 

 
4. (slang) nitty-gritty, what it all boils down to 
 

 
5.  (Latin)  sine qua non 

 
 
6. majority, gross, bulk, mass, overwhelming, greater part, greater 

 percent, greatest  percentage  
 

 
7. (more stylized/formal)  preponderance, plurality 
 

 
8. (informal)  lion’s share, more than half, more than fifty percent 
 
 
*nice body 

1. curvy, shapely, striking, attractive, desirable, well-built, able-
 bodied, handsome 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) voluptuous,  well-endowed, voluptuous, 
 interesting, appealing, stunning  

 
 

3. (informal) sexy, eye-catching, well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, 
 eye-filling,  inviting, tooth-some, eye-catching, tempting, 
 pleasing to the eye 

 
4. (slang)  busty, foxy, sexy, built, stacked, having a body that could 

 kill, built like a brick house, shapely, busty, curvaceous, full-
 bosomed 
 



 

 

 
5. (slang to vulgar)  comely, great looking behind, desirable, 

come- hither 

 

 
6. (vulgar)  great looking ass, great looking hooter, ass that could kill 
 
 
*over one's dead body 

said to emphasize one’s unconditional opposition or determination  
 
You will leave here only over my dead body. 

 
 
*to arrive in a body 

1. to go or arrive to a place in a group, corps, team, band or party 
 
 The family arrived in a body. 

 
 

2. (informal)  to arrive in a knot, bunch, cluster or bundle 
 

 
3. (informal/negative) to arrive in a mass, throng, crush, mob, knot,
 multitude, press, horde, swarm, crowd, thicket, holi poli, pack, 

 hodge podge, clutter, rabble 
 
 

4. (animals)  to arrive at a place in a fold, bevy, herd, hive, covey, 
 flock,  school, swarm, gaggle, shoal or drove  

 The lions were there in a  
 
 

*to be a body blow to all one's aspirations 

1. to be an action that causes severe disappointment, pain, sorrow,  
 disilluisionment, grief or disenchantment 

 
 My inability to convince him was a body blow to all my 

 aspiration. 

 
 

2. (informal) an action which crushes or squashes one’s hopes and 
 aspirations, to be humbling,  humiliating, a great let down or a 

 blow to one’s hopes 
 
to be a busybody 



 

 

1. to pry, inquire, interlope, intrude, to be a meddler, snoop, gossip, 
interloper, intruder or obtruder 

 
 What a neighbor!!  He is such a busybody, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be intrusive, officious or inquisitive 
 
 

3. (informal) to poke one’s nose where it does not belong, gossip, 
mind other people’s business, have one’s finger in every pie, to 

be a busy-body, a meddler, a snoop or a kibitzer, be nosy, have 
one's nose in every door, be meddlesome, overcurious or prying 

 

 
4. (slang) to be a big mouth, newsmonger, cat chatterbox, tabby, 

 gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, be nosey, be a person 
 who butts in or a Paul Pry  
 

 
5. (Yiddish)  to be a cochieffel 
 
*to belong to someone's body and soul 

1. to belong to someone fully, totally, unconditionally, entirely, 

 fervently and completely 
 
 They will never divorce.  They belong to each other body  

 and soul. 

 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to belong to someone unreservedly, utterly, 
 absolutely, wholly, unambiguously, unmitigatingly 
 

 
3. (informal)  to belong to someone across the board, bag and 
 baggage, hook, line and  sinker, through and through, nothing 

 short of, whole hog, out and out, alpha and omega, from beginning 
 to end 

 
to body mike 

to place a small, inconspicuous, wireless microphone so that the voice is 

amplified without inhibiting body movement 
 
Because he was body miked, he could be heard clearly. 

 
 



 

 

*to body search 

to search, examine or frisk the body for concealed weapon or  

contraband goods 
 
Many passengers are body searched in the airport to see if they have 

drugs or arms. 
 
 
to come in a body 

1. to go to a place in a group, corps, team, band or party 

 
 The family came in a body. 

 
 
2. (informal)  to arrive in a knot,bunch, cluster or bundle, arrive in  

 a body 
 

 
3. (informal/negative) to arrive in a mass, throng, crush, mob, knot,
 multitude, press, horde, swarm, crowd, thicket, holi poli, pack, 

 hodge podge, clutter, rabble 
 
 

4. (animals)  to arrive at a place in a fold, bevy, herd, hive, covey, 
 flock,  school, swarm, gaggle, shoal or drove  

  
 
*(to do something) over one's dead body 

to be determined that someone does not do something 
 
You will leave here only over my dead body. 

 
 
to have a body that could kill 

1.  to be able-bodied, well-built, attractive, handsome or pleasing to 
 the eye 

 
 She has a body that could kill.  She could easily be a super-

 model. 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, 

appealing or stunning  
 
 

3. (informal) to be well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, eye-filling, 
 inviting, tooth-some, eye-catching or tempting 



 

 

 
 

4. (slang)  to be stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a brick house, 
 shapely, busty or curvaceous 

 
 
5. (slang to vulgar) to be  comely, great looking behind, 

desirable or come-hither 

 
 
6. (vulgar) to have great looking ass, great looking hooter or ass  that 

could  kill 

 
 
*to have body 

to contain density, solidity, richness, substance, richness 
 
I love this beer; it has a lot of body. 

 
 
*to have an out-of-body experience 

to have a near-death experience 

 
When the car hit him, he said that he had an out-of-body experience. 

 
to have no body 

to be without substance, structure or shape 
 
This essay has no body; it nothing but an introduction and conclusion. 

 

 
*to keep body and soul together 

1. to be able to maintain, sustain or feed oneself, provide for oneself  

 
 Once she graduates from college, she going to have to learn to 
 keep body and soul together. 

 
 

2. (informal) to keep intact, take care of, clothe and feed oneself, 
 keep or maintain oneself alive, provide for, continue breathing 
 
*to know where all the bodies are buried 

1. to have knowledge or information concerning secrets and details 

 one does not want to become common knowledge, be privy to 
 information which would be damaging or detrimental if widely 
 known 



 

 

 
 They won't fire him because he knows where all the bodies 

 are buried. 

 

 
2. (informal)  to be in the know, wise to, hep to or in on information 

which one wishes to maintain secret 

  
 
to present a large body of evidence 

to present  a large number of facts needed to prove one's case 
 
The police presented such a large body of evidence that the criminal 

had to admit his crime. 
 

 
*to sell one's body 

1. to be a prostitute 
 
 Selling your body is one of the oldest profession. 

 
 
2. (informal)  to be a woman of the profession, call girl or working girl 

 
 

3. (slang)  to be a hooker, lady of the evening, street walker, 
 lady of pleasure, hustler 
 

 
4. (French)  fille de joie 

 
*to want someone for only one’s body 

1. to want, be attracted to, care for or desire someone only for sex 

 
 He doesn't love me.  He wants me only for my body. 

 

 
2. (informal)  to hanker after, have a yen for, have a fancy for, have 

 an eye for,  or covet someone for sex 
 
 

3. (slang) to have the hots for, lust after, be wild about, lech after, 
 to crave, hunger or thirst after someone 

 
 
able-bodied   



 

 

1.    robust, healthy, fit, in good condition, physically fit, well 
 
 He may not be very handsome but he is able-bodied 

 and healthy. 

 
 
2.    (informal) being fit as a fiddle, in good shape, in shape, hale and 

hearty, in fine fiddle, in the pink, strong, strong and hearty, in 
tip-top shape or bursting with health 

 

 
3.    firm, sturdy, tough, able to withstand, strong, sound  

 
 
4.    (informal)  being tough as nails, hard as a rock, strapping or hard 

 as a stone 
 

 
5.    rugged, muscle-bound, potent, athletic, mighty or all-powerful, 
 husky, formidable, powerful, brawny, powerfully built, strapping 

 
 
*to be able-bodied   

1.    to be robust, healthy, fit, in good condition, physically fit or well 
 
 He may not be very handsome but he is able-bodied 

 and healthy. 
 

 
2.    (informal) to be fit as a fiddle, in good shape, in shape, hale and 

hearty, in fine fiddle, in the pink, strong, strong and hearty, in 

tip-top shape or bursting with health 
 

3.    to be firm, sturdy, tough, able to withstand, strong or sound  
 
 

4.    (informal)  to be tough as nails, hard as a rock, strapping or hard 
 as a stone 

 
 
5.    to be rugged, muscle-bound, potent, athletic, mighty or all-

 powerful, husky, formidable, powerful, brawny, powerfully built, 
 strapping 
 
bodlily 
1. real, physical, concrete or tangible 



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  incarnate, material, corporal or substantial 
 

 
3. en masse, collectively, wholly, in a group, whole, or in a body   
 

 
bodiless 
1. not tangible, not body, intangible, unearthy, not material, 

 unfleshly,  shadowy, spiritual 
    

 
2. (more stylized/formal) intangible, spectral, immaterial, etheral, 
 unsubstantial, incorporeal, ghostly, impalpable, disembodied 

 transcendental, disincarnate 
 
bodliness 
1. physicalness, concreteness, tangiblity 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) bodliness, incarnation, materiality, 

corporality,  substantiality, embodiment 

 
 

3. (more informal)  giving structure to, making real, giving human 
 qualities, making concrete, breathing life into 
 

 
disembodied 
1. not tangible, not body, intangible, unearthy, not material, 

 unfleshy,  shadowy, spiritual, bodiless 
    

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  intangible, spectral, immaterial, etheral, 
 unsubstantial, incorporeal, ghostly, impalpable, disembodied, 

 transcendental 
 

 
 
to be disembodied 

1. to not be tangible, intangible, unearthy, not material, unfleshy,  
 shadowy, spiritual or bodiless 
 
 It was a disembodied spirit. 

    



 

 

2. (more stylized/formal)to be intangible, spectral, immaterial, 
etheral, unsubstantial, incorporeal, ghostly, impalpable, 

disembodied or transcendental 
 

 
embodiment 
1. physicalness, concreteness, appearance, tangiblity, flesh and 

 blood 
 
 She is the embodiment of all that is good and healthy. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  bodliness, substantiation, incarnation, 
 corporality, materialization, materiality, corporealization, 
 incarnation, personification, substantiality, manifestation, 

 apparition, epiphany embodiment 
 
 
to be the embodiment 
1. to be the physicalness, concreteness, tangiblity or flesh and blood 

 
 She is the embodiment of all that is good and healthy. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be the bodliness, substantiation, 

incarnation, corporality, materialization, materiality, 
corporealization, personification, substantiality, embodiment 

 
 
to embody 

1.    to make corporeal, externalize, personify 

 
 There are those who believe that a dictator embodies evil, itself. 

  
 
2.  (more stylized/formal) actualize, substantiate, personate, incarnate 

 
 

3. (more informal)  to give life to, make real, give human qualities, 
 make  concrete, breathe life into 
 

4. to combine, unite, blend, join, mingle 
 
 

5.    (more stylized/formal)  fuse, intermingle, amalgamate, consolidate, 
 conmingle 



 

 

 
 

6. (informal)  to throw together, lump together, join together, put 
 together 

 
 
7. to comprise, composed of, contain, consist of, include, have 

 
 
8.    to encompass, assimilate, envelop, admit, comprehend, constitute, 

 subsume 
 

 
9. (informal)  to take in  
 

 
 
(In very formal English, at times, the Latin version of the word body, in 

the sense of ‘the human manifestation of,’  is utilized.  The word 
incarnate literally means 'in the flesh'  (in = in   carnate = flesh) 

 
incarnate 

1. embodiment, corporal, bodily, fleshy 

 
 

2. earthly, material, concrete, real, true, actual 
 
 

3. personified 
 
 

4. symbolic, representative, signifying 
 

 
5. manifested, made manifest, revealed 
 

 
6. flesh-colored, pale pink 

 
 
7. crimson, red 

 
to incarnate 
1. to be the physicalness, concreteness, tangiblity or flesh and 

 blood,  make corporeal, externalize, personify, embody, 
 materialize,  represent, signify, symbolize 



 

 

 
 She is the incarnation of all that is good and healthy. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be the bodliness, substantiation, 
incarnation, corporality,materialization, materiality, 
corporealization, personification, substantiality or 

embodiment,actualize,  substantiate, personate, incarnate, 
actualize 

 

 
3. (more informal)  to give life to, make real, give human qualities, 

 make  concrete, breathe life into 
 
incarnation 

1.    materiality,  substantiality, flesh and blood, tangibility, actuality, 
 realness, physicalness, concreteness, appearance, tangiblity 

 
 She is the incarnation of all that is good and healthy. 

 

 
2.    (more stylized/formal) embodiment, materialization, 

personification, reification, bodliness, incarnation, materiality, 

corporality,  substantiality, embodiment, substantiation, 
corporality, materiality, corporealization, apparition, epiphany  

 
 
to be the incarnate of beauty 

one who is the human form or embodiment of beauty, be very beautiful 
 
She is so beautiful that she is the incarnate of beauty. 

 
 
to be the incarnate of evil 

one who is the human form or embodiment of evilness, be very evil 
 
 
to be the incarnate of greed 

one who is the human form or embodiment of greed, be very greedy 
 
Figure 
(entered into English between 1175-1225) 

 (The words figure and body, are not exactly synonyms.  Figure refers to 

the shape of the body, especially that of a woman who is considered 
attractive.) 

 



 

 

Old French and Middle English   figure, Dutch figuur,  Danish  figur,  
German Figur,  Swedish  figur,  Norwegian   figurere,  Frisian  figuer, 

Latin   figura,  French   forme,  Spanish    figura 

 

 
figure 

1. bodily form or frame 

 
 He has the figure of an athlelte rather than that of an artist. 

 

 
2.    structure, frame, build, body 

 
 
3.    form, shape, outline, cut, cast 

 
 

4.    shape of a woman's body to represent attractiveness 
 
 She has always been admired for her figure. 

 
5.    representation, image, picture, icon 
 
 The figure of the man in the picture is intriguing. 

 

6.    statue, mold, model, sculpture, bust, statuette   
  

i.e.  action figures 

 
 
7.    design, pattern, device  

 
 i.e.  figure skating 

 
 
8.    someone who is considered as  

 
 i.e.  figure of a mother or father 

 
 
9.    emblem, symbol, type, representative, sign 

 
 
10.  character, personality, notable, somebody   

 
 i.e. great sports figure 



 

 

 
 

11.   a numerical symbol, number, numeral 
 
 Now that he is his own boss, he is making a six-figure salary. 

 
 

12. an amount expressed in numbers, sum, total, aggregate 
 
 I still don’t know the final figure of how much all this is going to  

 cost.  
 

 
13. pattern form in ice 
 
 She was able to make a number of figures while skating. 

 
to figure 

1.    to portray, take the part of, appear as 
 

 
2.    to perform, act 
 

 
3.    to adorn, ornament, bedeck, embellish 

 
 
4.    to make into a metaphor or allegory, personify 

 
 
5.    to signify, symbolize, represent, stand for 

 
 

6.    to outline, sketch, trace 
 
 

7.    to portray, picture, shape, form, image 
 

 
8.    to surmise, conjecture, suppose, judge, imagine, think, believe, 
 gauge, have full confidence or  faith in, trust, determine, decide 

 
 I was able to do it because I figured that I could not lose. 

 

 
9. (more stylized/formal) to ascertain, adjudge, decide upon, 



 

 

adjudicate,  resolve 
 

 
10. ( more informal)  to reckon, opine, fancy, guess, come to the 

conclusion  that, take for granted 
 
 
action figure  

another name for doll   
 

My sons does not say that he plays with dolls; he says that he plays with 
action figures. 

 
 
astronomical figure 

1. being an extremely, astoundingly, dumbfoundingly, startlingly or 
 shockingly high number, being a staggering or astonishing price 

 
 All I can say that he quoted an astronomical figure.  I’ll never be 

 able to pay so much, even I were to work everyday of my life. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) being a number (i.e. price or salary)  so high 

that it renders one speechless or that it is disconcerting, 
confounding, incapacitating, benumbing, baffling or bewildering 

 
 
3. (informal)  being a number which catches one off guard, takes one 

 aback, catches one up short, takes one’s breath away or curls 
 one’s hair, being a figure that is out of this world 
 

 
4. (slang)  being a number which blows one’s mind or which 

 paralyzes 
 
 
authority figure  
a person representing authority and power 

 
The president no longer is an authority figure. 

 

 
central figure 

1. the most important, indispensable, basic, vital, essence, the sum 

 total 
 



 

 

 The show can't go on without him.  He is the central figure in  

 the plot. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  pivotal, intrinsic, organic, essential, 
fundamental, being the crux, lifeblood, spirit, sum and substance, 
pith 

 
 
3. (more informal)  being kernal, the nitty-gritty, soul, core, gist, 

heart 
 

 
check for seven figures 
a check in the amount of a million dollars or more 

 
Next year my goal is to get a check for seven figures. 

 
 
check for six figures 

a check in the amount from hundred thousand dollars to a million dollar 
 
I got a check for six figures last year. 

 
 
distinct figure  

1. singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different,  uncommon, with 
 no equal, unmatched, unfamiliar  

 
 He is a distinct figure whose writing is like nothing  ever done 

 before.    

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) novel, infrequent, notable, particular, 
 peerless, unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive 
  

 
3. (informal) few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 

 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable      
 

4. obvious, recognizable, evident, clear, visible, plain, unmistakable     
 
 It was not my imagination.  She was a distinct figure only a 

 couple of feet away.  I’m telling you that she’s alive; I saw her.  
 



 

 

 
5. (more stylized/formal) transparent, tangible, notable, 

salient,express, unequivocal, discerning, distinct, unambiguous, 
apparent, patent,  conspicuous  

 
 
6. (informal)  clear cut, like a red flag, loud and clear, as plain as 

 the nose on one’s face, plain as day 
 
 

7. (French)  en evidence 
 

 
eight sided figure 

octagon 

 
A octagon is an eight sided figure. 

 
 
father figure 

representing the authority and power of the father of a family 
 
Does not every boy need a father figure in his life? 

 
 
figure conscious 

1. being very critical, conscious or aware, to the point of obsession, of 
 one’s  body (i.e. weight, body fat, breast size, etc) 

 
 A model must be very figure conscious. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) being cognizant or observant of one’s body 

to the point of being distracted, obsessed, controlled, or 
monopolized 

 

 
3. (more informal)  being mindful of, alert to, alive to one’s body 

weight and  one’s figure, being obsessed, gripped, plagued, 
worried, constantly have in one’s mind or thoughts of how one 
looks 

 
 
figure eight 

form of the number eight 
 



 

 

To get a driving license for a motorcycle, one must make  
the figure eight with the motorcycle. 

 
 
figurehead 

1. titled but not actual head of a company, not the power behind the 
 throne, puppet,  nominal head, pawn 

 
       He is only a figurehead.  He can’t make any decisions. 

 

 
2.    (informal)  cat’s-pawn, supposed, mouthpiece, believed, in name 

 only,  henchman, so-called, said-to-be, not really, straw man 
 
 

3. (on a ship)  
       sculpture, carving, bust, image 

 
       Most figureheads are female. 

 

 
figure-hugging dress 

1. tightly fitting or form fitting dress 

 
 My God, you look very sexy in that figure-hugging dress. 

 
 
2. skin-tight, close fitting or snug dress 

 
 
figure of consequences 

1. being one of gravity, significance, noteworthiness, notability, 
 admiration, high opinion or honor, remarkable outstanding, 

 extraordinary, important, noteworthy, different, exceptional, 
 prestigious, special, momentous unique, impressive  
 
 He is a figure of great consequence who will one day make a 

 splash in the world of the arts. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  being a figure of substance, a figure of 

regard, of magnitude, a figure of interest, of great consequence or 
of note,  imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, 
unique, notable, rare, memorable, striking, noteworthy figure, 

distinct, imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, 
unparalleled, unique, notable, unsurpassed or rare   



 

 

  
 

3. (more informal) being a one of great clout, sway, impact or power, 
being  much touted, unforgettable, not to be taken lightly or ignored  

 
 
4. (informal)  being a big shot, being one who can thrown one’s weight 

around, who can pull strings or who can make people jump to 
attention 

 

 
figure of derision 

1. being a target of sarcasm, ridicule, belittlement, contempt or 
 disrespect, being game or a laughstock  
 
 I am tired of being their figure of derision. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being an object scorn, derision, disdain or 
 mockery, being  held in contempt, scorned or spurned 

 
 
3. (informal)  being the butt of jokes, made fun of or poked fun of, 

 lampooned, being the object of ribbing, guying, kidding or razzing, 
 made a monkey out of, made a laughing stock of 

 
 
4. (slang) being a dupe, goat, chump, sucker, stooge, being poohed-

 poohed, hooted at or gibed at 
 
 

5. (vulgar) being an ass, butt or ass hole 
 

 
figure of esteem   

1. being of importance, prestige, significance, noteworthiness, 

 notability, admiration, high opinion or honor, admirable,  
 respected, valued 

 
 You are going to have an uphill battle; he is most definitely  
 a  figure of high regard. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being of renown,  figure of high regard, of 
approbation, of singularity, of awe, of prominence, of reverence, of 
distinction, figure of noteworthiness, of esteem, figure of note, of 



 

 

veneration, of high regard, of eminence, figure of great respect, 
estimation or figure of respect, celebrated, estimable, laudable, 

reputable, worthy of respect, awe-inspiring, peerless, acclaimed 
 

 
3. (more informal) being of first water, thought highly of, looked up to, 

first rate or much touted 

 
 
4. (slang)  being hell of a 

 
 
figure of fun 

1. being a target of sarcasm, ridicule, belittlement, contempt or 
 disrespect, being game or a laughstock  

 
 I am tired of being their figure of fun. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) being an object scorn, derision, disdain or 

 mockery, being held in contempt, scorned or spurned 
 
 

3. (informal)  being the butt of jokes, made fun of or poked fun of, 
 lampooned, being the object of ribbing guying, kidding or razzing, 

 made a monkey out of, made a laughing stock of 
 
 

4. (slang) being a dupe, goat, chump, sucker or stooge, being poohed-
 poohed, hooted at or gibed at 
 

 
5. (vulgar) being an ass, butt or ass hole 

 
 
figure of great importance   

1. remarkable  outstanding, extraordinary, important, noteworthy, 
 different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous  unique, 

 impressive, being one of gravity 
 
 He is a figure of great importance who will one day make a 

 splash in the world of the arts. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) memorable, striking, distinct, imposing 

substance,  singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, unique, 



 

 

notable, unsurpassed or rare, being of great consequence, of 
magnitude,  figure of substance, figure of regard, figure of 

interest or of note  
  

 
3. (more informal) being a one of a kind, on the map, highly thought 

of, out of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted 

or unforgettable 
 
 
figure of greatness   

1. being one of influence, substance, note, greatness, weight, 

 importance, import, significance or influence  
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being one of repute, renown, notability, 
praise, eminence,  prominence, consequence, grandness or 

momentousness, aggrandized, exalted, prominent or renowned 
 
 

3. (less formal) lionized, elevated, put on a pedestal or well-thought-
of, being one of clout, sway or power, being one who carries weight, 
effect  change, has sway or  pull, being someone not to be ignored 

or taken lightly 
 

 
4. (informal) being a big shot, no one to sneeze at 
 
 
figure of high regard   

1. being of importance, prestige, significance, noteworthiness, 

 notability, admiration, high opinion or honor, admirable, 
 respected, valued 

 
 You are going to have an uphill battle; he is most definitely  
 a  figure of high regard. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being of approbation, singularity, awe, 
prominence, reverence,  distinction, esteem, veneration, eminence, 
respect or estimation, celebrated, estimable, laudable, reputable, 

worthy of respect, awe-inspiring, peerless, acclaimed 
 
 

3. (less formal) being of first water, thought highly of, looked up to, 
first rate or  much touted 



 

 

 
 
4. (slang)  being hell of a 

  

 
figure of importance 

1. influencial, important, prestige, powerful, being of high standing, 

 prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high position or 
 of high ranking 
 
 He is a figure of importance in the world of letters. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  being of great consequence, noteworthy 

figure, note, figure of high regard, import, substance, figure of 

importance, importance, figure of regard, consequence, gravity, 
note or value  

  
 
3. (less formal)  being highly thought of, well connected or high 

caliber, weighty figure, having pull, muscle, sway, hold or clout 
  
 
figure of interest 

1. being of matter, regard, notice, concern, import, consideration, 

 curiosity, captivation, thought, importance or relevancy, attractive, 
 fascinating or inviting 
 
 He has been a figure of interest in the music world for quite  

 a long time. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being of inquisitiveness, noteworthy figure, 

 significance, estimation, consequence, distinction, esteem, 
 attention, consideration or value, beguiling, tantalizing, appealing, 
 enticing, engaging, mesmerizing, alluring, infatuating   

   
 

3. (less formal) being an interesting chap or fellow, being bewitching, 
 tempting, pulling, magnetizing, eye catching or capturing 
 

 
figure of little or no import 

1. of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 

 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, minor  
 



 

 

 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is a figure of little or no import. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent, of no 
 consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant 
  

 
3. (less formal) being a figure of no import or a figure of little or no 
 import, not worth mentioning, of no great weight, not worth 

 worrying about, not worth anything 
  

 
4. (informa)  of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, not worth a rap, 
 being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, mickey 

 mouse, not  worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth 
 worrying one’s pretty little head about 

 
 
figure of little or no importance 

1. unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 
 importance, minor, of no concern, of little or no import 
 
 As far as her family is concerned, she’s a figure of little or no 
 importance.  

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant, 

of no moment, of no consequence, negligible 
 
 

3. (less formal)  of no great weight, not worth worrying about, not 
worth anything, not worth mentioning, being a figure of no 

import or a figure of little or no import 
 
 

4. (informal)  small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not 
 worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth worrying 

 one’s pretty little head about, of no great shakes, piddling, 
 small-time, not worth a rap, being small potatoes or fry 
 

 
figure of no import 

1. of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 

 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, minor  
 



 

 

 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is a figure of no import. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent, of no 
 consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant 
  

 
3. (less formal) being a figure of no import or a figure of little or no 
 import, not worth mentioning, of no great weight, not worth 

 worrying about, not worth anything 
  

 
4. (informal)  of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, not worth a 

rap, being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, 

mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not 
worth worrying one’s pretty little head about  

 
 
figure of no importance 

1. unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 
 importance, minor, of no concern, of little or no import 
 

As far as her family is concerned, she’s a figure of no 
importance. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant, of 

no moment, of no  consequence, negligible 
 
 

3. (less formal) of no great weight, not worth worrying about, not 
worth anything, not worth mentioning, being a figure of no 

import or a figure of little or no import 
 
 

4. (informal)  small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not 
 worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth worrying 

 one’s pretty little head about, of no great shakes, piddling, 
 small-time, not worth a rap, being small potatoes or fry 
 

 
figure of note 

1. remarkable  outstanding, extraordinary, important, noteworthy, 

 different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous  unique, 
 impressive 



 

 

 
 He is a figure of note who will one day make a splash in the world 

 of the arts. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) memorable, striking, distinct, imposing, 
 substance, singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, unique, 

 notable, unsurpassed or rare, being of great consequence or note  
  
 

3. (less formal) being one of a kind, on the map, highly thought of, 
out of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted or 

unforgettable 
 
 
figure of substance 

1. outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, striking, 

 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  
 distinction, momentous, impressive 
 

He is a figure of substance in the world of letters.  Be careful 

what  you say. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being of great substance, consequence or 

note,  imposing, substantial, singular, special, consequence, 
unique, notable, rare  

  

 
3. (less formal)  being on the map, highly thought of, out of the 

ordinary, high caliber, one for the book or unforgettable, having 

pull,  muscle, sway, hold or clout 
  

 
figure of speech 

figurative rather than literal use of language i.e.  metaphor, simile, 

personification 
 

In the expression 'figure of speech', the word 'figure' is a figure of 
speech. 
 

 
figure skates 

type of shoes used in figure skating 

 
 



 

 

figure skating 

1. type of skating in which intricate patterns are skated into the ice 

 
2.    skating in which jumps, spins, and other athletic skills are 

 emphasized 
 
3.    competitive ice skating 

 
 
figures 

1. arithmetic, mathematics 
 
 I have never been good with figures. 

 
 

2. statistics, numerical data 
 

 The figures for the number of new A.I.D.S. grew in the last decade. 
 
 
fine figure  

1. attractive, handsome, pretty, beautiful, good-looking   
 
 After she lost all that weight, she now has a fine figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) pulchritude 
 

 
3. (informal)  well-proportioned, comely, buxom, eye-filling,  

becoming, shapely 

 
 
figure in the world of sports 

being an important sport person, sport’s figure 
 
He has become an important figure in the world of sports. 

 

 
figure that is out of this world 

1. being an extremely, astoundingly, dumbfounding, startlingly or 

 shockingly high number, being a staggering or astonishing price 
 
 All I can say that he quoted a figure that is out of this world.  I’ll 

 never be able to pay so much, even I were to work everyday of my 
 life. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being a number (i.e. price or salary)  so high 

that it renders one speechless or that it is disconcerting, 
confounding, incapacitating, benumbing, baffling or bewildering 

 
 
3. (informal)  being a number which catches one off guard, takes one 

aback, catches one up short, takes one’s breath away or curls 
 one’s hair, being a figure that is out of this world 

 

 
4. (slang)  being a number which blows one’s mind or which 

 paralyzes 
 
 

5.  well-built, attractive, pleasing to the eye 
 
 She has a figure that is out of this world.  She will have no 

 problem getting a job as a model. 
 

 
6. (more stylized/formal) well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, 

appealing, stunning  

 
 

7. (informal)  well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, eye-filling, 
 inviting, tooth-some, eye-catching, tempting 
 

 
8. (slang)  stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a brick house, 
 shapely, busty, curvaceous 

 
 
9. (slang to vulgar)  comely, great looking behind, desirable, 

come- hither 

 

 
10. (vulgar)  great looking ass, great looking hooter, ass that could 
 kill 
 
figure to behold 

1. astounding, amazing, stupefying, numbing, astonishing 
 
 She was a figure to behold, watching her walking down the aisle  

 in her wedding gown. 
 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  incapacitating, startling, benumbing 

confounding, disorienting or disconcerting, rendering one 
speechless 

 
 
3. (informal)  curling one’s hair, making one sit up and pay attention, 

being paralyzing, bewildering, boggling or mind boggling, leaving 
one open-mouthed, wide-eyed or round-eyed, taking one’s 
breath away, catching one off guard, striking one dumb 

 
 

4. (slang)  mind-blowing  
 
 
figure zero (0) 

1. aught, naught, nil 

 
 
2. (dated and literary term)  cipher 

 
 
3. (slang)  goose egg 

 
five-sided figure 

pentagon 
 
A pentagon is a five sided figure. 

 
for seven figures 

in the amount of a million dollars or more 

 
The bill was for seven figures. 

 
for six figures 

in the amount from hundred thousand dollars to a million dollar 

 
His services was for six figures. 

 
 
formidable figure 

1. being fearful, frightening, dreadful, terrible, looming, grisly,  
 awe-inspiring, horrendous, monstrous, notorious or odious 
 
 I don’t want to go up against him; he is a formidable figure who 

 can not be ignored. 



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being redoubtable, ghastly, horrifying, 
intimidating, fearsome, terrifying, stupefying, direful, horrible, 

threatening, menacing or gruesome   
 
 

3. (informal)  making one’s hair stand on end, being God-awful, dark, 
 eerie, creepy or scary 
 

 
four-sided figure 

1. square 
 
 A square is a four sided figure of equal length. 

 
 

2. rectangle 
 
 A rectangle is a four sided figure of unequal length. 

 
 
head for figures  

1. being good at or having a natural talent, proficiency, mastery, 
 aptitude or flair for mathematics, being skillful at mathematics 

 
 I don’t understand anything about this class; I do not have 
 a head for figures. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)having an adroitness, swiftness, faculty, 

dexterity, nimbleness for mathematics, being adept, adroit, 
proficent or apt at mathematics 

 
3. (less formal) having a knack, bent, mind or turn for mathematics 
 

 
4. (slang)  being a whiz, whiz-bang, whizo, crack or crackerjack  

 
 
important figure  

1. influencial, important, prestige, powerful, being of high standing, 
 prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high position or 
 of high ranking, having influence, power, dominance or 

 leverage 
 



 

 

 He is one of the most important figures in the world of letters. 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  being of great consequence, note, import, 

 substance,  importance, consequence, gravity, notable or value  
  
 

3. (informal)  being highly thought of, well connected or high caliber,   
 weighty figure, having pull, muscle, sway, hold or clout 
 
impressive figure 

1. remarkable  outstanding, extraordinary, important, noteworthy, 

 different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous  unique, 
 impressive, being one of gravity 
 

I must admit that he is an impressive figure who can not easily 

be ignored. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) memorable, striking, distinct, imposing 

substance,  singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, unique, 
notable, unsurpassed or rare, being of great consequence, of 
magnitude,  figure of substance, figure of regard, figure of 

interest or of note  
  

 
3. (more informal) being a one of a kind, on the map, highly thought 

of, out of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted 

or unforgettable 
 
 
in round figures 

in the nearest whole number, rough approximation, approximation, in 

round numbers, round off figures 
 
In round figures, it comes to a million dollars. 

 
 
in rounded off figures 

rough approximation, approximation, in the nearest whole number, in 
round numbers, round off figures 

 
In rounded off figures, it comes to a million dollars. 

  
 
inconsequential figure 



 

 

1. unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 
 importance, minor, of no concern, of little or no import 

As far as her family is concerned, she’s an inconsequential 
figure.  

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant, of 

no moment, of no  consequence, negligible 
 
 

3. (less formal)  of no great weight, not worth worrying about, not 
worth anything, not worth mentioning, being a figure of no 

import or a figure of little or no import 
 
 

4. (informal)  small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not 
 worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth worrying 

 one’s pretty little head about, of no great shakes, piddling, 
 small-time, not worth a rap, being small potatoes or fry 
 

 
insignificant figure  

1. of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 

 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, minor  
 

 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is an insignificant figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent, of no 
 consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential, insignificant 

  
 

3. (less formal) being a figure of no import or a figure of little or no 
 import, not worth mentioning, of no great weight, not worth 
 worrying about, not worth anything 

  
 

4. (informal)  of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, not worth a 
rap, being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, 
mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not 

worth worrying one’s pretty little head about 
 
 
memorable face 

1. being momentous significant, unique, different, magnificent, 



 

 

 striking, remarkable, impressive, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 
 amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, distinct, 

 unlike, important, fabulous or astounding   
 
 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he is a  memborable 
 figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being illustrious, remarkable, 

quintessential, distinctive, striking, rare, consequential 

extraordinary, unique, distinct, impressive eventful formidable 
or memorable  

 
 
3. being beyond comparison, one for the book, one of a kind, out of 

 the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, electrifying, unforgettable, 
 seldom seen before, once in a lifetime or not-so-easy-to-forget 

 
 
mother figure 

representing the figure of the mother  
 
I do not want to a mother figure to anyone other than my son. 

 
 
mysterious figure 

1. being one who is unfamiliar, unknowable or unknown, beyond 
 comprehension 

 
 Although I went to university to him, he was a mysterious figure 

 to me and to everyone who knew him. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being one who is incomprehensible or 
 indecipherable, being an enigma or like a maze or labyrinth 
 

 
3. (less formal)  being a closed book, question mark, puzzle or sphynx 

 
 
4. (informal)  being a hard nut to crack or stumper 

 
 
5. being an unknowable, obscure, secretive or undefined character in 

 a work of fiction or non-fiction  
 



 

 

 I never really understood the character of the mother.  She 
 remained being a mysterious figure throughout the novel. 

 
 

6. (more stylized/formal) being incomprehensible, inscrutable, 
shadowy, nebulous or sphinxlike 

 

 
7. (less formal to informal)  being unknown, a question, not know 

what to think or a hard nut to crack 

 
notable figure  

1. remarkable  outstanding, extraordinary, important, prestige, 
 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 
 unique,  impressive 

 
He is a notable figure who will one day make a splash in the 

world of the arts. 
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) memorable, striking, distinct, imposing, 
 substance, singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, unique, 
 notable, unsurpassed or rare, being of great consequence or note  

  
 

3. (less formal) being one of a kind, on the map, highly thought of, 
out of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted or 
unforgettable 

 
 
noteworthy figure  

1. outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, prestige, 
 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  

 distinction, momentous, impressive 
 
 He is one of a very noteworthy figure in the world of letters. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being of great consequence or note, 
imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unique, 
notable, rare  

  
 
3. (less formal)  being on the map, highly thought of, out of the 

ordinary, high caliber, one for the book or unforgettable 
 



 

 

 
poor figure 

1. uncultivated, unsatisfactory, not so attractive, unacceptable, 
 unsatisfactory, imperfect, bad 

 
 He cuts a very poor figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) tawdry, ostentatious, brummagem, 

mediocre 

 
 

3. (informal)  half-bake, sorry, not up to par, cheap, gaudy, third-
 class, second-rate, not up to par 
 

 
4. (slang)  rinky-dinky, shoddy, trashy, shabby, tacky, slipshod, 

  not up to snuff, loudsy 
 
4. (vulgar)  half-assed 

 
powerful figure  

1. influential, important, prestigious, powerful, being of high 
 standing, prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high 
 position or of high ranking, having influence, dominance or 

 leverage 
 
 He is a  powerful figure in the world of letters. 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) being eminent, of great consequence, great 

import, noteworthiness, value, substance, importance, gravity or 
consequence, be notable or valuable  

  

 
3. (less formal to informal)  being highly thought of, well connected or 

high caliber, be a weighty figure, leading figure, one who carries a 

lot of weight, who is able to pick up the phone, who gets one’s 
phone calls  returned or who carries a lot of clout, having clout  

or sway 
 

 
recognizable figure 

1. well-known, famous, famed, celebrated, popular, established 

 or infamous, being a celebrity or well-known figure 
  
 She can not walk down the street because she is such a 



 

 

 recognizable figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal  to be prominent, acclaimed, renowned, 

preeminent, notable or eminent, be a prominent, be an acclaimed 
figure, be a renowned figure 

 

 
3. (informal)  to be a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 
 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 

 
 
remarkable figure 

1. magnificent, striking, remarkable, impressive, important, fabulous, 
 astounding, outstanding, significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 

 amazing, wondrous, uncommon 
  

In her day, she was a remarkable figure.  Someone who was on 

 the lips of everyone of any importance. 
 

 
2. (more stylized)  unrivaled, august, incomparable, noteworthy, 
 singular, prominent, dignified, awe-inspiring, notable, renowned,  

 distinctive, unparalleled, preeminent, unique, distinct, eminent 
 

 
3. (informal)  tip-top, one for the book, second to none, worthy of note 
 

 
4. (slang)  someone to write home abouthell of, the living end, 
 someone to shout about, awesome, super 

 
 
renown figure 

1. high-standing, celebrated, well-known, esteemed, popularity, 
 known, notable, influence, extraordinary, important, prestige, 

 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 
 unique,  impressive 

  
Although no one recognizes her name now; in the nineteenth 

 century she was a renown figure. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  being one of repute, prominence, notability, 

 eminence, fame or notoriety, respected, exalted,  illustrious, 
 lauded, prominent, renowned, aggrandized 



 

 

 
 

3. (informal)  lionized, much touted, second-to-none, ballyhooed, 
 unequalled, unmatched, in everyone’s mouth, well-thought-of, 

 being put on a pedestal, uplifted or elevated 
 
 
seven figures 

in the amount of a million dollars or more 
 
Next year my goal is to earn seven figures. 

 
 
seven sided figure 

heptagon 

 
A heptagon is a seven sided figure polygon. 

 
 
six figures 

in the amount from  hundred thousand dollars to a million dollar 
 
I earned six figures last year. 

 
 
six-sided figure 

hexagon 
 
A hexagon is a six-sided figure. 

 
sorry figure 

1. foolish, absurd, ludicrous, ridiculous, funny  
 
 I wonder if he knows that he cuts a sorry figure.     

 
 

2. (informal)  kooky, daffy like a laugh stock, laughable  
 

 
3. (slang) cockamamie, nutty, kooky, odd, screwy, cockeyed, 
 dippy 

 
 
4. (vulgar)  like an ass, ass-hole, asinine 

 
 



 

 

sport’s figure 

being an important sport person 

 
Sammy Sosa was a very important sport’s figure in the late 1990s. 

 
 
stately figure 

1. distinguished, respected, noted, proud, impressive, grand, striking, 
 dignified, distinguished, imposing, celebrated, magnificent 
  

What a stately figure.  He at least looks like a president. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  imperial, resplendent, lordly, majestic, 

grand, eminent, imperious, regal, august, renowned, magisterial, 

venerable, sublime 
 

 
3. (less formal) blue-blooded, princely, kingly, thoroughbred, noble, 
 queenly, well-bred  

  
 
4. (negative) arrogant, overconfident, haughty, disdainful, snobbish 

 
 

5. (more stylized/negative) fatuous, vainglorious, condescending, 
 overbearing, presumptuous, scornful, cavalier, contemptuous 
 

6. (informal/negative) to appear to be on one’s high-horses, lofty, 
 overweening, puffed up, pompous, stuck-up, uppity, high-handed,  
 dictatorial, pushy 

 
 
stick figure 

outline sketch of human being where the torso, arms and legs are 
represented by straight lines and the head by a circle 

 
When children are learning to draw, they usually first draw stick 

figures. 

 
 
striking figure 

1. being singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, uncommon, with 
 an equal, unmatched or unfamiliar  

 
 He is a striking face who can not be ignored.     



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being  novel, singular, notable, particular,  
 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, 

 remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 
  
 

3. (informal) being few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 
 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary or  

 something else 
 

 
4. being attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 
  

She is a striking figure.  I want her on the front cover of the 

 magazine. 

 
 
5. (more stylized)  being stunning, gorgeous, captivating, alluring or 

 appealing, have a splendid or magnificent face 
 
 

6. (informal)  being breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, fetching, eye 
 appeal or becoming 

 
 
stunning figure 

1. being singular, distinct, unique, different,  uncommon, without an 
 equal, unmatched, striking or memorable  
 
 She is such a stunning figure that I found it difficult to lower my 

 gaze.    

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  being novel, singular, notable, particular,  

 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, 
 remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 

  
 
3. (informal) being few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 

 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable, unlike anything out there, out 
 of the ordinary or something else 

 
 



 

 

4. being attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 
  

I’m not surprised that she is a model; she is such a stunning 
 figure. 

 
 
5. (more stylized)  being stunning, gorgeous, captivating, alluring or 

 appealing, to have a face which is splendid or magnificent 
 
 

6. (informal)  being breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, fetching, eye 
 appeal or becoming 

 
 
substantial figure 

1. outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, striking, 
 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  

 distinction, momentous, impressive 
 
 He is a substantial figure in the world of letters.  Be careful what 

 you say. 
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being of great substance, consequence or 
note,  imposing, substantial, singular, special, consequence, 

unique, notable, rare  
  
 

3. (informal)  being on the map, highly thought of, out of the ordinary, 
 high caliber, one for the book or unforgettable, having pull, 
 muscle, sway, hold or clout 

 
 
tall figure 

a tall person seen from a distance 
 
While walking toward the house, I could not take my eyes off the tall 
figure standing on my porch. 

 
 
three-sided figure 

triangle 
 
A triangle is a three sided figure. 

 
unforgettable figure 



 

 

1. being momentous significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 
 amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, distinct, 

 unlike, unique, different, magnificent, striking, remarkable, 
 impressive, important, fabulous or astounding 

 
 He has left his mark as an unforgettable figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  being formidable, memorable, 

quintessential, distinctive, striking, illustrious, remarkable, 

extraordinary, unique, distinct, impressive eventful, rare or 
consequential 

 
 
3. (less formal) being not-so-easy-to-forget, one of a kind, out of the 

ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, beyond comparison, one for the 
book, electrifying, seldom seen before or once in a lifetime 

 
 
unknown figure 

1. being not familiar or unknown 
 
 My father had been a unknown figure to most people in the town 

 where he grew up. 
 

 
2. being a mysterious or never known before character in a novel 
 or work of fiction 

 
 He remained an unknown figure throughout the novel until the 

 very last chapter. 

 
 

3. being not famous or a celebrity 
 
 The singer did not come to the ceremony alone; she came with 
 John Doe.  He is an unknown figure in the music world. 

 

 
weighty figure  

1. influential, important, prestige, powerful, being of high standing, 

 prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high position 
 or of high ranking 
 
 He is a weighty figure in the world of letters who can not be 

 ignored. 



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) being of great consequence, note, import, 
 substance,  importance, consequence or gravity, being notable or 

 valuable, having impact or effect  
  
 

3. (less formal)  being highly thought of, well connected or high 
caliber 

 

 
4. (informal)  someone to write home about hell of, the living end, 

 someone to shout about, awesome, super 
 
 
well-known figure 

1. being familiar or known 

 
My father had been a very well-known figure to most people in 

the town where he grew up. 

 
 
2. being already introduced or known before character in a novel 

 or work of fiction 
 
 It is risky to kill off such a well-known figure in a movie. 

 
 

3. famous, well-known, established, celebrated or infamous 
 
 The singer will not come to the ceremony alone; she is going to be 
 with a very well-known figure in the music world. 

 

 
4. (more stylized/formal)  prominent, renowned, preeminent,  

notable, eminent 

 
 

5. (informal)  being a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 
 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 
 

 
to be a distinct figure  

1. to be singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, uncommon, with 

 no equal or unmatched  
 



 

 

 He is a distinct figure whose writing is like nothing  ever done 

 before.    

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be novel, infrequent, notable, particular, 

 peerless, unusual, exceptional or distinctive 
  
 

3. (less formal to informal) to be few and far between, one of a kind, 
out of the ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the 
book, seldom seen before or unforgettable      

 
 

4. to be well-marked, obvious, recognizable, not blurred, evident, 
 clear, visible, plain, unmistakable, well-defined, undisguised     
 
 It was not my imagination.  She was a distinct figure only a 

 couple of feet away.  I’m telling you that she’s alive; I saw her.  

 
 
5. (more stylized/formal)  to be transparent, tangible, notable, salient, 

 defined, express, unequivocal, discerning, distinct, unambiguous, 
 apparent, patent, unconcealed conspicuous, distinguishable  
 

 
6. (informal)  to be clear cut, like a red flag, loud and clear, as plain 

 as the nose on one’s face, plain as day  
 
 

7. (French)  en evidence 
 

 
to be a father figure 

to represent the father 

 
Although he is only their older brother, he is a father 
figure to them. 

 
 
to be a figure of consequence 

1. to be a figure of gravity, significance, noteworthiness, notability, 
 admiration, high opinion or honor, be remarkable outstanding, 

 extraordinary, important, noteworthy, different, exceptional, 
 prestigious, special, momentous unique or impressive  

 
 He is a figure of consequence who will one day make a 

 splash in the world of the arts. 



 

 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be a figure of substance, a figure of 
regard, of magnitude, a figure of interest, of great consequence or 

of note, imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, 
unique, notable, rare, memorable, striking, noteworthy figure, 
distinct, imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, 

unparalleled, unique, notable, unsurpassed or rare   
  
 

3. (less formal) to be one of great clout, sway, impact or power, being 
 much touted, unforgettable, not to be taken lightly or ignored  

 
 
4. (informal) to be a big shot, being one who can thrown one’s weight 

around, who can pull strings or who can make people jump to 
attention 

 
 
to be a figure of derision 

1. to be a target of sarcasm, ridicule, belittlement, contempt or 
 disrespect, be a laughingstock  
 
 I am tired of being their figure of derision. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be an object scorn, derision, disdain or 
 mockery, be held in contempt, scorned or spurned 

 
 
3. (informal)  to be the butt of jokes, made fun of or poked fun of, 

 lampooned, be the object of ribbing, guying, kidding or razzing, 
 made a monkey out of, made a laughing stock of 

 
4. (slang) to be a dupe, goat, chump, sucker, stooge, be poohed-
 poohed, hooted at or gibed at 

 
5. (vulgar) to be an ass, butt or ass hole 

 
 
to be a figure of esteem   

1. to be of importance, prestige, significance, noteworthiness, 
 notability, admiration, high opinion or honor, admirable,  
 respected, valued 

 
 You are going to have an uphill battle; he is most definitely  



 

 

 a  figure of esteem. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be of renown, figure of high regard, of 

approbation, of singularity, of awe, of prominence, of reverence, of 
distinction,  figure of noteworthiness, of esteem, figure of note, 
of veneration, of high regard, of eminence, figure of great respect, 

estimation or figure of respect, celebrated, estimable, laudable, 
reputable, worthy of respect, awe-inspiring, peerless or acclaimed 

 

 
3. (less formal to informal) to be of first water, thought highly of, 

looked up to, first rate or much touted 
 
 

4. (slang)  to be hell of a 
 

 
to be a figure of fun 

1. to be a target of sarcasm, ridicule, belittlement, contempt or 

 disrespect, being game or a laughstock  
 
 I am tired of being their figure of fun. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be an object scorn, derision, disdain or 
 mockery, be held in contempt, scorned or spurned 
 

3. (informal)  to be the butt of jokes, made fun of or poked fun of, 
 lampooned, be the object of ribbing guying, kidding or razzing, 
 made a monkey out of, made a laughing stock of 

 
 

4. (slang) tobe a dupe, goat, chump, sucker, stooge, be poohed-
 poohed, hooted at or gibed at 
 

 
5. (vulgar) to be ass, butt or ass hole 

 
 
to be a figure of great importance   

1. to be remarkable  outstanding, extraordinary, important, prestige, 
 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 
 unique or impressive 

 
 He is a figure of great importance who will one day make a 



 

 

 splash in the world of the arts. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be memorable, striking, distinct, 

imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, 
unique, notable, unsurpassed or rare, be of great consequence  
or note  

  
 
3. (less formal to informal) to be one of a kind, on the map, highly 

thought of, out of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, 
much touted or unforgettable 

 
 
to be a figure of greatness   

1. to be one of influence, substance, note, greatness, weight, 
 importance, import, significance or influence  

 
 He has always to be a figure of greatness. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be one of repute, renown, notability, 

praise, eminence,  prominence, consequence, grandness or 

momentousness,  aggrandized, exalted, prominent or renowned 
 

 
3. (less formal) to be lionized, elevated, put on a pedestal or well-

thought-of, be one of clout, sway or power, being one who carries 

weight, effect change, has sway or  pull, be someone not to be 
ignored or taken  lightly 

 

 
4. to be a big shot, be one who can thrown one’s weight around, 

 who can pull strings or who can make people jump to attention 
 
 
to be a figure of high regard   

1. to be of importance, prestige, significance, noteworthiness, 

 notability, admiration, high opinion or honor, admirable, 
 respected, valued 
 
 You are going to have an uphill battle; he is too much  
 a  figure of high regard. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be of approbation, singularity, awe, 



 

 

prominence, reverence,  distinction, esteem, veneration, eminence, 
respect or estimation celebrated, estimable, laudable, reputable, 

worthy of respect, awe-inspiring, peerless, acclaimed 
 

 
3. (less formal to informal)  to be of first water, thought highly of, 

looked up to, first rate or much touted 

 
 
4. (slang)  being hell of a 

 
 
to be a figure of interest 

1. to be of matter, regard, notice, concern, import, consideration, 
 curiosity, captivation, thought, importance or relevancy, attractive, 

 fascinating or inviting 
 
 He has been a figure of interest in the music world for quite  

 a long time. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be of inquisitiveness, noteworthy figure, 
 significance, estimation, consequence, distinction, esteem, 

 attention, consideration or value, be beguiling, tantalizing, 
 appealing, enticing, engaging, mesmerizing, alluring or infatuating   

   
 
3. (less formal to informal) to be an interesting chap or fellow, be 

bewitching,  tempting, pulling, magnetizing, eye catching or 
capturing 

   

 
to be a figure of importance 

1. to be influencial, important, prestige or powerful, be of high 
 standing, prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high 
 position or of high ranking 

 
 He is a figure of importance in the world of letters. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be of great consequence, note, import, 

 substance,  importance, consequence, gravity, notable or value  
  
 

3. (informal) to be highly thought of, well connected, high caliber or a  
 weighty figure 



 

 

 
 
to be a figure of little or no import 

1. to be of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 

 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account or minor  
 
 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is a figure of little or no import. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to be nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent, 
of no consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential or 

insignificant 
 

  

3. (less formal to informal) to not be worth worrying about, not worth 
anything, be a figure of no import or a figure of little or no 

import, not be worth mentioning, of no great weight  
 
 

4. (informal to slang) to be of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, 
not worth a rap, being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a 
straw,trifling, a mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath 

on, picayune or not worth worrying one’s pretty little head 
about 

 
 
to be a figure of little or no importance 

1. to be unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 
 importance, minor, of no concern or of little or no import 
 
 As far as her family is concerned, she is a figure of little or no 
 importance.  

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be immaterial, inconsequential, 

insignificant, of no moment, of no consequence or negligible 
 

 
3. (less formal)  to be of no great weight, not worth worrying about, 

not worth anything, not worth mentioning,  be a figure of no 

import or a figure of little or no import 
 
 

4. (informal to slang)  to be a small fry or small potatoes, not worth a 
 straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath on, 



 

 

 picayune, not worth worrying one’s pretty little head about, of 
 no great shakes, piddling, small-time, not worth a rap 

  
 
to be a figure of no import 

1. to be of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 
 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account or minor  

 
 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is a figure of no import. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent, of 
no consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential or 
insignificant 

  
 

3. (less formal) to be a figure of no import or a figure of little or no 
 import, not worth mentioning, of no great weight, not worth 
 worrying about or not worth anything 

  
 
4. (informal to slang)  to be of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, 

not worth a  rap, being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a 
straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath on, 

picayune or not worth worrying one’s pretty little head about  
 
to be a figure of no importance 

1. to be unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 
 importance, minor, of no concern or of little or no import 
 

As far as her family is concerned, she is a figure of no 
importance. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be immaterial, inconsequential, 

insignificant, of no moment, of  no consequence or negligible 
 

 
3. (less formal)  to be of no great weight, not worth worrying about, 

not worth anything, not worth mentioning, be a figure of no 

import or a figure of little or no import 
 
 

4. (informal to slang)  not worth a straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not 
worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth worrying 



 

 

one’s pretty little head about, of no great shakes, piddling, 
small-time,  not worth a rap, be small potatoes or a small fry 

 
 
to be a figure of note 

1. to be remarkable, outstanding, extraordinary, important, 
 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 

 unique or impressive 
 

He is a figure of note who will one day make a splash in the 

world of the arts. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be memorable, striking, distinct, 

imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, 

unique, notable, unsurpassed or rare, be of great consequence or 
note  

  
 
3. (less formal) to be one of a kind, on the map, highly thought of, out 

 of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted or 
 unforgettable 
 

 
to be a figure of substance 

1. to be outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, prestige, 
 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  
 distinction, momentous or impressive 

 
He is a figure of substance in the world of letters.  Be careful 

what  you say. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be of great consequence or note,  be 
imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unique, 
notable or rare  

  
 

3. (less formal) to be on the map, highly thought of, out of the 
ordinary, high caliber, one for the book or unforgettable 

 

 
to be a figure that is out of this world 

1. to be an extremely, astoundingly, dumbfoundingly, startlingly or 

 shockingly high number, be a staggering or astonishing price 
 



 

 

It is  a figure that is out of this world.  I’ll never be able to pay 

so much, even I were to work everyday of my  life. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to be a number (i.e. price or salary) so  
high that it renders one speechless or that it is disconcerting, 
confounding, incapacitating, benumbing, baffling or bewildering 

 
 
3. (less formal to informal)  to be a number which catches one off 

guard, takes one aback, catches one up short, takes one’s breath 
away or curls one’s hair, being a figure that is out of this world 

 
 
4. (slang)  to be a number which blows one’s mind or which 

 paralyzes 
 

 
to be a figure to behold 

1. to be astounding, amazing, stupefying, numbing or astonishing 

 
Watching her walking down the aisle in her wedding gown, she 
was a figure to behold. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be incapacitating, startling, benumbing 
confounding, disorienting or disconcerting, render one speechless 

 

 
3. (less formal to informal) to curl one’s hair, make one sit up and pay 

attention, be paralyzing, bewildering, boggling or mind boggling, 

leave one open-mouthed, wide-eyed or round-eyed, take one’s 
breath away, catch one off guard, strike one dumb 

 
 
4. (slang)  to be mind-blowing, blow one’s mind  

 
 
to be a fine figure of a woman 

1. to be an attractive, pretty, beautiful or good-looking woman  
 

 Now that she has lost all that weight, I must admit that she  
 is a fine figure of a woman. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  pulchritude 



 

 

 
 

3. (informal)  to be well-proportioned, comely, buxom, eye-filling, 
becoming or shapely 

 
 
to be a formidable figure 

1. to be fearful, frightening, dreadful, terrible, looming, grisly,  
 awe-inspiring, horrendous, monstrous, notorious or odious 
 
 I don’t want to go up against him; he is a formidable figure who 

 can not be ignored. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be redoubtable, ghastly, minacious, 

horrifying, intimidating, fearsome, terrifying, stupefying, direful, 
horrible, threatening, menacing or gruesome   

 
 
3. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, be God-awful, dark, 

 eerie, creepy or scary 
 
 
to be a highly regarded figure  

1. to be of importance, prestige, significance, noteworthiness, 

 notability, admiration, high opinion or honor, admirable, 
 respected, valued 
 
 You are going to have an uphill battle; he is most definitely  
 a  highly regarded figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be of approbation, singularity, awe, 

prominence, reverence,  distinction, esteem, veneration, eminence, 
respect or estimation celebrated, estimable, laudable, reputable, 
worthy of respect, awe-inspiring, peerless, acclaimed 

 
3. (less formal/ informal) to be of first water, thought highly of, looked 

up to, first rate or much touted 
 
4. (slang)  to be hell of a 

 
to be a historical figure 

1. to be well-known figure, be well-known, famous, famed, 

 celebrated or infamous, be an immortal, remembered,  
 historical, celebrated, fabled, past or storied figure 



 

 

 
 For many people, George Washington is only a one-dimensional 

 historical figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be an acclaimed figure, be a renowned 

figure, be a mythical figure, be a prominent figure, be fabled, 

mythic, prominent, acclaimed, lauded, renowned, preeminent, 
lustrous, notable or eminent 

 

 
to be a legendary figure 

1. to be an immortal, remembered, historical, celebrated, fabled, 
 past or storied figure, be well-known figure, be well-known, 
 famous, famed, celebrated, popular, established or infamous  

 
 She can not walk down the street because she is such a 

 legendary figure. 

 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be fabled, mythic, prominent, acclaimed, lauded,
 renowned, preeminent, lustrous, notable or eminent, be a 
 mythical figure, be a prominent figure, be an acclaimed figure, 

 be a renowned figure 
 

3. (informal)  to be a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 
 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted, be a big name 
  

 
to be a memorable figure 

1. to be momentous significant, unique, different, magnificent, 

 striking, remarkable, impressive, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 
 amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, distinct, 

 unlike, important, fabulous or astounding   
 
 During his lifetime, he was a memorable figure. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be illustrious, remarkable, quintessential, 
distinctive, striking, rare, consequential extraordinary, unique, 
distinct, impressive eventful formidable or memorable  

 
 
3. (less formal to informal) to be beyond comparison, one for the 

book, one  of a kind, out of the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter 
electrifying, unforgettable, seldom seen before, once in a lifetime or 



 

 

not-so-easy-to-forget 
 

 
to be a mother figure 

to represent the figure of the mother  
 
Although she is only their older sister, she is a mother figure to them. 

 
 
to be a mysterious figure 

1. to be one who is unfamiliar, unknowable or unknown, be beyond 
 comprehension 

 
Although we had grown up together, he remained a mysterious 
figure to me. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be one who is incomprehensible or 
 indecipherable, be an enigma  or like a maze or labyrinth 
 

 
3. (less formal)  to be a closed book, question mark, puzzle or sphynx 
 

 
4. (slang)  to be a hard nut to crack or stumper 

 
 
5. to be an unknowable, obscure, secretive or undefined character in 

 a work of fiction or non-fiction  
 
 I never really understood the character of the mother.  She 
 remained being a mysterious figure throughout the novel. 

 

 
6. (more stylized)  to be incomprehensible, inscrutable, shadowy, 
 nebulous or sphinxlike 

 
 

7. (informal)  to be unknown, a question, not know what to think or a 
 hard nut to crack 
 

 
to be a notable figure  

1. to be remarkable, outstanding, extraordinary, important, 

 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 
 unique or impressive 



 

 

 
He is a notable figure who will one day make a splash in the 

world of the arts. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be memorable, striking, distinct, 

imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unparalleled, 

unique,  notable, unsurpassed or rare, be of great consequence or 
note  

  

 
3. (less formal) to be one of a kind, on the map, highly thought of, out 

of the ordinary, unmatched, one for the book, much touted or 
unforgettable 

 

 
to be a noteworthy figure  

1. to be outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, prestige, 
 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  
 distinction, momentous or impressive 

 
 He is a noteworthy figure in the world of letters who must not be 

 ignored. 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be of great consequence or note, be 

imposing, substance, singular, special, consequence, unique, 
notable or rare  

  

 
3. (less formal) to be on the map, highly thought of, out of the 

ordinary, high caliber, one for the book or unforgettable 

 
 
to be a powerful figure  

1. to be influencial, important, prestige, powerful, be of high 
 standing, prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high 

 position or of high ranking 
 
 He is one of the most powerful figures in the world of letters. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to be eminent, of great consequence, great 
import, noteworthiness, value, substance, importance, gravity or 
consequence, be notable, noteworthy or valuable  

  
 



 

 

3. (less formal to informal) to be highly thought of, well connected or 
high caliber, be a weighty figure, leading figure, one who carries a 

lot of weight,  who is able to pick up the phone, who gets one’s 
phone calls  returned or who carries a lot of clout 

 
 
4. (informal)  to be nothing to be sneezed at  

 
 
to be a recognizable figure 

1. to be well-known, famous, famed, celebrated, popular, established 
 or infamous, be a celebrity or well-known figure 

 
 She can not walk down the street because she is such a 
 recognizable figure. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be prominent, acclaimed, renowned, 
preeminent, notable or eminent, be a prominent, be an acclaimed 
figure, be a renowned figure 

 
 
3. (less formal)  to be a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 

 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 
 
to be a remarkable figure 

1. to be magnificent, striking, remarkable, impressive, important, 
 fabulous, astounding, outstanding, significant, unusual, out-of-

 the-ordinary, amazing, wondrous or uncommon 
 
 In her day, she was a remarkable figure.  Someone who was on 

 the lips of everyone of any importance. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be unrivaled, august, incomparable, 

noteworthy, singular, prominent, dignified, awe-inspiring, notable, 

renowned,  distinctive, unparalleled, preeminent, unique, distinct 
or eminent 

 
 
3. (less formal)  to tip-top, one for the book, second to none, worthy of 

 note 
 
 

4. (informal)  to be someone to write home about, hell of, the living 
end,  someone to shout about, awesome or super 



 

 

 
to be a renown figure 

1. to be high-standing, celebrated, well-known, esteemed, popularity, 
 known, notable, influence, extraordinary, important, prestige, 

 noteworthy, different, exceptional, prestigious, special, momentous 
 unique or  impressive 
 

 Although no one recognizes her name now; in the nineteenth 
 century she was a renown figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be one of repute, prominence, notability, 

 eminence, fame or notoriety,  be respected, exalted, illustrious, 
 lauded, prominent, renowned or aggrandized 
 

 
3. (less formal)  to be lionized, much touted, second-to-none, 

 ballyhooed,  unequalled, unmatched, in everyone’s mouth or well-
 thought-of,  be put on a pedestal, uplifted or elevated 
 

 
to have a stately figure 

1. to appear to be  distinguished, respected, noted, proud, 

 impressive, grand, striking, dignified, distinguished, imposing, 
 celebrated or magnificent 

 
 He looks like a king; he is a stately figure who demands respect. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to have a face which is imperial, 

resplendent, lordly, majestic, grand, eminent, imperious, regal, 

august, renowned, magisterial, venerable or sublime 
 

 
3. (less formal)  to have a face which is blue-blooded, princely, 
 kingly, thoroughbred, noble, queenly or well-bred  

  
 

4. (negative)  to appear to be arrogant, overconfident, haughty, 
 disdainful or snobbish 
 

 
5. (more stylized/formal/negative) to appear to be fatuous, 

vainglorious, condescending, overbearing, presumptuous,  

scornful, cavalier or contemptuous 
 



 

 

 
6. (less formal/negative) to appear to be on one’s high-horses, lofty, 

 overweening, puffed up, pompous, stuck-up, uppity, high-handed,  
 dictatorial or pushy 

 
 
to be a striking figure 

1. to be singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, uncommon, with 
 an equal, unmatched or unfamiliar  
 
 He is a striking face who can not be ignored.     

 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be  novel, singular, notable, particular,  
 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, 
 remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 

  
 

3. (less formal) to be few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 
 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary or  

 something else 
 
4. to be attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 

 
 She is a striking figure.  I want her on the front cover of the 

 magazine. 
 
 

5. (more stylized/formal) to be stunning, gorgeous, captivating, 
alluring or  appealing, have a splendid or magnificent face 

 

 
6. (less formal to informal)  to be breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, 

fetching, eye appeal or becoming 
 
 
to be a stunning figure 

1. to be singular, distinct, unique, different,  uncommon, without an 

 equal, unmatched, striking or memorable  
 
 She is such a stunning figure that I found it difficult to lower my 

 gaze.    
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be  novel, singular, notable, particular,  
 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, 



 

 

 remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 
  

 
3. (less formal) to be few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 

 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable, unlike anything out there, out 
 of the ordinary or something else 

 
 
4. to be attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 

 
 I’m not surprised that she is a model; she is such a stunning 

 figure. 

 
 

5. (more stylized/formal)  to be stunning, gorgeous, captivating, 
alluring or appealing, to have a face which is splendid or 

magnificent 
 
 

6. (informal)  to be breath-taking, eye-filling, azzling, fetching, eye 
 appeal or becoming 
 

 
to be a substantial figure 

1. to be outstanding, extraordinary, remarkable, important, striking, 
 notable, different, being of high standing, prestigious, of  
 distinction, momentous or impressive 

 
 He is a substantial figure in the world of letters.  Be careful what 

 you say. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be of great substance, consequence or 
note,  imposing, substantial, singular, special, consequence, 
unique, notable or rare  

  
 

3. (less formal to informal)  to be on the map, highly thought of, out of 
the ordinary, high caliber or one for the book or unforgettable, 
having pull, muscle, sway, hold or clout 

 
 
to be a weighty figure  

1. to be influencial, important, prestige, powerful, be of high 
 standing, prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high 



 

 

 position or of high ranking 
 
 He is a weighty figure in the world of letters who can not be 

 ignorned. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be of great consequence, note, import, 

 substance,  importance, consequence or gravity, be notable or 
 valuable, have impact or effect  
  

 
3. (less formal)  to be highly thought of, well connected or high 

caliber, weighty figure 
 
 

4. (slang)  to be someone to write home about hell of, the living end, 
 someone to shout about, awesome or super 

 
 
to be a well-known figure 

1. to be celebrated, familiar, known or well known 
 
 My father had been a very well-known figure to most people in 

 the town where he grew up. 
 

2. to be already an introduced or familiar character in a novel 
 or work of fiction 
 

In a movie, it is risky to kill off a character who is such a well-
known figure. 

 

 
3. to be famous, established or infamous, be a celebrity, be celebrated  

 or well-known  
 
 The singer did not come to the ceremony alone; she is going to be 

 with a very well-known figure in the music world. 

 

 
4. (more stylized/formal) to be prominent, renowned, preeminent, 

notable or eminent 

 
 
5. (less formal to informal)  to be a household name, on everyone’s 

lips, in everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 
 



 

 

 
to be an astronomical figure 

1. to be an extremely, astoundingly, dumbfoundingly, startlingly or 
 shockingly high number, be a staggering or astonishing price 

 
 It is an astronomical figure.  I’ll never be able to pay so much, 

 even I were to work everyday of my life. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be a number (i.e. price or salary)  so high 

that it renders one speechless or that it is disconcerting, 
confounding, incapacitating, benumbing, baffling or bewildering 

 
 
3. (less formal to informal) to be a number which catches one off 

guard, takes one  aback, catches one up short, takes one’s 
breath away or curls one’s hair, being a figure that is out of 

this world 
 
 

4. (slang)  to be a number which blows one’s mind or which 
 paralyzes 
 
to be an authority figure  
to represent authority and power 

 
Although she is only their older sister, she is an authority 
figure to them. 

 
 
to be an important figure  

1. to be influencial, important, prestige, powerful, be of high 
 standing, prestigious, of  distinction, of great influence, of a high 

 position or of high ranking 
 
 He is one of the most important figures in the world of letters. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be of great consequence, note, import, 
 substance,  importance, consequence or gravity, be notable or 
 valuable, have impact or effect  

  
 
3. (less formal to informal) to be highly thought of, well connected or 

high caliber, weighty figure 
 



 

 

 
to be an important figure in the world of sports 

to be an important sport person 
 
Sammy Sosa was a very important figure in the world of sports in the 

late 1990s. 
 
 
to be an inconsequential figure 

1. to be unimportant, no matter, of little or no account, of minor 

 importance, minor, of no concern or of little or no import 
 

As far as her family is concerned, she is an inconsequential 
figure.  

 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be immaterial, inconsequential, 
insignificant, of no moment, of no consequence or negligible 

 
 
3. (less formal to formal)  to be of no great weight, not worth worrying 

about, not worth anything, not worth mentioning, be a figure of 
no import or a figure of little or no import 

 

4. (informal)  not worth a straw,trifling, mickey mouse, not worth 
 wasting one’s breath on, picayune, not worth worrying one’s 

 pretty little head about, of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, 
 not worth a rap, be small potatoes  
 

 
to be an insignificant figure  

1. to be of minor importance, of no concern, of little or no import, 

 unimportant, no matter, of little or no account or minor  
 

 He has a very big mouth but the reality is that in the world of 
 music, he is an insignificant figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to be nugatory, of no moment, irrelevent,  

of no consequence, negligible, immaterial, inconsequential or 
insignificant 
 

  
3. (less formal to informal) to be a figure of no import or a figure of 

little or no  import, not worth mentioning, of no great weight, not 

worth worrying about or not worth anything 
  



 

 

 
4. (informal)  to be of no great shakes, piddling, small-time, not worth 

a  rap, being small potatoes or small fry, not worth a straw,trifling, 
mickey mouse, not worth wasting one’s breath on, picayune or 

not worth worrying one’s pretty little head about  
 
 
to be an unforgettable figure 

1. to be momentous significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 
 amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, distinct, 

 unlike, unique, different, magnificent, striking, remarkable, 
 impressive, important, fabulous or astounding 

 
 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he was an unforgettable 
 figure. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to be formidable, memorable, 
quintessential, distinctive, striking, illustrious, remarkable, 
extraordinary, unique, distinct, impressive eventful, rare or 

consequential 
 
3. (less formal) to be not-so-easy-to-forget, one of a kind, out of  the 

ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, beyond comparison, one for the 
book, electrifying, seldom seen before or once in a lifetime 

 
 
to be an unknown figure 

1. to be not familiar, unfamiliar or unknown 
 

My father had been an unknown figure to most people in the 

town  where he grew up. 
 

 
2. to be a mysterious or never known before character in a novel or 
 work of fiction 

 
He remained being an unknown figure throughout the novel 

until  the very last chapter.      
 
 

3. to be not famous or a celebrity 
 
 The singer did not come to the ceremony alone; she came with 
 John Doe.  He is an unknown figure in the music world. 

  



 

 

 
to be figure conscious 

1. to be very critical, conscious or aware, to the point of obsession, of 
 one’s  body (i.e. weight, body fat, breast size, etc) 

 
 A model must be very figure conscious. 

 

 
2. to be cognizant or observant of one’s body to the point of being 
 distracted, obsessed, controlled, or monopolized 

 
 

3. (informal)  to be mindful of, alert to, alive to one’s body weight and 
 one’s figure, be obsessed, gripped, plagued, worried, constantly 
 have in one’s mind or thoughts how one looks 

  
 

to be one's figure of fun 

1. to be someone at whom people laugh, be object of ridicule, 
 mockery or teasing 

 
 I am tired of being their figure of fun. 

 

2. (informal)  to be the butt of jokes, made fun of, be poked fun of,  
 be the object of ribbing guying, kidding or razzing, be made a 

 monkey out of or  made a laughing stock of 
 
 

3. (slang) to be a dupe, chump, sucker or stooge 
 
 
4. (vulgar)  to be an ass, butt or ass hole 

 

 
to be proud of one's figure 

1.     to be happy, contented, delighted, pleased or satisfied with how 

 one’s body looks 
 
 After losing all that weight, I can honestly say that I am proud of 
 my figure. 

  

 
2.     (informal)  to be pleased as punch, tickled or tickled pink about 
 one's figure 

  
       Now that she’s thin, she is proud of her figure. 



 

 

 
 

3. (slang)  to be in hog heaven or on cloud nine about one’s figure 
 

 
to be the central figure 

1. to be the most important, indispensable, basic or vital, be the 

 essence or the sum total 
 
 The show can't go on without him.  He is the central figure in  

 the plot. 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)to be pivotal, intrinsic, organic, essential or 
 fundamental, being the crux, lifeblood, spirit, sum and substance, 

 pith 
 

 
3. (informal)  to be the kernal, the nitty-gritty, soul, core, gist, heart 
 
to cut a brilliant figure 

1. to be attractive, good-looking, beautiful, pretty, tempting, 
 ravishing or bewitching  
 She cuts a brilliant figure in that red dress. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to be enticing, appealing, luring,  

alluring, enthralling 

 
 
3. (informal) to be sexy, coming, eye-filling,  

winning or bewitching 
 

 
4. (slang) to be mouth-watering, stacked, shapely, foxy, built or 
 fetching, taking 

 
 
to cut a poor figure 

1. to look uncultivated, unsatisfactory, not so attractive, 
 unacceptable, imperfect or bad 

 
 He is always cutting a very poor figure. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)to be tawdry, ostentatious, brummagem, 



 

 

 mediocre 
 

3. (less formal to informal)  to look half-bake, be sorry, cheap,  
gaudy, third-class, second-rate or not up to par 

 
3. (informal)  to be rinky-dinky, shoddy, trashy, shabby, tacky, 

slipshod,  not up to snuff or loudsy 

 
4. (vulgar)  half-assed 

 
to cut a sorry figure 

1. to look foolish, absurb, ludicrous, ridiculous, funny  
 I wonder if he knows that he cuts a sorry figure.     

 
 

2. (informal)  to look kooky, daffy, like a laughstock or laughable  
 

 
3. (slang) to look cockamamie, nutty, kooky, odd, screwy, cockeyed 
 or dippy 

 
 

4. (vulgar)  to look like an ass, ass-hole or asinine 
 
 
to draw a figure  

to trace, sketch, outline or represent a person’s body or a shape 

 
He drew a figure of a woman which was beautiful. 

 

 
to figure briefly in something 

1. to be included momentarily, temporarily or cursorily in something 

 
 He figured only briefly in the murder investigation. 

 
 
2. (informal)  to be briefly, flittingly, for a short while or fleetingly 

 involved in something 
 

 
to figure in  
1.    to include, not forget, remember, regard, consider, note 

  
      You must figure in even the errors and mistakes. 

 



 

 

 
2.    (less formal to informal) to make allowance for, reckon among,  

pay attention to, take into, keep in mind, take into consideration, 
factor into, take into account, give one’s attention to, bear in  

mind, keep in view 
 
 
to figure into 

1. to be entangled, involve, entrapped or included in  
 
 I don't know how I figure into all of these problems.  Frankly, I’m 

 not involved and I don’t want to be involved. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal)to be embroiled, incriminated, enmeshed, 

 implicated, ensared in 
 

 
3. to be tied up in, connected to, caught up in, mixed up in, drawn 
 into, be a part of, tangled up in 

 
 
to figure on  

1.    to have full confidence or faith in, trust implicitly, depend on, have 
 complete faith in, trust, believe in 

    
    You can figure on at least a couple thousand dollars a month. 

 

 
2.    to bank on, put one’s hope in, count on, stake one’s life on, rely  
 on, go to the bank on, swear by, bank upon, stake one’s life upon, 

 bank upon, put one’s trust in 
 
       No matter what, you must always figure on success. 

 
 
to figure one as 

1. to see, conclude, judge, suppose, believe, consider, infer, surmise, 

 presume or imagine someone as something 
 
 I figured my uncle as a lazy-bone.  I thank God that I could not 

 have been more wrong. 
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to posit, deduce, envision, conceive, 
hypothesize, deem, speculate, postulate 



 

 

 
 

3. (informal)  to arrive at, reckon, reckon upon, look upon, take it, 
 put two and two together   

 
 
to figure out  (stopped here on 1/12/10/ have done slang for slang 

expressions) 

1. to understand, gather, untangle, decode, diagnose, interpret, 
 unravel, deduce, see, decipher, translate, guess, solve 

 
 I can't figure out what you want me to do. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) to infer, ascertain, render, surmise, 

construe, distangle, deduce, derive, glean, discern, construe, 
determine 

 
 
3. (less formal to informal)  to make out,  put two and two together, 

work out, read between the lines, puzzel out, reckon, make head 
or tails out of 

 

4. (slang)  to get the hang of, dope out, latch onto, psych out, get 
 through one’s head, get the drift of, catch on 

 
to figure one out 

1. to understand, penetrate, apprehend, grasp, learn, sense 

 
 I have known him for a long time and I still can't figure her out. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to discern, comprehend, divine, fathom, 

 determine, intuit, assimilate 
 
 

3. (less formal to informal)  to make head or tails out of, make out, 
get, savvy, figure out, get a fix on, lay hold on 

 
 
4. (informal)  to dig, get the hang of, dope out, latch onto, psych out 

get through one’s head, be hip to, get the drift of, catch on, get to 
the bottom of, root out 

 
 
to figure that … 



 

 

1. to reason, maintain, fancy, believe, conclude or think that … 
 
 I figure that he'll give me one more day before calling me back. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)to muse, presuppose, infer, postulate, post, 

judge, hypothesize, surmise, ascertain, submit, daresay, theorize 

or conjecture that … 
 
 

3. (less formal to informal) to put on one’s thinking cap, take a shot 
in the dark, reckon, guess, use one’s head, talk of the top of 

one’s head,  be of the  opinion that … 
 
 

4. (informal) to guessestimate 
 
to give a figure to 

1. to compute, estimate calculate, tally, count 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)to quantify, enumerate 
 

3. (less formal to informal)  to tote, figure, work out, put a figure to, 
reckon, add up, total up, tot up 

 
 
to give an exact figure  

to state the exact amount of how much something will cost 
 
I don’t have much time; I need you to give an exact figure for 

everything. 
 
 
(to have) a figure loom out of nowhere  

1. to have someone suddenly appear or emerge what seems from  

 nowhere, suddenly make oneself known or reveal oneself  
 

 While  I was driving down the road,  suddenly, without warning, a 
 figure loomed out of nowhere. 

 

 
2. (less formal)  to have someone suddenly come into view, come into 
 fore or become visible 

 
 



 

 

to have a figure that is out of this world 

1.  to be well-built, attractive or pleasing to the eye 

 
 She has a figure that is out of this world.  She will have no 

 problem getting a job as a model. 
 
 

2. (more stylized/formal)  to be well-endowed, voluptuous, 
interesting, appealing or stunning  

 

3. (informal) to be well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, eye-filling, 
 inviting, tooth-some, eye-catching or tempting 

 
4. (slang)  to be stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a brick house, 
 shapely, busty or curvaceous 

 
5. (slang to vulgar)  to be comely, a great looking behind, 

desirable or come-hither 

 
6. (vulgar) to have a great looking ass, great looking hooters or ass 

that could kill 
 

 
to have a head for figures  

1. to be good at or have a natural talent, proficiency, mastery, aptitud 

 or flair for mathematics, be skillful at mathematics 
 
 I don’t understand anything about this class; I do not have 

 a head for figures. 

 

 
2. (more stylized/formal) to have an adroitness, swiftness, faculty, 

dexterity, nimbleness for mathematics, be adept, adroit, proficent, 

apt at mathematics 
 
 

3. (less formal) to have a knack, bent, mind or turn for mathematics 
 

 
4. (informal)  to be a whiz, whiz-bang, whizo, crack or crackerjack  
 

 
to keep one's figure 

1. to remain physically fit, be in a good state of physical fitness, not 
 be overweight, continue having an attractive body, not be fat 
 



 

 

 Even after having a baby she has managed to keep her figure. 

 

 
2. to remain in shape, stay in shape, not be out of shape, flabby, 

 chubby, or tubby 
  
to lose one's figure 

1. to become fat, corpulent or overweight, no longer be physically fit, 
 no longer have an attractive body 
 
 After she had her baby, she lost her figure. 

 

2. (informal)  to no longer be in shape, to become flabby, chubby  
 or tubby 
 

 
to not have a head for figures  

1. to not be good at or have a talent, proficiency, mastery, aptitude or 
 flair for mathematics, not be skillful at mathematics 
 
 I don’t understand anything about this class; I do not have 
 a head for figures. 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to not have an adroitness, swiftness, faculty, 
 dexterity, nimbleness for mathematics,  not be adept, adroit, 

 proficent, apt at mathematics 
 
 

3. (informal) to not have a knack, bent, mind or turn for  
mathematics 

 

 
4. (slang)  to not be a whiz, whiz-bang, whizo, crack or crackerjack  

 
 
to not have the figure for 

to not have the body type for, to be too skinny or too fat  
for, not fit, not be suitable for 

 
That's a beautiful dress but you do not have the figure for it. 

 

 
to not have the head for figures  

1. to not be good at or have a talent, proficiency, mastery, aptitud or 

 flair for mathematics, be skillful at mathematics 
 



 

 

 I don’t understand anything about this class; I do not have 
 the head for figures. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to have an adroitness, swiftness, faculty, 
dexterity, nimbleness for mathematics 

 

 
3. (less formal to informal) to have a knack, bent, mind or turn for 

mathematics 

 
 
to put a figure to 

1. to compute, estimate calculate, tally, count 
 

 
2. (more stylized/formal)  to quantify, enumerate 

 
 
3. (less formal or informal)  to tote, figure, work out, put a figure to, 

reckon, add up, total up, tot up 
 
to put an exact figure on 

1. to state the exact amount of how much something will cost 
 

 Let’s get to the heart to the matter; put an exact figure on the 
 entire cost.  After I know that, I can say either yes or no. 
 

2. (less formal)  to give an exact figure 
 
 
to round off the figures 

to change into the nearest whole number, make a rough approximation, 

approximate, give in round numbers, round off     
 
So that we are not here all day trying to figure out all the number, round 

off the figures. 

 

 
to round the figures off 

to make a rough approximation, approximate,  give in round numbers, 

round off, change into the nearest whole number     
 
So that we are not here all day trying to figure out all the number, round 

the figures off. 

 



 

 

 
to think of one's figure 

to be careful about how much one eats or how much exercise one does, 
watch one’s weight,  be attentive to one’s body 

 
I know that you want that piece of cake but you must think 
of your figure. 

 
 
to want in round figures 

to want an amount in the nearest whole number, rough approximation, 
approximation, in round numbers or round off figures 

 
Forget about the cents, I want in round figures the amount. 

 

 
Figure it out! 

1. to see, by adding up the numbers, how much everything cost 
 
 I don’t have either the time or inclination to calculate how much all
 this will cost.  Figure it out. 

 
2. (informal)  Tally it up!  Add it up!  Total it up! 

 
3. to solve, resolve, unravel, unlock, crack or disentangle a problem 
 You don’t know why she’s angry.  Figure it out! 

 
4. Solve it!  Find the answer!  Connect the dots! 

  
 
Go figure. 

(used when one can not explain or understand something) 
 
Go figure.  Who knew that he was actually going to lose. 

 
 

It figures. 

(said when something expected comes about but to one’s great 

indignation or dislike) 
 
It figures!   Now you want to leave. 

 
 
That figures!  

(said when something expected comes about but to one’s great 
indignation or dislike) 



 

 

That was to be expected!  What else could you expect! 
 
full-figured 

(usually used in reference to a female) 

1. being stout, heavy, massive, big, fat, overweight or obese 
 
 Some men like women who are full-figured. 

 
 
2. (more stylized/formal) being thickset, corpulent, portly or rotund 

 
 

3. (informal)  being a heavy-weight, being plump, bulky, pudgy or 
 chubby  
 

 
to be full-figured 

(usually used in reference to a female) 
1. to be stout, heavy, massive, big, fat, overweight or obese 
 
 Some men like women who are full-figured. 

 
 

2. (more stylized/formal) to be thickset, corpulent, portly or rotund 
 

 
3. (informal) to be a heavy-weight, being plump, bulky, pudgy or 
 chubby 

 
figurative 

allegorical, metaphorical, not literal, emblematic, symbolic, 

representative 
 
This is meant to be figurative not literal. 

 
(informal)  not standing for   

 
figurine 

1.   statuette, carving, china figure, ornament 
 
 

2.   (informal)  knick-knack, trinket 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Limb 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old and Middle English  lim,  Old Norse   lim,  Dutch  ledemaat,  

Danish  medlem,   German  Glied,  Swedish   lem,   Norwegian   lem,  
Latin    limus,   French  membre,  Spanish  miembro 

 
 
limb 

1.    part of a human being or animal distinct from the head or trunk 
i.e.  leg or arm 

 Of this patient, how many limbs were injured in the accident? 

 
2.    part, member, appendage, extension, extremity 

 
3.    main branch of a tree 
 He was forced to cut the limb of the tree. 

 
4.    branch, projection, spur 

 
5.    offshoot, shoot, scion, descendant, heir, offspring, child 
 

6.    (slang) chip off the old block 
 
7.    (slang for:) mischievous child, imp, rascal, bad boy 

 
to limb 

to remove the limb from a fell tree 
 
+danger to both life and limb 

1. being a danger, hazard or risk to one’s well-being, a safety 
 hazard or an endangerment to one’s well-being, being attended,  

 fraught, pregnant or replete with risk or danger 
  
 

Your driving is a danger to both life and limb. 
 

 
2. (more formal) being accompanied by hazard, attended with 
 precariousness, pregnant with peril, perilous, impending, 

 looming, threatening or imminent 
 
 

3. (informal)  being abounding with danger, teeming with danger, 
 jammed packed with danger, hairy  



 

 

 
 
+out on a limb 
1. in a risky, dangerous, unsure, hazardous, difficult or 

 unpredictable situation 
 
 This theory is really revolutionary; you are really out on a limb. 

 
 

2. in  perilous, precarious, jepardous, unreliable or menacing 
 situation 
 

 
3. (informal) in a dicey, iffy, up in the air, ticklish, chancy  
 delicate, touchy, scary, hairy or thorny situation  

 
+reckless disregard for life and limb 

1. putting oneself unnecesarily in jeopardy or in danger, risk 
 oneself in a thoughtless, irresponsible or heedless manner, 
 being reckless, careless, rash or fearless 

 
 If you have reckless disregard for life and limb, you will 

 pay the price. 
 
2. (formal)  acting in a manner which is unheeding, impulsive, 

 precipitate,  impudent, impetuous or hasty 
 

3. (informal)  being headlong,  madcap, unmindful, foolhardy, 
 headfirst, head-over-the heel, unwary or death-defying 
 

4. (slang)  being helter-skelter, pell-mell, harum-scarum, devil- may-
 care 
 
5. (vulgar)  not giving a shit or damn for one’s life 

 

 
+torn from limb to limb 
1.    violently maimed, marred or mangled  

 
If the bear catches me, I will be torn from limb to limb. 

 
 
2.    (more stylized)  dismembered, disjointed or dislimbed 

 
 

3. (informal)  cut to pieces, pulled or ripped apart, ripped or 



 

 

 pulled to pieces, butchered, or slaughtered 
 

 
4. beaten badly, erased, dismantled, murdered, destroyed, killed,  

 demolished  
 
       If you don’t get him out of here now, he is going to be torn from 

 limb to limb. 
 
 

5. (more stylized)  annhilated, demolished, eradicated, discreated,  
 erased  

 
 
6. (informal) trounced, ripped apart, grounded up, wiped out, 

 smashed, battered down, pulverized, crushed, reduced to nothing,  
 gutted, torn to the ground, killed off 

 
 
8. (slang) licked, rubbed out, trompled, flattened, crushed into 

 smithereens, mopped up, creamed or crushed into bits, blotted out  
 
to be a danger to both life and limb 

1. to be a danger, hazard or risk to one’s well-being, a safety 
 hazard or an endangerment to one’s well-being, be attended,  

 fraught, pregnant or replete with risk or danger 
 Your driving is a danger to both life and limb. 
 

2. (more formal) to be accompanied by hazard, attended with 
 precariousness, be pregnant with peril, be perilous, impending, 
 looming, threatening or imminent 

 
3. (informal)  to be abounding with danger, be teeming with danger, 

 be jammed packed with danger, be hairy  
  
to be out on a limb 

1. to be in a risky, dangerous, unsure, hazardous, difficult or 
 unpredictable situation 

 This theory is really revolutionary; you are really out on a limb. 
 
2. to be in a perilous, precarious, jepardous, unreliable or menacing 

 situation 
 
3. (informal) to be in a dicey, iffy, up in the air, ticklish, chancy  

 delicate, touchy, scary, hairy or thorny situation  
 



 

 

to be torn from limb to limb 
1.    to be violently maimed, marred or mangled  

If the bear catches me, I will be torn from limb to limb. 
 

2.    (more stylized)  to be dismembered, disjointed or dislimbed 
 
3. (informal)  to be cut to pieces, be pulled or ripped apart, ripped or 

 pulled to pieces, butchered, or slaughtered 
 
4. to be beaten badly, erased, dismantled, murdered, destroyed, 

 killed or demolished  
       If you don’t get him out of here now, he is going to be torn from 

 limb to limb. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to be annhilated, demolished, eradicated, 

 discreated or erased  
 

6. (informal) to be trounced, ripped apart, grounded up, wiped out, 
 smashed, battered down, pulverized, crushed, reduced to nothing,  
 gutted, torn to the ground or killed off 

 
8. (slang) to be licked, rubbed out, trompled, flattened, crushed into 
 smithereens, mopped up, creamed or crushed into bits or blotted 

 out  
 

+to escape with life and limb 
1. to get out of a fight, either literally or metaphorically, intact  
 or whole, get away safely 

 
 I don't know how I escaped that company with life and limb. 

 
 
2. (informal)  to get clear of,  make a clean get away, make good one’s 

 escape, get free 
 
 

to go out on a limb 
1. to risk oneself, make oneself vunerable, put oneself in jeopardy, 

 defy danger, go in harm’s way, expose oneself to danger  
 You're really going out on a limb.  You should think about what 
 you’re doing. 

 
2. (informal) to play with fire, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, 

 take a chance, put one's neck on the line, take one’s life in 
 one’s own hands, be on a tightrope, dance on the razor’s edge, 
 skate on thin ice, jump without a parachute, be in a tight spot, 



 

 

 put oneself in a a tight spot 
 

3. to guess, speculate, estimate, make an estimation 
 When I said that Ventura would win the race, everyone thought 

 that I was going out on a limb. 
 
4. to forecast, conjecture, foretell, predict, hazard a guess, 

 prognosticate, forebode, soothsay, divine 
 
5. (informal)  to guesstimate, take a shot, reckon, take a stab in the 

 dark, make a hunch, talk off the top of one’s head 
 

to have a reckless disregard for life and limb 
1. to put oneself unnecesarily in jeopardy or in danger, risk 
 oneself in a thoughtless, irresponsible or heedless manner, 

 be reckless, careless, rash or fearless 
 If you have reckless disregard for life and limb, you will 

 pay the price. 
 
2. (informal)  to act in a manner which is unheeding, impulsive, 

 precipitate,  impudent, impetuous or hasty 
 
3. (informal)  to have a headlong, madcap, foolhardy, headfirst, 

 head- over-the heel, or have a death-defying regard for life, act in 
 a manner which is unmindful or unwary 

 
4. (slang)  to be helter-skelter, pell-mell, harum-scarum or devil-
 may-care 

 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a shit or damn for one’s life 
 

to tear from limb to limb 
1.    to violently maim, mar, mangle  

The lion tore the animal from limb to limb. 
 
2.    (more stylized)  to dismember, disjoin, dislimb 

 
3. (informal)  to cut to pieces, pull or rip apart, rip or 

 pull to pieces, butcher, slaughter 
 
4. to beat badly, erase, dismantle, murder, destroy, kill, demolish  

       If you don’t get him out of here now, the mobsters are going to 
 tear him from limb to limb. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to annhilate, demolish, eradicate, discrate, erase  
 



 

 

6. (informal) to trounce, rip apart, ground up, wipe out, smash, 
 batter down, pulverize, crush, reduce to nothing, gut, tear to the 

 ground, tear apart   
 

7. (slang) to lick, rub out, trample, flatten, crush into smithereens, 
 mop up, cream or crush into bits, blot out, grind, smash, squash
 trounch, crush into the floor 

   
to risk life and limb 
1. to risk oneself, make oneself vunerable, put oneself in jeopardy, 

 defy danger, go in or into harm’s way, expose oneself to danger  
 I risked life and limb to get here today.  I'm glad. 

 
2. (informal) to play with fire, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, 
 take a chance, put one's neck on the line, take one’s life in 

 one’s own hands, be on a tightrope, dance on the razor’s edge, 
 skate on thin ice, jump without a parachute, be in a tight spot, 

 put oneself in a a tight spot, go out on a limb, put everything on 
 the line, risk one’s neck, put in jeopardy, put oneself in a tight spot 
 

-limbed 
to have or be this type of limb  
i.e.  long limbed or strong-limbed 

 
to be long limbed 

to have long limbs 
 
to be short limbed 

to have short limbed 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Skin 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 
Old English  scinn, Middle English  Old Norse  skinn, Dutch  schinden, 
Danish hud  skind,   Frisian fel  hûd,  Icelandic and Norwegian  hud, 
Swedish  hud  skinn  skinna päls, German  Schinden, Latin  cutis, 

French  peau, Spanish piel 
 
 
skin 
1. epidermis, cuticle, derma, cutis, pellicle  

 
2.    (animal) hide, pelt, jacket, fleece, fell, fur, leather, vellum, 
 integument 

 
3.    (fruit) rind, peel, hull, shell, husk, cover, covering, pod, case 

 
4.    overlay, coating, coat, layer, lamina, film 
 

5.    wineskin, pouch, container, envelope 
 

6. sheathe, condom 
 
to skin 

1.    to peel, scale, bark, strip, scalp, unwrap, remove, shed 



 

 

It was not unusual to skin one's enemies in Ancient Mesoamerica. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to flay, exfoliate, scale, denude, excorticate, 
 excoriate 

 
3.    (informal)  to throw off,  shed, strip off, cast off, peel off 

 

4.  (fruit or vegetables)  to shell, husk, shuck, hull, rind, pare 
 
all skin and bones 

1. very skinny, corpse-like, underfed, undernourished, skeletal, 
 too lean, deathly thin 

 I don't like how she looks; she is all skin and bones. 
 
2. (more stylized)  gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow- eyed, 

 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 
 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 

 
3. (informal) thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted, gangling, 
 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-famished  

 
4. (slang) scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken,  
 skinny as a railing,  being a bag of bones, having no meat on 

 those bones, having no meat on one’s bones 
 

ass in lion’s skin 
1. betrayer, deceiver, trickster, liar, cheater, con man, swindler 
 I don’t trust a word that he says; he is an ass in lion’s skin. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  dissembler, deluder, circumventor, pretender, 
 Artful Dodger, fraude, perjurer, prevaricator 

 
3. used-car salesman, wolf in a sheep’s clothing, duper, tricky dickey 

 
bad skin 
bad complexion, acne 

Ever since she has been a teenager, she has had very bad skin. 
 

beautiful skin 
good or clear complexion 
She does not need make-up.  She has beautiful skin. 

 
by the skin of one's teeth 
1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 

 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 



 

 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite 
 I passed only by the skin of my teeth. 

 
2.    (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 

 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 
 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 

 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth 

  
3.    with great difficulty, hard 

       I did it by the skin of my teeth. 
 
4. (more stylized)  arduous, laborious, painstaking,  

 
5. (informal) uphill, Herculean, tough, rough, not easy 

 
6. (slang)  hard going, hard row to hoe, hard sledding, nasty   
 

good skin 
good or clear complexion 
She does not need make-up.  She has very good skin. 

 
goose skin  

1. erection or the raising of the hair on one’s body due to fear, 
 excitement or cold, shivers, chills, cold shivers 
 Are you cold?  Why do have goose skin? 

 
2. (more stylized)  horripilation 
 

3. (informal)  goose bumps, goose pimples, goose flesh, creeps, duck 
 bumps, dithers 

 
4. (slang)  cold creeps 
 

no skin off of one's nose 
1. not matter, not important, of no consequence, matter, 

 weight or import  
 What you do or don't do is no skin off my nose. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  incurious, blasé, apathetic, indifferent, 
 pocurante, insouciant to 
 

3. (French)  sans souci  
 



 

 

4. (informal) making no difference, not having a dog in that fight  
 

nothing but skins and bones 
1. very skinny, corpse-like, underfed, undernourished, skeletal, 

 too lean, deathly thin 
 She is nothing but skin and bones. 
 

2. (more stylized) gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow-eyed, 
 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 
 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 

 
3. (informal)  thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted,   gangling, 

 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-famished  
 
4. (slang) scrawny, twiggy, bony, like a plucked chicken,  skinny as a 

 railing, a bag of bones, having no meat on those bones, having 
 no meat on one’s bones 

 
sheepskin 
slang for diploma, degree, academic title 

At last!  I’ve been working to get this sheepskin for ten years. 
 
only skin-deep 

1. superficial, on the surface, not very profound or not deep, being 
 a façade or veneer, being the appearance or coating,  not being 

 profound 
 Don't trust what she's feeling now; her feelings are only skin 
 deep. 

        
2.    shallow, outermost, outside, external, outward, exterior  
        It is true that beauty is only skin deep. 

 
3.    unreal, artificial, plastic, fake, fraud, delusion, phony 

 
4.    (informal) hoax, two-dollar bill, ruse or sham, being make-
 believe 

 
5. empty, devoid, slight, meaningless, unimportant, signifying 

 nothing, vacuous 
 
6.    (more stylized) of little or no import, inconsequential, hollow 

 negligible, insubstantial, inconsequential matter, inconsiderable, 
 inappreciable, vacuous or inane  
 

7. (informal) petty, paltry, trivial, not worth mentioning, frivolous  
 



 

 

8. (slang) of no-account, picayune, penny-ante, fiddling, trifling, not 
 worth a hill a beans, plug nickle, not worth the paper it is printed 

 on, staw or red cent 
 

skin and bones 
1. on the decline, very skinny, unhealthy,  corpse-like, frail,  
 underfed, undernourished, wasted, skeletal, too lean, deathly thin 

 I don't know what happened to her but she's nothing but 
 skin and bones. 
 

2. (more stylized)  gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow- eyed, 
 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 

 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 
 
3. (informal)  thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted, gangling, 

 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-famished  
 

4. (slang)  scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken or 
 skinny as a railing 
 

 
skin deep 
1. superficial, on the surface, not very profound, not deep 

       What she feels for you is only skin deep.  She doesn't love you. 
 

2.    (more stylized)  shallow, outermost, outside, external. outward, 
 exterior 
        It is true that beauty is only skin deep. 

 
3.    unreal, artificial, plastic, fake, fraud, delusion, phony 
 Can’t you tell that that is she is only crying crocodile tears.  Her 

 feeling of sorrow is only skin deep.   
 

4.    (informal)  hoax, make-believe, two-dollar bill, ruse, sham 
 
5. empty, devoid, slight, meaningless, unimportant, signifying 

 nothing, vacuous 
 His feelings for you are only skin deep.  Can’t you see that? 

 
6.    (more stylized) of little or no import, inconsequential, hollow 
 negligible, insubstantial, inconsequential matter, inconsiderable, 

 inappreciable, inane  
 
7. (informal)  petty, paltry, trivial, not worth mentioning, frivolous  

 
8. (slang)  no- account, picayune, penny-ante, fiddling, trifling, not 



 

 

 worth a hill a beans, plug nickle, not worth the paper it is printed 
 on, staw, red cent 

 
skin flick 

1. adult films, films dominated by sex, pornographic, obscene, 
 lewd, vulgar or coarse, x-rated films, sexploitation 
 Another name for skin flick is pornography. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  films which are suggestive, pruient, indecent, 
 profane, salacious, fulsome or erotic 

 
3. (informal)  films which are vile, nasty, filthy, raunchy, risqué, off-

 color, hard-core, soft-core or bawdy, peep shows, blue movies, 
 pornography 
 

4. (slang)  films which are smutty, gross or blue, stag films, nudies, 
 cheesecake, porn, leg art 

  
skin flint 
1. to be extraordinarily cheap, frugal, economical or thrify 

       My aunt was a real skin flint.  She would not lend a penny 
       without asking for interest. 
  

2.    (more formal)  brummagem, parsimonious, miserly, churl  
 

3. (informal) closed-fisted, stingy, penny pincher, tight, tightfisted 
 pinchpenny, cheapskate, tightwad, pinchfist,  money-grubber, 
 miserly, petty, scrooge 

 What a skin flint! 
 
skin game 

1. fraud,  hoax, trick, deception, red herring, ploy, to be trickery 
 He's an expert in the skin game.  He has made 

 millions from it. 
 
2. (more stylized)  artifice, subterfuge, ruse, stratagem, contrivance, 

 prevarication, intrigue 
 

3. (informal)  swindle, bluff, confidence game,  to be crooked, 
 smooth, shady, left-handed, underhanded, slick, crafty, 
 double-dealing, wily 

 
4. (slander)  sham, flimflam, rip off, scam, put on game, gimmick, to 
 be hanky-panky, funny  business, monkey business 

 
skin graft 



 

 

1. transplantation of the skin from one part of the body to another 
 (for burnt or accident victims) 

 An operation in which one gets a skin graft is very painful. 
 

2. (medical)  demoplasty 
 
skin head 

1. young person who usually is bald, known for his violence, 
 bigotry, and racism, racist, bigot, be bias, prejudice, bigoted 
 or intolerant  

 The moment that I saw him I knew that he was a skin head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  incendiary, to be dogmatic, doctrinaire,  
 intransigent, intractable, unyielding or malcontent 
 

3. (informal)  roughneck, ruffian, to be petty minded, closed 
 minded, narrow-minded, narrow, stiff-necked, set in one’s ways, 

 stiff-backed, mean or mean minded 
 
3. (slang) hooligan, rowdy, trouble-maker, goon, hoodlum, thug,  

 rabble-rouser, street-fighter, ugly customer 
 
skin tight 

1. revealing, very tight, form fitting, too small 
 My mother used to love skin tight clothing. 

 
2. (informal) snug, close-fitting, tight-fitting 
 

 
soaked to the bone 
1. wet, very wet, soaked   

 He got caught in the rain and was soaked to the skin. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  imbrued, immerged saturated, immersed, 
 infused, penetrated, impregnated, imbued, inundated 
 

3. wringing wet, soggy, soaked to the skin, soak and wet, 
 doused, drenched, wet down, soaked through, drowned, sopping, 

 dripping, wet through, soppy, wet to the skin, soused 
 
tallowy-skin 

1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She has such tallowy-
 skinned. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 

 reduced to skin and bones, being peaked, livid, wan 
 
3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  

 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 
 
thick skin 

1. callous, cold, immovable, hard, tough, indifferent, 
 deadened, unfeeling, frigid, closed to, numb, insensitive 

 She doesn't hurt very easily.  She has very thick skin. 
 
2. obdurate, unrelenting, impervious, inelastic, indurate,  inured, 

 conditioned, set, insensate, anesthetized, insensible, deaden, 
 insensible, unpitying 

 
3. seasoned, stony, hard as nails, hard-boiled, tempered, cold 
 hearted, casehardened, stony, icy, cold-blooded, hard-bitten,  

 hard-hearted, steely, souless 
  
thin skin 

1. being a person who is easily offended, oversensitive, easily 
 hurt, supersensitive, hot tempered, excitable, impatient or touchy  

 She has very thin skin.  Be careful! 
 
2. (more stylized)  irascible, petulant, churlish, peevish, prickly, 

 irascible, hypersensitive, skittish, ill-humored, ill-tempered, 
 tempermental, sulky, choleric 
 

3.  (informal)  high-strung, crusty, snappish, quick to tears, quick to 
 tear up, quick to cry, being someone with whom one must walk on 

 eggs around or tread softly and carefully around, being testy, edgy  
 or ticklish 
 

under one's skin 
1.    a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome  person, 

 weight, bore, pain 
       She is under my skin to such a point that I can’t stand hearing 
 her name mentioned. 

 
2.    (more stylistic) bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 



 

 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck, 

 affliction round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal) salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, bore, 
 nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 

 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 
 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck, a 
 millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, pain in 

 the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill, thorn 
 

5. (vulgar)  a pain in the ass 
 

6.    affecting deeply, penetrating, moving, impressing, striking, 
 inspiring, touching 
      I can't forget him; he is under my skin. 

 
7. (informal)  touching a chord, jarring, touching a familiar chord, 
 jolting, having an impact, getting one right here, hitting where it 

 hurts, throwing for a loop, striking a familiar chord, touching to 
 the quick, playing on the heartstrings, touching the heart, 

 tugging on the heartstrings 
 
8. (slang)  rocking, hitting 

 
9.    displaying a true, rich, deep, profound and full  understanding  
       His exposé was able to get under the skin of what pornography  

       really means in Japan. 
 

yellow skin 
1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 

 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She has such yellow-skin; 

 she must have jaundice. 
 
2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 
 reduced to skin and bones 

 
3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced or  



 

 

 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 
 

 
+to be all skin and bones 

1. to be very skinny, corpse-like, underfed, undernourished, skeletal, 
 too lean or deathly thin 
 

 I don't like how she looks; she is all skin and bones. 
 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow-
 eyed, skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow 

 cheeked, spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 
 
 

3. (informal)  to be thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted,  
 gangling, throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-

 famished  
 
4. (slang)  to be scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken,  

 skinny as a railing, to be a bag of bones, have no meat on those 
 bones, have no meat on one’s bones 

 
 
+to be an ass in lion’s skin 

1. be a betrayer, deceiver, trickster, liar, cheater, con man or swindler 
 

 I don’t trust a word that he says; he is an ass in lion’s skin. 
 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be a dissembler, deluder, circumventor, 
 pretender, Artful Dodger, fraude, perjurer or prevaricator 
 

 
3. (informal)  to be a used-car salesman, wolf in a sheep’s clothing, 

 duper or tricky-dickey 
 
 

 
+to be in someone else's skin 

(normally said negatively to say that one would not trade places) 
At this moment I would not be in his skin for anything in this world. 
 

 
+to be no skin off of one's nose 

1. to not matter, not be important, be of no consequence, matter, 



 

 

 weight or import  
 

 What you do or don't do is no skin off my nose. 
 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be incurious, blasé, apathetic, indifferent, 
 pocurante or insouciant to 

 
 
3. (French)  sans souci  

 
 

4. (informal) to make no difference, not have a dog in that fight  
 
 
+to be nothing but skins and bones 
1. to be very skinny, corpse-like, underfed, undernourished, skeletal, 

 too lean or deathly thin 
 
 She is nothing but skin and bones. 

 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow-
 eyed, skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow 
 cheeked, spare, drawn or hollowed cheeks 

 
 
3. (informal)  to be thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted,  

 gangling, throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved or half-
 famished  

 
 
4. (slang)  to be scrawny, twiggy, bony, skinny as a railing, be a 

 bag of bones, have no meat on those bones, have no meat on 
 one’s bones, be like a plucked chicken 
 

 
 

+to be only skin-deep 
1. to be superficial, on the surface, not very profound or not deep, be 

 a façade or veneer, be the appearance or coating, not be profound 
 
 Don't trust what she's feeling now; her feelings are only skin 

 deep. 
        
 



 

 

2.    to be shallow, outermost, outside, external. outward or exterior  
        It is true that beauty is only skin deep. 

 
 

3.    to be unreal, artificial, plastic, fake, fraud, delusion or phony 
 
 

4.    (informal) to be a hoax, two-dollar bill, ruse or sham, be make-
 believe 
 

 
5. to be empty, devoid, slight, meaningless, unimportant or signifying 

 nothing 
 
 

6.    (more stylized) to be of little or no import, inconsequential, hollow 
 negligible, insubstantial, inconsequential matter, inconsiderable, 

 inappreciable, vacuous or inane  
 
 

7. (informal) to be petty, paltry, trivial, not worth mentioning or 
 frivolous  
 

 
8. (slang) to be of no-account, picayune, penny-ante, fiddling, 

 trifling, not  worth a hill a beans, plug nickel, not worth the paper 
 it is printed on, red cent 
 

 
+to be reduced to skin and bones 

1. to look or be sickly, gaunt, unwholesome, feeble, in poor health, 
 pale, unhealthy, sick, ashen, drained, bloodless, unhealthy color,  
 colorless, without color,  drained of color, white, deathly pale or 

 pinched  
 
 What has happened to him; as a result of this disease he has 

 been reduced to skin and bones. 
 

 
2. (more stylized) to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 

 sallow, waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, peaked, 
 anemic or blanched, have been reduced to skin and bones 

 
 
+3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced, pale-



 

 

 faced, hollow-eyed, look washed-out, bleached out, deathlike, as 
 pale as a ghost, be pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale faced, 

 death-like or drained 
 
#to be skin-tight 

to be tight, close-fitting, revealing, form-fitting, snug 
 
I like your pants but they are skin-tight. 

 
 

#to get soaked to the skin 
1. to get wet, very wet or soaked   

 
 He got caught in the rain and got soaked to the bone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to get imbrued, immerged saturated, immersed, 
 infused, penetrated, impregnated, imbued, inundated 

 
3. to get wringing wet, soggy, soak and wet, doused, drenched, wet 

down, soaked through, drowned, sopping or dripping wet, wet 

through, soppy, wet to the skin or soused 
 
 

to be under one's skin 
1.    to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
 
       She is under my skin to such a point that I can’t stand hearing 

 her name mentioned. 
 
2.    (more stylistic) to be a bane, nuisance, vexation,  vexing, worrisome 

 or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, onus, albatross, 
 impediment, liability, albatross round one's neck, a yoke around 

 one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an  albatross around one's 
 neck, hinderance around one’s neck, hinderance round one’s 
 neck, affliction around one’s neck, affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, bore, 

 nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 
 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 

 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck, a 
 millstone round one’s neck 
 

4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 



 

 

 headache, pill or thorn 
 

5. (vulgar)  a pain in the ass 
 

6.    to affect deeply, penetrating, move, impress, strike, inspiring, 
 touch 
      I can't forget him; he is under my skin. 

 
7. (informal)  to touch a chord, jar, touch a familiar chord, 
 jolting, have an impact, get one right here, hit where it hurts, 

 throw for a loop, strike a familiar chord, touch to the quick, play 
 on the heartstrings, touch the heart, tug on the heartstrings 

 
8. (slang)  rocking, hitting 
 

to be wet to the skin (stopped here on Tues 1/12/10 for slang) 
1. to be wet, very wet or soaked   

 He got caught in the rain and was wet to the skin. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be imbrued, immerged saturated, immersed, 

 infused, penetrated, impregnated, imbued, inundated 
 
3. to be wringing wet, soggy, soaked to the bone, soak and wet, 

 doused, drenched, wet down, soaked through, drowned, sopping, 
 dripping, wet through, soppy, wet to the skin or soused 

 
to be wet to the skin 
1. to be wet, very wet or soaked   

 He got caught in the rain and was wet to the bone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be imbrued, immerged saturated, immersed, 

 infused, penetrated, impregnated, imbued, inundated 
 

3. (informal)  to be wringing wet, soggy, soaked to the bone, soak 
 and wet, doused, drenched, wet down, soaked through, drowned, 
 sopping, dripping, wet through, soppy, wet to the bone or soused 

 
#to escape by the skin of one's teeth 

1.    to barely, hardly, scarcely or by a narrow margin escape or flee 
 from a situation without any injury or bodily harm 
 

       I thought that I was dead; I escaped only by the skin of my  
 teeth. 
 

2.    to make good one’s break, get clear of or effect one’s escape by a 
 hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a tinny whinny, by a 



 

 

 bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by hair's breath, by the 
 skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an  inch, get away by, be 

 neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, shoulder to 
 shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an eyelash, at 

 one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose,  by an inch, 
 by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth 
  

 
to escape with a whole skin 
1. to escape, leave, depart, bolt or exit a situation without being 

 injured or harmed  
 I don’t know how but I escaped with a whole skin. 

 
2. (more stylized) to flee, beat a hasty retreat, make a hasty retreat, 
 depart, retreat, recoil, withdraw surreptitiously, exfiltrate, abscond, 

 decamp 
 

3. (informal) to show an extra light pair of heels, make one’s 
 escape, take to one’s heels, take a French leave,  get out, get 
 away safely, take flight, get free of, effect one’s escape, bid adieu, 

 show a clean pair of heels or make a quit exit without being 
 injured or harmed 
 

4. (slang)  to do a moonlight flit, turn tail, high tail, beat a retreat, fly 
 the coop, clear out, light out, vamoose, hot foot it, skidoo, make 

 tracks, leave without saying goodbye 
  
#to fit one like a second skin 

1. to fit or suit one well and comfortably   
 
 These pants might look tight but they fit me like a 

 second skin. 
 

2. to fit one snuggly, be close-fitting, to be tight, be tight-fitting 
 
  

 
#to get under one's skin 

1.    to irritate, chafe, perturb, vex, bother, upset, disturb, unhinge, 
 infuriate, fluster, anger 
   

     She gets under my skin, especially when she talks too much. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to discompose, chafe, discommode, undermine, 

 agitate, vex, discomfit, disconcert, flurry, thwart, abash, daunt, 
 pique, chagrin, nettle 



 

 

 
 (informal) to gall, rub the wrong way, go against the grain, 

 rile, drive up the wall, get someone’s goat, rattle, throw out of 
 whack, discombobulate, ruffle, get in one’s hair 

 
3. (slang)  to bug, burn up, rile, rile up 
 

4. (vulgar)  to be a pain in the ass 
 
 

 
 

5.    to affect deeply, penetrate, move, impress, strike, inspire, touch 
       I can't forget him; he has gotten under my skin. 
 

6. (informal)  to touch a chord, jar, touch a familiar chord, jolt, have 
 an impact, get one right here, hit where it hurts, throw for a loop, 

 strike a familiar chord, touch to the quick, play on the  
 heartstrings, touch the heart, tug on the heartstrings 
 

7. (slang)  to rock, hit 
 
8.    to display a true, rich, deep, profound and full  understanding  

       His exposé was able to get under the skin of what pornography  
       really means in Japan. 

 
#to give someone some skin (slang) 
a particular way of shaking hands very common among urban youth 

in the inner cities of the United States 
 
How have you been doing?  Give me some skin. 

 
to have bad skin 

to have a bad complexion, have acne 
 
Ever since she has been a teenager, she has had very bad skin. 

 
to have beautiful skin 

to have a good or clear complexion 
She does not need make-up.  She has beautiful skin. 
 

to have good skin 
to have a good or clear complexion 
She does not need make-up.  She has very good skin. 

 
to have tallowy-skin 



 

 

1. to have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be  sickly, feeble, in poor 

 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She has such tallowy- skin. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 

 sallow, having jaundice, be jaundice-looking, have been 
 reduced to skin and bones, be peaked, livid or wan 
 

3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty withered, tallow faced, or 
 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 

 
#to have thick skin 
1. to be callous, cold, immovable, hard, tough, indifferent, 

 deadened, unfeeling, frigid, closed to, numb or insensitive 
 

 She doesn't hurt very easily.  She has very thick skin. 
 
2. to be obdurate, unrelenting, impervious, inelastic, indurate, 

 inured, conditioned, set, insensate, anesthetized, insensible, 
 deaden, insensible or unpitying 
 

3. to be seasoned, stony, hard as nails, hard-boiled, tempered, cold 
 hearted, casehardened, stony, icy, cold-blooded, hard-bitten,  

 hard-hearted, steely or souless 
  
to have thin skin 

#1. to be a person who is easily offended, oversensitive, easily 
 hurt, supersensitive, hot tempered, excitable, impatient or touchy  
 

 She has very thin skin.  Be careful! 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be irascible, petulant, churlish, peevish, 
 hypersensitive, skittish, ill-humored, ill-tempered, tempermental, 
 prickly or sulky 

 
3.  (informal)  to be high-strung, snappish, quick to tears, quick to 

 tear up, quick to cry, to be someone with whom one must walk 
 on eggs around or tread softly and carefully around, testy, edgy,  
 ticklish 

 
 
to have yellow skin 

1. have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be sickly, feeble, in poor 



 

 

 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She has such yellow-skin; 

 she must have jaundice. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline, infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, have been 

 reduced to skin and bones 
 
3. (informal)  to look or being spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced or  

 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 
 

#to jump out of one’s skin 
1. to be frighten, scared, surprised, jolted, terrified, ruffled or upset 
 

 I almost  jumped out of my skin when I heard the gun shots. 
 

2. to be astonished, startled, disturbed, unsettled, disconcerted, 
 astounded or stunned, lose one’s sense of proportion  
 

3. (informal)  to be shaken up, taken aback, thrown off guard, taken 
 by surprise, lose one’s sense of balance, or have the fear of God 
 put in one 

 
4. (slang)  to have one’s hair curled,  be scared stiff, have the beejesus 

 scared out of one, have  the pants scared off one, have the living 
 daylights scared out of one  
 

 
 
 

5. to overreact, get overexcited, panic, be alarmed 
 When he heard the news, he almost jumped out of his skin. 

 
6. to get overstimulated, impassioned, agitated or overanimated, be 
 stricken with terror  

 
7. to get all worked up, get in a tizzy, get all excited, go crazy, throw 

 one’s hands up 
 
8. to get all hyped up, forget which end is up, go bonkers, push 

 the panic botton, forget what’s what, break out in a cold sweat, go 
 into a dithers, run around like a chicken without its head 
  

 
#to make someone jump out of one's skin 



 

 

1. to startle, scare, terrify, frighten  
 

 When he surprised me he almost made me jump 
 out of my skin. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to start, astonish, disturb, unsettle, disconcert, 
 astound, stun 

 
3. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, scare stiff, make 
 one’s flesh crawl, take aback, scare the wits out of, send chills up 

 one’s spine, curl someone’s hair, curl one’s blood, scare the 
 living daylights out of someone, scare to death, make one’s blood 

 run cold, send shivers up one’s spine 
 
4. (slang)  to scare the bejeesus out of, scare the pants off of 

 
 

 
#to make someone's skin crawl 
1.     to make someone feel uncomfortable or uneasy, shake, repel, 

 revolt, make shudder or shrink from 
       
 He’s so creepy; he makes my skin crawl. 

 
2.    (more stylistic)  to disconcert, disquiet, discomfit, fluster, disturb, 

 discompose, nonplus, flutter, perturb, make someone recoil 
 
3. (informal)  to faze, discombobulate, rattle, make pull away from, 

 make someone’s flesh crawl, make draw away from, make 
 someone’s flesh creep, make someone’s skin creep, turn 
 someone’s stomach 

 
4. (slang)  to give the heebie-jeebies, give the willies, give the jimjams,  

  
 
 

 
5 to scare, terrify, menace, alarm, frighten, horrify  

 Being in this house makes my skin crawl. 
 
6. (more stylistic) to unnerve, daunt, petrify, appall, affright 

 
7. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, scare stiff, make 
 one’s flesh crawl, take aback, scare the wits out of, send chills up 

 one’s spine, curl someone’s hair, fill with terror, curl one’s blood, 
 scare the living daylights out of someone, put one’s heart in one’s 



 

 

 mouth, scare to death, make one’s blood run cold, send shivers 
 up one’s spine, put the fear of God into 

 
8. (slang)  to scare the bejeesus out of, scare the pants off of 

 
 
 

#to save one's own skin 
1.    to save oneself from physical or bodily danger, rescue oneself from 
 a situation which is fraught with or full of danger or risk 

       
 No one was there to help me; therefore, I had to save my own 

       skin. 
 
2. (more stylistic) remove oneself from a minacious, precarious,  

 jeopardous, risky, menacing, delicate, minatory or minatorial 
 situation 

  
3. (informal)  to get oneself out of  dire straights, a pickle, hot 
 water, a bind or a hot spot  help oneself to get out of a situation 

 which is sticky, tough, thorny, touch and go, hairy, knotty, touchy, 
 ticklish, dicy or slippery  
 

 
to save someone's skin 

1.    to help someone who is in compelling, dire or urgent need, help 
 someone in trouble or in an impass,  help someone from physical 
or  bodily danger, rescue someone from a situation which is fraught 

 with or full of danger or risk 
       He saved my skin by giving me the money that I needed to 
 pay the mob. 

 
2. (more stylistic) remove oneself from a minacious, precarious,  

 jeopardous, risky, menacing, delicate, minatory or minatorial 
 situation 
  

3. (informal)  to help someone get out of a situation which is sticky, 
 tough, thorny, touch and go, hairy, knotty, touchy, ticklish, dicy or 

 slippery, help someone who is in dire straights, in a pickle, in hot 
 water, in a bind or in a hot spot 
 

to shed one's skin 
to cast off, take off, get rid of, slouch off or discard one's skin 
A snake sheds his skin every so often. 

      
 



 

 

 
#to skin someone of everything that one owns 

1. to rob, take or steal from someone, cheat or swindle someone 
 

 He skinned the poor woman of everything that  
 she owned. 
 

2. (informal) to pinch, finger, purloin, filch, pilfer 
 
 

 
#to skin one's (part of the body) i.e. knee, elbow 

to hurt, scrape or scratch by falling 
 
When she fell, she skinned her knee. 

 
 

 
#to skin someone alive 
1.    to kill, kill by removing the skin of 

 The Aztecs would sometime skin their enemies alive. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to flay, excoriate  

 
3. to discipline, scold, castigate or punish someone intensely 

       When she finds out what you've done, she's going to 
 skin you alive.       
 

4. (more stylistic)  to upbraid, rebuke, objurgate, humble, chide, 
 reprimand, chastise, berate, admonish, impugn, vituperate, 
 fustigate, inveigh, reprehend 

 
5. (informal)  to give someone the business or the works, trounce, 

 take to task, haul, over the coals, rail against, bawl out, call on the 
 carpet, light into, thunder against, roast, sail against 
 

6. (slang)  to lay into someone, give someone what for, give it to 
 dress or call down, pin one’s ears back, jump on or all over, jump 

 down someone’s throat 
 
 

 
#to strip to the skin  
1.  to take off one's clothing, remove one’s clothing, undress  

 
 As soon as he got into the house, he stripped to the skin and ran 



 

 

 to the bathroom to take a shower. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to disrobe, unclothe, denudate, peel or cast off 
 one’s clothing, divest 

 
3. (informal)  to strip, strip down to nothing, lay bare, make nude 
 

4. (slang)  to doff 
 
5. (vulgar) to drop one’s drawers 

  
 

Give me some skin! 
(slang:  Shake my hand!) 
 

#There's more than one way to skin a cat. 
there are many different ways to reach one's goal or to accomplish what 

one wants 
 
 

black skinned 
1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-
 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 

 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  
 Most, but not all, persons of Africa are black-skinned. 

 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 
 

brown skinned 
1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-
 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 

 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  
 Even though most persons in the the US are brown skinned, they 

 are called black not brown. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
dark-skinned 

1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-
 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, olive-skinned 

 Many people in the southern part of Europe are olive-skinned. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 Most people of the world are dark-skinned. 
 



 

 

fair skinned 
1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 

 The baby is fair skinned.    
 

2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 
light skinned 

1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 Not all light-skinned peoples are from Europe.  
 

2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 

olive-skinned 
1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-
 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 

 complexioned 
 Many people in the southern part of Europe are olive-skinned. 

 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 
 

pale-skinned 
people of very light complexion 
Pale-skinned individuals must stay out of the sun. 

 
tallowy-skinned 

1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so tallowy-skinned. 
 
2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 

 reduced to skin and bones, being peaked, livid, wan 
 
3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  

 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 
 

thick-skinned 
1. being a person who is not easily hurt, offended or insulted, hard,
 unpitying, untouched,  nonreactive, unmerciful, insensitive, 

 callous, unfeeling, shrewd, frigid, uncaring 
 Don’t worry about her.  She is thick-skinned; she won’t be 
 offended by what you say. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  unreactive, uncompassionate, callous, imprevious,  



 

 

 merciless, unstirred, unsympathetic, immune, inured, 
 unsentimental, passionless  

 
3. (informal) soulless, hard-nosed, cold, hard-bitten, stony, hard-

 hearted, hard, heartless, inmovable, uncaring, harden, hard-
 boiled, bullet-headed, case-harden, marble-hearted 
 

thin-skinned 
1.    sensitive, hypersensitive, supersensitive, easily offended 
 Be careful, she is extremely thin-skinned. 

 
2.    (informal)  touchy, moody, testy, snappish 

 He has a very bad hangover; therefore, he is very thin-skinned 
 this morning. 
 

3.    sulky, sullen, resentful 
 

4.    grumpy, morose 
 
5.    prudish, squeamish, queasy 

 I wouldn’t tell her of your past; she can be somewhat 
 thin-skinned about certain types of experiences. 
 

yellow-skinned 
1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 

 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so yellow-skinned; 

 she must have jaundice. 
 
2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 

 reduced to skin and bones 
 
3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  

 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 
 

 
to be black skinned 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  
 Most, but not all, persons of Africa are black-skinned. 

 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 



 

 

 
to be brown skinned 

1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 
 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 

 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  
 Even though most persons in the the US are brown skinned, they 
 are called black not brown. 

 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 
 

to be dark-skinned 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned or dark 
 complexioned  
 Many people of the Middle East and Latin America are dark-

 skinned. 
 

2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 
 Most people of the world are dark-skinned. 
 

to be fair skinned 
1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 The baby is fair skinned.    

 
2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 

 
to be light-skinned 
being people of a lighter complexion, people of European descent 

People who ancestors originated from cold climates are  
normally light-skinned. 
 

to be olive-skinned 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned or dark 
 complexioned  
 Many people in the southern part of Europe are olive-skinned. 

 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
to be pale-skinned 
being people of very light complexion 

 She must stay out of the sun because she is so pale-skinned. 
 
to be tallowy-skinned 

1. to have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be  sickly, feeble, in poor 



 

 

 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so tallowy-skinned. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, be jaundice-looking, have been 
 reduced to skin and bones, be peaked, livid or wan 

 
3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty withered, tallow faced, or 
 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 

 
#to be thick skinned 

1. to be callous, cold, immovable, hard, tough, indifferent, 
 deadened, unfeeling, frigid, closed to, numb or insensitive 
 

 She doesn't hurt very easily.  She is very thick skinned. 
 

2. to be obdurate, unrelenting, impervious, inelastic, indurate, 
 inured, conditioned, set, insensate, anesthetized, insensible, 
 deaden, insensible, unpitying 

 
3. to be seasoned, stony, hard as nails, hard-boiled, tempered, cold 
 hearted, casehardened, stony, icy, cold-blooded, hard-bitten,  

 hard-hearted, steely, souless 
  

#to be thin skinned 
1. to be a person who is easily offended, oversensitive, easily 
 hurt, supersensitive, hot tempered, excitable, impatient or touchy  

 
 She is very thin skinned.  Be careful! 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be irascible, petulant, churlish, peevish, 
 hypersensitive, skittish, ill-humored, ill-tempered, tempermental, 

 prickly or sulky 
 
3.  (informal)  to be high-strung, snappish, quick to tears, quick to 

 tear up, quick to cry, to be someone with whom one must walk 
 on eggs around or tread softly and carefully around, testy, edgy  

 or ticklish 
 
to be yellow-skinned 

1. to have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so yellow-skinned; 
 she must have jaundice. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline, infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, have been 

 reduced to skin and bones 
 
3. (informal)  to look or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced or  

 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 
 
 

#to be skinny 
1. to be very skinny, corpse-like, lean, slender, underfed, 

 undernourished, skeletal, too lean or deathly thin 
 
 She is nothing but skin and bones. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow-

 eyed, skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow 
 cheeked, spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 
 

3. (informal)  to be thin as a rail, gangling, weedy, gangly, bare-
 boned, wasted, gangling, throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-
 starved, half-famished or lanky  

 
4. (slang)  to be scrawny, twiggy, bony, like a plucked chicken,  

 skinny as a railing, to be a bag of bones, have no meat on those 
 bones, have no meat on one’s bones 
        She lost all that weight to be skinny.  Well, she succeeded. 

 
skinny dipping 
swimming nude or without clothing 

 
the skinny 

1. inside information 
 I have the skinny on all the parties on campus this week. 
 

2. (stylistic)  being privy to confidential or not to be disclosed
 information, being apprised to information which is not open to the 

 public, restricted, exclusive, unaccessible or inaccessible  
 
3. (informal)  being in on or being let in on what is for few eyes only, 

 hush-hush, top secret, off the record or not for general 
 consumption 
 

to be given the skinny on 
1. to get or obtain the inside information, be given information most 



 

 

 people are unaware of 
 I was given the skinny on all the parties on campus this week. 

 
2. (stylistic)  to become privy to confidential or not to be disclosed

 information, become apprised to information which is not open to 
 the public, restricted, exclusive, unaccessible or inaccessible  
 

3. (informal)  to become in on or become let in on what is for few 
 eyes only, hush-hush, top secret, off the record or not for general 
 consumption, get the skinny on  

 
#to get the skinny on 

1. to get or obtain inside information, be given information most 
 people are unaware of 
 

 I got the skinny on all the parties on campus this week. 
 

 
2. (stylistic)  to become privy to confidential or not-to-be-disclosed
 information, become apprised to information which is not open to 

 the public, restricted, exclusive, unaccessible or inaccessible  
 
 

3. (informal)  to be let in on what is for few  eyes only, hush-hush, 
top secret, off the record or not for general consumption, be given 

the skinny on 
 
to give the skinny on 

1. to give or tell inside information  
 I was given the skinny on all the parties on campus this week. 
 

2. (stylistic)  to disclose confidential or not-to-be-disclosed
 information, reveal or divulge information which is not open to 

 the public, restricted, exclusive, unaccessible or inaccessible  
 
3. (informal)  to make known information that is for few  eyes only, 

 hush-hush, top secret, off the record or not meant for general 
 onsumption, let slip, spill the beans on, break the news on or 

 let the cat of the bag on secrets or secrets of the trade 
 
to have goose skin  

1. to have the erection or the raising of the hair on one’s body due to 
 fear, excitement or cold, shivers, chills or cold shivers 
 Are you cold?  Why do have goose skin? 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have horripilation 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to have goose bumps, goose pimples, goose flesh, 

 creeps, duck bumps or dithers 
 

4. (slang)  to have cold creeps 
 
to have the skinny on 

1. to have the inside information 
 I have the skinny on all the parties on campus this week. 
 

2. (stylistic)  to be privy to confidential or not-to-be-disclosed
 information, be apprised to information which is not open to the 

 public, restricted, exclusive, unaccessible or inaccessible  
 
3. (informal)  to be in on or be let in on what is for few eyes only, 

 hush-hush, top secret, off the record or not for general 
 consumption 

 
#to skinny dip 
to swim nude or without clothing 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Flesh 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

(Although flesh and skin basically have the same definition, they are not 
used with the same level of frequency.  Many times, they can not be used 

as synonyms.  For example,   'a flesh wound' can not be called a 'skin 
wound'.  To say that one has 'beautiful skin is not the same to say that 
one has 'beautiful flesh.'  Skin has much more to do with complexion 

while flesh with the body i.e.  'flesh and bone.'   When both words do 
have the same meaning, skin, by far, is used much more frequently.) 



 

 

 
 
Old English    flask, Middle English    flask,  Old Frisian   flask,  Old 
High German   fleisk,  Old Norse    flesk,  German     Fleisch,  Dutch  

vless,  Danish  kød,  Swedish  kött   hull,   Norwegian  kjøtt,  Frisian  
fleis,  Latin    caro    corpus    libido,  French   chair,  Spanish   carne 
 

flesh  
1. skin, surface, epidermis 
  

2.    (animal) coat 
 

3.    (slang) hide 
 
4.    muscle, tissue, fat 

 
5.    animals, this part of the animal considered edible 

 
6.    meat, beef, mutton, veal, substance 
 

7.    fatness, weight, obesity 
 
8.    carnality, sensuality, earthiness, voluptuousness 

 
9.    mankind, humanity, humankind 

 
10.  human race, human beings, Homo sapiens 
 

11.  kin, family, relatives 
 
12.  kindred, kith and kin, blood 

 
 

creatures of flesh and blood 
1.    human (along with the defects), temporal, vunerable,  
 mortal, ephemeral, perishable, weak, defective, imperfect 

 
2.    human beings 

 
flesh and blood 
1.    one's offspring or child  

       He is my flesh and blood; I have no other choice but  
 to defend him. 
 

2.    one's relatives 
       Although we are only second cousins, we are still flesh and blood. 



 

 

 
3.    human being (usually to emphasize one's weakness)    

I am made only of flesh and blood; therefore, you can not expect 
the world. 

 
4. physicalness, concreteness, tangiblity 
 

5. (more stylized)  bodliness, incarnation, materiality, corporality, 
 substantiality 
 

flesh and bone 
1. body, skeleton, human being, creature, being, living being 

 
2. (more stylized)  corporality, materiality 
 

flesh-eating 
carnivorous, cannibalistic, man-eating, predatory 

Be careful, this is a flesh-eating plant. 
 
flesh color 

1.   the color of a white person's skin 
2.    yellowish, pink 
       Flesh color stockings are only so for persons of lighter complexion. 

 
flesh on the bare bones of  

1. giving detail to, giving dimension and color to 
 It was my job to put flesh on the bare bones of his ideas. 
 

2. (informal)  fleshing out, putting flesh on, putting flesh on the 
 bones of 
 

flesh on bones of  
1. giving detail to, giving dimension and color to 

 It was my job to put flesh on the bones of his ideas. 
 
2. (informal)  fleshing out, putting flesh on, putting flesh on the 

 bones of 
 

flesh peddler  
1.    head hunter, recruiter of executives 
 

2.    theatrical or movie agent, representative, negotiator 
 
3. (slang) ten percenter  

 
3.    panderer or procurer of women, one who sells woman 



 

 

 
4.   (vulgar) pimp, whore monger, sweetman  

 
flesh pot  

1.    a place which offers unrestrained sexual pleasure 
 
2.    (insulting) a person, usually a woman, who enjoys having sex 

Every night,  you have gone out every night.  You're such a flesh 
pot. 

 

flesh wound 
1. a slight or superficial wound by a gun or knife 

 You were lucky that the bullet whized by and gave you 
 only a flesh wound. 
 

2. a wound which is only skin-deep 
 

goose flesh  
1. erection or the raising of the hair on one’s body due to fear, 
 excitement or cold, shivers, chills, cold shivers 

 Are you cold?  Why do have goose flesh? 
 
2. (more stylized)  horripilation 

 
3. (informal)  goose bumps, goose pimples, goose skin, creeps, duck 

 bumps, dithers 
 
4. (slang)  cold creeps 

 
in the flesh 
1. actually meeting someone who had been known previously only by 

 correspondence or in the mass media (movies or television) 
2. present, before one's eyes, in person 

 I couldn't believe it but I saw him in the flesh.  He's much more 
 handsome on the screen. 
 

more than flesh and blood can bear 
1. being more than one can endure, take, undergo, withstand, 

 tolerate or suffer 
 This assignment is more than flesh and blood can bear. 
 

2. (more stylized)  being unbearable, intolerable or unendurable,  
 unable to abide, brook, bear or brave  
 

3. (informal)  enough to drive one mad, more than one can 
 swallow, weather, stomach or stand, enough to provoke a saint,  



 

 

 unable to put up with, too much, enough to try the patience of 
 Job, more than flesh and blood can stand, not able to brave it 

 out, bear up, take it on the chin, hang in or keep faith  
 

more than flesh and blood can stand 
1. being more than one can endure, take, undergo, withstand, 
 tolerate or suffer 

 The weather out there is more than flesh and blood can stand. 
 
2. (more stylized)  being unbearable, intolerable or unendurable,  

 unable to abide, brook, bear or brave  
 

3. (informal)  enough to drive one mad, more than one can 
 swallow, weather, stomach or stand, enough to provoke a saint,  
 unable to put up with, too much, enough to try the patience of 

 Job, more than flesh and blood can stand, not able to brave it 
 out, bear up, take it on the chin, hang in or keep faith  

 
one's own flesh and blood 
1.    one's own family member 

       Of course I am glad to see you.  You are my own flesh and blood. 
 
2.    one's own offspring or child 

       You are my own flesh and blood.  I am begging you to listen. 
 

one’s pound of flesh   
1. revenge, vengance, repayment for,  
 After what he did to our family, even if it takes forever, I will exact 

 my pound of flesh. 
 
2. (more stylized)  exacting one’s punishment, exacting satisfaction 

 for, wreaking revenge,  inflicting punishment, redistribution, 
 retaliation, vindication, reprisal 

 
3. (informal)  getting back at, getting even with, hitting back, 
 paying off or wiping out an old score, eye for an eye and a tooth 

 for a tooth, one’s own medicine, pound for pound, one’s just 
 desert 

 
4. (slang)  one’s comeuppance,   
 

only flesh and blood 
only human (defects and all) 
I wish I could help you but I am only flesh and blood. 

 
the flesh 



 

 

the human body, including its physical and sexual needs 
The flesh can sometimes be weak. 

 
the pleasures of the flesh 

love of physical pleasures i. e.  sex, eating, drinking 
In some country, to enjoy the pleasures of the flesh is against the law. 
 

the sins of the flesh 
physical pleasures i. e.  sex, eating, drinking 
 

thorn in the flesh 
1.    a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome  person, 

 weight, bore, pain 
       She is such a thorn in the flesh that I don’t know how anyone 
 stands her. 

 
2.    bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, yoke around one's neck, yoke round one's neck,  

 albatross around one's neck 
 
3. (informal) salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, bore, 

 nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 

 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 
 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck, a 
 millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, pain in 
 the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill, thorn, bugbear 
 

5. (vulgar)  a pain in the ass 
 
to be a thorn in the flesh 

1. to be an annoyance, irritant, bother, burden, nuisance, load, 
 problem, tiresome person, weight, bore, pain 

 She is such a thorn in the flesh that I don’t know how anyone 
 stands her. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 

 neck, yoke around one's neck, yoke round one's neck or 
 albatross around one's neck 



 

 

 
 

3.  (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore,  nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 
 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 
 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck or a 

 millstone round one’s neck   
 
4. (slang)  4. (slang)  flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt, 

 retread, pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in 
 the rear, headache, pill, pain in the you know where or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be flesh and blood 
1.    to be one's offspring or child  

       He is my flesh and blood; I have no other choice but  
 to defend him. 
 

2.    to be one's relatives 
       Although we are only second cousins, we are still flesh and blood. 
 

3.    to be a human being (usually to emphasize one's weakness)    
I am made only of flesh and blood; therefore, you can not expect 

the world. 
 

4. to be real, physical, concrete or tangible 

 
5. (more stylized)  to be incarnate, material, corporal or substantial 
 

to be flesh and bone 
1. to be the body, skeleton, human being, creature, being, living being 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be incarnate, material, corporal or substantial 
 

 
to be more than flesh and blood can bear 

1. to be more than one can endure, take, undergo, withstand, 
 tolerate or suffer 
 This assignment is more than flesh and blood can bear. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be unbearable, intolerable or unendurable,  be 
 unable to abide, brook, bear or brave  

 
3. (informal)  to be enough to drive one mad, be more than one can 



 

 

 swallow, weather, stomach or stand, enough to provoke a saint, be 
 unable to put up with, be too much, enough to try the patience of 

 Job, be more than flesh and blood can stand, not be able to 
 brave it out, bear up, take it on the chin, hang in or keep faith  

 
to be more than flesh and blood can stand 
1. to be more than one can endure, take, undergo, withstand, 

 tolerate or suffer 
 The weather out there is more than flesh and blood can stand. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be unbearable, intolerable or unendurable,  be 
 unable to abide, brook, bear or brave  

 
3. (informal)  to be enough to drive one mad, be more than one can 
 swallow, weather, stomach or stand, enough to provoke a saint, be 

 unable to put up with, be too much, enough to try the patience of 
 Job, be more than flesh and blood can bear, not be able to brave 

 it out, bear up, take it on the chin, hang in or keep faith 
 
to be only flesh and blood 

to be only human (defects and all) 
I wish I could help you but I am only flesh and blood. 
 

to exact one’s pound of flesh   
1. to get revenge, avenge, inflict punishment for 

 After what he did to our family, even if it takes forever, I will exact 
 my pound of flesh. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to return the compliment,  exact one’s punishment, 
 exact satisfaction for, wreak revenge or havoc, vindicate, make 
 reprisal, retaliate, be redressed, give measure for measure pound 

 for pound, inflict  punishment, return the favor, requite, give a 
 Roland for an Oliver 

 
3. (informal)  to get back at, get even with, hit back, pay off or wipe 
 out an old score, take an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, 

 give one a taste of one’s own medicine, strike back at  
 

4. (slang)  to give one one’s comeuppance, give as good as one gets  
 
to flesh out 

1.   to fill out, give dimension, draw out, embody 
      It was difficult to flesh out the story; it took hours. 
 

2.   to put on or gain weight (British) 
      



 

 

to flesh out the details of (an agreement) 
to totally parse, analyze, interpret and understand an agreement or 

contract, even down to the smallest detail  
If I were you, I would not sign anything until the lawyer has fleshed 

out the details of the contract. 
 
to flesh out the characters 

to describe and to give or add more dimension to the characters in a 
novel or in a play so that they are understood 
The author has yet to flesh out the characters. 

 
to get one’s pound a flesh  

1. to make a demand which, although totally legal and within one’s 
 right, is inhuman, cruel, unsympathetic, unfeeling, inflexible or 
 cold, calculating or deliberate 

 You know that the price you are asking will break both me and my 
 family but the law is the law.  By tomorrow you will get your 

 pound of flesh. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to make demands which are implacable, merciless, 

 truculent, overly harsh, pitiless, scathing, ruthless, strident, 
 compassionless, dispassionate 
 

3. (informal)  to make demands which are heartless, stony, cold-
 hearted, stone hearted, hard-hearted, cold-blooded, marble-

 hearted, flinty 
 
to go the way of all flesh  

1.      to die 
 
2.      (formal) to expire, to be deceased, decease, come to an end, pass          

         away, give up the ghost, pass on, be no more, draw one’s last    
         breath, breathe one’s last         

   
3.       (slang)  to croak, kick in, turn up one’s toes, be pushing up     
          daisies, bite the dust, kick the bucket    

 
to have goose flesh  

1. to have the erection or the raising of the hair on one’s body due to 
 fear, excitement or cold, shivers, chills or cold shivers 
 Are you cold?  Why do have goose flesh? 

 
2. (more stylized) to have horripilation 
 

3. (informal)  to have goose bumps, goose pimples, goose skin, 
 creeps, duck bumps or dithers 



 

 

 
4. (slang)  to have cold creeps 

 
to make one's flesh crawl 

1.     to make one feel uncomfortable or uneasy, shake, repel, 
 revolt, make shudder or shrink, make someone extremely ill-at-
 ease, nervous 

      He is so creepy and strange that he makes my flesh crawl. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to disconcert, disquiet, discomfit, fluster, disturb, 

 discompose, nonplus, flutter, perturb, make someone recoil 
 

3. (informal)  to faze, discombobulate, rattle, make pull away from, 
 make someone’s flesh crawl, make draw away from, make 
 someone’s flesh creep, make someone’s skin creep, turn 

 someone’s stomach  
 

4. (slang)  to give the heebie-jeebies, give the willies, give the jimjams,  
 make someone feel itchy, antsy, jumpy or  edgy, get goose bumps 
 

5 to scare, terrify, menace, alarm, frighten, horrify  
 Walking into that house made my flesh crawl. 
 

6. (more stylistic) to unnerve, daunt, petrify, appall, affright 
 

7. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, scare stiff, make 
 one’s skin crawl, take aback, scare the wits out of, send chills up 
 one’s spine, curl someone’s hair, fill with terror, curl one’s blood, 

 scare the living daylights out of someone, put one’s heart in one’s 
 mouth, scare to death, make one’s blood run cold, send shivers 
 up one’s spine, put the fear of God into 

 
8. (slang)  to scare the bejeesus out of, scare the pants off of 

 
to make one's flesh creep 
1.     to make someone feel uncomfortable or uneasy, shake, repel, 

 revolt, make shudder or shrink, make someone extremely ill-at-
 ease, nervous 

      He is so creepy and strange that he makes my flesh crawl. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to disconcert, disquiet, discomfit, fluster, disturb, 

 discompose, nonplus, flutter, perturb, make someone recoil 
 
3. (informal)  to faze, discombobulate, rattle, make pull away from, 

 make someone’s flesh crawl, make draw away from, make 
 someone’s flesh creep, make someone’s skin creep, turn 



 

 

 someone’s stomach,  
 

4. (slang)  to give the heebie-jeebies, give the willies, give the jimjams,  
 make someone feel itchy, antsy, jumpy or  edgy, get goose bumps 

 
5 to scare, terrify, menace, alarm, frighten, horrify  
 Walking into that house made my flesh crawl. 

 
6. (more stylistic) to unnerve, daunt, petrify, appall, affright 
 

7. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, scare stiff, make 
 one’s skin crawl, take aback, scare the wits out of, send chills up 

 one’s spine, curl someone’s hair, fill with terror, curl one’s blood, 
 scare the living daylights out of someone, put one’s heart in one’s 
 mouth, scare to death, make one’s blood run cold, send shivers 

 up one’s spine, put the fear of God into 
 

8. (slang)  to scare the bejeesus out of, scare the pants off of 
 
to meet in the flesh 

to actually meet someone who one had known previously only by 
correspondence or seen only on the screen (movies or television) 
After so many years, it was thrilling to meet my idol in the flesh. 

 
to press the flesh 

to greet, shake hands, and talk with people (usually done by politicians 
to get votes) 
He is a born politician; he loves to press the flesh. 

 
to put flesh on something 
1. to give detail to, give dimension and color to  

 So that you understand me better, let me put flesh on this story. 
 

2. (informal)  to put flesh on the bare bones of, put flesh on the 
 bones of, flesh out 
 

to put flesh on the bare bones of something 
1. to give detail to, give dimension and color to 

 It was my job to put flesh on the bare bones of his ideas. 
 
2. (informal)  to flesh out, put flesh on something, put flesh on the 

 bones of 
 
to put flesh on the bones of something 

1. to give detail to, give dimension and color to 
 So that you understand me better, let me put flesh on the 



 

 

 bones of this story. 
 

2. (informal)  to flesh out, put flesh on something, put flesh on the 
 bare bones of 

 
to see someone in the flesh 
to see, in person, someone who one had previously known only by 

correspondence or seen only on the screen (in movies or television)  
I couldn't believe it; I saw her in the flesh. 
 

The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak. 
to want to do something but not have the strength to follow through 

 
fleshed  
having flesh of a specified type 

1. dark fleshed 
 a persons of dark complexion  

2.    light fleshed 
 a person of light complexion 
 

fleshliness 
1.    obesity, corpulence, fatness 
 

2.    (slang) paunch, potbelly, beer belly, chumminess 
 

3.    stoutness, bulkiness 
 
fleshly  

1.    physical, incarnate, corporal 
 
2.    material, substantial, tangible 

 
3.    sensual, erotic, hot, earthy 

 
4.    beastly, brutish, animal 
 

5.    worldly, secular, lay 
 

fleshy 
1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 
 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big boned 

 
2. (more stylistic)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out, tubby, meaty, beefy, 



 

 

 brawny, strapping 
 

4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Head 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English   heafod, Middle English    he(v)ed, Old High German  
houbit,  Old Norse    hofuth,   Dutch  hoofd,  Danish  hoved,   German  
Kopf,   Swedish  huvud  kranie,  Norwegian  leder  lede   hode,   

Afrikann  kop,   Latin  caput,  French    téte,  Spanish cabeza 

 

head  
 
1.    (medical)  skull, cranium 

       When the other car hit me from behind.  I hit my head. 
 
2.    (slang) upstairs, belfry, noggin, dome, nut,  noodle, gourd, nod  

 
3.    intellect, mind, wit, wisdom  

      He has quite a head on his shoulder.  It should take him far. 
 
4.    (slang)  gray matter 

 
5.    authority, command, throne, helm, directorship, leadership 

      This is the head.  All orders come from here. 
 
6.    leader, senior, director, provost, premier, prime minister 

    He is the head of this network; therefore, what he says goes. 
 
7. (informal) the one in charge, boss 

 
8. (slang)  the head honcho, where the buck stops, the man, chief, 

 the one who calls the shots, kingpin, bossman, big cheese,  
 headman, number one, Mr. Big 
 

9. (British/informal) gaffer 
 



 

 

10.    a number of cattle or other same type animal 
 Although my grandparents were poor, they were able 

 to buy a couple head of buffalo. 
 

11. top, terminal, summit, crest, acme, furthermost, terminus, apex, 
 point, extremity, spike, cusp, tip top, end 
  

       At last, we have almost reached the head. 
 
12.    front, fore, face, front line, avant-garde, point 

 
13.  the top of a staircase 

 She is waiting for you at the head of the staircase. 
 
14. climax, crescendo, critical point, turning point, crossroads 

       Everything is coming to a head.  
 

15.   froth,  foam, suds, lather, puff, collar 
        This beer has quite a head on it. 
 

16.   a fully develped pimple, blackhead or boil 
 This boil has finally reached a head.  I going to 
 pop it. 

 
17. spur, point, bill, tongue 

  
18.   a person as a numerical unit  
 It will cost you a thousand dollars a head.  Take it or leave it. 

 
19. origin, rise, fountainhead, wellspring, mainspring  
 

20. the operational end of a tool 
 The head of the screwdriver is chipped. 

 
21. as a unit of measurement 
 Most basketball players are about a head taller than most men. 

 
22.   the top and edible part of a leafy plant 

 This head of lettuce is bad.  Get another one. 
 
23. the top part of a match, screw, nail or pin 

 These matches are ruined; their heads are wet.   
 
24. the upper part of a bed or table 

 This is a round table; therefore, no one can claim to sit 
 at the head.  There is no head. 



 

 

 
25. the part of a tape recorder which records, play or 

 erase   
 

26. the upper most part of a page in a book 
  
27. bows of a ship and the top of a ship’s mast 

 
28. (slang)  the toilet on a ship or boat 
 

29. (informal)  the hair covering the head 
  

30. (slang) habitual user of drugs, i.e. pothead, acid head 
 crack head 
 

31. (vulgar)  fellatio, oral sex  
 

 
head  
1.   first, leading, main, principally 

     He is the head coach; everyone else must do his bidding. 
 
2.   supreme, paramount, culminating 

 
3.   extreme, ultimate 

 
4.   frontal, front, forward 
       

5.   top, summit, uppermost, foremost, tip-top, cap, crown 
 
6. (more stylistic)  apogee, pinnacle, vertex 

 
to head  

1. to go first, precede, go before, go in advance 
 
2. to lead, direct, govern, oversee  

 As he is the president of the company, he will head the meeting. 
 

3. (informal)  to run, head, head up, make the rules, lay  
 down the rules 
 

4. to crown, top, top off, cap off 
 
5. to herald, introduce 

 
6. to outdo, excel, take the lead, beat, best, better 



 

 

 
7. to outrank, overbear, outweigh, overbalance 

 
8. to outdistance, distance, leave behind, leave in the lurch 

 
9. to direct, command, regulate, sway 
 

10. to guide, pull the strings 
 
11. to preside, captain, pilot 

 
12. to turn, steer, aim, point, direct 

 
12. to head for, make for 
 

13. to verge, bend to , point, lead, dispose 
 

 
heads 
the obverse side of a coin  

When tossing a coin you can choose either heads or tails. 
  
a good head on one’s shoulder 

1. brillant, intelligent, capable, talented, quick, smart, clever, 
 bright, wise, capable, gifted, talented (usually said to someone 

 young) 
 A good head on your shoulders will help you later in life.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  proficent, apt, keen, asute, precocious, acute, 
 prudent, percpient,sharp, sharp-witted, cunning, luminous,  well-
 endowed, discerning, perceptive, perpicacious, competent 

 
3. hard headed, sharp as a tack, good head, top notch, sharp- eyed, 

 top flight, long-headed, ace or a good head on one’s shoulder 
 
4. a cracker jack, or a crack, being top drawer, crack, being on the 

 ball 
 

 
acid head 
frequent user of drugs, especially LSD and other mind-altering drugs 

Back in the 60s, he was such an acid head. 
 
acting head 

1.  substitute, performing, serving, functional, operative or 
 working director, temporary person in charge  



 

 

    Since the president is not available, the vice president will be the 
 acting head.  Therefore, he has the  power to act. 

 
2.  (informal)  fill-in, back up, sub director 

 
3. (negative)  titular or figure head, posing, feigning or pretending to 
 be in charge 

 
addlehead 
1. being stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 

 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 
 dizzy, witless 

 He such an addle-headed that I don’t think he will ever get what I 
 want. 
 

2. to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, blind, vacuous, 
 undiscerning, purblind or dense 

 
3. (informal) not being very intelligent, being a dunce, stupid or 
 dumb,  addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 

 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted or witless, being 

 dopey, blubberhead, lumpish, blockish or blockhead   
 

4.    (slang) being a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 
 numskul 

  
5. to be an asshole, ass 
 

assumed head 
1.  presumed, presumable, anticipated, expected, plausible or given 

 person in charge 
    He is the assumed head of his father; therefore, in a couple of 
 months he will be taking over the company.    

 
2.  (more stylistic)  presupposed, hypothetical, presumptive 

 or apparent 
 
3. (informal)  in the cards, taken for granted, likely, sure, all 

 likelihood, most likely, odds on, with no question, in all probability, 
 all thing considered or everything being equal person in charge 
 

at the head 
1. at the head of, the first, before someone else, toward  



 

 

 the front, in front of, before, in the head, in the front position, in 
 the lead,  in the lead position  

 You can’t miss her.  She’s in the line; she’s at the head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  premier, foremost, in advance, in the vanguard 
 
3. (informal)  out front, in the lead, at the head, at the head of,  at 

 the front of, on the cutting edge, the spearhead, in the 
 vanguard 
 

4. at the top of, at summit of, at the peak, the upper end of 
 

5. (more stylized)  at the pinnacle, crown, apex, vertex, crest 
 
6. (informal)  at the tip top, very top 

 
at the head of 

1. at the head of, the first, before someone else, toward  
 the front, in front of, before, in the head, in the front position, in 
 the lead,  in the lead position  

 Because her name begins with the first letter of the alphabet, 
 she is always at the head of everyone in line 
 

2. (more stylized)  premier, foremost, in advance, in the vanguard 
 

3. (informal)  out front, in the lead, at the head, at the head of,  at 
 the front of, on the cutting edge, the spearhead, in the 
 vanguard 

 
4. in the position or place of leadership, the leader or lead 
 He is the head of the family. 

 
5. (informal) head, boss, biggest fish in the pond 

 
6. (slang)  number one, the super, biggest frog in the pond, 
 headman,  head honcho 

 
7. at the top of, at summit of, at the peak, the upper end of 

 I took the picture at the head of the mountain. 
 
8. (more stylized)  at the pinnacle, crown, apex, vertex, crest 

 
9. (informal)  at the tip top, very top 
 

at the head of the pack 
1.  before, in the forefront, first, in front of, toward the front of, 



 

 

 forward, in  the front of, in advance of, in the foreground, foremost, 
 in the lead, out in front, heading, succeeding 

 He is always at the head of the pack.  Keep your eyes him. 
 

2. (informal)  on the top of the heap, ahead of the game, leading, well 
 heeled  
 

3. (slang)  sitting pretty, on top of the heap, head honcho, on top of 
 the pile     
 

4. on the cutting edge, in the advance of, pacesetter, forerunner, 
 spearhead,  pioneer, ground breaker, leader 

 What she’s wearing may look strange but in a month or two it will 
 be the fashion of the day.  She has always been at the head of the 
 pack. 

 
5. (more stylistic) foregoer, in the vanguard, vaunt-courier, in the 

 forefront, precursor, avant-courier, advance guard, innovator    
 
6. (informal)  trailblazer, trendsetter, mover, spark, pathfinder, new 

 blood, paver of the way 
 
bad headache 

1. pain or ache in one’s head, having one’s head ache, terrible 
 headache, migraine, headache, bad headache 

 I have such a bad headache that I can’t go to the movies with you. 
 
2. (informal)  having a throbbing or splitting headache, having 

 one’s head exploding 
 
beachhead 

1.    (normally used as a military term)  place to stand on, standing, 
 base, support, grip on the beach 

 It was very difficult for the soldiers to get a beachhead. 
 
2. (more stylized)  base, foundation, hold, support, place on which to 

 stand, vantage, position 
 

3.    toehold, bridgehead, beachhead 
 
 

big-head 
1. conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain, self-centered, self-important 

 He has such a big head that I doubt he even knows that  
 you exist. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylish) haughty, presumptuous, disdainful,  

 lordly, pompous, pretentious 
 

3. (informal) with one's nose in the air, stuck up, swell- headed, 
 smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, above it all, highfalutin, hoity-
 toity, big headed  

 
4. (slang) too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty or sniffy  

 
blackhead 

a small spot of dirt deep in the skin, usually found along the lips 
or on the face 
Of course, it figures that on my prom night that I would get a blackhead. 

 
block head 

1. stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple, 
 dizzy 

 What a blockhead!  You know that he won’t call. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 

 obtuse 
 

3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-
 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 

 dunce, numskull 
 
bone-head  

1. stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple, 

 dizzy 
 He doesn't think. He is a bone-head. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 
 obtuse 
 

3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-
 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 



 

 

 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 

 dunce, numskull 
  
bridgehead 

1.    (normally used as a military term)  place to stand on, standing, 
 base, support, grip on the beach 

 It was very difficult for the soldiers to get a beachhead. 
 
2. (more stylized)  base, foundation, hold, support, place on which to 

 stand, vantage, position 
 

3.    toehold, bridgehead, beachhead 
 
 

bullet-head  
1. being a person who is not easily hurt, offended or insulted, hard,
 unpitying, untouched,  nonreactive, unmerciful, insensitive, 

 callous, unfeeling, shrewd, frigid, uncaring 
 What a bullet head.  He doesn’t give a damn about anyone but 

 himself.   
 
2. (more stylistic)  unreactive, uncompassionate, callous, imprevious,  

 merciless, unstirred, unsympathetic, immune, inured, 
 unsentimental, passionless  
 

3. (informal) soulless, hard-nosed, cold, hard-bitten, stony, hard-
 hearted, hard, heartless, inmovable, uncaring, harden, hard-

 boiled, bullet-headed, case-harden, marble-hearted, 
 casehardened, inflexible, matter-of-fact 
 

blubberhead  
1. not very intelligent, stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-

 witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt, lout 
 He is a blubberhead who does not know what he is doing. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 
 obtuse 
 

3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-
 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 



 

 

 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop,   blockhead     
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 
 dunce, numskull 
 

5. ass, asshole 
 

cash on the barrelhead 
1. in cash, cash only, payment 
 I don’t accept anything but cash on the barrelhead. 

 
2. (informal)  no credit cards allowed, on the counter, on the barrel 

 into the hand 
 
3. (payment)  immediately, without delay, now immediate payment 

Cash on the barrelhead, I don’t have much time to waste. 
 

chopping off one’s head  

1. removing one’s head, taking one’s head off, taking off one’s 
 head 

 Chopping off one’s head used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 
 guillotine or brought to the block 

 
chopping one’s head off 
1. removing one’s head, taking one’s head off, taking off one’s 

 head 
 Chopping one’s head off used to be a popular form of execution. 

2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 
 guillotine or brought to the block 
 

3. (informal)  chopping one’s head off, choping off one’s head, put 
 under the executioner’s ax, lobbing one’s head off, lobbing off 

 one’s head, put under the ax 
 
chuckle-head  

1. being a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    
 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 
 intelligent 

 Stop being such a chuckle-head who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 

 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 
 

clear head 
1. thinking and acting rationally, functioning with a clear mind, 
 sane, clear thinking, thinking, composed, unperturbed, collected, 

 serene, self-controlled, unruffled, unflappable, even-tempered 
   
2. (more stylistic)  lucid, cognitive, rational, comprehending, 

 circumspect, judicious, prudent, discreet 
 

3. (informal)  long-headed, clear-sighted, long sighted, far sighted 
 level-headed, far-seeing, cool-headed, cool,  not flustered or
 discombobulated, cool-headed  

 
3. aware, alert, sharp, observant, watchful, wary, uneasy, 
 quick-witted, sharp 

 In the game of politics, one must always be clear headed. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  thoughtful, vigilant, apprehensive, halting, 
 cautious, chary, regardful, perceptive, smart, keen, conscious 
 

5. (informal) all ears, on the alert, on one’s toes, mindful, on the 
 lookout, open-eyed, wide awake, on the job, be on the ball 

   
6. (slang) being nobody’s fool, having not been yesterday 
 

coke head 
frequent user of cocaine 
He is a coke head who will kill to get a hit. 

 
cool head 



 

 

1. thinking and acting rationally, functioning with a clear mind,  
 sane, clear thinking, thinking, composed, unperturbed, collected, 

 serene, self-controlled, unruffled, unflappable, even-tempered 
  He has a cool head; therefore, I believe that can withstand the 

 pressure. 
 
2. (more stylistic) lucid, cognitive, rational, comprehending, 

 circumspect, judicious, prudent, discreet 
 
3. (informal)  long-headed, clear-sighted, long sighted, far 

 sighted, level-headed, far-seeing, cool-headed, cool, not be 
 discombobulated, flustered  

 
copper head 
(historical term/U.S./ Civil War )  a northern Democrat who opposed the 

Civil War in the United States and advocated peace and the restoration of 
the Union in its prewar conditions, including slavery, northern anti-

abolitionist 
My great-great-great grandfather was a strong copper head. 
 

crack head    
frequent user of crack    
She should not get pregnant; she is a crack head.  

 
crowned head 

being the legally recognized king or queen of a country 
William the Conqueror had not originally been the crowned head of 
England; King Harold was. 

 
department head 
head of the department or section head in any large institution,   

faculty head in an academic institution 
Just because you are the department head that does not mean that you 

can control what I do or don’t do outside of the work space. 
 
deadhead 

1. being an annoyance, irritant, bother, burden, nuisance, load, 
 problem, tiresome person, weight, bore or pain 

 He's such a deadhead, especially when he talks too much. 
 
2. (more stylized)  being a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, yoke around one's neck, yoke round one's neck or 

 albatross around one's neck 
 



 

 

3.  (informal) being salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore,  nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 
 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 

 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck or a 
 millstone round one’s neck   
 

4. (slang)  being a flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt, retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill, pain in the you know where or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) being a pain in the ass 

department head 
section head or head of the department in any large institution,  
faculty head in an academic institution 

Just because you are department head that does not mean that you can 
control what I do or don’t do outside of the work space. 

 
dope head 
frequent user of drugs     

He’s a dope head from way back when. 
 
drooping head 

1. lowering or bending one’s head in shame, sorrow or exhaustion 
 Her drooping head showed me how tired she was. 

 
2. bowing one’s head in humiliation, mortification, depletion, 
 sadness or grief  

 
3. slumping, crouching, slouching, hanging down or hanging loosly 
 one’s head 

 
dunderhead   

1. unintelligent, blank, stupid, foolish, a fool 
 Don’t be a dunderhead; he’s not coming back to you.  Never! 
 

2. (informal) fathead, meatball, addlebrain, moron, booby, dope,  
 blubberhead  

 
egghead  
1. intellectual, genius 

 
2. (more stylistic)  bibliophile, pedant, scholar,  
 

3. (informal) walking encyclopedia, high brow, brain, bookworm, 
 Einstein, long headed, crack 



 

 

Don't be such an egghead!! 
 

4. (insulting) know-it-all, be a miss, mister know-it-all, stuff-shirt, 
 mental giant 

 
5. (French)  au fait 
 

faculty head 
department head, head of the department or section head in an 
academic institution 

Just because you are the faculty head that does not mean that you can 
control what I do in my classroom. 

 
fathead  
1. lumpish, blunt, stolid, thick, stupid, dumb, backwards, 

 unintelligent, a dunce,  lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very 
 intelligent, not the most intelligent 

 Stop being such a fathead who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead or ding-bat, 
 blockheaded,  blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, being a dunce, 

 stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 
 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-

 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, thick-witted, witless 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull, ding-bat 

 You are a fathead! 
 
2. (informal) meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead,

 blubberhead  
 

feather head   
1. not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, not very intelligent, 
 stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, idiotic, absurb, silly, 

 giddy, flighty 
 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a feather head. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 
 immature, senseless, vapid, vacuous, stolid, fatuous  



 

 

 
3. (informal) dim-witted, for the birds, empty-headed, dizzy, light-

 headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, dumb,
 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, green,

 harebrained, slow, harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, thick 
 headed, rattlebrained, muddle headed, thick skulled, befuddled, 
 a blockhead, out of it, sophomoric 

 
4. (slang to vulgar)  being a dam fool or drag, balmy, damfoolish,  
 

fountainhead 
1. origin, source or genesis 

 
2. the ground, base or reason 
      

3. condition, first factor, or impulse 
 

from head to foot  
1. fully, completely, all-including, widespread, totally, entirely, 
 wholly, altogether, all-embracing, through out, all over  

 He completely renovated the house, from head to foot. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  inclusory, expansively, comprehensively, 

 exhaustively, inclusively, thoroughly, extensively 
 

3. (informal)  from beginning to end, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, 
 from top to bottom, hook, line and sinker, alpha and omega, from 
 A to Zed, heart and soul, wall-to-wall, from head to foot, from 

 stern to stern 
 
from head to toe 

1. fully, completely, all-including, widespread, totally, entirely, 
 wholly, altogether, all-embracing, through out, all over  

 He completely renovated the house, from head to toe. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  inclusory, expansively, comprehensively, 

 exhaustively, inclusively, thoroughly, extensively 
 

3. (informal)  from beginning to end, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, 
 from top to bottom, hook, line and sinker, alpha and omega, from 
 A to Zed, heart and soul, wall-to-wall, from head to foot, from 

 stern to stern 
 
from head to foot 

1. fully, completely, all-including, widespread, totally, entirely, 
 wholly, altogether, all-embracing, through out, all over  



 

 

 He completely renovated the house, from head to foot. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  inclusory, expansively, comprehensively, 
 exhaustively, inclusively, thoroughly, extensively 

 
3. (informal)  from beginning to end, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, 
 from top to bottom, hook, line and sinker, alpha and omega, from 

 A to Zed, heart and soul, wall-to-wall, from head to toe, from 
 stern to stern 
 

good head  
1. brillant, intelligent, capable, talented, quick, smart, clever, bright, 

 wise, capable, gifted, talented 
 He has a good head; don’t worry about him. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  proficent, apt, keen, asute, precocious, acute, 
 prudent, percpient,sharp, sharp-witted, cunning, luminous, well-

 endowed, discerning, perceptive, perpicacious, competent 
 
3. hard headed, sharp as a tack, good head, top notch, sharp-eyed, 

 top flight, long-headed, ace, a good head on one’s shoulder 
 
4. cracker jack, top drawer, crack, on the ball 

 
hard head  

1. being ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding or 
 adamant   
 He is has the most hard-head person that I have ever known. 

 
2. (more stylish) being implacable, inexorable, intransigent, 
 tenacious, intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, 

 pertinacious, uncompromising or refractory 
 

3. (informal)  being mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, 
 hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as 
 a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded or single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  being dogged, cussed or bulldogged 

 
5. (vulgar)  being hard-assed 
 

6. being tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-
 hardened, determined, staunch, relentless or perserving 
 Her tears won’t affect him; he has a very hard-head. 

 
7. (more stylistic) being efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 



 

 

 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering, deliberate, wanton or  
 uncompromising 

 
8. (informal) being inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 

 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 
 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails or rugged 
 

9 (slang) do-or-die, being hell-bent, gritty or bent on 
 
having a bad headache 

1. having a pain or ache in one’s head, having one’s head 
 aching, having a terrible headache, having a migraine, having a 

 bad headache, having a headache, having a bad headache 
  Having a bad headache is not allowing me to go to the party.  
 

2. (informal)  to having a throbbing or splitting headache, having 
 one’s head exploding 

 
having a good head for  
1. having a talent, gift, aptitud or mind for  

 Having a good head for languages can be a great asset. 
 
2. (informal) having a bent or knack for 

 
3. (French)  savior-faire 

 
having a good head for figures 
1. having an aptitud or facility for mathematics 

 Having a good head for figures can always come in handy. 
 
2. (informal) being good at numbers, be quick with numbers, be 

 a crackerjack or whiz-bang at numbers  
 

having a good head on one’s shoulder 
1. being brillant, intelligent, capable, talented, quick, smart, clever, 
 bright, wise, capable, gifted or talented (usually said to someone 

 young) 
 Having a good head on your shoulders will help you later in life.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  being proficent, apt, keen, asute, precocious, 
 acute, prudent, percpient,sharp, sharp-witted, cunning, luminous, 

 well-endowed, discerning, perceptive, perpicacious or competent 
 
3. being hard headed, sharp as a tack, good head, top notch, sharp-

 eyed, top flight, long-headed, ace or a good head on one’s 
 shoulder 



 

 

 
4. being a cracker jack, or a crack, being top drawer, crack, being on 

 the ball 
 

having a hard head  
1. being ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding or 
 adamant   

 Having a hard-head, he never listens.  
 
2. (more stylish) being implacable, inexorable, intransigent, 

 tenacious, intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, 
 pertinacious, uncompromising or refractory 

 
3. (informal)  being mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, 
 hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as 

 a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded or single-minded 
 

4. (slang)  being dogged, cussed or bulldogged 
 
5. (vulgar)  being hard-assed 

 
6. being tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-
 hardened, determined, staunch, relentless or perserving 

 Having a hard-head and a hard heart, tears do not move him. 
 

7. (more stylistic) being efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 
 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering, deliberate, wanton or  
 uncompromising 

 
8. (informal) being inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 
 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 

 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails or rugged 
 

9 (slang) do-or-die, being hell-bent, gritty or bent on 
 
having one’s head in the sky 

1. being unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical or  
 overly optimistic, dreamy  

 Having one’s head in the sky can be, at times, be good.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  being madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 

 utopian or inutile 
 
3. (informal) seeing life through rose colored glasses, being dreamy, 

 living  on cloud nine, being builder of castles in the sky, head-in-
 the-sky or spacy, starry-eyed, having one’s head in the sky 



 

 

 
having the worst headache 

1. having a pain or ache in one’s head, having one’s head 
 aching, having a terrible headache, having a migraine, having a 

 bad headache, having a headache, having a bad headache 
 I’m having the worst headache.   
 

2. (informal)  to having a throbbing or splitting headache, having 
 one’s head exploding 
 

headache 
1.   pain in the head, migraine 

      I have a terrible, throbbing, splitting headache. 
 
2. being an annoyance, irritant, bother, burden, nuisance, load, 

 problem, tiresome person, weight, bore or pain 
 He's such a headache, especially when he talks too much. 

 
3. (more stylized)  being a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, yoke around one's neck, yoke round one's neck or 
 albatross around one's neck 

 
4.  (informal) being salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore,  nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 
 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 

 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck or a 
 millstone round one’s neck   
 

5. (slang)  being aflat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt, retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill, pain in the you know where or thorn 
 
6. (vulgar) being a pain in the ass 

 
 

head and shoulder above 
1. better, of the first order, exceptional, first-class, choice, above 
 average, superlative, rare, the best or of a higher grade, looking 

 better than, uncommon 
 She is head and shoulder above her competition. 
 

2. (more stylized)  nonpareil,unprecedented, superior, incomparable,
 outstanding,  superlative, singular, unparalled peerless,  



 

 

 prevailing over, extraordinaire, unparalleled 
 

3. (informal)  top-notch, tip-top, top-grade, top-drawer,  
 a cut above, outshine, outrival, outmatch  

 
4. (slang) crackerjack, cat’s meow, the cat’s pajama, top dog, dwarf 
 

headbanger  
fan or performer of heavy metal music, metal-head 
 

head butt  
an aggressive thrust of one’s head into the face or the body of another 

He an aggressive fighter; he loves to give people head butts. 
 
head case  

1. mentally unbalanced, beserk, crazy, unsound mind 
 

2. (more stylized) lunatic, insane, deranged, unsound, mad, 
 demented, of unsound mind 
 

3. (informal)  out in left field, unbalanced, out of one’s head, out of 
 one’s mind, crackpot, not quite right upstairs, not all there, have 
 a few  buttons missing, not quite right 

 
4. (slang) stark raving mad, nutty, screwy, unhinged, batty, nutty, 

 bats, cuckoo, not all there, bananas, cracked, have bats in one’s 
 belfry, schizo, off one’s nut 
 

5.  (British/informal)  pony, dotty 
 
6. (British/slang)  off one’s chump, bonkers  

 
7. (Latin)  non compos mentis 
 
8. (French)  fou 
 

9. (Spanish)  loco 
 

head cold     
a cold in the head, mainly affecting the sinus 
 

head count 
number of people present, nose count, count heads or noses 
Let's take a head count so we'll know how many persons are here. 

 
head dress 



 

 

1. covering for the head i.e. hat, turban, head wrap 
 

2. the manner which one’s arranges one hair, hair dresser or hair 
 style 

 
 
head dresser 

the person who styles one’s hair, hair stylist, beautican or hair dresser 
Head dresser, hair dresser and beautican are older terms.  Currently, 
most people say hair stylist or stylist. 

 
headfirst 

1. thoughtlessly, carelessly, in a manner which is foolhardy, unwise, 
 rash, unreflective 
 I’m always going headfirst in any situation. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  recklessly, impulsively, incautiously, ill-advisely, 

 heedlessly, inattentively, unthinkingly or impetuously, in a manner 
 which is unheeding, ill-suited, hasty, ill-advised, injudicious, 
 overhasty or uncircumspect 

 
3. (informal)  rashly, impulsively, on the spur of the moment, 
 recklessly,  helter-skelter, unmindfully, foolishly, headlong, devil-

 may-care, mindlessly, head-on 
      I'm always falling in love headfirst. 

 
headgear 
head covering i.e.  hat, helmet, cap 

 
head honcho 
1. executive, principal, dean, director, administrator, president, head 

 master 
 He is the headmaster of one of the most expensive schools in the 

 US. 
 
2. (informal) head, overseer, chief      

 
3. (slang)  the man 

 
head hunter 
the person who looks for professional employees 

I talked to a number of headhunters concerning working in a law firm in 
New York. 
 

head-in-the-sky 
1. being unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical or  



 

 

 overly optimistic, dreamy  
 She is a head-in-the-sky student who is always daydreaming. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  being madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 

 utopian or inutile 
 
3. (informal) seeing life through rose colored glasses, being dreamy, 

 living  on cloud nine, being builder of castles in the sky, head-in-
 the-sky, spacy or starry-eyed, having one’s head in the sky  
 

headless 
1.   without a head 

      When they found the body, it was headless.  
 
2. (more stylize) decapitated, decollated, beheaded  

 
3. leaderless, aimless, wayward, without a leader or aim, without 

 direction  
 The group was headless. 
 

4.    simple, unintelligent, not very intelligent, foolish, silly,  
       He is headless.  How is he going to survive without his parents? 
 

5. (informal)  simple minded,mindless, addleheaded, brainless, 
 empty-headed, dim-witted, slow witted, scatter-brain, bird 

 brained, featherbrained, brainless 
 
6. (slang) not the shapest knife in the drawer, not the sharpest tool in 

 the shed, off in a world of one’s own, deaf, dumb and blind 
 
head lights     

the lights in the front of a motor vehicle, used in the night or 
when it is dark     

I know that it is not real dark but I would feel more comfortable  
if you put on the headlights, please. 
 

headline   
the caption, title, or banner of a newspaper 

The young man's death will be the headline of  
tomorrow's newspaper.  
 

headliner 
the star of a play or movie, the first name on a marquee 
She is the headliner of the Broadway play. 

 
headlock 



 

 

the way of holding one around the neck so that movement is impossible 
(a very popular move in wrestling) 

Once he got his opponent in a headlock, he knew that he was going to 
win the match. 

 
headlong 
1. head first, in a nose dive 

 The airplane went headlong into the house and, afterwards, 
 exploded. 
 

2. quickly, speedily, promptly, without delay, sudden 
 

3. (informal)  pronto, in a wink, before the ink dried, like mad, like a 
 bat out of hell, suddenly, without notice, on the spur, like a bolt 
 from the blue 

     He went headlong into the house. 
 

4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, acting without 
 thinking, acting in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, 

 impatient, irresponsible or impulsive 
 She went headlong into love. 
 

5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 
 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 

 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, act rashly,  
 quixotically, impulsive or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, to act in a devil-may-
 care, death defying, hairbrained, heedless, helter-skelter, brash, 

 breakneck, head-over-heel, punch drunk, mad brained or 
 foolhardy manner, out-of-hand 

 
headman  
1. the leader of a group, community or society 

 He is the headman of this area; to get anything done you 
 must first consult with him. 

 
2. (more stylize)  to be the authority, task master, one in charge, 
 command, in control or in the lead, director 

 
3. (informal)  man in the charge, boss, number one 
 

4. (slang)  the man, top dog, kingpin, big cheese, big wheel, high man 
 on the totem pole, head honcho 



 

 

 
5. (British)  governor 

 
headmaster 

1. executive, principal, dean, director, administrator, president 
 He is the headmaster of one of the most expensive schools 
 in the US. 

 
2. (informal) head, overseer, chief      
 

3. (slang)  the man, head honcho 
  

headmistress 
(old-fashioned term) 
director of a private school 

 
headmoney 

the money offered for the capture of an outlaw or fugitive 
The headmoney for this one particular criminal could be my ticket 
to freedom. 

 
headmost 
1. foremost, most important, main, principal 

 
2. (more stylize)  preeminent, superior, topmost, top, foremost, 

 crowning 
 
3. (informal)  man in the charge, boss, number one 

 
4. (slang)  the man, top dog, big cheese, big wheel, high man 
 on the totem pole, head honcho, honcho, grand frommage 

 
5. (Spanish)  numero uno 

 
headnote 
hand or typewritten notes, explanation or brief summary which precedes 

a chapter or a report 
 

head of 
1. the part used for striking or hitting 

The head of the hammer is damaged. 

 
2. a person or animal considered merely as one of a many 
 I have ten head of cattle. 

 
3. the froth or foam of a liquid 



 

 

 Some beers have a full head of foam. 
 

4. the source of a river or stream 
 Where is the head of the Nile? 

 
head of a page 
beginning of or top of 

 
head of state 
the person who holds the highest position of government i.e. president, 

king, prime minister 
In the US the president in the head of state while in England 

the prime minister is. 
 
head of the department 

section head or department head in any large institution, faculty head 
in an academic institution 

Just because you are the head of the department that does not mean 
that you can control what I do or don’t do outside of the work space. 
 

head-on 
1. linear, straight arrow, straight-on, frontal, without swerving   
 It was a head-on collison; therefore, it is understandable that 

 there were no surviors. 
 

2. (informal)  head-to-head, front part first, at the front, straight-
 lined 
 

3. (in reference to information)  direct, dependable, sure, straight, 
 reliable, firm 
 I know that it sounds incredible but my information is head-on. 

 It is not second or third hand; it is first hand. 
 

4. (more stylized)  unmediated, dependable, personal, immediate 
 
5. (informal)  not second hand, straight as an arrow, first hand, 

 one-to-one, one on one, not third hand, straight from the 
 horse’s mouth, face-to- face  

 
6. vis-à-vis, tête-à- tête 
 

head-on crash 
to hit with the front part of the vehicle 
The first car hit the other head-on.  We had a head-on crash. 

 
head over heels 



 

 

1. expressly, intensely, completely, fully, entirely, positively, truly, 
 totally, really, verily, absolutely,  without any reservation or 

 condition 
      He is head over heels.  Nothing will change his mind. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  acting in a manner which is ebullient, vehement, 
 zealous, unrestrained, animated, brash, exhuberant or 

 ardent, unambiguously, categorically, unequivocally, brashly    
 
3. (informal)  out-and-out, outright, flatly, downright, all out, 

 straight out, utterly, backward and forward, through and through, 
 outright, utterly, pell-mell 

 
4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, act without thinking, 

 act in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, impatient, 
 irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, carelessly, 

 heedlessly, blindly, rashly or recklessly   
      Acting in a head over heels manner is dangerous. 
 

 5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 
 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, act rashly,  

 quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, to act in a devil-may-
 care, death defying, hairbrained, heedless, helter-skelter, brash, 

 breakneck, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 
 manner  
 

head over heels in love 
1. being expressly, intensely, completely, fully, entirely, positively, 

 truly,  totally, really, verily, absolutely or  without any reservation 
 or condition in love, be altogether, unreservedly, fully or completely 
 in love  

 It is not good being head over heels in love. 
 

2.   (more stylized)  acting in a manner which is ebullient, vehement, 
 zealous, animated, exhuberant or ardent,  unambiguously, 
 categorically, unconditionally or unequivocally infatuated  

 
3. (informal)  being out-and-out, outright, flatly, downright, all out, 
 straight out, utterly, backward and forward, through and through, 

 utterly, truly, flat-out, purely and simply or totally in love 
 I have never seen him in love before; he is head over heels 



 

 

 in love with the girl that he met last week. 
 

4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, acting without 

 thinking, acting in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, 
 impatient, irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, 
 carelessly, heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   

      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 
 
 5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 

 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, acting rashly,  

 irrationally, quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 
6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 

 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, acting in a devil-
 may-care, death defying, harebrained, heedless, helter-skelter, 

 brash, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 
 manner, not think before one acts, acting first and think  later 
 

headquarters 
1. main offices, H.Q., command post, high command 
 I'll meet you back at the headquarters. 

 
2. military command center consisting of a military commander and  

 his or her staff 
 I can’t help you; all orders are currently coming out of 
 headquarters. 

 
head phones  
head set or earphones used with a stereo system  

I don’t like these headphones; they’re not at all comfortable. 
 

headquartered  
1. where the main or based offices are located     
 The command center is headquartered in Saudi Arabia. 

 
2. where one is based, the working office or base, the main office from 

 which one works  
 At least for now, I am headquartered in the president’s library. 
 

head rest  
the part of the chair or seat on which one’s rest or support one’s head, 
head restrain 

The head rest on these car seats are very comfortable. 
 



 

 

head restrain  
the part of the chair or seat on which one’s rest or support one’s head, 

head support on front car seats to help prevent injury to the head and 
back in case of an accident or collison                                                          

The head support on these car seats are not only very comfortable but 
strong enough to safeguard one’s head and back. 
 

head room  
the space above one’s head 
This car is the first one which I have found that has enough head room.  

I’m sold! 
 

head set  
a set of headphones and a microphone 
I like this head set.  It’s somewhat expensive but worth it. 

 
head shop  

a store where drug paraphernalia is sold 
 
head-shrink  

1. (slang for)  psychologist, psychotherapist, psychiatrist 
 I’m not going to a headshrink. 
 

2. (slang)  shrink 
 I’m not crazy so no one is going to send me a headshrink. 

 
head-shrinker  
one who shrinks the head of one’s dead enemies 

Many of the cannibals in the Pacific were headshrinkers. 
 
head-splitting  

1. very loud, too loud, stun with noise, noisy, deafening, loud 
 sounding, ringing, split the ear 

 The noise coming out of that house is head-splitting. My 
 God, what could they be doing? 
 

2. (more stylistic) resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo, pealing  
 
3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 

 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 
 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 
 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, earthshattering, ear 

 splitting 
 



 

 

headstand 
standing on one’s hand and head 

I have never been able to do a handstand. 
 

head start 
to begin before the race officially starts 
I'll give you a five minute head start. 

 
headstone 
the head of a grave, grave stone 

 
headstrong 

1.  stubborn, unbending, strong-willed, unruly, inflexible, willful, 
disobedient, difficult 

     He is so headstrong.  I have never met such a stubborn person. 

 
2. (more stylized) obstinate, intractable, recalcitrant, unyielding, 

 self-willed, implacable, adamant, inexorcable, unrelenting, 
 tenacious, incorrigible, pertinacious, perserving, intransigent, 
 willful, unruly, wayward, contrary 

 
3. (slang) crossgrained, stubborn as a mule, set in one’s way, 
 mulish, die- hard, stiff-necked, hard-nosed, set, pigheaded 

 
4. (slang) cussed, dogged, hard core, wrongheaded, 

 muleheaded, bullheaded 
 
5. rash, imprudent or unwary 

 It is not good to be so headstrong. 
 
6. not thinking before one acts, foolhardy, heedless, headlong, 

 act first and think later 
 

heads-up 
1. being resourceful, sharp or quick 
 He is a heads-up person who never let anything get by him. 

 
2. being penetrating, perspicacious, astute, discerning, observant, 

 piercing, keen or percipient    
 
3. being sharp as a tack, sharp-eyed, on the ball, keen-eyed, quick 

 on the draw, eagle-eyed or lynx-eyed 
 
head table 

the main table at a conference, banquet or festivity 
In a reception, the bride and groom sit at the head table. 



 

 

 
head-to-head 

1. confrontation or encounter between two groups, compete, fight, be 
 in opposition to, confront, stand in opposition to, charge 

 They met head-to-head to fight it out.       
 
2. (more formal) set upon, oppose, accost, impugn, affront, 

 encounter, assail, aggress, oppugn, spring upon, 
 
3. (informal)  face in defiance, face-to-face,  head-on, stand toe to 

 toe, eye-to-eye, standing facing, stand up to, light into 
 

4. (French)  tete a tete, vis a vis, a deux 
 
head-turning 

1. being nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 
 handsome, pretty, beautiful, noticeable, attractive or striking    

 That dress is certainly head-turning. 
  
2. (highly stylized)  lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style 

 
3. (informal) good-looking, having good looks, pleasing to eye,  

 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-filling 
 
4. (slang) eye-candy 

 
headwaiter 
the person who is in charge of the other waiters 

As the headwaiter, I have a number of waiters under my command. 
 

headway 
1. progress, progression, forward movement 
 I’m not making any headway on this damn freeway. 

 
2.   improvement, betterment, advancement 
      He made a lot of headway during the semester. 

 
3.   headroom, room to spare, space, clearance 

      You have a lot of headway here.  
 
headwork 

1. speculation, thinking, thinking about, wondering about, 
 considering, meditation, reflection 

 The headwork necessary to get this work done is going to be 
 considerable. 
  



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  rumination, cerebrating, ruminating, cerebration, 
 musing, pondering, brooding over, cogitation, contemplation 

 
3. (informal)  chewing over, having one’s mind on, chewing the cud, 

 putting on one’s thinking cap, brainwork, chewing over an idea, 
 mulling over, wondering about 
heads 

with the top part of a coin facing up 
You won.  It's heads.  
 

heads or tails 
to decide something or to gamble by flipping or tossing a coin 

What do you want, heads or tails? 
 
heads up 

1. to be thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober, diplomatic, 
 cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, alert, 

 watchful, observant, attentive or conscious 
 It important that we all be heads up; the boss will be arriving any 
 minute now. 

 
2. to be tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, heedful, on the qui vive, 
 prudent, discerning, Argus eyed, scrupulous, precautionary, 

 perspicacious, circumspect or chary 
 

3. to be mindful, up and about, on guard, on the look out, fussy, 
 heads up, on the ball, picky, on the alert, on one’s toes or  
 hairsplitting, on the  stick,  on the watch, wide-awake, all eyes 

 and ears  
 
honorary head 

1. in title only, titular or nominal head 
 He is only the honorary head of the company.  You can not 

 expect him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 
 
2. (informal)  head in name only, being the pretended, self-

 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 
 charge 

 
hothead 
1. over hasty, rash, headlong, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 

 unrestrained, reckless or impatient 
 She is such a hot head.  One day she’s going to pay the price.  
 

2. (more stylized) unpremeditated, imprudent, thoughtless, 
 incautious, unduly,  impetuous, uncircumspect, unheeding, 



 

 

 indiscreet, unwary, unbridled 
 

3.  (informal) madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck, foolhardy  

 
in over one's head 
biting off more than one can chew, have too much to handle 

This time he is in over his head.  I don't know how he's  
going to get out of this one. 
 

 
keeping one's head above water 

1. only barely having economical well-being, only barely 
 surviving, standing fast, subsisting  
 Keeping my head above water, has been one of the hardest  

 thing in the world. 
  

2. (informal) barely getting by, only keeping body and  
 soul together, holding one’s ground, holding one’s footing 
 

3. only barely having emotional well-being, standing fast, being on 
 the border, on edge, on the fringe, on the margins or on the brink 
 Keeping one's head above water.after a breakdown can be almost 

 impossible.  
 

4. rising above, over coming, resisting 
 Keeping my head above water is, for now, my only goal. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  breasting the current, standing, bearing up, 
 weathering, withstanding  
 

6. (informal)  weathering out the storm, holding out, making it, 
 pulling through, riding out the storm, toughing it out, living 

 through, holding up 
 
keeping one's head down 

1. avoiding problems by remaining out of sight or out of the limelight, 
 not make oneself obvious, being inconspicuous, too ashamed or 

 embarrassed to show one’s face, flinching, cowering, crouching 
 In this type of job, keeping your head down is vital.  
 

2. (more stylistic) evading or eluding problems by making oneself as 
 inconspicuous as  possible, keeping a low-profile, evading 
 unwanted attention, being too mortified to show one’s face 

 
3. (informal) keeping quiet, keeping one mouth shut, not standing 



 

 

 out, being mummed or closed-mouthed, buttoning up, keeping 
 under one’s hat, keeping a low profile, remaining low-key, shrink, 

 cringing, dodging, side stepping, hidomg from, making oneself 
 scarce, not lifting one’s head, not raising one’s head, keeping 

 one’s head down, hiding one’s face, hiding one’s head 
 
knuckle-head  

1. stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, a dunce,  lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most intelligent 
 Stop being a knuckle-head who can’t find her way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) meatball, dunderheaded, ding-bat, blockheaded,
 blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 numskull, ding-bat 
 
lardhead  

1. being a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    
 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 
 intelligent 

 Stop being such a lardhead who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 

 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 



 

 

 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 
 

lobbing off one’s head  
1. removing one’s head, taking one’s head off, taking off one’s 
 head 

 Lobbing off one’s head used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 
 guillotine or brought to the block 

 
lobbing one’s head off 

1. removing one’s head, taking one’s head off, taking off one’s 
 head 
 Lobbing one’s head off used to be a popular form of execution. 

2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 
 guillotine or brought to the block 

 
loggerhead  
1. slow witted, not be the most intelligent or not intelligent, be 

 rather stupid, witlesss dull, backwards, slow, being an imbecile, 
 laggard, dumb, slow-witted, lumbering, unintelligent, moronic 
2. (more stylized) to be Boeotian, cretinous,unimaginative, inapt, 

 stolid, vacuous, obtuse, fatuitous, undiscerning, dense, bovine, 
 witless, superfical, incogitant, insensate, bovine or addlepated 

 
3. (informal)  being a thickhead, bonehead, peahead,  empty head, 
 nincompoop, muddlehead, birdbrain, knucklehead, peabrain, 

 lunkhead, fathead, moron or knucklehead, thickheaded, beef-
 witted, lunkheaded, fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, 
 oafish, dunderheaded, thick, mindless, thick-witted, birdbrained, 

 muddled, noodleheaded, fat witted,  thickskulled, doltish, 
 woodheaded, peaheaded, loutish, brainless, dimwitted, mindless, 

 dense or muddleheaded 
 
4. (slang) arsy-varsy, oxlike, asinine, assbackwards, dopey, 

 bassackwards, being dumb as dirt, dumb as a door nail, asslike, 
 asinine, donkey, asslike or blockish 

 
5. (vulgar) being an asshole, ass 
 

6. (British)  dill, dowf, arsy-varsy 
 
lunkhead  

1. dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards, 
 empty, vacant, dumb, foolish, being a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, 



 

 

 simpleton, half-wit 
 He is such a lunkhead that I'm surprised that he realized the 

 truth. 
 

2. (stylistic)  unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine, , moronic 
 

3. (informal) being a loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton 
 head, bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addle 
 head, be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one 

 was born with, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 slow-witted, dim-witted, beef-witted, lunkheaded, fatheaded, 

 lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, mindless, thick-
 witted, birdbrained, muddled, noodleheaded, fat witted, doltish, 
 thickskulled, woodheaded, lumpish, not having much upstair, 

 muttonheaded, in the ozone,  thick-skulled, simple, simple-
 minded, boneheaded 

 
4. (slang)  to be a meatball, ding-a-ling, dingbat, dumbbell or 
 nudnik, be in the ozone, on the moon, on another planet, in a 

 world of one own, schmucky, be a schmuck, donkey, jackass or 
 retarded 
 

meathead  
1. stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, 

 foolish, not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, being a 
 dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton or moron 
 I would have been a meathead if I marry him. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) meatball, dunderheaded, ding-bat, blockheaded,

 blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull, ding-bat  
 

muddle-head  
1.   jumbled, muddled, confused, foggy, mixed up, in a fog, 



 

 

 unclear, off- balanced, in a daze, afluttered, befuddled, baffled, 
 at a loss,  

 I am a muddle-head who does not know what he is doing. 
 

2. (more stylized)  in disarray, discomposed, hazy, disarranged, 
 disconcert, bewildered, bemazed, disorientated, out of 
 countenance, confounded, nonpulsed, unsettled 

 
3. (informal) to be all balled-up, in another zone, lost at sea, off,
 scrambled, thrown off, fuzzy, knocked for a loop, thrown off 

 balance, turn topsy-turvy, dicombobulated, at sixes and  
 sevens, taken aback, spaced out, in  outer space, shook up, 

 unhinged, overcome, scattered 
 
muttonhead 

1. being an idiot, dunce or moron,  stupid, dumb, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 

 not the most intelligent 
 What a muttonhead! He couldn’t find his way out of a brown 
 paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 

 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 

 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 

 
nominal head 

1. in title only, titular or nominal head 
 He is only the nominal head of the company.  You can not expect 
 him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 

 
2. (informal)  head in name only, being the pretended, self-
 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 

 charge 
 



 

 

noodle-head  
1. in a void, be vacant, dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, 

 stupid, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, 
 not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, being a dunce, fool, 

 oaf, dolt, simpleton or moron 
 He is not a noodle-head who must be led around like a moron. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 

 
3. (informal) being a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  

 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 
 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 

 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-
 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 

 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 
 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 

 
5. (vulgar)  being an ass 

 
off one's head 
1. crazy, insane, crazed, unsound, hysterical, delerious 

 He's off his head with fever. 
 
2. emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s right mind, 

 unbalanced, of unsound mind, overwought, irrational, mad 
 incoherent 

 
3. (informal)  raving, touched, unhinged, nutty,  unglued, wacky, out 
 of one’s skull, wild, ranting, in hysterics, babbling  

 
4. (slang)  bonkers, dippy, off one’s rocker, dotty, cracked, nutty 

 as a fruit cake, not have all one’s marbles, screwy, zonky, off the 
 deep  end, bananas 
 

5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 
 
 

off of the top of one's head  
1.  without thought, without preparing or rehearsing, unprompted, 



 

 

  unprepared, unrehearsed 
  He likes stand up comedy, performing from off of the top of his  

  head.   
  

2. (more stylized) in a manner which is  extemporaneous,  extempore,
 improvised, unpremeditated, impromptu or extemporized 
 

3. (informal)  off-the-cuff, on-the-spot, the-spur-of-the-moment, at-a-
 moment’s-notice, ad-lib, offhand   
 

4.  without much analysis or study, one’s immediate or first reaction 
  Off the top of my head, I'd say that you were right. 

 
on one's head 
1. blamed for, responsible for, the fault of 

 The administrator has the prisoner's death on his head. 
 

2. (informal)  on one’s hand 
 
one's head off 

1. very much, excessively, too much 
 She can talk anyone's head off. 
 

2. (more stylized) exceedingly, inordinately, beyond all bounds, 
 exorbitantly, unduely, unconscionablely   

 
3. (informal) a blue streak, beyond measure, to no end, a bit 
 much, one’s ears off 

 
out of one's head 
1. crazy, insane, crazed, unsound, hysterical, delerious 

 He's out of his head with fever. 
 

2. emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s right mind, 
 unbalanced, of unsound mind, overwought, irrational, mad 
 incoherent 

 
3. (informal)  raving, touched, unhinged, nutty,  unglued, wacky, out 

 of one’s skull, wild, ranting, in hysterics, babbling  
 
4. (slang)  bonkers, dippy, off one’s rocker, dotty, cracked, nutty 

 as a fruit cake, not have all one’s marbles, screwy, zonky, off the 
 deep  end, bananas 
 

5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 
 



 

 

overhead 
1. far above ground, at a height, above, overhead, over, aloft, in the 

 clouds, in a high  place, at a high place, on a high place, up in the 
 sky, at the top, skyward, high up, on the top, on high, up in the 

 air, skywards, toward the sky, toward the heaven, atop 
 
2. (more stylistic)  in the firmament, in the the clestial heights 

 
3. totally submerged, completely immersed, engrossed, deeply 
 involved, completely occupied, totally engaged 

 
4. (more stylistical)  buried, bathed in, drenched, inundated, 

 absorbed, swallowed up, lost in, engrossed 
 
over one’s head 

1. being far above ground, at a height, above, overhead, over, aloft, in 
 the clouds, in a high place, at a high place, on a high place, up in 

 the sky, at the top, skyward, high up, on the top, on high, up in 
 the air, skywards, toward the sky, toward the heaven or atop.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  being too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, 
 overextended, formidable or beyond one's capacity or 
 comprehension, overreaching, overleaping, overrating or 

 overestimating one’s own ability 
 This time you are over your head.  You need to ask for help. 

 
3. (informal)  being knocked for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, 
 swallowed up, snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet 

 or over one’s head, having bitten off more than one can chew   
 
4. (in reference to being in debt)  owing everyone, being overloaded or 

 loaded down  
 I’m over my my head in all the financial obligation that I now 

 have. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  being weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, beholding, bounding  
 

6. (informal)  being in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owing everyone 
 but the kitchen sink, owing everyone in town, up to one’s ears 
 

peahead 
1. being an idiot, dunce or moron,  stupid, dumb, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 

 not the most intelligent 
 What a peahead! He couldn’t find his way out of a brown paper 



 

 

 bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 

 
pig-headed  
1.   stubborn, ornery, obstinate, inflexible, unyielding, adamant,   

  unable or unwilling to understand 
 Her tears won’t affect him; he is very pig-headed. 
 

2.   obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, strong-minded,  
 incorrigible, strong-willed, cross-grained, intransigent, wayward, 

 vexatious, tenacious, implacable, inexorable, intransigent, 
 tenacious, intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, 
 pertinacious, uncompromising, refractory, perverse 

 
3. hard-headed, pigheaded, hard as a rock, headstrong, 
 bullheaded, set in one’s way, mulish, stubborn as a mule, 

 pigheaded,  bullheaded, hard-headed, wrongheaded, hard-
 mouthed, set, set in one’s ways, hard, headstrong, stiff-necked, 

 pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as a  rock, muleheaded, 
 headstrong, bullheaded, single-minded 
 

4. (slang)  dogged, cussed, bulldogged 
 

5. (vulgar) hard-assed 
 
pinhead  

1. dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a void, vacant, 
 dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 

 not the most intelligent, being a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, 
 idiot or moron 



 

 

 I have never met such a person; he is a pinhead if there  
 ever were one. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 

 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 
 

3. (informal) being a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  
 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 

 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 
 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-

 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 
 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 
 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 

 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 
 

5. (vulgar)  being an ass 
 
pot head 

frequent user of marijuana  
You are a pot head! 

 
putting one’s head in the mouth of the lion 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 

 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 
 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 

 Putting one’s head in the mouth of th lion is very dangerous. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 
 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  

 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 

 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 
 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 
 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 

 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 



 

 

4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 
 razor’s edge , double-daring 

 
rattlehead  

1. being a dunce, lightweight, fool, witless, to not be very intelligent, 
 stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted, stupid, 
 unintelligent, fool, dolt, lout, giddy, silly, volatile, unsteady 

 Stop being a rattlehead. 
 
2. (more stylistic) deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile, obtuse 
 

3. (informal) stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 
 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, being a bonehead, addle-head, 

 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 
 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,

 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) being a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, 
 blunt  or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, dunce, goon, numskull, schmucky or 

 retarded, not having much upstairs 
 
5.  being or acting like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

  
removing one’s head 

1. taking off one’s head, taking one’s head off 
 Removing one’s head used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 

 guillotine or brought to the block 
 

3. (informal)  chopping one’s head off, choping off one’s head, put 
 under the executioner’s ax, lobbing one’s head off, lobbing off 
 one’s head, put under the ax 

 
 
roof over one’s head 

1. to have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 
 quarters, housing, have a place in which to live, be surviving or 



 

 

 subsisting 
 We were so poor that we didn't even have a roof over our head. 

 
2.        (more stylistic)  to hold one’s ground, not be poverty-stricken,     

           perdure,  strapped, destitute, indigent, insolvent, strapped,  
           penurious or impecunious, be stand fast, subsist, endure  
 

3. (informal) to eke out, be barely getting by, keep afloat,  only 
 keeping body and soul together, hold one’s footing, be able to 
 keep the wolf from the door, make ends meet, have a pad, crash 

 pad, crib or digs, keep one’s head above water, go on 
 

4. (slang)  hang in there 
 
saphead  

1. not very intelligent, be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile,  dull-
 witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 

 He is a saphead who does not know what he is doing. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 
3. (informal) stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, being a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,
 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 

 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 
4.    (slang) being a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, 

 blunt  or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or 

 retarded, not having much upstairs 
 
5. being or acting like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

 
section head 
head of the department or department head in any large institution,   

faculty head in an academic institution 
Just because you are the section head that does not mean that you can 



 

 

control what I do or don’t do outside of the work space. 
 

 tossing one’s head 
1. showing disapproval, opposition or resistance, disputing, 

 snubbing, being against, taking exception to, shunning,  
 shrinking away from, shrugging  
 Tossing your head at me and my family only makes us stronger; it 

 does not humiliate us.  
 
2. (more stylized) evading, recoiling from, forbearing, disdaining, 

 ostracizing, spurning, eschewing, eluding,  ignoring, refraining 
 from, derelishing taking exception to, repudiating 

 
3. (informal) boycotting, backing away from, looking dimly on, 
 shrugging off, frowning upon, not touching with a 10 feet pole, cold 

 shouldering, taking a dim view of, putting on one’s list, not looking 
 kindly upon, turning one’s back on, turning one’s nose up at, 

 steering clear of, shying away from, giving the cold shoulder to, 
 keeping out of the way of, taking a dim view of, setting one's face 
 against   

 
4. (slang)  dumping, blacklisting, blackballing, cutting 
 

sleepy head 
1. having half asleep or tired eyes, being very tired, half-asleep, 

 exhausted,  sleepy or ready for bed  
 You are such a sleepy head; it’s time for you to go to bed. 
 

sleepy head 
1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  

 You are such a sleepy head; it’s time for you to go to bed. 
 

2. (more stylized) to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 
 
3. (literary reference)  in the land of Nod,  in the arms of Morpheus   

 
4. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, be 

 heavy-eyed, nodding, nodding off, half asleep, drowsy, asleep 
 on one’s feet, dozy or groggy, be slouching, dipping, hanging 
 dangling, bowing or bending one’s head, have droopy eyes 

 
5. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired, pooped-out or done in 

 
6. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 



 

 

 
7. to have just gotten up after oversleeping or sleeping too much 

 You are a sleepy head.  Wake up! 
 

soft in the head 
1. foolish, dense, slow, not too intelligent, stupid  
 The way that she acts, everyone is going to think that she 

 is soft in the head. 
 
2. (more stylized)  obtuse, witless, stolid, bovine, insensate 

  
3. (informal)  stupid, bird-brained, dumb, simple-minded, for the 

 birds, muddled, thick or dull-witted, slow-witted, not have 
 much upstairs, not have the brains one is born with 
 

3. (slang)  not the sharpest knife in the drawer, thick, retarded, 
 lumpish, boneheaded, thick skulled, thickheaded 

 
spearhead 
1. before, in the forefront, first, in front of, toward the front of, 

 forward, in the front of, in advance of, in the foreground, 
 foremost, cutting edge, in the lead 
 He is the spearhead of everything.  He always wants to lead.   

 
2. in the van, in the vanguard, avante-garde or predecessor 

 
splitting headache 
1. having a pain or ache in one’s head, having one’s head ache, 

 having a terrible headache, having a migraine, having a 
 headache, having a bad headache 
 I have such a splitting headache that I can’t raise my head. 

 
2. (informal)  to having a throbbing or splitting headache, having 

 one’s head exploding 
 
swelled head 

1. conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain, self-centered 

 He has such a swelled head that he can't imagine that no 
 one likes him. 
 

2. (more stylish) haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, lordly, 
 pompous, pretentious, egotistical 
 

3. (informal) with one's nose in the air, stuck up, big-headed,   
 smug, full of oneself, be riding for a fall cocky, hung up on oneself, 



 

 

 above it all, highfalutin or hoity-toity , swelled-headed, too big for 
 one’s britches 

 
4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  

 high and mighty, sniffy, smart-alecky 
 
5. (vulgar)  smart-assed 

 
taking off one’s head  
1. removing one’s head, taking one’s head off 

 Taking off one’s head used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 

 guillotine or brought to the block 
 
3. (informal)  chopping one’s head off, choping off one’s head, put 

 under the executioner’s ax, lobbing one’s head off, lobbing off 
 one’s head, put under the ax 

 
taking one’s head off  
1. removing one’s head, taking off one’s head 

 Taking one’s head off used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 
 guillotine or brought to the block 

 
3. (informal)  chopping one’s head off, choping off one’s head, put 

 under the executioner’s ax, lobbing one’s head off, lobbing off 
 one’s head, put under the ax 
 

thickhead  
1. being a dunce, dope, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, idiot, moron 
 or lightweight, dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a 

 void, vacant, dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, 
 backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick,  foolish, not very 

 intelligent, not the most intelligent,   
 He is such a thickhead that I'm amazed that he has survived 
 until now 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 

 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 
 

3. (informal) being a cretin, meatball, muddle-head, featherhead, 
 pinhead, addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton 
 head, bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or 

 addlehead, be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain 
 one was born with, not having the brain one has been born 



 

 

 with, slow-witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, 
 lunkheaded, fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, 

 dunderheaded, dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy, harebrained, 
 featherbrained, featherheaded 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob, klutz, 
 half-wit 
 . 

throbbing headache 
1. having a pain or ache in one’s head, having one’s head ache, 

 having a terrible headache, having a migraine, having a 
 headache, having a bad headache 
 I have such a throbbing headache that I feel that my head is 

 going to explode. 
 

2. (informal)  to having a throbbing or splitting headache, having 
 one’s head exploding 
 

titular head 
1. in title only, titular or nominal head 
 He is only the titular head of the company.  You can not expect 

 him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 
 

2. (informal)  head in name only, being the pretended, self-
 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 
 charge 

 
turning heads 
1. captivating, fascinating, attracting, drawing one’s attention, awing 

 Turning heads is nothing new to her. 
 

2. (highly stylized enthralling, enrapturing, taking one’s fancy, 
 spellbinding, becharming, enchanting  
 

3. (informal)  dazzling, bedazzling, catching one’s attention 
 

4. (slang)  turning on, blowing one’s mind or away, bowling over  
 
turning one's head 

1. flattering, lauding, singing one’s praises, praising to excess so as to 
 impress 

Turning her head, he was able to steal her blind.   

 
2. (informal) puffing up, sweet talking, laying, piling or spreading it 



 

 

 on thick, buttering up  
 

3. causing someone to become conceited, self-centered or vain 
 The newspaper article succeeded in turning her head. 

 
4. (informal) giving someone a big or swelled head, causing someone 
 to become inflated or full of oneself 

 
5. causing someone to act foolish, mixed up or confused 
 Turning her head really changed her personality. 

 
6. (informal) acting silly, dopey, harebrained, giddy, scatterbrained, 

 dizzy or woozy, muddling one’s attention, awing 
  
turning one's head 

1. to flatter, laud, sing someone’s praises, praise to excess someone 
 so as to impress 

He turned her head to such a extent that she has fallen in love 
with him. 
 

2. (informal) to puff up, sweet talk, lay, pile or spread it on thick  
 
3. to cause someone to become conceited, self-centered or vain 

 The newspaper article turned her head. 
 

4. (informal)to give someone a big or swelled head, cause someone to 
 become inflated or full of oneself 
 

5. to cause someone to act foolish, mixed up or confused 
 Love has turned her head. 
 

6. (informal) silly, dopey, harebrained, giddy, scatterbrained, dizzy, 
 woozy, muddled 

 
wise head 
1. intelligent, educated, learned, knowing, capable or 

 gifted, deep thinking 
 

2. (more stylistic)  sagacious, shrewd, enlightened, knowledgeable, 
 erudite, Solomonic, discerning, sharp-witted, acute, quick-witted, 
 well-read, far-sighted, judicious 

 
3. long-headed, well-informed, deep, clear-eyed  
 

4. in the know, hip 
 



 

 

to act over someone's head 
1. to ignore, dismiss, or disregard one's immediate supervisor to 

 consult his or hers supervisor 
 Because my manager would not listen to me, I had to act over  

 the foreman’s head and go to the supervisor. 
 
2. (informal)  to turn one’s back on, pass over, push aside, overlook, 

 brush aside, slight, freeze out or set aside one's immediate 
 supervisor to consult his or hers supervisor 
 

to bang one's head against a brick wall 
1. to try to do something which can not be done or which is 

 impossible, attempt that which is hopeless or beyond hope 
 Trying to lose weight is like banging my head against the wall. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to try to attain the unattainable, unfeasible, 
 unrealizable, unachievable, unreachable, insurmountable 

 unobtainable 
 
3. to bang one's head against a brick wall 

 
to bang something into one's head 
1. to force oneself to commit to memory, learn or memorize something 

 through constant repetition, drill, tutor, teach, learn or instruct 
 oneself through constant repetition 

 I passed the test by banging the multiplication tables into my 
 head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to catechize  
 
3. to drum something into one's head, learn by heart, cram, learn 

 by rote, beat something into one’s head  
 

to bang something into someone's head 
1. to commit to memory, learn or memorize something  through 
 constant repetition, drill, tutor, teach, learn or instruct through 

 constant repetition 
 My parents banged the anti-drug message into my head. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to catechize  
 

3. to learn by heart, cram, learn by rote, drum something into 
 someone’s head, beat something into one’s head  
 

to barely have a roof over one’s head 
1. to not have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 



 

 

 quarters, housing, be poor, have no money, be out of cash 
 She is so destitute that she barely has a roof over my head. 

  
2. (more stylistic)  to be destitute, indigent, poverty-stricken, 

 strapped, penurious, insolvent or impecunious, be as poor as Job’s 
 turkey, be unable to keep the wolf from the door 
 

3. (informal) to not have a pad, crash pad, crib, digs, be broke, be 
 dead broke, pinched, hard up, penniless, short, wiped out, be 
 without a nickle to one’s name, down at the heels, be without a 

 penny to one’s name, be down and out 
 

4. (slang)  to be as poor as a church mouse,  
 
5. (vulgar)  to not have a pot to piss in 

 
to be a blockhead  

1. to be a dunce, lightweight, fool, witless, to not be very intelligent, 
 be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted, stupid, 
 unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 

 He is a blockhead; there is not other explanation. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 
 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,

 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 
 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 
5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

  
to be a blubberhead  



 

 

1. to not be very intelligent, be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, 
 dull-witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 

 He is a blubberhead who does not know what he is doing. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 
 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 
 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 

 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 
 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,

 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 

 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 
 or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 
 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 

5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
 

to be a bonehead  

1. to be dull-witted, stupid, unintelligent, stupid, foolish,  unthinking, 
 imbecile, dull-witted stupid, be a fool, dolt or lout 
  I admit that I am a bonehead.  I did not know that he would react 

 the way that he did. 
 

2. to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, blind, vacuous, 
 undiscerning, purblind, dense 
 

3. (informal) to be a ninny, dunderhead, block head, dope, 
 blubberhead, nincompoop or blockhead, not be always the brain, 

 be backward, simple-minded, not having the brain one has been 
 born with, not having much upstairs, dull-witted thick-witted, 
 witless, be a bonehead,  addle-head, dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, 

 boob, addlehead,  klutz, bonehead, ninny, dunderhead or dope, 
 be blubberheaded, blockheaded, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish or out in the left field      

 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 



 

 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 

5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
 
to be a bonehead from the neck up 

1. to be dull-witted, stupid,  unintelligent, stupid, foolish, 
 unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted stupid, be a fool, dolt or lout 
 He is handsome and can play a mean game of basketball but he is  

 is a bonehead from the neck up. 
 

2. to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, blind, vacuous, 
 undiscerning, purblind, dense 
 

3. (informal) to be a ninny, dunderhead, block head, dope, 
 blubberhead, nincompoop or blockhead, not be always the brain, 

 be backward, simple-minded, not having the brain one has been 
 born with, not having much upstairs, dull-witted thick-witted, 
 witless, be a bonehead,  addle-head, dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, 

 boob, addlehead,  klutz, bonehead, ninny, dunderhead or dope, 
 be blubberheaded, blockheaded, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish or out in the left field      

 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 
 not having much upstairs 

 
5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
 

to be a chuckle-head  
1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 

 thick, foolish, not very intelligent or not the most intelligent,  be a 
 dunce, idiot or moron 
 Stop being such a chuckle-head who can’t find her way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 

 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 



 

 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 

 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or  a birdbrain 

 
 
to be a coke head 

to be frequent user of cocaine 
He is a coke head who will kill to get a hit. 

 
to be a copper head 
(historical term/U.S./ Civil War ) was a northern Democrat who opposed 

the Civil War in the United States and advocated peace and the 
restoration of the Union in its prewar conditions, including slavery, 

northern anti-abolitionist 
My great-great-great grandfather was a strong copper head. 
 

to be a crack head    
to be a frequent user of crack    
She should not get pregnant; she is a crack head.  

 
to be a deadhead 

1. to be an annoyance, irritant, bother, burden, nuisance, load, 
 problem, tiresome person, weight, bore or pain 
 He is such a deadhead, especially when he talks too much. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, yoke around one's neck, yoke round one's neck or 

 albatross around one's neck 
 
3.  (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore,  nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear, crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, 

 dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to 
 stand, up one’s nose, a millstone around one’s neck or a 
 millstone round one’s neck   

 
4. (slang)  to be a flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt, retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill, pain in the you know where or thorn 
 



 

 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be a dope head 
to be a frequent user of drugs     

He is a dope head from way back when. 
 
to be a dunderhead   

1. to be unintelligent, blank, stupid, foolish, a fool, dull-witted,  
 unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted stupid, be a fool, dolt or lout 
 Don’t be a dunderhead; he’s not coming back to you.  Never! 

 
2. to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, blind, vacuous, 

 undiscerning, purblind, dense 
 
3. (informal) to be a fathead, meatball, addlebrain, moron, booby,  

 blubberhead, ninny, dunderhead, block head, dope, nincompoop 
 or blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, simple-

 minded, not having the brain one has been born with, not having 
 much upstairs, dull-witted thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, 
 addle-head, dunderhead, jerk, schmuck,  boob, addlehead,  klutz, 

 bonehead, ninny, dunderhead or dope, be blubberheaded,   
 blockheaded, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, 
 oafish or out in the left field      

 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 
 not having much upstairs 

 
to be a fathead  
1. to be lumpish, blunt, stolid or thick 

 You are such a fathead! 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant or insipid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 

4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 



 

 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or  a birdbrain 

 
 

5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
 
to be a feather head   

1. to be not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, not very 
 intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, 
 idiotic, absurb, stolid or vacuous 

 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a feather head. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be a childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, 
 inane, immature, senseless or vapid  
 

3. (informal) to be dim-witted, for the birds, empty-headed, dizzy, 
 light- headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, dumb,

 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, green,
 harebrained, slow, harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, thick 
 headed, rattlebrained, muddle headed, thick skulled, befuddled, 

 a blockhead or out of it 
 
4. (slang to vulgar)  be a dam fool, be balmy, damfoolish 

  
to be a head above the rest 

1. to be better, of the first order, exceptional, first-class, choice, 
 superlative, the best or of a higher grade 
 There is no discussion about this student; without a doubt, he 

  is a head above the rest.  
 
2. (more stylized)  to be nonpareil,unprecedented, superior, 

 outstanding,  superlative, singular, unparalled or peerless,  
 prevail over 

 
3. (informal)  to be top-notch, tip-top, top-grade, head and shoulder 
 above the rest, top-drawer  

 
4. (slang)  to be crackerjack, cat’s meow or the cat’s pajama, top dog 

 
to be a headache 
1.    to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
       He is such a headache, especially when he talks too much. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, obnoxious, 



 

 

 imposition,  
 

 (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a thorn, bore, nag, pest, pill, 
 crashing bore,  a thorn in the side or flesh, pain the neck or 

 rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, dryasdust, loser, 
 gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to stand or up 
 one’s nose, pain in the neck 

 
3. (slang)  to be a flat tire, drip, downer, hassel, pain in the butt, 
 retread, pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, drag  

 
4. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass, bitch 

 
to be a headhunter 
1. to be a personnel recruiter of professionals and executives 

 It is difficult being a headhunter in the technological field. 
 

2. to be a personnel agency which recruits professional and 
 executives 
 

to be a head taller than 
to be significantly taller  
He is at least a head taller than his brother. 

 
to be a head turner 

1. to be nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 
 handsome, pretty or beautiful 
 I have no complaints.  He is truly pleasing to the eye. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to be lovely, artistic, exquisite or in grand-style 
 

3. (informal) to be good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at or eye-

 filling 
 
4. (slang) to be eye-candy 

 
to be a hothead 

1. to be over hasty, rash, headlong, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless or impatient 
 She is such a hot head.  One day she’s going to pay the price.  

 
2. (more stylized) to be unpremeditated, imprudent, thoughtless, 
 incautious, unduly,  impetuous, uncircumspect, unheeding, 

 indiscreet, unwary or unbridled 
 



 

 

3.  (informal) madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy  

 
to be a knuckle-head  

1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, be a dunce or a boob 
 Stop being a knuckle-headed.  You know that she can’t find her 

 way out of a brown paper bag. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, simpleton, boob, half-wit, dunce or 
 klutz, be dunderheaded, blockheaded, blubberheaded, dizzy,  
 brainless, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 

 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-

 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, 
 witless, fatheaded, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull, ding-bat 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be an asshole, ass 

 
6. (British)  dill, dowf, arsy-varsy 
  

to be a  lardhead  
1. to be a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    
 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 

 intelligent 
 Stop being such a lardhead who can’t find her way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or b
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 



 

 

4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or birdbrain 

 
to be a loggerhead  
1. to be slow witted, not be the most intelligent or not intelligent, be 

 rather stupid, witlesss dull, backwards,  slow,  be an imbecile, 
 laggard, dumb, slow-witted, lumbering, unintelligent, moronic 
 

2. (more stylized) to be Boeotian, cretinous,unimaginative, inapt, 
 stolid, vacuous, obtuse, fatuitous, undiscerning, dense, bovine, 

 witless, superfical, incogitant, insensate, bovine, addlepated 
 
3. (informal)  to be a thickhead, bonehead, peahead,  empty head, 

 nincompoop, muddlehead, birdbrain, knucklehead, peabrain, 
 lunkhead, fathead, moron or knucklehead, be thickheaded, 

 beef-witted, lunkheaded, fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, 
 oafish, dunderheaded, thick, mindless, thick-witted, birdbrained, 
 muddled, noodleheaded, fat witted,  thickskulled, doltish, 

 woodheaded, peaheaded, loutish, brainless, dimwitted, mindless, 
 dense, muddleheaded 
 

4. (slang)  to be arsy-varsy, oxlike, asinine, assbackwards, dopey, 
 bassackwards, be dumb as dirt, dumb as a door nail, asslike, 

 asinine, donkey, asslike, blockish 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be an asshole, ass 

 
6. (British)  dill, dowf, arsy-varsy 
 

to be a lunkhead  
1. to be dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards, 

 empty, vacant, dumb, foolish 
 He is such a lunkhead that I'm surprised that he realized the 
 truth. 

 
2. (stylistic)  to be unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 

 inane, insensate, bovine 
 
3. (informal) to be a loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 

 boneheaded, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addle 
 head, be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 
 born with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-

 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 
 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 



 

 

 thick, mindless, thick-witted, birdbrained, muddled, 
 noodleheaded, fat witted, doltish, thickskulled, woodheaded, 

 lumpish, not having much upstair, muttonheaded, in the ozone, 
 thick-skulled, simple, simple-minded, boneheaded 

 
4. (slang)  to be in the ozone, on the moon, on another planet, in a 
 world of one own, schmucky, be a schmuck, donkey, jackass, 

 retarded 
 
to be a meathead  

1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most intelligent,  be a 

 dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton or moron 
 I would have been a meathead if I marry him. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderheaded, ding-bat, 
 blockheaded, blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, 

 dumb,  addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 numskull, ding-bat, be a meatball, ding-a-ling, dingbat, dumbbell 
 or nudnik 
 

to be a muddle-head  
1. to be confused, in disarray, bewildered, confused, hazy, off 

 balance, flustered, foggy, mixed up, in a fog, unclear, off- 
 balanced, in a daze, afluttered, befuddled, baffled, at a loss, 
 jumbled 

 She is a muddle-head.  It takes her time to figure everything out. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be nonplused, incoherent, disarrange, dazed, 
 distraught, confounded, perplexed, disorientated, in disarray, 
 discomposed, hazy, disarranged, disconcert, bewildered, bemazed, 

 disorientated, out of countenance, confounded, nonpulsed, 
 unsettled 
 

3. (informal) to be all balled-up, in another zone, lost at sea, off,
 scrambled, thrown off, fuzzy, knocked for a loop, thrown off 



 

 

 balance, turn topsy-turvy, dicombobulated, at sixes and  
 sevens, taken aback, spaced out, in  outer space, shook up, 

 unhinged, overcome or scattered 
 

to be a noodle-head  
1. to be in a void, be vacant, dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, 
 stupid, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, 

 not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, be a dunce, fool, oaf, 
 dolt, simpleton or moron 
 He is not a noodle-head who must be led around like a moron. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate or bovine 
 

3. (informal) to be a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  
 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 

 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 
 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was  born 
 with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-witted, 

 dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, fatheaded, 
 lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, dippy, dizzy, 
 kooky, daffy 

 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, 

 boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in 
 the shed, stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake or 
 a boob 

 
5. (vulgar)  being an ass 
 

to be a peahead 
1. to be an idiot, dunce or moron,  be stupid, dumb, backwards, 

 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent or 
 not the most intelligent 
 He is a peahead! He couldn’t find his way out of a brown paper 

 bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 



 

 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang)  to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 

 jerk, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the  sharpest 
 tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, ignoramus, 
 stupidhead or birdbrain, be thick, blunt 

 
to be a pinhead  
1. be dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a void, vacant, 

 dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 

 or not the most intelligent, be a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, 
 idiot or moron 
 I have never met such a person; he is a pinhead if there  

 ever were one. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate or bovine 

 
3. (informal) to be a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  
 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 

 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 
 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 

 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-
 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted or lunkheaded, 
 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 

 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 

 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 

 
5. (vulgar)  being an ass 
 

to be a pot head 
frequent user of marijuana  

You are a pot head! 
 
to be a rattle head  

1. to be a dunce, lightweight, fool, witless, to not be very intelligent, 
 be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted, stupid, 
 unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout, be giddy, silly, volatile or 

 unsteady 
 Stop being such a rattle head. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 
 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,

 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 
 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 
5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

  
to be a saphead  

1. to not be very intelligent, be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, 
 dull-witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 
 He is a saphead who does not know what he is doing. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 
 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 

 
3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,
 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 

 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 
 or peabrained     

 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 



 

 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 

5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
 

to be a sleepy head 

1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  
 You are such a sleepy head; it’s time for you to go to bed. 

 
2. (more stylized) to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 

 
3. (literary reference)  in the land of Nod,  in the arms of Morpheus   
 

4. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, 
 be heavy-eyed, nodding, nodding off, half asleep, drowsy, asleep 

 on one’s feet, dozy or groggy, be slouching, dipping, hanging 
 dangling, bowing or bending one’s head, have droopy eyes 
 

5. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired, pooped-out or done in 
 

6. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 
 

7. to have just gotten up after oversleeping or sleeping too much 
 You are a sleepy head.  Wake up! 
 

to be a spearhead 
1. to go before, be in the forefront, first, in front of, toward the front 
 of, forward, in the front of, in advance of, in the foreground, 

 foremost, cutting edge, or in the lead 
 He is a spearhead of everything.  He always wants to lead.   

 
2. to be in the van, in the vanguard, avante-garde or predecessor 
 

 
to be a stupidhead 

1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, be a dunce or a boob 
 Stop being such a stupidhead.  Tell your mother how  much you 

 love her.   
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 



 

 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, simpleton, boob, half-wit, dunce or 
 klutz, be dunderheaded, blockheaded, blubberheaded, dizzy,  

 brainless, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 
 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-

 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-
 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, 
 witless, fatheaded, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 numskull, ding-bat 
 

 
to be a thickhead  
1. to be a dunce, dope or lightweight  

 He is such a thickhead that I'm amazed that he has survived 
 until now. 

 
2 (informal) to be a chump, klutz, half-wit, harebrain, featherbrain, 
 featherhead, cretin or meatball 

 
to be a wise head 
1. to be intelligent, educated, learned, knowing, capable or 

 gifted ordeep thinking 
 You can go to him whenever necessary; he is a wise head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be  sagacious, shrewd, enlightened, 
 knowledgeable, erudite, Solomonic, discerning, sharp-witted, 

 acute, quick-witted, well-read, far-sighted or judicious 
 
3. to be long-headed, well-informed, deep or clear-eyed  

 
4. in the know, hip 

 
to be able to do something while standing on one's head 
1. to not have a problem in doing something, to be easy or simple, not 

 be difficult 
 I can do tonight's homework while standing on my head.  

 No problem. 
 
2. to be elementary, effortless or facile 

 
3. (informal)  to be a piece of cake, be as easy as 1,2, 3,  do something 
 without breaking a sweat, a snap, hands down, easy as a pie 

 
3. (slang)  to be a cinch, like taking candy from a baby, duck soup,  



 

 

 child’s play or a pushover 
 

to be an acid head 
to be a frequent user of drugs, especially LSD and other mind-altering 

drugs 
Back in the 60s, he was such an acid head. 
 

to be an addlehead  
1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 

 dizzy 
 He is such an addle-headed that I don’t think he will ever get 

 what I want. 
 
2. to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, blind, vacuous, 

 undiscerning, purblind or dense 
 

3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, being 
 dopey, blubberhead, lumpish, blockish or blockhead   

 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 

 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 
 numskul 
 
5. to be an asshole, an ass 
 

to be an egghead  

1. to be an intellectual or genius 
Don't be such an egghead!! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be bibliophile, pedant or scholar,  
 

3. (informal) walking encyclopedia, high brow, brain, bookworm, 
 Einstein, long headed, crack, longhair 

 
4. (insulting) know-it-all, be a miss or mister know-it-all, stuff-shirt, 
 mental giant 

 
5. (French)  au fait 
 

to be an old head on young shoulders 
to be a young person who is more mature and wise than his  



 

 

years would indicate, be well-balanced or balanced 
She is an old head on young shoulders. 

 
to be at loggerheads  

1. to be quarreling, contending, fighting or arguing  
 You know that they must be in love; they are always at 
 loggerheads. 

 
2. (informal)  to bricker, be at each other’s throat, at odds, 
 cross swords, lock horns 

 
3. (Scottish English)  argle-bargle, sturt, prig 

 
to be at the head of 
1. to be at the head of, be the first or before someone else, be toward  

 the front, in front of or before, be in the head, front or lead position  
 Because her name begins with the first letter of the alphabet, 

 she is always at the head of everyone in line 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be premier, foremost, in advance or in the 

 vanguard 
 
3. (informal)  to be out front or in the lead, be at the head, be at the 

 front of, be on the cutting edge, be the spearhead, be in the 
 vanguard 

 
4. to be in the position or place of leadership, be the leader or lead 
 He is the head of the family. 

 
5. (informal)  to be the head, boss, biggest fish in the pond 
 

6. (slang)  to be number one, the super, biggest frog in the pond, 
 headman, or head honcho 

 
7. to be at the top of, at summit of, at the peak or the upper end of 
 

8. (more stylized)  to be at the pinnacle, crown, apex, vertex or crest 
 

9. (informal)  to be at the tip top or very top 
  
to be head and shoulder above 

1. to be better, of the first order, exceptional, first-class, choice, 
 superlative, the best or of a higher grade, look better than 
 She is head and shoulder above her competition. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be nonpareil,unprecedented, superior, 



 

 

 outstanding,  superlative, singular, unparalled or peerless,  
 prevail over 

 
3. (informal)  to be top-notch, tip-top, stand  head and shoulder 

 above, top-grade, top-drawer or a cut above, outshine, outrival, 
 outmatch   
 

4. (slang)  to be crackerjack, cat’s meow or the cat’s pajamas, top 
 dog, nobody’s dwarf 
 

to be head-in-the-sky 
1. to be unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical,  

 overly optimistic or dreamy  
 She is a head-in-the-sky student who is always daydreaming. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian or inutile 

 
3. (informal) to see life through rose colored glasses, be dreamy, 
 live on cloud nine, be builder of castles in the sky, head-in-the-

 sky, spacy or starry-eyed, have one’s head in the sky 
 
to be head long 

1. head first, in a nose dive 
 The airplane went headlong into the house and, afterwards, 

 exploded. 
 
2. quickly, speedily, promptly, without delay, sudden 

 
3. (informal)  pronto, in a wink, before the ink dried, like mad, like a 
 bat out of hell, suddenly, without notice, on the spur, like a bolt 

 from the blue 
     He went headlong into the house. 

 
4. to do something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, act without thinking, 

 act in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, impatient, 
 irresponsible or impulsive 

 She went headlong into love. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to act in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 

 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, act rashly,  
 quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 

 
6.  (informal) to act in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 



 

 

 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, to act in a devil-may-
 care, death defying, hairbrained, heedless, helter-skelter, brash, 

 breakneck, head-over-heel, punch drunk, mad brained or 
 foolhardy manner, to be out-of-hand 

 
to be head-on 
1. to be linear, straight arrow, straight-on, frontal, or without 

 swerving 
 It was a head-on collison; therefore, it is understandable that 
 there were no surviors. 

 
2. (informal) to be head-to-head, front part first, at the front, 

 straight-lined 
 
3. (in reference to information) to be direct, dependable, sure, 

 straight, reliable or firm 
 I know that it sounds incredible but my information is head-on. 

 It is not second or third hand; it is first hand. 
 
4. (more stylized)  to be unmediated, dependable, personal or 

 immediate 
 
5. (informal) to be not second hand, straight as an arrow, first hand, 

 one-to-one, one on one, not third hand, straight from the 
 horse’s mouth or face-to- face  

 
6. vis-à-vis, tête-à- tête 
 

to be head over heels  
1. to be expressly, intensely, completely, fully, entirely, positively, 
 truly,  totally, really, verily, absolutely or  without any reservation 

 or condition 
      She's head over heels in love. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  to act in a manner which is ebullient, vehement, 
 zealous, animated, exhuberant or ardent, unambiguously, 

 categorically, unequivocally  
 

3. (informal)  to be out-and-out, outright, flatly, downright, all out, 
 straight out, utterly, backward and forward, through and through, 
 outright or utterly 

 
4. to do something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, act without thinking, 

 act in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, impatient, 
 irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, carelessly, 



 

 

 heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   
      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 

 
 5. (more stylized)  to act in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 

 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, act rashly,  
 quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 

 
6.  (informal) to act in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, to act in a devil-may-

 care, death defying, hairbrained, heedless, helter-skelter, brash, 
 breakneck, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 

 manner  
 
to be head over heels in love 

1. to be expressly, intensely, completely, fully, entirely, positively, 
 truly,  totally, really, verily, absolutely or  without any reservation 

 or condition in love, be altogether, unreservedly, fully or completely 
 in love  
 She's head over heels in love. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  to act in a manner which is ebullient, vehement, 
 zealous, animated, exhuberant or ardent,  unambiguously, 

 categorically, unconditionally or unequivocally infatuated  
 

3. (informal)  to be out-and-out, outright, flatly, downright, all out, 
 straight out, utterly, backward and forward, through and through, 
 outright, utterly, truly, flat-out, downright, out-and-out, purely 

 and simply or totally in love 
 I have never seen him in love before; he is head over heels 
 in love with the girl that he met last week. 

 
4. to do something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 

 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, act without thinking, 
 act in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, impatient, 
 irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, carelessly, 

 heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   
      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 

 
 5. (more stylized)  to act in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 
 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 

 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, act rashly,  
 quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) to act in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, to act in a devil-may-



 

 

 care, death defying, hairbrained, heedless, helter-skelter, brash, 
 breakneck, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 

 manner, not think before one acts, act first and think later 
 

to be headquartered  
1. to be where the main or based offices are located     
 The command center is headquartered in Saudi Arabia. 

 
2. to be where one is based, the working office or base, the main 
 office from which one works  

 At least for now, I am headquartered in the president’s library. 
 

to be head-splitting  
1. to be very loud, too loud, stun with noise, noisy, deafening, loud 
 sounding or ringing, split the ear 

 The noise coming out of that house is head-splitting. My 
 God, what could they be doing? 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo or pealing  
 
3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 

 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 
 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 

 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, earthshattering or 
 ear splitting 
  

to be headstrong 
1.  to be stubborn, unbending, strong-willed, unruly, inflexible, willful, 

disobedient or difficult 

     He is so headstrong.  I have never met such a stubborn person. 
 

2. (more stylized) to be obstinate, intractable, recalcitrant, unyielding, 
 self-willed, implacable, adamant, inexorcable, unrelenting, 
 tenacious, incorrigible, pertinacious, perserving, intransigent, 

 willful, unruly, wayward or contrary 
 

3. (informal)  to be crossgrained, stubborn as a mule, set in one’s 
 way, mulish, die-hard, stiff-necked, hard-nosed, set or 
 pigheaded 

 
4. (slang)  to be cussed, dogged, hard core, wrongheaded, 
 muleheaded, bullheaded 

 
to be heads up 



 

 

1. to be thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober, diplomatic, 
 cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, alert, 

 watchful, observant, attentive or conscious 
 It important that we all be heads up; the boss will be arriving any 

 minute now. 
 
2. to be tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, heedful, on the qui vive, 

 prudent, discerning, Argus eyed, scrupulous, precautionary, 
 perspicacious, circumspect or chary 
 

3. to be mindful, up and about, on guard, on the look out, fussy, on 
 the ball, picky, on the alert, on one’s toes or  hairsplitting, on the 

 stick,  on the watch, wide-awake, or all eyes and ears  
  
to be in over one's head 

to bite off more than one can chew, have too much to handle 
This time he is in over his head.  I don't know how he's  

going to get out of this one. 
 
to be on one's own head  

1. to be responsible for a situation, be one’s fault  
 Let the terrorism that now flourishes be on your head. 
 

2. to have blood on one's hand, not be able to wash one’s hands 
 of, not have clean hands 

 
to be out of one's head 
1. to be crazy, mad, crazed, hysterical or insane 

 I’m afraid he is no longer in his right mind; he is out of  
 his head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s 
 right mind, unbalanced, of unsound mind 

 
3. (informal)  to be out of one’s mind, no longer all there, touched, 
 unhinged, nutty,  unglued, wacky  

 
4. (slang)  to be out in left field, schizo, cracked or not all there, 

 looney-tunes, have a few buttons missing, off one’s rocker, 
 bonkers, dippy, dotty, cracked, nutty as a fruit cake, not have all 
 one’s marbles, screwy  

 
5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 
 

6. to be hysterical, raving, uncontrollable, out of control, beserk, 
 ranting, mad, wild  



 

 

 He was out of his head with anger. 
 

7. (more stylistic)  to be seething, crazed, storming, frantic, frenzied, 
 overwrought, demented, deranged, frenetic 

 
8. to be out of wits, out of one’s mind, beside oneself, wild-eyed, 
 carried away, foaming at the mouth, out of one’s head, rant and  

 rave   
 
to be overhead 

1. to be far above ground, at a height, above, overhead, over, aloft, in 
 the clouds, in a high place, at a high place, on a high place, up in 

 the sky, at the top, skyward, high up, on the top, on high, up in 
 the air, skywards, toward the sky, toward the heaven or atop 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be in the firmament or in the the clestial heights 
 

3. to be totally submerged, completely immersed, engrossed, deeply 
 involved, completely occupied or totally engaged 
 

4. (more stylistical) to be buried, bathed in, drenched, inundated, 
 absorbed, swallowed up, lost in or engrossed 
 

to be over one's head 
1. to be far above ground, at a height, above, overhead, over, aloft, in 

 the clouds, in a high place, at a high place, on a high place, up in 
 the sky, at the top, skyward, high up, on the top, on high, up in 
 the air, skywards, toward the sky, toward the heaven or atop.  

 
2. to be too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 
 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 

 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability 
 This time you are over your head.  You need to ask for help. 

 
3. to be knocked for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 
 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 

 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 
 

4. (in reference to being in debt)  to owe everyone, be overloaded or 
 loaded down  
 I’m over my my head in all the financial obligation that I now 

 have. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to be weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, behold, bound  
 



 

 

6. (informal)  to be in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 
 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, be up to one’s ears 

  
to be off one's head 

1. to be crazy, insane, crazed, unsound, hysterical or delerious 
 He's off his head with fever. 
 

2. to be emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s right mind, 
 unbalanced, of unsound mind, overwought, irrational, mad or 
 incoherent 

 
3. (informal)  to be raving, touched, unhinged, nutty,  unglued, 

 wacky, out  of one’s skull, wild, ranting, in hysterics or babbling  
 
4. (slang) to be bonkers, dippy, off one’s rocker, dotty, cracked, nutty 

 as a fruit cake, not have all one’s marbles, screwy, zonky, off the 
 deep  end or bananas 

 
5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 
 

to be out of one's head 
1. to be crazy, insane, crazed, unsound, hysterical or delerious 
 He's off his head with fever. 

 
2. to be emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s right mind, 

 unbalanced, of unsound mind, overwought, irrational, mad or 
 incoherent 
 

3. (informal)  to be raving, touched, unhinged, nutty,  unglued, 
 wacky, out  of one’s skull, wild, ranting, in hysterics or babbling  
 

4. (slang) to be bonkers, dippy, off one’s rocker, dotty, cracked, nutty 
 as a fruit cake, not have all one’s marbles, screwy, zonky, off the 

 deep  end or bananas 
 
5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 

 
to be so sick that one is not able to lift one’s head 

1. to be very sick or ill 
 When I had the flu, I was so sick that I was not able to lift my 
 head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 
  

3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 
 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 



 

 

 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 
 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 

 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 
 

4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 
 
to be so sick that one is not able to raise one’s head 

1. to be very sick or ill 
 When I had the flu, I was so sick that I was not able to raise my 
 head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 

  
3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 
 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 

 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 
 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 

 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 
 
4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 

 
to be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head 
1. to be very sick or ill 

 When I had the flu, I was so sick that I was unable to lift my 
 head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 
  

3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 
 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 
 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 

 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 
 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 

 
4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 
 

to be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s head 
1. to be very sick or ill 

 When I had the flu, I was so sick that I was unable to raise my 
 head. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 
  
3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 

 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 
 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 



 

 

 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 
 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 

 
4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 

 
to be soft in the head 
1. to be foolish, dense, slow, not too intelligent, stupid or  

 The way that she acts, everyone is going to think that she 
 is soft in the head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be obtuse, witless, stolid, bovine, insensate, 
  

3. (informal)  to be stupid, bird-brained, dumb, simple-minded, for 
 the birds, muddled, thick or dull-witted, slow-witted, not have 
 much upstairs, not have the brains one is born with 

 
3. (slang)  to not be the sharpest knife in the drawer, thick, retarded, 

 lumpish, boneheaded, thick skulled, thickheaded 
 
to be the acting head 

1.  to be the substitute, performing, serving, functional, operative or 
 working director, be the temporary person in charge  
    Since the president is not available, the vice president will be the 

 acting head.  Therefore, he has the  power to act. 
 

2.  (informal)  to be a fill-in, back up or sub director 
 
3. (negative)  to be a titular or figure head, be posing, feigning or 

 pretending to be in charge 
 
to be the assumed head 

1.  to be the presumed, presumable, anticipated, expected, plausible 
 or given person in charge 

    He is the assumed head of his father; therefore, in a couple of 
 months he will be taking over the company.    

 

2.  (more stylistic)  to be the presupposed, hypothetical, presumptive 
 or apparent 

 
3. (informal)  to be in the cards, taken for granted, likely, sure, all 
 likelihood, most likely, odds on, with no question, in all probability, 

 all thing considered or everything being equal person in charge 
 
4. (slang) to be the dollar to doughnuts, sure-as-shooting, as like as 

 not, on the face of it person in charge 
 



 

 

to be the banner head 
to be the caption, title, banner, banner line or streamer 

His story will be the banner head of tomorrow’s newspaper. 
 

to be the crowned head 
to be the legally recognized king or queen of a country 
William the Conqueror had not originally been the crowned head of 

England; King Harold was. 
 
to be the fountainhead 

1. to be the origin, source or genesis 
 

2. to be the ground, base or reason 
      
3. to be the condition, first factor, or impulse 

 
to be the headman  

1. to be the leader of a group, community or society, president or 
 chief, prime minister 

He is the headman in the company.  You must toe the line. 

 
2. (more stylize)  to be the authority, task master, one in charge, 
 command, in control or in the lead, director 

 
3. (informal)  man in the charge, boss, number one 

 
4. (slang) to be the boss, kingpin, the man, top dog, big cheese, big 
 wheel, high man on the totem pole, head honcho, honcho or top  

 
5. (British)  governor 

 

to be the honorary head 
1. to be in title only, titular, or nominal head 

 He is only the honorary head of the company.  You can not 
 expect him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 
 

2. (informal)  to be the head in name only, be the pretended, self-
 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 

 charge 
 

to be the nominal head 

1. to be the titular, in title only or honorary head 
 He is only the nominal head of the company.  You can not expect 
 him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 

 
2. (informal)  to be the head in name only, be the pretended, self-



 

 

 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 
 charge 

 
to be the titular head 

1. to be in title only, honorary, or nominal head 
 He is only the titular head of the company.  You can not expect 
 him to take any real kind of decision.  He has no real power. 

 
2. (informal)  to be the head in name only, be the pretended, self-
 styled, self-christened, supposed, powerless or token person in 

 charge 
 

to be too sick to lift one’s head 
1. to be very sick or ill 
 When I had the flu, I was too sick to lift my head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 

  
3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 
 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 

 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 
 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 
 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 

 
4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 

 
to be too sick to raise one’s head 
1. to be very sick or ill 

 When I had the flu, I was too sick to raise my head. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confined, ailing, infirm, unwell or bedridden 

  
3. (informal)  to be not up to snuff, out of commission, under the 

 weather, laid up, be too sick to lift one’s head, be too sick to 
 raise one’s head, be so sick that one is unable to raise one’s 
 head, be so sick that one is unable to lift one’s head, be so sick 

 that one is not be able to raise one’s head 
 

4. (slang)  to be as sick as a dog, to be sick as a dog 
 
to be way over one’s head 

1. to be overwhelmed 
 
2. to be knocked for a loop,  in too deep, swallowed,  snowed under, 

 bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s head, have bitten 
 off more than one can chew  



 

 

 
to beat one's head against a brick wall 

1. to try to do something which can not be done or which is 
 impossible, attempt that which is hopeless or beyond hope 

 I know that it looks like I’m beating my head against a brick wall 
 but I’m not.  This time I can accomplish my goal. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to try to attain the unattainable, unfeasible, 
 unrealizable, unachievable, unreachable, insurmountable 
 unobtainable 

 
3. to get nowhere fast, beat one's head against a wall, fight a losing 

 battle 
 
to beat one's head against a wall 

1. to try to do something which can not be done or which is 
 impossible, attempt that which is hopeless or beyond hope 

 I know that it looks like I’m beating my head against a wall but 
 I’m not.  This time I can accomplish my goal. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to try to attain the unattainable, unfeasible, 
 unrealizable, unachievable, unreachable, insurmountable 
 unobtainable 

 
3. to get nowhere fast, beat one's head against a brick wall, fight a 

 losing battle 
 
to behead 

1.    to decapitate, chop off the head 
 When I beheaded the chicken, it ran around the yard. 
 

2.    to guillotine, execute, kill, inflict the death penalty on 
 The royals were beheaded during the French Revolution. 

 
to bow one’s head 
1. to lower one’s head, bow one’s head, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, not meet someone’s eyes, lower one’s gaze as a result 
 of shyness, shame, embarrassment as a show of respect or as a 

 recognition of one’s inferior status, not make eye contact 
 As soon as she saw him come into the room, she lowered her 
 eyes and head and bit her lower lip. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to humble or lower oneself 
 

3. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, lower one’s head, look at one’s feet or at 



 

 

 the floor, not look at someone in the eyes, keep one’s eyes 
 down, not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or 

 curve one’s shoulders, bow one’s head 
 

to bring (something) to a head 
1. to increase, accelerate, escalate, exacerbate or intensify 
 until a situation peaks 

 He purposely brought the situation to a head.  He was tired of 
 all the game playing. 
 

2. to bring to the supreme moment, to a pinnacle, to a critical point, 
 to supremacy, consummate, crown, culminate, crest, heighten 

 
3. (informal)  to bring to a climax, to the crowning point, to the most, 
 to perfection, reach a climax, reach a bloom, come to a head, cap 

 
4. (slang) to hop up, soup up, shoot up, or step up until the  

 situation peaks, bring to a bloom 
 
5. (Latin)  ne plus ultra  

 
to bury one's head in a hole  
1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 

 or dismissed, hide from the truth 
 When it comes to his daughter, he is always burying 

 his head in a hole. 
 
2. (informal) to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is 

 going on around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, 
 purposely close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide 
 or run away from reality, close one’s eyes to, hide one’s head in 

 the sand, put one’s head in the sand, hide one’s head in the 
 sand, purposely keep oneself in the dark, refuse to see 

 the writing on the wall or what is in front of one’s own nose 
 
to bury one's head in the sand  

1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 
 or dismissed, hide from the truth  

 You can’t bury your head in the sand forever. 
 
2. to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is going on 

 around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, purposely 
 close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  
 from reality, close one’s eyes to, put one’s head in the sand, 

 hide one’s head in a hole, hide one’s head in a hole, purposely 
 keep oneself in the dark, refuse to see the writing on the wall or 



 

 

 what is in front of one’s own nose 
 

to butt heads 
1. to have an open confrontation or encounter between two groups, 

 compete, fight, be in opposition to, confront, stand in opposition 
 to, charge, clash 
 We are like oil and water; we are always butting heads. 

 
2. (more formal) to set upon, oppose, accost, impugn, affront, 
 encounter, assail, aggress, oppugn, spring upon 

 
3. (informal)  to butt heads, do battle, have a face-off or a 

 showdown,  face in defiance, face-to-face, head-on, stand toe to 
 toe, eye-to- eye, standing facing, stand up to, light into, go at it 
 head to head 

 
4. (French)  tete a tete, vis a vis, a deux 

 
to buzz around one's head 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head  

 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were buzzing 
 around their head 

 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 

 or around one's ears 
 
to come into one's head 

1. to suddenly remember or think of someone, just remember, or 
 recall, have one’s memory triggered, occur to, realize, dawn on one 

 The minute that I smelled the perfume, my mother came 
 into my head. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to return to thoughts to the past, review, recall, 
 recollect, recall to mind, reminisce, retrospect 
3. (informal) to flash upon the inner eye, come to mind, pop into 

 one’s mind, enter one’s head, strike, flash across one’s mind, 
 pass through one’s mind, come into one’s head, bring to mind, 

 cross one’s mind 
 
to come to a head 

1. to reach the peak, climax, increase, accelerate, escalate, 
 exacerbate or intensify until a situation peaks 

 I'm going to wait until the situation comes to a head. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to reach the supreme moment, to a pinnacle, to a 



 

 

 critical point or to supremacy, consummate, crown, culminate, 
 crest, heighten 

 
3. (informal)  to reach a climax, reach a bloom, bring to a head, cap 

 
4. (slang) to hop up, soup up, shoot up, or step up until the  
 situation peaks  

 
5. (Latin)  ne plus ultra  
 

to completely go out of one’s head 
1. to be totally forgotten, forget, fail to think of, fail to remember 

 The fact that I was to meet you completely went out of my head.  
 I’m sorry that I kept you waiting.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be ceased to be remembered, be disremembered, 
 have something escape one, dismiss from one’s thoughts 

 
3. (informal)  to leave behind, be buried in the past or written off, 
 blow over, sink into oblivion, slip one’s mind 

 
to demand cash on the barrelhead 
1. to accept payment in cash or in cash only 

 I don’t accept anything but cash on the barrelhead. 
 

2. (informal)  not accept credit cards,  put money on the  counter, 
 demand cash on the barrel 
 into the hand 

 
3. (payment) to want payment immediately, without delay or now, 
 demand immediate payment 

 Cash on the barrelhead, I don’t have much time to waste. 
 

to dive in headfirst 
1. to plunge, dive, jump  
 

2. to plummet 
 

3. (informal)  to fall headlong, jackknife, dive in, nosedive, get down 
 to business, hurl oneself headfirst, take the plunge, swoop down,    
 jump in headfirst, throw oneself in, jump in without thinking, 

 jump headlong, dash in, lunge in, jump headlong, jump 
 headfirst 
 

(to do something) from off the top of one's head 
1.  without thought, without preparing or rehearsing, unprompted, 



 

 

  unprepared, unrehearsed 
 He gave the talk from off the top of his head. 

  
2. (more stylized) in a manner which is  extemporaneous,  extempore,

 improvised, unpremeditated, impromptu or extemporized 
 
3. (informal)  off-the-cuff, on-the-spot, on the-spur-of-the-moment, 

 at-a-moment’s-notice, ad-lib, offhand   
 
4.  without much analysis or study, one’s immediate or first reaction 

  Off the top of my head, I'd say that you were right. 
 

to do something standing on one's head 
1. to do something easily, effortlessly or with ease  
 This won’t be difficult; I can do it standing on my head. 

 
2. (informally)  to do something without breaking a sweat,  

 with one’s eyes closed, handily, with one hand, with 
 one’s hands tied behind one’s back 
 

to droop one's head 
1. to lower or bend one’s head as a result of shame, sorrow or 
 exhaustion 

 She kept drooping her head during the entire ceremony. 
 

2. to bow one’s head in humiliation, mortification, depletion, 
 sadness or grief  
 

3. to slump, crouch, slouch, hang down or hang loosly one’s head 
 
to drum something into one's head 

1. to force oneself to commit to memory, learn or memorize something 
 through constant repetition, drill, tutor, teach, learn or instruct 

 oneself through constant repetition 
 I have to drum all this information into my head before my  
 exam next week.  

 
2. (more stylized)  to catechize  

 
3. to drum something into one's head, learn by heart, cram, learn 
 by rote, beat something into one’s head  

 
to drum something into someone's head 
1. to commit to memory, learn or memorize something  through 

 constant repetition, drill, tutor, teach, learn or instruct through 
 constant repetition 



 

 

 My professor was determined to drum Latin into our head. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to catechize  
 

3. to learn by heart, cram, learn by rote, drum something into 
 someone’s head, beat something into one’s head  
 

to enter one’s head 
1. to suddenly remember or think of someone, just remember, or 
 recall, have one’s memory triggered, occur to, realize, dawn on one, 

 come into one's consciousness 
 The minute that I smelled the perfume, my mother entered 

 into my head. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to return to thoughts to the past, review, recall, 

 recollect, recall to mind, reminisce, retrospect 
 

3. (informal) to flash upon the inner eye, come to mind, pop into 
 one’s mind, enter one’s head, strike, flash across one’s mind, 
 pass through one’s mind, come into one’s head, bring to mind, 

 cross one’s mind 
 
to fall headlong 

1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and fell on his face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 
 headlong,  go down 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 

 one’s behind 
 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 

 
6. to plunge, dive, jump  

 Was there any doubt he was going to get his heart broken? He fell 
 headlong in love with her. 
 

7. to plummet 
 
8. (informal)  to dive in, nosedive, get down to business, hurl oneself 

 headfirst, take the plunge, swoop down, jump in headfirst, throw 
 oneself in, jump in without thinking, dive in headfirst,  jump 



 

 

 headlong, dash in, lunge in, jump headlong, jump first without 
 looking, jump headfirst 

 
to fall head over heels 

1. to tumble, fall over, topple over, fall, fall down, stumble, dive    
 She ran into the room and fellhead over heels. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to capsize, keel over, fall in a heap 
 
3. (informal)  to fall headlong, plummet, take a spill, go down, pitch, 

 take a nose dive, plop, plump, tip over, go topsy-turvy    
 

4. to faint, pass out 
 I knew that she was sick when she fell head over heels. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to fall in a faint, swoon, fall senseless 
 

to feel as if one’s head were exploding 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a migraine, have a terrible headache, have a 

 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a bad headache that I feel as if my head were 
 exploding. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, feel one’s 

 head is exploding, feel as if one’s head were exploding, (have) 
 one’s head killing one 
 

to feel that one’s head is exploding 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a migraine, have a terrible headache, have a 

 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a bad headache that I feel that my head is 

 exploding. 
 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, feel one’s 

 head is exploding, feel as if one’s head were exploding, (have) 
 one’s head killing one 

 
to fly around one's head 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head  

 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were flying 
 around their head 
 

2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, hiss or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 



 

 

 or around one's ears 
 

to get a beachhead 
1.    (normally used as a military term) to get or secure place to stand 

 on, standing, base, support or grip on the beach 
 It was very difficult for the soldiers to get a beachhead. 
 

2. (more stylized) to get a base, foundation, hold, support, place on 
 which to stand, vantage or position 
 

3.    to get or secure a toehold, bridgehead, beachhead 
 

to get a big head 
1. become conceited, let one's feeling for oneself become exaggerated, 
 be egotistical, vainglory, or vain  

 He has got such a big head now that he was voted president 
 of the country. 

 
2. (informal)  to be swelled headed, swollen, stuck up on oneself, 
 cocky, hung up on oneself, inflated, puffed up or smug 

 
to get a bridgehead 
1.    (normally used as a military term) to get or secure place to stand 

 on, standing, base, support or grip on the beach 
 It was very difficult for the soldiers to get a bridgehead. 

 
2. (more stylized) to get a base, foundation, hold, support, place on 
 which to stand, vantage or position 

 
3.    to get or secure a toehold, bridgehead, beachhead 
 

 
to get a head start 

1. to start or begin before everyone else  (usually in a contest, race 
 or competition) 
 It's not fair that he got a head start in the race.  Of course  

 he will win. 
 

2. (informal)  to jump the gun, start before, begin before 
 
3. to get unfair  aid, help, or assistance  

 People who are born into a rich family automatically get a head 
 start; they have so many advantages. 
 

3. (informal) to start on third base, to be born on home plate, born 
 with  a silver spoon in one’s mouth, have the edge on, be given 



 

 

 a leg  up 
 

4. (slang)  to steal the march on, get a jump on, get the drop on 
 

to get in over one's head 
to bite off more than one can chew, have too much to handle 
This time he’s got in over his head.  I don't know how he's going to get 

out of this one. 
 
to get into one's head 

1. to devise, think of or up, design, contrive 
 Suddenly, almost out of nowhere I got the idea into my head.  

 
2. (informal) to concoct, think of, think up, dream up, spin, come up 
 with, dream up, hatch  

 
3. to learn, to finally understand, know  

 I finally got it into my head.  You don’t love me.  
4. (more stylistic)  to fanthom, intuit, apprehend, comprehend, 
 discern 

 
5. to catch it, have the light bulb come on or go off, get it, get the  
 hang of, get a fix on, figure out, see the light, finally get the picture, 

 catch on, grasp  
 

to get it through one's head 
1. to realize, absorb, take in, get the idea, finally understand, grasp 
 It has been hard to get it through my head that he has left me. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to gain an impression of, comprehend, assimilate, 
 conceive, apprehend, discern, seize, gain insight into, become 

 cognizant of, cognize, fathom 
  

3. (informal)  to catch it, have the light bulb come on or go off, get it, 
 get a fix on, figure out, see the light, finally get the picture 
 

to get one's head together 
1. to start behaving in a rational and acceptable manner 

 I must get my head together before I do something really 
 detrimental. 
 

2. (informal)  to clean up one’s act 
 
to get something out of one's head 

to purposely make oneself forget or stop thinking about something 
I can't get him out of my head. 



 

 

 
to give head (vulgar) 

to provide oral sex, service a male 

 

to give someone one's head 
1. to allow someone to do as one chooses, give someone the leeway or 
 space, freedom, latitude to do as one chooses 

 
2. (informal) to give someone carte blanche 
 

to go at it head to head 
1. to have an open confrontation or encounter between two groups, 

 compete, fight, be in opposition to, confront, stand in opposition 
 to, charge, clash 
 We are like oil and water; we are always going at it head to head. 

 
2. (more formal) to set upon, oppose, accost, impugn, affront, 

 encounter, assail, aggress, oppugn, spring upon 
 
3. (informal)  to butt heads, do battle, have a face-off or a 

 showdown,  face in defiance, face-to-face, head-on, stand toe to 
 toe, eye-to- eye, standing facing, stand up to, light into 
 

4. (French)  tete a tete, vis a vis, a deux 
 

to go head over heels 
1. to tumble, fall over, topple over, fall, fall down, stumble, dive    
 She ran into the room and went head over heels. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to capsize, keel over, fall in a heap 

 
3. (informal)  to fall headlong, plummet, take a spill, go down, pitch, 
 take a nose dive, plop, plump, tip over, go topsy-turvy    

 
4. to faint, pass out 
 I knew that she was sick when she went head over heels. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to fall in a faint, swoon, fall senseless 

 
6. (informal)  to go out like a light, black out, faint dead away 
 

to go out of one’s head 
1. to be forgotten, forget, fail to think of, fail to remember 

 The fact that I was to meet you went out of my head.  I’m sorry 
 that I kept you waiting.  
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to be ceased to be remembered, be disremembered, 
 have something escape one, dismiss from one’s thoughts 

 
3. (informal)  to leave behind, be buried in the past or written off, 

 blow over, sink into oblivion, slip one’s mind 
 
to go over one's head   

1. to outsmart, ignore or bypass one's immediate supervisor to 
 consult with his or her supervisor, outwit, overlook, pass over, 
 avoid 

 Because my manager would not listen to me, I had to go over 
 his head and talk directly to the department head. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to evade, elude, bypass, outflank, circumvent, 
 disregard, outmaneuver, pay no heed to, outdo 

 
3. (informal)  to outgeneral, pretend not to see, do an end run, look 

 right through, get around, short-circuit, go over, outfox, or brush 
 aside one’s immediate supervisor to talk to his boss  
 

4. (slang)  to give one the go-by 
 
to go to one's head 

1. to begin to feel more important than one really is, become 
conceited, self-important or admiring 

       He let becoming captain of the team go to his head. 
 
2. to believe one’s own press, take oneself a bit too serious, to become 

 big headed or swell headed 
 
3. to become intoxicated or inebriated 

    After only two drinks, the champagne went to her head. 
 

4. (informal)  to become drunk or happy     
 
5. (slang)  lit up, tight, feeling no pain, pickled 

 
to hang one's head 

1. to be or feel ashamed, dishonored, embarrassed, belittled, 
 disgraced, shamed or lowered   
 He hung his head in shame when he realized what  

 he had done. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be or feel mortified, depreciated, humiliated, 

 meekened or devalued 
 



 

 

3. (informal) to be or made to feel shamefaced, be brought down, 
 become red in the face, be made to change colors, blush, red-

 faced, be put to blush 
 

to hang over one’s head     
1. to overhang, threaten, loom, hover,    
 

2. to be impending, imminent, lurking, drawing nigh, immediate, 
 forthcoming or brooding 
 

3. to hang over, be lying in wait, be at hand, coming, about to 
 happen, in store, approaching, near at hand, drawing near or 

 close at hand, be staring one in the face of, be likely to occur at 
 any moment or in the air or wind 
 

to have a bad headache 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 

 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 
 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a bad headache that I can’t go to the movies with you. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 
 head  exploding 

 
to have a big-head 

1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain or self-centered 
 He has such a big head that I doubt he even knows that  

 you exist. 
 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful,  

 lordly, pompous or pretentious 
 

3. (informal) to be with one's nose in the air, stuck up, swell-
 headed, smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, above it all, highfalutin 
 or hoity-toity  

 
4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  

 high and mighty or sniffy  
 
to have a clear head 

1. to think and act rationally, function with a clear mind, be 
 sane, clear thinking, thinking, composed, unperturbed, collected, 
 serene, self-controlled, unruffled, unflappable or even-tempered 

   
2. (more stylistic) to be lucid, cognitive, rational, comprehending, 



 

 

 circumspect, judicious, prudent or discreet 
 

3. (informal)  to be long-headed, clear-sighted, long sighted, far 
 sighted, level-headed, far-seeing, cool-headed, cool, not be 

 discombobulated or flustered  
 
4. to be aware, alert, sharp, observant, watchful, wary, uneasy, 

 quick-witted or sharp 
 In the game of politics, one must always be clear headed. 
 

5. (more stylistic) to be thoughtful, vigilant, apprehensive, halting, 
 cautious, chary, regardful, perceptive, smart, keen or conscious 

 
6. (informal)to be all ears, on the alert, on one’s toes, mindful, on 
 the lookout, open-eyed, wide awake, on the job, or on the ball 

   
7. (slang) to be nobody’s fool, not have been yesterday 

  
to have a cool head 
1. to think and act rationally, function with a clear mind, be 

 sane, clear thinking, thinking, composed, unperturbed, collected, 
 serene, self-controlled, unruffled, unflappable or even-tempered 
  He has a cool head; therefore, I believe that can withstand the 

 pressure. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be lucid, cognitive, rational, comprehending, 
 circumspect, judicious, prudent or discreet 
 

3. (informal)  to be long-headed, clear-sighted, long sighted, far 
 sighted, level-headed, far-seeing, cool-headed, cool, not be 
 discombobulated or flustered  

 
to have a fathead  

1. to be lumpish, blunt, stolid, thick, stupid, dumb, backwards, 
 unintelligent, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the 
 most intelligent 

 He has such a fathead who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 



 

 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 

4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead or  a birdbrain 
  
to have a good head for  

1. to have a talent, gift, aptitud or mind for  
 She has a good head for languages.  I envy her. 

 
2. (informal) to have a bent or knack for 
 

3. (French)  savior-faire 
 

to have a good head for figures 
1. to have an aptitud or facility for mathematics 
 He's getting his doctorate in physics; he has always 

 had a good head for figures. 
 
2. (informal) to be good at numbers, be quick with numbers, be 

 a crackerjack or whiz-bang at numbers  
 

to have a good head on one's shoulder 
1. to be much more intelligent, settled, responsible, reliable, 
 wise, prudent, judicious and well-balanced than is normally 

 expected from someone young or so young 
 I trust him totally; he has a very good head on his shoulder. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be  sagacious, shrewd, enlightened, 
 knowledgeable, erudite, Solomonic, discerning, sharp-witted, 

 acute, quick-witted, well-read, far-sighted or judicious 
 
3. to be long-headed, well-informed, deep or clear-eyed  

 
4. in the know, hip 

 
to have a hangover headache 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 

 aching, have a terrible headache, have a headache or have a 
 bad headache as a result of drinking too much the day prior. 
 I drank like a fish last night so now I have a hangover headache 

 that is killing me. 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache or have 
 one’s head  exploding as a result of having a hangover 

 
to have a headache 

1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 
 headache, have a bad headache 

 I have a headache so I can’t go to the movies with you. 
 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 

 head  exploding 
 

to have a head cold 
to have a bad cold which is concentrated in the head, especially 
in the sinuses 

 
to have a head for heights 

to feel comfortable being high up in the air 
There are not many people who have a head for heights. 
 

to have a head full of hair 
to have lots of hair 
It's amazing that a man of his age still has a head full of hair. 

 
to have a head-on collision 

1.  to hit someone’s car straight on 
 It was miracle that he was not hurt; he had a head-on collision. 
 

2. to argue or fight with someone whose opinion is the complete   
 opposite of one’s own, have a violent disagreement or argument 
 My husband and I had a head on collison last night over our 

 daughter. 
 

3. (informal) to butt head, lock horns, have words with, bandy words 
 
to have a head start 

1. to start or begin before everyone else  (usually in a contest, race 
 or competition) 

 It's not fair that he had a head start in the race.  Of course  
 he will win. 
 

2. to get unfair  aid, help, or assistance, given an unfair advantage  
 People who are born into a rich family automatically have a head 
 start; they have so many advantages. 

 
3. (informal) to start on third base, to born on home plate, born with 



 

 

 a silver spoon in one’s mouth, be given a leg up 
 

to have a horrible headache 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 

 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 
 headache, have a horrible headache ,have a bad headache 
 I have a horrible headache so I can’t go to the movies with you. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 
 head  exploding 

 
to have a muddle-head  

1. to be confused, in disarray, bewildered, confused, hazy, off 
 balance, flustered, foggy, mixed up, in a fog, unclear, off- 
 balanced, in a daze, afluttered, befuddled, baffled, at a loss, 

 jumbled 
 She has a muddle-head.  It takes her time to figure everything out. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be nonplused, incoherent, disarrange, dazed, 
 distraught, confounded, perplexed, disorientated, in disarray, 

 discomposed, hazy, disarranged, disconcert, bewildered, bemazed, 
 disorientated, out of countenance, confounded, nonpulsed, 
 unsettled 

 
3. (informal) to be all balled-up, in another zone, lost at sea, off,

 scrambled, thrown off, fuzzy, knocked for a loop, thrown off 
 balance, turn topsy-turvy, dicombobulated, at sixes and  
 sevens, taken aback, spaced out, in  outer space, shook up, 

 unhinged, overcome or scattered 
 
 

to have a price on one's head 
1. to have a reward offered for one’s capture or arrest, be taken 

 into captivity to get an award 
 Bin Laden has a price on his head. 
 

2. to be seized or apprehended in return for money 
 

3. (informal) to offer money so that one is caught or or collared, be 
 wanted dead or alive   
 

3.  (slang)  to have a reward offered so that one is nabbed, nailed 
 
to have a roof over one’s head 

1. to have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 
 quarters or housing, have a place in which to live, be surviving or 



 

 

 subsisting 
 We were so poor that we didn't even have a roof over our head. 

 
2.        (more stylistic)  to hold one’s ground, not be poverty-stricken,     

           perdure,  strapped, destitute, indigent, insolvent, strapped,  
           penurious or impecunious, be stand fast, subsist, endure  
 

3. (informal) to eke out, be barely getting by, keep afloat,  only 
 keeping body and soul together, hold one’s footing, be able to 
 keep the wolf from the door, make ends meet, have a pad, crash 

 pad, crib or digs, keep one’s head above water, go on 
 

4. (slang)  hang in there 
 
to have a splitting headache 

1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 

 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a splitting headache that I can’t go to the movies 
 with you. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 
 head  exploding 

 
to have a swelled head 

1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain or self-centered 
 He has such a swelled head that he can't imagine that no 

 one likes him. 
 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful,  

 lordly, pompous or pretentious 
 

3. (informal) to be with one's nose in the air, stuck up, big-headed,   
 smug, full of oneself, be riding for a fall cocky, hung up on oneself, 
 above it all, highfalutin or hoity-toity  

 
4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  

 high and mighty or sniffy  
 
to have a terrible headache 

1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 
 headache, have a bad headache 

 I have such a terrible headache that I can’t go to the movies 
 with you. 



 

 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 

 head  exploding 
 

to be thickheaded 
1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking or dense 

 He has such a thickhead that I don’t think he will ever get what I 
 want. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 
 unyielding or obtuse 

 
3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, addle-headed, addle-brained, 
 blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, 

 simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, 
 thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted 

 or witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, dunderhead, jerk, 
 schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, ninny, muttonhead,
 dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or blockhead, not 

 be always the brain, be backward, in orbit, simple-minded, not 
 having the brain one has been born with, be a mental midget, 
 not having much  upstairs, be thick-witted, witless, boorish, bird-

 brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 
 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 
to have a throbbing headache 

1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a terrible headache, have a migraine, have a 

 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a throbbing headache that I can’t go to the movies 
 with you. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, have one’s 

 head  exploding 
 
to have a wise head 

1. to be intelligent, educated, learned, knowing, capable or 
 gifted ordeep thinking 
 You can go to him whenever necessary; he has a wise head on his 

 shoulders. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to be  sagacious, shrewd, enlightened, 
 knowledgeable, erudite, Solomonic, discerning, sharp-witted, 

 acute, quick-witted, well-read, far-sighted or judicious 
 

3. to be long-headed, well-informed, deep or clear-eyed  
 
4. in the know, hip 

 
to have a wise head on one's shoulder 
1. to be much more intelligent, settled, responsible, reliable, 

 wise, prudent, judicious and well-balanced than is normally 
 expected from someone young or so young 

 I trust him totally; he has a very wise head on his shoulder. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be  sagacious, shrewd, enlightened, 

 knowledgeable, erudite, Solomonic, discerning, sharp-witted, 
 acute, quick-witted, well-read, far-sighted or judicious 

 
3. to be long-headed, well-informed, deep or clear-eyed  
 

4. in the know, hip 
 
 

to have eyes in the back of one's head 
1. to be aware or knowledgeable of everything, even those things 

 outside of one’s view, to know or be cognizant of everything that 
 is happening in one’s world 
 My mother has eyes in the back of her head.  I can't do anything 

 without her knowing. 
 
2. to be all knowing, on the ball, in the know or wise to 

 
to have one's head in the clouds 

(informal) to be on cloud nine, not to have one's feet on the ground, 
live in fantasy land or on a different planet, see the world with 
or through rose-colored glasses 

You're wasting your time; he can't hear you.  He has his  
head in the clouds. 

 
(to have) one’s headaching 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 

 aching, have a migraine, have a terrible headache, have a 
 headache, have a bad headache 
 My head is aching so badly that I can barely see. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, feel one’s 



 

 

 head is exploding 
 

to have one’s head drooping 
1. to lower or bend one’s head as a result of shame, sorrow or 

 exhaustion 
 I was so tired that my head kept drooping. 
 

2. to bow one’s head in humiliation, mortification, depletion, 
 sadness or grief  
 

3. to slump, crouch, slouch, hang down or hang loosly one’s head 
 

(to have) one’s head killing one 
1. to have a pain or an ache in one’s head, have one’s head 
 aching, have a migraine, have a terrible headache, have a 

 headache, have a bad headache 
 I have such a horrible hangover that my head is killing me. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a throbbing or splitting headache, feel one’s 
 head is exploding 

 
to have one's head screwed on right 
1. to be a person who is mature, sound, wise, sane, well-balanced, 

 well-adjusted, cogent or balanced, be intelligent, mature for one's 
 age, sensible, sound or prudent, be extraordinary mature and 

 responsible  
 For someone so young, he sure has his head screwed on right. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be discerning, agile, insightful, quick-witted, 
 subtle, sharp-witted, percipient, judicious, astute, perceptive, far-
 sighted, discreet, circumspect or heedful 

 
3. (informal)  to be wide awake, long-headed, on the ball, open-eyed,

 commonsensical, sharp  as a tack, clear-eyed, clear-headed or 
 sharp-sighted, not be easily fooled, have unclouded vision, have an 
 old head on young shoulders, to have quite a head on one’s 

 shoulders, be well-adjusted, be all there, be on the ball, be 
 healthy minded, level headed, have clear vision, have a good 

 head on one’s shoulders 
 
4. (Latin) compos mentis 
 
(to have something) hanging over one's head 
to have an ordeal or tribulation waiting for one, be dreading or 

be disquieted about something 
This thirty year jail sentence is hanging over my head. 



 

 

 
to head for 

1. to direct, aim, aim for  
 The best revenge is success; he is heading for the stars.  He is 

 getting his revenge in spades. 
 
2. (stylistic)  to labor for, strive for, affect, aspire to, struggle to 

 
3. (informal)  to drive at, show the way, shoot at, steer toward, steer 
 for, point out of the way, lead toward, set one’s sight on, give 

 directions to, having an eye to, head to, shoot toward, shoot for, 
 head toward 

 
4. (slang)  to buck for 
 

to head off 
1. to intercept, cut off, stop on the way, seize en route 

 He headed off the conversation by talking about something else. 
 
2. (informal) to cut off  

 
to headhunt 
to recruit, acquire, or procure professionals and executives who are 

seeking employment  
It is not easy to headhunt executives who are used to extravagant 

salaries. 
 
to headline   

1. to lead, head, or feature, be the star of, caption 
 Tom Jones has headlined in Las Vegas for many years. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to bring to the fore, highlight, emphasize, bring into 
 relief, intensify, give prominence to 

 
3. (informal)  to make much of, play up, beef up 
 

4. (slang)  to soup up, jazz up 
 

to head the list of 
to be on the top of, be in the most important or noticeable place 
The movie heads the list of the worst movies ever made. 

 
to head to 
1. to direct, aim, aim for  

 He is heading to be a very successful businessman. If you can 
 not help, get out of the  way. 



 

 

 
2. (stylistic)  to labor for, strive for, affect, aspire to, struggle to 

 
3. (informal)  to drive at, show the way, shoot at, steer toward, steer 

 for, point out of the way, lead toward, set one’s sight on, give 
 directions to, having an eye to, head for, shoot toward, shoot for, 
 head toward 

 
4. (slang)  to buck for 
 

to head toward 
1. to direct, aim, aim for  

 She is heading toward success. If you can not help, get out of the 
 way. 
 

2. (stylistic)  to labor for, strive for, affect, aspire to, struggle to 
 

3. (informal)  to drive at, show the way, shoot at, steer toward, steer 
 for, point out of the way, lead toward, set one’s sight on, give 
 directions to, having an eye to, head for, shoot toward, shoot for, 

 head to 
 
4. (slang)  to buck for 

 
to head up 

1. to lead, manage, direct, command, guide, take the helm, pilot 
 I was assigned to head up the committee. 
  

2. to dominate, have the ascendancy, preside over, hold the reins 
 
3. to run, skipper, quarter back, have the whip hand, head up, call 

 the shots, head, be in the driver’s seat, call the signals, drive, 
 crack the whip, have the upper hand, lay down the law 

 
to hide one's head 
1. to be ashamed, humbled, mortified or embarrassed 

 After what had happened, all she could do was to hide her head. 
 

2. to be redfaced, have been brought down a peg or two, not lift 
 one’s head 
 

to hide one's head in a hole 
1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 
 or dismissed, hide from the truth 

 When it comes to his daughter, he is always hiding 
 his head in a hole. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is 

 going on around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, 
 purposely close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide 

 or run away from reality, close one’s eyes to, hide one’s head in 
 the sand, put one’s head in the sand, hide one’s head in the 
 sand, purposely keep oneself in the dark, refuse to see 

 the writing on the wall or what is in front of one’s own nose 
 
to hide one's head in the sand  

1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 
 or dismissed, hide from the truth  

 You can’t hide your head in the sand forever. 
 
2. to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is going on 

 around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, purposely 
 close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  

 from reality, close one’s eyes to, put one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in a hole, hide one’s head in a hole, purposely 
 keep oneself in the dark, refuse to see the writing on the wall or 

 what is in front of one’s own nose 
 
to hiss around one's head 

1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were hissing 

 around their head 
 
2. to whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 

 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's ears 
 

to hit one upside the head 
1.   to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate,   

 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 
It is so late that I know that when I get home my father is going to  

 hit me upside the head. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, 

 imprecate, lambaste  
 
3. (informal)  to jump all over one, let someone have it, blast, whallop, 

 keelhaul,  tear to pieces, strap, chew someone out, skin alive, rake 
 over the coals, give someone hell, give someone the business   
 

4. (slang)  to cane, hit upside the head, whack, lay someone out in 
 lavender, belt, whale, tan, wring one neck      



 

 

 
5. to punch, knock,  hit, smack, strike 

 She hit her son upside his head. 
 

6. (more stylized)  to flog, thrash, buffet, whack, cuff, lambaste 
 
7. (informal)  to belt, thump, crown, clout, slug, whale,bash 

 
to hit the nail on the head 
1. to get it right, correct, accurate, true or exact, be right, correct, 

 accurate, true, or exact 
 What you said hit the nail on the head. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be precise or unerring  
 

3. (informal)  hit it on the dot, on the spot on, on the buton or on the 
 money, hit the bull eye, be right on target, on the mark, right on 

 the nose or on the money, unfailing, to get it right,   
 
4. (slang)  to get it, be right on, be a deadly shot, hit it 

 
to hit the headlines 
to be written about in the newspaper, become famous, infamous 

or notorious 
What he did hit the headlines the next morning. 

 
to hold one's head up 
1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 

 unbowed 
 If you expect to be a successful model, you must hold your head 
 up. 

 
2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow, put one's shoulders back 

 
3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment   

 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, hold 
 your head up. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 
 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 

 apprehensive 
 
5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-

 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 



 

 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 

 
to hold one's head up high 

1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 
 unbowed 
 If you expect to be a successful model, you must hold your head 

 up high. 
 
2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow, put one's shoulders back 

 
3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 

 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment   
 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, hold 
 your head up high. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 
 apprehensive 
 

5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 

 
to hold over one's head 
1. to use information against someone or threaten with exposure, 

 intimidate 
 He held over my head the fact that I was an ex-convict. 
 

2. to blackmail, put the screws to or the squeeze on someone 
 

to hurl oneself headfirst 
1. to plunge, dive, jump  
 He hurled himself headfirst into the campaign. 

 
2. to plummet 

 
3. (informal)  to dive in, nosedive, get down to business, take the 
 plunge, swoop down, jump in headfirst, throw oneself in, jump in 

 without thinking, dive in headfirst,  jump headlong, dash in, 
 lunge in, jump headlong, jump first without looking, jump 
 headfirst, fall headlong 

 
to hurl oneself headlong 



 

 

1. to plunge, dive, jump  
 He hurled himself headlong into the campaign. 

 
2. to plummet 

 
3. (informal)  to dive in, nosedive, get down to business, take the 
 plunge, swoop down, jump in headfirst, throw oneself in, jump in 

 without thinking, dive in headfirst,  jump headlong, dash in, 
 lunge in, jump headlong, jump first without looking, jump 
 headfirst, fall headlong 

 
to incline one’s head 

1. to incline one’s head as a means of acknowledging another’s 
 greeting or statement 
 Even though he was talking on the phone, he inclined his head  

 each time she finished a statement. 
  

2. to incline one’s head, to say hello, good morning, or good evening 
 I don’t like how he only inclines his head in the mornings, can’t 
 he open his mouth and say the words, good morning. 

 
3. (more stylized)  to salute hail, give salutation, greet, address  
 

4. (informal)  to say how do you, do tip one’s hat, doff one’s hat 
 

 to nod one's head to assent, agreement, affirmation, leave, 
 approval, license, agreement, endorsement, compliance, 
 permission, formal approval, acceptance 

 He inclined his head to let everyone know his opinion. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to motion or nod ) approbation, accordance, 

 concession, authorization, sanction, consent, permit, accord, 
 compliance, official sanction, concurrence, acquiescence, 

 validation 
 
6. (informal)  to nod to signify that one gives the word, backing, nod, 

 the green light, the O.K., the nod of  approval, carte blanche 
 

to jump in headfirst 
1. to plunge, dive, jump  
 Without thinking, he jumped in headfirst. 

 
2. to plummet 
 

3. (informal)  to dive in, nosedive, get down to business, take the 
 plunge, swoop down, jump in headfirst, throw oneself in, jump in 



 

 

 without thinking, dive in headfirst,  jump headlong, dash in, 
 lunge in, jump headlong, jump first without looking, jump 

 headfirst, fall headlong 
 

to keep a cool head 
1. to remain calm, compose, self-controlled or collect 
There is no need to get angry.  Try to keep a cool head.    

 
2. (informal)  to maintain oneself together, unruffled,  
 keep oneself cool, calm and collect, keep a level or keep 

 one’s head 
 

to keep a level head 
1. to remain cool, not get excited, maintain one’s self-control 
 In a high pressured situation, one must keep a level head. 

 
2. to remain unruffled or unflappable, keep a cool head or keep 

 one’s head cool  
 
 to keep one's head 

1. to remain calm, to not get excited or carried away 
 It's important that you keep your head. 
 

2. (informal) to keep one's wits about oneself, roll 
  with the punches, keep a level or cool head 

 You must keep your head even when no one else does. 
 
to keep one's head above water 

1. to only barely have economical well-being, be only 
 surviving, stand fast, subsist,  
 I've been having a hard time but up until now I have been  

 able to keep my head above water. 
  

2. (informal) to be barely getting by, only keeping body and  
 soul together, hold one’s ground, hold one’s footing 
 

3. to only barely have emotional well-being, stand fast, be on 
 the border, on edge, on the fringe, on the margins or on the brink 

 Every since her breakdown the only good thing that I can say is 
 that she’s been able to keep one's head above water.  
 

4. to rise above, over come, resist 
 I don’t know how I survived but somehow I was able to 
 keep my head above water.  

 
5. (more stylistic)  to breast the current, stand, bear up, weather, 



 

 

 withstand  
 

6. (informal)  to weather the storm, hold out, make it, pull 
 through, ride out  the storm, tough it out, live through, hold up 

 
to keep one's head down 
1. to avoid problems by remaining out of sight or out of the limelight, 

 not make oneself obvious, be inconspicuous, be too ashamed or 
 embarrassed to show one’s face, flinch, cower or crouch 
 If you don't want any problems, I would keep my head down and  

 my mouth shut. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to evade or elude problems by making oneself as 
 inconspicuous as  possible, keep a low-profile, evade unwanted 
 attention, be too mortified to show one’s face 

 
3. (informal) to keep quiet, keep one mouth shut, don’t stand out, 

 be mum or closed-mouthed, button up, keep under one’s hat, 
 keep a low profile, remain low-key, shrink, cringe, dodge, side step, 
 hide from, make oneself scarce, not lift one’s head, not raise 

 one’s head, keep one’s head down, hide one’s  face, hide one’s 
 head 
 

4. (slang)  mum’s the word 
 

to keep one's head in the sand  
1. to ignore reality, refuse to accept 
 You can’t keep your head in the sand forever. 

 
2. to refuse to see what is plain to everyone, close one’s 
 eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  

 from reality, close one’s eyes to, hide one’s head in the sand 
 

to keep one's head in a hole  
1. to ignore reality, refuse to accept 
 When it comes to his daughter, he keeps his head in a hole. 

 
2. to refuse to see what is plain to everyone, close one’s 

 eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  
 from reality, see or hear no evil, be like an ostrich close one’s eyes 
 to, hide one’s head in a hole 

 
to keep one's head up 
1. to continue standing straight and proud, displaying or 

 demonstrating one's dignity or strength, keep faith, continue 
 believing in oneself despite the criticism and the odds   



 

 

 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, keep 
 your head up. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 
 apprehensive 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, hold or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, stay strong  
 

to keep one's head up high 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, keep faith, continue believing in oneself despite the 

 criticism and the odds   
 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, keep 

 your head up high. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 
 apprehensive 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 

 stiff-backed, show no fear, hold or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 

 
to knock on the head 
to destroy or ruin one’s plans 

His accident has knocked our vacation on the head. 
 

to knock ones' heads together 
1. to do stop two people from fighting, intervene, frustrate 
 You two will stop fighting even if I have to knock your heads 

 together. 
 

2. (informal)  to break into or get into the middle of two persons 
 in order to stop them from fighting  
 

to laugh one's head off 
1. to laugh hysterically to the points of tears 
 I laughed my head off at his explanation.  It was really funny. 

 
2. (informal)  to be doubled up,  roll on the floor with laughter, break 



 

 

 up, be doubled over, be in stitches 
 

to lay heads together 
1. to confer, debate, hold a conference, consult or talk together, 

 deliberate, consult with, exchange view or perspectives, discuss 
 If need to lay heads together to solve this problem. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to palaver, converse 
 
3. (informal)  to parley, compare notes, go into a huddle, put heads 

 together, sit down together, talk with or over, brainstorm,   
 

4. (slang)  to talk turkey, powwow, huddle 
 
to let something enter one’s head 

1. to think about, consider,  think over, entertain the idea of 
 I don’t know how he let that idea enter her head.  It’s ridiculous. 

2. (more stylistic)  to give thought to, mull over, cogitate, weigh, 
 ruminate, deliberate, muse on contemplate, ponder, mediate on, 
 cerebrate 

 
3. (informal)  to chew over, kick over, put one’s mind to, turn over 
 in one’s mind, get lost in though, put on one’s thinking cap, have 

 one’s mind on 
 

to lift one’s head   
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her head hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted his head, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 



 

 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she lifted her head and looked at  her 
 boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to lift one’s head skyward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She lifted up her head skyward the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her head skyward hoping that everything would be 

 alright. 
 

to lift one’s eyes star ward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted up her head star ward the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  



 

 

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her head star ward hoping that everything would be 

 alright. 
 

to lift one’s eyes up 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted her head up the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her head up hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted his head up, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she lifted her head up and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 

9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to lift one’s eyes upward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted her head upward the minute she heard the noise. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her head upward hoping that everything would be 

 alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted his head upward, silently begging the king for 
 mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 

 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she lifted her head upward and looked 
 at her boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 

9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to lift up one’s head  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She lifted up her head the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 



 

 

 
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She lifted up her head hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted up his head, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she lifted up her head and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to lose one's head   
1. to lose control, become excited or discomposed, explode, lose  
 one’s  grasp, be out of control, lose one’s temper, become enrage, 

 lose one’s hold, lose one hold over oneself 
 Don't lose your head over such a silly thing. 
 

2. to take leave of one’s senses, have a conniption, become flustered, 
 become ruffled, fly into a passion 

 
3. (informal) to fly off the handle, flip, loose one’s cool, hit the ceiling, 
 go haywire,  become discombobulated or unglued, hit the roof, blow 

 up, no longer be level-headed 
 

4. (slang)  to blow a gasket, have a cat fit, blow one’s stack, freak, 
 blow a fuse, flip one’s wig, freak out, blow one’s cool 
 

to lower one’s head  
1. to bow one’s head, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 
 someone’s eyes, lower one’s gaze as a result of shyness, 

 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition of 
 one’s  inferior status, not make eye contact 



 

 

 As soon as she saw him come into the room, she lowered her 
 eyes and head and bit her lower lip. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to humble or lower oneself 

 
3. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, lower one’s head, look at one’s feet or at 

 the floor, not look at someone in the eyes, keep one’s eyes 
 down, not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or 
 curve one’s shoulders, bow one’s head 

 
to make headway 

1. to make progress, forge ahead move on, move forward or proceed 
 despite all obstacles, succeed  
 I have been able to make headway, even though half the 

 population is in opposition. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to attain success, fare well 
 
3. (informal)  to push forward, come up in the world, get on, gain   

 ground, push ahead, edge along, make it to first base, get to first 
 base, get along, inch ahead, get ahead, go up in the world, luck 
 out, rise in the world  

 
to make heads or tail of 

1. to understand, see, determine, decode, unravel 
 It took me years and years but I finally was able to make heads or 
 tail of geometry. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to apprehend, discern, cognize, ascertain, ken, 
 construe 

 
3. (informal)  to get a fix on, gain insight into, disentangle, make or 

 figure out, decipher, grasp 
 
to make heads roll 

1. to exercise one's authority by firing, dischagring or dismissing 
 subordinates 

 Heads are going to roll when I get back! 
 
2. (informal)  to get rid of, oust, throw out, sack or bounce 

  
3. (slang) to can, give someone one’s walking papers 
 

to make one's head spin 
1. to disconcert, confuse, disquiet, discompose, upset,  



 

 

 unbalance, disconcert, nonplus, shock, astound,  
 appall, startle, stun 

 What he said made my head spin. 
 

2.   (informal)  unhinge, discombobulate, ruffle, rattle, fluster, 
 make one’s head swim, floor, take aback 
 

to make one's head swim 
1. to disturb, discomfit, nonplus, confuse, shock, astound,  
 appall, startle, stun 

 Just the sight of him makes my head swim. 
 

2. (more stylized) to disconcert, disquiet, discompose, daunt 
  
3. shake, discombobulate, befuddle, flutter, faze, rattle, 

 throw off, unhinge, throw out of kilter, to take one’s  
 breath away, flabbergast, bewilder, bowl over,  

 
6. (slang)  to blow away, blow one’s mind  
 

to maintain one's head up 
1. to continue standing straight and proud, displaying or 
 demonstrating one's dignity or strength, keep faith, continue 

 believing in oneself despite the criticism and the odds   
 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, 

 maintain your head up. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 
 apprehensive 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 

 stiff-backed, show no fear, hold or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, stay strong  
 

to maintain one's head up high 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 

 or strength, keep faith, continue believing in oneself despite the 
 criticism and the odds   
 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, 

 maintain your head up high. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 
 apprehensive 



 

 

 
3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-

 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, hold or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
 

to meet head-on 
1. to collide with, jolt, strike, impact 
 When I hit the car, we met head on. 

 
2. to run into, bump into, smash into, plow into, knock into 

 
3. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 
 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 

 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through  

 They met head on. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 

***3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

2/23 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 

 head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, 
 knock the chip off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, 
 face the card down,  face down, bring face to face, come face, 

 stand up to, meet face to face, show one’s teeth, show fight  
 

4. (slang)  to snap the fingers at, take the bull by the horn, bell 
 the cat, twist the lion’s tail, outbrazen, brazen, brazen out, bell the 
 cat, dance on the  razor’s edge , double-dare 

 
 

to meet something head on 
1. to confront, stand up to, contend, engage, encounter, address 
 oneself to  

 It will not be easy but I must meet this problem head on. 
 
2. (informal) to face, face in defiance,  meet  eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard the lion in his den, to meet head to head, brave, brook, 
 do battle with, bell the cat, beard,  buck, pluck by the beard, 



 

 

 face to meet, to take the bulls by the horns, face up to, tackle, 
 come  to grips with, cope with, deal with, brazen out, get down to 

 the heart of the matter  
 

to meet head to head  
1. to defy or challenge danger, to be fearless, unafraid, valid, daring, 
 bold, audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 

 To prove that he wasn’t scared, he  went into 
 where his enemy was to meet him head to head. 
 

2. (informal)  to be stout-hearted, go in harm’s way, square off,  
 meet  eyeball to eyeball, march up to the canon’s mouth,  

 stand up to, to meet something head on 
 
3. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 

 out, brazen through  
 They met head on. 
 

to meet one head on 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 
 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 

 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through  

 He met his enemy head on without fear. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 

 head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, 
 knock the chip off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, 

 face the card down,  face down, bring face to face, come face, 
 stand up to, meet face to face, show one’s teeth, show fight  
 

4. (slang)  to snap the fingers at, take the bull by the horn, bell 
 the cat, twist the lion’s tail, outbrazen, brazen, brazen out, bell the 
 cat, dance on the  razor’s edge , double-dare 

 
to meet something head on 



 

 

1. to confront, stand up to, contend, engage, encounter, address 
 oneself to, deal with  

 It will not be easy but I must meet this problem head on. 
 

2. (informal) to face, face in defiance,  meet  eyeball to eyeball, 
 beard the lion in his den, to meet head to head, brave, brook, 
 do battle with, bell the cat, beard,  buck, pluck by the beard, 

 face to meet, to take the bulls by the horns, face up to, tackle, 
 come  to grips with, cope with, deal with, brazen out, get down to 
 the heart of the matter  

 
to need one's head examine 

1. to do something so crazy that one questions one’s own sanity and 
 one’s own’s sense of balance, act so irrationally that one has lost 
 all sense of proportion 

 You gave him money?!!! You need your head examined. 
 

2. to not have one’s head screwed on right, not be clear-headed or 
 level-headed 
   

to need something like a hole in the head 
to not need something in the least, to not need something at all, be 
totally and completely unnecessary 

I need this problem like a hole in the head. 
 

to never enter one's head 
to have never though about something prior 
I can't believe what you're saying.  That idea never entered my head. 

 
to nod one's head 
1. to incline the head as a means of acknowledging another’s 

 greeting or statement 
 Even though he was talking on the phone, he nodded his head  

 each time she finished a statement. 
  
2. to incline one’s head to say hello, good morning, or good evening 

 I don’t like how he only nods his head in the mornings, can’t he 
 open his mouth and say the words, good morning. 

 
3. (more stylized)  to salute hail, give salutation, greet, address  
 

4. (informal)  to say how do you do tip one’s hat, doff one’s hat 
 
 to show or motion assent, agreement, affirmation, leave, approval, 

 license, agreement, endorsement, compliance, permission, formal 
 approval, acceptance 



 

 

 He nodded his head to let everyone know his opinion. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to motion or nod ) approbation, accordance, 
 concession, authorization, sanction, consent, permit, accord, 

 compliance, official sanction, concurrence, acquiescence, 
 validation 
 

6. (informal)  to nod to signify that one gives the word, backing, nod, 
 the green light, the O.K., the nod of  approval, carte blanche 
 

to not be able to get something out of one's head 
1. to be unable to stopping thinking about something, be unable  

 to forget,  be pursued by or chase after by unwanted thoughts 
 I can't get what happened out of my head. 
 

2. (informal) to be dogged, bedogged, hounded or haunted by 
 memories which keep going round and round in one’s mind 

 
to not be able to keep one's head in the sand  
1. to no longer be able to ignore reality, no longer able to refuse to 

 accept what is 
 When it comes to his daughter, he keeps his head in a hole. 
 

2. to finally allow oneself to see what is plain to everyone, open one’s 
 eye to the handwriting on the wall, stop hiding or running away  

 from reality, open one’s eyes to, stop one’s head in the sand 
 
to not be able to keep one's head in a hole  

1. to no longer be able to ignore reality, no longer able to refuse to 
 accept what is 
 You can’t keep your head in the sand forever. 

 
2. to finally allow oneself to see what is plain to everyone, open one’s 

 eye to the handwriting on the wall, stop hiding or running away  
 from reality, open one’s eyes to, hide one’s head in a hole 
 

to not be right in the head 
1. to be mentally or emotionally imbalance, be of unsound mind,  

 He is not responsible for what he did; he is not right  
 in the head. 
 

2. (informal) to be crazy, a crackpot, out of one’s head, out of one’s 
 mind, not right upstairs 
 

3. (slang)  to be buggy, loco, schizo, nutty as a fruit cake, bananas, 
 nuts, nutty, off one’s rocker    



 

 

to not bother one's head  
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 
 concerned excessively about 

 Do not bother your head.  It’s not worth hassel.  
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 

 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 
 undaunted  
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 
 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 
 one's hair over 

 
4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 

 loose, devil-may-care 
 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 

 give a shit, not give a fuck 
 
to not bother one's head about 

1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 

 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  
 Do not bother your head about such things right now.  You’ll
 eventually get it.  

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought about, not 

 get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have butterflies 
 in one’s stomach, not  loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s 

 head with 
 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 
 

5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn about, not give a good god-damn 
 about, not give a shit about, not give a fuck about 



 

 

 
to not bother one's head with 

1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 

 Do not bother your head with the numbers.  They don't 
 make any sense. 
 

2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 

 
3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head with, not be 

 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 
 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 

 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 
 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 

 one’s pretty little head with 
 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 
 

to not bother one’s pretty little head 
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 
 concerned excessively about 
 I told her to not bother her pretty little head.  I assured her that 

 I would take care of everything. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 

 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 
 undaunted  

 
3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 
 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 

 one's hair over, not trouble one’s pretty little head 
 
4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 

 loose, devil-may-care 
 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 

 give a shit, not give a fuck 
 



 

 

to not bother one’s pretty little head about 
1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 
 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  

 I told her to not bother her pretty little head about anything.  I 
 assured her that I would take care of everything. 
  

2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 

 
3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 

 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not trouble one’s little head about, not stay awake at nights, not 
 give it a second thought about, not  get gray hair over, not get 

 gray hairs over, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not 
 loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s head about 

 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 

 attitude about 
  
to not bother one’s pretty little head with 

1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 

 I told her to not bother her pretty little head with the everyday 
 running of the restaurant.  I assured her that I would take care of 
 everything. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head with, not be 
 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 

 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 
 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 

 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 
 one’s pretty little head with 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
to not even have a roof over one’s head 



 

 

1. to not have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 
 quarters, housing, be poor, have no money, be out of cash 

 He’s so poor that he does not even have a roof over his head. 
  

2. (more stylistic)  to be destitute, indigent, poverty-stricken, 
 strapped, penurious, insolvent or impecunious, be as poor as Job’s 
 turkey, be unable to keep the wolf from the door 

 
3. (informal) to not have a pad, crash pad, crib, digs, be broke, be 
 dead broke, pinched, hard up, penniless, short, wiped out, be 

 without a nickle to one’s name, down at the heels, be without a 
 penny to one’s name, be down and out 

 
4. (slang)  to be as poor as a church mouse, flat, flat-broke 
  

5. (vulgar)  to not have a pot to piss in 
 

to not have a roof over one’s head 
1. to not have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 
 quarters, housing, be poor, have no money, be out of cash 

 Since yesterday I have not had a roof over my head. 
  
2. (more stylistic)  to be destitute, indigent, poverty-stricken, 

 strapped, penurious, insolvent or impecunious, be as poor as Job’s 
 turkey, be unable to keep the wolf from the door 

 
3. (informal) to not have a pad, crash pad, crib, digs, be broke, be 
 dead broke, pinched, hard up, penniless, short, wiped out, be 

 without a nickle to one’s name, down at the heels, be without a 
 penny to one’s name, be down and out 
 

4. (slang)  to be as poor as a church mouse,  
 

5. (vulgar)  to not have a pot to piss in 
 
to not hide one's head in the sand  

1. to not ignore or dismiss reality 
 He’s the type of person who will not put his head in the 

 sand. 
 
2. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 

 around one, to see what is plain to everyone, purposely not close 
 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall,  not hide or run away  
 from reality, keep one’s eyes to, not put one’s head in a hole, 

 not put one’s head in the sand, not hide one’s head in a hole 
 



 

 

to not hide one's head in a hole  
1. to not ignore or dismiss reality 

 He will deal with the problem at hand and not hide his head 
 in a hole. 

 
2. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 
 around one, to see what is plain to everyone, purposely not close 

 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall,  not hide or run away  
 from reality, keep one’s eyes to, not hide one’s head in the 
 sand, not put one’s hand in the sand, not put one’s head  

 in a hole 
 

to not know if one is on one's head or heel 
1. to be totally and completely confused or disorientated 
 As a result of being here for a couple of days, I don’t know 

 if I am on my head or heel.  
 

2. (informal)  to be baffled, bewildered, befogged, rattled, muddled, 
 befuddled, thrown off 
 

to not lift one's head 
1. to avoid problems by remaining out of sight or out of the limelight, 
 not make oneself obvious, be inconspicuous, be too ashamed or 

 embarrassed to show one’s face, flinch, cower or crouch 
 If you don't want any problems, I would keep my head down and  

 my mouth shut. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to evade or elude problems by making oneself as 

 inconspicuous as  possible, keep a low-profile, evade unwanted 
 attention, be too mortified to show one’s face 
 

3. (informal) to keep quiet, keep one mouth shut, don’t stand out, 
 be mum or closed-mouthed, button up, keepunder one’s hat, keep 

 a low profile, remain low-key, shrink, cringe, dodge, side step, hide 
 from, make oneself scarce, not lift one’s  head, not raise one’s 
 head, keep one’s head down, hide one’s face, hide one’s head 

 
4. (slang)  mum’s the word 

    
to not make heads or tails (out) of 
1. to not understand, not be able to decipher, be incomprehensible, 

 beyond one’s comprehension, indecipherable, undecipherable or 
 ununderstandable 
 I can not make heads or tails out of what he is selling. 

 
2. (informal) to be over one’s head, be Greek to one, baffling,  



 

 

 mystifying, sphinxlike  
 

to not put one's head in a hole  
1. to not ignore or dismiss reality 

 He will deal with the problem at hand and not put his head 
 in a hole. 
 

2. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 
 around one, to see what is plain to everyone, purposely not close 
 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall,  not hide or run away  

 from reality, keep one’s eyes to, not hide one’s head in the 
 sand, not put one’s hand in the sand, not hide one’s head  

 in a hole 
 
to not put one's head in the sand  

1. to not ignore or dismiss reality 
 He’s the type of person who does not put his head in the 

 sand. 
 
2. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 

 around one, to see what is plain to everyone, purposely not close 
 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall,  not hide or run away  
 from reality, keep one’s eyes to, not put one’s head in a hole, 

 not hide one’s head in the sand, not hide one’s head in a hole 
 

to not raise one's head 
1. to avoid problems by remaining out of sight or out of the limelight, 
 not make oneself obvious, be inconspicuous, be too ashamed or 

 embarrassed to show one’s face, flinch, cower or crouch 
 He was so ashamed and scared that he did not raise his head. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to evade or elude problems by making oneself as 
 inconspicuous as  possible, keep a low-profile, evade unwanted 

 attention, be too mortified to show one’s face 
 
3. (informal) to keep quiet, keep one mouth shut, don’t stand out, 

 be mum or closed-mouthed, button up, keepunder one’s hat, keep 
 a low profile, remain low-key, shrink, cringe, dodge, side step, hide 

 from, make oneself scarce, not lift one’s head, not raise one’s 
 head,  keep one’s head down, hide one’s face, hide one’s head 
 

4. (slang)  mum’s the word 
 
to not trouble one's head  

1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 



 

 

 concerned excessively about 
 He does not ever trouble.  He never has; he is not a good 

 husband.  
 

2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 
 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 
 undaunted  

 
3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 
 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 

 one's hair over 
 
4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 

 loose, devil-may-care 
 

5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 
 give a shit, not give a fuck 
 

to not trouble one's head about 
1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 

 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  
 Do not trouble your head about all that work.  When we get back, 

 we’ll do everything together.   
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  

 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought about, not 
 get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have butterflies 
 in one’s stomach, not  loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s 

 head with 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn about, not give a good god-damn 

 about, not give a shit about, not give a fuck about 
 



 

 

to not trouble one's head with 
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 
 Do not trouble your head with what’s going to happen tomorrow.  

 Let tomorrow take care of tomorrow.  
  
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  

 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head with, not be 
 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 
 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 
 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 

 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 
 one’s pretty little head with 

 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 

 attitude about 
 
to not trouble one’s pretty little head 

1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 

 concerned excessively about 
 I told her to not trouble her pretty little head.  I assured her that 
 I would take care of everything. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 
 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 

 undaunted  
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 

 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 
 one's hair over, not trouble one’s pretty little head 

 
4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 
 loose, devil-may-care 

 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 
 give a shit, not give a fuck 

 
to not trouble one’s pretty little head about 



 

 

1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 

 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  
 I told her to not trouble her pretty little head about anything.   

 I assured her that I would take care of everything. 
  
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  

 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 

 not trouble one’s little head about, not stay awake at nights, not 
 give it a second thought about, not  get gray hair over, not get 
 gray hairs over, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not 

 loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s head about 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

  
to not trouble one’s pretty little head with 
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 
 I told her to not trouble her pretty little head with the everyday 

 running of the restaurant.  I assured her that I would take care of 
 everything. 
 

2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 

 
3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head with, not be 

 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 
 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 

 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 
 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 

 one’s pretty little head with 
 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 
 

to not worry one's head  
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 



 

 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 
 concerned excessively about 

 He does not ever worry his head .  He never has; therefore, he ha 
 never been either a  good husband or father.  

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 
 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 

 undaunted  
 
3. (informal)  to not trouble one’s pretty little head, not be 

 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 

 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 
 one's hair over 
 

4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 
 loose, devil-may-care 

 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 
 give a shit, not give a fuck 

 
to not worry one's head about 
1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 
 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  

 Do not worry your head about all that gossip and chattering.   
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  

 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought about, not 
 get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have butterflies 
 in one’s stomach, not  loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s 

 head with 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn about, not give a good god-damn 
 about, not give a shit about, not give a fuck about 

 
to not worry one's head over 



 

 

1. to not worry over, not be preoccupied over, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 

 or be concerned excessively over, not bother about  
 Do not worry your head over all that gossip and chattering.   

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 
3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head about, not be 

 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought about, not 

 get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have butterflies 
 in one’s stomach, not  loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s 
 head with 

 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 
 

5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn about, not give a good god-damn 
 about, not give a shit about, not give a fuck about 
 

to not worry one's head with 
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 
 Do not worry your head with what’s going to happen tomorrow.  
 Let tomorrow take care of tomorrow.  

  
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not worry one’s pretty little head with, not be 
 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 

 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 
 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 

 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 
 one’s pretty little head with 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
to not worry one’s pretty little head 



 

 

1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled, not worry or be 

 concerned excessively about 
 I told her to not worry her pretty little head.  I assured her that 

 I would take care of everything. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious, 

 be placid, mellow or serene about, be unperturbed undismayed or 
 undaunted  
 

3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least, not care less, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought, not get 
 gray hairs, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose 
 one's hair over, not trouble one’s pretty little head 

 
4. (slang) be loose as a goose, not sweat bullets, not sweat blood, 

 loose, devil-may-care 
 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damn, not 

 give a shit, not give a fuck 
 
to not worry one’s pretty little head about 

1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 
 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 

 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  
 I told her to not trouble her pretty little head about anything.   
 I assured her that I would take care of everything. 

  
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not trouble one’s little head about, not stay awake at nights, not 

 give it a second thought about, not  get gray hair over, not get 
 gray hairs over, not have butterflies in one’s stomach, not 

 loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s head about 
 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 
  

to not worry one’s pretty little head with 
1. to not worry, not be preoccupied with, not be anxious or 



 

 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried, untrouble 
 I told her to not worry her pretty little head with the everyday 

 running of the restaurant.  I assured her that I would take care of 
 everything. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  
 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 

 undaunted about 
 
3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head with, not be 

 concerned in the least with, care less about, not lose sleep over, 
 not stay awake at nights thinking about, not give it a second 

 thought, not get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have 
 butterflies in one’s stomach, not loose one's hair over, not 
 trouble one’s head with, not worry one’s head with, not trouble 

 one’s pretty little head with 
 

4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose with, not sweat bullets about, 
 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
to place someone's head in the noose 
1. to involve, mix-up with, trap 

 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although his friend had 
 nothing to do with the crime, he placed his head in the noose.   

 
2. (more stylized)to ensnarl, incriminate, implicate, recriminate, 
 enmesh, entrap, inculpate, embroil, ensnare, snare, encumber, 

 entrap 
 
3. (informal)  to get into trouble, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot 

 water, tangle up in,  get into a mess, get someone caught up in 
 

4. (slang)  suck in 
 
to place someone's head on the block 

1. to mix-up with, trap involve  
 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although his friend 

  had nothing to do with the crime, he placed his friend’s head on 
  the block.   
 

2. to, implicate, embroil, ensnare, snare, recriminate, enmesh, 
 entrap, inculpate, encumber, entrap, ensnarl, incriminate 
 

3. to, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot water,  get into a mess, put 
 someone’s  head in the noose, put someone’s head on the 



 

 

 chopping block, get someone caught up in, get into trouble, tangle 
 up in 

 
4. (slang)  suck in 

 
to place someone's head on the chopping block 
1. to involve, mix-up with, trap 

 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although his friend 
 had nothing to do with the crime, he placed his friend’s head on 
  the chopping block.   

 
2. (more stylized)  to ensnarl, incriminate, implicate, recriminate, 

 enmesh, entrap, inculpate, embroil, ensnare, snare, encumber, 
 entrap 
 

3. (informal)  to get into trouble, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot 
 water, tangle up in,  get into a mess, get someone caught up in, 

 put someone’s head in the noose, put someone’s head on the 
 block 
 

4. (slang)  suck in 
 
 

to pop into one's head 
to suddenly remember, recall or think of  

The minute that I smelled the perfume, my mother popped into my 
head. 
   

to put heads together 
1. to confer, debate, hold a conference, consult or talk together, 
 deliberate, consult with, exchange view or perspectives, discuss 

 If need to put heads together to solve this problem. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to palaver, converse 
 
3. (informal)  to parley, compare notes, go into a huddle, lay heads 

 together, sit down together, talk with or over, brainstorm,   
 

4. (slang)  to talk turkey, powwow, huddle 
 
to put ideas into someone's head 

to influence someone to do something (normally negative) 
He's always putting ideas into his wife's head. 
 

to put one's head down 
1. to avoid problems by remaining out of sight or out of the limelight, 



 

 

 not make oneself obvious, be inconspicuous, be too ashamed or 
 embarrassed to show one’s face, flinch, cower or crouch 

 If you don't want any problems, I would put my head down and  
 my mouth shut. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to evade or elude problems by making oneself as 
 inconspicuous as  possible, keep a low-profile, evade unwanted 

 attention, be too mortified to show one’s face 
 
3. (informal) to keep quiet, keep one mouth shut, don’t stand out, 

be mum or closed-mouthed, button up, keep under one’s hat, 
keep  a low profile, remain low-key, shrink, cringe, dodge, side 

step, hide  from, make oneself scarce, not lift one’s  head, not 
raise one’s  head,  keep one’s head down, hide one’s face, hide 
one’s head 

 
4. (slang)  mum’s the word 

 
to put one’s head in the lion’s mouth   
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through 

 Don’t put your head in the mouth of the lion.  You can get it 
 chewed off. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 
 in defiance, threaten, defy 

 
3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 

 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 
 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 

 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 
 head on 

 
4. (slang)  to ake the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 

 razor’s edge , double-dare 
 
to put one's head in the sand  

1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 
 or dismissed  
 You can’t put your head in the sand forever. 

 
2. to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is going on 



 

 

 around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, purposely 
 close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  

 from reality, close one’s eyes to, put one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in a hole, hide one’s head in the sand 

 
to put one's head in a hole  
1. to put oneself in such a situation so that reality can be ignored 

 or dismissed 
 When it comes to his daughter, he is always putting 
 his head in a hole. 

 
2. to refuse to look at, see, or open one’s eye to what is going on 

 around one, not want to see what is plain to everyone, purposely 
 close one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, hide or run away  
 from reality, close one’s eyes to, hide one’s head in the sand, 

 put one’s head in the sand, hide one’s head in a hole 
 

to put one's head in the lion’s mouth 
1. to challenge, risk, defy or confront danger 
 Because of the type of work that he does, every morning that he 

 gets into that police car, he is, in reality, put one's head in the 
 lion’s mouth 
 

2.   (informal)  to beard, tempt fate, go eyeball to eyeball or go head to 
 head with danger, march up to the cannon’s ball mouth, to put 

 one's head on the chopping block, stare down, beard the lion’s 
 den 
 

3. (slang)  to dare, to double-dare  
 
to put one's head on the chopping block 

1. to put oneself at risk, take or hazard a chance, hazard all, expose 
 oneself to danger, put oneself in jeopardy  

 If she answers that question, she will be putting her 
 head on the chopping block. 
 

2. (highly stylized) to peril, imperil 
 

3. to risk one’s neck, go in harm’s way, court destruction, put 
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, take one’s life in one’s own 
 hand, stick one’s neck or chin out, put everything on the line,  

 put one's head on the chopping block 
 
to put one's head on the line 

1. to put oneself at risk, take or hazard a chance, hazard all, expose 
 oneself to danger, put oneself in jeopardy  



 

 

 She never learns; she is always putting her head on the line. 
 

2. (highly stylized) to peril, imperil 
 

3. to risk one’s neck, go in harm’s way, court destruction, put 
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, take one’s life in one’s own 
 hand, stick one’s neck or chin out, put everything on the line,  

 put one's head on the chopping block 
 
to put ones' heads together 

1. to work, struggle, fighter, or join together, cooperate with one 
 another, collaborate, join together 

 If we put our heads together we could solve anything. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  convive 

 
3. (informal) to join forces, pull together, stand shoulder to shoulder 

 
to put out of one's head 
1. to dismiss something as insignificant, put aside, lay aside, no 

 longer continue thinking about, disregard 
 Don't worry about the money.  Put it out of your head. 
 

2. (informal) to shelve, think no more about, put out of one’s  
 mind, have  done with, write off, lay by the wayside 

 
3. (slang) put in the eighty-six, put in the circular file,  
 

to put one’s shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 
 unbowed 

 If you expect to be a successful model, you must hold your head 
 up high. 

 
2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow, put one's shoulders back 
 

3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 

 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 
    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 

 and your head up high.  Show that you're proud. 
 
4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,
 apprehensive or mortification 



 

 

 
5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-

 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
 

to put someone's head in the noose 
1. to involve, mix-up with, trap 
 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although had 

 nothing to do with the crime, he put his head in the noose.   
 

2. (more stylized)  to ensnarl, incriminate, implicate, recriminate, 
 enmesh, entrap, inculpate, embroil, ensnare, snare, encumber, 
 entrap 

 
3. to get into trouble, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot water, tangle up 

 in,  get into a mess, get someone caught up in 
 
4. (slang)  suck in 

 
to put someone's head on the block 
1. to involve, mix-up with, trap 

 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although his friend 
 had nothing to do with the crime, he put his friend’s head on 

  the block.   
 
2. (more stylized)  to ensnarl, incriminate, implicate, recriminate, 

 enmesh, entrap, inculpate, embroil, ensnare, snare, encumber, 
 entrap 
 

3. (informal)  to get into trouble, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot 
 water, tangle up  in,  get into a mess, get someone caught up in, 

 put someone’s head in the noose, put someone’s head on the 
 chopping block 
 

4. (slang)  suck in 
 

to put someone's head on the chopping block 
1. to mix-up with, trap involve  
 He made a deal with the police.  Therefore, although his friend 

 had nothing to do with the crime, he put his friend’s head on 
  the chopping block.   
 

2. (more stylized)  to, implicate, embroil, ensnare, snare, recriminate, 
 enmesh, entrap, inculpate, encumber, entrap, ensnarl, incriminate 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to, draw in,  tie up in, get into hot water,  get into a 

 mess, put someone’s  head in the noose, put someone’s head 
 on the chopping block, get someone caught up in, get into 

 trouble, tangle up in 
 
4. (slang)  suck in 

   
 
to raise one’s head   

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She raised her head hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man raised his head, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she raised her head and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 



 

 

to raise one’s head skyward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She raised up her head skyward the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised her head skyward hoping that everything would be 

 alright. 
 

to raise one’s head star ward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised up her head star ward the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She raised her head star ward hoping that everything would be 
 alright. 

 
to raise one’s eyes up 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She raised her head up the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 



 

 

  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She raised her head up hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man raised his head up, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she raised her head up and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to raise one’s head upward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised her head upward the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised her head upward hoping that everything would be 
 alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man raised his head upward, silently begging the king for 

 mercy. 
 



 

 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 

 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she raised her head upward and looked 

 at her boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 

9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to raise up one’s head  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised up her head the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
 

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised up her head hoping that everything would be alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man raised up his head, silently begging the king for mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 

 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 



 

 

 Although she was scared, she raised up her head and looked at 
 her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 
to rear its ugly head 

1. to appear, make itself known 
 It took a number of years but cancer has finally reared  

 its ugly head. 
 
2. (highly stylistic) to come, burst or break forth 

 
3. (informal)  to crop up, make one’s appearance, loom up, enter the 

 picture, come to light 
 
to run around like a chicken with its head cut off 

1. to rush around without really accomplishing what one 
 has set out to do 
 I am always running around like a chicken with its 

 head cut off. 
 

2. to spin one’s wheel, go nowhere fast, run around in circles 
 
3. to overreact, get overexcited, panic, be alarmed 

 When he heard the news, he ran around like a chicken without 
 its head. 
 

4. to get over stimulated, impassioned, agitated or over animated, be 
 stricken with terror  

 
5. to get all worked up, get in a tizzy, get all excited, go crazy, throw 
 one’s hands up 

 
6. to get all hyped up, forget which end is up, go bonkers, push 

 the panic button, forget what’s what, break out in a cold sweat, go 
 into a dithers, jump out of one’s skin  
 

to rush headlong  
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He rushed headlong into the problem.  
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead, scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 
 

to scratch one's head 
1. to be puzzled, perplexed, or mystified 

 His personality makes me scratch my head. 
 
2. (informal) to be bewildered, muddled, baffled, at a loss, at sea, 

 thrown for a loop or dumbfounded, not understand heads or tails 
 He scratched his head at the situation. 
 

to scream one's head off 
1. to scream loudly, yell in a penetrating or intense manner  

 She screamed her head off when the man took her purse. 
 
2. to scream, shout, or yell in a manner which is earsplitting, 

 headsplitting, ear-piercing, thundering, earth-shaking, or 
 window-rattling, to shout one's head off, shout loud  

 enough to wake the dead, yell one’s head off  
 
to secure a beachhead 

1.    (normally used as a military term) to get or secure place to stand 
 on, standing, base, support or grip on the beach 
 It was very difficult for the soldiers to secure a beachhead. 

 
2. (more stylized) to get a base, foundation, hold, support, place on 



 

 

 which to stand, vantage or position 
 

3.    to get or secure a toehold, bridgehead, beachhead 
 

to shake one’s head 
1. to move one’s head up and down or from side to side with quick 
 repeated movements 

 
2. to move one’s head from side to side as a way of saying no 
 He waited until she stopped talking to shake his head. 

 
3. to move one’s head from side to side as a way of indicating one’s 

 disappointment     
 While he lied to her, she kept shaking her head.    
 

4. to move one’s head from side to side as a way of indicating one’s 
 disapproval, admonish, give the thumbs down, alert, warn, 

 suggest, alarm, counsel or advise 
 
 Because she kept shaking her head during the entire speech, it is 

 obvious that she did not agree with anything that was being said.  
 
5. (more stylistic)  to exhort, enjoin, recommend, expostulate, 

 forewarn, caution, prescribe, press, dissuade 
 

6. (informal)  to wag one’s finger, shake one’s finger, give a warning 
 
  

 
to shout one's head off 
1. to scream loudly, yell in a penetrating or intense manner  

 She screamed her head off when the man took her purse. 
 

2. to scream, shout, or yell in a manner which is earsplitting,  head 
splitting, ear-piercing, thundering, earth-shaking, or  window-
rattling, to scream one's head off ,to shout loud enough  to 

wake the dead, yell one’s head off  
 She shouted her head off when the man took her purse. 

 
to snap one's head off 
1. to chastise or scold someone 

 I think that she's in a bad mood this morning.  She snapped 
 my head off. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to admonish, reprimand, reprove, reproach, 
 castigate, upbraid 



 

 

 
2. to jump all over, give a good tongue-lashing to,  give a good 

 talking to, lay someone out, tell a thing or two 
 

3. (slang)  to chew out, fuss out, bawl out, tell where to get off 
 
to spearhead 

1. to precede, initiate, pioneer, take the first step, take the front 
 position, take the lead, go in advance, lead the way, go forward 
 The congressman spearheaded the legislation. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a precursor or foregoer, lay the foundation, 

 usher in 
 
3. to break the ice, go in front, break ground, smooth the path, 

smooth the road,  lead off, lead the way, lead off go before, lay the 
first stone, go first, dash ahead, lead off 

 
to stand at the head 
1. to lead, stand at the head of, come first, be at the head of, be in the 

 front  position, be first, head up, come first 
 You can find John over there; he’s standing at the head of the 
 line.  

 
2. to precede, be at the fore, antecede, be ahead of 

 
3. to go before, take the lead, go ahead of, come before  
 

to stand logic on its head 
1. to act or argue irrationally or illogically, to act in a manner which 
 is unsound, incredible or inconceivable  

 What she was saying was standing logic on its head.  I’m telling 
 you that it made no sense at all. 

 
2. (informal)to act in a manner which is absolutely ridiculous, stupid, 
 idiotic, insane, beyond anyone’s idea of logical or dumb 

 
3. (slang) to act in a manner which is cockamamie, cockeyed, 

 cuckoo or kooky 
 
4.  (vulgar)  think in a manner which is asinine or ass first  

 
to stick out one’s head 
1. to come into view, come out of hiding to see what is happening, 

 glimpse at, take a look at 
 Although the child was scared to death, he stuck out his head to 



 

 

 see if the men had left. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to emerge, view, reveal oneself to look, peer,   
 

3. (informal)  to sneak a look at, snatch a glimpse at, peer out of,  
 peep out, take a peek, sneak a peek at 
 

4. (slang)  to have a look-see 
 
to take it into one's head 

1. to believe something despite evidence to the contrary, be stubborn, 
 or obstinate, decide 

 He has taken into his head that you are no longer his friend and 
 there is no one on this planet or any other which will be able to 
 change his mind. 

 
2. (informal)  to take a notion, be bullheaded, mulish, stubborn as a 

 mule, pigheaded, headstrong, muleheaded 
 
to take one's head off 

1. to chastise, scold or reprimand 
 He took my head off when he got home. 
 

2. (informal) to holler at, fuss at, chide, tell off, come down hard 
 on, rake over the coals, pin someone’s ears back, give someone 

 a piece of one’s mind, jump down someone’s throat or in 
 someone’s face, skin alive  
 

3. (slang) to give someone hell, raise hell, give someone hell to pay, 
 light or rip into, lay out  
 

to talk one’s head off 
1. to bore, annoy, badger, plague, hector  

 Come on and let’s go while she’s in the bathroom.  She’s talking 
 my head off and I can’t stand another minute. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to exhaust, weary, irritate, exasperate 
 

3. (informal)  to send one to sleep, bother, give one a pain, get in 
 one’s hair, bore to death, bend one’s ear, be a pain in the neck, 
 bore,  bore to tears, peeve, pester, get under one’s skin 

 
to toss one’s head 
1. to show disapproval, opposition or resistance, dispute, snub, be 

 against, take exception to, shun, shrink away from, shrug  
 I don’t care if you toss you head.  We are going to still vote.  



 

 

 
2. (more stylized) evade, recoil from, forbear, disdain, ostracize,

 spurn, eschew, elude, ignore, refrain from, derelish, take exception 
 to, repudiate 

 
3. (informal) to boycott,  back away from, look dimly on, frown upon, 
 not touch with a 10 feet pole, cold shoulder, take a dim view of, 

 put on one’s list, not look kindly upon, turn one’s back on, turn 
 one’s nose up at, steer clear of, shy away from, give the cold 
 shoulder to, keep out of the way of, shrug off     

 
4. (slang)  to dump, blacklist, blackball, cut 

 
to turn heads 
1. to captivate, fascinate, attract, draw someone’s attention, awe 

 Because of the way that she dresses, she is always turning heads. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to enthrall, enrapture, take one’s fancy, 
 spellbind, becharm, enchant  
 

3. (informal)  to dazzle, bedazzle, catch someone’s attention 
 
4. (slang)  to turn on, blow one’s mind or away, bowl over  

 
to turn someone's head 

1. to flatter, laud, sing someone’s praises, praise to excess someone 
 so as to impress 

He turned her head to such a extent that she has fallen in love 

with him. 
 

2. (informal) to puff up, sweet talk, lay, pile or spread it on thick  

 
3. to cause someone to become conceited, self-centered or vain 

 The newspaper article turned her head. 
 
4. (informal)to give someone a big or swelled head, cause someone to 

 become inflated or full of oneself 
 

5. to cause someone to act foolish, mixed up or confused 
 Love has turned her head. 
 

6. (informal) to cause one to act be silly, dopey, harebrained, giddy, 
scatterbrained, dizzy, woozy, muddled 

 

to turn on its head 
to turn upside down, use its opposite meaning, have topsy-turvy 



 

 

He turned the whole situation on its head. 
 

to use one's head 
1. to think, be practical, sensible, realistic or unsentimental, reason, 

 use reason 
 Use your head; this is not going to work. 
 

2. (informal)to be a person who is not on cloud nine or see the world 
 through rose-colored glassed, be down-to-earth, clear or level-
 headed 

 
3. to be sharp, shrewd, astute, clever, sharp-witted, keen 

 That young man is going places; he knows how to use his head. 
 
4. (informal)  to be as sharp as a tack, quick-witted, bright 

 
to want someone's head 

1. to want someone dead 
 The leader wants his enemy’s head. 
 

2.   to want to utterly defeat one’s opponent 
 The candidate saw the campaign as personal.  He wanted his 
 opponent’s head. 

 
to want someone's head on a silver platter. 

1. to want someone dead 
 The leader wants his enemy’s head on a silver platter. 
 

2.   to want to utterly defeat one’s opponent 
 The candidate saw the campaign as personal.  He wanted his 
 opponent’s head on a silver platter. 

 
to whirl around one's head 

1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were whirling 
 around their head 

 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 

 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's ears 
 

to whistle around one's head 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were whistling 

 around their head 
 



 

 

2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, fly or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 

 or around one's ears 
 

to whiz around one's head 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were whizzing 

 around their head 
 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 

 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's ears 

 
to win by a head 
1. to barely or only just win 

 Yes, your horse won but he won only by a head. 
 

2. win by a neck, win by a nose, win by a hair 
 
to win by a short head (slang/regional) 

to almost win, to lose by a very small amount 
 
to work one’s head off 

1. to work very hard 
 I earned my money by working my head off. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to overexert oneself, labor, toil, earn one’s 
 livelihood, work like a Trojan 

 
3. to work day and night, work overtime, do double duty, beat one’s 
 brain out, burn the midnight oil, work one’s fingers to the bone, 

 work like there’s tomorrow, plod along, plug away, peg away, work 
 one’s head off 

 
4. (slang)  to sweat and slave, work one’s tail off, drudge, work like a 
 dog, kill oneself,  work like a slave, work like a horse, work like a 

 galley, burn the candle on both ends, slave away, set one’s 
 shoulder to the wheel, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, grind 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work one’s ass off, work one’s behind off 
 

to worry one’s head about 
1. to be worried about, worry about, be wrapped up by, be depleted 
 by, be worn out by, devote all one’s times to 

 I had to always be worrying my head about my son.  He drove 
 me crazy.  



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be preoccupied, obsessed or concerned about, 

 fret over, be occupied with, abstracted by, be fretful about, anguish 
 over, agonize over, torture oneself over  

 
3. (informal)  to dwell on, chew over, rack one’s brain, mull over, 
 wring one’s hands over, cudgel one’s brain, think about, think 

 over, put on one’s thinking cap, chew one’s curd, be in one’s brown 
 study, cause someone to lose sleep over or stay awake at nights, 
 harry, not be lighthearted, get gray hair, have butterflies in 

 one’s stomach, loose one’s hair over   
 

4. (slang) to cause someone to sweat blood, sweat bullets, be 
 concerned with 24/7  
 

5. (vulgar)  to give a damn, give a good god-damned,  give a shit, 
 give a fuck 

 
A hard head makes a soft behind. (slang/regional) 
A stubborn or bad child normally gets spanked. 

 
It will cost so much a head. 
Each person will cost a certain amount. 

 
Two heads are better than one. 

The more, the better.      
 
Where are you headed? 

Where are you going? 
 
Heads I win, tails I lose. 

(on the toss of a coin) Face up part of the coin, I  
win.  The bottom part, I lose 

 
Heads I win, tails you lose. 
(on the toss of a coin) No matter what, you lose. 

 
Heads up!   

Be careful! 
Heads up on your next move. 
 

Heads will roll! 
Those responsible will suffer the consequences! 
 

addleheaded  
1. stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 



 

 

 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple, 
 dizzy 

 He is so addle-headed that I don’t think he will ever get what I 
 want. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 
 obtuse 

 
3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-
 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 

 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull,dunce 

 
bareheaded  
without a hat or any kind of covering  

Traditionally, a woman should not enter a church if she is bareheaded. 
 
big-headed 

1. conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty, self-
 admiring, vain, self-centered 

 I have never met a person who is so big headed. 
 
2. (more stylish) haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, arrogant 

 lordly, pompous, overweening, narcissistic, vain, egotistical, 
 overweening, pretentious 
 

3. (informal) with one's nose in the air, stuck up, too good for the 
 rest of us, swell-headed, smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, above 

 it all, highfalutin, strutting, having one’s nose in the air, hoity-
 toity, stuck on oneself, peacockish, puffed-up, looking down 
 one’s nose at  

 
4. (slang) too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  

 high and mighty, stuck up on oneself, hung up on oneself, sniffy  
 
blockheaded  

1. stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple, 
 dizzy 

 Don’t be so blockheaded.  You know that he won’t call. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 
 obtuse 

 
3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-

 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 
 dunce, numskull 

 
bone-headed from the neck up  
1. stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 

 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple, 
 dizzy 

 He doesn't think. He is bone-headed from the neck up. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, unyielding, 

 obtuse 
 
3. (informal) not very intelligent, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-

 brained, blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 
 dunce, numskull 

  
bullet-headed  

1. shrewd, tough, pitiless, harsh, unfeeling, unsympathetic, callous, 
 unsentimental 
 He's such an unpopular boss because he is such a bullet-headed 

 person. 
 

2. (more stylistic) inured, imprevious, insentient, indurated 
 
3. (informal)  cold, hardhearted, casehardened, inflexible, hardboiled, 

 hardened, hard-bitten, hard-nose person, matter-of-fact, marble 
 hearted, thick-skinned 
 

bullheaded  
1. ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, adamant 



 

 

 He is the most bullheaded person that I have ever known. 
 

2. (more stylish) implacable, inexorable, intransigent, tenacious, 
 intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, 

 uncompromising, refractory 
 
3. (informal)  mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, hard, 

 headstrong, stiff-neck, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as a rock, 
 muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded, single-minded 
 

4. (slang)  dogged, cussed, bulldogged 
 

5. (vulgar)  hard-assed 
 
chuckle-headed  

1. being a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    
 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 

 intelligent 
 Stop being such a chuckle-headed fool who can’t find her way out 
 of a brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 

 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 

 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 

 
clearheaded 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, sensible, intelligent, 
 alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, quick 
 Because she is clearheaded, you can not fool her. 

  
2. (more stylistic) cogent, balanced, circumspect, sensible, Argus- 
 eyed, vigilant  

  
3. (informal) lynx-eyed, right-minded, clear-eyed, clear-minded, 



 

 

 eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, mindful, level-headed 
 

4. reasonable, composed, lucid, sound, rational, clear, calm, sound of 
 mind, collected, able to reason, balanced, of sound mind 

 
5. (more stylistic) thinking, tranquil, circumspect, sober, judicious, 
 self-possessed, comprehending, cognitive, unperturbed, unruffled, 

 coherent 
 
6. (informal)  unconfused, with everything there, far sighted, long-

 headed, clear sighted, long sighted, clear eyed, in one’s right 
 mind 

 
7.  (slang)  not all there, with all one’s marbles 
 

8. alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, paying 
 attention to, on guard 

 
9. (more stylistic) advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, wary, 
 vigilant, on the qui vive, conscious   

 
10.  (informal)  on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, heads 
 up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes peeled, 

 all eyes, all seeing 
 

11. not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured, balanced 

 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so clear-headed. 
 
12. (more stylistic)  stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 

 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 
 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified, suave   

  
13. (informal) laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 
 together, level headed, at ease, cool 

  
cool-headed 

1. not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured, balanced 

 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so cool-headed. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 

 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 
 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified, suave   



 

 

  
3. (informal) laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 

 together, level headed, at ease, cool, down-to-earth 
 

dunderheaded   
1. unintelligent, blank, stupid, foolish, a fool 
 You are so dunderheaded; he’s not coming back to you.  Never! 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid  

 
3. (informal) fatheaded, meatball, dippy, addlebrained, moron, 

 crackbrained, booby, daft, blubberheaded  
 
4. (slang)  screwy, daffy, batty, loony, goofy 

 
 

empty-headed  
1. unreflecting, unintelligent, subnormal, unthinking, blank, dense, 
 silly, simple, brainless, dizzy, foolish 

 He is empty-headed and rather very silly. 
 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, deficient, inane, obdurate, 

 dense, unyielding, obtuse, fatuous 
 

3. (informal) dizzy,  brainless, being a dunce, stupid, dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 numskull 
 
fair headed 

1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 You can’t miss her; she is very fair headed. 

 
2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 

fatheaded  
1. lumpish, blunt, stolid, thick 
 You are a fatheaded idiot! 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 



 

 

 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead or ding-bat, 
 blockheaded,  blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, being a dunce, 

 stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 
 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-

 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, thick-witted, witless 
 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull 

 
feather head   
1. not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, not very  intelligent, 

 stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, idiotic, absurb, stolid, 
 vacuous 

 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a feather head. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 

 immature, senseless, vapid  
 
3. (informal) dim-witted, for the birds, empty-headed, dizzy, light-

 headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, dumb,
 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, green,

 harebrained, slow, harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, thick 
 headed, rattlebrained, muddle headed, thick skulled, befuddled, 
 a blockhead, out of it 

 
4. (slang to vulgar)  dam fool, be balmy, damfoolish 
 

foolheaded 
1. not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, 

 idiotic 
 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a light-headed 
  young lady. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 

 immature, senseless 
 
3. (informal) dim-witted, empty-headed, dizzy, light-headed, 

 blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, scatterbrained, 
 crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, harebrained, 
 birdbrained, half-witted, rattlebrained 

 
hard-headed  



 

 

1. ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, adamant,   
 He is the most hard-headed person that I have ever known. 

 
2. (more stylish) implacable, inexorable, intransigent, tenacious, 

 intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, 
 uncompromising, refractory 
 

3. (informal)  mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, hard, 
 headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as a 
 rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded or single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 

6. tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-
 hardened, determined, staunch, relentless, perserving 

 Her tears won’t affect him; he is very hard-headed. 
 
7. (more stylistic) efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 

 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering, deliberate, wanton,  
 uncompromising 
 

8. (informal) inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 
 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 

 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails, rugged 
 
9 (slang) do-or-die, hell-bent, gritty, bent on 

 
hotheaded 
1. reckless, wild, not rational, high-strung, angry, heated, upset, 

 rash, hysterical, white hot 
 She is a hotheaded person who needs to be watched carefully. 

 
2. overwrought, enkindled, madcap,  agitated, spirited, kindled, 
 impulsive, incensed, frenzied, fiery, heedless 

 
3. worked up, flared up, straining at the bit, stirred up, foaming at 

 the mouth, crazed 
 
knuckle-headed  

1. stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, a dunce,  lumpish, blunt, 
 thick 
 Stop being a knuckle-headed fool who can’t find her way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) meatball, dunderheaded, ding-bat, blockheaded,

 blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 

 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull, ding-bat 
 

lardheaded  
1. being a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    

 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 
 intelligent 
 Stop being such a lardheaded idiot who can’t find her way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 

 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 
 

light-headed 
1. feeling sick, weak, light in the head, dizzy 
 I have to sit down; I feel really light-headed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  feeling vertiginous 
 

3. (informal)  droopie, woozy, giddy, light-hearted 
 



 

 

4. bewildered, confused, muddled, hazy, thrown off balance, 
 flustered 

 She is light-headed right now.  Give her a minute or two. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  nonplused, incoherent, disarrange, dazed, 
 distraught, delirious, confounded, perplexed, disorientated 
 

6. (informal)  foggy, aflutter babbling, baffled, out of one’s mind, 
 out of one’s head, discombobulated, mixed-up 
 

7. not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, 
 idiotic, absurd, stolid, vacuous 

 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a light-headed 
  young lady. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 
 immature, senseless, vapid,  

 
9. (informal) to be dim-witted, for the birds, empty-headed, dizzy, 
 light- headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, dumb,

 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, green,
 harebrained, slow, harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, thick 
 headed, rattlebrained, muddle headed, thick skulled 

 
10. (slang to vulgar)  be a dam fool, be balmy, damfoolish 

 
loggerheaded 
1. dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards,  

 stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, 
 foolish, not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, being a dunce, 
 fool or moron 

 Stop being such a loggerheaded idiot who can’t find her way out of 
 a brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 

 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 

 
4.    (slang) being  a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 



 

 

 jerk,  thick, blunt, boob, lardheaded, not the sharpest knife in the 
 draw  not the sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, 

 ding- bat, ignoramus, stupidhead or a birdbrain 
 

lunkheaded 
1. dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards,  
 stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, 

 foolish, not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, being a dunce, 
 fool or moron 
 Stop being such a lunkheaded idiot who can’t find her way out of 

 a brown paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, lardheaded, not the sharpest knife in the draw 

 not the sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-
 bat, ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 
 

 He is such a lunkheaded person that I'm surprised that he 
 realized the  truth. 
 

2. (informal) knuckle-headed, noodle-headed, featherheaded, 
 muddleheaded, addleheaded 

 
muddle-headed  
1.   jumbled, muddled, confused, foggy, mixed up, in a fog, 

 unclear, off- balanced, in a daze, afluttered, befuddled, baffled, 
 at a loss,  

 I am all muddle-headed who does not know what he is doing. 
 
2. (more stylized)  in disarray, discomposed, hazy, disarranged, 

 disconcert, bewildered, bemazed, disorientated, out of 
 countenance, confounded, nonpulsed, unsettled 
 

3. (informal) all balled-up, in another zone, lost at sea, off,
 scrambled, thrown off, fuzzy, knocked for a loop, thrown off 



 

 

 balance, turn topsy-turvy, dicombobulated, at sixes and  
 sevens, taken aback, spaced out, in  outer space, shook up, 

 unhinged, overcome, scattered 
 

muleheaded 
1. untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, stubborn, 
 defiant, or obstinate or not surrender 

You are so muleheaded that even if you were losing, you would 
 still keep fighting.  

 

2. (more stylized)  being unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 
constant despite the situation or all opposition, resolved, adamant, 

perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, determined,  
interpid 
 

3. (informal)  hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay the course, red-
 blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, never tire, steely,   

 hard, flinty or spunky, not give up despite the odds 
 
4. (slang)   being a dog with a bone,  headstrong, pigheaded, 

 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded, not say 
 uncle 
 

muttonheaded 
1. being an idiot, dunce or moron,  stupid, dumb, backwards, 

 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 
 not the most intelligent 
 What a muttonheaded fool! He couldn’t find his way out of a 

 brown paper bag. 
 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 

 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 
 



 

 

noodle-headed  
1. in a void, be vacant, dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, 

 stupid, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, 
 not very intelligent, not the most intelligent, being a dunce, fool, 

 oaf, dolt, simpleton or moron 
 He is not a noodle-head who must be led around like a moron. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 

 
3. (informal) being a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  

 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 
 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 

 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-
 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 

 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 
 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 

 
5. (vulgar)  being an ass 

 
peaheaded 
1. being an idiot, dunce or moron,  stupid, dumb, backwards, 

 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 
 not the most intelligent 
 What a peaheaded idiot! He couldn’t find his way out of a brown 

 paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 

3. (informal) being a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded, boob 
 

4.    (slang) ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, jerk, 
 thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 



 

 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead, birdbrain 

 
pinheaded  

1. dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a void, vacant, 
 dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 

 not the most intelligent, being a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, 
 idiot or moron 
 I have never met such a person; he is a pinheaded fool if there  

 ever were one. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 

 
3. (informal) being a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  

 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 
 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 

 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-
 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 
 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 

 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 

 
5. (vulgar)  being an ass 
 

rattleheaded  
1. being a dunce, lightweight, fool, witless, to not be very intelligent, 

 stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted, stupid, 
 unintelligent, fool, dolt, lout, giddy, silly, volatile, unsteady 
 Stop being a rattleheaded idiot. 

 
2. (more stylistic) deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile, obtuse 
 
3. (informal) stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, being a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 



 

 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,

 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 
 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 

 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 
 or peabrained     
 

4.    (slang) being a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, 
 blunt  or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, dunce, goon, numskull, schmucky or 

 retarded, not having much upstairs 
 

5.  being or acting like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
  
sapheaded  

1. not very intelligent, be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile,  dull-
 witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 

 He is a sapheaded fool who does not know what he is doing. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 
3. (informal) stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, being a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,
 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 

 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 
4.    (slang) being a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, 

 blunt  or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or 

 retarded, not having much upstairs 
 
5. being or acting like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

 
stupidheaded  
1. dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a void, vacant, 

 dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 



 

 

 not the most intelligent, being a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, 
 idiot or moron 

 I have never met such a person; he is such a stupidheaded fool 
 that it is impossible to talk to him. 

 
2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 

 inane, insensate, bovine 
 
3. (informal) being a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  

 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 

 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 
 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-
 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, 

 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 
 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 
 
swelled headed 

1. conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain, self-centered 

 He has such a swelled headed opinion that he can't imagine 
 that no one likes him. 
 

2. (more stylish) haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, lordly, 
 pompous, pretentious, egotistical 
 

3. (informal) with one's nose in the air, stuck up, big-headed,   
 smug, full of oneself, be riding for a fall cocky, hung up on oneself, 

 above it all, highfalutin or hoity-toity , swelled-headed, too big for 
 one’s britches 
 

4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty, sniffy, smart-alecky 

 
5. (vulgar)  smart-assed 
 

thickheaded  
1. being a dunce, dope, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, idiot, moron 
 or lightweight, dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a 

 void, vacant, dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, 
 backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick,  foolish, not very 



 

 

 intelligent, not the most intelligent   
 He is such a thickheaded young man that I'm amazed that he has 

 survived until now. 
 

2. (more stylistic) intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, bland, 
 obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine 

 
3. (informal) being a cretin, meatball, muddle-head, featherhead, 
 pinhead, addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton 

 head, bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or 
 addlehead, be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain 

 one was born with, not having the brain one has been born 
 with, slow-witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted, 
 lunkheaded, fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, 

 dunderheaded, dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy, harebrained, 
 featherbrained, featherheaded 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob, klutz, 
 half-wit 
 

wooden-headed 
1. lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 

 intelligent dull, dull-witted, slow, dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-
 wit, foolish, in a void, or slow-witted 
 He is a wooden-headed fool. 

 
2. (more stylized)  unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate, bovine obtuse, unthinking,  injudicious, 

 oblivious, uncircumspect  
 

3.  (informal) to be staring in space, asleep on the job,  dead between 
 the ears, scatterbrain, dead from the neck up, thick, pinheaded, 
 cloddish, not having the brain one was born with, not having 

 the brain one has been born  with, slow-witted, dim-witted, 
 pinheaded, beef-witted, lunkheaded, fatheaded, lumpish, 

 knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy, 
 harebrained, featherbrained, featherheaded slow-witted, out to 
 lunch, dim-witted, dead to the world, being a meatball, ding-bat, 

 dunderhead, blockhead or blubberhead, 
  
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, stupid head, retread, 

 numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob, klutz, half-wit, , not be the 
 sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest tool in the shed, 



 

 

 dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, not having much 
 upstairs 

 
wrong-headed 

1. ungovernable disobedient, difficult, stubborn, unruly or 
 willful, uncontrollable, ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, 
 unyielding,  adamant, unable or unwilling to understand 

   I know what she believes but I’m here to let her know that she is 
 wrongheaded. 
  

2. (more stylish) incorrigible, strong-willed implacable, inexorable, 
 intransigent, tenacious,  intractable, imprevious,  steadfast, 

 wayward, pertinacious, uncompromising, obstinate, stubborn, 
 inflexible, unyielding, strong-minded, incorrigible, strong-willed, 
 cross-grained, intransigent, wayward, vexatious, tenacious, 

 perverse, refractory 
 

3. (informal)  mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, hard, 
 headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as 
 a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded, hard-mouthed, 

 set, set in one’s ways, hard, headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-
 headed, hardheaded, hard as a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, 
 single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  dogged, cussed, bulldogged 

 
5. (vulgar)  hard-assed 
 

to be a chuckle-head (person) 
1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, foolish, not very intelligent or not the most intelligent,  be a 

 dunce, idiot or moron 
 Stop being such a chuckle-headed fool!  You know that you can’t 

 find your way out of a brown paper bag. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 

 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 



 

 

4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or  a birdbrain 

 
to be a fatheaded (person) 
1. to be lumpish, blunt, stolid or thick 

 You are a fatheaded idiot! 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant or insipid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead or ding-bat, be
 blockheaded,  blubberheaded,  dizzy,  brainless, being a dunce, 
 stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 

 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-

 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, thick-witted, witless 
 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 

 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 
 numskull 
 

to be a feather head  (person) 
1. to be not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, not very 

 intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, 
 idiotic, absurb, stolid or vacuous 
 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a feather head. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be a childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, 
 inane, immature, senseless or vapid  

 
3. (informal) to be dim-witted, for the birds, empty-headed, dizzy, 

 light- headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, dumb,
 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, green,
 harebrained, slow, harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, thick 

 headed, rattlebrained, muddle headed, thick skulled, befuddled, 
 a blockhead or out of it 

 
4. (slang to vulgar)  be a dam fool, be balmy, damfoolish 
 

to be a loggerheaded (person) 
1. to be dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards,  
 stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, 

 foolish, not very intelligent or not the most intelligent, be a dunce,  
 fool or moron 



 

 

 You are such a loggerheaded fool. Think.  I need you to think. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk,  thick, blunt, boob, lardheaded, not the sharpest knife in the 

 draw  not the sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, 
 ding-bat, ignoramus, stupidhead or a birdbrain 

 
to be a lunkheaded (person) 
1. to be dull, brainless, unthinking, not very intelligent, backwards,  

 stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, 
 foolish, not very intelligent or not the most intelligent, be a dunce,  
 fool or moron 

 Stop being such a lunkheaded idiot who can’t find her way out of 
 a brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 

 jerk,  thick, blunt, boob, lardheaded, not the sharpest knife in the 
 draw  not the sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, 
 ding-bat, ignoramus, stupidhead or a birdbrain 

 
to be a muttonheaded (person) 
1. to be a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    

 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 
 intelligent 



 

 

 Stop being such a muttonheaded who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 
 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or b

 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 

 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 
 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 

 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 

 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 

 ignoramus, stupidhead or birdbrain 
 
to be a peaheaded (person) 

1. to be an idiot, dunce or moron,  be stupid, dumb, backwards, 
 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt,  thick, foolish, not very intelligent or 
 not the most intelligent 

 What a peaheaded idiot!  
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-
 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 

 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 
 

4.    (slang)  to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the  sharpest 

 tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, ignoramus, 
 stupidhead or birdbrain, be thick, blunt 
 

to be a pinheaded (person) 
1. be dense, thick, obtuse moron, half-wit, foolish, in a void, vacant, 
 dumb, stupid or not the most intelligent, stupid, backwards, 

 unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, 
 or not the most intelligent, be a dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, 



 

 

 idiot or moron 
 I have never met such a person; he is a pinheaded fool. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, unmindful, oblivious, unreflective, incogitant, 
 inane, insensate or bovine 
 

3. (informal) to be a muddle-head, featherhead, pinhead,  
 addlehead, loggerhead, meathead, harebrain, mutton head, 
 bonehead, knuckle-head, featherhead, thickhead or addlehead, 

 be thick, pinheaded, cloddish, not having the brain one was 
 born  with, not having the brain one has been born with, slow-

 witted, dim-witted, pinheaded, beef-witted or lunkheaded, 
 fatheaded, lumpish, knuckleheaded, oafish, dunderheaded, 
 dippy, dizzy, kooky, daffy 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, goon, thick, blunt, boob, not 

 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 stupid head, retread, numskull, nitwit, dimwit, flake, boob 
 

5. (vulgar)  being an ass 
 
to be a rattle head (person) 

1. to be a dunce, lightweight, fool, witless, to not be very intelligent, 
 be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, dull-witted, stupid, 

 unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout, be giddy, silly, volatile or 
 unsteady 
 Stop being such a rattleheaded idiot. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 
 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 

 
3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 
 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 

 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,
 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 

 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 
 or peabrained     

 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 



 

 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 

 not having much upstairs 
 

5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 
  
to be a saphead (person) 

1. to not be very intelligent, be stupid, foolish, unthinking, imbecile, 
 dull-witted, stupid, unintelligent, fool, dolt or lout 
 He is a sapheaded fool who does not know what he is doing. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be deficient, vacant, obdurate, dense, slow, 

 unyielding, senseless, imbecile or obtuse 
 
3. (informal) to be stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, 

 blockish, boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, 
 lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, 

 noddle-headed, thick-skulled, featherheaded, oafish, 
 blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be a bonehead, addle-head, 
 dunderhead, jerk, schmuck, boob, addlehead, klutz, bonehead, 

 ninny, dunderhead dope, blubberhead, nincompoop or  
 blockhead, not be always the brain, be backward, in orbit,
 simple-minded, not having the brain one has been born with, 

 be a mental midget, not  having much upstairs, be thick-witted, 
 witless, boorish, bird-brained, empty-headed, asinine, pinheaded 

 or peabrained     
 
4.    (slang) to be a schumuck, chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt 

 or boob, not be the sharpest knife in the draw, not the sharpest 
 tool in the shed, dunce, goony, numskull, schmucky or retarded, 
 not having much upstairs 

 
5. to be or act like an ass, to be or act like an asshole 

 
to be a stupidheaded (person) 
1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 

 thick, be a dunce or a boob 
 Stop being such a stupidheaded ingrate.  Tell your mother how 

 much you love her.   
 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, simpleton, boob, half-wit, dunce or 

 klutz, be dunderheaded, blockheaded, blubberheaded, dizzy,  
 brainless, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 



 

 

 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-

 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, 
 witless, fatheaded, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded 

 
4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  

 numskull, ding-bat 
 
to be addleheaded  

1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 

 dizzy 
 He is so addle-headed that I don’t think he will ever get what I 
 want. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 

 unyielding, obtuse 
 
3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 

4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 
 numskull 

 
to be an empty-headeded fool 
1. to be unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, 

 simple or dizzy 
 He is such an empty-headed fool that he never knows what he is 

 doing. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 

 unyielding or obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted or witless 
 

4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 



 

 

 numskull 
 

to be bareheaded  
to be without a hat or any kind of covering  

Traditionally, a woman should not enter a church if she is bareheaded. 
 
to be big-headed 

1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty, self-
 admiring, vain or self-centered 
 I have never met a person who is so big headed. 

 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, arrogant 

 lordly, pompous, overweening, narcissistic, vain, egotistical, 
 overweening or pretentious 
 

3. (informal) to be with one's nose in the air, stuck up, be too good 
 for the rest of us, swell- headed, smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, 

 above it all, highfalutin, strutting, have one’s nose in the air, 
 hoity-toity, stuck on oneself, peacockish or puffed-up, look down 
 one’s nose at  

 
4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty, stuck up on oneself, hung up on oneself or sniffy  

 
to be blockheaded  

1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 
 dizzy 

 Don’t be so blockheaded.  You know that he won’t call. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 

 unyielding, obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 

 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 

 numskull 
 
to be bone-headed from the neck up  

1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 



 

 

 dizzy 
 He doesn't think. He is bone-headed from the neck up. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 

 unyielding, obtuse 
 
3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless 
 

4    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 
 numskull 

  
to be bullet-headed  

1. to be a person who is shrewd, tough, pitiless, harsh, unfeeling, 
 unsympathetic, callous or unsentimental 
 He's such an unpopular boss because he is such a  

 bullet-headed person. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be a person who is inured, imprevious, 

 insentient or indurated 
 

3. (informal)  to be a person who is cold, hardhearted, casehardened, 
 inflexible, hardboiled, hardened, hard-bitten, hard-nose person, 
 matter-of-fact, marble hearted or thick-skinned 

 
to be bullheaded  
1. to be ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding,   

 adamant, unable or unwilling to understand 
   He is the most bullheaded person that I have ever known. 

 
2. (more stylish) implacable, inexorable, intransigent, tenacious, 
 intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, 

 uncompromising, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, 
 strong-minded, incorrigible, strong-willed, cross-grained, 

 intransigent, wayward,  vexatious, tenacious, perverse or 
 refractory 
 

3. (informal)  to be mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, 
 hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as 
 a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded, hard-mouthed, 

 set, set in one’s ways, hard, headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-
 headed, hardheaded, hard as a rock, muleheaded, headstrong 



 

 

 or single-minded 
 

4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 
 

5. (vulgar)  hard-assed 
 
to be clearheaded 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, sensible, intelligent, 
 alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd or quick 
 Because she is clearheaded, you can not fool her. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be cogent, balanced, circumspect, sensible, 

 Argus-eyed or vigilant  
  
3. (informal) to be lynx-eyed, right-minded, clear-eyed, clear-

 minded, eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, mindful or level-headed 
 

4. to be reasonable, composed, lucid, sound, rational, clear, calm, 
 sound of mind, collected, able to reason, balanced or of sound 
 mind 

 
5. (more stylistic) to be thinking, tranquil, circumspect, sober, 
 judicious, self-possessed, comprehending, cognitive, unperturbed, 

 unruffled or coherent  
 

6. (informal)  to be unconfused, with everything there, far sighted, 
 long-headed, clear sighted, long sighted, clear eyed or in one’s 
 right  mind 

 
7.  (slang) to be not all there or with all one’s marbles 
 

8. to be alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 
 paying attention to or on guard 

 
9. (more stylistic) to be advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 
 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive or conscious   

 
10.  (informal)  to be on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, 

 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 
 peeled, all eyes or all seeing 
 

11. to be not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured or balanced 

 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so clear-headed. 
 



 

 

12. (more stylistic)  to be stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 
 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 

 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified or suave   
  

13. (informal) to be laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 
 together, level headed, at ease or cool 
  

to be cool-headed 
1. to be not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 

 steady, unshaken, self-assured or balanced 
 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so cool-headed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 
 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 

 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified or suave   
  

3. (informal) to be laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 
 together, level headed, at ease, down-to-earth or cool 
 

to be empty-headed  
1. to be unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, 
 simple or dizzy 

 He is empty-headed and rather very silly. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 
 unyielding or obtuse 
 

3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted or witless 

 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 

 numskull 
 

to be fair headed 
1. to be light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 You can’t miss her; she is very fair headed. 

 
2. (informal)  to be light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 

to be fatheaded  
1. to be lumpish, blunt, stolid, thick, stupid, dumb, backwards, 



 

 

 unintelligent, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the 
 most intelligent 

 Stop being so fatheaded who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or 
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 
 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 

 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 
 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 

 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 
 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or  a birdbrain 

  
to be foolheaded 
1. to not be very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, 

 foolish, idiotic 
 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a featherheaded 

  young lady. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 

 immature, senseless 
 
3. (informal) dim-witted, empty-headed, dizzy, light-headed, 

 blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, scatterbrained, 
 crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine, harebrained, 

 birdbrained, half-witted, rattlebrained 
 
to be hard-headed  

1. to be ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding or 
 adamant   

 He is the most hardheaded person that I have ever known. 
 
2. (more stylish) implacable, inexorable, intransigent, tenacious, 

 intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, 
 uncompromising or refractory 
 

3. (informal)  to be mulish, wrongheaded, hard-mouthed, set, set in 
 one’s ways, hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, 



 

 

 hardheaded, hard as a  rock, muleheaded, headstrong, 
 bullheaded or single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 

6. to be tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-
 hardened, determined, staunch, relentless or perserving 
 Her tears won’t affect him; he is very hard-headed. 

 
7. (more stylistic)  to be efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 

 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering, deliberate, wanton or 
 uncompromising 
 

8. (informal)  to be inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 
 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 

 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails, rugged 
 
9 (slang) do-or-die, hell-bent, gritty or bent on 

 
to be headed  
to have on top or be titled 

The paper was headed "What is it to be a coward?" 
 

to be headed by 
to be lead by 
The marched was headed by a teenage boy. 

 
to be hotheaded 
1. to be rash, headlong, foolhardy, unthinking sudden, impulsive,  

 reckless, brash, abrupt, hot-tempered or explosive 
 She is very hotheaded; she doesn’t let consequences stop her. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be indiscreet, volcanic, unduly, unwary, 
 injudicious, ignitable, heedless, erratic, unbribled, unheeding, 

 volatile, spontaneous or impetuous 
 

3. (informal) to be unruly, hellbent, head over heel, breakneck or a 
 daredevil, harebrained 
 

to be knuckle-headed  
1. to be stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent, lumpish, blunt, 
 thick, be a dunce or a boob 

 Stop being knuckle-headed.  You know that she can’t find her way 
 out of a brown paper bag. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 

 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid or stolid 
 

3. (informal) to be a meatball, simpleton, boob, half-wit, dunce or 
 klutz, be dunderheaded, blockheaded, blubberheaded, dizzy,  
 brainless, stupid, dumb, addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, 

 boneheaded, dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-
 minded, dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-
 skulled, featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, 

 witless, fatheaded, half-wit, addleheaded, lunkheaded 
 

4.    (slang) chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the 
 sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed,  
 numskull, ding-bat 

 
to be a lardheaded  

1. to be a dunce or fool, stupid, dumb, backwards, unintelligent,    
 lumpish, blunt, thick, foolish, not very intelligent, not the most 
 intelligent 

 Stop being so lardheaded who can’t find her way out of a 
 brown paper bag. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be intractable, vacuous, banal, deficient, inane, 
 bland, obdurate, dense, incogitant, insipid, stolid 

 
3. (informal) to be a meatball, dunderhead, ding-bat, blockhead or b
 blubberhead, be dizzy,  brainless, dunce, stupid, dumb, addle-

 headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded,  dunderheaded, 
 empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, dunderheaded, 
 wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, oafish, half-wit, 

 featherheaded, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, klutz, 
 fatheaded, simpleton, addleheaded, lunkheaded or boob 

 
4.    (slang) to be a ninnyhammer, chump, sap, harebrain, dumbbell, 
 jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not the sharpest knife in the draw not the 

 sharpest tool in the shed, know-nothing, numskull, ding-bat, 
 ignoramus, stupidhead or birdbrain 

 
to be level-headed 
1. to be sane, sound, thoughtful, cautious, rational, wholesome, 

 reasonable,  reflective, clear, calculating, discriminating, balanced, 
 sound, shrewd, commonsensical or lucid 
 

2. to be heedful, moderate, judicious, sapient, prudent, discreet, 
 sagacious, contemplative, possessing all one’s faculties, 



 

 

 circumspect, or discerning 
 

3. to be clearminded, clearheaded, right-minded or healthy 
 minded 

 
4. to be with it, with everything there, with all one’s marbless or all 
 there 

 
5. to not be easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool or unexcitable 

 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is very level-headed. 
 

3. (more stylistic)  to be stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 
 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 
 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative or undisturbed 

  
4. (informal)  to be cool, laid-back, clear headed, easy-going, 

 coolheaded, together or level headed 
 
to be light-headed 

1. to feel sick, weak, light in the head or dizzy 
 I have to sit down; I am really light-headed. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to feel vertiginous 
 

3. (informal)  to feel droopie, woozy, giddy or light-hearted 
 
4. to be bewildered, confused, muddled, hazy, thrown off balance  

 or flustered 
 She is light-headed right now.  Give her a minute or two. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to be nonplused, incoherent, disarrange, dazed, 
 distraught, delirious, confounded, perplexed or disorientated 

 
6. (informal)  to be foggy, aflutter, babbeling, baffled, out of one’s 
 mind, out of one’s head, discombobulated, mixed-up 

 
7. not very intelligent, stupid, unwise, not wise, frivolous, foolish, 

 idiotic 
 She flutters around like a butterfly.  She is a light-headed 
  young lady. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  childish, shallow, infantile, irresponsible, inane, 
 immature, senseless 

 
9. (informal) to be dim-witted, empty-headed, dizzy, light-



 

 

 headed, blockheaded, dopey, foolheaded, moonish, 
 scatterbrained, crackbrained, dunderheaded, asinine,

 harebrained, birdbrained, half-witted, rattlebrained 
 

to be long-headed 
1. to be intelligent, knowing, clever, bright, thoughtful, smart, sharp,
 intelligent, quick, anticipatory, cautious or watchful 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be judicious, perspicacious, sagacious, acute, 
 discreet, shrewd, prudent, perceptive, prescient or acute 

 
3. (informal)  to be far-seeing, long sighted, clear-headed or far-

 sighted 
 
to be muddle-headed 

1. to be confused, in disarray, bewildered, confused, hazy, off 
 balance, flustered, foggy, mixed up, in a fog, unclear, off- 

 balanced, in a daze, afluttered, befuddled, baffled, at a loss, 
 jumbled 
 She is muddle-headed right now.  Give her a minute or two. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be nonplused, incoherent, disarrange, dazed, 
 distraught, confounded, perplexed, disorientated, in disarray, 

 discomposed, hazy, disarranged, disconcert, bewildered, bemazed, 
 disorientated, out of countenance, confounded, nonpulsed, 

 unsettled 
 
3. (informal) to be all balled-up, in another zone, lost at sea, off,

 scrambled, thrown off, fuzzy, knocked for a loop, thrown off 
 balance, turn topsy-turvy, dicombobulated, at sixes and  
 sevens, taken aback, spaced out, in  outer space, shook up, 

 unhinged, overcome or scattered 
 

to be muleheaded 
1. to be untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, 
 stubborn, defiant  or obstinate or not surrender 

You are so muleheaded that even if you were losing, you would 
 still keep fighting.  

 
2. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 

adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 
determined or interpid 
 

3. (informal)  to be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay the course, red-
 blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, never tire, steely, 



 

 

 hard, flinty or spunky, not give up despite the odds 
 

4. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 
 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 

 one’s opponents, not say uncle 
 
to be pig-headed  

1.   to be stubborn, ornery, obstinate, inflexible, unyielding, adamant,   
  unable or unwilling to understand 
 Her tears won’t affect him; he is very pig-headed. 

 
2.   to be obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, strong-minded,  

 incorrigible, strong-willed, cross-grained, intransigent, wayward, 
 vexatious, tenacious, implacable, inexorable, intransigent, 
 tenacious, intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, 

 pertinacious, uncompromising, refractory or perverse 
 

3. to be hard-headed, pigheaded, hard as a rock, headstrong, 
 bullheaded, set in one’s way, mulish, stubborn as a mule, 
 pigheaded,  bullheaded, hard-headed, wrongheaded, hard-

 mouthed, set, set in one’s ways, hard, headstrong, stiff-necked, 
 pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as a  rock, muleheaded, 
 headstrong, bullheaded or single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 

to be swell-headed 
1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  
 vain or self-centered 

 It is not possible to be so swell-headed. 
 

2. (more stylish) to be haughty, insolent, presumptuous, assuming, 
 disdainful, egotistical, lordly, pompous, pretentious, vain, 
 audacious, patronizing or impertinent 

 
3. (informal) to be with one's nose in the air, stuck up, big-headed, 

 smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, stuffy, above it all, highfalutin or 
 hoity- toity, peacockish or riding for a fall, look down one’s nose 
 at  

 
4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty or sniffy  

 
to be thickheaded 



 

 

1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking or dense 

 He is so thickheaded that I don’t think he will ever get what I 
 want. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be intractable, deficient, obdurate, dense, 
 unyielding or obtuse 

 
3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 
 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 

 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted or witless 
 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, boob or numskull 

 
to be wooden-headed 

1. to be a person who is dull,  dull-witted, slow, or slow-witted 
 He is a wooden-headed fool. 
 

2. (slang) to be obtuse, dead between the ears or dead from the 
 neck up 
  

to be wrong-headed 
1. to be ungovernable disobedient, difficult, stubborn, unruly or 

 willful, uncontrollable, ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, 
 unyielding,  adamant, unable or unwilling to understand 
   I know what she believes but I’m here to let her know that she is 

 wrongheaded. 
  
2. (more stylish) to be incorrigible, strong-willed implacable, 

 inexorable, intransigent, tenacious,  intractable, imprevious, 
 steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, uncompromising, obstinate, 

 stubborn, inflexible, unyielding, strong-minded, incorrigible, 
 strong-willed, cross-grained, intransigent, wayward, vexatious, 
 tenacious, perverse or refractory 

 
3. (informal)  to be mulish, wrongheaded, set, set in one’s ways, 

 hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, hardheaded, hard as 
 a rock, muleheaded, headstrong, bullheaded, hard-mouthed, 
 set, set in one’s ways, hard, headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-

 headed, hardheaded, hard as a rock, muleheaded, headstrong 
 or single-minded 
 

4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 
 



 

 

5. (vulgar) to be  hard-assed 
 

to feel lightheaded 
1. to feel sick, weak, light in the head or dizzy 

 I have to sit down; I feel really light-headed. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to feel vertiginous 

 
3. (informal)  to feel droopie, woozy, giddy or light-hearted 
 

cool-headedness 
1. inexcitability, sedateness, confidence self-control, coolness, self-

 assurance, placidity, stability, calmness, presence of mind, 
 assurance, collectedness 
 I can do nothing but admire his cool-headedness in the face of so 

 much chaos. 
 

2.  (more stylized)  equanimity, aplomb, self-possession, 
 unflappability, imperturbability, self-command,  dispassion, 
 equilibrium, staidness, equability, poise, sanity, self-restraint 

 
3. (informal)  level headedness, eveness 
 

4. (French)  sang-froid 
 

level-headedness 
1. assurance, collectedness, stability, calmness, presence of mind, 
 self-control, coolness, self-assurance, placidity, inexcitability, 

 sedateness, confidence, common sense 
 I can do nothing but admire his level-headedness in the face of so 
 much chaos. 

 
2.  (more stylized)  dispassion, equilibrium, staidness, equability, 

 poise, equanimity, aplomb, self-possession, unflappability, 
 imperturbability, rationality 
 

3. (informal)  cool headedness, eveness 
 

4. (French)  sang-froid 
 
to have a cool-headedness 

1. to have an inexcitability, sedateness, confidence self-control, 
 coolness, self-assurance, placidity, stability, calmness, presence 
 of mind, assurance or collectedness 

 He has a  cool-headedness that leaves me stunned.  
 



 

 

2.  (more stylized)  to have an equanimity, aplomb, self-possession, 
 unflappability, imperturbability, self-command,  dispassion, 

 equilibrium, staidness, equability, poise, sanity or self-restraint 
 

3. (informal)  to have a cool headedness or eveness 
 
4. (French)  sang-froid 

 
to have a level-headedness 
1. to have an assurance, collectedness, stability, calmness, presence 

 of mind, self-control, coolness, self-assurance, placidity, 
 inexcitability, sedateness, confidence, common sense 

 This is not a good job for you.  You do not have the level-
 headedness necessary. 
 

2.  (more stylized)  dispassion, equilibrium, staidness, equability, 
 poise, equanimity, aplomb, self-possession, unflappability, 

 imperturbability, rationality 
 
3. (informal)  cool headedness, eveness 

 
4. (French)  sang-froid 
 

to take a header 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 

 When he entered in the room, he tripped and took a header. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 

 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 

 headlong, go down 
 

4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 
 one’s behind 
 

5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 
 

headiest 
foremost, supreme, first, paramount, superior, surpassing 
This is of headiest importance. 

 
to be the headiest 
to be the most, greatest, utmost or the maximum 

This is the headiest experience that I ever had in my life. 
 



 

 

heading 
1.   title, caption, banner, streamer 

He was in the heading of the paper. 
  

2.   section, category, class, division 
Put the title 'history' in the heading. 
 

3. way, direction, bearing 
 

to be heading for a fall 

to be about to fail, take a spill, plunge into a bad situation 
If he does not stop drinking, he will be heading for a fall. 

 
to change the heading  
1. to drift, deviate, swerve, diverge, twist, turn, shift, stray, veer 

 
2. to yaw, diverge 

 
3. to veer off, go off course, bear off,  
 

heady 
1   intoxicating, inebriant 
 

2.  exciting, electrifying, breathtaking, overwhelming 
     When I was young, going to Mexico was heady. 

  
3.   rash, reckless, foolhardy, improvident, impulsive 
 

4.   violent, destructive, devastating, ravaging 
 
5.   clever, shrewd, crafty, astute, sharp   

       Watch her!   She is very heady. 
 

to be heady 
to be exciting, intoxicating, electrifying 
It was heady news.  I still can't believe that it's over. 

 
ahead 

1. before, in the forefront, first, in front of, toward the front of, 
 forward, in  the front of, in advance of, in the foreground, foremost, 
 in the lead 

 He is always ahead of everyone.  Keep your eyes open. 
 
2. in the van, in the vanguard, avante-garde, predecessor 

 
3. (informal) dead ahead, headmost 



 

 

 
ahead of one’s peers 

1. before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in the front of, 
 in advance of, in the lead of one’s peers  

 She has always been ahead of a peers.  It should not be surprising 
 that she is the first to attain success. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  in the forefront, vanguard or in the foreground of 
 one’s peers  or competitors, excelling over, eclipsing, outdistancing, 
 surpassing, casting in the shade or transcending one’s peers  

 
3. quicker, faster, more progressive, advance or mature than one’s 

 peers, ahead of one’s time, before one’s time 
 
ahead of one’s time 

1. before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in the front of, 
 in advance of, in the lead of one’s peers  

 She has always been ahead of a peers.  It should not be surprising 
 that she is the first to attain success. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  in the forefront, vanguard or in the foreground of 
 one’s peers  or competitors, excelling over, eclipsing, outdistancing, 
 surpassing, casting in the shade or transcending one’s peers  

 
3. quicker, faster, more progressive, advance or mature than one’s 

 peers, ahead of one’s time, before one’s time 
 
ahead of the game 

1. before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in the front of, 
 in advance of, in the lead of one’s peers or competitors 
 I wouldn’t even enter the race; she’s already ahead of the game. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  in the forefront or in the foreground of one’s peers 

 or competitors, excelling over, eclipsing, outdistancing, surpassing, 
 casting in the shade or transcending one’s competitors  
 

3. (informal)  shooting ahead, ahead of the pack, beating, getting 
 ahead, outstripping, winning,  running rings around, running 

 circles around, overshadowing, outpacing  
 
ahead of the pack 

1.  before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in the front of, 
 in advance of, in the lead, out in front, heading, succeeding 
 Being ahead of the pack has always had its own rewards. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  in the forefront or in the foreground of one’s peers 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  on the top of the heap, ahead of the game, leading, 

 well heeled 
 

4. (slang)  sitting pretty, on top of the heap, head honcho, on top of 
 the pile     
 

5. on the cutting edge, in the advance of, pacesetter, forerunner, 
 spearhead,  pioneer, ground breaker, leader 
 She will always be ahead of the pack. 

 
6. (more stylistic) foregoer, in the vanguard, vaunt-courier, in the 

 forefront, precursor, avant-courier, advance guard, innovator    
 
7. (informal)  trailblazer, trendsetter, mover, spark, pathfinder, new 

 blood, paver of the way, ahead of the game 
 

chagring ahead 
1.  shoving ahead, pushing ahead, rushing, storming, quickly 
 moving forward, rushing ahead, hurrying ahead, dash forward, 

 dashing ahead, drive ahead, rushing in advance, lurching ahead, 
 dashing ahead, moving quickly ahead, hurrying forward, 
 hurrying in  advance, storming ahead, storming in advance, 

 storming forward 
  

2. (more stylized)  besieging forward, sieging forward, thrusting 
 forward,  hastening onward, pressing on, catapulting ahead,  
 flinging forward, pressing ahead, pressing onward, take wing, 

 scouring ahead, fly on the wings of the wind, scouring past one’s 
 competitors, dashing onward, catapulting onward, heaving on, 
 speeding ahead, catapulting forward, propelling onward, 

 thrusting ahead, hurling forward, hurling ahead, speeding 
 onward, hurling onward, heaving forward, propelling ahead, 

 speeding forward 
 
3. (informal) scurrying ahead, looking alive, losing no time, going like 

 a shot, hotfooting it, shooting ahead, hustling onward, hustling, 
 sprinting ahead, outstripping the wind, whipping ahead, zooming 

 onward, whipping onward, speeding ahead, bustling ahead, 
 running ahead, doing some tall stepping, speeding up, stepping on 
 it, zipping ahead, sprinting forward, scurrying forward, bustling 

 onward, losing no time, flying on the wing of the wing, whipping 
 ahead, spurting ahead, stepping on the gas, spurting forward,  
 tearing ahead 

 
4. getting one’s rear in gear, moving on out,  getting cracking, 



 

 

 burning rubber 
 

go-ahead  
1. affirmation, leave, approval, license, agreement, endorsement 

 compliance, permission, formal approval 
 Let go.  I got the go-ahead. 
 

2.  (more stylized) approbation, accordance, concession, authorization, 
 sanction, consent, permit, accord, compliance, official sanction, 
 concurrence, acquiescence, validation 

 
3. (informal)  the word, backing, nod, green light, O.K., the nod of 

 approval, carte blanche 
  
time ahead 

1. future, tomorrow    
 

2. (more stylistic) eventuality, time to come, coming time,  
 
3. (informal)  down the pike, offing, down the road,  

  
to amble a few steps ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to amble a few steps ahead to 
 look at all the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 

 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
 
to amble ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to amble ahead to look at 



 

 

 all the beautiful flowers.   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
to amble on ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to amble on ahead to look at 
 all the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
to barge ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 You will not win if you do not barge ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 

 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 



 

 

 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 

 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 

to barge on ahead 
1. to make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead, quickly move forward, 
 rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, hurry, shove ahead,  
 push  ahead, to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through,  

 plunge forward   
 You have no right to barge on ahead of everyone in the line. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, 
 propel forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, 

 elbow one’s  way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way 
 forward, thrust ahead plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead 

 
3. to hurry ahead, hurry, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead 

 
4.  (slang)  to get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go 
 lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze ahead 
 roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip  right 
 ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead 
 



 

 

to barrel ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 

 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, to ram forward,  bulldoze 
 through, plunge through, plunge forward, push through, bulldoze 

 onward, press through, propel through, shove through, drive 
 through dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 
 He barreled ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 

 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 
 

to barrel on ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He barreled on ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 



 

 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on  ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 

to be ahead of 
1. to be advance of, be in a winning or privileged situation or  
 position, be superior to, be beyond, go before, front 

 Intellectually, she is ahead of everyone.  There’s no question  
 about it. 

 
2. to antecede,  be in earlier than, in  front of, before or in advance of, 
 be a precursor, antecessor, forerunner, predecessor, or  

avant-gardist, out distant, precede, excel 
 He is going to win the race; he is ahead of everyone. 
 

3. (informal)  to head, outstrip, outdo, beating or winning out, go one 
 better, throw in the shadow, shoot ahead, leave in the dust, be 

 head and shoulders above, come out first,  show up, leave 
 standing flatfooted 
 

to be ahead of one’s peers 
1. to lead, be before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in 
 the front of, in advance of or in the lead of one’s peers, eclipse, lead 

 the way, come or go first 
 She has always been ahead of a peers.  It should not be surprising 

 that she is the first to attain success. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to take precedence over, be in the forefront, 

 vanguard or in the foreground of one’s peers, excel over, eclipse, 
 outdistance, surpass, cast in the shade or transcend one’s peers, 

 excel, prevail over, precede 
   
3. (informal)  to take the lead, be quicker, faster, more progressive, 

 advance or  mature than one’s peers, get the better of, stand out in 
 the crowd, be ahead of one’s time, be before one’s time, head up, 
 lead the pack, have an upper hand, outdistant, outstrip, throw in 

 the shadows, be ahead 
 



 

 

to be ahead of one’s time 
1. to be a pioneer, come first, be before, go in advance, be first, in 

 front of, toward the front of or forward, go first, run in front of, be 
 in the front of, in  advance of or in the lead of one’s times, be 

 ahead of one’s peers 
 I am not surprised that he was able to create the next generation of 
 the internet; he has always been ahead of his time. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a forerunner, in the forefront, vanguard or in 
 the foreground of one’s peers, herald, be a harbinger, predecessor, 

 avant-courier, antecessor, prophet, precursor or front runner, 
 excel over, outdistance,  surpass, cast in the shade or transcend 

 one’s peers or one’s time, foresee  
 
3. to be a trailblazer or trailbreaker, be at the head of one’s time, be 

 ahead of one’s time, be before one’s time, be a lead runner, see 
 the handwriting on the wall, be a pathfinder or paver of the way 

 
to be ahead of the game 
1. to trump, be in advance of or in the lead of one’s competitors 

 before, first  or in front of, tower above one’s time or one’s peers, 
 pass, outpace, be toward the front of, forward or in the front of, 
 outdistance,  hold advantage over, 

 I wouldn’t even enter the race; she’s already ahead of the game. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to take precedence over, be in the forefront, 
 vanguard or in the foreground of one’s peers or competitors, excel 
 over, eclipse, outdistance, surpass, cast in the shade or transcend 

 one’s  competitors, prevail over, hold advantage over, be in a 
 superior position to, take the crown  
 

3. (informal)  to beat, leave in the dust, beat  be quicker, faster, more 
 progressive, advance or mature than one’s competitors, win over, 

 be a cut above, be ahead of one’s time, be before one’s time, leave 
 one’s peers behind, get the better of, overtrump, outtriumph, take 
 the prize, lead the pack, outshine 

 
to be ahead of the pack 

1.  to overshadow, tower above or be in a superior position to one’s 
 peers, be before, first, in front of, toward the front of, forward, in 
 the front of, in advance of, in the lead or out in front of everyone 

 else, dominate, be a cut above of one’s peers 
 Being ahead of the pack has always had its own rewards. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to win out over, prevail over, be in the forefront or 
 in the foreground of one’s peers, eclipse, go beyond, outflank, 



 

 

 minimize, excel or take precedence over one’s peers, surpass, 
 transcend, outperform 

 
3. (informal) to shoot ahead of , be head and shoulders above, be on 

 the top of the heap, lead the pack, ahead of the game, leading, on 
 top or well heeled, be on top, overtrump, outweigh, be quicker, 
 faster, more progressive, advance or mature than one’s 

 competitors, win over, be a cut above, be ahead of one’s time, 
 get the jump on, stand above the crowd 
 

4. (slang)  to be sitting pretty, on top of the heap, head honcho or on 
 top of the pile     

 
5. to be on the cutting edge or in the advance of,  be the pacesetter, 
 forerunner,  spearhead,  pioneer, ground breaker or leader 

 She will always be ahead of the pack. 
 

6. (more stylistic) to be in the vanguard or in the forefront, be the 
 vaunt-courier, precursor, avant-courier, advance guard, innovator 
 or foregoer   

 
7. (informal) to be a trailblazer, trendsetter, mover, spark, pathfinder, 
 new blood, pioneer or paver of the way, be ahead of the game  

 
to butt ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 You will not win if you do not barge on ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 

 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 

 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 



 

 

 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 

 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 
to be born ahead of one’s time 

1.  to be progressive, aware, shrewd, asute, be before, first, in front of, 
 toward the front of, forward, in the front of, in advance of, take the 

 lead, in the  lead or out in front of everyone else, be ahead of, be 
 beyond, out in front of, have a jump on, surpass, lead the pack 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a forerunner, in the vanguard or in the avant-
 garde, forward moving or going, enlightened, insightful, intuitive, 

 sensitive, discerning or perceptive, have predence over, prevail over 
 
3. (informal)  to outdistant, be ahead of one’s time, ahead of the 

 pack, born  before one’s time, on the ball, be quicker, faster, more 
 progressive, advance or mature than one’s competitors, win over, 
 be a cut above, stand above the crowd, come out on top, outpace  

 
to be dead ahead 

to be straight, totally, completely or directly ahead or in front of 
You can’t miss it; the post office is dead ahead. 
 

to bear ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front, force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 You have no other choice but to bear ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 

 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, 
 thrust ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl 
 onward, hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  



 

 

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 

 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
 
to bulldoze ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He is always bulldozing ahead of  anyone in his way.   
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 

 
to bulldoze on ahead 
1. to push ahead, dash, dash ahead,   quickly move forward, rush, 

 rush in advance, lurch ahead, hurry, shove ahead, drive ahead 
 He bulldozed on ahead of his opponent and won.    
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead,  press  forward, 
 press ahead, race forward plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, 



 

 

 hurtle ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, hasten forward, go in 
 haste, race ahead, gallop ahead, gallop forward  

 
3. (informal)  to shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash  ahead, move on 

 ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry 
 on ahead, whisk on ahead, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, scurry on ahead, rush 
 headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s 
 way forward press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to shake a leg, be hellbent for leather, zip ahead, get 

 cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel ahead, go like a shot, 
 bulldoze, bulldoze ahead, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead put one’s 
 foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get cracking, 

 get one’s rear in gear, zip, go lickety-split , rip on ahead, barrel on 
 ahead, feet, bulldoze ahead 

 
to burst ahead 
1. to shove through, drive through, charge to the front, force 

 through, ram through, ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge 
 through, plunge forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press 
 through, propel through, burst ahead, make one’s way through, 

 make one’s way onward, barrel through, rip through, zip through, 
 forge through, charge forward, shove through   

 The horse burst ahead of everyone and galloped to the finish line. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to drive onward, push forward, burst onward,  

 advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust ahead, 
 shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, hurl 
 forward, advance onward, bear hard upon, push onward, press 

 onward, drive forward, plunge ahead, press forward, thrust 
 forward, thrust onward, propel forward, propel onward, shove 

 forward, shove onward, elbow one’s way onward, issue forth     
 
3.  (informal)  to surge forward, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, elbow one’s way ahead, 
 elbow one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, shoulder 

 one’s way ahead, bulldoze ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way  ahead, hurl ahead, pour ahead, crash ahead, 
 press on ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, surge ahead, 

 charge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, propel ahead, 
 propel on ahead, gush forward,  press ahead, shove ahead, push 
 on ahead, barrel  on ahead, forge on ahead, gush ahead, pour 

 forth, pour onward 
   



 

 

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead,  

 
to butt ahead 
1. to make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, ram forward,  bulldoze through, 
 plunge through, plunge  forward, push through, bulldoze onward, 
 press through, propel through, shove through, drive through, 

 charge to the front force through,  forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 He is always butting ahead of everyone; therefore, he has made a 
 lot of enemies. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shunt onward, shunt 

 forward, burst forward, hurl onward, hurl forward, advance 
 onward shove onward, elbow one’s  way onward, advance forward, 
 shoulder one’s way forward,  bear hard upon, push onward, 

 press onward, drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst 
 onward, plunge ahead, press forward, thrust ahead  
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 

 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 

 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to butt on ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 She won because she successfully butted on ahead of everyone. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 

 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 
to catapult ahead 

1.  to storm in advance, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, 
 hurry in advance, storming ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, 

 rushing, storm ahead, quickly moving forward, rush ahead, hurry 
 ahead, dash forward, dash ahead, drive ahead, rush in advance,  
 lurch ahead, dash ahead,  storm forward 

 She is always catapulting ahead of everyone and leaving them 
 behind.  
 

2. (more stylized) , hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl  onward, heave 
 forward, propel ahead, speed forward, besiege forward, fly on the 

 wings of the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, 
 catapult onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel 
 onward, siege forward, thrust forward, hasten onward, press on, 

 catapult ahead,  fling forward, press ahead, press onward, take 
 wing, scour ahead, thrust ahead, hurl forward 

 
3. (informal) to scurry ahead, look alive, whip ahead, zoom onward, 
 whip onward, speed ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall 

 stepping, speed up, step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward,  lose no 
 time, go like a shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, huste, 
 sprint ahead, outstrip the wind, scurry forward, bustle 

 onward, lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 
 spurting ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 



 

 

 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 

 
to catapult on ahead 

1.  to shove ahead, push ahead, rushing, storm ahead, quickly 
 moving forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead, rush in advance, lurch ahead, dash on

 ahead, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry in 
 advance, storm ahead, storm in advance, storm forward 
 She charged on ahead of everyone in her class and became the 

 first CEO under twenty-one years old. 
 

2. (more stylized) to besiege forward, siege forward, thrust forward,  
 hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 
 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 

 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 
 onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 

 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl 
 onward, heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward, forge ahead 
 

3. (informal) to scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go like a  shot, 
 hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, huste, sprint ahead, 
 outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip onward, speed 

 ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, 
 step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle 

 onward, lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 
 spurting ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 
 

4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 
 
to charge ahead 

1.  to move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry in  advance, 
 storming ahead, storm in advance, storm forward, shove ahead, 

 push ahead, rushing, storm ahead, quickly moving forward, rush 
 ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash ahead, drive ahead, 
 rush in advance, lurch ahead, dash ahead 

 She is always chagring ahead of everyone; therefore, don’t worry 
 about her.  She’ll always land on her feet.   

 
2. (more stylized)  to siege forward, thrust forward,  hasten onward, 
 dash onward, catapult onward, heave on, propel ahead, speed 

 forward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 
 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 
 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, besiege forward, speed 

 ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, thrust ahead, hurl 
 forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl onward, heave forward, 



 

 

 
3. (informal) to outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip 

 onward, speed ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall 
 stepping, speed up, , step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 

 step on it, zip ahead, scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go 
 like a shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, huste, sprint 
 ahead, sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle onward, lose no time, 

 fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, spurting ahead 
 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out, get cracking, burn rubber 

 
5. to be unyielding, undaunted, tireless or defiant or not surrender, 

 be untiring or persistent, keep the faith, pursue relentlessly, move 
 onward, move forward continue on one’s path despite everything, 
 confront or stand up to without fear or doubt,  

No matter what happens, we must continue chagring ahead and 
 believe in ourselves. 

 
6. (more stylized)  to be forge ahead, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition uncompromising, 

determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, unyielding, 
 tenacious, hold fast, forge on ahead, remain unwavering,  

resolved, adamant, perserving, resolute or unswerving,  

 
7. (informal)  to be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay the course, red-

 blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, never tire, steely, 
 hard, flinty or spunky, push ahead, not give up despite the odds, 
 stick it out, press ahead, stick to one’s gun, carry on, not give up 

 the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground,  plod along, keep going, 
 see through, press on, brook no denial  
 

8. (slang)  to not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 
 away, plug ahead, be more headstrong, pigheaded, bulldogged, 

 cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than one’s opponents, 
 be a dog with a bone 
 

to charge on ahead 
1.  to shove ahead, push ahead, rushing, storm ahead, quickly 

 moving forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead, rush in advance, lurch ahead, dash on
 ahead, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry in 

 advance, storm ahead, storm in advance, storm forward 
 She charged on ahead of everyone in her class and became the 
 first CEO under twenty-one years old. 

 
2. (more stylized)  besiege forward, siege forward, thrust forward,  



 

 

 hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 
 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 

 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 
 onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 

 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl 
 onward, heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward 
 

3. (informal) scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go like  a 
 shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, hustle, sprint 
ahead,  outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip 

onward, speed  ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall 
stepping, speed up,  step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward, 

scurry forward, bustle  onward, lose no time, fly on the wing, 
whip ahead, spurting ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear 
ahead 

 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 

 
5. to confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, be untiring, 
 persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not 

 surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 
 faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward , move forward  

No matter what happens, we must continue forging on ahead and 

 believe in ourselves. 
 

6. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 
constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 
adamant, preserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 

determined or intrepid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 
 tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, forge on ahead 

 

7. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 
 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 

 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial, push 
 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 
 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 

 plod along, keep going, see through, press on  
 

8. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 
 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 

 away, plug ahead 
 

to continue ahead 

1. to continue outperforming, keep eclipsing, remain in a  forward 
 position, remain overtaking or putting to shame, stay ahead, 



 

 

 outrival, remain ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or 
 forward position, continue ahead, keep oneself in an advanced 

 position keep outpacing, be ahead, be in a superior position  
 Work as hard as you can so that you can continue ahead of 

 everyone. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to remain in an up front or winning position, 

 sustain oneself in a winning postion,  remain outdistancing,  
 maintain outdistancing, preserve one’s lead, remain in a winning 
 position, be more advanced than, maintain oneself ahead, 

 sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on the lead, persist in 
 a forward position, sustain oneself in an advanced position, 

 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel,  persist 
 outranking, remain ahead, maintain outstripping or outranking 
  

3. (informal)  to  continue running ring around, remain outshining, 
 not fall back, stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto 

 to one’s lead, stay ahead of the game, not lose ground, keep 
 outshining, continue running circles around, remain ahead of the 
 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead,  not lag or get 

 behind, continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead 
 of the game, outstripping, keep getting the better of, continue 
 beating out or outdoing, get ahead and stay there 

 
to continue ahead of the competition 

1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 
 outpacing, be ahead, be in a superior position, keep eclipsing, 
 remain in a forward position, remain overtaking or putting to 

 shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 
 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position  
 My problem is that I have never been able to continue ahead of 

 the competition.  I was always falling behind. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing, remain ahead, 
 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than,  

 maintain oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s 
 hold on the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain 

 oneself in an advanced position, maintain outdistancing, preserve 
 one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up 
 front or winning position 

 
3. (informal)  to  stay ahead of the game, get ahead and stay there, 
 stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, 

 continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the 
 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead, keep outshining, 



 

 

 keep getting the better of, continue beating out or outdoing, 
 outstripping, continue running rings around, remain outshining, 

 not fall back, continue running circles around, not lose 
 ground, remain ahead of the game, not lag or get behind 

 
to crawl ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  

 to the front of the line while on one’s knees, move slowly to the 
 front or inch along while on one’s knees, pull oneself along and 
 ahead  

 Although he barely made it, he did manage to crawl ahead of his 
 opponents. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 

 unsteadily or march ahead on one’s knees  
 

3. (informal)  to while on one’s knees slowly push ahead, push on 
 ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, creep on ahead, 
 make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along 

 slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble ahead, totter 
 along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, stagger 
 ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along or dodder ahead, 

 crawl ahead on all four, go ahead at a snail’s pace, move ahead 
 at a snail’s pace, dodder on ahead, tetter on ahead or forge on 

 ahead on one’s knees 
 
to crawl on ahead 

1. to move slowly to the front or inch along while on one’s knees, pull 
 oneself along and ahead, slowly and steadily make progress, 
 move on, move forward or go to the front of the line while on one’s 

 knees 
 Although he barely made it, he did manage to crawl on ahead of 

 his opponents. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead on one’s knees  

 
3. (informal)  to while on one’s knees slowly push ahead, push on 
 ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, creep on ahead, 

 make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along 
 slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble ahead, totter 
 along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, stagger 

 ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along or dodder ahead, 
 crawl ahead on all four, go ahead at a snail’s pace, move ahead 



 

 

 at a snail’s pace, dodder on  ahead, tetter on ahead or forge on 
 ahead on one’s knees 

 
to crawl ahead on all four 

1. to move slowly to the front or inch along while on one’s knees, pull 
 oneself along and ahead,  slowly move on, move forward or go to 
 the front of the line, slowly and steadily make progress 

 It had not been easy because of his easy but he was so determined 
 that he crawled ahead on all fours.  No one was going to stop 
 him! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, forge aheador move 

 onward on one’s knees, move ahead unsteadily, little by little 
 make strides, forge forward, march ahead on one’s knees  
 

3. (informal)  to stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, 
 dodder along or dodder ahead on one’s knees, crawl ahead on all 

 four, go ahead at a snail’s pace, move ahead at a snail’s pace, 
 totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, hobble 
 on ahead, while on one’s knees slowly push on ahead, get on 

 ahead, move on ahead, creep on ahead, go on ahead, move 
 along slowly, crawl on ahead, stagger on ahead, tetter on ahead 
 or dodder on ahead on one’s knees, while on one’s knees slowly 

 push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, gain ground, 

 hobble along, totter, hobble ahead  
 
to crawl on ahead 

1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line while on one’s knees, move slowly to the 
 front or inch along while on one’s knees, pull oneself along and 

 ahead  
 He crawl on ahead and kept on going. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 

 unsteadily or march ahead on one’s knees  
 

3. (informal)  to tetter ahead, dodder along or dodder ahead on one’s 
 knees, crawl ahead on  all four, go ahead at a snail’s pace, 
 move ahead at a snail’s pace, get on ahead, while on one’s knees 

 slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along 
 slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble ahead, totter 

 along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, stagger 
 ahead, teeter along, move on ahead, creep on ahead, go on 



 

 

 ahead crawl on ahead, stagger on ahead, tetter on ahead or 
 dodder on ahead on one’s knees, hobble on ahead, while on one’s 

 knees slowly push on ahead 
 

to creep ahead 
1. to slowly, slyly, quietly and steadily make progress, move on, 
 move forward or go to the front of the line, move slowly to the 

 front or inch along, pull oneself along and ahead in an 
 underhanded manner 
 I don’t trust him; he creeps ahead like a snake. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead  
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, 
 stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, dodder 

 ahead, move ahead at a snail’s pace, crawl on ahead, stagger 
 on ahead, tetter on ahead, dodder on ahead, hobble on ahead,   
 slowly push on ahead, get on ahead, move on ahead, creep on 

 ahead, go on ahead 
 

to creep on ahead 
1. to move on,  move forward or go to the front of the line, slowly, 
 slyly, quietly and steadily make progress,  pull oneself along and 

 ahead in an underhanded manner move slowly to the front or 
 inch along 
 I don’t trust him; he creeps on ahead like a snake. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead  
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, 
 stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, dodder 

 ahead, move ahead at a snail’s pace, crawl on ahead, stagger 
 on ahead, tetter on ahead, dodder on ahead, hobble on ahead,   
 slowly push on ahead, get on ahead, move on ahead, creep on 

 ahead, go on ahead 
 



 

 

to dash ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 

 ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead 

 Get out of line; you can not dash ahead of everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 

 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze on ahead, 
 bulldoze, bulldoze ahead 

 
to dash on ahead 
1. to rush in advance, hurry, quickly move forward, push ahead, 

 dash, dash  ahead, drive ahead, rush, rush ahead, lurch ahead, 
 shove ahead  
 People do not like her because she is always dashing on ahead of 

 everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward,   hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, lose  no time to get head, whisk 
 on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, 
 gallop on ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 
 forward, push ahead, push forward, dash  ahead, move on ahead, 

 hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on ahead  
 



 

 

4. (slang) to shake a leg, be hellbent for leather, zip ahead, get 
 cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go lickety-split, 

 put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear,zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip 

 on ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 
 

to dodder ahead 
1. to stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, totter, move on, move forward or 
 go to the front of the line, stagger along, move slowly, teeter, 

 dodder slowly and steadily make progress 
 What I remember most about my grandmother was her doddering 

 ahead of all the other members of the family. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to totter, hobble ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, 
 crawl ahead, crawl, crawl along, stagger ahead, teeter along, 

 stagger on  ahead, tetter on ahead, dodder on ahead, move 
 along slowly,  tetter ahead, dodder along,  dodder on ahead, 
 slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, make 

 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, gain ground, 
 hobble along, hobble on ahead, crawl on ahead 

  
to dodder on ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  

 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 
 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 
 Although she can barely walk, she’s always doddering on ahead of 

 everyone.  She does not want anyone to pity her. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to forge ahead, move onward, slowly advance or 
 proceed, move ahead unsteadily or march ahead, little by little 
 make  strides, forge forward 

 
3. (informal)  to teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along,  slowly 

 push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along 
 slowly, hobble ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, 

 stagger ahead, dodder on ahead, hobble on ahead, crawl on 
 ahead, crawl, crawl along, stagger on ahead, tetter on ahead, 
 dodder on ahead,gain ground, hobble along, totter 

 
to edge ahead 



 

 

1. to move forward or go to the front of the line, crawl, hobble,  slowly 
 and steadily make progress, move on, totter or move slowly forward 

 It took a number of laps but eventually I was able to edge ahead of 
 the other drivers. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance, proceed, make strides, 
 forge forward, forge ahead, move onward or march ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along, gain 

 ground, drag one’s feet, slowly push on ahead, get on ahead, 
 move one ahead, inch ahead, go on ahead  

 
 4. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or 
 continue  all obstacles, succeed, rise  

 I have been able to inch ahead of everyone else to become the 
 richest person in America. 

 
6. (more stylistic)  to attain success, fare well 
 

7. (informal)  to push forward, come up in the world, get on, gain 
 ground, push ahead, edge along, make it to first base, get to first 
 base, get along, inch ahead, get ahead, go up in the world, luck 

 out, rise in the world, push on ahead, edge ahead, edge on 
 ahead, inch on ahead, get on ahead  

 
to edge on ahead 
1. to crawl, hobble, totter or move slowly forward, slowly and steadily 

 make progress, move on, move forward or go to the front of the 
 line  
 It took a number of laps but she has finally been able to edge on 

 ahead of her competition.  Now, she should have no problem in 
 winning. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to forge forward, forge ahead, move onward or 
 march ahead, slowly advance, proceed, make strides 

 
3. (informal)  to get on ahead, move one ahead, inch ahead, go 

 on ahead , slowly push on ahead, gain ground, slowly push 
 ahead, get ahead, move ahead, make headway, go ahead or take 
 the lead, inch along, move along, drag one’s feet  

 
4. to move forward or continue  all obstacles, succeed, rise  
 slowly and steadily make progress, move of 

 It did not take as long as he thought so that he could edge on 
 ahead to become the most powerful man on the planet. 



 

 

 
6. (more stylistic)  to slowly and steadily attain success or fare well 

 
7. (informal)  to rise in the world, push forward, edge along, make it 

 to first base, get to first  base, get along, inch ahead, get ahead,  
 come up in the world, get on, gain ground, push ahead, go up in 
 the world, luck out, push on ahead, edge ahead, edge on 

 ahead, inch on ahead, get on ahead  
 
to elbow one’s way ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She wanted to get through; therefore, she elbowed her way ahead 

 of everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 

 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, elbow one’s way straight 
 ahead, charge in, ram one’s way through, ram one’s way ahead, 
 ram right ahead 

 
to fly ahead 
1. to shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash  ahead, drive ahead 

  quickly move forward, hurry, rush ahead, lurch ahead, rush, rush 
 in advance 



 

 

 You can fly ahead and I’ll meet you in Madrid. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to hurtle in front of, hurtle ahead, jostle in front of, 
 jostle ahead, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward,  plow in front of, whisk 
 ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, tear ahead, tear on ahead, fly 
 ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead,  dash  ahead, move on ahead, 

 hurry ahead, jump on ahead, lose no time going forward, rush on 
 ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press 

 on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, blaze the trail, lead 
 the way, show the way, wing one’s way forward       
 

4. (slang) to get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go 
 lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, feet,  put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, 
 high tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be 
 hellbent for leather, zip ahead, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 
to fly on ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 
 ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash 

 ahead, drive ahead 
 He took an earlier flight and flew  on ahead. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 



 

 

 ahead 
 

to forge ahead 
1.  to shove ahead, push ahead, rushing, storm ahead, quickly 

 moving forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead, rush in advance, lurch ahead, dash 
 ahead, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry in 

 advance, storming ahead, storm in advance, storm forward 
 Although she was so tired that she felt she could drop, she kept 
 forging ahead. 

 
2. (more stylized)  besiege forward, siege forward, thrust forward,  

 hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 
 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 
 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 

 onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 
 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl 

 onward, heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward 
 
3. (informal) scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go like  a 

 shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, huste, sprint ahead, 
 outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip onward, speed 
 ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, 

 step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle 
 onward, lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 

 spurting ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 
 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 

 
to forge on ahead 
1.  to dash on ahead, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry 

 in advance, storm ahead, storm in advance, shove ahead, push 
 ahead, rushing, storm ahead, be quickly moving forward, rush 

 ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash ahead, drive ahead, 
 rush in advance, lurch ahead, storm forward 
 My father taught me to keep forging on ahead and not to let 

 anyone stop me. 
 

2. (more stylized) to scour ahead, fly on the wings of the wind, 
 scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult onward, 
 heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 

 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead,   besiege forward, siege 
 forward, thrust forward, hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  
 heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward, fling forward, press 

 ahead, press onward, take wing, speed onward, hurl onward 
 



 

 

 3. (informal) to lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 
 spurting ahead, step on the gas, outstrip the wind, whip ahead, 

 zoom onward, whip onward, speed ahead, bustle ahead, run 
 ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, step on it, zip ahead, 

 sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle onward, spurt forward, tear 
 ahead, sprint ahead, scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go 
 like a  shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, hustle 

 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 
 

to gallop ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 

 ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead 
 Our horses are always galloping ahead and than slowing down 

 just before they arrive to the finish line.    
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go 
 in haste scurry ahead, press forward, press ahead, race forward, 
 race ahead, plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle ahead, 

 jostle in front of, jostle ahead, gallop ahead  
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead,scour 
 ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead, scamper on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on 

 ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze ahead, hop to it 
 put one’s foot on the floor, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a 
 duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go lickety-split, hotfoot it, high tail, 

 high tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be 
 hellbent for leather 

 
to gallop on ahead 
1. to  shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash  ahead, drive ahead 

 quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 
 ahead, lurch ahead 
 The horse galloped on ahead of the competition and, as a result, 

 won his owner millions of dollars. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way forward, 
 push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get head, spearhead, 

 lose no time going forward, shoot ahead, fly ahead, race on 
 ahead, gallop on ahead, scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, 
 double-time, scoot forward, scamper ahead, scamper on ahead      

 sprint ahead, dash ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump 
 on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, 

 scurry on ahead, press on ahead, rush headlong, tear on ahead, 
 blaze the trail, tear ahead  
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead, hop to it 
 
to get ahead 

1. to progress, do well, go up in the world, get ahead, outrival, move 
 ahead, outrun, be in an advanced or forward position, put oneself 

 in a forward position, put oneself in a superior position,  advance, 
 make one’s  fortune, grow rich, be well-to-do 
 When I was a young single mother, it was almost impossible for 

 me to get ahead. 
 
2. (more stylized) to realize, make rapid strides, successfully realize 

 one’s fortune, fulfill, thrive, accomplish, flourish, achieve, bring to 
 a successful end, attain one’s fortune,  proceed forward, increase 

 one’s standing in  the world, rise above one’s standing, fare well, 
 reach one’s goal, become wealthy, become well-to-do, become 
 prosperous, make one’s  fortune, succeed in, make strides attain, 

 fare well, go forward, move forward, be crowned with success, 
 work oneself toward the head of the class 

 
3. (informal)  to forge ahead, get the better of one’s opponents, gain 
 ground, get out in front, push forward, pull off, move ahead, 

 make it, rise up in the world, bring off, finally get ahead of the 
 game,make  headway, get on, go ahead, go out in front, beat out 
 one’s competition, move toward the head of the class 

 
4. (slang)  to pull off, make happen, make good, go up in the world, 



 

 

 make one’s pile, get to the top of the heap, get to enjoy the good 
 life, get a taste of the milk and honey 

 
to get ahead in the world 

1. to outperform, eclipse, place oneself in a forward position, 
 overtake one’s competition, get ahead, outrival, move ahead, 
 outrun, be in an advanced or  forward position, put oneself in a 

 forward position, put oneself in a superior position, work hard and 
 succeed, succeed, take the lead 
 Class and race in many countries have successfully prevented one 

 from getting ahead in the world. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to increase one’s material standing, move onward, 
 thrive, go up in the world, advance, proceed forward, increase one’s 
 standing in the world, rise above one’s standing, fare well, become 

 wealthy, become well-to-do, become prosperous, make one’s 
 fortune, rise above one’s class, be well-off, successfully enrich 

 oneslf 
 
3. (informal)  to make headway, get ahead, make good, now live off 

 the fat of the land, push forward, gain ground, go forward, forge 
 ahead, have one’s ship finally come in, make progress, rise above 
 one’s rank, make one’s fortune, become well-heeled, move ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to make one’s pile, live the life of Riley, become moneyed, 

 make beaucoup money, have all the gravy, now have the bucks,  
 move up to easy street, be in fat city, get a taste of the good life 
 

to give the go ahead 
1. to give leave to, allow, enable, agree to, let, permit, give permission 
 He gave the go ahead; therefore the work will begin tomorrow. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to approve, empower, enable, sanction, authorize, 

 give one’s assent,  sanction, consent  to, grant, countenance, 
 facilitate 
 

3. (informal)  to O.K., give the green light, give one enough rope, give 
 carte  blanche, give one’s nod of approval  

 
to go ahead 
1. to precede, inititate, pioneer, take the first step, take the front 

 position, take the lead, go in advance, lead the way, go forward 
 You go ahead and we’ll talk later. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a predecessor, pathfinder, precursor, 
 forerunner, harbinger, vanguard or foregoer, lay the foundation, 



 

 

 antecede, be foregoing, precocious, preceding or precedent, 
 precede, make preparations, lay the first stone 

 
3. to be a a trailblazer break the ice, go in front, break ground, be 

 ahead, smooth the path, smooth the road, break the ice, break 
 ground, lead off, take the lead, lead the way, lead off go before, lay 
 the first stone, go first, dash ahead, lead off, stand at the head, 

 spearhead 
 
to go full steam ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He went full steam ahead and, as a result, beat everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, run ahead, hurry, jump 
 on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, 

 scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on 
 ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, streak ahead stir up a 

 duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, 

 bulldoze, bulldoze ahead, go like gang busters 
 
to go on ahead 

1. to come before, inititate, pioneer, take the first step, take the front 
 position, take the lead, go in advance, lead the way, go forward, go 

 before, lead 
 He went on ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to antecede, precede, go in advance, go forward, 
 be in the foreforont 
 

3. (informal)  to head up, head, go ahead, go ahead of the rest or of 
 everyone, go first, come first 



 

 

 
to go ahead at a snail’s pace 

1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, move slowly to the  front or inch along,  

 pull oneself along and ahead  
 Yes, he’s making progress but he’s going ahead at a snail’s pace. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead  

 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 

 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, 

 stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, dodder 
 ahead, move ahead at a snail’s pace 

 
to give the go ahead  
1. to let, submit to , permit, agree to, accede to, allow, approve, give 

 one’s assent, give leave to, authorize, approve of, yield 
 We can continue.  The director gave the go ahead late last night. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to sanction, approbate, empower, consent, grant,
 countenance, capacitate, condescend to grant, ratify, vouchsafe, 

 enable, assent, assent to 
 
3. (informal)  to give the green light, O.K., give the nod of approval,  

 give carte blanche 
 
to hasten ahead 

1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 She hastened ahead of the man and ran out of the room, crying. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 
 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, dart 

 forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble 
 ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to push ahead, push forward, dash ahead, scoot 
 forward, scamper ahead, scoot forward,  lose no time to get 
 ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scour ahead, step lively, lead 

 the way, double-time, wing one’s way forward, scoot ahead, lose 
 no time going forward, race ahead 



 

 

  
4. (slang) to bulldoze on ahead, double-time, scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead,  scamper on ahead, shake a leg, hop to it, zip 
 ahead, whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear,  bulldoze, 

 bulldoze ahead,  hustle ahead,  rip forward, get cracking, 
 barrel ahead, step lively, lead the way  
 

to hasten on ahead 
1. to go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, 
 quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance    
 She hastened on ahead so that she would arrive before her 

 mother. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to whisk onward, gallop ahead, dart  forward, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble ahead, 
 gallop or scramble forward,  scurry forward, press to the front, race 

 to an advanced position,  whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead    
 

 
3. (informal)  to scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, 
 wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time 

 to get ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scoot ahead, lose no 
 time going forward, race ahead, dash ahead, scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead, scoot forward, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, 
 scramble on ahead 

 
4. (slang) to whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear, hustle 
 ahead,  rip forward, shake a leg, hop to it, zip ahead, get cracking, 

 barrel ahead  rip, whiz ahead, zip ahead, step lively, lead the 
 way, bulldoze, bulldoze ahead, bulldoze on ahead, double-time, 

 scoot forward, scamper ahead, scamper on ahead       
 
to hobble ahead 

1. to stagger along, stagger ahead, move slowly forward or slowly go 
 to the front of the line, crawl, hobble, totter or move slowly 

 forward, teeter, dodder, slowly and steadily make progress, slowly 
 move on 
 The wounded soldier hobbled ahead of his companions. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to move ahead unsteadily, slowly advance or 
 proceed,  little by little make strides, forge forward, or march 

 ahead, move onward, forge ahead  
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along,  dodder 
 ahead, totter along, slowly push ahead, get ahead, move 

 ahead, creep ahead, make headway, go ahead, drag one’s feet, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble on 

 ahead, inch along, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl along, stagger 
 ahead, take the lead  
 

to hobble on ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 

 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 
 Although he was badly hurt, the player hobbled on ahead of team 

to  catch the ball. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 
 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 

 dodder ahead 
 

to hurry ahead       
1. to shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash  ahead, drive ahead 
 quickly move forward, rush, lurch ahead, rush in advance, hurry, 

 rush  ahead, rush on ahead 
 I’ll meet you there; I have to hurry ahead. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 
 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead,  plow in 

 front of, hurtle in front of, hurtle ahead, jostle in front of, gallop 
 forward, hasten forward, go in haste, jostle ahead  
 

3. (informal)  to hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry 
 on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, 

 race on ahead, gallop on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the 
 way, double-time, scoot forward, scamper ahead, scamper on  
 ahead, lose no time going forward, tear ahead, rush headlong, 

 blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 
 forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get head, 
 spearhead, move on ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot 

 ahead, sprint ahead, dash ahead  
 



 

 

4. (slang) to whiz on ahead, rip on ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go 
 like a shot, bulldoze,  get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, bulldoze ahead, hop to 
 it,  put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, 

 get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent  for 
 leather, zip ahead,  
  

to hurry on ahead       
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 
 ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash 

 ahead, drive ahead 
 I can’t wait for you; I have to hurry on ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 

 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead,scour 

 ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead, scamper on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead, hop to it 
 
to hurtle ahead 

1. to push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead, shove ahead, 
 quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush ahead, 

 lurch ahead  
 He hurtled ahead and won the race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry  ahead, 
 press forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward,  plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, hasten forward, go in haste   
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to show the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, 
 push forward, lose no time to get head, scurry on ahead, press 

 on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, hurtle on ahead, 
 jostle on ahead spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, rush headlong, 

 blaze the trail, lead the way       
 
4. (slang) to be hellbent for leather, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, stir 

 up a duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, 
 whiz on ahead, rip on ahead, barrel on ahead, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, 
 bulldoze ahead put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, zip 
 ahead, get cracking  

 
to hurtle on ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, rush 
 ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash 
 ahead, drive ahead 

 He hurtled on ahead and won the race. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry 
 ahead, press forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, 

 gallop ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 

 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, hurtle 
 on ahead, jostle on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 
inch ahead 

1. to crawl slowly forward, to totter onward, slowly and steadily make 
 progress, hobble little by little to the front, move on, move forward 



 

 

 or go to the front of the line, crawl onward, hobble forward, totter 
 to the front, advance oneself by moving slowly forward 

 She pulled herself forward to inch ahead of  the man who was 
 pursuing her. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to march ahead slowly advance, proceed little by 
 little, make strides slowly and gradually, forge forward, forge 

 ahead, move onward slowly, move slowly to an advanced position  
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, slowly push on ahead, get on 

 ahead, move one ahead, inch ahead, plod ahead, go on ahead 
 slowly, inch along, push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, make 

 headway, go ahead, take the lead, gain ground, move along  
 
 4. to confront and keep moving without fear or doubt, persistent, 

 unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not surrender, continue 
 on one’s path despite everything, keep the faith, pursue 

 relentlessly, move onward, move forward, slowly make progress, 
 forge ahead move on, move forward or proceed despite all 
 obstacles  

 I have been able to push on ahead, even though half the 
 population is in opposition. 
  

5. (more stylized)  to be unyielding, tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, 
forge on ahead, be resolved, adamant, perserving, resolute, 

unswerving, uncompromising, determined or interpid, persevere, 
stand fast, abide, remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 
constant despite the situation or all opposition 

 
6. (informal)  to hold one’s ground, plod along, keep going, see 
 through, press on, push forward, be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 

 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 
 never tire, steely, hard, flinty or spunky, stick to one’s gun, brook 

 no denial, push ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out,
 press ahead, carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead    
 

7. (slang)  to not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 
 away, plug ahead be a dog with a bone, be more bullheaded, 

 mulish or muleheaded than one’s opponents, be more cussed, 
 headstrong, pigheaded or bulldogged  
 

inch on ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, crawl, hobble, totter or move slowly forward 

 It took a number of laps but eventually I was able to inch on 
 ahead of the other drivers. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance, proceed, make strides, 

 forge forward, forge ahead, move onward or march ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, move along, gain 
 ground, drag one’s feet, slowly push on ahead, get on ahead, 

 move one ahead, inch ahead, go on ahead  
 
 4. to  slowly make progress, forge ahead move on, move forward or 

 proceed despite all obstacles, confront and keep moving without 
 fear or doubt, be untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, 

 tireless, defiant or not surrender, continue on one’s path despite 
 everything, keep the faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward,  
 move  forward  

 I have been able to inch on ahead, even though half the 
 population is in opposition. 

  
5. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 

adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 
determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 

 tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, forge on ahead 

 
6. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 

 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 
 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial, push 
 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 

 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 
 plod along, keep going, see through, press on, push forward  
 

7. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 
 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 

 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 
 away, plug ahead 
 

to jostle ahead 
1. to  shove ahead, shove forward, push forward, advance by shoving 

 or pushing,  push ahead, dash, drive toward the front, drive 
 forward, drive onward, dash ahead, dash forward, rush forward, 
 drive  ahead, quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, hurry, 

 rush ahead, lurch ahead, lurch forward 
 He jostled ahead of everyone waiting and went to the head of the 
 line. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 



 

 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry 
 ahead, press forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, 

 gallop ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, hurtle 
 on ahead, jostle on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 
 

to jostle on ahead 
1. to dash ahead, dash forward, rush forward, drive ahead, 
 quickly move forward, rush onward, rush in advance, hurry toward 

 the front, rush ahead, lurch ahead, lurch forward, shove ahead, 
 push ahead, dash toward the front, jostle ahead, dash onahead, 

 drive on ahead 
 He jostled on ahead of everyone waiting and went to the head of 
 the line. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry  ahead, 
 press forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, catapult 

 forward, gallop ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste  
 plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle  ahead, jostle in front of, 

 catapult ahead, hurtle forward, hurtle to an advanced position  
 
3. (informal)  to spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 

 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash  ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, loseno time to 
 get head, gallop on ahead, hurtle  on ahead, jostle on ahead      
 scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, rush headlong, 

 blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 
 forward, push ahead, push forward  
 

4. (slang) to get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel ahead, zip, go 
 lickety-split, zip on ahead, put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot 



 

 

 it, high tail, whiz on ahead, rip on ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, 
 go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze ahead, high tail it, get cracking, 

 get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather, zip 
 ahead 

 
to jump ahead 
1. to go in front of, go before, move ahead of, move in front of, go in 

 advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be in advance, 
 unfairly put oneself in a forward position, forcefully put oneself in 
 the lead,  shove or push one’s way into going first, get in front of, 

 rush forward, rush ahead or hurry ahead to get in front of or 
 ahead of 

 You can’t jump ahead of everyone in the line. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, bound forward, scurry ahead, 

 leap forward, press forward, press ahead, race forward, race 
 ahead, gallop ahead, bound before,  gallop forward, hasten 

 forward, bound ahead, spring in front of, leap in front of  
 
3. (informal)  to whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, lose no time to 

 get ahead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead, shoot ahead, 
 sprint ahead, jump ahead of the line, jump ahead in the line, 
 press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, fly on ahead, 

 shoot on ahead,  sprint on ahead, leap on ahead,  wing one’s 
 way forward, push ahead, push forward, leap ahead, dash ahead, 

 dash on ahead 
 
to jump ahead in line 

1. to get in front of everyone in line,  get an unfair start, have an 
 unfair edge on, have an unfair start 
 It’s not fair that you jump ahead in line.  Others have been 

 waiting for a longer time 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to unfairly move ahead or forward, hurdle to the 
 front of the line, undeservedly and unjustly surpass, outdistance, 
 vault ahead or move to the head of the line, jostle, ram or 

 shove oneself to the head of the line  
 

3. (informal)  to leap over, jump the line, get ahead of, get a jump on, 
 push  ones way in, get ahead of, pass over, sail over, jump over, 
 pass ahead, sail ahead, go before, start before, begin before, leap 

 ahead in line, skip ahead, steal a march on, leap ahead of the 
 line, have an edge on, get an edge on, get a headstart on, overleap 
 

4. to leap frog, get the drop on, overjump, pop ahead of, overleap   
 



 

 

to jump ahead of the line 
1. to get an unfair start, have an unfair edge on, have an unfair 

 start,  get in front of everyone in line, go before, start before, begin 
 before 

 It’s not fair that you jump ahead in line.  Others have been 
 waiting for a longer time 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to spring ahead in line,undeservedly and unjustly 
 surpass, outdistance, vault ahead or move to the head of the 
 line, unfairly move ahead or forward, hurdle to the front of the 

 line, jostle, ram or shove oneself to the head of the line  
 

3. to run and jump ahead, pass over,  get an edge on, get a headstart,  
 jump the line, get a start, have an edge on, get ahead of , get a 
 jump on, push ones way in, jump ahead of, sail over, pass ahead, 

 sail ahead, go before, start before, begin before, leap ahead in 
 line, get a jump on, push ones way in, get a jump on, jump over, 

 jump ahead in the line   
 
3. to overleap, leap frog, overjump, skip ahead, get the drop on, jump 

 over, pop ahead of 
 
to jump on ahead 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 get in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 You can’t jump on ahead of everyone in the line. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to , gallop ahead, press ahead, race forward, race 
 ahead,  press forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, whisk 

 ahead, scurry ahead   
 

3. to push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get ahead,  lose 
 no time going forward, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 jump ahead of the line, jump ahead in the line, leap ahead, 

 dash ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead,   
 race on ahead, gallop on ahead, fly on ahead, shoot on ahead, 

 sprint on ahead, leap on ahead, dash on ahead 
 
to keep ahead 

1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 
 outpacing, be ahead, be in a superior position, remain overtaking 
 or putting to shame, stay ahead, keep eclipsing, remain in a 

 forward position, remain ahead, outrun, continue being in an 
 advanced or forward position continue outperforming, outrival  



 

 

 It has never been easy to keep ahead of him.  You  must always 
 be on your toes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to maintain oneself ahead, preserve one’s lead, 

 remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up front or 
 winning position, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on 
 the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in 

 an advanced position, remain  outdistancing, remain ahead, 
 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than, 

 maintain outdistancing 
   

 3. (informal)  to  continue running ring around, remain outshining, 
 not fall back, stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto 
 to one’s lead, stay ahead of the game, not lose ground, keep 

 outshining, continue running circles aroun, remain ahead of the 
 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead,  not lag or get 

 behind, continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead 
 of the game, outstripping, keep getting the better of, continue 
 beating out or outdoing, get ahead and stay there  

 
to keep ahead of the game 
1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 

 outpacing, be ahead, be in a  superior position, keep eclipsing, 
 remain in a forward position, remain overtaking or putting to 

 shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 
 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position  
 My problem is that I have never been able to keep ahead of the 

 game. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing, remain ahead, 

 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than,  

 maintain oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s 
 hold on the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain 
 oneself in an advanced position, maintain outdistancing, preserve 

 one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up 
 front or winning position 

   
 3. (informal)  to keep outstripping, continue running ring around, 
 remain outshining, not fall back, continue running circles around, 

 not lose ground, stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold 
 onto to one’s lead, continuing winning out, still outdistance, 
 continue ahead of the game, keep outshining, keep getting the 

 better of, continue beating out or outdoing, remain ahead of the 
 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead, not lag or get 



 

 

 behind, stay ahead of the game, get ahead and stay there  
 

to keep one step ahead  
1. to outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position, 

 be in a superior position, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 
 ahead, stay ahead, keep eclipsing, remain in a forward position, 
 remain overtaking or putting to shame, keep oneself in an 

 advanced position, continue ahead, keep  outpacing, be ahead 
 If I can keep one step ahead, I will be able to succeed in whatever 
 I want to do. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to persist in a  forward, up front or winning 

 position, remain ahead, maintain outstripping or outranking, 
 maintain outdistancing, preserve one’s lead, remain in a winning 
 position, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in 

 an advanced position, be more advanced than, maintain oneself 
 ahead, sustain oneself  ahead, maintain one’s hold on the lead,  

 remain outdistancing, preserve oneself in an advanced position, 
 excel, persist outranking 
   

 3. (informal)  to  stay ahead of the game, get ahead and stay there, 
 stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, 
 continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the 

 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead, keep outshining, 
 keep getting the better of, continue  beating out or outdoing, 

 outstripping, continue running ring  around, remain outshining, 
 not fall back, continue running circles around, not lose 
 ground, remain ahead of the game, not lag or get behind    

 
to leap ahead 
1. to come first, get in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, go in front, 

 go before, move ahead quickly, move forward quickly, go in 
 advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be in advance, 

 be in the forward position, be in the  lead, hurry ahead       
 You can’t leap ahead of everyone in the line. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, whisk 
 ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, press ahead, gallop forward, 

 hasten forward, usher in  
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint 
 ahead, jump ahead of the line, jump ahead in the line, dash 

 ahead 
 



 

 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather 

 
to leap ahead in line 

1. to unfairly advance, run in front, push to take the lead, unfairly 
 lead, jump to the front of the line, forcefully shove or push oneself  
 in the forward position, be in the lead, undeservedly go first,  rush 

 forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, get in front of everyone in 
 line, go before, start before or begin before everyone else 
 It’s not fair that you leap ahead in line.  Others have been 

 waiting for a longer time 
 

2. (informal)  to jump the line, get a start, press ahead, race forward, 
 race ahead, plow in front of, hurtle in front of, hurtle ahead, have 
 an edge on, unfairly get ahead of, get a jump on, push ones way 

 in, get a jump of, pass over or sail over one who has also been 
 waiting, jump over people, get a leap on   

 
4. to leap frog, skip ahead, get the drop on, pop ahead of, jump 
 ahead of the line   

 
to leap ahead of the line 
1. to get in front of everyone in line, go before, start before, begin 

 before, push to take the lead, unfairly lead, jump to the front of the 
 line, forcefully shove or push oneself in the forward position, be in 

 the lead, undeservedly go first 
 To leap ahead of the line isn’t right and very rude.  Wait your 
 turn.    

 
2. to jump the line, get a start, have an edge on, get ahead of, get a 
 jump on, push ones way in, get ahead of, pass over, sail over, 

 jump  over, leap ahead in the line   
 

3. to leap frog, skip ahead, get the drop on, pop ahead of 
 
to limp ahead 

1. to stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, totter, move slowly, teeter, 
 dodder, move unsteadily, stagger along, slowly and unsteadily 

 make progress, move on, move forward or  go to the front of the 
 line  
 After running so many miles, I am barely able to limp ahead of my 

 own grandmother, let alone do anything else.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to little by little make strides, forge forward, forge 

 ahead or move onward, to slowly advance or proceed ahead, move 
 ahead unsteadily and slowly,  barely advance one step at a time, 



 

 

 walk lamely and feebly 
 

3. (informal)  to inch along, move along slowly, totter along, drag 
 one’s feet, crawl  ahead, crawl along, stagger ahead, teeter along, 

 slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep ahead, make 
 headway, go ahead or take the lead, tetter ahead, dodder along, 
 dodder ahead, crawl, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 

 ahead 
 
to limp on ahead 

1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 

 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 
 She limped on ahead of her opponents and inched her way to the 
 winning circle. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 

 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 
 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 

 dodder ahead 
 
to look ahead  

1. to expect, look towards the future, be in readiness for, plan for the 
 future, think about the future, prepare oneself for 
 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must look 

 ahead. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to abide, envision, calculate upon, look forward, 
 look to, envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to 
 the past, anticipate, foreglimpse, contemplate, be reserved for, see 

 ahead to 
 

3. (informal)  to be in waiting for, keep in view, watch for, sit up for, 
 reckon upon, have in prospect, be in store for, have an eye to  
 the future, have an eye on the future, have an eye on what is 

 to come  
 
4. to keep one’s head straight to see or focus on what is in front of 

 one, view, look at steadily, sweep   
 



 

 

5. to scan, observe, behold, scrutinize 
 

6. to check out, rivet one’s eyes, overlook, fix one’s gaze, take 
 stock, bend the eye, run the eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 

 
to look ahead to 
1. to watch out for, wait for, look towards the future, plan for the 

 future, look for, think about the future, look out for, count on, 
 await with anticipation, hope for, watch for 
 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must look 

 ahead to the what is coming. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to envision, calculate upon, look forward, look to, 
 envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back to the past, 
 anticipate, foreglimpse, look forward to, aspire to, count upon, see  

 ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to pin one’s hope on, look on the sunny side, look on 
 the bright side, have an eye to the future, have an eye on the 
 future, have an eye on what is to come, dream of, have one’s 

 heart set on 
 
4. (slang)  to lick one’s chops over, be psyched for, psyched up for 

 
to look straight ahead  (start here) 

1. to keep one’s head straight to see, look at or focus on what is in 
 front of one   
 You are not to turn to the right or left but to look straight 

 ahead. 
 
2. to scan, observe, behold, scrutinize 

 
3. to check out, rivet one’s eyes, overlook, fix one’s gaze, take 

 stock, bend the eye, run the eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 
 
 

 
to lose no time to get ahead 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward   



 

 

 
3. to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 

 forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get ahead, 
 lose no time going forward, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 

 dash ahead 
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather 
 
to lunge ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, lunge, rush, rush in advance, hurry, 
 leap ahead, rush ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, 

 spring ahead, dash, dash ahead, lunge ahead, drive ahead, 
 pitch ahead, thrust ahead  
 He lunged ahead and won. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, leap, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste, thrust, 

 spring, pitch    
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, lunge 

 on ahead, show the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, 
 push  forward, lose no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time 

 going  forward, tear ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush 
 on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, 

 press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, pitch on 
 ahead, thrust on ahead, leap on ahead, spring on ahead 
       

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead, shoot onahead, sprint on ahead, tear on ahead, fly 
 ahead 

 
to lunge on ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, lunge, rush, rush in advance, hurry, 

 leap ahead, rush ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, 
 spring ahead, dash, dash ahead, lunge ahead, drive ahead, 
 pitch ahead, thrust ahead  

 He lunged on ahead and won. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, leap, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste, thrust, 

 spring, pitch    
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, lunge 

 on ahead, show the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, 
 push  forward, lose no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time 
 going  forward, tear ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 

 dash ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush 
 on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, 

 press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, pitch on 
 ahead, thrust on ahead, leap on ahead, spring on ahead 
       

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead, shoot onahead, sprint on ahead, tear on ahead, fly 
 ahead 
 

to lurch ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, lunge, rush, rush in advance, hurry, 

 leap ahead, rush ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, 
 spring ahead, dash, dash ahead, lunge ahead, drive ahead, 
 pitch ahead, thrust ahead  

 He lurched ahead of everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, leap, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste, thrust, 
 spring, pitch    
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, lunge 
 on ahead, show the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, 

 push  forward, lose no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time 
 going  forward, tear ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush 

 on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, 
 press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, pitch on 
 ahead, thrust on ahead, leap on ahead, spring on ahead 

       
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 



 

 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead, shoot onahead, sprint on ahead, tear on ahead, fly 
 ahead 
 

to lurch on ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, lunge, rush, rush in advance, hurry, 
 leap ahead, rush ahead, lurch ahead, shove ahead, push ahead, 

 spring ahead, dash, dash ahead, lunge ahead, drive ahead, 
 pitch ahead, thrust ahead  

 He lurched on ahead and won the race. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, leap, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste, thrust, 
 spring, pitch    
  

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, lunge 
 on ahead, show the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, 
 push  forward, lose no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time 

 going  forward, tear ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, 
 dash ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, jump on ahead, rush 

 on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, 
 press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, pitch on 
 ahead, thrust on ahead, leap on ahead, spring on ahead 

       
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead, shoot onahead, sprint on ahead, tear on ahead, fly 
 ahead 

 
to march ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to saunder ahead to look at 
 all the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 



 

 

 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 

 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
  

to march on ahead 
1. to go or march in front of, walk a few steps in front of, walk in front 

 of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front  of or walk 
 ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk  easily 
 ahead of  

 You two continue talking. I’m going to march on ahead to look at 
 all the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

  
to meander ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to meander ahead to look at 
 all the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 

 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 



 

 

 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
 

to meander on ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 
 easily ahead of  

 You two continue talking. I’m going to meander on ahead to look 
 at all the beautiful flowers.   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
to mosey ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to mosey ahead to look at all 
 the beautiful flowers.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 

 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
  
to mosey on ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to mosey on ahead.   



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 

 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 

 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 

 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 

 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
 

to move ahead  
1. to progress, do well, go up in the world, advance, make one’s 
 fortune, grow rich, be well-to-do 

 When I was a young single mother, it was almost impossible for 
 me to move ahead. 

 
2. (more stylized) to realize, fulfill, thrive, accomplish, flourish, 
 achieve, bring to a successful end, succeed in, attain, fare well, 

 go forward, move forward 
 
3. (informal)  to forge ahead, gain ground, push forward, pull off, 

 move ahead, make it, rise up in the world, bring off, make 
 headway, get on, go ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to pull off, make happen, make good, go up in the world, 
 make one’s pile 

 
to move ahead at a snail’s pace 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  

 to the front of the line, move slowly to the  front or inch along, pull 
 oneself along and ahead  

 Yes, he’s making progress but he is making ahead at a snail’s 
 pace. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 

 unsteadily or march ahead  
 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 

 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, 

 stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, dodder 
 ahead, move ahead at a snail’s pace 



 

 

 
to move ahead of 

1. to surpass, be in earlier than, be in front of, be before,  outdistant, 
 in advance of, go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move 

 forward quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, 
 lead, be in advance, be in the forward position, be in the lead, 
 come first, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 He is going to win the race; he is finally moving ahead of 
 everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, trump, excel, exceed   
 
3. (informal)  to outstrip, outdo, beating or winning out, go one, 

 better, throw in the shadow, be ahead of, leave in the dust, run 
 circles around, show up, overcome, leave standing flatfooted  

 to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 
 forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get ahead, 
 spear ahead, press ahead, lose no time to get ahead, lose no 

 time going forward, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 
 ahead 
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather 

 
to not look ahead 
1. to be unthinking, take unnecessary risks, not be mindful of the 

 consequences, result, effect or upshot, be thoughtless 
 You are in the situation that you are in because you do not look 
 ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to not be concerned or preoccupied with the 

 aftermath, aftereffect or conclusion, be incautious, improvident, 
 heedless, impudent or unmindful 
 

3.   (informal)  to trust blind luck, not worry about how the story ends, 
 be riding for a fall, gamble foolishly, harebrained, ask for trouble, 

 beg for problems 
 
to pass ahead 

1. to come before, take the front  position, take the lead, go in 
 advance, lead the way, go forward, go before, go ahead of, move 
 forward, move onward, advance onward, advance forward, pass 

 in front of another 
 You can’t pass ahead of me and expect me to say nothing! 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to proceed forward, proceed before, proceed ahead, 

 forge on, forge forward, forge ahead, make haste, haste forward,  
 progress forward, progress onward, move onward 

 
3. (informal)  to make headway, move ahead, move on ahead, 
 proceed on ahead, make one’s way in front another, make one’s 

 way pass another, push ahead, push on ahead, press on. press 
 ahead, press on ahead, forge on ahead, continue ahead, fly, fly 
 ahead, fly on ahead, sweep ahead, hurry along, hurry ahead, 

 make a move ahead 
 

4. (slang) to zip ahead, plunge ahead, streak on ahead, plunge on 
 ahead, swoosh ahead, lunge ahead, whoosh ahead, zip ahead 
 on, zoom on ahead, speed ahead, speed on ahead, swoosh 

 ahead on, whoosh on ahead, lunge on ahead, zoom ahead, 
 streak ahead 

 
to pass on ahead 
1. to come before, take the front  position, take the lead, go in 

 advance, lead the way, go forward, go before, go ahead of, move 
 forward, move onward, advance onward, advance forward, pass 
 in front of another 

 You pass on ahead.  I’m still not ready. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to proceed forward, proceed before, proceed ahead, 
 forge on, forge forward, forge ahead, make haste, haste forward,  
 progress forward, progress onward, move onward 

 
3. (informal)  to make headway, move ahead, move on ahead, 
 proceed on ahead, make one’s way in front another, make one’s 

 way pass another, push ahead, push on ahead, press on. press 
 ahead, press on ahead, forge on ahead, continue ahead, fly, fly 

 ahead, fly on ahead, sweep ahead, hurry along, hurry ahead, 
 make a move ahead 
 

4. (slang) to zip ahead, plunge ahead, streak on ahead, plunge on 
 ahead, swoosh ahead, lunge ahead, whoosh ahead, zip ahead 

 on, zoom on ahead, speed ahead, speed on ahead, swoosh 
 ahead on, whoosh on ahead, lunge on ahead, zoom ahead, 
 streak ahead 

 
to plod ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 

 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 



 

 

 I hated my job but I kept plodding ahead until I attained 
 success. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 

to plod on ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 I hated my job but I kept plodding on ahead until I attained 
 success. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 

to plow ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He plowed ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 



 

 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 

 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 
 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 

to plow on ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He plowed on ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 

 
to plunge ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 

 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 
 He plunged ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 

 
to plunge on ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 

 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 
 He plunged on ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 

 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 
 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 



 

 

to plug ahead 
1.    to work or toil hard, set to work, push oneself  

It has been very hard but there’s nothing more do but plug ahead. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor, work like 
 a Trojan, perverse 
 

3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow, set one's 
 shoulder to the wheel, roll up one's sleeves, knuckle down, 
 buckle down, grind, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, work 

 around the clock, grind, stick to it, kill oneself, work like a 
 stevadore, work one’s fingers to the bone 

 
4.    (slang)  to  get off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to 
 business, get off one’s duff, kill oneself, plod, plug along, plug 

 ahead, work oneself to death, slave away, try one damnest, plug 
 at,  hang in there 

 
to plug on ahead 
1.    to work or toil hard, set to work, push oneself  

It has been very hard but there’s nothing more do but plug on 
ahead. 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  to strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor, work like 
 a Trojan, perverse 

 
3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow, set one's 
 shoulder to the wheel, roll up one's sleeves, knuckle down, 

 buckle down, grind, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, work 
 around the clock, grind, stick to it, kill oneself, work like a 
 stevadore, work one’s fingers to the bone 

 
4.    (slang)  to  get off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to 

 business, get off one’s duff, kill oneself, plod, plug along, plug 
 ahead, work oneself to death, slave away, try one damnest, plug 
 at,  hang in there 

 
to pop ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 
 He came out of nowhere and popped ahead of his of the other 

 joggers. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 



 

 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 

3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 
 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 

 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 
 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 

 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 

 ahead 
 

to pop ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He popped on ahead and won. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 

 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 

 
to press ahead 
1. to confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, be untiring, 

 persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not 
 surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 



 

 

 faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward , move forward  
No matter what happens, we must press ahead and believe in 

 ourselves. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 
constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 
adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 

determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 
 tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, forge on ahead 

 

3. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 
 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 

 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial, push 
 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 
 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 

 plod along, keep going, see through, press on,  
 

4. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 
 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 

 away, plug ahead 
 
to press on ahead 

1. to confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, be untiring, 
 persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not 

 surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 
 faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward , move forward  

No matter what happens, we must press on ahead and believe in 

 ourselves. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to forge ahead, forge on ahead, remain unwavering, 

firm, steady, steadfast or constant despite the situation or all 
opposition, be resolved, adamant, perserving, resolute, 

unswerving, uncompromising, determined or interpid, persevere, 
stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 

 tenacious, hold fast,  

 
3. (informal)  to plod along, stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, 

 rigid, stay the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, 
 unbending,  never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no 
 denial,  push ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out,

 press ahead, carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold 
 one’s ground, keep going, see through, press on, inch along little 
 by little 

 
4. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 



 

 

 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 

 away, plug ahead 
 

to propel ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She propelled ahead of  everyone and won the race. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 

 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 

 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 
to propel on ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She propelled on ahead without ever looking back. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 



 

 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 

to propel right on ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She propelled right on ahead without ever looking back. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   



 

 

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to pull ahead in an underhanded manner 
1. to slowly, slyly, quietly and steadily make progress, move on, 

 move forward or go to the front of the line, move slowly to the 
 front or inch along, pull oneself along and ahead in an 
 underhanded manner 

 He’s like a snake always pulling along and ahead in an 
 underhanded manner. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 

 unsteadily or march ahead  
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 

 ahead, totter along, crawl ahead, crawl, worm along, crawl along, 
 stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, dodder 
 ahead, move ahead at a snail’s pace 

 
to push ahead 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead        
 He pushed ahead of his opponents and won the race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead  
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather 



 

 

 
5. to make progress, forge ahead move on, move forward or proceed 

 despite all obstacles, confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, 
 be untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or 

 not surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 
 faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward , move forward  
 I have been able to push ahead, even though half the  population 

 is in opposition. 
  
6. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 
adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 

determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 
 tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, forge on ahead 

 

7. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 
 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 

 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial, push 
 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 
 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 

 plod along, keep going, see through, press on, push forward  
 
8. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 

 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 

 away, plug ahead 
 
 

to push on ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on ahead, 
 push on ahead       



 

 

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 
 
5. to make progress, forge ahead move on, move forward or proceed 

 despite all obstacles, confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, 
 be untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or 
 not surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 

 faith, pursue relentlessly, move onward, move forward  
 I have been able to push on ahead, even though half the 

 population is in opposition. 
  
6. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 
adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 

determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 
 tenacious, hold fast, forge ahead, forge on ahead 

 

7. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 
 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 
 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial, push 

 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 
 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 

 plod along, keep going, see through, press on, push forward  
 
8. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 

 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 
 away, plug ahead 

 
to race ahead 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 He raced ahead of everyone to greet his father. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 



 

 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 

 
to race on ahead 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 He gets me so angry; he’s always racing ahead of everyone else. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 
 

to ram ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 

 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She won because she successfully rammed ahead of everyone. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 



 

 

 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 

 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 

 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 

 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 

 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to ram one’s way ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 

 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 She won because she successfully rammed her way ahead of 
 everyone and won the race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 

 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 

 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 



 

 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 

to ram right ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 She won because she successfully rammed right ahead of 

 everyone despite all the protest. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 

 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to remain ahead 
1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 

 outpacing, be ahead, be in a  superior position, keep eclipsing, 
 remain in a forward position, remain overtaking or putting to 
 shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 

 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position 
 to shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival  



 

 

 Whatever you do, remain ahead!   
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing,  maintain outdistancing, 
 preserve one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a 

 forward, up front or winning position,  remain ahead,  maintain 
 outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than, maintain 
 oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on the 

 lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in an 
 advanced position, preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, 
 persist outranking 

 
 3. (informal)  to  continue running rings around, remain outshining, 

 not fall back, stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto 
 to one’s lead, stay ahead of the game, not lose ground, keep 
 outshining, continue running circles aroun, remain ahead of the 

 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead,  not lag or get 
 behind, continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead 

 of the game, outstripping, keep getting the better of, continue 
 beating out or outdoing, get ahead and stay there  
 

to remain ahead of the game 
1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 
 outpacing, be ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 

 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position, 
 be in a superior position, keep eclipsing, remain in a forward 

 position, remain overtaking or putting to shame, stay  ahead  
 She is so tired of always worrying about remaining ahead of the 
 game. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to maintain oneself ahead, preserve one’s lead, 
 remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up front or 

 winning position, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on 
 the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in 

 an advanced position, remain  outdistancing, remain ahead, 
 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than,  

 maintain outdistancing 
   

3. (informal)  to  stay ahead of the game, get ahead and stay there, 
 stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, 
 continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the 

 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead, keep outshining, 
 keep getting the better of, continue beating out or outdoing, 
 outstripping, continue running rings around, remain outshining, 

 not fall back, continue running circles around, not lose 
 ground, remain ahead of the game, not lag or get behind    



 

 

 
to remain one step ahead  

1. to keep eclipsing, remain in a forward position, remain ahead, 
 outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position, keep 

 oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep outpacing, 
 be ahead, be in a  superior position, remain overtaking or putting  
 Remaining one step ahead of her family was how she became 

 richer than they. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing, remain ahead, 

 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than,  

 maintain oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s 
 hold on the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain 
 oneself in an advanced position, maintain outdistancing, preserve 

 one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up 
 front or winning position 

  
3. (informal)  to outstripping, remain outshining, not fall back, 
 continue running circles around, not lose  ground, stay one step 

 ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, continuing 
 winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the game, keep 
 outshining, keep getting the better of, continue beating out or 

 outdoing, remain ahead of the game, not fall behind, remain one 
 step ahead, not lag or get behind, stay ahead of the game, get 

 ahead and stay there, continue running rings around 
 
 

to rip ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 I love ripping ahead of everyone and feeling the wind on my face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 
 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, dart 

 forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble 
 ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, 
 wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time 

 to get ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scoot ahead, lose no 
 time going forward, race ahead, dash ahead, scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead, scoot forward, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, 
 scramble on ahead, sprint on ahead, scoot on ahead, race on 



 

 

 ahead, dash on ahead,  scamper on ahead, scour on ahead   
 

4. (slang) to whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear, hustle 
 ahead,  rip forward, shake a leg, hop to it, zip ahead, get 

 cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead 
 

to rip on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 I love ripping on ahead of everyone and feeling the wind on  

 my face. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 

 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, dart 
 forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble 

 ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, 

 wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time 
 to get ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scoot ahead, lose no 
 time going forward, race ahead, dash ahead, scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead, scoot forward, whisk on ahead, scurry on 
 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, 

 scramble on ahead, sprint on ahead, scoot on ahead, race on 
 ahead, dash on ahead,  scamper on ahead, scour on ahead   
 

4. (slang) to whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear, hustle 
 ahead,  rip forward, shake a leg, hop to it, zip ahead, get 
 cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead 
 

to roar ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 

 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 Despite what everyone warned, he roared ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 



 

 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to roar ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 

 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 
 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 

 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 Despite what everyone warned, he roared on ahead. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 

 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  

 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 



 

 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to roar right ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 Despite what everyone warned, he roared right ahead without 
 thinking for a moment. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 

 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 
 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 

 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 
 
 

to run ahead 
1. to  quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be in 
 advance, be in the forward position, be in the lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 Go and run ahead.  You quicker than I and staying here with me 
 will only slow you down. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 



 

 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 

 
to run on ahead 

1. to  quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be in 
 advance, be in the forward position, be in the lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 I had to wait for my mom; therefore, he ran on ahead. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 
 

to rush ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       



 

 

 I have to rush ahead; the bank is about to close. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 
 

to rush ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 I have to rush on ahead; the bank is about to close. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead 

 
to sail ahead 



 

 

1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 She sailed ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to sail on ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 
 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 

 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 She sailed on ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 



 

 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to saunter ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to saunder ahead to look at 

 all the beautiful flowers.   
 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 

 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 

 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 

 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
  
to saunter on ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 

 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 
 easily ahead of  
 You two continue talking. I’m going to saunder on ahead to look at 

 all the beautiful flowers.   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 

 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 

 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 



 

 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

  
to scamp ahead 

1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead       

 She scoured ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 
 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, dart 

 forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble 
 ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, 
 wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time 

 to get ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scoot ahead, lose no 
 time going forward, race ahead, dash ahead, scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead, scoot forward, whisk on ahead, scurry on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, 
 scramble on ahead, sprint on ahead, scoot on ahead, race on 
 ahead, dash on ahead,  scamper on ahead, scour on ahead   

 
4. (slang) to whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear, hustle 

 ahead,  rip forward, shake a leg, hop to it, zip ahead, get 
 cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead 

 
to scamp on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead       

 She scoured on ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 
 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, dart 

 forward, gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble 
 ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-time, 
 wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time 
 to get ahead, step ahead, sprint ahead, scoot ahead, lose no 

 time going forward, race ahead, dash ahead, scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead, scoot forward, whisk on ahead, scurry on 



 

 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead, 
 scramble on ahead, sprint on ahead, scoot on ahead, race on 

 ahead, dash on ahead,  scamper on ahead, scour on ahead   
 

4. (slang) to whiz ahead,  rip ahead, get one’s rear in gear, hustle 
 ahead,  rip forward, shake a leg, hop to it, zip ahead, get 
 cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead 
 
to schlep ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 Why can’t yoou walk like a normal human being instead of 
 schleping ahead of everyone.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 
to schlep on ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 Why can’t yoou walk like a normal human being instead of 
 schleping on ahead of everyone.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 



 

 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 

4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to scoot ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 

 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 
 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 She scooted ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to scoot on ahead 
1. to go in front, go before, move ahead quickly, move forward 

 quickly, go in advance, go first, run in front, take the lead, lead, be 
 in advance, be in the forward position, be in the  lead, come first, 

 rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 She scooted on ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 

to scour ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 He is always scouring ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to scour on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 



 

 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead       

 He is always scouring on ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 

to scramble ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 She scrambled ahead of the competition and, as a result, won the 
 race. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       



 

 

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to scramble on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead       
 She scrambled on ahead of the competition and, as a result, won 

 the race. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 
to see ahead 

1. to expect, look towards the future, be in readiness for, plan for the 
 future, think about the  future, prepare oneself for 

 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must see 
 ahead. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to abide, envision, calculate upon, look forward, 
 look to, envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to 
 the past, anticipate, foreglimpse, contemplate, be reserved for, see 

 ahead to 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to be in waiting for, keep in view, watch for, sit up for, 
 reckon upon, have in prospect, be in store for, have an eye to  

 the future, have an eye on the future, have an eye on what is 
 to come  

 
to see ahead to 
1. to watch out for, wait for, look towards the future, plan for the 

 future, look for, think about the future, look out for, count on, 
 await with anticipation, hope for, watch for 
 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must see 

 ahead to the what is coming. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to envision, calculate upon, look forward, look to, 
 envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to the past, 
 anticipate, foreglimpse, look forward to, aspire to, count upon, see  

 ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to pin one’s hope on, look on the sunny side, look on 
 the bright side, have an eye to the future, have an eye on the 
 future, have an eye on what is to come, dream of, have one’s 

 heart set on 
 
4. (slang)  to lick one’s chops over, be psyched for, psyched up for 

 
to shoot ahead 

1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, skip ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 The little boy shot ahead of the other children. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, skip on ahead, push ahead, push 
 forward, lose no time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 



 

 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to shoot on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 The little boy shot on ahead of the other children. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to shoulder one’s way ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 

 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   
 Because he wanted to get into the house, he shouldered his way 
 ahead of everyone. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 



 

 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip 
 right  ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, 

 barrel right ahead, barge ahead, charge in, ram one’s way 
 through, ram one’s way ahead, ram right ahead 

 
to skip ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, skip ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 The little boy is always skipping ahead of the other children. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, skip on ahead, push ahead, push 
 forward, lose no time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to skip on ahead 



 

 

1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 The little boy skipped on ahead of the other children. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to sprint ahead  
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 After I got my second wind, I was able to sprint ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       



 

 

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to sprint on ahead  
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 After I got my second wind, I was able to sprint on ahead. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to stagger ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  

 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 
 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 

 Before collasping, she staggered ahead of her attacker.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 



 

 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 

 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 
 dodder ahead 

 
to stagger on ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  

 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 
 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 
 Before collasping, she staggered on ahead of her attacker.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 
 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 

 dodder ahead 
 
to stamp ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 To show her anger she stamped ahead of everyone.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 

3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 
 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  

 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 

 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to stamp on ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 

 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 



 

 

 To show her anger she stamped on ahead of everyone.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 

 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 
 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  

 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 

 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to stare ahead 

1. to keep one’s head straight to see or focus on what is in front of 
 one, view, look forward steadily, stare at, gawk or gape at what is 
 ahead or that which is in front of one 

 
2. to gaze, behold,  
 

3. to  keep an eye on, check out, rivet one’s eyes, fix one’s gaze, 
 take stock, bend the eye, eyeball, stare ahead of one open-

 mouthed,  
 
 

 fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated 
 or arrested on someone or something, not be able to turn away, 
 stare, glare or gaze at, look at without turning away 

 Although I tried to turn away, I rivet my eyes on him. 
 

2. to hold or have the undivided attention of,  be totally absorbed or 
 engrossed in looking at someone or something 
  

3. (informal)  to bend the eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s 
 gaze, gawk, oogle, goggle, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes 

 upon, keep an eye on 
 
to stay ahead 

1. to keep eclipsing, remain in a forward position, remain ahead, 
 outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position, keep 
 oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep outpacing, 

 be ahead, be in a  superior position, remain overtaking or putting 
 to shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival  



 

 

 To stay ahead is one of the most difficult aspect to this business.   
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing, remain ahead, 
 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 

 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than,  
 maintain oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s 
 hold on the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain 

 oneself in an advanced position, maintain outdistancing, preserve 
 one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up 
 front or winning position 

 
 3. (informal)  to  continue running rings around, remain outshining, 

 not fall back, stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto 
 to one’s lead, stay ahead of the game, not lose ground, keep 
 outshining, continue running circles around, remain ahead of the 

 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead,  not lag or get 
 behind, continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead 

 of the game, outstripping, keep getting the better of, continue 
 beating out or outdoing, get ahead and stay there  
 

to stay ahead of the game 
1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 
 outpacing, be ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 

 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position, 
 be in a superior position, keep eclipsing, remain in a forward 

 position, remain overtaking or putting to shame, stay  ahead  
 Whenever possible, stay ahead of the game.  You’re never regret 
 it. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to maintain oneself ahead, preserve one’s lead, 
 remain in a winning position, persist in a forward, up front or 

 winning position, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on 
 the lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in 

 an advanced position, remain  outdistancing, remain ahead, 
 preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, persist outranking, 
 maintain outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than, 

 maintain outdistancing 
   

3. (informal)  to  stay ahead of the game, get ahead and stay there, 
 stay one step ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, 
 continuing winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the 

 game, not fall behind, remain one step ahead, keep outshining, 
 keep getting the better of, continue beating out or outdoing, 
 outstripping, continue running rings around, remain outshining, 

 not fall back, continue running circles around, not lose 
 ground, remain ahead of the game, not lag or get behind    



 

 

 
to stay one step ahead  

1. to keep oneself in an advanced position, continue ahead, keep 
 outpacing, be ahead, be in a  superior position, keep eclipsing, 

 remain in a forward position, remain overtaking or putting to 
 shame, stay ahead, continue outperforming, outrival, remain 
 ahead, outrun, continue being in an advanced or forward position  

 She was able to stay one step ahead of his competition.  Not bad 
 for a man who never went to school. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain outdistancing,  maintain outdistancing, 
 preserve one’s lead, remain in a winning position, persist in a 

 forward, up front or winning position,  remain ahead,  maintain 
 outstripping or outranking, be more advanced than, maintain 
 oneself ahead, sustain oneself ahead, maintain one’s hold on the 

 lead, sustain one self in a winning postion, sustain oneself in an 
 advanced position, preserve oneself in an advanced position, excel, 

 persist outranking 
   
 3. (informal)  to outstripping, remain outshining, not fall back, 

 continue running circles around, not lose  ground, stay one step 
 ahead, not be left behind, hold onto to one’s lead, continuing 
 winning out, still outdistance, continue ahead of the game, keep 

 outshining, keep getting the better of, continue beating out or 
 outdoing, remain ahead of the game, not fall behind, remain one 

 step ahead, not lag or get behind, stay ahead of the game, get 
 ahead and stay there, continue running rings around 
 

to stomp ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 To show her anger she stomped ahead of everyone.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 

 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 



 

 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 

to stomp on ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 

 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 
 To show her anger she stomped on ahead of everyone.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 

 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 
to storm ahead 

1.  to shove ahead, push ahead, rushing, storm ahead, quickly 
 moving forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead, dash forward, dash 

 ahead, drive ahead, rush in advance, lurch ahead, dash 
 ahead, move quickly ahead, hurrying forward, hurry in 
 advance, storming ahead, storm in advance, storm forward 

 She stormed ahead of everyone in her class and became the first 
 CEO under twenty-one years old. 
 

2. (more stylized)  besiege forward, siege forward, thrust forward,  
 hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 

 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 
 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 
 onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 

 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl 
 onward, heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward 

 
3. (informal) scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go like  a 
 shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, hustle, sprint ahead, 

 outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip onward, speed 
 ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, 
 step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle 

 onward, lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 
 spurting ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 



 

 

 
4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 

 
to storm on ahead 

1.  to shove ahead, push ahead, quickly move forward, rush ahead, 
hurry ahead, dash forward, dash  ahead, drive ahead, rush in 
advance, lurch ahead, dash on ahead, move quickly ahead, 

hurrying forward, hurry in  advance, storm ahead, storm in advance, 
storm forward 
 She stormed on ahead of everyone in her class and became the 

 first CEO under twenty-one years old. 
 

2. (more stylized)  besiege forward, siege forward, thrust forward,  
 hasten onward, press on, catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 
 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 

 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 
 onward, heave on, speed ahead, catapult forward, propel onward, 

 thrust ahead, hurl forward, hurl ahead, speed onward, hurl 
 onward, heave forward, propel ahead, speed forward 
 

3. (informal) scurry ahead, look alive, lose no time, go like  a 
 shot, hotfoot it, shoot ahead, hustle onward, huste, sprint ahead, 
 outstrip the wind, whip ahead, zoom onward, whip onward, speed 

 ahead, bustle ahead, run ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, 
 step on it, zip ahead, sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle 

 onward, lose no time, fly on the wing of the wing, whip ahead, 
 spurt ahead, step on the gas, spurt forward, tear ahead 
 

4. get one’s rear in gear, move on out,  get cracking, burn rubber 
 
to streak ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He is always streaking ahead and beating everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 



 

 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 

4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 
 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 

 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, moves ones feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, 

 bulldoze ahead 
 
to streak ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He is always streaking on ahead and beating everyone. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 

 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   
 
3. (informal)  to rush headlong, blaze the trail, lead the way, show 

 the way, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose 
 no time to get head, spearhead, lose no time going forward, tear 
 ahead, tear on ahead, fly ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead, dash 

 ahead, move on ahead, hurry ahead, hurry, jump on  ahead, 
 rush on ahead, hurry on ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry  on 

 ahead, press on ahead, race on ahead, gallop on ahead       
 
4. (slang) to put one’s foot on the floor, hotfoot it, high tail, high 

 tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent 
 for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz  on ahead, rip on 

 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, bulldoze, bulldoze 
 ahead 

 
to stride ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, go forward, rush forward, rush 
 ahead, hurry ahead       

 She normally strides ahead of the other children. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 



 

 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to stride on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, go forward, rush forward, rush 
 ahead, hurry ahead       
 She normally strides on ahead of the other children. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to stroll ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 



 

 

 easily ahead of  
 I am going to stroll ahead.  When you want to talk just catch up 

 and we’ll talk. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 

 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 

 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  
 

to stroll on ahead 
1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 

 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 
 easily ahead of  

 I am going to stroll on ahead.  When you want to talk just catch 
 up and we’ll talk. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
to swoosh ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, skip ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 I swooshed ahead of everyone and won. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 

 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 



 

 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, skip on ahead, push ahead, push 

 forward, lose no time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to swoosh on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 I swooshed on ahead of everyone and won. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to tear ahead 
1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 

 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 
 He took his car and tore ahead of everyone to win the race.  



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 
 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 

 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 

 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 
to tear on ahead 

1. to  quickly move forward, rush, rush in advance, lurch ahead, 
 hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, dash, dash ahead, drive ahead 

 He took his car and tore on ahead of everyone to win the race.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to plow in front of,  hurtle in front of, hurtle 

 ahead, jostle in front of, jostle ahead, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, 
 press  forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop 
 ahead, gallop forward, hasten forward, go in haste   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 



 

 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to tetter ahead 

1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 
 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 

 Before falling back down, they tettered ahead of her parents.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 

 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 
 unsteadily or march ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 
 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 

 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 
 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 

 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 
 dodder ahead 
 

to tetter on ahead 
1. to slowly and steadily make progress, move on, move forward or go  
 to the front of the line, stagger along, stagger ahead, crawl, hobble, 

 totter, move slowly, teeter, dodder 
 Before falling back down, they tettered on ahead of her parents.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to slowly advance or proceed, little by little make 
 strides, forge forward, forge ahead, move onward, move ahead 

 unsteadily or march ahead 
 
3. (informal)  to slowly push ahead, get ahead, move ahead, creep 

 ahead, make headway, go ahead or take the lead, inch along, 
 move along slowly, gain ground, hobble along, totter, hobble 

 ahead, totter along, drag one’s feet, crawl ahead, crawl, crawl 
 along, stagger ahead, teeter along, tetter ahead, dodder along, 
 dodder ahead 

 
to thrust ahead 

1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 
 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 Because he wanted to get into the house, he thrusted ahead. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 
 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 

 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 
 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 

 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 
 hurl forward, advance onward 

 
3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 

 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 
 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 

 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 
 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 

 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  
   

4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip right 
 ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, barrel right 
 ahead, barge ahead, charge in 

 
to thrust on ahead 
1. to ram forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge 

 forward, push through, bulldoze onward, press through, propel 
 through, shove through, drive through, charge to the front force 

 through, make one’s way through, make one’s way onward, barrel 
 through, rip through, zip through, forge through, charge forward, 
 shove through, ram through, burst ahead   

 Because he wanted to get into the house, he thrusted on ahead. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear hard upon, push onward, press onward, 

 drive forward, drive onward, push forward, burst onward, plunge 
 ahead, press forward, thrust forward, thrust onward, propel 

 forward, propel onward, shove forward, shove onward, elbow one’s 
 way onward, advance forward, shoulder one’s way forward, thrust 
 ahead, shunt onward, shunt forward, burst forward, hurl onward, 

 hurl forward, advance onward 
 

3.  (informal)  to elbow one’s way ahead, elbow one’s way through,  
 shoulder one’s way ahead, shoulder one’s way through, bulldoze 
 ahead, press ahead, shove ahead, barrel ahead, zip ahead, push 

 ahead, drive ahead, bulldoze on ahead, push on ahead, barrel 
 on ahead, forge on ahead, zip on ahead, thrust on ahead, 
 propel ahead, propel on ahead, make one’s way, ram ahead, 

 elbow one’s way ahead, hurl ahead, crash ahead, press on 
 ahead, ram on ahead, bear on ahead, charge on ahead  



 

 

   
4.  (slang)  to roar right ahead, butt ahead, butt right ahead, zip right 

 ahead, chuck ahead, chuck on ahead, butt on ahead, barrel right 
 ahead, barge ahead, charge in 

 
 
to tramp ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 

 He tramped ahead of everyone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 

3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 
 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  

 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 

 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 

4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to tramp on ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 

 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 
 He tramped on ahead of everyone. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 

 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 



 

 

to tread ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 

 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 

 I will tread ahead despite all the obstacles put in front of me. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 

 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 
 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 

 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 

 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 

4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 

to tread on ahead 
1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 I will tread on ahead despite all the obstacles put in front of me. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber 

 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 
 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  

 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 
to trudge ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 
 ahead 

 He trudged ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber, plow 

 
3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 

 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  
 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 

 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 
 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 
to trudge on ahead 

1. to tread, walk or walk heavily in front of, move ahead, move 
 forward, go in advance, go first, go ahead, stamp ahead, crawl 

 ahead 
 He trudged on ahead of his of the other joggers and made it. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to stroll, plod, lumber saunter, trudge, stump, 
 plow, stroll, plod, lumber, plow 
 

3. (informal)  to drag one’s feet, inch along, inch ahead, limp along, 
 limp ahead, bring up the rear, mosey along, mosey forward,  

 mosey ahead, drag ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod 
 ahead, lumber ahead, plow ahead, saunter ahead, go on ahead, 
 stamp ahead, crawl ahead, inch ahead, mosey ahead, drag 

 ahead, stroll ahead, trudge ahead, plod ahead, lumber ahead, 
 plow ahead, saunter ahead 
 

4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep  along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to vault ahead 
1. to bulldoze onward, press through, propel  through, shove through, 

 drive through, charge to the front force through, make one’s way 
 through, make one’s way onward, barrel through, rip through, zip 

 through, burst ahead, quickly move forward, rush, rush in 
 advance, lurch ahead, hurry, shove ahead, push ahead, to ram 
 forward,  bulldoze through, plunge through, plunge forward   

 Who do you think you are, vaulting ahead of everyone to get to the 
 front?   Wait your turn like everyone else! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to race ahead, gallop ahead, gallop forward, 
 hasten forward, make haste, scramble ahead, drive onward, push 



 

 

 forward, burst onward,   advance forward, shoulder one’s way 
 forward, thrust ahead,  catapult ahead,  fling forward, press 

 ahead, press onward, take wing, scour ahead, fly on the wings of 
 the wind, scour past one’s competitors, dash onward, catapult 

 onward, heave on shunt onward, shunt forward, burst 
 forward, hurl onward, hurl forward, advance onward, bear hard 
 upon, push onward 

 
3. (informal) to lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead, sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead,   whip 

 ahead, zoom onward, whip onward, speed ahead, bustle ahead, 
 run ahead, do some tall stepping, speed up, step on it, zip ahead, 
 sprint forward, scurry forward, bustle onward, lose no time, fly on 

 the wing of the air, whip ahead 
 

4. (slang) to zip ahead, get cracking, stir up a duststorm, barrel 
 ahead, zip, go lickety-split, zip on ahead, whiz on ahead, rip on 
 ahead, barrel on ahead, feet, go like a shot, go like a shot, 

 hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get  cracking, get one’s rear in 
 gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather, zip ahead, get cracking, 
 barrel ahead 

 
to walk a few steps ahead 

1. to go in front of, walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a 
 few steps in front of, walk a few steps in front of  
 In some countries, a husband must walk a few steps ahead of his 

 wife.  
 
2. to proceed in advance of, amble ahead, amble a few steps  

 ahead, tramp ahead, trudge ahead, march ahead 
 

3. (informal)  to get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, take the lead,  
 
to walk ahead 

1. to go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, walk in front of, walk 
 a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front of  

 I am walking ahead of him because I want to arrive first.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 

 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 
 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander, 
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 



 

 

 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 
 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 

 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 
 schlep, schlep along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 

 
to walk on ahead 
1. to go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, walk in front of, walk 

 a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front of, march  
 I am walking on ahead of him because I want to arrive first.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 
 promenade, proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, 

 circumambulate, amber along, meander along, wander,  
 perambulate, ramble, perambulate ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead, 
 or take the lead, mosey along, stroll along, walk on ahead, stroll 

 on ahead, ramble on ahead, go on ahead, ramble ahead, wander 
 ahead, wander on ahead, meander on ahead, mosey on ahead, 
 amble on ahead, amble on a few steps ahead  

 
4. (slang)  to tramp, tramp ahead, tramp along,  tramp on ahead, 

 schlep, schlep along, schlep ahead, schlep on ahead 
 
to walk easily ahead 

1. to leisurely and slowly go in front of, walk a few steps in front of, 
 walk in front of, walk a few paces in front of, go a few steps in front 
 of or walk ahead of others, stroll ahead, amble in front of, walk 

 easily ahead of  
 Although she doesn’t like to rush, she always walks easily ahead 

 of everyone.   
 
2. (more stylistic)  to meander ahead, advance, mosey ahead, 

 proceed, amble ahead, amble a few steps ahead, tramp ahead, 
 trudge ahead, ramble ahead, march ahead 

 
3. (informal)  to slowly and easily get ahead, walk ahead, go ahead 
 or take the lead  

 
to walk quickly ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, go forward, rush forward, rush 
 ahead, hurry ahead       



 

 

 The child walked quickly ahead of everyone present and, as a 
 result, arrived home before everyone else. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press forward, 

 press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward   
 

3. to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing one’s way 
 forward, push ahead, push forward, zoom ahead, zoom forward, 
 lose no time to get ahead, lose no time going forward, fly 

 ahead, shoot ahead, sprint ahead 
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for leather 
 

to warn ahead of time 
1. to notify, warn in advance, warn beforehand, put on guard 

 I was not very surprised about what happened.  I had been warned 
 ahead of time. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to enlighten, give prior notice, forewarn, prewarn, 
 precaution,  say word to the wise 
 

3. (informal)  to put a bug in one’s ear, give fair warning, alert, put 
 one wise, put on alert 

 
4. (slang)  to read the riot act  
 

to whisk ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, go forward, rush forward, rush 

 ahead, hurry ahead       
 The children whisked ahead of the parents. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-



 

 

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 
to whisk on ahead 

1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, go forward, rush forward, rush 

 ahead, hurry ahead       
 The children whisked on ahead of the parents. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to whoosh ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, skip ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 I whooshed ahead of everyone and won. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 
 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 

 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, skip on ahead, push ahead, push 
 forward, lose no time to get ahead       

 
4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 

 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 

 scamper ahead 
 

to whoosh on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 
 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 

 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 I whooshed on ahead of everyone and won. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 

 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 
 

to zoom ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 



 

 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       

 You can’t just zoom ahead of everyone and, afterwards, 
 disappear to God only knows where. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 

 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   
 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 

 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 
 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 

 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 
 push on ahead,scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-

 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 
 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 
 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 

 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
to zoom on ahead 
1. to quickly go in front, go before, move ahead, move forward, go in 

 advance or go first, run in front of, rush forward, rush ahead, 
 hurry ahead, rush forward, rush ahead, hurry ahead       
 You can’t just zoom on ahead of everyone and, afterwards, 

 disappear to God only knows where. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usher in, whisk ahead, scurry ahead, press 
 forward, press ahead, race forward, race ahead, gallop ahead, 
 gallop forward, hasten forward, make haste, scramble  ahead   

 
3. (informal)  to blaze the trail, lead the way, show the way, wing 

 one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no time to get 
 ahead, spearhead, lose no time going forward, fly ahead,  fly on 
 ahead, shoot ahead, shoot on ahead,  sprint ahead, dash ahead, 

 move on ahead, jump on ahead, rush on ahead, hurry on 
 ahead, whisk on ahead, scurry on ahead, press on ahead, race 
 on ahead, gallop on ahead, sprint on ahead, dash on  ahead, 

 push on ahead, scour ahead, step lively, lead the way, double-
 time, wing one’s way forward, push ahead, push forward, lose no 



 

 

 time to get ahead       
 

4. (slang) to go like a shot, hotfoot it, high tail, high tail it, get 
 cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a leg, be hellbent for 

 leather, zip ahead, get cracking, barrel ahead, zip on ahead, whiz 
 on ahead, rip on  ahead, barrel on ahead scoot forward, 
 scamper ahead 

 
beheading 
1. removing one’s head 

 Beheading used to be a popular form of execution. 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitation, decollation, being put to the 

 guillotine or brought to the block 
 
3. (informal)  chopping one’s head off, choping off one’s head, put 

 under the executioner’s ax, lobbing one’s head off, lobbing off 
 one’s head, put under the ax 

 
to behead 
1. to remove one’s head 

 She was beheaded. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  decapitate, decollate, put to the guillotine, bring 

 to the block 
 

3. (informal)  to chop one’s head off, chop off one’s head, put 
 under the executioner’s ax, lob one’s head off, lob off one’s head, 
 put under the ax 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Hair 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English  hær   hære, Middle English  here   haire, Dutch  haar,  
German  Haar , Old Norse  har   hæra,  Old High German  haria,  



 

 

Dutch  haar,  Danish   hår,   Swedish hår   hårstrå,  Norwegian  hår,  
Friscian  heir,  Afrikaan  hare, Latin  capillus crinis, French  cheveux,  

Spanish  cabello   
 
hair 
(noun) 
 

1.    (human) locks, tresses, curls 
 She has beautiful hair. 
 

2.     (slang) mane, mop  
 I’m amazed at his age that he still has hair. 

 
3.     stubble, whisker, mustache, bristle, nub 
 

4.     (animals) mane, coat, fur, pelt, skin, hide 
  

5.     fleece, down, feathers 
 
6.     filament, thread, fiber 

 
 
a bad hair day 

1.   a day on which one's hair will not cooperate 
 My hair looks absolutely horrible.  I’m having a bad hair day. 

 
2.  a bad day 

Today is a bad hair day. 

 
3. (informal) a horrendous, rotten, god-awful or horrid day 
  

a hair-raising story 
1. a story which shocks, scares, excites, galvanize or which is rousing 

 
2. a story which takes one’s breath away, is soul-stirring, heart  
 moving, electrifying 

 
3. (slang) a story which is rip, snorting, mind-blowing, kicky, 

 far out, rip-snorting 
 
by a hair 

1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only 
 He lost by a hair. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or minuscule 

 amount     
 

3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 
 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 

 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 

 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's 
 teeth, within a hair’s breath 

 
by a hair’s breath 
1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 

 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only 
 He lost by a hair’s breath. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or minuscule 
 amount     
 

3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 

 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 

 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's 
 teeth, within a hair’s breath 

 
flyaway hair 

unmanageable hair 
I don't like riding in a convertible.  I have flyaway hair. 
 

haircloth 
stiff wiry fabrics made of horse or camel hair 

 
hair curling 
1. horrifying, startling, jarring, jolting, benumbing, frightening, 

 bewildering, surprising  
 That's a hair-curling experience.  I'm glad that  
 you were not hurt. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  menacing, daunting, intimidating, appalling, 



 

 

 discomfiting, dismaying, threatening 
 

3. (informal)  spine-tingling, creepy, thrilling, stirring, heart-moving, 
 heart-stirring, rousing, hair curling, hairy, crawly, unnerved 

 
4. (slang) rip-roaring, rip-snorting, far out, mind-boggling, 
 mind-blowing, trippy, rattling 

 
hair cut 
the way that one’s hair is shaped or styled as a result of getting it cut 

This hair cut makes me look much younger. 
 

hairdo 
1. coiffure, haircut, hairstyle, the style in which a person wears 
 one’s hair 

I didn't like her hairdo; it didn’t fit her face.  
 

2.    (slang) coif, do  
 
hairdresser 

one who cuts and style hair 
I don’t like the new hairdresser. 
 

hairline 
1.    lower edge of the hair along the upper forehead 

 As one’s gets older, one’s hairline recedes. 
 
2.    a very thin or slight crack or break  

       He has a hairline fracture 
 
hair piece 

1. (for men) toupee     
 His hair piece is very noticeable. 

2. (slang/insulting) carpet, rug 
 
3. (slang/ British)  jasey  

 
4. (women)  wig, extensions 

 
hair raiser 
thriller, work of fiction written to keep the viewer or reader on the edge of 

his or her seat 
That novel which I just read was a sure hair raiser. 
 

hair raising 
1. horrifying, startling, jarring, jolting, benumbing, frightening, 



 

 

 bewildering, surprising  
 That's a hair-raising experience.  I'm glad that  

 you were not hurt. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  menacing, daunting, intimidating, appalling, 
 discomfiting, dismaying, threatening 
 

3. (informal)  spine-tingling, creepy, thrilling, stirring, heart-moving, 
 heart-stirring, rousing, hair curling, hairy, crawly, unnerved 
 

4. (slang) rip-roaring, rip-snorting, far out, mind-boggling, 
 mind-blowing, trippy, rattling 

 
hair shirt 
1. self-punishment, pay the penalty,  accept the consequences 

 I wish she would take off that hair-shirt and forgive herself. 
 

2.  (highly stylized)  atonement, sackcloth and ashes,  
 self- mortification, self-flagellation 
 

3. (Latin)  mea culpa 
 
hair space 

the smallest possible space used to separate letters and words in 
typesetting 

 
hairsplitter 
1.    one who carps, quibbles or who always looks for the fine or nice to 

 the point of extreme or exhaustion 
 I don’t like to discuss with her; she is a hairsplitter to the point 
 that we end up loosing the point of the discussion. 

 
2.    (slang)  one who is always splitting hairs, nit picking or belaboring 

 a point to the point of extreme and exhaustion  
 
3.    some who is hypercritical, critical, over critical or who is always 

 finding fault 
 Stop being such a hairsplitter.  You are always criticizing. 

 
 hairsplitting 
1.    carping, quibbling, fine, nice 

 Stop hairsplitting.  You know that he is not the person in charge.  
 I don't care what name you call it. 
 

2.    (slang) splitting hairs, nit picking, belaboring a point   
 



 

 

3.    hypercritical, critical, over critical, faultfinding 
 Stop hairsplitting.  You are always criticizing. 

 
hair stroke 

very thin line in writing or printing 
 
hair-trigger temper 

1. volatile, explosive 
 Be careful, he has a hair-trigger temper.  He will 
 fly off the handle in the bat of an eye. 

 
2.   very quick temper, hotheaded 

  
hair-trigger 
trigger on a gun that needs very little pressure to fire 

 
hairpin turn 

a very sharp U-turn 
 
hair's breath 

1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only 
 I was within a hair's breath of getting caught. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or minuscule 
 amount     

 
3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 

 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 

 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's 

 teeth, within a hair’s breath 
 

longhair 
1. intellectual, scholar, thinker, be a person who is gifted, smart or 
 very intelligent 

 He might be a longhair but he has no common sense.  
 
2. (stylistic)  academician, philosophe, part of the intelligentsia or 

 cognocenti, part of the cognitive elite   
 



 

 

3. (informal)  egg head  
 

4. (slang) to be a  walking encyclopedia, brain, bookworm,  
 long headed or crack 

Don't be such an egghead!! 
 

5. (insulting) to be a know-it-all, pendant, miss or mister  

 know-it-all or geek 
 
4. (French)  au fait 

 
never a hair out of place 

1.   to always have a neat and clean appearance 
 She's always dressed perfectly, never a hair out of place. 

 

2.   to always have everything in its place, always have everything  
where it is supposed to be 

On Sunday, after bathing and dressing, he never has a 
hair out of place. 
 

3. (negative) to be too meticulous, overfastidious, overparticular 
 
4. (negative/informal)  to be fussy, finicky, picky, hard to please 

 
 

not a hair out of place 
1. well-dressed, clean, neat, smartly dressed, looking very nice 
 I saw her before she went out on her date; she looked so nice, 

 not a hair out of place. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  coiffured, fastidious, well-groomed, manicured, 

 meticulous, smartly attired 
 

3. (informal)  without a hair out of place, smooth-shaven, primped 
 up, put together well, looking  like a million dollar, combed, clean 
 shaven, not a hair out of place 

 
4. (slang)  nifty, natty, in one’s Sunday’s best, looking good, dressed 

 to the nine 
 
5. (slang to vulgar)  looking good enough to eat 

 
one's hair stand on end  
1. astounding, startling, terrifying, scary, frightening, jolting, jarring 

 My hair stood on end when I saw the gun. 
 



 

 

2. making one’s blood run cold, giving goosebumps, pimples, the 
 creeps or the chills, making one’s blood crudle or one’s flesh 

 crawl, freezing one’s blood, discombobulating, throwing off, being 
 hair raising, making one's hair curl 

 
3. to apall, nauseate, horrify, repel, disgust, revolt  
 His stories always make my hair stand on end. 

 
4. (informal)  grossing out, filling with loathing, making one’s skin 
 crawl, being disgusting, turning one’s stomach, making sick 

 
splitting hairs 

1. making differences between things which are essentially the  same, 
 making fine distinctions which are petty and insignificant, 
 discriminating and making distinctions which are nonsensical 

 Arguing  whether he is Mexican or Puerto Rican, as far as this 
 discussion is concerned, is only splitting hairs.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  distinguishing, discerning or differentiating to the 
 point  of being ridiculousness 

 
3. (informal)  to divving up, mincing matters, splintering, dividing up 
 that which does not need to be 

 
4. fencing, hedging, evading, hesitating, shifting, misleading 

 He was not interested in knowing the definition of each word; he is
 splitting hairs to beat around the bush and lie. 
 

2. (more stylized)  compromising, paltering, mystifying, equivocating, 
 making qualifications, dissembling, quibbling, vacillating, eluding, 
 refraining from committing oneself, prevaricating, deceiving 

 
3. (informal)  weaseling, beating around the bush, waffling, giving the 

 run around, begging the question, skirting the issue, hedging 
 about, using weasel words,  fudging 
 

4. (slang)  hemming and hawing, weaseling out of, shillying-shallying 
 

 
the hair of the dog that bit one 
to take a drink of the same liquor that got one drink in order 

to cure a hangover. 
 
to a hair 

to be perfect to the smallest detail 
He had everything in place to the hair. 



 

 

 
within a hair's breath 

1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 

 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 
 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only, almost there, close 
 to, within an inch of, for all practical purposes, in effect 

  He was within a hair's breath of being put to death. 
  
2. (more stylistic)  by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or minuscule 

 amount, in essence, substantially, virtually, nigh upon, 
 essentially, for all intents and purposes     

 
3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 

 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 

 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose,  
 by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth, within a hair’s 

 breath,within an ace of, within a stone’s throw, there in 
 everything but name, practically, as good as 
 

without a hair out of place 
1. well-dressed, clean, neat, smartly dressed, looking very nice 

 I saw her before she went out on her date; she looked nice, 
 without a hair out of place. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  coiffured, fastidious, well-groomed, manicured, 
 meticulous, smartly attired 
 

3. (informal)  smooth-shaven, primped up, put together well, looking 
 like a million dollar, combed, clean shaven, not a hair out of 

 place 
 
4. (slang)  nifty, natty, in one’s Sunday’s best, looking good, dressed 

 to the nine 
 

5. (slang to vulgar)  looking good enough to eat 
 
without turning a hair 

without showing any reaction or emotion, be stoic, unexciteable 
or self-controlled  
She normally reacts without turning a hair. 

 
to be a longhair 



 

 

1. to be an intellectual, scholar, thinker, be a person who is gifted, 
 smart or very intelligent 

 He might be a longhair but he has no common sense.  
 

2. (stylistic)  to be an academician, philosophe, part of the 
 intelligentsia or cognocenti, be part of the cognitive elite   
 

3. (informal)  to be an egg head or long head,  be well-informed, deep 
 or clear-eyed  
 

4. (slang) to be a  walking encyclopedia, brain, bookworm,  
 long headed or crack 

Don't be such an egghead!! 
 

5. (insulting) to be a know-it-all, pendant, miss or mister  

 know-it-all or geek 
 

4. (French)  au fait 
 
to be enough to make one's hair curl 

1. to surprise, shock, confound, startle  
 My credit card total is enough to make my hair curl. 
 

2. (highly stylized) to abash, disconcert, discompose,  
 

3. (informal) to floor, take aback, dumbfound 
 
to be someone's fair-haired boy 

1. to be one's favorite or preference   
 She is the boss's fair-haired boy. 
 

2. (informal) to be one darling, after one’s own heart, one’s  
 heart or the apple of one's eye 

 
to be within a hair's breath 
1. to be almost there, close to, within an inch of, for all practical 

 purposes or in effect 
  He was within a hair's breath of being put to death. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be in essence, substantially, virtually, nigh 
 upon, essentially or for all intents and 

 
3. (informal) to be within an ace of, within a stone’s throw, there 
 in everything but name, practically or as good as 

 
to curl one's hair 



 

 

1.   to frighten or scare someone 
 The way that he looked curled my hair. 

 
2.   to shock, astound, startle, or surprise someone 

 The party that they gave me curled my hair. 
 
3. (informal) to knock for a loop, blow one’s mind, baffle, take 

 one’s breath away, bawl over, throw for a loop, strike dumb 
 
to get gray hairs  

1. to be worn out by one,  get worn out by one, end up devoting all 
 one’s times to or on one, be or get frustrated or distressed to the 

 point of total exasperation 
 If I don’t stop worrying so much about my son, I am going 
 to get gray hairs. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be totally preoccupied, obsessed or concerned 

 about one,  fret over, be occupied with, abstracted by or fretful 
 about, anguish over, agonize over, torture oneself over, be fretful 
 over  

 
3. (informal)  to dwell on, chew over, rack one’s brain, mull over, 
 wring one’s hand, wring one’s hands over, cudgel one’s brain, 

 lose sleep, lose sleep over,  stay awake at nights, harry over, get 
 gray hair over, have butterflies in  one’s stomach, lose one’s 

 hair over, lose one’s hair, get an ulcer, get an ulcer over, go to an 
 early grave,  worry oneself so much that one loses one’s hair, 
 worry oneself bald, worry oneself so much that one almost loses 

 one’s hair 
  
4. (slang) to sweat blood, sweat bullets 

 
to get in one's hair 

1. to bother, badger, plague, hector, irritate, annoy, bore, aggravate  
 Sometimes my little brother gets in my hair. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to pique, provoke, exasperate, nettle, vex, chafe,  
 weary, irritate, exasperate 

 
3. (informal) to miff, get on someone's nerve, go against  the grain, 
 rile, rub someone the wrong way, try someone’s  patience, get 

 under someone’s skin, stir up, ruffle, peeve, pester 
  
4. (slang) to get on one’s last nerve, rankle, drive someone up the 

 wall, bug, give one a pain, gall 
 



 

 

to give someone gray hairs 
1. to worry, deplete, wear out, cause or force to devote all one’s times 

to or on, frustrate or distress one to the point  of total exasperation 
 When Bobby was a teenage, he gave me gray hairs. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry so much that one loses one’s hair, worry  one 
so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to hang by a hair 
1.   to be barely hanging on, be in a very precarious, uncertain, 

 unpredictable, volatile or unsound situation 
      I don't know what to do; I'm only barely hanging on,  

hanging by a hair. 
 

2.   (informal)  to hang by a thread, be hanging by one’s fingernails 

 
3. to depend on something insubstantial, flimsy,  
 tenuous or slight 

 His alibi is hanging by a hair. 
 

to have someone by the short hair (vulgar) 
to have someone at a great disadvantage or in an  
unfavorable position 

 
to let one’s hair down 

1. to quiet down, relax, calm down, unwind, relieve tension, unbend  
 It is only when I am on vacation that I have the opportunity  
 to let my hair down 

 
2. (more stylized)  to stop fretting or agonizing over 
 

3. to take it easy, lay back, take a breather, sit back, take time out,  
 let go of, let up 



 

 

 
4. (slang) let it all hang out, let oneself go, let up, loosen up, hang 

 loose, cool it 
 

to lose one’s hair  
1. to go bald, not have hair,  
 As I get older, I keep losing my hair. 

 
2. to deplete one, wear one out, get one sick 
 If he keeps it up, he’s going to aggravate me to the point of losing  

 my hair. 
 

3. (more stylistic)  to exhaust one, drain one, debilitate one 
 
4. (informal)  to make one wring one’s hands over, cudgel one’s 

 brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay awake at nights, get 
 gray hair, have butterflies in one’s stomach, lose one’s hair 

 over, pull out one’s hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, 
 tear one’s hair or tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an 
 ulcer, almost send one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one 

 want to holler or scream, worry one so much that one loses 
 one’s hair, worry one so much that one almost loses one’s 
 hair, tire one out, finish one off 

  
5. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7, poop one out, kill one 
 
to lose something by a hair  

1. to lose by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an 
 inch,  barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only 
 I would feel better if I had not lost by a hair. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or 
 minuscule amount, be defeated by the most minimum amount     

 
3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 

 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 
 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 

 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 almost not lose, almost make it, almost win  

 
to make one lose one’s hair 



 

 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 

 When Bobby was a teenage, he made me lose my hair. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, pull out one’s hair, pull out 
 one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or tear one’s hair 
 out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send one to an early 

 grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or scream, worry 
 one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry one so much that 

 one almost loses one’s hair 
  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 
to make one's hair curl 

1. to frighten, scare, shock, take one's own breath away,  
 astound, surprise, confounded  

 His behavior made my hair curl. 
 
2.   to leave dumbfounded, flabbergast, floored 

      His story made my hair curl. 
 
to make one's hair stand on end  

1. to astound, startle, terrify, scare, frighten, jolt, jar 
 What happened made my hair stand on end. 

 
2. to make one’s blood run cold, give one goose bumps, make one’s 
 blood curdle, give one the creeps or chills, make one’s flesh crawl, 

 freeze one’s blood, discombobulate, throw off, make one's hair 
 curl 

 
3. to appall, nauseate, horrify, repel, disgust, revolt  
 His stories always make my hair stand on end. 

 
4. (informal)  to gross out, fill with loathing, make one’s skin crawl, be 
 disgusting, turn one’s stomach, make sick 

 
to make one almost pull one’s hair out 



 

 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one , force one to devote all one’s times to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he almost 
 made me pull my hair out. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  
 

to make one almost pull out one’s hair  
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 

 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one , force one to devote all one’s times to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he almost 
 made me pull my hair out. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  



 

 

 
to make one almost tear one’s hair out 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one, force one to devote all one’s times  to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he almost 

 made me tear my hair out. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 

to make one almost tear out one’s hair  
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one, force one to devote all one’s times  to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he almost 

 made me tear my hair out. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  



 

 

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7 

 
to make one pull one’s hair by its root 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me tear my hair out by its roots. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 
to make one pull one’s hair out by the roots 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 

 me tear my hair out by the roots. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 



 

 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to make one tear one’s hair by its roots 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 

 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me tear my hair out by its roots. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to make one tear one’s hair out by the roots 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 

 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that I would 
 feel like tearing my hair out by its roots. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 



 

 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  
 

to make one want to pull one’s hair out 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me want to pull my hair out. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  
 

to make one want to pull out one’s hair 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 

 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me want to pull out my hair. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 



 

 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 
to make one want to pull one’s hair out by its roots 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 

 me want to pull my hair out by its roots. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 

to make one want to pull one’s hair out by the roots 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 

 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me want to pull my hair out by the roots. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 



 

 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to make one want to tear one’s hair out 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 

 me want to tear my hair out. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 

 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 

 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  

 worry 24/7  
 
to make one want to tear out one’s hair  

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 

 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 
 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 

 me want to tear out my hair. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  



 

 

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to make one want to tear one’s hair out by its roots 
1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 

 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one, force one to devote all one’s times  to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me want to tear my hair out by its roots. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 
 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   

  
3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 

 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 
 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 

 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 
 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 

 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 
 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  

 
to make one want to tear one’s hair out by the roots 

1. to worry one obsessively, deplete one, wear one out, cause or force 
 one to devote all one’s times to or on one, frustrate or distress one 
 to the point of total exasperation, force one to devote all one’s times 

 to or on one 
 When John was growing up, there was many a time that he made 
 me want to tear my hair out by the roots. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to keep one totally preoccupied, force one to 



 

 

 anguish or fret over one, obligate one to agonize over   
  

3. (informal)  to make one rack one’s brain, wring one’s hands 
 over, cudgel one’s brain, lose sleep over one, lose sleep, stay 

 awake at nights, get gray hair, have butterflies in one’s 
 stomach, lose one’s hair over, lose one’s hair, pull out one’s 
 hair, pull out one’s hair out by the roots, tear one’s hair or 

 tear one’s hair out by the roots, give one an ulcer, almost send 
 one to an early grave, almost kill one, make one want to holler or 
 scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, worry 

 one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to make one to sweat blood, make one sweat bullets or  
 worry 24/7  
 

to never have a hair out of place 
1.   to always have a neat and clean appearance 

 She's always dressed perfectly; she never has a hair  
out of place. 
 

2.   to always have everything in its place, always have everything  
where it is supposed to be 
On Sunday, after bathing and dressing, he never has a 

hair out of place. 
 

3. (negative) to be too meticulous, overfastidious, overparticular 
 
4. (negative/informal)  to be fussy, finicky, picky, hard to please 

 
to not harm a hair on someone's head 
to not harm or hurt a person in the least 

Stop worrying.  He will not harm a hair on your head. 
 

to not have a hair out of place 
1. well-dressed, clean, neat, smartly dressed, looking very nice 
 I saw her before she went out on her date; she did not have a hair 

 out of place. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  coiffured, fastidious, well-groomed, manicured, 
 meticulous, smartly attired 
 

3. (informal)  without a hair out of place, smooth-shaven, primped 
 up, put together well, looking  like a million dollar, combed, clean 
 shaven, not a hair out of place 

 
4. (slang)  nifty, natty, in one’s Sunday’s best, looking good, dressed 



 

 

 to the nine 
 

5. (slang to vulgar)  looking good enough to eat 
 

 
to not loose one's hair over  
1. to not worry about, not be preoccupied about, not be anxious or 

 distressed by, be blasé, unworried or untroubled about, not worry 
 or be concerned excessively about, not bother about  
 Do not worry your head about all that gossip and chattering.   

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to not fret, be nonchalant, not be anxious,  

 be placid, mellow or serene about, unperturbed, undismayed or 
 undaunted about 
 

3. (informal)  to not bother one’s pretty little head, not be 
 concerned in the least about, care less about, not lose sleep over, 

 not stay awake at nights, not give it a second thought about, not 
 get gray hair over, not get gray hairs over, not have butterflies 
 in one’s stomach, not  loose one's hair over, not trouble one’s 

 head with 
 
4. (slang) to remain loose as a goose about, not sweat bullets about, 

 not sweat blood about, remain loose about, have a devil-may-care 
 attitude about 

 
5. (vulgar)  to not give a damn about, not give a good god-damn 
 about, not give a shit about, not give a fuck about 

 
to not see hide or hair of someone 
to not see a person for a prolong period of time, not see 

or know anything about a person for a long time 
I have not seen hide or hair of my brother for a few months. 

  
to not touch a hair on someone's head 
not to harm or hurt a person in the least 

If you do what he wants, he will not touch a hair on your head. 
 

to not have a hair out of place 
1.   to have a neat and clean appearance 
 He is dressed so nice; he does not have a hair  

out of place. 
 
2.   to have everything in its place, have everything  

where it is supposed to be 
When he wants to dress very well, he does not have a 



 

 

hair out of place. 
 

3. (negative) to be too meticulous, overfastidious, overparticular 
 

4. (negative/informal)  to be fussy, finicky, picky, hard to please 
 
to not turn a hair 

1. not to move at all, remain absolutely still 
 So that the police do not find you, you are not  
 to turn a hair. 

 
2. to not move a muscle 

 
to part someone's hair 
to come very close or near, approach, approximate, 

come within a stone's throw 
The bullet came so close to my head that it almost parted my hair. 

 
to pull one's hair out 
1. to be anxious, worried, frustrated or distressed to the  

 point of total exasperation 
 His behavior had me pulling my hair out. 
 

2. to irk, raise someone’s ire, provoke, peeve, try someone’s 
 patience to the extreme 

 
to pull one’s hair out by the roots 
 

to raise the hairs on the back of one's neck  
1. to be made very frightening or scary 
 He was so scary that just looking at him raised the hairs on 

 the back of one’s neck. 
 

2. (informal) to give someone the chills, be hairy, goosebumps or 
 goosepimples, scare the living daylights out of someone, make 
 one’s flesh crawl, make one's hair curl, make one's hair stand 

 on end 
 

3. to be disturbing, unsettling or disquieting 
The story raised the hairs on the back of my neck. 

 

4. something which throws one, throws one for a loop, unnerves,
 discombobulates, shakes up, or jars 
 

5. (slang)  that which spooks or pschyes one out 
 



 

 

to rip one's hair out 
1. to be anxious or distressed to the point of total exasperation 

 He had me ripping my hair out.  I will never understand him or 
 his behavior. 

 
2. to irk, raise someone’s ire, provoke, peeve, try someone’s 
 patience to the extreme 

 
3. to cry hysterically, show excessive emotion, be out of control 
 

4. (more stylish)  to emote,  rend one’s clothing, flagellate, flail, whip, 
 thrash or flog oneself, put on sackcloth and ashes, weep, sob 

 
5. (informal)  to carry on,  gnash one’s teeth, take on, grind one’s 
 teeth, go on  

 
6. to rage, bluster, storm, rant, roar, lose one’s temper 

 I was so angry that I ripped my hair out. 
 
7. to bellow, thunder, fly into passion, bluster 

 
8. to explode, hit the ceiling, blow one’s cool, fly off the handle, blow 
 up, ramp and rage, blow one’s top, rant and rave, throw a tantrum, 

 hit the roof, carry on 
 

9. (slang)  to freak out, pop off, let off, have a conniption, flip one’s 
 wig, flip, freak, blow a gasket, flip a lid, raise hell 
 

to rip out one's hair  
1. to be anxious or distressed to the point of total exasperation 
 I was so angry that I felt like ripping out my hair. 

 
2. to irk, raise someone’s ire, provoke, peeve, try someone’s 

 patience to the extreme 
 
3. to cry hysterically, show excessive emotion, be out of control 

 
4. (more stylish)  to emote,  rend one’s clothing, flagellate, flail, whip, 

 thrash or flog oneself, put on sackcloth and ashes, weep, sob 
 
5. (informal)  to carry on,  gnash one’s teeth, take on, grind one’s 

 teeth, go on  
 
6. to rage, bluster, storm, rant, roar, lose one’s temper 

 I was so angry that I ripped my hair out. 
 



 

 

7. to bellow, thunder, fly into passion, bluster 
 

8. to explode, hit the ceiling, blow one’s cool, fly off the handle, blow 
 up, ramp and rage, blow one’s top, rant and rave, throw a tantrum, 

 hit the roof, carry on 
 
9. (slang)  to freak out, pop off, let off, have a conniption, flip one’s 

 wig, flip, freak, blow a gasket, flip a lid, raise hell 
 
to split hairs 

1. to make a difference between things which are essentially the 
 same, make a fine distinction which is petty and insignificant, 

 discriminate, make a distinction 
 Arguing  whether he is Mexican or Puerto Rican, as far as this 
 discussion is concerned, is only splitting hairs.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to distinguish, discern or differentiate to the point 

 of being ridiculousness 
 
3. (informal)  to divvy up, mince matters, splinter, divide up that 

 which does not need to be 
 
4. to  fence, hedge, evade, hesitate, shift, mislead 

 He was not interested in knowing the definition of each word; 
 splitting hairs is his way of beating around the bush and lying. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to  compromise, palter, mystify, equivocate, make 
 qualifications, dissemble, quibble, vacillate, elude, refrain from 

 committing  oneself, prevaricate, deceive 
 
6. (informal)  to weasel, beat around the bush, waffle, give the run 

 around, beg the question, skirt the issue, hedge about, use weasel 
 words,  fudge 

 
 
 

to tear one's hair out 
1. to be anxious or distressed to the point of total exasperation 

 He had me tearing my hair out.  I will never understand him or 
 his behavior. 
 

2. to irk, raise someone’s ire, provoke, peeve, try someone’s 
 patience to the extreme 
 

3. to cry hysterically, show excessive emotion, be out of control 
 



 

 

4. (more stylish)  to emote,  rend one’s clothing, flagellate, flail, whip, 
 thrash or flog oneself, put on sackcloth and ashes, weep, sob 

 
5. (informal)  to carry on,  gnash one’s teeth, take on, grind one’s 

 teeth, go on  
 
6. to rage, bluster, storm, rant, roar, lose one’s temper 

 I was so angry that I tore my hair out. 
 
7. to bellow, thunder, fly into passion, bluster 

 
8. to explode, hit the ceiling, blow one’s cool, fly off the handle, blow 

 up, ramp and rage, blow one’s top, rant and rave, throw a tantrum, 
 hit the roof, carry on 
 

9. (slang)  to freak out, pop off, let off, have a conniption, flip one’s 
 wig, flip, freak, blow a gasket, flip a lid, raise hell 

 
to tear out one's hair  
1. to be anxious or distressed to the point of total exasperation 

 I was so angry that I felt like tearing out my hair. 
 
2. to irk, raise someone’s ire, provoke, peeve, try someone’s 

 patience to the extreme 
 

3. to cry hysterically, show excessive emotion, be out of control 
 
4. (more stylish)  to emote,  rend one’s clothing, flagellate, flail, whip, 

 thrash or flog oneself, put on sackcloth and ashes, weep, sob 
 
5. (informal)  to carry on,  gnash one’s teeth, take on, grind one’s 

 teeth, go on  
 

6. to rage, bluster, storm, rant, roar, lose one’s temper 
 I was so angry that I tore my hair out. 
 

7. to bellow, thunder, fly into passion, bluster 
 

8. to explode, hit the ceiling, blow one’s cool, fly off the handle, blow 
 up, ramp and rage, blow one’s top, rant and rave, throw a tantrum, 
 hit the roof, carry on 

 
9. (slang)  to freak out, pop off, let off, have a conniption, flip one’s 
 wig, flip, freak, blow a gasket, flip a lid, raise hell 

 
to turn one’s hair gray 



 

 

1. to worry one, have one all wrapped up, deplete one, wear one out,  
 cause or force one to devote all one’s times to or on, frustrate or 

 distress one to the point of total exasperation 
 What a child!  He’s going to turn my hair gray. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to preoccupy one, obessess or concern oneself 
 about, cause one to fret over, occupy oneself with, abstract oneself 

 by, fret oneself about, force one to anguish over, obligate one to 
 agonize over, torture   
  

3. (informal)  to bring about or give rise to that one racks one’s 
 brain, wring one’s hands over, cudgels one’s brain, loses sleep 

 over, stays awake at nights, gets gray hair, has butterflies in 
 one’s stomach or looses one’s hair over, give someone an ulcer, 
 send someone to an early grave, make one kill, make one want to 

 holler or scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, 
 worry one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to cause someone to sweat blood or bullets, worry or 
 concern someone 24/7  

 
to worry one so much that one almost loses one hair 
1. to worry one, have one all wrapped up, deplete one, wear one out,  

 cause or force one to devote all one’s times to or on, frustrate or 
 distress one to the point of total exasperation 

 When Bobby was a teenage, he worried me so much that I lost 
 my hair. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to preoccupy one, obessess or concern oneself 
 about, cause one to fret over, occupy oneself with, abstract oneself 
 by, fret oneself about, force one to anguish over, obligate one to 

 agonize over, torture   
  

3. (informal)  to bring about or give rise to that one racks one’s 
 brain, wring one’s hands over, cudgels one’s brain, loses sleep 
 over, stays awake at nights, gets gray hair, has butterflies in 

 one’s stomach or looses one’s hair over, give someone an ulcer, 
 send someone to an early grave, make one kill, make one want to 

 holler or scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, 
 worry one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 
  

4. (slang) to cause someone to sweat blood or bullets, worry or 
 concern someone 24/7  
 

to worry one so much that one loses one hair 
1. to worry one, have one all wrapped up, deplete one, wear one out,  



 

 

 cause or force one to devote all one’s times to or on, frustrate or 
 distress one to the point of total exasperation 

 When Bobby was a teenage, he worried me so much that I lost 
 my hair. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to preoccupy one, obessess or concern oneself 
 about, cause one to fret over, occupy oneself with, abstract oneself 

 by, fret oneself about, force one to anguish over, obligate one to 
 agonize over, torture   
  

3. (informal)  to bring about or give rise to that one racks one’s 
 brain, wring one’s hands over, cudgels one’s brain, loses sleep 

 over, stays awake at nights, gets gray hair, has butterflies in 
 one’s stomach or looses one’s hair over, give someone an ulcer, 
 send someone to an early grave, make one kill, make one want to 

 holler or scream, worry one so much that one loses one’s hair, 
 worry one so much that one almost loses one’s hair 

  
4. (slang) to cause someone to sweat blood or bullets, worry or 
 concern someone 24/7  

 
black haired 
1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-

 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  

 There are more black haired people than fair haired ones. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
brown haired 
1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-

 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  

 Olive skinned persons are normally brown-haired. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
dark haired 

1. brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, dark-
 haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned,  

 Many people in the southern part of Europe are dark haired. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
golden haired 



 

 

1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 She had been golden haired when she was a baby.  She now gets 

 the color out of a box.  
 

2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 
light haired 

1. light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 She had been light haired when she was a baby.  She now gets 
 the color out of a box.  

 
2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 

 
to be black haired 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  

 There are more black haired people than fair haired ones. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
to be brown haired 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned, black, of African ancestry, brown-haired  

 Olive skinned persons are normally brown-haired. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
to be dark haired 
1. to be brown-skinned, dark-skinned, brunette, black-haired, 

 dark- haired, not fair skinned, not light complexioned, dark 
 complexioned,  

 Many people in the southern part of Europe are dark haired. 
 
2. (informal/possibly insulting)  swarthy, tawny, dusky 

 
to be golden haired 

1. to be light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 
 She had been golden haired when she was a baby.  She now gets 
 the color out of a box.  

 
2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 
 

to be light haired 
1. to be light, white, blond, blonde, flaxen, fair-skinned 



 

 

 She had been light haired when she was a baby.  She now gets 
 the color out of a box.  

 
2. (informal)  light-haired, fair headed, golden haired 

 
 
 

hairless 
1.    bald, baldheaded 
 He is hairless only on his head. 

 
2.    clean-shaven, smooth-shaven, smoothed-face 

 Men normally like a woman’s legs to be hairless  . 
 
hairy 

1.   with lots of hair 
 I have never seen such hairy legs.  Shave! 

 
2. terrifying, scary, frightening, hair raising, horrifying 
 I never had such a hairy trip as the one to Iraq during the war. 

 
3. (informal) giving someone the chills, goosebumps or 
 goosepimples, scaring the living daylights out of someone, making 

 one’s flesh crawl, making one's hair curl, making one's hair 
 stand on end 

 
4. disturbing, unsettling, disconcerting, or disquieting 

The story raised the hairs on the back of my neck. 

 
5. (informal)  something which throws one, throws one for a loop, 
 unnerves, discombobulates, shakes up, or jars 

 
6. (slang)  that which spooks, pschyes one out 

  
  
        

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Appendix 1 
 

Religious-based words which entered into the English 
language from the Church as a result of Christinization: 
 
abbot, alms, altar, angel, anthem, ark, candle, canon, chalice, cleric, deacon, 
disciple, epistle, hymn, litany, manna, martyr, mass, minister, noon, nun, offer, 
organ, palm, pope, priest, psalm, relic, rule, shrine, stole, synod, temple, tunic, 

AntiChrist, apostle, cantor, cell, cloister, collect, creed, demon, font, idol, 
nocturn, prime, prophet, sabbath, synagogue 
 

Non-religious Latin based words which came into English 
through the Church: 
 
cap, sock, silk, purple, chest, mat, sack, beet, lentil, pear, radish, doe, oyster, 
lobster, mussel, to cook, box, pine, lily, marshmallow, myrrh, rue, savory, 
master, school, Latin, grammatical, verse, meter, gloss, notary, anchor, fan, 
fever, place, sponge, elephant, phoenix, circle, legion, giant, consul, talent, 



 

 

accent, to brief, decline, history, paper, term, title, cucumber, ginger, winkle 
 
 
Appendix 2                

 

Most Frequent Used Words In English                                         
 
Agricultural terms                                                                      
sheep, shepherd, ox, earth, plough, swine, dog, wood, field, wod, corn  

 

Days of the week 
Monandæg (day of the moon), Tiwesdæg (day of the god, Tig), Wodnesdæg (day 
of the god, Woden),  Ðunresdæg (day of the god, Thunor), Frigedæg (the day of 
the goddess, Friga), Sæternesdæg (the day of the Roman god, Saturn), 
Sunnandæg (the day of the sun)   
 

Other words  
the, is, you, man, and, for ,for, of, in, on, to, under, æfter, beforan, behindan, bi 
(by), hwæt (what), hwy (why), ofer (over), æt (at), socc (sock), scoh (shoe), mete 
(meat), butere (butter), milc (milk),  egg, hunig (honey), ceses (cheese), summer, 
winter, the, is, you, man, house, God, heaven, hell, Holy Ghost, Doomsday, 
god-spell, Gospel, Easter (from the Anglo-Saxon goddess, Eostre), Yule (from the 
midwinter god, Geol (pronounced 'yule') )call, shirt, hat, father, mother, son, 
daughter, sister, brother, time, corn, night, wood, blood, gold, burg, home, 
wine, word, book, life, king, sea, water, old 
 
Old English       Modern English 
 

mann        man 
wif        wife 
cild        child 
hüs        house 
benc        bench 
mete        meat, food 
gærs        grass 
leaf        leaf 
fugol        fowl, bird 
god            good 

heah        high 
strang        strong 
etan        eat 
drincan       drink 
slæpan       sleep 
libban        live 
feohtan         

 
 

 



 

 

appendix 3 
 

Terms and words from the Old Norse Period   
 
closed class words 
Old Norse     Anglo-Saxon 
they       hie 
their       hiera 
them       him 

are       aron 
 
other closed class words  
both, same, through, till, are 
 

Old Norse word which replace Anglo-Saxons 
Old Norse    Anglo-Saxon 
egg      ey 
sister (syster)     sweostor 
loan      læn 
weak (wac)     veikr 
take      niman      
anger      torn, grama, irre 
bark      rind 
wing      feþra 
sky      uprodor/wolcen    
window     eagþyrel   
  

Words brought into English from Old Norse which had no equivalent 
in Old English 
 

call, die, rugged, flat, tight, kid, steak, anger, awe, bait, boon, crooked,  saw, 
wand, wrong, freckle 

 

 

Old Norse supplied English with useful paris of synonyms 

 

English       Norse 
shatter       scatter 

sick        ill 
carve        cut 
wish        want 
craft        skill 
hide        skin 
no        nay 
whole        hale 
rear        raise 
from        fro 
 



 

 

Words which entered into English from Old Norse after 1000 
 
nouns 
band, booth, bull, dirt, down (feathers), egg, fellow, freckle, kneel, kid,  leg, 
link, reindeer, reef, scab, scales, scrap, seat, sister, skin, skirt, sky,  snare, 
steak, swain, window, birch, boon, gait, gap, guess, loan, race,  rift, score, 
skill, slaughter, snare, stack, swain, thrift, tidings, trust,  want, window 
 
verbs 
call, crawl, die, get, give, lift, raise, rid, scare, take, cast, clip, crave,  droop, 
gape, kinkle, nag, scowl, snub, sprint, thrust, 
 
adjectives 
flat, loose, low, odd, tight, weak, awkward, ill, meek, sly, rotten, tattered,  muggy 
 
pronouns 
they, their, them, both, same, though, till 
 
Words which begin with "sk" normally came from Danes 
scalp, scrape, scrub, scare, scathe, score, skate, skew, ski, skid, skill, skin, 
skip, skirt, skull, sky 

 

 
appendix   4 
 
Germanic and English Cognates of some of the most common words  

 
English Frisian Dutch  German Swedish Danish  

cheese  tsiis  kaas  Käse  ost  ost 
day  dei  dag  Tag    dag 
goose  goes  gans  Gans  gås  gås 

through troch  door  durch  igennem igennem 

yesterday juster  gisteren gestern 
sun  sinne  zon  Sonne 
fox  foks  vos  Fuchs 
sit  sitte  zitten  Sitzen 
book  boek  boek  Buch 
red  read  rood  Rot 
sleep  sliepe  slapen  Schlafen   
night    nacht  nacht  nat 
snow    sneeuw schnee snö 
seven    zeven  sieben  sju 
foot    voet  fuss  fot 
fish    vis  fisch  fisk 
heart    hart  herz  hfjärta 
hundered   honderd hundert hundra 
ten    tien  zehn  tio 
tooth    tand  zahn  tand 



 

 

eat    eten  essen 

day    dag  Tag 

fish    vis  Fisch 

ten    tien  zehn 

sword    zwaard  Schwert 

path    pad  Pfad 
hand  han  hand  Hand     hånd  
help  helpe  helpen helfen     hjalpa 
three  trije  drie  drei     þrír  
heart  hert  hart  Herz     hjarta 
oak  iik  eik  Eiche     eik 
     
    
 
Icelandic Flemish Norwegian Swiss  Yiddish Afrikaans 
      German   
ostur  kaas  ost  Chäss  kez  kaas 
dagur  dag  døgn  Tag  tog  dag 
  gans  gås 

  door        deur 

 
 
 

appendix  5 

Old English       French (replacement) 

eam        uncle 

anda        envy 

andig        envious 

andian       to envy 

æþele        noble 

æþeling       nobleman 

dryhten/ frea      prince 

leod        people 

dema        judge 

dom        judgement 

cyþhere       witness 

firen        crime 

scyldig       guilty 

here        army 

cempa        warrior 



 

 

sibb        peace 

blæd        flower 

bleo        color 

adl        disease 

ieldu        age 

lof        praise 

lyft        air 

hold        gracious 

earm        poor 

sltþe        cruel 

gecynde       natural 

wuldor       glory 

wlite        beauty 

wlitig        beautiful 

andettan       confess 

beorgan       preserve, defend 

bieldan/ elnian      encourage 

dihtan        compose 

flitan        contend 

healsian       implore 

herian        praise 

leanian       reward 

miltsian       pity       

 

 

appendix  6 

French words which came into English 
 
1066-1250 
 
abbot, canon, cardinal, clergy, countess, empress, duke, court, rent, cell, 
justice, miracle, baptist, dame, prince, chapel, image, lion, reason, piligrim, 
saint, virgin, obedience, religion, sermon, prophet, patriarch, archangel, 
circumcision, sacrament, fruit, sepulchre, custom, admiral, crown, astronomy, 
council, journey, rob, large, silence, dangerous, jealous, glutton, joy, tempt, 
witness, chapter, lesson, story, medicine, confessor, constable, heir, chair, 



 

 

butler, peace, justice, uncle, aunt, cousin, lamp, rose, catch, change, mercy, 
poor, rich, wait, ,prove, war, arrive, pay,  
 
1250-1350 
 
action, cost, deceit, dozen, ease, fault, force, grief, labour, number, opinion, 
pair, piece, season, sound, square, substance, task, use, bucket, calendar 
face, gum, , metal, mountain, ocean, people, actual, brief, certain, clear, 
common, contrary, eager, easy, final, honest, real, second, single, solid, 
strange, sudden, usual, allow, apply, approach, arrange, carry, close, continue 
count, conver, defeat, destroy, excuse, force, form, increase, inform, join, move, 
please, proceed, push, remember, travel 
 
By 1300 the following French words were already used in English 
 
nouns 
 
action, adventure, affection, age, air, bucket, bushel, calendar, carpenter, 
cheer, city, coast, comfort, cost, country, courage, courtesy, coward, crocodile, 
cruelty, damage, debt, deceit, dozen, ease, envy, error, face, faggot, fame, fault, 
flower, folly, force, hour, joy, malice, manner, marriage, metal, mountain, 
moise, number ocean, odor, order, pair, person, piece, point, poverty, powder, 
power, quality, quart, rage, reason, river, scandel, seal, season, sign, sound, 
sum, tailor, tavern, unity, use, vision, waste 
 
adjectives 
 
able, abundant, active, actual, amiable, amorous, barren, blank, brief, calm, 
certain, chaste, chief, clear, common, contrary, courteous, cruel, double, eager, 
easy, faint, feeble, fierce, final, firm, foreign, frail, frank, gay, gentle, gracious, 
hasty, honest, horrible, innocent, jolly, liberal, malicious, mean, moist, natural 
nice, obedient, original, perfect, pliant, poor, principal 
 
 
verbs 
 
advance, advise, aim, allow, apply, approach, arrange, arrive, betray, butt, 
carry, change, chase, close, comfort, commence, complain, conceal, consider, 
continue, count, cry, cull, deceive, declare, defeat, defer, defy, delay, desire, 
destroy, embrace, enclose, endure, enjoy, enter, err, excuse, flatter, flourish 

force, forge, form, furnish, grant, increase, inform, inquire, join, languish, 
launch, mount, move, murmur, muse, nourish, obey, oblige, observe, pass 
pay, pierce, pinch, please, pratice, praise, prefer, proceed, propose, prove, 
purify, pursue, push, quit, receive, refuse, rejoice, relieve, remember, reply, 
rinse, rob, satisfy, save, scald, serve, spoil, strangle, strive, shun, succeed 
summon, suppose, surprise, tax, tempt, trace, travel, tremble, wait, waive 
waste, wince 

 
Law 
 



 

 

plea, ,suit, plantiff, defendant, judge, advocate, attorney, bill, petition, 
complaint, inquest, summons, hue and cry, indictment, jury, juror, panel, 
felon, evidence, proof, bail, ransom, judgement, verdict, sentence, decree, 
award, punishment, prison 
 
 
Fashion and Social Life 
 
apparel, habit, gown, robe, arment, attire, cape, coat, frock, collar, veil, train, 
chemise, petticoat, lace , embroidery, buckle, button, to embellish, to adorn 
 
colors 
 
blue, brown, vermillon, scarlet, saffron, russet, tawny  
 
fruit, food, herbs, and etc. 
 
raisin, fig, date, grape, orange, lemon, cherry, peach, confection, pasty, tart, 
jelly, spice, clove, thyme, herb, mustard, vinegar, cinnamon, nutmeg, to roast, 
to boil, to stew, to fry, to broach, to blanch, to grate, to mince 
 
Art, Learning, and Medicine 
 
art, painiting, sculpture, music, beauty, color, figure, image, tone, title, volume, 
chapter, parchment, paper, pen 
 
 
Post 1350 
 
adolescence, appellation, chort, combustion, distribution, immensity, 
pacification, representation, sumptuous 
  
Other words from French adopted into English: 
 
fashion, gown, robe, lace, button, boot, satin, fur, ruby, pearl, blue  
 
dinner, supper, taste, feast, tension, beef, veal, mutton, pork, toast, cream, 
sugar,salad, lettuce, fruit, cherry, peach, herb, roast, boil, stew, fry, grate, 
mince, goblet, saucer, plate, platter, table 
 

palace, mansion, ceiling, chimne, tower, porch, curtain, lamp  
 
medicine, physician, surgeon, pain, stomach  
place, part, use, city, line, state, sure, change, close, course, pay, please, face, 
quit, coat, brown, air, country, flower, hour, manner, noise, number, people, 
river, able, large, nice, poor, real, safe, second, carry, move, pass, wait,  
 
to preach, to pray, to change, to repent, to confess, to adore, to sacrifice, to 
convert, to anoit, to ordain, to usurp, to oppress, to repeal 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Face 
(1250-1300) 

  
Middle English and Late Middle English  facen,  Anglo-French, Old 

French  facia,   German Gesicht,  Afrikaans  gesig,   Danish ansigt,  
Dutch  gezicht  gelaat,   Flemish gezicht  gelaat, Frisian  gesicht,    
Icelandic  andlit,  Norwegian  ansikt,  Swedish  ansikte,  Swiss 

German  Gsicht,  Latin  facies,  French  visage, Spanish  cara  rostro 
 

 
face  
 

1. countenance, visage, features 
 She has a beautiful face. 

 
2. (slang) mug, pan, puss, kisser 
  

3. profile, silhouette 
 
4. makeup, cosmetics 

 Every morning I must put on my face before going out.  
 

5. (slang) rouge, war paint, mask, grease paint 
 
6. expression, look, mien, appearance, air, aspect, demeanor 

 I don't like the face that you are giving me. Lower your eyes! 
 

7. smile, grin, grimace, sneer, frown 
 Wipe that face off now! 
 

8. prestige, repute, dignity, family honor 



 

 

 It is important for my family's face that I fix this problem. 
 

9. mask, camouflage, façade, veneer, illusion, false impression, guise, 
 front, outside, semblance, surface, superficality, false front 

 He is showing you only his good face. 
 
10. audacity, impudence, nerve, brass, gall, unmitigated 

 Can you believe the face that he gave me?  What audacity! 
 
11. (slang) cheek, lip, chutzpa 

 With what face do you dare tell me this?! 
 

12. exterior, front, frontal, facet 
 The face of the building was totally destroyed. 
 

to face   
1. to contemplate, look at, glaze at, observe, view, eye 

 It is not easy to face the sun when it is shining brightly. 
 
2. to stand opposite to 

 She faced the man and watched his every move. 
 
3. to encounter, meet, confront, dare 

 It was not easy for him to face the child that he had abandoned. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to breast, buffet, challenge, defy, duel, meet, 
 brazen, throw down the gauntlet, stem 
  

5. (informal)  to meet head-on, stare down, beard, resist, stand up 
 against, look in the face, oppose, withstand, keep at bay, take on, 
 meet face-to-face, outbrazen, bell the cat, meet eyeball-to-

 eyeball, face the music 
  

6. to coat, cover, superimpose 
 The old house’s exterior was faced with bricks. 
  

7.  to envelop, encase, veneer, wash 
 

8. to suffer, tolerate, keep one’s countenance, weather, stand 
 It had not been easy to face reality but she did it all the same. 
 

9. (more stylized)  to reconcile oneself with, bear, withstand, make the 
 best of, abide, brook, bear with, take patiently, forbear, fare 
 

10. (informal)  to put a good face on, swallow, put up with, face up 
 to, deal with, digest, stomach, grin and bear it, pocket  



 

 

 
11. (slang)  to lump it, sweat it out, hang tough, stand the gaff 

 
a face only a mother could love 

1. ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive, plain 
 Although he has a face only a mother could love, when he is 
 well-dressed, he can be quite a striking figure. 

 
2. (more stylized)  uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 
 unsightly, unlovely, rather ugly 

  
 

3. (informal)  not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang)   hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the eyes, 
 look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, oogly 

 
to have a face perfectly made for radio 
1. ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive, plain 

 When my professor told me that I had a face perfectly made for 
 radio, I had not understood him.  After hundreds of interviews and 
 rejections, I do now. 

 
2. (more stylized)  uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 

 unsightly, unlovely, rather ugly 
  
 

3. (informal)  not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang)   hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the eyes, 
 look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, oogly 

 
 
about face 

1.       backpedaling, changing one's position or opinion 360 degrees,     
          backtracking, reversing oneself, renouncing, withdrawing,  

          reversing one’s views, making  a full cycle, making a full circle,   
          What an about face! 
 

2.       (more stylistic)  renouncing, foreswearing, disclaiming, unsaying,    
          reneging, retracting, disavowing, rescinding, recanting,    
          repudiating  

 
3.       (informal)  making an about face, eating one’s words, taking   



 

 

          back, swallowing one’s words, shifting one’s ground, changing   
          one’s mind, having a change of heart, taking a different   

           direction or track, changing one’s side 
 

4.        pulling a switcheroo, flip-flopping, pulling a 180°, doing a   
           flip flop, doing a 180°, doing  a 360° 
 

another face 
1. without personality or distinction, nameless, common,  everyday, 
 ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor,  no 

 importance 
 Frankly, she was only another face; only one of the many 

 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 
 about her. 
 

2. (more stylized)  anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 
 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 

 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional, inconsequential 
 
3. (informal)  another gray flannel suit, dull, nothing special, run-of-

 the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no great shakes, no big deal, 
 small beer, nothing to write home about, trivial 
 

4. (slang) a nine-day wonder,  another gray flannel suit, penny- ante, 
 no big thing, small fry, trifling, feather, mere nothing, not worth 

 thinking or worrying about, small potatoes 
 
another face in the crowd 

1. of no concern, one of many, of no matter, without personality 
 or distinction, be nameless, common, everyday, ordinary, plain, 
 uninteresting, usual, boring, not worth speaking of, of minor, no 

 importance 
 Frankly, she was only another face; only one of the many 

 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 
 about her. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be nugatory, negligible, of no consequence, 
 anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, banal, 

 mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, insignificant, renownless, 
 unexceptional or inconsequential 
 

3. (informal)  of no great account,  dull, of no great weight, 
 nothing special, run-of- the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no 
 great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home about, not worth 

 wasting one’s time on, trivial 
 



 

 

4. (slang)  another gray suit, penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, 
 trifling, petty, small potatoes 

 
as plain as the nose on one's face 

1. obvious, visible, apparent or public, hidden, concealed, 
 conspicious, blatant 
 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 

 
2. en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, undisguised, 
 graphic,perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, palpable, unqualified, 

 manifest, vivid, discernible, unambiguous  
 

3. right out in the open, plain as day, sticking out like 
 a sore thumb, as plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, 
 glaring, bald, crystal clear, clear cut, bare, naked, beyond a 

 shadow of a doubt 
 

 being in one’s face 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 
 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 

 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 
 Being in my face will only make us both lose our tempers.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 

 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  
 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 
 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 
 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 

 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 
 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 

 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet,  throwing down 
 the glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing    
          the line in the sand, facing down, bringing  face to face,   

         coming face to face 
 

4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 
 razor’s edge , double-daring 
 

blue in the face  
1. being angry, upset, furious or mad  
 His anger left me blue in the face. 

 
2. (more stylish) being irate, fuming, furibund, infuriated, incensed, 



 

 

 livid, enraged, wrathful or distraught 
 

3. being fit to tie, mad as a hatter, hot under the collar, foaming at 
 the mouth, unhinged, mad as a hornet, flared up, red-hot, white-

 hot, in a tizzy, horn mad, beside oneself or out of one’s mind 
 
bold face 

1. assurance, confidence, fearlessness, being unafraid, daring, 
 courageous or fearless  
 Although he was dying of fright, he put on a bold face. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  being undismayed, lion hearted, unblenching, 

 great, stout, iron or high-hearted, dashing, dreadless or intrepid   
 
3. (informal)  being plucky, unflinching, red-blooded, unblinking, 

 unshrinking or gutsy 
 

4. being insolent, shameless, forward or brash 
 She has a bold face, nothing shames her. 
 

5. (highly stylized)  being impertinent, presumptuous, audacious 
 impudent or immodest 
 

6. being barefaced, cheeky, cocky, brazen, brazen-faced, bold, fresh, 
 mouthy, out of line or saucy  

  
brave face 
1. being composed, sound, sturdy, unshrinking or dauntless 

 during an especially trying time  
 I know that she is upset although she is putting on a brave face. 
 

2. (informal) being gritty, game, red-blooded or gutsy in a trying, 
 threatening, or dangerous situation, having guts, gustiness, red-

 blood pumping through his veins, or a heart 
 
brazen face 

1. being insolent, shameless, forward or brash 
 What a brazen-face girl; nothing shames her. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  being impertinent, presumptuous, audacious 
 impudent or immodest 

 
3. being barefaced, cheeky, cocky, brazen, brazen-faced, bold, fresh, 
 mouthy, out of line or saucy  

 
bringing face to face 



 

 

1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 
 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 

 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 

 Bring the young woman face to face with her past, initially was 
 very painful.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 
 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  

 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 

 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 
 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 

 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 
 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 

4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 
 razor’s edge , double-daring 
 

coming face to face 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 

 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 
 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 

 Coming face to face with her demons was very difficult.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 

 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  
 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 
 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 

 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 
 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 

 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 
4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 

 razor’s edge , double-daring 
 



 

 

different face 
1. new outward appearance, new appearance, new face, different 

 appearance, fresh new face 
 He might have a different face but he's the same old person. 

 
2. newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, foreigner 
 Have you seen the different face?  She seems pleasant enough. 

 
3. (informal) new kid on the block, newcomer, new  boy or new kid in 
 town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of fresh air, newly 

 rich 
 

4. (negative)  arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau riche, 
 parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social climber, 
 pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher, trespasser 

 
5. (negative) pig in clover 

 
dirt flung in one’s face 
1. being slighted, snubbed, insulted, injured, shown great disrespect 

 or disrespected 
 I’m used to having dirt flung in my face.   
 

2. (more stylistic) being rebuffed, offended, rebuked, affronted, 
 humiliated,  humbled , stung, cast aspersions on, scorned, 

 reprimanded, reproached or castigated 
 
3. (informal) being put down, cut, brought down, called down, given a 

 talk to, rapped on the knuckles, chewed out or trimmed down  
 have  dirt flung in one’s face, pin have one’s ears back pinned 
 back, have the door slammed in one’s face 

 
4. (slang) being dissed 

 
5. (vulgar)  being fucked, fucked over or shit on 
 

distinct face  
1. singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different,  uncommon, with 

 an equal, unmatched, unfamiliar  
 He had a distinct face which I will never, which I can never, 
 forget.    

 
2. (more stylized)  novel, infrequent, notable, particular,  peerless, 
 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive 

  
3. (informal) few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 



 

 

 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable      

 
door slammed in one’s face 

1. slighted, snubbed, insulted, injured, shown great disrespect, 
 disrespected 
 Having a door slammed in one’s face is not the worst thing that 

 could happen. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  rebuffed, offended, rebuked, affronted,  humiliated, 

 humbled , stung, cast aspersions on, scorned,  reprimanded, 
 reproached, castigated 

 
3. (informal) put down, cut, brought down, called down, given a 
 talk to, rapped on the knuckles, chewed out, trimmed down  have 

 dirt flung in one’s face, pin have one’s ears back pinned back, 
 have the door slammed in one’s face 

 
4. (slang)  dissed 
 

5. (vulgar)  fucked, fucked over, shit on 
 
egg on one's face 

1. being embarrassed, disgraced, humiliated, shamed or made to 
 blush 

 
2. (highly stylized) being meekened, mortified, made to feel,  
 lowly or chastened  

 
3. (informal) being made to eat humble pie, made shamefaced,  
 taken down a peg or two, put to shame or brought down,  

 made red face 
 As a result of what happened, he has egg on his face. 

 
empty face 
1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 

 face,  indifference 
 She has an empty face.  Who knows what she is thinking. 
 

2. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 

 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 



 

 

3. (informal) being stone faced, poker faced, wooden glassy eyed or 
 deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy eyes, empty face, 

 nothingness, stone face 
face angel 

king, queen, or jack of playing cards 
 
face as long as a poker 

1. being sad, unhappy, depressed or discouraged  
 Honey, why do you have such a face as long as a poker? 
 

2. (more stylized)  being in the bowels of despair, melancholy, doleful, 
 crestfallen, dismayed, sunken downcast, dejected, forlorn, 

 disheartened, in the depths of despair or wretched 
 
3. (informal)  being long faced, heartbroken, blue, in the doldrums,  

 crushed in the depth of despair, sick at heart, weighed down, 
 heavy-hearted or  heartrendering 

 
4. (slang) being bummed out, in the pits, down in the dumps, under a 
 cloud, pulling on a long face, making a long face, off one’s feed, 

 in the pits, mopey or down in the mouth 
 
face down 

ace downward, on one's stomach 
She was found face down on the bed. 

face in the crowd  
1. being without personality or distinction, nameless, common, 
 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring 

 He is just one of the many faceless workers in the company.  He’s 
 only a face in the crowd. 
 

2. (more stylized)  indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, 
 banal, mediocre, unimpressive, insignificant, unexceptional 

 
3. (informal)  dull,nothing special, run-of-the-mill, mediocre
 commonplace, no  great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home 

 about, common, faceless or a face in the crowd 
 

4. (slang) the same old same old 
 
faceless  

1. being without personality or distinction, nameless, common, 
 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring 
 He is just one of the many faceless workers in the company. 

 
2. (more stylized)  indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, 



 

 

 banal, mediocre, unimpressive, insignificant, unexceptional 
 

3. (informal)  dull,nothing special, run-of-the-mill, mediocre
 commonplace, no  great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home 

 about, common or a face in the crowd 
 
4. (slang) the same old same old 

 
face lift 
plastic surgery for renovation or rejuvenation of the face 

To get a face lift is a very expensive, and somewhat  
dangerous, proposition. 

 
face off 
1. skirmish, an open confrontation, clash, brush, battle, conflict 

 The movie, Face Off, was a big hit. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  altercation, struggle, encounter, collision, tussel, 
 fracas, friction 
 

3. (informal)  showdown, battle, face to face confrontation, shoot 
 out, scrape, fight, face to face, run in, scuffle 
 

face saver 
1. an action to save or maintain one's prestige, respectability,  

 dignity or one’s reputation 
 The war was only a face saver; it did not change anything. 
 

2. (highly stylized) an action designed to save one's reputability 
 or reputableness 
 

3. (informal) an action to maintain or save one's name, fair name, 
 good name, standing 

 
4. to save or maintain one’s rep 
  

face-saving formula 
a way of avoiding total humiliation, a face saver 

He's looking for a face-saving formula before surrendering. 
 
face time 

1.   brief appearance on TV 
 I would be grateful even if I get only a minute of face time 
 to make my case. I can say a lot in a minute. 

 
2.   brief face to face meeting 



 

 

 I am extremely busy; I can give you only a half of an hour 
 of face time. 

 
face to face 

1. facing one another, looking at one another, close proximity,  
 near, close 
 Once they are face to face, they will work it out. 

 
2. (informal)  head-to-head, eyeball to eyeball, eye-to-eye 
 

3. in opposition, confront, stand in opposition, affront, challenge, 
 face in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit.  When we came face to face, I was terrified. 
 
4. (French)  tête-à - tête, à deux, vis à vis 

 
5. confronting, coming to grips with, tackling, accepting,  

 face up to, come face to face with, stand facing 
 It was not easy coming face to face with my own mortality. 
 

face to face with 
1. confronting, coming to grips with, tackling, accepting,  
 facing up to, coming face to face with, standing facing 

 It was not easy coming face to face with my  
 own mortality.  

 
2. narrowly, barely, barely making it out, only just, by the skin of 
 one’s teeth escape 

 Because I once came face to face with death, I no 
 longer fear death. 
 

3.   in opposition, confronting, standing in opposition, affronting, 
 challengeing,  facing in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit.  When she came face to face with her enemy, 
 she was terrified. 
 

face up 
with the face upward, be on one's back 

Put all the cards face up. 
 
face-saving formula 

use words or acts to avoid humiliation 
His face saving formula did not work.  He must  
accept everything, including the humiliation. 

 
face value 



 

 

1. claimed, apparent, outward or assumed but not  
 necessarily real value 

 You should never take anyone at face value. 
 

2. (informal) rumor, so-called, supposed, said-to-be,  
 believed-to-be, word-of-mouth, hearsay 
 

3. at its nominal, ostensible or official value, purported 
The face value of the picture has nothing to do  
with how I feel about it. 

 
4. (informal) in name only 

 
face value 
1. without any question or doubt 

 You should never accept any kind of explanation at face value. 
 You must be always leave room for doubt.    

 
2. (less formal)  to accept as is 
 

facing 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 
 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 

 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 

 Facing her demons was very difficult.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 

 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  
 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 
 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 

 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 
 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 

 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 
 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 

 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 
4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 

 razor’s edge , double-daring 
 
facing away 

turning or being turned in the other or opposite direction, turning away, 
looking away 



 

 

Facing away from the crowd, she put her head down and cried. 
 

facing both ways 
1. wavering, indecisive, open, undecided, open to question, 

 straddling the fence, hesitant,  open to doubt 
 Facing both ways, will not save you from criticism and 
 condemnation. 

 
2. (more stylized) irresolute, infirm of purpose, diffident, vacillating, 
 unsettled, uncertain, ambivalent, capricious, fluctuating,  

 unresolved 
 

3. (informal) supporting both camps, having a foot in both camp, 
 paying Peter and Paul, up in the air, of two minds, blowing hot 
 and cold,  spineless 

 
4. (slang)  shilly-shally, wishy-washy, namby-pamby, fickle,  

 fickled-minded  
 
facing down 

1. downward, towards the ground, down, downwards, putting or 
 placing an object downward 
 She entered the room with her face down. 

 
2. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 

 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 
 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through  

Facing down her enemy, she stood in front of him without fear.  
 
3. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 

 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  
 

4. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 
 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 

 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 
 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 

 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 
5. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 

 razor’s edge , double-daring 
 



 

 

facing in defiance 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 

 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 
 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 

 brazening out, brazening through 
 Facing her enemy in defiance, she stood her ground. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 
 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  

 

3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 

 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 
 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 

 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 
 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 

4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 
 razor’s edge , double-daring 
  

facing up to 
1. confronting boldly, confronting, meeting head-on, encountering, 

 meeting courageously, standing up to, braving, tackling, fronting 
 Facing up to her mistakes was not easy. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, addressing 
 oneself to, wading into, braving, brooking  

 

3. (informal)  standing facing, dealing with, coming to grip with, 
 taking on, standing in front of, coming face to face with, meeting 

 head on 
 
facing up to one’s responsiblity 

1. being accountable to, responsible or answerable to, confronting 
 boldly, accepting,  confronting, admitting,  meeting head-on, 

 standing up to one’s responsibility 
 Facing up to his responsibility as a teenage father had not been 
 easy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  comprehend, acknowledging, addressing oneself to, 
 braving, recognizing, realizing or formally accepting one’s 

 responsibility 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  standing facing, dealing with, coming to grip with, 
 taking on, standing in front of, coming face to face with, meeting 

 head on one’s responsibility 
 

facing up to the music 
1. dealing, grappling or contending with or accepting the 
 consequences of one’s action 

 Facing up to the music was one of the hardest thing that I ever 
 had to do but I did it. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  assenting, braving, brooking, braving out, 
 acquiescing in, reconciling oneself to, withstanding or taking 

 patiently the consequences of one’s action 
   
3. (informal) accepting the consequences of one’s action by going 

 along with, stomaching it, taking it on the cuff, living out, 
 toughing it out, hang in there, weathering, hanging in, taking it, 

 riding it out, putting up with, swallowing, taking it on the chin,  
 taking one’s own medicine or facing the music 
 

4. (slang)  accepting what is coming to one or taking the rap one’s 
 responsibility 

 

falling on one's face 
1. stumbling, falling, tumbling, tripping, slipping 

 Falling on one’s face does not always have to be embarrassing. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to losing one’s equilibrium, pitching forward 

 
3. (informal)  taking a spill, taking a tumble, flopping down, falling 
 down, losing one’s footing, taking a header, flopping, falling flat 

 on one’s face, falling headlong, going down 
 

4. (slang)  falling on one’s keister, doing a tail over teakettle, falling 
 on one’s behind 
 

5. (vulgar)  falling on one’s ass 
 

6. failing, not succeeding, floundering, meeting with disaster 
 He had fallen on his face when he first opened his business. 
 

7. (informal)  to falling short, stumbling, tripping, not turning out 
 well, turning out badly, not flying, not panning out, flopping, not 
 pulling off 

 
8. (slang) biting the dust, missing the mark, bungling, laying an egg, 



 

 

 muddling, striking out, blowing it, bombing 
 

9. (vulgar)  making oneself into an asshole, acting like an asshole 
 

famous face 
1. popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted, notorious 
 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a famous face.  

 
2. (more stylistic) eminent, acclaimed, celebrated, exalted, 
 infamous, renowned, prominent, notable, fabled, illustrious, 

 distinguished, legendary, preeminent, venerable 
 

3. (informal) much-touted, on the map, having a big name or 
 name, on everyone’s lips 
 

4. (slang)  bally-hooed 
 

5. (French)  distingué 
 
flat on one's face 

1. failure, runner up, having been smashed, shamed, disgraced, 
 crushed, belittled, demeaned, beaten or broken  
 I can’t help anyone right now; I’m flat on my face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  having incurred disgrace, having been 

 disparaged, mortified, humbled, vanquished, quelled or humiliated 
 
3. (informal)  loser, washout, having lost face, having been made to 

 eat humble pie, wiped the floor with, being in the dumps 
 
4. (slang)  also ran, dud, flop, thud, schlemiel, bomb, turkey, 

 fizzel, lemon, Charlie Brown, having been whupped, whipped 
 or checkmated 

 
formidable face 
1. being fearful, frightening, dreadful, terrible, looming, grisly,  

 awe-inspiring, horrendous, monstrous, notorious or odious 
 I do not like being around him for any period of time; he has a 

 formidable face which is very scary. 
 
2. (more stylized)  being redoubtable, ghastly, minacious, horrifying, 

 intimidating, fearsome, terrifying, stupefying, direful, horrible, 
 threatening, menacing or gruesome   
 

3. (informal)  making one’s hair stand on end, being God-awful, 
 dark,  eerie, creepy or scary 



 

 

 
fresh new face 

1. new outward appearance, new appearance, different face, 
 different appearance 

 She is the fresh new face of the week.  
 
2. newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, foreigner 

 Have you seen the new face?  She seems pleasant enough. 
 
3. (informal) new kid on the block, newcomer, new  boy or new kid in 

 town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of fresh air, newly 
 rich 

 
funny faces 
1. the twisting, contortion or distortion of one’s face 

 He likes to make funny faces. 
 

2. gesturing with the face 
So that the child would stop crying, the baby made funny faces. 
 

full face 
1. with the entire and complete face shown or visible, not in profile,  
 not the side view    

 I love to take full face pictures.  
 

2. facing directly, facing squarely, looking squarely, steadily, 
 steadfastly directly at, candidly, frankly or straightforwardly at  
 He had no shame. Instead of lowering his head, he looked full 

 face at me and smiled. 
 
happy face 

 putting on a outward appearance of cheerfulness, happiness, joy, 
 delight, appearing to be happy, satisfied or well pleased, cheery, 

 full of cheer, positive or in a good mood  
 Putting on a happy face can be the best revenge. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  putting on a outward appearance of gaiety, 
 tranquility,  serenity, joyfulness, jovality, felicity, hiding one’s 

 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst,  or woe, appearing to be genial, 
 blither, optimistic, enthused buoyant, in good spirits, ebullient, 
 mirthful, jubliant, euphoric, happy as a lark or effervescent 

  
3. (informal)  being bright eyed, not wearing one’s heart on one’s 
 sleeve, airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s 

 lips, chipper or upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, 
 appear to be full of vim or vigor, upbeat, merry, bright eyed and 



 

 

 bushy tailed, save or preseve face, not let someone get your goat, 
 not wear one’s heart on one’s sleeves, keep a stiff upper lip  

 
having the door slammed in one’s face 

1. slighted, snubbed, insulted, injured, shown great disrespect, 
 disrespected 
 Having the door slammed in one’s face is not the worst thing 

 that could happen. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  rebuffed, offended, rebuked, affronted,  humiliated, 

 humbled , stung, cast aspersions on, scorned, reprimanded, 
 reproached, castigated 

 
3. (informal) put down, cut, brought down, called down, given a 
 talk to, rapped on the knuckles, chewed out, trimmed down, 

 having dirt flung in one’s face, pinning one’s ears back pinned 
 back, having the door slammed in one’s face 

 
4. (slang)  dissed 
 

5. (vulgar)  fucked, fucked over, shit on 
 
honest face   

1. appearing to be natural, candid, direct, truthful, simple, genuine, 
 undisguised, trustworthy, open, uninhibited or obvious 

 
2. (more stylized)  appearing to be undisguised, unequivocal, 
 undissembling, undeceiving, guileless, undisguising, artless, 

 unreserved, unambigious, uncorrupted or demonstrative 
 
3. (informal)  appearing to be aboveboard, open and sincere, up and 

 up, on the level, straight-from-the-shoulder, up front or on the up 
 and up 

 
in one’s face  
1. plainly, in full view, in the open, in the public 

 He did everything right in my face.  That is how they wanted it. 
 

2. (informal)  in one’s face, in front of the whole world, for all the 
 world to see, before one’s very eyes, in plain view, right out in 
 the open, under one's nose  

 
3. in bold defiance, boldly, without hiding, unabashedly, frankly 
 He has no shame.  He did everything under everyone’s nose. 

 
4. (informal) unblinkingly, unblushingly, barefacedly, unshrinkingly, 



 

 

 unflinchingly, baldfacedly, boldfacedly 
 

5. (slang)  to do something in a manner which is cheeky, nervy,  
 with gall, brassy 

  
in someone’s face 
1. challenging, confronting, standing up to, provoking, daring 

 I don’t like that you are in my face. 
  
2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 

 thwarting, facing in defiance, threatening 
 

3. (informal) bearding, standing in opposition to, throwing down the 
 gauntlet, coming face to face, bearding the lion in his den, 
 twisting the lion’s tail, flying in the face of, making bold, calling 

 into question, getting in someone’s face, meeting head on 
  

4. (slang)  double-daring,  
 
in the face of   

in spite of, despite, notwithstanding, regardless of 
In the face of all the obstacles, she continued trying. 
 

just another face 
1. without personality or distinction, nameless, common,  everyday, 

 ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor,  no 
 importance 
 Frankly, she was only just another face; only one of the many 

 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 
 about her. 
 

2. (more stylized)  anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 
 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 

 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional, inconsequential 
 
3. (informal)  another gray flannel suit, dull, nothing special, run-of-

 the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no great shakes, no big deal, 
 small beer, nothing to write home about, trivial 

 
4. (slang) a nine-day wonder,  another gray flannel suit, penny- ante, 
 no big thing, small fry, trifling, feather, mere nothing, not worth 

 thinking or worrying about, small potatoes 
 
just another face in the crowd 

1. of no concern, one of many, of no matter, without personality 
 or distinction, be nameless, common, everyday, ordinary, plain, 



 

 

 uninteresting, usual, boring, not worth speaking of, of minor, no 
 importance 

 Frankly, she was only just another face; only one of the many 
 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 

 about her. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be nugatory, negligible, of no consequence, 

 anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, banal, 
 mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, insignificant, renownless, 
 unexceptional or inconsequential 

 
3. (informal)  of no great account,  dull, of no great weight, 

 nothing special, run-of- the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no 
 great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home about, not worth 
 wasting one’s time on, trivial 

 
4. (slang)  another gray suit, penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, 

 trifling, petty, small potatoes 
 
just another handsome face 

1. disrespecting, undervaluing, disregarding, underrating, dismissing 
 as unworthy of consideration, minimizing, making light of, 
 belittling, ignoring, ridiculing, deriding, dismissing lightly  

 Just another handsome face is definitely not what he is.  He is a 
 man of substance. 

 
2. (more stylistic) holding in contempt, dismissing with a sneer, 
 underestimating, disparaging, holding for naught, holding in 

 disrespect,  scorning, disprizing, being contemptuous of, 
 disdaining, considering beneath oneself, shunning 
 

3. (formal)  looking down one’s nose at, just another face, 
 selling short, sneezing at, looking down on, dismissing out of 

 hand, spitting at, giving one the fish eye, giving one the cold 
 shoulder, turning one’s nose up at, curling one’s lip at, 
 brushisg aside, looking down one’s nose at,  just a handsome 

 face 
    

4. (slang)  pooh-poohing, dumping on  
 
just another pretty face 

1. disrespecting, undervaluing, disregarding, underrating, dismissing 
 as unworthy of consideration, minimizing, making light of, 
 belittling, ignoring, ridiculing, deriding, dismissing lightly  

 She is beautiful but there is nothing upstairs; unfortunately, she is 
 just a pretty face. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) holding in contempt, dismissing with a sneer, 

 underestimating, disparaging, holding for naught, holding in 
 disrespect,  scorning, disprizing, being contemptuous of, 

 disdaining, considering beneath oneself, shunning 
 
3. (formal)  looking down one’s nose at, just another face, 

 selling short, sneezing at, looking down on, dismissing out of 
 hand, spitting at, giving one the fish eye, giving one the cold 
 shoulder, turning one’s nose up at, curling one’s lip at, 

 brushisg aside, looking down one’s nose at, just a handsome 
 face 

    
4. (slang)  pooh-poohing, dumping on 
 

laughing in someone's face 
1. insulting, mocking, sneering at, scorning, disdaining,  

 showing disdain 
 Laughing in someone’s face can backfire. 
  

2. (more stylized) lampooning, bemocking, satirizing, deriding, 
 mimicking, holding up to ridicule, caricaturing, jeering at, scoffing 
 at, assailing 

 
3. (informal) poking fun at, knocking, laughing at, roasting, making 

 fun of, making a laughing stock of, poking fun of, making game of,   
 tweaking someone’s nose, laughing in the face of, kidding, 
 laughing in someone’s face 

 
4. (slang) guying, thumbing one’s nose at, making a snide remark 
 at, pooh-poohing, putting down, curling one’s lip at, making 

 someone the butt of, razzing, putting down, ragging, making 
 sport of, ride, ribbing 

  
laughing in the face of 
1. insulting, mocking, sneering at, scorning, disdaining,  

 showing disdain 
 One day he will understand that you can not laugh in the face of 

 danger. 
  
2. (more stylized) lampooning, bemocking, satirizing, deriding, 

 mimicking, holding up to ridicule, caricaturing, jeering at, scoffing 
 at, assailing 
 

3. (informal) poking fun at, knocking, laughing at, roasting, making 
 fun of, making a laughing stock of, poking fun of, making game of,   



 

 

 tweaking someone’s nose, laughing in the face of, kidding, 
 laughing in someone’s face 

 
4. (slang) guying, thumbing one’s nose at, making a snide remark 

 at, pooh-poohing, putting down, curling one’s lip at, making 
 someone the butt of, razzing, putting down, ragging, making 
 sport of, ride, ribbing 

 
laughing on the other side of one's face 
1. being humbled, meekened or chastened 

 Now that all the numbers are in, he's laughing on  
 the other side of his face. 

 
2. (informal)  being brought down a peg or two, made to eat 
 humble pie, get what one has been asking for  

 
3. being dismayed, discouraged, dejected or disheartened 

 
4. (informal) being in the doldrums, taking the heart out, taking 
 starch out of, damper one’s spirit  

 
5. (slang)  to be down in the dumps, be bummed out 
 

long face 
1. being sad, unhappy, depressed or crestfallen 

 Honey, why do you have such a long face? 
 
2. (more stylized) being melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 

 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 
 
3. (informal)  being long faced, blue, in the doldrums or in the depth 

 of despair 
 

4. (slang) being bummed out, down in the dumps, pulling on a long 
 face,  making a long face, in the pits or down in the mouth 
 

looking one straight in the face   
1. encountering, meeting, confronting, daring 

 Looking at his enemy straight in the face, she dared him to 
 repeat what he had just said. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  challenging, defying, brazening, throwing down the 
 gauntlet, stemming 
  

3. (informal)  meeting head-on, staring down, bearding, resisting, 
 standing up against, looking in the face, opposing, withstanding, 



 

 

 keeping at bay, taking on, meeting face-to-face, outbrazening, 
 belling the cat, meeting eyeball-to-eyeball, facing the music 

 
4. suffering, tolerating, keeping one’s countenance, weathering, 

 standing 
 Looking at her straight in the face, he waited to hear what she 
 had to say. 

 
5. (more stylized)  reconciling oneself with, bearing, withstanding, 
 making the  best of, abiding, brooking, bearing with, taking 

 patiently, forbearing, faring 
 

6. (informal)  facing, swallow, put up with, facing  up to, dealing 
 with, digesting, stomaching, grinning and bear it, pocketing  
 

11. (slang)  to lump it, sweat it out, hang tough, stand the gaff 
 

 
loss of face  
1. belittlement, humiliation, shame,  low estimation, discredit, 

 embarrassment, humbleness, disgrace, dishonor, disapproval, 
 disgrace 
 Because of loss of face, he went into hiding for years. 

 
2. (highly stylized) disesteem, abashment, discountenance, 

 disparagement, mortification, vitiation, disreputation, humbled 
 pride, disapprobation, disrepute, mortification 
 

3. (informal) a  thousand deaths, put down, humble pie,   
 
memorable face 

1. having a face which is momentous significant, unique, different, 
 magnificent, striking, remarkable, impressive, unusual, out-of-the-

 ordinary, amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, 
 distinct, unlike,  important, fabulous or astounding   
 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he has an memorable 

 face. 
 

2. having a face which is illustrious, remarkable, quintessential, 
 distinctive, striking, , rare, consequential extraordinary, unique, 
 distinct, impressive eventful formidable or memorable  

 
3. having a face which is beyond comparison, one for the book, one of 
 a kind, out of the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, electrifying, 

 unforgettable, seldom seen before, once in a lifetime or not-so-
 easy-to-forget  



 

 

 
moon-face 

1. being fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 
 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big 

 boned 
 One of the reason she looks so fat is that she has a moon face. 
 

2. (more stylistic) being well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  being pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out 
 

4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
much too famous face 

1. being popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted or notorious to 
 the extreme, much too in the public eye, having the public’s eye 

 to the extreme 
 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a much too famous 
 face.  

 
2. (more stylistic) being so acclaimed, celebrated, infamous, 
 renowned or prominent that one can live one’s life in privacy. 

 
3. (informal)  on everyone’s tongue, much-touted or on the map, in 

 everyone’s mouth, having a big name or name, on everyone’s 
 lips 
 

4. (slang)  being so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 
 
much too well-known face 

1. being popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted or notorious to 
 the extreme 

 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a much too well-
 known face.  
 

2. (more stylistic) being so acclaimed, celebrated, infamous, 
 renowned or prominent that one can live one’s life in privacy. 

 
3. (informal)  on everyone’s tongue, much-touted or on the map, in 
 everyone’s mouth, having a big name or name, on everyone’s 

 lips 
 
4. (slang)  being so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 

 
new face 



 

 

1. new outward appearance, new appearance, different face, 
 different appearance, fresh new face 

 He might have a new face but he's the same old person. 
 

2. newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, foreigner 
 Have you seen the new face?  She seems pleasant enough. 
 

3. (informal) new kid on the block, newcomer, new  boy or new kid in 
 town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of fresh air, newly 
 rich 

 
4. (negative)  arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau riche, 

 parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social climber, 
 pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher, trespasser 
 

5. (negative) pig in clover 
 

notorious face 
1. disgraceful, shameful, notorious, well-known, famous, famed 
 He can not melt into any crowd; he has a notorious face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  of ill repute, infamous, stigmatized, ignominious, 
 renowned, flagrant, obloquial, disreputable, scandalous 

 
3. (informal)  on everyone’s tongue, much-touted or on the map, in 

 everyone’s mouth, having a big name or name, on everyone’s 
 lips, having a big name, having a bad name 
 

on the face of it 
1.  presumed, presumable, anticipated, expected, plausible   
    On the face of it everything seems possible.  I, however, would 

 not count on it.    
 

2.  (more stylistic)  presupposed, hypothetical, presumptive, 
 apparent, superficially, seemingly, outwardly, ostensibly 
 

3. (informal)  in the cards, taken for granted, likely, sure, all 
 likelihood, most likely, odds on, with no question, in all probability, 

 all thing considered, everything being equal 
 
4. (slang) being dollar to doughnuts, sure-as-shooting, as like as 

 not 
 
not just a handsome face 

1. not being direspected, ignored, overlooked, minimized, neglected, 
 underrated or disregarded, respecting, admiring 



 

 

 Be careful; he is not  just a handsome face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  taking one’s hat’s to, setting great store by, 
 realizing the worth of, not being slighted, snubbed, held in 

 disrespect, scorned, underestimated, disprized, disdained, 
 considered beneath oneself or shunned, holding a high opinion of, 
 thinking highly of, appreciating, ascribing importance to, 

 esteeming, thinking well of, taking notice of, valuing   
 
3. (informal)  rating highly, looking up to, paying attention to, having 

 a high opinion of, thinking the world of, not being looked down 
 one’s nose at,  just a handsome face, sold short, sneezed at, 

 looked down at or spat at,  not turning one’s nose up at, not 
 curling one’s lip at, not being brush aside or just a pretty face 
    

4. (slang)  not pooh-poohing or dumping on  
 

not just a pretty face 
1. not being direspected, ignored, overlooked, minimized, neglected, 
 underrated or disregarded, respecting, admiring 

 I admire her a lot; she could have lived off her looks but decided 
 not to.  She definitely not just a pretty face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  taking one’s hat’s to, setting great store by, 
 realizing the worth of, not being slighted, snubbed, held in 

 disrespect, scorned, underestimated, disprized, disdained, 
 considered beneath oneself or shunned, holding a high opinion of, 
 thinking highly of, appreciating, ascribing importance to, 

 esteeming, thinking well of, taking notice of, valuing   
 
3. (informal)  rating highly, looking up to, paying attention to, having 

 a high opinion of, thinking the world of, not being looked down 
 one’s nose at,  just a handsome face, sold short, sneezed at, 

 looked down at or spat at,  not turning one’s nose up at, not 
 curling one’s lip at, not being brush aside or just a pretty face 
    

4. (slang)  not pooh-poohing or dumping on  
 

not just another face 
1. not being direspected, ignored, overlooked, minimized, neglected, 
 underrated or disregarded, respecting, admiring 

 I admire her a lot; she could have lived off her looks but decided 
 not to.  She definitely not just another face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  taking one’s hat’s to, setting great store by, 
 realizing the worth of, not being slighted, snubbed, held in 



 

 

 disrespect, scorned, underestimated, disprized, disdained, 
 considered beneath oneself or shunned, holding a high opinion of, 

 thinking highly of, appreciating, ascribing importance to, 
 esteeming, thinking well of, taking notice of, valuing   

 
3. (informal)  rating highly, looking up to, paying attention to, having 
 a high opinion of, thinking the world of, not being looked down 

 one’s nose at,  just a handsome face, sold short, sneezed at, 
 looked down at or spat at,  not turning one’s nose up at, not 
 curling one’s lip at, not being brush aside or just a pretty face 

    
4. (slang)  not pooh-poohing or dumping on  

 
open face 
1. appearing to be honest, straightforward, trustworthy, open, plain,

 undisguised, evident, direct, trusting, genuine or undeceptive 
 She has such an open face that I don’t believe that she can lie. 

 
2. (more stylized)  appearing to be unfeigning, credulous, uncorrupt, 
 undissimulating, guileless, sincere, unsuspicious, undissembling, 

 unaffected, uncorrupted or artless 
 
3. (informal)  appearing to be on the level, up and up, aboveboard, 

 straight, fair and square, flat-footed, plain, plain-spoken or as 
 plain  as day  

  
pale face 
1. being sickly, bloodless, unhealthy color,  colorless, without color, 

 drained of color, white or deathly pale 
 I know that he is sick; he has a pale face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, 
 peaked or anemic 

 
3. (informal)  being pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale faced or death-
 like, drained  

 
plain as the nose on one's face 

1. obvious, visible, apparent or public, not be hidden or  concealed, 
 conspicious, blatantly 
 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 

 
2. en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, undisguised, 
 graphic,perspicuous, patent, uncloaked,  palpable, unqualified, 

 manifest, vivid, discernible, unambiguous  
 



 

 

3. bald, right out in the open, plain as day, sticking out like 
 a sore thumb, as plain as the day is long or blatantly clear, 

 glaring, bald, crystal clear, clear cut, bare, naked, beyond a 
 shadow of a doubt 

 
poker face   
1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference 

 When you are negotiating, you must keep a poker face. 
 

2. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 

 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 

3. (informal) being stone faced, poker faced, wooden glassy eyed or 
 deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy eyes, empty face, 
 nothingness, stone face 

 
preserving face 
1. sustaining or maintaining one's dignity and good reputation, not 

 being denigrated or disgraced, keeping one’s reputation intact 
 Preserving face is pivotal.  

 
2. (highly stylized)  not having one’s good name sullied, besmirched, 
 smeared or defiled, conserving one’s name or dignity 

 
3. (informal)  not losing face, not being made to look bad, not having 
 one’s  action hung out on the clothes lines for all to see, saving 

 one's  face 
 

red in the face 
1. blushing, burning, flushing or glowing, being feverish or warm, 
 getting a fever, blushing, flushing 

 Are you sick?  Do you have a fever?  You are so red in the face. 
 

2. feverish, febrile, turning or becoming scarlet or crimson, growing 
 flush 
 

3. (informal)  being or turning red or rosy, turning or changing colors 
 
4. embarrassed, ashamed, discomfited, disgraced, belittled, reduced,   

 shamed, feeling or being made to feel self-conscious, burning 
 with shame, embarrassment or discomfit 



 

 

 She was red in the face the moment he walked in. 
 

5. (highly stylized) perturbed, humbled, abashed, disconcerted, 
 humiliated,  meekened, abased, disparaged, chagrined, mortified, 

 discountenanced, disconcerted or out of countenance 
 
6. (informal)  discombobulated, afluttered, flustered, put down,

 unhinged, ruffled, in a tizzy, losing face, having egg on one’s 
 face 
  

7. (slang)  being made to eat humble pie, eat crow or die a thousand 
 death, slapped in the face 

 
recognizable face 
1. well-known, famous, famed, celebrated, popular, established or 

 infamous, being a celebrity or well-known figure 
 She can not walk down the street because she has such a

 recognizable face. 
 
2. (more stylized)  prominent, acclaimed, renowned, preeminent, 

 notable or eminent, being a prominent figure, being an 
 acclaimed figure, being a renowned figure 
 

3. (informal)  household name, on everyone’s lips, in everyone’s 
 mouths, much touted, touted 

 
remarkable face 
1. magnificent, striking, remarkable, impressive, important, fabulous, 

 astounding, outstanding, significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, 
 amazing, wondrous, uncommon 
 In her day, she had such a  remarkable face that men would be 

 falling all over themselves to get her attention.  
 

2. (more stylized) unrivaled, august, incomparable, noteworthy, 
 singular, prominent, dignified, awe-inspiring, notable, renowned, 
 distinctive, unparalleled, preeminent, unique, distinct, eminent 

 
3. (informal)  flooring, smashing, awesome, indescribable, shocking,

 splendid, astonishing, staggering  
 
4. (slang)  to be someone to write home about, hell of, the living end, 

 someone to shout about, awesome or super 
 
right to someone's face 

1. straight-forward, unhidden, direct, candid, frank, forthright, open, 
 evident, apparent, visible, honest   



 

 

 I am not going to hide from him but I'm going to be right to his 
 face. 

 
2. in a manner which is revealed, unperiphrastic, blatant, 

 unconcealed, overt, unshrouded, conspicuous, glaring, patent, 
 transparent, unequivocal, uncircumlocutory, manifest or 
 unobscured 

 
3. (informal)  being in full view, barefaced, brazenfaced, flat-
 footedly, bald, hard to miss, naked, out and out, in plain sight, 

 baldfaced 
 

round-face 
1. being  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 
 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  

 big boned 
 I love babies with round faces. 

 
2. (more stylistic) being well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  being full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out 
 

4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

recognizable face 
1. being well-known, famous, famed, celebrated, popular, established 
 or infamous, be a celebrity or well-known  figure 

 She can not walk down the street because she has such a
 recognizable face. 
 

2. (more stylized)  being prominent, acclaimed, renowned, 
 preeminent, notable or eminent, beine a prominent face, an 

 acclaimed figure or a renowned figure 
 
3. (informal)  being a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 

 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 
 

remarkable face 
1. having a face which is magnificent, striking, remarkable, 
 impressive, important, fabulous, astounding, outstanding, 

 significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, amazing, wondrous or 
 uncommon 
 In her day, she had such a remarkable face that men would be 

 falling all over themselves to get her attention.  
 



 

 

2. (more stylized) having a face which is  unrivaled, august, 
 incomparable, noteworthy, singular, prominent, dignified, awe-

 inspiring, notable, renowned, distinctive, unparalleled, preeminent, 
 unique, distinct or eminent 

 
3. (informal)  having a face which is worthy of note, smashing, 
 awesome, indescribable, splendid or astonishing 

 
4. (slang)  being someone to write home about, hell of, the living end, 
 someone to shout about, awesome or super 

 
saving face 

1. sustaining or maintaining one's dignity and good reputation, not 
 being denigrated or disgraced, keeping one’s reputation intact 
 Saving face is pivotal.  

 
2. (highly stylized)  not having one’s good name sullied, besmirched, 

 smeared or defiled 
 
3. Not losing face, not being made to look bad, not having one’s 

 action hung out on the clothes lines for all to see, preserving one's 
 face 
 

scar face 
1. the name of a famous and popular movie with Al Pacino and Andy 

 Garcia    
 The movie, Scarface, was very violent. 
 

2. disparaging or insulting nick name for someone whose face is 
 disfigured, marred or scarred 
 They called my father scarface because he had been badly burned 

 when he had been a little boy. 
 

setting one's face against    
1. showing disapproval, opposition or resistance, disputing, 
 snubbing, being against, taking exception to, shunning,  

 shrinking away from  
 He set his face against what was being voted on. 

 
2. (more stylized) evading, recoiling from, forbearing, disdaining, 
 ostracizing, spurning, eschewing, eluding,  ignoring, refraining 

 from, derelishing taking exception to, repudiating 
 
3. (informal) boycotting,  backing away from, looking dimly on, 

 frowning upon, not touching with a 10 feet pole, cold shouldering,  
 taking a dim view of, putting on one’s list, not looking kindly upon, 



 

 

 turning one’s back on, turning one’s nose up at, steering clear of, 
 shying away from, giving the cold shoulder to, keeping out of the 

 way of, taking a dim view of     
 

4. (slang)  dumping, blacklisting, blackballing, cutting  
 
shooting off one's face  

1. speaking or talking out of turn, saying or doing something that 
 embarrasses one,  making a fool out of oneself, not thinking 
 carefully about one’s actions or words, talking at an inappropriate 

 moment 
 Shooting off your face isn’t very healthy.  

 
2. (informal)  blundering, botching up, messing up, making a faux 
 pas, slipping up, stumbling, mangling, making a mess of, putting 

 one’s foot in one’s mouth 
 

3. (slang) screwing up, screwing up royally, pulling a boner, goof up, 
 blowing it, flubbing, lousing up, making mince meat out of 
 

4. being a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 Shooting off at the face should be avoided. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  being untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect or indiscreet 
 
6. (informal) being a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  being a person who does not know 
 how to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jawing, prattling, 
 gossiping, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, having 

 a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, bending 
 one’s ear off, bandying words, rattling on, bending one’s ear 

  
7. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yak, shooting 
 off one’s mouth, running on at the mouth, gibbering-jabbering, 

 gabbing, having diarrhea of the mouth, spilling one’s guts, 
 gabbing, chattering, jabbering, prattling, running one's mouth, 

 yapping, clacking, clattering, chatting, chit-chatting, spouting, 
 chitter-chattering, shooting the bull, yapping, gushing 
 

8. bragging, coloring, overstating, flaunting, stretching, adorning, 
 dressing up 
 Shooting off his face, is his way of letting everyone know what he 

 is thinking.  I don’t believe a word. 
 



 

 

9. boasting, vaunting, exaggerating, singing one’s own praises, 
 trumpeting, hyperbolizing, strutting, overdrawing, embellishing 

 
10. (informal)  talking big, tooting one’s own horn, shooting off one’s 

 mouth, beating the drum, telling a fish story, crowing, blowing 
 one’s own horn, making much of, shooting off one’s face 
 

11. (slang)  blowing hard, being windy, shooting the bull, piling it 
 higher and  higher 
 

12. (vulgar) bull shitting, piling the shit up high 
 

slap in the face   
1. blow, smack or hit in the face 
 She gave him a slap in the face. 

 
2. slight, snub, slap, insult, injury, cutting remark or outrage 

 I will never forget his words.  What a slap in the face! 
 
3. (more stylistic)  rebuff, offense, rebuke, discourtesy, indignity, 

 verbal blow, affront, humiliation, sting, aspersion, stinging remark, 
 taunt, aspersion 
 

4. (informal) jeer, snub, cut, jibe, fling of dirt in the face of, fine-
 how-do-you-do, jeer, thumb in the nose of, barb, blow, cold 

 shoulder  
  
5. (slang)  knock, put down 

 
spitting in the face of 
1. defying, challenging, daring, fronting, courting destruction or 

 danger 
 Spitting in the face of danger can be dangerous. 

 
2. (informal) daring, meeting head-on, squaring-off, thumbing one’s 
 nose at, snapping one’s fingers at, bearding, slapping someone 

 in the face, coming face to face, facing  
 

3. double-daring, double-daring dog 
 
squarely in the face 

1. man-to-man, frankly, eye-to-eye, candidly, bluntly, to one’s face, 
 directly, unshrinkingly, unblinkingly 
 It was one of the hardest things that I ever had to do but I told him 

 squarely in the face what I thought.       
 



 

 

2. (more stylized)  forthrightly, candidly, straight-forwardly, 
 unblinkingly, in a foursquare manner, flat-footedly, in a direct 

 manner, steadfastly 
 

3. (informal)  without beating around the bush, in plain English, all 
 playing and joking aside, all kidding and joking aside, not behind 
 one’s back, not in an underhanded manner  

 
staring one in the face 
1. obvious, palpable, evident, plain  

 Staring him in the face was a reality that he could not avoid. 
 

2. (informal)  as plain as the nose on one’s face, clear as 
 crystal, plain as day 
 

3. approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur, immediate 
 Staring everyone in the face was the inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  upon one, imminent, impending, forth  coming, 
 proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming, lurking, impending 

 
5. (informal)  near at hand, in store, drawing near, in the cards, 
 close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, be in the 

 horizon, in the air or offing  
 

stone face 
1. having an expression on one’s face which is blank, vacant, 
 expressionless, indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or 

 lifeless, blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, 
 bareness, straight face, indifference 
 Even though everyone else was laughing hysterically, he kept a  

 stone face during the entire show. 
 

2. (more stylistic) being inexpressive, undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, stoical, 
 emotionless, hollow or inane, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 

 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 

3. (informal) being stone faced, wooden or deadpan, colorlessness, 
 blankness, nothingness, poker face  
 

straight face 
1. not changing one's expression despite the situation, stoic 
 unresponsive, expressionless 

 Even though everyone else was laughing hysterically, he kept a 
 straight face during the entire show. 



 

 

 
2. (informal)  stone-faced, empty face, poker faced,  have an 

 expression which is deadpan, blank, dead or wooden, have a 
 poker face 

 
striking face 
1. singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, uncommon, with 

 no equal, unmatched, unfamiliar  
 He had a striking face which I will never, which I can never, 
 forget.    

 
2. (more stylized)  novel, singular, notable, particular, unusual, 

 exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, remarkable, 
 extraordinary, unique, distinct, impressive 
  

3. (informal) few and far between, one of a kind, out of the ordinary, 
 unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, seldom seen 

 before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary,  something else 
 
4. attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely, appealing 

 What a striking face!  She is so photogenic. 
 
5. (more stylized)  stunning, splendid, gorgeous, magnificent, 

 captivating, alluring, appealing 
 

6. (informal)  breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, fetching, eye 
 appeal, becoming 
   

 
stunning face 
1. singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, uncommon, with 

 an equal, unmatched, unfamiliar  
 She has such a stunning face that I found it difficult to lower my 

 gaze.    
 
2. (more stylized)  novel, singular, notable, particular, unusual, 

 exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, remarkable, 
 extraordinary, unique, distinct, impressive 

  
3. (informal) few and far between, one of a kind, out of the ordinary, 
 unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, seldom seen 

 before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary,  something else 
 
4. attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely, appealing 

 I’m not surprised that she is a model; she has such a stunning 
 face. 



 

 

 
5. (more stylized)  stunning, splendid, gorgeous, magnificent, 

 captivating, alluring, appealing 
 

6. (informal)  breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, fetching, eye 
 appeal, becoming 
 

sunny face 
1. not showing or expressing one's sadness, distress, or depression 
 on one's face, cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm, shining 

 Although when he left her she was devastated, she put on a  
 sunny face. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hiding one’s 
 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, buoyant, in good spirits, 

 ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark, effervescent 
  

3. (informal)  bright eyed, not wearing one’s heart on one’s sleeve, 
 airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, 
 chipper, upbeat, not showing one’s heartbreak or heartache, full 

 of vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed  
 
to one's face 

1. man-to-man, frankly, eye-to-eye, candidly, bluntly, squarely in 
 the face, directly, unshrinkingly, unblinkingly 

 It was one of the hardest things that I ever had to do but  
 I told him to his face.       
 

2. forthrightly, candidly, straight-forwardly, unblinkingly, in a 
 foursquare manner, flat-footedly, in a direct manner, steadfastly 
 

3. (informal)  without beating around the bush, in plain English, all 
 playing and joking aside, all kidding and joking aside, not behind 

 one’s back, not in an underhanded manner  
 
two-faces 

1. being deceitful, insincere, false, untrustworthy or hypocritical 
 I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him.   

 He has two faces. 
 
2. (highly stylized) Machiavellian, Janus-faced 

 
3. (informal) to be someone who would stab one in the back or 
 crooked, double-dealing, a snake in the grass, talk out of both 

 side of one’s mouth 
 



 

 

unforgettable face 
1. having a face which is momentous significant, unusual, out-of-the-

 ordinary, amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, 
 distinct, unlike, unique, different, magnificent, striking, 

 remarkable, impressive, important, fabulous or astounding 
 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he has an unforgettable 
 face. 

 
2. having a face which is formidable, memorable, quintessential, 
 distinctive, striking, illustrious, remarkable, extraordinary, unique, 

 distinct, impressive eventful, rare or consequential 
 

3. having a face which is not-so-easy-to-forget, one of a kind, out of 
 the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, beyond comparison, one for 
 the book, electrifying, seldom seen before or once in a lifetime 

 
wary face 

1. openly expressing on one’s face that one is being prudent or 
 guarded, not hide one’s apprehensiveness suspicions  
 When I told him my plans, he made a very wary face 

 
2. not hiding that one does not believe a word which is being said,  
 showing that one does not totally trust what one is seeing or  being 

 told, openly showing that one is being observant, watchful, vigilant 
 When she entered into the room, I knew that she was apprehensive  

 because she made a wary face. 
 
3. (informal)  having one’s eyes peeled, being on one’s toes, on the 

 alert, or on the lookout, putting on a wary face.  
 
well-known face 

1. popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted, notorious 
 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a well-known face.  

 
2. (more stylistic) eminent, acclaimed, celebrated, exalted, 
 infamous, renowned, prominent, notable, fabled, illustrious, 

 distinguished, legendary, preeminent, venerable 
 

3. (informal) on everyone’s tongue, much-touted, in everyone’s 
 mouth, in the public eye, on the map, having a big name or 
 name, on everyone’s lips 

 
4. (slang)  bally-hooed 
 

5. (French)  distingué 
 



 

 

to about face 
1.       to backpedal, change one's position or opinion 360 degrees,     

          backtrack, reverse oneself, renounce, withdraw,    
          He about faced when he found out the truth. 

 
2.       (more stylistic)  to renounce, foreswear, disclaim, unsay, renege  
          retract, disavow, tergiversate, rescind, recant, repudiate, gainsay,  

 
3.       (informal)  to make an about face, eat one’s words, take back,    
          swallow one’s words, shift one’s ground, change one’s mind, 

          about face, change one’s side 
 

4.        to pull a switcheroo, flip-flop, pull a 180 degree,  do a flip flop  
 
to accept at face value   

1. to accept without any questions or doubts, unconditionally or 
 without any kind of analysis or investigation 

 I guess it's my fault.  I accepted him at face value despite the 
 gnawing doubt. 
 

2. to not examine critically, analyze or investigate profoundly or 
 critically, not be critical, give no critique, be unquestioning, accept 
 without dispute, be unchallenged, questionless, admitting of no 

 doubt 
  

3. (informal) to accept as is, swallow hook, line and sinker, accept 
 beyond question, without dispute, beyond a shadow a doubt  
 

to be a different face 
1. newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, foreigner 
 Although he is different face, his ideas are as old as the hills.   

 
2. (informal) new kid on the block, newcomer, new  boy or new kid in 

 town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of fresh air, 
 newly rich 
 

3. (negative)  arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau riche, 
 parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social climber, 

 pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher, trespasser 
 
4. (negative) pig in clover 

 
to be a face in the crowd  
1. to be without personality or distinction, be nameless, common, 

 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor or 
 no importance 



 

 

 Frankly, she was only a face in the crowd; only one of the many 
 people that  I would see everyday. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 

 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 
 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional or inconsequential 
 

3. (informal)  to be dull, nothing special, run-of-the-mill, mediocre
 commonplace, no  great shakes, no big deal, or nothing to write 
 home about or trivial 

 
4. (slang)  to be penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, trifling or small 

 potatoes 
 
to be a slap in the face  

1. to be a slight, snub, insult or outrage 
 What she said to me, after all that I had given her, was a slap in 

 the face. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a rebuff, offense, rebuke, discourtesy, blow, 

 indignity, affront, humiliation, humbling , sting, aspersion 
 
3. (informal) to be a put down, cut, fine-how-do-you-do, thumb in 

 the nose of, be dirt in the face of 
 

to be as plain as the nose on one's face 
1. to be obvious, visible, apparent or public, not be hidden or 
 concealed, conspicious or blatantly 

 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 
 
2. to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, undisguised, 

 graphic,perspicuous, patent, uncloaked,  palpable, unqualified, 
 manifest, vivid, discernible or unambiguous  

 
3. to be bald, right out in the open, plain as day, sticking out like 
 a sore thumb, as plain as the day is long or blatantly clear, 

 glaring, bald, crystal clear, clear cut, bare or naked, be beyond a 
 shadow of a doubt 

 
to be blue in the face  
1. to be angry, upset, furious or mad  

 His anger left me blue in the face. 
 
2. (more stylish)  to be irate, fuming, furibund, infuriated, incensed, 

 livid, enraged, wrathful or distraught 
 



 

 

3. to be fit to tie, mad as a hatter, hot under the collar, foaming at the 
 mouth, unhinged, mad as a hornet, flared up, red-hot, white-

 hot, in a tizzy, horn mad, beside oneself or out of one’s mind 
 

to be faceless  
1. to be without personality or distinction, be nameless, common, 
 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor or 

 no importance 
 Frankly, she was only one of the many faceless people that 
 I would see everyday. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 

 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 
 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional or inconsequential 
 

3. (informal)  to be dull, nothing special, run-of-the-mill, mediocre
 commonplace, no  great shakes, no big deal, or nothing to write 

 home about or trivial 
 
4. (slang)  to be penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, trifling or small 

 potatoes 
  
to be face to face  

1. to be facing one another or looking at one another 
Once they are face to face, they will work it out. 

 
2. (informal)  to be head-to-head, eyeball to eyeball, eye-to-eye 
 

3. to narrowly escape from, barely make it out   
When I was sick, I was face to face with death. 
 

4. to be in opposition, confront, stand in opposition, affront, 
 challenge, face in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit.  When we came face to face, I was terrified. 
 
5. (French)  tête-a- tête, à deux, vis à vis 

 
6. to confront, come to grips with, tackle, accept, face up to, come 

 face to face with, stand facing 
 It was not easy coming face to face with my own mortality. 
 

to be flat on one's face 
1. to be smashed, shamed, disgraced, crushed, belittled, demeaned, 
 beaten or broken  

 I can’t help anyone right now; I’m flat on my face. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to have incurred disgrace, be disparaged, trounced, 
 mortified, humbled, thrashed, vanquished, quelled or humiliated 

 
3. (informal)  to lose face, made to eat humble pie, be wiped the floor 

 with, defeated, gotten the better of, bested, driven to the wall 
 
4. (slang)  to be outdone, put to rout, routed, whupped, whipped, or 

 checkmated 
 
to be in someone’s face 

1. to challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare 
 I don’t like that you are in my face. 

  
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 
 in defiance, threaten 

 
3. (informal) to beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, 

 come face to face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, 
 fly in the face of, make bold, call into question, get in someone’s 
 face, meet head on 

  
4. (slang)  to double-dare  
 

to be just a handsome face 
1. to disrespect, be undervalued, disregard, underrate, dismiss as 

 unworthy of consideration, be undervalued,  minimize, make light 
 of, belittle, ignore, ridicule, deride, dismiss lightly  
 If he is just a handsome face, he should be ignored.  But  

 maybe he is more. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to hold in contempt, dismiss with a sneer, 

 underestimate, disparage, hold for naught, hold in disrespect, 
 scorn, be underestimated, disprize, be contemptuous of, disdain, 

 consider beneath oneself, shun 
 
3. (formal)  to look down one’s nose at, be just another face, sell 

 short, sneeze at, look down, spit at, turn one’s nose up at, curl 
 one’s lip at, brush aside, be just a pretty face 

    
4. (slang)  to pooh-pooh, dump on  
 

to be just a pretty face 
1. to disrespect, be undervalued, disregard, underrate, dismiss as 
 unworthy of consideration, be undervalued,  minimize, make light 

 of, belittle, ignore, ridicule, deride, dismiss lightly  
 I think that you are making a fatal mistake.  The fact that she is  



 

 

 beautiful does not mean that she is a bimbo.  You’re wrong if you 
 think that she is  just a pretty face. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to hold in contempt, dismiss with a sneer, 

 underestimate, disparage, hold for naught, hold in disrespect, 
 scorn, be underestimated, disprize, be contemptuous of, disdain, 
 consider beneath oneself, shun 

 
3. (formal)  to look down one’s nose at, be just another face, sell 
 short, sneeze at, look down, spit at, turn one’s nose up at, curl 

 one’s lip at, brush aside, be just a handsome face 
    

4. (slang)  to pooh-pooh, dump on  
 
to be just another face 

1. to be without personality or distinction, be nameless, common, 
 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor or 

 no importance 
 Frankly, she was only just another face; only one of the many 
 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 

 about her. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 

 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 
 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional or inconsequential 

 
3. (informal)  to be another gray flannel suit, dull, nothing special, 
 run-of-the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no great shakes, no big 

 deal, small beer, nothing to write home about or trivial 
 
4. (slang)  to be a nine-day wonder,  another gray flannel suit, penny-

 ante, no big thing, small fry, trifling, feather, mere nothing, not 
 worth thinking or worrying about or small  potatoes 

 
to be just another face in the crowd 
1. to be of no concern, one of many, of no matter, without personality 

 or distinction, be nameless, common, everyday, ordinary, plain, 
 uninteresting, usual, boring, not worth speaking of, of minor or no 

 importance 
 Frankly, she was only just another face; only one of the many 
 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 

 about her. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be nugatory, negligible, of no consequence, 

 anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, banal, 
 mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, insignificant, renownless, 



 

 

 unexceptional or inconsequential 
 

3. (informal)  to be of no great account,  dull, of no great weight, 
 nothing special, run-of- the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no 

 great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home about, not worth 
 wasting one’s time on or trivial 
 

4. (slang)  to be another gray suit, penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, 
 trifling, petty or small potatoes 
 

to be only another face 
1. to be without personality or distinction, be nameless, common, 

 everyday, ordinary, plain, uninteresting, usual, boring, of minor or 
 no importance 
 Frankly, she was only another face; only one of the many 

 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 
 about her. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, 
 undistinguishable, banal, mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, 

 insignificant, renownless, unexceptional or inconsequential 
 
3. (informal)  to be another gray flannel suit, dull, nothing special, 

 run-of-the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no great shakes, no big 
 deal, small beer, nothing to write home about or trivial 

 
4. (slang)  to be a nine-day wonder,  another gray flannel suit, penny-
 ante, no big thing, small fry, trifling, feather, mere nothing, not 

 worth thinking or worrying about or small  potatoes 
 
to be only another face in the crowd 

1. to be of no concern, one of many, of no matter, without personality 
 or distinction, be nameless, common, everyday, ordinary, plain, 

 uninteresting, usual, boring, not worth speaking of, of minor or no 
 importance 
 Frankly, she was only another face; only one of the many 

 people that  I would see everyday.  There was nothing remarkable 
 about her. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be nugatory, negligible, of no consequence, 
 anonymous, indifferent, indistinct, undistinguishable, banal, 

 mediocre, unimpressive, unrenowned, insignificant, renownless, 
 unexceptional or inconsequential 
 

3. (informal)  to be of no great account,  dull, of no great weight, 
 nothing special, run-of- the-mill, mediocre, commonplace, no 



 

 

 great shakes, no big deal, nothing to write home about, not worth 
 wasting one’s time on or trivial 

 
4. (slang)  to be another gray suit, penny-ante, no big thing, small fry, 

 trifling, petty or small potatoes 
 
to be red in the face 

1. to be blushing, burning, flushing or glowing, be feverish or warm, 
 get a fever,   blush, flush 
 Are you sick?  Do you have a fever?  You are so red in the face. 

 
2. to become feverish or febrile, turn scarlet or crimson, become 

 scarlet or crimson, grow flush 
 
3. (informal)  to be red or rosy, turn red or rosy, turn or change  colors 

 
4. to be embarrassed, ashamed, discomfited, disgraced, belittled, 

 reduced or shamed, feel or made to feel self-conscious, be burning 
 with shame, embarrassment or discomfit 
 She was red in the face the moment he walked in. 

 
5. (highly stylized) to be perturbed, humbled, abashed, disconcerted, 
 humiliated,  meekened, abased, disparaged, chagrined, mortified, 

 discountenanced, disconcerted or put out of countenance 
 

6. (informal)  to be discombobulated, afluttered, flustered, put down,
 unhinged, ruffled or put in a tizzy, lose face, have egg on one’s 
 face 

  
7. (slang)  to be made to eat humble pie, eat crow or die a thousand 
 death, be slapped in the face  

  
to be right to someone's face 

1. to be straight-forward, unhidden, direct, candid, frank or 
 forthright, open, evident, apparent, visible, honest   
 I am not going to hide from him but I'm going to be right to his 

 face. 
 

2. to be in a manner which is revealed, unperiphrastic, blatant, 
 unconcealed, overt, unshrouded, conspicuous, glaring, patent, 
 transparent, unequivocal, uncircumlocutory, manifest or 

 unobscured 
 
3. (informal)  to be in full view, barefaced, brazenfaced, flat-

 footedly, bald, hard to miss, naked, out and out, in plain sight or 
 baldfaced 



 

 

 
to be slapped in the face 

1. to be hit, smacked or punch  
 He was slapped in the face after he had kissed her. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be buffeted, cuffed or thwacked 
 

3. (informal)  to be socked, slugged, knocked or clouted  
 
4. to be slighted, snubbed, insulted, injured, shown great disrespect, 

 or disrespected 
 It  was as if I had been slapped in the face. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to be rebuffed, offended, rebuked, affronted, 
 humiliated,  humbled , stung, cast aspersions on, scorned, 

 reprimanded, reproached or castigated 
 

6. (informal) to be put down, cut, brought down, called down, given a 
 talk to, rapped on the knuckles, chewed out or trimmed down 
 have dirt flung in one’s face, pin have one’s ears back pinned 

 back, have the door slammed in one’s face 
 
7. (slang)  to be dissed 

 
8. (vulgar)  to be fucked, fucked over or shit on 

 
to be staring one in the face 
1. to be obvious, palpable, evident or plain  

 The facts were staring him in the face but he chose to close 
 his eyes. 
 

2. (informal)  to be as plain as the nose on one’s face, clear as 
 crystal or be plain as day 

 
3. to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or 
 immediate 

 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 
 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 

5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 
 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 
 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 

 
to be the fresh new face 



 

 

1. to be the new arrival, alien, the newest person in a place or 
 stranger r  

 She is the fresh new face?  She seems pleasant enough. 
 

3. (informal) to be fresh face, fresh new face, breath of  fresh air or 
 newly rich, be the new boy or  new kid in town, outsider, be the 
 new kid on the block or newcomer  

 4. (negative) to be tenderfootgate-crasher or  trespasser, be  an 
 arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau riche, Johnny come 
 lately, social climber, pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, parvenu or 

 upstart 
 

 5. (negative) to be a pig in clover 
 
to be the new face 

1. to be the newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, 
 foreigner 

 Although he is the new face, his ideas are as old as the hills.   
 
2. (informal) to be the new kid on the block, newcomer, new boy or 

 new kid in town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of 
 fresh air or newly rich 
 

4. (negative) to be an arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau 
 riche, parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social 

 climber, pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher or 
 trespasser 
 

5. (negative) to be a pig in clover 
 
to be written all over one’s face 

1. to have one’s feeling be conspicious, blatant, glaring, unmasked, 
 flaunting, open, exposed or uncovered, make one’s feelings be 

 obvious, visible, apparent public, unconcealed,  not hide what one 
 is feeling, be evident or revealed  
 Don’t you have any shame; your feelings for him, a married man, 

 is written all over his face. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid or transparent, 
 manifest, vivid, made  manifest, known or evident, be 
 discernible, lay bare,  be graphic, pronounced, unambiguous, 

 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 
 unmasked, palpable, unqualified or distinct  
 

3. to be clear, unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, beyond a shadow of a 
 doubt right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, clear as the 



 

 

 nose on one’s face, plain as day, as plain as the day is long, 
 blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, or as plain as the nose on 

 one’s face 
 

to be written on one’s face 
1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 
 His guilt was written all over his face. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 

 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 
 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 

 pronounced or unambiguous  
 

3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 
 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 
 

to blow up in one's face 
1.   to explode, ignite, detonate, blast, discharge or burst in 

 one’s face 
 The bomb blew up in his face and killed him. 
 

2. (informal)  to let off, fly apart, go off, let fly, fly into pieces, blast  
 off, fire off, blow up, set off 
 

3. to revert, rebound, ricochet, recoil, return, reverse 
I tried to sabotage her but it blew up in my face. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  to transpose, invert, reverberate, revert  
 

3. (informal)  to make an about face, turn the tables, backfire, turn 
 upside down, turn back,  boomerang, double back, spring back, 

 backlash, turn around,  turn topsy-turvy, bounce back, about face 
 
4. (slang)  to come home to roost 

  
to bring face to face 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 



 

 

 out, brazen through 
 He was brought face to face with his reality. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 
 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 

 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in one’s face, meet head on, 

 take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, knock the 
chip  off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, face down, bring 
 face to face 

 
4. (slang)  to take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 

 razor’s edge , double-dare 
 
to cause one to lose face 

1. to  humiliate, shame, embarrass, humble, demean, disgrace, 
 reduce,  make one burn with shame 

In American culture, causing one to losing face. is equivalent to 

almost killing one. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to abash, discountenance, put out of 
 countenance, decry, derogate, debase, disconcert, meeken,  
 disparage, chagrin, mortify, malign 

 
3. to shame face, belittle, put down, make someone die a  
 thousand deaths, put down 

 
4. (slang)  to make eat humble pie, eat crow or die a thousand 

 death, slap in the face 
 
to change the face of 

1. to revamp, refurbish, change fundamentally, reshape, turn over a 
 new leaf, refurbish, remodel, restyle, recondition 

 The internet changed the face of business. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to recast, revolutionize, be completely transformed, 

 transfigure, reconstruct, re-create, effect radically, transform, 
 refashion, reframe, metamorophose, revamp 
 

3. (informal)  to give a face-lift to, make over, remake, overhaul, face-
 lift  



 

 

 
to come face to face with 

1. to confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, stand in opposition of, 
 confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen out, oppose directly, 

 confront, encounter, meet courageously, challenge,  brazen 
 through confront boldly  
 I don’t know what I would do if I came face to face with my 

 mother what I would do.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to threaten, defy, encounter, cross, affront, 

 oppugn, thwart, face in defiance  
 

3. (informal)  to fly in the face of, make bold, not run away from, 
 skate on thin ice, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, meet 
 eyeball to eyeball, beard, stand oppose to, brave, face up to, 

 court destruction, tempt Providence call into question, be in one’s 
 face, meet head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or 

 gage, knock the chip off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the 
 sand, face down, bring  face to face, throw down the gauntlet, 
 come face to face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail,  

 
4. (slang)  to grate, beard, bell the cat, dance on the razor’s edge, 
 double-dare, show what one is made of, take the bull by the horn, 

 egg on, prod on 
 

5. to come to grip with, grapple with, wrestle with, deal with, 
 meet head on, tackle, brave, brook, cope with, take the bull 
 by the horn  

  
to disappear from the face of the earth 
1. to disappear from sight, disappear without leaving a trace,  

 disappear off the face of the earth, disappear from the face of 
 the earth 

 Have you seen Mary?  She seemed to have disappeared from the 
 face of the earth . 
 

2. (more stylistic) to vanish, vanish off the face of the earth, be lost 
to sight, vanish from sight, vanish from the face of the earth, 

fade away, recede from view 
 
3. (informal)  to leave without leaving a trace, be swallowed up, 

 vanish into thin air, disappear into thin air 
 
4. (slang)  to go poof, melt away, vaporize, evaporate 

 
to disappear off the face of the earth 



 

 

1. to disappear from the face of the earth, disappear off the face 
 of the earth, disappear without leaving a trace, disappear from 

 sight  
 I have not seen or heard anything.  It is as if she has disappeared 

 off the face of the earth. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be lost to sight, vanish from the face of the 

 earth, fade away, vanish, vanish off the face of the earth, lost to 
 sight, vanish from sight, recede from view 
 

3. (informal)  to be swallowed up, disappear into thin air leave 
 without leaving a trace, vanish into thin air 

 
4. (slang)  to vaporize, evaporate, go poof, melt away  
 

to do an about face 
1.       to backpedal, change one's position or opinion 180°,     

          backtrack, reverse oneself, renounce, withdraw,    
          He did an about face when he found out the truth. 
 

2.       (more stylistic)  to renounce, foreswear, disclaim, unsay, renege  
          retract, disavow, tergiversate, rescind, recant, repudiate, gainsay,  
 

3.       (informal)  to make an about face, eat one’s words, whistle a    
          different tune, take back,  swallow one’s words, shift one’s    

          ground, change one’s mind, about face, change one’s side, sing  
          a different tune, be on the other side of the fence  
 

4.        to pull a switcheroo, flip-flop, pull a 180°,  do a flip flop  
 
to face   

1. to contemplate, look at, glaze at, observe, view, eye 
 It is not easy to face the sun when it is shining brightly. 

 
2. to stand opposite to 
 She faced the man and watched his every move. 

 
3. to encounter, meet, confront, dare 

 It was not easy for him to face the child that he had abandoned. 
 
4. (more stylistic)  to breast, buffet, challenge, defy, duel, meet, 

 brazen, throw down the gauntlet, stem 
  
5. (informal)  to meet head-on, stare down, beard, resist, stand up 

 against, look in the face, oppose, withstand, keep at bay, take on, 
 meet face-to-face, outbrazen, bell the cat, meet eyeball-to-



 

 

 eyeball, face the music 
  

6. to coat, cover, superimpose 
 The old house’s exterior was faced with bricks. 

  
7.  to envelop, encase, veneer, wash 
 

8. to suffer, tolerate, keep one’s countenance, weather, stand 
 It had not been easy to face reality but she did it all the same. 
 

9. (more stylized)  to reconcile oneself with, bear, withstand, make the 
 best of, abide, brook, bear with, take patiently, forbear, fare 

 
10. (informal)  to put a good face on, swallow, put up with, face up 
 to, deal with, digest, stomach, grin and bear it, pocket  

 
11. (slang)  to lump it, sweat it out, hang tough, stand the gaff 

 
to face away 
1. to turn or be turned in the other or opposite direction, turn one’s 

 gaze away, detour, diverge, shy away from, shun 
 He could not look at me while he telling me his real identity; 
 therefore, he faced away. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to deflect, evade, divert, avoid, turn one’s gaze in 

 the other direction, ward off, avert, elude, eschew  
 
3. (informal)  to go wide of, turn away, look away, turn aside, look 

 aside, sidetrack, blink at, steer clear of 
 
to face both ways 

1. to be wavering, indecisive, open, undecided, open to question, 
 straddling the fence, hesitant or open to doubt 

 You can't face both ways. You must choose. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be irresolute, infirm of purpose, diffident, 

 vacillating, unsettled, uncertain, ambivalent, capricious, 
 fluctuating or unresolved 

 
3. (informal)  to support both camps, have a  foot in both camp, pay 
 Peter and Paul, be up in the air, of two minds, blowing hot and 

 cold or spineless 
 
4. (slang)  to be shilly-shally, wishy-washy, namby-pamby, fickle or 

 fickled-minded  
 



 

 

to face down 
1. to put or place a two sided object downward 

 He faced the card down.  
 

2. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 
 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 

 out, brazen through  
She faced down her enemy without fear.  

 

3. (more stylistic)  to threaten, defy, affront, oppugn, encounter, 
 cross, thwart, face in defiance  

 
4. (informal)  to be in one’s face, meet head on, take up the 
gauntlet,  throw down the glove or gage, knock the chip off one’s 

shoulder,  throw down the gauntlet, come face to face, beard the lion 
in his  den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face of, make bold, call 

into  question,  cross the line in the sand, face down, bring face to 
 face, not run away from, skate on thin ice, put one’s head in the 
 lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, court destruction, tempt 

 Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, beard, stand oppose to,  
 
5. (slang)  to dance on the  razor’s edge , double-dare show what one 

 is made of, take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, brazen out, out 
 brazen  

 
to face forward 
to look or face  frontwards, to the front, toward the front or in the 

forefront, turn or be turned frontward, toward the front, to the front 
He commanded that the soldiers face forward and march. 
 

to face frontwards 
to look frontwards, to the front, toward the front or in the forefront, turn 

or be turned frontward, toward the front or to the front, face forward 
He commanded that the soldiers face frontwards and march. 
 

to face in defiance 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through 

 I’ll face in defiance whatever come along. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 

 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 
 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 

 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 
 head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, 

 knock the chip off one’s shoulder, face down, bring face to 
 face, come face to face 
 

4. (slang)  to take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 
 razor’s edge , double-dare 

  
to face into 
1. to look directly in, look into, gaze into, stare 

 I want a picture of the expression in your eyes.  Please face into 
 the camera. 

 
2. to face directly, face squarely, look into without blinking, look full
 face 

 
to face off   
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 

 out, brazen through 
 They faced off in the last moments of the game. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 
 in defiance, threaten, defy 

 

3. (informal)  to , twist the lion’s tail, face up to, court destruction, 
 tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, beard, stand oppose 

 to, fly in the face of, make bold, call into question, be in 
 someone’s face, meet head on, throw down the gauntlet, not run 
 away from, skate on thin ice, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, 

 face, brave, come face to face, beard the lion in his den  
 

4. (slang)  to pluck by the beard, take the bull by the horn, bell the 
 cat, dance on the  razor’s edge , double-dare, beard the lion in his 
 den 

 
to face onto 
to look out onto, look out onto, stand opposite to or in front of 

The building faces onto the park. 
 



 

 

to face out 
1. to confront or stand up to without fear or doubt, be untiring, 

 persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not 
 surrender, continue on one’s path despite everything, keep the 

 faith, pursue relentlessly 
You have to face out whatever may come.  There really is no other 

 way. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 

constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 

adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 
determined or interpid, persevere, stand fast, abide, be unyielding, 

 tenacious, hold fast 
 

3. (informal)  to stick to one’s gun,  be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay 

 the course, red-blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, 
 never tire, steely,  hard, flinty or spunky, brook no denial,  push 

 ahead, not give up despite the odds, stick it out, press ahead, 
 carry on, not give up the ship, move ahead, hold one’s ground, 
 keep going, see through 

  
4. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 
 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 

 one’s opponents, not say uncle, not take ‘no’ for an answer, plug 
 away, plug ahead 

 
to face something out 
1. to confront or stand up to something without fear or doubt, be 

 untiring, persistent, unyielding, undaunted, tireless, defiant or not 
 surrender 
 I know that this is extremely painful but you must face the  

 situation out. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to remain unwavering, firm, steady, steadfast or 
constant despite the situation or all opposition, be resolved, 
adamant, perserving, resolute, unswerving, uncompromising, 

determined or interpid 
He will face out his enemies as well as his friends. 

 
3. (informal)  to be hard as nail, stiff, rigid, stay the course, red-
 blooded, spunky, hardened, game, unbending, never tire, steely, 

 hard, flinty or spunky, not give up despite the odds 
 
4. (slang)  to be a dog with a bone, be more headstrong, pigheaded, 

 bulldogged,  cussed, bullheaded, mulish or muleheaded than 
 one’s opponents, not say uncle 



 

 

 
to face reality 

1. to stand facing, accept, confront, encounter, confront boldly,  
 meet courageously, stand up to, tackle, stand in front of, endure,  

 weather or meet what is 
 She fought hard to remain in her fantascy world but finally 
 she faced reality. 

 
2. to wade into, address, accede, conform to, address oneself to, 
 submit to, front, acquiesce in,  resign oneself to, suffer, reconcile 

 oneself to, bear, endure, tolerate, brook, keep the faith 
 

3. to grin and bear it, meet face to face, come to terms with, look at 
 without blinking,  not run away from, meet eyeball to eyeball, 
 take the bull by the horns, deal with, face the facts, face up to, 

 swallow, give way to, deal with, come to grips with, come face to 
 face with, face, meet head on, roll up one’s sleeves, face the 

 facts, sail into, face the music 
 
4. to take on, get going, get cracking, tear into 

 
to face the facts 
1. to stand facing, accept, confront, encounter, confront boldly,  

 meet courageously, stand up to, tackle, stand in front of, endure,  
 weather or meet what is 

 It's time that you face the facts; she's dead.  
 
2. to wade into, address, accede, conform to, address oneself to, 

 submit to, front, acquiesce in resign oneself to, suffer, reconcile 
 oneself to, bear, endure, tolerate, brook, keep the faith 
 

3. to grin and bear it, meet face to face, come to terms with, look at 
 without blinking,  not run away from, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 take the bull by the horns, deal with, take the bull by the horn, 
 face the facts, face up to, swallow, give way to, deal with, come to 
 grips with, come face to face with,  face, meet head on, roll up 

 one’s sleeves, face reality, sail into, face the music 
 

4. to take on, get going, get cracking, tear into 
 
to face the music   

1.   to not complain even though one is in an extremely difficult 
 situation, endure, bear, suffer, tolerate, accept responsibility, deal 
 with the consequences, take the consequences, answer for 

 It's time that you face the music. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to tolerate, bear up, brave, bear with, brave out, 
 stand for brook, sustain,withstand, breast, abide, forbear, weather, 

   
3. (informal) to stomach,  stick to one’s guns, take it on the cuff, live 

 out, tough it out,  hang in there, weather, go through the mill, 
 hang in, take it, keep the faith, take it and come back for more, 
 ride it out, put up with, face reality,swallow, take it on the chin, 

 pay the piper, take one’s own medicine, swallow a bitter pill, face 
 the music 
 

4. (slang)  to accept what is coming to one, take the rap 
 

to face up to 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 
 courageously, challenge, stand up to, provoke, dare, stand in 

 opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen out, 
 brazen through 

 He faced up to the opposition and listen to their problems.   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
of, make bold, call into question, be in one’s face, meet head on, 

take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, knock the 
chip  off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, face down, 
bring face to face 

 
4. (slang)  to take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 

 razor’s edge , double-dare 
 
5. to come to grips with, wrestle, grapple with struggle with, take on, 

 contend with, face up to, deal with 
 It had not been easy to face reality but she did it all the same. 

 
to face whatever comes 
1. to deal with, confront, or affront a situation unflinchingly, without 

running away, bravely,  without shrinking, without blinking, 
fearlessly 

 It will be hard but I have to train myself to face whatever comes. 

 
2. to meet a situation eyeball to eyeball, toe to toe or boldly,  to 



 

 

face whatever comes with a stout heart, lion heart, or brave 
heart 

 
to face with 

1.   to cover, coat, superimpose, encase, veneer 
     The house was faced with wood. 
 

2.   to confront with, force to face, present with, offer, set forth or give  
  the evidence of 
       He had nothing to say when he was  faced with the truth   

 
 

to fall flat on one's face 
1. to make a mistake, stumble, fall, blunder, tumble, trip, slip, 
 flounder, plunge 

 When he entered in the room, he tripped and fell flat on his face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to precipitate oneself, lose one’s equilibrium, pitch 
 forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, slip up, flop down, fall 
flat, muddle, blunder, fall down, lose one’s footing, take a 
header, flop, fall on one’s face, fall headlong, go down, take a 

bad turn, take a nosedive, lose one’s footing, take a header 
 

4. (slang)  to botch up,  make a goof, mess up, fall on one’s keister, 
 make a boo-boo, do a tail over teakettle, fall on one’s behind, 
 make a boner, make a blooper, screw up, put one’s foot in one’s 

 mouth 
 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass,  fall flat on one’s ass, fuck up 

 
6. to fail, not succeed, flounder, meet with disaster 

 He had fallen flat on his face when he first opened his business. 
 
7. (informal)  to fall short, stumble, trip, not turn out well, turn out 

 badly, not fly, not pan out, flop, not pull off 
 

8. (slang)  to bite the dust, miss the mark, bungle, lay an egg, 
 muddle, strike out, blow it, bomb 
 

9. (vulgar)  to make oneself into an asshole, act like an asshole 
 
to fall on one's face 

1. to stumble, trip over one’s own feet, fall, tumble, trip, slip, pitch, 
 keel over, go head over heels, topple 



 

 

 When he entered in the room, he tripped and fell on his face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 
 headlong, go down, fall into a heap, lose one’s footing 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, crumple, fall 
 over, fall on one’s behind, go down 

 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 

 
6. to fail, not succeed, flounder, meet with disaster 
 He had fallen on his face when he first opened his business. 

 
7. (informal)  to fall short, stumble, trip, not turn out well, turn out 

 badly, not fly, not pan out, flop not pull off 
 
8. (slang)  to bite the dust, miss the mark, bungle, lay an egg, 

 muddle, strike out, blow it, bomb 
 
9. (vulgar)  to make oneself into an asshole, act like an asshole 

 
to feed one's face  

1. to eat, overeat, consume, lunch, breakfast, dine, take a meal 
 I'm so hungry; I need to feed my face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to feast, devour, break bread, glut, pass one’s 
 lips, overindulge 
 

3. (informal)  to eat like a horse, feed one’s face 
 

4. (slang)  to garbage down, gobble down, wolf down, gulp down, tie 
 on the feedbag, , pack away, gobble up, scoff down 
  

to fling dirt in one’s face 
4. to slight, snub, insult, injure, cold shoulder, show one great 

 disrespect,  disregard, overlook, turn one’s back on, insult   
 What she said to me, after all that I had given her, like 
 flinging me in the face. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to rebuff, offend, rebuke, affront, humiliate, 
 humble , sting, cast aspersions on, scorn, reprimand, reproach, 

 castigate, disregard 
 



 

 

6. (informal) to put down, cut, fling dirt in the face of, thumb one’s 
 nose at, pin one’s ears back,  bring down, spit in one face,  slam 

 the door in one’s face, call down, give a talking to, trim down, rap 
 on the knuckles, slap down, chew out 

 
7. (slang) to dis, respond to a dis, slap in the face 
 

8. (vulgar)  to fuck, fuck over, shit on 
 
to fly in the face of  

1. to act in defiance of or in opposition of, challenge, confront, meet 
 He is always flying in the face of danger. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 
 in defiance, threaten, defy  

 
3. (informal)  to twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face  of, make bold, 

 call into question, be in one’s face, meet head on, take up the 
 gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage,  not run away from, skate 
 on thin ice, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face 

 up to, beard the lion in his den, knock the chip off one’s 
 shoulder, cross the line in the sand, face down, bring face to 
 face court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
 face,  

 
4. (slang)  to take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 
 razor’s edge , double-dare 

 
5. to disdain, flout, rebel against, disobey, slight, scoff at 
 Don’t’ fly in my face.  I will not allow such treatment from you. 

 
6. (more stylistic)  to despise, sneer, disdain, spurn, deride 

 
7. (informal)  to snap one’s fingers at, consider oneself beneath, look 
 down on, look down upon, thumb one’s nose at, look down the 

 nose at 
 

to get a face lift 
to undergo a surgical procedure for renovation or rejuvenation 
Because it is no longer very expensive, it is no longer unusual 

to get a face lift. 
 
to get in someone’s face  

1. to provoke, confront, stand up to, dare challenge, attack 
 Don’t get in my face or you and I are going to fight. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, face in defiance, threaten, defy, 

 aggress, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, accost  
 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in one’s face, meet head on, 

 take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, knock the 
chip  off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, face down, bring 

 face to face 
 
4. (slang)  to bell the cat, dance on the  razor’s edge,  take the bull by 

 the horn, double-dare 
 

to have a distinct face  
1. to have a face which is singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, 
 uncommon, with an equal, unmatched or unfamiliar  

 He had a distinct face which I will never, which I can never, 
 forget.    
 

2. (more stylized)  to have a face which is novel, notable, particular,   
 unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, striking, 

 extraordinary, unique, impressive 
  
3. (informal) few and far between, one of a kind, out of the 

 ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 
 seldom seen before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary 
 

to have a face as long as a poker 
1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed or discouraged,  

 Honey, why do you have such a face as long as a poker? 
 
2. (more stylized) to be in the bowels of despair, melancholy, doleful, 

 crestfallen, dismayed, sunken, downcast, dejected, forlorn, 
 disheartened, in the depths of despair or wretched 

 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, heartbroken, blue, in the doldrums,  
 crushed in the depth of despair, sick at heart, weighed down, 

 heavy-hearted or heart rendering 
 
4. (slang) to be bummed out, in the pits, down in the dumps, under a 

cloud, off one’s feed, in the pits or down in the mouth, pull on a 
long face, make a long face, have a face as long as a  poker 



 

 

 
to have a face off 

1. to have or be in a skirmish, an open confrontation, clash, brush or
 battle, have a conflict or scuffle 

 The only solution is that we have a face off to see who rules. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an altercation, struggle, encounter, 

 collision, tussle, bout, fisticuff or fracas 
 
3. (informal)  to have a showdown, battle, run in, face to face run in, 

 shoot out, scrape, fight, face to face confrontation, run in or 
 scuffle 

 
to have a face only a mother could love 
1. to be ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive or plain 

 Although he has a face only a mother could love, when he is 
 well-dressed, he can be quite a striking figure. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, unsightly, 
 uncomely, unlovely or rather ugly 

  
3. (informal) to be not much to look at, short on looks, hard favored,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio  

 
4. (slang) to be God-awful,  hard on the eyes, rough on the eyes, 

 look like the back of the bus hard to look at, God-awful ugly, 
 oogly 
 

to have a face perfectly made for radio 
1. to be bad looking, unattractive, ugly, plain looking, or plain 
 When my professor told me that I had a face perfectly made for 

 radio, I had not understood him.  After hundreds of interviews and 
 rejections, I do now. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 
 unsightly, unlovely or rather ugly 

  
 

3. (informal) to be not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang) to be hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the 
 eyes, look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, 
 oogly 

 
to have a famous face 



 

 

1. to be popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted, notorious 
 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a famous face.  

 
2. (more stylistic) to be eminent, acclaimed, celebrated, exalted, 

 infamous, renowned, prominent, notable, fabled, illustrious, 
 distinguished, legendary, preeminent or venerable, be a renowned 
 or famous figure 

 
3. (informal)  to be on everyone’s tongue, much-touted, on the map, 
 in everyone’s mouth, have a big name or  name, be on 

 everyone’s lips, be in the public eye 
 

4. (slang)  to be bally-hooed 
 
5. (French)  distingué 

 
to have a formidable face 

1. to be fearful, frightening, dreadful, terrible, looming, grisly,  
 awe-inspiring, horrendous, monstrous, notorious or odious 
 I do not like being around him for any period of time; he has a 

 formidable face which is very scary. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be redoubtable, ghastly, minacious, horrifying, 

 intimidating, fearsome, terrifying, stupefying, direful, horrible, 
 threatening, menacing or gruesome   

 
3. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, be God-awful, dark, 
 eerie, creepy or scary 

 
to have a full face 
1. to be  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 

 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  
 big boned 

 Maybe if she didn’t have such a full face, she would not look so 
 fat. 
 

2. (more stylistic) being well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  being full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out, 
 having a plump round face 

 
4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

to have a long face 
1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed, or crestfallen 



 

 

 Honey, why do you have such a long face? 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 
 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 

 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, heartbroken, blue, in the doldrums,  
 crushed in the depth of despair, sick at heart, weighed down, 

 heavy-hearted or heartrendering 
 
4. (slang) to be bummed out, in the pits, down in the dumps, under a 

 cloud, off one’s feed, in the pits, mopey or down in the mouth, 
 pull on a long face, make a long face, have a face as long as a 

 poker 
 
to have a much too famous face 

1. to be popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted or notorious to 
 the extreme 

 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a much too famous 
 face.  
 

2. (more stylistic) to be so acclaimed, celebrated, infamous, 
 renowned or prominent that one can live one’s life in privacy, be a 
 renowned, celebrated or famous figure 

 
3. (informal)  to be much-touted or on the map, be in the public eye, 

 in the limelight or spotlight, have a big name or  name, be on 
 everyone’s lips, on everyone’s tongue, in everyone’s mouth, 
 not be able to walk down the street in peace 

 
4. (slang)  to be so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 
 

5. (vulgar)  to not be able to pea or shit in peace 
 

to have a memorable face 
1. to have a face which is momentous significant, unique, different, 
 magnificent, striking, remarkable, impressive, unusual, out-of-the-

 ordinary, amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, 
 distinct, unlike,  important, fabulous or astounding   

 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he has an memorable 
 face. 
 

2. to have a face which is illustrious, remarkable, quintessential, 
 distinctive, striking, , rare, consequential extraordinary, unique, 
 distinct, impressive eventful formidable or memorable  

 
3. to have a face which is beyond comparison, one for the book, one 



 

 

 of a  kind, out of the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter  electrifying, 
 unforgettable, seldom seen before, once in a lifetime or not-so-

 easy-to-forget 
 

to have a moon face 
1. to be  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 
 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  

 big boned 
 Maybe if she didn’t have such a moon face, she would not look so 
 fat. 

 
2. (more stylistic) being well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 

 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 
 
3. (informal)  being full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out, 

 having a plump round face 
 

4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
to have a much too well-known face 

1. to be popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted or notorious to 
 the extreme 
 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a much too well-

 known face.  
 

2. (more stylistic) to be so acclaimed, celebrated, infamous, 
 renowned or prominent that one can live one’s life in privacy, be a 
 renowned, celebrated or famous figure 

 
3. (informal)  to be much-touted or on the map, be in the public eye, 
 in the limelight or spotlight, have a big name or  name, be on 

 everyone’s lips, on everyone’s tongue, in everyone’s mouth, 
 not be able to walk down the street in peace 

 
4. (slang)  to be so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be so famous that one can not shit or pea in peace 
 

to have a new face 
1. to have a new outward appearance, new appearance, different 
 face, different appearance or fresh new face 

 He might have a new face but he's the same old person. 
 
2. to be the newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger   

 or foreigner 
 Have you seen the new face?  She seems pleasant enough. 



 

 

 
3. (informal) to be the new kid on the block, newcomer, new boy or 

 new kid in town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of 
 fresh air or newly rich 

 
4. (negative) to be arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau 
 riche, parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social 

 climber, pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher, trespasser 
 
5. (negative) to be a pig in clover 

 
to have a notorious face 

1. to be disgraceful, shameful, notorious, well-known, famous, 
 infamous or famed 
 He can not melt into any crowd; he has a notorious face. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be of ill repute, infamous, stigmatized, 

 ignominious, renowned, flagrant, obloquial, disreputable or 
 scandalous, be a renowned, notorious or infamous figure 
 

3. (informal) to be on everyone’s tongue, in everyone’s mouth, on 
 everyone’s lips or much touted, have a big name or have a bad 
 name 

 
4. (slang)  to be so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be so famous that one can not shit or pea in peace 
 

to have a pale face 
1. to look sickly or bloodless, have an unhealthy color, be colorless, 
 without color, drained of color, white or deathly pale 

 I know that he is sick; he has a pale face. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to look waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, 
 peaked or anemic 
 

3. (informal)  to look pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale faced or death-
 like, be drained  

 
to have a poker face 
1. to have an expression on one’s face which is blank, vacant, 

 expressionless, indifferent, unfeeling,  lifeless or empty, be 
 straight faced or poker faced, have a straight face 
 When you are negotiating, you must have a poker face. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to have  a face which is inexpressive, stolid, void



 

 

 undemonstrative,  inscrutable, hidden, impassive, unresponsive,  
 vacuous, emotionless, hollow or inane, hollowness, vacuity, 

 voidness, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 

3. (informal) to be an expression which is stone faced, wooden or 
 deadpan, be stiff as a board, colorlessness, blankness, 
 nothingness, stone face, have a poker face  

 
to have a round face 
1. to be  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 

 rotund, heavy-set, large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  
 big boned 

 Maybe if she didn’t have such a round face, she would not look so 
 fat. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  to be full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out, 
 having a plump round face 

 
4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

to have a recognizable face 
1. to have a face which is well-known, famous, famed, celebrated, 

 popular, established or infamous, be a celebrity or well-known 
 figure 
 She can not walk down the street because she has such a 

 recognizable face. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be prominent, acclaimed, renowned, preeminent, 

 notable or eminent, be a prominent, acclaimed or renowned 
 figure 

 
3. (informal)  to be a household name, on everyone’s lips, in 
 everyone’s mouths, much touted or touted 

 
to have a remarkable face 

1. to have a face which is magnificent, striking, remarkable, 
 impressive, important, fabulous, astounding, outstanding, 
 significant, unusual, out-of-the-ordinary, amazing, wondrous or 

 uncommon 
 In her day, she had such a remarkable face that men would be 
 falling all over themselves to get her attention.  

 
2. (more stylized) to have a face which is  unrivaled, august, 



 

 

 incomparable, noteworthy, singular, prominent, dignified, awe-
 inspiring, notable, renowned, distinctive, unparalleled, preeminent, 

 unique, distinct or eminent 
 

3. (informal)  to have a face which is worthy of note, smashing, 
 awesome, indescribable, splendid or astonishing 
 

4. (slang)  to be someone to write home about, talk about or carry on 
 about, hell of, the living end, someone to shout about or to rave 
 about, be awesome or super  

 
to have a smashing face 

1. to have a face which is astounding, singular, amazing, distinct, 
 extraordinary, unique, attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, 
 lovely, appealing incredible, unbelievable, with no equal, 

 unmatched, overpowering, beautiful, magnificent or confounding  
 She has a smashing face!  With her on the cover of the magazine, 

 we’ll have a best seller.   
 
2. (more stylized)  to have a face which is spectacular, novel, sublime,  

 singular, gorgeous, grand, notable, resplendent, particular, 
 exquisite, unusual, splendid,  exceptional, ravishing, startling, 
 quintessential, distinctive, striking, paralyzing, remarkable, 

 glorious, extraordinary, unique, distinct, sensational, captivating, 
 alluring, appealing or impressive 

  
3. (informal) to have a face which is unmatched, jarring, beyond 
 comparison, jolting, seldom seen before, unforgettable, out of the 

 ordinary, something else, breath-taking, eye-filling, dazzling, 
 fetching, eye appeal or becoming 
 

to have a stately face 
1. to appear to be distinguished, respected, noted, proud, 

 impressive, grand, striking, dignified, distinguished, imposing, 
 celebrated or magnificent 
 

2. (more stylized)  to wear an expression on one’s face which is 
 imperial, resplendent, lordly, majestic, grand, eminent, imperious, 

 regal, august, renowned, magisterial, venerable or sublime 
 
3. (less stylized)  to carry oneself in a blue-blooded, princely, 

 kingly, thoroughbred, noble, queenly or well-bred manner  
  
4. (negative)  to appear to be arrogant, overconfident, haughty, 

 disdainful or snobbish 
 



 

 

5. (more stylized/negative) to appear to be vainglorious, 
 condescending, overbearing, presumptuous, scornful, cavalier 

 or contemptuous 
 

6. (informal/negative) to appear to be on one’s high-horses, lofty, 
 overweening, puffed up, pompous, stuck-up, uppity, high-handed,  
 dictatorial or pushy 

 
to have a striking face 
1. to have a face which is singular, distinct, unlike, unique, different, 

 uncommon, with an equal, unmatched or unfamiliar  
 He had a striking face which I will never, which I can never, 

 forget.    
 
2. (more stylized)  to have a face which is novel, singular, notable, 

 particular,   unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, 
 striking, remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 

  
3. (informal) to have a face few and far between, one of a kind, out of 
 the ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for the book, 

 seldom seen before, unforgettable, out of the ordinary or something 
 else 
 

4. to be attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 
 She has a striking face.  I want her on the front cover of the 

 magazine. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to be stunning, gorgeous, captivating, alluring or 

 appealing, have a splendid or magnificent face 
 
6. (informal)  to have a face which is breath-taking, eye-filling, 

 dazzling, fetching, eye appeal or becoming 
 

to have a stunning face 
1. to have a face which is singular, distinct, unique, different, 
 uncommon, without an equal, unmatched, striking or memorable  

 She has such a stunning face that I found it difficult to lower my 
 gaze.    

 
2. (more stylized)  to have a face which is novel, singular, notable, 
 particular,   unusual, exceptional, quintessential, distinctive, 

 striking, remarkable, extraordinary, unique, distinct or impressive 
  
3. (informal) to have a face which is few and far between, one of a 

 kind, out of  the ordinary, unmatched, beyond comparison, one for 
 the book, seldom seen before, unforgettable, unlike anything out 



 

 

 there, out of the ordinary or something else 
 

4. to be attractive, beautiful, pretty, bewitching, lovely or appealing 
 I’m not surprised that she is a model; she has such a stunning 

 face. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to be stunning, gorgeous, captivating, alluring or 

 appealing, to have a face which is splendid or magnificent 
 
6. (informal)  to be breath-taking, eye-filling, azzling, fetching, eye 

 appeal or becoming 
 

to have a sunny face 
1. to not show or express one's sadness, distress, or depression on 
 one's face by appearing to be cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm or 

 shining, be cheerful, in good spirit, positive, upbeat, good-natured, 
 merry or full of cheer 

 Although when he left her she was devastated, she always has a  
 sunny face. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to be genial, blither, optimistic or enthused, hide 
 one’s  wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst,  or woe, be buoyant, in 
 good spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark or effervescent 

  
3. (informal) to be bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s 

 sleeve, airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s 
 lips, chipper or upbeat, full of cheer,  not show one’s heartbreak 
 or heartache, full of vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed  

 
to have a well-known face 
1. to be popular, famous, famed, well-known, noted, notorious 

 She will not be able to walk a block.  She has a well-known face.  
 

2. (more stylistic) to be eminent, acclaimed, celebrated, exalted, 
 infamous, renowned, prominent, notable, fabled, illustrious, 
 distinguished, legendary, preeminent or venerable 

 
3. (informal)  to be much-touted, on everyone’s tongue, on the map, 

 in everyone’s mouth, have a big name or  name, be on 
 everyone’s lips 
 

4. (slang)  to be bally-hooed 
 
5. (French)  distingué 

 
to have an honest face   



 

 

1. to appear to be natural, candid, direct, truthful, simple, genuine, 
 undisguised, trustworthy, open, uninhibited or obvious 

 She has such an honest face that she can’t be who you say. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to appear to be undisguised, unequivocal, 
 undissembling, undeceiving, guileless, undisguising, artless, 
 unreserved, unambigious, uncorrupted or demonstrative 

 
3. (informal)  to appear to be aboveboard, open and sincere, up and 
 up, on the level, straight-from-the-shoulder, up front or on the up 

 and up 
 

to have an infamous face 
1. to be disgraceful, shameful, notorious, well-known, famous or 
 famed 

 He can not melt into any crowd; he has an infamous face. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be of ill repute, infamous, stigmatized, 
 ignominious, renowned, flagrant, obloquial, disreputable or 
 scandalous, be a renowned, notorious or infamous figure 

 
3. (informal) to be on everyone’s tongue, in everyone’s mouth, on 
 everyone’s lips or much touted, have a big name or have a bad 

 name 
 

4. (slang)  to be so bally-hooed that one’s life no longer is one’s own 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be so famous that one can not shit or pea in peace 

 
to have an open face 
1. to appear to be honest, straightforward, trustworthy, open, plain,

 undisguised, evident, direct, trusting, genuine or undeceptive 
 She has such an open face that I don’t believe that she can lie. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to appear to be unfeigning, credulous, uncorrupt, 
 undissimulating, guileless, sincere, unsuspicious, undissembling, 

 unaffected, uncorrupted or artless 
 

3. (informal)  to appear to be on the level, up and up, aboveboard, 
 straight, fair and square, flat-footed, plain, plain-spoken or as 
 plain  as day 

 
to have an unforgettable face 
1. to have a face which is momentous significant, unusual, out-of-

 the-ordinary, amazing, wondrous outstanding, powerful, singular, 
 distinct, unlike, unique, different, magnificent, striking, 



 

 

 remarkable, impressive, important, fabulous or astounding 
 I won’t be forgetting him in many years; he has an unforgettable 

 face. 
 

2. to have a face which is formidable, memorable, quintessential, 
 distinctive, striking, illustrious, remarkable, extraordinary, unique, 
 distinct, impressive eventful, rare or consequential 

 
3. to have a face which is not-so-easy-to-forget, one of a kind, out of 
 the ordinary, unmatched, red-letter, beyond comparison, one for 

 the book, electrifying, seldom seen before or once in a lifetime 
 

to have dirt flung in one’s face 
1. to be slighted, snubbed, insulted, injured, shown great disrespect, 
 or disrespected, be treated with inconsideration, rudeness, 

 disregard, disrepect, incivility, dishonor, impoliteness, crudeness 
 It  was as if I had dirt flung in my face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be rebuffed, minimized, offended, rebuked, 
 disdained, affronted, humiliated, humbled , stung, cast aspersions 

 on or scorned, be  treated with arrogance, vulgarity or boorishness, 
 be treated in a ill-bred, tactless, indiscreet or disdainful manner   
 

3. (informal) to be made fun of,  put down, cut, looked down on, 
 slammed, cold shouldered, brought down, put to shame, given the 

 cold shoulder, shrugged off, made light of, laughed at, pooh-
 poohed, snubbed or made the laughingstock 
 

4. (slang)  to be dissed 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be fucked, fucked over or shitted on 

 
to have egg on one's face 

1. to be embarrassed, denigrated, belittled, disgraced, scandilized, 
 lowered, humbled or humiliated 
 

2. (highly stylized) to be bespattered, meekened, shamed, mortified, 
 put to the blush, chastened, aspersed, stigmatized or abased 

 
3. (informal) to be made to sing low or eat humble pie, shamefaced, 
 pulled down, made lowly, taken down a peg or two, put to shame, 

 made to turn color, dragged through the mud or brought down, 
 have dirt heaped  on, filled with shame  
 As a result of what happened, he has egg on his face. 

 
(to have one's) face be one's fortune 



 

 

1. to have one's beauty, rather than one's talents, be one's blessing, 
 asset, strength, boon or power 

 She's never studied or developed her mind because she had always 
 thought that her face would be her fortune. 

 
2. to have one’s eye appeal or attractiveness be the key to one’s 
 fortune, one’s bread and butter, selling point or strong point 

 
(to have one's) face brighten 
1. to shine, smile, light up, smile a brillant smile, glow, dazzle 

 The minute that he saw her his face brighten. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to glimmer, illuminate, hearten, radiate, shimmer, 
 gladden, smile a splendid smile, glisten 
 

3. (informal)  to put on a sunny face, beam, put on a happy face, 
 pluck up,  pep up, smile from ear to ear, perk up, cheer up, grin 

 from ear to ear  
 
4. (slang)  to show one’s ivories, sparkle, give a million dollar smile 

 
(to have one's) face fall 
1. to show, manifest, indicate or express on one's face one's dismay, 

 disappointment or sadness on hearing on receiving unwelcomed 
 information news or information 

 When I told him what I had done, his face fell. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to illustrate, bring forth or lay bare on one’s face   

 or let one’s face betray, set forth, undrape or unveil one’s 
 disillusionment, mortification, discontent or disheartenment 
 

3. (informal) to make plain, clear or known on one's face one's agony 
 of mind or sinking, broken, aching or bleeding heart on hearing 

 or receiving bad news or unwelcome information, have one’s face 
 tell the whole story, put in plain view, betray, uncover or spell out 
 one’s comedown or letdown what is one’s feelings 

  
(to have one's) face light up 

1. to shine, smile, light up, smile a brillant smile, glow, dazzel 
 The minute that he saw her his face lit up. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to glimmer, illuminate, radiate, shimmer, smile a 
 splendid smile, glisten 
 

3. (informal)  to put on a sunny face, beam, put on a happy face, 
 smile from ear to ear, grin from ear to ear  



 

 

 
4. (slang)  to show one’s ivories, sparkle, give a million dollar smile 

 
to have something written all over one’s face 

1. to make one’s feelings obvious, visible, apparent or public,  
 have one’s feeling be conspicious, blatant, glaring, unmasked, 
 flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered, evident, revealed or 

 unconcealed, not hide what one is feeling 
 Hide your face and get out of here as soon as you can, what you’re 
 feeling is written all over his face. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 

 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known,  evident, en évidence, tangible, lucid, graphic, 
 transparent, undisguised or discernible, lay bare, be pronounced 

 or unambiguous  
 

3. to be glaring, crystal clear, clear unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, 
 clear as the nose on one’s face, beyond a shadow of a doubt, as 
 plain as the nose on one’s face, plain as day, as plain as the day 

 is long, blatantly clear, right out in the open, plain, exposed to view  
 
to have something written on one’s face 

1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 
 He had his guilt written all over his face. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 
 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 

 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 

 pronounced or unambiguous  
 
3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 

 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 
 

to have the door slammed in one’s face 
1. to be treated with inconsideration, rudeness, disregard, disrepect, 
 incivility, dishonor, impoliteness, crudeness be slighted, snubbed, 

 insulted, injured, shown great disrespect or disrespected,  
 When I was a young woman starting out,  I had the door 



 

 

 slammed in my face many a time. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be treated with arrogance, vulgarity or 
 boorishness, be treated in a ill-bred, tactless, indiscreet or 

 disdainful manner,  be rebuffed, minimized, offended, rebuked, 
 disdained, affronted, humiliated, humbled , stung, cast aspersions 
 on or scorned  

 
3. (informal) to be  shrugged off, made light of, laughed at, pooh-
 poohed, snubbed made fun of,  , put to shame, given the cold 

 shoulder, made the laughingstock, put down, cut, looked down on, 
 slammed, cold shouldered, brought down 

 
4. (slang)  to be dissed 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be fucked, fucked over or shitted on 
 

to have the face to 
1. to be insolent or impertinent enough to, have the imprudence or 
 audacity to, be shameless or unashamed 

 She had the face to laugh and talk to me despite everything 
 that had happened! 
 

2. (informal) be bold, cheeky, brazen, or brash enough to, have the 
 nerve, guts or gall, be bold or brazen faced  

  
3. (vulgar) to have the balls 
 

to have something staring one in the face  
1. to be approaching, nearing, edging closer to, in the near future 
      I had the deadline staring me in the face. 

 
2. (more stylized) to be forthcoming, imminent, impending, on the 

 horizon, drawing neigh or in the wings 
 
3. (informal) be on the way, at hand, coming up, close at hand,  

 about to happen, drawing near or in the foreseeable future 
 

4. (slang) be in the offing 
  
to hide one's face  

1. to hide oneself out of loss of face, embarrassment, humiliation, 
 shame or being humbled, ashamed or abashed, keep a low-profile 
 because one is not shameless, is ashamed,  full of shame, 

 shameful, dishonored or degraded 
 She did not want to be seen; therefore, she hid her face  



 

 

 when she left the house.    
 

2. (more stylized)  to conceal, veil, shroud or screen oneself out 
 of disgrace, mortification, catastrophe or disparagement 

 
3. (informal)  to not have the face, nerve, guts or gall to show one’s 
 face, not be bold or brazen faced 

 
3. (vulgar) to not have the balls to show one’s face in public 
 

4. to be shy, timid, introverted, self-conscious 
 Because she is so shy, she is always hiding her face. 

 
5. (informal)  to be bashful, easily made to blush or turn red, 
 wallflower  

 
to hit upside the face 

1.   to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate,   
 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 

It is so late that I know that when I get home my father is going to  

 hit upside the face. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, flog,

 imprecate, lambaste, thrash 
 

3. (informal)  to jump all over one, let someone have it, blast, whallop, 
 keelhaul,  tear to pieces, strap, chew someone out, skin alive, rake 
 over the coals, give someone hell, give someone the business   

 
4. (slang)  to cane, hit upside the face, whack, lay someone out in 
 lavender, belt, whale, tan, wring one neck      

 
to keep a straight face 

1. to not change one's expression despite the situation, remain stoic 
 unresponsive or expressionless 
 Even though everyone else was laughing hysterically, he kept a  

 straight face during the entire show. 
 

2. (informal)  to be stone-faced, have an expression which is 
 deadpan, blank or wooden, have a poker face 
 

to keep throwing something up in someone's face 
1. to mention or recall a past mistake or incident again and again in 
 order to rebuke, reprimand or reproach, dwell on   

 He keeps throwing the affair up in my face. 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  to keep bringing up, beat someone over the head 
 with,  beat or drive into someone’s head 

  
to kick sand in one’s face 

to show one’s strength by taking advantage of someone else’s relative 
weakness 
He loved to show how strong he was by kicking sand in other boys 

face. 
 
to laugh in one's face 

1. to insult, mock, sneer at, scorn, disdain 
 When I told him my plans, he laughed in my face. 

  
2. (more stylized) to lampoon, satirize, deride, mimic, hold up to 

ridicule, caricature, jeer, scoff at, assail 

 
3. (informal) to poke fun at, knock, laugh at, roast, make fun of, 

 make a laughing stock of, poke fun of, laugh at, make game of,   
 tweak someone’s nose, laugh in the face of, kid, laugh in 
 someone’s face 

 
4. (slang) to guy, thumb one’s nose at, make a snide remark at, 
 pooh- pooh, put down, curl one’s lip  at, make someone the butt 

 of, razz, put down, rag, make sport of, ride, rib 
  

to laugh in the face of 
1. to insult, mock, sneer at, scorn, disdain 
 One day he will understand that you can not laugh in the face of 

 danger. 
  
2. (more stylized) to lampoon, bemock, satirize, deride, mimic, hold 

 up to ridicule, caricature, jeer, scoff at, assail 
 

3. (informal) to poke fun at, knock, laugh at, roast, make fun of, 
 make a laughing stock of, poke fun of, laugh at, make game of,   
 tweak someone’s nose, laugh in the face of, kid, laugh in 

 someone’s face 
 

3. (slang) to guy, thumb one’s nose at, make a snide remark at, 
 pooh- pooh, put down, curl one’s lip  at, make someone the butt 
 of, razz, put down, rag, make sport of, ride, rib 

 
to laugh on the other side of one's face 
1. to be humbled, meekened or chastened 

 Now that all the numbers are in, he's laughing on  
 the other side of his face. 



 

 

 
2. (informal)  to be brought down a peg or two, made to eat 

 humble pie, get what one has been asking for  
 

3. to be dismayed, discouraged, dejected or disheartened 
 
4. (informal) to be in the doldrums, take the heart out or  

 the starch out of, damper one’s spirit  
 
5. (slang)  to be down in the dumps, be bummed out 

 
to look at full face  

1. to face directly, face squarely, look openly and directly at 
 He looked at the camera full face and smiled. 
 

1. to look at directly without lowing one’s gaze or blinking, look at 
 openly and candidly 

 I have never seen a child so bold; she looked at the audience full 
 face and told them that she was proud of her actions. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to look at forthrightly, unreservedly, unflinchingly,
 uncringingly, straightforwardly, unblenchingly, confidentally, 
 unshrinkingly, point-blankly, unblushingly or unseemingly 

 
3. (informal)  to not lower one’s gaze, look at unblinkingly, boldly, 

 fearlessly, in a manner which is candid, plucky, frank, cheeky, 
 brassy or brazen 
 

to look at directly in one’s face 
1. to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear, defy openly 

 I looked at him directly in the face and told him the truth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 

3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 
 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 

 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 
 harm’s way, meet head on 

 
4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 

 
5. to look at directly in the face, look at in the eye without blink 



 

 

 or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone  frankly, candidly 
 and directly without blinking or hesitating, not lower one’s gaze  

 Some killers can not look at their victims directly in the face. 
  

6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look right in the face, look right in the eyes, look 
 straight in the face, look in the face, not blink, straight-from-

 the-shoulder, be unshrinking, blunt, heart-to-heart or flat-
 footed, to look straight in the face 
 

to look at one in the face 
1. to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  

 defiantly, defy, show no fear, defy openly 
 I looked at him in the face and told him the truth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 

 
3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 
 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 

 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 
 harm’s way, meet head on 

 
4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
5. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eye without blink or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone 
 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating, not 
 lower  one’s gaze  

 Some killers can not look at his victim in the face. 
  

6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look at someone right in the face, look right in the 
 eyes, look straight in the face, look in the face, not blink, 

 straight-from-the-shoulder, be unshrinking, blunt, heart-to-
 heart or flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the face 

 
to look at one squarely in the face 
1. to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  

 defiantly, defy, show no fear, defy openly 
 I looked at him squarely in the face and told him the truth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 

 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 
 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 

 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 
 harm’s way, meet head on 
 

4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 
 

5. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone 

 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating, not 
 lower  one’s gaze  
 Some killers can not look at their victim squarely in the face. 

  
6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 

 the eyes, look at someone right in the face, look right in the 
 eyes, look straight in the face, look in the face, not blink, 
 straight-from-the-shoulder, be unshrinking, blunt, heart-to-

 heart or flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the face 
 
to look at one straight in the face 

1. to challenge, confront, affront, encounter,  meet defiantly, defy 
 He looked at her straight in the face and waited for 

 her to react. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 

 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 
3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 

 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 
 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 

 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court danger, go in 
 harm’s way, meet head on, sow the seeds of, stir or fire up, start 
 

4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn, egg on, prod, goad 

 
5. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone 

 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating, not 
 lower  one’s gaze  
 The reason that he looked at her straight in the face was that he 

 wanted to get a reaction from her. 
  



 

 

6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look at someone right in the face, look right in the 

 eyes, look straight in the face, look in the face, not blink, 
 straight-from-the-shoulder, be unshrinking, blunt, heart-to-

 heart or flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the face 
 
to look full face at 

1. to face directly, face squarely, look openly and directly at 
 He looked full face at the camera and smiled. 
 

1. to look at directly without lowing one’s gaze or blinking, look at 
 openly and candidly 

 I have never seen a child so bold; she looked full face at the 
 audience and told them that she was proud of her actions. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to look at forthrightly, unreservedly, unflinchingly,
 uncringingly, straightforwardly, unblenchingly, confidentally, 

 unshrinkingly, point-blankly, unblushingly or unseemingly 
 
3. (informal)  to not lower one’s gaze, look at unblinkingly, boldly, 

 fearlessly, in a manner which is candid, plucky, frank, cheeky, 
 brassy or brazen 
 

to look full face in 
1. to look at with the entire and complete face showing or visible, not 

 be shown in profile or from the side view    
 She looked full face in the one-way mirror; therefore, I was  
 able to see everything, blemishes and all. 

 
2. to face directly, face squarely, look squarely, steadily, 
 steadfastly directly at, candidly, frankly or straightforwardly at  

 He looked full face at his enemy without lowering his gaze. 
 

to look in the face 
1. to encounter, be fearless, meet defiantly, challenge, confront, 
 affront, defy, be unafraid, brabe, high-spirited or daring in the face 

 of something or someone 
 Look in the face of danger and don’t blink! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be dauntless or undaunted, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, have no misgivings, hesitation or apprehensiveness,  

 affront or show no trepidation, anxiety or qualm  in the face of 
  
3. (informal)  to not blink in the face of, stand up to, stand up 

 against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 



 

 

 harm’s way, meet head on, taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down 
 the gauntlet, square off against, look straight in the face  

 
4. (slang)  to dig egg on, prod, sneer goad, jeer, brazen, razz, brazen 

 out, gibe, brazen through, chaff, take the bull by the horn, twit 
 
5. to be plain-spoken or straightforward, look candidly and directly 

 without blinking or hesitating, not mince one’s words, not be a 
 mealy mouth, not lower  one’s gaze, look at someone directly in 
 the face, look at  someone in the eye without blink or 

 unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone frankly  
   

6. (informal) to be blunt, plain, open or direct, not to lower one’s gaze, 
 not to blink, look straight in the eyes, look at someone right in 
 the face, look right in the eyes, look straight in the face, be 

 heart-to-heart, not blink, straight-from-the-shoulder, be 
 unshrinking, be flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the 

 face, look in the face  
 
to look one directly in the face 

1. to meet defiantly, attack, meet  engage, confront, contend, dare, 
 encounter,  challenge, meet defiantly, defy 
 I looked him directly in the face and told him the truth. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, have no misgivings, hesitation or 

 apprehensiveness while facing, show no trepidation, anxiety or 
 qualm in the face of, be dauntless or undaunted in the face of  
 

3. (informal)  to tempt Providence, meet face to face, court 
 decision, look in the face of,  go in harm’s way, meet head on, 
 sow the seeds of, stir or  fire up, start, thumb one’s nose at, twist 

 the lion’s tail, bell the cat, meet eyeball to eyeball, throw down 
 the gauntlet, square off against, look straight in the face, stand 

 up to, stand up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, 
 taunt  
 

4. (slang)  to dig, twit brazen, snap one’s fingers at, brazen out, scoff 
 at brazen through, sneer, take the bull by the horn, egg on, prod, 

 goad,  double-dare, pluck one by the beard 
 
5. to talk to or discuss with someone frankly, candidly and directly 

 without blinking or hesitating, not lower one’s gaze, look at one 
 directly in the face, look at one in the eye without blinking or 
 unblinkingly 

 He looked at me directly in the face and smiled.  I lost control 
 and attacked him.  



 

 

  
6. (informal) to look in the face, not blink, straight-from-the-

 shoulder, look straight in the eyes, look at someone right in 
 the face, look right in the eyes, look straight in the face, be 

 heart-to-heart or flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the 
 face, be unshrinking, blunt not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink 
 

to look one in the face 
1. to defy, provocate, challenge, confront, affront, confront boldly, 
 encounter, meet defiantly, attack, meet 

 I looked her in the face and waited for her to react. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to forment, affront, aggress, show no trepidation, 
 enkindle, demonstrate no apprehensive, to have no misgivings, 
 accost, instigate, assail 

 
3. (informal)  to meet face to face,  taunt, twist the lion’s tail, tempt 

 Providence,  court decision, go in harm’s way, meet head on, sow 
 the seeds of, stir or fire up, start, come face to face, throw down 
 the gauntlet, face,square off against, look straight in the face, 

 stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head in the lion’s 
 mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, bell the cat 
 

4. (slang)  to prick, brazen, spur, brazen out, brazen through, take 
 the bull by the horn, drive, egg on, prod, goad, touch off 

 
5. to not lower one’s gaze, talk to or discuss with someone 
 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating  

 The reason that he looked at her in the face was that he 
 wanted to get a reaction from her. 
  

6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look in the face, not blink, be unshrinking, blunt,  

 heart-to-heart or flat-footed, to look straight in the  face, look 
 right in the face, look right in the eyes,  look in the face 
 without blinking, be straight-from-the-shoulder 

 
to look one square in the face 

1. to provocate, confront boldly challenge, confront, affront, 
 encounter, meet defiantly, defy 
 I looked him squarely in the face and told him the truth. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to brave, affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate 
 no apprehensive, to have no misgivings, accost 

 
3. (informal)  to bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, meet 



 

 

 face to face, go in harm’s way, meet head on, sow the seeds of, 
 stir or fire up, come face to face, start, taunt, twist the lion’s tail, 

 throw down the gauntlet, square off against, look straight in the 
 face, stand up to, stand up against,  put one’s head in the lion’s 

 mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, face 
 
4. (slang)  to egg on, prod, goad, beard, brazen, brazen out, brazen 

 through, take the  bull by the horn, outbrazen 
 
5. to  be blunt, talk to or discuss with someone frankly, candidly and 

 directly without blinking or hesitating, not lower  one’s gaze,  
 look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eye without blink or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone 
 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating, not 
 lower  one’s gaze  

 I had to lower my gaze as he looked at me squarely in the face.  I 
 was so ashamed. 

  
6. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look at someone right in the face, look right in the 

 eyes, look straight in the face, look in the face, not blink, 
 straight-from-the-shoulder, be unshrinking, blunt, heart-to-
 heart or flat-footed, to look at someone straight in the face 

 
to look one straight in the face 

1. to challenge, confront, affront, encounter,  meet defiantly, defy 
 He looked her straight in the face and waited for 
 her to react. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 

 
3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 

 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 
 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 

 harm’s way, meet head on, sow the seeds of, stir or fire up, start 
 

4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn, egg on, prod, goad 
 

5. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly, talk to or discuss with someone 
 frankly, candidly and directly without blinking or hesitating, not 

 lower  one’s gaze  
 The reason that he looked her straight in the face was that he 



 

 

 wanted to get a reaction from her. 
  

6. (informal) to look right in the eyes, look straight in the face, 
 look in the face, not blink, straight-from-the-shoulder, be 

 unshrinking, blunt, heart-to- heart or flat-footed, to look at 
 someone straight in the face, not to lower one’s gaze, not to 
 blink, look straight in  the eyes, look at someone right in the 

 face  
 
to lose face   

1. to be humiliated, shamed, embarrassed, humbled, demeaned 
 When he stole his money, he made him lose face. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to fall into disrepute,  be abashed, 
 discountenanced or put out of countenance, decried, derogated, 

 debased or maligned, incur disgrace, be debased or degraded 
 

3. to be shamefaced, belittled, put down or made to die a  
 thousand deaths  
 

to make a face 
1.   to grimace, show one's distaste or disgust 
 When I told him my plans, he made a face. 

 
2. (informal)  to snicker at, make fun of, smirk at, smile at, 

 chuckle at, simper at, sneer at, curl one’s lip at 
 
to make a long face 

1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed, or crestfallen 
 Honey, don’t make such a long face? 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 
 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 

 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, blue, in the doldrums, or in the depth 
 of despair, make a face, stick out one’s lower lip, pull on a long 

 face, put on a long face, make a long face 
 

4. (slang) to be bummed out, blue, down in the dumps, in the pits 
 or down in the mouth 
 

to make a wary face 
1. to openly express on one’s face that one is being prudent or 
 guarded, not hide one’s apprehensiveness suspicions  

 When I told him my plans, he made a very wary face 
 



 

 

2. to not hide that one does not believe a word which is being said,  
 show that one does not totally trust what one is seeing or being 

 told, show that one is being observant, watchful, vigilant 
 When she entered into the room, I knew that she was apprehensive  

 because she made a wary face. 
 
3. (informal)  to have one’s eyes peeled, be on one’s toes, on the 

 alert, or on the lookout, put on a wary face  
 
to make an about face 

1.       to backpedal, change one's position or opinion 360°,     
          backtrack, reverse oneself, renounce, withdraw, change one's  

          position or opinion 180°   
          He made an about face when he found out the truth. 
 

2.       (more stylistic)  to renounce, foreswear, disclaim, unsay, renege  
          retract, disavow, tergiversate, rescind, recant, repudiate, gainsay  

 
3.       (informal)  to do an about face, eat one’s words, take back,    
          swallow one’s words, shift one’s ground, change one’s mind, 

          about face, change one’s side 
 
4.        to pull a switcheroo, flip-flop, pull a 180 degree, do a flip flop  

 
to make faces 

1. to twist, contort or distort one’s face as a direct or indirect way of 
 showing one’s feelings, suspicion, disagreement or doubt 
 As I was explaining my side of the story, the policeman showed me 

 what he thought of it by making faces. 
 
2. to amuse, entertain or gesture with the face 

So that the child would stop crying, shethe baby made faces. 
 

3. (informal)  to make funny faces 
 
to make funny faces 

1. to twist, contort or distort one’s face as a direct or indirect way of 
 showing one’s feelings, suspicion, disagreement or doubt 

 I don’t think that while playing poker she would  make funny 
 faces which was a clear give away to what was in her hand. 
 

2. to amuse, entertain or gesture with the face 
I love how clowns are always making funny faces. 
 

3. (informal)  to make faces 
 



 

 

to meet face to face 
1. to meet one on one, be together in the same room, meet in person  

 No more representatives.  I want us to meet face to face to resolve 
 this dispute. 

 
2. (more informal)  to be eyeball-to-eyeball, be eye-to-eye or be 
 face-to-face with 

 
to not be able to face 
1. to be unable to withstand, tolerate, admit, accept, swallow, accept 

 or endure 
 I know I should but I am not be able to face the truth.   

 It’s much too hard. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be unable to brave out, abide, bear, 

 countenance, brook or support 
 

3. to meet with, be unable to hold out against, grin and bear it, 
 stand, swallow,  put up  with, go through, put on a good face, 
 stomach 

 
to not be able to face someone 
1. to be too ashamed of seeing, meeting or encountering  

 someone because of one's own behavior 
 I abandoned him as a baby; I can't face him. I’ll never be able to. 

 
2. to be unable to come upon, run across, come face to face with,  
 happen upon, cross paths with, see, talk to or meet someone 

 because of shame and disgrace 
 
to not be able to see one's hand in front of one's face 

to be so dark or foggy that one can not see what lies ahead 
It is so foggy that I can't see my hand in front of my face. 

 
to not be just a handsome face 
1. to not be direspected, ignored, overlooked, minimized, neglected, 

 underrated or disregarded, respect, admire 
 Be careful; he is not  just a handsome face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to not be slighted, snubbed, held in disrespect, 
 scorned, underestimated, disprized, disdained, considered beneath 

 oneself or shunned, think highly of, appreciate, ascribe importance 
 to, take one’s hat off to, set great store by, realize the worth of, 
 hold a high opinion of, esteem, think well of, take notice of, value   

 
3. (informal)  to rate highly, look up to, pay attention to, have a high 



 

 

 opinion of, think the world of, not be looked down one’s nose at, 
 be just a handsome face, sell short, sneeze at, look down at, spit 

 at, turn one’s nose up at, curl one’s lip at, brush aside or be 
 just a pretty face 

    
4. (slang)  to not pooh-pooh or dump on  
 

to not be just a pretty face 
1. to not be underrated, overlooked, minimized, direspected, 
 neglected, ignored, shrugged at, shrugged off, disregarded or 

 ignored, prize, rate highly, esteem, admire, appreciate, treasure, 
 set high value on 

 She is more than a bimbo; she is not just a pretty face. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to take one’s hat’s to, set great store by, realize the 

 worth of, not be slighted, snubbed, held in disrespect, scorned, 
 underestimated, disprized, disdained, considered beneath oneself 

 or shunned, hold a high opinion of, think highly of, appreciate, 
 ascribe importance to, esteem, think well of, take notice of, value   
 

3. (informal)  to rate highly, look up to, pay attention to, have a high 
 opinion of, think the world of, not look down one’s nose at,  
 look down upon, be just a handsome face, sell short, sneeze at,  

 spit at, turn one’s nose up at, curl one’s lip at, brush aside or be 
 just a pretty face 

    
4. (slang)  to not pooh-pooh or dump on  
 

to not be just another face 
1. to regard highly, respect, speak well, prize, admire, think highly, 
 defer to, have a high opinion, set store by, look up to 

 Don’t underestimate either one of them; they are not just another 
 face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to take one’s hat’s to, set great store by, realize the 
 worth of, not be slighted, snubbed, held in disrespect, scorned, 

 underestimated, disprized, disdained, considered beneath oneself 
 or shunned, hold a high opinion of, think highly of, appreciate, 

 ascribe importance to, esteem, think well of, take notice of, value   
 
3. (informal)  to rate highly, look up to, pay attention to, have a high 

 opinion of, think the world of, not be looked down one’s nose at, 
 be just a handsome face, sell short, sneeze at, look down at, spit 
 at, turn one’s nose up at, curl one’s lip at, brush aside or be 

 just a pretty face 
    



 

 

4. (slang)  to not pooh-pooh or dump on  
 

to not do something for one's pretty face (usually meant sarcastically) 
not to take action so as not to offend or hurt someone 

I did not take retaliation against your father for your pretty face. 
 
to not look someone in the face 

1. to look down, not to meet one’s gaze, look away, avoid one’s eyes or 
 face as a result of discomfort, embarrassment, shame, humiliation 
 or uncomfortableness  

 While I told him the truth I kept my face down.  I was much too 
 mortified to look him in the face. 

 
2. (more stylized) to evade, avert or circumvent one’s eyes or refrain 
 from looking at someone as a result of one’s uneasiness or 

 discomfit 
 

3. (informal)  to be unable to face, look at in the face or come face 
 to face with, turn away from, look everywhere but in someone’s 
 face, keep one’s eyes down, not meet one’s eyes, look at one’s feet, 

 keep one’s head down 
 
to outface   

1. to not flinch, stare hard at, not blink, look at straight in the face, 
 look at directly in the eyes, brave, meet without lowering one’s 

 gaze  
  
2. (more stylized) to not blench, show defiance, not recoil, stare out 

 of countenance, endure, withstand, not to cower or shirk 
 
3. (informal)  to stare down, be baldfaced, brazen, barefaced, cheeky 

 or boldfaced, look at without blinking or shrinking, not dodge, 
 shun or elude, take it on the chin, bite the bullet, outdare, 

 outbrazen, show one’s teeth 
 
4. to defy or challenge,  to be fearless, unafraid, valid, daring, bold, 

 audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 
 He is always his head in thumbing his nose to danger. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to bid defiance, be undaunted, dauntless, Spartan, 
 valorous, lion-hearted, bold-spirited, audacious, valiant, aweless, 

 intrepid, dreadless or undismayed, meet defiantly, hurl defiance at  
 
6. (informal)  to put one’s head in the lion’s head, be stout-hearted, 

 play with fire, dance on the razor’s edge, skate on thin ice, tempt 
 Providence, go in harm’s way, square off, put one’s head in the 



 

 

 lion’s mouth, be iron-hearted or stout-hearted, bell the cat 
 

7. (slang)  to be gutsy, spunky, manly, manful, plucky, one’s own 
 man,  march up to the canon’s mouth, court destruction, double-

 dog, outface, dare, thumb one’s nose at, snap one’s fingers at 
 
8. (vulgar)  ballsy, have a lot of balls 

 
9. to stand up to, meet, challenge, oppose, confront, encounter, 
 torment, offend 

 He outfaced his enemy and remained standing despite everything. 
 

10. (more stylized)  fling down the gauntlet, provoke, taunt, affront 
 
11. (informal)  to look full in the face, meet face to face, meet eye 

 to eye, meet eyeball-to eyeball, meet head on, look at full in 
 the face, throw down the gauntlet 

 
to preserve one's face 
1. to sustain or maintain one's dignity and good reputation, not 

 be denigrated or disgraced, keep one’s reputation intact 
 He will do anything to preserve his face. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  not to have one’s good name sullied, besmirched, 
 smeared or defiled, not allow oneself to be disrespected or 

 disregarded, demand respect 
 
3. to not lose face, not be made to look bad, not have one’s action 

 hung out on the clothes lines for all to see, save face 
 
to pull a long face 

1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed, or crestfallen 
 Honey, don’t pull such a long face.  Everything will be okay. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 
 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 

 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, blue, in the doldrums, or in the depth 

 of despair, make a face, stick out one’s lower lip, pull on a long 
 face, put on a long face, make a long face 
 

4. (slang) to be bummed out, blue, down in the dumps, be in the pits 
 or down in the mouth 
   

to put a good face on 
1. to tolerate, endure, suffer through, bear, brave, withstand one’s 



 

 

 pain or discomfit and not express it on one’s face  
 Even though he was extremely embarrassed, he put a good  

 face on and dealt with the pain. 
 

2. (informal)  to put up with, make the best of, grin and bear, 
 swallow, stomach, digest, brook one’s pain without showing 
 the world what one’s feels, not wear one’s heart on one’s sleeve 

 
3. to put or give a favorable emphasis on a news story, to slant, 
 misrepresent, embellish or distort to one’s advantage 

 They tried to put a good face on the fact that the killer was 
 still at large. 

 
4. (informal)  to spin, tilt, skew, doctor, twist, color, bend 
 a story to one’s own advantage 

 
to put a new face on something 

to show something in a new light or in a different perspective 
His information put a new face on the situation. 
 

to put on a face  
1. to grimace, change one's expression to show one's feelings of  
 displeasure, frown, scowl  

 He put on a face when I told him my opinion. 
 

2. (informal)  to pout, mouth, stick out one’s mouth or lips, hang 
 the lip, make a wary face,  
 

3. look daggers, give a look that could kill 
 
to put on a bold face 

1. to give the appearance of assurance and confidence, of  
 fearlessness or being unafraid  

 Although he was dying of fright, he put on a bold face. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  to show oneself as being lion hearted,  

 unblenching, great, stout, iron or high-hearted, dashing or 
 dreadless 

 
3. (informal)  to give the appearance of being plucky, unflinching,  
 red-blooded, unblinking, unshrinking, gutsy 

 
4. to be insolent, forward or audacious 
 

5. (highly stylized)  to be impertinent, presumptuous, impudent 
 



 

 

6. to be barefaced, cocky, brazen, brazen-faced, bold, fresh 
 

to put on a brave face 
1. to remain composed, sound, sturdy, unshrinking or dauntless 

 during an especially trying time  
 I know that she is upset although she is putting on a brave face. 
 

2. (informal) in a trying, threatening, or dangerous situation to 
 appear to be gritty, game, red-blooded or gutsy, be someone 
 who seems to have guts, gustiness, red-blood pumping through 

 his veins, or a heart 
 

to put on a face to suit the occasion 
1. to comport oneself as to conform, mesh, harmonize, or  
 correspond  to the any situation 

 He will never give you away.  He always put on a face 
 to suit the occasion. 

 
2 (informal)  to while in Rome do as the Romans do, be a chameleon, 
 blend into or go with any given situation 

 
to put on a happy face 
 to have an outward appearance of cheerfulness, happiness, joy, 

 delight, appear to be happy, satisfied or well pleased, cheery, full 
 of cheer, positive or in a good mood  

 Don't let them know that they have hurt you.  Put on a happy 
 face. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  put on a outward appearance of gaiety, 
 tranquility,  serenity, joyfulness, joviality, felicity, hide  one’s 
 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst,  or woe, appear to be genial, 

 blither, optimistic, enthused buoyant, in good spirits, ebullient, 
 mirthful, jubilant, euphoric, happy as a lark or effervescent 

  
3. (informal) to be bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s 

sleeve, airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s 

lips, chipper or upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, 
appear to be full of vim or vigor, upbeat, merry, bright eyed and 

bushy tailed, save or preserve face, not let someone get your 
goat,  not wear one’s heart on one’s sleeves, keep a stiff upper 
lip  

 
to put on a long face 
1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed, or crestfallen 

 Honey, don’t put on such a long face.  Everything will be okay. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylized)  to be melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 
 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 

 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, blue, in the doldrums, or in the depth 

 of despair, make a face, stick out one’s lower lip, pull on a long 
 face, put on a long face, make a long face 
 

4. (slang) to be bummed out, blue, down in the dumps, be in the pits 
 or down in the mouth 
 

to put on a straight face 
1. to not show on one’s face any kind of expression 

 or emotion, be expressionless, have an expression 
 which is blank, wooden or undemonstrative 
 When he told the jokes, he put on a straight face.  

 
2. to appear to be unblinking, straight-faced, deadpan or poker 

 faced, put on a poker face, 
 
3. to put on a face which is inscrutable, hidden, mysterious, 

 incomprehensible, inexplainable, cryptic  
 Because he put on a straight face, I had no idea 
 what he was thinking. 

  
to put on a poker face 

1. to have an expression which is inscrutable, beyond 
 comprehension, indecipherable, undecipherable, past 
 comprehension or understanding, hidden 

 Whenever he plays any kind of game, he puts on  
 a poker face. 
 

2. to show no emotion, be expressionless, have an expression 
 which is wooden, empty, unresponsive or blank 

 When he put on a poker face, I have no idea what he is thinking. 
  
to put on a sunny face 

1. to not show or express one's sadness, distress or depression  on 
 one's face,  appear to be cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm or 

 shining 
 Although when he left her she was devastated, she put on a  
 sunny face. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to appear to be genial, blither, optimistic or 
 enthused, hide one’s wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst, or woe, 

 seem to be buoyant, in good spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a 
 lark, effervescent, genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, buoyant, in 



 

 

 good spirits, ebullient, mirthful, jubliant, euphoric 
  

3. (informal) to be bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s 
 sleeve, airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s 

 lips, chipper or upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, 
 full of vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed, save or preseve 
 face, not let someone get your goat,  keep a stiff upper lip  

 
to put on a wary face 
1. to openly express on one’s face that one is being prudent or 

 guarded, not hide one’s apprehensiveness and suspicions  
 When I told him my plans, he made a very wary face 

 
2. to not hide that one does not believe a word which is being said,  
 show that one does not totally trust what one is seeing or being 

 told, openly show that one is being observant, watchful, vigilant 
 When she entered into the room, I knew that she was apprehensive  

 because she put on a wary face. 
 
3. (informal)  to openly express that one has one’s eyes peeled, is 

 on one’s toes, on the alert, or on the lookout, make a wary face.  
 
to put on an important face 

to pretend to be prestigious, eminent, peerless, or renowned 
Don't let the fact that he puts on an important face fool you. 

 
to put on one's face 
to put on make up, use cosmetics on one’s face 

Before we leave, I must put on my face. 
 
to put the best face on  

1. to make something look better than it really is, emphasize or 
 extenuate the positive, make less serious or soften the negative 

 He put the best face on his failure. 
  

2. (informal) to whitewash, put a good spin on something, smooth 

 over, down play, cover up, gloss over or gloze over the negative  
He had no other choice but put the best face on the situation. 

 
to save face 
1. to sustain or maintain one's dignity and good reputation, not 

 be denigrated or disgraced, keep one’s reputation intact 
 Most people will do whatever it takes to save face. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  not to have one’s good name sullied, besmirched, 
 smeared or defiled, not allow oneself to be disrespected or 



 

 

 disregarded, demand respect 
 

3. to not lose face, not be made to look bad, not have one’s action 
 hung out on the clothes lines for all to see, preserve one's face 

 
to say it right to one's face 
1. to confront someone straight-forwardly, directly, candidly,  

 frankly, forthrightly 
 I am not going to hide from him but I'm going  
 to say it right to his face. 

 
2. (informal)  to confront or talk face to face, straight 

 from the shoulder, boldly, flat-footedly, without playing or 
 joking around, open and aboveboard, up front, tell someone to 
 one's face, say something to one's face 

 
3. to be on the up and up with someone 

 
to say it to one's face 
1. to confront someone straight-forwardly, directly, candidly,  

 frankly, forthrightly 
 I am not going to hide from him but I'm going  
 to say what I feel to his face. 

 
2. (informal)  to confront or talk to someone face to face, straight 

 from the shoulder, boldly, flat-footedly, without playing or 
 joking around, open and aboveboard, up front, tell someone to 
 one's face, say something to one's face 

 
3. to be on the up and up with someone 
 

to see from the look on one's face 
1. to know, learn, see, get, understand, glean, read or fanthom what 

 one is thinking or feeling by one's facial expression 
 I see from the look on your face that I'm in a lot of trouble. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to discern, digest, comprehend, apprehend, 
 preceive, cognize, assimilate is thinking by one’s facial  expression 

 
3. (informal)  to get a fix or read on, get the picture or point, take in, 

get a  hold on, figure out, catch on, able to read like a book, make 

head  or tails of, make out, see through, get a handle on 
 
4. (slang) to get a drift on, become savvy of, get the hang of 

 
to set one’s face against 



 

 

1. to show disapproval, opposition or resistance, dispute, snub, be 
 against, take exception to, shun, shrink away from  

 He set his face against what was being voted on. 
 

2. (more stylized) to evade, recoil from, forbear, disdain, ostracize,
 spurn, eschew, elude, ignore, refrain from, derelish, take exception 
 to, repudiate 

 
3. (informal) to boycott,  back away from, look dimly on, frown upon, 
 not touch with a 10 feet pole, cold shoulder, take a dim view of, 

 put on one’s list, not look kindly upon, turn one’s back on, turn 
 one’s nose up at, steer clear of, shy away from, give the cold 

 shoulder to, keep out of the way of     
 
4. (slang)  to dump, blacklist, blackball, cut 

 
to set one face to face 

1. to set in opposition, made to affront  or confront, set against 
 The ring leader of the gang set the two enemies face to face. 
 

2. (informal) to pit against, bring face to face, set at odds 
 
 

to shield one's face 
1. to hide, conceal or screen one's face 

 The newly convicted criminal tried to shield his face  
 from the press. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to ensconce, veil, shroud or curtain  
 cloak one’s face 
 

3. (informal)  to cover up or keep one’s face out of sight 
 

to shoot off one's face  
1. to speak or talk out of turn, say or do  something that embarrasses 
 one,  make a fool out of oneself, not think carefully about one’s 

 actions or words, talk at an inappropriate moment 
 Stop shooting off your face.  You need to think before opening 

 your mouth. 
 
2. (informal)  to blunder, botch up, mess up, make a faux pas, slip 

 up, stumble, mangle, make a mess of, put one’s foot in one’s 
 mouth 
 

3. (slang) to screw up, screw up royally, pull a boner, goof up, blow it,  
 flub, louse up, make mince meat out of 



 

 

 
4. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 

 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 You better stop shooting off your face. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
6. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 

 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words, 
 rattle on, bend someone’s ear 
  

7. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, run off at the 
 mouth, run on at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 

 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle, run 
 one's mouth , yap, clack, clatter, chat, chit-chat, chitter-chatter,   
 to bull, chin, shoot the bull, yap, yak 

 
8. to brag, color, overstate, flaunt, stretch, adorn, dress up 
 When he’s shooting off his face, you can not believe a word  that 

 he’s saying. 
 

9. to boast, vaunt, exaggerate, sing one’s own praises, trumpet, 
 hyperbolize, strut, overdraw, embellish 
 

10. (informal)  to talk big, toot one’s own horn, shoot off one’s mouth, 
 beat the drum, tell a fish story, crow, shoot off one’s face, blow 
 one’s own horn, make much of, shoot off one’s face 

 
11. (slang)  to blow hard, be windy, shoot the bull, pile it higher and 

 higher 
 
12. (vulgar)  to bull shit, pile the shit up high 

 
to show one's face 

1. go, go or arrive somewhere for a short period of time to be seen but 
 not to stay for a prolong period of time, go  but not stay long 
 At least show your face at the party. 

 
2. (informal)  to show up and afterwards leave, to make an 
 appearance, be seen, turn up, crop up 

 
3. (slang) to make the scene 



 

 

 
to sit face to face 

to sit opposite or across from one another 
We sat face to face in silence. 

 
to slam the door in one's face 
1. to close the door loudly and abruptly in the face of someone, 

 usually done to show one’s anger or displeasure with someone 
 When the salesman refused to leave, the housewife slammed the 
 door in his face. 

 
2. to destroy someone's opportunity or chances 

 By slamming the door in my face, my career came to an end. 
 
3. to rebuff, reject, slight, disregard, repulse, cast aside, repudiate 

 
4. (informal)  to dismiss from one’s thoughts, snub, cut, dismiss 

 from  one’s mind, keep at a distant, turn one’s back on, tell 
 someone where to get off, set no store by, tell someone to get lost, 
 slap in the  face, brush off, give someone the cold shoulder, 

 cold shouler someone, turn up one’s nose at, turn one’s nose 
 up at 
 

5. (slang)  to kiss off, deep six, throw someone to the dog, turn 
 thumbs down on, cut someone dead 

 
to slap one in the face 
1. to hit, smack, punch  

 She slapped the man in the face after he had kissed him. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to buffet, cuff, thwack 

 
3. (informal)  to sock, slug, knock, clout  

 
4. to slight, snub, insult, injure, show one great disrespect, 
 disrespect 

 What she said to me, after all that I had given her, like 
 slapping me in the face. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to rebuff, offend, rebuke, affront, humiliate, 
 humble , sting, cast aspersions on, scorn, reprimand, reproach, 

 castigate 
 
6. (informal) to put down, cut, fling dirt in the face of, thumb one’s 

 nose at, pin one’s ears back,  bring down, spit in one face,  slam 
 the door in one’s face, call down, give a talking to, trim  



 

 

 down, rap on the knuckles, slap down, chew out 
 

7. (slang) to dis, respond to a dis 
 

8. (vulgar)  to fuck, fuck over, shit on 
 
to speak face to face 

1. to speak directly with each other 
 I can't talk to you over the phone; we must speak 
 face to face. 

 
2. to be eyeball to eyeball, face on,  stand facing or toe to toe 

 
3. to be direct, frank, candid, or straightforward 
 

3.  tell someone to one's face, not to bite or hold one’s tongue, not 
 beat around the bush, look someone squarely in the eyes, 

 
to spit in the face of 
1. to defy, challenge, dare, front, court destruction or danger 

 It's not easy to spit in the face of danger. 
 
2. (informal) to dare, meet head-on, square-off, thumb one’s nose 

 at, snap one’s fingers at, beard, slap someone in the face, come 
 face to face, face  

 
3. to double-dare, double-dare dog 
 

to spit in one’s face 
1. to slight, snub, insult, injure, show one great disrespect, 
 disrespect 

 What she said to me, after all that I had given her, was like 
 spitting in my face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to rebuff, offend, rebuke, affront, humiliate, 
 humble , sting, cast aspersions on, scorn 

 
3. (informal) to put down, cut, fling dirt in the face of, thumb one’s 

 nose at, pin one’s ears back,  bring down, spit in one face,  slam 
 the door in one’s face 
 

4. to dis, respond to a dish 
 
to stand face-to-face 

3. to, stand facing,   
 Waiting for the duel to begin, the two participants stood face to 



 

 

 face. 
  

4. , breast, defy,  front, be resolute, steadfast, courageous or 
valiant 

 
(more stylized)  to stand in front of, 5. (informal)  to  be fearless, lion 
hearted or plucky, face in defiance,  stand up to, meet head on, 

meet eyeball to eyeball, stand one’s  ground, look straight in the 
face or in the eyes  
 

5. (slang) to show one’s teeth, take on 
 

 
to stand facing 
1. to stand in front of, be face to face or eye to eye, stand opposite 

 to,   stand face to face or eye to eye 
 While I stood facing my father all I could do was cry. 

 
2. to be ready to fight or challenge, stand ready to fight or to do 
 battle, encounter, oppose, challenge, defy 

 She stood facing her enemy with her head held high. 
 
3. (more stylized)  to dispute, confront, affront, oppugn, call into 

 question, meet in a brave, dauntless, undaunted or audacious 
 manner 

 
4. (informal) to go head to head up against, meet or stand eyeball 
 to eyeball, square off, wait for the bell to ring, stand toe to toe 

 
to stare death in the face 
1. to show no fear, apprehensiveness, or uncertainess when 

 confronted with danger 
Because of his job, he is always staring death in the face.  

 
2. (informal) to not be scared of or shrink from danger, to face danger 
 without blinking or unblinkingly, to face danger with a bold, stout, 

 lion or brave heart, be gutsy, plucky, redblooded or gritty 
 

3. to be dying or sinking, fading, take one’s last breaths 
Because she had lived a good and full life, when the time came, 
she stared death in the face without flinching.  She had a good 

death. 
 
4. (highly stylized)  to expire, leave one’s body, slip, pass away, give 

up the ghost, go to sleep, be about to cross the great Divide, be in 
death’s throes 



 

 

 
5. (informal)  to find greener pastures, go to meet one’s maker,  going 

to the greater beyond or riding into the sunset, have one 
 foot in the grave  

 
6. (slang)  to kick the bucket, conk out, take the full count, be on 

one’s last leg 

  
to stare someone in the face 
1.   to confront, oppose, cross, counter, defy, counter 

 He kept staring her in the face. 
 

2.   to provoke, instigate, cause, inflame, enflame, try to arouse 
 
3. (informal)  to beard, beard the, twist the lion’s tail, bell the cat,  

 whip out, stir up, prick, try to get someone’s goat  
 

4. (slang) to want to start something, be looking for trouble, pick at, 
 goad, touch off 
 

to stuff one’s face  (to dine 295) 
1. to eat, overeat, consume, lunch, breakfast, dine, take a meal 
 Because I am fasting, I will not be able to stuff my face for  

 at least a day. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to feast, devour, break bread, glut, pass one’s 
 lips, overindulge 
 

3. (informal)  to eat like a horse, feed one’s face 
 
4. (slang)  to garbage down, gobble down, wolf down, gulp down, tie 

 on the feedbag, , pack away, gobble up, scoff down 
 

to take at face value   
1. to accept without any questions or doubts, unconditionally 
 I guess it's my fault.  I took him at face value despite the 

 gnawing doubt. 
 

2. (informal) to accept as is  
 
to talk until one is blue in the face 

1. to exhaust or drain oneself or to repeat, rephrase, reword or 
 restate over and again in order that one’s point is understood  
 If necessary, I will talk and talk until I am blue in face but 

 you will get this. 
 



 

 

2. to try to bang, hammer, or drive into one’s head, dwell on, harp 
 on, hammer away at 

  
to tell one to one's face 

1. to confront someone straight-forwardly, directly, candidly,  
 frankly, forthrightly 
 I told him to his face that I disagreed. 

 
2. (informal)  to confront or talk to someone face to face, straight 
 from the shoulder, boldly, flat-footedly, without playing or 

 joking around, open and aboveboard, up front, say something to 
 one's face, say something to one's face 

 
3. to be on the up and up with someone 
 

to throw something up in someone's face 
to remind someone, through reproaching , of a past mistake    

I'm sick of it. He's always throwing my past up in my face. 
 
to turn blue in the face  

1. to become angry, upset, furious or mad  
 His anger left me blue in the face. 
 

2. (more stylish)  to become irate, fuming, furibund, infuriated, 
 incensed, livid, enraged, wrathful or distraught, darken 

 
3. to become fit to tie, mad as a hatter, hot under the collar, foaming 
 at the mouth, unhinged, mad as a hornet, flared up, red-hot, 

 white-hot, in a tizzy, horn mad, beside oneself, out of one’s mind 
 
to turn red in the face 

1. to become embarrassed, ashame, discomfited or uneasy 
 When I heard his words, I turned red in the face. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to become abashed, disconcerted or mortified 
 

3. (informal)  to become discombobulated, afluttered, flustered, 
 unhinged, ruffled, in a tizzy  

 
4. to be blushing, flushing or glowing 
 I know that she likes him because she turns red in the face  

 everytime he talks to her. 
 
5. (informal)  to be reddening, turning red, glowing, rosy  

 
to vanish from the face of the earth 



 

 

1. to disappear from sight, disappear without leaving a trace,  
 disappear off the face of the earth, disappear from the face of 

 the earth 
 Have you seen Mary?  She seemed to have vanished from the 

 face of the earth. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to vanish, vanish off the face of the earth, lost to 

 sight, vanish from sight, be lost to sight, vanish from the face of 
 the earth, fade away, recede from view 
 

3. (informal)  to leave without leaving a trace, be swallowed up, 
 vanish into thin air, disppear into thin air 

 
4. (slang)  to go poof, melt away, vaporize, evaporate 
 

to vanish off the face of the earth 
1. to disappear from sight, disappear without leaving a trace,  

 disappear from the face of the earth, disappear off the face of 
 the earth 
 Have you seen Mary?  She seemed to have vanished off the face 

 of the earth. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to vanish, vanish off the face of the earth, lost to 

 sight, vanish from sight, be lost to sight, vanish from the face of 
 the earth, fade away, recede from view 

 
3. (informal)  to leave without leaving a trace, be swallowed up, 
 vanish into thin air, disappear into thin air 

 
4. (slang)  to go poof, melt away, vaporize, evaporate 
 

 
to wipe the grin off of one's face 

1. to wipe away or to destroy someone's self-satisfaction,  
 smugness, or false serenity, humble, meeken, humiliate 
 shame, put to shame 

 It gave me so much satisfaction to wipe the smile off of her face. 
 

2. (highly stylize)  to chasten 
 
3. to bring down, bring down a peg or two, take down a notch or two, 

 make eat humble pie or crow, put one in one’s place, wipe the 
 smile off of one's face 
 

to wipe the smile off of one's face 
1. to wipe away or to destroy someone's self-satisfaction,  



 

 

 smugness, or false serenity, humble, meeken, humiliate 
 shame, put to shame 

 It gave me so much satisfaction to wipe the smile off of her face. 
 

2. (highly stylize)  to chasten 
 
3. to bring down, bring down a peg or two, wipe the grin off of one's 

 face, take down a notch or two, make eat humble pie or crow, put 
 one in one’s place  
 

About face! 
to turn in the opposite direction, turn around or about 

 
Don't get in my face! 
Don't be so close and confrontational!  Get away from me! 

 
Face the wall! 

turn away and stand facing the wall 
I told you to stop talking.  Get up and face the wall. 
  

Get out of my face! 
Move!  Leave!  Get away from me! 
 

Let's face it 
1. Let's deal or confront the situation straight on. 

2. (informal)  Let’s take the bull by the horns, deal with what is, meet 
 whatever face on 
 

Shut your face! 
Keep quiet!  Shut up! 
 

bald-faced  (blatant  119/brazen 131) 
1. notorious, flagrant, blatant, glaring, shameless, brazen, barefaced 

 He is one of the most bald-faced person that I have ever known. 
 
2.  (informal)  cheeky, impudently, with gall or chutzpah  

 
3. obvious, transparent, palpable, undisguised, patent  

 
4. (more stylistic) perspicuous, discernible, perceptible 
 

5. (informal) as plain as the nose on one’s face, as plain as day,   
 crystal clear 
 

bald-faced lie 
1. being a lie which is brazen, bold, shameless, unabashed, 



 

 

 presumptuous or impudent 
 Have you no shame?!  To tell such a bald-faced lie is shameless. 

 
2. being a lie which is obvious, transparent, palpable, undisguise 

  or patent  
 She told a bald-faced lie which was obvious to anyone. 
 

3. (more stylistic) being a lie which is perspicuous, discernible or 
 perceptible 
 

4. (informal) being a lie which is as plain as the nose on one’s face, 
 as plain as day or crystal clear 

 
barefaced 
1. arrogant, brassy, bold, brazen, shameless, defiant, forward 

  I don’t want to work with him; he is too cheeky. 
 

2. (more stylized)  audacious, presumptuous, impertinent, 
 impudent, unabashed, uncircumspect, injudicious, insolent 
 

3. (informal)  flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 
 mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, having gall, nerve, lip, 
 mouth  

 
4. (slang) cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise, sassy, being a 

 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 
 or smartie-pants 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 
 
blue faced  

1. angry, upset, furious, mad,  
 His anger left me blue in the face. 

 
2. (more stylish)  irate, fuming, furibund, infuriated, incensed, livid, 
 enraged, wrathful, distraught, 

 
3. fit to tie, mad as a hatter, hot under the collar, foaming at the 

 mouth, unhinged, mad as a hornet, flared up, red-hot, white-
 hot, in a tizzy, horn mad, beside oneself, out of one’s mind 
 

bold-faced 
1. straightforward, undisguised, unconcealed, frank, 
 plainspoken, candid, open, clear, obvious 

 He has no shame; he is bold-faced. 
 



 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  transparent, patent, overt, palpable,revealed, 
 displayed, shown, glaring 

 
3.    (informal) as plain as the noise on one’s face, crystal clear,   

 flat-footed 
 
4. overconfident, brazen, immodest, brassy, rude, shameless, 

 unabashed, forward, outspoken 
Such a  bold-faced child needs to be disciplined.  

 

5. (more stylistic)  impudent, insolent, assuming, presumptuous 
 

6. (informal)  flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 
 mouthy,  nervy, saucy, brazen-faced, have gall, nerve, lip or 
 mouth, pushy, bold, cheeky, unseemly  

 
7. (slang)  cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, being a 

 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 
 or smartie-pants 
 

8. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 
 
9. brave, hero-like, spirited, fearless, courageous, to have 

 pluckiness, bold-spiritedness 
 

10. (more stylistic)  to have panache or audacity, staunch, full of 
 zest, aweless, valiant or zesty 
 

11. (informal)  to have pluck, mettle, chutzpah, nerve, spirit, starch, 
 have backbone or heart, high-hearted, stout-hearted, brave- 
 hearted, iron-hearted, lion-hearted    

 
12. (slang) gumption, gutsy 

 
13. (vulgar)  to have balls 
 

brave faced 
1. composed, sound, sturdy, unshrinking or dauntless 

 during an especially trying time  
 I know that she is upset although she is putting on a brave face. 
 

2. (informal) gritty, game, red-blooded or gutsy in a trying, 
 threatening, or dangerous situation, having guts, gustiness, red-
 blood pumping through his veins, a heart 

 
brazen faced 



 

 

1. insolent, shameless, forward, brash 
 What a brazen-face girl; nothing shames her. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  impertinent, presumptuous, audacious 

 imprudent, immodest 
 
3. barefaced, cheeky, cocky, brazen, brazen-faced, bold, fresh, 

 mouthy, out of line, saucy  
 
full-faced 

1. being  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 
 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  

 big boned 
 Yes, she is  full- faced but she has such a pleasant smile and 
 beautiful eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic) being well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 

 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 
 
3. (informal)  being full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out, 

 having a plump round face 
 
4. (slang)  being roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 

 
Janus-faced  

1. shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty, wily, resourceful, 
 canny, insincere, flattering, fawning, unfailingly polite, false
 ingratiating, deceitful, insincere, untrustworthy, hypocritical 

 cunning, crafty, plotting, deceitful, dishonest, shrewd 
 
2. (more stylized) stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 

 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, delusive, Byzantine, 
 misleading, illusory, Janus-faced,disingenuous 

 
3. (informal)  oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 
 mince words, , straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be hedging, 

 shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to  catch, roundabout, hard to 
 pin down, cagey, shifty, slippery, canny,  not be plain- spoken, 

 double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, a snake 
 in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-
 hearted double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 

 a snake in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-
 hearted, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding, golden tongued, sharp or cagey, have the gift of gab  

  
4. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 



 

 

 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, foxy, oily, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, shifty, slippery, canny, cagey,   

 smooth talker 
 

long faced 
1. sad, unhappy, depressed, crestfallen 
 Honey, why do you have such a long face? 

 
2. (more stylized) melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 
 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened, heavy-hearted 

 
3. (informal) long faced, blue, in the doldrums, in the depth 

 of despair 
 
4. (slang)  bummed out, down in the dumps, pulling on a long  face, 

 making a long face, in the pits, down in the mouth 
 

moon-faced 
1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 
 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big boned 

 
2. (more stylistic)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out 

 
4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

pale faced 
1. being sickly, bloodless, unhealthy color,  colorless, without color, 
 drained of color, white, ashen, drained, bloodless, unhealthy color,  

 colorless, without color,  drained of color, white, deathly pale or 
 deathly pale 

 I know that he is sick; he is pale faced. 
 
2. (more stylistic) being waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, 

 peaked or anemic, looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 

 sallow, waxen, deathly, pallid, livid, peaked or blanched,  
 having been reduced to skin and bones 
 

3. (informal)  being pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale faced, death-
 like or drained, looking or being spent, pasty, withered, tallow 
 faced, pale-faced, hollow-eyed, looking washed-out, bleached out, 

 pasty, deathlike or pale of a ghost 
 



 

 

pasty-faced 
1. look or being sickly, gaunt, unwholesome, feeble, in poor health, 

 pale, unhealthy, sick, ashen, drained, bloodless, unhealthy color,  
 colorless, without color,  drained of color, white, deathly pale or 

 pinched  
 You are so pasty-faced that it looks like you are going to faint. 
 

2. (more stylized) looking or being on the decline, infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, peaked, 

 anemic or blanched, having been reduced to skin and bones 
 

3. (informal) looking or being spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced, 
 pale-faced, hollow-eyed, looking washed-out, bleached out, pasty, 
 deathlike, pale of a ghost, being pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale 

 faced, death-like or drained 
 

 
poker faced   
1. blank, vacant, expressionless, empty, straight faced, lifeless 

 Who knows what she is thinking.  She is poker-faced. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, hidden, 

 impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane 
 

3. (informal) stiff as a board, wooden, deadpan, stiff 
 
red faced 

1. embarrassed, flustered 
 She became red faced when he talked to her. 
 

2. timid, shy, introverted 
 Just looking at her she became red faced. 

 
3. (informal)  a wall flower, shrinking, a shrinking violet 
 

round-faced 
1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 

 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big boned 
 She is a round-faced beauty. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out 
 



 

 

4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

shamed faced 
1. embarrassed, flustered  

 He is shamed faced. 
2.   (informal)  made to blush or change color 
 

3. mortified, humbled, disgraced, shamed 
 
4. (informal) in the dog house, out of favor 

 
5. meek, easily embarrassed or flustered, shy, blushing 

 
6. (informal)  a wall flower, shrinking, or a shrinking violet 
 

stone faced 
1. blank, vacant, expressionless, indifferent, unfeeling, empty, 

 straight faced or  lifeless, blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, 
 meaningless, bareness, straight face, indifference 
 He  was stone faced during the entire show. 

 
2. (more stylistic) inexpressive, undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, stoical, 

 emotionless, hollow or inane, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 

 
3. (informal) stone faced, wooden or deadpan, colorlessness, 
 blankness, nothingness, poker face  

 
straight faced 
1. to not change one's expression despite the situation, remain stoic 

 unresponsive or expressionless 
 Even though everyone else was laughing hysterically, he kept a  

 straight face during the entire show. 
 
2. (informal) stone-faced, deadpan, blank, wooden, poker faced 

 
tallow-faced 

1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so tallow-faced. 
 
2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 



 

 

 reduced to skin and bones, being peaked, livid, wan 
 

3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  
 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 

 
two-faced 
1. deceitful, insincere, false, untrustworthy, hypocritical 

 I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him.   
 He is  two-faced. 
 

2. (highly stylized) Machiavellian, Janus-faced, treacherous 
 

3. (informal) to be someone who would stab one in the back or 
 crooked, double-dealing, back-stabbing, a snake in the grass, talk 
 out of both side of one’s mouth 

  
4. misleading, illusory, illusive, delusive  

 He knew that I would believe him; he told me a  
 two-faced lie. 
 

5. (informal)  shifty, slippery, canny, cagey 
 
6. (slang)  smooth, slick, foxy, oily, smooth talker 

 
yellow-faced 

1. having skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, having yellow-skin, looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so yellow-faced; she 
 must have jaundice. 
 

2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 

 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, having been 
 reduced to skin and bones 
 

3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  
 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out 

 
wary faced 
1. prudent, guarded, not hide one’s apprehensiveness suspicions  

 He is always very wary faced 
 
2. not hiding that one does not believe a word which is being said,  

 showing that one does not totally trust what one is seeing or  being 
 told, openly showing that one is being observant, watchful, vigilant 



 

 

 When she entered into the room, I knew that she was apprehensive  
 because she was wary faced. 

 
3. (informal)  having one’s eyes peeled, being on one’s toes, on the 

 alert, or on the lookout, putting on a wary face.  
 
whey-faced 

1. looking or being  sickly, feeble, in poor health, pale, unhealthy, 
 sick or pinched  
 

2. (more stylized)  looking or being on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 

 sallow, having been reduced to skin and bones 
 
3. (informal)  looking or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced,  

 hollow-eyed, looking washed-out, bleached out, pasty, deathlike, 
 pale of a ghost 

 
to be bald-faced 
1. to be notorious, flagrant, blatant, glaring, shameless, brazen or 

 barefaced 
 He is one of the most bald-faced person that I have ever known. 
 

2.  (informal)  to be cheeky or impudent, have gall, have chutzpah  
 

3. to be obvious, transparent, palpable, undisguised or patent  
 
4. (more stylistic) to be perspicuous, discernible or perceptible 

 
5. (informal) to be as plain as the nose on one’s face, as plain as 
 day or crystal clear 

 
to be a bald-faced lie 

1. to be a lie which brazen, bold, shameless, unabashed, 
 presumptuous or  impudent 
 Have you no shame?!  To tell such a bald-faced lie is shameless. 

 
2. to be a lie which is obvious, transparent, palpable, undisguised or 

 patent  
 She told a bald-faced lie which was obvious to anyone. 
 

3. (more stylistic) to be a lie which is perspicuous, discernible or 
 perceptible 
 

4. (informal) to be a lie which is as plain as the nose on one’s face, 
 as plain as day or crystal clear 



 

 

 
to be bare-faced 

1.    to be straightforward, undisguised, unconcealed, frank, 
 plainspoken, candid, open, clear or obvious 

 He was bare-faced with what he wanted.  I admired 
 him for his frankness. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to be, transparent, patent, overt, palpable, revealed, 

displayed, shown or glaring 

 

3.    (informal) to be as plain as the noise on one’s face, crystal clear,   
 flat-footed, bare, naked or loud and clear 
 

4. to be overconfident, brazen, immodest, brassy, rude, shameless, 
 unabashed, forward or outspoken 

What he told me was a bare-faced lie.  He has no shame. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to be impudent, insolent, assuming or 

 presumptuous 
 

6. (informal)  to be flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 
 mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, have gall, nerve, lip or 
 mouth, push, bold, cheeky or unseemly  

 
7. (slang)  to be cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 

 or smartie-pants 
 

8. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 
 
to be blue faced  

1. to be very angry, upset, furious or mad  
 His was left blue faced. 

 
2. (more stylish)  irate, fuming, furibund, infuriated, incensed, livid, 
 enraged, wrathful or distraught 

 
3. to be fit to tie, mad as a hatter, hot under the collar, foaming at the 
 mouth, unhinged, mad as a hornet, flared up, red-hot, white-

 hot, in a tizzy, horn mad, beside oneself or out of one’s mind 
 

to be bold-faced 
1. to be straightforward, undisguised, unconcealed, frank, 
 plainspoken, candid, open, clear or obvious 

 He has no shame; he is bold-faced. 
 



 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  to be transparent, patent, overt, palpable,revealed, 
 displayed, shown or glaring 

 
3.    (informal)  to be as plain as the noise on one’s face, crystal clear 

 or flat-footed 
 
4. to be overconfident, brazen, immodest, brassy, rude, shameless, 

 unabashed, forward or outspoken 
Such a  bold-faced child needs to be disciplined.  

 

5. (more stylistic)  to be impudent, insolent, assuming or 
 presumptuous 

 
6. (informal) to be flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 
 mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, have gall, nerve, lip or 

 mouth, push, bold, cheeky or unseemly  
 

7. (slang)  to be cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 
 or smartie-pants 

 
8. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 
 

9. to be brave, hero-like, spirited, fearless, or courageous, to have 
 pluckiness, bold-spiritedness 

 
10. (more stylistic)  to have panache or audacity, be staunch, full of 
 zest, aweless, valiant or zesty 

 
11. (informal)  to have pluck, mettle, chutzpah, nerve, spirit, starch, 
 have backbone or heart, be high-hearted, stout-hearted, brave- 

 hearted, iron-hearted or lion-hearted    
 

12. (slang) to have gumption, be gutsy 
 
13. (vulgar)  to have balls 

 
to be brave faced 

1. to be composed, sound, sturdy, unshrinking or dauntless 
 during an especially trying time  
 I know that she is upset although she is putting on a brave face. 

 
2. (informal) to be gritty, game, red-blooded or gutsy in a trying, be
 threatening, or in a dangerous situation, having guts, gustiness, 

 red-blood pumping through his veins or a heart 
 



 

 

to be brazen face 
1. to be insolent, shameless, forward or brash 

 What a brazen-face girl; nothing shames her. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to be impertinent, presumptuous, audacious 
 impudent or immodest 
 

3. to be barefaced, cheeky, cocky, brazen, brazen-faced, bold, fresh, 
 mouthy or out of line or saucy  
 

to be grim faced 
1. to have an expression which forbidden, stern, grim, stern, 

 gloomy, threatening, frowning, unsmiling or scowling      
 Why are so grim-faced? 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an expression which is sour, churlish, 
 morose, doleful, dour, sullen, glowering, gloomy, petulant, surly, 

 grave, solemn or forlorn  
 
3. (informal)  to be long faced, down in the dumps or down in the 

 doldrums, have an expression which is down in  the mouth,
 grumpy, heavy-hearted, glums, or down-hearted,  
 

to be full-faced 
1. to be  fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 

 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  
 big boned 
 Yes, she may be a little full faced but that face is so pretty and 

 pleasant. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 

 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  to be full-faced, pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out, 
 have a plump round face 
 

4. (slang)  to be roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 

to be Janus-faced  
1. to be shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty, wily, resourceful, 
 canny, insincere, flattering, fawning, unfailingly polite, false

 ingratiating, deceitful, insincere, untrustworthy, hypocritical 
 cunning, crafty, plotting, deceitful, dishonest or shrewd 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 
 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, delusive, Byzantine, 



 

 

 misleading, illusory, Janus-faced or disingenuous 
 

3. (informal)  to be oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 
 mince words, , straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be hedging, 

 shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to  catch, roundabout, hard to 
 pin down, or cagey, shifty, slippery, canny, cagey, not be plain-
 spoken, double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 

 a snake in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-
 hearted double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 
 a snake in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-

 hearted, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or golden tongued, sharp or cagey, have the gift of gab  

  
4. (slang)  to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 foxy, oily, satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, shifty, slippery, canny 
 or cagey, be a smooth talker 

 
to be long faced 
1. to be sad, unhappy, depressed or crestfallen 

 Honey, why are you so long faced? 
 
2. (more stylized) to be melancholy, doleful, crestfallen, dismayed, 

 downcast, dejected, forlorn, disheartened or heavy-hearted 
 

3. (informal) to be long faced, blue, in the doldrums or in the depth 
 of despair 
 

4. (slang)  to be bummed out, down in the dumps, pulling on a long 
 face,  making a long face, in the pits or down in the mouth 
 

to be moon-faced 
1. to be fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 

 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or  
 big boned 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 

 
3. (informal)  to be pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out 
 

4. (slang)  to be roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
to be pale faced 

1. to be sickly, bloodless, unhealthy color,  colorless, without color, 
 drained of color, white or deathly pale 



 

 

 I know that he is sick; he is pale faced. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, 
 peaked or anemic, look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow, waxen, deathly, pallid, livid, peaked or blanched,  
 have been reduced to skin and bones 

 
3. (informal)  to be pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale faced, death-
 like or drained, look or be spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced, 

 pale-faced, hollow-eyed, look washed-out, bleached out, pasty, 
 deathlike, pale of a ghost 

 
to be pasty-faced 
1. to look or be sickly, gaunt, unwholesome, feeble, in poor health, 

 pale, unhealthy, sick, ashen, drained, bloodless, unhealthy color,  
 colorless, without color,  drained of color, white, deathly pale or 

 pinched  
 
2. (more stylized) to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow, waxen, deathly, pallid, sallow, livid, ghastly, peaked, 
 anemic or blanched, have been reduced to skin and bones 

 
3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced, pale-

 faced, hollow-eyed, look washed-out, bleached out, pasty, 
 deathlike, pale of a ghost, be pasty, washed out, ghostly, pale 
 faced, death-like or drained 

 
to be poker faced 
1. to have an expression on one’s face which is blank, vacant, 

 expressionless, empty, straight faced or lifeless 
 Who knows what she is thinking.  She is poker-faced. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous or inane 

 
3. (informal) to be stiff as a board, wooden, deadpan or stiff, have a  

 poker face 
 
to be red faced 

1. to be embarrassed or flustered 
 She became red faced when he talked to her. 
 

2. to be timid, shy or introverted 
 Just looking at her she became red faced. 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to be a wall flower, shrinking or a shrinking violet 

 
to be round-faced 

1. to be fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, 
 rotund, heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed or big 
 boned 

 She is a round-faced beauty. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 

 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced or round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  to be pudgy, chunky, chubby or filled out 
 
4. (slang)  to be roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 

 
to be shame faced 

1. to be embarrassed or flustered  
 He is shame faced. 
 

2.   (informal) to be made to blush or change color 
 
3. to be mortified, humbled, disgraced or shamed 

 
4. (informal)  to be in the dog house or out of favor 

 
5. to be meek, easily embarrassed or flustered, shy or blushing 
 

6. (informal) to be a wall flower, shrinking, or a shrinking violet 
 
to be stone faced 

1. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty or straight faced  

 He  was stone faced during the entire show. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive, undemonstrative, inscrutable, 

 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, stoical, 
 emotionless, hollow or inane, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 

 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance or dispassion 
 
3. (informal) to be stone faced, wooden or deadpan, have a poker 

 face  
 
to be straight faced 

1. to not change one's expression despite the situation, remain stoic 
 unresponsive or expressionless 



 

 

 Even though everyone else was laughing hysterically, he kept a  
 straight face during the entire show. 

 
2. (informal)to be stone-faced, deadpan, blank, wooden or poker 

 faced 
 
to be tallow-faced 

1. to have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 
 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be  sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  

 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so tallow-faced. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 
 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, being 
 sallow, having jaundice, be jaundice-looking, have been 

 reduced to skin and bones, be peaked, livid or wan 
 

3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty withered, tallow faced, or 
 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 
 

to be two faced  
1. to be shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty, wily, resourceful, 
 canny, insincere, flattering, fawning, unfailingly polite, false

 ingratiating, deceitful, insincere, untrustworthy, hypocritical 
 cunning, crafty or shrewd 

 I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him. Be careful. He is 
 two-faced. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 
 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, delusive, Byzantine, 
 misleading, illusory, Janus-faced or disingenuous 

 
3. (informal)  to be oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 

 mince words, , straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be hedging, 
 shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to  catch, roundabout, hard to 
 pin down, or cagey, shifty, slippery, canny, cagey, not be plain-

 spoken, double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 
 a snake in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-

 hearted double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 
 a snake in the grass, talk out of both side of one’s mouth, false-
 hearted, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 

 sounding or golden tongued, have the gift of gab  
  
4. (slang) be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 

 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, foxy, oily, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, shifty, slippery, canny or cagey, 



 

 

 be a smooth talker 
 

to be yellow-faced 
1. have skin which is sickly, yellowish, sallow, yellow or yellow 

 tinged, have yellow-skin, look or be sickly, feeble, in poor 
 health, pale, unhealthy, sick or pinched  
 My God, what is the matter with her.  She is so yellow-faced; 

 she must have jaundice. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to look or be on the decline, infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow, having jaundice, being jaundice-looking, have been 

 reduced to skin and bones 
 
3. (informal)  to look or being spent, pasty withered, tallow faced or  

 hollow-eyed, look washed-out 
 

to be wary faced 
1. to be prudent, guarded or not hide one’s apprehensiveness 
 suspicions  

 He is always very wary faced 
 
2. to not hide that one does not believe a word which is being said,  

 showing that one does not totally trust what one is seeing or  being 
 told, openly show that one is being observant, watchful, vigilant 

 When she entered into the room, I knew that she was apprehensive  
 because she was wary faced. 
 

3. (informal) to have one’s eyes peeled, be on one’s toes, on the 
 alert, or on the lookout, put on a wary face.  
 

to be whey-faced 
1. to look or be sickly, gaunt, unwholesome, feeble, in poor health, 

 pale, unhealthy, sick, ashen, drained or pinched  
 
2. (more stylized) to look or be on the decline,  infirm, frail, 

 delicate, invalid, ill, unwell, emaciated, ailing or fragile, be 
 sallow or blanched, have been reduced to skin and bones 

 
3. (informal) to look or be spent, pasty, withered, tallow faced, pale-
 faced, hollow-eyed, looking washed-out, bleached out, pasty, 

 deathlike, pale of a ghost 
 
façade 

1.   front, face, forefront, exterior 
      The façade of the building is beautiful. 



 

 

 
2.    illusion, pretense, false impression 

All  you are seeing is his façade.  He's a paper tiger. 
 

3.    disguise, mask, masquerade, fake veneer, camouflage 
 
defacement (disfigurement 304) 

 
 
to deface  (disfigure  304) 

1. to disfigure, deform, mar, spoil, ruin, blotch 
 The gang defaced the façade of the building. 

  
2. to vandalize, trash, damage 
 

3. to efface, expunge, eradicate, blot out  
 

4. to delete, cancel, strike out, rule out 
 
to deface something by 

to mar the surface or appearance of 
They defaced the desk by writing all over it. 
 

to deface the surface of 
to destroy, mutilate, mar, disfigure, vandalize the surface of 

He defaced the surface of the building. 
 
to deface something with 

to destroy, mutilate, vandalize the surface of something 
with something else 
He defaced the side of the building with graffiti. 

 
to efface 

1. to dissolve, remove, terminate, erase, destroy, stop, expel, cancel 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to annililate obliterate, cast off, expunge,

 extinguish,  extirpate, eradicate, discreate  
 

3. to x, blue pencil, blot out, black out, stamp out, crush out, get rid 
 of, put an end to, rub out, wipe out, take out 
 

 
facial 
1. that which belongs to the face i.e.  facial expressions, facial hair, 

 facial tissue, facial abrasion, facial nerve 
 



 

 

2. that which is made for the face i.e.  facial cream 
 

3. beauty treatment i.e. to have a facial 
 

facing 
1. that which covers to decorate or protect, veneer, lamination, 
 casing, covering, sheather, wrapper  

 
2. false front, façade, front, face, forefront, exterior, false front, 
 outward display 

 
 

 
 
Whiskers (whisk + er) 
(1325-1375) 
 
whisk 
Middle English (Scots)  wysk,  Scots   wisk   quhisk,  Old Norse   visk,   

Swedish   viska,  Danish    vishe,  Old High German    wisken,  French  
poil (human being)    moustaches (animal),  Spanish    pelo (whisker)   
barbas  (whiskers)    patillas (side whiskers) 

 
whiskers 

1. beard 
 I wish you would shave your whiskers.  When you kiss me,  
 they tickle. 

 
2.    hair of the beard 

 
3.    hair growing near the mouth and nose of certain animals  i.e.  cats, 
 lions, dogs 

 
a whisker 
1. a small or minuscule amount  

 I don’t want a lot, only a whisker.  That would be enough. 
 

2. (informal) a hair’s breath 
 
by a whisker 

1. by a small or minuscule amount, only barely, almost lost 
 Although I won only by a whisker, I won. 

 
2. (informal)  by the skin of one’s teeth, just, only, by a nose 
 

within a whisker 



 

 

1. extremely close, hardly, almost lost, no more than 
 I made it within a whisker. 

 
2. by a nose, a photo finish, just, only just 

 
to come within a whisker of doing something 
1.    to almost, just about, nearly, or all but do something 

 
2.    (slang)  to be within an inch of, within a stone's throw or within an 

ace of doing something 

 He came within a whisker of winning the election. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Eye 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English  ege  (eage), Middle English   eie  ie, German   Auge,   
Dutch  oog,   Latin  oculus,  French   œil,  Spanish  ojo 

 
eye 
(noun) 

 
1.   oculus, eyeball, iris, white of the eye 

 Don’t shoot until you see the white of their eyes. 
 
2.   (slang) peeper, glim, lamp 

 
3.   sight, vision, perception, look, glance, gaze, glimpse 
 He quickly ran his eyes around the room. 

 
4.   regard, view, viewpoint, judgment, estimation 

 In my eyes, you did not do the right thing. 
  
5.   appreciation, awareness, sensitivity 

 She thinks that he is handsome because she has loving eyes. 
 

6.   watch, observance, observation, lookout, surveillance 
 Keep an eye out for the police.  Shout when you  
 see something. 

 



 

 

7.    hole, aperture, peephole  
 

8.    center, middle, midst, heart, kernel, core 
 Thank God that we missed the eye of the storm.    

 
9. stewardship, surveillance, ministration, supervision, care 
 oversight, protectorship, superintendence 

 
 
to eye 

1.   to view, see, catch sight of, look at 
 

2.   (slang) to lay eyes on, eyeball 
 
3.   to watch, keep in view 

 
4.   to observe, look on, survey, scan 

 The police eyed the crowd. 
 
5.   to scrutinize, inspect, pour over, peer at 

 He eyed the material slowly and carefully. 
 
6.   (slang)  to goggle, gawk at, ogle, leer at 

 The way that he was eying her was an embarrassment. 
 

all eyes 
1. everyone, every one, everybody, every body  
 Because all eyes were on him, he was very nervous. 

 
2. on guard, wary, or on watch for  
 When I sleep away from home, I am always all eyes. 

 
3. mindful, sharp-eyed, with one eye open, on one’s toes, 

 heads up, awake, eagle or hawk-eyed, all ears 
 
4. looking intently or steadfastly, giving one one's full or undivided 

 attention to, paying strict attention to 
 You definitely have their attention; they are all eyes. 

 
5. zeroing in on, directing one’s thinking on, focusing in one, not 
 looking left or right but only straight ahead  

 
all eyes and ears 
1. on guard, wary, on watch for thoughtful, careful, regardful, 

 sensitive, sober, diplomatic, cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, 
 moderate, reflective, alert, watchful, observant, attentive or 



 

 

 conscious 
 When I sleep away from home, I am always all eyes and ears. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, heedful, on the 

 qui vive, prudent, discerning, Argus-eyed, scrupulous, chary, 
 precautionary, perspicacious or circumspect 
 

3. mindful, up and about, on guard, on the look out, fussy, with 
 one’s eyes peeled, heads up, on the ball, picky, on the alert, 
 on one’s toes, hairsplitting, on the stick, on the watch, wide-

 awake, all eyes and ears 
 

all eyes being on  
1. fixing everyone’s sight or gaze on, having everyone’s eyes fixed, 
 riveted, fixated or arrested on, the staring, glaring or gazing of 

 everyone on, having everyone watching intently, focusing on, 
 looking at intently or watching closely 

 Having all eyes being on her was exactly what she wanted. 
 
2. (more stylized)  holding or having the undivided attention of, 

 looking intently or steadfastly at, having everyone's full or 
 undivided attention, having strict attention paid to, being the 
 center of everyone’s attention on  

  
3. (informal)  having everyone zeroing in on, keeping an eye on, 

 locking or directing one’s attention on or focusing in on 
 
all eyes focusing on  

1. fixing everyone’s sight or gaze on, having everyone’s eyes fixed, 
 riveted, fixated or arrested on, the staring, glaring or gazing of 
 everyone on, having everyone watching intently, focusing on, 

 looking at intently or watching closely 
 Having all eyes focusing on her was exactly what she wanted. 

 
2. (more stylized)  holding or having the undivided attention of, 
 looking intently or steadfastly at, having everyone's full or 

 undivided attention, having strict attention paid to, being the 
 center of everyone’s attention on  

  
3. (informal)  having everyone zeroing in on, keeping an eye on, 
 locking or directing one’s attention on or focusing in on 

 
an eye for an eye 
1. to take revenge, take vengence or avenge oneself in kind  

 I do believe in an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. 
 



 

 

2. (highly stylized) to do unto others as they do unto you, exact one’s 
 pound of flesh, return the favor, pay back in kind, return the 

 compliment 
 

3. to settle a score, get even with, pay off an old score, return like for 
 like, measure for measure, pay someone back in his own coin 
 tooth for tooth 

 
4. (slang)  to give tit for tat, give a tit for a tat, give someone his 
 comeuppance 

 
angry eyes 

1. eyes which are blazing, threatening, stormy, feverish, violent, 
 burning, hostile, angry, fierce, raging or inflaming 
 I don’t understand why you always have such angry eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  eyes which are seething, belicose, menacing, 

 boding, turbulent, looming, agitated, smoldering, belligerent, 
 foreboding, tempestuous, wild or wrathful 
 

animated eyes 
1. having eyes which are lively, glinting, gleaming,  twinkling, 
 glowing, glittering, lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, fluttering, 

 shining, lit up, intense, burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full 
 of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had  
 a glow in her eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  having eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 
 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 

 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 

3. (informal) having eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 
 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 
 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 

 
Argus-eyes 

1. (classical reference) a giant with a hundred eyes who eyes 
 were later transferred to the peacock’s tail 
 

2. (Ilyad and Odyssey)   Odysseus’s faithful dog 
 
3. (Greek mythology)  son of Phrixus and builder of the Argo 

 
4. keen-sighted, quick-sighted, shrewd, sharp-sighted, keen, clever 



 

 

 You can’t fool him; he has Argus-eyes. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  mindful, perspicacious, circumspect, discreet, 
 sagacious, politic, prudent, judicious, sensible, discriminative 

 
6. (informal)   savvy, wide-awake, bright, smart  
 

batting one’s eye lashes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 
 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  

 Batting her eye lashes, she let the man know that she was 
 interested. 

 
2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 
 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 

 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 
 batting one’s eyes, batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   

 
batting one’s eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  
 Batting her eyes, she let the man know that she was interested. 
 

2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 
 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 

 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 
 batting one’s eyes, batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   
 

beauty is in the eye of the beholder  
What is beautiful or not all depends on the individual 
To you she may seem ugly, but to me she is not.  You know that beauty 

is in the eye of the beholder. 
 

beautiful eyes 
1. having eyes which are radiant, loving, gorgeous, seductive, 
 splendid, sexy, brillant, engaging, pretty, ravishing, enchanting, 

 stunning, ravishing or lovely 
 The first thing that I noticed about him was his beautiful eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are splendrous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 

 pulchritudinous 
 
3. having eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 

 
bedroom eyes 



 

 

1. having eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 
 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 

 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 
 He has such bedroom eyes that if I don’t leave now, I am going 

 to regret it. 
 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are alluring, enticing, 

 entrancing, enthralling,  transpiercing, tantalizing, arousing,
 spellbinding, provocative,engrossing, captivating, intriguing, 
 enthralling diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  

 winsome, enrapturing, enravishing or piercing 
 

3. having eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  
 transporting, sexy or taking 
 

4. having eyes which are yummy, sexy 
 

 
before one’s very eyes 
1. in plain sight, plain view, within one’s range of vision, within one’s 

 field of vision 
 He stole the car before my very eyes. 
 

2. in front of one’s very nose, in one’s face, within eyeshot 
 or eyereach 

 
3. to do something in a manner which is unconcealed, bold, 
 audacious, undisguised , shameless, unblushing , exhibited, 

 flagarant, open, balant 
 
4. (informal)  to do something in a manner which is barefaced, 

 cheeky, boldfaced, nervy, brassy  
 

being an eye  
1. plainclothesman,  operative, detective, private eye, private 
 investigator 

 Being an eye means that you work in the most dangerous area in 
 the underworld. 

 
2. (informal) gumshoe, sleuth 
 

3. (slang) bird dog, fly ball, tail, fly bull, flatfoot 
 
4. (could be considered vulgar)   private dick, dick  

 
Betty Davis’ eyes 



 

 

1. pop icon reference to the actress Betty Davis in the hit 1990s 
 record, She’s got Betty Davis’ eyes 

 
2. having  extraordinarily large eyes which are sexy and bold, 

 seductive and direct 
 
bird’s eye view 

1. broad, quick, general, surface, not deep, hurried 
 I can’t really give you an opinion; up until now I have 
 had only a bird’s eye’s view of the property. 

 
2. (more stylized)  skin-deep, superficial, shallow, cursory, uprofound, 

 hasty, fleeting, panoramic  
 
3. (informal)  winged, brisk, running, overall, have a uncluttered, full 

 or air view 
black eye  (dishonor  305) 

1. a discoloration of the skin around 
 the eye as a result of a blow 

I did not mean to give him a black eye. 

 
2. a mark of shame, dishonor, disgrace, stigma 

The slums in the US is a black eye on a country which is so 

 wealthy 
 

3. smirch, black spot, spot, smudge 
 
4. being a damaged, ruined, destroyed reputation 

 All of this will give everyone associated with you a black eye. 
 
bleary eyes 

1. unsure, muddled, confused, uncertain, baffled 
 I knew that he was sick; he had bleary eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic) confounded, mystified, bewildered, 
 discomposed, adrift, perplexed, dazed, disorientated, 

 nonplused 
 

3. (informal) fuzzy,  discombobulated, in a fog, blurry, at a loss 
 
4. (slang)  in the ozone, spaced, spaced out, in another world 

 
5. drunk, tipsy, high, under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You have very bleary 

 eyes. 
 



 

 

6. (more stylistic)  drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated, grogged 
 

7. (informal)  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow, full to the back teeth 
 

8. (slang)  tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed, bombed 

 
blood-shot eyes 

red eyes because of dilated blood vessels 
I woke up with blood-shot eyes the morning after drinking all night . 
 

blue eye  
 

brimming eyes 
1.  tearful, weepy, teary, tearful, crying, shedding tears, sobbing 
 or weeping, with brimming eyes, having eyes which are moist 

 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes 
 When she met him at the door with brimming eyes, he knew 
 that she was sorry for what she had done. 

 
2. (informal)  bursting out in tears 

 
3. (slang)  bawling, boohooing, blubbering 
 

buck-eye 
affectionate name for residents of Ohio (a state in the US) 
 

Buck Eye State 
nickname for Ohio 

 
bull's eye 
1.   black circular spot in the middle of a target 

 I was able to hit the bull’s eye. 
 

2.   central area of place to be bombed 
 
3.   the objective, point, aim, target, goal 

 Bull’s eye!  You got it.   
 
4.   the crux, essence, that which is crucial or decisive, main idea, 

 kernal 
 



 

 

5. (informal)  the heart, heart of the matter, gist, marrow, bottom 
 line, meat 

 
6. (slang) the nitty-gritty  

  
7. in the midst, epicenter, center 
 This is the worst place; we’re right in the bull's eye. 

  
8. (informal)  in the belly, eye, stomach, thick, thick of, gut 
 

calf’s eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face 
 She's always making calf’s eyes at me. 
 

2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, flirting with, throwing oneself at, 
 winking at, fluttering one’s eyes at, making sheep eyes at, 

 looking sweet at, playing footsie, batting one's eyelashes, making 
 eyes at   
 

3. (slang) ogling at, making googoo eyes at 
 
capturing one's eye 

1. getting or drawing one's attention, impressing, awing,  overawing, 
 arousing or rousing attention, intriguing, fascinating,  hypnotizing 

 Capturing the young man's eye was not easy but had been 
 possible. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  tantalizing, bewitching, enchanting, calling forth, 
 enticing, enrapturing, bedeviling, alluring 
   

 3. (informal)  piquing one’s interest, striking someone, tickling one’s 
 fancy, whetting or pricking one’s attention 

 
catching the eye of the world 
1. being of wide interest, catching the attention of a wide audience, 

 appealing, interesting, awing, mesmerizing, intriguing, fascinating, 
 hypnotizing, overawing  

 Catching the eye of the world, everyone was mesmerized by the 
 pictures being shown. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  tantalizing, bewitching, enchanting, calling forth, 
 enticing, enrapturing, bedeviling, alluring 
   

3. drawing, taking, engrossing, holding the attention of, dazzling, 
 capturing one’s fancy, bedazzling, catchy, razzling-dazzling, luring, 



 

 

 capturing one’s eye 
 

catching one's eye 
1. getting or drawing one's attention, impressing, awing,  overawing, 

 arousing or rousing attention, intriguing, fascinating,  hypnotizing 
 Catching the young man's eye was not easy but had been 
 possible. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  tantalizing, bewitching, enchanting, calling forth, 
 enticing, enrapturing, bedeviling, alluring 

   
3. (informal)  piquing one’s interest, striking someone, tickling one’s 

 fancy, whetting or pricking one’s attention 
 
clear-eyes 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, sensible, intelligent, 
 alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, quick 

 She did what she did with clear eyes and with a level head. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be cogent, balanced, circumspect, sensible, 

 Argus-eyed, vigilant  
  
3. (informal) lynx-eyed, right-minded, clear-eyed, clear- minded, 

 eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, mindful, level-headed 
 

4. reasonable, composed, lucid, sound, rational, clear, calm, 
 sound of mind, collected, able to reason, balanced, of sound mind 
 He has clear eyes and a brain that works pretty well; therefore, I 

 do not doubt that he understand everything. 
 
5. (more stylistic) thinking, tranquil, circumspect, sober,  judicious, 

 self-possessed, comprehending, cognitive, unperturbed, 
 unruffled, coherent  

 
6. (informal)  unconfused, with everything there, far sighted, long-
 headed, clear sighted, long sighted, clear eyed or in one’s right 

 mind 
 

7.  (slang) to be not all there, with all one’s marbles 
 
8. alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 

 paying attention to, on guard 
 He has clear eyes and, therefore, ready to take command on a  
 moment’s notice.  

 
9. (more stylistic) advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 



 

 

 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive, conscious   
 

10.  (informal)   on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, 
 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 

 peeled, all eyes, all seeing 
 
11. not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-

 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured, balanced 
 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so clear-eyed. 

 
12. (more stylistic)  stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 

 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 
 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified, suave   
  

13. (informal) laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 
 together, level headed, at ease or cool 

 
closing one's eyes to 
1. overlooking, ignoring, disregarding, choosing not to see, neglecting 

 purposely, keeping one’s eyes shut or closed to 
 Closing your eyes is like burying your head in the sand.  
 

2. paying no heed to, minimizing, de-emphasizing, underplaying, 
 slighting 

 
3. pretending not to see, glossing over, shutting one’s eyes to, 
 looking the  other way, winking or blinking at, seeing no evil, being 

 blind to, paying no attention to, turning a deaf ear to, keeping 
 one’s head in the sand, hiding one’s head in the sand, sneezing 
 at, playing down, not taking into account 

 
cocking the eye 

1. looking, looking at, remaining looking at, looking at without 
 turning away, staring, fixing one’s gaze on, glaring at 
  

2. to standing agog, rolling one’s eyes at, fixing or bending the eye, 
 gawking, ogling, goggling, looking hard at, eye 

 Cocking the eye, he kept staring at the scene. 
 
3. squinting, looking out of squint-eyed, looking at suspiciously, 

 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 
 the corner of one’s eyes 
 Cocking the eye, his expression told me that he did not believe 

 a word that I said. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic) looking at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 
 wry, asquint or askew, glancing obliquely or dubiously, looking 

 askance 
 

3. (informal)  looking at in a manner which is off-centered, seeing 
 with half an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, 
 crosswise, with a side glance or at an angle, looking at crookedly, 

 screwing up the eyes  
 
cold eyes  (see dead, dull and cold) 

1. eyes 
 

crossed-eyes  
1. (medical term) strabismal, strabismic 
 

2. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 
 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 

 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me with 
 crossed eyes. 

 
3. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 
 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant 

 
4. (informal) cross eyed, off-centered,  sideways, slantwise, 

 crookedly, off-balance, crosswise, with a side glance, at an angle  
 
crying one's eyes out 

1. crying hard or heavily, mourning  
 When a car hit her dog, she cried her eyes out. 
 

2. (informal)  crying with all one’s might, melting into tears, breaking 
 down  

 
cutting one's eyeteeth 
gaining experience, wisdom, sophistication, or knowledge 

Cutting his eyeteeth in the mailroom, he eventually became the CEO 
of the company. 

 
dancing eyes 
1. eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, full of 

 life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, burning, 
 buyoant, radiant, animated, full of spirit, effervescent 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 

 dancing eyes. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  eyes resplendent, which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 

 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 
 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited, mirthful 

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which were full of get up and go, light-
 hearted, full of life, chipper, full of pep, cheerful  

 
dazzling eyes 
1. having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 

 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 
 shimmer, spark, dazzle, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, 

 lively, full of life or sparkling 
 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are invigorating, glimmering, 

 sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, luminous, glowing, 
 vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a sparkle, bedazzle, 

 glint, beam or scintilla aglisten, resplendent, blazing, ravishing, 
 bedazzling,  iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, 
 glistering, scintillant, scintillating, aglimmer    

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 
 

dead eyes   
1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 

 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference, having eyes which are inanimate, emotionless, 
 unresponsive 

 Look at those dead eyes.  You can see that she is indifferent to 
 other  people’s pain.   

 
2. (more stylistic) having eyes which are  languid, inexpressive, 
 undemonstrative,  dispassionate, inscrutable, hidden,  desolate,

 uninquisitive, unsympathetic, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, 
 vacuous, inane, emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, 

 voidness, void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 
3. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 

 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 
 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  having eyes which are icy cold, 
 dull, glazed over or glossed over 

 
dewy-eyes 



 

 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears, tearful, weepy or teary, 
 crying, shedding tears or sobbing, having eyes which are moist 

 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 
 dewy  eyes 

 During the whole ceremony she had dewy eyes. 
  
2. lachyromse, lachymatory, lachrymal 

 
3. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 
 having a crush on 

 Wipe your dewy eyes!  You’re making it so obvious that you like 
 him. 

  
4. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 

 impassioned, infactuated 
  

5. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 

 
6. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 

 
7. (Australian)  soony 

 
8. ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in  tears,  
 ready to cry, crying  

 You have dewy eyes.  Are you crying? 
 
9. (more stylistic)  teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear,

 weeping 
 

10. (informal)  blubbering 
 
doe-eyes 

having very large, gentle and dark eyes  
You can’t miss her.  She is beautiful doe-eyes. 

 
droopy eyes 
1. having half asleep or tired eyes, being very tired, half-asleep, 

 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  
 Come on, honey.  I can tell by your droopy eyes that  
 you’re sleepy. 

 
2. being slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous  



 

 

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, being 

 heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s feet, 
 dozy, groggy 

 
4. (slang)  being dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired, done in 

 
5. (British)  being fagged, fagged out 
 

dull eyes   
1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference, having eyes which are inanimate, emotionless, 

 unresponsive 
 Her dull eyes show you that she is no longer here.  Her mind is 

 somewhere else. 
 
2. (more stylistic) having eyes which are  languid, inexpressive, 

 undemonstrative,  dispassionate, inscrutable, hidden,  desolate,
 uninquisitive, unsympathetic, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, 
 vacuous, inane, emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, 

 voidness, void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 

3. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 
 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 
 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  having eyes which are icy cold, 

 dull, glazed over or glossed over 
  
eagle-eyes 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 

 quick, watchful 
 You can not fool him so easily; he haseagle-eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 



 

 

 
easy on the eye 

1. being nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 
 handsome, pretty, beautiful 

 Is he is handsome?  Yes, I would say that he is easy on the eye. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style 

 
3. (informal) good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-filling 

 
4. (slang) eye-candy 

 
enchanting eyes 
1. having eyes which are charming, magnetizing, inflaming, 

 bewitching,  enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, mesmorizing, 
 arresting, irresistable or appealing 

 I could not resist his enchanting eyes. 
 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are alluring, enticing, 

 entrancing, enthralling,  transpiercing, tantalizing, arousing,
 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning,transfixing, titillating,  
 riveting, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 

 intriguing, enthralling or seductive  
 

3. having eyes which are catching, drawing or transporting 
  
engaging eyes 

1. having eyes which are magnetizing, inflaming, bewitching, 
 enchanting, fascinating, mesmorizing, arresting or hypnotizing  
 I could not resist his engaging eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are enticing, entrancing, 

 transpiercing, tantalizing, spellbinding, enchaning,transfixing, 
 riveting, enrapturing, engrossing, captivating, intriguing, 
 enthralling or fixating 

 
3. having eyes which are drawing or pulling  

 
enthralling eyes 
1. having eyes which are bewitching, absorbing, fascinating, 

 engaging, arresting,  hypnotizing,  magnetizing, bore, inflaming,   
 enchanting  
 His enthralling eyes pricked at my conscience. 

 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are entrancing, transpiercing, 



 

 

 spellbinding, enchaning,transfixing, riveting, enrapturing,  
 enticing, engrossing, captivating, intriguing, enthralling or fixating 

 
3. having eyes which are transporting or which carry one away 

 
evil eye 
1. gazing on or staring someone in a menacing, threatening or 

 negative way or to glare, gloat, glower or frown at someone in order 
 to inflict injury (supersition) 
 She gave him the evil eye to scare him. 

 
2. (informal) giving someone a nasty, dirty or dark look, to throw or 

 give someone a look which could kill or look daggers in order to 
 cause someone bad luck or injury 
eye appeal (beauty 104) 

1. 
 

 
eye for 
1. talent, skill, gift, genius, aptness or aptitud for 

 He has an eye for photography. 
 
2. (informal) having a knack, know-how, bent or flair for,  

 crack or whiz in, a mind for 
 

3. (slang) crackerjack or sharp at 
 
4. (French) savior-faire 

 
 
5. weakness for taste for, favoritism liking for, fondness for, bias, 

 fancy, special feeling for 
 You know that you don’t have a chance to get the role; he has an 

 eye for her and only her.      
 
6. (more stylized) propensity for, partiality, disposition, inclination 

 toward, preference, partialness, predisposal for, proclivity for, 
 affinity  

 
7. (informal)  special spot for, bent toward, leaning for, leaning 
 toward, mind for, soft spot for 

  
eyeball-to-eyeball 
1. facing one another, standing in front of or looking at one another 

Eyeball to eyeball, they will work it out. 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  nose to nose, head to head, face to face, seeing 
 eye to eye   

 
3. (slang)  eyeball to eyeball, seeing eyeball to eyeball  

 
4. in opposition, confronting, standing in opposition, affronting, 
 challenging, facing in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit that being eyeball to eyeball, was terrifying. 
 
5. (French)  tête-à-tête, vis à vis, à deux 

 
eye catching 

1. appealing, interesting, awing, mesmerizing, intriguing, fascinating, 
 hypnotizing, overawing  
 Although I do not like it, I must admit that it is eye catching. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  tantalizing, bewitching, enchanting, calling forth, 

 enticing, enrapturing, bedeviling, alluring 
   
3. drawing, taking, engrossing, holding the attention of, dazzling, 

 capturing one’s fancy, bedazzling, catchy, razzling-dazzling, luring, 
 capturing one’s eye  
 

eye contact 
1. looking someone directly in the face or in the eyes 

 When we made eye contact, we fell in love. 
 
2. eye contact, meeting one’s eyes, meeting eyes ,making eye 

 contact 
 
eye dialect 

the use of misspelling in writing to demonstrate the level of education of 
a character  in a novel or story  i.e.  "daz" instead of "does" 

 
eyedropperful  
1. bite, small portion, spoonful, forkful, small part, small  piece, drop, 

 sprinkling, chip 
 I don’t want a lot, just an eyedropful.  

 
2.  (more stylized)  nip, touch, modicum, snippet, morse, crumb, hint 
 

3. (informal)  dab, dram, driblet, bit, smidgen, scrap, pinch, splotch, 
 trace, trifle, tinge, snatch, dash, slip 
 

eye-filling 
1. being nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 



 

 

 handsome, pretty, beautiful 
 Is he is handsome?  Yes, I would say that he is eye-filling. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style 

 
3. (informal) good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-filling 

 
4. (slang) eye-candy 
 

eyeless  
1. not seeing, sightless, blind,  

 
2. (more stylized)  unseeing, purblind 
 

3. (informal)  stone blind 
 

eye of meat 
choice or the most selected cut of meat 
i.e.  the eye of the rib 

 
eye of the needle 
the part of the needle through which the thread is passed 

My eyes are so bad that I no longer can see the eye of the needle. 
 

eye-opener 
1. something which forces someone to confront or deal with realtiy 
 His words and behavior were a real eye-opener.  I now know what 

 kind of person he is. 
 
2. (informal)something which does not allow one to run away from 

 what is, or to put or hide one’s head in the sand, that which 
 obligates one to face reality, that which does permit one to be an 

 ostrich or to hide or put one’s head in a hole 
 
3. stupifying, amazing, stunning, shocking, jarring, out of the 

 ordinary or  unbelievable  
 His first rejection letter from the publisher was a real eye opener. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  sudden and surprising revelation, disconcerting, 
 astounding, discomposing, incredible, jarring 

 
5. (informal) knocking the wind out of, flooring, stupifying, being like 
 a ton of brick, splashing cold water on, opening  one’s eyes, 

 waking one up, taking one’s breath away, putting one on one’s 
 toes, dumbfounding, flummoxing or making one’s head swim 



 

 

 
6. (slang)  mind blower, blowing one’s mind, mind boggler, boggling 

 the mind 
 

7. drink, alcohol, alcoholic beverage, cheap whiskey 
 
8. (more stylized)  stimulant, intoxicant, liquor, spirits  

 
9. (informal)  sauce, bracer, shot 
 

10. (slang)  jigger, moonshine, booze, rot gut, jolt, hooch, pull, spot, 
 snort, white lightning, medicine, firewater 

 
eye opening 
1. stupifying, amazing, stunnings, shocking, jolting, out  of the 

 ordinary, unbelievable  
 His first rejection letter from the publisher was eye opening. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  surprising revelation, disconcerting, astounding, 
 discomposing, incredible, jarring 

 
3. (informal) to be that  which knocks the wind out of, floors, 
 stupifies, is like a ton of brick, splashes cold water on, opens 

 one’s eyes, wakes one up, takes one’s breath away, puts one on 
 one’s toes, dumbfounds, flummoxes or makes one’s head swim 

 
3. (slang)  to be that which is a mind blower, blows one’s mind, is a 
 mind boggler or boggles the mind 

 
eye-popper 
1. something which causes one to open one’s eyes in surprise, in 

 astonishment or in wonder, to be astounding, bewildering, 
 surprising,  electrifying, or dazzling 

 That photograph was definitely an eye-popper!  I had never seen  
 anything like it before.  
 

2. (informal)  that which causes one to be bawled over, left breathless, 
 or blown away 

 
eye-popping 
1. surprising, astounding, astonishing 

 What an eye-popping model.  She definitely attracts attention. 
 
2. (informal) staggering, paralyzing, stunning, to be something which 

 takes one aback, leaves one dumbfounded or rendered speechless  
 



 

 

eye sight 
1. sight, vision, discernment 

 I’m afraid that her eye sight is failing. 
 

2. range of vision, gaze, view 
 My eye sight is not that good; I can not see that far away. 
3. observation, contemplation 

 
eyes-front 
1. alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 

 paying attention to, on guard 
 He is eyes-front and, therefore, ready to take command on a  

 moment’s notice.  
 
2. (more stylistic) advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 

 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive, conscious   
 

3.  (informal)   on the look out, eyes-front, quick on the trigger, 
 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 
 peeled, all eyes, all seeing 

  
eyesore 
1.   defacement, mar, scar, disfigurement 

 All this writing on the wall is an eyesore. 
 

2.   (informal) uglification,  
 
3. defect, blemish, blot, stain, blight 

      These ghettos are an eyesore to the city. 
 
eye to eye  

1. facing one another or looking at one another 
Once they are eye to eye, they will work it out. 

 
2. (informal)  nose to nose, head to head, face to face, seeing 
 eye to eye   

 
3. (slang)  eyeball to eyeball, seeing eyeball to eyeball  

 
4. in opposition, confronting, standing in opposition, affronting, 
 challenging, facing in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit that being eye to eye, was terrifying. 
 
5. (French)  tête-à-tête, vis à vis, à deux 

  
eye-wash 



 

 

1. liquid which is used to clean or relieve strain in the eyes 
 

2. foolishness, nonsense, rot, balderdash, rubbish, jargon, rigmarole, 
 rubbish, bombast 

 
3 (informal) gibberish,bunk, fiddle-faddle, stuff and nonsense, 
 malarkey, poppycock, tripe, hokum, fiddle-de-dee 

 
4. (slang) garbage, humbug, horsefeathers, hogwash, mumbo-jumbo, 
 gooblegook, kibosh, hocus-pocus, abracadabra, baloney, hooey, 

 applesauce 
 

5. (vulgar)  crap, bull, bullshit 
 
eyewink 

1. a blink, the closing, winking or squinting of the eye 
 

2. shutting one’s eye to, ignoring, shrugging off, pretending not to 
 notice or see, paying no heed to, brushing aside, disregarding, 
 winking at, closing one’s eye, turning a blind eye 

 He gave his son an eyewink to let him know that everything was 
 going to be okay. 
 

3. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 
 In an eyewink, everything changed. 

  
4. in a twinkling of an eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, twinkle or twinkling, in 

 less than no time 
 
5. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 

 
6. (French)  coup d’oeil 

 
eyewitness 
1.   witness, onlooker, bystander 

 She was an eyewitness to the robbery. 
 

2.   spectator, viewer, one who stares, glares or look hard at 
 I was an eyewitness to the historic event. 
 

3. (informal) gawker, one who stands agape,  rubbernecks, gawks, 
 goggle, ogles 
 

eyes full of angry 
1. having eyes which are blazing, threatening, stormy, feverish, 



 

 

 violent, burning, hostile, angry, fierce, raging or inflaming 
 I don’t understand why you always have such angry eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are seething, belicose, 

 menacing, boding, turbulent, looming, agitated, smoldering, 
 belligerent,  foreboding, tempestuous, wild or wrathful 
 

eyes full of life 
1. eyes which are lively, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively,   
 sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, burning, 

 buyoant, radiant, animated, full of spirit, effervescent, fervent 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were that 

 she had eyes full of life . 
 
2. (more stylistic)  eyes resplendent, which are blazing, bedazzling, 

 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 
 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 

 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited, mirthful 
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 

 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 
 of pep, cheerful, peppy, full of vim and vigor 
 

ferret eyes 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 
 You can not fool him so easily; he has ferret-eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 

 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 
 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-

 bang 
 
filmed over eyes 

1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 
 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 
 Filmed over eyes are difficult to see out of. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 



 

 

 which are impervious to light, opaque, nontransparent  
 

3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 
 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 

 eyes,  filmed over eyes 
 
for as far as the eye could see 

1. what is in one's sight, field of vision 
 For as far as the eye could see there were beautiful red roses. 
 

2. (informal)  what is within one’s eyeshot or eyereach 
 

for one’s eyes only 
1. information for no one else but for the indicated person, 
 confidentially, out of public view, secretly, privately, in private 

 This letter is for your eyes only. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  under the veil, intimately, in strict confidence, 
 under the rose, sub rosa, unofficially 
 

3. (informal)  up one’s sleeve, in a whisper, only between us, between 
 you and me and the lamp post, under one’s hat, on the hush-
 hush, for one’s eyes only 

  
4. (slang)  on the Q.T. 

  
5. (French)  entre nous 
 

6. (Latin)  inter nos 
 
fluttering one’s eyes 

1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 
 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  

 Fluttering her eyes at the little boy, the little girl laughed. 
 
2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 

 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 
 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 

 batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   
 
gimlet-eyes 

(in reference to the gimlet, a small tool sharp which bores holes) 
 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 



 

 

 You can not fool him so easily; he has gimlet-eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
glad eye 
interested look or glance, flirtatious or teasing glance 

 
glassy-eyes 

1. drunk, tipsy, high, under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You have very glassy 
 eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated, grogged 
 

3. (informal)  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow, full to the back teeth 
 

4. (slang)  tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed, bombed 

 
5. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference, having eyes which are icy, shining, gleaming, 

 glossy or icelike 
 Something is very wrong; she has very glassy eyes. 

 
6. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,

 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 

7. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 
 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 



 

 

 eyes, nothingness, stone face, having eyes which are icy cold, 
 glazed over or glossed over 

 
glazed over eyes 

1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 
 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 
 Gazed over eyes are difficult to see out of. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 
 which are impervious to light, opaque, nontransparent  

 
3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 

 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 
 eyes,  filmed over eyes 
 

4. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 

 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference 
 She bored out of her mind; look at her glazed over eyes. 

 
5. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,

 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 

 
6. (informal) being stone faced, poker faced, wooden glassy eyed or 
 deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy eyes, nothingness, 

 stone face 
 
gleam in one’s eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a gleamer in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 

 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 



 

 

 
glimmer in one’s eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a glimmer in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 

 
glint in one’s eyes 
1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 

 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 
 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that he had a glint in his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 
 
glistening eyes 

1.  having eyes which are moist with tears 
 Her glistening eyes greatly moved me.   

 
2. eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, full of 
 life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 

 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful, glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 
 glistening eyes. 

 
3. (more stylistic)  eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, blazing, 



 

 

 ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, 
 luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating, aglimmer    

 
4. (informal)  have eyes which light up 

 
glow in one’s eyes 
1. having eyes which are lively, glinting, gleaming,  twinkling, 

 glowing, glittering, lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, fluttering, 
 shining, lit up, intense, burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full 
 of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had  
 a glow in her eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  having eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 

 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 
 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 

 
3. (informal) having eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 
 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 

 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 
 
glowing eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had glowing eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky     

 
good eye  (discretion 303) 
 

goo-goo eye 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 
 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face 

 She's always making goo-goo eyes at me. 
 



 

 

2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, flirting with, throwing oneself at, 
 winking at, fluttering one’s eyes at, making sheep eyes at, 

 looking sweet at, playing footsie, batting one's eyelashes, making 
 eyes at   

 
3. (slang) ogling at, making googoo eyes at 
gorgeous eyes 

1. having eyes which are beautiful, pretty, gorgeous, radiant, loving, 
 gorgeous, seductive, splendid, sexy, brillant, engaging, pretty, 
 ravishing, enchanting, stunning, ravishing or lovely 

 The first thing that I noticed about her was that she had such
 lovely eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are splendrous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 

 pulchritudinous 
 

3. having eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 
 
 

gouging one’s eyes out 
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 
 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  

 Gouging one’s eyes out is one way to torture a prisoner. 
 

2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 
 
3. (informal)  robbing one of sight 

 
gouging out one’s eyes  
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 

 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  
 Gouging out one’s eyes is one way to torture a prisoner. 

 
2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 
 

3. (informal)  robbing one of sight 
 

googly-eyed 
1. having one’s eyes or eyeballs go up in one’s head, having one eyes 
 move from side to side and top to bottom 

 I will not allow you to roll your eyes at me. 
 
2. (informal) rolling one's eyes 

 
hard on the eyes 



 

 

1. ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive, plain 
 Although he is rather  hard on the eyes, when he is well-dressed, 

 he can be quite a striking figure. 
 

2. (more stylized)  uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 
 unsightly, unlovely, rather ugly 
 

3. (informal)  not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang)   hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the eyes, 
 look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, oogly 

 
hawk-eyes 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 

 You can not fool him so easily; he has hawk eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 

 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  
  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 

 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 
 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 

 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-

 bang 
 
hazed over eyes 

1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 
 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 

 Hazed over eyes are difficult to read. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 

 which are impervious to light, opaque or nontransparent  
 

3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 
 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 
 eyes,  filmed over eyes 

 
heavy eyes 
1. having half asleep or tired eyes, being very tired, half-asleep, 

 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  
 Come on, honey.  I can tell by your heavy eyes that  



 

 

 you’re sleepy. 
 

2. being slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, being 
 heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s feet, 
 dozy, groggy, having drooping eyes 

 
4. (slang)  being dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired, done in 

 
5. (British)  being fagged, fagged out 

 
 
hollow-eyes 

1. ghostly, pale, anemic, corpse-like, drawn, ghastly, skeletal, white, 
 haggard 

 
2. (more stylized)  wan, etiolatedgaunt, sallow, cadaverous, pallid 
 emaciated, wasted, peaked 

 
3. (informal) way-worn, bloodless, drained, death-like, washed, worn, 
 washed-out, spent, colorless 

 
4. (slang)  white as a sheet, done in, like death warmed over, ready to 

 drop, played out, ghost-like, white as a ghost 
 
hungry eyes 

1. having eyes which are greedy, wishing for, craving, pining, hoping 
 aching to, needing, eager, aching for, burning for or hoping for 
 I’m not worried about her; she has such hungry eyes that she will 

 succeed. 
 

2. (more stylized)  having eyes which shows that one is voracious, 
 languishing, yearning, desiderative, rapacious or covetous  
 

3. (informal)  showing with one’s eyes that one is  wanting with all 
 one’s heart, dying for, itching, setting one’s heart on, thirsty, set 

 on, burning, wanting or hankering for 
 
4. (slang)  showing one is wanting in the worst way or leching after, 

 having a yen for or panting for 
 
icy eyes 

1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 



 

 

 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference, having eyes which are icy, shining, gleaming, 

 glossy or icelike 
 Look at those icy eyes.  You can see that she is indifferent to other 

 people’s pain.   
 
2. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 

 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 

 
3. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 

 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 
 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  having eyes which are dead, dull, 
 icy cold, glazed over or glossed over 

 
icy cold eyes 

1. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 

 face,  indifference, having eyes which are icy, shining, gleaming, 
 glossy or icelike 
 Look at those icy cold eyes.  You can see that she is indifferent to 

 other  people’s pain.   
 

2. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 

 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 
3. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 

 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 
 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  having eyes which are icy cold, 

 glazed over or glossed over 
 
in a blink of an eye 

1. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 
 It all happened in a blink of an eye. 

 
2. in a twinkling of an eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, twinkle or twinkling, in 

 less than no time 
 
3. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 

 
4. (French)  coup d’oeil 



 

 

 
in a pig's eye (slang/scornful) 

(said to show one’s disbelief) 
Yeah, sure I believe you.  In a pig’s eye!!! 

 
in front of one’s very eyes 
1. in a manner which is clear, unmistakeable or evident, without a 

 doubt or question, without concealing or hiding  
 So that I would not have any doubts that he did not love me 
 anymore, he kiss the woman in front of my very eyes. 

 
2. (French) en évidence 

 
3. plain as the nose on one’s face, plain as day, crystal-clear,  
 bald-faced, out in the open 

 
in one’s eyes 

in one’s estimation, judgment, estimation, thinking, or sentiment 
In my eyes, you are as beautiful as the day that we married. 
 

in one's mind's eye 
in one's imagination or mind 

Only in my mind's eye is Paris the most beautiful city in the world. 
 
in the blink of an eye 

1. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 
 It all happened in the blink of an eye. 
 

2. in a twinkling of an eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, twinkle or twinkling, in 

 less than no time 
 
3. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 

 
4. (French)  coup d’oeil 
 

in the bull’s eye 
1. correct, accurate, true, exact 

 He hit it in the bull’s eye  
 
2. (more stylistic)  precise, unerring  

 
3. (informal)  right on, deadly, on the mark, unfailing, on target,  

 on the nose 
 
4. (slang)  on the dot, on the spot on,on the botton, on the money  



 

 

 
in the eye of the storm 

1. in the midst, center, epicenter, core or kernal of a storm 
 If we do not hurry, we will be caught 

  in the eye of the storm. 
 
2. (highly stylized) point of convergence, cynosure 

 
3. (informal)  in the belly, eye, stomach, thick, dead center,  
 thick of, gut 

 
4. in the center, focal point, crux, nucleus of a problem 

 The president is now firmly in the eye of the storm of his 
 own creation. 
 

in the eyes of  
1. in the manner or way of looking at something  

 position, point of view  
 In the eyes of  the public, you have already been 
 tried and judged.  

 
2. in the extreme forward of a ship or vessel 
 She was waiting for him in the eyes of ship. 

 
in the eyes of millions 

in the judgment, estimation or opinion of a large number of people 
In the eyes of millions, he will always be someone who killed his wife.   
 

in the eyes of the law 
in the judgment, estimation or opinion of the law 
In the eyes of the law, he is not guilty.  You must accept that. 

 
in the eyes of the police 

in the judgment, estimation or opinion of law enforcement 
In the eyes of the police, he was extremely dangerous.   
 

in the eyes of the world 
in the judgment, estimation or opinion of everyone, of the people 

In the eyes of the world, he will always be someone who killed his wife.   
 
in the public eye 

1. in the news, in the gossip columns, prominent, famous, 
 infamous 
 I would not want to be in the public eye; I like my privacy. 

 
2. (stylized)  of great repute,  of consequences, of great reputation, 



 

 

 consequential  
 

3. on everyone’s tongue, gossiped about, on the front page 
 right in front for the whole world to see, one of the famous and 

 beautiful people, right there in the open 
 
3. (slang) on the grapevine, having one’s business in the street 

 
in the twinkle of an eye 
1. in a minute, moment, an instant, second or a very short time  

 I don’t know what happened; it all happened so quickly, in a 
 the twinkle of an eye 

 
2. (informal)  in a breath,twinkling, flash, two shakes of a lamb’s tail, 
 jiffy, twinkle of an eye, wink, flash or wink of the eye 

 It all happened in the twinkle of an eye. 
 

3. (slang)  in a sec, crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split 
 second 
 

4. (French)  coup d’oeil 
 
in the twinkling of an eye 

1. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 
 In the twinkling of an eye, everything changed. 

 
2. in a twinkling of an eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, twinkle or twinkling, in 

 less than no time 
 
3. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 

 
4. (French)  coup d’oeil 

 
in the wink of the eye 
1. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 

 In the wink of the eye, everything changed. 
 

2. in a twinkling of an eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, twinkle or twinkling, in 
 less than no time 

 
3. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 
 

4. (French)  coup d’oeil 
 



 

 

in the wink of the eye 
1. in a short time, minute, while, stroke of time, moment or second 

 In the wink of the eye, everything changed. 
 

2. in a twinkling of the eye, wink, flash, wink of the eye, breath, 
 jiffy, bat of the eye, shake of a lamb’s tail, in less than no time, 
 twinkle or twinkling 

 
3. (slang)  in a crack, sec, half a mo, flash, trice, jiff, or split second 
 

4. (French)  coup d’oeil 
 

inviting eyes 
1. having eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 
 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 

 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 
 Such inviting eyes!  My God, how does his wife put up with him?! 

 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are tempting, prepossessing, 
 enticing, entrancing, enthralling, tantalizing, arousing, 

 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 
 intriguing, enthralling or enravishing 

 
3. having eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  

 transporting or taking  
 
4. having eyes which are yummy 

 
jaundiced eye 
1. being disapproving, biased, prejudiced, hesitant or overly critical 

 having a suspicious eye, not trusting, not believing, doubting  
 He knew that he was not convincing her; she sees everything 

 with a jaundice eye. 
 
2. (informal)  being skeptical, dubious, predisposed, disparaging, 

 distrustful, misanthropic 
 

3. (informal) being from Missouri, looking at something with a 
 chary, guarded, narrow-minded, nervous, uneasy, shaky or 
 leery eye, having a jaundice eye 

 
keen-eyes 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  

 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 
 shrewd, quick, watchful 



 

 

My mother has keen-eyes.  Nothing missed her attention. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 
 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, 

 discerning  
  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 

 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 

 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack,  
 whiz-bang 
 

laughing eyes 
1.  having eyes which are vigorous, enthusiastic, agile, exciting, 

 effervescent nimble, or dynamic, bright having eyes which twinkle, 
 glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, shine or glitter being eyes 
 which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, shimmer, spark or dazzle,  

 What I loved the most was that he had a gleam in his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are animating, agile, vivid, 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous, glowing, vivacious or radiant, having eyes which 

 illuminate, irradiate, glint, gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, being 
 eyes which  have a glint, sparkle, bedazzle, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are playful, sprightly, quick, lit up, full of pep, lively, snappy, full of 
 life, spry, pert, striking, eager, hearty, frisky or full of get up and go   

 
lively eyes  

1. eyes which are lively, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering,  lively, 
 sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, burning, 
 buyoant, radiant, animated, full of spirit, effervescent, fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had 
 lively eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, iridescence, 
 shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering,  radiating, vivid, 

 glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating,  vivacious, lustrous, 
 scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 

3. (informal)  eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, light-
 hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full  of 



 

 

 pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 
 

locking eyes 
1. staring, looking directly in the face or in the eyes  

 With locked eyes, they fell in love. 
 
2. (more stylized)  holding one’s gaze steadfast, standing agog, staring 

 steady, looking intently on, looking intently upon, holding one’s 
 gaze, gazing at 
 

3. (informal)  eying, making eye contact, meeting eyes, eyeballing, 
 looking hard at 

 
4. (slang)  goggling, ogling 
 

5. (looking at steady in a negative sense)  looking daggers, glaring, 
 gaping, looking at darkly, glaring at, glowering, glowering at, 

 leering at, gawking, staring angrily at, scowling, staring down 
 
lovely eyes 

1. having eyes which are beautiful, pretty, gorgeous, radiant, loving, 
 gorgeous, seductive, splendid, sexy, brillant, engaging, pretty, 
 ravishing, enchanting, stunning, ravishing or lovely 

 The first thing that I noticed about her was that she had such
 lovely eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are splendrous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 

 pulchritudinous 
 
3. having eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 

 
lynx-eyes 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 

 You can not fool him so easily; he has lynx-eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  
  

3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 
 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 

 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 



 

 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
 

 
making calf’s eyes at 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face 
 Children are always making goo-goo eyes at one another. 
 

2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eye, flirting with, 
 throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes at, making 

 sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, batting one's 
 eyelashes, making eyes at   
 

making eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  
 Look at her.  Making eyes at every boy who comes in, it’s 
 shameful!  

 
2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 
 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 

 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 
 batting one’s eyes, batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   

 
making goo-goo eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  
 Look at her.  Making goo-goo eyes at every boy who comes in, it’s 
 shameful!  

 
2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 

 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 
 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 
 batting one’s eyes, batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   

 
 

making sheep eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 
 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face  

 Making sheep eyes at the little boy, the little girl laughed. 
 
2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 

 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 
 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 



 

 

 batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   
 

meeting eyes  
1. looking someone directly in the face or in the eyes 

 When we made eye contact, we fell in love. 
 
2. eye contact, meeting one’s eyes, meeting eyes ,making eye 

 contact 
 
misty-eyes 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears, tearful, weepy or teary, 
 crying, shedding tears or sobbing, having eyes which are moist 

 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 
 dewy  eyes 
 During the whole ceremony she had misty eyes. 

  
2. lachyromse, lachymatory, lachrymal 

 
3. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 
 having a crush on 

 Wipe your misty eyes!  You’re making it so obvious that you like 
 him. 
  

4. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 

 impassioned, infactuated 
  
5. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-

 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 
 

6. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 

 
7. (Australian)  soony 
 

8. ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in tears,  
 ready to cry, crying  

 You have misty eyes.  Are you crying? 
 
9. (more stylistic)  teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear,

 weeping 
 
10. (informal)  blubbering 

 
moist-eyes 



 

 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears, tearful, weepy or teary, 
 crying, shedding tears or sobbing, having eyes which are moist 

 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 
 dewy  eyes 

 During the whole ceremony she had moist eyes. 
  
2. lachyromse, lachymatory, lachrymal 

 
3. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 
 having a crush on 

 Wipe your miost eyes!  You’re making it so obvious that you like 
 him. 

  
4. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 

 impassioned, infactuated 
  

5. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 

 
6. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 

 
7. (Australian)  soony 

 
8. ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in  tears,  
 ready to cry, crying  

 You have misty eyes.  Are you crying? 
 
9. (more stylistic)  teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear,

 weeping 
 

10. (informal)  blubbering 
 
not a dry eye in the house 

1. having everyone in the audience crying 
 The movie was so sad that there was not a dry eye in the house. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have all the members of the audience shedding 
 tears, weeping, sobbing, having tears in the eyes of everyone in  

 the audience 
 
3. (informal to slang)  to have the audience blubbering, boohooing or 

 bawling 
 



 

 

opening someone's eyes 
1. making someone finally realize the truth, enlightening, exposing, 

 revealing, unfolding, divulging, unvieling, unmasking 
 Opening someone’s eyes has always been difficult.  

 
2. (more stylized)  disabusing, elucidating, disillusioning, 
 illuminating, disenchanting, unbeguiling 

 
3. (informal)  shattering one’s illusions, making plain, breaking the 
 spell, letting know, clueing in, throwing light on, making clear, 

 spell out, pointing out, shedding light on, laying open, making 
 someone grow up  

 
4. (slang)  waking someone up, setting one straight, bursting one’s 
 bubble, snapping one out of it, setting someone right, making one 

 see the real world, telling the truth 
 

out of half closed eyes 
1. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 
 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 

 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked out of half closed 
 eyes and gave me a cynical smile. 

 
2. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 

 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant, looking askance 
 
3. (informal) crossed eyed, off-centered, sideways, slantwise, seeing 

 with half an eye, crookedly, off-balance, crosswise, with a side 
 glance, at an angle, screwing up the eyes  
 

out of the corner of one’s eyes 
1. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 

 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 
 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me out of the 

 corner of his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 
 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant, looking askance 
 

3. (informal) crossed eyed, off-centered, sideways, slantwise, seeing 
 with half an eye, crookedly, off-balance, crosswise, with a side 
 glance, at an angle, screwing up the eyes  

 
overflowing eyes 



 

 

1.  tearful, weepy, teary, tearful, crying, shedding tears, sobbing or 
 weeping, with brimming eyes, having eyes which are moist with 

 tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or dewy 
 eyes 

 When she met him at the door with overflowing eyes, he knew 
 that she was sorry for what she had done. 
 

2. (informal)  dewy-eyed, ready to burst out in tears 
 
3. (slang) on the verge of bawling, boohooing, blubbering 

 
penetrating eyes 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, penetrating, 
 attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, knowing, wise  

 She has such penetrating eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning,  
 perspicacious, informed, insightful, cognizant, piercing, 

 penetrating , probing 
  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp   

 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, clear-minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick 

 sighted, hawk-eyed, not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick 
 witted, long headed, ready, on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s 
 toes, being able to see right through someone, alert 

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang, brainy    

 
5. having eyes which are glaring, firmly fixed, absorbing, riveting, 

 piercing, engaging, gripping, captivating, engrossing, scrutinizing, 
 locking, attention-getting or attracting 
 With those penetrating eyes, she seems to be from another world. 

 
6. (more stylized)  having eyes which are enchanting, hypnotizing, 

 enrapturing, alluring, mesmerizing, entrancing, spellbinding, 
 monopolizing, enthralling, hypnotic, compelling, alluring or 
 fastening 

 
7. (more informal)  having eyes which are holding, holding fast, 
 having eyes which monopolize or hold one’s attention, have one 

 under one’s spells, have one under a spell 
 



 

 

piercing blue eyes 
1. having eyes which are so blue and expressive that they seem to 

 penetrate, bore, electrify, drill through one, eyes which are 
 bewitching, absorbing, fascinating, engaging, arresting or 

 hypnotizing  
 She is so scary looking, especially her piercing blue eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  having eyes which are entrancing, transpiercing, 
 spellbinding, enchaning, transfixing, riveting, enrapturing, 
 engrossing,  captivating, piercing, enthralling or fixating 

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which hold, hold one’s attention or which 

 are attention-getting   
 
piercing eyes 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, penetrating, 

 attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, knowing, wise  
 She has piercing eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning,  
 perspicacious, informed, insightful, cognizant, piercing, 

 penetrating , probing 
  

3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp   
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, clear-minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick 

 sighted, hawk-eyed, not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick 
 witted, long headed, ready, on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s 
 toes, being able to see right through someone, alert 

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-

 bang, brainy    
 
5. having eyes which are glaring, firmly fixed, absorbing, riveting, 

 piercing, engaging, gripping, captivating, engrossing, scrutinizing, 
 locking, attention-getting or attracting 

 With those piercing eyes, she seems to be from another world. 
 
6. (more stylized)  having eyes which are enchanting, hypnotizing, 

 enrapturing, alluring, mesmerizing, entrancing, spellbinding, 
 monopolizing, enthralling, hypnotic, compelling, alluring or 
 fastening 

 
7. (more informal)  having eyes which are holding or holding fast, 



 

 

 having eyes which monopolize or hold one’s attention, have one 
 under one’s spells, have one under a spell 

 
pink eyes 

conjunctivitis, inflamed eyes 
 
pleasing to the eye 

1. nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 
 handsome, pretty, beautiful, able-bodied, well-built, attractive, 
 handsome  

 I have no complaints.  He is truly pleasing to the eye. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style, well-
 endowed, voluptuous, interesting, appealing or stunning  
 

3. (informal) good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-

 filling,well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, inviting, tooth-some, 
 eye-catching, tempting 
 

4. (slang) eye-candy,stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a brick 
 house, shapely, busty, curvaceous 
 

5. (slang to vulgar) comely, great looking behind, desirable, come-
 hither 

  
poking one’s eyes out  
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 

 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  
 Poking one’s eyes out is one way to torture a prisoner. 
 

2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 
 

3. (informal)  robbing one of sight, putting out one’s eyes   
 
putting out one’s eyes   

1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 
 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  

 Putting out one’s eyes is one way to torture a prisoner. 
 
2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 

 
3. (informal)  robbing one of sight, poking one’s eyes out  
 

  
private eye 



 

 

1. a detective who does not work for the police department, 
 investigator, private investigator 

 I used to work for the police but now I am a private eye. 
 

2. (informal)  sherlock, shadow, sleuth, tail, bird dog 
3. gum shoe 
 

4. (slang/sometimes considered vulgar) dick, private dick 
 
public eye 

1. publicity, observation, fame, glare, interest, notoriety, attention 
 popularity, brillance, strong light 

 Now that you published my story; I will be in the public eye for 
 many months. 
 

2. (more stylized)  acclaim, publicity, eminency, consciousness, 
 notability,  distinction, significance, harsh light, radiance 

 
3. (informal)  brightlight, blinding flash, spotlight, glare of public 
 attention, limelight, in the spotlight, in the limelight  

 
puffy eyes 
swollen or puffed up eyes as a result of crying or allergies 

I always have puffy eyes during hayfever season. 
 

putting out one’s eyes  (to blind  120) 
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 
 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  

 Poking out one’s eyes is one way to torture a prisoner. 
 
2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 

 
3. (informal)  robbing one of sight 

 
ravishing eyes 
1. having eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 

 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting,
 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 

 He has such ravishing eyes that if I don’t leave now, I am going 
 to regret it. 
 

2. (more stylized) having eyes which are tempting, prepossessing, 
 enticing, entrancing, enthralling, tantalizing, arousing, 
 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  

 winsome, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 
 intriguing, enthralling or enravishing 



 

 

 
3. having eyes which are catching, sexy, drawing, transporting or 

 taking  
 

 
red-eye  
1. undesirable effect from the retina when the flashgun is too near 

 the camera lens 
 Because of new technology, red eye is no longer is a problem.  It 
 can be air-brushed out. 

 
2. drink, alcohol, alcoholic beverage, cheap whiskey 

 
3. (more stylized)  stimulant, intoxicant, liquor, spirits  
 

4. (informal)  sauce, bracer, shot 
 

5. (slang)  jigger, moonshine, booze, rot gut, jolt, hooch, pull, spot, 
 snort, white lightning, medicine, firewater 
  

red-eye flight 
long-distance flight that leaves late at night and arrives  
very early in the morning 

I prefer to take a red-eye flight.  I can sleep throughout the flight. 
 

red-eye special 
cheap long-distance flight that leaves late at night and arrives  
very early in the morning 

I saved a lot of money taking the red-eye special. 
 
rough on the eyes 

1. ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive, plain 
 Although he is rather rough on the eyes, when he is well-dressed, 

 he can be quite a striking figure. 
 
2. (more stylized)  uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 

 unsightly, unlovely, rather ugly 
 

3. (informal)  not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  
 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang)   hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the eyes, 
 look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, oogly 
 

sad eyes 
1. depressed, sad, low, sorrowful, miserable, tearful, crush,  



 

 

 discouraged    
 What I remembered the most about my mother was her sad eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  despondent, heart-sick, dispirited, heavy-

 hearted, downcast, grieved, sick at heart, melachony, 
 inconsolable, crestfallen, feeling low  
    

3. (informal)  long faced, down in the mouth,  down, down in the 
 dumps   
 

4. (slang)  glum, in the pits, blue, bummed out  
  

screwing up the eye  (to blind  120 )  
 
 

seductive eyes 
1. having eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 

 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 
 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 
 What seductive eyes! 

 
2. (more stylized) having eyes which are tempting, prepossessing, 
 enticing, entrancing, enthralling, tantalizing, arousing, 

 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 

 intriguing, enthralling or enravishing 
 
3. having eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  

 transporting or taking  
 
4. having eyes which are yummy 

  
 

 
seeing with half an eye  (to blind 120) 
 

sexy eyes  
1. having eyes which are coy, sensuous, striking, dallying, beautiful, 

 enchanting, coquettish,  appealing, inviting, arousing, seductive, 
 flirtatious, ensnaring or pleasing 
 He is so gorgeous; he has such sexy eyes.   

 
2. having eyes which are bedeviling, exciting, vivifying, tantalizing, 
 transfixing,  sensual, rousing, beckoning, ravishing, wanton, 

 captivating or come-hither 
 



 

 

3. having eyes which are fast and loose, jolting, mouth-watering, 
 wolfish or foxy 

 
sharp eyes  

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, penetrating, 
 attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, glaring, riveting, piercing  

 She has sharp eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 

 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning,  
 perspicacious, informed  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed, ready, 

 on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s toes, being able to see right 
 through someone, alert 
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang  
 

sheep eyes 
1. looking at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, teasing, 

 expressing one’s love, attraction or interest on one’s face     
 Stop with the sheep eyes. She must stop flirting with the girls. 
 

2. (informal) making calf’s eyes at, goo-goo eyes, calf’s eyes, 
 flirting with, throwing oneself at, winking at, fluttering one’s eyes 
 at, making  sheep eyes at, looking sweet at, playing footsie, 

 batting one's eyelashes, making eyes at   
 

shimmering eyes 
1.  having eyes which are moist with tears 
 Her shimmering eyes greatly moved me.   

 
2. eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, full of 

 life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 
 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful or glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 

 shimmering eyes.  They were beautiful. 
 
3. (more stylistic)  eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, blazing, 

 ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, 
 luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating or aglimmer    



 

 

 
4. (informal)  have eyes which light up 

 
shine in one’s eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 
 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  

 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a shine in his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 
  

shining eyes 
1.  having eyes which are moist with tears 
 Her shining eyes greatly moved me.   

 
2. eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, full of 

 life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 
 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful ot glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 

 shining eyes. 
 
3. (more stylistic)  eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, blazing, 

 ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, 
 luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating ot aglimmer    

 
4. (informal)  have eyes which light up 
 

slanted eyes 
derogatory and disparaging description of persons of east and south 

east Asia (China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia) 
 
sloe-eyes 

having very dark eyes and almond shaped eyes 
 
spark one’s eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 



 

 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that he had a spark in his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 
 
sparkle in one’s eyes 

1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a sparkle in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 
 

squinted-eyes 
3. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 

 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 
 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me with 

 squinted eyes. 
 

4. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 
 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant 
 

5. (informal) out of the corner of one’s eyes, off-centered,  
 sideways, slantwise, crookedly, off-balance, crosswise,  
 with a side glance, at an angle  

 
starry-eyes 



 

 

1. being unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical or  
 overly optimistic or dreamy  

 Students with starry-eyes are always daydreaming. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian or inutile 
 

3. (informal) seeing life through rose colored glasses, being dreamy, 
 living  on cloud nine, being builder of castles in the sky, head-in-
 the-sky or spacy, having one’s head in the sky  

 
4. (Latin)  in nubibus  

 
stars in one’s eyes 
1. being unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical or  

 overly optimistic or dreamy  
 She’s in love; therefore, at least for now, she has stars in her eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  being madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian or inutile 

 
3. (informal) seeing life through rose colored glasses, have stars in 
 one’s eyes,  being dreamy, living on cloud nine, starry eyed, being 

 builder of castles in the sky, head-in-the-sky or spacy, having 
 one’s head in the sky  

 
4. (Latin)  in nubibus 
 

5. being greatly impressed, obsessesed, fascinated, ruled, controled 
 or monopolized by Hollywood, celebrities and fame 
 Ever since she went to Los Angeles she has had hadstars in her 

 eyes. 
 

6. being prepossessed, fixated, or preoccupied by, absorbed or  
 immersed in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 
 

7. (informal) being stage struck, wrapped up, crazed or gripped by, 
 caught up in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 

 
surrounding the eye 
circumocular 

 
taking one’s eyes out 
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 

 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  
 Taking one’s eyes out is one way to torture a prisoner. 



 

 

 
2. rendering sightless, gouging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 

 
3. (informal)  robbing one of sight 

 
taking out one’s eyes  
1. taking out one’s eyes, removing one’s eye, blinding, taking away 

 one’s  sight, poking out of one’s eyes  
 Taking out one’s eyes is one way to torture a prisoner. 
 

2. rendering sightless, gauging out the eyes of, depriving of sight 
 

3. (informal)  robbing one of sight 
 
tears welling up in the eyes 

 
 

tears welling up in one’s eyes 
 
tearful eyes 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears, having eyes brimming 
 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 
 dewy eyes,  being on the verge of tears, about to break down or 

 dissolve into tears 
 When I saw her tearful eyes, I broke down in tears.  

 
2. (more stylized)  shedding tears, weeping, having one’s eyes 
 brimming or overflowing with tears, sobbing, being weepy or 

 lachrymal 
 
3. (informal)  being close to tears, having red eyes or tears in 

 one’s eyes  
 

4. (slang) bawling, boohooing, blubbering   
 
tears in one’s eyes 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears, having eyes brimming 
 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 

 dewy eyes,  being on the verge of tears, about to break down or 
 dissolve into tears 
 When I saw her, she had already had tears in her eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  shedding tears, weeping, having one’s eyes 
 brimming or overflowing with tears, sobbing, being weepy or 

 lachrymal 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  being close to tears, having red eyes or tears in 
 one’s eyes  

 
4. (slang) bawling, boohooing, blubbering 1.   

 
tears in one’s eyes 
1. to have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming with 

 tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy eyes, 
 be on the verge of tears, about to break down or  dissolve into tears 
 When I saw her, she had already found out.  She had tears in her

 eyes.  
 

2. (more stylized)  to shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming or 
 overflowing with tears, sob, be weepy or lachrymal 
 

3. (informal)  to be close to tears, have red eyes or tears in 
 one’s eyes  

 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber  
 

tired eyes 
1.   tired looking, exhausted  
 She had such tired eyes that I sent her home. 

 
2. (informal)  to look worn out, washed out, wiped out, dog-tired, 

 dead tired, dead, dead on one’s feet, or ready to drop 
 
3. (slang) to look fagged, fagged out, played out, spent, spent, pooped, 

 pooped out 
 
to the eye 

on the surface, to all appearance, outwardly, on the façade, wear the 
aspect of 

to the eye everything looks fine; however, you must look  
beyond the obvious. 
 

2. (informal) on the face of it, strike one as being 
 

the apple of one's eye 
1. one's favorite or preference 
 His daughter is the apple of his eye. 

 
2. (informal)  being one’s jewel, pearl, fair-headed boy, darling, pet,   
 dearest or fair-headed one, being someone after one’s heart  

 
3. prodigy, miracle, wonder, marvel, phenomenon 



 

 

 
4. (informal) being one in a thousand, a rare gem, in a million, a find, 

 one of a kind or something to write home about 
 

5. (slang)  being a rare bird, mind blower, really something, quite a 
 thing, an oner, mind boggler or something to shout about 
 

the naked eye 
without the aid of glasses, microscopes, or telescopes 
You can not see most germs with the naked eye. 

 
through the eyes of 

from the perspective of, from the point of view of 
When you compete, you should always see the game through the  
eyes of your opponent. 

 
to the naked eye 

to look at something without glasses, a microscope, or a telescope 
Most bacteria are not visible to the naked eye. 
 

twinkle in one’s eyes 
1.  having eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, being eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, having eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that he had a twinkles in his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylized)  having eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 

 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, having eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, being eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 

 
twinkling eyes  

1.  having eyes which are moist with tears, having eyes brimming with 
 tears, having tears in one’s eyes 
 

2. eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, full of 
 life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 
 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful or glittering 

 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 
 twinkling eyes. 



 

 

 
3. (more stylistic)  eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, blazing, 

 ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, 
 luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating, aglimmer    

 
4. (informal)  having eyes which light up 
 

under the eyes of 
1. being watched or under the close observation of, being guarded, 
 protected or superintended by 

 I’m not worry about my son only while he is under the eye of 
 his mother. 

 
2. (informal)  being baby-sat, taken care of, watched over by, or kept 
 an eye on, being watched by a sharp, hawk, eagle or wary eye, 

 being  under the watchful eyes of  
 

under the watchful eyes of 
1. being watched or under the close observation of, being guarded, 
 protected or superintended by 

 I’m not worry about my son only while he is under the watchful 
 eye of his mother. 
 

2. (informal)  being baby-sat, taken care of, watched over by, or kept 
 an eye on, being watched by a sharp, hawk, eagle or wary eye, 

 being  under the watchful eyes of  
 
up to one’s eyes 

1. overcome, engulfed, inundated, immersed, deluged by 
 I am up to my eyes in work. 
 

2. (informal)  over one’s head, swallowed up by,  immersed in,  
 steeped in, under an avalanche or mountain of, up to one’s ears,   

 buried or snowed under, be bowled over by, blitzed, swallowed up 
 by, up to one’s neck, steeped to the eyebrows, up to one’s eye 
 

3. (slang)  up to one’s eyeballs  
  

4. (vulgar) up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 
 
… when one was just a twinkle in one’s father’s eyes 

before one was born, before one’s time 
Your father and I met when you were just a twinkle in your  
father’s eyes.  

 
wide-eye 



 

 

1.    eager, anxious, anticipatory, breathless, alive 
 She is wide-eye and ready for everything. 

    
2. (informal) be on one’s toes, on the ball, wide-awake or bright-eyed 

 and bushy-tailed  
 
3.    stunned, wonder struck, awe-struck, agape, spell-bound 

 
4. paralyzed with fear, struck-dumb or mute, paralyzed with 
 wonder, frozen, struck speechless, open-mouthed, thunderstruck 

 
wild eyes 

1. irrational, frantic, delirious, out of control, hysterical 
 
2. (more stylistic)  incoherent, in a dither, out of one’s wits, frenzied, 

 rabid, distraughted, at one’s wits,  
 

3. (informal)  wild, unstuck, beside oneself, all worked up, in a tizzy, 
 out of one’s head, off one’s head, unstrung, raging, foaming at 
 the mouth, at the end of one’s rope, stark raving mad 

  
 
with an eye to doing something else 

to work to accomplish one thing so that a second thing will happen 
He ran for the senate with an eye to becoming president in two years. 

 
with an eye toward doing something else 
to work to accomplish one thing so that a second thing will happen 

He ran for the senate with an eye toward becoming president in 
two years. 
 

with both eyes wide open 
1. to be fully awake or aware, cognizant or conscious of one's own 

 or another’s actions 
 There's no excuse because he did it with both eyes wide open. 
 

2. (informal) to be wide awake to, mindful of, well aware of, sensible 
 of, alert, on the ball, on one’s toes, unblinking 

 
with closed eyes  
1. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 

 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware or 
 uninform, without design 
 When he joined the army, he did so with closed eyes.  He had no 

 idea what he was  doing. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 
 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 

 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 
 

3. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 
 wide eyed 
 

with one eye open 
1. to be on guard, wary, or on watch for  
 When I sleep away from home, I always do with one eye open. 

 
2. to be mindful, sharp-eyed, all eyes and ears, on one’s toes, 

 heads up, awake, eagle or hawk-eyed, all ears 
 
with one’s eyes closed 

1. easily, without any effort, effortlessly, without any difficulty or 
 trouble 

 I can solve this grammar problem with my eyes closed. 
 
2. with one’s hands tied behind one’s back, handily, with no 

 hands, without even trying 
 
3. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 

 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware or 
 uninform, without design 

 He joined the army with his eyes closed. 
 
4. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 

 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 
 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 
 

5. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 
 wide eyed 

 
with one’s eyes closed shut 
1. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 

 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware or 
 uninform, without design 

 He joined the army with his eyes closed shut. 
 
2. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 

 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 
 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 
 

3. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 
 wide eyed 



 

 

 
with one’s eyes open 

1. deliberately, on purpose, knowingly, intentionally, purposely, with 
 intent, by design, consciously 

 When I decided to leave the class I did so with my eyes open. 
  
2. (more stylized)  designedly, willfully, aforethought, calculatedly, on 

 one’s own accord, mediatively, preconcertedly, predeterminately, 
 resolutely, wittingly 
 

3. (informal)  in cold blood, with presence of mind, coldly, cold- 
 bloodedly, mindfully 

 
with one’s eyes shut 
1. easily, without any effort, effortlessly, without any difficulty or 

 trouble 
 I can solve this grammar problem with my eyes shut. 

 
2. with one’s hands tied behind one’s back, handily, with no 
 hands, without even trying  

 
3. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 
 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware or 

 uninform, without design 
 He joined the army with his eyes shut. 

 
4. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 
 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 

 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 
 
5. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 

 wide eyed 
 

with one’s eyes wide open 
1. deliberately, on purpose, knowingly, intentionally, purposely, with 
 intent, by design, consciously 

 When I decided to leave the class I did so with my eyes wide 
 open. 

  
2. (more stylized)  designedly, willfully, aforethought, calculatedly, on 
 one’s own accord, mediatively, preconcertedly, predeterminately, 

 resolutely, wittingly 
 
3. (informal)  in cold blood, with presence of mind, coldly, cold- 

 bloodedly, mindfully, without doubt, with a clear mind, clear- 
 mindedly, with a level head 



 

 

 
within eyesight 

1. within one's range or field of vision 
 I can't see him; he's not within eyesight. 

 
2. within eyeshot or eyereach 
 

to bat one’s eyes at 
1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 She's always making eyes at me. 

 
2. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, throw oneself at, wink 

 at flutter one’s eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink 
 at, play footsie, bat one's eyelashes, make eyes at   
 

3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at 
 

to be a private eye  
1. to be an plainclothesman,  operative, detective, private investigator 
 Watch your mouth, he is a private eye who has some very big 

 ears.  
 
2. (informal) to be a gumshoe, sleuth or eye 

 
3. (slang) to be a bird dog, fly ball, tail, fly bull or flatfoot 

 
4. (could be considered vulgar)  to be a private dick or dick  
 

to be a sight for sore eyes 
to be a welcome, agreeable, or pleasing sight 
I am so glad to see you see.  You are a sight for sore eyes. 

 
to be all eyes 

1. to be on guard, wary, or on watch for  
 When I sleep away from home, I am always all eyes. 
 

2. to be mindful, sharp-eyed, with one eye open, on one’s toes, 
 heads up, awake, eagle or hawk-eyed or all ears 

 
3. to look intently or steadfastly, give one one's full or undivided 
 attention to, pay strict attention to 

 You definitely have their attention; they are all eyes. 
 
4. to zero in on, direct one’s thinking on, focus in one, not look left 

 or right but only straight ahead  
 



 

 

to be all eyes and ears 
1. to be on guard, wary, or on watch for  

 When I sleep away from home, I am always all eyes and ears. 
 

2. to be mindful, sharp-eyed, with one eye open, on one’s toes, 
 heads up, awake, eagle or hawk-eyed or all ears 
 

3. to look intently or steadfastly, give one one's full or undivided 
 attention to, pay strict attention to 
 You definitely have their attention; they are all eyes. 

 
4. to zero in on, direct one’s thinking on, focus in one, not look left 

 or right but only straight ahead 
 
to be an eye  

1. to be an plainclothesman,  operative, detective, private eye, private 
 investigator 

 He is an eye who works in the most dangerous area of the field. 
 
2. (informal) to be a gumshoe or sleuth 

 
3. (slang) to be a bird dog, fly ball, tail, fly bull or flatfoot 
 

4. (could be considered vulgar)  to be a private dick or dick  
 

to be an eye opener 
1. to be that which stupifies, amazes, stuns, is shocking, jarring, out 
 of the ordinary or  unbelievable  

 His first rejection letter from the publisher was a real eye opener. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a sudden and surprising revelation, be that 

 which disconcerts, astounds, discomposes, is incredible or jarring 
 

3. (informal) to be that  which knocks the wind out of, floors, 
 stupifies, is like a ton of brick, splashes cold water on, opens 
 one’s eyes, wakes one up, takes one’s breath away, puts one on 

 one’s toes, dumbfounds, flummoxes or makes one’s head swim 
 

3. (slang)  to be that which is a mind blower, blows one’s mind, is a 
 mind boggler or boggles the mind 
  

to be an eye sore 
1. to be that which defaces, ruins, disfigures, flaws, deforms or mars 
 All this writing on the wall is an eye sore. 

 
2. (informal)  to be that which uglifies or trashes 



 

 

to be dead between the ears (wooden 1350) 
 

 
to be done before one’s eyes 

1. in plain sight, plain view, within one’s range of vision, within one’s 
 field of vision 
 He stole the car before my very eyes. 

 
2. in front of one’s very nose, within eyeshot or eyereach 
 

3. to do something in a manner which is unconcealed, bold, 
 audacious, undisguised , shameless, unblushing , exhibited, 

 flagarant, open, blatant 
 
4. (informal)  to do something in a manner which is barefaced, 

 cheeky, boldfaced, nervy, brassy 
 

to be easy on the eye 
1. to be pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, be attractive, 
 handsome, pretty, beautiful 

 Is he is handsome?  Yes, I would say that he is definitely easy 
 on the eye. 
 

2. (informal) to be good-looking, have good looks, eye-filling,   
 easy to look at or not hard to look at 

 
3. (slang) eye-candy  
 

to be eye-candy  
1. to be handsome ,beautiful, pretty, attractive, pleasing to look at 
 I know that he's not very intelligent but I’m not with him 

 for his brains.  He is eye-candy. 
 

2. (informal) to be good-looking, easy on the eye, have good looks, 
 eye-filling, easy to look at or not hard to look at 
 

to be eye catching 
1. to be appealing, interesting, awing, mesmerizing, intriguing, 

 fascinating, hypnotizing or overawing  
 That dress with its very long neckline is sure eye-catching. 
 

2. (highly stylized) to be tantalizing, bewitching, enchanting, calling 
 forth, enticing, enrapturing, bedeviling or alluring 
   

3. to be drawing, taking, engrossing, holding the attention of, 
 dazzling, capturing one’s fancy, bedazzling, catchy, razzling-



 

 

 dazzling, luring, capturing one’s eye  
 

to be eye-filling 
1. to be nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 

 pretty, beautiful, able-bodied, well-built or handsome  
 Is he is handsome?  Yes, I would say that he is definitely  
 easy on the eye. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to be lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style, 
 well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, appealing or stunning  

 
3. (informal) to be good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  

 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-
 filling, well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, inviting, tooth-some, 
 eye-catching or tempting 

 
4. (slang) to be eye-candy,stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a 

 brick  house, shapely, busty or curvaceous 
 
5. (slang to vulgar) to be comely, great looking behind, desirable or 

 come- hither 
  
to be eye to eye  

1. to be facing one another or looking at one another 
Once they are eye to eye, they will work it out. 

 
2. (informal)  to be nose to nose, head to head or face to face, see 
 eye to eye   

 
3. (slang)  to be eyeball to eyeball, see eyeball to eyeball  
 

4. to be in opposition, confront, stand in opposition, affront, 
 challenge, face in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit that being eyeball to eyeball, was terrifying. 
 
5. (French)  tête-à-tête, vis à vis, à deux 

 
to be eyeball to eyeball   

1. to be facing one another or looking at one another 
Once they are eyeball to eyeball, they will work it out. 
 

2. (informal)  to be nose to nose, head to head, eye to eye  
 or face to face, see eye to see or eyeball to eyeball 
 

3. to see eyeball to eyeball   
 



 

 

4. to be in opposition, confront, stand in opposition, affront, 
 challenge, face in defiance 

 Yes, I must admit that being eyeball to eyeball, was terrifying. 
 

5. (French)  tête-à-tête, vis à vis, à deux 
 
to be eyeless (blind  120) 

 
to be eyes front 
1. to be alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 

 paying attention to or on guard 
 He is eyes front and, therefore, ready to take command on a  

 moment’s notice.  
 
2. (more stylistic) to be advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 

 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive or conscious   
 

3.  (informal)   to be on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, 
 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 
 peeled, all eyes or all seeing 

 
to be hard on the eyes 
1. to be ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive or plain 

 Although he is hard on the eyes, when he is well-dressed, he can 
 be quite a striking figure. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 
 unsightly, unlovely or rather ugly 

  
 
3. (informal) to be not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  

 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang) to be hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the 
 eyes, look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, 
 oogly 

 
to be in the public eye 

1. to be in the news, in the gossip columns, prominent, famous, 
 infamous 
 I would not want to be in the public eye; I like my privacy. 

 
2. (stylized)  to be of great repute,  of consequences, of great 
 reputation, consequential  

 
3 to be on everyone’s tongue, be gossiped about, on the front page 



 

 

 right in front for the whole world to see, one of the famous and 
 beautiful people, right there in the open 

 
4. (slang) to be on the grapevine, have one’s business in the street 

 
to be in the eye of the storm 
1. in the midst, center, epicenter, core or kernal of a storm 

 This is not the worst of it.  Wait until you are in the eye  
 of the storm. 
 

2. (highly stylized) point of convergence, cynosure 
 

3. (informal)  in the belly, eye, stomach, thick, dead center,  
 thick of, gut 
 

4. in the center, focal point, crux, nucleus of a problem 
 The two leaders are now firmly in the eye of the storm of their 

 own creation. 
 
to be in the public eye 

1. to be popular, in the public, be in the glare or strong light of the 
 public or of  great interest, have notoriety,  attention or popularity, 
 be the subject of people's conversation, be  the one that everyone is 

 talking about, be the center of gossip, be celebrated or famous  
 Now that you published my story; I will be in the public eye for 

 many months. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be prominent, acclaimed, eminent, notable, 

 distinctive, in the harsh light or glare of the public, famed, 
 renowned, infamous or notorious, to have one’s  person and name 
 be in circulation, current or in the air 

 
3. (informal) to be in the big time, in the brightlight, in the blinding 

 flash, in the spotlight, in the glare of public attention, in the 
 limelight, in the spotlight, in the limelight, on the map, on 
 everyone’s lips or in everyone’s mouth, be in the mouth of 

 rumormongers, gossipmongers, be the scoop, inside info or the 
 information, be the subject of a whispering campaign, in the news, 

 on everyone’s tongue   
 
4. (slang)  to be on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low down, 

 be talked of 
 
to be jaundiced eye 

1. to be disapproving, biased, prejudiced, hesitant or overly critical, 
 having a suspicious eye, not trusting, not believing or doubting  



 

 

 He knew that he was not convincing her; she sees everything 
 with a jaundice eye. 

 
2. (informal)  being skeptical, dubious, predisposed, disparaging, 

 distrustful or misanthropic 
 
3. (informal) to be from Missouri, look at something with a chary, 

 guarded, narrow-minded, nervous, uneasy, shaky or leery eye, 
 have a jaundice eye 
 

to be more to something than meets the eye 
1.   to be hidden, concealed, not be clear as day, opaque  

 I don't know what happened but there is more to this 
 than meets the eye. 
 

2. (highly stylized) turbid, shrouded in mystery, masked, veiled, 
 perdu, occult 

 
3. to not be all on the table, be just the tip of the iceberg, kept under 
 wraps, kept in the dark, covered up and tucked away 

 
to be not able to close one's eyes 
1. to not be able to go to sleep, be unable to fall asleep, have 

 insomnia 
 I was not able to close my eyes all night. 

 
2. to no longer be able to ignore reality or to close one's eyes to 
 reality, choose to live what is rather than in fantasy land 

 
3. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 
 around one, not hide one's head in a hole, to see what is plain to 

 everyone, not hide one's head in the sand, purposely not close 
 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, not hide or run away 

 from reality, not be able to close one’s eyes, not bury one’s head 
 in the sand, keep one’s eyes to, not put one’s head in a hole, 
 not put one’s head in the sand, not hide one’s head in a hole 

 
 

to be not fit for one’s eyes  
1. to be not fitted, proper, suitable, fitting, well-suited, befitting     
 I would love to go to the movies with you but I’m not taking the 

 children.  This picture is not fit for children eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be not correspondent, apt, appropriate, well-

 adapted, apropos, corresponding 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  in keeping, just right for 
 

to be pleasing to the eye 
1. to be nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 

 pretty, beautiful, able-bodied, well-built or handsome  
 I have no complaints.  He is truly pleasing to the eye. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to be lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style, 
 well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, appealing or stunning  
 

3. (informal) to be good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-

 filling,well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, inviting, tooth-some, 
 eye-catching or tempting 
 

4. (slang) to be eye-candy, stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a 
 brick  house, shapely, busty or curvaceous 

 
5. (slang to vulgar) to be comely, great looking behind, desirable or 
 come- hither 

 
to be rough on the eyes 
1. to be ugly, plain looking, bad looking, unattractive or plain 

 Although he is rough on the eyes, when he is well-dressed, he 
 can be quite a striking figure. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be uncomely,  homely, plain-featured, ill-favored, 
 unsightly, unlovely or rather ugly 

  
 
3. (informal) to be not much to look at, hard favored, short on looks,  

 not much for looks or have a face perfectly made for radio 
 

4. (slang) to be hard to look at, hard on the eyes, rough on the 
 eyes, look like the back of the bus, God-awful, God-awful ugly, 
 oogly 

 
to be the apple of one's eye 

1. to be one's favorite or preference 
 His daughter is the apple of his eye. 
 

2. (informal)  to be one’s jewel, pearl, fair-headed boy, darling, pet,   
 dearest or fair-headed one, be someone after one’s heart  
 

3. to be a prodigy, miracle, wonder, marvel or phenomenon 
 



 

 

4. (informal)  to be one in a thousand, a rare gem, in a million, a find, 
 one of a kind or a something to write home about 

 
5. (slang)  to be a rare bird, mind blower, really something, quite a 

 thing, oner, mind boggler or something to shout about 
  
to be under the eyes of 

1. to be watched or under the close observation of, be guarded, 
 protected or superintended by 
 I’m not worry about my son only while he is under the eye of 

 his mother. 
 

2. (informal)to be baby-sat, taken care of, watched over by, or kept an 
 eye on, be watched by a sharp, hawk, eagle or wary eye, be under 
 the watchful eyes of  

 
to be under the watchful eyes of 

1. to be watched or under the close observation of, be guarded, 
 protected or superintended by 
 I’m not worry about my son only while he is under the eye of 

 his mother. 
 
2. (informal) to be baby-sat, taken care of, watched over by, or kept 

 an eye on, be watched by a sharp, hawk, eagle or wary eye, be seen 
 after, be under the eyes of  

 
to be up to one’s eyes 
1. to be overcome, engulfed, inundated, immersed or deluged by 

 I am up to my eyes in work. 
 
2. (informal)  to be over one’s head, swallowed up by, be immersed 

 in or steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to 
 one’s ears, be buried or snowed under, be bowled over by, blitzed, 

 swallowed up by, be up to one’s neck, be steeped to the 
 eyebrows, be up to one’s eye 
 

3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eyeballs  
  

4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 
 
to be wild eyes 

1. to be irrational, frantic, delirious, out of control or hysterical 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be incoherent, in a dither, out of one’s wits, 

 frenzied, rabid, distraughted or at one’s wits  
 



 

 

3. (informal) to be wild, unstuck, beside oneself, all worked up, in a 
 tizzy,  out of one’s head, off one’s head, unstrung, raging, 

 foaming at  the mouth, at the end of one’s rope or stark raving 
 mad 

  
to be wild eyes 
1. irrational, frantic, delirious, out of control,hysterical 

 
2. (more stylistic)  incoherent, in a dither, out of one’s wits, frenzied, 
 rabid, distraughted, at one’s wits,  

 
3. (informal)  wild, unstuck, beside oneself, all worked up, in a tizzy, 

 out of one’s head, off one’s head, unstrung, raging, foaming at 
 the mouth, at the end of one’s rope, stark raving mad 
  

to be years since one has set eyes on someone 
1. to be a long time since one has not seen someone 

 It's been years since I've set eyes on my sister. 
 
2. to be a long time since one has not laid eyes on or cast an eye 

 upon someone 
 
to believe one’s eyes 

1. to trust, have confidence in, have full confidence, put confidence 
 in, confidence in, trust implicitly, depend on, have complete faith 

 in, trust, believe in 
 I usually don’t believe what I see or hear but with him I can 
 believe my eyes and ears. 

 
2.    to bank on, put one’s hope in, count on, stake one’s life on, rely  
 on, go to the bank on, swear by, bank upon, stake one’s life upon, 

 bank upon, put one’s trust in 
  

 
to bend the eye 
1. to look at without turning away, fix the gaze, stare at 

 It is rather rude to bend the eye at someone.  No one likes 
 to stared at. 

 
2.  (informal) to glare, to rivet the eye, gawk, to fix the eye, be 
 unable or willing to turn away from, to cock the eye 

 
to break eye contact 
1. to not look at someone in the eyes, not meet someone’s else, 

 lower  one’s gaze as a result of shyness, shame, embarrassment, 
 as a show of respect or as a recognition of one’s inferior status, not 



 

 

 make eye contact 
 As soon as she said that he loved her, she broke eye contact, 

 lowered her head and bit her lower lip. 
 

2. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, lower one’s head, look at one’s feet or at 
 the floor, not look at someone in the eyes, keep one’s eyes 

 down, not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or 
 curve one’s shoulders, bow one’s head 
 

to bring a sparkle to one’s eyes 
1. to make happy or pleased 

 His presence has brought a sparkle to her eyes. 
 
2. to satisfy, gratify, fulfill, give pleasure to, make content 

 
3. (informal)  to bring a spring in one’s step, make one feel good 

 
4. (slang to vulgar when in reference to sex) to hit the spot, hit the 
 bull’s eye 

 
to bring someone into the public eye 
1. to make someone known to the general public, expose  

 someone to public scruntiny 
 His actions brought his unsuspecting girlfriend into 

 the public eye. 
 
2. (informal) to bring someone out in the open or right out in the 

 open, force someone on the front page or into the media, push 
 someone in front of all the world to be seen or be known  
 

to bring tears to one’s eyes 
1. to make one cry, have one’s eyes to fill up with tears , cause 

 tears to come to one’s eyes  
 His words were so harsh that they brought tears to my eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to cause one to shed tears, sob or weep, cause 
 one’s eyes to well up with tears or become dewy or teary 

 
3. (informal)  to make one tear up or bawl 
 

4. (slang)  to make one boohoo or blubber 
 
to cast an eye over 

1. to scan, skim, glance at or regard quickly, skim and scan, look 
 quickly at,  



 

 

 Before turning away, he cast an eye over the room.  
 

2. (informal) to give a once over, snatch or catch a glimpse of,  look or 
 run over, thumb through, flip, look or glance through 

 
to cast an eye upon 
1. to see, behold, observe, watch, regard 

 When he cast an eye upon the woman, he realized what  
 he had done. 
 

2. (informal) to lay eyes on, look at, have a look-see, give a look, 
 eye, eyeball 

 
3. (slang) to take a gander 
 

to cast sheep eyes at   
1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest 

 
2. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt at, throw oneself at, flutter 
 one’s eyes at, look sweet at, play footsie, make eyes at, bat one’s 

 eyes at 
 
3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at  

      
to capture one's eye 

1. to get or draw one's attention, impress, awe, overawe, arouse or 
 rouse attention, intrigue, fascinate, hypnotize 
 I am proud to say that I was able to capture the young man's 

 eye.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  tantalize, bewitch, enchant, call forth, entice, 

 enrapture, bedevil, allure 
   

3. (informal)  to pique one’s interest, strike one, tickle one’s fancy, 
 whet or prick one’s attention 
 

to catch one's eye 
1. to get or draw one's attention, impress, awe, overawe, arouse or 

 rouse attention, intrigue, fascinate, hypnotize, interest 
 He caught my eye twenty years ago and has been catching it ever 
 since.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  tantalize, captivate, bewitch, enchant, call forth, 
 tempt, entice, enrapture, bedevil, allure, capture one’s fancy 

   
 3. (informal)  to pique one’s interest, strike one, tickle one’s fancy, 



 

 

 whet or prick one’s attention 
 

to catch some shut eye 
1. to sleep, nap, doze 

 If I don’t catch some shut eye, I’ll never make it through 
 tomorrow. 
 

2. to slumber, repose 
 
3. (informal)  to snooze, get some sleep, take a nap, doze off, take a 

 siesta 
 

4. (slang)  to count sheep, conk off, catch some Z’s, hit the sack, log 
 Z’s, snatch forty winks, flake out, catch forty winks, crash, sack 
 out 

 
to catch the eye of  

1. to be of wide interest, catch the attention of a wide audience, 
 appeal, awe, mesmerize, intrigue, fascinate, hypnotizing, overawe 
 The war in Iraq has caught the eye of everyone.  

 
2. (highly stylized)  to tantalize, bewitch, enchant, enrapture, bedevil, 
 calling forth, entice, enrapture, bedevil, allure  

  
3. to draw, engross, captivate or hold the attention of, dazzle, capture 

 one’s fancy, bedazzle, be catchy, bedazzel, razzle-dazzle  
 
to catch the eye of the world 

1. to be of wide interest, catch the attention of a wide audience, 
 appeal, awe, mesmerize, intrigue, fascinate, hypnotizing, overawe 
 The war in Iraq has caught the eye of the world. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to tantalize, bewitch, enchant, enrapture, bedevil, 

 calling forth, entice, enrapture, bedevil, allure  
  
3. to draw, engross, captivate or hold the attention of, dazzle, capture 

 one’s fancy, bedazzle, be catchy, bedazzel, razzle-dazzle  
  

to catch the eye of the world 
1. to be of wide interest, catch the attention of a wide audience, 
 mesmerize, fascinate, hypnotize, awe or overawe the public 

 The war in Iraq has caught the eye of the world. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  to bewitch, enchant, enrapture or bedevil  

 the public 
 



 

 

3. to draw, engross, captivate or hold the attention of, dazzle,  
 bedazzel or razzle-dazzle the public 

 
to cause one’s eyes water   

1. to make one’s eyes moist or watery, make one’s eyes water,
 cause one to become teary, cause one to cry, cause tears to come 
 to one’s eyes  

 I hate cutting up onions.  Onions always cause my eyes to water. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to bring tears to one’s eyes,  make one’s eyes 

 dewy, have tears come to one’s eyes, cause one to tear up, cause
 one to shed tears or weep, cause one’s eye to become tearful, 

 lachrymose, weepy 
 
3. (informal)  to cause one to tear up or bawl 

 
to cause one’s eyes to well up in tears 

1. to make one cry, have one’s eyes to fill up with tears , cause 
 tears to come to one’s eyes  
 His words were so harsh that they caused my eyes to well up in  

 tears. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to cause one to shed tears, sob or weep, cause 

 one’s eyes to well up with tears, cause tears to well up in  
 one’s eyes or become dewy or teary 

 
3. (informal)  to make one tear up or bawl 
 

4. (slang)  to make one boohoo or blubber 
 
to cause tears to come to one’s eyes 

1. to make one cry, have one’s eyes to fill up with tears , cause 
 tears to come to one’s eyes  

 His words were so harsh that they caused tears to come to my 
 eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to cause one to shed tears, sob or weep, cause 
 one’s eyes to well up with tears or become dewy or teary 

 
3. (informal)  to make one tear up or bawl 
 

4. (slang)  to make one boohoo or blubber 
 
to cause tears to well up in one’s eyes 

1. to make one cry, have one’s eyes to fill up with tears , cause 
 tears to come to one’s eyes  



 

 

 His words were so harsh that they caused tears to well up in  
 my eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to cause one to shed tears, sob or weep, cause 

 one’s eyes to well up with tears, cause tears to well up in  
 one’s eyes or become dewy or teary 
 

3. (informal)  to make one tear up or bawl 
 
4. (slang)  to make one boohoo or blubber 

 
to clap eyes on (usually structured in the negative) 

to see, meet, encounter, make the acquaintance of 
I’m sorry but I have never clapped my eyes on you before. 
 

to close one's eyes  
1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 

 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 
 You can not close your eyes.  She needs you to face reality.  
 

2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 
 unapprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 
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3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 

 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 

 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 
 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 
 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 

 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 
 

to close one's eyes to 
1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 

 You can not close your eyes to reality for very much longer.  
 

2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 
 unapprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 

  
3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 

 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 



 

 

 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 
 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 

 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 
 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 

 
to cock the eye 
1. to look, look at, remain looking at, look at without turning 

  away, stare, fix one’s gaze on, glare at 
  
2. to stand agog, roll one’s eyes at, fix or bend the eye, 

 gawk, ogle, goggle, look hard at, eye 
 

to cover one’s eyes   
1. to hood  or screen one’s eyes, block one’s line of vision, blindfold, 
 cause or make blind 

 To play the game, they had to cover their eyes. 
 

2. to deprive of sight, render sightless, veil or mask one’s eyes 
 
3. to get in one’s way 

 
to cry one's eyes out 
1. to cry hard or heavily, mourn  

 When a car hit her dog, she cried her eyes out. 
 

2. (informal)  to cry with all one’s might, melt into tears, break down 
 
to cut one's eyeteeth 

to gain experience, wisdom, sophistication, or knowledge 
He cut his eyeteeth in the mailroom. 
 

to direct one’s eyes away 
to look away, turn one’s eyes away, look in the direction away from, 

look aside, direct one’s eyes from, direct one’s eyes away  
She directed her eyes away and lowered her head. 
 

to direct one’s eyes away  
to look away from, look aside, turn one’s eyes away from, look in the 

direction away from, direct one’s eyes from, direct one’s eyes away 
After directing her eyes away from her husband, she walked away. 
 

to direct one’s eyes down  
to look downward, look down 
She directed her eyes down before lowering her head and walking away. 

 
to direct one’s eyes past  



 

 

to look beyond, look past, see beyond, look over and above, see above 
and beyond 

She directed her eyes past the man who standing in front of her with 
a gun to look at her daughter. 

 
to direct one’s eyes to 
to look in the direction of, turn one’s eyes to, look in the direction 

towards, look at, direct one’s eyes to, direct one’s eyes toward 
She directed her eyes to her mother and cried. 
 

to direct one’s eyes toward 
to look in the direction of, look in the direction towards, turn one’s eyes 

toward, look at, direct one’s eyes to, direct one’s eyes toward 
She waited until after he finished talking before directing her eyes 
toward him.  

 
to direct one’s eyes skyward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She lifted up her eyes skyward the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
to direct one’s eyes star ward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She lifted up her eyes star ward the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
to direct one’s eyes up 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  



 

 

 She directed up her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She directed her eyes up hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man directed his eyes up, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she directed her eyes up and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to direct up one’s eyes  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She directed up her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
 



 

 

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She directed up her eyes hoping that everything would be alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 

 The man directed up his eyes, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she directed up her eyes and 
 looked at her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to direct one’s eyes upward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She directed her eyes upward the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She directed her eyes upward hoping that everything would be 
 alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man directed his eyes upward, silently begging the king for 
 mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 



 

 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she directed her eyes upward  and 
 looked at her boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to do something without batting an eye 

1. to do something unblinkingly, unemotionally, coldly 
 
2. (informal)  to act in a manner which is cool, calm and collect,  

  
to drop one’s eyes  
1. to not look at someone in the eyes as a result of shyness, shame 

 or embarrassment 
 As soon as she saw him come into the room, she dropped her 

 eyes and bit her bottom lip. 
 
2. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  

 or break eye contact, lower one’s head, look at one’s feet or at 
 the floor 
 

3/16/04  
to eye  

1. to look at, observe closely, watch warily 
 He eyeballed the room before allowing his client to enter. 
 

2. to keep one’s eyes peeled or open, watch narrowly, keep an eye  
 on, follow with one’s eyes, not take one’s eyes off of 

 
3. to stare at, fix one’s gaze on, gaze at 
 

4. (informal) to check out, rubbneck, gap at, gawk, ogle,  goggle at, 
 eye 
 

5. to look at, observe, examine with one's eyes, investigate, probe 
 She eyed the book before buying it. 



 

 

 
6. (informal)  to give the once-over, look up and down, take 

 a look at, pore over, go over with a fine-toothe comb 
 

7. (slang)  to eyeball 
 
to eyeball (slang) 

1. to look at, observe closely, watch warily 
 He eyeballed the room before allowing his client to enter. 
 

2. to keep one’s eyes peeled or open, watch narrowly, keep an eye  
 on, follow with one’s eyes, not take one’s eyes off of 

 
3. to stare at, fix one’s gaze on, gaze at 
 

4. (informal) to check out, rubberneck, gap at, gawk, goggle at, eye 
 

5. to examine, scrutinize, analyze, investigate, probe 
 
6. (informal) to look over, go through, take stock of, pore over, 

 go over with a fine-tooth comb, take apart, eye 
 
to eye greedily 

1. to look at with envy, desire, longing, want    
 He eyed his wife greedily as she walked into the room. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to look at with yearning or lust, be craving for, be 
 coveting 

 
3. (informal)  to look at with yen, hankering or hunger, be itching, 
 pining, thirsting or dying for, want with one’s whole heart  

 
4. (slang) to be leching after, yen for 

 
 
to feast one's eyes on 

1. to admire, relish, take delight or pleasure in, like, love,  
 approve of, appreciate, enjoy  

 It was a delight to feast my eyes on the different models. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  to revel or luxuriate in,   

 
3. to make much of, think highly of, bask in 
 

4. (slang) to dig, get a kick out of, get a bang out of, lick one’s 
 chop at, smack one’s lips at,  



 

 

 
5. (vulgar)  to eat up, get off on, groove on  

 
to fix one’s eye on 

1. fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated 
 or arrested on someone or something, not be able to turn away, 
 stare, glare or gaze at, look at without turning away 

 Once he fixes his eye on the television, he is in another 
 world. 
 

2. to hold or have the undivided attention of,  be totally absorbed or 
 engrossed in looking at someone or something 

  
3. (informal)  to bend the eye, cock the eye, fix one’s eye, fix one’s 
 gaze, gawk, oogle, goggle, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes 

 upon, keep an eye on 
  

to flash upon the inner eye 
1. to suddenly remember or think of someone, just remember, or 
 recall, have one’s memory triggered, occur to, realize, dawn on one, 

 come into one's consciousness 
 The minute that I smelled the perfume, my mother flashed upon 
 the inner eye. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to return to thoughts to the past, review, recall, 

 recollect, recall to mind, reminisce, retrospect 
 
3. (informal) to flash upon the inner eye, come to mind, pop into 

 one’s mind, enter one’s head, strike, flash across one’s mind, 
 pass through one’s mind, come into one’s head, bring to mind, 
 cross one’s mind 

 
to focus one’s eyes on 

1. fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated 
 or arrested on, not to turn away, stare, glare or gaze at, watch 
 intently, focus on, look at closely or intently, watch closely 

 She got what she wanted; everyone was focusing their eyes on 
 her. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to hold or have the undivided attention of, look 
 intently or steadfastly, give one one's full or undivided  attention to, 

 pay strict attention to, focalize, center one’s attention on, direct 
 one’s attention on 
  

3. (informal)  to zero in on, keep one’s eyes on, lock one’s attention 
 on, direct one’s attention on, focus in one, not look left or right 



 

 

 but only straight ahead, be mindful of, be open-eyed, bend the 
 eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s  gaze, peel one’s eyes 

 on, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes upon, keep an eye on 
 

to focus all eyes on 
1. to fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, 
 fixated or arrested on, not to turn away, stare, glare or gaze at, 

 watch 
 intently, focus on, look at closely or intently, watch closely 
 She got what she wanted; all eyes were focused on her. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to hold or have the undivided attention of, look 

 intently or steadfastly, give one one's full or undivided  attention to, 
 pay strict attention to, focalize, center one’s attention on, direct 
 one’s attention on, pay strict attention to 

  
3. (informal)  to zero in on, keep one’s eyes on, lock one’s attention 

 on, direct one’s attention on, focus in one, not look left or right 
 but only straight ahead, be mindful of, be open-eyed, bend the 
 eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s  gaze, peel one’s eyes 

 on, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes upon, keep an eye on 
 
to follow someone with one's eyes 

1. to watch, observe, follow, behold 
 Although he did not talk to the woman, he followed her with 

 his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to take stock of, scrutinize, survey, inspect, 

 appraise 
 
3. (informal)  to keep tabs on, look at, eye, keep someone in one’s 

 sight, keep an eye on, keep one’s eyes open, keep one’s eyes 
 peeled, ogle at, gawk at, stare at, leer at, give the once over, take a 

 close look at, take a long look, size up, size, take a long look at, 
 take a careful look at, 
 

4. (slang)  to take a good long hard look at, check out, eyeball 
 

to get a black eye 
1. to get hit or to hit oneself in the eye which result in the  
 discoloration of the area around the eye 

 After the accident, he got an ugly black eye. 
 
2. (slang) to get a shiner 

 
3. to have one's reputation or name slurred, tarnished, dirtied, 



 

 

 smeared, muddied, slandered 
 As a result of being with him, I got a black eye. 

 
4. (highly stylized)  to have one’s reputation or name soiled, 

 sullied, besmirched, fouled, befouled, stigmatized, defiled, 
 maligned, vilified 
 

5. (informal)  to have one’s name dragged through the mud, 
 be given a bad name, have a hatchet job done on one’s name, 
 have one’s reputation shredded or put in the shredder 

 
to get one's eyes used to the dark 

1. to be able to see in the dark after a minute or two. 
 When I entered the house, it took time for me to get my  
 eyes used to the dark. 

 
2. to be cat-eyed 

 
to get some shut eye 
1. to sleep, nap, doze 

 If I don’t get some shut eye, I’ll never make it through tomorrow. 
 
2. to slumber, repose 

 
3. (informal)  to snooze, get some sleep, take a nap, doze off, take a 

 siesta 
 
4. (slang)  to count sheep, conk off, catch some Z’s, hit the sack, log 

 Z’s, snatch forty winks, flake out, catch forty winks, crash, sack 
 out 
 

to get stars in one’s eyes 
1. to be greatly impressed, obsessive, fascinated, ruled, controlled or  

 monopolized by Hollywood, celebrities and fame 
 Ever since she went to Los Angeles she has got stars in her eyes. 
 

2. to be prepossessed, fixated, or preoccupied by, absorbed or  
 immersed in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 

 
3. (informal) to be stage struck, wrapped up, crazed or gripped by, 
 caught up in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 

 
to give one's eyeteeth  
1. to be willing to give or do anything to acquire something, want  

 something very much 
 I would give my eyeteeth if I could take back my words. 



 

 

 
2. to want something so badly that one can taste it  

 
to give one's eyetooth for 

to be willing to give anything for something 
I would give my eyetooth for that painting.  
 

to give one a black eye 
1. to hit someone in the eye which result in the discoloration 
 of the area around the eye 

 He gave his opponent a black eye. 
 

2. (slang) to give someone a shiner 
 
3. to slur, tarnish, dirty, smear, muddy, ruin or slander  

 someone’s name or reputation 
 The war gave the powerful president a black eye. 

 
4. (highly stylized)  to soil,  sully, besmirch, foul, befoul, stigmatize, 
 defile, malign or vilify someone’s reputation or name 

 
5. (informal)  to drag someone’s name through the mud, give someone 
 a bad name, do a hatchet job on someone’s name,  shred or put 

 someone’s reputation in the shredder 
 

to give one the evil eye  (curse  251) 
1. to gaze on or stare someone in a menacing, threatening or negative 
 way or to glare, gloat, glower or frown at someone in order to inflict 

 injury (supersition) 
 She gave him the evil eye to scare him. 
 

2. (informal) to give someone a nasty, dirty or dark look, to throw or 
 give someone a look which could kill or look daggers in order to 

 cause someone bad luck or injury 
  
to give one the eye 

1. to gaze on or stare someone in a menacing, threatening or  
 negative way or to glare, gloat, glower or frown at someone in 

 order to  discompose, upset, or discomfit 
 She gave the man the eye in hope of making him leave. 
 

2. (informal) to give someone a nasty, dirty or dark look, to throw or 
 give someone a look which could kill or look daggers in order to 
 cause someone discomfit 

 
to give one the glad eye 



 

 

1. to give someone an interesting or pleasant look, to use one’s 
 eyes to flirt, tease, or tease 

 She gave him the glad eye to let him know that she was 
 interested. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to coquet, woo, dally, bill and coo 
 

3. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt at, throw oneself at, flutter 
 one’s eyes at, look sweet at, play footsie, make eyes at, bat one’s 
 eyes at 

 
3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at 

 
to give the eye 
1. to inspect, probe over, examine, scrutinize,  

 He gave the eye to the report and I trust his judgment. 
 

2. to give the once over, look over,  eyeball, keep an eye on,  
 take apart, look into, go over with a fine-tooth comb 
 

to give one the fish eye 
1. to not disrespect, be undervalued, disregard, underrate, dismiss as 
 unworthy of consideration, be undervalued,  minimize, make light 

 of, belittle, ignore, ridicule, deride, dismiss lightly  
 I think that you are making a fatal mistake.  The fact that she is  

 beautiful does not mean that she is a bimbo.  She is just a 
 pretty face. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to hold in contempt, dismiss with a sneer, 
 underestimate, disparage, hold for naught, hold in disrespect, 
 scorn, be underestimated, disprize, be contemptuous of, disdain, 

 consider beneath oneself, shun 
 

3. (formal)  to look down one’s nose at, not just another face, sell 
 short, sneeze at, look down on, dismiss out of hand, spit at, give 
 one the fish eye, give one the cold shoulder, turn one’s nose 

 up at, curl one’s lip at, brush aside, to look down one’s nose at, 
 not just a handsome face 

    
4. (slang)  to pooh-pooh, dump on  
 

 
 
to gouge out one’s eyes 

1. to take out one’s eyes, remove one’s eye, blind, take away one’s 
 sight, poke out of one’s eyes  



 

 

 He tortured people by threatening to gouge out their eyes. 
 

2. to render sightless, gouge out the eyes of, deprive of sight 
 

3. (informal)  to rob one of sight 
 
to hang on by one's eye lids 

to hang by a thread, be barely hanging on 
He no longer commands the respects of his peers; he’s 
only hanging on by his eye lids. 

 
to have a gleam in one’s eyes 

1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 
 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  

 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a gleam in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 

 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmering, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 
 

to have a glimmer in one’s eyes 
1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that he had a glimmer in his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 

 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which dance, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 

 
to have a glow in one’s eyes  



 

 

1. to have eyes which are lively, glinting, gleaming,  twinkling, 
 glowing, glittering, lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, fluttering, 

 shining, lit up, intense, burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full 
 of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had  
 a glow in her eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 
 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 

 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 
 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 
 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 

 
to have a jaundice eye 

1. to look at something with a disapproving, skeptical, hesitant 
 overly critical or suspicious eye, not trust, not believe, doubt 
 He knew that he was not convincing her; she has a jaundice eye. 

 
2. (informal) to be from Missouri, look at something with a chary, 
 guarded, nervous, uneasy, shaky or leery eye, see with a 

 jaundice eye 
 

to have a roving eye 
1. to have a wandering, roaming or meandering eye, not be faithful to 
 one’s partner, be unfaithful to one’s partner 

 I don’t know how she remains married to him; he has such 
 a roving eye. 
 

2. (highly stylized) to be a Don Juan, Casanova or Romeo 
 

3. be a woman chaser,  womanizer, false-hearted, a playboy, ladies’ 
 man, flirt, philanderer 
 

3. (slang) be a skirt chaser, player, dog, two-timer or stud 
 

to have a shine in one’s eyes 
1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that he had a shine in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 



 

 

 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmering, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 
 
to have a spark in one’s eyes 

1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 
 What I loved the most was that she had a spark in her eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 

 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmering, spirited, 
 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 

 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 

 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 

 
to have a sparkle in one’s eyes 
1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 

 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 
 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that she had a sparkle in her eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmering, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 
 
to have a twinkle in one’s eyes 

1.  to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 



 

 

 shimmer, spark or dazzle, have eyes which are enthusiastic,  
 exciting, effervescent, dynamic or bright 

 What I loved the most was that she had a shine in her eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which illuminate, irradiate, glint, 
 gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, have eyes which are 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmering, spirited, 

 luminous,  glowing, vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a 
 sparkle, bedazzle, glint, beam or scintilla  
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 

 striking, eager, dancing, hearty or frisky 
 
to have all eyes on   (stopped here on 4/7) 

1. to be the focus or center of attention, have everyone look at one   
I do not like to have all eyes on me; it makes me very 

uncomfortable. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be the focalization, focal point, point of 

 convergence or concentration, have all attention directed on one 
 
3. (informal)  to be in the lime light, floodlight or spot light 

 
to have all eyes focused on 

1. to be the focus or center of attention, have everyone look at one   
 I do not like having all eyes focus on me; it makes me very 
 uncomfortable. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be the focalization, focal point, point of 
 convergence or concentration, have all attention directed on one 

 
3. (informal)  to be in the lime light, floodlight or spot light, have all 

 eyes on 
 
to have an eye for 

1. to have a talent, skill, gift, genius, aptness or aptitud for 
 He has an eye for photography. 

 
2. (informal) to have a knack, know-how, bent or flair for,  
 be a crack or whiz in, have a mind for 

 
3. (slang) to be a crackerjack or sharp at 
 

4. (French) savior-faire 
 



 

 

5. to have a weakness for taste for, favoritism liking for, fondness for, 
 bias, fancy or special feeling for 

 You know that you don’t have a chance to get the role; he has an 
 eye for her and only her.      

 
6. (more stylized) to have a propensity for, partiality, disposition, 
 inclination  toward, preference, partialness, predisposal for, 

 proclivity for or affinity  
 
7. (informal)  to have a special spot for, bent toward, leaning for, 

 leaning toward, mind for or a soft spot for 
 

to have an eye on one's own advantage 
1. to be concerned with, follow or regard one's own interest 
 Don't worry about him.  He is always having an eye on 

 his own advantage. 
 

2. (informal) to be watching out for, looking out for, keeping an eye 
 on, keeping in sight or keeping tabs on one’s own interest, have an 
 eye on the  main chance 

 
to have an eye to  
1. to be striving, working, or struggling toward, aiming or aspiring for  

 I had an eye to only making money and more money. 
 

2. (informal)  to be setting one’s sight on, hitching one’s wagon to or 
 shooting or trying for 
 

to have an eye for   
1. to be discerning, perceptive, astute, acute, or shrewd about 
 She has an eye for politics like no one I have ever known. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to be acute, perspicacious, piercing or  

 keen about 
 
3. (informal)  to be clear headed, sharp-witted, nobody’s fool  

 about, long headed, hard headed or quick witted about 
 

4. to only be drawn, attracted or interested in, to only be wanting, 
 desiring or caring for 
 I have an eye for my husband and only to my husband. 

 
5. (informal)  to only have a heart for, have one’s heart set on, 
 have eyes only for, have a mind to, only have eyes for, only be  

 in love with   
 



 

 

to have an eye on the future  (redo) 
1. to anticipate, look towards the future, be in readiness for, plan for 

the future, think about the future, prepare oneself for 
 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must look 

 straight ahead and think about the future. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to abide, envision, calculate upon, look forward, 

 look to, envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to 
 the past, anticipate, foreglimpse, contemplate, be reserved for, see 
 ahead to 

 
3. (informal)  to be in waiting for, keep in view, watch for, sit up for, 

 reckon upon, have in prospect, be in store for, have an eye to  
 the future, have an eye on the future, have an eye on what is 
 to come 

 
to have an eye on what is to  come 

1. to anticipate, look towards the future, be in readiness for, plan for 
the future, think about the  future, prepare or ready oneself for 
It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must 

have an eye on what is to come. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to abide, envision, calculate upon, look forward, 

 look to, envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to 
 the past, anticipate, foreglimpse, contemplate, be reserved for, see 

 ahead to 
 
3. (informal)  to be in waiting for, keep in view, watch for, sit up for, 

 reckon upon, have in prospect, be in store for, have an eye to  
 the future, have an eye on the future, have an eye on what is 
 to come 

 
to have an eye to  the future 

1. to anticipate, look towards the future, be in readiness for, plan for 
the future, think about the  future, prepare or ready oneself for 

 It makes no sense to keep going around and around; we must 

 have an eye to the future and think about the future. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to abide, envision, calculate upon, look forward, 
 look to, envisage, look toward, look to the future rather back, to 
 the past, anticipate, foreglimpse, contemplate, be reserved for, see 

 ahead to 
 
3. (informal)  to be in waiting for, keep in view, watch for, sit up for, 

 reckon upon, have in prospect, be in store for, have an eye to  
 the future, have an eye on the future, have an eye on what is 



 

 

 to come 
   

to have an eye on the main chance  
1. to always be looking for one's own advantage in a situation 

 She always has an eye on the main chance.  Everyone  
 else can go to hell. 
 

2. to  be watching out for, looking out for, keeping an eye on, 
 keeping in sight or keeping tabs on one’s own interest, have an 
 eye on one's own advantage 

 
to have angry eyes 

1. to have eyes which are blazing, threatening, stormy, feverish, 
 violent, burning, hostile, angry, fierce, raging or inflaming 
 I don’t understand why you always have such angry eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are seething, belicose, 

 menacing, boding, turbulent, looming, agitated, smoldering, 
 belligerent,  foreboding, tempestuous, wild or wrathful 
 

to have animated eyes  
1. to have eyes which are lively, glinting, gleaming,  twinkling, 
 glowing, glittering, lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, fluttering, 

 shining, lit up, intense, burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full 
 of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had  
 animated eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 
 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 

 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 
 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 
 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 

 
to have beautiful eyes 

1. to have eyes which are radiant, loving, gorgeous, seductive, 
 splendid, sexy, brillant, engaging, pretty, ravishing, enchanting, 
 stunning, ravishing or lovely 

 The first thing that I noticed about him was that he had beautiful 
 eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are splendrous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 



 

 

 pulchritudinous 
 

3. to have eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 
 

 
to have bedroom eyes 
1. to have eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 

 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 
 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 
 He has such bedroom eyes that if I don’t leave now, I am going 

 to regret it. 
 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are alluring, enticing, 
 entrancing, enthralling,  transpiercing, tantalizing, arousing,
 spellbinding, provocative,engrossing, captivating, intriguing, 

 enthralling diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, enravishing or piercing 

 
3. to have eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  
 transporting, sexy or taking 

 
4. to have eyes which are yummy, sexy 
 

to have burning eyes  
1. to have eyes which are lively, glinting, gleaming,  twinkling, 

 glowing, glittering, lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, fluttering, 
 shining, lit up, intense, burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full 
 of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had 
 lively eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 

 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 
 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 
 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 

 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 
 
4. to have eyes which are intelligent, piercing, sharp, probing, 

 stinging, 
 
5. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are penetrative, searing, keen,

 penetrating, incisive, acute,  
 



 

 

6. (informal)  to appear to be smart as a whip, bright, quick, tuned in, 
 nimble, in tune 

  
to have cold eyes 

1. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, have an 
 expression of blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, bareness, 

 or indifference on one’s face, have eyes which are icy, shining, 
 gleaming, glossy or icelike 
 I can’t look into her eyes.  She has such cold eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 

 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, to express hollowness, vacuity, voidness, 
 void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on 

 one’s face 
 

3. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 
 over, wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 
 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have eyes which are icy cold, 

 glazed over or glossed over 
 
to have dancing eyes 

1. to have eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, 
 full of life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, 

 burning, buyoant, radiant, animated, full of spirit or effervescent 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her was that 
 she had dancing eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  eyes resplendent, which are blazing, bedazzling, 
 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 

 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 
 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 

 
3. (informal)  having eyes which are get up and go, light- hearted, 

full of life, chipper, full of pep or cheerful  

 
  

to have dazzling eyes 
1. to have eyes which twinkle, glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, 
 shine or glitter, be eyes which have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, 

 shimmer, spark, dazzle, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, 
 lively, full of life or sparkling 
 It should be against the law to have such beautiful and dazzling 

 eyes. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are invigorating, glimmering, 
 sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, luminous, glowing, 

 vivacious or radiant, be eyes which have a sparkle, bedazzle,  glint, 
 beam or scintilla aglisten, resplendent, blazing, ravishing, 

 bedazzling,  iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, 
 glistering, scintillant, scintillating, aglimmer    
 

3. (informal) to have eyes which danced, light up, having eyes which 
 are sprightly, quick, lit up, lively, snappy, full of life, spry, pert, 
 striking, eager, hearty or frisky 

 
to have dead eyes   

1. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 

 face,  indifference, have eyes which are inanimate, emotionless or 
 unresponsive 

 She has dead eyes.  You can see that she is indifferent to  other 
 people’s pain.   
 

2. (more stylistic) having eyes which are  languid, inexpressive, 
 undemonstrative,  dispassionate, inscrutable, hidden,  desolate,
 uninquisitive, unsympathetic, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, 

 vacuous, inane, emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, 
 voidness, void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 

 
3. (informal) being steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 
 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 

 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  having eyes which are icy cold, 
 dull, glazed over or glossed over 
 

to have dewy eyes 
1. to have eyes which are moist with tears 

 Why do you have dewy eyes?  Are your allergies acting up? 
 
2. to be lachyrome, lachrymatory, lachrymal 

 
3. to be maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, be caring a 

 lot for, have a crush on 
 She has such dewy eyes.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to be smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned or infactuated 

  
5. (informal)  to be soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-



 

 

 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed or dewey-eyed 

 
6. (slang)  to be drippy,  gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 

 bubbling over or in puppy love or mushy 
 
7. (Australian)  soony 

 
8. to be ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in 
 tears, or ready to cry, be crying  

 As a result of watching the movies, when she left the theater she 
 had dewy eyes. 

 
9. (more stylistic)  to be teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear, be 
 weeping 

 
10. (informal)  to be blubbering 

 
to have doe-eyes 
having very large, gentle and dark eyes  

You can’t miss her.  She is beautiful doe-eyes. 
 
to have droopy eyes 

1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  

 You have droopy eyes; it’s time for you to go to bed. 
 
2. to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, 
 being  heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s 

 feet, dozy, groggy 
 

4. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired or done in 
 

5. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 
 

to have dull eyes   
1. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 

 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 
 face,  indifference, have eyes which are inanimate, emotionless, 
 unresponsive 

 She has such dull eyes that looking into them is painful. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic) to have eyes which are  languid, inexpressive, 
 undemonstrative,  dispassionate, inscrutable, hidden,  desolate,

 uninquisitive, unsympathetic, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, 
 vacuous, inane, emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, 

 voidness, void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 
 
3. (informal) to be steely, stone faced, callous, stony, poker faced, 

 wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy 
 eyes, nothingness, stone face,  have eyes which are icy cold, 
 dull, glazed over or glossed over 

 
to have enchanting eyes 

1. to have eyes which are charming, magnetizing, inflaming, 
 bewitching,  enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, mesmorizing, 
 arresting, irresistable or appealing 

 She has enchanting eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are alluring, enticing, 
 entrancing, enthralling,  transpiercing, tantalizing, arousing,
 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning,transfixing, titillating,  

 riveting, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 
 intriguing, enthralling or seductive  
 

3. (informal)  having eyes which are catching, drawing or transporting 
 

to have engaging eyes 
1. to have eyes which are magnetizing, bore, inflaming, bewitching, 
 enchanting, fascinating, mesmorizing, arresting or hypnotizing  

 He has such engaging eyes. that I was drawn to him. 
 
2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are enticing, entrancing, 

 transpiercing, tantalizing, spellbinding, enchanting,transfixing, 
 riveting, enrapturing, engrossing, captivating, intriguing, 

 enthralling or fixating 
 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are drawing, pulling  

 
to have enthralling eyes 

1. to have eyes which are bewitching, absorbing, fascinating, 
 engaging, arresting,  hypnotizing,  magnetizing, inflaming or   
 enchanting  

 He has such enthralling eyes that I can’t forget him. 
 
2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are entrancing, transpiercing, 

 spellbinding, enchaning,transfixing, riveting, enrapturing,  
 enticing, engrossing, captivating, intriguing, enthralling or fixating 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are transporting or which carry one 

away 
   

to have eyes bigger than one's stomach 
1. to want to eat more than one is able to, overeat, overdo 
 You've had enough.  You have eyes much bigger 

 than your stomach. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to overindulge, do in excess,  

 
3. (highly stylized)  to engorge, gorge, englut, glut, surfeit,   

 
4. to go overboard, eat too much or in excess, carry it too far 
 

5. (slang)  to pack away, stuff one’s face, pig out, eat like a pig or a 
 horse, scarf down 

 
to have eyes full of angry 
1. to have eyes which are blazing, threatening, stormy, feverish, 

 violent, burning, hostile, angry, fierce, raging or inflaming 
 I don’t understand why you always have such angry eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are seething, belicose, 
 menacing, boding, turbulent, looming, agitated, smoldering, 

 belligerent,  foreboding, tempestuous, wild or wrathful 
 
to have eyes full of life 

1. to have eyes which are lively, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, 
 lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, burning, 
 buoyant, radiant, animated, full of spirit, effervescent or fervent 

 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were that 
 she had eyes full of life . 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are resplendent, blazing, 
 bedazzling,  iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, 

 glistering, radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, 
 scintillating, vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited, mirthful 

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are full of get up and go, eager, 

light-hearted or full of life, be bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, 

full of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 
 
4. to have eyes which are blazing, threatening, stormy, feverish, 

 violent, burning, hostile, angry, fierce, raging or inflaming 
 I don’t understand why you always have such angry eyes. 



 

 

 
5. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are seething, belicose, 

 menacing, boding, turbulent, looming, agitated, smoldering, 
 belligerent,  foreboding, tempestuous, wild or wrathful 

 
to have eyes like a hawk  
1. to see very well, have 20-20 vision, able to see from a great distant 

 Even though he is fifty years old, he has eyes like a hawk.   
 
2. to notice everything down to the smallest detail, able to detect  

 what appears undetectable, extremely or all observant 
 My mother has eyes like a hawk; she knows everything that’s 

 going on. 
 
3. (informal)  to be sharp-sighted, hawk-eyed, on the alert, 

 wide awake, Argus-eyed, eagle-eyed, quick-sighted or 
 ferret-eyed 

 
to have eyes only for  
1. to only be drawn or attracted to, be only interested in, to only 

 want, desire, or care for, like or love  
 I have eyes only for my husband. 
 

2. (informal)  to only have a heart for, have one’s heart set on, 
 have  an eye to, have a mind to, only have eyes for, only be  

 in love with   
 
(to have) eyes that are filmed over  

1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 
 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 
 His eyes were filmed over with tears. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 

 which are partly impervious to light, opaque or nontransparent  
 
3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 

 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 
 eyes,  filmed over eyes 

 
(to have) eyes that are glazed over  
1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 

 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 
 Can’t you tell that she is?  Her eyes are glazed over. 
 

2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 
 which are partly impervious to light, opaque or nontransparent  



 

 

 
3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 

 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 
 eyes,  filmed over eyes 

 
(to have) eyes that are hazed over  
1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 

 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 
 Can’t you tell that she is?  Her eyes are hazed over. 
 

2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 
 which are partly impervious to light, opaque or nontransparent  

 
3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 
 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 

 eyes,  filmed over eyes 
 

(to have) glassy-eyes 
1. to be drunk, tipsy, high or under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  Your eyes are glassy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, have a glow, be besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated or grogged 
 

3. (informal) to be  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 
 

4. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated, lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed or bombed 

 
5. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, have an 
 expression of blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, bareness, 
 or indifference on one’s face, have eyes which are icy, shining, 

 gleaming, glossy or icelike 
 I can’t read her; she has very glassy eyes. 

 
6. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,

 emotionless or hollow, to express hollowness, vacuity, voidness, 
 void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on 
 one’s face 

 
7. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 



 

 

 over, wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 
 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have eyes which are icy cold, 

 glazed over or glossed over 
 

to have glazed over eyes 
1. eyes which are covered over by a thin layer or membrane, eyes 
 which are blurred, dull, clouded or dim 

 Can’t you tell that she is?  She has glazed over. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  eyes which are covered over by a pellicle, eyes 

 which are partly impervious to light, opaque or nontransparent  
 

3. (informal)  eyes which are cloudy, milky, coated, filmy, coated over, 
 glazed over, hazy or hazed over, hazed over eyes, glazed over 
 eyes,  filmed over eyes 

 
4. to be drunk, tipsy, high or under the influence of 

 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You have very glassy 
 eyes. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, have a glow, be besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 
 obfuscated or grogged 

 
6. (informal) to be  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 

 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 
 
7. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 

 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed or bombed 
 

8. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, to show  

 blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, or 
 indifference on one’s face, be straight face 
 Something is very wrong; she has very glassy eyes. 

 
9. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive, undemonstrative, inscrutable, 

 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, to show hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on one’s face 

 
10. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 
 over, wooden glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 

 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have eyes which are  glazed over 
 or glazed over eyes 



 

 

 
to have glistening eyes 

1.  to have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming with 
 tears, have tears standing in one’s eyes  

 
2. to have eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, 
 full of life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 

 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful, glittering 
 The thing which I love the most about her is that she has 
 glistening eyes. 

 
3. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, 

 blazing, ravishing, bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, 
 illuminating, luminous, glistering, scintillating  
 

4. (informal)  to have eyes which light up 
 

to have good eyes 
to be able to see far away or minute details without glasses 
When I was younger, I had very good eyes. 

 
to have gorgeous eyes 
1. to have eyes which are beautiful, pretty, radiant, loving, seductive, 

splendid, sexy, brillant, engaging, pretty, ravishing, enchanting, 
stunning, ravishing or lovely 

 The first thing that I noticed about her was that she had such 
 gorgeous eyes. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are splendorous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 
 pulchritudinous 

 
3. to have eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 

 
to have heavy eyes 
1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 

 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  
 You have heavy eyes; it’s time for you to go to bed. 

 
2. to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 
 

3. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, 
 being  heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s 
 feet, dozy, groggy, have droopy eyes 

 
4. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 



 

 

 on one’s feet, dog-tired or done in 
 

5. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 
 

to have hungry eyes 
1. to have eyes which are greedy, wishing for, craving, pining, hoping 
 aching to, needing, eager, aching for, burning for or hoping for 

 I’m not worried about her; she has such hungry eyes that she will 
 succeed. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which shows that one is voracious, 
 languishing, yearning, desiderative, rapacious or covetous  

 
3. (informal)  to show with one’s eyes that one is  wanting with all 
 one’s heart, dying for, itching, setting one’s heart on, thirsty, set 

 on, burning, wanting or hankering for  
 

4. (slang)  to show one is wanting in the worst way or leching after, 
 having a yen for or panting for 
 

to have icy cold eyes 
1. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 
 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, have an 

 expression of blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, bareness, 
 or indifference on one’s face, have eyes which are icy, shining, 

 gleaming, glossy or ice like 
 I can’t looking into her eyes.  She has such icy cold eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive, undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,
 emotionless or hollow, to express hollowness, vacuity, voidness, 

 void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on 
 one’s face 

 
3. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 
 over, wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 

 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have eyes which are icy cold, 
 glazed over or glossed over 

 
to have inviting eyes 
1. to have eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 

 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 
 mesmerizing, attractive, irresistible, appealing or ravishing 
 To have such inviting eyes, my God, how does his wife put up 

 with him?! 
 



 

 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are tempting, prepossessing, 
 enticing, entrancing, enthralling, tantalizing, arousing, 

 spellbinding, diverting, enchanting, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, provocative, engrossing, captivating, 

 intriguing, enthralling or ravishing 
 
3. to have eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  

 transporting or taking  
 
4. to have eyes which are yummy 

 
to have laughing eyes 

1.  to have eyes which are vigorous, enthusiastic, agile, exciting, 
 effervescent nimble, dynamic or bright, have eyes which twinkle, 
 glimmer, shimmer, radiate, glisten, shine or glitter, be eyes which 

 have a twinkle, glow, glimmer, shimmer, spark or dazzle,  
 What I loved the most was that he had a gleam in his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are animated, agile, vivid, 
 invigorating, glimmering, sparkling, lustrous, shimmery, spirited, 

 luminous, glowing, vivacious or radiant, have eyes which 
 illuminate, irradiate, glint, gleam, glow, fulgurate or radiate, be 
 eyes which  have a glint, sparkle, bedazzle, beam or scintilla  

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which danced, light up, have eyes which 

 are playful, sprightly, quick, lit up, full of pep, lively, snappy, full of 
 life, spry, pert, striking, eager, hearty, frisky or full of get up and go   
 

to have lively eyes  
1. to have eyes which are lively, glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, 
 lively, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, intense, burning, 

 buoyant, radiant, animated, full of spirit, effervescent or fervent 
 The thing which I remember the most about her was that she had 

 lively eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are blazing, bedazzling, 

 iridescence, shimmering, illuminating, luminous, glistering, 
 radiating, vivid, glinting, lucent, invigorating, scintillating, 

 vivacious, lustrous, scintillant, spirited or mirthful 
 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which were full of get up and go, eager, 

 light-hearted, full of life, bright eyed and busy tail, chipper, full 
 of pep, cheerful, peppy or full of vim and vigor 
 

to have lovely eyes. 
1. to have eyes which are beautiful, pretty, gorgeous, radiant, loving, 



 

 

 gorgeous, seductive, splendid, sexy, brilliant, engaging, pretty, 
 ravishing, enchanting, stunning, ravishing or lovely 

 The first thing that I noticed about her was that she had such 
 lovely eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are splendrous, enthralling, 
 sumptuous, exquisite, resplendent, opulent, winsome, lavish or 

 pulchritudinous 
 
3. to have eyes which are breath-taking, comely or fetching 

 
to have one eye on one thing and the other on something else 

1. to have two primary goals or aims, be attentive or heedful of 
 more than one objective 
 Don’t be fooled.  While he has his eye on the House of 

 Representative, he has the other on the presidency.  
 

2. to be mindful of or set one’s sight on more than one target, 
 hitch one’s  wagon to more than star  
 

to have one’s eyes brimming with tears  
1. to be crying, be tearful, have eyes which are moist with tears, have 
 eyes brimming with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, have moist, 

 misty or dewy eyes 
 She had her eyes brimming with tears as she walked away. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be shedding tears or weeping, have one’s eyes 
 overflowing with tears, have tears come to one eyes, sob 

 
3. (informal) to have burst into tears  
 

4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber  
 

to have one’s eyes glaze over  
1. to show no expression, have cold eyes, have an expression which 
 is blank, vacant, expressionless, indifferent, unfeeling, empty, 

 straight faced or lifeless, have an expression of blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, bareness, or indifference on one’s 

 face, have eyes which are icy, shining, gleaming, glossy or icelike 
 The minute I began to explain my position I saw his eyes glaze 
 over. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,

 emotionless or hollow, to express hollowness, vacuity, voidness, 
 void, apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on 



 

 

 one’s face 
 

3. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 
 over, wooden, glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 

 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have eyes which are icy cold, 
 glazed over or glossed over 
 

to have one’s eyes overflowing with tears  
1. to be crying, be tearful, have eyes which are moist with tears, have 
 eyes brimming with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, have moist, 

 misty or dewy eyes 
 She had her eyes overflowing with tears as she walked away. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming 
 with tears, have tears come to one eyes, sob 

 
3. (informal) to burst into tears  

 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber  
 

to have one’s eye on  
1. to be watching,  giving thought to, observing, noting, paying 
 attention to, watching or regarding 

 He’s not paying attention to what I’m saying, he has his eye on the 
 woman who just walked into the room. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be considering, musing on, deliberating, mulling 
 over, regarding, thinking over or contemplating  

 
3. (informal)  to be eying, putting one’s mind to, keeping an eye 
 on, getting a load of, turning over in one’s mind, chewing over   

 
to have one’s eye on something  

1. to be noting, taking notice of , giving thought to, observing,  
 paying attention to, watching or regarding something that one 
 wants to acquire  

 I have my eye on that house.  I think that I am going to buy it. 
  

2. (more stylized)  to be considering, musing on, deliberating, mulling 
 over, regarding, thinking over or contemplating  
 

3. (informal)  to be eying, putting one’s mind to, keeping an eye 
 on, getting a load of, turning over in one’s mind, chewing over   
 

to have overflowing eyes  
1. to be crying, be tearful, have eyes which are moist with tears, have 



 

 

 eyes brimming with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, have moist, 
 misty or dewy eyes 

 She had overflowing eyes as she walked away. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming 
 with tears, have tears come to one eyes, sob 
 

3. (informal) to burst into tears  
 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber  

 
to have penetrating eyes 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  
 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, 
 penetrating, attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, knowing or wise  

 She has penetrating eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 
 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, 
 discerning,  perspicacious, informed, insightful, cognizant, 

 piercing, penetrating or probing 
  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp  

 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, clear-minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick 

 sighted, hawk-eyed, not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick 
 witted, long headed, ready, on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s 
 toes, able to see right through someone or alert 

 
4. (slang) to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, 
 whiz-bang or brainy     

 
5. to have eyes which are glaring, firmly fixed, absorbing, riveting, 

 piercing, engaging, gripping, captivating, engrossing, scrutinizing, 
 locking, attention-getting, attracting 
 With those penetrating eyes, she seems to be from another world. 

 
6. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are enchanting, hypnotizing, 

 enrapturing, alluring, mesmerizing, entrancing, spellbinding, 
 monopolizing, enthralling, hypnotic, compelling, alluring or 
 fastening 

 
7. (more informal)  to have eyes which are holding or holding fast, 
 have eyes which monopolize or hold one’s attention, have one 

 under one’s spells, have one under a spell 
 



 

 

to have piercing eyes 
1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  

 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, 
 penetrating, attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, knowing or wise  

 She has piercing eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 

 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, 
 discerning,  perspicacious, informed, insightful, cognizant, 
 piercing, penetrating or probing 

  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp  

 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, clear-minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick 
 sighted, hawk-eyed, not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick 

 witted, long headed, ready, on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s 
 toes, able to see right through someone or alert 

 
4. (slang) to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, 
 whiz-bang or brainy     

 
5. to have eyes which are glaring, firmly fixed, absorbing, riveting, 
 piercing, engaging, gripping, captivating, engrossing, scrutinizing, 

 locking, attention-getting, attracting 
 With those piercing eyes, she seems to be from another world. 

 
6. (more stylized)  to have eyes which are enchanting, hypnotizing, 
 enrapturing, alluring, mesmerizing, entrancing, spellbinding, 

 monopolizing, enthralling, hypnotic, compelling, alluring or 
 fastening 
 

7. (more informal)  to have eyes which are holding or holding fast, 
 have eyes which monopolize or hold one’s attention, have one 

 under one’s spells, have one under a spell 
 
to have ravishing eyes 

1. to have eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 
 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting,

 mesmorizing, attractive, irresistable, appealing or ravishing 
 He has such ravishing eyes that if I don’t leave now, I am going 
 to regret it. 

 
2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are tempting, prepossessing, 
 enticing, entrancing, enthralling, tantalizing, arousing, 

 spellbinding, diverting, enchaning, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, provocative,engrossing, captivating, 



 

 

 intriguing, enthralling or enravishing 
 

3. to have eyes which are catching, sexy, drawing, transporting or 
 taking  

 
4. to have eyes which are yummy, have bedroom eyes 
 

to have sad eyes 
1. to be depressed, sad, low, sorrowful, miserable, tearful, crush  
 or discouraged    

 My mother always had such sad eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be despondent, heart-sick, dispirited, heavy-
 hearted, downcast, grieved, sick at heart, melachony, 
 inconsolable, crestfallen or feeling low  

    
3. (informal)  to be long faced, down in the mouth,  down or down 

 in the dumps   
 
4. (slang)  to be glum, in the pits, blue, bummed out  

 
to have seductive eyes 
1. to have eyes which are appetizing, ravishing,  magnetizing, 

 inflaming, bewitching, enchanting, intriguing, fascinating, inviting, 
 mesmerizing, attractive, irresistible, appealing or ravishing 

 He has such seductive eyes that if I don’t leave now, I am going 
 to regret it. 
 

2. (more stylized) to have eyes which are alluring, enticing, 
 entrancing, enthralling,  transpiercing, tantalizing, arousing,
 spellbinding, provocative, engrossing, captivating, intriguing, 

 enthralling diverting, enchanting, transfixing, titillating,  
 winsome, enrapturing, ravishing or piercing 

 
3. to have eyes which are mouth-watering, catching, drawing,  
 transporting or taking,  

 
4. to have eyes which are yummy 

 
to have sexy eyes  
1. to have eyes which are coy, sensuous, striking, dallying, beautiful, 

 enchanting, coquettish,  appealing, inviting, arousing, seductive, 
 flirtatious, ensnaring or pleasing 
 He is so gorgeous; he has such sexy eyes.   

 
2. to have eyes which are bedeviling, exciting, vivifying, tantalizing, 



 

 

 transfixing,  sensual, rousing, beckoning, ravishing, wanton, 
 captivating or come-hither 

 
3. to have eyes which are fast and loose, jolting, mouth-watering, 

 wolfish or foxy 
 
to have sharp eyes 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  
 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, 
 penetrating, attentive, shrewd, quick, watchful, knowing or wise  

 She has such sharp eyes.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 
 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, 
 discerning,  perspicacious, informed, insightful, cognizant, 

 piercing, penetrating or probing 
  

3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp  
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, clear-minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick 

 sighted, hawk-eyed, not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick 
 witted, long headed, ready, on the lookout, on the alert, on one’s 
 toes, able to see right through someone or alert 

 
4. (slang) to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, 

 whiz-bang or brainy     
 
to have shimmering eyes 

1.  to have eyes which are moist with tears 
 Her shimmering eyes greatly moved me.   
 

2. to have eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, 
 full of life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 

 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful or glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 
 shimmering eyes.  They were beautiful. 

 
3. (more stylistic) to have eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, 

 blazing, ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, 
 illuminating, luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating or 
 aglimmer    

 
4. (informal)  to have eyes which light up 
 

to have shining eyes 
1.  to have eyes which are moist with tears 



 

 

 Her shining eyes greatly moved me.   
 

2. to have eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, 
 full of life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 

 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful or glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 
 shining eyes. 

 
3. (more stylistic) to have eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, 
 blazing, ravishing,bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, 

 illuminating, luminous, glistering, scintillant, scintillating or 
 aglimmer    

 
4. (informal)  to have eyes which light up 
 

to have stars in one's eyes 
1. to be unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical,  or 

 overly optimistic or dreamy, have stars in one’s eyes  
 She is so starry-eyed that she scares me. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian, inutile 
 

3. (informal)to see life through rose colored glasses, be dreamy, live 
 on cloud nine, be builder of castles in the sky, head-in-the-sky or 

 spacy, have one’s head in the sky  
 
4. (Latin)  in nubibus  

 
5. to be greatly impressed, obsessesed, fascinated, ruled, controled or  
 monopolized by Hollywood, celebrities and fame 

 Ever since she went to Los Angeles she has had stars in her eyes. 
 

6. to be prepossessed, fixated, or preoccupied by, absorbed or  
 immersed in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 
 

7. (informal) to be stage struck, wrapped up, crazed or gripped by, 
 caught up in Hollywood, celebrities and fame 

 
to have starry eyes 
1. to be unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical,  or 

 overly optimistic or dreamy, have stars in one’s eyes  
 She has such starry-eyed that she scares me. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian, inutile 



 

 

 
3. (informal) to see life through rose colored glasses, be dreamy, live 

 on cloud nine, be builder of castles in the sky, head-in-the-sky or 
 spacy, have one’s head in the sky  

 
4. (Latin)  in nubibus  
 

to have tears come to one's eyes 
1. to have tears stream, rise, spring to or gush from one’s eyes, have 
 tears have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming 

 with tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy 
 eyes,  be on the verge of tears, about to break down or  dissolve 

 into tears 
 She had tears come to her eyes as she listened to the story.  
 

2. (more stylized)  to have tears rush forth, flow, pour forth or issue 
 from one’s eyes, shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming or 

 overflowing with tears, sob, be weepy or lachrymal,  
 
3. (informal)  to have tears spill out, overflow or spill over, be close to 

 tears, have red eyes or tears in one’s eyes  
 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber   

 
to have tears in one’s eyes 

1. to have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming with 
 tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy eyes, 
 be on the verge of tears, about to break down or  dissolve into tears 

 When I saw her, she had already found out.  She had tears in her
 eyes.  
 

2. (more stylized)  to shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming or 
 overflowing with tears, sob, be weepy or lachrymal 

 
3. (informal)  to be close to tears, have red eyes or tears in 
 one’s eyes  

 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber  

 
to have tears spring one's eyes 
1. to have tears stream, rise, spring to or gush from one’s eyes, have 

 tears have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming 
 with tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy 
 eyes,  be on the verge of tears, about to break down or  dissolve 

 into tears 
 She had tears spring to her eyes as she listened to the story.  



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  to have tears rush forth, flow, pour forth or issue 

 from one’s eyes, shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming or 
 overflowing with tears, sob, be weepy or lachrymal,  

 
3. (informal)  to have tears spill out, overflow or spill over, be close to 
 tears, have red eyes or tears in one’s eyes  

 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber 
 

to have tears well up in one's eyes 
1. to have tears stream, rise, spring to or gush from one’s eyes, have 

 tears have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming 
 with tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy 
 eyes,  be on the verge of tears, about to break down or  dissolve 

 into tears 
 She had tears well up in her eyes as she listened to the story.  

 
2. (more stylized)  to have tears rush forth, flow, pour forth or issue 
 from one’s eyes, shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming or 

 overflowing with tears, sob, be weepy or lachrymal,  
 
3. (informal)  to have tears spill out, overflow or spill over, be close to 

 tears, have red eyes or tears in one’s eyes  
 

4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber 
 
to have the public’s eye 

1. to be popular, in the public, be in the glare or strong light of the 
 public or of  great interest, have notoriety,  attention or popularity, 
 be the subject of people's conversation, be  the one that everyone is 

 talking about, be the center of gossip, be celebrated or famous  
 You have the public’s eye ; take advantage of the situation. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be prominent, acclaimed, eminent, notable, 
 distinctive, in the harsh light or glare of the public, famed, 

 renowned, infamous or notorious, to have one’s  person and name 
 be in circulation, current or in the air 

 
3. (informal) to be in the big time, in the bright light, in the blinding 
 flash, in the spotlight, in the glare of public attention, in the 

 limelight, in the spotlight, in the limelight, on the map, on 
 everyone’s lips or in everyone’s mouth, be in the mouth of 
 rumormongers, gossipmongers, be the scoop, inside info or the 

 information, be the subject of a whispering campaign, in the news, 
 on everyone’s tongue   



 

 

 
4. (slang)  to be on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low down, 

 be talked of  
  

to have tired eyes 
1.   to be tired or exhausted  
 You have such tired eyed that it looks like you’re about to fall. 

 
2. to be wearied, fatigued or beat 
 

3. (informal)  to look worn out, washed out, wiped out, dog-tired, 
 dead tired, dead, dead on one’s feet, or ready to drop, be 

 tuckered, bushed 
 
3. (slang) to look fagged, fagged out, played out, spent, spent, pooped 

 or pooped out, be done in, dog–tired, all in, dead on one’s feet, like 
 a dishrag 

 
to have twinkling eyes 
1. to have eyes which are glinting, twinkling, glowing, glittering, lively, 

 full of life, sparkling, dazzling, bright, shining, lit up, shimmering, 
 glistening, gleaming, brillant, beautiful, glittering 
 The thing which I remember and love the most about her were her 

 twinkling eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have eyes which are aglisten, resplendent, 
 blazing, ravishing, bedazzling, iridescence, shimmering, 
 illuminating, luminous, glistering, scintillating,      

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which light up 
 

to hit one between the eyes 
1 to surprise, amaze, stun, stagger, floor 

 His action was so unexpected that I can only say that it hit me 
 between the eyes.  
 

2.  (more stylized)  to astonish, astound, stupefy, be taken unawares, 
 

3. (informal) to bowl over, take one’s breath away, make one’s head 
 swim, knock or throw for a loop, take aback, throw for a loss, 
 dumbfound 

 
4. (slang)  to blow away, catch one short, blow one’s mind 
 

5. to get the idea, recognize, realize, grasp, understand 
 One day it hit me between the eyes.  He is not my friend; he has 



 

 

 never  been my friend.  He has always been my enemy. 
 

6. to fanthom, apprehend, become cognizant of, discern, comprehend, 
 glean, perceive 

 
7. to figure out, hit one like a ton of brick, finally get it, make head 
 or tails of,  get it through one’s head  

 
to hit one right between the eyes 
1 to surprise, astound, amaze, stun, stagger, stupefy, floor 

 His action was so unexpected that I can only say that it hit me 
 right between the eyes. 

  
2.  (more stylized)  to astonish, astound, stupefy, be taken unawares, 
 

3. (informal) to bowl over, take one’s breath away, make one’s head 
 swim, knock or throw for a loop, take aback, throw for a loss, 

 dumbfound 
 
4. (slang)  to blow away, catch one short, blow one’s mind 

 
5. to get the idea, recognize, realize, grasp, understand 
 One day it hit me between the eyes.  He is not my friend; he has 

 never  been my friend.  He has always been my enemy. 
 

6. to fathom, apprehend, become cognizant of, discern, comprehend, 
 glean, perceive 
 

7. to figure out, hit one like a ton of brick, finally get it, make head 
 or tails of,  get it through one’s head  
 

to hit the bull’s eye  
1.   to achieve, succeed, succeed in, realize, accomplish, complete 

 He hit the bull’s eye when he finally finished the book and finally 
 got it published. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to triumph, attain success, fulfill, be successful 
 

3. (informal)  to make good, clinch, strike oil, come through, bring off, 
 carry  off, strike gold, bring off, luck out, clench, hit the jackpot, 
 make it big 

 
4. (slang) to hit the number 
 

to keep an eye on 
1.   to look, observe, regard, guard against, be on caution about 



 

 

 Keep an eye on her.  Given the opportunity, she will steal 
 you blind.  

 
2.   (informal)  to watch one step with, heed, give heed to, take  

 note of, be on alert about, mind 
 
3. to guard, watch over, protect, keep, look over, take care of  

 I need you to keep an eye on the children. 
 
4. to baby sit, mind, look after, sit with 

 
5. to center one’s attention on, direct one’s thinking  

 It is always important to keep an eye on what’s the point 
 of the question 
 

6. (informal)  to keep focus on, zero in one, home in on 
 

7. seek, search for, hunt, look for, hunt for 
 
8. (more stylistic)  to quest for, pursue 

 
to keep an eye on the time 
1. to be aware or conscious of the time, watch the clock 

 Don't be late.  Keep an eye on the time. 
 

2. (informal)  to be mindful of the time, watch the clock 
 
to keep an eye out for  

1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive or heedful  
 He has tried to escape many times; you must keep an eye 
 out for any unusual activity on his part. 

 
2. to watch out for, watch closely for look out for, keep one's eyes 

 skinned, to be on the alert for, be watchful for, keep one’s eyes 
 open, be on the look out for,  be open-eyed, keep an opened 
 eye, keep one’s eyes peeled for    

 While I'm downtown, I'll keep an eye out for your brother. 
 

to keep one's eyes close 
1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 

 You can not keep your eyes close .  If you do you will never be 
 able to help your children.  
 

2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 



 

 

 undiscerning, oblivious 
  

3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 

 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 
 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 

 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 
 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 
 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 

 
to keep one's eyes closed to 

1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 
 You can not keep your eyes close to reality for very much longer.  

 
2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 

 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 
 unapprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 
  

3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 

 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 
 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 

 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 
 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 
 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 

 
to keep one's eye on the ball 
1.   to remain alert or vigilant to what is going on around one, be  

 watchful, wary or heedful 
 Don’t worry about him; you keep your eye  

 on the ball. 
 
2. (informal)  to maintain oneself awake, sharp, wide awake, on the 

 alert or mindful to what is going on around one  
 

3. to follow the details of a ball game so as to know what is happening 
 To understand baseball, you must keep your eye on the ball. 
 

4. to not swerve and always be aware of one's goal, maintain one’s  
 focus on the goal, aim, purpose, object, or end 
 It is when all hope seems to be lost that it is especially important 

 to keep one's eyes on the ball. 
 



 

 

5. to be always be aware of the bigger picture, keep one’s eyes on  
 the prize or on the bigger picture 

 
to keep one's eyes on the prize 

1. to not swerve and always be aware of one's goal, maintain one’s  
 focus on the goal, aim, purpose, object, or end 
 It is when all hope seems to be lost that it is especially 

 important to keep one's eyes on the prize. 
 
2. to be always be aware of the bigger picture, keep one’s eyes on  

 the prize or on the bigger picture 
 

to keep one's eyes open 
1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive or heedful  
 He kept his eyes open.  

 
2. (informal) to watch out for, look out for, to be on the alert for, be  

 watchful for, keep one’s eyes open, be on the look out for, be 
 open-eyed,  keep  an opened eye, be wide awake to   
 While I'm downtown, I'll keep an eye out for your brother. 

 
to keep one's eyes open to 
1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive or heedful  

 He kept his eyes open to any and all possibilities. 
 

2. (informal) to watch out for, look out for, to be on the alert for, be  
 watchful for, keep one’s eyes open, be on the look out for, be 
 open-eyed,  keep  an opened eye, be wide awake to   

 While I'm downtown, I'll keep an eye out for your brother. 
 
to keep one's eyes peeled for 

1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive for or to, 
 heedful of 

 While I was on the bus, I kept my eyes peeled for a bathroom. 
 
2. (informal)  to peel one’s eye on,  watch out for, watch closely for 

 look out for, to be on the alert for, be watchful for, keep one’s 
 eyes open, be on the look out for, be open-eyed, keep an opened 

 eye, keep an eye out for, keep one's eyes skinned  
 
to keep one's eyes shut 

1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 
 You can not keep your eyes shut. Reality will always rear its ugly 

 head.  
 



 

 

2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 

 undiscerning, oblivious 
  

3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 

 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 
 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 
 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 

 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 
 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 

 
to keep one's eyes shut to 
1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 

 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 
 You can not keep your eyes shut to reality for very much longer.  

 
2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 

 uncomprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 
  
3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, close one’s eyes to, look the 

 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 

 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 
 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, shut one’s eyes to, 
 keep one’s eyes closed to what is going on around one, hide 

 one's head in a hole, never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury 
 one’s head in the sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind 
 

to keep one's eyes skinned 
1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive for or to, 

 heedful of 
 Keep your eyes skinned; he should be returning any moment. 
 

2. to watch out for, watch closely for look out for, to be on the alert 
 for, be watchful for, keep one’s eyes open, be on the look out for, 

 be open-eyed, keep an opened eye, keep one’s eyes peeled for,   
 keep an eye out for, keep one's weather eye open   
  

to keep one's weather eye open 
1. to be vigilant, watchful, on one’s guard, be attentive for or to, 
 heedful of 

 Keep your weather eyes opened; one can not be too safe. 
 



 

 

2. to watch out for, watch closely for look out for, to be on the alert 
 for, be watchful for, keep one’s eyes open, be on the look out for, 

 be open-eyed, keep an opened eye, keep one’s eyes peeled for,   
 keep an eye out for, keep one's eyes skinned  

  
to keep the eyes on (rivet  1045) 
1. to stare at, watch closely 

 
 
to lay eyes on  

1. to see, behold, observe, watch, regard 
 When he laid his eyes on her, he fell in love. 

 
2. (informal) to lay eyes on, look at, light eyes on, light eyes on, catch 
 sight of, cast an eye upon, look at, eye, eyeball 

 
3. (slang) to catch sight of, take a gander, catch a glimpse of, spot 

  
to let someone have it right between the eyes 
1. to attack, criticize, flay 

 When I found out what he had done and how he did it, I let him 
 have it right between the eyes. 
 

2. (informal)  to jump all over, pounce upon lace into, haul over the 
 coals, get on someone’s back, shoot into, light into, pan, let 

 someone have it, slam, fall on 
 
3. (slang)  to blast, tear into, shoot full of holes,  let someone have it 

 with both barrels, open up on, rip into, poke full of holes, shoot 
 down, knock the bottom of  
 

to lift one’s eyes  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her eyes hoping that everything would be alright. 



 

 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 

 The man lifted his eyes, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she lifted her eyes and looked at  her 
 boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 
to lift one’s eyes skyward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted up her eyes skyward the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
 
to lift one’s eyes star ward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted up her eyes star ward the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 



 

 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
 

to lift one’s eyes up 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted up her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She lifted her eyes up hoping that everything would be alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted his eyes up, silently begging the king for mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 

 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she lifted her eyes up  and looked at 

 her boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 

9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to lift one’s eyes upward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She lifted her eyes upward the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 



 

 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She lifted her eyes upward hoping that everything would be 
 alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted his eyes upward, silently begging the king for 

 mercy. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she lifted her eyes upward and looked 
 at her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to lift up one’s eyes  

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She lifted up her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 



 

 

 She lifted up her eyes hoping that everything would be alright. 
 

4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man lifted up his eyes, silently begging the king for mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 

 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 

 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she lifted up her eyes and looked at 

 her  boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 

9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to light one’s eyes on 
1. to see, behold, observe, watch, regard 

 When he lighted his eyes on her, he fell in love. 
 
2. (informal) to lay eyes on, look at, light eyes on, light eyes on, catch 

 sight of, cast an eye upon, look at, eye, eyeball 
 
3. (slang) to catch sight of, take a gander, catch a glimpse of, spot 

 
to light one’s eyes upon 

1. to see, behold, observe, watch, regard 
 When he lighted his eyes upon her, he fell in love. 
 

2. (informal) to lay eyes on, look at, light eyes on, light eyes on, catch 
 sight of, cast an eye upon, look at, eye, eyeball 

 
3. (slang) to catch sight of, take a gander, catch a glimpse of, spot 
 

 
to live with one's eyes open 
1. to not ignore or dismiss reality, be conscious of one’s reality 

 I will only live with my eyes open.  I will not be an ostrich. 
 



 

 

2. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 
 around one, not hide one's head in a hole, to see what is plain to 

 everyone, not hide one's head in the sand, purposely not close 
 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, not hide or run away 

 from reality, not be able to close one’s eyes, not bury one’s head 
 in the sand, keep one’s eyes to, not put one’s head in a hole, 
 not put one’s head in the sand, not hide one’s head in a hole 

 
to lock eyes 
1. to stare, look at someone directly in the face or in the eyes  

 The minute that they locked eyes, they fell in love. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to hold one’s gaze steadfast, stand agog, stare 
 steady, look intently on, look intently upon, hold one’s gaze, gaze 
 at 

 
3. (informal)  to eye, make eye contact, meet eyes, eyeball, look 

 hard at 
 
4. (slang)  to goggle, ogle 

 
5. (to look at steady in a negative sense)  to look daggers glare, gape, 
 look at darkly, glare at,  glower, glower at, leer at, gawk, stare 

 angrily, scowl, stare down 
 

to look at out of the corner of one's eyes 
1. to watch or observe someone without the person's knowledge, look 
 at someone indirectly or at an angle 

 He kept looking at her out of the corner of his eyes. 
 
2. (highly stylized) to look askance or obliquely at (informal) 

 
3. (informal) to look at someone sideways,slantwise or crookedly  

 
4. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, look shyly 
 at or give a side glance at so that one’s interest is very obvious 

 
to look at someone in the eye 

1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look at me in the eye and tell me that you don’t love me. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eye 

 
3 to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  



 

 

 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked her straight in the eyes and waited for 

 her to react. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 

5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 
 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  

 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 
 

to look at someone in the eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eyes without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look at me in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love me. 
 

2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 

3 to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 

 He looked her straight in the eyes and waited for 
 her to react. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 

5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 
 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 

 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 

 
to look at someone straight in the eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eye without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look at me straight in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love 
 me. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 



 

 

 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 

3 to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 

 He looked her straight in the eyes and waited for 
 her to react. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 

5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 
 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 

 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court decision, go in harm’s way 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 

 
to look someone straight in the eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eyes without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look me straight in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love 
 me. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 

 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 
3 to challenge, confront, encounter, provoke, meet  

 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked her straight in the eyes and waited for 
 her to react. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 

 apprehensive, to have no misgivings 
 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  

 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 
 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to look at with calf’s eyes  

1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 Little children are always looking at each other with calf’s eyes. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to eye, make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, give the glad eye, 

 undress with one’s eyes, throw oneself at, wink at flutter one’s 
 eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink at, play footsie, 

 make eyes at, bat one’s eyes at, look at with calf’s eyes, follow 
 with one’s eyes, look at with goo-goo eyes 
 

3. (slang) to ogle at 
 
to look at with sheep’s eyes  

1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 Little children are always looking at each other with sheep’s 

 eyes. 
 
2. (informal) to eye, make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, give the glad eye, 

 undress with one’s eyes, throw oneself at, wink at flutter one’s 
 eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink at, play footsie, 

 make eyes at, bat one’s eyes at, look at with calf’s eyes, follow 
 with one’s eyes, look at with goo-goo eyes 
 

3. (slang) to ogle at 
 
to look in the eye 

1. to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear, not be afraid of, be unfearful or  

 unafraid of 
 He looked in the eye of danger but instead of running away, he 
 kept moving forward.   

 
2. (no stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings, front  

 
3. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 

 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 
 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 

 harm’s way, meet head on 
 

4. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 
 

to look in the eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly  

 Some killers can not look in the eye of their victims. 
  



 

 

2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look straight in 
 the eyes, look at someone right in the face, look right in the 

 eyes, look straight in the face, look in the face 
 

3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked in the eyes of his enemy and laughed. 

 
4. (no stylistic)  to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no 
 apprehensive, to have no misgivings, front  

 
5. (informal)  to taunt, twist the lion’s tail, throw down the gauntlet, 

 square off against, look straight in the face, stand up to, stand 
 up against, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to 
 eyeball, bell the cat, tempt Providence, court decision, go in 

 harm’s way, meet head on 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 
 

to look out of half closed eyes 
1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked out of half closed 

 eyes and smiled cynically. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 

 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 
 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 

 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 
to look out of the corner of one’s eyes 

1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me out of the  
 corner of his eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 
 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 

 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 



 

 

 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 

to look at someone in the eye 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly  

 Look at me in the eye and tell me that you don’t love  me. 
 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 

 someone right in the face or in the eye 
 

3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked at her in the eye and waited for her to react. 

 
4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 

 to have no misgivings 
 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 

 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to look someone in the eyes 

1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eyes without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look me in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love  me. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 

 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 
3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  

 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked her in the eyes and waited for 

 her to react. 
 
4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 

 to have no misgivings 
 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  



 

 

 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 

 
to look at someone right in the eye 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 

 eye without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look at me right in the eye and tell me that you don’t love me. 
 

2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eye 

 
3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 

 He looked at her right in the eye and waited for her to react. 
 

4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 
 to have no misgivings 
 

5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 
 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  

 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 
 

6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 
 bull by the horn 
 

to look someone right in the eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eyes without blink or unblinkingly  

 Look me right in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love  me. 
 

2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 

3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 

 He looked at her right in the eyes and waited for 
 her to react. 
 

4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 
 to have no misgivings 
 

5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 
 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 



 

 

 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 

 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to look at someone straight in the eye 

1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly  
 Look me straight in the eye and tell me that you don’t love  me. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 

 someone right in the face or in the eyes 
 
3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  

 defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He looked her straight in the eye and waited for 

 her to react. 
 
4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 

 to have no misgivings 
 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  

 Providence, court decision, go in harm’s way 
 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to look someone straight in the eyes 

1. to look at someone directly in the face, look at someone in the 
 eye without blink or unblinkingly  

 Look me straight in the eyes and tell me that you don’t love 
 me. 
 

2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eyes 

 
3 to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, meet  
 defiantly, defy, show no fear 

 He looked her straight in the eyes and waited for 
 her to react. 
 

4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 
 to have no misgivings 



 

 

 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  

 Providence, court decision, go in harm’s way 
 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to lower one’s eyes  

1. to not look at someone in the eyes, not meet someone’s eyes, 
 lower  one’s gaze as a result of shyness, shame, embarrassment, 

 as a show of respect or as a recognition of one’s inferior status, not 
 make eye contact 
 As soon as she saw him come into the room, she lowered her 

 eyes and bit her lower lip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to humble or lower oneself 
 
3. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  

 or break eye contact, lower one’s head, look at one’s feet or at 
 the floor, not look at someone in the eyes, keep one’s eyes 
 down, not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or 

 curve one’s shoulders, bow one’s head 
 

to make calf eyes at 
1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 It doesn’t bother him that she is always making calf eyes at him. 

 
2. (informal) to flirt with, throw oneself at, wink at, flutter one’s eyes 
 at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink at, play footsie, make 

 eyes at, bat one's eyelashes, bat one’s eyes at 
 

3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at 
 
to make eye contact 

1. to look at someone directly in the face or in the eyes 
 When he's lying he does not make eye contact. 

 
2. (informal) to not to lower one’s gaze, not to blink, look at 
 someone right in the face or in the eye, look someoneone 

 straight in the face, lock eyes with 
 
to make eyes at 

1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 She's always making eyes at me. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, throw oneself at, wink 

 at flutter one’s eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink 
 at, play footsie, bat one's eyelashes, bat one’s eyes at 

 
3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at 
 

to make googoo eyes at  
1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 Little children are always making googoo eyes at one another. 

 
2. (informal) to eye, make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, give the glad eye, 

 undress with one’s eyes, throw oneself at, wink at, flutter one’s 
 eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink at, play footsie, 
 make eyes at, bat one’s eyes at, look at with calf’s eyes, follow 

 with one’s eyes 
 

3. (slang) to ogle at 
 
to make one’s eyes pop out  

1. to be surprise, amazed, dumbfounded, astounded, shocked 
 staggered, 
 When I told him that he won a million, the news made her 

 eyes pop out. 
 

2. (informal)  to be bowled over, hit like a ton of brick, flabbergasted, 
 struck dumb, floored or staggered 
 

to make eyes pop out of one’s head  
1. to be surprise, amazed, dumbfounded, astounded, shocked 
 staggered, 

 When I told him that he won a million, the news made her 
 eyes pop out of her head. 

 
2. (informal)  to be bowled over, hit like a ton of brick, flabbergasted, 
 struck dumb, floored or staggered 

 
to make sheep eyes at   

1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest 
 It is obvious that she likes him; she is always making sheep 
 eyes at him. 

 
2. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, throw oneself at, wink 
 at, flutter one’s eyes at, look sweet at, wink at, play footsie, make 

 eyes at, bat one's eyelashes, bat one’s eyes at 
 



 

 

3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at  
 

to make one’s eyes water   
1. to make one’s eyes moist or watery, make one’s eyes water,

 cause one to become teary, cause one to cry, cause tears to come 
 to one’s eyes  
 I hate cutting up onions.  Onions always make my eyes water. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to bring tears to one’s eyes,  make one’s eyes 
 dewy, have tears come to one’s eyes, cause one to tear up, cause

 one to shed tears or weep, cause one’s eye to become tearful, 
 lachrymose or weepy, cause one’s eyes water 

 
3. (informal)  to cause one to tear up or bawl 
 

to meet one's eyes 
1. to look at someone directly in the face, look someone directly 

 in the face  
 When I met his eyes, I fell in love.  
 

2. (informal) to make eye contact, look at someone right in the 
 face or in the eye, lock eyes with 
 

3. (slang)  to meet eyeball to eyeball, look up 
 

to meet eyeball to eyeball 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 
 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 

 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through  
 He met his enemy eyeball to eyeball to fight it out. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 

 in defiance, threaten, defy  
 

3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 

 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 
 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 

 head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, 
 knock the chip off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, 
 face the card down,  face down, bring face to face, come face, 

 stand up to, meet face to face, show one’s teeth, show fight  
 



 

 

4. (slang)  to snap the fingers at, take the bull by the horn, bell 
 the cat, twist the lion’s tail, outbrazen, brazen, brazen out, bell the 

 cat, dance on the  razor’s edge , double-dare 
 

to not bat an eye   
1. to not react, to remain nonchalant, self-controlled, stoical, stoic, 
 stolid or unemotional  

 He did not bat an eye at the allegations. 
 
2. (informal)  to think nothing about, keep one’s cool, maintain a cool 

 head, roll with the punches, not to sweat it, take it in one’s stride 
 

3.  (negative)  to be untouched, hard, callous or unfeeling 
 
4. (stylized/negative)  obdurate, inured 

 
4. (informal /negative)  to be thickskinned, casehardened, hard-

 hearted, hard-boiled, hard-bitten 
 
to not be able believe one's own eyes 

1. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by what one is  
 looking at or seeing, not trust or believe what one is seeing 
 I could not believe my own eyes when I actually saw her 

 walking towards me. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 
 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 
 or confounded 

 
3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 
 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 

 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 
 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 

 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 
 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s breath away 

 
4. (slang) to blow one’s mind  

 
to not be able to close one's eyes 
1. to not be able to go to sleep, be unable to fall asleep, have 

 insomnia 
 I was not able to close my eyes all night. 
 

2. to no longer be able to ignore reality or to close one's eyes to 
 reality, choose to live what is rather than in fantasy land 



 

 

 
3. to look at, see, or keep one’s eyes open to what is going on 

 around one, not hide one's head in a hole, to see what is plain to 
 everyone, not hide one's head in the sand, purposely not close 

 one’s eye to the handwriting on the wall, not hide or run away 
 from reality, not be able to close one’s eyes, not bury one’s head 
 in the sand, keep one’s eyes to, not put one’s head in a hole, 

 not put one’s head in the sand, not hide one’s head in a hole 
 
to not be able to take one’s eyes off someone or something 

1. not to be able to stop looking at, fix one’s sight or gaze on, have 
 one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated or arrested on someone or 

 something, not be able to turn away, stare, glare or gaze at 
 Although the scene was especially blood, I could not take my 
 eyes  off all the dead bodies. 

 
2. to hold or have the undivided attention of,  be totally absorbed or 

 engrossed in looking at someone or something 
  
3. (informal)  to bend the eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s 

 gaze, gawk, oogle, peel one’s eyes on, goggle, rivet one’s eyes 
 on, rivet one’s eyes upon, keep an eye on 
  

to not be fit for one’s eyes  
1. to be not fitted, proper, suitable, fitting, well-suited, befitting     

 I would love to go to the movies with you but I’m not taking the 
 children.  This picture is not fit for children eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be not correspondent, apt, appropriate, well-
 adapted, apropos, corresponding 
 

3. (informal)  in keeping, just right for 
 

to not believe one's own eyes 
1. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by what one is  
 looking at or seeing 

 I didn’t believe my own eyes when I saw her name in the 
 newspaper.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 
 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 

 or confounded 
 
3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 

 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 
 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 



 

 

 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 
 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 

 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s  breath away 

 
4. (slang) to blow one’s mind  
 

(to not have) a dry eye in the house  
1. to have the members of the audience crying 
 The movie was so sad that there was not a dry eye in the house. 

 
2. to have the members of the audience shedding tears, weeping, 

 sobbing or wailing 
 
3. to have the audience blubbering, boohooing or bawling 

 
to not look at someone in the eyes 

1. to not be able look at someone directly in the face, not be able to 
 make eye contact, show one’s shame, discomfort, shyness, 
 bashfulness, discomfit or embarrassment  

 I always knows when he's lying; he can not look at me in the 
 eyes.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate one self-consciousness, 
 awkardness, uneasiness or disconcertment 

 
3. (informal) to not meet someone’s eyes, keep one’s heads down, 
 hold one’s head down, look at one’s feet, look at the floor 

 
to not look someone in the eyes 
1. to not be able look at someone directly in the face, not be able to 

 look at someone in the eyes, not make eye contact, show one’s 
 shame, discomfort, shyness, bashfulness, discomfit or 

 embarrassment  
 I always knows when he's lying; he can not make eye contact.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate one self-consciousness, 
 awkardness, uneasiness or disconcertment, have a lowered gaze 

 
3. (informal) to not meet someone’s eyes, keep one’s heads down, 
 hold one’s head down, look at one’s feet, look at the floor 

 
to not make eye contact 
1. to not be able look at someone directly in the face, not be able to 

 look at someone in the eyes, show one’s shame, discomfort, 
 shyness, bashfulness, discomfit or embarrassment  



 

 

 I always knows when he's lying; he can not make eye contact.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate one self-consciousness, 
 awkardness, uneasiness or disconcertment, have a lowered gaze 

 
3. (informal) to not meet someone’s eyes, keep one’s heads down, 
 hold one’s head down, look at one’s feet, look at the floor 

 
to not meet someone’s eyes 
1. to not be able look at someone directly in the face, not be able to 

 look at someone in the eyes, not be able to make eye contact, 
 show  one’s shame, discomfort, shyness, bashfulness, discomfit or 

 embarrassment  
 I always knows when he's lying; he can not meet my eyes.  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate one self-consciousness, 
 awkardness, uneasiness or disconcertment, have a lowered gaze 

 
3. (informal) to keep one’s heads down, hold one’s head down, look 
 at one’s feet, look at the floor 

 
to open one's eyes  
1. to finally realize the truth, finally accept reality, confront  

 reality 
 Last night, I opened my eyes.  It is still hard to face the truth. 

 
2. (informal) to come down from the clouds, face reality, confront 
 what is, face, get clued in, figure out, take off one’s rose colored 

 glasses, get one’s head out of the clouds, have one’s  illusions 
 shattered, made to grow up 
 

4. (slang)  to be set straight, clued in, snapped out of it, made to see 
 the real world or told the truth, have one’s bubble burst  

 
to open one's eyes to 
1. to finally realize the truth, finally accept reality, confront  

 reality 
 Last night, I opened my eyes to the type of person he was. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be disabused, elucidated, undeceived, 
 disillusioned, enlightened, illuminated, disenchanted, unbeguiled 

 
3. (informal) to come down from the clouds, face reality, confront 
 what is, face, get clued in, figure out, take off one’s rose colored 

 glasses, get one’s head out of the clouds, have one’s  illusions 
 shattered, made to grow up 



 

 

 
4. (slang)  to be set straight, clued in, snapped out of it, made to see 

 the real world or told the truth, have one’s bubble burst  
 

to open one's eyes 
1. to make someone finally realize the truth, enlighten, expose, reveal, 
 unfold, divulge, unviel, unmask 

 It is not easy to open someone’s eyes, especially if the person 
 wishes to remain blind. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to disabuse, elucidate, undeceive, disillusion, 
 enlighten, illuminate, disenchant, unbeguile 

 
3. (informal)  to have one understand, make plain, break the spell, let 
 know, clue in, throw light on, make clear, spell out, shatter one’s 

 illusion, make point out, shed light on, lay open, make someone 
 grow up  

 
4. (slang)  to wake someone up, clue in, set straight, burst someone’s 
 bubble, snap someone out of it, set someone right, make someone 

 see the real world, tell someone the truth 
 
to open the eyes of 

1. to make someone finally realize the truth, enlighten, expose, reveal, 
 unfold, divulge, unviel, unmask 

 It is not easy to open the eyes of someone, especially if the person 
 wishes to remain blind. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to disabuse, elucidate, undeceive, disillusion, 
 enlighten, illuminate, disenchant, unbeguile 
 

3. (informal)  to have one understand, make plain, break the spell, let 
 know, clue in, throw light on, make clear, spell out, shatter one’s 

 illusion, make point out, shed light on, lay open, make someone 
 grow up  
 

4. (slang)  to wake someone up, clue in, set straight, burst someone’s 
 bubble, snap someone out of it, set someone right, make someone 

 see the real world, tell someone the truth 
 
to poke out one’s eyes 

1. to take out one’s eyes, remove one’s eye, blind, take away one’s 
 sight 
 He tortured people by threatening to poke out their eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to render sightless, gouge out the eyes of,  



 

 

 deprive of sight 
 

3. (informal)  to rob one of sight 
  

to pull the wool over one's eyes 
1. to deceive, misguide, trick, play a trick on, fool 
 I know who you are; you can’t pull the wool over my eyes. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to misinform, delude, deceive, cozen, misdirect, 
 defraud, mislead 

 
3. (informal)  to hoodwink, take in, trick, fool, lead astray 

 
4. (slang)  to  pass one over, snooker, pull a fast one, throw dust in 
 the eyes of of, dupe, make a chump out of, pull a fast one, con, 

 take for a ride, slip one over  
 

to put a sparkle in one’s eyes   
1. to make happy or pleased 
 His presence has brought a sparkle to her eyes. 

 
2. to satisfy, gratify, fulfill, give pleasure to, make content 
 

3. (informal)  to bring a spring in one’s step, make one feel good, 
 bring a sparkle to one’s eyes 

 
4. (slang to vulgar when in reference to sex) to hit the spot, hit the 
 bull’s eye 

 
to put a twinkle in one’s eyes   
1. to make happy or pleased 

 His presence has brought a sparkle to her eyes. 
 

2. to satisfy, gratify, fulfill, give pleasure to, make content 
 
3. (informal)  to bring a spring in one’s step, make one feel good, 

 bring a twinkle to one’s eyes, bring a sparkle to one’s eyes 
 

4. (slang to vulgar when in reference to sex) to hit the spot, hit the 
 bull’s eye 
 

to put before someone’s eyes 
1.  to picture, reveal, display, represent, paint, draw  
 

2. (informal)  to bring into view, mirror    
 



 

 

to put in the public eye (present 929) 
to bring into the public, bring into the  

 
to put one's eye out  

to blind someone 
With that hanger, he almost put my eye out. 
 

to put one’s shoulders back and look someone in the eyes 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 

 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 

    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 
 and look at her in the eyes.  There is no reason to flinch or blink. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 
 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,

 apprehensive or mortification 
 
3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-

 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 

 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
 

to put one’s shoulders back and look someone straight in the eyes 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 

 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 
    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 

 and look at her straight  in the eyes.  There is no reason to 
 flinch or blink. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 
 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,

 apprehensive or mortification 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
 

to raise one’s eyes  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 



 

 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She raised her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 

 She raised her eyes hoping that everything would be alright. 
 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 

 The man raised his eyes, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she raised her eyes and looked at 
 her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 
to raise one’s eyes skyward 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised up her eyes skyward the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 



 

 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
 

to raise one’s eyes star ward 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised up her eyes star ward the minute she heard the noise. 

 
to raise one’s eyes up 
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 

 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 
 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  

 She raised her eyes up the minute she heard the noise. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 

 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 
 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 

 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

  
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised her eyes up hoping that everything would be alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 

 The man raised his eyes up, silently begging the king for mercy. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she raised her eyes up and looked at 
 her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to raise one’s eyes upward 



 

 

1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised her eyes upward the minute she heard the noise. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 
 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 

 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 
  

3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised her eyes upward hoping that everything would be 
 alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 

 The man raised his eyes upward, silently begging the king for 
 mercy. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 
 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 

6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 
 oneself at the feet of 

 
7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 

 embarrassed or ashamed 
 Although she was scared, she raised her eyes upward and looked 
 at her boss without flinching. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 

 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 
 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 

 someone or meet someone’s eyes 
 

to raise up one’s eyes  
1. to lift one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift one’s gaze, lift one’s look, 
 raise one’s eyes, raise one’s head, raise one’s look, raise one’s 

 gaze, lift up one’s eyes, lift one’s head, lift up one’s head  
 She raised up her eyes the minute she heard the noise. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to direct one’s eyes upward, look skyward, look 
 up, look heavenward, raise one’s eyes skyward, lift one’s head 



 

 

 skyward, raise one’s eyes heavenward, direct one’s gaze 
 skyward, direct one’s gaze heavenward, look star ward, direct 

 one’s eyes  star ward, direct one’s eyes to the wild blue yonder, 
 raise one’s  head to the stars, raise one’s head up 

 
3. to say a pray, pray, offer a pray 
 She raised up her eyes hoping that everything would be alright. 

 
4. to plead, ask, beg, call on, request 
 The man raised up his eyes, silently begging the king for mercy. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to supplicate, implore, press, appeal, beseech, 

 invoke, cry  for, entreat, besiege, solicit, apply to 
 
6. (informal)  to throw oneself on the mercy of the court, throw 

 oneself at the feet of 
 

7. to lift one’s eyes or head to look at someone, raise or lift one’s 
 gaze or look at someone as a result of no longer being afraid, 
 embarrassed or ashamed 

 Although she was scared, she raised up her eyes and looked at 
 her boss without flinching. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to summon or gather up enough courage to meet 
 someone’s gaze or meet someone’s eyes 

 
9. (informal)  to rouse, nerve up or call up one’s courage to look at 
 someone or meet someone’s eyes 

 
to remove one’s eyes 
1. to take out one’s eyes, remove one’s eye, blind, take away one’s 

 sight, poke out of one’s eyes  
 He tortured people by threatening to remove their eyes. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to render sightless, gouge out the eyes of, deprive 
 of sight 

 
3. (informal)  to rob one of sight 

 
 
to rivet one’s eyes on 

1. fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated 
 or arrested on someone or something, not be able to turn away, 
 stare, glare or gaze at, look at without turning away 

 Although I tried to turn away, I rivet my eyes on him. 
 



 

 

2. to hold or have the undivided attention of,  be totally absorbed or 
 engrossed in looking at someone or something 

  
3. (informal)  to bend the eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s 

 gaze, gawk, oogle, goggle, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes 
 upon, keep an eye on 
 

 
to rivet one’s eyes upon 
1. fix one’s sight or gaze on, have one’s eyes fixed, riveted, fixated 

 or arrested on someone or something, not be able to turn away, 
 stare, glare or gaze at, look at without turning away 

 Although I tried to turn away, I rivet my eyes on him. 
 
2. to hold or have the undivided attention of,  be totally absorbed or 

 engrossed in looking at someone or something 
  

3. (informal)  to bend the eye, cock the eye, fix the eye, fix one’s 
 gaze, gawk, oogle, goggle, rivet one’s eyes on, rivet one’s eyes 
 upon, keep an eye on 

 
to roll one's eyes 
1. to have one’s eyes or eyeballs go up in one’s head, turn one’s eyes 

 upward, have one eyes move from side to side and top to bottom 
 I will not allow you to roll your eyes at me. 

 
2. (informal) to be googly-eyed 
 

3. to show one's disgust or impatience with one’s eyes 
 Once his mother start talking, the child rolled his eyes. 
 

to rub one’s eyes 
1. common gesture or signal to demonstrate one’s fatigue, sleepiness 

 or tiredness 
 I could tell that he was sleep; he kept rubbing his eyes. 
 

2. common gesture or signal which is made immediately upon 
 awaking, done to help one wake up 

 Stop rubbing your eyes and get out of bed. 
 
3. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by 

 what one is  looking at or seeing 
 I had to keep rubbing my eyes while watching her walking 
 towards me. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 



 

 

 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 
 or confounded, show disbelief 

 
3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 

 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 
 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 
 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 

 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 
 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s  breath away 

 
4. (slang) to boggle one’s mind, blow one’s mind  

 
to run one's eyes over 
1. to glance at briefly, scan, scrutinize, skim, skim 

 and scan  
 The women ran their eyes over her dress and, afterwards, 

 snickered. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to peruse, scrutinize 

 
3. (informal)  to give the once over, have a look at, sweep one’s eyes 
 over, run through, eyeball, look, read or check over, look, flip or 

 leaf through the pages, pore, pore over, eye, vet 
 

to screw up the eyes (to blind  120) 
1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he screwed up the eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 
 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 

 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 
 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 

 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 
 eyes  

 
to scrutinize someone with one's eyes 
1. to watch, observe, follow, behold 

 Although he did not talk to the woman, he scrutinizeded her with 
 his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to take stock of, scrutinize, survey, inspect, 
 appraise 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to keep tabs on, look at, eye, keep someone in one’s 

 sight, keep an eye on, keep one’s eyes open, keep one’s eyes 
 peeled, ogle at, gawk at, stare at, leer at, give the once over, take a 

 close look at, take a long look, size up, size, take a long look at, 
 take a careful look at, give the once over, have a look at, run one's 
 eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 

 
4. (slang)  to take a good long hard look at, check out, eyeball 
 

to see eye to eye 
1. to agree, be in agreement, have mutual understanding, arrive at an 

 agreement, come to an understanding 
 We never see eye to eye; it’s amazing that we’re friends. 
 

2. (highly stylized)  to conform, correspond, concur, assent, be in 
 accord, accord, cohere, comply, harmonize, acede, chime, tally, 

 dovetail 
 
3. (informal) to jibe, be of one mind, be of the same mind, be of 

 like mind, think alike, go hand in glove, strike a bargain, go 
 hand in hand, stand together, fall in with  
 

to see eye to eye with one about 
1. to agree about, be in agreement about, have mutual understanding 

 about, arrive at an agreement about, come to an understanding 
 about 
 We never see eye to eye with our neighbors about anything.   

 
2. (highly stylized)  to conform, correspond, concur, assent, be in 
 accord, accord, cohere, comply, harmonize, acede, chime, tally 

 
3. (informal) to be of one mind, be of the same mind, be of like 

 mind, think alike about, strike a bargain about, go hand in hand, 
 stand together on 
 

to see eye to eye with one on 
1. to agree on, be in agreement on, have mutual understanding 

 on, arrive at an agreement on, come to an understanding on 
 We never see eye to eye with our neighbors on anything.   
 

2. (highly stylized)  to conform, correspond, concur, assent, be in 
 accord, accord, cohere, comply, harmonize, acede, chime, tally 
 

3. (informal) to be of one mind, be of the same mind, be of like 
 mind, think alike on, strike a bargain on, go hand in hand,  stand 



 

 

 together on 
 

to see out of the corner of one's eye  
to notice something while one's attention is somewhere else,  

to see at the side of one while looking straight ahead 
While I was talking to my father, I saw him out of the corner  
of my eye. 

 
to see with a jaundice eye 
1. to look at something with a disapproving, skeptical, hesitant 

 overly critical or suspicious eye, not trust, not believe, doubt 
 He knew that he was not convincing her; she sees everything 

 with a jaundice eye. 
 
2. (informal) to be from Missouri, look at something with a chary, 

 guarded, nervous, uneasy, shaky or leery eye, have a jaundice 
 eye 

 
to see with half an eye  (to blind  120) 
1. to figure out or see something immediately, be clear, obvious,  

 evident, unquestionable or plain 
 Anyone can see with half an eye that he's not guilty 
 

2. (informal) to be plain as the nose on one’s face, out and out, 
 clear cut, beyond a shadow of a doubt, free from doubt 

 
3. to squint, look out of squintes-eyes, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
  
4. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 

 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 
 

5. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 
 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 

to see with one's own eyes 
1. to witness something, be present  

I saw the murder with my own eyes. 

 
2. to see, sight  

I know that he's not dead because I saw him with my own eyes. 

 
3. (more stylized)  to behold, discern, look upon, cast an eye upon 



 

 

 
4. (informal)  to lay eyes upon, look at, set eyes on, eye  

 
to set eyes on  

1. to see, hold in view, look at  
 When he set eyes on her, he realized that he had been wrong. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to behold, regard. discern, look upon, cast an eye 
 upon 
 

3. (informal)  to lay eyes upon, see with one's own eyes, eye   
 

4. (slang) to take a gander 
 
to shut one’s eyes 

1. to ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to, turn one's attention away 

 from,  no longer pay attention to, ignore, overlook, no longer 
  regard, dismiss   
 You can not shut your eyes.  She needs you to face reality.  

 
2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 

 unapprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 
  

3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 

 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 
 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 
 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 

 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 
 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind  

 
to shut one's eyes to 
1. to ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, purposely 

 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to, turn one's attention away 
 from,  no longer pay attention to, ignore, overlook, no longer 

 regard, dismiss   
 He is used to shutting his eyes to all his director’s abuses and 
 lies. 

 
2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 purposely be unconscious, purblind,  imperceptive, 

 unapprehending, undiscerning, oblivious 
  



 

 

3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 
 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 

 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 

 case, not take into account, be blind as a bat, keep one’s eyes 
 closed to what is going on around one, hide one's head in a hole, 
 never mind, wink at, take no notice of, bury one’s head in the 

 sand, think no more of, put out of one’s mind  
 
to size someone up with one's eyes 

1. to watch, observe, follow, behold 
 Although he did not talk to the woman, he sizes her up with 

 his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to take stock of, scrutinize, survey, inspect, 

 appraise 
 

3. (informal)  to keep tabs on, look at, eye, keep someone in one’s 
 sight, keep an eye on, keep one’s eyes open, keep one’s eyes 
 peeled, ogle at, gawk at, stare at, leer at, give the once over, take a 

 close look at, take a long look, size up, size, take a long look at, 
 take a careful look at, give the once over, have a look at, run one's 
 eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 

 
4. (slang)  to take a good long hard look at, check out, eyeball 

 
to size someone with one's eyes 
1. to watch, observe, follow, behold 

 Although he did not talk to the woman, he sizes her with 
 his eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to take stock of, scrutinize, survey, inspect, 
 appraise 

 
3. (informal)  to keep tabs on, look at, eye, keep someone in one’s 
 sight, keep an eye on, keep one’s eyes open, keep one’s eyes 

 peeled, ogle at, gawk at, stare at, leer at, give the once over, take a 
 close look at, take a long look, size up, size, take a long look at, 

 take a careful look at, give the once over, have a look at, run one's 
 eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 
 

4. (slang)  to take a good long hard look at, check out, eyeball 
 
to take one's eyes off someone or something 

1. to no longer watch, be attentive to or heedful of, physically turn 
 away form, leave alone   



 

 

 The moment he took his eyes off the child, she ran away. 
 

2. to stop watching over, minding, baby-sitting, keeping tabs on, 
 keeping an eye on, keeping an eye out or holding in view 

 
to take out one’s eyes 
1. to take out one’s eyes, remove one’s eye, blind, take away one’s 

 sight, poke out of one’s eyes  
 He tortured people by threatening to take out their eyes. 
 

2. to render sightless, gouge out the eyes of, deprive of sight 
 

3. (informal)  to rob one of sight 
 
to take stock of someone with one's eyes 

1. to watch, observe, follow, behold 
 Although he did not talk to the woman, he takes stock of her 

 with his eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to take stock of, scrutinize, survey, inspect, 

 appraise 
 
3. (informal)  to keep tabs on, look at, eye, keep someone in one’s 

 sight, keep an eye on, keep one’s eyes open, keep one’s eyes 
 peeled, ogle at, gawk at, stare at, leer at, give the once over, take a 

 close look at, take a long look, size up, size, take a long look at, 
 take a careful look at, give the once over, have a look at, run one's 
 eyes over, sweep one’s eyes over 

 
4. (slang)  to take a good long hard look at, check out, eyeball 
 

to throw dust in someone's eyes 
1. to deceive, mislead, misdirect, misinform, outmanuver, outsmart 

 She threw dust in his eyes in order to mislead him. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to delude, beguile, outflank, circumvent, outwit 

 
3. (informal)  to hoodwink, take in, trick, fool, lead astray, pass one 

 over, pull the wool over the eyes of, pull the wool over 
 someone’s  eyes, stack the deck, throw for a curve, deal from the 
 bottom of the deck, dupe   

 
4. (slang) to give someone a bum steer, make a chump out of, 
 snooker, pull a fast one, sting, con, dupe, flimflam, load the 

 dice, snow, take in  
  



 

 

to turn a blind eye to 
1. to ignore, pay no heed to, disregard, not be heedful of, overlook, 

 take no notice of, not regard 
 He turned a blind eye to all her pleads and walked away. 

 
2. be blind to, turn a deaf ear to, dismiss from one’s mind, dismiss  
 from one’s thoughts, brush aside, pretend not to see 

 
to turn one’s eyes away 
to look away, look in the direction away from, look aside, direct one’s  

eyes from, direct one’s eyes away  
She turned her eyes away and lowered her head. 

 
to turn one’s eyes away from 
to look away from, look aside , look in the direction away from 

After turning her eyes away from her husband, she walked away. 
 

to turn one’s eyes to 
to look in the direction of, look in the direction towards, look at, direct 
one’s eyes to, direct one’s eyes toward 

She turned her eyes to her mother and cried. 
 
to turn one’s eyes toward 

to look in the direction of, look in the direction towards, look at, direct 
one’s eyes to, direct one’s eyes toward 

She waited until after he finished talking before turning her eyes 
toward him.  
 

to turn one’s eyes towards 
to look in the direction of, towards 
She waited until after he finished talking before turning her eyes 

towards him.  
 

to undress with one’s eyes 
1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 I hate when men undress a woman with their eyes. 

 
2. (informal) to eye, flirt with, ogle, gawk at, give the once over, make 

 eyes at, bat one’s eyes at, look at with calf’s eyes, follow  with 
 one’s eyes, look at with goo-goo eyes 
 

3. (slang) to ogle at 
 
to view with beady eyes 

to look on or at doubtfully, dubiously, disbelivingly, skeptically 
or critically 



 

 

You’re wasting your time trying to convince him; he views everything 
with beady eyes. 

 
to wipe the dust from one’s eyes 

1. to make someone see or face reality, tell someone the truth about 
 something 
 By the time he wiped the dust from my eyes, it was much too 

 late. 
2. to unbeguile, disabuse, undeceive, disenchant, disillusion, 
 disentrance, disillusionize 

 
3. to clue someone in, burst someone’s bubble, open the eyes of, set 

 someone right, break the spell, make someone grow up, wake 
 someone up, set someone correct, make someone see the real 
 world  

 
4. (slang)  to make someone see the light, snap someone out of it, set 

 someone straight, set straight 
 
to wipe the dust from one’s own eyes 

1. to see or face reality, face the truth about something, stop looking 
 at the world through rose colored glasses 
 By the time I wiped the dust from my eyes, it was much too late. 

 
2. to unbeguile, disabuse, undeceive, disenchant, disillusion, 

 disentrance disillusionize, awaken 
 
3. to clue in, open one’s eyes, set oneself right, break the spell, grow 

 up, wake up, see the real world, see what is 
 
4. (slang)  to see the light, snap out of it,  

 
 

An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth 
1. to retaliate, take reprisals or revenge, 
 I do not like violence but I do believe in an eye for an eye 

  and a tooth for a tooth. 
 

2. (informal) measure for measure, to give someone a taste 
 of his or her own medicine, tit for tat, blow for blow, a game 
 that two can play, like for like 

 
3. (Latin) quid pro quo 

 
 
Here's mud in your eye! 



 

 

an informal toast 
 

My eye! 
an exclamation of contradiction or surprise 

My eye!  He just doesn't get it. 
 
That's one in the eye for … 

to rebuff, sub, cut, freeze someone out, put down 
She did not invite her brother. That was one in the eye for him. 
 

The hand is quicker than the eye 
(said while doing a card or magic trick) 

1. to outwit, hoodwink, outsmart, get the best of, get the better 
 
2. (informal) to slip one over on someone, pull a fast one 

 
The scales fall from the one's eyes. 

to finally see what really is, see reality, open one's eyes 
The scales finally fell from his eyes and he saw the consequences of 
his actions. 

 
There is more than meet the eyes. 
there is more than one is able to see or discern or observe 

 
There was not a dry eye in the house. 

to have everyone in the audience crying or in tears 
 
Wait to you see the white of their eyes. 

wait until you are as close as possible 
Don't fire. Wait to you see the white of their eyes. 
 

… when you were just a twinkle in your father’s eyes 
… before you were born 

 
Argus-eyed 
1. (classical reference) a giant with a hundred eyes who eyes 

 were later transferred to the peacock’s tail 
 

2. (Ilyad and Odyssey)   Odysseus’s faithful dog 
 
3. (Greek mythology)  son of Phrixus and builder of the Argo 

 
4. keen-sighted, quick-sighted, shrewd, sharp-sighted, keen, clever 
 

5. (more stylistic)  mindful, perspicacious, circumspect, discreet, 
 sagacious, politic, prudent, judicious, sensible, discriminative 



 

 

 
6. (informal)   savvy, wide-awake, bright, smart  

 
bleary eyed 

1. unsure, muddled, confused, uncertain, baffled 
 After a night of drinking, when he woke up, he was bleary eyed. 
 

2. (more stylistic) confounded, mystified, bewildered, 
 discomposed, adrift, perplexed, dazed, disorientated, 
 nonplused 

 
3. (informal) fuzzy,  discombobulated, in a fog, blurry, at a loss 

 
4. (slang)  in the ozone, spaced, spaced out, in another world 
 

5. drunk, tipsy, high, under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You are bleary-eyed. 

 
6. (more stylistic)  drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated, grogged 
 
7. (informal)  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 

 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow, full to the back teeth 
 

8. (slang)  tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed, bombed 

 
blue-eyed 
1. having blue eyes 

 
2. seen as being childlike, simple,  innocent, blameless, natural, 

 honest, sinless, uncorrupt, angelic or beautiful 
 She is a blue-eyed beauty.  She looks like an angel. 
 

3. (more stylized)  being spotless, delicate, pure, virtuous, unstained, 
 chaste, immaculate, unblemish, inculpable, virginal, impeccable, 

 exquisite or lovely    
 
4. pure as the driven snow, purehearted, above suspicion, with clean 

 hands, truehearted 
 
blue-eyed and blonde hair beauty 

1. good-looking, beautiful, attractive, pretty 
 I suppose she is but, frankly, blue-eyed and blonde hair beauties 



 

 

 have never attracted me.   
 

2. (more stylized)  pleasing, enchanting, stunning, dainty, appealing, 
 alluring, delicate, becoming 

 
3. (informal)  eye-filling, fetching  
 

4. (Scottish)  bonny 
 
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed  

1. eager, anxious, energetic, keen, alert, alive, full of life,  vibrant or 
 fresh, not showing or expressing one's sadness, distress, or 

 depression on one's face, cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm, 
 shining   
 I really like being around her, she is so bright-eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  vigorous, animated, efferevscent, sprightly, 

 spirited, vivacious, genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hiding 
 one’s wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, buoyant, in good 
 spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark, effervescent 

 
3. (informal) full of pep, fresh as a daisy, itching, bouncing, 
 perky, hearty, gung-ho, perk, full of vim and vigor, fit as a fiddle, 

 brisk, bright eyed, not wearing one’s heart on one’s sleeve, airy, 
 light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, chipper, 

 upbeat, not showing one’s heartbreak or heartache,  be full of 
 vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed 
 

4. (slang)  to be full of piss and vinegar, psyched or psyched up 
 
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed  

1. eager, anxious, energetic, keen, alert, alive, full of life,  vibrant or 
 fresh, not showing or expressing one's sadness, distress, or 

 depression on one's face, cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm, 
 shining   
 I really like being around her, she is so bright-eyed and bushy-

 tailed. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  vigorous, animated, efferevscent, sprightly, 
 spirited, vivacious, genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hiding 
 one’s wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, buoyant, in good 

 spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark, effervescent 
 
3. (informal) full of pep, fresh as a daisy, itching, bouncing, 

 perky, hearty, gung-ho, perk, full of vim and vigor, fit as a fiddle, 
 brisk, bright eyed, not wearing one’s heart on one’s sleeve, airy, 



 

 

 light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, chipper, 
 upbeat, not showing one’s heartbreak or heartache,  be full of 

 vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed 
 

4. (slang)  to be full of piss and vinegar, psyched or psyched up 
 
calf-eyed 

1. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 
 having a crush on 
 She is so calf-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 

 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned, infactuated 
  

3. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-

 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 
 
4. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 

 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 
 
5. (Australian)  soony 

 
clear-eyed 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, sensible, intelligent, 
 alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, quick 
 Because she is clear eyed, you can not fool her. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be cogent, balanced, circumspect, sensible, 
 Argus-eyed, vigilant  

  
3. (informal) lynx-eyed, right-minded, clear-eyed, clear- minded, 

 eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, mindful, level-headed 
 
4. reasonable, composed, lucid, sound, rational, clear, calm, 

 sound of mind, collected, able to reason, balanced, of sound mind 
 He is clear eyed; therefore, I do not doubt that he understand 

 everything. 
 
5. (more stylistic) thinking, tranquil, circumspect, sober,  judicious, 

 self-possessed, comprehending, cognitive, unperturbed, 
 unruffled, coherent  
 

6. (informal)  unconfused, with everything there, far sighted, long-
 headed, clear sighted, long sighted, clear eyed or in one’s right 



 

 

 mind 
 

7.  (slang) to be not all there, with all one’s marbles 
 

8. alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 
 paying attention to, on guard 
 He is clear eyed and, therefore, ready to take command on a  

 moment’s notice.  
 
9. (more stylistic) advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 

 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive, conscious   
 

10.  (informal)   on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, 
 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 
 peeled, all eyes, all seeing 

 
11. not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-

 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured, balanced 
 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so clear-eyed. 

 
12. (more stylistic)  stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 
 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 

 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified, suave   
  

13. (informal) laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 
 together, level headed, at ease or cool 
 

cock-eyed  
1. crossed-eyed 
 

2. (medical term) strabismal, strabismic 
 

3. looking at crookedly, squintingly, suspiciously, unbelievingly, not 
 straight, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the 
 corner of one’s eyes, twistedly or at an angle, squint-eyed 

 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me cock-eyed. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  looking at someone in a manner which is awry, 
 skew, wry, unsound, askew, aslant or asquint, glancing obliquely, 
 suspiciously or  dubiously  

 
5. (informal) looking at in a manner which is cross eyed, off-
 centered, sideways, slantwise, to one side, off-balance, crosswise, 

 with a side glance or at an angle, looking at crookedly  
 



 

 

6. incorrect, faulty, flawed, false, wrong,  
 Your logic is cockeyed.  Please rethink your position. 

 
7. (more stylized)  in accurate, erroneous, imprecise, in error, 

 mistaken, unprecise, unsound, inexact 
 
8. (informal)  off the mark 

 
9. foolish, crazy, absurb, fool, idiotic senseless, ridiculous 
 

10. (more stylized)  preposterous, senseless, nonsensical, ludicrous 
 

11. (informal)  harebrained, poppycockish, stupid, boneheaded, dizzy, 
 cockamamie, foolheaded, dumb, insane, odd, crackbrained 
 

12. (slang)  batty, flaky, nutty, loony, daffy, screwball, goofy, dizzy, 
 asinine, daft, nutty 

 
crossed-eyed  
1. (medical term) strabismal, strabismic 

 
2. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 
 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 

 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me cock-eyed. 

 
3. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 
 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant 

 
4. (informal) cross eyed, off-centered,  sideways, slantwise, 
 crookedly, off-balance, crosswise, with a side glance, at an angle  

 
dewy-eyed 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears  
 Why are you so dewy-eyed?  What has happened? 
 

2. lachyromse, lachymatory, lachrymal 
 

3. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 
 having a crush on 
 She is so dewy-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 

 impassioned, infactuated 
  



 

 

5. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-

 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 
 

6. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 
 

7. (Australian)  soony 
 
8. ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in  tears,  

 ready to cry, crying  
 The minute she saw him she became dewy-eyed. 

 
9. (more stylistic)  teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear,
 weeping 

 
10. (informal)  blubbering 

 
doe-eyed 
having very large, gentle and dark eyes  

She has always been considered a doe-eyed beauty. 
 
droopy eyed 

1. having half asleep or tired eyes, being very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  

 Come on, honey.  You are so droopy eyed that it looks like you’re 
 about to drop.  
 

2. being slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous  
 
3. (informal)  having eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, being 

 heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s feet, 
 dozy, groggy 

 
4. (slang)  being dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired, done in 

 
5. (British)  being fagged, fagged out 

 
dried eyes (without crying in a situation when one cries/ dry  330) 
1. eyes 

 
eagle-eyed 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 



 

 

 You can not fool him so easily; he is eagle-eyed. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
gimlet-eyed 
1. (in reference to the gimlet, a small tool sharp which bores holes) 

 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 
 You can not fool him so easily; he is gimlet-eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 

 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 
 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
glassy-eyed 

1. drunk, tipsy, high, under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You are very glassy-eyed. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated, grogged 
 
3. (informal)  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 

 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow, full to the back teeth 
 
4. (slang)  tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 

 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed, bombed 



 

 

 
5. having an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, blankness, 
 flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, straight 

 face,  indifference, having eyes which are icy, shining, gleaming, 
 glossy or icelike 
 Something is very wrong; she is glassy eyes. 

 
6. (more stylistic) being inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,

 emotionless or hollow, hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion 

 
7. (informal) being stone faced, poker faced, wooden glassy eyed or 
 deadpan, colorlessness, blankness, glassy eyes, nothingness, 

 stone face glassy eyed,  having eyes which are glazed or glossed 
 over 

 
googly-eyed 
1. having one’s eyes or eyeballs go up in one’s head, having one eyes 

 move from side to side and top to bottom 
 I will not allow you to roll your eyes at me. 
 

2. (informal) rolling one's eyes 
 

green-eyed  
1. being jealous, greedy or desirous 
 She is totally out of control; she is green-eyed with jealousy.  

 
2. (more stylized)  covetous, envious, envying, begruding, desirous 
 

3. (informal)  green with envy, yellow, green-eyed 
 

green-eyed monster 
1. jealousy, desire, being jealous, greedy or desirous 
 The green-eyed monster has its grip in me. 

 
2. (more stylized)  enviousness, covetousness, being envious, 

 covetous, avaricious or rapacious 
 
3. (informal)  being green with envy, yellow, green-eyed 

 
 hawk-eyed 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 

 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 
 quick, watchful 



 

 

 You can not fool him so easily; he is eagle-eyed. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
hollow-eyed 
1. ghostly, pale, anemic, corpse-like, drawn, ghastly, skeletal, white, 

 haggard 
 

2. (more stylized)  wan, etiolatedgaunt, sallow, cadaverous, pallid 
 emaciated, wasted, peaked 
 

3. (informal) way-worn, bloodless, drained, death-like, washed, worn, 
 washed-out, spent, colorless 
 

4. (slang)  white as a sheet, done in, like death warmed over, ready to 
 drop, played out, ghost-like, white as a ghost 

 
keen-eyed 
1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  

 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 
 shrewd, quick, watchful 

My mother is keen-eyed.  Nothing missed her attention. 

 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 

 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, 
 discerning  
  

3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 

 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 
 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack,  
 whiz-bang 

 
lynx-eyed 



 

 

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 

 quick, watchful 
 You can not fool him so easily; he is lynx-eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  

  
3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed  

 
4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 

 
misty-eyed 

1. having eyes which are moist with tears 
 Why are you so misty-eyed?  What has happened? 
  

2. lachyromse, lachymatory, lachrymal 
 
3. maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot for, 

 having a crush on 
 She is so misty-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 

 impassioned, infactuated 
  
5. (informal)  soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-

 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 

 
6. (slang)  drippy, gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over or in puppy love, mushy 

 
7. (Australian)  soony 

 
8. ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in  tears,  
 ready to cry, crying  

 The minute she saw him she became misty-eyed. 
 
9. (more stylistic)  teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear,

 weeping 
 



 

 

10. (informal)  blubbering 
 

pie-eyed 
1. drunk, tipsy, high, under the influence of 

 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You are very pie-eyed. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 

 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 
 obfuscated, grogged 
 

3. (informal)  glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow, full to the back teeth 

 
4. (slang)  tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 

 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed, bombed 
 

public eye (currency  251) 
 
round-eyed 

1. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 
 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware, 
 astounded, amazed, aghast, shocked, bewildered or uninform, 

 without design 
 She is so round eyed and innocent that it is heartbreaking. 

  
2. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 
 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 

 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 
 
3. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 

 wide eyed, stupified, surprised, startled, baffled, stunned,  
 dazed, round-eyed, taken aback, dumbfounded, bowled over 

 floored, flabbergasted, rendered speechless, wide-eyed 
 
sharp eyed  

1. astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  sensible, 
 intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd, 

 quick, watchful 
 She is sharp eyed.  Nothing gets pass her. 
 

2. (more stylistic) perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, circumspect, 
 sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen, discerning  
  

3. (informal) sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp sighted, 
 clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, sharp witted, 



 

 

 clear- minded, keen eyed, eagle-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, 
 not missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted, long headed, on the 

 lookout, on the alert, on one’s toes  
 

4. (slang)  on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack, whiz-
 bang 
 

sloe-eyed 
having very dark eyes and almond shaped eyes 
 

squinted-eyed 
3. squinting, squint-eyed, suspiciously, unbelievingly, 

 disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the corner of 
 one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me squinted-

 eyed. 
 

4. (more stylistic) awry, skew, wry, glancing obliquely glancing, 
 asquint, askew, dubiously, aslant 
 

5. (informal) out of the corner of one’s eyes, off-centered,  
 sideways, slantwise, crookedly, off-balance, crosswise,  
 with a side glance, at an angle  

 
starry-eyed   

1. being unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical or  
 overly optimistic, dreamy  
 Starry-eyed students are always daydreaming. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  being madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 
 utopian or inutile 

 
3. (informal) seeing life through rose colored glasses, being dreamy, 

 living  on cloud nine, being builder of castles in the sky, head-in-
 the-sky or spacy, having one’s head in the sky  
 

4. (Latin)  in nubibus  
 

teary eyed 
1. having eyes which are moist with tears, having eyes brimming 
 with tears, having tears in one’s eyes, having moist, misty or 

 dewy eyes,  being on the verge of tears, about to break down or 
 dissolve into tears 
 When I saw her, she had already found out.  She was very teary-

 eyed.  
 



 

 

2. (more stylized)  shedding tears, weeping, having one’s eyes 
 brimming or overflowing with tears, sobbing, being weepy or 

 lachrymal 
 

3. (informal)  being close to tears, having red eyes or tears in 
 one’s eyes  
 

4. (slang) bawling, boohooing, blubbering  
 
 

tired eyed 
1.   tired looking, exhausted,  

 
2. (informal)  to look worn out, washed out, wiped out, dog-tired, 
 dead tired, dead, dead on one’s feet, or ready to drop 

 
3. (slang) to look fagged, fagged out, played out, spent, spent, pooped, 

 pooped out 
 
wide-eyed 

1. unthinkingly, unknowingly, unawares, unintentionally, in a 
 manner which is unplanned or cold, being ignorant, unaware, 
 amazed, aghast, shocked, bewildered or uninform, without design 

 He was so wide eyed when he joined the army. 
 

2. (more stylized)  unwittingly, unconsciously, inadvertently, 
 undesignedly, unpremeditatedly, in a manner which is unforseen, 
 incognizant, indeliberate, unconscious or oblivious 

 
3. in ignorance, in the dark, knowing nothing, being blind or deaf to, 
 wide eyed ,stupified, surprised, startled, baffled, stunned,  

 dazed, round-eyed, taken aback, dumbfounded, bowled over 
 floored, flabbergasted, rendered speechless, wide-eyed 

 
wild eyed 
1. irrational, frantic, delirious, out of control, hysterical 

 
2. (more stylistic)  incoherent, in a dither, out of one’s wits, frenzied, 

 rabid, distraughted, at one’s wits,  
 
3. (informal)  wild, unstuck, beside oneself, all worked up, in a tizzy, 

 out of one’s head, off one’s head, unstrung, raging, foaming at 
 the mouth, at the end of one’s rope, stark raving mad 
 

to be Argus-eyed 
1. to be keen-sighted, quick-sighted, shrewd, sharp-sighted,  



 

 

 keen,  clever 
 

2. (more stylistic)  mindful, perspicacious, circumspect, discreet, 
 sagacious, politic, prudent, judicious, sensible, discriminative 

 
3. (informal)   savvy, wide-awake, bright, smart, mindful  
 

to be bleary eyed  
1. to be unsure, muddled, confused, uncertain or baffled 
 I knew that he was sick. He was bleary eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be confounded, mystified, bewildered, 

 discomposed, adrift, perplexed, dazed, disorientated or 
 nonplused 
 

3. (informal)  to be fuzzy,  discombobulated, in a fog, blurry or  
 at a loss 

 
4. (slang)  to be in the ozone, spaced, spaced out or in another world 
 

5. to be drunk, tipsy or under the influence 
 You are bleary-eyed.  You can’t drive. 
 

6. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden or drunk as a lord 

 
7. (informal)  to be glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 

 
8. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk or feeling no pain 

 
to be blue-eyed 

1. to have blue eyes 
 
2. to be seen as being childlike, simple,  innocent, blameless, natural, 

 honest, sinless, uncorrupt, angelic or beautiful 
 She is a blue-eyed beauty.  She looks like an angel. 

 
3. (more stylized)  to be spotless, delicate, pure, virtuous, unstained, 
 chaste, immaculate, unblemish, inculpable, virginal, impeccable, 

 exquisite or lovely    
 
4. pure as the driven snow, purehearted, above suspicion, with clean 

 hands, truehearted 
 



 

 

to be blue-eyed and blonde hair beauty 
1. to be good-looking, beautiful, attractive or pretty 

 She is a blue-eyed and blonde hair beauty who has never had 
 any trouble getting a boyfriend.    

 
2. (more stylized)  to be pleasing, enchanting, stunning, dainty, 
 appealing,  alluring, delicate or becoming 

 
3. (informal)  eye-filling or fetching  
 

4. (Scottish)  bonny 
to be bright-eyed and bushy-tailed  

1. to be eager, anxious, energetic, keen, alert, alive, full of life, 
 vibrant or fresh, not show or express one's sadness, distress, or 
 depression on one's face,  be cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm or 

 shining   
 I really like being around her, she is so bright-eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be vigorous, animated, efferevscent, sprightly, 
 spirited, vivacious, genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hide  one’s 

 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, be buoyant, in good 
 spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark or effervescent 
 

3. (informal) to be full of pep, fresh as a daisy, itching, bouncing, 
 perky, hearty, gung-ho, perk, full of vim and vigor, fit as a fiddle, 

 brisk, bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s sleeve, airy, 
 light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, chipper, 
 upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, full of vim or 

 vigor or bright eyed and bushy tailed 
 
4. (slang)  to be full of piss and vinegar, psyched or psyched up 

 
to be bright-eyed and bushy-tailed  

1. to be eager, anxious, energetic, keen, alert, alive, full of life, 
 vibrant or fresh, not show or express one's sadness, distress, or 
 depression on one's face,  be cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm or 

 shining   
 I really like being around her, she is so bright-eyed and bushy-

 tailed. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be vigorous, animated, efferevscent, sprightly, 

 spirited, vivacious, genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hide  one’s 
 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, be buoyant, in good 
 spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark or effervescent 

 
3. (informal) to be full of pep, fresh as a daisy, itching, bouncing, 



 

 

 perky, hearty, gung-ho, perk, full of vim and vigor, fit as a fiddle, 
 brisk, bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s sleeve, airy, 

 light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, chipper, 
 upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, full of vim or 

 vigor or bright eyed and bushy tailed 
 
4. (slang)  to be full of piss and vinegar, psyched or psyched up 

 
to be bug-eyed 
1. to have bulging or protruding eyes 

 
2. (informal)  stupified, surprised, startled, baffled,  stunned,  

 dazed 
 
to be calf-eyed 

2. to be maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot 
 for, have a crush on 

 She is so calf-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 
 
3. (more stylistic)  to be smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 

 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned or infactuated 
  

4. (informal)  to be soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-

 the clouds, misty eyed or dewey-eyed 
 
5. (slang)  to be drippy,  gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 

 bubbling over, in puppy love or mushy 
 
6. (Australian)  soony 

 
to be cat-eyed 

to be able to see in the dark 
 
to be clear eyed 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, sensible, intelligent, 
 alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, shrewd or quick 

 Because she is clear eyed, you can not fool her. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be cogent, balanced, circumspect, sensible, 

 Argus-eyed or vigilant  
  
3. (informal) to be lynx-eyed, right-minded, clear-eyed, clear-

 minded, eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, mindful or level-headed 
 



 

 

4. to be reasonable, composed, lucid, sound, rational, clear, calm, 
 sound of mind, collected, able to reason, balanced or of sound 

 mind 
 He is clear eyed; therefore, I do not doubt that he understand 

 everything. 
 
5. (more stylistic) to be thinking, tranquil, circumspect, sober, 

 judicious, self-possessed, comprehending, cognitive, unperturbed, 
 unruffled or coherent  
 

6. (informal)  to be unconfused, with everything there, far sighted, 
 long-headed, clear sighted, long sighted, clear eyed or in one’s 

 right  mind 
 
7.  (slang) to be not all there or with all one’s marbles 

 
8. to be alert, wide-awake, observant, intent, quick on the uptake, 

 paying attention to or on guard 
 He is clear eyed and, therefore, ready to take command on a  
 moment’s notice.  

 
9. (more stylistic) to be advertent, chary, cautious, regardful, heedful, 
 wary,  vigilant, on the qui vive or conscious   

 
10.  (informal)  to be on the look out, eyes front, quick on the trigger, 

 heads up, on the stick, on one’s toes, nobody’s fool, one’s eyes 
 peeled, all eyes or all seeing 
 

11. to be not easily excited, composed, relaxed, calm, at ease, even-
 tempered, wide awake, serene, cool, unexcitable, collected, 
 steady, unshaken, self-assured or balanced 

 In a moment of crisis he is excellent. He is so clear-eyed. 
 

12. (more stylistic)  to be stoical, cogent, self-controlled, unruffled, 
 balanced, self-possessed, unflappable, unperturbed, collected, 
 non-chalant, poised, undemonstrative, dignified or suave   

  
13. (informal) to be laid-back, easy-going, together, clearedheaded, 

 together, level headed, at ease or cool 
 
to be cock-eyed  

1. to be crossed-eyed 
 
2. (medical term) to be strabismal or strabismic 

 
3. to look at crookedly, squintingly, suspiciously, unbelievingly, not 



 

 

 straight, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes, out of the 
 corner of one’s eyes, twistedly or at an angle, be squint-eyed 

 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me cock-eyed. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to look at someone in a manner which is awry, 
 skew, wry, unsound, askew, aslant or asquint, glance obliquely, 
 suspiciously or  dubiously  

 
5. (informal) look at in a manner which is cross eyed, off-centered, 
 sideways, slantwise, to one side, off-balance, crosswise, with a side 

 glance or at an angle, look at crookedly  
 

6. to be incorrect, faulty, flawed, false or wrong,  
 Your logic is cockeyed.  Please rethink your position. 
 

7. (more stylized)  to be inaccurate, erroneous, imprecise, in error, 
 mistaken, unprecise, unsound or inexact 

 
8. (informal)  to off the mark 
 

9. to be foolish, crazy, absurb, fool, idiotic senseless or ridiculous 
 
10. (more stylized)  to be preposterous, senseless, nonsensical or 

 ludicrous 
 What you say  is cock-eyedand loony. 

 
11. (informal) to be harebrained, poppycockish, stupid, boneheaded, 
 dizzy, cockamamie, foolheaded, dumb, insane, odd or 

 crackbrained 
 
12. (slang) to be batty, flaky, nutty, loony, daffy, screwball, goofy, 

 dizzy, asinine, daft or nutty 
 

to be cow-eyed 
1. to be maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot 
 for, have a crush on 

 She is cow-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned or infactuated 

  
3. (informal)  to be sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-hearted, 
 mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-the clouds, 

 misty eyed, dewey-eyed 
 



 

 

4. (slang)  to be gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, bubbling,   
 over, mushy or in puppy love 

 
5. (Australian)  soony 

 
to be dewy-eyed 
1. to have eyes which are moist with tears, be lachyromse 

 
2. to be maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot 
 for, have a crush on 

 She is so dewy-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 
 

3. (more stylistic)  to be smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 
 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned or infactuated 

  
4. (informal)  to be soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-

 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 
 

5. (slang)  to be drippy,  gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 
 bubbling over, in puppy love or mushy 
 

6. (Australian)  soony 
 

7. to be ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in 
 tears, or ready to cry, be crying  
 The minute she saw him she became dewy-eyed. 

 
8. (more stylistic)  to be teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear, be 
 weeping 

 
9. (informal)  to be blubbering 

 
to be doe-eyed 
to have very large, gentle and dark eyes  

You can’t miss her.  She is doe-eyed. 
 

to droopy eyed 
1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  

 You are so droopy eyed; it’s time for you to go to bed. 
 
2. to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, 



 

 

 being  heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s 
 feet, dozy, groggy, have droopy eyes 

 
4. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 

 on one’s feet, dog-tired or done in 
 
5. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 

 
to be eagle-eyed 
1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  

 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 
 shrewd, quick or watchful 

My mother was a real eagle-eyed.  Nothing missed  
her attention. 

 

2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 
 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen or 

 discerning  
  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 

 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 
 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 

 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted or long headed  
 

4. (slang)  to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack 
 or  whiz-bang 
 

to be ferret-eyed 
1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  
 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 

 shrewd, quick or watchful 
My mother was a real eagle-eyed.  Nothing missed  

her attention. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 

 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen or 
 discerning  

  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 

 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 
 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted or long headed  

 
4. (slang)  to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack 



 

 

 or  whiz-bang 
 

to be gimlet-eyed 
1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  

 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 
 shrewd, quick or watchful 

My mother was a real eagle-eyed.  Nothing missed  

her attention. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 

 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen or 
 discerning  

  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 

 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 

 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted or long headed  
 
4. (slang)  to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack 

 or  whiz-bang 
 
to be glassy-eyed 

1. to be drunk, tipsy, high or under the influence of 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You are very glassy-eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord, 

 obfuscated or grogged 
 
3. (informal)  to be glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 

 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 
 

4. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain, three sheets to the 
 wind, half-cocked, cock-eyed or bombed 

 
5. to have an expression which is blank, vacant, expressionless, 

 indifferent, unfeeling, empty, straight faced or lifeless, to show  
 blankness, flatness, emptiness, vacancy, meaningless, bareness, or 
 indifference on one’s face, have eyes which are icy, shining, 

 gleaming, glossy or icelike 
 I can’t read her; she has very glassy eyes. 
 

6. (more stylistic) to be inexpressive,undemonstrative, inscrutable, 
 hidden, impassive, unresponsive, stolid, vacuous, inane,



 

 

 emotionless or hollow, to show hollowness, vacuity, voidness, void, 
 apathy, stoicism, stolidity, nonchalance, dispassion on one’s face 

 
7. (informal) to be stone faced, poker faced, have one’s eyes glaze 

 over, wooden glassy eyed or  deadpan, to be glassy eyed,  have 
 glassy eyes, have a stone face, have one’s eyes which are 
 glazed over or glazed over eyes 

 
 
to be goggle-eyed 

1.   to be staring, gawking, glaring, leering, or  agog 
 

2.   to be stunned or thunderstruck 
 
3.   (slang) to be snowed or  hit by a thunderbolt 

 
4.   to be dazed, dumb-founded, or astonished 

 
5.   to be surprised, stupefied, or confounded 
 

6.   (slang) to be discombobulated, flabbergasted, or pulled up short 
 
to be green-eyed  

1. to be jealous, greedy or desirous 
 She is totally out of control; she is green-eyed with jealousy.  

 
2. (more stylized) to be covetous, envious, envying, begruding, 
 desirous or avaricious 

 
3. (informal)  green with envy, yellow, green-eyed 
 

to be green-eyed monster 
1. to be filled with jealousy or desire, be jealous, begruding, greedy or 

 desirous 
 It is green-eyed monster has its grip in me. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be envious, covetous, avaricious or rapacious 
 

3. (informal) to be green with envy, yellow or green-eyed 
 
 to be hawk-eyed 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  
 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 
 shrewd, quick or watchful 

My mother was a real eagle-eyed.  Nothing missed  
her attention. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 

 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen or 
 discerning  

  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 

 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 
 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted or long headed  

 
4. (slang)  to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack 

 or  whiz-bang 
 
to be heavy eyed 

1. to have half asleep or tired eyes, be very tired, half-asleep, 
 exhausted,  sleepy, ready for bed  

 You are so heavy eyed; it’s time for you to go to bed. 
 
2. to be slumbery, somnolent, fatigued or slumberous 

 
3. (informal)  to have eyes which are yawny, drowsy or drooping, 
 being  heavy-eyed, nodding, half asleep, drowsy, asleep on one’s 

 feet, dozy, groggy, have droopy eyes 
 

4. (slang) to be dopey, beat, ready to drop, dead, shot, pooped, dead 
 on one’s feet, dog-tired or done in 
 

5. (British)  to be fagged, fagged out 
  
to be hollow-eyed 

1. to be ghostly, pale, anemic, corpse-like, drawn, ghastly, skeletal, 
 white, unwholesome looking or pinched 

 
2. (more stylized) to be wan, etiolated, gaunt, sallow, cadaverous, 
 blanched, pallid, emaciated, wasted, spare, haggard or peaked 

 
3. (informal) to be way-worn, bloodless, drained, death-like, washed, 

 worn, washed-out, spent, dried-up or colorless 
 
4. (slang)  to be white as a sheet, done in, like death warmed over, 

 ready to drop, played out, ghost-like or white as a ghost 
 
to be keen-eyed 

1. to be astute, sharp, sound, stable, thoughtful, all observant,  
 sensible, intelligent, acute, alert, wide-awake, observant, attentive, 



 

 

 shrewd, quick or watchful 
My mother is keen-eyed.  Nothing missed  

her attention. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be perceptive cogent, balanced, judicious, 
 circumspect, sensible, sagacious, Argus-eyed, vigilant, keen or 
 discerning  

  
3. (informal)  to be sharp witted, taking it all in, lynx-eyed, sharp 
 sighted, clear sighted, right-minded, clear-eyed, on the alert, 

 sharp witted, ferret-eyed, keen-sighted, clear-minded, keen 
 eyed, eagle-eyed, gimlet-eyed, quick sighted, hawk-eyed, not 

 missing a thing, sharp eyed, quick witted or long headed  
 
4. (slang)  to be on the ball, crackerjack, on the job, sharp as a tack 

 or  whiz-bang 
 

to be misty-eyed 
1. to have eyes which are moist with tears, be lachyromse 
 

2. to be maudlin, romantic, emotional, fond of or in love, care a lot 
 for, have a crush on 
 She is so misty-eyed.  It’s so obvious that she likes him. 

 
3. (more stylistic)  to be smitten by,  mawkish, sentimental, amorous, 

 emotional,  overemotional, maudlin, overly affectionate, 
 impassioned or infactuated 
  

4. (informal)  to be soft on, sweet on, soft-hearted, soupy, open-
 hearted, mushy, starry-eyed, tender-hearted, feeling,  head-in-
 the clouds, misty eyed, dewey-eyed 

 
5. (slang)  to be drippy,  gooey, mooning over, gushing, in calf love, 

 bubbling over, in puppy love or mushy 
 
6. (Australian)  soony 

 
7. to be ready for tears, on the verge of crying, about to burst out in 

 tears, or ready to cry, be crying  
 The minute she saw him she became misty-eyed. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to be teary, tearful, weepy, on the verge of tear, be 
 weeping 
 

9. (informal)  to be blubbering 
 



 

 

to be open eyed 
1.   to be agog, eager, or breathless 

 
2.   to be agape, yawning, or gaping 

 
3.   to be astonished, astounded, surprised, or amazed,  
 

4.   to be awed or impressed 
 
5.   to be watchful, alert, or vigilant 

 
6.   to be attentive, observant, awake or with one's ears to the ground 

 
7.   to be wary or leery 
 

8.   to be intentional, deliberate, or calculated 
 

9.   to be knowing, aware, or conscious 
 
to be pie-eyed 

1. drunk, tipsy, high 
 You can’t go to your home like you are.  You are pie-eyed. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord 

 
3. (informal)  to be glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 
 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 

 
4. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain 

 
to be round-eyed 

1. to be amazed, astonished, astounded or aghast  
 
2.  (informal)  to be taken aback, dumbfounded, astounded, bowled 

 over, floored, flabbergasted, rendered speechless or wide-eyed 
 

to be sharp-eyed 
1.    to be all-observant, sharp-sighted, watchful, or wary 
 She has a sharp eye.  Nothing gets pass her. 

  
2.    to be on the look out for, on the alert or on one’s toes or broad-
 awake 

 
3.    to be quick sighted 



 

 

 
to be starry-eyed 

1. to be unreal, idealistic, romantic, unrealistic, impractical,  or 
 overly optimistic or dreamy, have stars in one’s eyes  

 She is so starry-eyed that she scares me. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be madcap, chimerical, quixotic, preposterous, 

 utopian, inutile 
 
3. (informal)to see life through rose colored glasses, be dreamy, live 

 on cloud nine, be builder of castles in the sky, head-in-the-sky or 
 spacy, have one’s head in the sky  

 
4. (Latin)  in nubibus  
 

to be teary eyed 
1. to have eyes which are moist with tears, have eyes brimming with 

 tears, have tears in one’s eyes, have moist, misty or dewy eyes, 
 be on the verge of tears 
 When I saw her, she had already found out.  She was very teary-

 eyed.  
 
2. (more stylized)  to shed tears, weep, have one’s eyes brimming  

 or overflowing with tears, sob 
 

3. (informal) to have red eyes, tears in one’s eyes  
 
4. (slang) to bawl, boohoo, blubber 

 
to be tired eyed 
1.   to be tired looking or exhausted  

 I am so tired eyed that I can’t even go to sleep. 
 

2. to be wearied, fatigued or beat 
3. (informal)  to look worn out, washed out, wiped out, dog-tired, 
 dead tired, dead, dead on one’s feet, or ready to drop, be 

 tuckered, bushed 
 

3. (slang) to look fagged, fagged out, played out, spent, spent, pooped 
 or pooped out, be done in, dog–tired, all in, dead on one’s feet, like 
 a dishrag 

 
to be wide-eyed 
1. to be amazed, aghast, shocked or bewildered   

 She is all wide-eyed innocence. 
 



 

 

2.  (more stylistic)  to be innocent, childlike or naïve 
 

3. (informal)  to be stupified, surprised, startled, baffled,  stunned,  
 dazed, a babes in the wood, green behind the ears, green, born  

 yesterday or round-eyed 
 
to become dewy-eyed 

to become so emotional that one is on the verge of tears or about 
to burst into tears 
The minute that I saw her turn the corner, I became dewy-eyed. 

 
to become misty eyed 

to become very emotional or moved 
I always become misty-eyed when I see my grandchildren. 
 

to fall under the sway of the green-eyed monster 
(taken from Othello) 

to allow one’s feeling of jealousy to control one   
Othello fell under the sway of green-eyed monster and, as a result, 
paid the price. 

 
to look at cocked-eyed  
1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 

 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 
 the corner of one’s eyes 

 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me cock-eyed. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 

 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 
 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 

 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 
to look at crossed-eyed  

1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me crossed-
 eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 
 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 

 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 



 

 

 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 

to look at squinted-eyed  
1. to squint, look out of squint-eyed, look at suspiciously, 
 unbelievingly, disapprovingly, out of half-closed eyes or out of 

 the corner of one’s eyes 
 When I told him how much I earned he looked at me squinted-
 eyed. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to look at in a manner which is awry, aslant, skew, 

 wry, asquint or askew, glance obliquely or dubiously, look askance 
 
3. (informal)  look at in a manner which is off-centered, see with half 

 an eye, sideways, slantwise, off-balance, cross-eyed, crosswise, 
 with a side glance or at an angle, look at crookedly, screw up the 

 eyes  
 
to get an eyeful 

1. to get an amount of trash or liquid into one’s eyes 
 I got an eyeful of water while I walked home this evening. 
 

2. to see more than one wants to because of its shocking nature   
 When I walked into his bedroom last night, I saw an eyeful. 

 
3. to see someone who is especially attractive, normally females 
 When you see her, believe me,  you’re get an eyeful. 

 
to get an eyeful of 
1. to witness, see, view 

 I got an eyeful of how violent he can be.  It was an eye-opener. 
 

2. (informal) to get a load of, look at 
 
eyeless 

1. blind, sightless, unsighted, unseeing 
 

2. (more stylistic)  visionless 
 
3. (informal)  stone-blind 

 
4. (slang)  blind as a bat 
 

to be eyeless 
1. to be blind, sightless, unsighted, unseeing or not seeing 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be visionless or without sight 

 
3. (informal)  to be stone-blind 

 
4. (slang)  to be blind as a bat 
 

 
 
 

Brow/ lash 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 

Old English   bru,  Middle English   browe,  Old Norse   brun,  German  
braue, Latin  supercilium,  French  sourcil,  Spanish  ceja 

 
eye lash 
German   Wimper,  French  cil,  Spanish  pestaña 

 
brow 

1.  forehead, front 
 
2. ridge over the eye 

 
3. expression, face, appearance, look 
 

4. (more stylistic)  countenance, mien 
 

5. (informal)  mug, kisser 
 
6. top, top edge, peak, crown, summit or apex of a hill 

 
by the sweat of one’s brow 

1. strenuously, laboriously, toilsomely, by hard work  
 She was able to accomplish her goal by the sweat of her brow. 
 

2. with all one’s might, elbow grease,  
 
3. to work, labor, earn one’s livelihood,  

 
4.  (informal) to slave away, grind, work one’s finger to the bone,  

 set one’s shoulder to the wheel, keep one’s nose to the grindstone 
 
highbrow 

1. intellectual, scholarly, academic 
 I do not feel comfortable in high-brow society. 



 

 

 
2. (slang) brainy, bookish, ivory- towerish, long-headed 

 
3. well-bred, cultivated, refined, cultured, good or refined taste, 

 of good breeding  
 
4. (informal)  polished, finished, well-spoken, top-hat 

 
highbrow music 
classical music, opera 

 
lowbrow 

1. vulgar, illiterate, ill-bred, uncultivated, unrefined, low-class, 
 gauche 
 

2 (informal)  crude, base, uncouth, boorish, crass  
 

lowbrow music 
popular music 
 

to be steeped to the eyebrows 
1. to be overwhelmed, innudated, engulfed or totally immersed 
 

 I can’t meet you because I am steeped to the eyebrows in work. 
 

2. (informal)  to be buried or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed 
 
3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 

 
4. (vulgar)  to be up to one’s behind, but, or ass in 
 

to brow beat 
1. to abuse, to intimidate, overawe, coerce, treat badly, batter 

 He browed beat the crowd 
 
2. (informal)  to push around, rough up, cow, bully, twist  

 someone’s s arm, manhandle 
 

3. (slang)  to lean on, give someone the works, knock around 
 
4. to subdue, master, domineer, triumph over, subject to  

 
5. (informal)  to gain the upper hand over, rule with an upper hand 
 

6. (slang)  to ride roughshod over, get the better of, put down 
 



 

 

to cause someone's eyebrows to raise 
1. to scandalize, shock, offend, jar 

 His words caused my eyebrows to raise. 
 

2. to flabbergast, outrage, ruffle, take aback, jangle 
 
(to do it) by the sweat of one's own brow 

1. to work very hard 
 I earned my money by the sweat of my own brow. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to overexert oneself, labor, toil, earn one’s 
 livelihood, work like a Trojan 

 
3. to work day and night, work overtime, do double duty,  beat one’s 
 brain out, work one’s fingers to the bone, burn the midnight oil, 

 work one’s fingers to the bone, work like there’s tomorrow, plod 
 along, plug away, peg away, work one’s head off 

 
4. (slang)  to sweat and slave, work one’s tail off, drudge, work like a 
 dog, kill oneself,  work like a slave, work like a horse, work like a 

 galley, burn the candle on both ends, slave away, set one’s 
 shoulder to the wheel, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, grind 
 

5. (vulgar)  to work one’s ass off, work one’s behind off 
 

 
   
  

to be high-brow   
1. intellectual, scholarly, academic 
 I do not feel comfortable in high-brow society. 

 
2. (slang) brainy, bookish, ivory- towerish, long-headed 

 
3. well-bred, cultivated, refined, cultured, good or refined taste, 
 of good breeding  

 
4. (informal)  polished, finished, well-spoken, top-hat 

 
5. to be pretentious, condescending 
 

6. to be a snob, be snotty, stiff-necked or smuggish  
 She is so high brow that no one likes him. 
 

7. (slang)  to be uppity, stuck up, stuck up on oneself       
 



 

 

8.  (informal)  to walk around with your ass or behind in the air or on 
 one’s shoulder 

 
to be low-brow  

1. vulgar, illiterate, ill-bred, uncultivated, unrefined, low-class, 
 gauche 
 Comic book literature is no longer considered low brow. 

 
2 (informal)  crude, base, uncouth, boorish, crass  
 

to be steeped to the eyebrows 
1. to be overcome, engulfed, inundated, immersed or deluged by 

 I am steeped to the eyebrows with work and more work. 
 
2. (informal)  to be over one’s head, swallowed up by, be immersed 

 in or steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to 
 one’s ears, be buried or snowed under, be bowled over by, blitzed, 

 swallowed up by, be up to one’s neck, be steeped to the 
 eyebrows, be up to one’s eye 
 

3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eyeballs  
  
4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 

 
to raise a few eyebrows 

1. to scandalize, shock, offend, jar 
 What he did most definitely raised a few eyebrows. 
 

2. to flabbergast, outrage, ruffle, take aback, jangle 
 
to raise an eyebrow 

to show emotion such as surprise, displeasure, or anger 
He raised an eyebrow when I told him my plans. 

 
to raise one’s eyebrow 
to show one’s astonishment, shock or surprise 

She raised her eyebrows when he walked into the room. 
 

to knit one's brow  
1. to furrow, wrinkle, draw up, pucker one’s brow 
 

2. to think, concentrate, mediate on, ponder 
 I always know, by the way he knits his brow, when he's trying to 
 solve a problem. 

 
to bat one's eyelashes 



 

 

1. to look at someone in such a way to show one’s interest, tease  
 She's always batting her eyelashes with the men with whom she 

 comes in contact. 
 

2. (informal) to make calf’s eyes at, flirt with, throw oneself at, wink 
 at flutter one’s eyes at, make sheep eyes at, look sweet at, wink 
 at, play footsie, make eyes at, bat one’s eyes at 

 
3. (slang) to ogle at, make googoo eyes at 
 

 
Ear 
(entered into English before 900) 

Old English  eare   ear   æhher, Middle English   ere, Old Norse    eyra  

ax,  German   Ohr     Ähre,  Dutch   oor     aar, Latin  auris    acus  
husk,  French    oreille, Spanish  oido     oreja 

 
ear 
1.   hearing organ, auditory apparatus 

 He had one of his ears cut off. 
 
2.   hearing, audition 

 
3.   attention, notice, consideration 

 Friends and countrymen, lend me your ear. 
 
4.   (more stylistic)  heed, regard, observation 

 
5. part of a cereal plant  i.e.  ear of corn or wheat 

 I would like to buy a couple ears of corn. 
 
a bug in one's ear 

1. cautioning, warning, advising, giving warning, giving fair warning,  
 alerting, notifying 
 Your revelation does not surprise me.  Someone put a bug in 

 my ear a few weeks ago. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  prewarning, advising, putting on the qui vive, 
 admonishing, forewarning, enlightening, giving prior notice or word 
 to the wise 

 
3. (informal)  tipping off, cluing in, putting on guard, giving a warning 

 signal, warning ahead of time, warning beforehand, putting on 
 alert 
 

4. (slang)  giving the high sign, reading the riot act  



 

 

 
a word in the ear of 

1. information for no one else but for the indicated person, 
 confidentially, out of public view, secretly, privately, in private 

 All I need is a word in the ear of the director. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  under the veil, intimately, in strict confidence, 

 under the rose, sub rosa, unofficially 
 
3. (informal)  up one’s sleeve, in a whisper, only between us, between 

 you and me and the lamp post, under one’s hat, on the hush-
 hush, for one’s eyes only 

  
4. (slang)  on the Q.T. 
 

4. (French)  entre nous 
 

5. (Latin)  inter nos 
 
all ears 

1. thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober, diplomatic, 
 cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, alert, 
 watchful, observant, attentive, conscious 

 It important that we all be all ears; the boss will be arriving any 
 minute now. 

 
2. tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, heedful, on the qui vive, 
 prudent, discerning, Argus eyed, scrupulous, precautionary, 

 perspicacious, circumspect, chary 
 
3. mindful, up and about, on guard, on the look out, fussy, with 

 one’s eyes peeled, heads up, on the ball, picky, on the alert,  
 one’s eyes open,  on one’s toes or hairsplitting, on the stick, on 

 the watch, wide-awake, all eyes and ears 
 
all eyes and ears 

1. thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober, diplomatic, 
 cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, alert, 

 watchful, observant, attentive, conscious 
 It important that we all be all eyes and ears; the boss will be 
 arriving any minute now. 

 
2. tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, heedful, on the qui vive, 
 prudent, discerning, Argus eyed, scrupulous, precautionary, 

 perspicacious, circumspect, chary 
 



 

 

3. mindful, up and about, on guard, on the look out, fussy, with 
 one’s eyes peeled, heads up, on the ball, picky, on the alert, ears 

 open, on one’s toes or hairsplitting, on the stick, on the watch, 
 wide-awake, all eyes and ears 

 
an assault to one's ears 
1. being a sound or noise which aggravates, bothers or irritates one  

 All this pounding and hammering is an assault my ears. 
 
2. (more stylized)  being a sound which exasperates, piques,  perturb, 

 assails, or beleaguers one 
 

3. (informal)  to be a sound which irks, ruffles, maddens, peeves, 
 grates, gets on one’s nerves, rubs one the wrong way, assaults 
 the ears or gets under one’s skin  

 
an assault to the ears 

1. being a sound or noise which aggravates, bothers or irritates one  
 All this pounding and hammering is an assault to the ears. 
 

2. (more stylized)  being a sound which exasperates, piques,  perturb, 
 assails, or beleaguers one 
 

3. (informal)  to be a sound which irks, ruffles, maddens, peeves, 
 grates, gets on one’s nerves, rubs one the wrong way, assaults 

 the ears or gets under one’s skin  
 
 

an ear to the ground 
1. keeping oneself well-informed, current or up-to-date, remaining 
 engaged or knowing, knowing the most recent   

 Keeping an ear to the ground is necessary if you want always 
 want to know what is going on. 

 
2. become or maintain oneself wise, knowledgable or cognizant to 
 

3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 
 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 

 in the know 
 
4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 

 
5. (French)  au courant 
 

big ear 
1. eavesdropper, wiretapper  



 

 

 
2. gossip, snoop 

 
3. Paul Pry, Dumbo, snooper, gossipmonger, rumormonger 

 
by ear 
1. orally, without reference to the written word, spoken, unwritten 

 He can not read music; he learns by ear. 
 
2. (more academic or stylistic)  parol, nuncupative, viva voce 

 
3. (Latin)  viva vox  

 
burning ears 
1.       feeling that one is being talked about or discussed 

          I have burning ears.  Someone is talking about me. 
 

2. (informal)  feeling that one is being gossiped about or the subject 
 of a whispering campaign 
  

3. (slang) feeling that one is on the grapevines or in the mouth of  
 others or of a gossipmonger 
 

coming out one’s ears 
1. in galore, in abundance, bountiful, enough and to spare,  in 

 excess, numerous, in large quantity,  more than adequate, in 
 plentiful amount, inexhaustible, in unending supply, abundant, in 
 large  numbers, in great quantity, plentiful, galore, excessive  

 He had money coming out of his ears. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  replete, abounding, copious, ample, rife 

 
3. (informal)  more than anyone would want or need, aplenty, loads, 

 spilling over, running over, bursting,  
 
4. (slang) in scads, ton, jam packed,  tons, globs, chucked fill, oodles  

 
crashing down about one’s ears 

1. collapsing, crashing, faltering, failing 
 When everyone found out the truth, everything came crashing 
 down about our ears. 

 
2. (more stylized)  floundering, foundering  
 

3. (informal) having everything fall down, tumbling down, falling 
 inward,  taking a bad turn, coming to grief, crumbling, toppling, 



 

 

 coming to nothing, caving in, giving way, falling through, turning 
 out badly, crashing down about one's ears, coming to nothing, 

 falling down about one’s ears 
 

deaf ear  
1. longer listening, being inattentive to, ignoring, disregarding, 
 dismissing  

 Despite my arguments and pleas, he turned a deaf ear. 
 
2. not troubling oneself with, looking right through, turning a deaf 

 ear to, dismissing from one’s thought, looking right past, brushing 
 aside, paying no heed to, pretending not to see, closing one's ear, 

 shutting one’s eyes to 
 
dog ear 

fold, crease, doubled or turn over book or page 
This book has a lot of dog ears. 

 
earache 
pain in the ear 

I have a horrible earache. 
 
ear candy 

pop music  
I'm kind of ashamed to say that I like the song because it's nothing 

but ear candy. 
 
ear drop 

medicine used to cure an earache 
 
earmark 

1. any identifying mark, tag, label, brand, trademark, or stamp 
 

2. characteristc, feature, or sign 
 It has all the earmarks of corruption. 
 

eardrum-puncturing 
1. very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, loud 

 sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 
 Your music is eardrum-puncturing .  Please, turn it down! 

  
2. (more stylistic)  resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, pealing  
 



 

 

3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, clattery, eardrum-puncturing 
 enough to wake the dead, ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, 

 clanging, ear shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, ear 
 splitting 

 
earphones  
head set or headphones used with a stereo system  

I don’t like these earphones; they’re not at all comfortable. 
 
 

ear piercing 
1. very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, loud 

 sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 
 Your music is ear piercing .  Please, turn it down! 

  
2. (more stylistic)  resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 

 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 
 blaring, reverberant, piercing, pealing  
 

3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, clattery, eardrum-puncturing 
 enough to wake the dead, ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, 
 clanging, ear shattering, harsh-sounding, eardrum-puncturing 

 clangorous, earsplitting 
 

ear-rending 
1. very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, loud 
 sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 

 screeching 
 Your music is ear-rending.  Please, turn it down! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, pealing  
 
3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, eardrum-puncturing, clattery, 

 enough to wake the dead, ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, 
 clanging, ear shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, ear 

 splitting 
 
ear-shatterng 

1. very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, loud 
 sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 

 Your music is ear-shattering.  Please, turn it down! 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, pealing  
 

3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, eardrum-puncturing, clattery, 
 enough to wake the dead, ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, 
 clanging, ear shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, ear 

 splitting 
 
ear shot 

1. being with range of being heard, be potentially or possibly heard by 
 others 

 You're still within earshot.  Be careful not to say too much. 
 
2. (informal) being able to get an earful, catch, get wind of, catch 

 wind of one’s conversation,  being able to be eavesdropped on or 
 overheard, within earshot 

 
 
ear splitting 

1. very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, loud 
 sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 

 Your music is earsplitting.  Please, turn it down! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 
 blaring, reverberant, piercing, pealing  

 
3.  (informal)  ear-rending, grating, eardrum-puncturing, clattery, 
 enough to wake the dead, ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, 

 clanging, ear shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, ear 
 splitting  

 
fit for delicate ears 
1. language which is thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober,

 diplomatic, cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, 
 observant, attentive, conscious 

 She’s living in fantasy land; she thinks that one should speak only 
 language fit for delicate ears. 
 

2. language which is refined, tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, 
 heedful, fastidious, fine, choice, prudent, discerning, squeamish, 
 finical, finicky, scrupulous, precautionary, perspicacious, 

 circumspect, chary 
 



 

 

3. language which is mindful, on guard, fussy, picky, on the alert, on 
 one’s toes, hairsplitting  

 
fit for tender ears 

1. language which is thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober,
 diplomatic, cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, 
 observant, attentive, conscious 

 She’s living in fantasy land; she thinks that one should speak only 
 language fit for tender ears. 
 

2. language which is refined, tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, 
 heedful, fastidious, fine, choice, prudent, discerning, squeamish, 

 finical, finicky, scrupulous, precautionary, perspicacious, 
 circumspect, chary 
 

3. language which is mindful, on guard, fussy, picky, on the alert, on 
 one’s toes, hairsplitting  

 
fit for young ears 
1. language which is thoughtful, careful, regardful, sensitive, sober,

 diplomatic, cautious, guarded, discreet, civil, moderate, reflective, 
 observant, attentive, conscious 
 This is a good movies; the language is used is language fit for 

 young ears. 
 

2. language which is refined, tactful, wary, delicate, judicious, 
 heedful, fastidious, fine, choice, prudent, discerning, squeamish, 
 finical, finicky, scrupulous, precautionary, perspicacious, 

 circumspect, chary 
 
3. language which is mindful, on guard, fussy, picky, on the alert, on 

 one’s toes, hairsplitting  
 

like music to one’s ears 
1. welcoming, pleasing, agreeable, satisfying 
 What she said was like music to my ears. 

 
2. (more stylized)  giving one pleasure, gratifying, welcoming, to one’s 

 fancy, delightful, making one feel good 
 
3. (informal)  after one’s heart, what the doctor ordered, warming 

 the cockles of one’s heart, to one’s liking, to one’s taste, doing 
 one’s heart good  
 

4. (slang)  that which puts one on top of the world, in hog heaven,  
 tickles, tickles pink or makes one pleased as punch  



 

 

 
music to one’s ears 

1. welcoming, pleasing, agreeable, satisfying 
 His denial was music to my ears. 

 
2. (more stylized)  giving one pleasure, gratifying, welcoming, to one’s 
 fancy, delightful, making one feel good 

 
3. (informal)  after one’s heart, what the doctor ordered, warming 
 the cockles of one’s heart, to one’s liking, to one’s taste, doing 

 one’s heart good  
 

4. (slang)  that which puts one on top of the world, in hog heaven,  
 tickles, tickles pink or makes one pleased as punch  
 

long ears 
1. (somewhat positive)  an inquisitive or overly curious person 

 You have long ears; you need to mind your own business. 
 
2. (somewhat negative)  minding the business of another, showing 

 interest in someone else's business, intruding, obtruding 
 You have to be very careful what you say around her; she has such  
 long ears. 

 
3. (negative/ informal)  being a meddler, busybody, snoop,  

 kilbitzer, gossip, interloper or one who stick one's nose 
 where it doesn’t belong, being meddlesome, overcurious or 
 prying, having long ears 

 
4. (slang) being a newsmonger, chatterbox, gossipmonger, buttinsky,  
 nosey or a person who butts in, puting in one’s oar, in one’s two 

 cents or one’s nose where it does not belong 
 

not dry behind the ears 
1. innocent, unsuspecting, childish, inexperience, immature or 
 trusting 

 They saw him coming; he is not dry behind the ears. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  artless, credulous, naïve, unsophisticated, 
 ingenuous, guileless, 
 

3. (informal)  lamb, raw, babes in the wood, cub, in one’s salad days, 
 born  yesterday, tender, not dry behind the ears, green, 
 greenhorn, tender, pup, untried, untested, calf 

 
not fit for delicate ears 



 

 

1. language which is obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting, inappropriate, 
 risqué or indecent, offensive or pornographic language  

 Tone down your language; it is not fit for delicate ears. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  language which is salacious, indelicate, gauch, ill-

 mannered,  injudicious, vile, fulsome, ribald, suggestive, 
 scurrilous, Cyprian, pruient or Paphian 
 

3. (informal)  language which is loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, gross, 
 earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not fit for 

 delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile or tacky, foul mouth, 
 dirty  mouth, off-color, blue, gross, goatish, foulmouthed, foul, 
 raunchy, rank, off-putting, smutty, rank, not fit for young ears, 

 not fit for tender ears  
 

not fit for delicate ears 
1. language which is obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting, inappropriate, 
 risqué or indecent, offensive or pornographic language  
 I don't allow language which is not fit for young ears in my home. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  language which is salacious, indelicate, gauch, ill-

 mannered, injudicious, vile, fulsome, ribald, suggestive, scurrilous, 
 Cyprian, pruient or Paphian 
 

3. (informal)  language which is loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, gross, 
 earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not fit for 
 delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile, tacky, foul mouth,  

 dirty  mouth, off-color, blue, gross, goatish, foulmouthed, foul, 
 raunchy, rank, off-putting, smutty, rank, not fit for young ears, 

 not fit for tender ears 
 
not fit for tender ears 

1. language which is obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting, inappropriate, 
 risqué or indecent, offensive or pornographic language  
 You have a dirty tongue.  Your language is not fit for tender 

 ears. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  language which is salacious, indelicate, gauch, ill-

 mannered, injudicious, vile, fulsome, ribald, suggestive, scurrilous, 
 Cyprian, pruient or Paphian 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  language which loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, gross, 

 earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not fit for 
 delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile, tacky, foul mouth,  

 dirty  mouth, off-color, blue, gross, goatish, foulmouthed, foul, 
 raunchy, rank, off-putting, smutty or rank, not fit for young ears, 
 not fit for tender ears 

 
one's ears are ringing 
1. to hear a ringing sound in one's ears 

As a result of the explosion, my ears are ringing. 
 

2. to be impressed by what one has heard 
My ears are ringing from all the news. 
 

one's ear to the ground 
1. to keep oneself well-informed, current or up-to-date, remain 

 engaged, knowing, know the most recent   
 I aways have my ear to the ground. 
 

2. become or maintain oneself wise, knowledgable or cognizant to 
 
3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 

 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 
 in the know 

 
4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 
 

5. (French)  au courant 
 

out of earshot 

out of range to be heard, not close enough to be overheard 
Come over here, out of earshot. 

 
pleasing to the ears 
1. sweet sounding, lyrical, golden, pretty, tuneful, flowing 

 I don’t normally like opera but this singer songs are very pleasing 
 to the ears.  

 
2. (more stylistized)  appealing, velvety, melodic, musical, 
 silvery, melodious, harmonious, pleasant, golden toned, mellifluent 

 
3. (informal)  tripping, agreeable, rhythmical 
 

red ear 
1. being embarrassed, ashamed, shamefaced or shamed 



 

 

 She’s very embarrassed that’s why she has red ears. 
 

2. being flustered, discomposed, confused, disturb or disconcerted 
 You can tell that he likes her; everytimes he talks she has red 

 ears. 
 
3. (informal)  being reddened, redfaced,  glowing or discombobulated, 

 befuddled, flushed or befuddled, turn red, being put to the blush 
 or made to change color 
 

up to one’s ears 
1. to be too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 

 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 
 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability 
 I’m up to my ears.  I think that I need to ask for help. 

 
2. to be knocked for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 

 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 
 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 
 

3. (in reference to being in debt)  to owe everyone, be overloaded or 
 loaded down  
 I’m up to my ears in financial obligations. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, behold, bound  
 
5. (informal)  to be in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 

 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, be up to one’s ears 
 
up to one's ears in 

1. to be overcome, engulfed, inundated, immersed or deluged by 
 I am up to my ears in work. 

 
2. (informal)  to be over one’s head, swallowed up by, be immersed 
 in or steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to 

 one’s ears, be buried or snowed under, be bowled over by, blitzed, 
 swallowed up by, be up to one’s neck, be steeped to the 

 eyebrows, be up to one’s eye 
 
3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eyeballs  

  
4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 
 

up to one’s ears in debt 
1. being flooded, inudated, or deluged by debt 



 

 

 I have always been up to my ears in debt.      
 

2. (informal)  being swallowed up by, immersed in or steeped in, be 
 under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to one’s ears, be buried 

 or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed, be steeped to the 
 eyebrows 
 

3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 
  
4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in  

 
wet behind the ears  (childish 164) 

1. naïve, innocent, simple, innocent, unsophisticated, unsuspecting, 
 childish, inexperience, immature, too trusting 
 They saw him coming; he is so wet behind the ears. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  credulous, ingenuous, unworldly, childlike, 

 gullible, guileless  immature, too open, unsuspicious, too believing,  
 
3. (informal)  easy victim, cub, raw, in one’s salad days, born 

 yesterday, easy mark,  tender, not dry behind the ears, green, 
 tender, untried, untested, looking through life with rose colored 
 glasses, greenhorn, tenderfoot, pup, simple 

 
4. (vulgar)  ass hole 

 
within earshot 
1. within the range, limit or stretch of being heard or overheard 

 You're still within earshot.  Be careful not to say too much. 
 
2. within the reach, extent or scope to be heard or overheard 

 
3. (informal) being able to get an earful, catch, get wind of, catch 

 wind of or eavesdrop on 
 
to assault one's ears 

1. to be a sound or noise which assails, exasperates, bothers, or 
 beleaguers one's ears 

 All this pounding and hammering assault my ears. 
 
2. (informal)  to be a sound which irks, ruffles, maddens, peeves,   

 gets on someone’s nerves, rubs someone the wrong way, 
 assaults the ears or get under one’s skin  
 

to assault the ears 
1. to be a sound or noise which assails, exasperates, bothers, or 



 

 

 beleaguers one's ears 
 Please turn off your music, it assaults the ears. 

 
2. (informal)  to be a sound which irks, ruffles, maddens, peeves,   

 gets on someone’s nerves, rubs someone the wrong way, 
 assaults the ears or gets under one’s skin  
 

to be all ears 
1. to listen attentively, intently or carefully to, be attentive to, listen 
 with interest, give one one’s full attention 

 I am all ears; what do you need? 
 

2. to heed, give heed to, be heedful or advertent of  
 
3. (informal)  to lend an eye, give a sympathetic ear, lend an 

 ear, give an ear to, listen hard to, pay full attention to 
 

4. to be attentive, give one's full attention,  
 What do you need?  I am all ears. 
 

5. to be wary, guarded, apprehensive, vigilant, watchful 
 
6. to be mindful, sharp-eyed, all eyes and ears, on one’s toes, 

 heads up, awake, eagle or hawk-eyed, with one eye open, be 
 on guard or on the watch for  

 When I sleep away from home, I am always all ears. 
 
to be all eyes and ears 

1. to be attentive, give one's full attention, be wary 
 When I sleep away from home, I am always all eyes and ears. 
 

2. to be mindful, sharp-eyed, all ears, on one’s toes, heads up, 
 awake, eagle or hawk-eyed, with one eye open, be on guard or 

 on the watch for  
 
to be coming out one’s ears 

1. to be in galore, in abundance, bountiful, enough and to spare,  in 
 excess, numerous, in large quantity,  more than adequate, in 

 plentiful amount, inexhaustible, in unending supply, abundant, in 
 large or in great quantity, be plentiful, galore, excessive or 
 superabundant, have large numbers of  

  
 He had so much money that the dollar bills were  coming out of 
 his ears. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be replete with, abounding, copious, overflowing, 



 

 

 ample or rife, have in ample amount  
 

3. (informal)  to be more than anyone would want or need, aplenty,   
 spilling over, running over or bursting with, have loads of  

 
4. (slang) to be in scads, jam packed, tons, globs, chucked full, have 
 tons, a ton, globs or oodles of 

 
to be eardrum-puncturing   
1. to be very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, 

 loud sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 

 Your music is eardrum-puncturing .  Please, turn it down! 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 

 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 
 blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo or pealing  

 
3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 
 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 

 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 
 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, earthshattering or 
 ear splitting 

 
to be ear piercing 

1. to be very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, 
 loud sounding or ringing, high-pitched, split the ear, harsh, 
 piercing, screeching 

 Your music is earpiercing.  Please, turn it down! 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be stridulous, resounding,  rambunctious, 

 thundering, clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, 
 vociferous, blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo or pealing  

 
3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 
 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 

 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 
 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, earthshattering or 

 ear splitting 
 
to be ear-rending 

1. to be very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, 
 loud sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching  

 Your music is ear-rending.  Please, turn it down! 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to be resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 
 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 

 blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo or pealing  
 

3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 
 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 
 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 

 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, eardrum-
 puncturing, earthshattering or ear splitting 
 

to be ear-shatterng  
1. to be very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, 

 loud sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching  
 Your music is ear-shattering.  Please, turn it down! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 

 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 
 blaring, reverberant, piercing, shrill fortissimo or pealing  
 

3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 
 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 
 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 

 earthshaking, eardrum-puncturing, loud enough to wake the 
 dead,  earthshattering or ear splitting 

 
to be ear splitting 
1. to be very loud, too loud, noisy, blaring, air-rending, deafening, 

 loud sounding or ringing, high-pitched split the ear, harsh, 
 screeching 
 Your music is earsplitting.  Please, turn it down! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be resounding,  rambunctious, thundering, 

 clamorous, boisterous, obstreperous, rackety, blatant, vociferous, 
 blaring, reverberant, piercing, fortissimo or pealing  
 

3.  (informal)  to be ear-rending, grating, clattery, enough to wake the 
 dead,  ear-piercing, booming, headsplitting, clanging, ear 

 shattering, harsh-sounding, clangorous, window-rattling, 
 earthshaking, loud enough to  wake the dead, earthshattering, 
 eardrum-puncturing  or ear splitting 

 
to be easy on the ear 
to be pleasant, pleasing, pleasurable or soothing to listen to 

Soft jazz is very easy on the ear. 
 



 

 

to be like music to one’s ears 
1. to be welcoming, pleasing or agreeable 

 What she said was like music to my ears. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be gratifying, to one’s fancy or delightful 
 
3. (informal)  to be after one’s heart, what the doctor ordered, to 

 one’s  liking or to one’s taste   
 
4. (slang)  to hear something which puts one on top of the world or in 

 hog heaven or which tickles or makes one pleased as punch  
 

 
to be music to one’s ears 
1. to be welcoming, pleasing or agreeable 

 His denial was music to my ears. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be gratifying, to one’s fancy or delightful 
 
3. (informal)  to be after one’s heart, what the doctor ordered, to 

 one’s  liking or to one’s taste   
 
4. (slang)  to hear something which puts one on top of the world or in 

 hog heaven or which tickles or makes one pleased as punch  
 

to be out of earshot 
to be far away enough so as not be overheard, not be able to be 
eavesdropped on 

I don't know what they were talking about. They were out of earshot. 
 
to be out on one's ear 

1. to be physically or forcefully removed from a place, be obliged 
 to leave or be ejected, evicted or expelled from an establishment 

 If you keep making problems, you're going to be out on your ear. 
 
2. (informal)  to be thrown, forced or kicked out, be ousted or 

 jettisoned, be out on one's ears 
 

to be out on one's ears 
1. to be physically or forcefully removed from a place, be obliged 
 to leave or be ejected, evicted or expelled from an establishment 

 He was out on his ears once he started making trouble. 
 
2. (informal)  to be thrown, forced or kicked out, be ousted or 

 jettisoned, be out on one's ear 
 



 

 

to be pleasing to the ears 
1. to be sweet sounding, lyrical, golden, pretty, tuneful or flowing 

 I don’t normally like opera but this singer’s songs are very 
 pleasing to the ears.  

 
2. (more stylistized)  to be appealing, velvety, melodic, musical, 
 silvery, melodious, harmonious, pleasant, golden toned or 

 mellifluent 
 
3. (informal)  to be tripping, agreeable or rhythmical   

 
4. (slang)  to be ear candy 

 
to be unable to believe one's ears 
1. to be left stunned, amazed, shocked, astounded, astonished or 

startled by what one has heard, be doubtful,  disbelieving, highly 
unlikely, not trusting or distrusting  

 I was unable to believe my ears when she told me the truth. 
 I was never more astounded. 
 

2. (more stylized) to be left incredulous or suspicious, rendered 
 speechless, believe what one is hearing or what one has heard is 
 inconceivable, improbable, hyperbolical 

 
3. (informal)  to be bowled over, flabbergasted, floored, boggled, taken 

 aback, dumbfounded, jolted or caught up short or off guard, be 
 left open or wide-eyed, lost in wonder or open-mouthed 
 

4. (slang)  to  believe what one is hearing or what one has heard is 
 funny, farfetched, cockamamie, shady, fishy, not kosher  
 

to be up to one's ears in 
1. to be overcome, engulfed, inundated, immersed or deluged by 

 I am up to my ears in work. 
 
2. (informal)  to be over one’s head, swallowed up by, be immersed 

 in or steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to 
 one’s ears, be buried or snowed under, be bowled over by, blitzed, 

 be up to one’s neck, be steeped to the eyebrows, be up to 
 one’s eye 
 

3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eyeballs  
  
4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 

 
to be up to one’s ears in debt 



 

 

1. to be flooded, inudated, or deluged by debt 
 I have always been up to my ears in debt.      

 
2. (informal)  to be swallowed up by, immersed in or steeped in, be 

 under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to one’s ears, be 
 buried or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed, be steeped to 
 the eyebrows 

 
3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 
  

4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in  
 

to be wet behind the ears 
1. to be naïve, innocent, simple, innocent, unsophisticated, 
 unsuspecting, childish, inexperience, immature or too trusting 

 They saw him coming; he is so wet behind the ears. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be credulous, ingenuous, unworldly, childlike, 
 gullible, guileless  immature, too open, unsuspicious or too 
 believing  

 
3. (informal) to be a tenderfoot, easy victim, cub, easy mark, pup or 
 greenhorn, be raw, in one’s salad days, born yesterday, tender, not 

 dry behind the ears, green, tender, untried, untested, looking 
 at life with rose colored glasses, simple 

 
4. (vulgar)  to be an ass hole 
 

to be within earshot 
1. to be with range of being heard, be potentially or possibly heard by 
 others 

 Do you know that you are still within earshot of the microphone? 
 

2. (informal) to be able to get an earful, catch, get wind of, catch 
 wind of one’s conversation,  be able to be eavesdropped on or 
 overheard, be within earshot 

 
to bend an ear 

1. (negative) to concern oneself with the affairs or business of another 
 Be careful, she is always bending an ear so that she knows  
 what everyone is doing. 

 
2. (informal/negative) to be long nosed, overcurious, nosy, a 
 busybody, snoop, eavesdropper or meddlesome, listen in on 

 other’s conversation, mind other people’s business, have big 
 ears, have long ears, have one’s nose in every door 



 

 

 
3. to listen attentively, intently or carefully to, be attentive or 

 heedful to, listen with interest 
 He needs you to bend an ear to his request for help. 

 
4. (more stylistic) to heed, attend, take cognizance of, take heed 
 

5. (informal)  to lend an eye, give a sympathetic ear, be all 
 ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, listen with both ears, 
 keep one’s ears open, keep one’s ear to the ground 

 
to bend one's ear 

1. to talk to one to the point of boredom 
 I have never met a person who can bend your ear as much 
 as she can. 

 
2. to talk to one to the point of weariness, exhaustion or fatigue   

 
3. (informal)  to bore one to death, tax one’patience, bore stiff or bore 
 one to tears with one’s conversation, talk one’s head off   

 
4. to talk so much as to bother, vex, chafe, irritate, provoke or 
 aggravate one with one's conversation 

He's always bending everyone's ear. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to ramble, rant, dwell on, rave, harp on 
 
6. (informal) to beat a subject to death or talk so much as to get on 

 the nerves of, rant on, get under the skin of, rattle on, peeve, 
 put off, put one’s nose out of joint irk, beat a dead horse, 
 blather, chew one’s ear off, go on and on or become a headache, 

 a pill, a pest or a wet blanket 
 

7. (slang) yak, yap, run off at the mouth, have diarrhea of the 
 mouth,  rattle on, run on at the mouth, twaddle 

  

to box one’s ears 
1. to hit someone in the head 

 He boxed his opponent’s ears. 
 
2. (informal)  to hit one upside the head, bash one upside the head 

 
3. to castigate, punish, discipline or chastise by beating, hitting, 
 pounding or striking  

The teacher boxed the student's ear as a result of catching him 
cheating.  



 

 

 
4. (more stylized) to chasten, trounce, flagellate, smite, whack, 

 scourge, rebuke, berate, pommel,fulminate against, execrate, flog 
 

5. (informal) to chide, let one have it, take to task, rake one over the 
 coal, slam, let one have it, lambaste, lay into 
  

to breathe in the ear of 
1. to tell, confess, whisper, make known, open up 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to confide, reveal, impart, disclose, intimate, 
 disbosom, unbosom, unburden, bring out to the open 

 
3. (informal)  to get something off one’s chest, breathe a word, 
 bring  to light, spill the beans, spill one’s guts, let out, leak, let the 

 cat out of the bag, blow the lid, make a clean breast of 
 

to buzz around one's ears 
1. to have an object go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were buzzing 

 around their ears. 
 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 

 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's ears 

 
to chew one’s ear off 
1. to talk to one to the point of boredom 

 I have never met a person who can chew one’s ear off 
 as much as she can. 
 

2. to talk to one to the point of weariness, exhaustion or fatigue   
 

3. (informal)  to bore one to death, tax one’patience, bore stiff or bore 
 one to tears with one’s conversation, talk one’s head off   
 

4. to talk so much as to bother, vex, chafe, irritate, provoke or 
 aggravate one with one's conversation 

He's always chewing everyone's ear. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to ramble, rant, dwell on, rave, harp on 

 
6. (informal) to beat a subject to death,  talk so much as to get on 
 one’s nerves, rant on, get under the skin of, rattle on, peeve, get 

 on the nerves of, put off, put one’s nose out of joint irk, beat a 
 dead horse, blather, chew one’s ear off, go on and on or become 



 

 

 a headache, a pill, a pest or a wet blanket 
 

7. (slang) yak, yap, run off at the mouth, have diarrhea of the 
 mouth,  rattle on, run on at the mouth, twaddle 

  
  
 

to clip one's ears 
1. to hit someone in the head 
 He clipped his opponent’s ears. 

 
2. (informal)  to hit one upside the head, bash one upside the head 

 
3. to castigate, punish, discipline or chastise by beating, hitting, 
 pounding or striking  

The teacher clipped the student's ear as a result of catching him 
cheating.  

 
4. (more stylized) to chasten, trounce, flagellate, smite, whack, 
 scourge, rebuke, berate, pommel,fulminate against, execrate, flog 

 
5. (informal) to chide, let one have it, take to task, rake one over the 
 coal, slam, let one have it, lambaste, lay into, 

 
to close one's ear  

1. to no longer be listening, be inattentive, ignore, disregard, 
 dismiss  
 You're wasting your breath; I've already closed my ears. 

 
2. to not trouble oneself , look right through, turn a deaf ear, dismiss 
 from one’s thought, look right past, brush aside, pay no heed to, 

 pretend not to see, shut one’s eyes 
 

to close one's ear to  
1. to no longer be listening to, be inattentive to, ignore, disregard, 
 dismiss  

 You're wasting your breath; I've already closed my ears to 
 your argument. 

 
2. to not trouble oneself with, look right through, turn a deaf ear  
 to, dismiss from one’s thought, look right past, brush aside, pay 

 no heed to, pretend not to see, shut one’s eyes to 
 
to come crashing down about one’s ears 

1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 
 When everyone found out the truth, everything came crashing 



 

 

 down about our ears. 
 

2. (informal)   to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward,  
 come  to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, 

 fall through, turn out badly, crash down about one's ears, come 
 to nothing, fall down about one’s ears 
 

to come down about one’s ears 
1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 
 When everyone found out the truth, everything came down  

 about our ears. 
 

2. (informal)   to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward,  
 come  to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, 
 fall through, turn out badly, crash down about one's ears, come 

 to nothing, fall down about one’s ears 
 

to come out at the ears 
1. to have so much that it can not be contained, be in excess, have an 
 abundance, overabundance, overflow, flow over, seeming unending 

 supply of or overspill 
 He has so many problems that they are coming out at the ears. 
 

2. (informal)  to have more than enough, have enough and than 
 some, enough and to spare, be coming out at the gills, have a great 

 deal 
 
3. (slang)  to have gobs, scads, tons, beaucoup or oodles   

 
to crash down about one's ears 
1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 

 When everyone found out the truth, everything came 
 crashing down about our ears. 

 
2. to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward, come 
 to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, fall 

 through, turn out badly, crash down around one's ears, fall 
 down about his ears  

 
to crash down around one's ears  
1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 

 When everyone found out the truth, everything came 
 crashing down about our ears. 
 

2. to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward,  come 
 to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, fall 



 

 

 through, turn out badly, crash down about one's ears, fall down 
 about his ears  

 
to dog-ear 

to fold over the page of a book to mark it 
I can tell that this is her book; she is always dog-earing 
the pages. 

 
to drum in the ears   
to crash, clatter, ring in the ears, deafen, blare 

 
Your music drums in the ears. 

 
to earmark 
1. to set or put aside, apart, or in reserve 

       The committee earmarked the money for the homeless. 
 

2.     to tag, label, brand, stamp, impress, imprint, emboss  
 
3.     to fold, crease 

        He earmarked the book. 
 
4. (informal)  to double-over, turn over, turn under, double up, 

 fold back 
 

to fall crashing down about one's ears 
1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 
 When everyone found out the truth, everything fell 

 crashing down about our ears. 
 
2. (informal)   to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward,  

 come  to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, 
 fall through, turn out badly, crash down about one's ears, come 

 to nothing, fall down about one’s ears 
 
to fall down about one's ears 

1. to have everything collapse, falter, fail, flounder or founder 
 When everyone found out the truth, everything fell 

 down about our ears. 
 
2. (informal)   to have everything fall down, tumble down, fall inward,  

 come  to grief, crumble, topple, come to nothing, cave in, give way, 
 fall through, turn out badly, crash down about one's ears, come 
 to nothing, fall down about one’s ears 

 
to fall on deaf ears 



 

 

1. to no longer be listening, be inattentive to, ignore, disregard, 
 dismiss  

 My pleads fell on deaf ears. 
 

2. to not trouble oneself with, close one’s eyes to, look right 
 through, turn a deaf ear to, dismiss from one’s thought, look right 
 past, brush aside, pay no heed to, pretend not to see, shut one’s 

 eyes to, close one’s ears to 
 
to find a sympathetic ear 

1. to find someone who is a caring, compassionate, supportive, 
 empathetic, or interested person who is willing to listen or pay 

 attention to one  
 He has finally found a sympathetic ear to listen to his woes 
 and problems. 

 
2.  (more stylistic) to find someone who heeds, gives heed to, be 

 heedful or advertent of  
 
3. (informal)  to find someone who lends one an ear, gives a 

 sympathetic ear, is all ears, listens hard to, pays full attention to, 
 gives ear to 
 

to find few sympathetic ears 
1. to not have or be with persons who are in agreement, sympathetic, 

 or empathetic to one’s way of thinking or stand 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to not have or be with persons who are in accord,  

 accordance, concord, concordance, or concurrence with 
 one’s way of thinking or stand 
 

to fly around one’s ears 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head, be too close for comfort  

 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were flying 
 around their ears. 
 

2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 

 or around one's head 
 
to gain a person's ear 

1. to get, obtain or secure acquire someone's attention in order  
 to influence or effect someone 
 I had to fight but I was finally able to gain the president’s ear. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to procure, acquire or attain one’s attention in order 



 

 

 to persuade, impress or influence 
  

3. (informal)  to get or gain the ear of someone in order to sway, 
 bring  around, have, hold or gain sway over, have impact on, win 

 over, pull strings, wire or ranks with someone 
 
to give ear to   

1. to be willing to listen or pay attention to, give  someone one's 
attention  
 He has finally found some to give ear to his woes and problems. 

 
2.  (more stylistic) to heed, give heed to, take heed of, give attention to 

 
3. (informal)  to lend an ear, give a sympathetic ear, be all ears, 
 listen hard to, pay full attention to, gain the ear, give one  

 one's  ear  
 

to gain the ear of 
1. to get, obtain, secure or acquire someone's attention in order  
 to influence or effect someone 

 Luckily, he was able to gain the ear of the authorities. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to procure, acquire or attain someone’s attention to 

 effectuate someone 
  

3. (informal)  to get or gain the ear of someone in order to sway, 
 bring around, have, hold or gain sway over, have impact on, win 
 over, pull strings, wire or ranks with someone 

  
to get an earful 
1. to be given or receive a sharp reproach, be criticized    

 He gave me an earful last night. 
 

2. (more stylized) to be rebuked,  admonished, reprimanded,  
 reproved, chastised or reprehended  
 

3.  (informal)  to be taken to task, dressed down, given a piece of 
 someone’s mind, told a thing or two, given a tongue-lash,   

 told off, or given a trimming or scolding, receive an earful 
 
to get one’s ear 

1. to be listened or paid attention to, have one one's attention, have   
 one’s full attention, be kept one in mind 
 I thank God for my luck; I was able to get the president’s ear. 

 
2.  (more stylistic)  to be heeded or kept in mind 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to be given a sympathetic ear, paid full attention to, 

 taken into account  
 

to give an ear 
1. to listen, pay attention, give one one's attention, give one one’s full 
 attention  

 Give an ear; you might learn something.   
 
2.  (more stylistic) to heed, bear in mind, give heed to, take heed of, 

 heed one’s words, keep in mind  
 

3. (informal)  to lend an ear, pay a mind to, give a sympathetic ear, 
 be all ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, gain the ear, 
 mind, take into account, give one one's ear  

 
4. (slang)  to listen up 

 
to give an ear to 
1. to listen, pay attention, give one one's attention, give one one’s full 

 attention, keep in mind 
 Give an ear to what I’m saying;  you might learn something.   
 

2.  (more stylistic) to heed, bear in mind, give heed to, take heed of, 
 heed one’s words, pay heed to 

 
3. (informal)  to lend an ear, pay a mind to, give a sympathetic ear, 
 be all ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, gain the ear, 

 mind, take into account, give one one's ear  
 
4. (slang)  to listen up 

 
to give no ear to   

to reject, refuse credence to, disavow,  give no credit, discredit, 
give no credit, disbelieve    
 

 I give no ear to such talk; it is nothing but bigotry disguised 
as a moral argument.  

 
to give one's ear to 
1. to be willing to listen, pay attention to, give one one's attention, 

 give one one’s full  attention or keep in mind 
 He gave me his ear for a good five minute.  I'm grateful. 
 

2.  (more stylistic) to heed, bear in mind, give heed to, take heed of, 
 heed one’s words, pay heed to 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to lend an ear, pay a mind to, give a sympathetic 

 ear, be all ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, gain the ear, 
 mind, take into account, give one one's ear  

 
4. (slang)  to listen up 
 

to give someone a thick ear 
1. to strike or hit someone    
 I know that at times that he can be hard to take but you can not 

 give him a thick ear.  You must watch your temper. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  smite, cuff, buffet 
 
3. (informal)  to wallop, bash, punch, box, crown  

 
4. (slang)  to slug, sock, hit upside the head 

  
to go in one ear and out another 
1. to not listen, pay no heed to, pay no attention to 

 It's a waste of time; he's not listening.  My   words go 
 in one ear and out another. 
 

2. to hear something but to forget it quickly 
 My advice to him goes in one ear and out of another. 

 
3. (informal) to quickly put out of mind what one has been told 
 

to grate on the ear 
1. to irritate, aggravate, annoy, exacerbate 
 Your music grates on the ear. 

 
2. (informal) to vex, wear on, wear on the nerve of, tire, tax 

 The sound of his voice grates on the ear. 
 
to grin from ear to ear 

1. to demonstrate or show one's happiness, joy, elation or 
 contentment by smiling broadly 

 She's obviously in a very good mood today. She's grinning  
 from ear to ear. 
 

2. (informal)  to smile from ear to ear 
 
to have a good ear 

1.    to be able to discern notes and tones that most people can not 
 I want him as my producer; he has a good ear. 



 

 

 
2.    to be born with the ability to know what songs will or 

 will not sell 
 He is fantastic producer and I trust him completely;  

 he has a good ear.  If he says the song is going to sell; it will. 
 
3. to have a keen, acute, sharp or sensitive perception for  

He doesn't need sheet music to play.  He has a good ear;  
therefore, he can play by ear. 

 

to have a good ear for languages 
to have a facility, gift, and a faculty for languages, have an ease or 

smoothness to learn to communicate in another language 
 
to have a sharp ear for gossip 

1. to be a person who is alert, receptive, perceptive or keen to the  
 information or conversation of others 

 Be extraordinarily careful in what you say and how you say it.   
 Mary has a sharp ear for gossip. 
 

2. (informal)  to always be on the look out for, be like a sponge or 
 blotter the inside info, poop or latest scoop, be  
  

to have a word in someone's ear 
1. to advise or counsel someone in confidence, confidentially, 

 privately, secretly or in a concealed or in a highly secretive manner  
 Before leaving for the party tonight, I plan to have a word in  
 her ear. 

 
2. (informal)  to advise someone under wraps, in a hush-hush, not 
  open to the public, or in an off-the-record manner 

 
to have an ear for 

to have a keen, acute, sharp or intuitive perception for 
 
He has an ear for accents. 

 
to have an ear for music 

to be good at music, have a keen, acute, sharp or intuitive 
perception for music 
 

He does not need to see the notes; just play the song for him.  He 
has an excellent ear for music. 
 

to have an ear to the ground 
1. to be well-informed, current or up-to-date, be engaged or knowing, 



 

 

 know the most recent   
 So that I know what is happening, I need to have an 

 ear to the ground. 
 

2. become or maintain oneself wise, knowledgable or cognizant to 
 
3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 

 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 
 in the know 
 

4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 
 

5. (French)  au courant 
 
to have big ears 

1. be a peron who concerns oneself with the affairs 
 or business of another, be meddlesome, eager to know 

 Be careful what you say, some people around here have 
 big ears. 
 

2. to be a busybody or eavesdropper, listen in on other’s 
 conversation, mind other people’s business, have big ears, 
 have long ears, bend an ear ,have one’s nose in every door, 

 be nosy, be all ears, have long ears, bend an ear  
  

to have burnng ears 
 
to have long ears 

1. to be a person who is much too inquisitive or overly curious, 
 be meddlesome 
 She has long ears; I wouldn’t say anything to her. 

           
2. to be a busybody or eavesdropper, nose about, stick one’s nose 

 where it does not belong, mind other’s people’s business, nose 
 around, have big ears, bend an ear  
 

to have nothing between one's ears 
1. to not be very intelligent,  be non-observant, disregardful,      

 unthinking, unreasoning, heedless, unconcious or thoughtless  
          reckless, unheeding, unwise, oblivious, imbecile 
          He does not understand a word; he has nothing between 

          his ears. 
 
2.       (informal)  to be blank, stupid, dumb, blind, mindless,   

          unmindful, foolish, witless, empty, beefwitted, thick feeble-     
          minded, slow, nincompoop, brainless, lumpish, blunt, simpleton  



 

 

 
3.       (slang)to be a blockhead, muddlehead, jerk, empty-head,                    

          thickhead, lamebrain, mental midget, dingbat, chump, sap,  
          knucklehead or fathead 

 
4.       (vulgar)  asshole, ass, dumbbehind, dumbass, jackass, punk, 
          shithead, head full of shit        

      
(to have) one's ears burning 
1.       to feel that one is being talked about or discussed 

          Her ears were burning.  She knew that he was talking about her. 
 

2. (informal)  to feel that one is being gossiped about or the subject 
 of a whispering campaign 
  

3. (slang) to feel that one is on the grapevines or in the mouth of  
 a gossipmonger 

 
to have one's ears become red 
1. to be embarrassed, ashamed, shamefaced or shamed 

 She’s very embarrassed that’s why her ears have become so red. 
 
2. to be flustered, discomposed, confused, disturb or disconcerted 

 You can tell that he likes her; everytimes he talks to her his ears 
 become so red. 

 
3. (informal)  to be reddened, redfaced,  glowing or discombobulated, 
 befuddled, flushed or befuddled, turn red, put to the blush, made 

 to change color 
 
to have one's ears open 

1. to be vigilant, guarded, watchful, careful, cautious, attentive  
 or alert  

 It's important that while you are here that you have 
 your ears open. 
 

2. (classical reference) to be Argus-eyed or on the qui vive 
 

3.  (informal)  to be mindful, all eyes and ears, wary, on the watch, 
 on one’s guard, on one’s toes, eagle, hawk or sharp eyed 
 

4. to listen or pay attention, listen carefully  
 Please, before judging, keep your ears open  and listen to 
 everything that he has to say. 

 
5. (informal)  lend one an ear, be all ears, listen hard to, pay full 



 

 

 attention to, listen with both ears, maintain one’s ears open, not 
 close one’s ears, pay mind to, not turn a deaf ear to, give an 

 ear to 
 

to have one's ear to the ground 
1. to be well-informed, current or up-to-date, be engaged or knowing, 
 know the most recent   

 So that I know what is happening, I need to have my 
 ear to the ground. 
 

2. become or maintain oneself wise, knowledgable or cognizant to 
 

3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 
 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 
 in the know 

 
4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 

 
5. (French)  au courant 
 

 
 
 

(to have) one's ears turn red 
1. to be embarrassed, ashamed, shamefaced or shamed 

 She’s very embarrassed that’s why her ears have turned so red. 
 
2. to be flustered, discomped, confused, disturb or disconcerted 

 You can tell that he likes her; everytimes he talks to her his ears 
 turn so red. 
 

3. (informal)  to be reddened, redfaced,  glowing or discombobulated, 
 befuddled, flushed or befuddled, turn red, put to the blush, made 

 to change color  
 
to have something coming out of one's ears 

1. to have so much that it can not be contained, be in excess, have an 
 overabundance, overflow, flow over, overspill 

 He was so rich that he had money coming out of his ears. 
 
2. to have more than enough, have enough and than some, enough 

 and to spare, be coming out at the gills, teem, spill or run over 
 
to have steam coming out of one's ears 

1. to be very angry, furious, enraging, infuriated, fuming or raging 
 He was so irritated that he had steam coming out of his ears. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to be horn-mad, flaring, white or red hot, beside oneself, 

 hot under the collar, out of one’s mind or foaming at the mouth 
 

to have the earmarks of 
1. to seem to be, look like, appear to be, have all the indications of 
 This has the earmarks of a conspiracy. 

 
2. (informal) to strike one as, look, walk and talk like a duck, appear 
 or sound like 

 
to have the ears of 

1. to get, obtain or secure acquire someone's attention in order  
 to influence or effect someone, have access to someone 
 He may not have the ear of the president but he does those 

 of his friends and family. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to procure, acquire or attain someone’s attention to 
 effectuate someone 
  

3. (informal)  to get or gain the ear of someone in order to sway, 
 bring  around, have, hold or gain sway over, have impact on, win 
 over, pull strings, wire or ranks with someone 

 
to hiss around one’s ears 

1. to go very or too close to one’s head, be too close for comfort  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were hissing 
 around their ears. 

 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 

 or around one's head 
 

to keep one's ears open   
1. to listen carefully, not disregard, be attentive to, not ignore  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to pay heed to, be heedful of, remain engaged 
 

3. (informal)  to lend or give an ear, pay attention to, bend an ear, 
 listen with both ears, not brush aside, not give the brush off, not 
 shut  one’s ears, not close one’s ears, pay mind to, not close 

 one’s eyes to, be all ears, not turn a deaf ear to 
 
5. (slang)  not turn off, not tune out, not switch off, not shut off  

 
to keep an ear to the ground 



 

 

1. to keep oneself well-informed, current or up-to-date, remain 
 engaged, knowing, know the most recent   

 So that I know what is happening, I need to keep an 
 ear to the ground. 

 
2. become or maintain oneself wise, knowledgable or cognizant to 
 

3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 
 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 
 in the know 

 
4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 

 
5. (French)  au courant 
 

to keep one's ear to the ground 
1. to keep oneself well-informed, current or up-to-date, remain 

 engaged, knowing, know the most recent   
 So that I know what is happening, I need to keep my ear to the 
 ground. 

 
2. to be wise, knowledgable, cognizant to, cognizant of 
 

3. to remain or maintain oneself plugged in, in the game, with it, 
 connected,  up-to-the-moment or the minute, looped in, tied in or 

 in the know 
 
4. (slang)  to stay on the ball, hip  or savvy to, have to low down 

 
5. (French)  au courant 
 

to keep one's ears open 
1. to remain vigilant, guarded, watchful, careful, cautious, 

 attentive or alert  
 It's important that while you are here that you keep 
 your ears open. 

 
2. (classical reference)  Argus-eyed, on the qui vive 

 
3.  to remain being mindful, all eyes and ears, wary, on the watch, on 
 one’s  guard, on one’s toes, eagle, hawk or sharp eyed 

 
4. to keep listening or paying attention, listen carefully  
 Please, before judging, keep your ears open  and listen to 

 everything that he has to say. 
 



 

 

5. (informal)  lend one an ear, be all ears, listen hard to, pay full 
 attention to, listen with both ears, maintain one’s ears open, not 

 close one’s ears, pay mind to, not turn a deaf ear to, give an 
 ear to 

 
to lend a sympathetic ear 
1. to be someone who is caring, compassionate, supportive, 

 empathetic, or interested, be willing to listen or pay attention  
 He lent a sympathetic ear to his neighbor. 
 

2.  (more stylistic) to heed, give heed to, be heedful or advertent of  
 

3. (informal)  to lend one an ear, give a sympathetic ear, be all 
 ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, open one’s ears to, not 
 close one’s ears, pay mind to, not turn a deaf ear to, give an 

 ear to 
 

to lend an ear 
1. to be willing to listen or pay attention to, give someone 
 one's attention  

 Can you lend me an ear for a minute or two? 
 
2.  (more stylistic) to heed, give heed to, take heed of, give  

 attention to 
 

3. (informal)  to lend one an ear, give a sympathetic ear, be all 
 ears, listen hard to, pay full attention to, open one’s ears to, not 
 close one’s ears, pay mind to, not turn a deaf ear to, give an 

 ear to 
   
to let in one ear and out the other 

1. to disregard, ignore, not take into consideration, dismiss 
 He ignores everything that I say. As far as my advice is concerned, 

 he lets it in one ear and out the other. 
 
2. to turn a deaf ear, push or brush aside, give the brush off, shut 

 one’s ears, close one’s ears, pay mind to, close one’s eyes to,  
 turn a deaf ear to 

 
to listen with both ears 
1. to listen carefully, not disregard, be attentive to, not ignore  

 I hear what you’re say.  I’ve been listening to everything with 
 both  ears. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to pay heed to, be heedful of, remain engaged 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to lend or give an ear, pay attention to, bend an ear, 
 listen with both ears, not brush aside, not give the brush off, 

 keep one's ears open, not shut one’s ears, not close one’s ears, 
 pay mind to, not close  one’s eyes to, be all ears, not turn a 

 deaf ear to 
 
5. (slang)  not turn off, not tune out, not switch off, not shut off  

 
to listen with half an ear 
1. to not give someone one's full attention, disregard, ignore, not  

 take into consideration, dismiss 
 You did not do as I said because you had only listened with  

 half an ear. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to pay no heed to, not be heedful of, be inattentive 

 to, slight 
 

3. (informal)  to shrug off, push aside, turn a deaf ear to, not pay 
 attention, not give or lend an ear, not pay mind to 
 

to not be able to believe one's ear 
1. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by what one is  
 hearing, not trust or believe what one is hearing or what one has 

 heard 
 I could not believe my own ears when they told me what had 

 happened. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 

 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 
 or confounded 
 

3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 
 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 

 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 
 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 
 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 

 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s breath away 

 
4. (slang) to blow one’s mind  
  

to not be dry behind the ears 
1. to be naïve, innocent, unsophisticated, unsuspecting, inexperience, 
 immature or trusting 

 How could you expect him to help you?  He still isn’t dry behind 
 the ears. 



 

 

 
2. (informal)  to be raw, in one’s salad days, born yesterday, tender,   

 green, tender, untried, untested, be wet behind the ears 
 

to not believe one's ear 
1. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by what one is  
 hearing, not trust or believe what one is hearing or what one has 

 heard 
 I did not believe my own ears when they told me what had 
 happened. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 

 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 
 or confounded 
 

3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 
 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 

 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 
 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 
 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 

 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s breath away 
 

4. (slang) to blow one’s mind  
 

to open one’s ears 
1. to listen or pay attention, listen carefully  
 Open your ears and listen to what she is really saying. 

 
2. (informal)  lend one an ear, be all ears, listen hard to, pay full 
 attention to, not close oneself off to, close one’s ears, pay mind 

 to, not turn a deaf ear to, give an ear to 
 

to pin one's ears back 
1. to chastise, scold or admonish someone   

When my father saw my report card, he pinned my ears back. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to reprimand, reprove, castigate, remonstrate, 

 chide, reprehend, upbraid, berate, reproach 
 
3. (informal)  to dress down, take to task, yell at, take down a peg or 

 two, call to account 
 
4. (slang) to give someone hell  

 
5. to beat someone up, give someone a sound beating, strike, beat 



 

 

The organized crime boss pinned his ears back to demonstrate 
his power. 

 
6. (informal)  to pommel, box someone’s ears, slam, punch, 

  whale, pummel, whack, sock, whallop 
 
7. to utterly defeat, conquer 

 The rebels totally pinned back the ears of the government 
 soldiers. 
 

8. (more stylistic)  to vanquish, subjugate, rout 
 

9. (informal)  to flatten, bring down, bring someone to one’s knees,  
 crush, humble, best 
 

10. (slang)  to wipe the floor with,  clobber, lick, cream, mop the floor 
 with 

 
to play it by ear 
1. to extemporize, ad-lib, improvise  

 As a stand up comic, I am always playing it by ear. 
 
2. (informal) rise to the occasion, wing it, think on one’s feet, 

 ride with the waves, think off the top of one’s head 
 

3. to use one's sixth sense, insight, hints, clues, inkling or 
 intuition to  deal with a situation 

I don't know what we're going to do.  Let's play it by ear.  

 
4. to follow one’s hunch or feeling in one’s bones  
 

to prick up one's ears 
1. to listen very carefully, with great interest, assiduously,  

 diligently or attentively  
 He pricked up his ears once he heard his name mentioned. 
 

2. to be on extreme alert, be aware, keen, watchful, sharp 
 I knew that something was wrong when my dog pricked up 

 his ears. 
 
3. (French/ does not have the same meaning in French)  to be  

 on the qui vive 
 

4. to be heads-up, wide-awake, on one’s toes, astute, not miss  
 what’s going on around or happening 
 



 

 

to put a bug in someone's ear 
1. to caution, warn, advise, give warning, give fair warning,  

 alert,  notify 
 Your revelation does not surprise me.  Someone put a bug in 

 my ear a few weeks ago. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to prewarn, advise,put on the qui vive, admonish, 

 forewarn, precaution, enlighten, give prior notice, forewarn, say 
 word to the wise 
 

3. (informal)  to tip off, clue in, put on guard, give a warning signal, 
 warn ahead of time, warn beforehand, put on alert 

 
4. (slang)  to give the high sign to read the riot act  
 

to put a word in someone's ear 
1. to advise or counsel someone in confidence, confidentially, 

 privately, secretly or in a concealed or in a highly secretive manner  
 Tonight, I plan to put a word in her ear.  She needs to know what 
 is going on around her. 

 
2. (informal)  to advise someone under wraps, in a hush-hush, not 
  open to the public, or in an off-the-record manner 

 
to put one's ear to the ground 

1. to become well-informed, current or up-to-date,  
 remain engaged in what is happening around one  
 To know what was happening, he put his ear to ground. 

 
2. (informal)  to get or remain up to speed 
 

to put one on one's ear 
1.    to irritate, bother, annoy, exasperate, chafe 

 
2. to vex, go against the grain, put out, grate on one’s nerves, 
 tread on one’s toes, get under one’s skin 

 
3. (slang)  bug, drive nuts, drive crazy 

 
4. shock, astound, appall, startle, stun  
 

5. (informal)  to take one’s breath away, flabbergast, bewilder, 
 bowl over, make one’s head swim, floor, take aback 
 

6. (slang)  to blow away, blow one’s mind, set someone on  
 one’s ear  



 

 

 
to ring in the ears (din  295) 

 
to set by the ears 

1. to sow the seed of discontent, cause strife, conflict, dissension, 
 animosity or ill will  
  

2. (more stylistic)  to  pit against, cause malignity, antipathy, 
 invidiousness, rancor, malevolence, virulence or umbrage, 
 antagonize, set at variance 

 
3. (informal)  to set against, cause bad blood, set at odds 

 
to set on one's ear 
1.    to irritate, bother, annoy, exasperate, chafe 

 
2. to vex, go against the grain, put out, grate on one’s 

 nerves, tread on one’s toes, get under one’s skin 
 
3. (slang)  bug, drive nuts, drive crazy 

 
4. shock, astound, appall, startle, stun, surprise, amaze, 
 excite, astound, rouse   

 His music set the music world on its ear.  
 

5. (informal)  to take one’s breath away, flabbergast, bewilder, 
  stir up, whip up, cause a fury, upset, shake up, bowl over, 
 make one’s head swim, floor, take aback 

 
6. (slang)  to blow away, blow one’s mind, set someone on  
 one’s ear  

 
to set people by the ears 

1. to sow the seed of discontent, cause strife, conflict, dissension, 
 animosity or ill will among people 
  

2. (more stylistic)  to cause malignity, antipathy, invidiousness, 
 rancor, malevolence, virulence, umbrage among people 

 
3. (informal)  to cause bad blood 
 

to shut one's ear  
1. to no longer be listening, be inattentive to, ignore, disregard, 
 dismiss  

 You're wasting your breath; I've already shut my ears to 
 your argument. 



 

 

 
2. to not trouble oneself with, look right through, turn a deaf ear to, 

 dismiss from one’s thought, look right past, brush aside, pay no 
 heed to, pretend not to see, close one’s eyes to, fall on deaf ears 

 
to smile from ear to ear 
1. to demonstrate or show one's happiness, joy, elation or 

 contentment by smiling broadly 
 She's obviously in a very good mood today. She's smiling from  
 ear to ear. 

 
2. (informal)  to grin from ear to ear 

 
to split the ears  (din 295) 

 

to strain one’s ears 
1. to work hard, struggle or labor to hear    

 
2. (informal) to try hard to hear or listen 
 

 
 
 

to throw out on one’s ear 
1. to remove, expel, force, press or push out 

 My mother got so tired of my laziness that she threw me out on 
 my ear. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to eject, extrude, oust, thrust out, turn out 
 
3. (informal)  to throw someone out, toss out, kick out, send  

 packing, , drum out, throw someone out neck and crop 
 

3. (slang)  to give the bum’s rush to, give the boot to, boot out, send 
 about one’s business 
 

to tickle the ears 
1. to flatter, compliment, please, praise 

 He surely knows how to tickles the ears. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to extol, exalt, laud, sing the praises of, elevate 

 
3. (informal)  to put in a good word for, butter up, butter, say a  
 good word for 

 
4. (slang)  to spread it on thick, lay it on thick  



 

 

 
to turn a deaf ear  

1. to no longer be listening, be inattentive to, ignore, disregard, 
 dismiss  

 Despite my arguments and pleas, he turned a  
 deaf ear. 
 

2. to not trouble oneself with, look right through, turn a deaf ear  
 to, dismiss from one’s thought, look right past, brush aside, pay 
 no heed to, pretend not to see, close one's ear, shut one’s eyes to 

 
to whirl around one’s ears 

1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were whirling 
 around their ears. 

 
2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 

 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's ears 
 

to whiz around one’s ears 
1. to go very or too close to one’s head  
 As soon as they stepped off the ship, bullets were whizing 

 around their ears. 
 

2. to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close or around 
 one's head, to hiss, whiz, buzz, whistle, fly or whirl very close 
 or around one's head 

 
Keep your ears open and your mouth shut! 
Listen well and don’t talk!  

 
These walls have ears. 

There are people who are present who are secretly  
listening to our conversation. 
 

If these things come to his ears … 
If he finds out …, If he learns about … 

 
dog-eared 
1. having dog-ears 

       This book is so dog-eared that it is ridiculous. 
 
2.     shabby, worn, shopworn, ragged, tattered, frayed 

        This book is so dog-eared that you should throw 
 it away. 



 

 

 
big eared 

1. to physically have big ears 
 

2. be a peron who concerns oneself with the affairs 
 or business of another, be meddlesome or eavesdropper, 
 eager to know  

 Be careful what you say, some people around here have 
 big ears. 
 

3. (informal)  to be a busybody or eavesdropper, listen in on other’s 
 conversation, mind other people’s business, have big ears, 

 have long ears, bend an ear, have one’s nose in every door, 
 be nosy, be nosy, be all ears, have long ears, bend an ear  
  

4. (slang)  to be a buttinsky, kibitzer, Paul Pry, Dumbo 
 

long eared 
1. to physically have long ears 
 

2. to be a person who is much too inquisitive or overly curious, 
 be meddlesome, eavesdropper 
 She has long ears; I wouldn’t say anything to her. 

           
3. to be a busybody, nose about, stick one’s nose where it does 

 not belong, mind other’s people’s business, nose around, have 
 big ears, bend an ear, have one’s nose in every door, be nosy, 
 be nosy, be all ears  

 
4. (slang)  to be a buttinsky, kibitzer, Paul Pry, Dumbo 
 

earful 
to tell someone of one's dissatisfaction or anger 

He sure gave me an earful last night. I had no idea that 
there was a problem. 
 

to give an earful 
to let someone know of one's anger or dissatisfaction 

She gave me an earful on the phone. I can still hear her words. 
 
to get an earful 

1. to receive someone's complaints or negative feedback 
 I got an earful from him. 
 

2. to receive knowledge of, hear about, discover, be told of, become 
 aware of, take in, learn  of, hear tell of, receive information of 



 

 

 Last night I got an earful.  Her situation was pitiful. 
 

3. (informal)  to get a wind of, get the facts, listen in 
 

4. (slang)  to get the inside info, hear through the grapevine, get the 
 low down, get the scoop, get the dope. 
 

5. to overhear, hear, eavesdrop, eavesdrop on, prick up one’s ear, 
 bend an ear, listen in on 
 When I walked by her door yesterday, I definitely got an earful. 

 
to receive an earful 

1. to be given or receive a sharp reproach, be criticized    
 Everyday, I am always receiving an earful from her. 
 

2. (more stylized) to be rebuked,  admonished, reprimanded,  
 reproved, chastised or reprehended  

 
3.  (informal)  to be taken to task, dressed down, given a piece of 
 someone’s mind, told a thing or two, given a tongue-lash,   

 told off, or given a trimming or scolding, get an earful 
 
4. (informal)  to get a wind of, get the facts 

 
4. (slang)  to get the inside info, hear through the grapevine, get the 

 low down, get the scoop, get the dope. 
 
5. to overhear, hear, eavesdrop, eavesdrop on, prick up one’s ear, 

 bend an ear, listen in on 
 When I walked by her door yesterday, I definitely received an 
 earful. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Nose 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English   nosu,  Dutch  neus,  German  Nase,  Latin nasus,  French  



 

 

nez,  Spanish  nariz 
 

 
English  nose,  German Nase, Dutch  neus, Danish , Dutch , Flemish   , 

Frisian noas ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian nese,  Swedish näsa, Latin  ,  
French  , Spanish 
 
 
 
1. nostrils, nasal passage, air hole 

 Calm down and breathe through your nose. 
 

2. olfactory organ, olfactory sense 
 My nose tells me that the baby’s diaper is dirty. 
  

3.   (slang) neb, nib, schnozz, snoot, nozzle, blow hole, sniffer 
 

4.   (animals) bill, pecker, trunk, beak, nib, spout, nozzle 
 
5.   forward end, front, point, tip of the aircraft 

 I am seated in the nose of the plane. 
 
6.   prow of a ship 

 
7.   forward edge of the head of a golf club 

 
8. meddler, intruder, interloper, eavesdropper 
 

9. (informal)  busybody, snoop, nosey, nosy, snooper, gossip 
 
10. (slang)  buttinsky, kibitzer, Paul Pry, Dumbo  

 
11. instinct, sixth sense, keen sight, insight 

 My nose tells me that something is not quite right. 
 
12. hardly, barely, just, scarcely, by a narrow margin 

 She made it by a nose. 
 

13. (informal)  by the skin of one’s teeth, by a hair’s breath, 
 by a tinny whinny, by a bit,by an inch 
 

 
to nose 
1. to smell, sniff, perceive, detect 

 
2. (informal) to catch a whiff of, get a whiff of 



 

 

 
3. to follow a scent, search out a scent, seek out a scent 

 
4. (informal) to smell out, smell around, sniff out, sniff around 

 
5. to push, shove, or move along with the nose 
 

6. to nuzzle, snuggle, rub 
 
as clear as the nose on one’s face 

1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 
 His guilt is as clear as the nose on his face. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 

 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 
 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 

 pronounced or unambiguous  
 
3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 

 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 
 

as plain as the nose on one’s face 
1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 

 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 

 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 
 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 

 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 
 pronounced or unambiguous  
 

3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 
 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 



 

 

 
 

big nose  
1. concerning oneself with the affairs or business of another, prying, 

 inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a gossip, 
 snooper, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder,  being 
 meddlesome, eager to know, much too inquisitive or overly 

 curious 
 Be careful, she has a big nose, always sniffing around looking for 
 info. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  intermeddling, intruding, interposing, obtruding 

 
3. (informal)  being long nosed, overcurious, nosy, a busybody, 
 snoop, eavesdropper or meddlesome, listening in on other’s 

 conversation, minding other people’s business, having big ears, 
 having long ears, having one’s nose in every door, being all 

 ears, having long ears, bending an ear 
 
4. to be a celeb, very important person, well-known figure, public 

 figure, well-known person 
 He is a big nose; therefore, ignoring him only makes the situation 
 worse. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to be luminary, a person to be reckoned with, a 

 personage, dignitarian, person of consequence, notable figure, 
 noteworthy figure 
 

6. (informal)  to be the biggest frog in the pond, celeb, be a big name, 
 toast of the name, man on top, a power, a V.I.P., big shot 
 

7. (slang)  be a biggie, hot shot, big wig, pooh-bah, big cheese, big 
 muck-a-muck, honcho, fat cat, big gun    

 
8. (false French)  grand fromage 
  

bloody nose 
1. having one’s nose full of blood, bleeding or blood-soaked 

 After he played football, he had a bloody nose. 
 
2. rebuff, repulse, slight, slur, refusal 

 His remarks gave me a bloody nose. 
 
3. derision, affront, repudiation, spurn, repulsion, rebuke, disdain,  

 ridicule 
 



 

 

4. put-down, snub, slap in the face, cut, a dash of cold water,  
 brush-off or aside, cold-shoulder 

 
5.  kick in the pants, the go-by, dig, bum’s rush, barb 

 
blue nose 
1. being strait-laced, strict, prudish, old fashion, overmodest,  

 stilted, prim or severe 
 She is such a blue nose that I am amazed that she has a 
 boyfriend. 

 
2. (more stylized)  being formal, puritanical, austere, fastidious 

 
3. (informal)  being fussy, stiff-necked, too nice for words, 
 stuffy, Victorian, blue nosed, nice nelly, Miss Prim and 

 Proper, snooty, priggish, strict, holier-than-thou  
  

4. (slang)  fuddy-duddy, namby-pamby, goody-goody, goody two- 
 shoes 
 

5. (British slang)  twee 
 
brown nosing 

1. crawling, bowing, servile, sniveling, slithering, groveling,  
 hunching, cringing, crouching, fawning 

 He get what he wants by brown-nosing.  He is always currying 
 favors. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  currying favors, subservient, prostrating, 
 submissive, obesisant,  compliant, deferential 
 

3. (informal)  bowing and scraping, at someone’s beck and call, on 
 one’s knees, stooping, truckling, mealy-mouthed, kneeling, 

 cowering, kowtowing, throwing oneself at, falling on one’s knees 
 before, crouching 
 

4. (slang)  apple polishing, Tomish, easy to roll, slavering, Uncle 
 Tomish  

 
5. (vulgar)  lying prone, kissing ass 
 

by a nose 
1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 

 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 
 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite 



 

 

 The horse won only by a nose. 
 

2.    (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 

 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 

 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth 
 

hard-nose  
1. being shrewd, tough, pitiless, harsh, unfeeling, unsympathetic, 

 callous, oppressive or unsentimental 
 He's such an unpopular boss because he is such a 
 hard-nose person. 

 
2. (more stylistic) being inured, imprevious, insentient or indurated 

 
3. (informal)  being cold, hardhearted, casehardened, hard nosed, 
 inflexible, hardboiled, hardened, bullet-headed, hard-bitten, 

 matter-of-fact, marble hearted or thick-skinned 
 
long nose  

1. concerning oneself with the affairs or business of another, prying, 
 inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a gossip, 

 snooper, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder,  being 
 meddlesome, eager to know, much too inquisitive or overly 
 curious 

 Be careful, she has a long nose so that she knows what everyone 
 is doing. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  intermeddling, intruding, interposing, obtruding 
 

3. (informal)  being long nosed, overcurious, nosy, a busybody, 
 snoop, eavesdropper or meddlesome, listening in on other’s 
 conversation, minding other people’s business, having big ears, 

 having long ears, having one’s nose in every door, being all 
 ears, having long ears, bending an ear 

 
no skin off one's nose 
1. unsympathetic, not caring, not worried or concerned about,  

 unfeeling, uncaring, nonchalant, unresponsive 
 I told him that it was no skin off my nose. 
 

2. indifferent, indifferent to, apathetic, uninterested, aloof,
 uninterested in, imprevious, imprevious to, dispassionate, 



 

 

 insouciant, detached 
 

3. (informal)  frigid, not caring one way or the other, not giving 
 something  a second though, not giving it a second thought,  

 not bothering, icy, cold, frosty 
 
4. (slang to vulgar)  not giving a damn, not giving a good god-damned 

 
5. (vulgar)  not giving a shit, not giving a fuck 
 

 
nose bleed 

bleeding from the nose 
She gets a nose bleed when she is nervous. 
 

nose candy  
slang for cocaine 

 
nose bleed seat 
that section in a stadium or hall that is very high up, also called 

the cheap seats 
 
nose-count 

the counting of individuals present 
I need a nose count to know how many people are here. 

 
nose dive 
1. downfall, crash, dive, collaspe, plunge, fall, crash dive, dip 

 Everyone knows that he took a nose dive. 
 
2. (more stylized)  descent, tailspin, decline and fall 

 
3. (informal)  spill, header or tumble  

 
nose-in-the-air   
1. arrogant, conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty, 

 vain, self-centered 
 Her nose-in-the-air attitude is maddening.  She needs to 

 be knocked off of her high horse. 
 
2. (more stylish)  derisive, haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, 

 lordly, pompous, pretentious, aloof, assuming, high hat 
 
3. (informal) swell-headed, stuck up, big-headed, smug,   

 hung  up on oneself, above it all,  priggish, stiff-necked, 
 highfalutin, hoity-toity, stuffy, high-handed, above it all, with 



 

 

 one’s nose in the air 
 

4. (slang)  too good for the rest of us, cocky, sniffy, on one’s high 
 horses, high and mighty, sniffy, snooty, stuck-up 

  
nose job 
to surgically fix or change one's nose 

She had a nose job to reduce the size of her nose. 
 
nose ring 

a ring in one's nose 
Some men think that a nose ring is sexy. 

 
nose to nose 
1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 

 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite, just only, almost by the side of, 
 even, equal or next to  
 The two horses are nose to nose.  Who knows who's going 

 to win. 
  
2. (more stylistic)  by a very small, infinitesimal, minute or minuscule 

 amount, almost on a par, abreast, abreast with, adjacent or 
 parallel 

     
3. (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 

 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 
 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 

 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's 

 teeth, within a hair’s breath, stem to stem side by side, close at 
 hand, neck and neck, cheek by jowl 
 

nose to tail (a vehicle) 
cars moving or standing close behind one another, being in a traffic jam,  

tied up, bumper to bumper 
We were nose to tail for hours. 
 

on the nose  
1. precisely, perfectly, exactly, being right, just right 
 I’m amazed that you got it on the nose. 

 
2. (more stylized)  squarely, unequivocally, accurately, directly, 



 

 

 absolutely, unequivocally 
 

3. (informal) on the button, on the tee, on target, just so, to the T,  
 on the money, on the mark, to the letter, on the dot, bull’s eye,  

 on the beam  
 
3. (slang) spot on, on the money, to a turn, smack-to-dab, as you say 

 
plain as the nose on one’s face 
1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 

 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 
 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  

 evident, revealed or unconcealed 
 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 
 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 

 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 
 pronounced or unambiguous  

 
3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 
 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 

 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 
 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 

 face  
 
seeing beyond the end of one's own nose 

1. beyond one's own world or value system, being unbiased,  
 unprejudiced, impartial, undogmatic, unjaundiced, just, 
  plastic, receptive or fair  

 Seeing beyond the end of our own nose allows us to be open-
 minded.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  being tractable, unbigoted, pliant, pliable or 
 disinterested, liberal, tolerant, forebearant, equitable 

 
3. (informal) being fair-minded, broad, open-minded, square, broad-

 minded or open  
 
4. being all ready, wide awake, prepared, watchful, ready, 

 precautionary, primed 
 Seeing beyond the end of my own nose, I was prepared for the 
 economic downturn. 

 
5. (more stylized)  being provident, keen, prudential, foreseeing, 



 

 

 discerning, sagacious, forearmed, judicious, precautionary,  
 on the qui vive, discerning, perceptive 

 
7. (informal)  being farsighted, long sighted or at the ready 

 
turning one’s nose up at  
1. showing disapproval, opposition or resistance, disputing, 

 snubbing, being against, taking exception to, shunning,  
 shrinking away from  
 He turned his nose up at everyone present. 

 
2. (more stylized) evading, recoiling from, forbearing, disdaining, 

 ostracizing, spurning, eschewing, eluding,  ignoring, refraining 
 from, derelishing taking exception to, repudiating 
 

3. (informal) boycotting,  backing away from, looking dimly on, 
 frowning upon, not touching with a 10 feet pole, cold shouldering,  

 taking a dim view of, putting on one’s list, not looking kindly upon, 
 turning one’s back on, turning one’s nose up at, steering clear of, 
 shying away from, giving the cold shoulder to, keeping out of the 

 way of, taking a dim view of, setting one’s face against     
 
4. (slang)  dumping, blacklisting, blackballing, cutting 

 
under one's nose 

1. plainly, in full view, in the open, in the public, not under cover 
 He did everything right under his parents' nose.  That is 
 how they wanted it. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  overtly, in a manner which is unhidden, unveiled 
 or unshrouded,   

 
3. (informal)  in one’s face, in front of the whole world, for all the 

 world to see, before one’s very eyes, in plain view, right out in 
 the open, in plain sight, plain to see 
 

3. in bold defiance, boldly, without hiding, frankly 
 He has no shame.  He did everything under everyone’s nose. 

 
4. (more stylized) unabashedly, defiantly 
 

5. (informal) unblinkingly, unblushingly, barefacedly, unshrinkingly, 
 unflinchingly, baldfacedly, bold-facedly 
 

6. (slang)  to do something in a manner which is cheeky, nervy,  
 with gall, brassy  



 

 

 
with one's nose in the air 

1. being arrogant, conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, 
 haughty, vain or  self-centered 

 She's always walking around with his nose in the air. 
 
2. (more stylish)  being derisive, haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, 

 lordly, pompous, pretentious, aloof, assuming or high hat 
 
3. (informal) being swell-headed, stuck up, big-headed, smug,   

 hung  up on oneself, above it all,  priggish, stiff-necked, 
 highfalutin, hoity-toity, stuffy, high-handed, above it all, with 

 one’s nose in the air 
 
4. (slang)  too good for the rest of us, cocky, sniffy, on one’s high 

 horses, high and mighty, sniffy, snooty, stuck-up 
  

  
 
to be a bluenose  

1. to be queasy, overnice, overdelicate, delicate, overrefined, too nice, 
 squeamish, oversensitive, puritanical or oversubtle 
 She drives me crazy; she is a bluenose who must have 

 everything in its place.  
 

2. (stylized)  to be pious, prudish, priggish, prim, prim and proper, 
 sanctimonious, holier-than-thou, Miss Prim and Proper, 
 fastidious, dainty  

 
3. (informal)  to be too nice for words, uptight, goody-goody, nice-
 nelly, namby-pamby, goody two-shoes, simpering or mealy-mouth 

 
4. (slang) to be picayune or la-di-da  

 
 
to be a hard-nose  

1. to be shrewd, tough, pitiless, harsh, unfeeling, deadened, callous, 
 unsympathetic, hardened, steely, stony or unsentimental 

 He's such an unpopular boss because he is such a  
 hard-nose director. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be inured, imprevious, insentient or indurated 
 
3. (informal)  to be a person who is cold, hardhearted, casehardened, 

 inflexible, hardboiled, bullet-headed, hard-bitten, matter-of-fact, 
 marble hearted, frigid, unbending or thick-skinned 



 

 

 
to be as clear as the nose on one’s face 

1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 
 His guilt is as clear as the nose on his face. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 
 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 

 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 

 pronounced or unambiguous  
 
3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 

 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 
 

to be as plain as the nose on one’s face 
1. to not hide what one is feeling, make one’s feelings obvious, 
 visible, apparent or public, have one’s feeling be conspicious, 

 blatant, glaring, unmasked, flaunting, open, exposed, uncovered,  
 evident, revealed or unconcealed 

 His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be en évidence, tangible, lucid, transparent, 

 undisguised, graphic, unveiled, perspicuous, patent, uncloaked, 
 unmasked, palpable, unqualified, distinct, manifest, vivid, made 
 manifest, known or evident, discernible, lay bare, graphic, 

 pronounced or unambiguous  
 

3. to be right out in the open, plain, exposed to view, plain as day, as 
 plain as the day is long, blatantly clear, glaring, crystal clear, clear 
 unmistakable, cut, bare, naked, clear as the nose on one’s face, 

 beyond a shadow of a doubt or as plain as the nose on one’s 
 face 

 
to be no skin off one's nose 
1. to be unsympathetic,  not care, not to be worried or concerned 

 about, unfeeling, uncaring, nonchalant, unresponsive 
 Do what you want; it is no skin off my nose. 
 

2. to be indifferent, indifferent to, apathetic, uninterested, aloof,
 uninterested in, imprevious, imprevious to, dispassionate, 



 

 

 insouciant, detached 
 

3. (informal)  to not care one way or the other, not give something 
 a secon though, not bother, be at arm’s length, high hat 

 
4. (slang to vulgar)  to not give a damn, not give a good god-damned 
 

5. (vulgar)  not give a shit, not give a fuck 
 
to be nose to nose 

1. by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 

 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 
 near, nearly, pretty near, not quite  
 It was a excellent horse race.  During the whole race they were 

 nose to nose. 
  

2.    (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 
 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 
 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 

 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 

 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth 
 

to be nose to tail (a vehicle) 
to be cars moving or standing close behind one another,  be in a traffic 
jam or tie up, be bumper to bumper 

We were nose to tail for hours. 
 
 

to be right under one's very nose 
1. to be so close or near to one that one would have to be blind not 

 to see itplainly, in full view, in the open, in the public or not under 
 cover 
 You are as blind as a bat; the keys are right under your nose. 

 Open your eyes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be overtly, in a manner which is unhidden, 
 unveiled or unshrouded,   
 

3. (informal) to be in one’s face, in front of the whole world, for all 
 the world to see, before one’s very eyes, in plain view, right out in 
 the open, in plain sight or plain to see 

 
to be under one's very nose 



 

 

1. to be so close or near to one that one would have to be blind not 
 to see itplainly, in full view, in the open, in the public or not under 

 cover 
 You are as blind as a bat; the keys are under your nose. Open 

 your eyes. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be overtly, in a manner which is unhidden, 

 unveiled or unshrouded,   
 
3. (informal) to be in one’s face, in front of the whole world, for all 

 the world to see, before one’s very eyes, in plain view, right out in 
 the open, in plain sight or plain to see 

 
 
to be unable to see beyond one's own nose 

1. to see or be aware or conscious of only one's own immediate 
 surroundings 

 He won't understand you. He is unable to see beyond  
 his own nose. 
 

2. to be confined, parochial, constricted, provincial, myopic, limited  
 
3. (informal)  to be small, little, mean, close or narrow-minded,   

 wear blinders or blinkers 
 

to be unable to see farther than the end of one's nose 
1. to see only what is in front of one, be unsympathetic or 
 unempathetic, be bias, dogmatic, intolerant  

 She can't sympathize with the victims because she can't 
 see farther than the end of her nose. 
 

2. (informal)  to be unhearing, jaundice, one-sided, deaf to reason or 
 new ideas, be unable to walk in another’s shoes or moccasins, be 

 close or narrow minded  
 
to be with one's nose in the air 

1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty, self-
 admiring, vain or self-centered 

 I have never met a person who is so big headed. 
 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, arrogant 

 lordly, pompous, overweening, narcissistic, vain or pretentious 
 
3. (informal) to be stuck up, be too good for the rest of us, swell-

 headed, smug, cocky, hung up on oneself, above it all, highfalutin, 
 have one’s nose in the air, hoity-toity, be big-headed puffed-up 



 

 

 or look down one’s nose at  
 

4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty, stuck up on oneself, hung up on oneself or sniffy  

  
to brown-nose (vulgar/offensive)  (blandish  118) 
1. to flatter, fawn, backscratch, postrate oneself, stoop, crouch, 

 squat, cringe 
 He is always brown-nosing his boss. 
 

2. (informal) to apple-polish, butter up, play up to,  fawn upon 
 

3. (slang)  to bootlick, bow and scrape, worm, fall all over, suck up to,  
 lick or kiss someone’s feet, be a yes-man, kow-tow, earn brownie 
 points, be on one’s knee, bootlick, worm along, sleather 

 
4. (vulgar)  to lie prone 

 
to count noses 
to count the number of persons present 

How many people are here?  Count noses. 
 
to cut off one's nose to spite one's face 

1. to hurt someone else, get someone back, or get revenge by hurting 
 oneself, destroy one’s own interest, destroy oneself, self-destruct, 

 hurt or wound oneself out of anger 
 What you’re doing makes no sense.  By getting drunk every night, 
 you’re  not hurting your ex-boyfriend.  All you’re doing is cutting 

 off your nose to spite your own face. 
 
2. to slit one’s own throat, cut off your nose to spite one’s own 

 face, commit hari-kari, slash one’s own throat, cut one’s own 
 throat  

 
to do right under one’s nose 
1. to do in bold defiance, boldly, unshyly, without hiding, frankly, not 

 shyly 
 He has no shame.  He did everything right under everyone’s 

 nose. 
 
2. (more stylized) to do unflinchingly, daringly, unabashedly, 

 defiantly, confidentially, courageously, unblenchingly, dauntlessly 
 
3. (informal) to do unblinkingly, unblushingly, barefacedly, 

 unshrinkingly, unflinchingly, baldfacedly, bold-facedly, strong-
 nerved, shamelessly 



 

 

 
4. (slang)  to do something in a manner which is cheeky, nervy,  

 with gall, brassy, devil may care, gutsy  
 

to do under one’s nose 
1. to do in bold defiance, boldly, unshyly, without hiding, frankly, not 
 shyly 

 He has no shame.  He did everything under everyone’s nose. 
 
2. (more stylized) to do unflinchingly, daringly, unabashedly, 

 defiantly, confidentially, courageously, unblenchingly, dauntlessly 
 

3. (informal) to do unblinkingly, unblushingly, barefacedly, 
 unshrinkingly, unflinchingly, baldfacedly, bold-facedly, strong-
 nerved, shamelessly 

 
4. (slang)  to do something in a manner which is cheeky, nervy,  

 with gall, brassy, devil may care, gutsy  
  
to follow one's nose 

1. to use one's instinct, intuition, sixth sense, keen sight, insight 
 or feeling to solve a problem 
 The detective always follows his nose in order to solve most  

 of his cases. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to intuit, use one’s intuition 
 
3. (informal)  to use hints, clues, inklings or cues to solve a problem 

 or look for something, have a sneaking suspicion or feeling  
I don't know know what I’m going to do. Right now, all I can do is 

 follow my nose.  

 
4. (slang)  to follow one’s hunch or feeling in one’s bones, have a 

 hunch 
 
to get a bloody nose 

1. to be hit in the nose so that one’s nose full of blood, bleeding or 
 blood-soaked 

 After he played football, he had a bloody nose. 
 
2. to be rebuffed, repulsed, slighted or slurred 

 I got a bloody nose from his sarcastic comments. 
 
3. to be derided, affronted, repudiated, spurned, repulsed, rebuked, 

 disdained or ridiculed 
 



 

 

4. to be put-down, snubbed, slapped in the face, cut, thrown a dash 
 of cold water,  brushed-off or aside or given a cold-shoulder  

 
5.  to be kicked in the pants, given a bum’s rush, dig or barb  

  
to get a nose job 
to get cosmetic surgery on the nose 

I like your nose; I don't think that you need to get a nose job. 
 
to get it on the nose 

1. to be precise, exact, correct or accurate 
 

2. (informal) to be on the letter, right on the money, right on or right 
 on the target, mark, dot or button, hit the bull’s eye 

That's right!  You got it on the nose. 

 
to get up someone's nose 

1. to irritate, annoy, anger 
 Every time I see him, he gets up my nose.   
 I can't stand him. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to exasperate, provoke, incense, infuriate, pique 
 

 (informal) to be a headache, salt in the wound, be a thorn, bore, 
 nag, pest, pill, crashing bore,  a thorn in the side or flesh, pain 

 the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, dryasdust, 
 loser,  gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear or hard to stand, 
 raise someone’s ire, get up one’s nose, peeve, pester, irk, rile, get 

 under someone’s skin 
 
3. (slang)  to be a flat tire, drip, downer, hassel, pain in the butt, 

 retread, pain in the behind, deadhead or wet blanket, make 
 someone’s blood boil, get on someone’s nerve, tee off, get on 

 someone’s last nerve, rub someone the wrong way, bug, get in 
 someone’s hair 
 

4. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to give someone a bloody nose 
1. to hit someone in the nose so that one’s nose full of blood, 
 bleeding or blood-soaked 

  
2. to rebuff, repulse, slight or slur one 
 His remarks gave me a bloody nose. 

 
3. to deride, affront, repudiate, spurn, repulse, rebuke, disdain or  



 

 

 ridicule one 
 

4. to put-down, snub, slap in the face, cut, throw a dash of cold 
 water,  brush-off or aside or give a cold-shoulder to one 

 
5.  to kick in the pants, give a bum’s rush, dig or barb to one 
 

to go into nose-dive 
to skydive,  plunge, dive, fall or go down front part first 
Before crashing, the airplane went into a nose-dive. 

 
 

to have a big nose  
1. to concern oneself with the affairs or business of another, pry, 
 inquire, interlope, intrude, eavesdrop, be a gossip, snoop, 

 interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder,  be 
 meddlesome, eager to know, much too inquisitive or overly 

 curious 
 Be careful, she has a big nose, always sniffing around looking for 
 info. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to intermeddle, intrude, interpose, obtrude 
 

3. (informal)  to be long nosed, overcurious, nosy, a busybody, 
 snoop, eavesdropper or meddlesome, listen in on other’s 

 conversation, mind other people’s business, have big ears, have 
 long ears, have one’s nose in every door, be all ears, have long 
 ears, bend an ear 

 
to have a bloody nose 
1. to have been hit in the nose so that one’s nose full of blood, 

 bleeding or blood-soaked 
 After he played football, he had a bloody nose. 

 
2. to be rebuffed, repulsed, slighted or slurred 
  

3. to be derided, affronted, repudiated, spurned, repulsed, rebuked, 
 disdained or ridiculed 

 
4. to be put-down, snubbed, slapped in the face, cut, thrown a dash 
 of cold water,  brushed-off or aside or given a cold-shoulder  

 
5.  to be kicked in the pants, given a bum’s rush, dig or barb  
 

to have a good nose 
1. to have an almost innate ability to unearth, detect, discover, find, 



 

 

 uncover or locate   
To be a detective, you must have a has a good nose. 

 
2. (informal)  to have a natural ability to sniff, ferret, smell, root or 

 fish out, come across or upon, learn of or find out about, chance, 
 hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  
 

3. to be able to smell what others can not, have a strong sense of 
 smell, have a highly developed olfactory nerve 
 One reason that he works in the perfume industry is that 

 he has a good nose. 
 

to have a long nose  
1. to concern oneself with the affairs or business of another, pry, 
 inquire, interlope, intrude, eavesdrop, be a gossip, snoop, 

 interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder,  be 
 meddlesome, eager to know, much too inquisitive or overly 

 curious 
 Be careful, she has a long nose, always sniffing around looking for 
 info. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to intermeddle, intrude, interpose, obtrude 
 

3. (informal)  to be long nosed, overcurious, nosy, a busybody, 
 snoop, eavesdropper or meddlesome, listen in on other’s 

 conversation, mind other people’s business, have big ears, have 
 long ears, have one’s nose in every door, be all ears, have long 
 ears, bend an ear 

 
to have a nose for business 
1. to be extraordinarily good, talented or gifted at politics, have 

 a special flair, genius or talent for politics  
 I'm not surprised at his success; he has always had a nose  

 for business. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an adroitness, dexterity, deftness, aptness 

 proclivity to 
 

3. (French)  au fait 
 
4. to be good at, have a bent, turn or knack for, know the trick of the 

 trade, have a mind for 
 

5. to have a hang or mother wit for  
 
to have a nose for danger 



 

 

1. to have a special talent to find, uncover or unearth danger  
 He's not going to live very long as he has such a nose for danger. 

 
2. (informal)  to have an almost natural ability to sniff, ferret, smell, 

 root or fish out, come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 
 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  
 

to have a nose for a story 
1. to have a special talent to find out, uncover or unearth what is 
 happening in other people's lives 

 Be careful what you say; she has a nose for a story. 
 

2. (informal)  to have an almost natural ability to sniff, ferret, smell, 
 root or fish out, come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 
 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  

 
to have a nose for scandal 

1. to have a special talent to find, uncover or unearth scandal 
 That newspaper reporter has a nose for scandal.  If someone is 
 doing something that they don’t want made public, he will find out. 

 
2. (informal)  to have an almost natural ability to sniff, ferret, smell, 
 root or fish out, come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 

 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  
 

to have a nose for trouble 
1. to have a special talent to look for and find out where problems are 
 She has a nose for trouble. 

 
2. (informal)  to have an almost natural ability to sniff, ferret, smell, 
 root or fish out, come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 

 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  
 

to have a political nose 
1. to be extraordinarily good, talented or gifted at politics, have a 
 special flair, genius or talent for politics 

 It's in his blood.  He has a nose for politics. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an adroitness, dexterity, deftness, aptness 
 proclivity to 
 

3. (French)  au fait 
 

4. to be good at, have a bent, turn or knack for, know the trick of the 
 trade, have a mind for 
 



 

 

5. to have a hang or mother wit for  
 

to have one's nose in a book 
1. to be reading a book 

 He has his nose in a book, again!  He is nothing but a  
 book worm. 
 

2. (informal)  to be burying oneself in or devouring a book 
 
to (always) have one's nose in a book 

to be an insatiable, unquenchable, avid, voracious, ravenous or 
unsated reader 

No wonder he's so smart; he always has his nose in a book. 
 
to have one's nose in every door 

1. to pry, inquire, interlope, intrude, be overly inquisitive or curious, 
 intermeddle 

 What a neighbor!!  He has his nose in every door waiting for the 
 latest gossip. 
 

2. to poke one’s nose where it does not belong, gossip, mind other  
 people’s business, have one’s finger in every pie, be a busy-
 body, a meddler, a snoop or a kibitzer, stick one’s nose where it 

 does not belong, be nosy or a nosy-body 
  

3. (slang)  to butt in, horn in on, kibitz, cut, muscle, worm, or edge in 
 
to have one's nose in the air 

1. to carry oneself as if one is superior or better than, be conceited, 
 snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty, vain or self-centered 
 I don't like her because she always has her nose in the air. 

 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful, lordly, 

 pompous, pretentious 
 
3. (informal)  to be swell-headed, stuck up, big-headed, smug, 

 cocky, hung up on oneself, above it all, highfalutin, hoity-toity  
 

4. (slang)  too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses, high  
 and mighty, sniffy  
 

to have one’s nose to the grindstone 
1.    to work hard, push oneself, set to work  

The only way to succeed is to have one’s nose to the grindstone 

and do what needs to be done. 
 



 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  to toil, strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor,   
 work like a Trojan, apply oneself 

 
3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  keep one’s  

 sleeves rolled up, knuckle down, burn the candle at both ends, 
 continue grinding, keep one’s nose to the grindstone,  work 
 around the clock, kill oneself, burn the midnight oil, work one’s 

 fingers to the bone, ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow, roll 
 up one's sleeves, buckle down, grind, have one’s nose to the 
 grindstone  

 
4.    (slang)  to plod, plug along, work oneself to death, slave, get off the 

 dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to business, get off one’s 
 duff, kill oneself, slave away, work twenty-four/seven 
 

5. (vulgar)  to work like a slave or a dog, kill oneself get off one’s 
 behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass in gear 

 
to hit something on the nose 
1. to get it right, correct, accurate, true or exact, be right, correct, 

 accurate, true, or exact 
 He hits  it on the nose each and every time. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be precise or unerring  
 

3. (informal)  hit it on the dot, on the spot on, on the botton or on the 
 money, hit the bull eye, be right on target, on the mark, right on 
 the nose or on the money, unfailing, to get it right   

 
4. (slang)  to get it, be right on, be a deadly shot, hit it 
 

to hold one's nose 
1. to show or display one's displeasure, aversion, disfavor,  

 distaste, disapproval, detest, despise or dislike 
 Although he was helping me, I knew that he was holding his 
 nose all the time. 

 
2. (informal)  to turn one’s nose at, shrink from, not be able to  

 stand, not be able to abide, feel repugnance, hold as disagreeable 
 or unpleasant, be turned off by, refuse to touch with a ten foot pole 
 

to keep one's nose clean 
1. to stay out of trouble, avoid scandals or problems, not do anything 
 which is illegal 

 He gave you a break by not putting you in jail.  Try to keep 
 your nose clean. 



 

 

 
2.  to walk the straight and narrow, remain out of jail, not look to  

 the left or right but only straight ahead, remain out of the hands 
 of the law 

  
to keep one's nose out of 
1. to not concern oneself with the affairs or business of others 

 Please keep your nose out of my business. 
 
2. (informal) to steer clear of, mind one's own business   

 
3.    to butt out of 

 
to keep one’s nose to the grindstone 
1.    to continue working or toiling hard, keep pushing oneself, work 

 very hard  
 It's not going to be easy but you must keep your nose to the 

 grindstone. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to continue striving, exerting oneself, endeavoring 

 or laboring, keep working like a Trojan, keep toiling 
 
3. (informal) to  continue plying the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  

 keep one’s sleeves rolled up, knuckle down, burn the candle at 
 both ends, continue grinding, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, 

 keep  working around the clock, continue killing oneself, burn the 
 midnight oil, work one’s fingers to the bone, drudge, set one’s 
 shoulder to the wheel, grub, work around the clock, plod, plug 

 along, work oneself to death, grind, kill oneself 
 
4.    (slang)  to keep plodding, plugging along, working oneself to death, 

 slaving away, work like a slave or a dog, work twenty-four/seven, 
 kill oneself 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work like a slave or a dog, kill oneself get off one’s 
 behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass in gear 

 
to lead someone by the nose 

1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 
 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he 

 leads him by the nose. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, bend to one’s will, compel,   

 overawe, disconcert, bluster, coerce, dragoon, quell 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 
 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 

 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 
 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 

 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose,use as a doormat 
 

3. (slang)  to be the one who calls the shot, hold all the cards, wear 
 the pants, rule the roost, call the plays, bully 
 

to lead someone around by the nose 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 

 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  
 around by the nose. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 

 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 
3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 

 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 
 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 

 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 

 
4. (slang)  to be the one who calls the shot, hold all the cards, wear 
 the pants, rule the roost, call the plays, bully 

 
to look down one's nose at 
1. to be conceited, snobbish, proud, self-important, haughty,  

 vain or self-centered, behave as if one were superior to others, be 
 pretentious or condescending 

 He is always looking down his nose at everyone. 
 
2. (more stylish) to be haughty, presumptuous, disdainful,  

 pontifical, lordly, pompous or pretentious 
 

3. (informal) to be with one's nose in the air, stuck up, big-headed, 
 smug, cocky, be holier-than-thou, sanctimonious, stuck-up, 
 snooty, above-it-all, high and mighty, hoity-toity, up on one’s high 

 horses, uppish, hung up on oneself, above it all, highfalutin or 
 hoity- toity, look down one’s nose at, snobby  
 

4. (slang) to be too good for the rest, cocky, on one’s high horses,  
 high and mighty, high-hat, stuffy or sniffy  



 

 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be a pompous ass 

 
to make a long nose at 

1. to show one's disgust, contempt, disregard or condescension, 
 consider beneath oneself, slight, treat with contempt 
 You can not make a long nose at him.  He is, afterall, paying 

 the bills. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to treat someone in a manner which is deigning, 

 patronizing, scornful or disparaging, deride, vilipend 
 

3. (informal)  to thumb one’s nose at, sniff at, scoff at, snub, look 
 down at, turn one’s nose up at, flout, curl one’s lip at, give a 
 cold shoulder to, look down one’s nose at 

 
4. (slang)  to have no use for, pooh-pooh, have nothing to do with  

 wipe one’s feet on 
 
to need a hard-nose  

1. to need or be in need of a person who is shrewd, tough, pitiless, 
 harsh, unfeeling,  unsympathetic, callous or unsentimental 
 We need a hard-nose on this case.  We need someone who won’t 

 let his feelings get in the way. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to need or be in need of a person who is inured, 
 imprevious, insentient or indurated 
 

3. (informal)  to need or be in need of a person who is cold, 
 hardhearted, casehardened,  inflexible, hardboiled, hardened, 
 bullet-headed, hard-bitten, matter-of-fact, marble hearted or 

 thick-skinned 
 

to nose about 
1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  
 She 's such a busybody.  She's always nosing about. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 

 meddle, intervene 
 
3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 

 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 
 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 

 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 
 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 



 

 

 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 

 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 
  
to nose around 

1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  
 You need to stop nosing around so much.  It’s very 
 unattractive. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 

 meddle, intervene 
 
3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 

 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 
 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 

 nosy or a nosy-body 
 
4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 

 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 
 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 

  
to nose into 
1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  

 Don't nose into my business. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 

 meddle, intervene 
 

3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 
 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 

 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 
 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 
 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 

 
to nose out 



 

 

1. to win against or beat out by a very narrow margin barely, hardly, 
 just or hardly just win against or beat out 

 He nosed her out of the job. 
 

2. (informal)  to edge out, beat out or defeat by a head, nose, a  hair’s 
 breath, skin of one’s teeth or a hair  
 

3. to ramsack, search out, pry, seek out, dig out, search out, dig up, 
 hunt  up, hunt out 
 He nosed out all the information that he would need. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to ferret out, scrutinize, scour, investigate, prowl 

 around, delve into, unearth, fanthom, look into  
 
5. (informal)  to look high and low, turn everything upside down, 

 snoop around, scout, hunt out, sniff out, smell out 
 

to not be able to see beyond one's own nose 
1. to be able to see only one's own immediate surrounding,  
 to see only what is in front of one, be unsympathetic or 

 unempathetic, be bias, dogmatic, parochial, provincial,  
 myopic or intolerant 
 He won't understand you. He is not able to see beyond  

 his own nose. 
 

2. (informal)  to be small, little, mean, or narrow-minded,  
 wearing blinders or blinkers, not be able to see farther 
 than the end of one's nose, be unable to see farther than the 

 end of her nose, be unable to see beyond one's own nose 
 
3. (informal)  to be unhearing, jaundice, one-sided, deaf to reason or 

 new ideas, be unable to walk in another’s shoes or moccasins, be 
 close or narrow minded  

  
to not be able to see farther than the end of one's nose 
1. to be able to see only one's own immediate surrounding,  

 to see only what is in front of one, be unsympathetic or 
 unempathetic, be bias, dogmatic, parochial, provincial,  

 myopic or intolerant 
 She can't sympathize with the victims because she 
 is not able to see farther than the end of her nose. 

 He won't understand you. He is. 
 
2. (informal)  to be small, little, mean, or narrow-minded, not be 

 able to see beyond his own nose, wearing blinders or blinkers, 
 not be able to see farther than the end of one's nose, be unable  



 

 

 to see farther than the end of her nose, be unable to see 
 beyond one's own nose 

 
3. (informal)  to be unhearing, jaundice, one-sided, deaf to reason or 

 new ideas, be unable to walk in another’s shoes or moccasins, be 
 close or narrow minded  
 

to pay through the nose 
1. to pay a excessive, extravagant, exorbitant or unconscionable 
 immoderate amount  

 The house is beautiful but the couple  
 paid through the nose to get it. 

 
2. (more stylish)  to pay an inordinate, unwarrented, preposterous or 
 disproportinate amount  

 
3. to pay arm and a leg, pay an uncalled for or criminal amount, pay 

 an amount which is beyond all bounds 
 
3. to fork, dish, lay or shell out an unholy amount of money, cough 

 or ante up beaucoup bucks 
 
to poke one's nose into someone else's business 

1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  
 Stick to your own business instead of poking your  

 nose in other people's business. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 

 meddle, intervene 
 
3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 

 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 
 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 

 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 
 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 

  
to poke one's nose where it doesn’t belong 
1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  

 She gets me so angry; she’s always poking her nose 
 where it doesn’t belong. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 

 meddle, intervene 
 

3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 
 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 
 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 

 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 
 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 

  
to powder one's nose 

(old fashion:  polite way for a woman to excuse herself to go to 
the powder room [bathroom]) 
 

to put one's nose out of joint 
1. to irritate, annoy, vex, disturb,   
 His behavior is putting my nose out of joint. 

 
2. (more stylish) to acerbate, exasperate, pique, exacerbate, chafe  

 discountenance 
 
3. (informal) to get on the nerves of, tread on someone’s toes, miff 

3. get under someone’s skin, grate on someone’s nerves, get in 
 someone’s hair 
 

4. (slang)  to tee off, make someone’s blood boil, try someone’s 
 patience, make see red, put out, drive someone nuts or crazy, 

 get someone’s goat, tick someone off 
 
5. (vulgar) to piss someone off 

 
6. to spoil, destroy, ruin someone’s plans 

 His nose is out of joint because his children all got sick today. 
 
7. (informal)  to trash, topple,  upset, upend, upset someone’s apple 

 cart, turn topsy-turvy 
 
8. (slang)  to gum up the works 

 
to put one’s nose to the grindstone 



 

 

1.    to work hard, push oneself, set to work  
The only way to succeed is to put one’s nose to the grindstone 

and do what needs to be done. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to toil, strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor,   
 work like a Trojan, apply oneself 
 

3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  keep one’s  
 sleeves rolled up, knuckle down, burn the candle at both ends, 
 continue grinding, keep one’s nose to the grindstone,  work 

 around the clock, kill oneself, burn the midnight oil, work one’s 
 fingers to the bone, ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow, roll 

 up one's sleeves, buckle down, grind  
 
4.    (slang)  to plod, plug along, work oneself to death, slave, get off the 

 dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to business, get off one’s 
 duff, kill oneself, slave away, work twenty-four/seven 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work like a slave or a dog, kill oneself get off one’s 
 behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass in gear 

  
to rub someone's nose in it 
1.  to constantly remind someone of a past mistake, force some 

 one to recall or remember something better left in the past,  
 badger, hector, taunt, pester, bait 

 Stop rubbing my nose in it!  I said that I was sorry. 
 
2. (informal)  to nag, get on someone’s back, harp at, pick on, get 

 someone’s nose out of joint, harry, pick at 
 
3. (slang)  to dog, ride, bug, harass, hound, plague, tweak  

 
to see beyond the end of one's own nose 

1. to look beyond one's own world or value system, be unbiased,  
 unprejudiced, impartial, undogmatic, unjaundiced, plastic, 
 receptive  

 The problem is that we can't see beyond the end of 
 our own nose. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be tractable, pliant, pliable, disinterested 
 

3. (informal) to be open-minded, broad-minded, open  
 
4. to be wide awake, prepared, watchful, economical, thrifty, frugal 

 Because I was able to see beyond the end of my own nose, I was 
 prepared for the economic downturn. 



 

 

 
5. to be provident, farsighted, forearmed, judicious, prudential, 

 foreseeing, discerning, precautionary or providential 
 

6. to be long sighted or at the ready 
 
to speak through the nose 

1. to lie, tell a lie, invent, fabricate 
 Don't pay attention to him.  He's always speaking 
 through the nose. 

 
2. (more stylized)to embroider, prevaricate, misrepresent, equivocate, 

 embellish, warp, color, doctor or dress up, gild  
 
3. (informal)  to give someone a bum steer, stretch, twist or mince the 

 truth, make out of whole cloth, fib, tell a white lie, draw a red 
 herring across the trail, make up 

 
4. (slang)  to lay it on thick,  thick, puff up or blow up the truth, lie 
 like a lie, lay it on, pile it on, cook up, pile it on thick  

 
to stick one's nose into 
1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  

 Stop sticking your nose into my business and mind your own. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 
 meddle, intervene 
 

3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 
 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 

 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 
 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 

 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 
  
to stick one's nose where it doesn’t belong 

1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  
 I don’t appreciate you sticking your nose where 
 it doesn’t belong. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 



 

 

 meddle, intervene 
 

3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 
 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 

 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 
 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 

 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 
 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 

 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 
  
to take a nose-dive 

1. to plunge dive, plummet downward, descend, crash dive  
 

2. (informal)  to fall or hurl oneself headlong, go into a tailspin 
 
3. to loose a competition on purpose 

 Because of the threats, the fighter took a nose dive. 
 
4. to take a sharp drop or decline (i.e. in prices), collaspe, 

 decline rapidly 
 Since the turn of the century, the price of internet stocks 

 has taken a nose-dive. 
 
5. (informal) to go to the wall, have the bottom fall out, fold up, go 

 to the rocks 
 
6. to tumble, fall over, topple over, fall, fall down, stumble, dive    

 She ran into the room and fellhead over heels. 
 

7. (more stylized)  to capsize, keel over, fall in a heap 
 
8. (informal)  to fall headlong, plummet, take a spill, go down, pitch, 

 take a nose dive, plop, plump, tip over, go topsy-turvy, fall head 
 over heels    

 
9. to faint, pass out 
 I knew that she was sick when she fell head over heels. 

 
10. (more stylized)  to fall in a faint, swoon, fall senseless 
 

 
to thumb one's nose at (someone) 



 

 

1. to show one's disgust, contempt, disregard or condescension, 
 consider beneath oneself, slight, treat with contempt 

 He's always thumbing his nose at someone. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to treat someone in a manner which is deigning, 
 patronizing, scornful or disparaging, deride, vilipend 
 

3. (informal)  to make a long nose at, sniff at, scoff at, snub, look 
 down at, turn one’s nose up at, flout, curl one’s lip at, give a 
 cold shoulder to, look down one’s nose at 

 
4. (slang)  to have no use for, pooh-pooh, have nothing to do with  

 wipe one’s feet on 
 
5. to defy or challenge,  to be fearless, unafraid, valid, daring, bold, 

 audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 
 He is always his head in thumbing his nose at anyone who 

 opposes him. 
 
to thumb one’s nose to (something) 

1. to defy or challenge,  to be fearless, unafraid, valid,  
 daring, bold, audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 
 He is always his head in thumbing his nose to danger. 

 
2. (informal)  to be Spartan or stout-hearted, play with fire, dance on 

 the razor’s edge, skate on thin ice, tempt Providence, go in harm’s 
 way, square off, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth 
 

3. (slang)  to be spunky, manly, manful, plucky, one’s own man, 
 march up to the canon’s mouth, court destruction, double-dog, 
 outface, dare, thumb one’s nose at, snap one’s fingers at 

 
to thumb one’s nose to danger 

1. to defy or challenge danger,  to be fearless, unafraid, valid,  
 daring, bold, audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 
 He is always his head in thumbing his nose to danger. 

 
2. (informal)  to be Spartan or stout-hearted, play with fire, dance on 

 the razor’s edge, skate on thin ice, tempt Providence, go in harm’s 
 way, square off, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth 
 

3. (slang)  spunky, manly, manful, plucky, one’s own man, march up 
 to the canon’s mouth, court destruction, double-dog dare, thumb 
 one’s nose at, snap one’s fingers at 

 
to turn one's nose up at  



 

 

1. to show one's disgust, contempt, disregard or condescension, 
 consider beneath oneself, slight, treat with contempt, show 

 demonstrate one's displeasure or contempt of, show one’s dislike 
 for or low opinion of, treat with contempt 

 One should not turn one's nose up at food. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to treat someone in a manner which is    

 deigning, patronizing, scornful or disparaging, deride,    
 vilipend 
 

3. (informal)  to thumb one’s nose at, sniff at, scoff at, snub, look 
 down at, make a long nose at, flout, curl one’s lip at, give a 

 cold shoulder to, look down one’s nose at, flout, look down 
 upon, turn up one's nose at 
 

4. (slang)  to have no use for, pooh-pooh, have nothing to do with  
 wipe one’s feet on 

 
 
to turn up one's nose at 

1. to show disapproval, opposition or resistance, dispute, snub, be 
 against, take exception to, shun, shrink away from  
 He set his face against what was being voted on. 

 
2. (more stylized) evade, recoil from, forbear, disdain, ostracize,

 spurn, eschew, elude, ignore, refrain from, derelish, take exception 
 to, repudiate 
 

3. (informal) to boycot,  back away from, look dimly on, frown upon, 
 not touch with a 10 feet pole, cold shoulder, take a dim view of, 
 put on one’s list, not look kindly upon, turn one’s back on, turn 

 one’s nose up at, steer clear of, shy away from, give the cold 
 shoulder to, keep out of the way of     

 
4. (slang)  to dump, blacklist, blackball, cut 
 

to tweak someone’s nose 
1. to riducule, mock, bother 

 I don’t like her at all.  She is always tweaking someone’s nose. 
 
2. (more stylized) to lampoon, bemock, satirize, deride mimic, hold up 

 to ridicule, caricature, jeer 
 
3. to roast, make fun of, make a laughing stock of, poke fun of, laugh 

 at, make game of, laugh in the face of, kid 
 



 

 

4. to razz, squib, rag, guy, make someone the butt of the joke of, 
 knock, make sport of, ride, rib 

  
to win by a nose 

1. to win or beat by a very narrow margin barely, hardly,  just or 
 hardly just win or beat, barely or only just win  
 He of the job. 

 Yes, your horses almost always win by they only win by a nose. 
 
2. (informal)  to nose out, edge out, beat out or defeat by a head, a 

 hair’s breath, skin of one’s teeth or a hair  
 

Keep your nose out of my business! 
Mind your own business! 
 

blue-nosed 
1. strait laced, stiff, formal, narrow, rigid, arbitrary 

 
2. (more stylistic)  stilted, overscrupulous, puritanical, anchoritic 
 

3. (informal) stuffy, stiff-necked, fussy, prim 
 
hard-nosed 

1. tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-hardened, 
 determined, staunch, relentless, perserving 

  
2. (more stylistic)  efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 
 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering, uncompromising 

 
3. (informal)  inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 
 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 

 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails, rugged 
4. (slang) do-or-die, hell-bent, gritty, bent on 

 
5. (vulgar)  hard-assed 
 

long-nosed  (curious 251) 
 

 
 
pug-nosed  (snub  1130) 

 
to be hard-nosed 
1. to be tough, icy, unsentimental, practical, stern, callous, case-

 hardened, determined, staunch, relentless or perserving 
 She is a very hard-nosed person. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be efficient, calculating, shrewd, unsympathetic, 

 unflagging, indurate, inured, unwavering or uncompromising 
 

3. (informal)  to be inflexible, uncompromising, unbending, hardline, 
 hardcore, hardshell, stubborn, hardboiled, two-fisted, stony, 
 thick-skinned, hard-hearted, hardboiled hard as nails, rugged 

 
4. (slang) do-or-die, hell-bent, gritty or bent on 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 

to be a brown-noser (vulgar/offensive) 
to be an apple-polisher, brownie, backslapper, flatterer, or toady 
I can't stand her; she's such a brown noser. 

 
 

nosey  
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 

 She is such a nosey person. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 

 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 
 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 

 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 
 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears  

 
5. (Yiddish) cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)   stickybeak 
 

Nosey Parker 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 

 What a Nosey Parker. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 

 business  
 

3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 
 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 

 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 
 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 

 
4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 

 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 
 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears  
 

5. (Yiddish) cochieffel 
 

6. (Australian)   stickybeak 
 
nosy  

1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 She is such a nosy person. 

 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
  
5. (Yiddish) cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)   stickybeak 
 

nosy-body 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 



 

 

 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is such a nosy body, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
  
 

Nosy Parker 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 

 What a Nosey Parker. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
 
5. (Yiddish cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)   stickybeak 
 

to be a nosey-body 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 



 

 

 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is such a nosy body, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
  
to be a Nosey Parker 

1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is such a Nosy Parker, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
  
5. (Yiddish)  to be a cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)  to be a stickybeak 
 

to be a nosy-body 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 



 

 

 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is such a nosy body, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears  
 
to be nosey 

1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 
 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is so nosey, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears  
 
5. (Yiddish)  to be a cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)  to be a stickybeak 
  

to be nosy 
1. prying, inquiring, interloping, intruding, eavesdropping, being a 



 

 

 snooper, gossip, interloper, eavesdropper, intruder or obtruder 
 What a neighbor!!  He is so nosy, waiting for the 

 latest gossip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being intrusive, query, officious or inquisitive, 
 interloping, intruding, obtruding, tending to other people’s 
 business  

 
3. (informal) poking one’s nose where it does not belong, gossiping, 
 minding other people’s business, have one’s finger in every 

 pie, busy-body, being a meddler, snoop or kibitzer, being nosy, 
 sticking one’s nose where it does not belong, having one's nose 

 in every door, putting one’s nose in every door, being 
 meddlesome, overcurious or prying 
 

4. (slang) being a big mouth, newsmonger, cat, chatterbox, tabby, 
 Paul Pry, gossipmonger, blabbermouth or buttinsky, nosey, all 

 ears, butts  in, horn in, all eyes and ears 
 
5. (Yiddish)  to be a cochieffel 

 
6. (Australian)  to be a stickybeak 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Mouth 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old and Middle English  muth,  Old Norse  munnr,  German   Mund,  
Dutch  mond,   Latin  rictus,  French  bouche, Spanish  boca 

 
 
English mouth, German  Mund, Afrikaans  mond, Danish  mund  

munding,  Dutch mond,   Flemish  mond, Frisian mûle mûn útrin, 
Icelandic munnur,  Norwegian  muun,  Swedish,  mun,  Swiss German 
Muul,  Latin os 

 
mouth 

1.  orifice, oral opening, the masticating and chewing structure, 
jawbone, jaw, mandible 

 He hit the man in the mouth. 

 
2.  (slang) kisser, yap, trap, chops, muzzle, gab, kisser, jaws, jaw 



 

 

 Shut your mouth! 
 

3.  utterance, expression, voice, vocalization 
 

4.  boasting, bragging, hot air, bombast 
 He has a big mouth. 
   

5.  imprudence, insolence, flippancy, disrespect, 
 rudeness, audacity 
 His mouth one day is going to get him in trouble. 

 
6.  (slang) freshness, cheek, back talk, sass 

 No more mouth! 
 
7.  opening, aperture, hatch 

 The mouth of the cave is very small. 
 

8.  doorway, gate, portal, entryway, passage 
 He left the boat at the mouth of the cave. 
 

9.  way out, exit, outlet, vent 
 
10.  from where flowing water is discharged 

 Do you know where the mouth of the Nile River is? 
 

11.  the opening of a hollow place or thing 
 Throw away that bottle; its mouth is chipped. 
  

12.  one who is dependent on another for substance 
 I don’t have money or time for another mouth. 
 

to mouth 
1. to silently form words with one's lips 

    The child mouthed his response. 
 
2.  to utter softly, murmur, not speak distinctly 

     Stop mouthing your words!  Say what you have to say. 
 

3.  to chew, rub, press at with the mouth or lips 
      The dog mouthed the bone. 
 

4.  to give lip service to, to speak insincerely or dishonestly 
     I don't believe him.  He only mouthed his apology. 
 

blabbermouth 
1. being a person who discloses, reveals, talks too much or divulges 



 

 

 secrets or who circulates rumors   
 Don’t tell him anything; he is a big mouth.  

 
2. (more stylistic) being untactful, unthinking, tactless, impudent, 

 uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 
3. (informal)  being a person who does not know how to keep a secret 

 or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill  the beans, letting 
 the cat out of the bag, having a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, 
 dishing the dirt,  being a windjammer, driveler, gossip, 

 rumormonger, loud mouth, windbag, magpie, blabbermouth or 
 chatterbox   

 
by word of mouth 
through oral rather than written communication, by oral, spoken or 

unwritten means   
The best recommendation for a movie comes from word of mouth 

instead of from the newspaper or television. 
 
diarrhea of the mouth  

1. talking too much, divulging, disclosing, revealing secrets or  
 circulating rumors  
 Don’t tell her anything.  She can’t control her mouth; she has 

 diarrhea of the mouth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  being untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect or indiscreet 
 

3. (informal)  gossiping, rumormongering,  having a loud mouth,  
 not knowing how to keep a secret or holding one’s tongue, 
 jawing, prattling, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, 

 having a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, 
 bending someone’s ear off 

  
4. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yakking, 
 shooting off one’s mouth, running off at the mouth, gibbering-

 jabbering, gabbing, running on at the mouth, spilling one’s guts 
 

down in the mouth  
1. depressed, downcast, dejected, discouraged, dismayed,  
 dismal, sad, unhappy,  heartsick, heartbroken, downcast,  

 out of heart, cast down 
 She’s been down in the mouth since her boyfriend left. 
 

2. (more stylized) sullen, morose, chapfallen, despondent, gloomy,
 disconsolate, doleful, inconsolable, crestfallen, disheartened, 



 

 

 begone, melancholy 
  

3. (informal) downhearted, down, glum, blue, long faced, forlorn, 
 broken-hearted, heavy-hearted, sick at heart 

 
 4. (slang) down in the dumps, down in the doldrums, bummed  
 out, in the pits, blue   

 
extra-mouth to feed  
1. being taken care of or being the responsiblity of another person, 

 being someone who is under the care or protection of another, 
 another child, a child who is seen as a burden  

 I can't stop working because since my sister has come to stay, she 
 is an extra mouth to feed. 
 

2. (negative)  being an obligation, weight around one’s neck or 
 burden  

 
3. (more stylistic/negative)  be an encumbrance, hinderance, 
 affliction or impediment of another 

 
4. (informal/negative) being a millstone around one’s neck, an  
 albatross around one’s neck, dead weight, a cross or a cross that 

 one must bear 
 

foaming at  the mouth 
1. irrational, frantic, delirious, out of control, hysterical 
 

2. (more stylistic)  incoherent, in a dither, out of one’s wits, frenzied, 
 rabid, distraughted, at one’s wits, fanatical 
 

3. (informal)  wild, unstuck, ranting, beside oneself, all worked up, in 
 a tizzy, raving, out of one’s head, off one’s head, unstrung, 

 raging, foaming at the mouth, at the end of one’s rope, stark 
 raving mad, wild eyes 
 

foot-in-mouth disease 
1. to make insensitive, inapt, inappropriate, imprudent,  

 ill judged or unsuitable statements 
 I suffer from a chronic case of foot-in-mouth disease. 
 

2. (informal)  to make statements which are out of keeping, out 
 of place, thoughtless, wrong-headed or uncalled-for 
 

in everyone’s mouth   
1. being the subject of people's conversation, the one that 



 

 

 everyone is talking about, the center of gossip or celebrated 
 After what happened, she is most definitely in everyone’s mouth. 

 
2. being acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, having one’s 

 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 
 
3. being in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, the 

 scoop, inside info or the information, being the subject of a 
 whispering campaign, in the news or on everyone’s lips   
 

4. (slang)  being on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low 
 down,  being talked of 

 
mouth-honor 
1.   insincerity, butter, artificiality, phoniness, deviousness, 

 dishonesty,  untruthfulness, flattery, falseness, lying, crookedness, 
 hypocrisy, oil 

 He is only giving mouth-honor.  You can’t believe a word that he 
 says. 
  

2.   (more stylized)  insidiousness, dissimulation, guilefulness, feigning, 
 mendacity, disingenuousness, artfulness, cunningness, duplicity, 
 falsity, prevaricating, sanctimony, self-righteousness, false piety, 

 sycophancy, lip-homage  
 

3.   (informal)  two-facedness, crossed fingers, tongue in cheek, foul 
 play, token  gesture, dirty tricks, false goodness, mouth honor, 
 underhandedness, Judas kiss, falseheartedness, lip service, 

 smooth tongue, mealy-mouthedness   
 
4.   (slang) dirty pool, toadeating, sweet talk, soft soap, put-on, goo

 eyewash, hogwash, crocodile tears, wolf in sheep’s clothing, oil
 slickness, oiliness, suaveness, smarminess, greasiness, toadyism, 

 honey 
 
5.   (vulgar)  bull shitting, ass in lion’s skin 

 
mouthpiece 

1.  negotiator, mediator, representative, spokesperson, spokesman, 
 acting head, , assumed head 
    He's the mouthpiece of the president.  I think he has the  

 power to act. 
 

2.  (negative) puppet, operative, figurehead, titularhead,  

 nominal head  
    You have no power; you are only the director's mouthpiece. 



 

 

 
3. (negative/informal)  hireling, henchman, tool, instrument, man 

 of straw, man Friday 
 

4. (negative/slang) stooge, jackal,  flunky, doormat, toady, hack, 
 lackey, yes- man, cat’s-paw, spaniel, bootlicker 
 

mouthwatering 
1. appetizing in aroma and appearance, delicious, flavorful, 
 scrumptious, tasty or good tasting 

 The Christmas meal was mouthwatering. 
 

2. (more stylized)  delectable, tempting, relishable, savory, enviable, 
 desirable, luscious, succulent, savory, palatable, or succulent   
  

3. (informal)  yummy, finger-lickin’, finger-lickin’ good, toothsome 
 

one and one's big mouth 
(said when one is angry at one's own or another's indiscretion) 
 

1. Me and my big mouth, what can I say. 
 
2. You and your big mouth, you need to watch what you say. 

 
out of the mouths of babes 

the truth is sometimes said by children 
Out of the mouths of babes comes many funny things. 
 

puckering one’s mouth  
1. protruding or thrusting one’s lips to show one’s displeasure or  
 sulleness, frowning, moping, pouting 

 Puckering your lips at me will not change my mind.  You can’t go 
 and that’s the end of the story. 

 
2. grimacing, looking sullen, cross or miffed, sulking, glowering, 
 brooding, putting on a wary or long face, being sulky or peeved 

 
3. hanging the lip, looking black, knitting the brows, looking 

 daggers, pulling on a long face, being mad, ticked off or sore 
 
 

putting one’s head in the mouth of the lion 
1. confronting boldly, opposing directly, confronting, encountering, 
 meeting courageously, challenging, standing up to, provoking, 

 daring, standing in opposition of, standing opposed to, brazening, 
 brazening out, brazening through 



 

 

 Putting one’s head in the mouth of th lion is very dangerous. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  affronting, oppugning, encountering, crossing, 
 thwarting, facing  in defiance, threatening, defying  

 
3. (informal)  not running away from, skating on thin ice, putting  
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, facing, braving, facing up to, 

 courting destruction, tempting Providence, meeting eyeball to 
 eyeball, bearding, throwing down the gauntlet, coming face to 
 face, bearding the lion in his den, twisting the lion’s tail, flying in 

 the face of, making bold, calling into question, being in one’s 
 face, meeting head on, taking up the gauntlet, throwing down the 

 glove or gage, knocking the chip off one’s shoulder, crossing the 
 line in the sand, facing down, bringing face to face 
 

4. (slang)  taking the bull by the horn, belling the cat, dancing on the 
 razor’s edge , double-daring 

 
running off at the mouth  
1. talking too much, divulging, disclosing or revealing secrets, 

 circulating rumors  
 Running off at the mouth can be very dangerous. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
3. (informal)  being a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox, being a person who does not know 

 how to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jawing, prattling, 
 gossiping, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, having 
 a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, bending 

 someone’s ear off, bandying words, rattling on, bending 
 someone’s ear 

  
4. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yak, shooting 
 off one’s mouth, running on at the mouth, gibbering-jabbering, 

 gabbing, having diarrhea of the mouth, spilling one’s guts, 
 gabbing, chattering, jabbering, prattling, running one's mouth, 

 yapping, clacking, clattering, chatting, chit-chatting, spouting, 
 chitter-chattering, shooting the bull, yapping, gushing 
 

running on at the mouth  
1. talking too much, divulging, disclosing or revealing secrets, 
 circulating rumors  

 Running on at the mouth can be very dangerous. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
3. (informal) being a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox, being a person who does not know 
 how to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jawing, prattling, 
 gossiping, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, having 

 a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, bending 
 someone’s ear off, bandying words, rattling on, bending 
 someone’s ear 

  
4. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yak, shooting 

 off one’s mouth, running on at the mouth, gibbering-jabbering, 
 gabbing, having diarrhea of the mouth, spilling one’s guts, 
 gabbing, chattering, jabbering, prattling, running one's mouth, 

 yapping, clacking, clattering, chatting, chit-chatting, spouting, 
 chitter-chattering, shooting the bull, yapping, gushing 

 
running one's mouth  
1. talking too much, divulging, disclosing or revealing secrets, 

 circulating rumors  
 Running one’s mouth at inappropriate times is not a very good 
 idea. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 
3. (informal) being a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox, being a person who does not know 
 how to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jawing, prattling, 
 gossiping, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, having 

 a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, bending 
 someone’s ear off, bandying words, rattling on, bending 

 someone’s ear 
  
4. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yak, shooting 

 off one’s mouth, running on at the mouth, gibbering-jabbering, 
 gabbing, having diarrhea of the mouth, spilling one’s guts, 

 gabbing, chattering, jabbering, prattling, running one's mouth, 
 yapping, clacking, clattering, chatting, chit-chatting, spouting, 
 chitter-chattering, shooting the bull, yapping, gushing 

 
shooting off one's mouth  
1. speaking or talking out of turn, saying or doing something that 

 embarrasses one,  making a fool out of oneself, not thinking 
 carefully about one’s actions or words, talking at an inappropriate 



 

 

 moment 
 Shooting off your mouth isn’t very healthy.  

 
2. (informal)  blundering, botching up, messing up, making a faux 

 pas, slipping up, stumbling, mangling, making a mess of, putting 
 one’s foot in one’s mouth 
 

3. (slang) screwing up, screwing up royally, pulling a boner, goof up, 
 blowing it, flubbing, lousing up, making mince meat out of 
 

4. being a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  

 Shooting off at the mouth should be avoided. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  being untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect or indiscreet 
 

6. (informal) being a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  being a person who does not know 
 how to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jawing, prattling, 

 gossiping, spilling the beans, letting the cat out of the bag, having 
 a loose mouth, blabbing, babbling, dishing the dirt, bending 
 one’s ear off, bandying words, rattling on, bending one’s ear 

  
7. (slang) yakking, rattling or rambling on, yacketying-yak, shooting 

 off one’s mouth, running on at the mouth, gibbering-jabbering, 
 gabbing, having diarrhea of the mouth, spilling one’s guts, 
 gabbing, chattering, jabbering, prattling, running one's mouth, 

 yapping, clacking, clattering, chatting, chit-chatting, spouting, 
 chitter-chattering, shooting the bull, yapping, gushing 
 

8. bragging, coloring, overstating, flaunting, stretching, adorning, 
 dressing up 

 When he’s shooting off his mouth, you can not believe a word 
 that he’s saying 
 

9. boasting, vaunting, exaggerating, singing one’s own praises, 
 trumpeting, hyperbolizing, strutting, overdrawing, embellishing 

 
10. (informal)  talking big, tooting one’s own horn, shooting off one’s 
 mouth, beating the drum, telling a fish story, crowing, blowing 

 one’s own horn, making much of, shooting off one’s face 
 
11. (slang)  blowing hard, being windy, shooting the bull, piling it 

 higher and  higher 
 



 

 

12. (vulgar) bull shitting, piling the shit up high 
 

keeping one’s mouth shut 
1. cease talking, remaining silent, keeping quiet, not speaking, 

 maintaining one’s silence 
 Keeping your mouth shut is essential. 
 

2. (informal) holding one’s tongue, shutting up, keeping one’s 
 mouth closed, leaving off, closing or sealing one’s lips, 
 buttoning one’s lips, staying one’s tongue 

 
3. (slang) playing dumb, keeping one’s trap closed, keeping one's 

 yap shut,  dummying up, making like a clam  
 

4. not divulging, revealing, or disclosing information, not 

 communicating or relating what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 He knows that keeping his mouth shut and not spill what he 
 knows to the police.  
 

5. (informal) not letting the cat out of the bag, leaking, bringing out 
 into the open, spilling the beans, bringing into the light, making 
 known, letting be known, giving away, letting slip, coming out with 

 or telling everything one knows about something 
 

6. (slang)  not squealing, ratting on, stooling, finking, blowing the 
 whistle or pulling the plug about something, muffling, muzzling, 
 stifling, hushing up, putting the kibosh on, dummying up, 

 clamming up, putting the lid on, keeping mum, keeping one’s trap 
 shut, keeping one’s yap shut about something 
 

straight from the horse’s mouth 
1. (in reference to information) direct, dependable, sure, straight, 

 reliable, firm 
 I know that it sounds incredible but my information is straight 
 from the horse’s mouth.  It is not second or third hand; it is 

 first hand. 
 

2. (more stylized) unmediated, dependable, personal,  immediate 
 
3. (informal)  not second hand, straight as an arrow, first hand, 

 one-to-one, one on one, not third hand, straight from the 
 horse’s mouth,  face-to- face  
 

4. vis-à-vis, tête-à- tête 
 



 

 

watering at the mouth 
drooling, dribbling, slobbering, dripping saliva slavering, driveling 

Watering at the mouth, the dog jumped around waiting to eat. 
 

to bad-mouth  
1. to speak or talk badly about, libel, speak ill or evil of,  
 revile, backbite, slander  

 He is always bad-mouthing his family. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to disparage, denigrate, villify, malign, berate, 

 defame, deride, asperse, impugn 
 

3. (informal)  to run down,  throw mud on, pull to pieces, do a  
 hatchet job on, give a bad name to, put down, slur, smudge,  
 drag through the mud, cut up 

 
4. (slang)  to do a number on, dump on, heap dirt on, cut up, smear 

 shred, cut to pieces 
 
to be a big mouth  

1. to speak or talk too loudly, speak at a deafening level, be 
 boisterous, noisy, brash, vociferous, loud 

She is embarrassing; she is such a big mouth. 

 
2. to boast, brag, swagger, show off, be arrogant 

Here comes John; he is such a big mouth. 
 

3.    (more stylized) to be haughty, pretentious, presumptuous, 

 fastuous, assuming, be a strutter, peacock or egotist 
 
4. (informal) to be a bluster, blowhard, windbag or bluffer, 

 big headed, swell headed or pompous, sing one’s own praises,  
 toot one’s own horn, blow one’s own trumpet 

 He is a big mouth; he can not back up his words with action. 
 
5. (slang) to be full of hot air, be a bullshooter 

 
6. (vulgar)  to be full of bull shit, a bull shitter 

 
7. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  

 Don’t tell him anything; he is a big mouth.  
 
8. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 



 

 

9. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 

 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, jaw 
 
to be a blabbermouth 

1. to be a person who discloses, reveals, talks too much or divulges 
 secrets or who circulates rumors   
 Don’t tell him anything; he is a big mouth.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, unthinking, tactless, impudent, 

 uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 
3. (informal)  to be a person who does not know how to keep a secret 

 or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill  the beans, let the 
 cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, babble, dish the dirt, 

 be a windjammer, driveler, gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, 
 windbag, magpie, blabbermouth or chatterbox   
 

 
to be a loud mouth 
1.    to be a braggart or boaster 

 He is such a loud mouth, always bragging about his 
 accomplishments. 

 
2.    (more stylized) to be a strutter, bluster, poseur, peacock, boaster or 
 swaggerer 

 
3.    (informal) to be a blowhard, windbag, peacock or bluffer, be a 
 person who  blows or toots one’s own horn, pats oneself on the 

 back or sings one’s own praises, be a swellhead 
  

4.    (slang) to be a gas bag or big mouth, be a person who lays it on 
 thick or piles it higher and deeper, be a bullshooter 
  

5.    (vulgar)  to be a bullshitter, to bullshit 
 

6. to be a gossip or a person who talks too much or who circulates 
 rumors or spread stories or gossip 
 

7. (informal)  to be a magpie, blabbermouth, rumor monger or 
 chatterbox, be chatty  
 Don’t tell him anything; he is a loud mouth. 

 
8. (slang)  to run off at the mouth, have diarrhea of the mouth, be 



 

 

 a tongue-wagger, be gossipy 
 

to be a mealy-mouth  
1. to not be direct, explicit, candid, frank or open, be vague, 

 ambigious 
 Don't be such a mealy-mouth and say what you want to say!  
 What are you scared of? 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be prevaricating, abtruse, ambigious, vague
 ambivalent, obscure, cryptic, false, calculating or mincing 

 
3. (informal)  to mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, 

 straightforward or aboveboard, be hedging, shifty, left-handed, 
 slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, hard to pin down, or cagey 
 He is such a mealy-mouth that no one is able to pin him down. 

 
4. to be queasy, overnice, overdelicate, delicate, overrefined, 

 squeamish, oversensitive or oversubtle 
 She drives me crazy; she is a mealy mouth who  
 watches every single word that she says.  

 
5. (stylized)  to be pious, prudish, priggish, prim, prim and proper, 
 sanctimonious, holier-than-thou, Miss Prim and Proper, 

 fastidious, dainty  
 

6. (informal)  to be too nice for words, uptight, goody-goody, nice-
 nelly, namby-pamby, bluenose, goody two-shoes, la-di-da or 
 simpering  

 
5. to be fawning, unassertive, tractable, deferential, compliant, 
 submissive, menial, groveling, or crawling 

 He’s not a man; he is nothing but a mealy mouth excuse 
 for a human being. 

  
6. (informal) to be slivering, scraping, bowing, grovel or bowing and 
 scraping 

  
7. (slang) to be Tomish, Uncle Tomish, bootlicking, apple-polishing, 

 kiss the hem of, or footlicking,  kowtow     
 
8. (vulgar) to be a brown-noser, brown nose, to brown nose 

 
to be a mouthpiece 
1.  to be a spokesman, spokeswoman, surrogate, spokesperson, 

 intermediator, stand-in, representative, proxy, rep 
    Although he is only a mouthpiece of the president,  



 

 

 I think that he has the power to act. 
 

2.  (negative/informal) to be an operative, instrument, puppet, rubber 
 stamp, front, tool, yes man, lackey 

    You have no power; you are a mouthpiece. 
 
3. (negative/slang)  to be a rubber-stamp, door mat, cat’s paw, apple 

 polisher, backscratcher, bootlicker or toady 
 
4. (slang/negative) to be a lawyer 

 He is a mouthpiece. What do you expect? 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a brown-noser, brown nose, to brown nose 
 
to be a smart mouth   

1. to be brash, impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, 
 uncivil, insulting, pert, fresh, disrespectful, brazen, rude, bold,  

 outspoken, stinging, rude or snarling 
 I know that intellectually that he is the best man for the job but I  
 can’t stand him.  He is such a smart mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 
 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 

 
3. (informal)  to be bold, forward, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, loud 

 mouthed, smart mouthed, have a mouth on oneself, loud 
 mouth, be mouthy, out of line, bold face, barefaced or brazen 
 face, have a smart mouth, loud mouth, big mouth, mouth off   

 
4. (slang)  to be brassy, fresh, saucy or flip, be a whippersnapper, a 
 wise guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout off, sass, shoot off, 

 go off at the mouth 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 
 (woman) 
 

to be all mouth  
1.  to be a person who does not act but only talk, be all talk 

 You can’t depend on him, he is all mouth. 
 
2.  (informal)  to be a person who only runs his or her mouth 

 
3. to be a loud, bragging, boastful or an overbearing person 
 Ignore him!  He is all mouth. 

 
to be born with a silver spoon in one's mouth 



 

 

1. to be born in a wealthy well-connected family, inherit wealth 
 This president was born with a silver spoon in his mouth.  

 
2. to start on third base, to be born on home plate, born with or  

 have a leg up, have a head start 
 
to be down in the mouth  

1. to be depressed, downcast, dejected, discouraged, dismayed,  
 dismal, sad or unhappy  
 Don't be so down in the mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be sullen, morose, chapfallen, despondent, 

 gloomy, disconsolate, doleful, inconsolable, crestfallen, 
 disheartened, begone or melancholy 
  

3. (informal) to be downhearted, down, glum, blue, long faced, 
 forlorn, broken-hearted, heavy-hearted or sick at heart 

 
4. (slang) to be down in the dumps, down in the doldrums,   
 bummed out or in the pits 

 
5. to be heartsick, heartbroken, downcast, out of heart  
 or cast down 

 The child was down in the mouth because her father had 
 to go on a business trip. 

 
6. (more stylized) to be disconsolate, inconsolable, crestfallen, 
 disheartened or begone 

 
7. (informal)  to be broken-hearted, heavy-hearted, sick at heart 
 

to be foaming at the mouth 
1. to be so angry, enraged, or infuriated that one is almost  

 out of control, be ranting, out of control or raging, be beside 
 oneself with anger 
 He had me so angry that I was foaming at the mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be wrathful, seething, ireful, wroth, rabid 

 or irate 
 
3. (informal)  to be fit to be tied, smoking, livid, mad as a hornet, 

 mad as a wet hen, red or white-hot, ranting and raving, fuming or 
 flared up, be in a state, frothing at the mouth or boiling over 
 

to be frothing at the mouth  
1. to be enraged, incensed, raging, furious, livid, or rabid, not be 



 

 

 rational or in control 
 I have never be so angry that I am frothing at the mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be wrathful, ireful, wroth, rabid or irate 

 
3. (informal)  to be hot under the collar, blue in the face, worked up, 
 foaming at the mouth, white hot, ranting and raving, fuming, 

 flared up, in a state, boiling over, worked up in a lather, carrying 
 on, smoking or be fit to be tied 
 

to be in everyone's mouth  
1. to be the subject of people's conversation, be the one that 

 everyone is talking about, be the center of gossip, be celebrated, be 
 in the public eye, have the public’s eye 
 After what happened, she is most definitely in everyone’s 

 mouth. 
 

2. to be acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, to have one’s 
 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 
 

3. to be in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, be the 
 scoop, inside info or the information, be the subject of a 
 whispering campaign, in the news, on everyone’s tongue or on 

 everyone’s lips   
 

4. (slang)  to be on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low down, 
 be talked of 
 

to be left with one’s mouth opened 
1. to be amazed, astounded, stupified, or awestruck by what one is 
 looking at or seeing 

 When he said that I won, I was left with my mouth open. 
2. (more stylistic)  to stand aghast or agog, be stunned, agog, 

 rendered speechless, disconcerted, agape, discomfited, bewildered 
 or confounded 
 

3. (informal)  to be flabbergasted, knocked over or out by, boggled, 
 thrown for a loss, thunderstruck, taken aback, floored or bowled 

 over by, rub one’s eyes, be left open-mouthed, not be able to 
 believe one’s eyes, not be able to believe one’s ear, not believe 
 one’s eyes, not believe one’s ear, thrown off guard, be hit 

 between the eyes, left breathless, set one back on one’s heels, 
 take one’s  breath away 
 

4. (slang) to blow one’s mind  
 



 

 

to be mouthwatering 
1. to appetizing in aroma and appearance, delicious, flavorful, 

 scrumptious, tasty or good tasting 
 The Christmas meal was mouthwatering. 

 
2. (more stylized) to be delectable, tempting, relishable, savory, 
 enviable, desirable, luscious, succulent, savory, palatable, or 

 succulent   
  
3. (informal) to be yummy, finger-lickin’, finger-lickin’ good or 

 toothsome 
 

to be out of one's head 
1. to be hysterical, raving, uncontrollable, out of control, beserk, 
 ranting, mad, wild  

 He was foaming at the mouth with anger. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be seething, crazed, storming, frantic, frenzied, 
 overwrought, demented, deranged, frenetic 
 

3. to be out of wits, out of one’s mind, beside oneself, wild-eyed, 
 carried away, foaming at the mouth, out of one’s head, or 
 ranting and raving       

 
to be straight from the horse's mouth 

1. to receive, get, obtain or have information or news directly from 
 the source 
 What I'm now telling you is straight from the 

 horse's mouth. 
 
2. (informal) to get the inside story, info or word from an informant 

  
3. (slang)  to get the poop, scoop, dirt, low down or dope from a 

 tipster or Deep Throat 
  
4. to receive, get, obtain or have information or news on good, 

 reliable, creditable or trustworthy authority 
 I know what I’m saying is true; you can take it to the bank. 

 It is straight from the horse’s mouth. 
 
5. (informal) to get the inside story, info or word from a source which 

 is tried and true or steadfast 
  
6. (slang)  to get the poop, scoop, dirt, low down or dope from a 

 source which is good as one’s word, honest as the day is long or 
 true blue 



 

 

straight from the horse’s mouth (incorporate ) 
3. (in reference to information) direct, dependable, sure,  straight, 

 reliable or firm 
 I know that it sounds incredible but my information is straight 

 from the horse’s mouth.  It is not second or third hand; it is 
 first hand. 
 

4. (more stylized)  unmediated, dependable, personal,  or  immediate 
 
5. (informal) to be not second hand, straight as an arrow, first hand, 

 one-to-one, one on one, not third hand, straight from the 
 horse’s mouth or face-to- face  

 
6. vis-à-vis, tête-à- tête 

 

to close one's trap  
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 

 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to close your trap shut. 
 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 
 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 

 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, button up, keep one's trap shut, dummy 
 up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the wise old owl, keep 

 one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 
 

4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Close your trap or pay the consequences. 
 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 
6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 



 

 

 
to close one's yap  

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 While he speaks, you are to close your yap shut. 
 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 

 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 
 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 

 lips 
 

3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep one's 
yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the 

 wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 
4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Close your yap or pay the consequences. 

 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 
 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 

 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, not spill one’s guts 
 

to come out of someone's mouth 
to be said, expressed, spoken, uttered or vocalized  
You would not believe what can come out of his mouth when 

he gets angry. 
 

to foam at the mouth 
1. to get angry, enraged or infuriated  
 Everytime  I remember what happen I foam at the mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to seethe, smolder, raise Cain 
 

3. (informal)  to be fit to be tied, smoking, livid, mad as a hornet,  
 mad as a wet hen or red or white-hot, rant and rave, fume or 



 

 

 flare up, be in a state, froth at the mouth, boil over, hot under 
 the collar, boil, foam at the mouth 

 
4. (slang)  to get all steamed up, blow one’s top, make a fuss, breathe 

 fire, steam, see red 
 
to froth at the mouth  

1. to get angry, enraged or infuriated  
 Everytime  I remember what happen I froth at the mouth. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to seethe, smolder, raise Cain 
 

3. (informal)  to be fit to be tied, smoking, livid, mad as a hornet,  
 mad as a wet hen or red or white-hot, rant and rave, fume or 
 flare up, be in a state, froth at the mouth, boil over, hot under 

 the collar, boil, foam at the mouth 
 

4. (slang)  to get all steamed up, blow one’s top, make a fuss, breathe 
 fire, steam, see red 
 

to get it straight from the horse's mouth 
1. to receive, get, obtain or have information or news directly from 
 the source 

 I know because I got it straight from the horse's mouth. 
 

2. (informal) to get the inside story, info or word from an informant 
  
3. (slang)  to get the poop, scoop, dirt, low down or dope from a 

 tipster or Deep Throat 
  
4. to receive, get, obtain or have information or news on good, 

 reliable, creditable or trustworthy authority 
 I got it from the horse's mouth.; therefore, I do not doubt that 

 it’s the truth. 
 
5. (informal) to get the inside story, info or word from a source which 

 is tried and true or steadfast 
  

6. (slang)  to get the poop, scoop, dirt, low down or dope from a 
 source which is good as one’s word, honest as the day is long or 
 true blue 

 
to give mouth-honor 
1.   to be insincere, artificial phony, devious, dishonest, untruthful,  

 false, lying, crooked or hypocritical, truckle up to, flatter, truckle, 
 fawn, curry favor to  



 

 

 He is only giving mouth-honor.  You can’t believe a word that he 
 says. 

  
2.   (more stylized)  be insidious, be feigning, disingenuous, artful, 

 cunning, duplicitous, false or self-righteous, prevaricate, pay false 
 piety, feign, dissimulate, pay or give lip-homage , praise, exalt, 
 praise to an excess, fawn upon, pay court to 

 
3.   (informal) to toady to, butter up, be two-faced, cross fingers, be 
 tongue in cheek, bootlick, pay mouth honor, apple-polish,  be 

 underhanded, give the Judas kiss, be falsehearted, pay or give 
 lip service, have a smooth tongue, shine up to, lick one’s feet, 

 be mealy-mouthed, be a yes man, fall all over   
 
4.   (slang) to toadeat, sweet talk, soft soap, put-on, eyewash, give a lot 

 of hogwash, be a wolf in sheep’s clothing, oil, slick, suave, 
 smarmy, greasyiness or toady, bootlick 

 honey 
 
5.   (vulgar) to brown nose, bull shit, ass in lion’s skin, kiss ass 

 
 
to give mouth to  

1. to voice, air, ventilate, communicate, say, make known, vent, 
 vocalize, express, let out, verbalize 

 He was able to give mouth to her fears and concerns.    
 
2. to put into words, come out with, put forth, bring to one’s  

 attention, give one to understand, give vent to, give voice to 
 
to have a big mouth  

1. to speak or talk too loudly, speak at a deafening level, be 
 boisterous, noisy, brash, vociferous, loud 

She is embarrassing; she has such a big mouth. 
 

2. to boast, brag, swagger, show off, be arrogant 

Here comes John; he has such a big mouth. 
 

3.    (more stylized) to be haughty, pretentious, presumptuous, 
 fastuous, assuming 
 

4. (informal) to be a bluster, blowhard, windbag or bluffer, 
 big headed, swell headed or pompous, sing one’s own praises,  
 toot one’s own horn, blow one’s own trumpet 

 He has a big mouth; he can not back up his words with action. 
 



 

 

5. (slang) to be full of hot air 
 

6. (vulgar)  to be full of bull shit, bull shitter 
 

7. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 Don’t tell him anything; he has a big mouth.  

 
8. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
9. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 
 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, jaw 
  

6. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 
 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, have diarrhea of 
 the mouth, gab, run on at the mouth, spill one’s guts 

  
to have a dirty mouth 
1. to be a person who speaks in an indecent, profane, vulgar,  

 immodest, unseemly, unbecoming, crude, boorish, coarse, 
 insensitive, sensational, inappropriate or suggestive manner 

 You have a very dirty mouth.  You need to clean up your 
 language or you’re going to have to get another job.      
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a person who is lewd, indecorous, churlish,
 untoward, ribald, indelicate, prurient, inapt or risqué manner 
 

3. (informal) to speak in a manner which is off-color, vile, out of 
 keeping, bawdy, raunchy, off-key, dirty, out of bounds, low or 

 out of keeping, place or line, have a foul mouth   
 
4. (slang) to be a person who is raunchy, blue, gross, smutty, nasty, 

 filthy, trashy, raunchy  
  

to have a foul mouth 
1. to be a person who uses obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting  
 I don't like to go out with him; he has such a foul mouth, 
 especially when it comes to women.  Disgusting! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a person who is salacious, indelicate, gauch, 



 

 

 ill-mannered, injudicious 
 

 (informal) to use language which is loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, 
 gross, earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not 

 fit for delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile or tacky, have a 
 dirty  mouth 
 

3. (slang) to use language which is gutter, base, trashy, raunchy, 
 smutty, scruffy, nasty, low-down, mean, foul, sleazy, grungy  
 

to have a loose mouth  
1. to talk too much, be indiscreet, to have the tendency to gossip, 

 reveal secrets, divulge confidences, circulate rumors, spread 
 stories 
 Having a loose mouth is dangerous. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 
3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox, be a person who does not know how 
 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a big or loud mouth 

 Don’t tell him anything; he has a very loose mouth. 
 

4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 
 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, have diarrhea of 
 the mouth, gab, run on at the mouth, spill one’s guts, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, jaw 
 
to have a mouth to feed   

1. to take care of or be responsible for another person (normally 
 a child), care for or be the caretaker of another 

 I can't stop working because I have three mouths to feeds. 
 
2. (negative) to have the obligation, hardship, worry, trouble, weight 

 or burden of another 
 

3. (more stylistic/negative) to have the encumbrance, hinderance, 
 affliction or impediment another 
 

4. (informal/negative) to have a millstone around one’s neck, to 
 have an albatross around one’s neck, be a dead weight, cross, 
 cross that one must bear 

 
to have a smart mouth   



 

 

1. to be impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, insulting, 
 stinging,  rude or snarling 

 I know that intellectually that he is the best man for the job but I  
 can’t stand him.  He has such a smart mouth. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 
 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 

 
3. (informal)  to be bold, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, have a mouth on 
 oneself, loud mouth, mouthy, out of line, bold face, brazen face, 

 be a smart mouth, mouth off or barefaced 
 

4. (slang)  to be brassy, pert, fresh, saucy, flip, or brazen, be a 
 whippersnapper, a wise guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout 
 off, sass, shoot off, go off at the mouth 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 

 (woman) 
 
to have an extra-mouth to feed  

1. to take care of or be responsible for another person (normally 
 a child), care for or be a caretake of another 
 I can't stop working because since my sister has come to stay, I 

 have an extra mouth to feed. 
 

2. (negative) to have the obligation, hardship, worry, trouble, weight 
 or burden of another 
 

3. (more stylistic/negative) to have the encumbrance, hinderance, 
 affliction or impediment of another 
 

4. (informal/negative) to have a millstone around one’s neck, to 
 have an albatross around one’s neck, be a dead weight, cross, 

 cross that one must bear 
 
to have diarrhea of the mouth  

1. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  

 Don’t tell her anything.  She can’t control her mouth; she has 
 diarrhea of the mouth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 

3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 



 

 

 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw 
  

4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 
 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, run on at the 
 mouth, spill one’s guts 

  
to have mouth on oneself 
1. to be impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, insulting, 

 stinging,  rude or snarling 
 Intellectually he is the best man for the job but I can’t stand him.  

 He has more mouth on him than I am able to take.  
 
2. (more stylized)  to be presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 

 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 
 

3. (informal)  to be bold, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, have a smart 
 mouth, loud mouth, mouthy, out of line, bold face, brazen face, 
 be a smart mouth, mouth off or barefaced 

 
4. (slang)  to be brassy, pert, fresh, saucy, flip, whippersnapper, wise 
 guy, smart aleck, smarty pants or brazen 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 

 (woman) 
 
to have one's heart in one's mouth 

1. to be afraid, startled, frightened, terrified or scared  
 With the way he drives, during the entire trip I  
 had my heart in my mouth. 

 
2. to send chills down one’s spine, make one’s blood run cold, 

 make one’s skin or flesh crawl, send shivers down one’s spine, 
 fill with terror, put the fear of God into, put one’s heart in one’s 
 mouth, curdle one’s blood  

 
3. to make someone break out in cold sweat, scare the bejesus out of, 

 scare someone stiff, scare the hell out of, scare the living daylight 
 out of, make one’s hair stand on end, scare to death, frighten out 
 of one’s wits  

 
4. to be  worried, distressed, apprehensive, alarmed, uneasy, anxious, 
 disturbed or nervous about 

 Everytime that I am with him, I always have my heart in my 
 mouth.  He makes me so nervous. 



 

 

 
5. (informal)  to be on pins and needle, upset, on edge, jittery, ruffled, 

 edgy, keyed up or on tenterhooks about, be waiting for the other 
 shoe to fall or for the bomb to explode    

 
6. (slang)  to be antsy, uptight, jumpy or in a tizzy about, have the 
 willies, the creeps, the heebie-jeebies or the jitters about 

 
to have one's mouth shut  
1. to have someone killed or murdered 

 I promise you that he won't talk. I had his mouth shut. 
 

2. (informal)  to have someone liquidated, put out of the way, 
 silenced, carried off, dispatched, finished off 
 

3. (slang) to have someone erased, blotted out, gotten rid of, nipped 
 in the bud, hit, zapped, eighty-sixed, wiped out, rubbed out, 

 wasted, polished off, muzzled, put the kibosh on or shushed   
 
to keep one's mouth closed  

1. to not talk, to maintain one's silence 
 You talk entirely too much; you must learn how to keep your 
 mouth closed. 

 
2. (informal)  to keep quiet, not make noise, not make any noise 

 
3. (slang)  keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut 
 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 
 You better not say anything and keep your mouth closed. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 

 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  
6. (informal) to seal one’s lips,  not let the cat out of the bag, leak, 

 bring out into the  open, spill the beans, into the light, make 
 known, let be known, give away, let slip or come out with or tell 

 everything, hold one’s tongue 
 
7. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 

 plug, muffle, muzzle, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy 
 up, clam up, put the lid  on 
 

to keep one's mouth closed about  
1. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 



 

 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You need to keep your mouth closed about what happened 

 last night or you’re going to have problems. 
 

2. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something 
 
3. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 

 plug about something, muffle, muzzle, stifle, hush up, put the 
 kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, keep mum, keep 

 one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut about something 
 
to keep one's mouth shut  

1. to not talk, to maintain one's silence 
 You talk entirely too much; you must learn how to keep your 

 mouth shut. 
 
2. (informal)  to keep quiet, not make noise, not make any noise 

 
3. (slang)  keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut 
 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 

 If the police ask you anything, don’t say anything.  Keep your 
 mouth shut. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 
 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  

6. (informal) to seal one’s lips,  not let the cat out of the bag, leak, 
 bring out into the  open, spill the beans, into the light, make 

 known, let be known, give away, let slip or come out with or tell 
 everything, hold one’s tongue 
 

7. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 
 plug, muffle, muzzle, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy 

 up, clam up, put the lid  on 
 
to keep one's mouth shut about   

1. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 
 You need to keep your mouth shut about what happened last 

 night or you’re going to  have problems. 
 



 

 

2. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something 

 
3. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 
 plug about something, muffle, muzzle, stifle, hush up, put the 

 kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, keep mum, keep 
 one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut about something 
 

to keep one's trap closed 
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 

 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to keep your trap closed. 
 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, button up, keep one's yap shut, dummy 
 up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the wise old owl, keep 

 one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 
 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Keep your trap closed or pay the consequences. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 

 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  

6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 

7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 

 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle,
 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 

 
to keep one's yap closed 



 

 

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 While he speaks, you are to keep your yap close. 
 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 
 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 

 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 
 

3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep one's 
yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the 

 wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 
 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 

 communicate or relate what one knows 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Keep your yap closed or pay the consequences. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 

 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  
6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 
7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle,

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 

 
to keep one's trap shut 
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 

 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to keep your trap shut. 

 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, button up, keep one's trap closed, dummy 



 

 

 up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the wise old owl, keep 
 one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it, keep one's yap closed 

 
4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 

 communicate or relate what one knows 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Keep your trap shut or pay the consequences. 

 
5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 
 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 

  
6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle,

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 
 

to keep one's yap shut 
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 

 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to keep your yap shut. 
 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 
 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 

 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep one's 

yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the 

 wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 
 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Keep your yap shut or pay the consequences. 
 
5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 

 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  



 

 

6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle,
 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 

 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 
 

to laugh on of the other side of one's mouth 
1. to be be dishonored, humiliated, discredited, belittled or disgraced  
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be humbled, meekened, rebuked, made to be 
 contrite, shamed,  demeaned, disparaged or chastened 

 Now that all the numbers are in, he's laughing on the other side 
 of his mouth. 
 

2. (informal)  to be slapped in the face, brought down a peg or two, 
 made to eat humble pie, have one’s ears pinned back, get what 
 one has been asking for, be put in one’s place, squelched, brought 

 to one’s knees  
 

3. to be dismayed, discouraged, dejected or disheartened 
 
4. (informal) to be in the doldrums, take the heart out of,  take 

 the starch out of, damper one’s spirit  
 
5. (slang)  to be down in the dumps, be bummed out 

 
to leave a bad taste in one's mouth 

1. to leave, leave or remain behind or have remaining behind an 
 offensive, bad, objectionable or unpleasant impression once one 
 has departed or left 

 What he said left a bad taste in my mouth. 
 

2. (informal) leave a nasty taste in one's mouth 
 
to leave a nasty taste in one's mouth 

1. to leave, leave or remain behind or have remaining behind an 
 offensive, bad, objectionable or unpleasant impression once one 
 has departed or left 

 What he said left a bad taste in my mouth. 
 



 

 

2. (informal) leave a bad taste in one's mouth 
 

to live from hand to mouth 
1. to barely survive economically, to have no economic reserves, be 

 economically shaky, fickle, irregular, unsteady, undependable or 
 vulnerable 
 While in university, many students live from hand to mouth. 

 
2. to have an economic situation which is precarious, capricious,  
 unpredicatable, volatile or erratic  

 
3. to live a life which is economically in doubt, hairy, not to be 

 depended on, touch-and-go, stop-and-go, in the balance, flighty, 
 hanging by  the thread, come-and-go, here today gone tomorrow, 
 ticklish, chancy 

 
to look a gift horse in the mouth 

1. to be very critical, overly critical, not be grateful or thankful for, 
 not trust, be distrustful of, or look at with suspicion or skepticism 
 on one’s good fortune, pessimistic, critical and questioning or

 unbelieving of what one is being given or receiving  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be incredulous, dubious, mistrustful, 

 apprehensive, leery, cautious  
 

3. (informal)  to have a jaundiced eye, doubting Thomas, pick holes 
 in, hard or difficult to please, be from Missouri, be wary, mindful 
 or on  one’s  guard  

 
to look like butter wouldn't melt in one's mouth 
1. to appear innocent and sweet but to be in reality cold, 

 tough, and hard, outward appearance can never be used as an  
 indication of true character 

 She only looks like butter wouldn't melt in her mouth.  She is a 
 very tough cookie. 
 

2. to be a wolf in sheep clothing, appearances can be deceiving, can 
 not judge a book by its cover 

 
to mouth off 
1. to express oneself in a disrespectful manner , be impudent, 

 impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, insulting, stinging, 
 rude or snarling 

He is always mouthing off.  He needs to think before speaking. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 



 

 

 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 
 

3. (informal)  to be bold, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, have a mouth on 
 oneself, loud mouth, mouthy, out of line, bold face, brazen face, 

 have a smart mouth, be a smart mouth or barefaced 
 
4. (slang)  to be brassy, pert, fresh, saucy, flip, or brazen, be a 

 whippersnapper, a wise guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout 
 off, sass, shoot off, go off at the mouth 
  

5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 
 (woman) 

 
to never open one's mouth 
1. to never speak or utter a word because one is shy or afraid 

 He never opens his mouth at these kinds of events.  He doesn’t  
 like to draw attention to himself. 

 
2. (informal)  to never breathe or whisper a word, keep one’s lips 
 sealed or closed, keep one’s mouth shut, to keep quiet, not make 

 noise, not make any noise 
 
3. (slang)  keep mum or mute, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap 

 shut 
 

to not dare open one's mouth 
1. to not be bold, daring, confident, nor self-assured, be shrinking, 
 afraid, fearful, apprehensive, weak or distrustful  

He did not dare open his mouth when he was confronted 
by the police.  He was too scared. 

 

2. (informal) to be afraid of one’s own shadow, not have the heart, 
 be cowardly, faint-hearted, weak-kneed or cowed, be a scaredy or 

 fraidy cat, milksop, Milquetoast or jellyfish, not open one's mouth 
 
3. (slang)  to be lily-livered, white-livered, yellow-bellied, mousy, 

 chicken-livered, milk-livered, milksoppy 
   

4. (vulgar)  to be a pansy, pantywaist, candy-assed, sissy-assed 
 
5. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brothing talking to the police. He  
 won’t dare open his mouth and spill what he knows to the police.  

 
6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 



 

 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something 
 

7. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 
 plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the 
 kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, keep mum, keep 

 one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut about something 
 
to not open one's mouth 

1. to not be bold, daring, confident, nor self-assured, be shrinking, 
 afraid, fearful, apprehensive, weak or distrustful  

 At the party she was so shy that she did not open her mouth.  
 She was a wallflower. 
 

2. (informal) to be afraid of one’s own shadow, not have the heart, 
 be cowardly, faint-hearted, weak-kneed or cowed, be a scaredy or 

 fraidy cat, milksop, Milquetoast or jellyfish, not open one's mouth 
 
3. (slang)  to be lily-livered, white-livered, yellow-bellied, mousy, 

 chicken-livered, milk-livered, milksoppy 
   
4. (vulgar)  to be a pansy, pantywaist, candy-assed, sissy-assed 

 
5. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police. He  
 won’t dare open his mouth and spill what he knows to the police.  

 
6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something 

 
7. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 
 plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the 

 kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, keep mum, keep 
 one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut about something 

 
to open one’s mouth 
1. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 

 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 He is always opening his mouth at inappropriate times. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 
 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 

 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 
 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words 
  

4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 
 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 
 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle 

 
to open one's mouth too wide (vulgar) 

to ask for too much money, to have one's hand out 
 
to give mouth-honor 

1.   to be insincere, artificial phony, devious, dishonest, untruthful,  
 false, lying, crooked or hypocritical, truckle up to, flatter, truckle, 

 fawn, curry favor to  
 He is only payng mouth-honor.  You can’t believe a word that he 
 says. 

  
2.   (more stylized)  be insidious, be feigning, disingenuous, artful, 
 cunning, duplicitous, false or self-righteous, prevaricate, pay false 

 piety, feign, dissimulate, pay or give lip-homage , praise, exalt, 
 praise to an excess, fawn upon, pay court to 

 
3.   (informal) to toady to, butter up, be two-faced, cross fingers, be 
 tongue in cheek, bootlick, pay mouth honor, apple-polish,  be 

 underhanded, give the Judas kiss, be falsehearted, pay or give 
 lip service, have a smooth tongue, shine up to, lick one’s feet, 
 be mealy-mouthed, be a yes man, fall all over   

 
4.   (slang) to toadeat, sweet talk, soft soap, put-on, eyewash, give a lot 

 of hogwash, be a wolf in sheep’s clothing, oil, slick, suave, 
 smarmy, greasyiness or toady, bootlick, honey 
 

5.   (vulgar) to suck up to, brown nose, bull shit, ass in lion’s skin, 
 kiss ass 

 
 
to poor-mouth  

1. to defame, belittle, smear, smirch, besmirch, slur, mar or smudge 
 Her revenge on me was to poor-mouth me to all  our friends. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to denigrate, impugn, taint, malign, misrepresent,  
 traduce, impute, vilify, cast aspersions on, calumniate, sully, 



 

 

 defile or libel 
 

3. to dump on, talk down, talk badly about fling dirt on, throw dirt 
 on, drag through the mud, drag through the mire, give a bad 

 name, heap dirt on, engage in personalities, run down 
 
4. (slang) to badmouth, dump on, do a hatchet job on, wipe the floor 

 with, shred, backbite 
 
to pucker one’s mouth  

1. to protrude or thrust one’s lips to show one’s displeasure or  
 sulleness, frown, mope, pout 

 Don’t pucker your lips to me.  You can’t go and that’s the end of 
 the story. 
 

2. to  grimace, look sullen, cross or miffed, sulk, glower, brood, put 
 on a wary or long face, be sulky or peeved 

 
3. to hang the lip, look black, knit the brows, look daggers, pull on a 
 long face, be mad, ticked off or sore 

 
to put one's foot in one's mouth 
1. to speak out of turn, say or do  something that embarrasses one, 

 make a fool out of oneself, not think carefully about one’s actions 
 or words 

 You must stop putting your foot in your mouth. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to err, be amiss, mistaken in error or erroneous 

 
 
3. (informal)  to blunder, botch up, mess up, make a faux pas, slip  

 up, stumble, mangle, make a mess of, shoot off one’s mouth, 
 stick one’s foot in one’s mouth 

 
4. (slang) to screw up, screw up royally, pull a boner, goof up, blow 
 it, flub, louse up, make mince meat out of, boo-boo, goof 

 
4. (vulgar)  to fuck up, to fuck up royally, bitch 

 
to put one's head in the lion's mouth 
1. to defy or challenge danger, be fearless, unafraid, brave,  

 unshrinking, unblinking, bold or daring 
 To prove that he wasn’t scared, he put his head in 
 the lion 's mouth. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be audacious, venturesome, valiant,  



 

 

 valorous, dauntless, intrepid, undauntled, Spartan, 
 unblenching 

 
3. (informal)  Spartan, stout-hearted, play with fire, dance on the  

 razor’s edge, skate on thin ice, tempt Providence, go in harm’s 
 way, square off, be gutsy, nervy or red-blood  
 

4. (slang)  spunky, manly, manful, plucky, one’s own man, march up 
 to the canon’s mouth, thumb one’s nose to danger, court 
 destruction, beard the lion, double-dog dare, thumb one’s nose 

 at, snap one’s fingers at 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be ballsy, have balls 
 
to put one's money where one's mouth is 

to talk less and act more, prove the truth of one's sincerity by action 
You said that you support his candidacy; therefore, put your money 

where your mouth is. 
 
to put words into someone's mouth 

to falsely, wrongly or incorrectly accuse someone of saying something 
I did not say that.  Please do not put words into my mouth. 
     

to run off at the mouth  
1. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 

 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 You better stop running off at the mouth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 

3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 

 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 
 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words, 

 rattle on, bend someone’s ear 
  

4. (slang) to blab, yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off 
 one’s mouth, run on at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have 
 diarrhea of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, 

 prattle, run one's mouth , yap, clack, clatter, chat, chit-chat, 
 spout, chitter-chatter, bull, chin, shoot the bull, yap, yak, gush 
 

to run on at the mouth  
1. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 



 

 

 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 You need to stop running on at the mouth so much. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 

 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 
 
3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 
 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words, 
 rattle on, bend someone’s ear 

  
4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 
 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 

 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle, run 
 one's mouth , yap, clack, clatter  

 
to run one's mouth  
1. to talk too much, divulge, disclose or reveal secrets, circulate 

 rumors  
 He is always running his mouth at inappropriate times. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
3. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 
 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 

 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 
 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words 

  
4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 

 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 
 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle 
 

to shoot off one's mouth  
1. to speak or talkout of turn, say or do  something that embarrasses 

 one,  make a fool out of oneself, not think carefully about one’s 
 actions or words, talk at an inappropriate moment 
 Stop shooting off your mouth.  You need to think before opening 

 your mouth. 
 
2. (informal)  to blunder, botch up, mess up, make a faux pas, slip 

 up, stumble, mangle, make a mess of, put one’s foot in one’s 
 mouth 



 

 

 
3. (slang) to screw up, screw up royally, pull a boner, goof up, blow it,  

 flub, louse up, make mince meat out of 
 

4. to be a person who talks too much, who divulges, discloses or 
 reveals secrets or who circulates rumors  
 You better stop running off at the mouth. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet 

 
6. (informal)  to be a gossip, rumormonger, loud mouth, magpie, 

 blabbermouth or chatterbox,  be a person who does not know how 
 to keep a secret or hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill 
 the beans, let the cat out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, 

 babble, dish the dirt, to bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words, 
 rattle on, bend someone’s ear 

  
7. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, run off at the 
 mouth, run on at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 

 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle, run 
 one's mouth , yap, clack, clatter, chat, chit-chat, chitter-chatter,   
 to bull, chin, shoot the bull, yap, yak 

 
8. to brag, color, overstate, flaunt, stretch, adorn, dress up 

 When he’s shooting off his mouth, you can not believe a word 
 that he’s saying 
 

9. to boast, vaunt, exaggerate, sing one’s own praises, trumpet, 
 hyperbolize, strut, overdraw, embellish 
 

10. (informal)  to talk big, toot one’s own horn, shoot off one’s mouth, 
 beat the drum, tell a fish story, crow, shoot off one’s face, blow 

 one’s own horn, make much of, shoot off one’s face 
 
11. (slang)  to blow hard, be windy, shoot the bull, pile it higher and 

 higher 
 

12. (vulgar)  to bull shit, pile the shit up high 
 
to shut one's mouth 

1. to stop, quit, cease talking, remain silent, keep quiet, not speak 
 Sometimes, I don't know how to shut my mouth. 
 

2. (informal)  to hold one’s tongue, shut up, keep one’s mouth, 
 leave off, close or seal one’s lips, botton one’s lips, stay one’s 



 

 

 tongue 
 

3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, keep one's yap shut, 
 dummy up, make like a clam  

 
4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 He knows how to shut his mouth and not spill what he knows  
 to the police.  

 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something 

 
6. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle or pull the 

 plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the 
 kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, keep mum, keep 
 one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut about something 

 
to shut one's trap  
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 

 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to close your trap shut. 

 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, button up, keep one's trap shut, dummy 

 up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the wise old owl, keep 
 one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 

4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Shut your trap or pay the consequences. 
 

5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 



 

 

6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 
 

to shut one's yap  
1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 While he speaks, you are to shut your yap shut. 
 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 
 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 

 tongue between one’s teeth, keep one's lips sealed, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 
 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 

 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 
 

4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Shut your yap or pay the consequences. 
 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, not spill one’s guts 

 
to shut someone's mouth 
1. to assure that someone does not divulge, reveal, or disclose 

 information, not communicate or relate what one knows about 
 something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 My threats shut his mouth.  He won’t be revealing any 
 information to anyone. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to assure that someone does not let the cat out of the 

 bag, leak, bring out into the open, spill the beans, into the light, 
 make  known, let be known, give away, let slip, come out with or 

 tell everything one knows about something 
 
3. (slang)  to assure that someone does not squeal, rat, stool, fink, 

 blow the whistle or pull the plug about something, to muffle, 
 muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, 
 put the lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap 

 shut about something 
 

4. to kill or murder someone 
 He won't be talking to the police again.  I have shut his mouth, 
 permanently. 

 
5. (slang)  to bump off, blow the brains out of, pump full of lead 

 hammer, put out of the way, bump off, snuff out, knock off, 
 send west, take for a ride, put out of one’s misery 
 

to shut someone's trap 
1. to assure that someone does not divulge, reveal, or disclose 
 information, not communicate or relate what one knows about 

 something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 My threats shut his trap.  He won’t be revealing any information 
 to anyone. 
 

2. (informal) to assure that someone does not let the cat out of the 
 bag, leak, bring out into the open, spill the beans, into the light, 
 make  known, let be known, give away, let slip, come out with or 

 tell everything one knows about something, shut someone’s 
 mouth 

 
3. (slang)  to assure that someone does not squeal, rat, stool, fink, 
 blow the whistle or pull the plug about something, to muffle, 

 muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, 
 put the lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap 

 shut about something 
 
4. to kill or murder someone 

 He won't be talking to the police again.  I have to shut his trap, 
 permanently. 
 

5. (slang)  to bump off, blow the brains out of, pump full of lead 
 hammer, put out of the way, bump off, snuff out, knock off, 



 

 

 send west, take for a ride, put out of one’s misery 
 

to shut someone's yap 
1. to assure that someone does not divulge, reveal, or disclose 

 information, not communicate or relate what one knows about 
 something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 My threats shut his yap.  He won’t be revealing any  information 
 to anyone. 
 

2. (informal) to assure that someone does not let the cat out of the 
 bag, leak, bring out into the open, spill the beans, into the light, 

 make  known, let be known, give away, let slip, come out with or 
 tell everything one knows about something 
 

3. (slang)  to assure that someone does not squeal, rat, stool, fink, 
 blow the whistle or pull the plug about something, to muffle, 

 muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, 
 put the lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap 
 shut about something 

 
4. to kill or murder someone 
 He won't be talking to the police again.  I have to shut his yap, 

 permanently. 
 

5. (slang)  to bump off, blow the brains out of, pump full of lead 
 hammer, put out of the way, bump off, snuff out, knock off, 
 send west, take for a ride, put out of one’s misery 

 
to stand convicted out of one's own mouth 
to have one's own words used against one 

He stood convicted out of his own mouth.  He's has no one to 
blame but himself. 

 
to stick one's foot in one's mouth 
1. to speak out of turn, say or do  something that embarrasses one, 

 make a fool out of oneself, not think carefully about one’s actions 
 or words 

 You must stop sticking your foot in your mouth. 
 
2. (informal)  to blunder, botch up, mess up, make a faux pas, slip 

 up, stumble, mangle, make a mess of, shoot off one’s mouth, 
 put one's foot in one's mouth  
 

3. (slang) to screw up, screw up royally, pull a boner, goof up, blow it,  
 flub, louse up, make mince meat out of 



 

 

 
4. (vulgar)  to fuck up, to fuck up royally, bitch 

 
to stick out one’s mouth  

1. to protrude or thrust one’s lips to show one’s displeasure or  
 sulleness, frown, mope, pout 
 Don’t stick out your mouth to me.  You can’t go and that’s the 

 end of the story. 
 
2. to  grimace, look sullen, cross or miffed, sulk, glower, brood, put 

 on a wary or long face, be sulky or peeved 
 

3. to hang the lip, look black, knit the brows, look daggers, pull on a 
 long face, be mad, ticked off or sore 
 

 
to stop someone's mouth 

1. to prevent or stop someone from continuing to talk 
 The minute that he starts getting sarcastic, you must stop his 
 mouth as quickly as possible. 

 
2. to assure that someone does not divulge, reveal, or disclose 
 information, not communicate or relate what one knows  

 about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 My threats will stop his mouth.  He won’t be revealing any 
 information to anyone. 
 

3. (informal) to assure that someone does not let the cat out of the 
 bag, leak, bring out into the open, spill the beans, into the light, 
 make  known, let be known, give away, let slip, come out with or 

 tell everything one knows about something 
 

4. (slang)  to assure that someone does not squeal, rat, stool, fink, 
 blow the whistle or pull the plug about something, to muffle, 
 muzzel, stifle, hush up, put the kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, 

 put the lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap 
 shut about something 

 
5. to kill or murder someone 
 He won't be talking to the police again.  I have 

 stopped his mouth, permanently. 
 
6. (slang)  to bump off, blow the brains out of, pump full of lead 

 hammer, put out of the way, bump off, snuff out, knock off, 
 send west, take for a ride, put out of one’s misery 



 

 

 
to take the words out of someone's mouth 

to say what someone else was about to say 
You took the words right out of my mouth. 

 
to talk out of both sides of one's mouth 
1. to lie, dodge, talk or speak untruthfully or in a contradictory 

 manner, to  be deceitful, insincere, false, untrustworthy or 
 hypocritical, deceive, hedge 
 She's always talking out of both sides of her mouth. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to qualify, vacillate,be Machiavellian, Janus-faced 

 or disingenuous, tergiversate, palter, hold with the hare but run 
 with the hounds, equivocate, compromise, prevaricate 
 

3. (informal) to quibble, be someone who would stab one in the 
 back, be double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-dealing, 

 a snake in the grass, beat around the bush, two faced or false-
 hearted, straddle, double-talk, fudge 
 

4. (slang)  to fudge, shilly-shally, waffle 
 
to watch one's mouth 

1. to choose one's words very carefully, be vigilant, hesitant, or  
 apprehensive about what one says, be on constant guard to not 

 speak out of turn 
 When I'm with my mother, I must watch my mouth. 
 

2. to not put one’s foot in one’s mouth, not stick one’s foot in 
 one’s mouth, not run off at the mouth, not run on at the 
 mouth, not have diarrhea of the mouth 

 
to water at the mouth 

to drool, dribble, slobber, drip saliva, slaver, drivel 
The dog was jumping  around and watering at the mouth. 

 

Butter wouldn't melt in someone's mouth 
1. to be cold, heartless, ice cold, hardened 

 She is so cruel that even butter wouldn't melt  
 in her mouth. 
 

2. (informal) to be cold-blooded, cold-hearted, hard-hearted, stony, 
 unruffled, thick skinned 
 

Don't look a gift horse in the mouth 
to not be very critical, overly critical, suspicious or skeptical of one’s  



 

 

good fortune, be grateful or thankful for what is receiving  
 

Hush your mouth! (slang/Southern) 
Shut up, Keep quiet, Stop talking 

Hush your mouth or pay the consequences. 
 
My heart is in my mouth. 

I am very touched.  I am, at this moment, very emotional. 
 
Watch your mouth! 

Be very careful of what you say! 
 

foul-mouthed 
obscene, profane, insulting, vulgar, lewd 
It's not good to be foul-mouthed. 

 
loud mouthed 

 
smart mouthed   
1. brash, impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, 

 uncivil, insulting, pert, fresh, disrespectful, brazen, rude, bold,  
 outspoken, stinging, rude, snarling 
 I know that intellectually that he is the best man for the job but I  

 can’t stand him.  He is loud mouthed and brazen. 
 

2. (more stylized)  presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 
 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 
 

3. (informal) bold, forward, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, loud 
 mouthed, smart mouthed, have a mouth on oneself, loud 
 mouth, be mouthy, out of line, bold face, barefaced or brazen 

 face, have a smart mouth, loud mouth, big mouth, mouth off   
 

4. (slang)  brassy, fresh, saucy or flip, be a whippersnapper, a wise 
 guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout off, sass, shoot off, 
 go off at the mouth 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 

 (woman) 
 
smart mouthed   

1. brash, impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, 
 uncivil, insulting, pert, fresh, disrespectful, brazen, rude, bold,  
 outspoken, stinging, rude, snarling 

 I know that intellectually that he is the best man for the job but I  
 can’t stand him.  He is smart mouthed and brazen. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 

 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 
 

3. (informal) bold, forward, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, loud 
 mouthed, smart mouthed, have a mouth on oneself, loud 
 mouth, be mouthy, out of line, bold face, barefaced or brazen 

 face, have a smart mouth, loud mouth, big mouth, mouth off   
 
4. (slang)  brassy, fresh, saucy or flip, be a whippersnapper, a wise 

 guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout off, sass, shoot off, 
 go off at the mouth 

 
5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 
 (woman) 

 
to be closed-mouthed  

1. to be quiet, tight lipped, taciturn, reserved, mute, 
 uncommunicative  
 He is so closed-lipped that I’ve never seen him smile. 

  
2. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, be secretive   
 He's not going to say a thing.  He is tight-lipped. 

 
3. (informal) to not spill the beans, not let the cat out of the bag, 

 not say a word, not let leaked, not blow the whistle  
 
4. (slang) to not sing, not squeal, not weasel, not leak, not blow the 

 lid on, not name names,  not let slip 
 
to be foul-mouthed 

1. to be a person who uses obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting  
 I don't like to go out with him; he is foul mouthed, especially 
 when it comes to women.  Disgusting! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a person who is salacious, indelicate, gauch, 

 ribald, ill-mannered, injudicious, profane or scurrilous 
 
 (informal) to use language which is loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, 

 gross, earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not 
 fit for delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile or tacky, have a 
 dirty  mouth 

 
3. (slang) to use language which is gutter, base, trashy, raunchy, 



 

 

 smutty, scruffy, nasty, low-down, mean, foul, sleazy, grungy  
 

to be hard mouthed 
1. to be ornery, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible, unyielding or 

 adamant   
 He is the most bullheaded person that I have ever known. 
 

2. (more stylish) implacable, inexorable, intransigent, tenacious, 
 intractable, imprevious, steadfast, wayward, pertinacious, 
 uncompromising or refractory 

 
3. (informal)  to be mulish, wrongheaded, hard-mouthed, set, set in 

 one’s ways, hard,  headstrong, stiff-necked, pig-headed, 
 hardheaded, hard as a  rock, muleheaded, headstrong, 
 bullheaded or single-minded 

 
4. (slang)  to be dogged, cussed or bulldogged 

 
to be left open-mouthed 
1. to be surprised, astonished, stunned by what is being said 

 When he said that I won, I was left open-mouthed. 
 
2. to be hit between the eyes, left breathless, bowled over, floored,  

 set one back on one’s heels, flabbergasted or thunderstruck, not 
 be able to believe one’s ears, left with one’s mouth open or 

 awestruck 
 
to be mealy-mouthed 

1. to not be direct, explicit, candid, frank or open, be vague, 
 ambigious 
 Don't be so mealy-mouthed and say what you want to say! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be prevaricating, abtruse, ambigious, vague

 ambivalent, obscure, cryptic, false, calculating or mincing 
 
3. (informal)  to mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, 

 straightforward or aboveboard, be hedging, shifty, left-handed, 
 slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, hard to pin down, or cagey 

 He is such so mealy-mouthed.  No one is able to pin him down. 
 
4. to be queasy, overnice, overdelicate, delicate, overrefined, 

 squeamish, oversensitive or oversubtle 
   
 

5. (stylized)  to be pious, prudish, priggish, prim, prim and proper, 
 sanctimonious, holier-than-thou, Miss Prim and Proper, 



 

 

 fastidious, dainty  
 

6. (informal)  to be too nice for words, uptight, goody-goody, nice-
 nelly, namby-pamby, bluenose, goody two-shoes, la-di-da or 

 simpering  
 
5. to be fawning, unassertive, tractable, deferential, compliant, 

 submissive, menial, groveling, or crawling 
   
6. (informal) to be slivering, scraping, bowing, grovel or bowing and 

 scraping 
  

7. (slang) to be Tomish, Uncle Tomish, bootlicking, apple-polishing, 
 kiss the hem of, or footlicking,  kowtow     
 

8. (vulgar) to be a brown-noser, brown nose, to brown nose 
 

 
to be open mouthed  
1. to be surprised, startled, astonished, stunned, amazed, astounded, 

 shocked, staggered  
 
2. to be hit between the eyes, left breathless, bowled over, floored,  

 set one back on one’s heels, flabbergasted or thunderstruck, not 
 be able to believe one’s ears, left with one’s mouth open or 

 awestruck 
 
3. to speak or talk too loudly, speak at a deafening level, be 

 boisterous, noisy, brash, vociferous, loud or unruly 
She is embarrassing; she has such a big mouth. 

 

4.    to be greedy, voracious, ravenous, famished, or starving 
 

to be smart mouthed 
1. pert, fresh,  
 

mouthful 
1.  bite, small portion, spoonful, forkful, small part, small  piece 

   He only had a few minutes; therefore, he took only  
a mouthful of food.  

 

2.  (more stylized)  nip, modicum, morse, crumb 
 
3. (informal)  dab, driblet, bit, smidgen, scrap, pinch, splotch, trace, 

 snatch 
 



 

 

4. a spoken remark of great effectiveness or impact 
You said a mouthful! 

 
to be a real mouthful 

to say a lot 
That sure was a real mouthful.  
 

to give someone a mouthful 
to angrily tell someone what one really thinks 
Last night, she gave him a mouthful. 

 
to say a mouthful 

to angrily tell someone what one really thinks 
He said a mouthful. 
 

to swallow a mouthful 
to eat something in a gulp (without chewing first) 

 
bad mouthing 
1. defaming, belittling, smearing, smirching, besmirching, slurring, 

 marring, smudging, attacking, slandering, sneering at, 
 lampooning, abusing 
 Badmouthing  me to all our friends will one day come back to 

 haunt you. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  denigrating, impugning, tainting, maligning, 
 misrepresenting, traducing, imputing, vilifying, casting aspersions 
 on, calumniating, sullying, defiling, libeling,  

 
3. dumping on, talking down, talking badly about, flinging dirt on, 
 throwing dirt on, dragging through the mud, badmouthing, 

 dragging through the mire, giving a bad name, heaping dirt on, 
 engaging in personalities, running down, backbiting 

 
4. (slang)  badmouthing, dumping on, doing a hatchet job on, wiping 
 the floor with, shredding, backbiting 

 
poormouthing 

1. defaming, belittling, smearing, smirching, besmirching, slurring, 
 marring, smudging, attacking, slandering, sneering at, 
 lampooning, abusing 

 Poormouthing  me to all our friends will one day come back to 
 haunt you. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  denigrating, impugning, tainting, maligning, 
 misrepresenting, traducing, imputing, vilifying, casting aspersions 



 

 

 on, calumniating, sullying, defiling, libeling,  
 

3. dumping on, talking down, talking badly about, flinging dirt on, 
 throwing dirt on, dragging through the mud, badmouthing, 

 dragging through the mire, giving a bad name, heaping dirt on, 
 engaging in personalities, running down, backbiting 
 

4. (slang)  badmouthing, dumping on, doing a hatchet job on, wiping 
 the floor with, shredding, backbiting 
 

mouthy 
1. to be impudent, impolite, insolent, uncivil, ill-mannered, insulting, 

 stinging,  rude or snarling 
 I know that intellectually that he is the best man for the job but I  
 can’t stand him.  He is so mouthy that he is his own enemy. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be presumptuous, impertinent, audacious, 

 acrimonious, tactless, venomous indiscreet, caustic or disparaging 
 
3. (informal)  to be bold, nervy, cheeky, shamelese, have a mouth on 

 oneself, loud mouth, be a smart mouth, out of line, bold face, 
 brazen face, have a smart mouth, mouth off or barefaced 
 

4. (slang)  to be brassy, pert, fresh, saucy, flip, or brazen, be a 
 whippersnapper, a wise guy, a smart aleck, a smarty pants, spout 

 off, sass, shoot off, go off at the mouth 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be a smart ass, wise ass, have a lot of balls, hussy 

 (woman 
 
 

 
Lip 
(entered into English before 1000) 

Old English   lippa,  Middle English  lippe,  Dutch   lip, German   Lippe, 

Norwegian   lepe, Latin   labium   labia   labra,  French   lèvre, Spanish   
labio 

 
 
English  lip,  German Lippen,  Afrikaans  lip, Danish læbe, Dutch  lip, 

Flemish lip, Frisian  lippe,  Icelandic  vör,  Norwegian  leppe,  Swedish  
läppm, Swiss German  Lippe, Latin  labrum  labium,  French  lèvre, 

Spanish labio 
 
 

 



 

 

lip 
1. one of the two edges of the mouth, labia 

 She bites her lower lip when she gets nervous. 
 

2. (slang) chops, 
 You are not to say anything; keep your lips sealed! 
 

3.   imprudence, insolence, impertinence, audacity 
      I don't want any more of your lip. 
 

4.  edge, rim, verge, brink, ledge, border, margin 
     Throw away that glass.  Can't you see its lip is  

      chipped.   
 
5.   (music) intonation, proficiency, competence, control, touch, 

 technique, prowess, virtuosity, mastery, command, proficiency, 
 style, fineness 

 
lip service 
 

1.   insincerity, artificiality, phoniness, deviousness, dishonesty, 
 untruthfulness, flattery, falseness, lying, crookedness, hypocrisy 
 He is always giving lip service. 

 
2.   (more stylized)  insidiousness, dissimulation, guilefulness, feigning, 

 mendacity, disingenuousness, artfulness, cunningness, duplicity, 
 falsity, prevaricating, sanctimony, self-righteousness, false piety  
 

3.   (informal)  two-facedness, crossed fingers, tongue in cheek, foul 
 play, token  gesture, dirty tricks, false goodness, mouth honor, 
 underhandedness, Judas kiss  

 
4.   (slang) dirty pool, sweet talk, soft soap, put-on, eyewash, hogwash, 

 crocodile tears, wolf in sheep’s clothing 
 
5.   (vulgar)  bull shitting, ass in lion’s skin 

 
lipstick 

make-up to put color on one's lips 
 
lipstick lesbian (vulgar/offensive) 

a lesbian who dresses especially feminine 
 
French lips 

full or large lips, usually obtained as a result of cosmetic surgery 
 



 

 

on everyone’s lips   
1. being the subject of people's conversation, the one that 

 everyone is talking about, the center of gossip or celebrated 
 After what happened, she is most definitely on everyone’s lips. 

 
2. being acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, having one’s 
 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 

 
3. being in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, the 
 scoop, inside info or the information, being the subject of a 

 whispering campaign, in the news, on everyone’s lips  or on 
 everyone’s lips   

 
4. (slang)  being on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low 
 down,  being talked of 

 
pouting lips   

1. protruding or thrusting one’s lips to show one’s displeasure or  
 sulleness, frowning, moping, pouting 
 Pouting lips aren’t going to change my mind.  The answer is  

 still no. 
 
2. grimacing, looking sullen, cross or miffed, sulking, glowering, 

 brooding, putting on a wary or long face, being sulky or peeved 
 

3. hanging the lip, looking black, knitting the brows, looking 
 daggers, pulling on a long face, being mad, ticked off or soreYour  
 

sealed lips   
1. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 

 Sealed lips are what I’m looking for.  I need someone who knows 
 how to keep his mouth shut. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 
 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 

  
3. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 



 

 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 

 
song on one’s lips 

1. not showing or expressing one's sadness, distress, or depression 
 on one's face, cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm, shining 
 Even when she’s in a bad mood, she always has a song on her 

 lips. 
 
2. (highly stylized)  genial, blither, optimistic, enthused, hiding one’s 

 wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, buoyant, in good spirits, 
 ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark, effervescent 

  
3. (informal)  bright eyed, not wearing one’s heart on one’s sleeve, 
 airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s lips, 

 chipper, upbeat, not showing one’s heartbreak or heartache, full 
 of vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed  

 
to be on everyone's lips  
1. to be the subject of people's conversation, be the one that 

 everyone is talking about, be the center of gossip, be celebrated 
 After what happened, she is most definitely on everyone’s lips. 
 

2. to be acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, to have one’s 
 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 

 
3. to be in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, be the 
 scoop, inside info or the information, be the subject of a 

 whispering campaign, in the news, on everyone’s tongue or in 
 everyone’s mouth   
 

4. (slang)  to be on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low down, 
 be talked of 

 
to bite one's lip 
1. to repress, hold, stay, stop, suppress, check, arrest or confine 

 one's words or anger, control one’s anger, shut or close one’s 
 mouth, refrain from acting  

 If I had not bitten my lip, I would have said some very 
 horrible truths. 
 

2. (more stylized) to arrest, confine, still, bridle, proscribe, bind  
 
3. (informal) to muffle, keep in check, hold in check, hold or keep 

 in, sit on, curb, keep down, hold or keep back, keep to  oneself 
 



 

 

4. (slang)  to stifle, shut up, box up, cork up, bottle up, gag, choke 
 to hold one’s hand, pull punches, keep back, muzzel, stifle 

 
to button one's lip 

1. to remain silent, keep quiet,  not speak, not utter or say a word,  
 not say anything 
 You are here in the library; therefore, you must button your lip. 

 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, put a finger to one's lip, keep one’s mouth close, bite 
 one’s tongue, keep one’s tongue between one’s teeth, seal 

 one’s lips 
 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep one's 

yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like the 
 wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 
4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something, keep secret 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 He knows how to button his lip and not spill what he knows  
 to the police.  

 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep under one’s hat, cover up, keep mute, keep 

 back 
 
6. (slang)  not squeal, rat, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not pull the 

 plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, stifle, 
 hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the lid on, 

 keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut 
 
to curl one's lip 

1. to show one's disdain, scorn, disgust, contempt, disregard or 
 condescension, consider beneath oneself, slight, treat with 

 contempt, abhorrence or loathing 
 He curled his lip at the teacher question. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to treat someone in a manner which was deigning, 
 patronizing, scornful or disparaging, to treat with revulsion, 
 contemptuousness or superciliousness, deride, vilipend, shun 

 
3. (informal)  to snicker, show one’s amusement, smirk, smile or 



 

 

 simper at, chuckle at, make a face, low opinion of, loathing or 
 contempt of, look  down at, turn one’s back on, turn one’s nose 

 up at, flout, give a cold shoulder to, look down one’s nose at 
 

4. (slang)  to have no use for, pooh-pooh, have nothing to do with, 
 wipe one’s feet on, cackle at, sniff at, scoff at, thumb one’s nose 
 at, snub 

 
to give lip   
1. to reply, answer, return or respond in a disrespectful manner  

 I won't allow a child to give me lip. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to retort, riposte, rejoin, make a rejoinder, 
 counterreply 
 

3. (informal)  to back talk, sass back, have a snappy comeback, 
 mouth, mouth off,  get fresh, get smart, speak out of turn, forget 

 one’s  place or oneself, answer or talk back, answer in kind, lip off  
  
4. (slang)  to return the compliment, crack back, shoot back, have a 

 comeback, comeback at, comeback with a snappy answer, answer 
 in kind, make a wisecrack, sass  
 

to hang on the lips of 
1. to give one’s undivided or full attention, pay careful attention to, 

 listen devotedly, hard, carefully or sharply, listen with great 
 interest, be attentive or awake 
 So that I didn't miss anything, I hung on the lips of the speaker. 

 
2. to bend an ear, hang on every word, give ear, be all ears, be all 
 eyes and ears, prick up one’s ears, keep one’s ears open, listen 

 up, be on alert 
 

to have a song on one’s lips 
1. to not show or express one's sadness, distress, or depression on 
 one's face, be cheery, aglow, happy, joyful, warm or shining 

 She has such a pleasant personality.  She always has a song on 
 her lips. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to be genial, blither, optimistic or enthused, hide 
 one’s  wretchedness, dolor, agony, angst or woe, be buoyant, in 

 good spirits, ebullient, mirthful, happy as a lark or effervescent 
  
3. (informal) to be bright eyed, not wear one’s heart on one’s 

 sleeve, airy, light hearted, full of cheer, with a song on one’s 
 lips, chipper or upbeat, not show one’s heartbreak or heartache, 



 

 

 full of vim or vigor, bright eyed and bushy tailed  
 

to keep a stiff upper lip 
1. to face misfortune without complaining or without showing fear, 

 fearless,  unfearing, stay or hold fast, be unwavering, unquivering 
 or nerveless, uncringing 
 She faced everything with a stiff upper lip.  I admire her. 

 
2. (informal) to hold up one’s head, hang tough, face up to, not 

shrink from, face adversity, bite the bullet, keep one’s chin up, 

go down with all colors, hang on, not flinch from, keep up one’s 
courage, hang in there, face with what may come, hang tough, 

face the music, deal with what may come, not shrink from 
 
3. to not show or display one’s emotions, keep one’s emotions 

 under strict control, remain stoic, sure 
 He kept a stiff upper lip through the whole affair. 

 
4. (informal) to squelch, stifle,  still,  mute, muffle, choke or 
 gag one’s emotions or feelings, fight back the tears, be calm, cool 

 and collected, keep one’s feeling to oneself, have an steady hand, 
 steel oneself, turn the other cheek, refuse to budge, not blink, be 
 unblinking, without batting an eye 

  
to keep one's lips sealed 

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 While he speaks, you are to to keep one's lips sealed. 

 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, put a finger to one's lip, seal one’s 

 lips 
 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 

 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 
4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Keep your lips sealed or pay the consequences. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 
 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 



 

 

  
6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 
7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 

 
 
to lick one's chops (slang) 

1. to show one's eagerness, keeness or enthusiasm, to be eager, keen 
 or enthusiastic, anticipate, look forward to, look toward, relish 

 When he heard my plans, he could not help but lick his chops. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to be zealous, feverish, ardent, vehement, 

 impassionate, ravenous or voracious for 
 
3. (informal) to be wholehearted, be all fired or stirred up, heartfelt, 

 greedy or for desirous for 
 

4. (slang) to be mad about, hot for, lusting for, wild about, turned on 
 
5. to enjoy, take pleasure in, show delight or pleasure, derive 

 pleasure from, relish in, feast on, like, revel in, delight in 
 Just the thought of the dinner has me licking my chops. 
 

6. (informal) to gloat over, slobber or drool over, smack one’s lip over 
 

7. (slang)  to dig, get a kick out of, get a boot out of, get a charge  
 out of 
 

8. (can be considered vulgar)  to get off on, eat up 
 

to lick one's lips  
1. to show one's eagerness, keeness or enthusiasm, to be eager, keen 
 or enthusiastic, anticipate, look forward to, look toward, relish 

 When he heard my plans, he could not help but lick his lips. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to be zealous, feverish, ardent, vehement, 

 impassionate, ravenous or voracious for 
 



 

 

3. (informal) to be wholehearted, be all fired or stirred up, heartfelt, 
 greedy or for desirous for, smack one’s lip 

 
4. (slang) to be mad about, hot for, lusting for, wild about, turned on 

 
5. to enjoy, take pleasure in, show delight or pleasure, derive 
 pleasure from, relish in, feast on, like, revel in, delight in, savor 

 Just the thought of the dinner has me licking my licks. 
 
6. (informal) to gloat over, slobber or drool over, smack one’s lip 

 over 
 

7. (slang)  to dig, get a kick out of, get a boot out of, get a charge  
 out of 
 

8. (can be considered vulgar)  to get off on, eat up 
 

to lip off  
1. to reply, answer, return or respond in a disrespectful manner  
 I won't accept you lipping off. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to retort, riposte, rejoin, make a rejoinder, 
 counterreply 

 
3. (informal)  to back talk, sass back, have a snappy comeback, 

 mouth, mouth off,  get fresh, get smart, speak out of turn, forget 
 one’s  place or oneself, answer or talk back, answer in kind, give 
 lip   

  
4. (slang)  to return the compliment, crack back, shoot back, have a 
 comeback, comeback at, comeback with a snappy answer, answer 

 in kind, make a wisecrack, sass  
 

to lip-read 
to understand what one is saying by interpreting the 
movement of one's lips, read someone’s lips 

Many people who are deaf can lip read. 
 

to lip sync 
1. to dub a film or television program 
 It must be difficult to lip sync a film. 

 
2. to move one’s lips in synchronization with a soundtrack 
 I had to study for many years to learn how to lip sync. 

 
to maintain one's lip sealed 



 

 

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 You better maintain your lips sealed! about what happened last 
 night or you’re going to have problems. 

 
2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, put a finger to one's lip, seal one’s 
 lips 

 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 

 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 

4. to say nothing, not to say anything, keep a secret, not 
 communicate or relate what one knows 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Maintain your lips sealed or pay the consequences. 
 

5. (more stylized)  to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not 
 breathe a word, maintain one’s silence 
  

6. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 

7. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 

 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 
 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 

 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s yap shut, not spill one’s guts 
 
to never pass one's lips 

1. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 Don't worry! What you have told me will never pass my lips. 
 

2. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 



 

 

3. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut, 
 not spill one’s guts 

 
to not pass one's lips 
1. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  

 Don't worry! What you have told me will not pass my lips. 
 
2. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 

 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 
 
3. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 

 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 
 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut, 

 not spill one’s guts 
 
to offer lip service 

1. to offer insincere, hollow, false, empty, meaningless, deceptive, 
 worthless, insignificant, false, trivial or superficial words, not mean 
 what  one is saying, be dishonest, untruthful, cunning or false 

 He only offered lip service. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be mendacious, feigned, prevaricative, 
 dissimulated, spurious,  hyperbolical, unveracious, specious 
 disgenuous or Janus-faced, be a Trojan horse, duplicitious 

 
3. (informal) to be crocodile tears, two-faced, sweet talk, soft soap, 

 hog-wash, not worth it, double-dealing, wily, artful, slippery or 
 underhanded, lubricated 
 

4. (slang)  to be monkey business, hokey, bogus, shady, jive, snaky, 
 buttery, smooth, funny business, sly, shifty, oily 
  

to pass one's lips 
1. to drink, sip, imbibe 



 

 

 Not one drop of alcohol will pass my lips.  I am the designated 
 driver. 

 
2. (informal) to sip, wash down, drain, pull, belt 

 
3. (slang)  to guzzel, belt down, toss off, guzzel down, swill, swill down 
 

4. to eat, consume, lunch, breakfast, dine, take a meal 
 Because I am fasting, no food will pass my lips for at least a day. 
 

5. (informal)  to devour, break bread 
 

6. (slang)  to garbage down, gobble down, wolf down, gulp down, tie 
 on the feedbag, stuff one’s face, pack away, gobble up 
 

7. to talk, utter a word, speak, express oneself, say, reveal, mention, 
 divulge, disclose 

 When I get the party, not one word about her and her problems 
 will pass my lips. 
  

8. (informal) to open one’s mouth, let out, mouth, come out with  
 
to pay lip service to 

1. to not mean what is being said, offer insincere, hollow, false, 
 empty, meaningless, deceptive, worthless, insignificant, false, 

 trivial or superficial words, not mean what one is saying, be 
 dishonest, untruthful, cunning or false 
 He only paid lip service to respecting the law. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mendacious, feigned, prevaricative, 
 dissimulated, spurious,  hyperbolical, unveracious, specious 

 disgenuous or Janus-faced, be a Trojan horse, duplicitious 
 

3. (informal) to be crocodile tears, two-faced, sweet talk, soft soap, 
 hog-wash, not worth it, double-dealing, wily, artful, slippery or 
 underhanded, lubricated 

 
4. (slang)  to be monkey business, hokey, bogus, shady, jive, snaky, 

 buttery, smooth, funny business, sly, shifty, oily 
 
to put a finger to one's lip 

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    
 She put a finger to her lip to indicate that she wanted to remain 

 silent. 
 



 

 

2. (inform) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, keep one’s mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s 
 tongue between one’s teeth, maintain one’s lips sealed, seal 

 one’s lips 
 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 

 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 

4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 

 You don’t have to worry about my brother talking to the police.  
 He put a finger up to his lips to indicate that he was not going 
 to spill his guts. 

 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 

 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 
 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back 

 
6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, to muffle, muzzel, 

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut, 
 not spill one’s guts 

 
to read lips 
to be able to understand or interpret the movement of another's lips, 

read someone’s lips, lip read  
Although she can not hear, she is able to read lips. 

 
to screw up one's lip 
1. to show or display on one’s face one’s disagreement, dislike, 

 annoyance or displeasure to what is being said 
 The minute I told him what I felt, he screwed up his lips. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to demonstrate on one’s countenance one’s  
 chagrin, umbrage, indignation, ire, vexation, exasperation, 

 discontentment, discord  
 
to smack one's lips (delight 271) 

1. to show one's eagerness, keeness or enthusiasm, to be eager, keen 
 or enthusiastic, anticipate, look forward to, look toward, relish 



 

 

 When he heard my plans, he could not help but smack his lips. 
 

2.  (more stylistic)  to be zealous, feverish, ardent, vehement, 
 impassionate, ravenous or voracious for 

 
3. (informal) to be wholehearted, be all fired or stirred up, heartfelt, 
 greedy or for desirous for 

 
4. (slang) to be mad about, hot for, lusting for, wild about, turned on 
 

5. to enjoy, take pleasure in, show delight or pleasure, derive 
 pleasure from, relish in, feast on, like, revel in, delight in, savor 

 She smacked her lips when she saw the meal. 
 
6. (informal) to gloat over, slobber or drool over, smack one’s lip 

 over 
 

to stick out one’s lips   
1. to protrude or thrust one’s lips to show one’s displeasure or  
 sulleness, frown, mope, pout 

 Don’t stick our your lips to me.  You can’t go and that’s the end of 
 the story. 
 

2. to  grimace, look sullen, cross or miffed, sulk, glower, brood, put 
 on a wary or long face, be sulky or peeved 

 
3. to hang the lip, look black, knit the brows, look daggers, pull on a 
 long face, be mad, ticked off or sore 

 
to stick out one’s lower lip 
1. to pout, grimace, frown, be in a bad mood, contort one’s face 

 If you’re angry, you can leave but don’t stick out your lower lip to 
 me.   

 
2. ( more stylistic)  be out of sorts, out of humor, look sullen, scowl, 
  

3. (informal)  to make a wary face, make a long face, knit one’s 
 brow, hang the lip, look black, give a nasty look  

 
4. (slang)  to don the hate mug, look daggers, give a nasty look  
 

My lips are sealed! 
I won't say a word! 
 

Loose lips sink ships 
People who talk too much can cause a lot of problems. 



 

 

 
None of your lip! 

Don't talk back to me!  No backtalking!  No sassing! 
 

Read my lips! 
Take note of what I'm saying! 
 

Stop sticking out your lips! 
to not pout, sulk, mope, look daggers, frown, make a long face 
 

to be full-lipped 
to have large or French lips 

 
to be thin-lipped 
to have lips which are thin 

 
to be tight-lipped   

1. to be quiet, closed-mouthed, taciturn, reserved, secretive, mute, 
 uncommunicative 
 He is so tight-lipped that I’ve never seen him smile. 

  
2. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information 
 He's not going to say a thing.  He is tight-lipped. 

 
3. (informal) to not spill the beans, not let the cat out of the bag, 

 not say a word, not let leaked, not blow the whistle,  
 
4. (slang) to not sing, not squeal, not squeal, not weasel, not leak, 

 not blow the lid on, not name names, let slip 
 
to be lippy (informal) 

1.   to have large and prominent lips 
 

2.   to be impudent, impertinent, insolent, ill-bred, out-of-line 
 One day she is going to be told off; she is so lippy. 
 

3. (informal)  to be cheeky, fresh, sassy, brassy,  
 mouthy, saucy, smart mouth 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 
 

 
 
 

Tongue 
(entered in English before 900) 



 

 

 
Old and Middle English   tunge   tungen,  Old Norse   tunga,  Dutch   

tong, German    Zunge,  Latin   lingua, French    langue, Spanish    
lengua 

 
English  tongue, German Zunge,  Afrikaans  tong, Danish tunge, Dutch 
tong, Flemish tong, Frisian  tonge,  Icelandic  tunga,  Norwegian  tunge, 

Swedish  tunga, Swiss German  Zunge, Latin  labrum  labium,  Latin  
lingua, French  langue, Spanish lengua 
 

tongue 
1.  an organ of speech 

 Watch your tongue! 
 
2.   the language of a particular place 

 In the US, there are several tongues which are spoken. 
 

3.   type or manner of speech, phrasing, wording, terminology 
 
4.   dialect, localism, colloquialism, jargon, slang 

 
5.   diction, talk, accent, tone 
 

6. empty talk, nonsense, foolishness 
 

7. (informal)  gibberish, mumbo jumbo, chatter, bunk, rubbish, 
 rigamarole, balderdash 
 

8.   (slang)  garbage, bull, bunk, hogwash, drivel, gook, hooey, crock 
 
9. (vulgar)  bull shit, shit 

 
10.  the flap of the shoe over which laces are tied 

 
to tongue 
to caress or touch with the tongue, lick 

 
cutting tongue 

1. unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 
 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 

 disdaining 
 He has a cutting tongue which destroys on contact. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 
 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 



 

 

 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  
 

3. (informal)  jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, mocking, scoffing 
 
dirty tongue 

1. obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, tasteless, crude, 
 shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, raw, uncouth, 
 rustic, offensive, sordid, insulting, inappropriate, risqué, indecent, 

 offensive or  pornographic language  
 You have a dirty tongue.  I don't allow such talk in my home. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  salacious, indelicate, gauch, ill-mannered, 
 injudicious, vile, fulsome, ribald, suggestive, scurrilous, Cyprian, 

 pruient, Paphian 
 

3. (informal)  loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, gross, earthy, low, 
 perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not fit for delicate 
 ears, not fit to print, salty, vile, tacky, have a foul mouth, have a 

 dirty  mouth, off-color, blue, gross, goatish, foulmouthed, foul, 
 raunchy, rank, off-putting, smutty, rank  
 

4. (slang) gutter, base, trashy, raunchy, smutty, scruffy, nasty, low-
 down, mean, foul, sleazy, grungy  

 
forked tongue( dishonest  305) 
 

 
giving someone the rough edge of one's tongue 
1. berating, reprimanding, chastising, disciplining, rebuking, 

 castigating,  reproaching, admonishing, scolding, chiding 
 Giving a tongue lash is sometime worse than receiving a belt 

 lash. One’s voice can be extremely harsh. 
 
2. (more stylized)  execrating, objurgating, reproving, excoriating, 

 imprecating, lambasting, fulminating against 
 

3. (informal)  calling on the rug, hauling over the coals, calling on the 
 carpet, raking over the coals, railing at, giving a piece of one’s 
 mind, skinning alive, blasting, giving someone the rough edge 

 on one's tongue, calling to account, taking to task, giving a 
 tongue-lash, bawling out, tongue lashing  
 

4. (slang)  laying into, giving someone the business, telling off, 
 sticking to, dressing down, chewing out, coming down hard on, 



 

 

 lambasting, chiding, jumping all over, getting on one’s back, 
 giving what-for, slamming, reading the riot act, jumping down 

 someone’s throat  
 

giving someone the rough edge of one's tongue 
1. berating, reprimanding, chastising, disciplining, rebuking, 
 castigating,  reproaching, admonishing, scolding, chiding 

 Giving someone the rough edge of your tongue is extremely 
 painful.  You don’t know how harsh your voice is. 
 

2. (more stylized)  execrating, objurgating, reproving, excoriating, 
 imprecating, lambasting, fulminating against 

 
3. (informal)  calling on the rug, hauling over the coals, calling on the 
 carpet, raking over the coals, railing at, giving a piece of one’s 

 mind, skinning alive, blasting, giving someone the rough edge 
 on one's tongue, calling to account, taking to task, giving a 

 tongue-lash, bawling out, tongue lashing  
 
4. (slang)  laying into, giving someone the business, telling off, 

 sticking to, dressing down, chewing out, coming down hard on, 
 lambasting, chiding, jumping all over, getting on one’s back, 
 giving what-for, slamming, reading the riot act, jumping down 

 someone’s throat  
 

golden tongue 
1. flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate 
 Be careful, he has a golden tongue.  He can convince you of 

 anything. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 

 euphonious, orotund,  
 

3. (informal)  smooth-talker, smooth spoken, winning, smooth, 
 smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or golden tongued, gift of gab, silver tongue, silver-

 tongued 
 

4. shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating 

 
5. (more stylized)  stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 
 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 

 
6. (informal)  oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 



 

 

 mince words, not being plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or 
 aboveboard, hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, 

 roundabout, hard to pin down, cagey 
 

7. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 

 
 
holding one's tongue  

1. remaining silent, keeping quiet, not speaking, not uttering or 
 saying a word, not saying anything, not talking, remaining quiet, 

 keeping silent    
 Holding your tongue, here is essential.  You are in the library and 
 people are here to concentrate.  

 
2. (informal) holding one’s peace, buttoning one's lip, muzzling 

 oneself, keeping one’s mouth shut, not running on at the 
 mouth, keeping hush, buttoning up, shutting one’s mouth, 
 staying one’s tongue, keeping one’s mouth shut, closing one’s 

 mouth, saving one’s breath, keeping one’s mouth close, biting 
 one’s tongue, keeping one’s tongue between one’s teeth, 
 maintaining one’s lips sealed, sealing one’s lips 

 
3. (slang) playing dumb, keeping one’s trap close, buttoning up, 

 keeping one's yap shut, dummying up, making like a clam, 
 keeping mum, being like the wise old owl, keeping one’s bazoo 
 shutting, letting ride, cooling it 

 
4. not divulging, revealing, or disclosing information, not 
 communicating or relating what one knows about something 

 Holding one's tongue is an important part of being a part of 
 organized crime. 

 
5. (informal) to not letting the cat out of the bag, leaking, bringing out 
 into the open, spilling the beans, bringing into the light, making 

 known, letting be known, giving away, letting slip, coming out with 
 or telling everything one knows about something, keeping secret, 

 covering up, keeping mute, keeping back, not breathing a word, 
 keeping one’s own counsel, not informing on, not telling any  tales 
 out of school, not telling tales 

 
6. (slang) not singing, not leaking, not telling tales out of school, not 
 fingering, not snitching on, not selling down the river, not naming 

 names, weaseling, ratting, ratting on, not squealing, stooling, 
 finking, blowing the whistle, not pulling the plug or pulling the 



 

 

 plug about something, muffling, muzzling, stifling, hushing up, 
 putting the  kibosh on, dummying up, clamming up, putting the 

 lid on, keeping mum, keeping one’s trap shut, keeping one’s yap 
 shut,  keeping one’s tongue between one’s teeth, not spilling 

 one’s guts 
 
honey-tongue 

1. flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate 
 Be careful, he has a honey tongue.  He can convince you of 
 anything. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 

 euphonious 
 
3. (informal)  smooth-talker, smooth spoken, winning, smooth, 

 smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- sounding,  
 golden tongued, having the gift of gab 

 
4. shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty, wily, resourceful, 
 canny, insincere, flattering, fawning, unfailingly polite, ingratiating 

 
5. (more stylized)  stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 
 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 

 
6. (informal)  oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 

 mince words, not being plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or 
 aboveboard, hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, 
 roundabout, hard to pin down, cagey 

 
7. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 

loose tongue 
1. indiscreet, too talkative, imprudent, gossip, spread 
 rumors, divulge information, reveal secrets 

 Watch out!   She has a loose tongue.  
 

2. (informal)  chattering, jabbing, prattling, blabbing, dishing the dirt, 
 buzzing, yakking, running off at the mouth 
 

mother tongue 
one's original or native language 
Although she speaks a number of languages, her mother tongue is 

French. 
 



 

 

on everyone’s lips   
1. being the subject of people's conversation, the one that 

 everyone is talking about, the center of gossip or celebrated 
 After what happened, she is most definitely on everyone’s tongue. 

 
2. being acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, having one’s 
 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 

 
3. being in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, the 
 scoop, inside info or the information, being the subject of a 

 whispering campaign, in the news or on everyone’s lips   
 

4. (slang)  being on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low 
 down,  being talked of 
 

on the tip of one's tongue 
1.   about to say  

      It was on the tip of my tongue to tell him to go to hell. 
 
2.    (informal)  on the verge, point, brow or brink of, soon to 

 
3. to nearly or almost remember, recollect, or recall something 
       His name was on the tip of my tongue. 

 
4. (informal) at one’s fingertips 

 
poisonous tongue 
1. using one's mouth and words in a spiteful, slanderous, malignant, 

 malicious, lethal or hateful manner 
 Because of her experience, she has developed a poisonous tongue. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  using one’s words in a virulent, venomous, 
 pernicious, mortiferous, invidious, calumnious or vitriolic 

 manner 
 
silver tongue 

1. flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate 
 Be careful, he has a silver tongue.  He can convince you of 

 anything. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 

 euphonic, euphonious 
 
3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 

 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or golden tongued, have the gift of gab 



 

 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating 

 
5. (more stylized)  to be stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 
 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 

 
6. (informal)  oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 
 mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or 

 aboveboard, be hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to 
 catch, roundabout, hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
7. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 
 

razor-edged tongue 
1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 
 disdaining 
 I would stay as far as away from her as possible; she has 

 a razor-edged tongue that she loves to use to hurt. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 
 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  

 
3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, mocking, scoffing 
 

sharp tongue 
1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 
 disdaining 

 He has such a sharp tongue that people avoid him. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 

 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  
 

3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 



 

 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, sharp-tongued, mocking or 
 scoffing 

 
silver tongue 

1. well-spoken, smooth-spoken, persuasive, convincing, compelling, 
 facile, fluent, disarming, devious 
 I don’t believe a word he says; he has a silver tongue. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious 

 
3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 

 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver tongued, silver 
 toned, sweet-sounding or golden tongued, have the gift of gab 
 

4. to be shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  

 unfailingly polite, ingratiating 
 
5. (more stylized)  to be stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, designing, 

 fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 
 
6. (informal)  oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed, 

 mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or 
 aboveboard, be hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to 

 catch, roundabout, hard to pin down, or cagey 
 
7. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 

 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 
 

slip of the tongue 
1. err, indiscretion, slip, mistake, gaffe, error, inaccuracy 

 That slip of the tongue is going to cost you your job. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  Freudian slip, saying what one did not intend or 

 want verbalized, making a faux pas, having a lapse 
 

3. (informal) slip up, fool mistake, foul-up, louse up, flub, slip, slip 
 up, slip of the pen, foul up, of the pen, blunder, put one’s foot in 
 one’s mouth 

 
4. (slang)  boo-boo, blooper, boner, clinker, screw up, pecadillo, 
 putting one’s foot into it, goof, clunker, boner, drop the ball, 

 goof, making or pulling a boner  
 



 

 

5. (Latin)  lapus linguae 
 

tongue in cheek 
1. in fun, in jest, half-seriously, for fun, playfully 

 The remark was not meant to offend; it was done tongue in cheek. 
 
2. (informal) with a chuckle, with a poke in the ribs, full of beans,  

 with a chuckle,with a straight face, without cracking a smile, pull 
 one’s leg, put someone on, razz, with a gleam in one’s eye 
 

3. ironically, sarcastically, mockingly, derisively, cynically, with a 
 double-edged, with an edge   

 I don't necessarily like her tongue in cheek humor. 
 
4. (more stylistic)  scornfully, sardonically, disdainfully, biting, 

 scathing, virulently, acrimoniously, caustically, satirically 
 

tongue-lash 
1. reprimand, castigation, upbraiding, chastisement, admonishment 
 She gave the child a horrible tongue-lash. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  reprehend, reproach, reproof, reproval, rebuke, 
 animadversion, vituperation, objurgation 

 
3. (informal) scolding, rap on the knuckle, talking to, calling to 

 account, trimming, bawling out, dressing down, a word to the wise,  
 slap in the face 
 

tongue lashing  
1. berating, reprimanding, chastising, disciplining, rebuking, 
 castigating,  reproaching, admonishing, scolding, chiding 

 What a tongue-lashing she gave her employees. 
 

2. (more stylized)  execrating, objurgating, reproving, excoriating, 
 imprecating, lambasting, fulminating against 
 

3. (informal)  calling on the rug, hauling over the coals, calling on the 
 carpet, raking over the coals, railing at, giving a piece of one’s 

 mind, skinning alive, blasting, giving someone the rough edge 
 on one's tongue, calling to account, taking to task, giving a 
 tongue-lash, bawling out  

 
4. (slang)  laying into, giving someone the business, telling off, 
 sticking to, dressing down, chewing out, coming down hard on, 

 lambasting, chiding, jumping all over, getting on one’s back, 
 giving what-for, slamming, reading the riot act, jumping down 



 

 

 someone’s throat 
 

tongue-twister 
a sequence of words which are difficult to say rapidly 

she sells sea shells by the sea shore 
 
tongues 

religious experience in which people speak in so-called ancient languages  
In my church, there a many persons who speak in tongues. 
 

tongue-tied 
1. disconcerting, confounding, confusing, paralyzing, 

 upsetting, unsettling  
 Because she is so beautiful, she always tongue-ties the 
 men around her. 

 
2. (informal) bawling over, shaking up, throwing off balance, throwing 

 out of whack, throwing out of kilter, discombobulated, ruffled, 
 rattling, flustering 
 

3. dumbfounded, astonishing, amazing, disorientated, bewildering 
 His words were so unexpected that they tongue-tied his 
 opponents and enemies. 

 
4. (informal)  be taken aback, jarring, jolting, catching up short, 

 taking one’s breath away, flooring, stricken dumb founded, being 
 at a loss for words 
 

tooth and nail 
to fight in a furious, wild, vicious, enraged, angry, fierce uncontrollable,  
passionate, impassionate, riled up manner 

When they finally met up, they went at it tooth and nail.  They did not 
stop until the police came. 

 
vicious tongue 
1. using one's mouth and words in a vile, perverted, foul 

 mean, odious, malicious, embittered, caustic, sardonic, 
 venomous, hateful, vindictive or vengeful manner 

 Stay away from her; she has to be a vicious tongue. 
 
2. (informal)  expressing oneself in a manner which is catty, spiteful 

 cat and dog, dog eat dog, cold-blooded or cold-hearted, cattiness, 
 having a wicked tongue or  poisonous tongue, letting one’s 
 nails come out 

 
3.  (vulgar)  bitchy 



 

 

 
wicked tongue 

1. using one's mouth and words in a harsh, biting, or bitter manner 
 She has a wicked tongue which she uses to wound. 

 
2. expressing oneself in a manner which is vulgar, filthy, coarse, 
 unseemly, indecent, crude, or foul 

 Children should not be around him; he has a wicked tongue. 
 
  3. expressing oneself in a manner which is malicious, offensive, 

 malignant or malevolent 
                                                                                        

to be a slip of the tongue 
1. to be an err, indiscretion, slip, mistake, gaffe or an error 
 That slip of the tongue is going to cost you your job. 

 
2. to be a Freudian slip, the saying what one did not intend or want 

 verbalize, making a faux pas or having a lapse 
 
3. (informal) to be a slip up, fool mistake, foul-up, louse up, flub, slip 

 of the pen or a blunder, the putting one’s foot in one’s mouth 
 
4. (slang) to be a boo-boo, blooper, boner, clinker, screw up, 

 pecadillo, goof, clunker, boner, goof,  the dropping of the ball, 
 making or pulling a boner or putting one’s foot into it  

 
to be on everyone’s tongue 
1. to be the subject of people's conversation, be the one that 

 everyone is talking about, be the center of gossip, be celebrated 
 After what happened, she is most definitely on everyone’s 
 tongue. 

 
2. to be acclaimed, famous, infamous, notorious, to have one’s 

 person and name be in circulation, current or in the air 
 
3. to be in the mouth of rumormongers, gossipmongers, be the 

 scoop, inside info or the information, be the subject of a 
 whispering campaign, in the news, on everyone’s tongue or in 

 everyone’s mouth   
 
4. (slang)  to be on the grapevine, be the poop, dirt, dope or low down, 

 be talked of 
 
to be tongue-tied 

1.   to be unable to get one’s words out or talk smoothly and fluently 
 I was so tongue tied that all I could was stutter. 



 

 

 
2.   (informal)  to be unable to get a word out 

 
3. to be shocked, amazed, astounded or speechless  

     I don’t know what to say; I am tongue-tied. 
 
4.    (informal)  to be floored, at a loss for words, dumbstruck, choked 

 up, dumbstricken or wordless  
  
5. to be taciturn, uncommunicative, reserved, quiet, bashful, shy 

 or reticent 
       He is so tongue-tied that he was not able to speak to her. 

 
6. (informal)  to be closed-lipped, buttoned up tight-lipped, mum, 

 mute 

 
to bite one's tongue 

1. to prevent oneself from being indiscreet or inappropriate, 
 repress one’s desire to express oneself, keep one words in check 
 I had to bite my tongue or I would have insulted her. 

 
2. (informal) to hold one’s peace, shut one’s mouth, stay one’s 
 tongue, keep one’s mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s 

 breath, put a finger to one's lip, keep one’s mouth close, bite 
 one’s tongue, keep one’s tongue between one’s teeth, seal 

 one’s lips 
 
3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 

 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it, button 
 one's lip, box or shut up, hold back  

 
to cause tongues to wag 

1. to be the reason or motive for gossip, be the cause of furor, 
 scandel, turmoil or commotion, outrage, appall, disturb  
 Her behavior caused tongues to wag. 

 
2. to do something so that one is on everyone’s lips or in 

 everyone’s  mouth, jar, raise eyebrows, step on people’s toes, 
 ruffle feathers, set tongues to wag  
 

3. (slang) to do something so that one is on the grape vine, cause an 
 hullabaloo, hubbub, to-do or a big stink  
 

to feel the rough side of one's tongue 
1. to be reprimanded, castigated, scolded or chastised 



 

 

 I felt the rough side of her tongue and I'm still shaken 
 by the experience. 

 
2. (informal) to be upbraided, dressed down, chided, bawled  

 out, chewed out, laid out in lavender or called to task, give  
 someone the piece of one’s mind 
 

3. (slang) to jump down someone’s throat, come down hard on, give 
 someone hell, pin someone’s ear back, let someone have it with 
 both barrels, rake over the coals 

 
to find one's tongue 

1. to assert, affirm, say, state emphatically   
What's the matter?  Can't find your tongue? Tell me what  
you think. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to asseverate, aver 

 
3. (informal) to set forth, pipe up, speak out, open one’s mouth, 
 state emphatically, put forward, speak one’s mind, take the floor, 

 tell with confidence, declare earnestly, speak up, have one’s say  
  
to get one's tongue round 

1. to be able to say, articulate, voice, enunciate, enounce, utter,  
 or pronounce, not render unintelligible or make unrecognizable 

 I can't get my tongue round that word in German. 
 
2. (informal) to not flub, mangle, butcher, cut up, mutilate, hack up, 

 foul up, chop to pieces, butch, garble, gum up, botch up or louse 
 up, not make a mess or hash of 
 

to give a ready tongue 
1. to say what one feels without restriction or limitation, not repress, 

 deny,  refuse, restrain, contain or suppress what one wants to say  
 She always gives a ready tongue. 
 

2. (informal) not hold oneself back, not bite one’s tongue, not pull 
 punches, not keep back, not stifle, not shut up, not button one’s 

 lip, not find one’s tongue 
 
to give someone a tongue-lashing 

1. to reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate 
 He sure gave him a tongue-lashing. 
 

2. to call on the rug, haul over the coals, call on the carpet 
 



 

 

3. (slang)  to lay into, give someone the business, tell off, stick to, 
 dress down, chew out 

 
to give someone the rough edge on one's tongue 

1. to reprimand, chastise, reproach, rebuke, admonish 
 She gave her employee the rough edge on one's tongue. 
 

2.  (informal)  to rake over the coals, rail at, give a piece of one’s 
 mind, skin  alive, blast, call to account, take to task 
 

3. (slang) to come down hard on, lambaste, rail at, chide, jump 
 all over, get on one’s back, give what-for, bawl out, read the 

 riot act  
 
to give tongue 

(vulgar/US) to give someone oral sex 
 

to give tongue to 
1. to speak, utter, say, give voice to, express,  articulate, vocalize 
 He could not give tongue to what he was seeing in his head. 

 
2. to put in words, mouth, come out with 
 

to have a cutting tongue 
1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 

 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 
 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 
 disdaining 

 He has a cutting tongue which destroys on contact. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 

 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  

 
3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, mocking, scoffing 
 

to have a dirty tongue 
1. to be a person who uses obscene, pornographic, risqué, baseborn, 
 tasteless, crude, shameless, crass, tactless, rough, base, brash, 

 raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, sordid or insulting  
 You have a dirty tongue.  I don't allow such talk in my home. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a person who is salacious, indelicate, gauch, 
 ill-mannered, injudicious or vile 



 

 

 
3. (informal) to use language which is loose, spicy, bawdy, wanton, 

 gross, earthy, low, perverted, base, not fit for mixed company, not 
 fit for delicate ears, not fit to print, salty, vile or tacky, have a foul 

 mouth, have a dirty mouth 
 
4. (slang) to use language which is gutter, base, trashy, raunchy, 

 smutty, scruffy, nasty, low-down, mean, foul, sleazy or grungy  
 
to have a golden tongue 

1. to be flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate or flowing 
 Be careful, he has a golden tongue.  He can convince you of 

 anything. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 

 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  

 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 
 Byzantine 

 
3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 

 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 
 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 

 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 

 hard to pin down, or cagey 
 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 

 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 

 
to have a honey-tongue 
1. to be flowing, eloquent, well-spoken or articulate 

 Be careful, he has a honey tongue.  He can convince you of 
 anything. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 

 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 
 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 

 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 

 hard to pin down, or cagey 
 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 

 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 

 
to have a loose tongue 
1. to be indiscreet, too talkative, or imprudent, to gossip, spread 

 rumors, divulge information, reveal secrets 
 Watch out!   She has a loose tongue.  

 
2. (informal)  to chatter, jab, prattle, blab, dish the dirt, buzz, 
 yak, run off at the mouth 

 
to have a silver tongue 
1. to be flowing, eloquent, well-spoken or articulate 

 Be careful, he has a silver tongue.  He can convince you of 
 anything. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 

 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 



 

 

to have a razor-edged tongue 
1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 

 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 
 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 

 disdaining 
 I would stay as far as away from her as possible; she has 
 a razor-edged tongue that she loves to use to hurt. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 
 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 

 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  
 

3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 
 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, mocking, scoffing 

 
to have a sharp tongue 

1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 
 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing or 

 disdaining 
 He has such a sharp tongue that people avoid him. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 
 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 

 virulent, invidious, irascible or trenchant  
 
3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 

 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 
 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, sharp-tongued, mocking or 
 scoffing 

 
to have a silver tongue 

1. to be well-spoken, smooth-spoken, persuasive, convincing, 
 compelling, facile, fluent, disarming or devious 
 I don’t believe a word he says; he has a silver tongue. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 

 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 

 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 
 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 



 

 

 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 
 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 

 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 

 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 
 

4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 

 
to have a slip of the tongue 

1. to err, make a mistake, make a slip 
 I did not mean to say anything; I had a slip of the tongue.  
 

2. to make a Freudian slip, say what one did not intend or want 
 verbalize, make a faux pas, have a lapse 

 
3. to blunder, fluff, flub, put one’s foot in one’s mouth, make a 
 blooper, bungle, slip up 

 
4. to put one’s foot into it, screw up, pull a boner, drop the ball, 
 goof, make a boner 

 
 

to have a smooth tongue 
1. to be well-spoken, smooth, persuasive, eloquent, flowing,  
 courtly, gracious, unfailingly polite or decorous 

 He can persuade anyone to do anything.  He has such 
 a smooth tongue. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 

 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 



 

 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 

 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 

 
to have a tongue which runs away with one 
1. to talk too much, not to be able to hold or repress one’s 

 mouth or tongue 
 He has a tongue which is always running away with him. 
 

2. (informal) to babble on, gab on, rattle or run on, talk through 
 one’s hat, run off at the mouth, gush  

 
3. (slang) to have diarrhea of the mouth, gibber-jabber,  
 scuttlebutt, prattle, cackle, blather 

 
4. to be indiscreet, gossip, spread rumors, ciruculate rumours, 

 divulge or reveal information, divulge secrets 
 She can’t be trusted; she has a tongue which runs 
 away with one. 

 
5.  to let slip, repeat everything one has heard, blurt out  
 

to have an acid tongue 
1. to be a person who belittles and demeans other with one's words,  

 to be a person who is stinging, sarcastic, piercing or caustic, be 
 unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent,  

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing or tart 
 She does not control her mouth.  She has an acid tongue. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 
 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 

 virulent, invidious, irascible or trenchant  
 
3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 

 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 
 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, mocking or scoffing 

 
to have an evil tongue 
1. to be a person who speaks badly of others or who belittles and 

 demeans others, to be acrimonious, malicious, malignant, bitter 
 virulent, venomous, unkind, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, 
 mean, brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent,  

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing or tart  
 I have never met a person who has such an evil tongue. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 

 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible or trenchant  

 
3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, mocking or scoffing 
 
to hold one's tongue  

1. to remain silent, keep quiet, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 Hold your tongue, you are, after all, in a funeral. 
2. (informal) to hold one’s peace, button one's lip, muzzle oneself, 
 keep one’s mouth shut, not run on at the mouth, keep hush, 

 button up ,shut one’s mouth, stay one’s  tongue, keep one’s 
 mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s breath, keep one’s 

 mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s tongue between 
 one’s teeth, maintain one’s lips sealed, seal one’s lips 
 

3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 
 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

 
4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 

 or relate what one knows about something 
 You don’t have to worry about my brother; he knows how to 
 hold one's tongue. 

 
5. (informal) to not let the cat out of the bag, leak, bring out into the 
 open, spill the beans, into the light, make  known, let be known, 

 give away, let slip, come out with or tell everything one knows 
 about something, keep secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back, not 

 breathe a word, keep one’s own counsel, not inform on, not tell any 
 tales out of school, not tell tales 
 

6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle, 
 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 

 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut, 
 keep one’s tongue between one’s teeth , not spill one’s guts 
 

to keep a civil tongue in one's head 
1. to speak and behave in a manner which is respectful, well-



 

 

 mannered, not vulgar, not coarse or not ill-mannered, be 
 mannerly, polite or tactful, be a person who uses obscene, 

 pornographic, risqué, baseborn, tasteless, crude, shameless,  
 tactless, rough, base, brash,  raw, uncouth, rustic, offensive, 

 sordid, crass or insulting language 
 I know that it is difficult but you need to keep a civil tongue  
 in your head. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a person who is not salacious, indelicate, 
 gauch, ill-mannered, injudicious or uncivil  be well-bred, courtly, 

 decorous, discreet, chivalric, debonair or polished 
 

3. (informal) to use language which is not loose, spicy, bawdy, 
 wanton, gross, earthy, low, perverted, base, salty, vile or tacky, 
 not have a foul mouth, not have a dirty mouth 

 
3. (slang) to not use language which is gutter, base, trashy, raunchy, 

 smutty, scruffy, nasty, low-down, mean, foul, sleazy, grungy  
 
to keep one's tongue between one's teeth  

1.    to not talk, keep quiet, not say a word, restrain or stop oneself 
 from talking, remain silent, not speak, not utter or say a word, 
 not say anything, not talk, remain quiet, keep silent    

 He needs to keep his tongue between his teeth.  We are, 
 after all, in the library. 

 
2. (informal) to hold one’s peace, button one's lip, muzzle oneself, 
 keep one’s mouth shut, not run on at the mouth, keep hush, 

 button up ,shut one’s mouth, stay one’s  tongue, keep one’s 
 mouth shut, close one’s mouth, save one’s breath, keep one’s 
 mouth close, bite one’s tongue, keep one’s tongue between 

 one’s teeth, maintain one’s lips sealed, seal one’s lips 
 

3. (slang) to play dumb, keep one’s trap close, button up, keep 
 one's yap shut, dummy up, make like a clam, keep mum, be like 
 the wise old owl, keep one’s bazoo shut, let ride, cool it 

  
 

4. to not divulge, reveal, or disclose information, not communicate 
 or relate what one knows about something 
 When you go to the police, you’re to keep your tongue between 

 one's teeth. 
 
5. (informal) not blab, not come out with, not blurt out, not let drop, 

 not spill the beans, tip off, bring out, bring out into the open, not 
 let slip, not tell secrets out of school, not circulate rumors, not let 



 

 

 be known, not let the cat out of the bag, not leak, not bring out 
 into the open, not spill the beans,  not bring into the light, not 

 make  known, not let be known, notgive away, not let slip, not come 
 out with or tell everything one knows about something, keep 

 secret, cover up, keep mute, keep back, not breathe a word, keep 
 one’s own counsel, not inform on, not tell any tales out of school, 
 not tell tales 

 
6. (slang) to not sing, not leak, not tell tales out of school, not 
 finger, not snitch on, not sell down the river, not name names, 

 weasel, rat, rat on, not squeal, stool, fink, blow the whistle, not 
 pull the plug or pull the plug about something, muffle, muzzle,

 stifle,  hush up, put the  kibosh on, dummy up, clam up, put the 
 lid on, keep mum, keep one’s trap shut, keep one’s yap shut, 
 keep one’s tongue between one’s teeth , not spill one’s guts 

 
to loosen one's tongue 

1. to talk too much (usually as a result of drinking too much) 
 If you want to loosen his tongue, get him drunk. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be untactful, indiscreet, unthinking, tactless, 
 impudent, uncircumspect, indiscreet (usually as a result of 
 drinking too much) 

 
 

3. (informal) to blabber, chitter-chatter, rattle on, not keep a secret or 
 hold one’s tongue, jaw, prattle, gossip, spill the beans, let the cat 
 out of the bag, have a loose mouth, blab, babble, dish the dirt, to 

 bend someone’s ear off, jaw, bandy words 
  
4. (slang) to yak, rattle or ramble on, yackety-yak, shoot off one’s 

 mouth, run off at the mouth, gibber-jabber, gab, have diarrhea 
 of the mouth, spill one’s guts, gab, chatter, jabber, prattle 

 
to put out one's tongue 
to make a face by showing, sticking out, poking out or jutting out, 

one's tongue  
The baby put out his tongue and laughed. 

 
to roll off one's tongue 
to be easy to say, flow out of one’s mouth or be spoken 

without difficulty 
I wish French would roll off my tongue.  I have such a hard time. 
 

to roll one's tongue 
to twirl or whirl one's tongue 



 

 

The Scots roll their tongue when they pronounce the 'r.' 
 

to roll over the tongue 
1. to feast on, devour, eat up, swallow up, gorge 

 
2. (informal) to eat like there’s no tomorrow, gobble up, gulp down 
 put away, put down, pack away 

 
3. (slang)  pig in, stuff one’s face, tuck in, make a pig of oneself 
 

to set tongues wagging 
1. to be the reason or motive for gossip, be the cause of furor, 

 scandel, turmoil or commotion, outrage, appall, disturb  
 Her new boyfriend set tongues wagging. 
 

2. to do something so that one is on everyone’s lips or in 
 everyone’s  mouth, jar, raise eyebrows, step on people’s toes, 

 ruffle feathers, set tongues to wag  
 
3. (slang) to do something so that one is on the grape vine, cause an 

 hullabaloo, hubbub, to-do or a big stink  
 
to speak in tongue 

to talk in gibberish or jabber during religious ecstasy 
I do not believe that people can speak in tongues. 

 
to speak with a forked tongue  (dishonest  305) 
1. to lie, deceive, not say the truth, mislead, tell a falsehood, tell a 

 white lie, tell a lie, hide or disguise the truth 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to prevaricate, fabricate, exaggerate the truth, 

 deviate from the truth, euphemize, be untruthful, evade the truth, 
 misspeak 

 
3. (informal) to stretch the truth, make out of whole cloth, lead down 
 the garden path, doctor, slant, color, gloss, dress up, embellish, 

 puff up, twist the truth, varnish the truth, mince the truth, talk 
 with crossed fingers 

 
4. (slang) to fib, whitewash, lie like a rug, waffel, lie like a trooper 
  

to stick out one's tongue 
to make a face by showing, sticking out, poking out or jutting out, 
one's tongue  

Don't stick your tongue out at me! 
 



 

 

to tongue-lash  
1. to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate, 

 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 
 He always tongue-lashing her employees. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, 
 imprecate, lambaste, fulminate against 

 
3. (informal)  to call on the rug, haul over the coals, call on the 
 carpet, rake over the coals, rail at, give a piece of one’s mind, 

 skin alive, blast,  give someone the rough edge on one's 
 tongue, call to account, take to task, give a tongue-lash, bawl out  

 
4. (slang)  to lay into, give someone the business, tell off, stick to, 
 dress down, chew out, come down hard on, lambaste, rail at, 

 chide, jump all over, get on one’s back, give what-for, slam, read 
 the riot act, jump down someone’s throat  

 
to tongue-tie 
1. to disconcert, confound, confuse, paralyze, non-plus, 

 upset, unsettle, imbalance, unbalance  
 Because she is so beautiful, she always tongue-ties the 
 men around her. 

 
2. (informal) to bawl over, shake up, throw off balance, throw 

 out of whack, throw out of kilter, discombobulate, ruffle, 
 rattle, fluster 
 

3. to dumbfound, astonish, amaze, disorientate, bewilder 
 His words were so unexpected that they tongue-tied his 
 opponents and enemies. 

 
4. (informal)  to take aback, jar, jolt, catch up short, take one’s 

 breath away, floor, strick dumb founded, be at a loss for words 
 
to trip off one's tongue 

to be easy to say, roll or flow off one’s tongue 
I wish French would trip off my tongue.  I have such a hard time. 

 
to wag one's tongue  
1. to gossip, tell secrets, divulge or reveal information, circulate 

 rumor, spread stories 
 She is always wagging her tongue. 
 

2. (informal) to tell tales, blab, dish the dirt, let leak, let slip, talk 
 behind one’s back, bend one’s ears, start a whisper campaign,  



 

 

 tell secrets out of school, tell tales 
 

3. (slang) to yak, rattle on, chin, gab, run off at the mouth, run off at 
 mouth, chat, chitchat, prattle, tattle tales 

 
Does the cat have your tongue? 
1. to be too shy, or timid to speak 

 
2. (informal)  to be too bashful, shrinking, or blushing to speak 
 

I could have bitten my tongue off 
to be angry or furious at oneself for one's own indiscretion 

 
Hold your tongue! 
1. Stop talking!  Be silent!  Silence! 

 
2. (slang) Dummy up!  Keep your trap shut!  Shut your yap!  Button 

 up!  Clam up!  Put a lid on it! 
 

Watch your tongue! 

Be careful of what you say!  Watch your words! 
 
double-tongued 

1. deceitful, insincere, false, untrustworthy, hypocritical,  disloyal 
 I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him.   

 He is double-tongued. 
 
2. (highly stylized) lost to shame, Machiavellian, Janus-faced, 

 disingenuous, fradulent, dead to honor 
 
3. (informal) someone who would stab one in the back,  

 be two faced, crooked, false-hearted,  underhanded, double-
 dealing, a snake in the grass, false-hearted 

 
free-tongued 
1.    frank, outspoken, candid, direct    

 You can trust what he says because he will be free tongued. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   straight from the shoulder, tactless,  unihibited, 
 straightforward, impetuous, brash, unreserved,  unconstrained, 
 forthright or unequivocal, without constraints or restrength, not 

 being reticent, be unambiguous or unequivocating 
 
3. (informal) flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free- tongued, 

 downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-spoken, 
 explicit, blunt, point blank 



 

 

 
golden-tongued 

1. flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate 
 Be careful, he is so golden tongued.  He can convince you of 

 anything. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 

 euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 

 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  smooth-talker, smooth spoken, winning, smooth, 
 smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- sounding, 
 silver-tongued, having the gift of gab, a honey  tongue, silver 

 tongue, or smooth tongue,oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, 
 mealy-mouthed,  mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, 

 straightforward, aboveboard, hedging, shifty, left-handed, 
 slippery, hard to catch,  roundabout, hard to pin down, cagey 
 

4. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 

 
honey-tongued 

1. flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate 
 Be careful, he has a golden tongue.  He can convince you of 
 anything. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 
 euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 

 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 
 
3. (informal)  smooth-talker, smooth spoken, winning, smooth, 

 smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- sounding, 
 silver-tongued, having the gift of gab, a honey  tongue, silver 

 tongue, or smooth tongue,oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, 
 mealy-mouthed,  mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, 
 straightforward, aboveboard, hedging, shifty, left-handed, 

 slippery, hard to catch,  roundabout, hard to pin down, cagey 
 
4. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 

 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 



 

 

 
loose-tongued 

1. indiscreet, too talkative, or imprudent, to gossip, spread 
 rumors, divulge information, reveal secrets 

 Be careful, he is loosed tongued. 
 
2. (informal)  being chattering, jabbing, prattling, blabbing, dishing 

 the dirt, buzzing or yakking, running off at the mouth 
 
sharp-tongued  (cynical  253) 

1. unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing, 
 disdaining 
 He is so sharp tongued that people avoid him. 

 
2. (more stylistic) mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 

 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible, trenchant  
 

3. (informal)  jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 
 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, sharp-tongued, mocking 

 or scoffing 
 

silver-tongued 
1. well-spoken, smooth-spoken, persuasive, convincing, compelling, 
 facile, fluent, disarming, devious 

 I don’t believe a word he says; he is so silver tongued. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 

 euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  

 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy, Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  smooth-talker, smooth spoken, winning, smooth, 
 smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- sounding, 

 silver-tongued, having the gift of gab, a honey  tongue, silver 
 tongue, or smooth tongue,oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, 
 mealy-mouthed,  mince words, to not be plain-spoken, straight, 

 straightforward, aboveboard, hedging, shifty, left-handed, 
 slippery, hard to catch,  roundabout, hard to pin down, cagey 
 

4. (slang) slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 



 

 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, sweet 
 

smooth-tongued 
1. well-spoken, smooth, persuasive, eloquent, flowing,  

 courtly, gracious, unfailingly polite, decorous 
 He can persuade anyone to do anything.  He is so smooth 
 tongued. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent  euphonic, 
 euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty, wily, 

 resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning, unfailingly polite, 
 false, ingratiating, deceitful, insincere, untrustworthy, hypocritical 

 cunning, crafty, plotting, deceitful, dishonest, shrewd, stealthy, 
 suasive, impelling, glib, designing, fulsome, insinuating, 
 Machiavellian, stealthy, delusive, Byzantine, misleading, illusory, 

 Janus-faced, disingenuous 
 

6. (informal) oily, slick, sneaky, tricky, crafty, mealy-mouthed,  mince 
 words, winning, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 

 hard to pin down, or cagey, shifty, slippery, canny, cagey, not be 
 plain- spoken, double-tongued, crooked, underhanded, double-
 dealing, a snake in the grass, talking out of both side of one’s 

 mouth, false-hearted smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver 
 toned, winning, smooth, sweet-sounding, golden tongued, sharp,  

 cagey, having the gift of gab, a  honey tongue, a silver tongue, 
 a smooth tongue  
  

7. (slang) be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a baby’s 
 behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, foxy, oily, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av, shifty, slippery, canny, cagey, be 

 a smooth talker 
 

to be double-tongued 
1. to be deceitful, insincere, false, untrustworthy, hypocritical,  or 
 disloyal 

 I wouldn’t trust him as far as I could throw him.   
 He is double-tongued. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to be lost to shame, Machiavellian, Janus-faced, 
 disingenuous, fradulent or dead to honor 

 
3. (informal) to be someone who would stab one in the back,  
 be two faced, crooked, false-hearted,  underhanded, double-

 dealing, a snake in the grass or false-hearted 
 



 

 

to be free-tongued 
1.    to be frank, outspoken, candid, direct    

 You can trust what he says because he will be free tongued. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   to be straight from the shoulder, tactless, 
 unihibited, straightforward, impetuous, brash, unreserved, 
 unconstrained, forthright or unequivocal, be without constraints or 

 restrength, not be reticent, be unambiguous or unequivocating 
 
3. (informal) to be flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free-

 tongued, downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-
 spoken, explicit, blunt or point blank 

 
to be golden-tongued 
1. to be flowing, eloquent, well-spoken or articulate 

 Be careful, he is so golden tongued.  He can convince you of 
 anything. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 

 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 

to be honey-tongued 
1. to be flowing, eloquent, well-spoken, articulate or fluent 
 Be careful, he is honey tongued.  He can convince you of 

 anything. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 

 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  
 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  



 

 

 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 
 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 

 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 

to be loose-tongued 
1. to be indiscreet, too talkative, or imprudent, gossip, spread 
 rumors, divulge information, reveal secrets 

 Be careful, he is loosed tongued. 
 
2. (informal) to chatter, jab, prattle, blab, dish the dirt, buzz, 

 yak, run off at the mouth 
 

to be sharp-tongued 
1. to be unkind, bitter, harsh, insulting, spiteful, insensitive, mean, 
 brutish, savage, surly, rude, sardonic, pointed, astringent, tart, 

 venomous, blunt, acrid, pungent, keen, pointed,  piercing or 
 disdaining 
 He is so sharp tongued that people avoid him. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be mordant, excorciating, petulant, sarcastic, 

 peevish, obnoxious, bilious, acrimonious, acerbic, inquistorial, 
 virulent, invidious, irascible or trenchant  
 

3. (informal)  to be jeering, crusty, crabbed, thorny, doggish, prickly, 
 touchy, double-edged, gibing, edgy, gruff, cutting, biting, sneering, 

 jeering, snorting, wise-cracking, gibing, sharp-tongued, mocking 
 or scoffing 
 

to be silver-tongued 
1. to be well-spoken, smooth-spoken, persuasive, convincing, 
 compelling, facile, fluent, disarming or devious 

 I don’t believe a word he says; he is so silver tongued. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 

 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 
 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 

 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 

 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 
 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 

to be smooth-tongued 
1. to be well-spoken, smooth, persuasive, eloquent, flowing,  
 courtly, gracious, unfailingly polite or decorous 

 He can persuade anyone to do anything.  He is so smooth 
 tongued. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be facund, suave, mellifluous, mellifluent 
 euphonic, euphonious, shifty, clever, persuasive, subtle, crafty,  

 wily,  resourceful, canny, insincere, flattering, fawning,  
 unfailingly polite, ingratiating, stealthy, suasive, impelling, glib, 
 designing, fulsome, insinuating, Machiavellian, stealthy or 

 Byzantine 
 

3. (informal)  to be a smooth-talker, be smooth spoken, winning, 
 smooth, smooth-tongued, honey-tongued, silver toned, sweet- 
 sounding or silver-tongued, have the gift of gab, have a honey 

 tongue, have a silver tongue, have a smooth tongue be oily, 
 slick,  sneaky, tricky, crafty or mealy-mouthed, mince words, not 

 be plain-spoken, straight, straightforward or aboveboard, be 
 hedging, shifty, left-handed, slippery, hard to catch, roundabout, 
 hard to pin down, or cagey 

 
4. (slang) to be slimy, soapy, soft-soaping, with it, smooth as a 
 baby’s behind, sly, smooth as glass, smooth as a billard, silken, 

 satiny, Madison Avenue, Mad Av or sweet 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Tooth/Teeth 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old and Middle English   toth, Old Norse   tonn,  Dutch    tand, German    
Zahn,  Latin    dens,  Greek   odont,  French    dent, Spanish    diente    

 
English  tooth, German Zahn,  Afrikaans  tand, Danish tand, Dutch 

tand, Flemish tand  kies, Frisian  tosk,  Icelandic  tönn, Norwegian tann,  
Swedish  tand, Swiss German  Zah, Latin  labrum  labium,  Latin  dens, 
French  dent, Spanish diente 

 
 
tooth 

1.  hard bodies attached to the jaw used to masticate food or as a 
weapon 

 
2. (animal) tusk, fang 
 

3. projection, tip, barb, spine, spike, snag 
 

4. liking, taste, relish, gusto, flavor 
 
5. predilection, preference, weakness, taste, fancy 

 



 

 

6. (informal) cup of tea  
 

toothache 
to have pain in one's tooth 

I have the worst toothache.   
 
toothbrush 

a small brush which one's uses to clean one's tooth 
 
tooth fairy 

an imaginary magical figure who grants wishes 
My tooth fairy left me a dollar under my pillow. 

 
toothless 
1.   without teeth 

 
2. weak, feeble, useless, lacking in force, ineffectual, powerless 

 This law is toothless. 
 
3. (more stylistic)  inapt, impotent, inefficacious, inept, impuissant, 

 nugatory, craven 
 
4. (informal)  mealy-mouthed, spineless, wishy-washy, without a  

 backbone, craven, yellow, cowardly, weak-kneed,  
 

5. (slang to vulgar)  candy-assed, effete, lame, half-assed, effeminate, 
 
toothsome 

1. appetizing in aroma and appearance, delicious, flavorful, 
 scrumptious, tasty, good tasting 
 The dinner that she cooked last night were toothsome. 

 
2. (more stylized)  delectable, tempting, relishable, savory, enviable, 

 desirable, luscious, succulent, savory, palatable, succulent   
  
3. (informal)  yummy, finger-lickin’, finger-lickin’ good, toothsome 

4. curvy, shapely, pretty, cute, striking, attractive, desirable, 
 beautiful 

 
5. (more stylized)  voluptuous,  well-endowned, come-hither, 
 provocative, ravishing, comely 

 
6. (informal) sexy, eye-catching, eye-filling, winning 
 

7. (slang)  busty, foxy, sexy, built, stacked, having a body that could 
 kill 



 

 

 
false teeth 

dentures 
 

milk teeth  
one's first or baby teeth 
Her milk teeth are coming in. 

 
sweet tooth 
to like food which is sweet 

I've always had a sweet tooth 
 

as scare as a hen's teeth 
1. rare, uncommon, atypical, not in abundance, too little, seldom, 
 out of the ordinary, sparse, scant, infrequently, meager, very little 

 This is as scare as a hen's teeth. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  at a premium, exiguous, scant 
 
3. (informal)  not to be had, be unheard of, tight, few and far between, 

 in short supply, not be had for love or money, spread here and 
 there, trifling 
 

4. (slang)  skimpy, scrimpy, scanty, piddling 
 

 
by the skin of one's teeth 
1. only, barely, scarcely, only just, narrowly, just, by a narrow margin 

 She was so lucky; she only passed the test by the skin of her 
 teeth. 
 

2. by a hair’s breath, by a little, by a nose, by an inch, no more 
 than, almost not by a head, by a hair 

 
in the teeth of  
in defiance of, in the face of  or opposition to 

He maintained his defiance in the teeth of great opposition. 
 

long in the tooth 
1. to be getting on in years, not be so young, advance in years, old, 
 elderly, aged, or a senior citizen  

 He is long in the tooth. 
 
2. (informal) to be getting up there,  be senile, decrepit, or teetering, 

 be in one’s declining years, be  daft or dotty, be past one’s prime, 
 over the hill, decrepit, old as the hills, on in years, gray-haired, of 



 

 

 greater years, in the winter of  one’s life or up in years 
 

3. (slang)  to be decrepit, grizzly, ancient, doddering, tottering, in 
 one’s  second childhood, in one’s dotage or no longer in full 

 command 
 
tooth and nail 

1. fiercely, vehemently, intensely, frantically, fervently, intently 
 ferociously, avidly, savagely 
 She fought him tooth and nail. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  ardently, fervently, keenly, zealously, fervidly,  

 perfervidly, unmitigatedly 
 
3. (informal)  with all one's might, with all one’s heart, with all 

 one’s soul, wholeheartedly, heartily, with might and main, 
 hammer and tong, with abandon, with all one’s strength, gun-ho 

  
to the teeth 
1. totally, completely, fully, thoroughly, in full, entirely, in total, in 

 toto, in totality  
 He will not be easy to bring down; he's armed to the teeth. 
 

2. (informal) from head to toe, inside out, cap-a-pie, root and 
 branch, length and breath, from tip to toe, to the brim, nothing 

 short  of 100%, from A to Z, A to Zed, alpha and omega, head to 
 foot 
 

3. (slang) whole hog, to the max, to the hilt  
 
to bare one's teeth 

1. to display or show one's anger, be bristled, infuriated or aroused 
Don't bare your teeth to me! 

 
2. to snarl, growl, get one's back up, raise one's hackle, be stirred up 

If you get him angry, he will definitely bare his teeth. 

 
to be a bit long in the tooth 

1. to be getting on in years, not be so young, advance in years, old, 
 elderly, aged, or a senior citizen 
 Don't you think that she is a bit long in the tooth? 

 
2. (informal) to be getting up there,  be senile, decrepit, or teetering, 
 be in one’s declining years, be  daft or dotty, be past one’s prime, 

 over the hill, decrepit, old as the hills, on in years, gray-haired, of 
 greater years, in the winter of  one’s life or up in years 



 

 

 
3. (slang)  to be decrepit, grizzly, ancient, doddering, tottering, in 

 one’s  second childhood, in one’s dotage or no longer in full 
 command 

 
to be a bit too long in the tooth 
1. to be getting on in years, not be so young, advance in years, old, 

 elderly, aged, or a senior citizen  
 Don't you think that he is a bit too long in the tooth 
 for this type of work?   

 
2. (informal) to be getting up there,  be senile, decrepit, or teetering, 

 be in one’s declining years, be  daft or dotty, be past one’s prime, 
 over the hill, decrepit, old as the hills, on in years, gray-haired, of 
 greater years, in the winter of  one’s life or up in years 

 
3. (slang)  to be decrepit, grizzly, ancient, doddering, tottering, in 

 one’s  second childhood, in one’s dotage or no longer in full 
 command 
 

to be armed to the teeth 
1. to be armed totally, completely, fully, thoroughly, in full, entirely, 
 in total, in toto or in totality  

 He was armed to the teeth. 
 

2. (informal) to be armed from head to toe, inside out, cap-a-pie, 
 root and branch, length and breath, from tip to toe, to the brim, 
 nothing short of 100%, from A to Z, A to Zed, alpha and omega, 

 head to foot, from stem to stern 
 
3. (slang) whole hog, to the max, to the hilt  

 
to be clean as a hound's tooth 

1. to be clean, unsoiled, unstained, untouch, uncontaminated, 
 unblemished, untarnished or unspoiled 
 She is as clean as a hound's tooth.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be irreprehensible,  immaculate, untainted, 

 undebased,  unsullied, irreproachable, unfouled, pristine, 
 unimpeachable 
 

3.  (informal)  to be snow white, spic and span, above suspicion, 
 snowy white 
   

to be cutting a tooth 
to be growing a new tooth 



 

 

The baby is crying because he is cutting a tooth. 
 

to be cutting one's tooth 
to be growing a new tooth 

She crying so much because she is cutting her tooth. 
 
to be dressed to the teeth 

1. to be dressed very well, superbly, splendidly, or stupendously, be 
 in fine fashion, fashionable, stylish or elegant  
 She really looks nice.  She is dressed to the teeth. 

 
2. (informal) to be well turned out, nifty classy, primped, natty,  

 snazzy, trim, dapper, swank, smart, swanky, dashing, preened, 
 classy   
 

3. (slang)  to be  dressed to the nines or to the hilt, dressed to kill, 
 spiffy, all dude up, dolled up, chic, ritzy, gussied up 

 
to be fed up to the back of the teeth with 
1. to be exasperated or disgusted with, be scandalized, annoyed, 

 sick, tired or weary of 
 He is fed up to the back of the teeth with 
 his brother. 

 
2. (informal)  to be sick of, fed up with, sick and tired of, 

 or fed to the gills, have it up to here  
 
3. (slang)  to be pissed with, turned off, put off, fed  to the grill, 

 grossed out, be dog tired of, be done in, have it up to here  
 
to be fed up to the teeth with 

1. to be exasperated or disgusted with, be scandalized, annoyed, sick, 
 tired or weary of 

 He is fed up to the back of the teeth with his brother. 
 
2. (informal)  to be sick of, fed up with, sick and tired of, 

 or fed to the gills, have it up to here  
 

3. (slang)  to be pissed with, turned off, put off, fed  to the grill, 
 grossed out, be dog tired of, be done in, have it up to here  
 

to be full to the back teeth 
1. drunk, tipsy 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be drunk as a piper, having a glow, besotted, 
 intoxicated, in one’s cup, inebriated, sodden, drunk as a lord 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to be glassy eyed, groggy, feeling good, saturated, 

 wozzy, bleary eyed, high, mellow or full to the back teeth 
 

4. (slang)  to be tight, pickled, loaded, lit, pie-eyed, lubricated lit up, 
 stewed, drunk as a skunk, feeling no pain 
 

to be given more teeth 
1. to be given more power, be fortified, embolden, empowered or 
 tenacity, make strong, make stronger, buttress 

 or strengthened 
 At last!  The law was given more teeth. 

 
2. (informal)  to be given guts, spunk, backbone, nerve, sinew, pluck, 
 intestinal fortitud, grit, muscles, steeliness or sinews, build, 

 shore, prop up, hearten,  be give a shot in the arm 
 

3. (slang) to buck up, boost up 
 
to be kicked in the teeth 

1. to be betrayed, injured, harmed  or hurt by a loved-one, 
 undermine, subvert  
 I was kicked in the teeth by my aunt's betrayal. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to breach, transgress, flaunt or violate someone’s 

 faith, make a mockery,  
 
3. (informal)  to be kicked in the guts, stabbed in the back, do dirt, 

 double-crossed, knifed in the back, foul up, sold out, play Judas, 
 give the Judas kiss, do a number on, make a fool of 
 

to be like pulling teeth 
1. to be tough, difficult, hard, strenuous, not easy, trying, 

 rough, laborious, thorny, baffling, grueling, taxing 
 Teaching that class is like pulling teeth. 
 

2.  (more stylized)  to be arduous, toilsome, unfanthomable, 
 formidable, rigorous, tedious, insoluble, operose, onerous 

 
3. (informal)  to be an uphill battle, Herculean, uphill, rough, tough, 
 knotty, tough-sledding, backbreaking 

 
3. (slang)  hard as hell, be a hell of a job, wicked, nasty, hell 
 

to be long in the tooth 
1. to be getting on in years, not be so young, advance in years, old, 



 

 

 elderly, aged, or a senior citizen  
 Look at him.  There is no doubt that he is long  

 in the tooth. 
 

2. (informal) to be getting up there,  be senile, decrepit, or teetering, 
 be in one’s declining years, be  daft or dotty, be past one’s prime, 
 over the hill, decrepit, old as the hills, on in years, gray-haired, of 

 greater years, in the winter of  one’s life or up in years 
 
3. (slang)  to be decrepit, grizzly, ancient, doddering, tottering, in 

 one’s  second childhood, in one’s dotage or no longer in full 
 command 

  
to be no skin off my teeth 
1. to be of no importance or no consequence, be of no  

 interest or concern, be uninterested, disinterested, removed 
 detached, unconcerned, aloof, or oblivious  

 Whatever you decide to do, it is no skin off my teeth. 
 
2.  (more stylistic)  to be nonchalant, blasé, apathetic, phlegmatic, 

 pococurante, incurious, insouciant, uninquisitive, lackadaisical 
 
3. (French)  sans souci  

 
4. (informal) to be devil may care, above it all, cut off, numb, free and 

 easy, happy-go-lucky 
 
to be sick to the teeth of 

1. to be exasperated or disgusted with, be scandalized, annoyed,  
 sick, tired or weary of 
 I am sick to the teeth of his nagging. 

 
2. (informal)  to be sick of, fed up with, sick and tired of, 

 or fed to the gills, have it up to here  
 
3. (slang)  to be pissed with, turned off, put off, fed  to the grill, 

 grossed out, be dog tired of, be done in, have it up to here  
 

to be sick to the back of the teeth with 
1. to be exasperated or disgusted with, be scandalized, annoyed,  
 sick, tired or weary of 

 I am sick to the back of the teeth with his nagging. 
 
2. (informal)  to be sick of, fed up with, sick and tired of, 

 or fed to the gills, have it up to here  
 



 

 

3. (slang)  to be pissed with, turned off, put off, fed  to the grill, 
 grossed out, be dog tired of, be done in, have it up to here  

  
to be teethchattering 

1. to be cold, shivering or shaking, tremble, have the shivers, the 
 chills, or goose bumps 
 

2. (informal)  to be frozen stiff, chilled to the bone or chilled to the 
 marrow, frozen solid 
 

to be teething 
to be growing or cutting one's teeth 

The baby has a fever because she is teething. 
 
to be toothsome 

1. to appetizing in aroma and appearance, delicious, flavorful, 
 scrumptious, tasty or good tasting 

 The cakes that she bake were toothsome. 
 
2. (more stylized) to be delectable, tempting, relishable, savory, 

 enviable, desirable, luscious, succulent, savory, palatable, or 
 succulent   
  

3. (informal) to be yummy, finger-lickin’, finger-lickin’ good or 
 toothsome 

 
4. to be nice, pleasant, pleasing, or agreeable to look at, attractive, 
 pretty, beautiful or well-built  

 She is toothsome. 
 
5. (highly stylized)  to be lovely, artistic, exquisite, in grand-style, 

 well-endowed, voluptuous, interesting, appealing or stunning  
 

6. (informal) to be good-looking, have good looks, pleasing to eye,  
 easy on the eye, easy to look at or not hard to look at, eye-
 filling, well-shaped, proportioned, pleasing, inviting, tooth-some, 

 eye-catching or tempting 
 

7. (slang) to be eye-candy,stacked, full-bosomed, built, built like a 
 brick  house, shapely, busty or curvaceous 
 

8. (slang to vulgar) to be comely, great looking behind, desirable or 
 come- hither 
 

to clench one's teeth 
1. to gnash, grit, grate, or lock together one’s teeth 



 

 

 Whenever I am angry, instead of exploding, I clenched 
 my teeth. 

 
2. to subdue, master, subjugate, restrain, restrict, or 

 stay one’s emotions 
 I clench my teeth whenever I go into my boss’ office;  
 otherwise, I’ll do something that I’ll later regret. 

 
3. to get the better of, keep in check, curb, harness, 
 cork up, box up, block, or keep in hold one’s emotions 

 
to cast in someone's teeth 

1. to rebuke someone by mentioning or alluding to a  
 past error or indiscretion  
 I am tired of you casting in my teeth what happened 

 last summer.  It’s over. 
 

2. (informal) to throw or bring up one’s past behavior 
 as a reproof 
  

to cut a tooth 
to have a tooth penetrate or cut through one’s gums 
He's crying so much because he is cutting a tooth. 

 
to cut one's eye-teeth on 

to gain or acquire one's first experience in 
He cut his eye-teeth on being an insurance agent. 
 

to draw the teeth of someone 
1. to make a dangerous person harmless, to weaken, 
 debilitate, incapacitate, disable, enfeeble, deplete, or sap 

 someone considered dangerous 
 The other leaders drew the teeth of the dictator. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to enervate, devitalize, emasculate 
 

3. (informal) to take it out of someone, take the starch out of, 
 cripple, hamstring, lame, clip someone’s wings, take the  

 wind out of, break the back of, put a spoke in one’s wheel, 
 put out of action or commission 
 

to fly in the teeth of 
1. to defy, challenge, confront, affront, oppose, resist, differ, take  
 exception to  

 He is always flying in the teeth of danger. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylized) to demur, affront, thwart, cross counter, oppugn, 
 call into question, cross, contravene, thraw, bring into question, 

 differ 
  

3. to scoff at, thumb one’s nose at, fly in the face of, dare,  
 double-dare, face, stand up to, throw down the gauntlet 
 at, snap the fingers at, come face to face with, face in defiance, 

 stand up to, step on the toes of, meet face to face 
 
to get a lot of teeth out 

to have a number of teeth removed 
If she does not control the disease, she's going to have 

to get a lot of teeth out. 
 
to get a tooth capped 

to have a tooth crowned or covered by enamel 
He had to get a number of teeth capped. 

 
to get one's teeth into 
1. to do something with eagerness, enthusiasm, zeal, relish or 

 excitement, vitality, joy or energy, do fiercely, vehemently, 
 intensely, frantically, fervently, intently, ferociously, avidly, 
 savagely 

 He get his teeth into his new job. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to do ardently, fervently, keenly, zealously, fervidly,  
 perfervidly or unmitigatedly, do something with ardor, verve fevor, 
 avidity, passion, exhuberance, ebullience 

 
3. (informal) to do with all one's might, gusto a zing or an oomph,  
 with all one’s heart, with all  one’s soul, wholeheartedly, 

 heartily, with might and main, hammer and tong, with abandon or 
 with all one’s strength, be gun-ho  

  
to get one's tooth pulled 
to have one's tooth removed 

He had to go to the dentist to get his tooth pulled. 
 

to give one's eye-teeth 
1. to be willing to give everything to get something 
 I would give my eye-teeth to get that house. 

 
2. (informal) to be willing to sell one’s soul to the devil, sell one’s own 
 mother or grandmother to get something 

 
to give teeth to 



 

 

1. to be given more power, be fortified, embolden, empowered or 
 tenacity, make strong, make stronger, buttress 

 or strengthened 
 They gave teeth to the bill. 

 
2. (informal)  to be given guts, spunk, backbone, nerve, sinew, pluck, 
 intestinal fortitud, grit, muscles, steeliness or sinews, build, 

 shore up, prop up, hearten,  be give a shot in the arm 
 
3. (slang) to buck up, boost up, beef up 

 
to gnash one's teeth 

1. to grind, grate, clench, or lock together one’s teeth 
 Whenever I am angry, instead of exploding, I clenched 
 my teeth. 

 
2.   to regret, lament, or bemoan bitterly one's action 

      The employee gnashed his teeth when he realized 
 what he had said. 
 

3. (informal) to rue, rue the day, kick oneself, curse one’s  
 behavior or folly, curse the day, wish undone 
 

4.    to be angry or upset about someone's success 
Every time she would see her sister on TV she would  

gnash her teeth.   
 

5. (informal) to be perturbed with, beside oneself with, fit to be tied 

 by someone’s success  
 
6. (slang) be freaked out by, pissed or peeved with, ticked off with or 

 by someone else’s success 
 

to go at it tooth and nail 
1.    to fight, battle, clash, go to war, be at war,  
 These children are beyond control; they are always going at it 

 tooth and nail. 
 

2. to do battle, have an encounter, come to blows, have a violent 
 encounter, cross swords, bandy words,  
 

3. (informal)  to lock horns, argue, brawl, fistfight, bicker, take up 
 arms   
 

4. (slang)  to brawl, go at it, do battle, go to war 
 



 

 

to go over something with a fine-tooth comb 
1. to inspect, scruntinize, analyze, or examine critically and  

 thoroughly and completely 
 The detective went through the investigation with a 

 fine tooth comb. 
 
2. (informal) to go over, sift through, check into, rake through, 

 look high and low, turn everything upside down, turn inside out  
  
to grind one's teeth  

1.    to grit, gnash, rasp, grasp 
       He grinds his teeth at night. 

 
2     to divert, curb, suppress, restrain, detain or repress one's anger 
      She ground her teeth during the argument. 

 
3. (more stylized) to arrest, impede, preclude, abort, obviate, inhibit 

 
4. (informal)  to hamper, tie up, stifle, muzzle, choke, dam up, 
 harness, or  block one’s anger, nip in the bud, put an end to, fend, 

 ward or stave off   
 
to grit one's teeth 

1.    to grit, gnash, rasp, grasp 
       He grinds his teeth at night. 

 
2     to divert, curb, suppress, restrain, detain or repress one's anger 
      She ground her teeth during the argument. 

 
3. (more stylized) to arrest, impede, preclude, abort, obviate, inhibit 
 

4. (informal)  to hamper, tie up, stifle, muzzle, choke, dam up, 
 harness, or  block one’s anger, nip in the bud, put an end to, fend, 

 ward or stave off   
 
to have a sweet tooth 

to have a liking or craving for sweets 
The reason we're so fat is that we have a sweet tooth. 

 
to have a tooth out 
to have one's tooth removed 

He had to go to the dentist to have a tooth out. 
 
to have a lot of teeth out 

to have a number of teeth removed 
If she does not control the disease, she's going to have 



 

 

to have a lot of teeth out. 
 

to have a tooth capped 
to have a tooth crowned or covered by enamel 

He had to have a number of teeth capped. 
 
to have no teeth 

1. to not have any power or strength, be powerless, impotent,  
 incapable, ineffectual, incapacitated, ineffective, weak, useless 
 This government has no teeth. 

 
2. (more stylistic) to be inapt, impuissant, inept, inefficacious, 

 nugatory or debilitated, be for naught  
 
3. to have one’s wings clipped, have no purpose, have the winds 

 taken out of one’s sails, have a spoke in one’s wheels, be good for 
 nothing, be no go, be sidelined, no good 

 
to have one's tooth pulled 
to have one's tooth removed 

As a result of the accident, he had his back tooth pulled. 
 
to have one's teeth pulled 

to have one's teeth removed 
Because he had to have all his teeth pulled; he's  

now wearing dentures. 
 
to lie in one's teeth 

1. to lie, deceive, not say the truth, mislead, tell a falsehood, tell a 
 white lie, tell a lie, hide or disguise the truth, lie shamelessly, 
 without any embarrassment 

 She is always lying in her teeth.  Don't listen to her! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to prevaricate, fabricate, exaggerate the truth, 
 deviate from the truth, euphemize, be untruthful, evade the truth, 
 misspeak 

 
3. (informal) to make out of whole cloth, lead down  the garden path, 

 lie in one’s throat, doctor, slant, color, gloss, dress up, embellish, 
 puff up, twist the  truth, varnish the truth, talk with crossed 
 fingers, mince or stretch the truth, lie like a trooper or a rug, 

 speak with a fork tongue 
 
to lie through one's teeth 

1. to lie, deceive, not say the truth, mislead, tell a falsehood, tell a 
 white lie, tell a lie, hide or disguise the truth, lie shamelessly, 



 

 

 without any embarrassment 
 She is always lying in her teeth.  Don't listen to her! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to prevaricate, fabricate, exaggerate the truth, 

 deviate from the truth, euphemize, be untruthful, evade the truth, 
 misspeak 
 

3. (informal) to make out of whole cloth, lead down  the garden path, 
 doctor, slant, color, gloss, dress up, embellish, puff up, twist the 
 truth, varnish the truth, talk with crossed fingers, mince or stretch 

 the truth, lie like a trooper or a rug, speak with a fork tongue 
 

to mutter between clenched teeth 
1. to talk between closed, shut or locked teeth 
 He is always muttering between clenched teeth instead 

 of speaking  up. 
 

2. (informal)  to grouse, gripe, growl, fuss, or complain 
 in a low tone so that one is only barely heard, to mumble, grumble, 
 snarl, bellyache, kick up a fuss  

 
3. (vulgar) to bitch 
 

to mutter between one's teeth 
1. to talk between closed, shut or locked teeth 

 He is always muttering between his teeth. 
 
 

2. (informal)  to grouse, gripe, growl, fuss, or complain 
 in a low tone so that one is only barely heard, to mumble, grumble, 
 snarl, bellyache, kick up a fuss  

 
3. (vulgar) to bitch 

 
to pull one's own tooth 
to remove one’s own tooth 

The tooth hurt so bad that he pulled his own tooth himself. 
 

to put teeth in 
1. to establish or increase effectiveness of, strengthen,  
 fortify, make potent, forcible, operative, be made effective, 

 serviceable, effectual 
 He put enough teeth into the contract so that it had 
 the force of law. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be made potent, efficacious, puissant,  



 

 

 vehement, incontestable 
 

3. (informal)  to have clout, sway, or impact, make more weighty,  
 carry weight, made weighty, be made to carry a lot of weight, 

 be more than a match for, solid as a rock or oak 
 
4. to be packing a punch or wallop 

 
to set one's teeth 
1. to grate, grit, clench, lock, grind one’s teeth 

 
2. to suppress one's anger or rage 

 I normally set my teeth when I am very angry.  
 
3. (informal)  to choke or shut off, curb, hold back, muzzle, 

  hold in, gag, keep down one’s anger or rage 
 

to set one's teeth on edge 
1.   to create an unpleasant sensation 
      Chalk on the board sets my teeth on edge. 

 
2.   to repel, revolt, offend, be obnoxious or repugent  
      She sets my teeth on edge. 

 
3. (more stylistic)  to be rank, noisome, fulsome, noxious, execrable     

4. (informal)  to fill with loathing, give one the creeps, make one’s 
 hair stand on end, make one shudder, go against the grain 
 

4.  to anger, chafe, irritate, peeve 
 
5. (more stylistic) to irritate, vex, irk, exasperate, incense, provoke,  

 pique, nettle 
 

6. (informal)  to stick in one’s craw, miff, ruffle, put off, grate, grate 
 on one’s nerves, put one’s nose out of joint, tread on one’s 
 toes, rub the wrong way, grate on, get under one’s skin, get 

 someone’s back up, rile 
 

7.  (slang) to tick off, tee off 
 
to show one's teeth 

1. to display or show one's anger or ire 
Don't show your teeth to me! 
 

2. (informal)  to snarl, growl, get one's back up, raise one's hackle, 
 lash into a fury  



 

 

If you get him angry, he will definitely show his teeth. 
 

3. to challenge, confront, affront, encounter, provoke, 
 meet defiantly, defy 

 He showed us his teeth as to dare us to react. 
 
4. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the eye, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court decision, go in harm’s way 

 
5. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to sink one's teeth into   

1.   to grasp, bite into, grip, clamp down on, gripe 
The puppy sank his teeth into the other puppy's tail. 

 
2.    to do something with appetite, eagerness, relish, enthusiasm, 
 gusto, satisfaction, excitement or vigor  

       He sank his teeth into his new job. 
 
3. (more stylized)  to do with avidity, zest, ardor, zeal, vim or keeness 

 
 

to take the bit between one’s teeth   
1. to take the law into one’s own hand, resist, mutiny, overthrow, 
 rebel, revolt, oppose authority 

 I took the bit between my teeth and readied myself to die if 
 necessary. 
 

2. (stylized)  to say no, defy authority, mount the barricades, raise 
 one’s voice against, throw down the gauntlet, insubordinate  

 
3. (informal)  to take to the street, rock the boat, kick over the traces, 
 throw down, rise up in arms 

 
to take the bit in one’s teeth   

1. to take the law into one’s own hand, resist, mutiny, overthrow, 
 rebel, revolt, oppose authority 
 I took the bit in my teeth and readied myself to die if 

 necessary. 
 
2. (stylized)  to say no, defy authority, mount the barricades, raise 

 one’s voice against, throw down the gauntlet, insubordinate  
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to take to the street, rock the boat, kick over the traces, 
 throw down, rise up in arms 

 
to take the teeth out of  

1. to lessen, weaken, undermine, take the strength out of, handicap, 
 disable, impair, disarm, cause to be helpless, make harmless 
 

2. to render powerless, incapacitate, enfeeble, devitalize, clip the 
 wings out, emasculate, debilitate, enervate, render defenseless 
 

3. to unman, pull the rug out from under, take the starch out of, take 
 the wind out of 

 
to talk between one's teeth 
1. to talk between closed, shut or locked teeth, not say, or say in a 

 low voice, what one really feels so as not to suffer the 
 consequences, mumble, speak or talk incoherently, mutter, 

 murmur 
 Stop talking between your teeth and speak clearly. 
 

2. to indirectly show one's anger or displeasure 
 I can always tell when he is angry because he talks between  
 his teeth. 

 
3. to (informal)  to grouse, gripe, growl, fuss, or complain 

 in a low tone so that one is only barely heard, to mumble, grumble, 
 snarl, bellyache, kick up a fuss  
 

4. (vulgar) to bitch 
 
to throw in someone's teeth 

1. to reproach someone by referring to or calling attention  
 to a past error or indiscretion  

 She is always throwing in his teeth the affair that he had 
 ten years ago.   
 

2. (informal) to pointing out or throwing up in one’s face  
 one’s past behavior as a reproof, rehash, go over the 

 same ground 
 
to tooth a tool 

to fix a tool by replacing the points parts that sick out from  
the edge of the tool 
 

These laws don't have any  teeth 
1. to not contain the power, impact, or force necessary so  



 

 

 that the laws are respected and obeyed 
 

2. (informal) to not have the punch, wallop, clout required so 
 that the laws are held in high regard and followed 

 
to teethe 
to be growing new teeth 

When a baby is teething he cries quite a bit. 
 
teething 

the process of growing teeth 
For some babies, teething is a very painful process. 

 
 
toothy 

1. to have a great number of teeth 
 

2. to display or show one's teeth 
 She is always giving one of those toothy smiles. 
 

3. to be flavorable or appetizing 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Chin 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 

Old and Middle English   cin(n),  Old Norse  kinn,  Dutch   kin,  German  
Kinn   chin,  Latin mentum,  French   menton,  Spanish  mentón 
 

English chin ,   German , Dutch  ,    Danish hage, Dutch , Flemish  , 
Frisian kin  ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian  hake, Swedish  haka, Latin  ,  



 

 

French  , Spanish  
 

 
chin 

the front part of the face directly below the mouth 
 
to chin  (discourse  302) 

 
chin-chin  (chit-chat  165) 
1. nonsense, small talk, table talk, gossip, idle talk  

 
2. (informal)  chatter, gab, chitter-chatter, prattle 

 
3. (slang)  fiddle-faddle, ringamarole, poppycock 
 

chin deep 
1. being too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 

 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 
 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability, drowning, 
 being  immersed, overwhelmed by, overpowered, or overcome by 

 He is chin deep in hot water. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  being submersed in, submerged, engulfed, 

 innudated or deluged by 
 

3. being knocked for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 
 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 
 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 

 
4. (in reference to being in debt)  owing everyone, being overloaded or 
 loaded down  

 I’m chin deep in financial obligations. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  being weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 
 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, beholding, bounding  
 

6. (informal)  being in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 
 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, being up to one’s 

 ears,  knee-deep in, buried by, overrun by, infested by, up to here, 
 being up to one's eyes in, up to one’s eyeballs in, being 
 swallowed, swamped, swallowed up by, or snowed in by 

 
chin fur 
1. whiskers, stubble, beard, bristles 

 I don’t like a man with chin fur.  Please shave. 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  five o’clock shadow, bloom, shadow, beaver, peach fuzz 
 

chin session (discussion 303) 
 

up to one's chin 
1. being too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 
 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 

 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability, drowning, 
 being  immersed, overwhelmed by, overpowered, or overcome by 
 He is up to his chin in work. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  being submersed in, submerged, engulfed, 

 innudated or deluged by 
 
3. being knocked for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 

 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 
 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 

 
4. (in reference to being in debt)  owing everyone, being overloaded or 
 loaded down  

 I’m up to my chin in financial obligations. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  being weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, beholding, bounding  
 

6. (informal)  being in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 
 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, being up to one’s 
 ears,  knee-deep in, buried by, overrun by, infested by, up to here, 

 being up to one's eyes in, up to one’s eyeballs in, being 
 swallowed, swamped, swallowed up by, or snowed in by 
 

to be chin deep 
1. to be too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 

 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 
 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability, drown,   
 immerse, overwhelm by, overpower, overcome by 

 He is chin deep in hot water. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be submersed in, submerged, engulfed, 
 innudated or deluged by 
 

3. to be knock for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 
 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 
 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 

 
4. (in reference to being in debt)  owe everyone, be overloaded or 



 

 

 loaded down  
 I’m chin deep in financial obligations. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to be weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, behold, bound  
 
6. (informal)  to be in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 

 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, be up to one’s ears, 
 knee-deep in, buried by, overrun by, infested by, up to here,  be up 
 to one's eyes in, up to one’s eyeballs in, be swallowed, 

 swamped, swallowed up by, or snowed in by 
   

to be up to one's chin 
1. to be too much, overwhelming, arduous, difficult, overextended, 
 formidable, beyond one's capacity or comprehension, overreach, 

 overleap, overrate or overestimate one’s own ability, drown,   
 immerse, overwhelm by, overpower, overcome by 

 He is up to his chin in work. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to be submersed in, submerged, engulfed, 

 innudated or deluged by 
 
3. to be knock for a loop, in too deep, swallowed, swallowed up, 

 snowed under, bowled over, knocked off one’s feet or over one’s 
 head, having bitten off more than one can chew 

 
4. (in reference to being in debt)  owe everyone, be overloaded or 
 loaded down  

 I’m up to my chin in financial obligations. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to be weighed down, overtasked, encumbered, 

 overburndened, answerabe for or straitened, behold, bound  
 

6. (informal)  to be in hock, in dire straits, in the red, owe everyone 
 but the kitchen sink, owe everyone in town, be up to one’s ears, 
 knee-deep in, buried by, overrun by, infested by, up to here,  be up 

 to one's eyes in, up to one’s eyeballs in, be swallowed, 
 swamped, swallowed up by, or snowed in by 

   
to have a chin job 
to have plastic surgery on one's chin 

He definitely looks better since having a chin job. 
 
to have a chin-wag 

1. to have a casual conversation, converse, have a talk,  to confer,  
 talk, communicate, or speak with 



 

 

   
2. (informal)  to shoot the breeze,  have a chat, pass the day 

 chatting, have a little talk, parly, coze  
 

3. (slang) to chin, yak, chew the fat, chew the rag, beat one’s 
 gum, rap, bull  
 

to have a double chin 
1. a fold of fat beneath the chin 
 

2. to be fat, obese, stout, large or overweight 
 My God, how can you find him attractive.  He has a double chin! 

 
3. (more stylistic)  to be fleshy, corpulent, rotund 
 

4. (informal)  to be flabby, tubby, pudgy, well-fed, plump, paunchy 
 

5. (slang)  to be big as a horse, tubby, pot-bellied  
 
to have a weak chin 

1. to be weak, feeble, weak-minded, timid, feeble-minded,  
 To have a weak chin indicates that someone has 
 inner weakness and feebleness. 

 
2. (informal) to be effete, soft, limp, uncourageous, undaring, 

 unmanly, yellow, having no backbone, spineless, mealy-mouthed, 
 weak-kneed  
 

3. (slang)  to be wishy-washy, shilly-shallying, chicken-livered, 
 chicken-hearted, white-livered, lily-livered, half-baked, milksop 
 

4.  (slang to vulgar)  to be candy-assed, sissyishy, old-womanish,  
 half-assed 

 
to keep one's chin up 
1. to tolerate, endure, suffer, sustain, bear, abide, sustain  without 

 yielding  
  Keep your chin up; this will soon be over. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to weather, brook, bear it, withstand, sustain, keep 
 the faith, hold out against 

 
3. (informal)  to stand, sweat it out, stick it out, tough it out, rough it 
 out, hang in, take it, take it on the chin, go through the mill  

 
to make chin 



 

 

1. to talk, speak, communicate, or converse with  
 

2. (informal)  to chatter, chit-chat, shoot the breeze,  
 

3. (slang)  to gab, jabber, gabble, run off at the mouth 
 
to stick one's chin out 

1. to confront, affront, meet, meet defiantly, endure, bear,  
 abide, bear with 
 Although everyone disagreed with him, he held up his 

 head and stuck out his chin. 
 

2. to brook, weather, stomach, stick, take, face up to, cope with 
  
to take it on the chin 

1.   to not complain even though one is in an extremely difficult 
 situation, endure, bear, suffer, tolerate, accept responsibility, deal 

 with the consequences, take the consequences, answer for 
 You’re going to have to take it on the chin whatever he says. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear up, brave, brave out, brook, withstand, 
 forbear 
 

3. (informal) to stomach, take it on the cuff, live out, tough it out, 
 hang in there, weather, go through the mill, hang in, take it, keep 

 the faith, take it and come back for me, ride it out, put up with, 
 swallow, take it on the chin, pay the piper, take one’s own 
 medicine, swallow a bitter pill, face the music 

 
4. (slang)  to get what is coming to one, take the rap 
 

Chin-Chin (informal) 
Cheers! 

 
Chin up! 
Don't despair!  Stick in there!  Don’t lose hope!  Keep hope alive! 

 
 

 
 
 

Jaw 
(1325-1375) 

 

Middle English  jawe   jowe,  Latin  maxilla   mala  fauces,  Old French  
joue   joe, French  mâchoire, Spanish  mandibula 



 

 

 
English  jaw, German Kiefer,  Afrikaans  , Danish  kæbe, Dutch kaak, 

Flemish kaak, Icelandic  ,  Swedish käft  , Swiss German  , Latin  ,  
French  mâchoire, Spanish mandibula  quijada 

 
jaw 
1. lower part on the skull which borders the mouth and holds the 

 teeth, part of the mouth which moves when one opens one’s mouth 
 
2. pincer-type tool of opposing parts which closes to grasp or crush 

 an object, i.e.  pliers, clamps, wrench 
3. hazardous, threatening, dangerous or perilous situation,  a 

 situation fraught with danger      
 The child was snatched from the jaws of death by the quick 
 thinking of the police. 

 
4. walls of a cavern, pass or canyon 

 
to jaw 
1. to talk, converse, communicate with, have a conversation 

 to talk at length, talk for a long period of time, pass the 
 time talking 
 

2. (informal)  to shoot the breeze, chat, chit-chat, schmooze, bat  
breeze 

 
3. (slang)  to chew the fat, chew the rag, gas, gab, bull, shoot 
 the bull, rattle, beat one’s gum 

 
4. to gossip, tell secrets, divulge information, betray confidences, 
 spread stories 

 
5. (informal)  to buzz, dish the dirt, talk behind someone’s back,  

 breathe, whisper, prattle, blather 
 
6. (slang) run off at the mouth, have diarrhea of the mouth, blab,  

 yak, prattle 
 

7. to reproach, rebuke, castigate, chastise, reprimand, upbraid, 
 scold, berate 
 

8. (informal)  to tongue-lash, bawl, chew out, wig, rail, revile, bawl 
out, dress down, give someone a piece of one’s mind, tell 
someone a thing or two 

 
jawbreaker 



 

 

1.    a very hard, large, round candy which must be sucked 
  

2.    a word which is difficult to say 
 

3. a machine which utilizes its massive jaws to pulverize rock 
 
jawbone 

1. tooth bearing bone, upper part of the jaw is called maxilla while 
 the lower part is called the mandible 
 

 
jaw drops 

1. astounded, amazed, surprised, stunned, stupified, shocked, 
 startled, astonished, confounded or floored 
 Jaws dropped, when I entered the room. 

 
2. (more stylized)  disquieted, discomposed, rendered speechless, 

 disconcerted, nonplussed 
 
3. hit like a ton of bricks, knocked over with a feather, bowled  over, 

 set back on one’s heel, knocked the wind out of, thrown for a 
 loop, hit between the eyes, struck dumb, dumbfounded, 
 flabbergasted or taken aback, have one’s breath taken away, or 

 eyebrows raised 
 

4. (slang)  blown away, K.O.’d, kayoed, knocked for a loop, blown 
 away 
 

jaw-jaw 
(British English)  a long, long-winded or pointless conversation 
 

Jaws of Life 
type of tool used to get an accident victim out of a vehicle 

 
to be just a lot of jaw 
1. to be just a lot of words, nonsense, rubbish, jargon, foolishness, 

 garbage, trash, craziness 
 

2.  (informal)to be just a lot of gibberish, babble, blathering, foam, 
 froth  or bunk  
 

3. (slang)  to be just a lot of bull, fiddle-faddle, malarkey, bushwa, 
 baloney, mumbo-jumbo,drivel, drool, hocus-pocus,  or 
 gobbledgook, crock, eyewash 

 
4.  (vulgar)  to be just a bullshit, shit or crap 



 

 

 
to be in the jaws of death 

1. to be in great danger or hazard, be at risk 
 While living with him I felt that I was in the jaws of death.   

 
2. (more stylistic)  be fraught with danger, be in a situation which is  
 minacious, perilous, precarious, menacing, dubious, minatory or 

 threatening 
 
3. (informal) to be in a dicey, thorny, risky, iffy, scary, ticklish, or 

 hairy situation   
 

to be in the jaws of defeat 
1. to be defeated, subdued, overrun, beaten, checkmated, 
 overpowered, triumphed over 

 He may appear to be in the jaws of defeat but he’s not. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be vanquished, overwhelmed, trampled, 
 trounched, thrashed 
 

3. (informal)  to be routed, whipped, worsted, clobbered, beat the 
 pants off of or zapped 
 

4. (slang) to be creamed, crushed, licked, polished off or quashed 
 

to be in the jaws of despair 
1. to surrender, be in total despair, feel hopeless, be depress or 
 miserable, have lost hope, quit, sink, lose hope 

 I can make her listen to me; she is in the jaw of despair. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be distressed desponded, dishearten, full of 

 dolor, resign oneself to, cry craven 
 

3. (informal)  to pine away, give up, lie down and die, lose heart  
 
4. (slang) to give up the ship, throw in the sponge, pack it in,  

  
to drop one’s jaw  

1. to be astounded, amazed, surprised, stunned, stupified, shocked, 
 startled, astonished, confounded or floored 
 I dropped my jaw when I heard the news. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be disquiet, discomposed, rendered speechless, 
 disconcerted, nonplussed 

 
3. to be hit like a ton of bricks, knocked over with a feather, bowled 



 

 

 over, set back on one’s heel, knocked the wind out of, thrown  
 for a loop, hit between the eyes, struck dumb, dumbfounded, 

 flabbergasted or taken aback, have one’s breath taken away, or 
 eyebrows raised 

 
3. (slang)  to have one’s mind blown, be KO’d, kayoed,  knocked for 
 a loop or blown away 

 
to have a glass jaw 
to be easily knocked out because one’s jaw is especially weak,  

vulnerable, easily hurt or sensitive 
His weak point is his jaw.  He has a glass jaw; hit it and he's down on 

the canvass. 
 
to have a good old jaw 

1. to have a good dialogue, conversation, discussion, or exchange of 
 ideas or talk, to converse, exchange views, compare notes 

  
2. (more stylistic)  to converse, confer, deliberate, palaver, consult 
 together,  

 
3. (informal) to have a chat, talk over, chew the fat, shoot the breeze, 
 pass the time of day, chew rag, kick around, thresh over, parley, 

 sit down together 
 

3. (slang)  to talk turkey, gab, gossip, hash out, have a powwow 
 
to have a strong jaw 

1. to have a strong character, be strong, unequivocal, dogmatic, 
 inflexible, strong-minded, steadfast, staunch, determined or 
 tough-minded, be iron-jawed 

 I like him; he has a strong jaw. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be defiant, pertinacious, resolute, intransigent, 
 adamant, indefatigable, stalwart, unflagging or persevering 
 

3. to be game,  with a mind of one’s own, red-bloodied, hard-
 headed, spirited, cast iron, gritty, mulish, dogged, hell-bent, stiff-

 necked, spunky, plucky, onery, pig-headed or sturdy as a Rock of 
 Gibraltar   
 

3. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 
to have a weak jaw 

1. to be weak, have a weak character, feeble, weak-minded, feeble-
 minded, crowardly, fearful, faint-hearted or weak-hearted 



 

 

 Yes, he’s very handsome but he has a weak jaw.   
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be craven, recreant, pusillanimous, timorous 
 

3. (informal)  to be half-baked, lily-livered, wishy-wasy, hedging, 
 mealy-mouthed, spineless, unmanly, be afraid of one’s own 
 shadow, not have a backbone, have a backbone of a banana, 

 yellow-bellied 
 
4. (vulgar)  to be half-assed, candy-assed 

 
to jawbone 

1. to talk into, try to convince by talking, persuade, convince,  
 prevail upon, win, talk into, talk over 
 Stop trying to jawbone me to death.  I’m not going to change my 

 mind. 
 

2. (informal)  to smooth talk, win over, bring round, made to see the 
 light by talking, sell on, wrangle, rope into, draw over,  
 

3. (slang)  to con, hook 
 
to make one's jaw drop 

1. to astound, amaze, surprise, stun, stupify, shock, astonish 
 What she told me made my jaw drop. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to disquiet, discompose, render speechless, 
 disconcert, nonplus 

 
3. to hit like a ton of bricks, knock over with a feather, bowl over, set 
 back on one’s heel, knock the wind out of, take one’s breath 

 away, throw one for a loop, raise the eyebrows, hit between the 
 eyes,  strike dumb, dumbfound, flabbergast, take aback, be loss for 

 words 
 
4. (slang)  to blow away, blow one’s mind, KO, kayo, knock for a 

 loop, blow away 
 

to open one’s jaw  
1. to be astounded, amazed, surprised, stunned, stupified, shocked, 
 startled, astonished, confounded or floored 

 I dropped my jaw when I heard the news. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be disquiet, discomposed, rendered speechless, 

 disconcerted, nonplussed 
 



 

 

3. to be hit like a ton of bricks, knocked over with a feather, bowled 
 over, set back on one’s heel, knocked the wind out of, thrown  

 for a loop, hit between the eyes, struck dumb, dumbfounded, 
 flabbergasted or taken aback, have one’s breath taken away, or 

 eyebrows raised 
 
4. (slang)  to have one’s mind blown, be KO’d, kayoed, knocked for 

 a loop or blown away 
 
to ride into the jaws of death 

1. to purposely put oneself in danger, challenge, defy, 
 or confront danger 

 When he went on patrol, he rode into the jaws of death. 
 
2. to beard, march up to the canon mouth, beard the lion in his 

 den, pluck by the beard, tempt Providence, dance on the razor’s 
 edge, thumb one’s nose at, go in harm’s way 

 
to set one's jaw 
1. to show one's determination, decisiveness, steadfastness,  

 steadiness, tenacity, resoluteness, resolve, heartiness,  
 toughness, will power, stauchness or perseverance 
 She knew that he was not going to let her go when she saw 

 him set his jaw. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to show one’s fortitude, indomitability, stauchness, 
 dauntlessness, awelessness, indomitability, stalwartness, 
 valorousness, intrepidness, hardiness, resoluteness or pith 

 
3. (informal) to show one’s gumption, marrow, doggedness, grit, 
 nerve, mettle, spunk, backbone, moxie, sand, pigheadiness, 

 pluckiness, starch, gameness, pluck, heart or blood 
   

to snatch defeat out of the jaws of victory 
(said sarcastically when one seems intent on losing) 
The president seemed determined to snatch defeat out of 

the jaws of victory. 
 

to snatch victory out of the jaws of defeat 
1. to defeat, win, win out, be a winner, or succeed when one had 
 expected to lose  

 It surprised everyone how the rag-tag army was able to 
 successfully snatch victory out of the jaws of defeat. 
 

2. (more stylistic) to be victorious, prevail, triumph, triumph over, be 
 victor, gain victory over when one had expected to lose 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to carry the day, walk or waltz away with, or score a 

 success against all odds, come through  
 

Hold your jaw! 
1. Keep your mouth shut!  No more talking!  Silence! 
 

2. (slang) Shut up!  Close your trap! 
 
 

It's a lot of jaw. 
It's only words.  He's only mouthing the words.  What he says is 

meaningless.  He doesn’t mean what he’s saying. 
  
iron-jawed 

1. to be unyielding, resolved, fiercely determined, hard, 
 steadfast, firm, have a strong character, be strong, unequivocal, 

 dogmatic, inflexible, strong-minded, steadfast, staunch, 
 determined or tough-minded 
 Forget about talking to him, he’s  iron-jawed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be defiant, pertinacious, resolute, intransigent, 
 adamant, indefatigable, stalwart, unflagging or persevering 

 
3. (informal)  to be game, with a mind of one’s own, red-bloodied, 

 hard- headed, spirited, cast iron, gritty, mulish, dogged, hell-bent, 
 stiff-necked, spunky, plucky, onery, pig-headed or sturdy as a 
 Rock of Gibraltar   

 
4. (vulgar)  to be hard-assed 
 

to have an iron-jawed will 
1. to have a very strong, firm, staunch, indomitable, perserving, 

 constant, stubborn, obstinate or unrelenting will, be iron-jawed 
 He has an iron-jawed will. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have a will which is unswerving, unflagging, 
 undeviating, unfailing, unflinching, steadfast, unwavering, 

 indefatigable 
 
3. (informal)  to have a will which is dogged, unshrinking, plucky, do-

 or-die, gritty, scrappy, spunky, hell bent or red-bloodied 
   
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Cheek 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English  ce(a)ce  ceoce, Middle English  cheke, Dutch  kaak, Middle 

Lower German  kake, Latin   gena   bucca, French   joue,  Spanish  
mejilla 

English cheek ,   German , Dutch  ,    Danish kind, Dutch , Flemish   , 
Frisian wang ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian  kinn, Swedish, Latin  ,  French  , 
Spanish  

 
 
cheek 

1.    jowl, chop, grill 
 

2.    (slang for)  audacity, imprudence, insolence, boldness, daring 
 effrontery, temerity 
 

3.    (informal)  brass, gall, brashness, boldness, shamelessness, sauce 
 

4. (slang)  chutzpah, moxie, nerve, sassiness, sass, lip, mouth, face 
 
5. (vulgar)  balls 

 
6. slang for: buttocks, rump, rear end 
 

cheekbone 
the bone in one's cheeks 

She is considered beautiful is that her cheekbone are so prominent. 
 
cheek by jowl 

1. to to be near, in close proximity, intimate, within very close range, 
 next to, beside, alongside, cramped, tight, side by side, in close 



 

 

 intimacy, crowded, squeezed in, compressed, crammed, close or 
 close by 

 The house was so small that we lived cheek by jowl. 
 

2. (informal) to be at one’s elbow, cheek by jowl, be breathing down 
 each other’s neck, pressed together, packed like sardines, packed 
 in, jammed to the rafters, filled to the brim, close as pages in a 

 book, jammed or shoved in 
 
the cheek of the devil 

1. to be uninhibited, insolent, imprudent, impertinent, or audacious 
 

2. to be bold, sassy, brassy, flip, out of line, out of keeping 
 
tongue in cheek 

1.    in jest, jokingly, in fun, laughingly, half-seriously,  
 mischievously, humorously, sarcastically, ironically 

  
2.    rib tickling, with a straight face, waggishly, without 
 cracking a smile,  with a gleam in one’s eye, roguish, 

 prankish 
 
to be cheek to cheek 

1. to be near, in close proximity, intimate, within very close range, 
 next to, beside, alongside, cramped, tight, side by side, in close 

 intimacy, crowded, squeezed in, compressed, crammed, close or 
 close by 
 

2. (informal) to be at one’s elbow, cheek by jowl, be breathing down 
 each other’s neck, pressed together, packed like sardines, packed 
 in, jammed to the rafters, filled to the brim, close as pages in a 

 book,  jammed or shoved in 
 

to bite one's cheek 
1. to subdue, suppress, constrain, control, or restrain one's emotions 
 He bit his cheek so as to not laugh out loud. 

 
2.  to keep or hold back, stifle, cork up, keep in tow, sit on, rein in, 

 put the brakes on, keep the lid on 
  
to dance cheek to cheek 

1. to dance close, side by side or in close intimacy  
 I love to dance cheek to cheek. 
 

2. to dance cheek by jowl, pressed together or as close as pages in a 
 book 



 

 

 
to have a cheek 

1. to be imprudent, arrogant, brassy, bold, brazen, shameless, 
 defiant, forward, disrespectful or insolent  

 He has a cheek to do anything. 
  
2. (more stylized)  to be audacious, presumptuous, impertinent, 

 unabashed, uncircumspect, injudicious, insolent 
 
3. (informal)  to be flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 

 mouthy,  nervy, saucy, brazen-faced or out of order,  have gall, 
 nerve, lip, mouth  

 
4. (slang)  to be cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 

 or smartie-pants 
 

5. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 
 
to have apple cheeks 

1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 
 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit, in excellent health or fit 
 

2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-
 top health, rosy cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 

 hale, bursting with health 
 
to have hollowed-cheeks 

1. to look sickly, unhealthy, anemic, emaciated, ashen or gaunt, be 
 pale, haggard, drawn 
 

2. (informal)  to look washed out, worn out, peaked, run down, 
 wiped out 

 
to have red-cheeks 
1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 

 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit, in excellent health  
 

2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-
 top health, apple-cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 
 hale, bursting with health 

 
to have rosy-cheeks 
1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 

 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit, in excellent health  
 



 

 

2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-
 top health, apple-cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 

 hale, bursting with health 
 

to have high cheekbones 
to have prominent cheekbones (considered beautiful) 
 

to have a lot of cheek 
1. to be imprudent, shameless, brazen, bold, audacious,  
 indecorous 

 
2. to be brash, fresh, rude, cocky, barefaced, unseemly, flippant, 

 forward, familiar 
 
(to have) tears rolled down one's cheeks 

1. to cry,  weep, shed tears 
 When she heard her name called, tears began rolling down 

 her cheeks. 
 
2. (informal) to blubber, boohoo, sob 

 
to have the cheek of the devil (British) 
to be impertinent, imprudent, unabased, or bold 

He has the cheek of the devil, daring to ask for a raise. 
 

2. to be brash, fresh, familiar, saucy, cheeky, or brazen-faced 
 
to have the cheek to do something (British) 

1. to have the audacity, boldness, effrontery, impudence, 
 cheekiness or brashness to do something. 
 After what he did, I can’t believe that he have the cheek 

 to come back her.  
 

2. (slang) to have the gall, lip, mouth, sassiness, nerve 
 or the chutzpah to do something 
 

3. (vulgar)  to have the balls or cojones 
 

to pat on the cheek  
1. to pamper, pet, caress, nestle, cuddle, hug coddle, nuzzle 
  

2. (more stylistic)  to dandle, cosset 
 
3. (informal)  mollycoddle, to make much of, fuss over, coo over 

 
4. (slang)  to kill with kindness 



 

 

 
 

to turn the other cheek 
to not respond violence with violence,  not retaliate, not respond by 

a eye for an eye or a tooth for a tooth, react to or match violence  
with violence 
Martin L. King believed that one should always turn the other cheek  . 

 
None of your cheek! 
None of your insolence!  None of your sassing! 

 
Of all the cheek! (British) 

Of all the nerve!   
 
That's enough of your cheek! (British) 

That's enough of your impertinence! 
That's enough of your sassing! (informal/American) 

 
What a cheek! (British) 
What a nerve!  How shameless! 

 
apple-cheeked 
1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 

 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit or in excellent health, look 
 healthy, glowing, flushing, fit 

  
2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-
 top health, red cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 

 hale, bursting with health 
 
hollowed-cheeked 

1. to look sickly, unhealthy, anemic, emaciated, ashen or gaunt, be 
 pale, haggard, drawn 

 
2. (informal)  to look washed out, worn out, peaked, run down, 
 wiped out 

 
red-cheeked 

1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 
 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit or in excellent health, look 
 healthy, glowing, flushing, fit 

 She is red-cheeked. 
 
2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-

 top health, apple-cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 
 hale, bursting with health 



 

 

 
rosy-cheeked 

1. to be healthy, sound, in sound health, in good health, full of 
 health, vigorous, robust, physically fit, in excellent health or fit 

 
2. to be fit as a fiddle, hale and hearty, be in fine fettle, hearty, in tip-
 top health, apple cheeked, ruddy, in the pink, hearty, hearty and 

 hale, bursting with health 
 
cheeky 

1. arrogant, brassy, bold, brazen, shameless, defiant, forward 
  I don’t want to work with him; he is too cheeky. 

 
2. (more stylized)  audacious, presumptuous, impertinent, forward,
 imprudent, unabashed, uncircumspect, injudicious, insolent,  

 unabashed 
 

3. (informal)  bumptious, flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, 
 fresh, mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, have gall, nerve, 
 lip, mouth  

 
4. (slang) cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 

 smartie-pants 
 

5. (vulgar)  a wise-ass, smart-ass, punk 
 
to be a cheeky fellow  (British) 

1. to be imprudent, arrogant, brassy, bold, brazen, shameless, 
 defiant, forward, disrespectful or insolent  
 He is such a cheeky fellow. 

  
2. (more stylized)  to be audacious, presumptuous, impertinent, 

 unabashed, uncircumspect, injudicious or insolent 
 
3. (informal)  to be flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 

 mouthy,  nervy, saucy, brazen-faced or out of order,  have gall, 
 nerve, lip, mouth  

 
4. (slang)  to be cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 

 or smartie-pants 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 

 
to be cheeky (British slang) 



 

 

1. to be arrogant, brassy, bold, brazen, shameless,  defiant or forward 
 I don’t want to work with him; he is too cheeky. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to be audacious, presumptuous, impertinent, 

 imprudent, unabashed, uncircumspect, injudicious or insolent 
 
3. (informal)  to be flippant, out of line, pushy, smart-mouth, fresh, 

 mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, have gall, nerve, lip or 
 mouth  
 

4. (slang)  to be cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, wise or sassy, be a 
 wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, wiseacre,  wise guy, smartie, 

 or smartie-pants 
 
5. (vulgar)  to be a wise-ass, smart-ass or punk 

 
to have cheeky behavior (British) 

1. to have behavior which is imprudent, arrogant, brassy, bold, 
 brazen, shameless, defiant or forward   
 

2. (more stylized)  to have behavior which is audacious, 
 presumptuous, impertinent, unabashed, uncircumspect, 
 injudicious or insolent 

 
3. (informal)  to have behavior which is flippant, out of line, pushy, 

 smart-mouth, fresh, mouthy,  nervy, saucy or brazen-faced, 
 have gall, nerve, lip or mouth  
 

4. (slang)  to have behavior which is cocky, cocksure, smart-alecky, 
 wise or sassy, be a wisenheimer, wisecracker, know-it-all, 
 wiseacre, wise guy, smartie, or smartie-pants 

 
5. (vulgar)  to have behavior which is wise-assed, smart-assed or  

 like a punk 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Throat 
(entered into English before 900) 

Old English  throte  throta  throtu,  Middle English   throte,  Old High 



 

 

German    drozza, Old Norse    throti,  German   Drossel,  Latin    
guttur,  French    gorge, Spanish   garganta 

 
throat 

the front part of the neck, gullet, gorge 
 
cut-throat 

1.   thug, murderer, killer 
 He’s nothing but a cut-throat.  You can’t trust him one bit. 
 

2.   (slang)  dispatcher, silencer, gun, hired gun, hit man, trigger man, 
hatchet man 

 
cutthroat  (butcher  140) 
1.    killing, bloodstained, homicidal, brutal, cruel, bloodthirsty, violent, 

 devicious, barbaric 
 He may look like a kind grandfather but he was a cutthroat killer. 

  
2. (more stylized)  homicidal, maniacal, babarous, brutish, lethal, 
 murderous, assassinative, sanguinary, slaughterous 

 
3.    (informal)  death-dealing, soaked in blood, blood-soaked, fierce, 
 beserk, fiendish, hellish, savage, out for blood 

 
4. ruthless, fierce, rentless, merciless, unpitying, unmerciful, pitiless, 

 severe, unfeeling, harsh, savage, brutal 
 His method is cutthroat.  Expect no mercy from him. 
 

5.    feral, stringent, austere, ferine, compassionateless, vicious, 
 inexorable,  oppressive, unsparing, unremiting, ferocious 
 

6. heartless, iron-handed, hardhearted, unfeeling, hard-boiled, 
 marble-hearted, stony, stone-hearted, cruel-hearted, cold-

 blooded, barbaric 
 
7. (slang)  dog-eat-dog, every man for himself 

 
cut throat competition 

1. competition which is extraordinarily ruthless, competitive, 
 severe, aggressive, oppressive, brutal, unmerciful, unfeeling or 
 harsh, each man for himself 

 He loves cut throat competition. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to compete in a manner which is extraordinarily 

 feral, vigorous, emulous, striving, ferine, contending, peremptory, 
 fell, truculent  



 

 

 
3. (more informal)  rivalry which is cutthroat, cold-blooded, 

 pushing, pushy, high-handed, cutting, grinding, soulless, cold-
 hearted, stone-hearted, cold, hard-hearted or warlike, survival 

 of the fittest 
  
4. (slang)  competition which is dog-eat-dog, law of the jungle  

 
cut-throat world of politics 
1. world of politics is  extraordinarily ruthless, competitive, 

 severe, aggressive, oppressive, brutal, unmerciful, unfeeling 
 or harsh 

 It is no fun being in the cut throat world of politics. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  world of politics is extraordinarily feral, vigorous, 

 emulous, striving, ferine, contending, peremptory, fell or truculent  
 

3. (more informal)  political rivalry is cutthroat, cold-blooded, 
 pushy, pushing, high-handed, cutting, grinding, soulless, cold-
 hearted, stone-hearted, cold, hard-hearted or warlike 

  
4. the world of politics is dog-eat-dog 
 

to be at each other's throat 
1. to be deadly enemies  

 They are always at each other's throat. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be lethal opponents, foes, rivals or antagonists,  

 
3. to be always feuding or fighting, be constantly fighting or arguing 
 

4. (informal)  to be always squabbling, spatting, quarreling, bickering, 
 sparring, clashing or brawling, do battle 

 
5. (slang)  to go at it tooth and nail 
 

to bring a lump to one's throat 
1. to be moved or touched almost to the point of tears 

 Watching the film brought a lump to my throat. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be affected, have been impacted, have been  

 effected, influenced, impassioned or stirred 
 
3. (informal)  to be softened, melted, have something hit or strike 

 home, have it hit where it really hurts 
 



 

 

to clear one's throat 
1. to remove an obstacle from one’s throat 

 Please excuse me but I must clear my throat.  I have a rather  
 bad cold. 

 
2. to make a nose in one's throat to get someone's attention 
 He cleared his throat so that the children would come to 

 attention. 
 
to cut one's own throat 

1. to hurt someone else, get someone back, or get revenge by hurting 
 oneself, destroy one’s own interest, destroy oneself, self-destruct, 

 hurt or wound oneself out of anger 
 What you’re doing makes no sense.  By getting drunk every night, 
 you’re  not hurting your ex-boyfriend.  All you’re doing is cutting 

 your own throat.  Why?! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to defeat one’s own purpose, be hoisted by one’s 
 own petard 
 

3. to slit one’s own throat, cut off your nose to spite one’s own 
 face, be caught in one’s own trap, commit hari-kari, cut one’s 
 own throat, have one’s own plans backfire, have one’s own plans 

 boomerang  
 

to cut someone's throat 
1.    to kill, murder  
 He won’t be bothering us anymore.  I cut his throat. 

  
2.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay, jugulate 
 

3. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 
misery, dispatch 

 
4. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of 
 

to force (something) down someone's throat 
1. to force, demand, insist upon or pressure someone to accept 

 something, apply pressure 
 He tried to force the decision down my throat. 
 

2. to impel, press, obligate, exhort or necessitate acceptance, 
 constrain, exact, require 
 

3. (informal)  to push through, twist someone’s arm, shove down 
 someone's  throat, force to swallow, drive foreward, leave no 



 

 

 option, lean on, force something down someone’s throat 
 

4. (slang)  to put the screws on, put the screws to, ramrod 
 

to get a lump in one's throat 
1. to be moved or touched almost to the point of tears 
 Every time I think about saying goodbye, I get a lump 

 in my throat. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be affected, have been impacted, have been  

 effected, influenced, impassioned or stirred 
 

3. (informal)  to be softened, melted, have something hit or strike 
 home, have it hit where it really hurts  
 

to grab someone by the throat 
to put one's hands around someone's throat  

He grabbed me by the throat and began strangling me. 
 
to grab something by the throat 

1. to take, obtain or gain control of something 
 He was determined to grab the situation by the throat and, for 
 once and for all, solve it. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to procure, usurp, acquire, realize, capture or 

 secure control of,   
 
3. (informal)  to net, nab, snare bag, snag, grab or garner control, 

 take hold of, have under contol, take something by the throat  
 
to have a dry throat 

to be thirsty, need or want something to drink 
After so much walking, I know that you must have a dry throat.  I made 

some lemonade. 
 
to have a frog in one's throat 

1. to have a sore throat, have a dry or raw throat 
 May I have a glass of water; I have a frog in my throat. 

 
2. (informal)  to be hoarse  
 

to have a lump in one's throat 
1. to be moved or touched almost to the point of tears 
 I can’t talk right now, I  have a lump to my throat. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be affected, have been impacted, have been  



 

 

 effected, influenced, impassioned or stirred 
 

3. (informal)  to be softened, melted, have something hit or strike 
 home, have it hit where it really hurts 

 
to have a raw throat 
1. to have a sore or tender throat 

 Because of this cold, I have a raw throat. 
 
2. (informal)  to be hoarse 

 
to have a sore throat 

1. to have a dry or raw throat  
 Although I don't have a cold, I have quite a sore throat. 
 

2. to be hoarse,  have a frog in one’s throat 
 

(to have) one's throat dry 
to be thirsty, need to drink water 
My throat is a little dry.  Could I have a glass of water, please? 

 
(to have) the words that stuck in one's throat 
to be unable to verbally express what one is really feeling because  

one is upset or flustered 
She wanted to say what was in her heart but the words stuck in her 

throat. 
 
to jump down someone's throat 

1.   to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate,   
 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 

When I asked him a question, he jumped down my throat. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, 

 imprecate, lambaste, fulminate against 
 
3. (informal)  to call on the rug, haul over the coals, call on the 

 carpet, rake over the coals, rail at, give a piece of one’s mind, 
 skin alive, blast,  give someone the rough edge on one's 

 tongue, call to account, take to task, give a tongue-lash, bawl 
 out 
 

4. (slang)  to lay into, give someone the business, tell off, stick to, 
 dress down, chew out, come down hard on, lambaste, rail at, 
 chide, jump all over, get on one’s back, give what-for, slam, read 

 the riot act, jump down someone’s throat, tell someone where to 
 get off 



 

 

 
to lie in one's throat 

1. to lie, deceive, not say the truth, mislead, tell a falsehood, tell a 
 white lie, tell a lie, hide or disguise the truth, lie shamelessly or 

 without any embarrassment 
 She is always lying in her throat.  Don't listen to her! 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to prevaricate, fabricate, exaggerate the truth, 
 deviate from the truth, euphemize, be untruthful, evade the truth, 
 misspeak 

 
3. (informal) to make out of whole cloth, lead down  the garden path, 

 doctor, slant, color, gloss, dress up, embellish, puff up, twist the 
 truth, varnish the truth, talk with crossed fingers, mince or 
 stretch the truth, lie in one's throat, lie like a trooper or a rug, 

 speak with a fork tongue, lie through one’s teeth 
 

to moisten one's throat 
1. to drink something 
 I need to moisten my throat.  A little tequila would be nice. 

 
2. (informal)  to sip, wash down, swallow, guzzel down 
 

3. to drink (alcoholic beverages), get drunk   
 

4. (more stylistic)  to imbibe 
 
5. (informal)  take a drop, wet one’s whistle, raise the elbow, moisten 

 one’s whistle, bend the elbow 
 
5. (slang) to drink hard, get plastered, knock a few back, tie one on, 

 dip the beak, take a drop 
 

to ram down someone's throat 
1. to force, demand, insist upon or pressure someone to accept 
 something, apply pressure 

 You can not ram it down the other delegates' throat. 
 

2. to impel, press, obligate, exhort or necessitate acceptance, 
 constrain, exact, require 
 

3. (informal)  to push through, twist someone’s arm, shove down 
 someone's  throat, force to swallow, drive foreward, leave no 
 option, lean on, force something down someone’s throat 

 
4. (slang)  to put the screws on, put the screws to, ramrod 



 

 

 
to shove something down someone's throat 

1. to force, demand, insist upon or pressure someone to accept 
 something 

 I will not allow you to shove this bill down the throat 
 of the country. 
 

2. to impel, press, obligate, exhort or necessitate acceptance 
 
3. (informal)  to push through, twist someone’s arm, shove 

 something down  someone's  throat, force to swallow, drive 
 foreward, leave no option, thrust something down someone's 

 throat, force something down someone’s throat 
 
4. (slang)  to put the screws on, put the screws to, ramrod 

 
to slit one's own throat 

1. to hurt someone else, get someone back, or get revenge by hurting 
 oneself, destroy one’s own interest, destroy oneself, self-destruct, 
 hurt or wound oneself out of anger 

 He slit his own throat.  How stupid!! 
 
2. to slit one’s own throat, cut off your nose to spite one’s own 

 face, commit hari-kari, slash one’s own throat 
  

to slit someone's throat 
1.    to kill, murder  
 He won’t be bothering us anymore.  I cut slit throat. 

  
2.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay, jugulate 
 

3. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 
misery, dispatch 

 
4. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of 
 

to slash one's own throat 
1. to hurt someone else, get someone back, or get revenge by hurting 

 oneself, destroy one’s own interest, destroy oneself, self-destruct, 
 hurt or wound oneself out of anger 
 He slashed his own throat.  How stupid!! 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to defeat one’s own purpose, be hoisted by one’s 
 own petard 

 
3. to slit one’s own throat, cut off your nose to spite one’s own 



 

 

 face, be caught in one’s own trap, commit hari-kari, cut one’s 
 own throat, have one’s own plans backfire, have one’s own plans 

 boomerang 
 

to slash someone's throat 
1.    to kill, murder  
 He won’t be bothering us anymore.  I slash his throat. 

  
2.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay, jugulate 
 

3. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 
misery, dispatch 

 
4. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of 
 

to stick in one's throat 
1.    to be difficult or impossible to express 

       He couldn't say that he loved her. It got stuck in her throat. 
 
2. (informal)  (to have) the words get stuck in one's throat 

 
3. to irk, chafe, aggravate, irritate, anger 
 I was so angry at what he said that I couldn’t talk.  The words 

 stuck in my throat. 
 

4. (more stylized)  to exasperate, scandalize, vex, acerbate, inflame, 
 enflame, exacerbate, provoke, pique 
 

5. to grate, grate one’s nerve, grate on one’s nerve, rile, set one’s 
 teeth on edge, get on one’s nerves, gall, rub the wrong way, 
 peeve, get under one’s skin, rankle, get one’s goat, put one’s 

 nose out of joint 
 

6. to stick in one’s crop, get on one’s last nerve, stick in one’s craw 
 
to take someone by the throat 

1. to put one's hand around one's throat to harm or kill , strangle, 
 choke, throttle 

 He took the woman by the throat and squeezed. 
 
2. to strangulate, asphyxiate 

 
to take something by the throat 
1. to take, obtain or gain control of something 

 It's time to take this situation by the throat and solve it! 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to procure, usurp, acquire, realize, capture or 
 secure control of,   

 
3. (informal)  to net, nab, snare bag, snag, grab or garner control, 

 take hold of, have under contol, grab something by the throat  
 
to thrust something down someone's throat 

1. to force, demand, insist upon or pressure someone to accept 
 something 
 He is constantly thrusting his decisions down my throat. 

 
2. to impel, press, obligate, exhort or necessitate acceptance 

 
3. (informal)  to push through, twist someone’s arm, shove 
 something down  someone's  throat, force to swallow, drive 

 foreward, leave no option, force something down someone’s 
 throat 

 
4. (slang)  to put the screws on, put the screws to, ramrod 
 

 
throaty 
making a rough sound when one sings or speaks 

I love her throaty voice. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
Neck 
(entered into English before 900) 

Old English   hnecca,  Middle English    nekke,  Old Norse   hnakki,  

Dutch    nek,  German   Nacken, Latin    collum,  French    cou,  
Spanish  cuello 
 

neck 
1.   the part of the body which connects the head to the body 

 
2.   nape, scruff, cervix 
 

3.   part of the clothing that goes over one's neck 
 

4.   crew neck, scoop neck, turtleneck, v-neck 
 
5.   narrow part of the bottle 

 
6.   isthmus, tongue, cape, peninsula 
 

7.   strait, narrow, arm, channel, canal, creek  
 

to neck 
1.  to kiss passionately 
  

2.  (slang) to make out, smooch, smack, nuzzle, snuggle 
 

3.  to caress, stroke, pat 
 
4.  to strangle, behead, remove one’s head 

 
neck band (British) 
1.  collar, dog collar, collar band 

 
2.  scarf, muffler, stole 

 
necking 
1. fondling, kissing 

 They are always necking; it’s sickening! 
2. (more stylized)  caressing 

 
3. (informal)  petting, making love, spooning, heavy petting,  
 making out 

 



 

 

4. (slang)  smooching 
 

neckline 
the opening of clothing which is pulled over the neck 

 
neck-tie 
1.    band of decorative fabric, worn almost exclusively by men, under 

 the collar but outside the shirt 
 
2.    (British) tie, cravat, bow tie, four-in-hand  

 
rough neck  (deliquent  271) 

 
rubber neck  
1. witness, spectator, observer 

 Turn around and stop staring.  Don’t be such a rubberneck. 
 

2. (informal) bystander, gawker, looker-on, passer-by, gaper, gazer 
 
rubbernecking  (curious  251) 

 
around one's neck 
1. hardship, burden, weight, duty, obligation, dead weight, 

 responsibility, load 
 He carries his family around his neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  encumbrance, onus, albatross, impediment, 
 liability, hinderance, affliction 

 
3. (informal)  cross, millstone, cross to bear, stumbling block 
 

at break neck speed 
1. very quickly, straightway, fast, swiftly 

 He raced at break neck speed. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  forthwith, presently 

 
3. (informal)  like the wind,  in no time at all, in nothing flat, at full 

 speed, headlong, in a wink of an eye 
 
4. (slang)  in two shakes of a lamb,at full tilt, pronto, whip along, in a 

 flash 
 
breakneck 

1. to be rash, headlong, foolhardy, unthinking sudden, impulsive or 
 reckless, brash, abrupt 



 

 

  
2. (more stylistic)  to be indiscreet, unduly, unwary, injudicious 

 heedless, erratic, unbribled, unheeding, spontaneous, impetuous, 
 overhasty, imprudent, hasty, madcap  

 
3. (informal) to be unruly, hellbent, head over heel, breakneck, 
 hotheaded or harebrained 

 
  
breathing down each other’s neck 

1. cramped, tight, side by side, in close intimacy, crowded, 
 squeezed in, compressed, crammed or close,  

 The house was so small that we lived breathing down each 
 other’s neck. 
 

2. (informal)  cheek by jowl, pressed together, packed like 
 sardines, packed in, jammed to the rafters, filled to the brim, close 

 as pages in a book, jammed or shoved in 
 
by a neck 

1. only, barely, scarcely, only just, narrowly, just, by a narrow margin 
 The horse won but only by a neck. 
 

2. by a hair’s breath, by a little, by a nose, by an inch, no more 
 than, almost not by a head, by a hair, the skin of one's teeth 

 
by the nape of the neck 
to threaten with bodily harm by grabbing the back of someone's neck 

He grabbed him by the nape of the neck and threw him out of the bar. 
 
neck and neck 

1. almost by the side of, even, equal or next to  
 The two horses are neck and neck.  Who knows who's going 

 to win. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  almost on a par, abreast, abreast with, adjacent 

 or parallel 
 

3. (informal)  side by side, close at hand, stem to stem, nose to 
 nose, cheek by jowl 
 

neck of the woods 
same area, neighborhood, part of the country 
 

on the neck of 
1. immediately following, after, afterwards or afterward 



 

 

 I came in on the neck of the announcement. 
 

2. immediately ensuing, subsequently 
 

pain in the neck  
1.  inconvenience, pain, burden,  nuisance, drawback, trouble, heavy 
 burden 

 What a pain in the neck!   I am glad that she’s leaving tomorrow. 
 
2. (more stylized)  deadhead, difficulty, annoyance, vexation, ordeal, 

 handicap, affliction, try one’s patience, tax one’s patience, 
 aggravation 

 
3. (informal)  weight, pest, thorn in the side, headache, bother, load, 
 pain, thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, tiresome 

 
4. (slang)  bore, drag, crashing bore, drip, pill, wet blanket, downer,  

 get on one’s last nerve, rankle, drive someone up the wall, bug, 
 give one a pain, gall 
 

5. (vulgar)  pain in the butt, pain in the ass, pain in the behind 
 
redneck (informal/offensive/racial slur) 

an uneducated, rural, extremely conservative white person 
 

rubbernecking (curiosity 251, curious 251) 
to be a hinderance around someone's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a 
 hinderance around my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 

 affliction round one’s neck 
 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 



 

 

 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 

44. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill or thorn 
 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 
to be a hinderance round someone's neck 

1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a 
 hinderance round my neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 
 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 

 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 
 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 

 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 

4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill or thorn 
 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 

 
to be a millstone round someone's neck 

1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 
       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a millstone 

 around my neck. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 



 

 

 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 
 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 

 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 
 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 

 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill or thorn 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 
to be a millstone around someone's neck 

1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 
       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a millstone 

 round my neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 

 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 
 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 

 affliction round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 

 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 
 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 

 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 

4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 



 

 

 
to be a pain in the neck  (disadvantage 297) 

1.    to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       You are such a pain in the neck that you drive me crazy. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 

 affliction round one’s neck 
 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 

 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 
 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 

 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 

 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be a yoke around someone's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a yoke 
 around my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 



 

 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 

 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 

4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be a yoke round someone's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a yoke 
 round my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 

 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be an affliction around someone's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not an 
 affliction around my neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 



 

 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 

 affliction round one’s neck 
 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 

 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 

 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be an affliction round someone's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not an 
 affliction round my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 
 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 

 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 

 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 
 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 

 headache, pill or thorn 
 



 

 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to be an albatross around one's neck 
1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a albatross
 around my neck. 

 
2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 

 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 
 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 
 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 

 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 

 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 
to be an albatross round one's neck 

1. to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       Although I don’t have any money, my children are not a albatross
 round my neck. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 

 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, albatross round one's 
 neck, a yoke around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an 
 albatross around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, 

 hinderance round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or 
 affliction round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 
 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore, a thorn in the 



 

 

 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck, be a millstone around 

 one’s neck, be a millstone round one’s neck 
 
4. (slang)  to be flat tire, drip, downer, pain in the butt,  retread, 

 pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, a pain in the rear, 
 headache, pill or thorn 
 

5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

 
to be dead from the neck up 
1.   to be one of the walking dead, zumbies 

 
2.    to be icy, unfeeling, listless, stoic, insensitive, unmovable 

I know how she stands all the brutality; she is dead from the 
neck up. 

 

3.   (more stylized)  to be impermeable, impervious, inured, 
 imperturbable, indurate, callous, impenetrable, inaccessible 
 

4. to be cold, hard, hard-hearted, flinty,cold blooded, heartless, 
 thickskinned, stony, stony-hearted, closed to  

 
5.   to not be the most intelligent person, be foolish, dense, slow, not 
 too intelligent  

 The way that she acts, everyone is going to think that she 
 is soft in the head. 
 

6. (more stylized)  to be obtuse, witless, stolid, bovine, insensate, 
 void, vacant, volatile 

  
7. (informal)  to be stupid, bird-brained, dumb, simple-minded, for 
 the birds, muddled, thick or dull-witted, soft in the head or slow-

 witted, not have much upstairs, not have the brains one is born 
 with 

 
8. (slang)  to not be the sharpest knife in the drawer,  be thick, dumb 
 as dirt or dumb as a door nail, retarded, lumpish, boneheaded, 

 flaky, out in left field, goofy or lost at sea thick skulled, giddy, 
 silly, thickheaded, simpleton, klutz, numskull,  brainless or 
 unthinking,  be a knuckle-head, chump, klutz,  dippy, dizzy, 

 kooky, daffy, simpleton, half-wit, boob, loggerhead, thickhead, 
 nincompoop, meathead, dunce, fool, oaf, dolt, simpleton, meatball, 



 

 

 ding-a-ling, dingbat, dumbbell, nudnik, noodle-head, addlehead, 
 pinhead, idiot, moron, half-wit, lunkhead, dull or rattle head  

 
to be in something up to one's neck 

1. to be overcome, overwhelmed, engulfed, inundated, immersed, 
 entangled, enmeshed or deluged by 
 He is in hot water up to his neck. 

 
2. (informal)  to be drowning in, swallowed up by, immersed in or 
 steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to one’s 

 ears, be buried or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed, be 
 steeped to the eyebrows 

 
3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 
  

4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in 
 

to be neck or nothing 
1.   to be all or nothing 
 

2.   to put everything on the line 
 
3.   to gamble or risk everything when the odds are bad 

 
to be neck to neck 

1. to be by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an inch, 
 barely, hardly, by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, only, 
 almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply  contested, 

 near, nearly, pretty near or not quite  
 It was a excellent horse race.  During the whole race they were 
 neck to neck. 

  
2.    (more stylistic) to be almost on a par, abreast, abreast with, 

 adjacent or parallel 
 
3. (informal) to be by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin,  

 by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, 
 by hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 

 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 
 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 

 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth or 
 side by side 
 

to be necking 
1. to be fondling or kissing 



 

 

 They are always necking; it’s sickening! 
 

2. (more stylized) to be caressing 
 

3. (informal) to be petting, making love, spooning, heavy petting or  
 making out 
 

4. (slang)  to be smooching 
 
 

to be up to one's neck 
1. to be overcome, overwhelmed, engulfed, inundated, immersed  

 or deluged by 
 I am up to my neck in work. 
 

2. (informal)  to be drowning in, swallowed up by, immersed in or 
 steeped in, be under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to one’s 

 ears, be buried or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed, be 
 steeped to the eyebrows 
 

3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 
  
4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in  

 
to be up to one's neck in debt 

1. to  be drowning in bills, be overwhelmed with bills, to be overcome, 
 overwhelmed, engulfed, inundated, immersed or deluged by bills 
 I am up to my neck in debt; I can't afford to buy anything now. 

 
2. (informal)  to be swallowed up by, immersed in or steeped in, be 
 under an avalanche or mountain of, be up to one’s ears, be buried 

 or snowed under, bowled over by, blitzed, be steeped to the 
 eyebrows 

 
3. (slang)  to be up to one’s eye or eyeballs in 
  

4. (vulgar) to be up to one’s butt, behind, kister or ass in  
 

to beat someone neck and crop 
1. to squelch, beat, squash or defeat someone easily 
 The army was able to beat the peasants neck and crop. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to quash, vanquish, subvert overwhelm, rout, 
 crush, quell or foil without much difficulty 

 
3. (informal)  to whip, stamp out, wipe up the floor with, cream, mop 



 

 

 up the floor with, break the back of, get the best of, put an end to, 
 put an end to, break the back of, make short of 

 
4. (slang)  to trample, whup, beat the pants off of, trash, run into the 

 ground 
 
to break the neck of  

1. to suppress, squelch, beat, squash or defeat someone easily 
 The army was able to beat the peasants neck and crop. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to quash, vanquish, subvert overwhelm, rout, 
 crush, quell, bring to naught or foil without much difficulty 

 
3. (informal)  to whip, stamp out, wipe up the floor with, cream, mop 
 up the floor with, break the back of, get the best of, put an end to, 

 put an end to, break the back of, make short of, put down 
 

4. (slang)  to trample, whup, beat the pants off of, trash, run into the 
 ground 
 

to break one’s neck 
1. to do whatever necessary to be useful, of use or helpful 
 I broke my neck to help her but it did no good. 

  
2. to do everything possible or make every effort to make something 

 happen 
She broke her neck to her children to the concert.  Because she 
was not able to do so,  they did not appreciate her effort. 

 
3. to do everything possible to please someone 

She broke her neck to please her boss; it didn't work.  It never 

does. 
 

4. (informal)  to bend over backwards, bend over backward, make 
 the old college try, do whatever necessary to pull something off, go 
 all out, push oneself, do one’s best 

 
5. (slang)  to knock oneself out  

 
6. (slang to vulgar)  to do one’s damnedest, try one’s damnedest 
 

to break someone’s neck 
1.   to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate,   
 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 

It is so late that I know that when I get home my father is going to  
 break my neck. 



 

 

 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, flog,

 imprecate, lambaste, thrash 
 

3. (informal)  to jump all over one, let someone have it, blast, whallop, 
 keelhaul,  tear to pieces, strap, chew someone out, skin alive, rake 
 over the coals, give someone hell, give someone the business   

 
4. (slang)  to cane, hit upside the head, whack, lay someone out in 
 lavender, belt, whale, tan       

 
5. to kill, murder 

 He won’t be bothering us anymore.  I broke his neck. 
  
6.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay  

 
7. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 

misery, dispatch 
 
8. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of, take for 

 a ride, put cement boots on and take for a swim 
 
to breathe down one's neck 

1.  to closely supervise or watch  
I can't make a move without him knowing.  He's always breathing 

down my neck. 
 

2.   (more stylized)  to preside over, wield one’s power over, closely 

 govern, administer, manage, administrate or regulate 
 
3. (informal)  to hold in view, be on top of, oversee, keep in sight, 

 watch over, ride herd on, closely look after, keep tabs on, keep 
 an eye on, keep an wary eye on 

 
4. to track, pursue, trace, chase, hunt, follow 
      The police was breathing down his neck. 

 
5. (informal)  to hunt down, cling to, tread behind of, harry, follow the 

 scent  of, tail, tread closely behind, run after, search for, close on 
 one’s  trail, heel, follow in the steps of 
 

6. (slang)  to bedog, dog, hound 
 
to carry a millstone round one's neck 

1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 



 

 

 Being with him is like carrying a millstone round my neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, albatross, 
 impediment, liability, hinderance or affliction around one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 

 
to fling one's arms around someone 
1. to hug someone by the neck, put one’s arm around someone’s 

 neck, hug 
 The minute that she saw him, she ran and flung her arms around 

 him. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to embosom, receive warmly, embrace, enfold, 

 envelop 
 

3. (informal)  to hold, grab, grip, hold onto, cling to, press to one’s 
 bosom 
 

to get it in the neck 
1.    to be loser in the competition 

As a result of the economic changes, the poor, as always, are 

getting it in the neck. 
 

2.    to be rejected, left behind, abandoned, left behind 
When the company relocated, the older employees got it in the 
neck. 

 
3. to suffer punishment or a loss 

He got it in the neck. 

 
to get it all around one's neck 

to be up to one's neck in, be completely mixed up in 
 
to go at break neck speed 

1. very quickly, straightway, fast, swiftly 
 He went at break neck speed. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  forthwith, presently 
 

3. (informal)  like the wind,  in no time at all, in nothing flat, at full 
 speed, headlong, in a wink of an eye 
 

4. (slang)  in two shakes of a lamb,at full tilt, pronto, whip along, in 
  a flash 



 

 

 
to hang round one's neck 

1.    to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       You are always hanging round my neck and it’s driving me crazy. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, encumbrance, 
 onus, albatross, impediment, liability, hinderance or affliction 
 around one’s neck 

 
3. (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a cross, millstone, thorn, 

 bore, nag, pest, pill, a cross to bear,  crashing bore,  a thorn in the 
 side or flesh, pain the neck or rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in 
 the shoe, dryasdust, loser, gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to 

 bear, hard to stand or up one’s nose, be always hanging around 
 or hanging around someone’s neck  

 
4. (slang)  to be a flat tire, drip, downer, hassel, pain in the butt, 
 retread, pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket 

 
5. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass 
 

to have a crick in one's neck 
to have a cramp, pain, twinge, spasm, twitch in one's neck 

Because of the way that I slept, I have a crick in my neck. 
 
to have a kink in one's neck 

to have a cramp, pain, twinge, spasm, twitch in one's neck 
Because of the way that I slept, I have a crick in my neck. 
 

to have a stiff neck 
1.     to be resolute, determined, decided, be set upon, or resolved 

 
2.     (informal) to be dogged, indomitable, relentless or plodding  
 

3.     (slang) to be hellbent, stick-to-it live, or gritty 
 

4.     to be strong, forceful, powerful, vigorous, gusty, or pounding 
 
5.     to be cold, chilly, unfriendly, unreceptive, snobbish, 

 or aloof 
 
6. (more stylized)  to be formal, reserved, constrained, or strait-laced 

 
7.     (informal)  to be standoffish or offish 



 

 

 
8.     to be gauche, awkward, ungraceful, graceless, or clumsy 

 
9.     (informal)  to be unpolished, unmannered, uncouth, like a bull 

 in a china closet    
 
10.   (slang) to be klutzy, hick, off the farm, country, or not with it 

 
to have a hinderance around one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 

 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 To have children is not to have a hinderance around her neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, liability, onus, 
 impediment, albatross, an albatross round one's neck, a yoke 

 around one's neck, a yoke round one's neck, an albatross 
 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck, hinderance 

 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 
 

to have a hinderance round one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 

 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 To have children is not to have a hinderance round her neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 
 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 
 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 

 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 
 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 

 round one’s neck 
 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   

 saddled with, have a millstone around one’s neck, have a 
 millstone round one’s neck 

 
to have a millstone around one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 

 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 To have children is not to have a millstone around her neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 
 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 



 

 

 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 
 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 

 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with, have a millstone around one’s neck, have a 

 millstone round one’s neck 
 
to have a millstone round one's neck 

1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 

 To have children is not to have a millstone round her neck. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 

 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 
 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 

 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 
 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with, have a millstone around one’s neck, have a 

 millstone round one’s neck 
 

to have a yoke around one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 

 To have children is not to have a yoke around her neck. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 

 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 
 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 

 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 
 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   

 saddled with 
 
to have a yoke round one's neck 

1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 To have children is not to have a yoke round her neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 



 

 

 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 
 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 

 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 
 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 

 round one’s neck 
 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   

 saddled with 
 
to have an affliction around one's neck 

1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 

 He is like having an affliction around my neck. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 

 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 
 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 

 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 
 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 

 
to have an affliction round one's neck 

1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 
 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 He is like having an affliction round my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 
 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 

 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 
 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 

 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 

 
to have an albatross around one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 

 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 He is like having an albatross around my neck. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 
 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 



 

 

 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 
 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 

 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 

 
3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 

 
to have an albatross round one's neck 
1. to be overtaxed, burden down, weighed down or loaded down, to 

 have a duty, responsibility or obligation, carry dead weight 
 He is like having an albatross round my neck. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to have an encumbrance, onus, an albatross 
 round one's neck, albatross, a yoke around one's neck, 

 impediment, a yoke round one's neck, liability, an albatross 
 around one's neck, hinderance around one’s neck , hinderance 

 round one’s neck, affliction around one’s neck or affliction 
 round one’s neck 
 

3. (informal)  to carry a cross or millstone, have cross to bear, be   
 saddled with 
 

to hug someone by the neck 
1. to put one’s arm around someone’s neck, hug, to take into 

 one’s arms, fling one’s arm around one’s neck 
 The minute that she saw him, she ran and took him into his 
 arms. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to embosom, receive warmly, embrace, enfold, 
 envelop 

 
3. (informal)  to hold, grab, grip, hold onto, cling to, press to one’s 

 bosom 
 
to live in someone's neck of the woods 

to live in the same area or neighborhood of another 
I did not realize that I lived in your neck of the wood. 

 
to live in this neck of the woods 
to live in the neighborhood, in the area, or in  

the particular part of the country 
Don’t tell me that you live in this neck of the woods, too? 
 

neck 
to kiss, pet, do heavy-petting 



 

 

My God, they sure must be in lust.  They are always necking. 
 

to neck out 
to compete and win  

 
to neck with 
to kiss, pet, do heavy-petting 

 
to not have someone hanging round one's neck 
1.    to not be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 

 person, weight, bore, pain 
       I can't have you hanging round my neck. I need to be free. 

 
2.    (more stylistic)  to not be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 
 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, obnoxious 

 
3. (informal) to not be salt in the wound, be a thorn, bore, nag, pest, 

 pill, crashing bore,  a thorn in the side or flesh, pain the neck or 
 rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, dryasdust, loser, 
 gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to stand or up 

 one’s nose, be always hanging around or hanging around 
 someone’s neck  
 

to put one’s arms around someone’s neck 
1. to hug, to take into one’s arms, hug someone by the neck, fling 

 one’s arm around one’s neck 
 The minute that she saw him, she ran and put her arms around 
 his neck. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to embosom, receive warmly, embrace, enfold, 
 envelop 

 
3. (informal)  to hold, grab, grip, hold onto, cling to, press to one’s 

 bosom 
 
to risk one's neck 

1. to put oneself at risk, take or hazard a chance, hazard all, expose 
 oneself to danger, put oneself in jeopardy  

 He risked his own neck to save her. 
 
2. (highly stylized) to peril, imperil 

 
3. to risk one’s neck, go in harm’s way, court destruction, put 
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, take one’s life in one’s own 

 hand, stick one’s neck or chin out, put everything on the line, 
 put one's head on the line, put one's head on the chopping 



 

 

 block 
 

to rub the back of one's own neck 
to show or demonstrate one’s  weariness or exhaustion 

The harder we work, the more we rubbed the back of our neck. 
 
to rubber neck  (curiosity  251) 

1. to look about to listen to other's conversation, twist or turn one’s 
 neck to stare, stare with curiosity, observe, witness, be a 
 spectator, witness or observer, stare at 

 Stop rubber necking and mind your own business. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to regard with awe 
 
3. (informal) to look-on, gape, gaze, rubber 

 
3. (slang)  to goggle, ogle, eyeball, gawk 

 
to run around like a chicken with his neck cut off 
1.   to act or run around erratically, run, 

 
2. to go nowhere fast, tear along, whiz,  
 

3.   show a great burst of energy 
      She is always running around like a chicken  

with his neck cut off. 
 
to save someone's neck 

1.    to help, rescue, save  
 I can’t keep saving your neck.  You need to get out of the gang. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to extricate, unfetter  
 

3. (informal)  to snatch from the jaws of death, save someone’s 
 skin,  pull out of the fire, deliver from the jaws of death, pull 
 back from  the brink 

 
4. to help, aid, assist, assist someone in a lot of problems 

 
5. (informal)  to help someone out of hot water, help out 
 

6. (slang) to watch someone’s back, have someone’s back 
        
to screw around one’s neck 

1.   to look about to listen to other's conversation, twist, contort or 
 turn one’s neck to stare or to concern oneself with someone else’s 



 

 

 business 
 Stop screwing around your neck and mind your own business. 

 
2. (informal) to gawk, look-on, gape, gaze, rubber, rubberneck, screw 

 around or up one's neck to mind someone else’s business, turn 
 one’s attention to or pay attention to that which does not concern 
 one 

 
3. (slang)  to twist and turn one’s neck, ogle, goggle or eyeball 
 

to stick out one's neck 
1. to put oneself at risk, take or hazard a chance, hazard all, expose 

 oneself to danger, put oneself in jeopardy  
 You've got to stop sticking out your neck.  One day you're going 
 to get it cut off. 

 
2. (highly stylized) to peril, imperil, hazard, dare, chance, venture 

 
3. to risk one’s neck, go in harm’s way, court destruction, put 
 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, take one’s life in one’s own 

 hand, stick one’s neck or chin out, put everything on the line, 
 put one's head on the line, put one's head on the chopping 
 block, go out on a limb, take the plunge, gamble 

 
to stiffen one's neck 

1.   to prepare oneself, make oneself ready, put things in order 
 I know that it’s hard but you must stiffen your neck. 
 

2.   (more stylistic)  to anticipate and hold oneself in readiness 
 
3. (informal)  to lay the ground work psyche oneself up, gear oneself 

up, get oneself in shape or ready,  get one’s courage 
 

4. to brace, harden or toughen oneself 
 You have to stiffen your neck and take whatever comes. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to inure, fortify, reinforce, strengthen, indurate, 
 gird, buttress 

 
6. (informal)  square one's shoulder, steel oneself, gird one's loins, 
 harden one’s heart, screw one’s courage to the sticking point  

 
to twist one's neck 
1.   to hurt or sprain one's neck  

      He twisted his neck in his sleep. 
 



 

 

2.   to look about to listen to other's conversation, twist, contort or 
 turn one’s neck to stare or to concern oneself with someone else’s 

 business 
 Stop twisting your neck and mind your own business. 

 
3. (informal) to gawk, look-on, gape, gaze, rubber, rubberneck, screw 
 around or up one's neck to mind someone else’s business, turn 

 one’s attention to or pay attention to that which does not concern 
 one 
 

4. (slang)  to twist and turn one’s neck, ogle, goggle or eyeball 
 

to twist someone’s neck 
1. to strangle, kill, murder, wring, wrench or wring someone’s neck 
 He killed his opponent by twisting his neck. 

 
2.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay  

 
3. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 

misery, dispatch 

 
4. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of 
 

to throw someone out, neck and crop 
1. to remove, expel, force, press or push out 

 My mother got so tired of my laziness that she threw me out, 
 neck and crop. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to eject, extrude, oust, thrust out, turn out 
 
3. (informal)  to throw someone out, toss out, kick out, send  

 packing, throw out on one’s ear, drum out 
 

3. (slang)  to give the bum’s rush to, give the boot to, boot out, send 
 about one’s business 
 

to win by a neck 
1. to win by a narrow or slim margin, scarcely, by a fraction of an 

 inch, barely, hardly or by the narrowest of margin, just, barely, 
 only, almost, close, pretty close, nearly equal, tight, sharply 
 contested, near, nearly, pretty near  

 The horse won only by a neck. 
 
2.    (informal) by a hair’s breath, by the narrowest of margin, by a 

 tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, by an inch, by a whisker, by 
 hair's breath, by the skin of one's teeth or by a fraction of an 



 

 

 inch, get away by, be neck and neck, photo finish, within a hair, 
 shoulder to shoulder, by a whisker, nip and tuck, within an 

 eyelash, at  one’s heel, be by a tinny whinny, by a bit, by a nose, 
 by an inch,  by a whisker, hair's breath, skin of one's teeth 

 
to wring someone's neck 
1.   to berate, reprimand, chastise, discipline, rebuke, castigate,   

 reproach, rebuke, admonish, scold, chide 
It is so late that I know that when I get home my father is going to  

 wring my neck. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to execrate, objurgate, reprove, excoriate, flog,

 imprecate, lambaste, thrash 
 
3. (informal)  to jump all over one, let someone have it, blast, whallop, 

 keelhaul,  tear to pieces, strap, chew someone out, skin alive, rake 
 over the coals, give someone hell, give someone the business   

 
4. (slang)  to cane, hit upside the head, whack, lay someone out in 
 lavender, belt, whale, tan       

 
5. to strangle, kill, murder, wring, wrench or wring someone’s neck 
 He killed his opponent by twisting his neck. 

 
6.   (more stylistic)  to assassinate, slay  

 
7. (informal)  to cut, cut down, finish off, put someone out of one’s 

misery, dispatch 

 
8. (slang) to snuff out, waste, eighty-six, bump off, get rid of 
 

 
I'll break your neck 

I’ll kill you!  (said when one is almost violently angry, meant figuratively) 
 

I'll wring your neck 

I’ll kill you!  (said when one is almost violently angry, meant figuratively) 
 

It's neck or nothing 
It's all or nothing. 
 

stiff necked 
1.   stubborn, pertinacious, intractable, unyielding, obstinate 
 

2.    ornery, pig-headed, bullheaded, mulish 
 



 

 

3.    perverse, headstrong, self-willed 
  

4.    unmanageable, ungovernable, immovable, unshakable 
 

5.    persistent, insistent, tenacious, bulldog 
 
6.    opinionated, intolerant, close-minded 

  
7.    prejudiced, biased, twisted 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Shoulder 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old English   sculdor, Middle English   sholder   schulder   shulderen, 

Dutch  schouder,  German   Schulter,  Latin  umerus,  French  èpaule,  
Spanish  hombro 

 
     
shoulder 

1.    extending from the base of the neck to the upper joint of each of 



 

 

the arms 
 Once she found out the truth, she cried on his shoulders. 

 
2.    side of the road 

       Please place the car on the shoulder of the road. 
 
to shoulder 

1.    to carry or bear responsibility, hardship or blame, take 
 responsibility for,  burden oneself with, accept 
 I can shoulder my problems and those of my friends.  I am strong. 

 
2. to assume, take upon oneself, put upon oneself, attend to, assume 

 responsibility for 
 
3. (informal)  to undertake, take on 

 
4. to underpin, strengthen, support, underprop, reinforce, brace, 

 prop, give strength to 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to sustain, truss, buttress, undergird, fortify, 

 underbear 
 
6. to hold up, prop up, shore up, make stronger, bolster up, keep up 

 
7. to lift on or lift to one’s shoulder, carry on one’s shoulder 

 Before walking through the crowd, she shouldered her daughter.  
 
8.    to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulder 

 He shouldered his way through the crowd. 
 
9. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 

 with one’s shoulders 
 

10. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 
 through  

 
11. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 

 
 
chip on one's shoulder (churlishness 168) 

a complaint or offense that colors one's perspective 
He has a chip on his shoulders as big as a boulder. 
 

a good shoulder to cry on 
someone who is especially sympathetic or empathetic, a good listener 



 

 

He's such a good friend, a good shoulder to cry on. 
 

 
shoulder high 

to the height of the shoulder 
The water was so high that it was shoulder high. 
 

shoulder pad 
thick pad or padding put under the shoulders of a jacket to give bulk and 
shape 

His shoulders are not so broad; that jacket has exaggerated shoulder 
pads. 

 
shoulder period 
the period of travel between the peak period and the off- peak period 

The shoulder period is not as cheap as the off-peak season but one can 
still save quite a bit. 

 
shoulder season 
the season of travel between the peak season and the off- peak season 

The shoulder season is not as cheap as the off-peak season but one can 
still save quite a bit. 
 

a shoulder to cry on 
someone who is sympathetic or empathetic, a good listener 

He such a friend, a shoulder to cry on. 
 
straight from the shoulder 

1.    frankly, outspokenly, candidly, directly    
You can trust what he says because he shoots straight from 
the shoulder. 

 
2.     (more stylistic)  tactlessly, hasty, rashly, impetuously, brashly, 

 unreservedly, without constraints or restrength 
 
3. (informal)  flat-footedly, plain-spokenly, be downright, outright, 

 free-spoken, explicit or blunt 
 

shoulder to shoulder 
1. almost by the side of, even, equal or next to  
 The two horses are neck and neck.  Who knows who's going 

 to win. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  almost on a par, abreast, abreast with, adjacent 

 or parallel 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  side by side, close at hand, stem to stem, nose to 
 nose, cheek by jowl, side by side, hand in hand, cheek to jowl 

 
to be a shoulder to cry on 

1. to be a support or help for someone, be someone who is 
 compassionate, supportive, comforting, or affectionate 
 As far as he is concerned, I am only a shoulder to cry on. 

 
2. (informal)  to be commiserative, consoling, empathetic 
 

3. to be warm-hearted, be simpatico, have a heart as big as the all 
 out doors, have a big heart, be big-hearted, have broad 

 shoulders, be kind-hearted 
 
to be given the cold shoulder 

1. to be treated with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness, 
 be ignored or overlooked          

       At the party, I was given the cold shoulder. 
 
2.     (more stylistic)  to be ill-treated, disregarded, snubbed, slighted, 

 not heeded, dismissed from one’s mind, affronted, insulted, held 
 aloof, dismissed from one’s thought    
 

3.     (informal)  to be pushed aside, brushed off, have the door 
slammed in one’s face, looked right through, not be paid  

attention to, not noticed, passed over, passed by, kept out, slapped 
in the face, kept at arm’s length, put down, kept out, given the 
brush off,  paid no heed to, looked right through, shown the door,  

 looked coldly upon, or cold shouldered     
 
4. (slang)  to be kissed off, deeped six, thrown to the dog, turned 

thumbs down on or cut dead, or dissed 
      

to be head and shoulders above 
1. to be better, of the first order, exceptional, first-class, choice, 
 superlative, the best or of a higher grade 

 She is head and shoulder above her competition. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be nonpareil,unprecedented, superior, 
 outstanding,  superlative, singular, unparalled or peerless,  
 prevail over 

 
3. (informal)  to be top-notch, tip-top, top-grade or top-drawer, stand 
 head and shoulder above  

 
4. (slang)  to be crackerjack, cat’s meow or the cat’s pajama, top dog 



 

 

 
to be shoulder to shoulder 

1. to be in very close together or in close proximation 
 We were shoulder to shoulder in the elevator. 

 
1. to be in cooperation or partnership with or work in collaboration 
 with, collaborate or concur with, work together or in concert 

 We were shoulder-to-shoulder and refused to let anyone come 
 between us. 
 

2. to pull together, join forces, work side by side or as a team, join 
 hands, team up  

 
3. (informal)  to be in cahoots, hitch horses 
 

to be straight from the shoulder 
1.    to be frank, outspoken, candid, direct    

 You can trust what he says because  he will give it to you  
 straight from the shoulder. 

 

2.     (more stylistic)   to be straight from the shoulder, tactless, 
 unihibited, straightforward, impetuous, brash, unreserved, 
 unconstrained, forthright or unequivocal, be without constraints or 

 restrength, not be reticent, be unambiguous or unequivocating 
 

3. (informal) to be flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free-
 tongued, downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-
 spoken, explicit, blunt or point blank 

 
to bear one aloft on one's shoulders 
1. to heave, rear, raise, lift, hoist, boost or elevate one onto one’s 

 shoulders 
 They bore the winner aloft on their shoulders to show their joy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 

 
3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 

 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 
to bend one’s shoulders   

1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 
 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to scrooch down 
 

4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 

 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  
 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 

 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he bent his 
 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 

 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 
6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  

 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 
 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low, keep one’s eyes down, 
 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 
 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 

 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 
 

7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 
 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 

 one’s way, hug the earth, lie prone  
 
to boost one on one's shoulders 

1. to hoist, rear, raise, elevate, lift or heave one onto one’s 
 shoulders 
 They boosted the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 

 loft, cast up 
 
3. (informal)  to pull up,  heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 

 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 

to boost one up on one's shoulders 
1. to hoist, rear, raise, elevate, lift or heave one onto one’s 
 shoulders 

 They boosted the winner up on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 

 loft, cast up 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to pull up,  heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 

 
to bow one’s shoulders 

1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 
 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 
 
3. (informal)  to scrooch down 

 
4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 

 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 
 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  

 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 
 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  

 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he bowed his 
 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 
 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 

6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 

 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 
 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 
 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 

 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 
 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 

 
7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 

 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 
 one’s way, hug the earth, lie prone  
  

to carry someone off on one's shoulders 
1. to kidnap, snatch  

 He carried his bride off on his shoulders. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to abduct, seize 

 
3. (informal)  to carry off, make away with, make off with 
 

to carry one on one's shoulders 
1. to bear, support, maintain, or sustain on one's shoulders 



 

 

 They carried the winner on their shoulders. 
 

2. (informal) to hold on  or prop up on one’s shoulders 
 

3. to help, aid, assist, support, facilitate, ease  
 Right now she is unable to help herself but I love her.  I don’t 
 mind carrying her on my shoulders. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to mitigate, alleviate, smooth, sustain, facilitate, 
 uphold, disencumber, disburden, maintain  

 
5. (informal)  to put on one’s feet, set going, lend wings to,  carry on 

 one’s back, make easier, tide over, run interference for, pave the 
 way for, prop up, have broad shoulders 
 

to carry the responsibility on one's shoulder 
1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 

 carry or bear the blame or responsibility  
 He carried the responsibility on his shoulder and, as a result, 
 was the only one to go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 

 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 

 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself with 
 the blame, take the responsibility on one’s shoulder, carry the 

 responsiblity on one’s shoulder, hold one accountable for, put 
 the blame on one's own shoulder, put all the blame on one's 
 own shoulder, place all the blame on one's own shoulder, 

 shoulder the blame 
 

to carry the weight of the world on one's shoulders  
to bear, support, maintain, sustain, carry or bear the burden of everyone  
You can't help her; she enjoys carrying the weight of the world on her 

shoulders. 
 

to cold shoulder (blackball  117) 
1. to treat with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness,  be 
 ignored        

       At the party, I he cold shouldered me at the party. 
 
2.     (more stylistic)  to ill-treat, disregard, snub, slight, not heed, 

 dismiss from one’s mind, affront, insult, hold aloof, dismiss from 
 one’s thought    



 

 

 
3.     (slang)  to push aside, put the freeze on, brush off, slam the door 

in someone’s face, look right through, pay no attention to, take no 
notice of, pass over, pass by, keep out, slap in the face, keep at 

arm’s length, put down, turn up one’s nose at, turn one’s nose up 
at, keep out 

 

to crouch one’s shoulder   
1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 
 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 

 
3. (informal)  to scrooch down 
 

4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 

 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  
 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 

 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he crouched his 
 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 

 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 
6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  

 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 
 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 
 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 

 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 
 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 

 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 
 

7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 
 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 

 one’s way, hug the earth, lie prone  
 
to  cry on someone's shoulder 

1. to confide, disclose, reveal to someone something intimate 
 Last night, all I did was cry on his shoulder. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to unburden oneself, disbosom,   unbosom, 
 disenbosom 



 

 

  
3. (informal)  to make a clean breast of something, spill one’s guts, 

 get off of one’s chest, weep on one’s shoulder, lighten one’s 
 load, open one’s heart 

 
to curve one’s back 
1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 

 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 

 
3. (informal)  to scrooch down 

 
4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 

 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  

 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 
 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he curved his 

 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 

 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 

6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 
 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 
 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 
 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 

 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 

 
7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 
 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 

 one’s way, hug the earth, lie prone  
 

to elevate one on one's shoulders 
1. to hoist, rear, raise, lift, boost or heave one onto one’s  shoulders 
 They elevated the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 

 
3. (informal)  to pull up,  heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 



 

 

 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 

to get the cold shoulder 
1.     to be treated with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness, 

 be ignored,  passed over      
       I'm always getting the cold shoulder from her. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)  to be ill-treated, disregarded, snubbed, slighted, 
 not be heeded, affronted, insulted    
 

3.     (slang)  to be pushed aside, brushed off, looked right through, paid 
no attention to, taken no notice of, passed over, passed by, kept 

out, slapped in the face, kept at arm’s length or put down   
 
to give it straight from the shoulder 

1.    to speak frankly, outspokenly, candidly, directly    
 You can trust what he says because  he will give it to you  

 straight from the shoulder. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   to express oneself tactlessly, hastily, rashly, 

 straightforwardly, impetuously, brashly, unreservedly, forthrightly,  
 or unequivocally, without constraints or restrength, not be 
 reticent, be unambiguous or unequivocating 

 
3. (informal)  flat-footedly, plain-spokenly, be downright, out and 

 out, outright, plain-spoken, free-spoken, explicit, blunt or point 
 blank 
 

to give it to someone straight from the shoulder 
1.    to speak frankly, outspokenly, candidly, directly    
 Although it did hurt my feeling, he did give it to me straight from 

 the shoulder. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   to express oneself tactlessly, hastily, rashly, 
 straightforwardly, impetuously, brashly, unreservedly, forthrightly,  
 or unequivocally, without constraints or restrength, not be 

 reticent, be unambiguous or unequivocating 
 

3. (informal)  flat-footedly, plain-spokenly, be downright, out and 
out, outright, plain-spoken, free-spoken, explicit, blunt or point 
blank 

 
to give one the cold shoulder  (blackball  117) 
1. to treat with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness,  be 

 ignored        
       At the party, I got the cold shoulder from him. 



 

 

 
2.     (more stylistic)  to ill-treat, disregard, snub, slight, not heed, 

 dismiss from one’s mind, affront, insult, hold aloof, dismiss from 
 one’s thought    

 
3.     (informal)  to push aside, put the freeze on, brush off, slam the 

door in someone’s face, look right through, pay no attention to, 

take no notice of, pass over, pass by, keep out, slap in the face, 
keep at arm’s length, put down, turn up one’s nose at, turn 
one’s nose up at, keep out, give someone the brush off,  pay no 

heed to, look right through, turn one’s back on     
 

4. (slang)  to kiss off, deep six, throw someone to the dog, turn 
thumbs down on, cut someone dead, dis 

      

to have a chip on one's shoulder 
1. to have a complaint, resentment or grievance so deeply ingrained 

 that colors one's perspective in every aspect of one’s life 
 He has a chip on his shoulders as big as a boulder. 
 

2. (informal)  to have an axe to grind, have a bone to pick, have a 
 grudge   
 

3. (slang)  to have a beef or a gripe 
 

to have a good head on one's shoulders 
1. to be intelligent, mature for one's age, sensible, sound, prudent, 
 have clear vision 

 I know that he's rather young to get married but he has 
 a good head on his shoulders 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to be discerning, agile, insightful, quick-witted, 
 subtle, sharp-witted, percipient, judicious, astute, perceptive, far-

 sighted, discreet, circumspect or heedful 
 
3. (informal)  to be wide awake, long-headed, on the ball, open-eyed,

 commonsensical, sharp  as a tack, clear-eyed, clear-headed or 
 sharp-sighted, not be easily fooled, have unclouded vision, have an 

 old head on young shoulders 
 
4. (slang) to be savvy, have one’s head screwed on right 

 
to have a shoulder to cry on 
to have someone who is  compassionate, supportive, comforting or 

sympathetic on which to rely, be able to count on someone who is 
commiserative, consoling or empathetic 



 

 

 I don't even have a shoulder to cry on. 
 

(to have) all the responsibility fall on one's shoulder 
1. to be responsible for everything 

 As far as the family is concerned, all the responsibility fall on  
 his shoulders. 
 

2. to have everything in one’s lap, have broad shoulders, have 
 everything on one’s shoulders, carry the weight of the world 
 on one's shoulders, have it all in one’s hands 

 
to have an old head on young shoulders 

1. to be a person who is mature, sound, wise, sane, well-balanced, 
 well-adjusted, cogent or balanced, be intelligent, mature for one's 
 age, sensible, sound or prudent, be extraordinary mature and 

 responsible  
 I know that he is very young but I am not worried.  He has an old 

 head on young shoulders. 
  
2. (more stylistic)  to be discerning, agile, insightful, quick-witted, 

 subtle, sharp-witted, percipient, judicious, astute, perceptive, far-
 sighted, discreet, circumspect or heedful 
 

3. (informal)  to be wide awake, long-headed, on the ball, open-eyed,
 commonsensical, sharp  as a tack, clear-eyed, clear-headed or 

 sharp-sighted, not be easily fooled, have unclouded vision, have an 
 old head on young shoulders, to have quite a head on one’s 
 shoulders, be well-adjusted, be all there, be on the ball, be 

 healthy minded, level headed, have clear vision 
 
4. (Latin) compos mentis 

 
to have broad shoulders 

1. to be responsible for everything, be able to bear the full weight of 
 one's responsibility  
 Don't worry about him, he has broad shoulders. 

 
2. to have everything in one’s lap, be willing to carry everything 

 on one’s shoulders, carry the weight of the world on one's 
 shoulders, have all the responsibility fall on one's shoulder, 
 have it all in one’s hands 

 
3. to be a support or help, be someone who is compassionate, 
 supportive or comforting 

 As far as he is concerned, I am only a shoulder to cry on. 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  to be commiserative, consoling, empathetic 
 

3. to be warm-hearted, be simpatico, have a heart as big as the all 
 out doors, have a big heart, be big-hearted, have broad 

 shoulders, be kind-hearted 
 
to have one's head squarely on one's shoulders 

1. to be a person who is mature, sound, wise, sane, well-balanced, 
 well-adjusted, cogent or balanced, be intelligent, mature for one's 
 age, sensible, sound or prudent, be extraordinary mature and 

 responsible  
 He's a good student; he has his head squarely on his shoulders. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be discerning, agile, insightful, quick-witted, 
 subtle, sharp-witted, percipient, judicious, astute, perceptive, far-

 sighted, discreet, circumspect or heedful 
 

3. (informal)  to be wide awake, long-headed, on the ball, open-eyed,
 commonsensical, sharp  as a tack, clear-eyed, clear-headed or 
 sharp-sighted, not be easily fooled, have unclouded vision, have an 

 old head on young shoulders, to have quite a head on one’s 
 shoulders, be well-adjusted, be all there, be on the ball, be 
 healthy minded, level headed, have clear vision 

 
4. (Latin) compos mentis 

 
to heave one on one's shoulders 
1. to hoist, rear, raise, lift, boost or elevate one onto one’s 

 shoulders 
 They heaved the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 

 
3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 

 
to heft one up on one's shoulders 

1. to heave, rear, raise, lift, hoist, boost or elevate one onto one’s 
 shoulders 
 They hefted the winner up on their shoulders to show their joy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 

 
3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 



 

 

 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 

to hoist one on one's shoulders 
1. to heave, rear, raise, lift, boost or elevate one onto one’s 

 shoulders 
 They hoisted the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up, shoulder 
 

3. (informal)  to pull up,  heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 

 
to hunch one’s shoulder  
1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 

 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 
 
3. (informal)  to scrooch down 

 
4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 

 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  

 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 
 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, she hunched her 

 shoulders, put his head in her hands and cried. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to flinch, humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, 

 recoil, grovel, blench, wince 
 

6. (informal)  to tuck in one’s shoulders, look down, not meet 
 another’s eyes, not make or break eye contact, lower one’s 
 head, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, keep one’s eyes down, not look at someone straight 
 in the eyes, bend, bunch up, stoop or curve one’s shoulders, 

 not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, put one’s head 
 down, bow one’s head, curl up one’s shoulders 
 

7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 
 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 
 one’s way, hug the earth, lie prone  

 
8. to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulders 



 

 

 He hunched his shoulders his way through the crowd. 
 

9. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 
 with one’s shoulders 

 
10. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 

 through  
 
11. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 

 
to keep one's shoulder to the wheel   

1.    to continue working or toiling hard, keep pushing oneself  
The only way to succeed is to keep our shoulder to the wheel and 
do what needs to be done. 

 
2.    (more stylistic)  to continue striving, exerting oneself, endeavoring 

 or laboring, keep working like a Trojan 
 
3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  keep one’s  

 sleeves rolled up, knuckle down, burn the candle at both ends, 
 continue grinding, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, keep 
 working around the clock, continue killing oneself, burn the 

 midnight oil, work one’s fingers to the bone 
 

4.    (slang)  to keep plodding, plugging along, working oneself to death, 
 slaving away 
1.    to continue working hard, pushing oneself or setting to work  

The only way to succeed is to keep one’s nose to the grindstone 
and do what needs to be done. 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  to continue toiling, striving, exerting oneself, 
 endeavoring, laboring, working like a Trojan, applying oneself 

 
3. (informal) to continue plying the oar, putting one’s hand to the 
 plow, knuckling down, burning the candle at both ends, grinding,  

 working around the clock, killing oneself, burning the  midnight 
 oil, working one’s fingers to the bone, plying the oar or buckling 

 down, keep one’s   sleeves rolled up 
 
4.    (slang)  to continue plodding, plugging along, working oneself to 

 death or slaving, gett off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get 
 down to business, get off one’s duff, slave away, work  
 twenty-four/seven 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work like a slave or a dog, kill oneself get off one’s 



 

 

 behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass in gear 
 

 
 

 
to knock the chip off one’s shoulder 
1. to confront boldly, oppose directly, confront, encounter, meet 

 courageously, challenge, confront, stand up to, provoke, dare, 
 stand in opposition of, confront, stand opposed to, brazen, brazen 
 out, brazen through  

She faced down her enemy and knocked the chip off his 
 shoulder.  

 
2. (more stylistic)  to affront, oppugn, encounter, cross, thwart, face 
 in defiance, threaten, defy  

 
3. (informal)  to not run away from, skate on thin ice, put  

 one’s head in the lion’s mouth, face, brave, face up to, 
 court destruction, tempt Providence, meet eyeball to eyeball, 
 beard, stand oppose to, throw down the gauntlet, come face to 

 face, beard the lion in his den, twist the lion’s tail, fly in the face 
 of, make bold, call into question, be in someone’s face, meet 
 head on, take up the gauntlet, throw down the glove or gage, 

 knock the chip off one’s shoulder, cross the line in the sand, 
 face the card down,  face down, bring face to face, come face  

 to face 
 
4. (slang)  to take the bull by the horn, bell the cat, dance on the 

 razor’s edge , double-dare 
 
to lift one on one's shoulders 

1. to hoist, rear, raise, elevate, boost or heave one onto one’s 
 shoulders 

 They lifted the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 

 loft, cast up 
 

3. (informal)  to pull up,  heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 

to lift shoulder-high 
to hoist, rear, raise, elevate, boost or heave to the height of the shoulder 
They lifted the candidate shoulder-high. 

 
to  look over one's shoulder 



 

 

1. to be watchful, anxious, worried, nervous, fretful or troubled about 
 possible upcoming danger 

 He is always looking over his shoulder. 
 

2. to be distressed, concerned, apprehensive, ill at ease, disquieted 
 
3. to be  uneasy, jittery, on tenterhooks, on edge or edgy, have one’s 

 heart in one’s mouth, have a wary eye, be fidgety, on edge, on the 
 look out or on the watch, be all eyes and ears 
 

4. (slang) to be sweating bullets, itchy, sweating, on cliff edge, antsy 
 

to need a shoulder to cry on 
1. to need someone in whom to confide, trust, put confidence, want 
 or need someone with whom to speak 

 I need a shoulder to cry on to express this great sadness that I 
 feel. 

 
2. to have the need to disburden,  unburden, unbosom, lay bare or 
 bear one’s soul 

 
3. to have the need to come clean, get off one’s chest, open one’s 
 heart, make a clean breast, go to confession or get it out of one’s 

 system 
 one’s hair down  

 
to pick one up on one's shoulders 
1. to heave, rear, raise, lift, hoist, boost or elevate one onto one’s 

 shoulders 
 They lifted the winner up on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 

 
3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, heft up,  put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s 

 shoulder 
 

to place all the blame on the shoulders of 
1. to burden someone with the blame or responsibility, obligate 
 someone to accept, take, carry or bear the blame or responsibility 

 for something 
 He place all the blame on her husband's shoulder. 
 

2. to find fault with, lay all at the door of, incriminate, ascribe, 
 attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign the blame to someone, 



 

 

 lay the blame on someone 
 

3. (informal) to pin the blame on, weigh one down with the blame of, 
 lay at one’s door, hold one responsible for, saddle one with the 

 blame, hold one accountable for, point the finger at, put the 
 blame on someone's shoulder, put all the blame on someone's 
 shoulder, place all the blame on someone's shoulder, shoulder 

 the blame, shoulder all the blame 
 
to place all the weight on one’s own shoulders 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the responsibility or blame, carry, bear or take the 

 burden or responsibility  
 He placed all the weight on his own shoulders and, as a result, 
 was the only one to go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 

 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 
 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 

 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself  with 
 the blame, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 

 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 
 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 

 to shoulder the blame 
 
to place the blame on someone's shoulder 

1. to burden someone with the blame or responsibility, obligate 
 someone to accept, take, carry or bear the blame or responsibility 
 for something 

 He place the blame on her husband's shoulder. 
 

2. to find fault with, lay all at the door of, incriminate, ascribe, 
 attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign the blame to someone, 
 lay the blame on someone 

 
3. (informal) to pin the blame on, weigh one down with the blame of, 

 lay at one’s door, hold one responsible for, saddle one with the 
 blame, hold one accountable for, point the finger at, put the 
 blame on someone's shoulder, put all the blame on someone's 

 shoulder, place all the blame on someone's shoulder, shoulder 
 the blame, shoulder all the blame 
 

to place the weight on one’s own shoulders 
1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 



 

 

 carry or bear the responsibility or blame, carry, bear or take the 
 burden or responsibility  

 He place the weight on his own shoulders and, as a result, was 
 the only one to go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 

 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 
 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 

 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself  with 
 the blame, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 

 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 
 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 to shoulder the blame 

 
to put one's shoulders back 

1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 
 unbowed 
 If you expect to be a successful model, you must put your 

 shoulders back. 
 
2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow 

 
3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 

 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 
 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed 
    You are have nothing to be ashamed of.  Put your shoulders back 

 and show that you're proud. 
 
4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,
 apprehensive or mortification 

 
5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 

 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 

 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 
 

to put one’s shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 
 unbowed 

 If you expect to be a successful model, you must put your 
 shoulders back and old your head up high. 



 

 

 
2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow, put one's shoulders back 

 
3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 

 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 
 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed 
    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 

 and your head up high.  Show that you're proud. 
 
4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,
 apprehensive or mortification 

 
5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 

 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 

 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 
 

to put one’s shoulders back and look someone in the eyes 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 

 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed 
    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 

 and look at her in the eyes.  There is no reason to flinch or blink. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 

 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,
 apprehensive or mortification 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 

 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high, put one’s 

 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 
 

to put one’s shoulders back and look someone straight in the eyes 
1. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 
 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment, to show 

 one’s pride, not to be embarrassed or ashamed 
    You are a Castillo; therefore, you are to put your shoulders back 
 and look at her straight  in the eyes.  There is no reason to 

 flinch or blink. 
 



 

 

2. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 
 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation,

 apprehensive or mortification 
 

3. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-
 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 

 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high, put one’s 
 shoulders back and look at someone in the eyes 

 
to put something round one's shoulders 

to cover one's shoulder as a result of being cold 
He put his jacket round my shoulders. 
 

to put one's shoulder to the wheel   
1.    to work or toil hard, set to work, push oneself  

I'm tired of all this talking, it's time to put our shoulder to the 
wheel and do what needs to be done. 

 

2.    (more stylistic)  to strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor 
 
3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  roll up 

 one's  sleeves, knuckle down, buckle down, grind, keep one’s 
 nose to the grindstone, work around the clock, grind, kill oneself, 

 work  one’s fingers to the bone 
 
4.    (slang)  to  get off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to 

 business, get off one’s duff, kill oneself, plod, plug along, work 
 oneself to death, slave away 
to put one’s nose to the grindstone 

1.    to work hard, push oneself, set to work  
The only way to succeed is to put one’s nose to the grindstone 

and do what needs to be done. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to toil, strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor,   

 work like a Trojan, apply oneself 
 

3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  keep one’s  
 sleeves rolled up, knuckle down, burn the candle at both ends, 
 continue grinding, keep one’s nose to the grindstone,  work 

 around the clock, kill oneself, burn the midnight oil, work one’s 
 fingers to the bone, ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow, roll 
 up one's sleeves, buckle down, grind  

 
4.    (slang)  to plod, plug along, work oneself to death, slave, get off the 



 

 

 dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to business, get off one’s 
 duff, kill oneself, slave away, work twenty-four/seven 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work like a slave or a dog, kill oneself get off one’s 

 behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass in gear 
 
 

5. (vulgar)  to get off one’s behind, get off one’s ass, get one’s ass 
 in gear 
  

to put all the blame on someone's shoulder 
1. to burden someone with the blame or responsibility, obligate 

 someone to accept, take, carry or bear the blame or responsibility 
 for something 
 He put all the blame on her husband's shoulder. 

 
2. to find fault with, lay all at the door of, incriminate, ascribe, 

 attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign the blame to someone, 
 lay the blame on someone 
 

3. (informal) to pin the blame on, weigh one down with the blame of, 
 lay at one’s door, hold one responsible for, saddle one with the 
 blame, hold one accountable for, point the finger at, put the 

 blame on someone's shoulder, put all the blame on someone's 
 shoulder, place all the blame on someone's shoulder, shoulder  

 the blame, shoulder all the blame 
 
to put all the weight on one’s own shoulders 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the responsibility or blame, carry, bear or take the 
 burden or responsibility  

 He put all the weight on his own shoulders and, as a result, was 
 the only one to go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 

 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 

 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself  with 
 the blame, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 

 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 
 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 to shoulder the blame 

 
to put the blame on someone's shoulder 



 

 

1. to burden someone with the blame or responsibility, obligate 
 someone to accept, take, carry or bear the blame or responsibility 

 for something 
 He put the blame on her husband's shoulder. 

 
2. to find fault with, lay all at the door of, incriminate, ascribe, 
 attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign the blame to someone, 

 lay the blame on someone 
 
3. (informal) to pin the blame on, weigh one down with the blame of, 

 lay at one’s door, hold one responsible for, saddle one with the 
 blame, hold one accountable for, point the finger at, put the 

 blame on someone's shoulder, put all the blame on someone's 
 shoulder, place all the blame on someone's shoulder, shoulder 
 the blame, shoulder all the blame 

 
to put the weight on one’s own shoulders 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the blame or responsibility, carry, bear or take the 
 burden or responsibility  

 He put the weight on his own shoulders and, as a result, was 
 the only one to go to jail. 
 

2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 

 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 
 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 

 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself  with 
 the blame, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 
 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 

 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 

to raise one on one's shoulders 
1. to heave, rear, lift, hoist, boost or elevate one onto one’s 
 shoulders 

 They raised the winner on their shoulders to show their joy. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 
 loft, cast up 
 

3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, raise up, thrust up, pick up, raise 
 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 

to raise one up on one's shoulders 
1. to heave, rear, raise, lift, hoist, boost or elevate one onto one’s 



 

 

 shoulders 
 They raised the winner up on their shoulders to show their joy. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear aloft, upraise, uplift, raise high, uphold, 

 loft, cast up 
 
3. (informal)  to pull up, heft up, boost up, thrust up, pick up, raise 

 high, put one on one’s shoulder, place on one’s shoulder 
 
to raise shoulder-high 

to hoist, rear, raise, elevate, boost or heave to the height of the shoulder 
They lifted the candidate shoulder-high. 

 
to rub shoulders with 
1.    to come into association with, mingle or mix with, fraternize, 

 socialize 
When I had money, I used to rub shoulders with many 

powerful people. 
 
2.    (more stylized)  to consort with 

 
3. (informal) to touch elbows with, go with, hobnob, pal around, take 
 up with, hang around with, keep company with, keep the 

 latchstring out 
 

4. (slang)  to club together, run arouns with, hang with, party 
 together, chum around with 
 

to set one's shoulder to the wheel   
1.    to work or toil hard, set to work, push oneself  

I'm tired of all this talking, it's time to set our shoulder to the 

wheel and do what needs to be done. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor, work like 
 a Trojan, perverse 
 

3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  roll up 
 one's  sleeves, knuckle down, buckle down, grind, keep one’s 

 nose to the grindstone, work around the clock, grind, kill oneself, 
 work like a stevadore, work one’s fingers to the bone 
 

4.    (slang)  to  get off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to 
 business, get off one’s duff, kill oneself, plod, plug along, plug 
 ahead, work oneself to death, slave away, try one damnest, plug at 

 
to shoot from the shoulder 



 

 

1.    to be frank, outspoken, candid, direct    
 You can trust what he says because he will give it to you from 

 the shoulder. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   to be tactless, unihibited, straightforward, 
 impetuous, brash, unreserved, unconstrained, forthright or 
 unequivocal, be without constraints or restrength, not be reticent, 

 be unambiguous or unequivocating 
 
3. (informal) to be flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free-

tongued, downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-
spoken, explicit, blunt, straight from the shoulder or point blank, 

shoot from the shoulder, shoot straight from the shoulder 
 
to shoot straight from the shoulder 

1.    to be frank, outspoken, candid, direct    
 You can trust what he says because he will give it to you  

 straight from the shoulder. 
 

2.     (more stylistic)   to be tactless, unihibited, straightforward, 

 impetuous, brash, unreserved, unconstrained, forthright or 
 unequivocal, be without constraints or restrength, not be reticent, 
 be unambiguous or unequivocating 

 
3. (informal) to be flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free-

 tongued, downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-
 spoken, explicit, blunt, straight from the shoulder or point blank, 
 shoot from the shoulder, shoot straight from the shoulder 

 
 
 

 
to shoulder 

1.    to carry or bear responsibility, hardship or blame, take 
 responsibility for,  burden oneself with, accept 
 I can shoulder my problems and those of my friends.  I am strong. 

 
2. to assume, take upon oneself, put upon oneself, attend to, assume 

 responsibility for 
 
3. (informal)  to undertake, take on 

 
4. to underpin, strengthen, support, underprop, reinforce, brace, 
 prop, give strength to 

 
5. (more stylistic)  to sustain, truss, buttress, undergird, fortify, 



 

 

 underbear 
 

6. to hold up, prop up, shore up, make stronger, bolster up, keep up 
 

7. to lift on or lift to one’s shoulder, carry on one’s shoulder 
 Before walking through the crowd, she shouldered her daughter.  
 

8.    to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulder 
 He shouldered his way through the crowd. 
 

9. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 
 with one’s shoulders 

 
10. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 

 through  
 

11. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 
 
to shoulder all the blame 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the blame or responsibility  
 He shoulered all the blame and, as a result, was the only one to 

 go to jail. 
 

2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 
 

3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 
 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself  with 

 the blame, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 
 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 

 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 
 

to shoulder arms 
to take up, carry, bear weapons or arms 

Situation has gotten so bad that now children are shouldering arms. 
     
to shoulder one's way through  

1. to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulders through a crowd or 
 a group of people 
 The only way to get out of here is if we shoulder our way through 

 the crowd. 
 



 

 

2. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 
 with one’s shoulders 

 
3. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 

 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 
 through  
 

4. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 
 
to shoulder one's way through a crowd 

1. to shove, push, nudge or poke with the shoulders through a crowd 
 The only way to get out of here is if we shoulder our way through 

 the crowd. 
 
2. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust or advance 

 with one’s shoulders through a concourse or throng 
 

3. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, press against, shoulder one’s way 
 through or squeeze through a swarm 

 
4. (slang)  to ram through, butt through or bulldoze through a crush 
 or mass of people 

 
to shoulder out 

1. to take or commandeer the position of another, take the place of 
 He shouldered out his brother and took over the throne 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to usurp, coerce, appropriate, commandeer, 
 compel, wrest from, accroach, force, expropriate, arrogate, 
 encroach, dispossess, supplant, infringe 

 
3. (informal)  to steal the limelight, push out, take over, steal the 

 thunder of, ease out, upstage, shoulder someone aside, push 
 aside, shoulder out of the way 
 

4. (slang)  to get rid of, bounce, kick out   
 

to shoulder someone aside 
1. to take or commandeer the position of another, take the place of, 
 push on to the side, remove, displace 

 He shouldered his brother aside and took over the throne. 
 
2. to expel, usurp, eject, exclude, emit, oust, cast aside, press out, 

 thrust aside, set apart,  set aside, segregate, extrude, discard, 
 relegate, supplant 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to put aside, mover away, throw out, force out, drive 

 out, drumout, set apart, shoulder someone aside, push aside, 
 shoulder out of the way 

 
4. (slang)  to kick out, get rid of, cut out, cut off 
 

to shoulder someone out of the way 
1. to take or commandeer the position of another, take the place of, 
 push on to the side, remove, displace 

 The company president shouldered the vice president out of the 
 way. 

 
2. to expel, usurp, eject, exclude, emit, oust, cast aside, press out, 
 thrust aside, set apart,  set aside, segregate, extrude, discard, 

 relegate, supplant 
 

3. (informal)  to put aside, mover away, throw out, force out, drive 
 out, drumout, set apart, shoulder someone aside, push aside, 
 shoulder out of the way 

 
4. (slang)  to kick out, get rid of, cut out, cut off 
 

to shoulder the blame 
1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 

 carry or bear the blame or responsibility  
 He shoulered the blame and, as a result, was the only one to 
 go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself, allow oneself to be 

 scapegoated, play the scapegoat 
 

3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 
 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself with 

 the blame, take the responsibility on one’s shoulder, carry on one’s 
 shoulder, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's  own 

 shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place  all 
 the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 

4. (slang)  to take it, take the rap 
 
to shoulder the responsibility 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the blame or responsibility  



 

 

 He shoulered the responsibility and, as a result, was the only 
 one to go to jail. 

 
2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 

 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 
 
3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 

 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 
 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself with 
 the blame, take the responsibility on one’s shoulder, carry on 

 one’s shoulder, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's 
 own shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place 

 all the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 
 
4. (slang)  to take it, take the rap 

 
to shrug one's shoulder 

1. to overlook, ignore, disregard, choose not to see, neglect, disdain, 
 belittle, purposely 
 keep one’s eyes shut or closed to 

 When I told him what happened.  All he did was shrug his   
 shoulders. 
 

2. to pay no heed to, minimize, de-emphasize, underplay, slight, 
 disdain, belittle, scorn, hold in contempt, despise, detest, snub, set 

 at naught, snub  
 
3. to pretend not to see, gloss over, shut one’s eyes to, look the 

 other way, wink or blink at, see no evil, be blind to, pay no 
 attention to, turn  a deaf ear to, keep one’s head in the sand, 
 hide one’s head in the sand, sneeze at, play down, make a light 

 case, not take into account, close one's eyes to,to put down, turn 
 a cold shoulder to, shrug something off 

 
4. to pooh-pooh  
 

to slouch one’s shoulder  
1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 

 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 When he heard the news, he squatted his shoulders and walked 
 away. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 
 

3. (informal)  to scrooch down 
 



 

 

4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 

 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 
 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  

 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 
 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he slouched his 

 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 
 
5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 

 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 

6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 
 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 
 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 

 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 
 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 

 
to square one's shoulder 
1. to brace, harden or toughen oneself 

 You have to square your shoulder and take whatever comes. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to inure, fortify, reinforce, strengthen, indurate, 
 gird, buttress 
 

3. (informal)  to stiffen your neck, steel oneself, gird one's loins, 
 harden one’s heart, screw one’s courage to the sticking point  
 

to squat one’s shoulder  
1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 

 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 
 When he heard the news, he squatted his shoulders and walked 
 away. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 

 
3. (informal)  to scrooch down 
 

4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 
 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 
 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 

 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  
 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 



 

 

 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  
 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he squatted his 

 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 
 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  
 

6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 
 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 

 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 
 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 

 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 
 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 
 of, bow one’s head 

 
7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 

 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 
 one’s way  
to stand head and shoulder above the rest 

1. to be better, of the first order, exceptional, first-class, choice, 
 superlative, superior, first-rate, exceptional, outstanding, the best 
 or of a higher grade 

 She stood head and shoulder above the rest her competition. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to be nonpareil,unprecedented, superior, 
 outstanding,  superlative, singular, unparalled or peerless,  
 prevail over 

 
3. (informal)  to be top-notch, tip-top, top-grade or top-drawer, be 
 head and shoulder above rest 

 
4. (slang)  to be crackerjack, cat’s meow or the cat’s pajama, top dog 

 
to stand shoulder to shoulder 
1. to stand very close together or in close proximation 

 We stood shoulder to shoulder in the elevator. 
 

1. to be in cooperation or partnership with or work in collaboration 
 with, collaborate or concur with, work together or in concert 
 We stood shoulder-to-shoulder and refused to let anyone come 

 between us. 
 
2. to pull together, join forces, work side by side or as a team, join 

 hands, team up  
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to be in cahoots, hitch horses 
 

to  stand shoulder-to-shoulder with 
1. to be united with, work in harmony with, work in cooperation 

 with, be in agreement 
 I will stand shoulder to shoulder with you to do what needs to be 
 done. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to cojoin, work in league with, coadunate, work 
 in confederation with, concur, work in accord with 

 
3. (informal)  to see eye to eye, be of the same mind, pull together, 

 hang together 
 
to stoop one’s shoulders 

1. to physically curve, squat, round, slump, stoop, contort, crook, 
 slouch or squat one’s shoulder 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to physically incurvate, arc or arch one’s shoulder 
 

3. (informal)  to scrooch down 
 
4. to stoop, curve, lower or  bow one’s shoulder or head as an act of 

 submission, not look at someone in the eyes, not meet 
 someone’s eyes or lower one’s body to show one’s sadness, 

 shame, embarrassment, as a show of respect or as a recognition  
 of one’s inferior status, be a body gesture which shows that one 
 has given up or no longer willing to try, accept one’s fate or destiny  

 As soon as he realized that she had left him, he stooped his 
 shoulders, put his head in his hands and cried. 
 

5. (more stylistic)  to humble oneself, abnegate, acquiesce, cringe, 
 blench, shrink, grovel, recoil, postrate oneself, fawn, wince  

 
6. (informal)  to look down, not meet another’s eyes, not make  
 or break eye contact, bend before, lower one’s head, bend one’s 

 knees, look at one’s feet or at the floor, not look at someone in 
 the eyes, fall on one’s knees, lie low  ,keep one’s eyes down, 

 not look at someone straight in the eyes, bend, stoop or curve 
 one’s shoulders, not raise one’s head, keep one’s head down, 
 kneel before, put one’s head down, throw oneself at one the feet 

 of, bow one’s head 
 
7. (slang)  to kow-tow, worm, worm along, bow and scrape, bootlick, 

 brown-nose, lick someone’s boots, mooch, toady, toady to, worm 
 one’s way  



 

 

 
to take the responsibility on one's shoulder 

1. to burden oneself with the blame or responsibility, accept, take, 
 carry or bear the blame or responsibility  

 He took the responsibility on his shoulder and paid for his 
 brother's university studies. 
 

2. to incriminate, ascribe,  attribute, arrogate, impute, allege, assign 
 the blame to oneself, lay the blame on oneself 
 

3. (informal) to take or carry the blame, take or carry the weigh, put 
 or place all the weight on one’s own shoulders, come down 

 hard on oneself, hold oneself responsible for, saddle oneself with 
 the blame, take the responsibility on one’s shoulder, carry on one’s 
 shoulder, hold one accountable for, put the blame on one's  own 

 shoulder, put all the blame on one's own shoulder, place  all 
 the blame on one's own shoulder, shoulder the blame 

     
to throw one’s shoulders back and look at one straight in the eyes 
1. to take the stance of a challenge, challenge, confront, affront, 

 encounter, provoke, meet defiantly, defy, show no fear 
 He threw his shoulders back and looked her straight in the 
 eyes and waited for her to react. 

 
4. to affront, show no trepidation, demonstrate no apprehensive, 

 to have no misgivings 
 
5. (informal)  to taunt, throw down the gauntlet, look straight 

 in the face, stand up to, stand up against, put one’s head 
 in the lion’s mouth, meet eyeball to eyeball, tempt  
 Providence, court destruction, go in harm’s way 

 
6. (slang)  to brazen, brazen out, brazen through, take the 

 bull by the horn 
 
to throw one’s shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 

1. to stand up straight, erect, uncurved or upright, be unbent or 
 unbowed 

 If you expect to be a successful model, you must throw your 
 shoulders back and hold your head up high. 
 

2. (informal) to stand straight as an arrow, put one's shoulders back 
 
3. to stand straight and proud, display or demonstrate one's dignity 

 or strength, not show one’s shame or embarrassment   
 When you come out of that room, no matter what happens, throw 



 

 

 one head back and hold your head up high. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to demonstrate that one is unbowed, unbent, 
 unrepentent, resolute, steadfast or firm, not to show trepidation or 

 apprehensive 
 
5. to show that one has a mind of one’s own or that one is strong-

 willed, hard-headed, tough, hard-nosed or strong minded, be 
 stiff-backed, show no fear, keep or maintain one’s head up, 
 hold, keep or maintain one’s head held up high, put one’s 

 shoulders back and hold one’s head up high 
 

to turn shoulder a cold shoulder to 
1. to treat with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness,  be 
 ignored        

       She turned a cold shoulder to the man who betrayed her.  
 

2.     (more stylistic)  to ill-treat, disregard, snub, slight, not heed, 
 dismiss from one’s mind, affront, insult, hold aloof, dismiss from 
 one’s thought    

 
3.     (informal)  to push aside, put the freeze on, brush off, slam the 

door in someone’s face, look right through, pay no attention to, 

take no notice of, pass over, pass by, keep out, slap in the face, 
keep at arm’s length, put down, turn up one’s nose at, turn 

one’s nose up at, keep out, give someone the brush off,  pay no 
heed to, look right through, cold shoulder, turn one’s back on     

 

4. (slang)  to kiss off, deep six, throw someone to the dog, turn 
thumbs down on, cut someone dead 

      

to walk shoulder to shoulder 
to walk very close together or in close proximation 

We entered the meeting, walking shoulder to shoulder. 
 
to weep on one's shoulder 

1. to confide, disclose, reveal to someone something intimate 
 Last night, all I did was weep on his shoulder. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to unburden oneself, disbosom,   unbosom, 
 disenbosom 

  
3. (informal)  to make a clean breast of something, spill one’s guts, 
 get off of one’s chest, weep on one’s shoulder, lighten one’s 

 load, open one’s heart 
 



 

 

The burden falls on my shoulders! 
It's my responsibility! 

 
The burden is on my shoulders! 

It's my responsibility! 
 
to be cold shouldered 

1. to be treated with coldness, indifference, coolness, or remoteness, 
 be ignored or overlooked          
       At the party, I was given the cold shoulder. 

 
2.     (more stylistic)  to be ill-treated, disregarded, snubbed, slighted, 

 not heeded, dismissed from one’s mind, affronted, insulted, held 
 aloof, dismissed from one’s thought    
 

3.     (informal)  to be pushed aside, brushed off, have the door 
slammed in one’s face, looked right through, not be paid  

attention to, not noticed, passed over, passed by, kept out, slapped 
in the face, kept at arm’s length, put down, kept out, given the 
brush off,  paid no heed to, looked right through, shown the door,  

 looked coldly upon, brushed aside or cold shouldered     
 
4. (slang)  to be kissed off, deeped six, thrown to the dog, turned 

thumbs down on or cut dead, cut or dissed 
      

 
Chest (bosom/breast)   
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English cest, cist   Middle English  cest, cist  Old Frisian  bek, Old 
Norse  Old Swede  bak,  Latin  cista,  French  dos,  Spanish  espalda  
dorso   

 
chest 
1. front part of the body from the neck and abdomen  

 
2. thorax 

 
3. breast, bosom, bust 
 

4.  
  

 
 
to get off one’s chest ( reveal 1033, confess 212) 

 



 

 

to make a clean breast (confess 212) 
 

to throw one’s chest out 
1. to show off, flaunt 

 He is always throwing out his chest and bragging about his 
 accomplishments. 
 

2. (stylistic)  to prance, swash, strut, peacock, promenade, be 
 ostentatious, swank, brandish 
 

3. (informal)  to put on airs, sashay, parade around, make a big show 
 of it, strut one’s stuff 

 
4. to put on the dog, showboat, go on about, give oneself airs, hotdog 
 

to throw out one’s chest 
1. to show off, flaunt 

 He is always throwing out his chest and bragging about his 
 accomplishments. 
 

2. (stylistic)  to prance, swash, strut, peacock, promenade, be 
 ostentatious, swank, brandish 
 

3. (informal)  to put on airs, sashay, parade around, make a big show 
 of it, strut one’s stuff 

 
4. to put on the dog, showboat, go on about, give oneself airs, hotdog 
 

 
 
 

bosom 
see embosom and embrace 346, hug 522 

1. to hug someone by the neck, put one’s arm around someone’s 
 neck, hug 
 The minute that she saw him, she ran and flung her around him. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to embosom, receive warmly, embrace, enfold, 

 envelop 
 
3. (informal)  to hold, grab, grip, hold onto, cling to, press to one’s 

 bosom 
 
to make a clean breast of something 

1. to  
 



 

 

bosom buddy 
(shadow  1098) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Back 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 
Without dispute, the back is the term for the body which is used the 
most.  The term back is a noun, verb, adjective and adverb.  As a verb 

the back is both transitive and intransitive.  There are dozens of phrasal 
verbs which contain the word back. 

 
Old English  bak, Middle English  bæc,  Old Frisian  bek, Old Norse  Old 
Swede  bak,  Latin  tergum  dorsum,  French  dos,  Spanish  espalda  

dorso   
 
back (noun) 

1.    rear surface of the human body which extends from the neck to 
the lower end of the spine 

   Thank God, he only sprang, not break, his back. 
2.    upper surface of an animal's body 
3.    the rear part of an object i.e. chair, book 

       Every time he opens a new book, he breaks its back. 
4.    the least important part of something i.e. album, card 

He scribbled all over the back part of the dictionary; no one will 
notice. 

5.    the last pages of a book or newspaper 

6.    the part which is farthest from the direction which it faces  



 

 

7.    part of the garment which covers the back  
 I really like the design on the back of your shirt.  

8.    the whole body 
I loved him so much that I gave him everything, including the 

clothes off my back. 
9.    ability for labor, effort, endurance 
       If we put our back into it, we can do it. 

10.    the player whose regular position is that behind that of other 
players i.e. football 

       quarterback, linebacker, halfback, fullback, cornerback 

 
 back (adverb) 

1.    return 
      Give it back to me. 
2.    as was before 

       Nerves do grow back but very slowly 
3.    answer 

       Do not talk back to me! 
4.    not forward, toward the back or past, retrospective 
       It does no good to look back. 

5.    in space and time 
       Stay back!  Stay well back!! 
6.    reimbursed, refund 

       I'll give you back your money when you return the item. 
7.    again, repeatedly, encore 

       Lean back; right now there's nothing you can do. 
8.    the past, toward an earlier time or period, bygone 
       I lived in Mexico ten years back. 

9.    toward the beginning, go back toward the front i.e. book, 
newspaper, magazine 

       Go back ten pages and you'll see the picture. 

 
back (adjective) 

1.    hind, posterior, rear, hind 
       Wait for me near the back door. 
2.    behind something 

       I parked my car in the back lot. 
3.    out of the way, from the back, secluded, isolated i.e. street, way, 

road, town 
       I went home by going down the back streets. 
4.    money that is overdue or late i.e.  rent, taxes, pay 

      You have a lot of back rent to pay 
5.    earlier date, former, bygone, elapsed, expired, obsolete i.e.  issues, 

copies, number 

       I bought a bunch of back copies of the magazine. 
 



 

 

 
back-alley 

sordid, filthy, dirty, poor, destitute, poverty-stricken, down and out 
Her house is a back-alley dump. 

 
backache 
back pain 

I have such a backache. 
 
back and forth 

1.    to and fro, from side to side 
       I wish that you would stop walking back and forth 

2.    indecisive, uncertain, tentative 
One day it's yes; the next day it's no.  He keeps going back and 
forth.     

 
back bench (British) 

1.     benches occupied by members of Parliament who do not hold office 
in the government 

2.    members of the opposition 

 
backbenchers 
those members of Parliament who do not hold office in the government 

 
backbenchers 

members of the House of Common in non-leadership position 
 
backbiting 

1.    denigration, vilification, defamation 
2.    yellow journalism, mud-slinging, mud-raking 
3.    slur, smear, smirch, taint, tarnish, blemish 

4.    censure, invective, reviling, curse, denunciation 
5.    devaluation, discredit, disfavor, belittling 

6.    slander, calumny, misrepresentation, lie, malicious, falsehood 
       On Wall Street, backbiting is business as normal. 
 

backboard 
1.    board placed which form the backing of anything 

2.    board placed behind the basket where one plays basketball 
 
backbone 

1.    spine, spinal column 
2.    row of connected bones that go down the middle of the back 
       He sprang is backbone. 

3.    most important part of an organization, company, or grouping 
       She may be the brain of the new upstart but he is the backbone.   



 

 

4.    character, quality, principles, soundness, manhood 
I am not worrying about him.  He has the backbone to take 

whatever comes. 
5.    firmness, steadfastness, inflexibility 

       He has the backbone of an oak tree. 
6.    endurance, stamina, tenacity 
       He'll stand it; he has the backbone. 

7.    fortitude, courage, fortitude 
8.    (slang)  mettle, guts, daring 
       

backbreaking 
hard, exhausting, laborious, strenuous, demanding,  

Writing a book is a backbreaking job. 
 
back burner 

1.    low priority, not top priority, down the line, something which can 
wait 

She is always put her life on the back burner.  Everything and 
everyone come before her. 

2.    temporary deferment, postponement, or suspension 

I put the bill on the back burner.  I'll deal with it when he gets 
back from vacation. 

 

back channel 
1.    covert or hidden route for the passage of information 

I receive all my information through the back channels, which can 
be found everywhere in Washington.. 

2.    gestures or sounds made by the listener to the speaker so that the 

conversation continues 
       
back country 

1.     sparsely populated rural area away from the roads and towns 
2.     remote underdeveloped part of a large farm or ranch in Australia 

 
back court 
1.    (basket ball)  the part of the court where the basket which is being 

defended is  
2.   (tennis or soccer )  the area farthest from the net, between the 

base line and the line parallel to the net 
 
back door 

something done in secret, under the table, in the dark, far from 
everyone's view 
By anyone's definition, this is a back door deal. 

 
back draft 



 

 

1.   current or air which flows backwards from a chimney or pipe 
2.   an explosion which occurs when oxygen is introduced to a fire 

which had,  prior,  consumed all  available oxygen 
The fireman told me not to open the door or there would be a back 

draft. 
 
backdrop 

1.    the rear curtain in the scenery of a theater stage production 
2.    the factors, background, or circumstances of an event or setting 

Once you understand the backdrop of all of this, what she did does 

make sense. 
 

backend 
1.    end of something from the farthest from the front i.e.  the back end 

of the house 

2.    latter period of time  i.e. back end of the last decade 
3.    

 
backer 
1.    supporter, upholder, advocate, promoter 

2.    (slang) pusher, go-getter, hustler, rustler 
3.    proponent, partisan, sympathizer, well-wisher 
4.    adherent, follower, disciple 

5.    sponsor, patron, financer 
6.    partner, second, right hand 

7.    accessory, accomplice, conspirator 
8.    ally, colleague, confidante 
9.    (slang) side kick, crony 

10.  (British)  a person who bets on a horse 
        
backfield 

the area behind either the offensive or defensive line 
 

back fire 
fire purposely set to extinguish a larger fire 
 

back formation 
a word which formed of an already formed word, often 

done by removing the suffix  
i.e.  televise from television, edit from editor,  typewrite from typewriter 
 

background 
1.    that which is behind the main scenery or area  

I love this photograph of the house; I especially  

like how the trees are in the background. 
2.    rear, horizon, skyline 



 

 

3.    antecedents, ancestors, parentage 
4.    the history, education, class, upbringing, and other  

pertinent information of a person 
       What do you know about him?  I suspect nothing.    

You know nothing about his background. 
5.    grounding, work history, qualifications, credentials 
6.    factors, conditions, framework, backdrop 

7.    setting, stage, scene, environment 
8.    pattern or color on top of which something is drawn 
9.    the antecedents or causes of an event or condition 

       Before closing the book on the Palestinian people,   
you must understand their history and background. 

 
backgrounder 
1.    background information given by a governmental  

official to the press during a briefing, usually to   
clarify a misunderstanding 

The backgrounder just muddled the water even more.   
I don't understand anything. 

2.    briefing or report to give background information 

        
back hand 
a hit or stroke in which the back of the hand is used   

i.e.  in tennis or in a slap 
To add insult to the pain, he gave her a backhand 

in front of everyone. 
 
backhander 

1.    backhanded hit, stroke, or play 
2.    a bribe, graft, kickback 
 

backhanded 
1.    oblique, indirect, unclear, ambiguous 

Although his remark was backhanded, I understood  
what he meant. 

2.    awkward, gauche, clumsy, heavy-handed 

3.    poorly put, tactless, inconsiderate, ungracious 
4.    improper, inappropriate, inapt 

5.    sly, cunning, insidious 
6.    two-faced, hypocritical, deceitful, false 
7.    meaningless, hollow, insincere 

8.    biting, scathing, mordant, sardonic, insulting,  
cruel, spiteful 

 

backhanded compliment 
1.    a remark that appears to be a compliment but  



 

 

in reality is an insult 
2.     a two-faced, hypocritical, deceitful, insulting,  

and inappropriate remark 
 

back home 
from where one was  previously  
I'll be back home as soon as I can. 

 
back in 
in the past 

I lived in the US back in the early 20s. 
 

 
backlash (machine) 
1.    allowance, liberty, extra space 

2.    looseness, slackness, laxity, wasted movement 
 

backlash 
1.    recoil, rebound, reflex, response 
2.    boomerang, reversal, turn around, about-face 

       The backlash from what happened was overwhelming. 
 
back log 

1.    great deal of undone work which should have  
been done a long time ago   

       I can't go out this weekend; I have a backlog of  
work waiting for me.      

2.    supply, stock, fund, reserve, reservoir 

 
backlot 
1.    land or lot behind the main building where supplies  

are stored   
2.    land owned by a movie company where movies and   

television programs are made 
The backlots of Universal Studio have become a  
tourist attraction. 

 
back number 

1.    a back issue of a magazine , newspaper, or  
any publication 

2.    (slang)  anything out of date 

 
back office 
the work area of an institution which does not  

allow clients or customers 
I'm sorry you can not enter here.  This is the back office 



 

 

and it is only for employees. 
 

back pack 
a bag carried on one's back so that one's arms  

and hands are free 
I carry my schoolbooks in a backpack.  It's so much easier. 
 

back room 
secret, hidden, under wraps, concealed, in the dark, cloaked 
No more back room deals.  Either we do it out in the light  

or we don't do it! 
 

back set 
1.    rebuff, reversal, turn for the worst 
       He had a backset. 

2.    discouragement, damper 
3.    (slang) cold water, step backwards, curb 

 
backscratcher 
a person who exchange a favor for a favor 

 
backscratching 
doing  mutual favor for one another 

There is so much backscratching in the organization that  
no work gets done. 

 
back side 
(slang) for the bottom, derrière, or rear end of the human being 

 
back slapping 
1.     effusive, unrestrained, hearty, ardent and gushy show  

of cordiality and enthusiasm    
2..    (slang) gooey or long-winded show of cordiality  

and enthusiasm 
 
back slide   

1.    relapse, regression, reversion, reversal, about face    
2.    fall from grace, a turn for the worse, degeneration,  

decline 
 
backslider 

1.    relapser, recidivist, regressor 
2.    (slang) fallen angel, lost soul, lost sheep 
 

back stage 
1.    behind the scenes in the theater 



 

 

       They play went on smoothly but back stage was a mess. 
2.    private, secret, not open to the public, inaccessible,  

hidden, concealed 
3.    off-the-record, not to be made public, hush-hush,   

highly secret 
With all this back-stage negotiation, it is hard to know  
who to trust. 

 
backstairs 
secret, hidden, concealed, clandestine 

It was not unusual that employees and employers  
would have backstairs romance. 

 
back stop 
safe guard, bulwark, or protection which prevents a  

situation from getting worse 
 

back street 
1.    activities which are illegal, unlawful,  or criminal 
2.    (slang)  illegit 

That is a bad neighborhood were there is a lot of back  
street activities going on. 

 

back talk 
1.    retort, sneer, taunt, sarcasm 

2.    (slang) sass, mouth, lip, jaw, smart talk 
3.    imprudence, audacity, effrontery 
4.    (slang)  cheek, brass, freshness 

5.    impertinence, insolence, rudeness, discourtesy,  
impoliteness 

 

back to back 
consecutive, successive, sequential, serial, step by step 

The US is always having back to back wars. 
 
 

back-to- basics 
1.    stressing the fundamental principles of simplicity  

2.    teaching basic subjects such as reading, writing, and math. 
 
back up (noun) 

1.    (in computer) duplicate, duplicate, reproduction 
       Even though the file had five back ups, I lost everything. 
2.    a singer or musician who accompanies or provides the 

background for 
3.    an overspill, overrun, or flow over due to a malfunction 



 

 

       The back up in the sink caused a horrible mess in the kitchen. 
4.    someone who supports or hold up 

       I'm not worried, she's my back up. 
5.    a system or plan which she been put in place just in case  

the main one does not work 
       Don't even think about continuing if you don't 

have a back up. 

 
back up (adjective) 
1.    either person or plan held in reserve 

       If I ever get sick, Susan is the back up person. 
2.    one who accompanies the main musician 

       I am tired of being the back up singer.  I want to be  
the main act. 

 

backward/backwards (medieval  719) 
1.    towards the back, in reverse, vice versa, inside  

out, rearward 
       The building is about to explode; everyone must 

move backwards quickly.  

2.    retrogressively, regressively, toward the beginning  
or past 

       He is always looking backwards; it is time that he  

starts moving forward in his life. 
3.    with the back part in front 

       Did you look at yourself in the mirror; you have  
on your tee shirt backward. 

4.    to go back to when you when it was worse 

       Since she has left he seems to be going backwards.     
 
backward/backwards 

1.    reversed, vice-versa, counter-clockwise 
2.    ebbing, regressive, counterproductive 

       This move is backward and counterproductive;  
it will solve nothing. 

3.    slow, laggard, late 

       She may appear to be a backward person but don't  
be fooled.  She knows what she is doing. 

4.    inept, foolish, idiotic, irrational 
5.    bashful, shy, shrinking, hesitant 
6.    perverse, unruly, unyielding, stubborn,  

pighead, mulish 
 
backward and forward  

1.    thoroughly, completely, A to Z 
       We covered everything backward and forward. 



 

 

2.    to and fro, first in one direction and then  
in the other 

       I am tired of going backward and forward. I told you no. 
The answer is no. 

3.    wavering, vacillating, indecisive, undecided 
       Stop going backward and forward.  Tell me what  

you want, now! 

 
backwash (noun) 
1.    backward flow of water, backflow, wake,  

churning, disturbance 
2. part of the river away from the main stream 

3.    marsh, swamp, bog, 
4.    water hole, pond, pool 
5.    an isolated, peaceful place 

6.    retreat, seclusion, asylum 
7.    a state of stagnate backwardness 

This place is a nothing but a backward backwash  
where nothing happens. 

8.    wilderness, bush, frontier, out of the way place, no man's land 

9.    (slang) the boondocks, outback 
10. repercussion, leftover, aftermath, fallout, consequence,  

outgrowth, after effect 

If you don't do something, you will be left in the  
backwash once everything is known. 

 
backwood ( outlying  822) 
 

backwoods (noun) 
1.    hinterlands, wilderness, woods, bush country, no man's lands 
 After looking around, she realized that she was really in  

 the backwoods. 
2.    (slang) the boondocks, outback, the sticks 

       I am tired of living in the backwoods.   I'm going to  move to town. 
 
backwoods (outlying  822) 

1.    sequestered, secluded, lonely, remote, inaccessible 
       This is a backwoods area. 

2.    unsophisticated, unlearned, ignorant 
 I had never met before such a backwoods person. 
3.    innocent, simple 

4.    unrefined, uncultured, uncivil, clumsy 
 I don't know what you see so charming about such a  
 backwoods family. 

5.    uncouth, rude, boorish, gross 
 The only explanation which I can give for his rudeness is 



 

 

 that he came from a very backwoods area. He doesn't 
know any better. 

 
back yard 

area behind one's house 
I only will allow the children to play out back in the 
back yard. 

 
 
as far back as x date 

to the past until 
He has been living here as far back as the 1950s. 

 
as soon as one's back is turned … 
the moment that one is not watching out for, paying attention, or on 

guard … 
As soon as my back was turned, he stole me blind. 

 
as soon as one turns one's back … 
the moment that I'm not watching out for, paying attention, or on guard 

I know that as soon as I turn my back that he will try to escape. 
 
at the back of 

the ultimate reason for, at the bottom of 
At the back of all of this is his desire to destroy his family. 

 
at the back of the hall 
in the further back part of the hall 

 
at the back of one's mind 
to not be consciously thinking about someone or something 

He is always at the back of my mind. 
 

at the very back 
at the furthest end of something 
You'll find her house at the very back of the building. 

 
back alley abortion 

an illegal abortion 
 
back door methods 

unorthodox, untraditional, out of the ordinary 
His back door methods may seem crazy but they work. 
 

back East 
(American expression to refer to the northeastern part of the US.) 



 

 

John is from down South; Mary is from out West; and I'm from back 
East. 

 
back in circulation 

1.    to be available, obtainable, or on hand again  i.e.  a book, 
magazine, or money 

       At last, after years and years, the two dollar bill is in 

circulation again. 
2.    to go out again, socialize again (said of a person) 

Now that I'm divorced, I'm back in circulation again and it feels 

great. 
 

back pay  
wages which had not been paid in the past 
The company owes their workers a lot of back wages. 

 
backscratching (reciprocation 995) 

 
backstabber ( reprobate 1021) 
 

back to back 
1.    consecutive, successive, serial, one after the other 
       The wars were consecutive; the country was now tired. 

2.     with the end or backs towards one another 
        They were lined up back to back. 

 
back to front 
reverse, backwards 

You have the sweater on back to front. 
        
back to square one 

to return to from where one started, to the beginning 
After so much hard work, I'm right back to square one. 

 
back to the drawing board 
to start all over again (because something has failed or not worked out) 

Face it, it doesn't work.  We have no other choice but to go back to the 
drawing board and start all over again. 

 
back to the salt mines 
to return to work or to an unpleasant situation after a vacation 

Tomorrow it is back to the salt mines. 
 
back up service 

a service to make sure that a product which has been  
bought works correctly 



 

 

Some companies are so sensitive to their clients that  
they have a back up service. 

 
back wages 

pay which had not been paid in the past 
The company owes their workers a lot of back wages. 
 

bare-back 
without saddle 
 

behind one's back 
secretly, covertly, slyly, on the sly, sneakily  

He did everything behind my back. 
 
comeback (rally 982) 

 
from way back 

from a long time ago 
Your father and I have known each other from way back. 
 

in one's back yard 
near where one lives, in one's neighborhood or vicinity 
If it were happening in your back yard, you will feel differently. 

 
in back of 

behind 
The safe is in back of the largest picture on the wall. 
 

in the back of beyond 
remote, distant, removed, far-off, far away, or out-of-the way place 
He lives in the back of beyond. 

 
in the back of one's mind 

to not be consciously thinking about someone or something 
He is always in the back of my mind. 
 

in the background 
1.    unobtrusive, retiring 

I don't get him.  Even when given the opportunity, he wants to 
remain in the background. 

2.    inconspicuous, behind the scenes, offstage 

       As a director I can pull the strings but in the background. 
3.    the sound that is not the main part of what is being listened to 

In many of his songs, I love the beat in the background rather than 

the main one. 
4.    behind the main figure or composition 



 

 

       I like the house but I want to crop the trees in the background. 
5.    in the shadows, in the wings, in the backrest 

       She's in the background waiting to go on. 
6.    out of sight, out of the limelight, out of the public eye 

       Since the scandal, she has stayed in the background 
7.    noise, clamor, racket, clamor, sound 
      I love her house but the entire clamor in the background is a turn-

 off. 
 
monkey on one’s back 

burden, addiction 
 

not in my backyard (n.i.m.by) 
not in one's neighborhood or immediate area 
I don't care where you do it as long it is not in my backyard. 

 
on the back of 

the means by which one accomplishes something 
He was able to become the richest man in town on the back of the 
mining boom. 

 
out back 
outside, in the back of or behind the building, in the backyard 

He went out back to get a breath of fresh air. 
 

round back (slang) 
outside, in the back of or behind the building, in the backyard 
I need to go round back to get something out of my car. 

 
 
X years back 

X years ago 
We lived in Asia five years back 

 
 
aback   

1.    back, toward the back, behind, backward 
2.    retrogressively, regressively 

3.    aloof, at a distance 
 
blow back  

unintended or unforeseen consequences, results, effects, upshot, fall 
outs, outcomes 
One has to be always worried about blowback.  

 
comeback 



 

 

1.   a return by a well-known person 
2.   recovery from a deficit  

 
drawback  

1.   hindrance, obstacle, hurdle, obstruction 
2.   discouragement, deterrent, damper 
3.   snag, hitch, catch 

4.   inconvenience, nuisance, pain in the neck 
5.   weakness, weak spot, flaw, defect 
 

flash-back 
1.    narrative device in a novel or motion picture to talk about the past 

2.     vivid recollection of a past event  
        Many Vietnamese veterans have flashbacks. 
 

kickback 
1.    share, cut, percentage 

2.    graft 
3.    (slang) payola, plugola, hush money, protection money, boodle 
4.    reward, payment, payoff 

5.    recompense, compensation, remuneration 
 
paperback  

a book bound in a stiff paper or flexible cardboard 
 

pay back  
1.    retaliation,  repayment, retribution 
2.    (slang) tit for tat, blow for a blow, pound for pound 

 
pull back  
pull out, strategic withdrawal or retreat i.e. troops 

There is going to be a massive pull back later this evening 
  

outback  
1.   a land region of Australia 
2.   any remote lightly populated region 

 
setback  

1.    relapse, recurrence 
2.    reverse, reversal, undoing, defeat 
3.    disappointment, failure 

4.    check, rejection, frustration 
5.    mishap, misadventure, trouble 
6.    obstruction, impediment, hindrance 

7.    deadlock, checkmate, stalemate 
 



 

 

slip back  
setback, relapse, recurrence, reverse, upset, loss, defeat 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
to back 

1.    to support, help, aid 
       I will back you with as much money that you'll need. 

2.    to encourage, promote, subsidize, sponsor, ensure, guarantee 
The studio backed his movie with millions of dollars of 
advertisement. 

3.    recommend, affirm, plead for 
       I backed him with my name and reputation. 
4.    to uphold, bolster, reinforce, sustain 

       I back him. 
5.    to move backward or toward the rear 

       She backed toward the door. 
6.    to move a vehicle toward the rear 

The student driver had a lot of trouble backing into the parking 

space. 
7.    to support a musician or singer 
       The backup singers backed her through the song. 

8.    to risk one's money on a competition or bet 
       I backed the dark horse and won! 

9.    to be behind something 
       Beautiful Christmas lights backed the house. 
 

to accept back  
to take back, welcome back, allow to return, forgive, forgive and forget 

I don't know how he forgave her and accept her back. 
 
to answer back 

(slang)  to sass, give lip, give someone lip, get smart  
Don't you dare answer me back!  
 

to argue back   
to answer or talk back     



 

 

I wish he would obey order instead of always arguing back. 
 

to ask back    
1.   to invite again 

      I'm so happy.  They asked me back. 
2.   to invite someone back on a reciprocal visit 
      I've already had them over; they have not asked me back. 

 
to back a bill 
to support a proposed statue so that it enacted into law 

I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine; therefore, if you back my bill, 
I’ll support yours. 

 
to back a venture 
to support, financially, a risky undertaking, speculation, or enterprise 

I will support this venture only if you head It.. 
 

to back away 
1.   to move away moving backwards 
      He backed away from the fire. 

2.   to retreat, withdraw (metaphorically) 
     They backed away from the idea. 
 

to back away from 
to move away from 

You better back away from the fire.  It's rather hot. 
 
to back date 

1.    to date earlier than the actual date, predate 
       This date is false.  She backdated it by a week. 
2.    to make something retroactive from a particular 

date in the past 
       The union demanded that the company backdated the raise. 

 
to back down 
1.    to withdraw from a confrontation, retreat 

       Back down, now! 
2.    to yield, back-pedal  

       They backed down on their demands. 
3.    to move down something backwards 
       He backed down the ladder. 

 
to back fire 
1.    to explode, discharge, burst 

       The backfire from the car was very loud. 
2.    to boomerang, backlash, recoil, rebound 



 

 

3.    (slang) to come home to roost, reap what one has sown 
4.    ricochet  (overreach 829) 

5.    (slang) to turn the table 
 

 
to backfire on  
to fail by blowing up in one's face 

The plot backfired on me. 
 
to back for 

to support, endorse 
I backed Al Gore for president. 

 
to back into 
1.    to move backwards  

       He backed into the garage. 
2.    to move backwards and hit an object  

       He backed into the woman standing on the corner. 
3.    to push or nudge someone into something  
       She backed him into a small room. 

4.    to force someone into a position with no exit 
       He backed me into a corner. 
 

to back load 
to defer cost, wages or benefits to a future date 

The union agreed to back load all benefits and raises. 
 
to back log 

1.    to save for future use, keep back, hold back  
2.    to enter and acknowledge an order for future use 
3.    to accumulate in a backlog 

       I backlogged so much that I am running out of room. 
 

to back off 
1.   to back down, relent, refrain, discontinue 
      I told you to back off! 

2.   to move someone or something a short distant  
      He does not know how to back off from the curb. 

 
to back off from 
to yield, retract, recant 

You better back off from the fight or, for sure, you will lose. 
 
to back onto 

to move or roll in a backward motion,  
The car backed onto my foot. 



 

 

 
to back order 

to order a product which still is not in 
I'll back order the computer so when it comes in it  

will be sent to me automatically. 
 
to back out 

1.   to leave by moving backwards 
      He backed out the garage. 
2.   to withdraw, retreat, renege 

      You can not back out of the agreement. 
3.    to move someone or something out of a place moving backwards 

       He backed the car out of the garage without any problems. 
 
to back out of 

to withdraw from something one has agreed to do 
You can't back out now; it's too late.  You have to go through with it. 

 
to back over 
to roll a vehicle backwards over someone or something 

He killed him by backing the car over his body. 
 
to back pedal 

1.    to retract, take back, withdraw, recant 
2.    (slang)  to unsay, eat one's words, swallow one's word 

You can't back pedal on this one.  You're going to  
have to keep your word. 

3.    to retreat, back up, backtrack, renege 

       I can't believe that you're now backpedaling. 
4.    (slang) to cop out, back down, back out of, about  

face, do an about face, flip-flop, pull a 180-degree,  

pull a switcheroo 
5.    to renounce, abjure 

 
to back slap 
to congratulate by hitting or slapping someone on the back 

He was given a number of back slaps. 
 

to back slide 
1.    to relapse, revert, regress, retrogress, fall behind, 

 slip, slide, fall back into 

2.    lapse, leave the straight and narrow, go astray,  
fall off the wagon 

3.    to worsen, take a turn for the worse, weaken 

       I can't trust him; he's always backsliding. 
 



 

 

to back stab 
to betray someone secretly, covertly, slyly, sneakily 

 
to back talk (informal) 

1.    to answer back, be imprudent, be insolent, forget oneself,  
take liberties,  speak out of turn 

2. (slang) to sass, sauce, give lip, mouth off, get fresh,  

get smart, sass back 
        I will not allow you to backtalk. 
 

to back the wrong horse 
to support that which is destined to lose 

I belong to the Green Party. I'm always backing 
the wrong horse. 
 

to back track 
1.    to return by the same way that one left 

       The best way to get out of the woods is to back track. 
2.    to reverse, renege, retract, withdraw 
       He is backtracking on his decision to help us. 

 
to back up 
1.    to bring the flow of traffic to a standstill 

       The accident backed up traffic for miles. 
2.    to support, provide money for, help sponsor 

       He backed up the candidate with his money. 
3.    to reinforce, strengthen, fortify, bolster 
       They backed up the foundation with cement. 

4.    to move by going backwards 
       He first stopped and than backed up. 
5.    to move someone or something in a backward motion 

       She backed up the car. 
6.    to clog, get stuck, obstruct 

       The sink is always backing up 
7.    to guide by hand signals 
       He helped the woman back up to the gas pump. 

8. to move backwards to something 
 He backed up to the house. 

9. to go back on what had been said prior in a conversation 
 Back up!  What did you just say?  I didn't understand. 
10. to duplicate a file or program as a precaution  

 You must always back up your files. 
 
 

to bark back  
1.    to respond in the same way  



 

 

       The dog barked back at the dog. 
2.    to respond or answer in the same harsh manner 

       For once he stood up and barked back at his boss.  
 

to be back 
1.    to have returned 
       I'm so glad to be back. 

2.    to be back in fashion 
       I can't believe that mini-skirts are back.   
 

to be a back seat driver 
to try to control something which is not one's responsibility 

Stop being a back seat driver in your son's life.  He is man.  Let him be a 
man! 
 

to be back from where one started 
to not have progressed,  not to make any movement 

All that moving around and here I am right back where I started. 
 
to be back home 

to be home again, have returned to one's home 
I can't believe that I am back home. 
 

to be back in 
to be in again, have returned to 

I think that I am happy that I am back in New York. 
 
to be flat on one's back 

1.    to be helpless or vulnerable  
       How can I help you if I am flat on my back.  I can't help anyone. 
2.    to be beaten or defeated 

       What else do you want.  I'm flat on my back.  You've won. 
to be glad to see the back of someone 

to be glad that someone has left 
 
to be heavily backed (in betting or in a campaign) 

to be have a great deal, a lot of support, an abundance of, or plenty of 
support 

He was heavily backed by the right wing of his party. 
 
to be in backstage negotiations 

to be trying to arrange an agreement out of the glare of the public 
They are in backstage negotiations; therefore, they can not be disturbed. 
 

to be in the back of 
1.    to behind of 



 

 

       He was hiding in the back of the house. 
2.    to be author or the brains of something, be pulling the strings 

She might have pulled the trigger but he was in  
the back of her directing her fingers 

 
to be laid-back   
to be relaxed, calm, not easily flustered, or easy-going 

He is so laid-back that it's scary. Nothing bothers him. 
 
to be like water down a duck's back 

1.    to seem to have no effect at all 
My words had no effect whatsoever; they were like water down a 

duck's back.  
2.    to be easily accomplished,  or done without much effort 
 This course is like water down a duck's back. 

 
to be miles back 

to be far behind, at a great distance away 
How did you catch up so quickly; I thought that you were miles back. 
 

to be on one's back 
to be helpless, vulnerable, weak, or unprotected 
Right now I am on my back; however, that will not always the case. 

 
to be on one's back (in bed) 

to be recovering from an injury 
He can't see anyone, he's on his back and will be so for a couple of 
weeks. 

 
to be on someone's back 
to be annoying, bothering, pestering, or pressuring someone 

Each and every day he is on my back.  If he doesn't let up, I don't know 
what I'll do. 

 
to be the straw that broke the camel's back (clincher  177) 
to be the last one thing that one will stand, be the one drop that makes 

the glass overflow 
Although what he did appears insignificant, it was the straw that broke 

the camel's back. 
 
to beat back 

to force someone to retreat, withdraw, leave 
The army beat successfully back the invaders. 
 

to bend over backwards 
1. to do everything possible to make something happen 



 

 

I bent over backwards to help you but you rejected me at every 
turn. 

2. to do everything possible to please someone 
She bend over backward to please her boss; it didn't work.  It never 

does. 
1. to do whatever necessary to be useful, of use or helpful 
 I broke my neck to help her but it did no good. 

  
2. to do everything possible or make every effort to make something 
 happen 

She broke her neck to her children to the concert.  Because she 
was not able to do so,  they did not appreciate her effort. 

 
3. to do everything possible to please someone 

She broke her neck to please her boss; it didn't work.  It never 

does. 
 

4. (informal)  to bend over backwards, bend over backward, make 
 the old college try, do whatever necessary to pull something off 
 

5. (slang)  to take a crack at it, knock oneself out, push oneself 
 
6. (slang to vulgar)  to do one’s damnest, try one’s damnest 

 
 

 
 
to blink back tears 

to fight one's tears, force oneself not to cry 
So that he would not know how much he was hurting her, she blinked 
back her tears. 

 
to bounce back (to rally 982) 

1.   to rebound, return bouncing from where it was 
      I bounced the ball back to my teammate. 
2.   to recover or recuperate from an illness or bad situation 

      She bounced back rather quickly. 
 

to bow back to 
to return the bow of another 
It is correct, in some country, to bow back to someone who has bowed to 

you. 
 
to break someone's back or the back of someone 

to destroy or break the spirit of someone 
No matter what he did he couldn't break the back of the people.  They 



 

 

fought him at  
every turn.  

 
to break the back of (stay  1162) 

1. to suppress, squelch, beat, squash or defeat someone easily 
 The army was able to beat the peasants neck and crop. 
 

2. (more stylized)  to quash, vanquish, subvert overwhelm, rout, 
 crush, quell, bring to naught or foil without much difficulty 
 

3. (informal)  to whip, stamp out, wipe up the floor with, cream, mop 
 up the floor with, break the back of, get the best of, put an end to, 

 put an end to, break the back of, make short of, put down 
 
4. (slang)  to trample, whup, beat the pants off of, trash, run into the 

 ground 
 

 
to break the back of a task or chore 
to accomplish the most difficult part  

I broke the back of this so it will be only a few days more before I finish.  
 
to buy back  (to ransom  984) 

to buy something which had been  previously bought from you 
I'll buy back my car but, of course, at a lower price. 

 
to call back 
1.   to return someone's call 

      I'm up to my neck in work.  Let me call you back tomorrow. 
2.   to call someone that one had called previously  
      To give you time to decide, I'll call you back in a day or two. 

 
to call back later 

to return someone's phone call at a later time. 
I can't talk now but I will definitely call you back later. 
 

to carry one back 
to remind one of something of the past 

Seeing you in that dress carries me back to a time when I was young and 
carefree. 
 

to carry on one's back 
to burden oneself with someone's problem or troubles, carry on one's 
shoulder 

She is carrying on her back all of her family's problems. 
 



 

 

to carry someone or something back 
to take something or someone back to a previous place 

When my father died, we carried his body back to his home country. 
 

to change back 
to revert, reverse, return, go back    
I don't know what happened; he has changed back to the man he once 

was. 
 
to change back into 

to return something back to its original form 
He did the opposite of what happened in the bible.  He changed wine 

back into water. 
 
 

to check back 
to overlook, keep tabs on, monitor, regulate, check up on 

I'll check back on you next week. 
 
to coax back 

1.   to cajole, charm, persuade someone to return 
2.   to soft soap, butter up, or sweet-talk someone to return 
      He tried to coax the cat back into the house. 

 
to comb back 

to  use a comb to pull one's hair back 
When she went to the job interview, she combed her hair back. 
 

to come back (counter  235) 
1.   to return, turn back, retrace one's step 
      He came back to see if someone was following him. 

2.   to remember, recollect, return to memory 
The minute I saw him, all the memories of us being together came 

back 
3.   to return to someone 
      I need you to come back home as soon as possible. 

4.   to return, go back 
      I will come back next week. 

 
to come flooding back 
to suddenly remember  

All the memories of our life together came flooding back. 
 
to come out in paperback  

1.    a book bound in stiff paper  
2.    a book at cheaper rate than hard back 



 

 

 
to cringe back 

to  draw away in avoidance 
They cringed back from the fire. 

 
to cut back  
1.    to reduce, diminish, lessen, decrease 

They cut back on the number of workers that they were going to 
need this summer. 

2.    (in the area of film) to return to a picture of someone or something 

       The director cut back and, afterwards, called cut. 
3.    to prune, thin, thin out, weed, weed out 

       Every summer I have to cut the rose plants back 
 
to double back 

to reverse motion so one is moving toward rather  
than away from someone 

The thief doubled back on the police and began chasing  
them. 
 

to drag back 
to physically force back 
They dragged the criminal back. 

      
to draw back 

1.    to pull back from 
       He drew the curtains back. 
2.    to move backwards or away 

       You must draw back; the police must enter the building. 
3.    to hold oneself at a distance 
       You are always drawing back.  Is something the matter? 

4.    to be unwilling to fulfill an agreement 
       You can not draw back from the contract.  You signed it. 

 
to drift back 
to slowly move back or return. 

He eventually drifted back to his hometown. 
 

to drive back 
1.    to drive a vehicle in a backward motion 
       He drove back into another car. 

2.    to return someone to one's place of origin 
       Can you drive me back to school? 
3.    to force to retreat 

       The army successfully drove the invaders back. 
 



 

 

to drop back 
1.    to fall back, retreat to, withdraw to 

  The troops dropped back to wait for a better opportunity. 
2.    to lose one's position, fail to remain at the same level 

       The student dropped back in his studies. 
 
to ease back 

to slowly maneuver, guide, steer into the original place 
He eased the pipe back into place. 
 

to echo back 
to be similar to something in the past 

What you're saying echoes back to a time that has long passed. 
 
to extend back into 

to reach into the past 
This problem extends back many years. 

 
 
to fall back  (to lose 681) 

1.    to fall backwards 
       While he was walking down the street, he fell back on the ice. 
2.    to relapse, backslide, regress, retrograde 

       He's drinking again; he's has fallen back into the gutter. 
3.    to fall behind, trail, lag 

4.    (slang) to bring up the rear 
       Stop falling back.  I'm in a hurry. 
5.    to retreat, take flight, beat a retreat 

       The enemies fell back. 
 
to fall back on 

to have recourse to, resort to, make use of, call  
into action, call into play 

I have used my family as a place on which to fall back on. 
 
to fall flat on one's back 

to fail completely and absolutely 
 

to fall over backwards to do something 
to do everything possible to please someone 
He fell over backwards to give his children everything that they would 

need. 
 
to feed back 

1.    to return something back to where it was originally    
2.    to give something back to someone 



 

 

I fed him back his own lines and he became very angry. 
 

to fight back tears 
to refuse to cry, force oneself not to cry 

So that he would not know how much he was hurting her, she  
fought back her tears. 
 

to fire back 
to return fire, shoot back 
You are not to fire back until I give the command. 

 
to flash back 

to momentarily relive the past 
While I was driving the car, I flashed back on last year's accident 
 

to fling back 
1.    to throw something backwards 

       He flung back the door. 
2.    to return to its original place by throwing 
       I demand that you fling the fish back.  We  

already have enough. 
 
to fling one's head back 

to throw one's head backward 
She loves to fling her head back and shake her hair. 

 
to flood back into 
to pour into a place after leaving 

After the break, the people flooded back into the stadium. 
 
to fold back 

to double over, earmark i.e. a sheet, paper, page 
She folded the page back so that she would not forget where she was. 

 
to fly to x place and back 
to go and return 

I flew to Avignon and back in less than a week. 
 

to get back 
1.    to return, come back, arrive home 
       I don't know what time I'll get back but I'll call you. 

2.    to recover, regain, recoup. retrieve 
I'm getting back on my feet. 

3.    to take vengeance, get even with, to retaliate, get back 

It took years but I finally got everyone of them back. 
4.    (slang)  to settle the score, return like for like, give tit for tat, give 



 

 

someone a taste of his own medicine 
5.    to have return someone return 

       I don't know what I have to do but I'll get you back. 
 

to get back at  (medicine 719) 
1. to wreak revenge on, make reprisal, avenge, exact payment 

I got back at her for everything that she did. 

2. to get even with someone 
He finally was able to get back at his ex-wife. 

 

to get back in shape (to rally 982) 
to have recuperated, return to health 

It feels good to get back in shape. 
 
to get back in the swing of things (to rally 982) 

 
to get back into harness 

to return to one's work after vacation 
I'm tired of doing nothing.  I 'm looking forward to getting back into 
harness. 

 
to get back on one's feet 
to recuperate, get better, recover, convalesce 

It took a while but he was able to get back on his feet. 
 

to get back to someone 
to continue talking or writing someone at a later time 
I've got to go but I'll get back to you later this evening. 

 
to get back up 
to get back on one's feet, snap out of it, feel one's oats again 

It wasn't easy to get back up but I did. 
 

to get one's back up 
to become angry or irritated    
You now got my back up. 

 
to get one's money back 

to have one's money refunded or returned 
If you don't want this, you can get your money back. 
 

 
to get one’s own back  (medicine  719) 
to get one's own back on someone 

to get revenge, avenge oneself, get someone back 
 



 

 

to get someone back  
to take revenge on, avenge, make reprisal, wreak revenge upon 

If it takes my whole life, I will get him back. 
 

to get something back 
to have something that has been taken from you, returned 
I got my car back. 

 
to give back  
1.    to return something to someone 

       She gave it back to me. 
2.    to refund, reimburse 

If you are not completely satisfied, we will give  
you back your money 

3.    repay or return what is owed 

       He gave me back my money plus interest.  I can not  
thank him enough. 

4.    to give something again (that which has been lost) to 
someone    
You can't give me back my youth. 

5. to get someone  back, have someone whom has 
left you or who have been taken from you, returned 
It took years but I finally got him back and I am very happy. 

 
to give back insult for insult 

to give as good as one get, pay back with equal measure 
She gave back insult for insult. 
 

to give back tit for tat (informal) 
to give as good as one get, pay back with equal measure 
She must have the last word; she always gives back tit for tat. 

 
to give someone the shirt off of one's own back 

to give someone everything 
She loves her children so much that she would give 
them the shirt off of her own back. 

 
to glance back 

1.    to look at someone quickly again 
       Before testifying, he glanced back at his son. 
2.    to quickly look behind one 

       Before getting into the car, he glanced back at  
the house one more time. 
 

to go back 
1.    to revert, regress, change back, become again 



 

 

       He has gone back to his habit of going to church every Sunday. 
2.    to return from where one is to the place of origin 

       No matter what you say, I will not go back home.  
 

to go back and forth (see shilly-shally  1103) 
 
to go back for more (pertinacity 879) 

 
to go back on one's promise 
1.    to renege, back-pedal, retract 

       If you go back on your promise, I will  
never forgive you. 

2.    (slang)  to welsh on, cop out, weasel out,  
worm out of, pull out, stand down 

 

to go back on one's word 
1.    to renege, back-pedal, retract 

       You can not go back on your word; you  
made a promise. 

2.    (slang)  to welsh on, cop out, weasel out, worm  

out of, pull out, stand down 
 
to go way back  

to have a long history together 
My friendship with your mother goes way back to the early 60s. 

 
to grow back 
to regenerate, remake, restore 

I cut all my hair off; it will grow back in a year or two. 
to gulp back 
1.    to hold back as a means of controlling 

       So as not to give the jury satisfaction, he gulped back the tears. 
2.    to gulp down,  guzzle down, swallow quickly 

       He gulped back almost a half of bottle of beer. 
 
to hang back 

to lag behind, dilly-dally, idle 
Why are you hanging back.  I don't have all day.  

    
to harken back to  
to revert, regress 

This song harkens back to the 1940s. 
 
to have a backlash 

to a strong, and sometimes, violent reaction 
to a change i.e. socially 



 

 

One can still feel the backlash after the 
Civil Rights Movement in the US.  

 
to have a backstairs romance 

to be romantically involved with someone of a 
different social, cultural, or ethnic group 
To have a backstairs romance has always existed. 

 
to have a back up plan 
to have something ready just in case everything falls through 

The problem was that I was so sure that she was going to say yes that I 
had no back up plan. 

 
to have a broad back 
to be a shoulder to cry on, be able to stand a lot 

Come to me.  I have a very broad back. 
 

to have a good background 
to come from a family that is considered culturally and socially good, 
come from money 

I know that he does not have a lot of money now but he does have a good 
background. 
 

to have been to hell and back  
to have suffered greatly and  to have survived or come out of it 

After what happened last year, I feel that I have been to hell and back. 
 
to have both hands tied behind one's back 

to be unable to do anything to change a situation or to help someone 
What can I do when I have both hands tied behind my back.  Nothing! 
 

to have eyes in the back of one's head 
to be aware or know everything, even things one  

should not 
I can't get away with anything.  I do believe that my 
mother has eyes in the back of her head. 

 
to have no background 

to come from a  poor family, not to come from money 
Of course you can't marry her; she has no background at all. 
 

to have one's back against the wall 
to be in a position where there appears to be no solution, be 
between a rock and a hard place, be between the devil and 

the deep blue sea 
I don't know what to do; he has my back against the wall. 



 

 

 
to have someone at someone's back 

to be burden or weighed down with someone 
 

to have someone's back (slang) 
to take care of, protect,  
 

to head back 
to turn around to go return, go back 
Last night, he headed back to home. 

 
to help back 

to aid or assist to return to where one had been 
He helped the children back to their homes. 
 

to hold back  (crimp  244/ to crimp s.o’s style) 
1.    to restrain,  constrain, hold in check, rein in 

       You are going to hold the crowd back. 
2.    to retain possession of, not use, keep in reserve 
       Don't give them all the candy at once.  Hold a few  

pieces back until tomorrow. 
3.    to withhold, refuse, suppress, not disclose 
       I don't understand why you held the information back. 

4.    (slang)  to take the fifth 
       He refused to testify; he held back his testimony. 

 
 
 

to journey back 
to return to a place of origin 
He journeyed back to his country after twenty-five years. 

 
to keep back 

1.    to remain behind the lines, maintain behind 
       The only way to control the crowd is to keep them back. 
2.    to maintain hidden, keep secret 

       He kept back all the information that he knew. 
3.    to not promote, retain in one's position  

       I can not promote your daughter; I must keep her back. 
4.    to not allow one to develop or advance 
       It is only my fears that are keeping me back    

5.    to maintain in reserve 
       Keep back some for tomorrow. 
 

to kick back 
1.    relax, sit back, lean back (slang) 



 

 

       On Fridays and Saturdays we love to kick back. 
2.    to return a kick which one has received 

       I was not going to let him get away with it; I kicked him back. 
3.    to pay graft, pay off, illegally pay back 

Every employee must kick back a part of his salary to the 
company. 

 

to kick back at 
to get back at, take revenge, avenge oneself on 
I don't know how but I will kick back on all those who did me harm. 

  
to knife someone in the back (slang) 

1.    to betray, break faith with  
2..    (slang) to rat on, sell someone down the river, double-cross     
        I can never trust you again; you knifed me in the back. 

 
to knock back a drink (slang) 

to drink an alcoholic beverage in one gulp or in one swallow 
He knocked back a drink before going out. 
 

to knock one over (slang) 
to drink an alcoholic beverage in one gulp or in one swallow 
He knocked one over and, afterwards, left the bar. 

 
to knock one back (slang) 

to drink an alcoholic beverage in one gulp or in one swallow 
 
to knock someone flat on one's back 

to totally defeat or beat someone 
He knocked his opponent flat on his back. 
 

to know someone like the back of one's hand 
to know someone very well 

I know that he did not do it.  I know him like 
 the back of my hand. 
 

to lag back 
1.     to take one's time, inch along   

2.     (slang)  to drag one's feet, move at a snail's pace, mosey,  
        Stop lagging back.  I'm in a hurry. 
 

to lash back 
to hit, attack, or strike back 
She hasn't said anything but I'm sure that she will lash back. 

 
to lean over backwards to do something 



 

 

to do everything possible to please someone 
I leaned over backwards to provide her with what she needed. 

 
to lie back 

1. to relax with one's body in a rest position in either a chair or bed 
Lie back and stop worrying. 

2. to lie in a comfortable position 

You've been hurt; lie back and relax. 
 
to live off the back of someone 

to exploit, take advantage of, use, profit from 
In one thing history has been consistent, the rich have  

always lived off the back of the poor. 
 
to look back 

1.    to look at what is behind one 
Before leaving, he looked back one more time 

to see if she was coming. 
2.    to remember, recall, recollect, bring to mind 
       When I look back on my life, I think that I am 

somewhat satisfied. 
3.    to ponder, ruminate, muse, return in though, call to mind 
       Looking back, life is okay. 

 
to look back upon (to summon up  1192) 

 
to look like the back of a bus 
to be ugly and (usually said of a woman) 

My God man, I thought that you had better taste.  She looks like the 
back of a bus. 
 

to make a comeback  (to rally 982) 
1. to revive, rebound, bounce back, be on the rise 

She has made a successful comeback. 
 
  

to make a rod for one's own back 
to be one's own worst enemy, make problems for  

oneself, cut one's nose to spite one's face 
He is always making a rod for his own back. 
I do think that he's a bit touch. 

 
to make one's way back to 
1. to work hard to return to a prior place 

I'm going to make my way back to my family if it is  
the last thing I do. 



 

 

2. to return to, go back to 
One day, I'll make my way back here. 

 
to move back 

1.    to go in a backward motion 
       Stop moving back and keep still. 
2.    to go back to, return 

       I'm going to move back home at the end of the month. 
 
to move backwards 

to go in a reverse direction 
As he came closer, she kept moving backwards. 

 
to nail back 
1.   to fasten in a backward position with nails 

      He nailed back the door so that it would not get in anyone's way. 
2.   to scold severely 

 
to nurse someone back to health 
to help someone to recuperate, get better,  

or become healthy again 
He stayed with me through everything and nursed 
me back to health. 

 
to pass back 

1.    to return, give back by hand 
       The quarter back passed the ball back to his teammate. 
 

to pat oneself on the back (to plume oneself 905) 
 
to pat someone on the back (to celebrate  154) 

to congratulate, praise, encourage 
He pat me on the back when I finally graduated 

from the university. 
 
to pay back (medicine  719) 

1.    to retaliate, get back, get even 
2.    (slang)  to settle the score, return like for like, give  

tit for tat, give someone a taste of his own medicine 
3.    to return money which one has borrowed 

This is my last payment; I've paid you back everything that I owe.  

Everything! 
 
to pay back in full measure (medicine  719) 

 
to pay someone a back-hand compliment 



 

 

to appear to compliment but in reality insult someone 
She is the queen of paying someone a backhanded compliment. 

 
to peel back  

to turn back i.e. skin or label 
He peeled back the label to see what was under it. 
 

to pin back  
to fasten, clip, hold back with a pin 
 

to pin one's ears back  
1.    to chastise, reprimand, chastise, castigate 

2.    (slang)  bawl out, chew out, tongue lash,  
give someone hell, rake over the coals 
She pinned back his ears and gave him a piece of his mind. 

 
to pin someone's ears back (slang) 

to chastise, scold, or beat someone 
 
to pinch back  

to remove a part of a plant with one's finger so that it will grow more 
strongly 
 

to place back  
to place in its former place, put back 

Place it back once you have finished. 
 
to play back  

to play a recording i.e. video or CD 
Play back  what you have. 
 

to pour back  
to  replace a liquid into something 

Please pour the wine back into the bottle. 
 
to pull back  

1.    to withdraw, retreat, pull out 
       After the battle, the troops pulled back. 

2.    to move away or from someone 
       She pulled back from him and demanded that he leave. 
3.     to grasp and force from somewhere 

        They pulled him back from the abyss. 
 
 

to pull one's hair back 
to take one's hair from the front to a ponytail in the back 



 

 

In this school, all girls must pull their hair back and plait it in a braid 
 

to push back  
1.   to force someone or something backwards 

      He pushed the child back from the car. 
2.   to cause an enemy to lose ground 
      The troops were able to push back from the line. 

 
to put back  
1.    to place or put something where it was originally 

       Please put the book back once you are finished with it. 
2.    to move, pull, place something in a backward direction 

       He put his hair back into a ponytail. 
3.    to regain weight  

What a shame!  He put back all the pounds that took so many 

months to lose. 
4.    to arrest or stop the progress of someone 

       The teacher put the pupil back a grade. 
5.    to cost  
       That trip put me back a good thousand dollars. 

6.    to return the hands of a clock to a prior time 
In the fall, you have to put the clock back an hour. 

7.    to replace, restore 

       I demand that you put back every cent that you borrowed.  
 

to put one's back into something (see strive 1179) 
to work really hard to accomplish something 
You will not be able to do this if you do not put your back into it. 

 
to put someone's back up 
to get someone angry or irritated 

You made the situation worse by put her back up. 
 

to reach back  
1.    to extend or lean one's body backward to touch  

something behind one 

       He reached back and touched his heels. 
2.    to return in memory to the past 

3.    to help those who have remained in economic difficulty 
       Should people who have been successful reach back to  

those left behind. 

 
to read back  
to read aloud what has been written down 

Please read what the defendant said back. 
 



 

 

to receive back  
1.    to allow to return or come back 

       After she ran away, her parents received their daughter back. 
2.    to receive again after being sent out i.e. 

Because she did not put enough postage, she received  
her letter back. 

 

to reel back  
to stagger or stumble in a backward motion i.e. from a blow 
The fighter reeled back after he was punched. 

 
to report back  

1.    to bring back information or an account of something 
       He reported back on what they found. 
2.    to go back and present oneself to someone 

       I have to report back early this afternoon. 
 

to ring back 
1.    to return someone's call 
       I'll ring you back as soon as I get home.   

2.    to call again  
        No, I don't have a message.  I ring back later. 
 

 
to roll back 

1.    to return by revolving or rotating 
       The ball did not go into the hole; it rolled back.  
2.    to turn back, to return to a prior time, to move  

counter-clock wise 
       If I could roll back the years, I wouldn't.   

I wouldn't go back one second. 

 
 

to run back  
1.    to return running or in a great hurry to a place 
       Because he was expecting a long-distant phone call,   

he ran back home. 
2.    to flow back i.e. liquid 

       Once the sandbags were removed, the water ran back 
into the house. 

3.    to play again, rewind 

       Please run back that part of the film where she has  
her close-up. 

4.    to return running to someone 

       The child ran back to her father and held him tightly 
 



 

 

to run back over 
to review something, repeat 

He ran back over his lines. 
 

to rush back  
to return running or in a great hurry to a place 
Because he was expecting a long-distant phone call, he rushed back 

home. 
 
to sass back (slang) 

to answer back, talk back, back talk, sass, give lip, give mouth 
I will not permit you to sass me back. 

 
to see back  
to accompany someone to a place 

Wait a minute.  I'll see you back home. 
 

to send back  
1.    to return to sender 
       He refused to receive my letter; he sent it back. 

2.    to request something from its place of origin 
       I sent back for more lamination. 
3.    to force to return 

       Her mother sent her daughter back to the store to get  
what she had forgotten. 

 
to setback  
1.    to hinder, impede, prevent 

2.    to retard, detain, delay    
3.    to block, check, hamstring 
4.    to inhibit 

 
to send chills down one's back 

to scare someone  
When he called me by my first name, it sent chills down my back 
 

to set one back on one's heels  
to surprise, bowl over, take one's breath away,  

boggle the mind, dumbfound 
What he did set me back on my heels. 
 

to set someone back (an amount of money) (cost  234) 
to cost someone more money than one really has available 
This computer is going to set me back quite a few bucks. 

 
to settle back  



 

 

to lie back and relax 
Stop worrying.  Settle back in the chair and forget everything. 

 
to shoot someone in the back 

to betray, do something against someone when one's is not looking 
It was so unexpected.  He shot me in the back. 
 

to sit back 
to sit in a comfortable position 
 

to sit back and let something happen 
to let the pieces fall where they may, not to do anything to stop 

something from happening, not to lift a finger to stop something from 
happening 
 

to sit with one's back to someone 
to ignore, not pay attention to, pay no heed to 

During the entire conversation, he sat with his back to me.  Imagine, he 
did not turn around once.  
 

to slip back (lose 681) 
1.    to quietly and secretly return 
       He slipped back into the house. 

2.    to return, fall back, go back into  
It is easy for a former homeless person to slip back into 

homelessness. 
 
to smile back  

to return the smile of someone 
When the woman smiled at the child, he smiled back. 
 

to snap back  
1.     to recuperate or recover 

        In no time at all, he snapped back. 
2.     to give a harsh or angry response 

I think that she's in a bad mood.  I asked her a question and she 

snapped back the answer. 
3.     to force in a backward position 

       The accident forced his neck to snap back. 
 
to sneak back  

to secretly slip or go back to a place 
He made his way back earlier this morning. 
 

to spring back  
to come back or return to normal 



 

 

After the divorce, he sprung back. 
 

to stab someone in the back 
1.    to betray, break faith with  

2..    (slang) to rat on, sell someone down the river, double-cross     
        I can never trust you again; you stabbed me in the back. 
 

to stand back 
1.    to stand further away, move back 
       I need for you all to stand back so the police can do their job. 

2.    to be in a position further away 
       The school does not stand back from the road enough. 

 
to stand with one's back to someone 
to ignore, not pay attention to, pay no heed to 

During the entire conversation, he stood with his back to me.  I have 
never been so insulted. 

 
to stand with one's back to the wall 
to be in a bind, quandary, predicament, impasse, or stand-off 

I'm standing here with my back to the wall and I see no solution to the 
problem. 
 

to start back  
to begin a trip to return to a place 

Before it gets any later, we have to start back now. 
 
to stay back 

to remain away from, maintain one's distant, hang back, 
keep one's distance 
Stay back!   The building may collapse. 

 
to step back 

to move back a step or two from somewhere 
Step back from the building. 
 

to step back a pace or two 
to move towards the back a step or two 

 
to switch back  
1.    to return to what was before 

       Switch back the channel.  I was watching that program. 
2.    to return using what one had used before    
       I switched back to my old brand of shampoo. 

 
to take a back seat 



 

 

to be in a less important position 
The mother of the king has traditionally taken a back seat. 

 
to take back (countermand  235) 

1.    to allow to return after leaving i.e.  in a romantic relationship 
       Whenever you want to return, I'll take you back.  I love you. 
2.    to welcome, forgive, forgive and forget, welcome back the  

prodigal son 
       If my son have the courage to call me, I'll take him back. 
3.    to repossess, re-claim 

4.    to exchange, return, 
       This store does not take back merchandise. 

 
to take something back 
to return something which was bought or acquired 

I took my computer back; it was broken. 
 

to take the lead down the backstretch 
to be winning a race 
As soon as he took the lead down the backstretch everyone knew that he 

was going to win. 
 
to talk back 

1.    to answer back, be imprudent, be insolent, back talk, forget  
oneself, take liberties, speak out of turn 

2.    (slang) to sass, sauce, give lip, mouth off, get fresh, get smart, 
sass back 
I will not allow you to talk back. 

 
to think back 
to remember, recall, reminisce,  

Ever so often I think back on what was and cry. 
 

to think back on 
to recollect, remember, recall, recall to mind 
When I think back on my life, I'm satisfied. 

 
to think back to 

to pass in review, retrace,  retrace mentally 
When I think back to what happened, I shiver. 
 

to throw back  
1.    to toss, cast, fling, pitch back 
       She threw the fish back into the ocean 

2.     to eat or drink quickly (slang) 
       Because he was in a hurry, he threw back his lunch. 



 

 

3.    to return something by throwing 
       The father threw the ball back to his son. 

4.    to give the responsibility to someone else 
       He washed his hands of the problem by throwing the  

problem back to her. 
 
to thrust back  

to force backward 
He thrust the door back open. 
 

to tie back  
to fasten or bind something out of the way 

She tied her hair back. 
 
to tilt back  

to move something so that it leans back 
She tilted her head back. 

 
to turn back 
1.    to return, reverse, retreat 

       It's time that we turn back; it's getting late. 
2.    to go toward the beginning  i.e.  the book 
       Turn back to page twenty. 

3.    to repel, repulse, rebuff, resist 
       She was successfully able to turn the crowd back. 

 
to turn one's back on one's past 
to completely separate oneself from one's origin, start anew 

Once he left Australia, he turned his back on his past and  
started a new past. 
 

to turn one's back on someone 
to refuse to either listen or help someone, wash one's hand of someone 

My parents turned their back on me and left me on the street. 
(see to desert p. 281) 
to turn the clock back 

1.    to return the clock to a prior time 
In many parts of the US, in the fall you must turn the clock back 

an hour. 
2.    to try to return to a prior time in the past 
       You can't turn the clock back.  The past is over. 

 
to walk away without looking back 
to leave a situation with the intentions of never returning 

I never walk away until I am sure that I can do so without  
looking back. 



 

 

 
to walk back  

to return by walking 
Although it was far away, she walked all the way back home. 

 
to watch one's back 
to protect oneself,  to make sure that one is not vulnerable or 

unprotected 
When I am around her, I must watch my back. 
       

to want back  
to desire to return 

I am sorry.  Please, I want you back. 
 
to wave back  

1.    to return someone's wave 
       I waved back to the child. 

2.    to motion someone to move back 
       The police waved back the crowd. 
 

to wear one's heart one's sleeve 
to show or expose one's feelings for everyone to see 
Well, there's one good thing, no one can accuse her of  

wearing her heart on her sleeve. 
 

to welcome back  
to take back, accept back, allow to return 
Come to me!  I welcome you back. 

 
to win back  
to regain something which had been lost 

He won back every cent that he lost. 
to wind back  

1.    to head in the direction from which one came 
       The road wound back to my house. 
2.     to set a clock 

        I have to wind back the clock. 
 

to write back  
1.    to answer a letter  
       I finally wrote my mother back. 

2.    to write someone 
       I'll write you back as soon as I arrive to Paris. 
 

to yank back  
to pull or force back from somewhere 



 

 

I yanked her back from the collapsing building. 
 

to yell back  
to return someone's yell 

After yelling back at my sister, I hung up the phone. 
 
Back down! 

Surrender!   Give up!.  Lay down your arms! 
 
Back off! 

Stop! 
 

Back up! 
Stop!  Wait a minute! 
 

Black is back! 
The color black is once again in fashion or in style. 

 
Get off of my back! 
Leave me alone!  Stop bugging me!  Let up, will you!!!! 

 
Everything's back to normal 
Everything is as it was before. 

 
Excuse my back. 

Excuse me for turning my back to you.  (usually said when someone has 
to physically turn around and, as a result, show someone one's back 
 

Pin back your ear! 
(British)  Listen! 
 

Never look back! 
Forget what happened and continue progressing. 

 
Sit back and relax 
Don't worry about anything.  Just relax. 

 
Stay back! 

Don't come any closer!  Stay away! 
 
Watch my back! 

Protect me! 
 
We promise sure satisfaction or your money back 

We promise if you are not completely satisfied with the product or 
results, we will refund or return your money. 



 

 

 
You just can't turn your back on your family and walk away! 

You can't simply wash your hands of your responsibilities and leave! 
 

You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours 
We will do each other mutual favor. 
 

 
-backed 
suffix 

         low-backed 
         straight-backed 

         narrow-backed  
     high-backed 
 

stiff-backed  
1.    strait-lace, puritanical, prudish 

2. stiff, stiff-necked, rigid, priggish, of the old school 
3. (informal) stuffy, blue-nosed, self-righteous, holier-than-thou 
 goody-goody 

 
to ride bare back 
to ride a horse without a saddle  

I wonder if it is uncomfortable for the horse to be ridden bareback. 
 

backing 
1.    aid, help 
       With your backing, I can do it. 

2.    assistance, cooperation, collaboration      
3.    boost, lift, shot in the arm 
      What I needed was your backing, the very thing  

which you didn't want to give. 
4.    propping, bracing, sustenance, maintenance 

5.    advocacy, championing, encouragement 
6.    favor, approval, sympathy 
7.    security, collateral, assurance 

8.    protection, insurance, coverage 
       This insurance package gives me more than  

enough backing. 
9.    supporters, boosters, patrons 
10.  aides, helpers, second string 

 
(music) backing 
accompaniment, harmony, second part 

 
to take aback  (stun  1181, perturbed 880) 



 

 

chest 
 

 
Side 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old and Middle English  side,   Old Frisian   ,   Goth   ,  Old Norse   
sitha,  Old High German   Old Swedish   Dutch  zijde ,  German  Seite,  
Latin  , French    ,  Spanish   lado 

 
side by side 

1. almost by the side of, even, equal or next to  
 The two horses are neck and neck.  Who knows who's going 
 to win. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  almost on a par, abreast, abreast with, adjacent 

 or parallel 
 
3. (informal)  shoulder to shoulder , close at hand, stem to stem, 

 nose to nose, cheek by jowl, side by side, hand in hand, cheek 
 to jowl 
 

 
to be on someone’s side (supportive 1197) 

 
to be side-splitting (to be laughable  644) 
 

to set aside 830 
 

beside (111) 
to lay aside  (outmode  822) 
 

 
Arm 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old and Middle English  earm,   Old Frisian   erm,   Goth   arms,  Old 
Norse   armr,  Old High German   Old Swedish   Dutch   arm,  German  
Arm,  Latin  armus (not akin to Latin arma/weapon)   French    bras,  

Spanish   brazo 
 

as already mentioned previously in the introduction, the arm which 
relate to the body is not related, etymologically speaking, to arm  when 
referring to weapons.  That word is not Germanic in origin; it is Latin.  It 

entered English through Old French, armer.  The Middle English form 
was armen.  The word is derived from the Latin armare which means to 



 

 

arm and from arma which can be translated as tools, weapons.  The 
Latin armus, the  upper limbs of the body and arma (weapons or tools) 

and armare (to arm) despite there similarities are not related. 
 

 
 
arm 

1.     two upper limbs of the body from the shoulders 
 to the hands 
I love to see pictures of men with a baby in his arms. 

2.     any attachment which resembles and functions 
as an arm i.e.  arm of a chair 

        Please don't sit on the arm of the chair.    
Its not meant to hold so much weight. 

3.     branch or division of an organization    

i.e.  bank, company  
        The arm of the company is too small to   

accommodate your needs. 
4.     narrow strip of water or land projecting   

from a larger one 

5.     inter, estuary, mouth, cove, lagoon, bay, gulf 
6.     large branch of a tree 
        This arm of the tree is very strong. 

7.    long, narrow shape of an object 
8.     power, authority, might 

        You can not escape the arm of the law. 
9.     administrative or operational branch of an organization 
        An arm of the bank will handle all the paper work. 

10.   a combat branch of the military service  
        The infantry is an arm of the military. 
 

arm candy 
(slang)  a physically on one's arm to a function 

to enhance one's own appearance 
 
an arm and a leg 

a great deal of money, pay through the nose 
He had to pay an arm and a leg for the house. 

 
arm in arm 
with arms linked together 

They walked arm in arm down the street. 
 
as long as one's arm 

(slang)  very long 
By the time he was no longer a minor, he had a criminal record as long 



 

 

as his arm. 
 

at arm's length 
to keep or maintain someone at a distant 

He keeps the world at arm's length. 
 
in the arms of Morpheus 

to be asleep 
These last few days have been especially rough.  She's now in the arms of 
Morpheus. 

 
on one's arm 

accompanied by 
He arrived with a beautiful woman on his arm.  The whole turned around 
and watched him walk down the aisle. 

 
on the arm  

(slang) no charge, free 
They routinely dined on the arm in return for illegal favors. 
 

strong arm man  (ogre  805, persuasion  879) 
 
the long arm of the law 

refers to long reaching authority of the criminal justice system 
It might take time but the long arm of the law usually catches the 

criminal. 
 
with folded arms 

unwelcoming 
He greeted the guest with folded arms. 
 

with one's arm tied behind one's back 
to do something without the least bit of difficulty 

I can do it with my arm tied behind my back. 
 
with one's arms outstretched 

in a welcoming and open manner 
He greeted me with his arms outstretched 

 
with open arms 
to do something wholeheartedly 

He welcomed his friends with open arms. 
 
within arm reach 

near, not far away, at hand, on hand 
Everything which I need is within arm's reach. 



 

 

 
with one's arm tied behind one's back 

without the slightest difficulty, with one's hands tied behind one's back 
 

 
to be a shot in the arm (to lift 663) 
to make one feel more confident or encouraged 

He thinks that the tax cut will be a shot in the arms for the economy.  I 
don't think so. 
 

to be someone's right arm 
to be someone's right hand, main support, man Friday 

He is my right arm.  Without him, nothing in the office gets done. 
 
to be up in arms 

to be very angry to the point of violence 
The voters were up in arms and were ready to rebel. 

 
to cost an arm and a leg 
to cost a great deal of money 

I know that it cost me an arm and a leg but it was worth it. 
 
to drop one's arms 

to give up, let go 
I knew that she had stopped resisting when she dropped his arms and 

put his head down.   
 
to chance one's arm 

to take a big risk 
I would chance my arm if necessary. 
 

to flail the arms 
(see gesticulate 456) 

 
to fold someone in one's arms 
to hold someone in one's arms 

He folded the child in his arms and rock her back and forth. 
 

to give one's right arm 
to be willing to pay any price for something 
I would give my right arm if it would help him understand. 

 
to give a shot of in the arm (assure 75) 
 

to have a good arm 
to be able to throw a ball well i.e. baseball or football 



 

 

He has a good arm.  The team should be willing to pay a pretty penny for 
it. 

 
to have a long arm 

to be very influential 
People with money and power have a long arm. 
 

to keep someone at arm's length  (see snub 1130) 
to keep or maintain someone at a good distant    
He appears to be very nice but you must keep him at arm's length.  He is 

very destructive. 
 

to offer someone one's arm 
to give support or companionship 
Before walking into the club, he offered his date his arm.  She took it. 

 
to pay an arm and a leg 

to pay too much or great deal 
I paid an arm and a leg for this house. 
 

to push someone into the arms of another 
to offer the person no encouragement to the point that he or she looks for 
someone else with whom to have a relationship 

I don't know what he expected after the way that he treated her.  He 
pushed her into the arms of their friend. 

 
to put one's arms around someone 
to hug, embrace 

She put her arms around her father and hugged him tightly. 
 
to put one's arm up in the air 

to put one's hands up, surrender 
They were told to come out with their arms up in the air. 

 
to put the arm on 
1.    (slang)  to borrow from, ask money from 

       He put the arm on me last night and, like a dummy,  
I gave him the money. 

2.    to use or violence to get something 
       The Mafia is always putting the arm on the  

local storekeepers.  

 
 
to spread one's arms wide 

to welcome someone 
When my mother saw me, she spread her arms and gave me a big hug.   



 

 

 
to strong arm  (persuade  878) 

 
to take into one’s arm 

see hug 522, embrace and embosom 346 
1. to hug someone by the neck, put one’s arm around someone’s 
 neck, hug 

 The minute that she saw him, she ran and flung her around him. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to embosom, receive warmly, embrace, enfold, 

 envelop 
 

3. (informal)  to hold, grab, grip, hold onto, cling to, press to one’s 
 bosom 
 

 
to take someone in one's arms 

to hug and hold someone (see hug 522) 
Despite her protest, he took her in his arms and held her. 
 

to take someone's arm 
to use one's arm for support or companionship 
She took her date's arm and walked into the club.  She knew what type 

of reaction that she was going to receive. 
 

to throw one's arms around someone's neck 
to  hug someone 
When she saw him, she ran and threw her arms around his neck. 

 
to twist someone's arm  (move 755, persuade 878, shame 1099) 
to force, obligat, impel someone to do something (see impel 540) 

He twisted the prisoner's arm to tell him what he knew. 
to force (something) down someone's throat 

1. to force, demand, insist upon or pressure someone to accept 
 something, apply pressure 
 He tried to force the decision down my throat. 

 
2. to impel, press, obligate, exhort or necessitate acceptance, 

 constrain, exact, require 
 
3. (informal)  to push through, twist someone’s arm, shove down 

 someone's  throat, force to swallow, drive foreward, leave no 
 option, lean on, force something down someone’s throat 
 

4. (slang)  to put the screws on, put the screws to, ramrod 
 



 

 

 
to walk arm in arm 

to walk together with arms interlocked 
We walked arm in arm down the street. 

 
to welcome with open arms 
to warmly and sincerely greet someone 

She welcomed the new members of her family with open arms. 
 
Arms are hugging.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Elbow 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 

Old English   elnboga   elboga,  Middle English  elbowe,  Old Norse 
olnbogi,    Middle Dutch  ellenboghe   elleboog,  Old High German  
ellinbogo,   German   Ellenbogen,  Latin  cubitum   ulna,  French  

coude,  Spanish   codo 
 
elbow 

bent of the arm 
He broke his elbow when he fell off his bike. 

 
to elbow (jostle 616) 
to shoulder one's way through a crowd 

1. to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulders 
 The only way to get out of here is if we shoulder our way through 

 the crowd. 
 
2. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 

 with one’s shoulders 
 
3. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 

 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 
 through  

 
4. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 
to use one's elbow to hit someone, bump, shoulder, poke 

       He elbowed the man in the stomach. 
 

 
 
elbow- bender 

a person who is fond of or who enjoys drinking a lot 
 
elbow grease 

vigorous or energetic physical work 
You have to put a lot of elbow grease to get this desk clean. 

 
elbow room 
1. ample room, enough room 

2. growing room, breathing room 
3. sweep, range 

4. free space, open space, expanse 
       I can't work unless I am given more elbow room. 
5.    opportunity, freedom 

    



 

 

elbow-to-elbow 
eye-to-eye, hand in hand, very close 

We worked elbow-to-elbow. 
 

at one's elbow (beside 111) 
nearby, close by, at hand, at one's finger tip 
Don't be so lazy!  Pick up the phone; its at your elbow. 

 
out at the elbow 
poorly dressed, shabby, disheveled, seedy, shabby 

 
up to one's elbow 

immersed, overwhelmed, up to one's eyeballs, up to one's neck 
 
 

to be out at the elbow (informal) 
to be improvised, poverty-stricken, or needy 

 
to be up to one's elbow 
1. to be occupied, engrossed, or occupied 

2.    (slang)  to be up to one's ears in, all wound up in, or wrapped up in 
I can't talk now.  I'm up to my elbow in work.  

 

to be up to the elbow 
1.    to be occupied, engrossed, occupied 

2.    (slang)  up to one's ears in, all wound up in, wrapped up in 
      I am up to the elbow in work. 
 

to elbow (jostle 616) 
 
to elbow (jostle 616, push 967) 

to elbow one's way through 
1. to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulders 

 The only way to get out of here is if we elbow our way through. 
 
2. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 

 with one’s shoulders 
 

3. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 
 through  

 
4. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 
to use one's elbow to hit someone, bump, shoulder, poke 

       He elbowed the man in the stomach. 
 



 

 

to elbow one's way through a crowd 
1. to shove, push, nudge, poke with the shoulders 

 The only way to get out of here is if we shoulder our way through 
 the crowd. 

 
2. (stylistic)  to jostle, press forward, press, wedge, thrust, advance 
 with one’s shoulders 

 
3. (informal)  to push through, shove through, elbow, drive through, 
 make one’s way through, shoulder one’s way through, squeeze 

 through  
 

4. (slang)  to ram through, butt through, bulldoze 
to use one's elbow to hit someone, bump, shoulder, poke 
       He elbowed the man in the stomach. 

 
 

 
to lean one's elbow on 
to prop oneself on one's elbow 

It is rude to lean your elbow on the table while eating. 
 
to rub elbows with (informal) 

to mingle with, hob-nob, hang out with, hang around with 
He is always rubbing elbows with the rich and famous. 

 
to bend an elbow  (slang) 
1.   to drink, imbibe 

2.   to  swig, booze, hit the sauce  
      He is always bending an elbow, especially in the late afternoon. 
 

to lift an elbow (slang) 
1.   to drink, imbibe 

2.   to  swig, booze, hit the sauce  
      He is always lifting an elbow, especially in the late afternoon. 
 

to crook an elbow (slang) 
1.   to drink, imbibe 

2.   to  swig, booze, hit the sauce  
      He is always crooking an elbow, especially in the late afternoon. 
 

to elbow one's way through 
to poke, push,  or shove through 
He elbowed his way through the crowd. 

 
to elbow someone aside 



 

 

to push or move forcefully aside 
She elbowed her husband aside and left. 

 
to elbow past 

to push past, shove past, poke through 
He elbowed past everyone to get out. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Hand 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old and Middle English   hand   hond,   Old Norse   hond,  Dutch  hand,   
German   Hand,  Goth  handus  

 
hand 

1.     end part of a person's arm beyond the wrist consisting of the 
metacarpal area,  fingers, and thumb 

2.     palm, open hand, closed hand 

3.     (slang)  duke, mitten, paw, fin, flipper 
4.     (animal) paw, foot, pad, trotter, hoof, forefoot, manus 
5.     (birds) claw, talon, pounce 

6.     (crustaceans) claw, princer, nipper 
7.     worker, laborer, hired hand, employee 

We will need quite a number of hands to work the 
farm this season. 

8.     skill, characteristic touch, craftsmanship 

        The artist's hand can be seen throughout this work. 
9.      crewmen, crew member of a ship 

         A good fishing ship need many hands, skilled and unskilled 
10.    style of writing, of penmanship 
         She doesn't write like a doctor.  She has a beautiful hand. 

 



 

 

hands  
1.   possession, hold, grasp, control, clutches,  

guardianship, supervision 
      Now that she's in the hands of the state, she  

no longer has any choices. 
2.    custody, keeping, arms, care 
       The children are in the hands of a good family. 

 
handbill 
1.    circular announcement, advertisement, flyer 

2.    brochure, pamphlet, leaflet, folder 
3.    notice, bulletin, poster, bill 

 
handcuffs  
1.   cuffs, manacles 

2.   (slang) bracelets, fetters, darbies 
 

hand-held 
a machine which is small enough to be held 
I used to play with a hand-held video game. 

 
hand made 
made by hand rather than by machine 

I love hand made clothing. 
 

handwriting 
the way one writes 
You have the worst handwriting in the world. 

 
handwritten 
written by hand rather than done on typewriter or computer 

I will not accept handwritten papers. 
 

hands down 
1.   without a doubt 
      Hands down, he is the most intelligent person that I have known. 

2.   effortlessly, easily 
      He was able to put the ball in the basket hands down. 

 
hands off 
to not interfere with one's decision or authority 

He is a hands-off manager. 
 
hands on  

direct experience 
Hands on experience is the best kind of training one can have. 



 

 

 
 

 
back hand 

a hit or stroke in which the back of the hand is used   
i.e.  in tennis or in a slap 
To add insult to the pain, he gave her a backhand  

in front of everyone. 
 
beforehand  (shadowy  1098) 

 
behindhand  (overdone 828) 

 
iron hand 
unpitying, unrelenting, inflexible, hard, heartless 

He rules his home with an iron hand. 
 

left-hand 
1.    on the left side of something 
2.    opposite of right hand, use the left hand 

 
long-hand (longman dict.  846) 
 

right hand 
1.    the opposite of the right hand, use of the right hand 

2.    on the right side 
 
right-hand man 

the most important, reliable, efficient assistant  
He's the president's right hand. 
 

second hand 
1.    the hand on a clock or watch which indicate seconds 

       The second hand on the clock no longer works. 
2.    through indirect observation 
       All these sources are secondhand. 

3.    information given or gotten indirectly 
       I don't accept second-hand observations. 

4.    previously used or own 
       I always buy second-hand cars. 
 

second hand rose 
a person who normally dresses in clothing passed  
down from older members of the family 

 
secondhand smoke 



 

 

inhaled smoke from cigarette, cigar, or pipe 
Secondhand smoke is bad for everyone. 

 
short hand (see longman dict.  1339) 

 
underhand (corrupt 233) 
 

whip hand (control    start 1160) 
 
a cool hand 

someone who is not easily rattled, steady nerves, stoic 
He didn't react when she slapped him in front of everyone.  He has a cool 

hand. 
 
a free hand  

complete freedom, with no restriction 
You have a free hand to do what you want. 

 
an old hand 
an experienced, skillful, expert in 

Don't worry, he's an old hand at doing this 
 
at hand   

1.   within reach, nearby, close 
      He always wants his computer at hand. 

2.   not far, but a stone's throw, but a step 
 
to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or  immediate 

 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 
 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 

 
5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 
 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 

 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 
 

 
 
at the hands of 

1.   by the action of  
      They suffered at the hands of the colonial officer. 
2.    by the action of  

      They suffered at the hand of the colonial officer. 
 



 

 

by hand 
not done by machine, manually, with one's hands 

The clothes were made by hand. 
 

close at hand 
on hand, at hand, within reach, at one's fingertips 
He helped her through everything; he was always close at hand. 

to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or  immediate 
 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 

 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 
 
5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 

 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 
 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 

 
from hand to hand 
to pass around from person to person, successive ownership 

The villa was passed from hand to hand. 
 
from hand to mouth 

to live in an impoverished situation, from paycheck to paycheck 
I am tired of living from hand to mouth. 

 
hand and foot  
to wait on or serve someone in a slavish manner 

The servant waited on her mistress hand and foot. 
 
hand and glove 

to be closely associated, work together 
The gangsters and police worked hand and glove . 

 
hand in glove 
in close collusion 

We were successful because we worked hand in glove to accomplish our 
goal. 

 
hand in hand  
1.   holding hands, with hands clasped 

      The little girls walked hand in hand down the street. 
2.   hand in hand 
      together, jointly, in close association 

      They worked hand in hand to get the work done. 
 1. to agree, be in agreement, have mutual understanding, 



 

 

arrive at an  agreement, come to an understanding 
 We never go hand and hand; it’s amazing that we’re friends. 

 
2. (highly stylized)  to conform, correspond, concur, assent, be in 

 accord, accord, cohere, comply, harmonize, acede, chime, tally 
 
3. (informal) to be of one mind, be of the same mind, be of like 

 mind, think alike, strike a bargain, go hand in hand, stand 
 together  
  

 
hand-me-down (outmoded  822) 

 
 
hand-me-downs 

clothing passed down from family member to family member 
I don't mind wearing hand-me-downs. 

 
hand over fist 
speedily, quickly, rapidly, fast 

The gambling casino makes money hand over fist. 
 
hand-picked 

someone who has been picked especially for something 
He is the handpicked candidate of the president. 

 
hand-picking (selection) 
 

hand to hand  (melee  721) 
direct combat 
The soldiers fought hand to hand combat. 

 
hand to hand combat (melee  721) 

 
hand-to-mouth 
with just barely enough 

When I first went to live abroad, I lived hand-to-mouth. 
 

high handed (overweening  832) 
 
in one's own hands 

to be responsible for one self 
My life is in my own hands; therefore, please leave. 
 

near at hand 
close or handy 



 

 

I have everything that I will need that they will be near at hand. 
to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or immediate 

 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 
 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 

 
5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 
 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 

 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 
 

 
offhand 
1. bluntly, brusquely, bluntly, abruptly 

She treated me in an off-hand way. 
2. at the drop of the hat, on the spur on the moment 

3. informally, nonchalantly, casually 
4. (informal) once over lightly, as a matter of form 
 

on hand   
1.   imminent, impending, about to happen, approaching 
      The end of the war is on hand. 

2.   within range, within an arm's reach, convenient 
       I have what you need on hand. 

3.   in one's possession 
      I still don't have enough cash on hand. 
4.   present 

      There were not enough representatives on hand to vote. 
 
on every hand 

all around, in all places 
 

on one's hands  
under one's care or management, as one's responsibility 
You can't deny that you have blood on your hand. 

 
on the one hand … while on the other hand … 

in support of this particular idea … while in opposition … 
On the one hand, I think that he is right while on the other hand, I see 
why people feel the way that they do. 

 
on the other hand 
from another point of view 

I agree with you but on the other hand, I see the other side's perspective. 
 



 

 

one's hand  
1.    position, situation in  bargaining or negotiating  

       His attitude and behavior did not strengthen my hand. 
2.    one's signature  

2. (informal)  one's John Hancock, one's mark or X 
        He set his hand to all these documents.  
4.     cards in a game 

        Hide your hand.  I can see your cards. 
 
off one's hands 

to no longer be responsible for 
Now that he's 21 years old, he's off my hands 

 
out of hand (rambuctious 983, rampant 983) 
1.    beyond control 

       The children are out of hand.   
2.    out of hand 

       without consideration or deliberation 
       This idea is out of hand; therefore, forget it. 
 

right hand (support 1197) 
 
right-hand man (support 1197) 

 
second hand (outworn  825) 

 
sleight of hand (longman dict.  1365, juggler  618) 
skillful trickery, shell game, stacking the deck 

With a sleight of hand, he robbed the women of all their money 
 
underhand  (shady  1098) 

 
with a strong hand 

firmly, vigorously, severely 
He ruled the population with a strong hand. 
 

with a heavy hand 
with severity, oppression, repression 

He reacted with a heavy hand. 
 
with a high hand 

in a dictatorial or authoritarian manner 
He is too high handed with the prisoners. 
 

with an open hand 
generously, with generosity 



 

 

He helped me with an open hand. 
 

with hat in hand 
with humility 

He came into the room with hat in hand. 
 
with one's bare hands 

without using weapons, with one's own hands 
 
to accept someone's hand 

to agree to marry someone 
She accepted his hand last night. 

 
to accept with both hands 
to take eagerly 

He accepted his parents' help with open hands. 
 

to ask for one's hand 
to become engage   
She gave him her hand. 

 
to be a great hand at something 
to be skillful (used ironically)  

He's twice divorce; he a great hand as a marriage counselor. 
 

to be an old hand at something 
to be an expert in something 
I wouldn't worry; he is an old hand at climbing mountains 

 
to be at hand 
to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or  immediate 

 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 
 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 

 
5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 

 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 
 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 
 

(helpful 502) 
 
to be caught with one's hand in the cookie jar 

to be caught stealing  
He had nothing to say as he was caught with his hand in the  



 

 

cookie jar. 
 

to be close at hand 
to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or  immediate 

 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 
 

4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 
 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 
 

5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 
 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 

 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 
 
to be good with one's hands 

to be skillful, proficient, dexterous, adroit, handy 
He is good with his hands. 

 
to be in capable hands 
to be with someone who is competent  

I am not worried; with him, I am in capable hands. 
 
to be in good hands 

1. to be with someone who can be trusted  
I am not worried; with him, I am in good hands. 

2. to be safe 
Don't worry, with the baby sitter the children are in good hands. 

 

to be in safe hands 
to be in a safe and trusting environment  
I am not worried; with him, I am in safe hands. 

 
to be in someone's hands 

possession, control, custody, care 
His life is in your hands. 
 

to be left on someone's hands 
to be given the responsibility of something 

All these products were left on my hands. 
 
to be near at hand 

to be approaching, momentarily nearing, about to occur or immediate 
 The danger was staring everyone in the face; it was now 
 inevitable. 

 
4. (more stylistic)  to be upon one, imminent, impending, forth 



 

 

 coming, proximate, drawing nigh, looming, upcoming or lurking 
 

5. (informal)  to be near at hand, in the air, drawing near, in the 
 cards, close at hand, about to happen, at hand, almost here, on 

 the horizon, in the air or in the offing 
 
 

 
to be off one's hand 
to no longer be the responsibility of another 

Why are you here talking to me?  The children are off your hands. 
 

to be on someone's hands 
to be someone else's responsibility 
I'm leaving; I don't want to be on your hands. 

 
to be out of one's hands 

to no longer be responsible  
What happens or don't is out of my hand. 
 

to be putty in someone's hands 
to be easily controlled or manipulated 
She is like putty in her hands. 

 
to be quite a hand at something 

 
to be second hand  (outworn  825) 
 

to bind one’s hand 
to tie one's hands (circumscribe 169, persuade 878) 
to render one incapable, unable to act 

I can't do anything; he tied my hands. 
 

  
 
to bite the hand that feeds one 

to repay kindness with malice 
He returned the kindness by biting the hand that fed him. 

 
to bound someone's hand and foot 
to hinder or restrict someone from accomplishing something 

He has bound me hand and foot 
 
to catch red-handed 

to catch someone committing a crime or doing something bad 
I walked in and caught him red-handed. 



 

 

(informal) 
(see surprise  1199) 

 
 

to change hands 
to pass from one person to another, change ownership 
This property has changed hands many times. 

 
to come away empty-handed 
1. to leave with nothing 

When I left, I came away empty-handed. 
2. to have nothing to show for one's effort 

All that work and I came away empty-handed. 
 
to dirty one's hands  

to do something dishonest or shameful 
He dirtied his and son's hands with the lynching. 

 
to dismiss out of hand 
to reject or refuse a particular idea or stand 

I don't want to discuss it any more; dismiss 
 your suggestion out of hand. 
to dismiss out of hand 

1. to not disrespect, be undervalued, disregard, underrate, dismiss as 
 unworthy of consideration, be undervalued,  minimize, make light 

 of, belittle, ignore, ridicule, deride, dismiss lightly  
 I think that you are making a fatal mistake.  The fact that she is  
 beautiful does not mean that she is a bimbo.  She is just a 

 pretty face. 
 
2. (more stylistic) to hold in contempt, dismiss with a sneer, 

 underestimate, disparage, hold for naught, hold in disrespect, 
 scorn, be underestimated, disprize, be contemptuous of, disdain, 

 consider beneath oneself, shun 
 
3. (formal)  to look down one’s nose at, not just another face, sell 

 short, sneeze at, look down on, dismiss out of hand, spit at, give 
 one the fish eye, give one the cold shoulder, turn one’s nose 

 up at, curl one’s lip at, brush aside, to look down one’s nose at, 
 not just a handsome face 
    

4. (slang)  to pooh-pooh, dump on  
 
 

to do something with one's hand tied behind one's back 
to do something easily 



 

 

I could put this together with my hand tied 
behind my back. 

 
to eat out of one's hand 

to control someone completely 
Don't worry about him.  I have him eating out of my hand. 
 

 
to fall into the right hands 
 

 
to get the upper hand over (vanquish  1310) 

 
to fall into the wrong hands 
to take a wrong turn,  be under bad influence 

In high school, she fell into the wrong hands. 
 

to fold one's hands 
to allow something to happen without lifting a finger 
He folded his arms and did nothing. 

 
to force one's hand 
to prompt, obligate, or force someone do something 

He forced my hand by threatening me with a gun. 
 

to gain the upper hand (see control 227/ bend 110/ subdue  1183) 
to get the advantage over 
He gained the upper hand. 

 
to get an upper hand 
to be in control 

He has an upper hand in the relationship. 
 

to get one's hand on something 
1. to be able to at last get something 

It has taken years but I think I'm finally going to  

get my hands on those earring. 
2. to obtain something 

I can't wait until I get my hand on all that money. 
 

to get one’s hands dirty 

 
 
to get one’s hands on (procure 940, obtain  799) 

 
to get out of hand 



 

 

to have out of control 
By the time he is a teenage, he will be out of hand. 

 
to get something in hand 

to under control 
I've got everything in hand so stop worrying. 
 

to give a slow handclap 
to show one's disapproval of a public speaker 
It is better to sit on his hand than to give a slow handclap to a speech. 

 
to give one a hand 

1.    assistance, help, aid 
       I'll need a hand when the triplets are born. 
2.    an outburst of applause, to applaud 

       They gave the actress a hand when she appeared on stage. 
3.    cards which have been dealt for a game 

 
to give someone a hand 
to help, aid someone 

Can you give me a hand? 
 
to give someone a big hand 

to applaud someone enthusiastically and loudly 
They gave the singer a big hand. 

 
to go down on one's hands and knees 
to beg, plead, beseech 

He got down on his hands and knees to beg for his life. 
 
to grab something with both hand. 

to do something willingly and enthusiastically 
He grabbed the opportunity with both hands. 

 
to hand around 
to pass something around, pass round 

They handed around the cigarettes. 
 

to hand back 
1.    to return, give back 
       He handed my book back. 

2.    to enable someone to do something again 
The government swears that it will hand power  
back to the people after a year. 

 
to handcuff  



 

 

to impede, hinder, thwart, hamper, inhibit 
 

to hand down (see leave 651) 
1.    to give or pass to a person who is at a lower level 

       He handed the picture down to the man at the bottom of the latter. 
2.    to issue a ruling 
       The judge will hand down his decision next month. 

3.    to pass down from generation to generation 
This piece has been handed down in our family for many 
generations. 

4.    to give to someone who is younger 
       I always used to hand my clothes down to my younger sister. 

 
to hand in 
1.    to help in a vehicle 

       He handed her in the waiting carriage. 
2.    to give in, pass in 

       He handed in his paper to the professor. 
3.    to offer to give something to someone in power  

i.e.  resignation, prisoner 

       He handed in his resignation 
 
to hand into 

to hand in, deliver over, give in, give into i. e.  resignation, prisoner 
He handed the criminal into the authorities. 

 
to hand it out 
to punish, castigate 

He's really handing it out this morning.  Stay clear of him! 
 
to hand it to someone  (celebrate  154) 

to give credit to 
I must hand it to you, you were absolutely right. 

 
to hand off 
to give the football to another person 

He handed off the ball to his teammate. 
 

to hand on 
1.    to give by hand 
      He handed the baton on to the waiting team mate. 

2.    to pass on  i e  information 
       He handed on the information so that everyone  

would be on the same page. 

3.    to give or leave for the following generation,  
pass, pass along 



 

 

       He handed on the business to his sons. 
4.    to give power to someone else 

       He handed the presidency on to his son. 
       

to hand out 
1.    to distribute, pass out  
       They handed out the food 

2.    (slang) to dish out, give out, pass out 
3.    apportion, portion out 
       He handed money out to the children.  

4.    to offer, give 
       The company handed out an extra bonus. 

5.    to give freely, ladle out, mete out, dole out 
       She is always handing out free advice.  I wish that she wouldn't. 
 

to hand over 
1.    to give by hand something to someone 

       He handed the boxes over to the movers. 
2.    to give over, deliver up 
       They handed the paper over to the authorities. 

3.    to give or give over control or authority to another 
       The invaded is willing to destroy the city if it is not 

handed over to them. 

 
to hand pick (select 1087) 

 
to hand round 
to pass hand by hand, pass round 

He handed round the bottle of rum 
 
to hand to 

1.    to give by hand 
       Hand the video to your sister. 

2.    to give someone credit, admire 
       I have to hand it to you that you were right. 
 

to hand up 
1.    to pass something to someone on a higher level 

       Hand this up to your father. 
2.    to help someone to enter a vehicle which is higher up 
       She needs you to hand the child up to the car. 

 
to have a hand in 
to be partly responsible or involved in 

He won't tell you but he does have a hand in the win. 
 



 

 

to have no hand in 
to be completely uninvolved 

I had no hand in the killing of the political prisoner. 
 

to have a bad hand 
to have bad or losing cards 
He dealt me a bad hand. 

 
to have a difficult job on one's hands 
to have a difficut chore or undertaking to do 

You are going to have a difficult job on your hands. 
 

to have a firm hand 
to be strict, stern, severe 
Be careful, he has a firm hand. 

 
to have a freehand 

to be totally free or unrestricted 
As a result of the decree, he had a freehand to do whatever he wanted. 
 

to have a good hand 
to have good cards, winning cards 
This time around I got a good hand. 

 
to have a hand in 

to be involved in 
I know that he has a hand in this. 
 

to have a losing hand 
a bad hand of card, cards with which one can lose 
There's nothing I can do; I got a losing hand. 

 
to have a neat hand 

to have a nice handwriting 
He was taught to have a neat hand in school. 
 

to have a real battle on one's hands 
to have a difficult battle to undertake and fight 

With the way she is now, you're really going to have a  
real battle on your hand. 
 

to have a winning hand 
a good hand of cards, cards with which one can win 
Thank God, I got a winning hand.  

 
to have an upper hand  (start 1160) 



 

 

 
to have blood on one's hand 

to have one's hands dirty, be responsible for someone's death 
You can wash all you want; I won't do any god.  You have blood on your 

hands. 
 
to have clean hands 

to not be responsible, involved in 
I don't have to wash my hands; I have clean hands.  I wasn't there. 
 

to have dirty hands 
to be responsible, involved in 

I know that you know something; you have dirty hands. 
 
to have eating out of one’s hand (see subdue 1183) 

1.  to master, control,  or dominate, be in control 
 

2. (informal) to rule the roost, wear the crown, have someone bent 
 to one’s will, wield the power or authority 
 

to have in one’s hands 
(responsible 1028) 
 

to have one's hands full 
1. to have an excessive amount of work 

With five children under three, her hands are full. 
2. to be very or too busy 

I can't talk to you right now; I have my hands full 

with all these children. 
 
to have only one pair of hands 

to be incapable of going, in the sense of working, any faster 
I can't go any faster; I have only one pair of hands. 

 
to have one eating out of one's hand  (subdue  1183) 
to be under the control of someone 

He has her eating out of his hand. 
 

to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 
 someone totally, be in the position of authority 

 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  
 around by the nose. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 
 bluster, coerce, dragoon 



 

 

 
3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 

 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 

 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 

 
4. (slang)  to be the one who calls the shot, hold all the cards, wear 
 the pants, rule the roost, call the plays, bully 

 
to have one's life in one's hand 

to be responsible for someone 
Now that you are a mother, your child's life is in your hand. 
 

to have the upper hand (officer  804) 
to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 

1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 
 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  

 around by the nose. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 

 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 

3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 
 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 

 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 

 
 

to have the whip in hand (see dominate 320  control 227) 
to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 

 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  

 around by the nose. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 

 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 
3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 

 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 



 

 

 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 

 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 
 

 
 
to have time on one's hands 

to have a lot of extra time, have time to waste 
I don't know what to do with myself; I have so much time on my hand. 
 

to have well in hand 
(see dominate  320, control 227) 

 
to hold a good hand 
to hold good cards, a winning hand 

The dealer dealt him a good hand. 
 

to hold a bad hand 
to hand bad card, a losing hand 
The dealer dealt him a bad hand. 

 
to hold in hand ( control 227) 
 

to hold hands 
to join or clasp hands 

While marching, the people held hands. 
 
to hold the whip hand  (outrank  823) 

 
to join hands (to cooperate 230, concur 209) 
to hold or clasp hands 

While marching, the people joined hands. 
 

to keep a hand in 
to remained involved in 
He has kept a hand in the business although he's retired. 

 
to keep one's hands in 

to remain involved and connected 
Despite his pledge, he  has kept his hands in politics. 
 

to keep one's hand in something 
to continue doing something to not lose the skill 
I will keep my hand in tennis because I might one day go back into 

competition. 
 



 

 

to kiss s.o.’s feet (cringe  244) 
 

to know a place like the back of one's hand 
to be very familiar with 

I used to know New York like the back of my hand. 
 
to lay one's hands on 

1.   to acquire, get, come into possession of 
      I can't wait until I lay my hands on the money. 
2.   to seize in order to punish 

      The police is working hard to lay their hands on the thieves. 
3.   to annoit, impose hands as in ordination 

      The queen laid her hands on newly named knights. 
 
to lay one's hands on something  (find 410, clench 176) 

to obtain something 
It won't be long before I lay my hands on that painting. 

1. to unearth, detect, discover, find, uncover or locate   
Frankly, I did not find this on purpose, I was looking for something 

 else.  I stubbed my toe on it. 

 
2. (informal)  to come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 
 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up, to stub one’s toe on  

 
to lead someone by the hand 

to conduct or guide someone 
Because she was totally out of her element, he lead her by the hand. 
 

to leave empty-handed 
to leave with nothing 
When I left, I left empty-handed. 

 
to lend a hand 

to give assistance, help, aid 
Please, lend me a hand.  I can't do this alone. 
 

to lick s.o.’s feet  (cringe  244) 
 

 
to lift a hand 
to exert any effort (usually used in a negative) 

I won't lift a hand to help him in any way. 
 
to lose money hand over fist 

to lose a great deal of money easily and quickly 
This business has to be closed; it is causing me to lose money hand over 



 

 

fist. 
 

to make a poor hand at 
to not be sikillful at 

He make a poor hand at painting. 
 
to make money hand over fist 

to earn a great deal of money quickly and easily 
With this new restaurant, I am making money hand over fist. 
 

to not be able to keep one's hands off 
to not be able to resist touching, spending, becoming involved in, 

partaking in something 
I can not keep my hands off of the money. 
 

to not be able to see one's hand in front of one's face 
to be so foggy or rainy that one could not see very far ahead 

It is so rainy that I could not see my hand in front of my face. 
 
to not know off hand 

As of now or without a moment of thinking, not to know 
I don't know what to tell you off hand. 
 

to not lift a hand 
to do nothing to help someone 

I did not lift a hand to help her get a flight out of the country. 
 
to overplay one's hand (overwork  832) 

1. to be overconfident about one's ability or position and, 
as a result, lose 
He thought that he had her so fooled that he overplayed his hand. 

2. to assume too much power or influence 
He does love you but doesn't mean who would take anything. 

I am afraid that you overplayed your hand. 
 
to play a couple of hands of poker 

to play a couple of games of poker 
 

to play into someone's hand 
1. to let s.o. get your goat, do what your opponent wants 

If you react angrily, you will be playing into his hand. 

2. to do what someone else want (negative) 
In soap operas, the men are always playing into 
the women's hand. 

 
 



 

 

to put one’s hand on (find 410) 
 

to put one's hand to the plow  
1.    to work or toil hard, set to work, push oneself  

 He put his hand to the plow and accomplished everything 
 necessary. 
 

2.    (more stylistic)  to strive, exert oneself, endeavor, labor 
 
3. (informal) to ply the oar, put one’s hand to the plow,  roll up 

 one's  sleeves, knuckle down, buckle down, grind, keep one’s 
 nose to the grindstone, work around the clock, grind, kill oneself, 

 put one's shoulder to the wheel, work one’s fingers to the bone 
 
4.    (slang)  to  get off the dime, get busy, get down to it, get down to 

 business, get off one’s duff, kill oneself, plod, plug along, work 
 oneself to death, slave away 

 
to put one's hands up 
to surrender 

The police told the thieves to put their hands up. 
 
to refuse someone's hand 

to turn down someone's offer of marriage 
I don't know what to do; she has refused his hand. 

 
to refuse something out of hand 
to not be willing to even consider a particular idea or stand 

He rejfused out of hand any peace agreement. 
 
to reject someone's hand 

to turn down someone's offer of marriage 
She rejected his hand; therefore, he went back to his house. 

 
to reject something out of hand 
to not be willing to even consider a particular idea or stand 

I reject out of hand your suggestion. 
 

to put in the hands of  (to confide 212) 
 
 

to put something in someone's hands 
to give someone responsibility 
Before dying, he put the company in his daughter's hands. 

 
to read the handwriting on the wall 



 

 

to recognize that there is going to be trouble or negative changes 
Can't you read the handwriting on the wall; he's going to leave you. 

 
 

to rule with a high hand (control 227) 
to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 

 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  
 around by the nose. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 

 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 
3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 

 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 

 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 

 
 
to rule with a heavy hand 

to be a strict or severe ruler 
To say the least, Stalin ruled with a heavy hand. 

to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 
 someone totally, be in the position of authority 

 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  
 around by the nose. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 
 bluster, coerce, dragoon 

 
3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 
 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 

 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 
 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 

 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 
 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 
 

 
 
to rule with an iron hand (control 227) 

to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 
1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 



 

 

 someone totally, be in the position of authority 
 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  

 around by the nose. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 
 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 

3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 
 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 
 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 

 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 

 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 
 
 

 
 

to see the handwriting on the wall 
to recognize that there is going to be trouble or negative changes 
Can't you see the handwriting on the wall; he's going to leave you. 

  
to shake hands  (to stump)  
1. to clasp one another's hand 

 Upon meeting, they shook hands. 
 

2. to welcome 
 
3. (informal) to squeeze the hand or pump the hand in a show of 

 greeting or of welcoming  
 
4. to press the flesh 

 
to shake hands on 

to agree on, be in agreement with 
They did not sign anything; rather, they shook hands on the deal. 
 

to show one's hand 
to reveal one's plans or thinking 

One should never show one's hand to their opponent. 
 
to sit on one's hand 

1.     to be immobolized, not act 
       She sat on her hands rather than take up arms and fight. 
2.     to show no enthusiasm, not to applause 

        They sat on their hands when the performance ended. 
 



 

 

to soil one's hands 
to do sth dishonest or shameful 

He soiled his and son's hands with the lynching. 
 

to spend money hand over fist 
to spend a great deal of money easily and quickly 
Because he was born with a silver spoon in his mouth, he spends money 

hand over fist. 
 
to stay one's hands (informal) 

to repress one's words or anger, bite one's lips 
I had to stay on my hand to control my anger. 

 
to suffer at the hands of the police 
to have the police be responsible for one's suffering 

The students and protesters suffered at the hand of the secret police. 
 

to take a hand 
to become involved in something 
I won't take a hand in this crime.  I'm out! 

 
to take a hand in 
to take part in, participate in 

He took a hand in the uprisings. 
 

to take in hand 
to take control, responsibility 
He took the children in hand when they came to live with him. 

 
to take one's life in one's hand 
to take responsibility for one self 

He took his life in his hands and left to live in Europe. 
 

to take the law into one's own hands (breach 131) 
to illegally take on the role of the police, judge, and jury 
You must call the police and not take the law into your own hands. 

 
to throw up one's hands 

to give up, surrender 
His drug addiction is so strong that I throw up my hands. 
1. to overreact, get overexcited, panic, be alarmed 

 When he heard the news, he threw up his hands. 
 
2. to get overstimulated, impassioned, agitated or overanimated, be 

 stricken with terror  
 



 

 

3. to get all worked up, get in a tizzy, get all excited, go crazy, throw 
 one’s hands up 

 
4. to get all hyped up, forget which end is up, go bonkers, push 

 the panic botton, run around like a chicken without its head, 
 forget what’s what, break out in a cold sweat, go  into a dithers, 
 jump out of one’s skin  

 
 
 

to throw up one's hands in despair 
to give up 

Once his daughter ran away, he threw his hands up in despair. 
 
to throw up one's hands in horror 

to show one's disgust or shock 
He threw his hands up in horror when he arrived on the scene. 

 
to tie one's hands (circumscribe 169, persuade 878) 
to render one incapable, unable to act 

I can't do anything; he tied my hands. 
 
to tie someone hand and foot 

to hinder or restrict someone from accomplishing something 
He is impossible to help; he has tied me hand and foot. 

 
to tip one's hand 
to show one's hand,  reveal one's plans or move 

Because he tipped his hand, I knew what he was going to do. 
 
to try one's hand 

to try, try one's skill, one's luck 
I tried my hand at gambling.  I shouldn't have. 

 
to turn one's hand to something 
to begin practicing a new skill 

I am beginning to turn my hand to sewing. 
 

to turn back the hands of time (rejoinder 1008) 
 
to wait on hand and feet 

(to assist  73, overindulge 829) 
 
 

to wash one's hand of someone 
to refuse to either listen or help someone, to turn one's back on someone 



 

 

My parents turned their back on me and left me on the street. 
 

to wash one's hands 
to relieve oneself of  or not take responsibility for 

He washed his hands of everything. 
(see discountenance 301) 
to win hands down 

1.  to win easily 
       He won hands down. 
2.    to win without any doubt 

       The president did not win hands down.  I think 
that he cheated. 

 
to wring one's hands 
to show worry or fright 

You can't just stay there wringing your hands.   
Do something. 

to give someone gray hairs 
1. to be worried about, worry about, be wrapped up by, be depleted 
 by, be worn out by, devote all one’s times to 

 When Bobby was a teenage, he gave me gray hairs. 
 
2. (more stylized)  to be preoccupied, obsessed or concerned about, 

 fret over, be occupied with, abstracted by, be fretful about, anguish 
 over, agonize over, torture oneself over  

 
3. (informal)  to dwell on, chew over, rack one’s brain, mull over, 
 wring one’s hands over, cudgel one’s brain, think about, think 

 over, put on one’s thinking cap, chew one’s curd, be in one’s brown 
 study, cause someone to lose sleep over or stay awake at nights, 
 harry, not be lighthearted, get gray hair, have butterflies in 

 one’s stomach, loose one’s hair over   
 

4. (slang) to cause someone to sweat blood, sweat bullets, be 
 concerned with 24/7  
 

5. (vulgar)  to give a damn, give a good god-damnd,  give a shit, give a 
 fuck 

 
 
 

 
Hand it over! 
Give it to me! 

 
Hands up! 



 

 

to raise your hands (as in a robbery) 
The thief demanded, hands up. 

 
A bird in the hand is better than two in the bush 

better to satisfied with what has rather what one can have  
I wouldn't take the chance.  A bine in the hand is better  
than two in the bush. 

 
Hands off!  
do not interfere, intervene 

Hands off.  This is none of your business. 
 

Let me take this off your hands. 
Let me have this. 
 

I'll take it off your hands. 
Give it to me. 

 
Many hands make light work 
Work is done better by many than by one. 

 
The handwriting is on the wall 
what is happening or about to happen is obvious  

(usually said as a warning) 
I don't understand how he could have missed the 

handwriting is on the wall. 
 
The left hand does know what the left hand is doing 

no coordination between different parts of a structure 
or organization 
The disorganization is beyond understanding.  The  

left hand doesn't what the left hand is doing. 
 

a backhander 
1.    backhanded hit, stroke, or play 
2.    a bribe, graft, kickback 

3. a sudden, surprise hit in the face 
My father gave me a backhander. 

 
a handful 
a naughty or mischievous person 

He a handful.  How do you get any sleep. 
 
a left-hander 

someone who use one's left hand to do something, especially to throw a 
ball 



 

 

 
a right hander  

a slap or punch 
He gave him a right hander which knocked him across the room. 

 
backhanded 
1.    oblique, indirect, unclear, ambiguous 

Although his remark was backhanded, I understood what he 
meant. 

2.    awkward, gauche, clumsy, heavy-handed 

3.    poorly put, tactless, inconsiderate, ungracious 
4.    improper, inappropriate, inapt 

5.    sly, cunning, insidious 
6.    two-faced, hypocritical, deceitful, false 
7.    meaningless, hollow, insincere 

8.    biting, scathing, mordant, sardonic, insulting, cruel, spiteful 
backhanded compliment 

1.    a remark that appears to be a compliment but  
in reality is an insult 

2.     a two-faced, hypocritical, deceitful, insulting,  

and inappropriate remark 
 
barehanded 

1.    ungloved, unprotected, vulnerable  
2.    unarmed, powerless, helpless 

3.    prepared,  unequipped, untooled, unassisted, by oneself 
4.    (slang) all by one's lonesome 
 

even-handed 
1.    impartial, equitable, neutral, taking no sides 
2.    honorable, incorruptible, upright 

 
free-handed (438) 

 
hard-handed 
1.    oppressive, tyrannical, cruel, ruthless, heartless 

2.    brutish, inhuman, merciless 
3.    coercive, dictatorial, overbearing 

 
ironhanded 
overbearing, domineering, high-and-mighty, lordly 

 
high-handed 
1.    overbearing, overwhelming 

2.    arbitrary, despotic, dictatorial, demanding,  
severe, oppressive 



 

 

3.    unbending, implacable, pitiless 
4.    whimsical, unreasonable 

5.    cocky, cocksure, overconfident, presumptuous 
 

lefthanded 
1.    an instrument or tool used for people who use  

the left hand i.e.  left-handed desk 

2.    sardonic, indistinct, veiled 
3.    insulting, disparaging, derisive, mocking 
4.    clumsy, tactless, graceless, crude, maladroit, gauche      

5.    ambiguous, double-meaning, dubious,   
equivocal, questionable  

 
lefthanded compliment 
a statement which initially appear to be a compliment 

but is, in reality, an insult 
She is the queen of left-handed compliment. 

 
right-handed 
1.    a person who used the right hand  

2.    an instrument or tool used for people who use  
the right hand i.e.  right-handed desk 

 

steady-handed 
collected, controlled, self-controlled, steady 

 
underhanded  (shady  1098) 
secret, hidden, concealed, shrouded, cloaked, undercover 

 
to be even-handed 
to treat fairly, without bias 

He's not a nice person but he is even handed. 
 

to be short-handed 
to be in need of help 
I am always short-handed during the Christmas rush. 

 
to be underhanded 

to be unfair, sneaky, dishonorable 
Don't trust him.  He is underhanded. 
 

underhandedly 
secretly, on the sly, on the QT, sneakily 
 

 
right-hander 



 

 

a person who uses the right hand to do something  
i.e. to write or throw a ball 

 
 

handy 
1.    accessible, available,  at hank, on hand 
2.    convenient, next-door, just around the corner 

3.    useful, helpful, expedient, functional, wothwhile 
       This is very handy.  Thank you. 
4.    dexterus, adroit, proficient, good at, strong at, adroit 

5.    expert, masterful masterly 
6.    (slang) crack, crackerjack 

7.    versatile, adaptable, all-around, all-round 
8.    manageable, tractable, responsive 
9.    easy, practical, foolproof, trouble-free  

 
before-hand 

 
to unhandcuff (to ransom  985) 
 

 
 
 

 
Knuckels 
(1375-75) 

 

Middle English    knokel,   Middle Low German   Middle Dutch  knökel, 
Dutch   kneukel   (knok), German  Knöchel   (Knochen),  Latin   

condylus    articulus,  French    articulation des doigts     jointure,  
Spanish    nudillo 
 

knuckle 
1.    finger joint, joint articulation 
2.    joint of meat, cut of meat 

 
knuckleduster 

brass kunckle, metal band place over knuckle to make a punch more 
powerful 
 

knucklehead 
stupid, bumbling, inept 

Don't be such a knucklehead. 
 
knuckle sandwich 

a punch in the mouth 



 

 

 
bare knuckle 

1. without boxing gloves, with one’s bare fists 
 

2. frankly, without tact, tactless, in a manner which is rough and 
 tumble 
 

3.  
too close to the knucle  
embarrassing, too close for comfort 

His writings about our family is too close to the knuckle. 
 

 
to knuckle 
rub or press with the knuckes 

 
to be near the knuckle 

to be embarrassing, too close for comfort 
What you are saying is really near the knuckle. 
 

to graze one's knuckles 
to scrap one's knuckles 
       

to get someone a rap on the knuckles 
to be reprimanded or chastised severely by a superior 

The student got a rap on the knuckles. 
 
to knuckle down  (see concentrate 206) 

1.   to apply oneself earnestly, exert oneself 
      If you're going to pass, you have to knuckle down. 
2.   to buckle down, put one's nose to the grindstone 

      Knuckle down or you're out of here. 
3.   put one's shoulder to the wheels 

4.   launch into, get going, get busy 
 
to knuckle under  (submit  1184) 

1.    to submit, yield 
       He knuckled under to the gangster's pressure.     

2.    to be regulated by, be subject to, bend to  
3.    to capitulate, succumb to, raise the white flag, say 'uncle' 
4.    to resign oneself, throw in the towel, give up the ship,  

grin and bear it 
He'll fight but in the end he'll knuckle uncler. 

 

to rap someone's knuckle 
to reprimand or chastise severely 



 

 

The nun rapped the student on the knuckles. 
 

 
Finger 
(entered into English before 900)  

 

Old and Middle English    finger,   Old Norse   fingr , Dutch    vinger,   
German    Finger,  Gothic   figgers,   Latin   digitus,  French    doigt,  
Spanish    dedo     

 
finger 

1.    any terminal member, normally the thumb not included 
2.    unit of measurement (a finger of something = 4 1/2  

inches or 11 cm.) 

3.    something which is like a finger in form  i.e.  finger of land 
4.    slang for informer,  informant 

5.    snitch, fink, rat, stool pigeon, stool, squealer, weasel 
6.    slang for spy, agent, secret agent, undercover agent 
 

 
 
left finger, right hand 

where the wedding band is placed 
 

fingerman 
a person who point out s.o. to be murdered or robbed 
He did not kill the man but he was the fingerman. 

 
fingernail 

hard flat smooth layer on the end of one's fingers 
 
fingerprint 

1.    mark or imprint made by the pattern at the tip of one's fingers 
       It is very difficult to destroy one's fingerprints 
2.    special feature which can be helped for the purpose of 

identification 
       This has the fingerprint of the serial killer all over it. 

 
fingertip 
the end of the finger 

She touched the wood with her fingertips 
 

butterfingers ( ox  833) 
 
green finger (British term for green thumb) 

 



 

 

name of fingers 
1.    index or forefinger 

2.    middle finger 
3.    ring finger 

4.    pinkie 
 
at one's fingertip 

close at hand, handy, within reach 
I have everything at my finger tip. 
 

between finger and thumb 
thoroughly, totally, completely 

 
down to one's fingertip 
thoroughly, completely 

She was a historian down to her fingerprint. 
 

to finger 
1.      to feel or touch for the texture of the material 
         She fingered the blouse to make sure it was silk. 

2.      to stroke, caress 
3.      (slang) paw, fondle, pet 
         He  tried to finger his date.  She slapped him. 

4.      to steal, seize, rob 
5.      (slang)  pick, walk away with, heist, pinch, swipe, rip off, cop, lift 

6.      to play an instrument in a casual or tentative manner 
         Before I write a song, I like to finger the guitar. 
7.      to iinform on 

8.      (slang)  to snitch on, fink on, rat on, squeal on 
9.      to point out 
         He fingered the man who robbed him. 

  
 

10.    to identify or choose someone for a particular purpose 
         He was fingered for the presidential post. 
 

to be able to count on the fingers 
not have a large amount of sth 

You can count on the fingers the times he has helped. 
     
to be able to count on the fingers of one hand 

not have a large amount of something 
You can count on the fingers of one hand the 
times he has helped. 

 
to be able to count on the fingers on one hand 



 

 

very few, not many, a small number 
You can count the number of women on the  

fingers on one hand. 
 

to burn one's finger  
to injure oneself by meddling or become involved in sth 
If you help her you might burn your fingers. 

 
to crook one’s finger 
(see gesticulate 456) 

 
to fingerprint 

to press the ends of the fingers to make a fingerprint 
The police fingerprinted the suspect. 
 

to give someone the finger 
to express contempt with one's middle finger 

(see gesticulate 456) 
He gave the man the finger while in the car. 
 

to have a finger in every pie 
to be involved in many different things 
She is so busy; she has a finger in every pie. 

 
to have a finger in the pie 

to meddle in sth 
She's always have a finger in the pie. 
 

to have a finger on the pulse 
to be aware of all the latest news or gossip 
She has a finger on the pulse of the neighborhood. 

 
to have a finger on the pulse on 

to be up-to-date to current affair, be in the know 
He has a finger on the pulse of the nation. 
 

to have all one's fingers, thumbs 
to be clumsy, unhandy, unskillful, left-handed, maladroit, all thumbs 

He is one of the most clumsy person; all his fingers are thumbs. 
 
to have green thumbs 

to have a green thumb, be good with plants and flowers 
My mother has green thumbs. 
 

to have more (of something) in one's little finger than another 
has in one's whole body 



 

 

to be superior to, better than, head and shoulders above 
She has more courage in my little finger than you have  

in your in your whole body.  
 

to have money stick to one's fingers 
to keep money that does not belong to one 
You can't let this money stick to your fingers. 

 
to have wrapped around one’s little finger 
(see defeat  266, subdue 1183) 

 
to hold up the finger 

(see gesticulate 456) 
 
to keep one's finger crossed 

to hope and pray for success 
Keep your fingers crossed so that everything goes okay. 

 
to keep one's fingers crossed 
to hope for, wish for, desire 

I'll keep my fingers crossed that everything  
goes according to plan. 
 

to lay a finger on 
to hurt, injure, damage 

If you lay one finger on her, you'll have to answer to me. 
 
to not be able to put one's finger on it 

to have a feeling but nothing concrete that sth is wrong 
I can't put my finger on it but I don't like him. 
 

to not lift a finger to do something 
to do absolutely nothing so that something is done 

I did all I could during the semester.  Now, I won't  
lift a finger to help him pass. 
 

to not raise a finger to do something 
to do absolutely nothing so that something is done 

I did all I could during the semester.  Now, I won't  
raise a finger to help him pass. 
 

to point the finger at  
to blame a person for a blunder, whistleblow 
He pointed the finger at the incompetency of the organization. 

 
to pull one's finger out 



 

 

to remove one's finger from something 
 

to put a finger on 
to hurt, injure, damage 

If you put one finger on her, you'll have to answer to me. 
 
to put one’s finger on  (find  410) 

 (see locate 675) 
1. tto unearth, detect, discover, find, uncover or locate   

Frankly, I did not find this on purpose, I was looking for something 

 else.  I stubbed my toe on it. 
 

2. (informal)  to come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 
 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up, to stub one’s toe on  
 

 
 

to put one's finger on the spot 
to  touch or put one's finger on the  exact area 
which is hurt or has the problem 

He put his finger on the spot. 
 
to put two fingers up at somebody 

to give someone the finger, signal one's disgust or hatred 
 

to slip through one's fingers 
to elude one as an opportunity not taken 
He let all the money and power slip through his fingers. 

 
to snap one's finger 
to exhibit contempt 

He snapped his finger at the maid to show her what she wanted. 
to thumb one's nose at  

to show one’s contempt or disdain of, have a low opinion  
He's always thumbing his nose at someone. 
to thumb one’s nose to danger 

1. to defy or challenge danger,  to be fearless, unafraid, valid,  
 daring, bold, audacious, dauntless, or undaunted 

 He is always his head in thumbing his nose to danger. 
 
2. (informal)  Spartan, stout-hearted, play with fire, dance on the  

 razor’s edge, skate on thin ice, tempt Providence, go in harm’s 
 way, square off, put one’s head in the lion’s mouth 
 

3. (slang)  spunky, manly, manful, plucky, one’s own man, march up 
 to the canon’s mouth, thumb one’s nose to danger, court 



 

 

 destruction, double-dog dare, thumb one’s nose at, snap one’s 
 fingers at 

 
to twist around one’s little finger (bend 110) 

 
to wag one’s finger at (caution  154) 
 

to wiggle one’s finger 
(see gesticulate 456) 
 

to work one's fingers to the bone (see strive 1179/ slave  1120) 
to work until one is totally exhausted 

I have never been so tired.  I worked my fingers to the bone. 
1. to work very hard, push oneself 
 I earned my money by the sweat of my own brow. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to overexert oneself, labor, toil, earn one’s 

 livelihood, work like a Trojan 
 
3. to work day and night, work overtime, do double dity,  beat one’s 

 brain out, work one’s fingers to the bone, burn the midnight oil, 
 work one’s fingers to the bone, work like there’s tomorrow, plod 
 along, plug away, peg away, work one’s head off 

 
4. (slang)  to sweat and slave, work one’s tail off, drudge, work like a 

 dog, kill oneself,  work like a slave, work like a horse, work like a 
 galley, burn the candle on both ends, slave away, set one’s 
 shoulder to the wheel, keep one’s nose to the grindstone, grind 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work one’s ass off, work one’s behind off 
 

to wrap s.o. around one's finger 
to have s.o. under one's complete control 

She has him wrapped around her finger. 
 
to wrap someone around one’s little finger 

(see control 227) 
 

 
 
 

Get your finger out! 
Remove your hand or finger!  Don't touch! 
 

delicate-fingered 
having delicate fingers 



 

 

 
long-fingered 

having long fingers 
It is believed that long-fingered people make excellent pianist. 

 
to be light-fingered 
to be a thief, robber 

Be careful, she's light-fingered. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Thumb 
(entered English before 900) 

 
Old and Middle English   thuma,  Old Norse   thumall, Dutch    duim,   

German     Daumen,  Old Swede and Old High German   dumo, Latin 
tumere,  French    pouce,  Spanish    pulgar     
 

thumb 
1.   thick first digit on the hand 

2.   part of the glove which covers the thumb 
 
thumb nail sketch (outline  822) 

 
rule of thumb 

rough calculation based on practical experience 
Rule of thumb tells you that a boring class seems longer than an 
interesting one. 

 
well-thumbed book 
well-worn book 

You can tell that she read this book; it is well-thumbed. 
 

to be all thumbs 
to be clumsy, maladroit, awkward 
He can't help you; he's all thumb. 

 
to be under someone's thumb 

to be controlled by the influence or power of another 
He is under her thumb. 
 

to be under the thumb of 



 

 

to be under the influence or power of another 
He is under the thumb of his mother. 

 
to give something the thumbs down 

to show one's disapproval 
She didn't like the project; therefore, she gave it the thumbs down. 
 

to give something the thumbs up 
to shows one's approval 
She gave the project the thumbs up. 

 
to give thumbs down to 

(see gesticulate 456) 
 
to have a green thumb 

to have green fingers 
 

to have green thumbs 
to have a green thumb, be good with plants and flowers 
My mother has green thumbs. 

 
to have under one’s thumb (see dominate  320  control 227) 
to have someone in the palm of one’s hand 

1. to exercise complete control over someone, reign or rule over 
 someone totally, be in the position of authority 

 He controls his friend to such an extent that he leads him  
 around by the nose. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to daunt,  intimidate, compel, overawe, disconcert, 
 bluster, coerce, dragoon 
 

3. (informal)  to have someone under one’s thumb, have the upper 
 hand, cow, be in the driver’s seat, be the boss or in charge, lay 

 down  the law, bulldoze, have someone in the palm of one’s 
 hand, lead by the nose, bend someone to one’s will, to the fear of 
 the Lord into, rule with an iron hand, ride herd on, put the fear of 

 God into brow beat,  lead around by the nose 
 

 
 
to stick out like a sore thumb 

to be  obviously different from one's surrounding 
Although he tries to fit in, he can't.  He stands out like a sore thumbl 
 

to thumb through (see scan 1073) 
 



 

 

to twiddle one's thumbs 
to have a lot of time on one's hands, waste time 

All day, all he does is twiddle his thumbs. 
 

to thumb a lift 
1. to put one's thumb up while on the street as a  

means of asking for a ride 

2.    to hitchhike, hitch, bum ride 
It is very dangerous to thumb a lift at night. 

 

to thumb a ride 
1.    to put one's thumb up while on the street as  

a means of asking for a ride 
2.    to hitchhike, hitch, bum ride 

It is very dangerous to thumb a ride at night. 

 
to thumb one's nose at 

to show one's disgust or dislike for someone or something 
It is very rude to thumb your nose at food. 
 

to thumb through 
to turn through the page of something 
I thumbed through the dictionary to see how detail it was. 

 
to turn one’s thumb down (discountenance 301) 

 
Thumbs down! 
No!  Not approved!  Disapproved!. 

 
Thumbs up! 
Yes!   Approved! 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Palm 
(1300-1350) 

 
Old English  folm,  Middle English paume,  Middle French and Latin  
palma,  French  paume,  Spanish  palma 

 
palm 
1.   the part of the inner surface of the hand. 

2.   (animals)  mitt, paw, foot, pad, forefoot, manus 
 

to palm 
1.   to conceal, hide in the hand 
2.   to take away, snatch, steal 

3.   (slang)  snitch, filch, lift, purloin, pincher, mooch, cop 
4.   to touch, caress, rub gently, massage 

5.   to shake hands 
6.   (slang)  to slap someone five, give someone some skin 
 

to cross someoone's palm 
1.   to pay off, corrupt 
2.   to fix 

3.   (slang)  to rig, square 
4.   to coax, influence 

      He crossed the politican's palm with enough money to choke a horse. 
 
to grease someone's palm (to corrupt 234) 

to bribe s.o. 
He greased the palm of the union boss to get what he needed. 

 
to have an itching palm 
to be a person who allow himself to be bribe, bribable, or greedy 

Before we get started, I must tell you that I have an itching palm. 
 
to have someone in the palm of one's hand 

to be in total control of s.o. 
Don't worry about her vote.  I  have her in the palm of my hand. 

 
to know someone like the palm of one's hand 
to know someone very well 

I don't care what you say; she won't go with you.  I know her like the 
palm of her hand. 

 
to oil someoone's palm 
1.   to pay off, corrupt 

2.   to fix 



 

 

3.   (slang)  to rig, square 
4.   to coax, influence 

      He oiled the politican's palm with enough money to choke a horse. 
 

to palm off  (rob  1046) 
 
to palm off as something 

to dispose by deception or trickey 
He palmed off the diaries to the historian as authenic. 
 

to palm off on 
1.   to foist on, impose on, unload upon, take advantage of 

      He tried to palm that broken down car off on me. 
 
to read someone's palm 

to tell someone's future 
The forturne did not tell me what she saw after she read my palm. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Nail 
(entered into English before 900)  

 
Old English   nægel  næglan,  Middle English  nayl   naille,  Old Frisian   
neil,  Old Swede and Old High German   nagal,  Old Norse    nagl,     

Germanic   naglaz,  Dutch   nagel,  German   Nagel,  Latin  unguis,  
French  ongle,  Spanish  uña  

 
nail 
1.   hard smooth layer at the ends of one's fingers and  toes 

2.   (animals)  claw, talon, nipper, pincher, hook, unguis 
 

nailbiting 
nervousness,  harrowing  
It was a nailbiting situation. 

 
thumbnail sketch   
basic outline of 

He gave a thumbnail sketch of what happened. 
 

to be as hard as nails  
to be tough, strong, durable, hard, rigid, solid 
He is as tough as nails. 

 
to be tough as nails 

to be tough, strong, durable, hard, rigid, solid 
He is as tough as nails. 
 

to bite one's nails  
to show's one's anxiety, nervousness, fear 
While she was waiting to take her test, she kept biting her nails. 

 
to fight tooth and nail  

to fight with all one's resources, fight hard, fight without holding back 
She fought her attacker tooth and nail. 
 

 
to go at it tooth and nail  

to fight someone hard and without holding back 
The two little boys went at it tooth and nail. 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Quick 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English    cuic  cwicu,   Middle English    quik, Old Norse    kvikr,  
Old Swede   quik,  German    queck   keck,  Latin   vivus,  French    vif,  

Spanish   carne viva 
 
quick 

sensitive flesh under one's fingernails and toenails 
the quick and the dead 

the living and the dead 
 
to bite one's nails down to the quick 

1.   to bite one's fingers down to their nubs  
2.   to be so nervous that one no longer has fingernails 
 

to cut someone to the quick  (wrench  1353, pierce  890) 
to hurt someone deeply 

What he said hurt me to the quick. 
 
to touch to the quick (move  755, penetrate 866) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Fist 
(entered into English before 900) 

 

Old English   fyst,  German    Faust,  Dutch    vuist,   Latin    pugnus,   
French    poing,  Spanish     puño 
 

fist  
1. the hand with the fingers curled in toward the palm 

2. the hand closed tightly 
3. (informal) hand, mitt, paw 
4. (informal) person's handwriting 

 
fist fight 



 

 

a fight in which the fist is used 
A fist fight can be deadly. 

 
 

 
clenched fist 
closed hand 

With a clenched fist, he explained his position. 
 
clenched fists 

closed hands 
With clenched fists, he showed everyone how invested in 

what he was saying. 
 
to fist 

1. to clench, clasp, clutch 
2. to grab, seize, grip 

 
to lose money hand over fist 
to lose large amount of money quickly 

When I ran this restaurant,  I lost money hand over fist. 
 
to make a fist of 

to make an attempt of  
He did not make a fist of it. 

 
to make a poor fist of 
to do something badly 

 
to shake one's fist at 
to fulminate against, thunder at, yell at, denounce 

He shook his fist at the world before jumping off the bridge. 
 

to spend money hand over fist 
to spend large amount of money quickly 
He is always spending money hand over fist. 

 
to strike someone with one's fist 

to hit someone with a closed hand 
 
fisticuff 

1. blow, thump, knock, whack, bang 
2. (informal)  shot 
3. punch, jab, lunge 

 
fisticuffs 



 

 

1. boxing, fight, bouting event 
2. (informal) free-for-all, set-to, brawl, fracas, scuffle 

 
fistful 

a handful 
He took a fistful of coins and ran. 
 

barefisted 
with the fist bare, with no gloves 
 

close-fisted 
mean, tight, pinch-penny, grudging, ungenerous, stingy (see skimpy 

1118) 
He'll never help you.  He is close-fisted. 
 

hard fisted  
(see strong 1179, tough 1247) 

 
iron-fisted 
1.   mean, tight, pinch-penny, grudging, ungenerous, stingy 

      He'll never help you.  He is close-fisted. 
2.   ruthless, pitiless, relentless, unforgiving 
3.   heartless, hard-hearted, harsh, severe, stern 

 
tight-fisted (skimpy 1118, mean  716)) 

 
two-fisted 
(see tough 1247) 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Stomach 
(1300-1350) 
 
Middle English   stomack,  Old French    stomaque   estomac,  Greek 
stomakhos,  Latin   stomachus   venter,  French    estomac,  Spanish  

estómago 
 
stomach 

1.   the sack like organ for storing, diluting, and digesting food 
2.   intestinal cavity, innards, inwards, vitals 

3.   (slang) guts, entrails, gizzard 
4.   part of the body which contains the belly or abdomen 
5.   (slang) tummy, gut, breadbasket 

6.   (slang) paunch, potbelly, pot, beer belly, spare tire 
7.   an appetite for food or drink 

8.   hunger, thirst, craving 
9.   relish, gusto, zest, eagerness, hankering, yearning, longing 
10. desire, fondness 

11. mind, pleasure, preference 
12. leaning, bent, inclination, partiality 
 

 
stomach-ache 

pain in the stomach or abdomen 
I have quite a bad stomach-ache. 
 

stomach upset 
an unsettled or flustered stomach 

Beans always gives me a stomach upset. 
 
butterflies in the stomach  (disquiet  311) 

 
empty stomach 
to not have eaten, be hungry 

It is hard to do anything on an empty stomach 
 

full  stomach 
after having eaten, not to be hungry 
Children can not learn without a full stomach. 

 
upset stomach 

an unsettled or flustered stomach 
I can't go with you; I have an upset stomach. 
 

 



 

 

the pit of one's stomach 
the bottom of one's stomach 

 
 

 
to stomach 
1.    to endure, bear, tolerate 

2.    to suffer, abide 
3.    (slang) to take, stand, swallow, put up with 
 I can’t stomach not only her but anyone in her family. 

 
4.   to reconcile or resign oneself to 

5.   to permit, allow for, admit, countenance 
6.   to forgive, pardon, let pass, condone 
7.   to overlook; wink or blink at 

8.   ignore, disregard, pass over 
 

to be sick to one's stomach (heave 497) 
to have a stomach-ache, have an upset stomach 
I am sick to my stomach.  I need to leave. 

 
to be a stomach churner 
to be a ride which made so nervous as to be scared 

This ride was definitely a stomach churner. 
 

to do something on an empty stomach 
to perform a task while one is hungry 
One should not go food shopping on an empty stomach. 

 
to give someone butterflies in one's stomach 
to make someone nervous 

His penetrating eyes give me butterflies in my stomach. 
 

to have a cast-iron stomach 
1.    to be able to stand or tolerate a lot without getting sick 
       I have never seen anyone like him.  He has a cast-iron 

stomach.  No sights make him sick. 
2.    to be able to eat anything 

       After living abroad, I have a cast-iron stomach.  I can eat 
anything with no problem of getting sick. 

  

 
to have a sinking feeling in the pit of one's stomach 
to have a premonition of disaster 

I have a sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach that he's going to steal 
the elections. 



 

 

 
to have a strong stomach 

to be able to stand or tolerate something which is difficult 
I have a very strong stomach that is the only reason I can tolerate his 

presence. 
 
to have butterflies in one's stomach 

1.    to be very nervous  
       I can't seem to stay still.  I have butterflies in my stomach. 
2.    to be excited about something 

       I can't wait to see him again. I have butterflies in my stomach. 
 

to have no stomach for politics 
to not like or tolerate stomach 
I have absolutely no stomach for politics. 

 
to have no stomach for the fight 

to not want to fight  
I know that he wants to go into battle but, frankly, I  
have no stomach for the fight. 

 
(to have) one's eyes bigger than one's stomach 
to not be able to eat as much as desires 

Your eyes are bigger than your stomach.  I told you that you couldn't eat 
that much. 

 
(to have) one's stomach be as tight as a knot 
to feel tense or apprehensive 

My stomach is as tight as a knot. 
 
(to have) one's stomach feel like water (British)  

to feel nervous, queasy, sick at the stomach 
My stomach feels like water. 

 
to not be able to stomach something 
to stand, tolerate, bear 

I can not stomach this type of politics anymore. 
 

to put some stomach into something (British)   
to encourage someone 
 

to turn one's stomach  (outrage  823) 
1.   to make one sick to the point of gagging and vomiting 
      That smell turns my stomach. 

2.   to not tolerate or stand 
      Get out of my sight!  You turn my stomach. 



 

 

 
An army marches on its stomach 

one can only function once one is well fed 
 

to have a stomachful 
to not be able to tolerate or bear anymore 
That's enough!  I've had a stomachful. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Leg 
(entered English before 1000) 

 
Middle English and Old Norse    leggr, Danish   læg,  Latin  tibia   crus,  

French    jambe,  Spanish    pierna 
 

leg 
1.    either of the lower lilmbs on which a human being 

or animal walk 

Some animals have two legs while others have more 
than eight. 

2.    (anatomy) tibia, fibula, shinbone, shin, shank 
3.    (slang)  gam, peg, pins, stumps 
4.    part of the garment which cover the legs 

i.e.  leg of a pair of pants 
5.    food (from animal)  i.e. leg of lamb, chicken leg 
6.    support of a piece of furniture  i.e.  chair, table, bed 

7.    timber or bar to prop or shore up a structure 
8.    support, underpinning, prop, brace 

9.    post, column, pillar 
10.  one of the sides of the triangle 
11.  part, section or stage of long journey or tour 

i.e. to be on the last leg of a journey 
       This has been our longest and hardest tour. 

Thank God we are on the last leg of it. 
12.  one of a designated number of contests that must be 

completed to determine the winner  i.e.  triathon 

13.  portion, segment, part, stretch 



 

 

14.  section, sector, piece, fraction 
 

leg-man (clerk  176) 
a person hired to work outside the office, act as representative to those 

who are in the office 
 
leg-pull 

a hoax, practical joke 
It was all a leg-pull and I was dumb enough to believe it. 
 

leg room 
space sufficent to put and stretch out one's legs 

Nowadays, airplanes have little or no leg room 
 
leg-work 

work or investigation require one to leave one's office and walk or travel 
extensively to do necessary research 

This investigation is going to require a great deal of leg work. 
 
leg-worker (clerk  176) 

 
all leg  (rangy  984) 
 

all legs (rangy  984) 
on its last leg (rickety  1038) 

 
as fast as one legs can carry one (rapidly  985) 
 

on one’s last legs (overdone 828) 
 
on its last legs (rickety  1038) 

 
on rubbery legs  (rocky) 

 
the final leg of 
the last part of a trip, race, or tour  

We're finally on the final leg of this hellish tour. 
 

up on the hind legs (rampant 983) 
 
with one's tail between one's legs 

cowardly, fearfully, with one's head bowed 
No matter what you do, never leave a situation  
with your tail between your legs. 

 
to be as crooked as a dog's hind leg 



 

 

to be dishonest, deceitful, underhanded,  
untrustworthy, unscrupulous 

I don't think that ALL politicans are as cooked 
as a dog's hind leg. 

 
to be on one's hind leg (slang) 
to stand up to make a speech 

 
to be on one's last leg  (outworn 825) 
1.   to be about to break down,  about to die, about to  

collasp, about to fail, near death 
 

2.   (informal) to have one foot in the grave, knocking on heaven’s 
 door, be on one’s deathbed, be in the jaws of death, near death,  
 sinking, slipping, fading fast  

 
3. (Latin)  in extremis  

 
(slang)  to be about to conk out 

This car is really on its last leg.  It's not worth getting fixing. 

 
to bootleg 
 

to break a leg (plug 905) 
 

to cost an arm and a leg 
to be very expensive 
This house cost me an arm and a leg. 

 
to find one's legs 
to make a comeback after a setback, get back on one's  

feet, regain one's footing 
It took years but I have finally found my legs. 

 
to get a leg up 
The reason that he was able to promoted so quickly and easily was that 

he got a leg up 
 

 
to get one's sea legs 
1.    to be able to walk normally while  

traveling on a ship 
2.    to not feel sick or no longer feeling  

while traveling on a ship 

       I don't care how long I travel, I will  
never get my sea legs. 



 

 

to give a leg up 
1.    to give assistance, assist, help, give a hand,  

lend a hand, put on one's feet 
When I needed it the most, he gave me a leg up.   

2.    to boost, stand behind 
3.    to come to the aid of, assist, take care of 
 

to have been on one's legs all day 
to have been working without rest for a prolong period   
I've been on my legs all day and I'm tired, dead tired. 

 
to have a leg up 

 
to have legs 
to be interesting, engaging, though-provoking, 

entertaining, intriguing (normally refer to a  
a television program, movie, piece of news) 

I didn't think originally it would but the movie,  
Boiler Room, had legs. 
 

to leg it 
1.  to walk quickly 
2.  (slang)  to hotfoot, hotfoot it, hightail it, skedaddle 

 
to not have a leg to stand on 

1.    to not have thd put support, not have a valid basis, not any good 
reason 

2.    (slang)  to be full of holes 

3.    to be defenseless or vulnerable  
 
to pull someone's leg  (rally 982) 

1.   to kid someone, tease someone, play with someone 
2.   to razz, rib 

      He did what?!  You must be pulling my leg.  
 I can't believe he could be ignorant. 

3.   to deride, laugh at, make fun of, mock, taunt 

4.   (slang) to scoff at, knock, give, twit, rag 
5.   to deceive, mislead, misguide 

6.   to trick, fool 
7.   (slang) to throw dust in one's eyes, take in,  

pull the wool over someone's eyes, snooker  

      No.  I was only pulling your leg.  You passed  
the class with flying colors. 

 

to put on its legs (raise  982) 
 



 

 

to rise on the hind legs  (ramp  983) 
 

to run as fast as one legs will carry one 
1.     to run very quickly 

2.     (slang)  to run like a bat out of hell, go 
like a shot, hightail it out  
When I saw the building falling, I ran as fast 

as my leg would carry me. 
 
to shake a leg (slang) 

1.    to hurry, hurry up, rush, lose no time 
2.    (slang) to run like mad, get cracking, get one's rear 

in gear, go like a bat like hell, go like a shot, go 
like grease lightning 

3.    to dance, move to the music,  

4.    (slang)  to shake your booties, hoof it, cut a rug, boogie 
 

to show a leg 
to get out of bed 
 

to show a little leg 
 
to stretch one's leg 

1.    to go for a walk or for a stroll after being seated 
for a long period of time 

2.    (slang) stretch out the kinks 
 
to take to one's legs 

to start to run 
 
to walk someone off his legs 

to walk someone off his feet,  walk someone a 
great distance 

You have walked me off my feet and we're not  
anywhere near our house. 
 

My legs won't carry me any further 
I can go another inch.  I can't make it.  I can't walk anymore. 

 
Break a leg! 
(said to an entertainer or speaker just before a life performance or talk) 

You're going to be fantastic.  Break a leg! 
 
Show a leg! 

Get up!  Wake up! 
  



 

 

bare-legged 
without anything on the legs 

to wear no stocking 
 

light-legged (rapid  985) 
 
long-legged (rangy  984) 

 
to be legless 
to be so drunk that one can not walk, keep one's feet 

 
leggy  (rangy  984) 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Lap 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old English    læppa, Middle English    lappe,  Old Norse    lappr,  Dutch  

lap,  German    Lappen,   French    genoux    giron,  Spanish   regazo 
 

lap 
the front part of the body from the to the knees (when one is sitting) 
 

lap child (regional) 
a child who has not begun to walk 
 

lap dog 
1.  a very small dog   

2.   someone completely under the control of another, a yes man 
      Why waste your time.  He's nothing but a lap dog. 
 

lap dancer 
a dancer in a bar or club who sits on customers' lap and dance 

It pays very well to be a lap dancer. 
 
lap-dancing 

type of provocative dancing 



 

 

 
lap-top 

a small computer, not a desk-top 
I like lap-tops but they are more expensive. 

 
to be in the laps of the gods  
to be in fortune's or destiny's hands, be out of one's hands and in those 

of luck 
There's nothing sure be done; it's in the laps of the gods. 
 

to be in the lap of luxury 
to be living in a very luxurious situation 

Ever since she married, she has been living in the lap of luxury. 
 
 

to drop into one's lap  
to receive something without the least bit work of work 

I don't know how but it dropped into my lap. 
 
to fall into one's lap  

to receive something without the least bit work of work 
I would love to take the credit but the information fell into my lap. 
 

to have in one’s lap (responsible 1028) 
 

to lap dance 
to dance in a provocative way while sitting on a customer's lap 
 

to live in the lap of luxury 
to live a very privilege life 
It is not fair that some people live in horrible poverty while others live in 

the lap of luxury. 
 

to put in the lap  
to receive something without the least bit work of work 
I don't know how but it dropped into my lap. 

 
to put something in someone's lap  

to give someone total responsible 
It's not fair that you put everything in my lap. 
 

 
 
   

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Knee 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old English    cneo,  Middle English    cneo(w), Old Norse     kne,   

German    Knie,  Dutch    knie,  Latin     genu,  French     genou,  
Spanish    rodillas 

 
knee 
joint between the thigh and lower lie 

 
 
knee deep 

1.    immersed up to one's knees 
       In the Midwest, it is not unusual to be knee-deep in snow. 

2.    to be very deep or busy 
       I can't talk to you right high; I'm knee deep in children. 
 

knee-high 
as high as the knee 

The snow was knee-high 
 
knee-jerk 

1.    unthinking, unreflecting, unreasoning, irrational 



 

 

2.    mechanical, automatic, instinctive, spontaneous,  
empty, blank, vacuous 

He is used to giving knee-jerk reactions. 
 

knee-slapper 
an extremely funny joke 
He is always telling knee-slappers. 

 
knees up (British) 
a lively party 

 
at one's father's knee 

to learn something at a young age from one's father 
Much of what I learned I did so at my father's knee. 
 

at one's knee 
to learn something directly when one is young 

I learned to cook at my grandmother's knee. 
 
at one's mother knees 

to learn something at a young age from one's mother 
Much of what I learned I did so at my mother's knee. 
 

 
 

falling on one’s knees (cringing  244) 
 
on bended knee (cringing  244) 

in a kneeling positon to invoke, implore 
in a kneeling position to worship 
 

on one's knees  (cringing 244) 
in a kneeling positon to invoke, implore 

in a kneeling position to worship 
 
knee high to a grass-hopper 

very small or very young 
He is as cute as a button; only knee high to a grass-hopper. 

 
weak at the knees 
overcome by strong emotions to the point of almost falling down 

 
 
 

to bend the knee 
to kneel in submission, submit, yield, capitulate, or succumb 



 

 

 
to bend the knee to (submit 1184) 

 
 

to bow the knee 
to kneel in submission, submit, yield, capitulate, or succumb 
 

to bend one's knee 
to kneel in submission, submit, yield, capitulate, or succumb 
 

to bow the knee 
to kneel in submission, submit, yield, capitulate, or succumb 

 
to bring someone to one's knees (bend 110, subjugate  1184) 
to force someone into submission, to yield, to capitulate, 

to give way, or to comply 
The invading army brought the society to its knees. 

 
to cut someone off at the knees 
1.  to squelch, squas, cursh down someone 

He thinks that he is God.  Last night, however,  
I cut him off at the knees to let him  know that 
I was powerless. 

2.   to humiliate, humble, bring down 
 

to dance one on the knee (dandle  257) 
1. to toss up and down 
 

to drive to one’s knees  (to shatter 1101) 
 
to drop to one's knees 

1.    to kneel to appeal, beg, beseech, peition, abjure 
       He dropped to his knees and begged for mercy.  

2.    to put oneself in a kneeling positon to worship 
       They dropped to their knees and prayed.  
  

 
  

  
to fall to one's knee 
1.    to kneel to appeal, beg, beseech, peition, abjure 

       He fell to his knees to beg for his child's life. 
2.    to put oneself in a kneeling positon to worship 
       They fell to their knees once they entered the church. 

 
to go down on one's knees 



 

 

to plead, beg, implore, beseech 
She went down on her knees and begged for forgiveness. 

 
to go weak at the knees 

to fall in love 
He went weak at the knees when he first saw her. 
 

to put someone over one's knee 
to spank someone 
If you do not behave, I am going to put you over my knee. 

 
to ride one on the knees of (dandle  257) 

1. to toss up and down 
 
to sink to one's knees 

1.    to kneel to appeal, beg, beseech, peition, abjure 
       She sunk to her knees when she heard the news. 

2.    to put oneself in a kneeling positon to worship 
       The child sunk to his knees and prayed. 
 

to take someone over one's knee 
to spank someone 
She took her daughter over her knee and spanked her. 

 
weak-kneed 

weak-kneed, spineless, lily-livered, yellow, yellow-bellied 
 
kneeling 

1. bowing, servile, slithering, groveling, hunching, cringing 
 
2. (more stylistic)  currying favors, prostrating, obesisant, compliant 

 
3. (informal)  bowing and scraping, at someone’s beck and call, on 

 one’s knees, stooping, mealy-mouthed, cowering, throwing 
 oneself at, brown nosing 
 

4. (slang)  apple polishing, Tomish, easy to roll, slavering, Uncle 
 Tomish  

 
5. (vulgar)  lying prone 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Foot 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old and Middle English   fot, German   Fuss, Dutch   voet,  Greek  poús  

pod, Latin  pes   ped,  French   pied,  Spanish    pie     
 

foot 
1.    terminal part of the leg, below the ankle joint, on which  

the human being stand and walk.   

2.    (animal)  trotter, hoof, paw, pad 
3.    part of sock which fit over the foot 
       You have a hole in the foot of the sock. 

4.    speed of walking, gait 
5.    infantry i.e.  foot soldier 

6.    base, foundation, principle, basis, groundwork 
       He waited for her at the base of the stairs. 
7.    support, pedestal, stand, rest, prop, stay, brace 

8.    an unit of linear measure equal to 12 inches 
       He is six foot tall. 

9.    The last in a series 
10.   that which is written, as the total of an accout 
 

football 
1.    a game played in the U.S. with padded players i.e. quarterback, 

full back, half back 

2.    also known as soccer 
3.    ball used in football and soccer 

4.    any person who is treated badly or roughly 
       In high school, the other boys treat me as a football. 
 

footdragging 
reluctance, unwillingness, disinclination, or failure 

to act quickly and promptly 
Stop all this footdragging.  I want your room done before noon. 

 

footfall 



 

 

1.    footstep, tread, stride, gait 
2.    sound tramp, plod, plunk 

 
foothold 

1.    place to stand on, standing, purchase 
2.    base, foundation, support 
3.    grip, hold, toehold 

4.    vantage, position, bridgehead, beachhead 
 
foot-in-mouth 

inappropriate, insensitive, imprudent statement 
 

footlicker (slang to vulgar) 
1. fawner, flatterer 
 

2. (informal)  leecher, backslapper, backscratcher,  
 time-server, yes-man, lackey, kowtower 

 
3. (slang to vulgar)  apple-polisher, bootlicker, Uncle Tom, 
 Tom, oreo, cringer 

 
 
footlicking (cringing 244) 

1. fawning, servile, subservient, deferential, mealy 
 -mouthed,  groveling, crawling 

 
2. (informal)  crouching, bowing, bowing and  
 scraping, stooping  

 
3. (slang to vulgar)  toadying, apple-polishing, brown 
 -nosing, Tomish, Uncle Tomish 

 
foot long 

a foot in length 
 
footloose  (one’s own  833) 

able to travel freely and with pleasant 
 

footloose and fancy free 
lack of responsibility or commiment 
Now that my children are grown, I am now footloose and fancy-free. 

 
footman 
1.   servant who duties include admitting  visitors and waiting at table 

2.   a soldier in the infantry 
 



 

 

footnote 
1.    additional information printed at the bottom of the page 

2.    minor or tangential comment or event to the main event 
Even thought he was president for only three years, John F. 

Kennedy was not only a footnote to American history. 
       
footpath 

1.    path, pathway, walkway, tail, track bypath, byway 
2.    bypass, shortcut 
 

foot patrol 
police whose job it is to watch the community by walking around rather 

than use a patrol car or motorcycle 
One of the reasons that he became a police was to work on foot patrol.  
He likes the close contact with the community. 

 
footprint 

1.    an impression left by a foot or shoe on the ground 
2.    an impression left by a foot for purpose of identification 
3.    the track of a tire on a pavement 

4.    area of the earth's surface which within a communication signal 
can be received 

5.    area taken up on a surface by a piece of computer hardware 

 
footwear 

shoes, slippers, and boots 
 
footwork 

1.    the way one moves one's foot i.e.  in sports and in dancing 
2.    clever, resourceful, and ingenious response to sudden  

danger or new opportunities 

You're going to have to do a lot of footwork to get out of this 
problem 

 
footworn 
to be worn down by the feet 

 
bare-foot (red dict. 167) 

 
bare-foot doctor  (red dict. 167) 
 

breeding new foot soldiers of hate (see Connection 11/12) 
 
flat-foot 

1. flattened arch  
 



 

 

2. slang for a policeman 
 

hot foot  (rapidly 985) 
 

underfoot 
1.    underfeet, beneath one's feet, on the ground 
2.    underneath, below, on the underside, trampled 

3.    in the way, obstruction, impediment 
       Because the children were underfoot all day, I could  

not get anything done. 

 
 

at someone's feet 
to be a disciple or follower of 
I learned all that I know about yoga at the master's feet. 

 
feet first 

backwards, in reverse order 
 
from head to feet 

completely, totally, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, dots all the i's and 
cross all the t's 
from head to foot  

1. fully, completely, all-including, widespread, totally, entirely, 
 wholly, altogether, all-embracing, through out, all over  

 He completely renovated the house, from head to foot. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  inclusory, expansively, comprehensively, 

 exhaustively, inclusively, thoroughly, extensively 
 
3. (informal)  from beginning to end, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, 

 from top to bottom, hook, line and sinker, alpha and omega, from 
 A to Zed, heart and soul, wall-to-wall, from head to foot, from 

 stern to stern 
 
off its feet (over  826) 

 
off one's feet (relax 1009) 

to rest or relax by sitting or lying down 
You are obviously tired; you need to get off your feet.  
 

on foot 
1.   by foot 
      I don't want to take my car; I’ll come on foot 

2.   walking, running, skipping jogging 
3.   in play, in progress or operation, going on 



 

 

      Everything is on foot, there is nothing else you can do but wait. 
 

on one's feet 
1.   standing or walking for a long period of time 

      I have been on my feet for hours 
2.   have enough money and material resources to be independent 
      I have been working for month and, finally, I'm on my feet. 

3.   feel good again, in recuperation 
      She's no longer in bed all day; she's on her feet. 
4.   standing up 

      Young man, when you talk to me you are to do so on your feet. 
 

standing on one’s own feet (one’s own  833) 
 
with one’s feet up  (relaxed  1009) 

 
the patter of tiny feet 

to have children around 
I can't wait to hear the patter of tiny feet again. 
 

 
to foot 
1.    to walk, go on foot, traverse on foot 

2.    (slang)  to hoof, take the shoe-leathertramp 
3.    to stroll, promenade. amble, take a walk, go for a walk 

4.    to perform a dance 
5.    to pay or settle a bill 
 

to be a flat-foot (see operative 810) 
 
to be a tender-foot 

1.    novice, beginner, freshman 
2.    learner, pupil, disciple 

3.    fledging, cub, recruit, raw recruit, novitiate 
4.    newcomer 
5.    (slang) greenhorn, new kid, new kid on the block 

 
to be back on one's feet 

to recuperate, recover, convalesce, pick up 
It's been a long time but I'm finally back on my feet. 
 

to be barefoot 
shoeless, barefooted  
to be forced onto the back foot 

to have to withdraw a statement 
 



 

 

to be dead on one’s feet 
to be exhausted, tired 

(see worn 1351, washed out 1335) 
 

to be heavy on one's feet  
to be lumbering, clumsy, clodhopping, lumpish 
 

to be on a friendly footing  
to have a friendly relationship with someone 
 

to be light on one's feet  
to be nimble, agile, light and quick 

She will make a good dancer; she is so light on her feet. 
 
to be on one's feet all day 

to be working without rest for a prolong period   
I've been on my feet all day and I'm tired, dead tired. 

 
to be rushed off one's feet  
to have not time to anything but in a hurry 

In the morning with my husband on one and my children on the other, I 
am  always rushed off my feet. 
 

to be six feet under 
1.    to dead and buried 

       Now no one can harm him; he's six feet under. 
2.    to kill 
       If you ever betray me, I'll put you six feet under. 

 
to be unable to stand on one’s own feet (subject  1183) 
 

 
to be underfoot 

in the way 
 
to breed new foot soldiers of hate 

 
to cast oneself at one's feet  

to beg, implore, plead for mercy 
She cast herself at the dictator's feet to beg for the life of her husband 
 

to crush under the feet 
1. to overwhem, crush, defeat, break, trample, conquer 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to overcome, suppress, ride roughshod over, 
 subjugate, subdue, scotch, trounce, vanquish, thrash, quell 



 

 

 
3. to upend, clobber, run into the ground, squelch, whup, wipe the 

 floor with, smash, beat to a frazzle, get the better of 
 

 
 
 

to cut the ground from under one's feet  
to put one's opponent at a disadvantage by surprising  
him, pull the rug from under one's feet, take the wind  

out of someone's sail 
 

to fall over one’s own feet 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and fell flat on his face. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 

 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall on one’s face, fall 

 headlong, go down, lose one’s footing 
 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 

 one’s behind 
 

5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 
 
 

 
to find one's feet 
to get used to or accustomed to a new situation which has been 

especially difficult 
It took quite a long time but I have finally found my feet here. 

 
to follow in someone's footsteps 
to do the same as someone before 

I hope to follow in my father's footsteps. 
 

to foot the bill 
1.    to pick up the check, treat 
       He surprised me by foot the bill.. 

2.    to pay the bill (usually refers to something especially expensive) 
       Don't come to me because I'm not going to foot the bill on this. 
3.    (slang) to cough up, shell out, fork over 

 
to foot up (compute 205) 



 

 

 
to footnote 

to add a footnote, annote 
 

to get cold feet 
to get scared about doing something,  lose one's nerve, lose one's heart or 
courage 

Everyone gets cold feet before making a big change.  The trick is not to 
let it stop you. 
 

to get off on the wrong foot 
to have a bad beginning with someone 

Since we got off on the wrong foot, may be I should reintroduce myself 
and start all over again. 
 

to get off on the right foot 
to have a good beginning with someone 

I feel that everything will work out since we got off on the right foot. 
 
to get one's feet wet (start 1160, lead off 648) 

to get a taste of something before partaking fully, take it slow and 
gradually 
Wait.  Let me get my feet wet first and than, if I like it, yes. 

 
to get one's foot in the door 

to succeed in making a first step, start a relationship well 
Now that I got my foot in the door, what do I do? 
 

to get to one's feet 
1.    to rise up from one's seat to show one's reaction 

to something 

       Even before he stopped singing, the fans got to  
their feet, applauding and screaming. 

2.    to rise once one has fallen 
       As soon as the child fell, he was struggling to get  

to his feet. 

 
to have a foot in both camps 

to have divided loyalties, not decide for one or the other side 
You can't have a foot in both camps.  Decide! 
 

to have both feet on the ground 
to not be a dreamer, be a practical and sensible person 
I guess at my age I should have both feet on the ground but, I don't. 

 
to have cold feet 



 

 

to be scared about doing something,  not feel strong 
or brave enough to do something 

At the very last minute he had cold feet and, as a  
result, called off the wedding. 

 
to have feet of clay 
to find out that someone one admires is not error-free,  

weak, not perfect 
When I found out what he did I realized that he had feet of clay. 
 

to have one's foot in the door 
to succeed in making a first step, start a relationship well 

Now that I have my foot in the door, what do I do? 
 
to have one foot in the grave 

1. to be old 
 She's so old that she looks like she has one foot in the grave. 

 
2. (informal for old) 
 

3. (slang) 
 
4. to be about to break down, about to die, about to collaspe, 

 about to fail, near death 
 

5.   (informal) to be on one’s last leg, knocking on heaven’s door, 
 be on one’s deathbed, be in the jaws of death, near death,  
 sinking, slipping, fading fast  

 
6. (Latin)  in extremis  
 

 
to have one's feet planted firmly on the ground  

to be very practical and realistic 
 
to have one's feet under the table  

to be welcomed, make oneself at home 
 

to have something at one's feet 
to.have something in one's command or under one's control 
I would love to feel that I had the world at my feet. 

 
to have the shoe on the other foot  
to be in the position of one's opponent, be in a  

disadvantageous situation  
Now that the shoe is on the other foot, you  



 

 

understand my position. 
 

to have two left feet 
1.     to be awkward, clumsy, lubbery, left-handed,  

ungraceful, ungainly, maladroit  
2.     (slang) to be all thumbs, like a bull in a china shop, klutzy 
        When boys are teenager and growing they often act as if  

they have two left feet. 
 
to hot foot it 

(see to escape  and to retreat) 
1. to escape, leave, depart, bolt or exit a situation without being 

 injured or harmed  
 I don’t know how but I escaped with a whole skin. 
 

2. (more stylized) to flee, beat a hasty retreat, make a hasty retreat, 
 depart, retreat, recoil, withdraw surreptitiously, exfiltrate, abscond, 

 decamp 
 
3. (informal) to show an extra light pair of heels, make one’s 

 escape, take to one’s heels, take a French leave,  get out, get 
 away safely, take flight, get free of, effect one’s escape, bid adieu, 
 show a clean pair of heels or make a quit exit without being 

 injured or harmed, escape with a whole skin 
 

4. (slang)  to do a moonlight flit, turn tail, high tail, beat a retreat, fly 
 the coop, clear out, light out, vamoose, hot foot it, skidoo, make 
 tracks, leave without saying goodbye, go like a shot, hotfoot it, high 

 tail, high tail it, get cracking, get one’s rear in gear, shake a  leg, 
 be hellbent for leather 
 

  
 

 
to jump to one's feet 
1.    to hurriedly get  or rise up from one's seat to show  

one's reaction to something 
Even before he stopped singing, the fans jumped to their feet, 

demanding an encore 
2.    to rise once one has fallen 
       After he knocked him down, he immediately jumped  

to his feet fighting. 
 

to keep one's feet 

to be so drunk that one can not walk, be legless 
 



 

 

to keep one's feet on the ground 
to remain sensible and practical, not begin to be a dreamer  

who reaches for the what seems the impossible 
My advice is to forget all that mess and keep your feet on  

the ground.  All that dreaming always ends up hurting  
more than helping. 
 

to kiss someone’s feet 
1. to flatter, fawn, backscratch, postrate oneself, stoop     
 Stand up and be a man.  Stop kissing the foreman’s feet.  

 
2. (informal) to apple-polish, butter up, play up to,  fawn upon 

 
3. (slang)  to bootlick, bow and scrape, fall all over, suck up to, 
 lick someone’s feet, be a yes-man, kow-tow 

 
 

to knock someone off one's feet  (overwhelm  832) 
1. to completely stun or astound someone, overwhelm, overpower 
 What he did knock me off my feet. 

 
2. (informal)  to bowl over, knock for a loop, take aback, bewilder, 
 nonplus 

 
3. (slang) blow one’s mind 

(see overpower  829) 
 
to land on one's feet 

to suffer a set-back or tragedy but to have survived it 
I'm like a cat with nine live; I always land on my feet. 
 

to lay at the feet of 
(to impute (lay at the door of) 548) 

 
to leave standing flat footed 
1. to surpass, be in earlier than, exceed, be in front of, be before, 

 trump, outdistant, in advance of, excel,  
 He is going to win the race; he is ahead of everyone. 

 
2. (informal)  to outstrip, outdo, beating or winning out, go one,  
 move  ahead of, better, throw in the shadow, be ahead of,  

 leave in the  dust, run circles around, show up, overcome,   
 shoot ahead 
 

to lick someone’s feet 
1. to flatter, fawn, backscratch, postrate oneself, stoop 



 

 

 He is always licking his boss’s feet.   
 

2. (informal) to apple-polish, butter up, play up to, fawn upon 
 

3. (slang)  to bootlick, bow and scrape, fall all over, suck up to, 
 kiss someone’s feet, be a yes-man, kow-tow 
 

to lose one’s footing 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 

 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 

 headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head over heels, fall 
 head over heels 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 
 one’s behind 

 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 
 

 
to never put a foot wrong  

to be perfect, never make a mistake, be impeccable 
People are jealous of her because she appears to never put a foot wrong. 
 

to not be able to stand on one’s own two feet  (subject  1183) 
 
to pull the rug from under someone's feet 

to take something vital from someone 
His asking for a divorce really pulled the rug from under her feet. 

 
to pussyfoot 
1.   to walk on egg shells, tread lightly, tread warily, step lightly 

2.   to creep, slink, pad 
3.   to worm one's way, inch along 

4.   (slang) to hem and haw, blow hot and cold, straddle the fence 
5.   to evade, dodge, sidestep 
6.   to beat around the bush, beg the question, evade the issue 

 
to pussyfoot about 
1.   to act in a cautious, wary, prudent, shrewd way 

2.   (slang) to conduct oneself in a cagey way 
3.   to go slow, to be vigilant or watchful 



 

 

 
to pussyfoot around 

1.   to act in a cautious, wary, prudent, shrewd way 
2.   (slang) to conduct oneself in a cagey way 

3.   to go slow, to be vigilant or watchful 
 
to put on its feet (raise  982) 

 
to put on one’s feet 
(to assist 73) 

 
 

to put one's best foot forward 
1.    to, from the very beginning,  attempt to make a 

 good impression by being kind and   

helpful 
2.    to proceed as quickly as possible 

 
to put one foot before the other 
 

to put one's foot down 
1.    to take a firm decision, stand fast, hold one's ground    
2.    (slang)  to stick to one's gun 

       Despite all her crying and pleading, I put my foot down 
 and told her no. 

3.    insist 
4.    (slang)  to lay down the law, not take 'no' for an 

 answer, have the last word 

 
to put one's foot in it  (stumble 1181) 
to make an embarrassing blunder, say something inappropriate 

I am always putting my foot in it 
 

to put one's foot in one's mouth (stumble  1181) 
1.    to blunder, make a faux pas 
2.    (slang)  to make or pull a boner 

3.    to make a fool of oneself 
       In front of everyone, she put her foot in her mouth 

 
to put one's feet up 
to relax or rest by getting off of one's feet 

One day I would love to just put my feet up and do nothing 
 
to remain resting until one has recuperated 

The doctor said that I have to stay off my feet for at least a week. 
 



 

 

to rise to one's feet 
(to stand  1158) 

1.    to get or jump up from one's seat to show one's  
reaction to something 

       The crowd rose to their feet and booed him.       
2.    to get up once one has fallen 
       He rose from the ground and walked away. 

 
to set foot inside one's door 
to go inside or enter one's house 

I'll will never set foot inside his door again. 
 

to set foot on dry lang 
to be back on land after being at sea 
It feels so good to set foot on dry land again. 

 
to set foot in 

to enter, go into 
I promise you that this will never happen again.  I will never set foot in 
her house again. 

 
to set on foot  
to get things moving 

They set everything on foot. 
to set on its feet (to lift 663) 

 
to set someone on one's feet  
to help a person to get a fresh start 

He set me on my feet and I can never thank him enough. 
 
to shake a leg  

1. to hurry up 
 

2. to dance 
 
to shake the dust from one’s feet 

1. to leave in anger, in haste from an unpleasant situation, 
 

2. to disdain 
 
to shoot oneself in the foot  

to sabotage oneself 
It's his own fault since he insisted on shooting himself in the foot. 
 

to stay off one's feet 
to remain resting,  continue not working   



 

 

The doctor said that I must stay off my feet. 
 

to stand on one's own two feet  ( 
to be independent, able to survive by one's own resources 

At last, I'm able to stand on my own two feet. 
 
to sweep someone off one's feet 

to romance someone to the point of falling in love 
We've been married for over thirty years and he's still sweeping me off my 
feet. 

 
to take the load off one's feet (slang) 

to get off one's feet,  sit down, sit down and relax 
Welcome.  Sit down and take the load off your feet. 
 

to take the weight one's feet (slang) 
to get off one's feet,  sit down, sit down and relax 

Welcome.  Sit down and take the weight off your feet 
 
tenderfoot  

1. newest person in a place, new arrival, alien, stranger, foreigner 
 Have you seen the new face?  She seems pleasant enough. 
 

2. (informal) new kid on the block, newcomer, new  boy or new kid in 
 town, outsider, fresh face, fresh new face, breath of fresh air, newly 

 rich, new face 
 
3. (negative)  arriviste, crasher, nobody, greenhorn, nouveau riche, 

 parvenu, upstart, tenderfoot, Johnny come lately, social climber, 
 pretender, arrivé, out-of-towner, gate-crasher, trespasser 
 

4. (negative) pig in clover 
 

 
to think on one's feet 
to ad lib, improvise, wing it, play it by ear, on the spur on the moment 

I have always admired how, without any warning or notes, he able to 
think on his feet. 

 
to throw oneself at one's feet  
to beg, implore, plead for mercy 

She threw herself at the dictator's feet to beg for the life of her husband. 
 
to trample underfoot  

to crush, tread on stamp on 
The truck trampled the box underfoot. 



 

 

 
to tug at the heartstrings (overpower  829) 

 
to vote with one's feet  

to show dissatisfaction by leaving 
They voted with their feet by leaving the neighborhood. 
 

to walk someone off his feet 
to walk someone a great distance 
You have walked me off my feet and we're not anywhere near our house. 

 
to wait on hand and feet 

(to assist  73, overindulge 829) 
 
to wipe one’s feet on 

1. to show one's disgust, contempt, disregard or condescension, 
 consider beneath oneself, slight, treat with contempt 

 He is always wiping his feet on anyone who treats he well.  
 
2. (more stylistic)  to treat someone in a manner which is deigning, 

 patronizing, scornful or disparaging, deride, vilipend 
 
3. (informal)  to thumb one’s nose at, sniff at, scoff at, snub, look 

 down at, turn one’s nose up at, flout, curl one’s lip at, give a 
 cold shoulder to, look down one’s nose at 

 
4. (slang)  to have no use for, pooh-pooh, have nothing to do with  
  

 
 
to wrong foot someone  

1.   to put someone at a disadvantage in a contest 
2.   to surprise someone  

 
My foot!  
a statement expressing disbelief 

Too weak to help!  Too weak, my foot! 
 

flat-footed  (transparent  1252) 
1. to have flat feet 
 

2. to take an uncompromising, steadfast, unfaltering stand 
 
3.  (informal) to take a stand which is unfliching, unflagging, dogged 

 
4. determined, unmistakable , unqualified, unconditonal, 



 

 

 unequivocal, definitive  (see plain-spoken 898) 
 Before he stopped, he made a flat-footed denial.  

 
5. set upon, fixed, flat-out, downright, out-and-out,  

 pure-and-simple 
 
6. clumsy, ungainly, lumbering, plodding 

 
7. heavy-footed, clunking, bumping, thudding 
 

to be flat-foot (to be outspoken) 
to shoot from the shoulder 

1.    to be frank, outspoken, candid, direct    
 You can trust what he says because he will give it to you from 
 the shoulder. 

 
2.     (more stylistic)   to be tactless, unihibited, straightforward, 

 impetuous, brash, unreserved, unconstrained, forthright or 
 unequivocal, be without constraints or restrength, not be reticent, 
 be unambiguous or unequivocating 

 
3. (informal) to be flat-footed, unshrinking, plain-spoken, free-

tongued, downright, out and out, outright, plain-spoken, free-

spoken, explicit, blunt, straight from the shoulder or point blank, 
shoot from the shoulder, shoot straight from the shoulder 

 
to be heavy footed  
to be clumsy, limbering, clodhopping 

 
to be light footed  
to be nimble, flexible, agile, light, quick 

 
to be light footed  (rapid 985) 

to be nimble, agile, light and quick 
She will make a good dancer; she is so light on her feet. 
 

to be nimble-footed 
to be rasht, rapid, light of heel, quick moving 

 
to be sure-footed  
to be light, light on one's feet, light-footed, graceful 

 
 
to catch one flat-footed 

1. to take by surprise 
 



 

 

2. (informal)  to catch unawares, off-guard or napping 
 

to leave standing flat-footed (outstrip  825, overhaul 828) 
 

footing 
1.    foothold, established, secure position 
       I almost lost my footing on the mountain last night. 

2.    basis, base foundation ground, substructure, principle, 
fundamental 

       The city's financial footing is not very good. 

3.    stability, settlement, even keel, status quo    
4.    position, condition, situation, station, estate, place 

5.    status, level, class, caste 
6.    step, degree, rank, grade 
 

to be on a good footing  
to have a good relationship with someone 

 
to be on firm footing  
to be in a good and stable position 

The city is still not on a firm footing. 
 
to lose one’s footing 

1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip, falther 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall on one’s face, fall 
 headlong, go down, lose one’s footing 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 

 one’s behind 
 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 

 
6. to lose one’s way, be lost  

 
footle 
nonesense, foolishness. silliness 

 
afoot 
1.    walking, on foot 

       I am coming afoot. 
2.    astir, about, up, up and about, out of bed 



 

 

       He's already afoot. 
3.    in progress, on the move, in existence 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Toe 
(entered into English before 900) 

 
Old and Middle English   ta, Old Norse  ta , German   Zeh    Zehe, Dutch    
teen,  Latin    digitus,  French    doigit,  Spanish    dedo de pie     

 
toe  

1.    one of the terminal digits of the human foot     
2.    tip of the head of the golf club 
3.    base of a cliff slope 

 



 

 

toe curling 
embarrassing 

It was a toe curling experience; one which I will never forget. 
 

toe hold  
1.    foot hold, grip, hold 
       Once you get a toe hold in business, anything is possible 

2.    slight or initial support, advantage, progress, leg up 
 
toe tapping 

music which makes one tap one's toes. 
I love hip-hop music; it is toe-tapping. 

 
toe-to-toe  
being in direct confrontation 

Last night, we went toe-to-toe. 
 

from head to toe  
1.    thoroughly, extensively, from the ground up, entirely, utterly 
2.    A to Z, all the way 

       He did it from head to toe. 
from head to toe 
1. fully, completely, all-including, widespread, totally, entirely, 

 wholly, altogether, all-embracing, through out, all over  
 He completely renovated the house, from head to toe. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  inclusory, expansively, comprehensively, 
 exhaustively, inclusively, thoroughly, extensively 

 
3. (informal)  from beginning to end, from A to Z, from soups to nuts, 
 from top to bottom, hook, line and sinker, alpha and omega, from 

 A to Zed, heart and soul, wall-to-wall, from head to foot, from 
 stern to stern 

 
 
 

 
from tip to toe  

1.    thoroughly, extensively, from the ground up, entirely, utterly 
2.    A to Z, all the way 
       He was dressed to the nine, from tip to toe.. 

 
on one's toe  
1.    ready to act 

2.    In this kind of business, you must always be on your toes. 
 



 

 

on tiptoes  
on the tips of one's toes 

       
with bells on one's toe  

1.    eagerly, willingly 
       I'll be there with bells on my toes. 
 

to toe  
1.    to touch or reach with the toe 
2.    to kick with the toe 

 
 

 
to fight toe-to-toe with someone 
to argue or fight with someone, go head-to-head 

So that she would understand what she was doing, he fought toe-to-toe 
with her. 

 
to go toe-to-toe with someone 
to argue or fight with someone, go head-to-head 

So that she would understand what she was doing, he went toe-to-toe 
with her. 
 

to keep one on one's toes  
1.    to maintain someone wide awake    

2.    to be on the ball or on the stick 
       Having three kids sure keeps me on my toes. 
 

to make someone's toes curl 
1.    to make someone fall in love with one 
       He makes my toes curl 

2.    to bring out extreme reaction of someone 
       I can not stand him; he makes my toes curl in disgust. 

 
to stand on one's toes  
to make oneself taller by standing on one's toes 

She stood on her toes to see what was over the counter. 
 

to stand toe-to-toe with someone 
to argue or fight with someone, go head-to-head 
So that she would understand what she was doing, he stood toe-to-toe 

with her. 
 
to step on someone's toes (outrage  823) 

to affront, insult, slight, pique, annoy, provoke, rankle, rile 
He stepped on a lot of people's toes. 



 

 

 
to stub one’s toe on (see locate 675) 

1. tto unearth, detect, discover, find, uncover or locate   
Frankly, I did not find this on purpose, I was looking for something 

 else.  I stubbed my toe on it. 
 

2. (informal)  to come across or upon, learn of or find out about, 

 chance, hit, stumble or light upon, turn up  
 
to tiptoe (lurk  689) 

 
 

to toe in  
to walk with the toe pointed in 
 

to toe out  
to walk with the toe pointed out 

 
to toe the line (to submit 1184) 
1. to do as authority demands, conform oneself to  

 the rules, obey, subscribe, comply  
 To work here, you must toe the line. 
 

2. (informal)  to bow to, jump through the hoops, do in Rome 
 what the Romans do, go with the stream, come round 

 
 
to toe the mark  

1. to obey, conform oneself to, to comply with, or adhere to 
 the rules  
 You either toe the mark or you’re out of here. 

 
2. (informal) to swim with the stream, to walk the mark or line,  

 be in line with, travel in the rut 
 
to toe the party line  

1. to acquiesce to, submit to, adhere to, agree to or accept 
  to the rules,   

 To work here, you must toe the party line 
 
2. (informal)  to run with the pack, keep in step, follow the 

 crowd,  bow to, get into line, fall in with, join the chorus 
 
to touch one's toes  

to bend down to touch one's toes 
It is difficult to touch your toes without bending your knees. 



 

 

 
to tread on someone's toes  

to offend, insult, pique, miff, rile, ruffle, chafe, disturb 
He is always treaing on everyone's toes 

 
to walk on tiptoes  
to walk so as not to make noise  

When she went into the baby's room , she walked on tip toes. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Heel 
(entered into English before 850) 

 
Old and Middle English  hela, Old Norse hæll, Dutch hiel,  Latin  calx,  
French  talon,  Spanish  talon    

 
heel  

1.    back part of the human foot 
2.    (animal) hoof,  hock, spur 
3.    part of the sock which covers the heel of the foot 

4.    a solid raised base or support of wood, rubber attached  



 

 

to the sole of the shoe 
5.    lift, heelpiece, spike, wedge i.e. woman's high heel 

6.    conclusion, tail end, rind, crust 
7.    raised part of one's hand 

 
heels  
women's shoes 

I want to buy a pair of heels. 
 
at one's heels  

close behind 
The dog followed closely at his master's heel. 

 
head over heels 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 

 When he entered in the room, he tripped and fell head over heels. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down,  lose 

 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 
 headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head over heels, fall 
 head over heels 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, be topsy-turvy or upside down, do a 

 tail over teakettle, fall on one’s behind 
 
5. (vulgar)  falling on one’s ass 

 
 
to be at someone's heels  

to be close behind someone, follow someone closely 
He remained at his heels. 

 
to be down at the heels  
to be shabby, shopworn, threadbare, grungy, down-and-out, the worse 

for wear 
I'll be okay but right now I'm down at the heels. 

 
to be head over heels 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 

 When he entered in the room, he tripped and was head over heels 
 on the floor. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 



 

 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down,  lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on one’s face, fall 

 headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head over heels, fall 
 head over heels 

 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, be topsy-turvy or upside down, do a 
 tail over teakettle, fall on one’s behind 

 
5. (vulgar)  falling on one’s ass 
 

 
to not have a roof over one’s head 

1. to not have shelter, apartment, house, accomodations, living 
 quarters, housing, be poor, have no money, be out of cash 
 Since yesterday I have not had a roof over my head. 

  
2. (more stylistic)  to be destitute, indigent, poverty-stricken, 

 strapped, penurious, insolvent or impecunious, be as poor as Job’s 
 turkey, be unable to keep the wolf from the door 
 

3. (informal) to not have a pad, crash pad, crib, digs, be broke, be 
 dead broke, pinched, hard up, penniless, short, wiped out, be 
 without a nickle to one’s name, down at the heels, be without a 

 penny to one’s name, be down and out 
 

4. (slang)  to be as poor as a church mouse,  
 
5. (vulgar)  to not have a pot to piss in 

 
to be hard on someone's heels  
to be closely behind someone 

I'm hard on your heel; I'll be there in a matters of minutes. 
 

to be head over heels 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 

 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, lose one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on 

 one’s face, fall headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head 
 over heels, fall head over heels 
 

4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 
 one’s behind 



 

 

 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 

 
to be hot on someone's heels  

to be close pursuit 
The police are hot on the man's heels. 
 

to be in love 
The reason that she's acting so crazy is that she is  
head over heels in love. 

 
to be light of heel (rapid 985) 

 
to be on someone's heels  
to be close behind someone, follow someone closely 

He remained at his heels. 
 

to be out-at-the-heels  
to be grungy, shabby, dirty, grubby, down-and-out, worse for the wear 
I saw her last night and she is really out-at-the-heels. 

 
to be under the heel of  
to be under the control of, be dominated by 

They are no longer under the heel of the dictator. 
 

to be well-heeled  (strong  1179) 
 
to bring someone to heel (subjugate  1184) 

to force someone one behave or act in the way one wants 
She brought the dog to heel. 
 

to dig in one's heels  
to refuse to rethink one's idea, be stubborn, be pig headed, be mulish 

You are wasting your time, when he digs in his heel no one can change 
his mind. 
 

to cool one's heels  
to purposely be kept waiting 

The director kept the actor cooling his heels. 
 
to crush under the heel 

1. to overwhem, crush, defeat, break, trample, conquer 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to overcome, suppress, ride roughshod over, 

 subjugate, subdue, scotch, trounce, vanquish, thrash, quell 
 



 

 

3. to upend, clobber, run into the ground, squelch, whup, wipe the 
 floor with, smash, beat to a frazzle, get the better of 

 
 

to fall head over heels 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, lose one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on 

 one’s face, fall headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head 
 over heels, fall head over heels 
 

4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 
 one’s behind 

 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 
 

to go head over heels 
1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 

 
3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, lose one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall flat on 

 one’s face, fall headlong, fall on one's face, go down, go head 
 over heels, fall head over heels 
 

4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 
 one’s behind 

 
5. (vulgar)  to fall on one’s ass 
 

 
 

to be head over heels in debt 
to be greatly in debt, be drowning in debt 
I never want to be head over heels in debt. 

 
to kick up one's heels (celebrate  154) 
(slang)  to celebrate, paint the town red, go out on 

the town, do the town, make merry, raise the roof,  
whoop it up, party 



 

 

 
show a clean pair of heels (slang) 

1.   to escape, run off, take flight 
2.   (slang) fly the coop, split, skedaddle 

 
to set back on one's heels (shake  1098) 
1. to astonish, astound, stun 

 What he said set me back on my heels. 
 
2. (informal) 

 (see surprise 1199) 
 

to take to one's heels  
1.    to flee, escape, run away 
2.    (slang)  skedaddle, hightail , fly the coop 

       He took to his heels and ran like crazy. 
 

to turn on one's heels and leave  
to turn around quickly and exit 
As soon as she heard his voice, she turned on her heels and left. 

 
 
Heel!  

said to a dog so that he behaves 
 

heeled  
1.    wealthy, rich, affluent, flush, well-to-do,  
2.    (slang) made of money, rolling in money, rolling dough, loaded, in 

the dough 
3.    on Easy Street, high on the hog, well-situated 
       The man that she is going to married is well-heeled 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Buttock 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 
Old English   buttuc, Middle English    buttok, Latin   clunis   natis,  

French    fesses,  Spanish    nalgas 
 

buttock 
1.    usually buttocks 
2.    lower and back part of the trunk 

3.    gluteus maxims 
3.    rump, posterior, haunches 

4.    (animals)  hindquarters, loins 
5.    (slang) backside, behind, butt, can, duff, tail, keister 
6.    (vulgar)  ass, buns, cheeks, heinie 

7.    (vulgar/British) arse 
 
Butt (slang) 

(see buttock)    
 

1.    the end of the cigarette which is thrown away 
       Please don't throw your butts in the street. 
2.    the handle of a weapon 

       He hit me with the butt of the gun. 
3.    end, extremity, tip, tail 

4.    bottom, base, support, foundation 
5.    handle, shank, shaft 
6.    remnant, leftover 

 



 

 

to butt against 
to  meet end to end, press up against 

The two boards have to butt against each other. 
 

to butt up against 
to  meet end to end, press up against 
The two boards have to butt up against each other 

 
 
(all very vulgar) 

 
to be a pain in the butt 

to be a great bother or annoyance 
He is a complete pain in the butt. 
 

to be butt-naked 
to be totally and completely naked    

Can you believe that she was walking around her house butt-naked. 
 
to be butt ugly 

to be  extraordinarily ugly 
 
to be on someone's butt 

1.   to annoy or bother someone 
      He is always on my butt. 

2.   to tailgate someone, drive very closely to someone's car 
      He is on my butt. 
 

to be the butt of one's joke 
to be made fun of  
I am tired of being the butt of his jokes. 

 
to beat someone's butt 

to cause someone bodily injury in a physical altercation, in a fight, or in 
a dispute 
He beat her butt last night.  She looks really bad. 

 
to bust one's butt 

to work very hard 
I had to bust my butt to pass this course 
 

to kick butt 
1.   to dominate or show who is in charge (physically) 
      I had to kick butt so that the storekeepers paid me every week. 

2.   to dominate or show who is in charge (figuratively) 
      To show my workers that I was serious, I had to kick butt. 



 

 

 
to kick someone's butt 

to dominate or defeat someone 
I beat him out and won the contract by kicking his butt. 

 
to off (of) one's butt 
to stop being lazy 

Get off your butt and do something. 
 
to sit on one's butt 

1.   to do nothing 
      Don't do anything.  Just sit on your butt and cool out! 

2.   to be lazy 
      All you do all day is sit on your butt. 
 

to whip butt 
1.   to dominate or show who is in charge (physically) 

      I had to kick butt so that the storekeepers paid me every week. 
2.   to dominate or show who is in charge (figuratively) 
      To show my workers that I was serious, I had to kick butt. 

 
to work your butt off 
to work very hard 

 
Get your butt in here! 

Get in here! 
 
Get your butt out of here! 

Get out of here! 
 
Get your butt over here! 

Get over here! 
 

Get your butt in gear! 
Hurry up!  Shake a leg!  Get a move on! 
 

Get off my butt! 
Leave me alone!  Get off my back! Go fly a kite! 

 
Kiss my butt! 
(very vulgar: Fuck you) 

 
 
 

 
Backside (informal) 



 

 

(see back) 
 

backside 
(see buttock) 

 
 
 

 
Behind  (slang ) 
(entered English before 900) 

 

Old English  behindan, Middle English  behinden, Latin   clunis   natis,  
French  fesses,  Spanish  nalgas 

 
behind 

(see buttock) 
 
to be a pain in the behind 

to be a great bother or annoyance 
He is a complete pain in the ass. 

 
to beat someone's behind 
to cause someone bodily injury in a physical altercation, in a fight, or in 

a dispute 
He beat her behind last night.  She looks really bad. 
 

to bust one's behind 
to work very hard 

I had to bust my ass to pass this course 
 
to bust one's behind 

to work very hard 
I had to bust my ass to pass this course. 

 
to get off one’s behind (start (duff) 1160) 
 

to fall behind (lose 681) 
 
to get behind (lose 681) 

 
to kick someone's behind 

to dominate or defeat someone 
I beat him out and won the contract by kicking his ass. 
 

to lag behind (lose 681) 
to leave behind (leave 651) 



 

 

 
to off (of) one's behind 

to stop being lazy 
Get off your behind and do something. 

 
to sit on one's behind 
1.    to do nothing 

       Don't do anything.  Just sit on your behind and cool out! 
2.    to be lazy 
       All you do all day is sit on your behind. 

 
to work one’s head off 

1. to work very hard 
 
2. to labor, toil 

 
3. to work day and night, work overtime, do double dity, work one’s 

 fingers to the bone, burn the midnight oil, work one’s fingers to 
 the bone, work like there’s tomorrow 
 

4. (slang)  to sweat and slave, work one’s tail off, drudge, work like a 
 dog, kill oneself,  work like a slave, work like a horse, work like a 
 galley, burn the candle on both ends 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work one’s ass off, work one’s behind off 

 
 
Get your behind in gear! 

Hurry up!  Shake a leg!  Get a move on! 
 
Get your behind in here! 

Get in here! 
 

Get your behind out of here! 
Get out of here! 
 

Get your behind over here! 
Get over here! 

 
Kiss my behind! 
(very vulgar: Fuck you) 

 
 
 

Derrière (euphemistic term for buttock/ French for 'behind' ) 
 



 

 

derrière 
(see buttock) 

 
 

Ass  (vulgar) 
(entered English before 1000)  

 
Old English  ærs  ears, Middle English  ars,   Old Frisian   ers,  Old 
Norse, Middle Low German, Old Swedish, and Old High German  ars,   

Dutch  aars,   French  cul,  Spanish  culo 
 

ass (vulgar) 
 
1.    vulgar for a person's buttocks 

2.    stupid, irritating, or disgusting person 
3.    fool, nincompoop, meathead, pinhead 

4.    idiot, simpleton, lamebrain, moron 
5.    woman used for sexual gratification 
 

(all very vulgar) 
 
one's ass 

not to believe what one is being told 
He's going to help me pay the phone bill, my ass! 

 
_____ass 
vulgar expression to emphasize that something is very good 

 
bad ass 

very good 
 
bare ass 

to be nude, be without clothing, be bare, be in one’s birthday’s suit 
 
big ass 

very big 
 

 
cool ass 
very cool 

 
one's ass! 

oneself (used to emphasize) 
You can fire my ass if it makes you feel better. 
 

 



 

 

 
to ass wipe 

to kiss ass, be a brown noser 
 

to be a pain in the ass 
1.    to be a load, burden, bother, annoyance, problem, tiresome 
 person, weight, bore, pain 

       He is a complete pain in the ass. 
 
2.    (more stylistic)  to be a bane, nuisance, vexation, vexatious, 

 vexing, worrisome or irritating person, irritant, obnoxious, 
 imposition,  

 
 (informal) to be salt in the wound, be a thorn, bore, nag, pest, pill, 
 crashing bore,  a thorn in the side or flesh, pain the neck or 

 rear, a thorn in the flesh, pea in the shoe, dryasdust, loser, 
 gadfly, bur, frightful bore, a cross to bear, hard to stand or up 

 one’s nose, pain in the neck 
 
3. (slang)  to be a flat tire, drip, downer, hassel, pain in the butt, 

 retread, pain in the behind, deadhead, wet blanket, drag  
 
4. (vulgar) to be a pain in the ass, bitch 

to be a perfect ass 
to be a total and complete fool  

After last night, I am convinced that she is a perfect ass. 
 
to be a silly ass 

to be a total and complete fool  
After last night, I am convinced that she is a silly ass 
 

to be an ass kisser 
to brown nose someone, bend over backwards to placate or please 

someone 
You are such an ass kisser. 
 

to be an ass hole 
to be very stupid 

You are such an ass hole. 
 
to be ass backwards 

to have done something backwards 
 
to be ass out 

to be in something for something one has done. 
 



 

 

to be on someone's ass 
1.   to annoy or bother someone 

      He is always on my ass. 
2.   to tailgate someone, drive very closely to someone's car 

      He is on my ass. 
 
to beat someone's ass 

to cause someone bodily injury in a physical altercation, in a fight, or in 
a dispute 
He beat her ass last night.  She looks really bad. 

 
to bet one's ass 

to be for sure 
You bet your ass that I'm going to visit you. 
 

to bust one's ass 
to work very hard 

I had to bust my ass to pass this course. 
 
to chew someone's ass 

to tell someone off  
 
to cover one's ass 

to make sure that one is protected against criticism 
He is only trying to protect his ass. 

 
to drag ass 
to go or move fast 

Working there you have to drag ass each and every day. 
 
to fall on one’s ass 

1. to stumble, fall, tumble, trip, slip, falther 
 When he entered in the room, he tripped and lost his footing. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to lose one’s equilibrium, pitch forward 
 

3. (informal)  to take a spill, take a tumble, flop down, fall down, lose 
 one’s footing, take a header, flop, fall on one’s face, fall 

 headlong, go down, lose one’s footing, lose one’s footing 
 
4. (slang)  to fall on one’s keister, do a tail over teakettle, fall on 

 one’s behind 
 
 

 
to get a piece of ass 



 

 

to have sexual intercourse 
May be if I luck out, I can get a piece of ass tonight. 

 
to get off one’s ass (start (duff) 1160) 

 
to go around one's ass to get to one's elbow 
to say that someone accomplish something by the most difficult way 

possible 
I have never seen any one like him.  He goes around his ass to get to his 
elbow. 

 
to haul ass 

to go or move fast 
Working there you have to haul ass each and every day. 
 

to have someone's ass in a sling 
to get someone in trouble or in hot water 

His return has my ass in a sling. 
 
to kick someone's ass 

to dominate or defeat someone 
I beat him out and won the contract by kicking his ass. 
 

to kick ass 
1.   to dominate or show who is in charge (physically) 

      I had to kick ass so that the storekeepers paid me every week. 
2.   to dominate or show who is in charge (figuratively) 
      To show my workers that I was serious, I had to kick ass. 

 
to kiss ass 
to bend over backwards to placate or please someone 

Stop kissing ass! 
to make a perfect ass of oneself 

to make one look or seem ridiculous 
At the party last night, he made a perfect as of himself 
 

to not give a rat's ass 
to care less,  not care, not matter 

I don't give a rat's ass what you think. 
 
to not know one's ass from a hole in the ground 

to be totally, completely, absolutely incompetent, useless, or incapable 
Have you ever seen him work.  It's laughable.  He does not know his ass 
from a hole in the ground. 

 
to not know one's ass from one's elbow 



 

 

to be totally, completely, absolutely incompetent, useless, or incapable 
Have you ever seen him work.  It's laughable.  He does not know his ass 

from his elbow. 
 

to off (of) one's ass 
to stop being lazy 
Get off your ass and do something. 

 
to put someone's ass in a sling 
to get someone in trouble or in hot water 

His coming back puts my ass in a sling. 
 

to sit on one's ass  
1.   to do nothing 
      Don't do anything.  Just sit on your ass and cool out! 

2.   to be lazy 
      All you do all day is sit on your ass. 

 
to shove it up one's ass 
(vulgar: fuck it) 

 
to tear ass 
to go or move fast 

Working there you have to tear ass each and every day. 
 

to up one's ass 
(to show contempt for someone or for what someone has said) 
I'll tell you what I think.  Up your ass! 

 
to wipe someone's ass 
to try placate someone by depreciating oneself 

 
to work one’s head off 

1. to work very hard 
 
2. to labor, toil 

 
3. to work day and night, work overtime, do double dity, work one’s 

 fingers to the bone, burn the midnight oil, work one’s fingers to 
 the bone, work like there’s tomorrow 
 

4. (slang)  to sweat and slave, work one’s tail off, drudge, work like a 
 dog, kill oneself,  work like a slave, work like a horse, work like a 
 galley, burn the candle on both ends 

 
5. (vulgar)  to work one’s ass off, work one’s behind off 



 

 

 
Get your ass in gear! 

Hurry up!  Shake a leg!  Get a move on! 
 

Get off my ass! 
Leave me alone!  Get off my back! Go fly a kite! 
 

Get your ass in here! 
Get in here! 
 

Get your ass out of here! 
Get out of here! 

 
Get your ass over here! 
Get over here! 

 
Don't be such an asshole! 

Don't be so stupid! 
 
Don't be an ass! 

Don't be stupid! 
 
Kiss my ass! 

(very vulgar: Fuck you) 
 

 
There are no expressions using the correct and standard word for a 
man's or woman's genitals (male- penis, female – vagina).  However, there 

are a number of expressions which include the vulgar names of these 
body parts.  Please note, the vulgar terminology  and the expressions 
which include them are so vulgar that, in most situation and 

circumstances, they are taboo.    
 

Penis (dick/cock) 
(taboo) 
 

dick 
1.    vulgar name for the penis 

2.    vulgar way to refer to a stupid, backward, or dumb person 
       How backward can you be?  Stop being such a dick! 
3.    vulgar way to refer to an annoying or irritating person 

       Leave me alone.  You are such a dick! 
4.    vulgar way of saying 'nothing at all' 
       He doesn't know dick. 

5.    informal but not vulgar way of saying private detective 
 



 

 

 
to dick 

1.    vulgar way of saying 'to handle something badly' 
       All you're doing is dicking around. 

2.    vulgar way of saying 'to have sexual intercourse 
 
to  be a dick head 

to be extraordinarily stupid or dumb 
You are such a dick head! 
 

to dick around 
vulgar way to say 'to fool around by doing nothing' 

Stop dicking around and help me! 
 
to dick someone around 

vulgar way to say 'to cause someone problems' 
Stop dicking me around with these questions.  What do you want to 

know? 
 
to be dickless 

to not have any courage 
He is one of the most dickless person that I have ever known. 
 

cock    
vulgar name for the penis 

 
cock and bull story   
vulgar way of saying something is unbelievable or bull shit 

I don't want to hear your cock and bull story. 
 
. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Vagina ( pussy) 
 

Note:  The taboo term for the vagina 'pussy' should not be confused with 
the informal expression for the face 'puss' or for the cat 'pussy cat'.  
These terms are neither vulgar nor taboo. 

 
vagina ( pussy) 



 

 

1.    taboo term which refers to the passage between a  
woman's outer sexual organ and her uterus    

2.    offensive term to refer to a weak man 
       Don't be such a pussy.  Stand up to her and show her  

who you are. 
 
to pussy whip 

1.   vulgar to say 'to control' or 'to dominate' 
      She always pussy whips her men before leaving them. 
2.   to browbeat, bully, keep at one's beck and call, emasculate, castrate 

 
pussy whipped 

1.    vulgar term for a man who is seen as being controlled by a woman 
Now that they are married, he is pussy whipped.  He does not do 
anything without her permission. 

2.    henpecked, browbeaten, led around by the nose, emasculated  
3.    (slang)  whipped, castrated 

 
Testicles 
(1375-1425) 

 
Latin   testiculus,  French  testicules,  Spanish  testiculos 

 
Testicles (balls) 

 
1.    vulgar term for testicles 
2.    courage, bravery, valor, heroism 

3.    fortitude, determination, will, will power 
4.    firmness, invincibility, staunchness, steadfastness 

5.    (slang) mettle, pluck, pluckiness, backbone, nerve, grit,  
sand, guts, moxie 

6.    courageous, virile, manly, unafraid, nervy, unblenching 

7.    (slang) gutsy 
 
a ball buster 

1    an extremely difficult problem 
      This math problem is a real ball buster. 

2.    used to describe a woman who uses her power to humiliate others,  
especially but not exclusively males 
I wouldn't take her class.  She's a ball buster. 

 
to kick someone in the balls 

1. to emasculate 
2. to show or demonstrate one's power 
 

 



 

 

 
Soul 

Before 900 
Old English  and Middle English  sáwel  sawol,  sawl  Old Norse  sal,  

Dutch  ziel,  German  Seele,  Icelandic sála,  Danish sjael,  Gothic saivala 
Latin  anima  homo,  French  âme,  Spanish  alma 
 

soul 
1.    principle of life, feeling, thought, and action in the human being 
2.    spirit, animating principle, vital spirit, breath of life, anima, life 

3.    consciousness, psyche, mind, intellect 
4.    reason, understanding, intelligence 

5.    inner self, true being, self ego 
6.    spiritual part of the human being which survives death 
7     ghost, disembodied spirit, presence, apparition, phantom 

8.    human being, mortal, life, individual, entity, personality, spirit,  
anima mundi 

9.    inspirer or moving spirit 
10.  essential part, essence, substance,  
11.  marrow, heart of the matter, crux, gist, meat, nitty gritty 

12.  core, inner core, center, kernel 
13.  embodiment, personification 
14.  shared ethnic awareness i.e.  Black Americans 

15.  type of music that is intense, soulful, emotional 
 

soul destroying 
something which is either extremely boring or that  
which makes one unhappy 

This relationship is soul-destroying. 
 
soul food 

traditional African-American food 
 

soul kiss 
1.   open mouth kiss 
2.   French kiss, deep kiss 

 
soul mate 

the person for whom one is especially suited 
He is my soul mate 
 

soul music 
type of music started in the US characterized by emotional, moving, deep 
music 

 
soul searching 



 

 

profound consideration of one's behavior and/or standing 
 

soul stirring 
1. something which is rousing, moving, or stimulating 

 The music was so soul stirring. 
 
2. (informal) heart-stirring or moving, mind-boggling or blowing, 

 tripping 
 
every living soul 

everyone, every person, everybody, all persons 
Every living soul has the right to live free of fear. 

 
not a soul in sight 
not to see anyone, anybody, any person, noone, no persons 

When I entered the town, there was not a soul in sight. 
 

only a few brave souls 
only a few heroic or fearless persons  
 

with all one's soul 
truly, really, actually, in actuality 
 

the heart and soul of something 
to be the essence, heart,  or core of something 

She is the heart and soul of the family. 
 
to bare one's soul 

to confess one's most intimate feelings and emotions 
She couldn't keep it inside anymore.  She bore her soul. 
 

to commend one's soul to God 
to entrust one's trust to God (said while someone is dying) 

 
to do something with all one's soul 
to do something with great intensity, devotion, fervency, and earnestness 

When I studied language, I did so with all my soul. 
 

to give one's heart and soul 
to give one's everything 
She gave her heart and soul. 

 
to have no soul 
to be a person without an inner core or a spiritual center 

She will not understand you; she has no soul. 
 



 

 

to keep body and soul together 
to continue surviving with the bare minimum  

While in the university, I could barely keep body and soul together. 
 

to know in one's soul 
to really understand, know, or fathom something  
He knew  in his soul that she was no good. 

 
to lack soul 
to not have emotion, feeling, or passion 

It is an adequate story but it leaves me cold because it lacks soul. 
 

to lose one's soul 
to no longer have principles, morals, or values 
Since he has become a millionaire, he has lost his soul. 

 
to not be able to call one’s soul one’s own  (subject  1183) 

 
to not see a living soul 
to not see absolutely anyone  

When I entered into the town, I did not see a living soul. 
 
to not tell a soul 

to not reveal, disclose, or divulge to anyone 
I did not tell a soul what you told me. 

 
to possess one's soul in patience 
to gather up or have patience 

 
to save one's soul 
1.   to help someone have salvation, redemption, deliverance 

2.   to help someone to go to heave 
      The missionary saw it as his duty to save the woman's soul. 

 
to sell one's soul to the devil 
to lose one's soul, in exchange for money one ignores one's values 

To become a CEO, he had to sell his soul to the devil. 
 

to throw body and soul into something 
to do something completely and fully 
She threw body and soul into the project. 

 
to throw heart and soul into something 
to do something completely and fully 

She threw heart and soul into the project. 
 



 

 

Bless my soul! 
(an old-fashioned way of expressing surprise) 

 
  

 
God rest his soul 
Rest in peace  

 
Poor soul! 
Poor baby! 

 
Put some soul into it! 

Do it with some flavor, intensity, and spirit! 
 
soulful 

emotional, moving, deep, intense, meaningful, expressive 
 

soulless 
1.   without soul 
2.   lacking spirit or courage 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Bone 

before 900 
 
Old English ban,  Middle English  bon,  Germanic  bainan,  Old Frisian,  

and Old Swede  ben,   Old Norse  bein,  Dutch  been,  German  Bein,  
Latin  os  ossis,  French os,  Spanish  hueso    

 
bone 
1.   one of the structures used to compose the skeleton 

2.   ossicle, skeletal structure 
3.   structure from an edible animal, used as food  i.e.  ham bone 
4.   ivory, whalebone, tusk 

5.   small concession intended to pacify or calm, graft, lure, gift 
6.   (slang)  kickback, payola, hush money, protection money 



 

 

7.   a color 
8.   (vulgar)  penis 

 
bones 

1.   skeleton 
2.   the body 
3.   the basic essential framework of something 

4.   (slang)  pair of dice 
 
bone china 

expensive and fragile dishes, cups, etc. made with bone ash 
 

bone porcelain 
expensive and fragile dishes, cups, etc. made with bone ash 
 

bone crushing 
1.   strong enough to crush one's bone 

2.   extraordinarily and extremely painful, problematic, or expensive 
      to be under bone-crushing debt. 
 

bone shaker 
a rough ride in a vehicle 
What a boneshaker!  I will never accept a ride from her again. 

 
bone dry 

1.   totally dehydrated, desiccated, dried up, dried, arid, parched 
2.   (slang)  dry-as-dust 
3.   thirsty, needing moisture 

 
bone head  (slang) 
1.   a stupid, dumb, not very intelligent person 

      He's such a bonehead. 
2.   something which is stupid, dumb, foolish 

      What a bonehead decision! 
 
bone-idle 

lazy, slack, good-for-nothing 
 

bones marrow 
the substance in the hollow center of the bone 
 

bone structure (of the face) 
the structure of the face 
With your bone structure, you don't need that much make-up. 

 
bone-tired 



 

 

to be extremely and extraordinarily tired 
I have never been so bone-tired. 

 
bone weary 

to be extremely and extraordinarily tired or weary 
I am bone-weary. 
 

bone-yard  (slang) 
cemetery 
 

bare-bones 
the least amount needed to function 

 
bag of bones (slang) 
derogatory term for a very thin person 

She's nothing but a bag of bones. 
 

bone of contention 
center of dispute or problem 
Tell me what's is your bone of contention.  I would like to nip this bud 

now. 
 
close to the bone 

a truthful remark that hurts 
 

funny bone 
the bone that when one hits, makes one laugh 
 

in one's bone 
a very strong feeling that is almost instinctive 
 

skins and bones (rickety 1038) 
skin and bones 

1. on the decline, very skinny, unhealthy,  corpse-like, frail,  
 underfed, undernourished, wasted, skeletal, too lean, deathly thin 
 I don't know what happened to her but she's nothing but 

 skin and bones. 
 

2. (more stylized)  gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow- eyed, 
 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 
 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 

 
3. (informal)  thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted,   gangling, 
 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half- famished  

 
4. (slang)  scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken or 



 

 

 skinny as a railing 
 

very skinny 
She nothing but skins and bones 

 
to bone 
1.   to remove the bones from fish or meat  

2.   (vulgar)   to have sexual intercourse 
 
to be a bag of bones (slang) 

derogatory term for a very thin person 
She's nothing but a bag of bones. 

 
to be a lazy bone 
to be a very lazy or a worthless human being 

You are such a lazy bone. 
 

to be as dry as a bone 
to be very dry, parched, without any moisture 
This place is as dry as a bone. 

 
to be bone-idle 
to be very lazy or a worthless human being 

You are bone-idle and will always be so. 
 

to be bred in the bone 
to have a natural inclination toward something, have something in one's 
blood 

He is what he is because it is bred in the bone. 
 
to be down to the bare-bones 

reduced to its essence or to its minimum  
 

to be skins and bones 
to be very skinny 
She nothing but skins and bones 

 
to be soaked to the bones 

to be soaked to the bone 
1. to be wet, very wet or soaked   
 He got caught in the rain and was soaked to the skin. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to be imbrued, immerged saturated, immersed, 
 infused, penetrated, impregnated, imbued, inundated 

 
3. to be wringing wet, soggy, soaked to the skin, soak and wet, 



 

 

 doused, drenched, wet down, soaked through, drowned, sopping, 
 dripping, wet through, soppy, wet to the skin or soused 

 
 

to be something to one's bone 
to be strongly and fundamentally something 
She is French to her bone. 

 
to be wet to the bones 
to be very wet or soaked 

I got caught in the rain so, by the time I got home, I was wet to the 
bones. 

 
to be bone chilling 
to be very scary or frightened 

That novel was bone chilling. 
 

to be bone dry 
to be extremely dry to the point to being parched 
This land is bone dry. 

 
to bone up on (study 1180) 
to study a subject intensively i.e. as a way to prepare for an examination 

If I don't bone up on French, I will not pass the exam next week. 
 

to break every bone in one's body  
1.    to be horribly injured i.e. from a car accident or fall 
       It's going to take a long time to recover; he broke every 

bone in his body. 
2.    to almost fatally injure someone  i.e. to give someone a  

bad beating  

They beat him within an inch of his life.  They broke every 
bone in his body. 

 
to be chilled to be bones (freeze 438) 
1. to be chilled to the marrow,, be frightened to the bone, be very 

 frightened or scared     
       I was chilled to the bones after reading the novel. 

2.    to be very cold 
       It was so cold that I was chilled to the bones.          
 

 
 
to cut close to the bone 

to say a truthful remark that hurts    
I think that his remark hurt so much because it cut so close to the bone. 



 

 

 
to cut someone to the bone 

1.    to wound someone to the point of exposing the wound 
2.    to say or do something that affects someone deeply 

       His remark cut me to the bone. 
 
to feel in one's bone (forerun 430/ forbode 429)) 

to feel something so strongly that it feels almost instinctive 
I feel it in my bones that he's not a good person. 
 

to be frozen to be bones (freeze 438) 
1. to be chilled to the marrow,, be frightened to the bone, be very 

 frightened or scared, be chilled to be bones    
       I was chilled to the bones after reading the novel. 
2.    to be very cold 

       It was so cold that I was chilled to the bones.          
 

to chill to the bones (shake 1098) 
 
to get chilled to the bones  (freeze 438) 

 
to get wet to the bones 
to get very wet or soaked 

I got caught in the rain so, by the time I got home, I got wet to the bones. 
 

to have a bone to pick with someone 
to be annoyed or anger by someone 
It's obvious that you're angry. Do you have a bone to pick with me? 

 
to have one's bone tell one something 
1.    to  literally feel something strongly because of a bone 

disease i.e. arthritis 
       My bones tell me that it's going to snow tomorrow. 

2.    to instinctively feel something  
       My bones tell me that despite everything she can be trusted.  
 

to lay someone's bones to rest 
to bury someone 

 
to make no bones about (to own up 833) 
to not wave, hesitate, or waver about someone 

I'll make no bones about where I stand.  No. 
 
to not have a bone in one's body 

to not be something 
He doesn't have an unkind bone in his body. 



 

 

 
to not make old bones  (British) 

to not get old 
The way that he is living his life, he will not make old bones. 

 
to pare something to the bone 
to reduce something down to its barest minimum 

I don't have any money; therefore, I've pared my expenses to the bone. 
 
to the bone 

1.   to wound someone to the point of exposing the wound 
2.   to penetrate something deeply i.e.  cold 

      She was frozen to the bones 
3.   to say or do something that affects someone deeply 
      His remark cut me to the bone. 

 
to throw a bone to someone 

to give someone something as a means to appease 
So that she would stay, he threw her a bone.  He promised that when she 
was well he would drive her to the airport. 

 
to work one's finger to the bone 
to work to the point of exhaustion 

So that I would go to the university, my parents worked her fingers to the 
bone. 

 
What's bred in the bone will come out in the flesh (proverb) 
What one is determined by one's heredity.  It is innate. 

 
What's bred in the bone will come out in the blood (proverb) 
What one is determines one's heredity.  It is innate 

 
Sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never hurt me 

ignore insulting words as they can not really hurt you (not bodily harm 
you) 
 

bare-boned 
1. lean, spare 

 
2. emaciated, gaunt 
 

big boned 
1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 
 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed, big boned 

 
2. (more stylistic)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 



 

 

 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out 
 

4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
 

 
large boned 
1. fat, plump, well-proportioned, overweight, stout, round, rotund, 

 heavy-set,  large boned, heavy-framed, large-framed 
 

2. (more stylistic)  well-fed, fleshy, full body, ample, fattish, 
 corpulent, portly, thickset, stocky, moon-faced, round-faced 
 

3. (informal)  pudgy, chunky, chubby, filled out 
 

4. (slang)  roly-poly, big as a cow, pig, ox or horse 
 
 

boner (slang) (misadventure 734) 
1.   stupid or embarrassing mistake 
      Last night, I made a real boner. 

2.   (vulgar) an erection of the penis 
 

to make a boner (slang) 
to make a stupid mistake, make a fool of oneself  
Last night in front of everyone, I pulled a real boner. 

 
to pull a boner (slang) 
to make a stupid mistake, make a fool of oneself  

Last night in front of everyone, I pulled a real boner. 
 

 
 
boneless 

1.     without bones 
        I only buy boneless fish.      

2.     without a spine, weak, without any kind of character or personality 
        He is a boneless person who is not worth the time and energy. 
 

bony  
very skinny or thin 
She thinks that she's thin but the reality is that she is bony. 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Marrow 
(before 900) 
 

Old English  mearg,   Middle English   marowe,  Old Norse mergr,  Dutch  
merg,  German  Mark     

 
marrow 
the soft substance in the hollow of the bone 

 
baby marrow 
baby courage 

 
to be chilled to the marrow  (freeze 438) 

1.    to be frightened to the bone, be very frightened or scared     
       I was chilled to the marrow after reading the novel. 
2.    to be very cold 

       It was so cold that I was chilled to the marrow.          
 

to be frozen to the marrow  (freeze 438) 
to be very cold 
I was frozen to the marrow. 

 
to be shocked to the marrow 
to be totally astounded, surprised, or startled 

I was shocked to the marrow after hearing her words. 
 



 

 

(to have something) chill one to the bone 
to frighten one to the bone, have something scare someone  

That novel chilled me to the bone. 
 

to shock someone to the marrow 
to astound, surprise, or startle someone 
The book shocked me to the marrow. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
backbone 
 

Middle English  bacbon,  French  colonne,  Spanish espinazo  
(see back) 

 
backbone 
1.    spinal column, vertebrae, spinal, dorsum 

2.    (animal) ridge 
3.    character, integrity, quality, soundness, principles 

I respect her because she does what she believes is right, despite 

the consequences.  She has a great deal of backbone.  
4.    firmness, steadfastness, resolve, inflexibility 

       His backbone is not something to be taken lightly. 
5.    stamina, tenacity, endurance 
6.    fortitude, courage, mettle, valor, daring, hardihood 

       I love him because he has a backbone. 
7.    (slang) intestinal fortitude, guts 

 
 
to be something to the backbone 

to be something totally and completely 
He is a Republican to the backbone 
 

to be the backbone of something 
to be the most important part of something 



 

 

She is the backbone of the organization. 
 

to be the backbone of the economy 
to be the most important part of the economy, be vital to the economy 

The selling of drugs is the backbone of the economy of many countries. 
 
to have no backbone 

to be weak, spineless, cowardly 
He has no backbone! 
 

to have the backbone to see one through the difficulties 
to be strong or to have the strength of character sufficient to withstand 

whatever for  
as long as necessary. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Spine 
(1400-1450) 

 
Middle English  spina, Middle French  espine,  Latin  spina,  French 

colonne,  Spanish espina dorsal 
 
spine 

1.    spinal column, vertebrae, spina, dorsum 
2.    (animal) ridge 
3.    character, integrity, quality, soundness, principles 

I respect her because she does what she believes is right, despite 
the consequences.  She has a backbone.  

4.    stamina, tenacity, endurance 
5.    fortitude, courage, mettle, valor, daring, hardihood 
6.    (slang) intestinal fortitude, guts, spunk, moxie 

7.    the most important part of something 
       He is the spine of the team.       

8.    part of a book that the pages are fastened onto 
       He broke the spine of the book as soon as he opened it. 
 

spine chiller 
something with is both scary and/or thrilling 
This is a spine chiller. 

 
spine chilling 



 

 

scary, thrilling, exciting 
I love spine-chilling novels. 

 
spine tingling 

scary, make one's blood run cold 
What happened is spine tingling. 
spill along the spine (foreboding 429) 

 
 
to send shivers down one's spine  

make one scared and fearful, make one's blood run cold 
What she said sent shivers down my spine. 

to scare, terrify, menace, alarm, frighten, horrify  
 Walking into that house made my flesh crawl. 
 

6. (more stylistic) to unnerve, daunt, petrify, appall, affright 
 

7. (informal)  to make one’s hair stand on end, scare stiff, make 
 one’s skin crawl, take aback, scare the wits out of, send chills up 
 one’s spine, curl someone’s hair, fill with terror, curl one’s blood, 

 scare the living daylights out of someone, put one’s heart in one’s 
 mouth, scare to death, make one’s blood run cold, send shivers 
 up one’s spine, put the fear of God into 

 
8. (slang)  to scare the bejeesus out of, scare the pants off of 

 
 
 

spineless 
1.    limp, slack, infirm 
2.    rubbery 

3.    weak-willed, without a will of one's own 
4.    wishy-washy 

       He won't help you; he's spineless. 
5.    without a backbone,  cowardly 
6.    (slang)  lily-livered, chicken-heartened, chicken-livered,  

yellow-bellied, yellow 
       He is nothing but a spineless twit. 

 
spiny 
1.   pointed, barbed, spiked 

2.   troublesome, hard to handle 
 
 

 
 



 

 

rib 
(Before 900) 

Middle English and Old English  ribb,  German Rippe,  Latin costa, 
French  côte, Spanish  costillas 

 
rib 
one of a pair of twelve curved bones that surround the chest 

 
to rib 
to make fun of  

He was only ribbing his students. 
 

 
Skeleton 
(1570-80) 

Greek  skeletón,  Latin  sceletus  ossa, French  squelette, Spanish  
esqueleto 

 
skeleton (outline 822) 
1.    the bones forming the framework of human beings and animals 

2.    bone, structure, bones, anatomy 
3.    supporting structures of a building 
4.    framework, frame, structure, shape 

5.    beam, rafters, girders 
6.    shell, hull 

7.    support, scaffold, platform 
8     slang for an extremely skinny person 
9.    (slang)  scarecrow, bag of bones, cadaver 

       She thinks the skinnier the better; she now is a skeleton. 
10.  the most basic and important part with no detail 

The skeleton outline was enough to get a good idea of what they 

were planning.  
11.  outline, sketch, layout 

12.  blueprint, diagram, rough draft 
13.  cast, mold, die 
14.  something boiled down to its essence 

 
 

skeleton crew 
just enough people working to keep an organization open 
On Christmas and other major holidays, we only have a skeleton crew 

working. 
 
skeleton key 

key which has been fitted to open a number of different locks 
Because I have a skeleton key, I don't have to be weighed-down  



 

 

with a bunch of keys. 
 

skeleton like (rickety  1038 ) 
 

skeleton staff 
just enough people working to keep an organization open 
On Christmas and other major holidays, we only have a skeleton staff. 

 
a skeleton in the feast 
someone or something in a festive event which reminds one  

that all is not happy 
Knowing that my mother would not be with us this summer  

is a skeleton in the feast. 
 
the skeleton in the closet (secret  1083, shame 1099) 

1.    a secret of something embarrassing that happened to one  
in the past 

       He can't run for president because he has a skeleton in the closet. 
2.    a family scandal which has been kept secret 
       He doesn't have any idea of the skeleton in the closet that is  

about to fall out. 
 
the skeleton in the cupboard  

1.    a secret of something embarrassing that happened to  
one in the past 

He can't run for president because he has a skeleton in the 
cupboard. 

2.    a family scandal which has been kept secret 

He doesn't have any idea of the skeleton in the cupboard that is 
about to fall out. 

 

to be the skeleton of oneself 
to only vaguely look like oneself (said after a great illness or  

other kind of change) 
I saw Mary yesterday and she is only a skeleton of herself.  
  

to skeletonize 
1.   to reduce to a skeleton outline 

2.   to construct in an outline 
3.   to reduce the number in a military unit to a minimum amount 
 

 
Blood  
(before 1000) 

Old English  blod,  Middle English  blod,  Germanic   bloda, Old Norse 
and Goth bloth ,  Old Frisian and Old Swede   blod,  Old High German 



 

 

bluot, German  Blut,  Latin sanguis,  French sang, Spanish sangre 
 

 
 

1. an internal bodily function which circulates in the arteries and 
veins of the human being,  other vertebrate, and invertebrate 
which carries oxygen to and carbon dioxide from the tissue 

of the body  
2.    life, life-blood, being, vitality, being; vital principle or force 
3.    a person or a group of persons which is regard as the  

source of energy 
4.    during medieval period regarded as causing cheerfulness 

5.    temperament, humor, nature, temper, state of mind, spirit 
6.    disposition, character 
7.    passion, intensity of feeling 

8.    family background or descent 
9.    ancestry, lineage, heritage (rank  984) 

10.  extraction, stock, pedigree 
11.  kinship, kindred, blood ties, blood lines 
12.  something which is innate 

       It was a trait he had in the blood.   
13.  (slang) a black male person  
14.  (slang/British) adventuresome youth, high spirited young male 

 
 

blood and guts 
1.    depiction of extreme violence and war     
       I hate blood and guts movies.  They make no sense. 

2.    fundamental needs, problems, values 
These are blood and guts issues that must be addressed 
immediately. 

 
blood-bath 

1.    mass slaughter of human being 
       This war was a blood-bath, pure and simple. 
2.    a period of great loss or reversal 

       What happened to all the Internet companies was a  
true blood bath. 

3.    a non-violent but widespread purge or dismissal   
i.e.  employees, party members 
There was a blood-bath last night.  Everyone is gone and the 

company is closed. 
 
blood brother 

1.    one person who swears loyalty to another in a ceremony, usually 
include the shedding of  blood 



 

 

2.     persons born of the same parent or parents 
I know that we don't look like each other but we are blood 

brothers. 
 

blood curdler 
that which causes great fright or horror 
That novel is a real blood curdler. 

 
blood curdling 
extremely frightening or scary 

The man ran away as a result of the woman's blood curdling scream 
 

blood bank 
a place where one goes to donate one's blood 
The Red Cross owns this blood bank. 

 
blood donor 

one who donates one's blood in a blood bank    
I have never been a blood donor. 
 

blood drive 
a campaign to get persons to volunteer to give blood, usually  
as a result of an emergency 

The blood drive was a total and complete success. 
 

blood doping 
the injection of an athlete with his or a family member's blood 
immediately before a competition which, because of the addition of red-

blood cells, increases the blood's oxygen-carrying capacity 
 
blood feud 

a prolong violent struggle of persons of the same family,  
origin, ancestry, or descent 

The worst type of war is that of a blood feud.  No one hates like two 
brothers. 
 

blood group 
classes in which blood can be divided, also called blood type 

Knowing someone's blood type is extremely important to get a 
transfusion.  
 

 
blood guilty 
guilty of shedding blood in a criminal manner 

 
blood hound 



 

 

1.    large dog with an extraordinary sense of smell, excellent  
hunting dog    

2.    a person who is steadfast pursuer 
You're not going to get away from him; he is a true bloodhound. 

 
blood letting 
1.    killing or shedding of blood during a war or conflict 

2.    surgical removal of the blood of a patient to help with  
the curing process 

       Bloodletting used to be considered an important part  

of medicine. 
3.    a situation where large groups of people are fired  

from a company or purged from a political party 
(non-violent) 
Every so often it is good that a political party has a little 

bloodletting.  
 

blood line 
descent line of an animal, pedigree 
This horse's bloodline can be traced back to Saudi Arabia. 

 
blood lust 
an almost uncontrollable desire to kill, maim, or injure someone 

 
blood money 

material resources, generally money, given in return for  
betraying someone 
Judas blood money was thirty pieces of gold. 

 
blood orange 
an orange with a strong streak of red flesh 

It looks scary how the sun is such a brilliant blood orange color 
 

blood pudding 
also called blood sausage which contains pork, dried  
pig's blood, and suet 

Blood sausage is rarely eaten in mainstream US but in  
England and Latin America it is a stable. 

 
blood purge 
execution of persons accused of treason or sedition 

Hussein made a film of his blood purge of the Bath Party. 
blood red 
extremely dark red, red like blood 

The blood red color of her dress is very dramatic. 
 



 

 

blood relative 
persons who are related by blood, also called blood relations 

He may not be a blood relative but we are closer than any 
brother or sister could be. 

 
bloodshed 
1.    carnage, butchery  

       The bloodshed in Iraq was without justification. 
2.    massacre, mass-murder, genocide 
3.    destruction, extermination 

4.    killing, slaying, manslaughter 
 

blood shot 
used to refer to eyes that are anywhere from slightly to very red 
Put on some sunglasses, your eyes are totally blood shot. 

 
blood sport 

a sport which usually involves the hunting and killing of an animal 
I consider all types of blood sports barbaric. 
 

blood stain 
a mark or spot caused by blood 
This bloodstain on this shirt is very telling. 

 
blood-stock  

a collection of pure bred horses  
The blood-stock of these horses is unsurpassable. 
 

blood stream 
blood circulating through the body 
 

blood sucker 
1.    a creature which sucks the blood of another creature 

       A tick is a blood sucker that makes the life of a  
dog miserable. 

2.    one who extorts, black mails, squeezes, bleeds, or  

extracts money from someone 
3.    one who lives off another, a parasite, a bleeder,  

a sponger, a mooch, a freeloader 
He is such a blood sucker. 

a blood sucker  

a parasite,  bleeder, sponger, moocher, freeloader 
He nothing but a blood sucker. 
 

bad blood  (see ire 603) 
animosity, ill will, hostility, grudge, hostile relations, contention 



 

 

 
blood and iron politics 

to obtain one's political aims through violence and brute force 
 

blood sucking  (rapacity 985) 
 
blood, sweat, and tears 

extremely hard or difficult 
To get her to come took a lot of blood, sweat, and tears. 
 

blood test 
an analysis of the blood to check for disease 

It is not difficult to get a blood test for A.I.D.S. 
 
blood thirsty 

1.    murderous, homicidal, eager to kill 
       He is s blood thirsty killer who must be shot on the shot. 

2.    fierce, savage, vicious 
3.    inhuman, barbaric, brutal 
4.    containing or depicting extreme violence 

       That movie is a bloodthirsty depiction of the French Revolution. 
5.    harsh, grim, unrelenting, grinding, remorseless 
6.    cruel, hard-hearted, stony-hearted 

7.    vengeful, out for revenge, out for blood 
 

blue-blood 
someone of very high social position 
You may think that the you are a blue-blood but the joke is on you. 

 
fresh blood 
new energetic people who have new ideas 

This organization has not been the same since it has gotten fresh blood. 
 

hot-blood ( ire 603) 
 
in cold blood  

deliberately, intentionally, on purpose, knowingly, with malice 
aforethought. 

He killed the poor man in cold blood. 
 
infusion of new blood 

the act of bring new life and vigor 
She was the infusion of new blood that the stale company needed. 
 

mixed-blood 
an animal that is a mix of several breeds 



 

 

A mixed-blood dog is not worth a lot. 
 

new blood 
new energetic people who have new ideas 

This organization has not been the same since it has gotten new blood. 
 
pure-blood 

an animal who is pure-bred  
Pure blood?!  Don't make me laugh.  He's a mongrel. 
 

the call of blood 
reversion to function according one's instincts 

The call of the blood can be sometime too strong to resist. 
 
the ties of blood 

the binds or the obligation of family 
He will help you because the ties of blood are too strong to ignore. 

 
without shedding blood  
without killing anyone 

It is not possible to have a war without shedding blood. 
 
young blood 

the youngest and most invigorating member of a family or organization 
 

 
to acquire an appetite for blood 
to love intense violence and destruction 

This dog has to be put down; he has acquired an appetite for blood. 
 
to act in cold blood 

to do something without feelings, coldly, and deliberately 
He acted in cold blood; therefore, he is eligible for the death penalty. 

 
to act in hot blood 
to do something in anger or when one is not irrational 

You can not act in hot blood or you will be sorry later. 
 

to be after one's blood 
to get revenge, to avenge oneself 
She is after his blood.   I have no doubt that she will get it. 

 
to be bathed in blood 
to be full of blood or bloodshed 

After the army left, the town was bathed in blood.  
 



 

 

to be full of blood and thunder 
to be full of exaggerated melodrama, violence, or destruction 

 
to be like getting blood from a turnip 

to be extremely difficult to impossible to get 
Getting her to volunteer is like getting blood from a turnip 
 

to be like getting blood from a stone 
to be extremely difficult to impossible to get 
Good luck!  To do what you want will be like getting blood from a stone. 

 
to be in one's blood 

1.     to be unable to forget someone almost to the 
 point of obsession 

       Ever since he met her, she's been in his blood. 

2.    be a natural part of one 
       He has politics in the blood. 

 
to be of pure blood 
(see pure and pure bred  963, pedigree 864) 

 
to be out for blood 
to get revenge, to avenge oneself 

I would be very careful and stay out of the way; she is out for blood. 
 

to be unable to get  blood from a stone 
to not be able to do the impossible 
You can talk until your tongue falls out, I don't have the information that 

you need.  You can't get blood from a stone. 
 
to chill one's blood 

to terrify or scare someone 
His presence chills my blood. 

 
to create bad blood (between them)   
to develop hostility or animosity ( between two people or group)     

This war created quite a bit of bad blood between France and the US. 
 

to dig up one's bloody past 
to find hidden information about one's past as a murderer through 
careful research 

It was not easy but I dug up his bloody past.  He killed many people.  
 
to draw blood 

to take blood from someone i.e. draw blood from someone's arm 
They drew quite a bit of blood from him.  They were going to do quite a 



 

 

few tests. 
 

to get one's blood up 
to become very angry or irritated 

His attitude got my blood up. 
 
to get some fresh blood 

to bring in new people into an organization or company 
We need some new blood to bring in some new ideas. 
 

to get some new blood 
to bring in new people into an organization 

This company needs some new blood or we're going to sink. 
 
to get something in one's blood 

to become obsessed with something or someone 
She has modeling in her blood.  

 
to give blood 
to donate blood in a blood bank 

 
to gush blood  
to pour out or rush forth blood 

The wound was gushing a lot of blood. 
 

to have a taste blood 
to like violence and death 
Even as a child he has had a taste for blood .  

 
(to have) blood rush to one's cheeks 
1.   to become embarrassed or shamed 

2.   to blush 
      When she walked by him, blood rushed to her cheeks. 

 
to have blood rush to one's face 
to blush, flush, turn red 

The minute she saw him, all the blood rushed to her face. 
 

to have blue blood  
to born into a family of high nobility, aristocracy 
She has blue blood on both sides of her family. 

 
to have one's blood up 
to get become very angry or irritated 

He had my blood up. 
 



 

 

to have one's blood on one's hand 
to be responsible for someone's death 

You could have prevented all of this.  You have his blood on your hand. 
 

to have one's blood on one's head 
to be responsible for someone's death 
You should have kept your mouth shut.  His blood is on your head. 

 
to have no blood in one's veins 
to be a cold, unfeeling, and forbidden person 

He has no blood in his veins; therefore, he can watch the child suffer 
without any problem. 

 
to have something (in one's) blood 
to share the nationality or race of a particular group 

Why are you surprised that she likes that type of music.  
She does have Irish blood. 

 
(to have) too much bad blood  
to have so much hostility, animosity, and  contention to forget the past 

I would love to go back to him but there is just too much bad blood 
between us. 
 

to make one's blood boil (to outrage 823) 
to get someone intensely angry or irritated 

What he said made my blood boil. 
 
to make one's blood run cold 

to scare or frighten someone  
What she threatened made my blood run cold. 
 

to scent blood   
to be able to detect, almost by instinct, the weakest, most vulnerable, or 

the most alienated 
The vultures can scent blood from miles away. 
 

to shed blood (butcher 140) 
 

to smell blood    
to be able to detect, almost by instinct, the weakest, most vulnerable, or 
the most alienated 

The vultures can smell blood from miles away. 
 
to succeed in drawing blood  

to beat someone so badly that the victim sheds blood 
They beat him so badly that they drew blood. 



 

 

 
to spill blood 

to cause the shedding of blood 
This war has spilt a lot of blood. 

 
to spit blood 
to be totally outraged 

Don't go near him now; he's spitting blood. 
 
to squeeze the lifeblood out of something  

to destroy the vital part of an organization or company 
He squeezed the lifeblood of the family; there's nothing left. 

 
to sweat blood 
1.    to work very hard to achieve something 

       To get this done, I had to sweat blood. 
2.    to worry excessively, sweat bullets 

       Waiting for the test had me sweating blood. 
 
to taste blood 

to  experience, for the first time, intense violence and like it 
 
to trace one's blood line 

to track or follow one's genealogical tree 
I traced my blood line back to the Ivory Coast. 

 
to wade in blood (butcher 140) 
 

Blood is thicker than water 
family relations are more important than any other 
 

Blood will tell 
one's innate or inborn characteristics will always make  

themselves known 
Blood will always tell; it is something that can be hidden. 
 

One drop of black blood … 
part of American tradition which states that anyone who has African 

ancestry, despite any other ancestry, is considered Black 
Although she has blond hair and blues eyes, you know what they say.  
One drop of black blood makes you black.   

 
To the last drop of blood 
until death, until it is totally over 

He will not stop until the last drop of blood is spilt. 
 



 

 

What do you want, blood? 
I have done everything that is possible to do and still you're not satisfied.  

Do you want the impossible? 
 

-blooded 
having a particular type of blood or being a particular type of person 
 

blooded minded 
bad-tempered, ill-disposed, hostile, malicious 
 

cold-blooded 
1.    animals which have a body temperature which changes according 

to the temperature around them 
Cold and hot greatly affect cold-bloodied animals. 

2.    a person without feeling, cold-hearted 

       Don't waste your time; she is a cold-bloodied person. 
 

hot-blooded  
having very strong and intense emotions, passionate, full-life, intense 
She is so hot-bloodied; she needs to control her emotions. 

 
red-blooded 
plucky, gritty, game, spirited, spunky 

(see steadfast  1162 for standard English, see staunch, mettlesome 727) 
 

warm-blooded 
animals which have a body temperature which remain constant despite 
the temperature around them 

Human beings are warm-bloodied animals. 
 
to be blooded minded 

1.   to be ill-disposed to help in a problem or matter 
2.   to make the solving of a problem more difficult  

 
to be cold-blooded 
1. to be unemotional, pitiless, caring, or frigid 

2. to be cruel, harsh, ruthless, vicious, or shrewd 
 I have never met such a cold-blooded person. 

 
to be full-blooded (powerful 919) 
 

to be hot-blooded 
1. to be passionate, be easily aroused, quick-tempered or angered 
2. to be excitable, temperamental, or bold 

She is so hot-blooded! 
 



 

 

to be red-blooded 
(see plucky 904, powerful 919) 

 
Blooded but unbowed 

injured and hurt but not yet broken 
Yes, I'm bloodied but unbowed.  I will not give up. 
 

Don't be so bloodied minded! 
1.    What a bad idea! 
2.     Don't be in such a bad mood! 

 
Money is the lifeblood of commerce  

Without money there is no business 
 
bloodless 

1.    pale, sickly, colorless, anemic 
2.    pallid, sallow, ashen, pasty, chalky 

3.    gaunt, haggard, faded 
4.    livid, deathlike, deathly 
5.    ghostly, ghastly, grim, white as a ghost 

6.    lacking in human emotion or feeling 
       He is a bloodless human being who only thinks  

about money. 

 
bloody  

1.    bloodstained, gory, blood-soaked 
       This coup d'etat was rather bloody. 
2.    composed or resembling blood 

3.    protesting in a very loud voice 
       I screamed bloody murder. 
4.    protesting in a very boisterous and angry way 

5.    (vulgar/British) exclamation to express anger,  
annoyance, shock 

His is a bloody nut! 
 
Bloody Mary 

1.    nickname of Mary I, queen of England, daughter of  
Henry VIII and sister of Elizabeth I 

2.    a drink of vodka and seasoned tomato juice 
       I wonder was the drink Blood Mary named after Mary I. 
 

to bloody 
to injure someone to the point of bleeding 
He bloodied his opponent. 

 
to be a bloody idiot (vulgar/British)    



 

 

to be a damn imbecile 
He is such a bloody idiot! 

 
to be bloody-minded (vulgar/British)   

to always making trouble 
 
to have a bloody nerve (vulgar/ British)   

to have a damn imprudence or audacity 
You have a bloody nerve being here today. 
 

to have a perfectly bloody something (vulgar/British)   
to experience an awful or horrible something 

I had a perfectly awful date last night. 
 
to not be bloody likely (vulgar/British) 

not very likely 
Not bloody likely that he'll help me. 

 
to scream bloody murder  
to scream for help 

She screamed bloody murder! 
 
He can bloody well do it himself (vulgar/British) 

let him do it without my help, damn it! 
 

to be blooded (see purebred 964/ pedigree 864) 
 
to be blue-blooded (pedigree 864) 

 
to be full-blooded (see purebred 964/ pedigree 864) 
 

to be pure-blooded  (see purebred 964/ pedigree 864) 
 

Muscle 
(1525-35) 
Latin musculus,  French muscle, Spanish musculo 

 
muscle 

1.    bundle of fibrous tissues able to contract, producing  
movement in the body 

2.    sinew, tendon, tendons 

3.    muscular strength 
4.    brawn, muscles, muscularity, huskiness, heftiness 
5.    (slang)  beef, beefiness 

6.    power or force of a coercive nature 
7.    might, strength, muscular, forcefulness 



 

 

8.    (slang)   elbow grease, pull, leverage, weight, clout 
9.    (slang)  hired thug 

       He will not hesitate in using muscles. 
10.  body guard 

11.  a necessary or fundamental  thing 
12.  essential, principle, fundamental 
13.  crux, crucial point, main point, essential matter 

       If you cut out the muscle of an article, you destroy the article. 
14.  (slang) bottom line 
15.  substance, essence, core, meat 

16.  (slang)  nuts and bolts, nitty-grit 
 

muscle beach 
beach where young men go to show off their brawn 
The back end of the East Beach is known as muscle beach. 

 
muscle bound (powerful  919) 

having an abundance of muscles due to excessive exercise 
He has exercised so much that he can now be termed muscle bound. 
 

muscle in   
1. to pry or inquire into, question, ask around, step in, meddle in  
 You need to stop muscling in so much.  It’s very 

 unattractive. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to obtrude, intermeddle, intercede, interpose, 
 meddle, intervene 
 

3. (informal) to mind others’ business, stick one’s nose into, nose 
 about, bend an ear, be a busybody, sniff, ferret, smell, root or 
 fish out, poke one’s nose where it does not belong, have one’s 

 finger in every pie, be a meddler, nose about, nose around, 
 stick  one’s nose where it doesn’t belong, be a snoop or a 

 kibitzer, poke one’s nose into, have a nose in every door, be 
 nosy or a nosy-body 
 

4. (slang)  to barge in, butt in, horn in, butt in on, horn in on, chisel 
 in, snoop around, muscle in, be buttinsky, Paul Pry, dig into or 

 out, track down, cut in, kibitz 
 
 

 
muscle man 
1.    body builder 

2.    an especially well built male hired to intimidate 
 i.e. body guard or thug 



 

 

 
muscle tone 

strength 
 

 
to muscle 
1.    to compel, push, force, drive, ram  

       One country has no right to muscle another. 
2.    to butt, bully, strong-arm 
3.    to elbow, hustle, cram 

4.    to strengthen, harden, fortify, build up, make more muscular 
 

 
to be the muscle 
to be the person or persons who compel or coerce 

I want you to stand in the door and be the muscle.  No one who is not on 
the list is to pass. 

 
to carry a lot of muscle 
to have a lot of influence 

Unions used to carry a lot of muscle. 
 
to flex one's muscle 

to demonstrate or show one's muscle 
The moment that the country flexed it's muscle, it lost the respect of the 

world. 
 
to have the muscle to 

to have the strength, brawn, or power to 
I have both the muscle and brain to get what I want. 
 

to muscle in on 
to force or push one's way into  

You can not muscle in on the deal that we have made. 
 
to muscle one's way into 

to force or elbow one's way into something 
The army muscled its way into the country. 

 
to not have a lot of muscle 
to not have the strength, not be powerful enough, or be weak 

Unions no longer have a lot of muscle.  They can no longer help their 
workers. 
 

to not move a muscle 
to not move at all, remain perfectly still 



 

 

He has threatened to shoot everyone if anyone moves a muscle.     
 

to pull a muscle 
to injure or hurt a muscle 

As a result of playing too much basket ball, I pulled a muscle. 
 
to take some muscle 

to require strength, elbow grease, or brawn 
It is going to take some muscle to get everything done on time. 
 

to use political muscle 
to threaten, intimidate, push, or coerce to get what one wants 

He is not above using political muscle to get what he wants. 
 
muscular (powerful  919 sturdy  1182) 

1.    brawny, well-muscled, powerfully built 
2.    able-bodied, athletic, staunch 

3.    tough as nail, hard as rock 
4.    powerful, potent, all-powerful 
5.    sweeping, inclusive, comprehensive, all-embracing 

6.    indiscriminate, unqualified 
7.    industrious, bustling, unremitting 
8.    hard-working, diligent 

9.    aggressive, emphatic 
 

muscled  (1182) 
 
well-muscled  (1182) 

 
 
Mind 

(Before 900) 
Old English  gemynd,  Middle English  myndle (e),  Goth  gamunds,  

Latin mens,  Greek, manía,  French espirit, Spanish mente 
 

mind 

1.    intellect, intellectual faculty, cognitive function 
       His mind is something magnificent to observe. 

2.    psyche, ego, subconscious 
3.    soul, spirit, inner being 
4.    (slang) genius, mental giant, brain, Einstein, wizard, whiz 

       He is a mind that I would love to explore.   
5.    brain power, brains, wit, quickness, wittiness 
       He has a sharp mind; nothing escapes his attention. 

6.    (slang)  gray matter, smarts, good head on his shoulder,  
noggin, noodle 



 

 

7.    sanity, saneness, senses 
8.    (slang) marbles 

       He has lost his mind. 
9.    rationality, sense of reason, judgment, common sense 

       How his mind works is beyond me. 
10.  disposition, humor, temperament 
11.  bent, tendency, propensity 

       His mind tends to focus on the morbid. 
12.  feeling, partiality, bias, liking, belief 
13.  notion, whim, idea 

14.   intention aim, purpose, design 
 

 
mind altering 
a drug or experience which, either biologically or emotionally, has caused 

marked changes in one's mood or behavior. 
What happened during the war was mind-altering experience. 

 
mind-bender 
an experience or person who forces one to reassess one's way of thinking  

That experience was a mind-bender. 
 
mind-bending (slang)      

something which is shocking, astounding,  
strange, or surprising 

That was mind-bending. 
 
mind-blower (slang) 

1.    hallucinogenic drug 
2.    that which shocks, astounds, or surprises 
 

mind-blowing (slang) 
something which is shocking, astounding,  

strange, or surprising 
That was mind-blowing. 
 

mind-boggler (riddle  1039) 
 

mind-boggling (slang) 
1.    totally confusing, illogical, puzzling;  

emotionally and psychologically overwhelming 

       This experience is totally mind-boggling . 
2.    intellectually overwhelming 
       Sometimes English grammar can be mind-boggling. 

 
mind-expanding (slang) 



 

 

1.    hallucinogenic drug 
2.    that which shocks, astounds, or surprises 

 
mind games 

a way of confusing someone through words and actions 
He loves to play mind games. 
 

mind-reader 
a person who is able to read the thoughts of another 
I swear to you that my mother is a mind-reader. 

 
mind-set 

a disposition or attitude 
His mind-set is a mystery to me. 
 

making up one’s mind (selection 1087) 
 

 
mastermind 
1.   intellect, intellect, genius 

2.   (slang)  think tank, brains 
3.    planner, designer, architect 
4.    originator, founder, father, creator, author, generator 

5.    prime mover, engineer, executive, guide, leader, master  
 

 
frame of mind    
the way that one thinks or feel at the moment 

My frame of mind is not very good right now. 
 
having one’s mind on (cogitation  184, meditation  720) 

1. speculation, thinking, thinking about, wondering about, 
 considering 

 The headwork necessary to get this work done is going to be 
 considerable. 
  

2. (more stylistic)  rumination, cerebrating, ruminating, cerebration, 
 musing, pondering, brooding over, cogitation 

 
3. (informal)  chewing over, having one’s mind on, chewing the cud, 
 putting on one’s thinking cap, brainwork, chewing over an idea, 

 mulling over, wondering about, headwork 
 
 

 
 



 

 

in one's mind's eye 
in one's imagination or thoughts 

In my mind's eye, everything is possible. 
 

mind blowing ( formidable  432, stupendous  1182) 
 
mind boggling (formidable 432, stupendous  1182) 

 
evil minded  (perverse  880) 
 

presence of mind 
(p. 929/ sang-froid  1068) 

 
state of mind    
the way that one thinks or feel at the moment 

In the state of mind I am in, anything is possible. 
 

 
 
to one's mind 

in one's opinion, judgment, or estimation; in one's way of seeing things 
or thinking 
In my mind, the whole thing was a mistake.  

 
time out of mind  

to not think about someone 
 
of unsound mind 

not to be rational, lucid, or clearheaded 
 
no one in one's right mind would do something 

no one who was sound or rational would do something 
No one in one's right mind would go jogging at 3 o'clock  

in the morning. 
 
unmindful 

4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, acting without 

 thinking, acting in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, 
 impatient, irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, 
 carelessly, heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   

      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 
 
 5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 

 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, acting rashly,  



 

 

 irrationally, quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, acting in a devil-

 may-care, death defying, harebrained, heedless, helter-skelter, 
 brash, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 
 manner, not think before one acts, acting first and think later 

 
to mind 
 

1.    to attend, give one's attention to, pay attention to 
       Mind my words; it's not over. 

2.    watch, see, observe, pay heed to 
3.    to obey, follow, adhere to, respect 
       If you do not mind me, you will pay the consequences. 

4.    to attend, watch, look after 
       Can you mind the children while I run to the store. 

5.    guard, be careful, be wary, think twice of, weigh 
       Mind him; he can't be trusted. 
6.    to care, care about, be concerned about 

       I do mind where and how you live.  
7.    to remember, recall, recollect 
       I mind the day when I first came here. 

 
to be a load off one's mind 

to be no longer worry or concerned about something 
Now that he's home, that's a load off my mind. 
 

to be a mind blower 
3. to be a prodigy, miracle, wonder, marvel or phenomenon 
 

4. (informal)  to be one in a thousand, rare gem, in a million, find, one 
 of a kind, something to write home about or rare gem 

 
5. (slang)  to be a rare bird, mind blower, really something, quite a 
 thing, oner, mind boggler, something to shout about 

  
 

to be mind a boggler 
3. to be a prodigy, miracle, wonder, marvel or phenomenon 
 

4. (informal)  to be one in a thousand, rare gem, in a million, find, one 
 of a kind, something to write home about or rare gem 
 

5. (slang)  to be a rare bird, mind blower, really something, quite a 
 thing, oner, mind boggler, something to shout about 



 

 

  
 

to be a weight off one's mind 
to be no longer worry or concerned about something 

Now that he's home, that's a weight off my mind. 
 
to be able to put one's mind to rest 

to be able to stop worry 
Now that she's home, I cam put my mind to rest. 
 

to be able to read someone's mind 
to know what someone is thinking without speaking 

We know each other so well that we are able to read 
 each other's mind. 
 

to be able to put something right out of one's mind 
to be able to stop worrying over or thinking about something 

You can put it right out of your mind; everything is okay. 
 
to be all in one's mind  

to believe or feel something that only exists  
in one's imagination 
What I thought happened, didn't happen.   

It was all in my head. 
 

to be at the back of one's mind  
to be in someone's thoughts but not an  
immediate priority 

She's been in the back of my mind for awhile now.   
I think I'll call her. 
 

to be bored out of one's mind 
to be very bored 

I am bored out of my mind. 
 
to be clear in one's own mind 

to be sure of, not to be confused about 
I am clear in my own mind who is wrong in this situation. 

 
to be driven out of one's mind 
to cause someone to go crazy 

What he was saying was driving me crazy. 
 
to be drunk out of one's mind (slang)  

to be so drunk that one does not know what one is doing 
 



 

 

to be easy in one's mind about something 
to be at peace or comfortable with 

I am easy in my mind about what happened. 
 

to be just in one's mind  
to believe or feel something that only exists in one's imagination 
Our relationship was just in my mind.  It never really existed. 

 
to be in good mind 
to be full of confidence 

 
to be in one's right mind  

1.    to be sane, rational,  or sound 
2.    (slang)  to be all there, have all one's marbles 
       I am now in my right mind so it would be better  

if you leave. 
 

to be no question in one's mind   
to not be in doubt about something 
There's no question in my mind that he is guilty. 

 
to be of like mind  
to be in total agreement with someone else  

My husband and I are of like mind on this matter.   
There's nothing more to discuss. 

 
to be mind-numbing  
to be mind-deadening or dulling 

This class is so boring that it is mind-numbing. 
 
to be mind-numbingly boring  

to be very boring, to be boring to the extreme 
This class is mind-numbingly boring. 

 
to be of a mind to do something 
to be inclined to do something or have the intention to do something 

I am of a mind to call my mother tonight. 
 

to be of like mind (meet 720) 
 
 

to be of one mind (meet 720)  
to be in total agreement with someone else  
My husband and I are of one mind on this matter.   

There's nothing more to discuss. 
 



 

 

to be of sound mind 
to have a healthy, fit, cogent mind 

I am of sound mind and body; therefore, I can sign the contract. 
 

to be of sound mind and body 
to be physically and mentally healthy 
I am of sound mind and body; therefore, I can make  

my own decisions. 
 
to be one of the great minds 

1.    to be a genius, great thinker, master, mastermind 
2.    (slang) wizard, whiz, crackerjack, brain, an Einstein, 

 mental giant 
       She is one of the great minds of the twentieth century. 
 

 
to be of the same mind  (to concur 209/ cooperate/ meet 720) 

to be in total agreement with someone else  
My husband and I are of the same mind on this matter.   
There's nothing more to discuss. 

 
to be of two minds about something (to stumble  1181) 
to not be able to make a decision on something, have  

feet in both camps 
Frankly, I'm of both minds; therefore, I don't know want to do. 

 
to be on someone's mind  
1. to be in someone's thoughts 

       My mother has been on my mind all day.  I wonder if  
something is wrong? 

2.    to be thinking and worrying about someone or something 

       You've been on my mind all day.  We have to get this  
problem between us solved.  

 
to be one of the great minds 
1.    to be a genius, great thinker, master, mastermind 

2.    (slang) wizard, whiz, crackerjack, brain, an  
Einstein, mental giant 

       She is one of the great minds of the twentieth century. 
 
to be out of one’s mind (irate 603/ beserk 111) 

 
to be still of the same mind  
to not have changed one's ideas, opinions, or way of thinking 

 
to be stoned out of one's mind (slang)  



 

 

to be so high on drugs that one does not know what 
one is doing 

 
to be sure in one’s own mind 

(see presumptuous, 931) 
 
to be the furthest thing from one's mind  

not to be what was thinking about when something  
was said or done 
Insulting you was the furthest thing from my mind. 

 
to be the last thing on one's own mind 

to not be what one would normally think about 
Asking you for help was the last thing on my mind. 
 

to be unable to make up one’s mind  (to stumble  1181) 
 

to be uneasy in one's mind about something 
to be at uncomfortable, troubled, or restless with 
I am uneasy in my mind about everything that happened. 

 
 
to be without a mind of one’s own (plastic 899) 

 
to bear in mind 

to be aware of, remember 
You must always bear in mind that you determine how you are treated. 
 

to bear in mind that something is so 
to be aware or remember that something is so 
You must always bear in mind that you determine how you are treated. 

 
to block somebody or something out of one's mind 

to force oneself to stop thinking about someone or something 
I am desperately looking for a way to block him out of my mind. 
 

to blow one’s mind  (overwhelm  832) 
 

to boggle the mind 
to astound, overwhelm or stagger 
So much money boggles the mind. 

 
to bore someone out of one's mind 
to bore someone 

This class bores me out of my mind. 
 



 

 

to bring one's mind to bear on something  
to think about, meditate, or ponder something 

I brought my mind to bear on the problem at hand.   
 

to bring to mind (to summon up  1192) 
 
to broaden the mind 

to develop new interest, become intellectually curious 
It is important to broaden the mind. 
 

to broaden one's mind 
to develop intellectual curiosity 

Reading these works has helped to broaden my mind. 
 
to call to mind 

to remember, recall, recollect 
Seeing you calls to mind so many things. 

 
to cast one's mind back 
to consciously remember or recollect 

Every so often I like to cast my mind back to when I was a child. 
 
to change minds 

to work to convince people to think differently 
To change minds, one must change. 

 
to change one's mind 
to change one's opinion, make a 180 degree turn 

I've changed my mind.  I can't go. 
to make an about face 
1.       to backpedal, change one's position or opinion 360 degrees,     

          backtrack, reverse oneself, renounce, withdraw,    
          He made an about face when he found out the truth. 

 
2.       (more stylistic)  to renounce, foreswear, disclaim, unsay, renege  
          retract, disavow, tergiversate, rescind, recant, repudiate, gainsay,  

 
3.       (informal)  to do an about face, eat one’s words, take back,    

          swallow one’s words, shift one’s ground, change one’s mind, 
          about face, change one’s side 
 

4.        to pull a switcheroo, flip-flop, pull a 180 degree,  do a flip flop  
 
 

 
to come into one's mind 



 

 

to suddenly begin thinking about something 
I don't know but when I entered the room,  

Lina came into my mind. 
to come to mind 

to suddenly begin thinking about someone 
John suddenly came to mind.  How strange. 
to flash upon the inner eye 

1. to suddenly remember or think of someone, just remember, or 
 recall, have one’s memory triggered, occur to, realize, dawn on one 
 The minute that I smelled the perfume, my mother flashed upon 

 the inner eye. 
 

2. (more stylistic)  to return to thoughts to the past, review, recall, 
 recollect, recall to mind, reminisce, retrospect 
3. (informal) to flash upon the inner eye, come to mind, pop into 

 one’s mind, enter one’s head, strike, flash across one’s mind, 
 pass through one’s mind, come into one’s head, bring to mind, 

 cross one’s mind 
 
 

to cross one's mind 
to occur, think about, suggest itself to, come to, hit, strike  
It never crossed my mind to kill her. 

 
to cross one's mind's  

to come into one's consciousness, occur to one, enter one's head or 
thoughts 
It just crossed my mind that he doesn't know anything.  Is that possible? 

 
to direct the mind (see 1086) 
 

to do something with something in mind 
to do something  while taking in consideration 

something or someone else 
She spoke softly with the children in mind. 
 

to enter one's mind's  
to come into one's consciousness, occur to one, enter  

one's head or thoughts 
It just crossed my mind that he doesn't know anything.   
Is that possible? 

 
to get one's mind off of something  
to purposely look for ways to not think about something 

I'm listening to music to get my mind off of what's waiting for home. 
 



 

 

to get somebody or something out of one's mind 
to force oneself to stop thinking about someone or something 

I am desperately looking for a way to get him out of my mind. 
 

to give someone a piece of one mind 
to  let one's dissatisfaction be known 
I gave her a piece of my mind so that she would know what I thought. 

 
to give one's mind to something  
1.   to think about, think over, ruminate, or consider something 

2.   to dedicate or devote 
      He has yet to give his mind to work. 

 
to go clear out of one's mind  
to completely and totally forget something 

It went clear out of my mind.  Something like that has never happened 
before. 

 
to go over something in one's mind   
to think about or over something; reflect, ponder, meditate on 

She keeps going over the incident in her mind. 
 
to go out of one's mind  

1.    to be crazy, insane, mentally unbalance 
       She went out of her mind when she found 

 out what he did. 
2.    to be distraught or out of control 

She went out of her mind and ran out of the house  

when she saw them together. 
 
to go out of one's mind with 

to be distraught or overwhelm with  
I've been going  out of my mind with worry.  Where are you? 

 
to go quite out of one's mind  
to completely forget and totally something 

It went quite of my mind.  Sorry! 
 

to go right out of one's mind  
to completely and totally forget something 
It went right out of my mind.  I mean that I completely and totally forgot. 

 
to grip the mind (consume 222) 
 

to have a closed mind  
to not be opened to other perspective or viewpoints 



 

 

You're wasting your time but he has a closed mind. 
 

to have a good mind to do something   
1.    to not be very serious about doing something 

       I have a good mind to ask him to leave.   
2.    to consider doing something but not be sure what to do. 
 

to have a meeting of the minds  
1.    to be in agreement or in accord with one another 
       We finally had a meeting of the minds. 

2.     to have a consensus, unanimity, unison 
        We  will never adjourn if we do not have a meeting 

of the minds. 
 
to have a mind as sharp as a razor 

1.   to be intelligent, discerning, penetrating,  
perceptive, percipient, insightful 

2.   to be astute, shrewd, savvy, keen 
3.   (slang) to be top drawer, topnotch, crackerjack,  

on the ball, whiz 

4.   (slang) to be sharp witted, sharp as a tack, sharp,   
quick witted. 

 

to have a mind like a cespit 
to be pornographic, raunchy, lewd 

 
to have a mind like a cesspool 
to be dirty, obscene, off-color, bawdy 

 
to have a mind like a sewer 
to be perverted, dirty, lecherous, obscene 

 
to have a mind like a steel-trap 

1.   to be intelligent, discerning, penetrating,  
perceptive, percipient, insightful 

2.   to be adroit, deft, smart, wide-awake 

      Don't even try it; she has a mind like a steel trap. 
   She'll chew you up and spit you out. 

 
to have a mind of one's own (override 830) 
1.    to make one's own decision without being overly  

influenced by others 
       I have a mind of my own so you can save your breath. 
2.    a subordinate or thing which is not easily controlled 

        This computer has a mind of one's own. 
 



 

 

to have a mind to do something 
to be inclined, disposed, or prone to do something 

I have a mind to call him tonight and ask him on a date. 
 

to have one’s mind on ( deliberate 270, cogitate 184) 
 
to have a one-track mind 

to think about one thing to the exclusion of other things 
You  are only thinking about sex; you have a one-track mind. 
 

to have a quick mind  
to be very intelligent, to be able to think on one's feet 

If I were you, I wouldn't try to challenge him.   
He has a quick mind. 
 

to have a mind for (see flair 415) 
 

to have a razor-sharp mind 
1.   to be intelligent, discerning, penetrating,  

perceptive, percipient, insightful 

2.   to be astute, shrewd, savvy, keen 
3.   (slang) to be top drawer, topnotch, crackerjack,   

on the ball, whiz 

4.   (slang) to be sharp witted, sharp as a tack,  
sharp, quick witted 

      She's going to give you a fight because she has 
a razor-sharp mind. 

 

to have already someone in mind  
to be already be considering someone for something 
I already have someone in mind for the job.   

I'll let you know if it works it. 
 

to have an open mind 
to be willing to hear, and may be even accept,  
other views and other perspectives    

You should always have an open mind.  You never know 
but you maybe wrong. 

 
to have half a mind to do something   
1.    to not be very serious about doing something 

       I have half a mind to pay him for this.  
2.    to consider doing something but not be sure what to do 
 

to have in mind (see 1086) 
 



 

 

to have it in mind to do something 
to consider doing something 

I decided yet but I have it in mind to talk to  
her about concern.  

 
 
I have my mind on so many things that I can't  

concentrate on anything. 
 
to have no mind to do something 

to not want to have or not intend to have done something 
I'm very sorry because had no mind to hurt him the way  

that I did. 
 
(to have one's) mind go blank 

1.   to lose one's train of thought 
2.   to completely forget something 

      When I went to take my history exam, my mind went totally blank. 
 
(to have one's) mind going 

1.   to think, think about,  .    
2.   (slang)  to brew, hatch, put on one's thinking cap, use one's head 
      His mind is really going. 

 
(to have) no doubt in one's mind   

to  have no doubt about something 
There's no doubt that he is guilty. 
 

to have one’s mind on (ruminate 1058, meditate  719) 
to let something enter one’s head 
1. to think about, consider,  think over, entertain the idea of 

 I don’t know how he let that idea enter her head.  It’s ridiculous. 
2. (more stylistic)  to give thought to, mull over, cogitate, weigh, 

 ruminate, deliberate, muse on contemplate, ponder, mediate on, 
 cerebrate 
 

3. (informal)  to chew over, kick over, put one’s mind to, turn over 
 in one’s mind, get lost in though, put on one’s thinking cap, have 

 one’s mind on 
 
 

to have one's mind on a matter 
to be preoccupied or worried about something, be  
thinking about something 

 
to have one's mind on doing something 



 

 

to be determined to do something 
I have my on helping that young man get an education. 

 
(to not have) one's mind on something (contemplate 223) 

to not be thinking about what one is doing  
I can't concentrate on this right now.  My mind is on something else.  
 

to have one's mind on something else 
to not be able think about what's at hand, what is  
the present concern 

I can't help you right now; I have my mind on something else. 
 

to have peace of mind 
to not be worried or concern 
Now that I know, I have peace of mind. 

 
to have something imprinted on one's mind 

to not be able to forget or wipe out of one's mind 
Her birth has been imprinted on my mind. 
 

to have the presence of mind 
1.    to be rational or sane 
       Right now I don't have the presence of mind  

to do anything. 
2.    to have the intelligence, quickness, wits  

about oneself 
        Thank God that I had the presence of mind not 

to fall into his trap. 

 
to keep an open mind 
to be willing to hear, and may be even accept, other views and other 

perspectives    
You should always keep an open mind. 

 
to keep in mind  (summon up  1192) 
to bear in mind, be aware of, remember 

Keep in mind that I will always be by your side. 
 

to keep one's mind off of something  
to purposely look for ways to not think about something 
I'm listening to music to keep my mind off of what's waiting for home. 

 
to keep one's mind on something  
to continuing thinking about or pondering something 

I'm going to keep my mind on this until I solve the problem. 
 



 

 

to know one's own mind  
in be certain, self-assured, in touch with oneself 

It doesn't matter what you say, I know my own mind. 
 

to leap to mind 
to suddenly begin thinking about someone and something 
John suddenly leaped to mind.  How strange. 

 
to let one's mind run on something 
to think about something 

 
to lose one's mind  

1.    to be crazy, insane, mentally unbalance 
       She lost her mind when she found out what he did. 
2.    to be distraught or out of control 

       She lost her mind and ran out of the house when  
she saw them together. 

 
to love to watch how someone's mind works 
To be fascinated or intrigued by one's way of thinking. 

John is so different that I love to watch how his mind works. 
 
to occupy the mind (consume 222) 

 
 

 
to maintain an open mind 
to be willing to hear, and may be even accept,  

other views and other perspectives    
You should always maintain an open mind. 
 

to make one's mind go back 
to remember, recall, reminisce, muse. look back on, think back to 

Seeing you in that dress makes my mind go back to another time.  
 
to make up one's mind's (select 1087, choose 166, decide  263) 

1.   to decide, reach a decision 
      I made up my mind and the answer is no. 

2.   to be become very determined to do something  
or about something 

       I made up my mind that you're not going to leave 

 here and you're not! 
 
to mastermind (oversee 830) 

1.    to contrive, think up, come up with 
2.    to have the bright idea, hatch, dream up 



 

 

3.    to mold, develop, design, frame, devise, innovate 
4.    to originate, innovate, found, instigate, inaugurate, launch 

5.    to create, author, invent, generate, make 
6.    to execute, carry out, engineer, direct, guide, lead  

 
to mind out 
to watch out or be aware 

 
to not be able get someone or something out of one's mind 
to not be able to forget someone or something 

I have tried but I can't get him out of mind. 
 

to not be able to call to mind 
to not be able to remember or recollect 
I can not call to mind his name. 

 
to not be able to make up one’s mind  (stumble  1181) 

 
to not be in one's right mind 
1.    to be crazy or deranged 

       He does not know what he's doing; he's not in his right mind. 
2.    to be emotionally, physically, or mentally overwhelmed  
       She hasn't slept for days; she's not in her right mind.   

 
to not know one’s own mind  (stumble  1181) 

 
to not mind  … 
1.    to not bother or annoy doing something 

       You are my best friend.  Of course I don't mind  
watching your dog for the afternoon. 

2.    to not care 

       I don't mind what they say; I believe that I'm right. 
 

to not mind that … 
to not bother or annoy doing something 
I don't mind that you don't arrive until problem. 

 
to pass through one's mind 

to occur, think about, suggest itself to, come to, hit, strike  
It never passed through my mind to kill her. 
 

to pick someone's mind  
to get information from someone … 
I would love to pick your mind on what you know about expression. 

 
to push somebody or something out of one's mind 



 

 

to force oneself to stop thinking about someone or something 
I am desperately looking for a way to push him out of my mind. 

 
to put it in someone's mind's  

to convince, make one think in a certain 
He put it in her mind that she can not live without him. 
 

to put one in mind of  
to remind someone of or make someone remember something  
Seeing him enjoy life so much puts me in mind of when I was younger. 

 
to put one's mind to ( see view  1319/ deliberate 270/ ruminate 1058) 

to brood over, muse on, ruminate 
You need to put your mind to this.  Nothing will do. 
to let something enter one’s head 

1. to think about, consider,  think over, entertain the idea of 
 I don’t know how he let that idea enter her head.  It’s ridiculous. 

2. (more stylistic)  to give thought to, mull over, cogitate, weigh, 
 ruminate, deliberate, muse on contemplate, ponder, mediate on, 
 cerebrate 

 
3. (informal)  to chew over, kick over, put one’s mind to, turn over 
 in one’s mind, get lost in though, put on one’s thinking cap, have 

 one’s mind on 
 

 
to preoccupy the mind (consume 222) 
 

to put one's mind to something  
to dedicate or devote time to something, be determined to do something 
I'm going to put my mind to this; I have to solve this problem. 

 
to put one's mind at ease (to persuade  878) 

1. to quiet, calm, disburden somebody's mind 
His words put her mind at ease. 

2. to comfort and help relax someone who is nervous,  

scared, or worried 
Our conversation put my mind at ease.  I'm no longer scared. 

 
to put one's mind at rest  (persuade 878) 
to quiet, calm, disburden somebody's mind 

His words put her mind at rest. 
 
to put one’s mind to (cogitate 184, meditate  719) 

 
to seize the mind 



 

 

(consume 222) 
 

to set one's mind to something  
to dedicate or devote time to something, be determine to do something 

I'm going to put my mind to this; I have to solve this problem. 
 
to slip one's mind 

to forget 
It totally slipped my mind that we had a date tonight. 
 

to speak one's mind 
to say what really one really thinks 

It's about he speaks his mind; he's biting his tongue until now. 
 
to spring to mind 

to suddenly begin thinking about someone and something 
John suddenly sprang to mind.  How strange. 

 
to take one's mind off of something  
to purposely look for ways to not think about something 

I'm listening to music to take my mind off of what's waiting for home. 
 
to take one's mind to something  

to dedicate or devote time to something 
I'm going to put my mind to this; I have to solve this problem. 

 
to try put someone or something out of one's mind 
to try stop worrying or thinking about someone or something 

Try to put it out of your mind.  It's not worth worrying about. 
 
to turn over in one's mind (see view 1319/ speculate 1142) 

to contemplate, mull over, give thought to 
I have been turning over in my mind what you've been saying. 

to let something enter one’s head 
1. to think about, consider,  think over, entertain the idea of 
 I don’t know how he let that idea enter her head.  It’s ridiculous. 

2. (more stylistic)  to give thought to, mull over, cogitate, weigh, 
 ruminate, deliberate, muse on contemplate, ponder, mediate on, 

 cerebrate 
 
3. (informal)  to chew over, kick over, put one’s mind to, turn over 

 in one’s mind, get lost in though, put on one’s thinking cap, have 
 one’s mind on 
 

 
to turn something over in one's mind 



 

 

to think about something, meditate on something, ponder 
I've been turning what happened over and over in my mind and still I 

don't understand. 
 

to weigh on one's mind 
to trouble, burden, depress, worry, torment, disturb 
What we did weighs on my mind. 

 
to win the hearts and minds of someone 
to try to convince someone to support or to come out for you 

The US tried to win the hearts and minds of the Iranian people. 
 

 
 
 

Do you got something particular in mind? (usually asked in the form of a 
question) 

Do you already have an idea or plan? 
 
Do you mind?! 

(said when one is annoyed about something is doing) 
Do  you mind.  I was talking to her. 
 

Do you mind  …? 
Does it bother or annoy you to do something … 

Do you mind helping me with my homework? 
 
Do you mind  if…? 

Does it bother or annoy you if  … 
Do you mind if Billy also comes with us? 
 

Don't mind if I do.  
Yes. 

 
Don't mind me. 
Ignore me. (I'm just being silly) 

Don't mind me.  What were you saying. 
 

Great minds think alike 
said jokingly to say that one and someone else must be intelligent 
because they agree 

 
I don't mind if I do (humorous) 
Humorous way of saying 'yes' 

Would you like another cup of coffee. 
I don't mind if I do. 



 

 

 
I don't mind telling you …  

I would like to tell you that … 
 

I would not mind a cup of coffee, thank you.   
I would like a cup of coffee, thank you. 
 

If you are so minded… 
If you are willing to … 
 

If you don't mind!  
(said in indignation)  Excuse me!  Please! 

 
If you don't mind me saying that …  
If you would allow me saying that … 

 
If you don't mind my saying that …  

If you would allow me saying that … 
 
Make up your mind!  

1.   Decide!  Pick! 
2.   (informal)  Fish or cut bait! 
3.   (vulgar)  Shit or get off the pot! 

 
Mind my words! 

Listen! 
Listen to what I say (you will see that I'm right) 
 

Mind over matter 
to do what is necessary despite how hard 
It's a thing of mind over matter.  I can do this. 

 
Mind the store! 

Watch over or look after something while I'm gone 
I would really appreciate if you could mind the store until I get back. 
 

Mind you call her. 
Be sure to call her. 

 
Mind you, I didn't know!  
Listen, I didn't know! 

 
Mind your behavior! 
Behave! 

 
Mind your language!   



 

 

1.   Watch or be careful how you speak! 
2.    No cursing! 

 
Mind your own business!  

Don't worry about what's not your concern or business! 
 
Mind your P's and Q's! 

Be careful and behave! 
 
Never mind 

1.   It's not important 
      What did you say?   

      Never mind.  It wasn't something of life and death. 
2.   Don't pay attention to me.  
      Never mind.  I'm just thinking like a crazy person. 

3.   It does not matter. 
      Never mind that your hair is wind-blown.  You're still beautiful. 

 
Never mind that!  
Don't worry about that!  That's not important! 

 
Never you mind! 
Don't you worry! 

 
Never you mind that!  

Don't worry about that!  That's not important! 
 
Out of sight, our of mind, out of your mind!  

the opposite of the expression: Absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
 
She can't speak French never mind Spanish.   

She can't speak Spanish; therefore, don't even think about her speaking 
French (a much more difficult language) 

 
The mind boggles (slang)  
the mind can not comprehend, is shocked, or flabbergasted by something 

The mind boggles at so much death and destruction. 
 

The triumph of mind over matter 
to successfully control one's fears and doubts  
Only with the triumph of mind over matter can one progress. 

 
What's on your mind? 
1.   What's the matter?  What's the problem?   

2.   What do you want to talk about? 
 



 

 

Would you mind  …? 
Would it bother or annoy you to do something … 

Would you mind helping me with my homework? 
 

You're out of your mind!  
You're crazy! 
 

You must be out of your mind!  
You're crazy! 
 

minded 
1.    disposed, tending toward, in the mood 

2.    ready eager, keen 
3.    bent upon, intending, aiming, planning 
4. to be inclined to think in a particular way, be disposed to 

1.   business-minded 
2.   industrially-minded nation 

3.   romantically-minded  
4.   strong-minded 
5.   weak-minded  

6.   scientifically minded 
7.   liberal-minded 
8.   commercially-minded 

 
broad-minded  (persuadable  878) 

1.    good-hearted, kind, fair, just, square, evenhanded 
2.    benign, benevolent 
3.    impersonal, impartial, disinterested, unbiased 

4.    understanding, sympathetic 
 
 

clear-minded (sound  1138) 
 

evil-minded  (perverse 880) 
 
feeble-minded 

1.    weak in the head, deficient, subnormal,  
2.    slow-witted, dull-witted, dull 

3.    (slang) stupid, dumb, empty-headed, blank,  
nobody home, empty upstairs 

 

healthy minded (sound 1138) 
 
high-minded (sublime  1184) 

1.    lofty, noble, admirable 
2.    pure upright, worthy, good 



 

 

3.    conscientious, scrupulous, principled, ethical 
4.    honest, truthful, above-board, square-dealing, fair 

 
lightminded (insouciant 583) 

 
little-minded 
1.    twisted, warped, one-sided 

2.    racist, anti-Semitic, discriminatory, closed 
3.    ethnocentric 
4.    limited, confined 

 
mean minded 

1.    selfish, narrow 
2.    mean spirited, petty, ungenerous, unforgiving 
3.    sexist, racist, anti-Semitic, discriminative 

4.    intolerant, illiberal, unreasonable 
 

narrow-minded 
1.    prejudiced, biased, warped, jaundiced, opinionated 
2.    closed-minded, closed, intolerant, unreasonable 

3.    insular, parochial, provincial 
4.    (slang) not be able to see beyond one's own nose 
5.    conservative, oppose to change, authoritarian 

6.    set in one's way, traditional, conventional, fundamentalist 
7.    (slang) strait-laced, stuffy, straight, prudish, self-righteous 

8.    super patriotic, chauvinistic, jingoistic 
 
right-minded  (sound 1138) 

someone who has the prevailing values, beliefs, and opinion of the 
society in which one resides 
He may be a little crazy but he is a right-minded person. 

 
simple-minded 

1.    weak in the head, deficient, subnormal,  
2.    slow-witted, dull-witted, dull 
3.    (slang) stupid, dumb, empty-headed, blank,  

nobody home, empty upstairs 
 

single-minded  (stubborn  1180) 
inflexible,  
 

 
small-minded 
1.    partial, arbitrary 

2.    discriminative, sexist 
3.    illiberal 



 

 

4.    myopic 
5.    (slang) deaf, dumb, and blind; wearing blinkers 

6.    rigorous, stiff-backed, rigid, locked-in 
7.    fixed, unchanging, settled 

8.    smug, complacent, mean 
 
weak-minded 

1.    weak in the head, deficient, subnormal,  
2.    slow-witted, dull-witted, dull 
3.    (slang) stupid, dumb, empty-headed, blank,  

nobody home, empty upstairs 
 

to be noble-minded 
to be noble, idealistic, or high-minded 
 

to be single-minded 
to be wholehearted, resolute, dedicated, or single-hearted 

 
narrow-mindedness 
1.    narrowness, jaundice, jaundiced-eye; colored or slanted view 

2.    intolerance, pettiness, meanness, lack of scope 
3.    myopia, blindness, short-sightedness, narrow-view 
4.    conservatism, dogmatism, stiffness,  

5.    stubbornness, obstinacy, intractability, mulishness 
6.    orthodoxy, fundamentalism, unprogressive ideas 

7.    (slang) holier-than-thou attitude 
8.    provincialism, chauvinism, jingoism, partisanship 
 

mindful (perspicacious  878) 
1.    attentive, observant, wide-awake, alive to 
2.    (slang)  on the job, all-ears 

3.    heedful, obedient, compliant 
4.    careful, wary, on guard, on the lookout 

5.    prudent, thoughtful, considerate shrewd, wise 
6.    prepared, on one's toes, precautions 
 

minder  (British) 
someone who cares for someone who can not care  

for oneself i.e. baby minder 
 
to be mindful of something 

to be careful, cautious, wary, guarded of 
You need to be mindful of your behavior. 
 

to be mindful that … 
to be careful or cautious that … 



 

 

 
to be ever mindful of something 

to always be aware of something 
I am ever mindful of his role in the war. 

 
to be mindful of what one says 
to take into consideration what one says 

Before doing anything, please, be mindful of what I'm saying.  It's 
important. 
 

 
mindless 

1.    senseless,  brainless, empty-headed 
2.    dull-witted, dull, slow, slow-witted 
3.    (slang)  dopey, moronic, dumb, retarded 

4.    mentally unsound, unstable, insane, mad, crazy 
5.    inattentive, unobservant, regardless 

6.    wandering, distracted, lost in thought 
7.    careless, unguarded, off guard 
8.    (slang) caught, napping, asleep on the job, not  

on the job, asleep at the switch 
9.    ill-advised, inconsiderate, thoughtless,  

reckless, irresponsible 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Skull 

(1175-1225) 
Middle English  scolle, Old Norse  skalli  skoltr,   Danish  skal,     
Swedish skull  skoll,   Latin  calvaria  calva,  French  crâne,  Spanish  

calavera 
 

skull … 
1.   bony framework which encases the brain and supports the face 
2.   the head os the center of knowledge and understanding 

3.   (slang)  the brains, the head, the mind 
 
 

skull and crossbones … 
1.   picture of a skull with two bones crossed below it, formerly 



 

 

used on the flags of pirates 
2.   picture of a skull with two bones cross bones, used on  

containers to show content is poison 
3.   picture of a skull with two bones crossed below, used  

as a warning of danger 
 
skull-cap … 

small round close-fitting cap worn on top of the head, worn by Christian 
priest and Jewish men 
 

out of one's skull 
1. crazy, insane, crazed, unsound, hysterical 

 He's out of his head with fever. 
 
2. emotionally unstable, deranged, not in one’s right mind, 

 unbalanced, of unsound mind, overwought 
 

3. (informal)  touched, unhinged, nutty,  unglued, wacky, out of 
 one’s head, wild, in hysterics  
 

4. (slang)  bonkers, dippy, off one’s rocker, dotty, cracked, nutty 
 as a fruit cake, not have all one’s marbles, screwy, zonky, off the 
 deep  end, bananas 

 
5. (Latin)  non compos mentis 

 
to skull  
to hit someone on the head 

 
to be out of one's skull … (dict.  1793) 
1.    to be crazy, out of one's mind 

       As a result of taking so many different kinds of drugs,  
he's out of his skull. 

 
2.    to be blind drunk 
       He's out of skull.  We have to get him home. 

 
to not be able get something into one's thick skull … 

to not be able to learn or remember something 
I can't get this poem into my thick skull. 
 

 
to not be able get it through one's thick skull … 
to not be able to understand or comprehend something 

Get it through your thick skull that I'm never going back to you.  Never! 
 



 

 

thick skulled 
(slang)  stupid, thickheaded, wooden-headed 

 
 

 
 
Brain 

(Before 900) 
Old and Middle English  brægen   gregen,  Low German  brägen,  Dutch 
brein,   Latin  cerebrum,  French  cerveau,   Spanish  cerebro 

 
brain 

1.   part of the central nervous system enclosed in the  
cranium, consisting of gray and white matter, functioning 
as the coordinating center of sensation, intellectual, and  

nervous activity 
In the US, if there is no brain activity, the person is  

considered dead. 
2.    aptitude, mentality 
3.    (slang)  gray matter, smarts, braininess 

4.    wisdom, wit, comprehension, cognition, insight, grasp 
5.    discernment, perception, judiciousness 
6.    recognition, cognizance, realization, apprehension 

7.    (slang) leader, head man, the man, kingpin       
8.    thinker, wizard, an Einstein, mental giant, whiz 

       He is a real brain. 
 
brains 

1.    intelligence, understanding, intellect, mind  
       I wish that I had his brains. 
2.    a brilliant or extremely smart person 

       He is the brains behind everything. 
3.    the controlling or guiding part i.e. in a computer or robot 

       It is the software and not the hardware which is the brains  
in the computer 

4.    the substance of the brain of the animal, used as food 

 
the brain child (slang)   

the creation or invention of someone 
He will not let this go easily.  This new product is his brainchild. 
 

brain damage 
injury of the brain which impairs one's function  
 

brain dead 
1.    dead (in the US brain dead equals dead) 



 

 

2.    where there is no longer any activity in the brain 
3.    (slang) to be flatlined 

       He is brain dead; there is no need to continue with  
the life-support. 

4.    (slang) dumb, stupid, no mental giant, mentally backwards 
 
 

brain death 
when one has suffered irreversible brain damage 
 

brain drain 
when the intellectuals of a country leave 

The brain drain in the poorer countries is a serious problem. 
 
brain food 

food to be beneficial to the brain  i.e.  fish 
Fish is known as excellent brain food. 

 
brain-gain 
the opposite of brain drain 

(when a country receives, through immigration, a great deal of highly 
educated immigrant) 
US has always been the benefit of brain-gain.    

 
brain picking 

the acting of acquiring information on a particular subject through  
systemically questioning  a person 
 

brain power 
1.   one's mental or intellectual ability 
2.    one with superior intellectual capability 

       
brain scan 

an analysis of the  brain by a machine   
 
brain sick 

insane, crazy, mentally unbalance 
 

brain-storm (palaver 838) 
a sudden idea or impulse 
I just had a brainstorm.  Please listen to my idea.  

 
brainstorming 
a technique used to develop ideas and think of ways to solve a problem 

Brainstorming is the best technique that I know to solve a problem. 
 



 

 

brainstorming session  
a meeting or group of meetings where the technique of brainstorming is 

used to develop ideas and think of ways to solve a problem 
 

brain teaser  (riddle  1039) 
an especially difficult problem or puzzle which is fun to solve 
The New York Times crossword puzzle is an especially difficult brain-

teaser. 
 
brain trust 

a group of very intelligent person from various fields whose job is to help 
a politician or company to make decisions 

 
Brains Trust (British)   
panel of intelligent persons who express their opinion of current interest 

put to them by television or radio audiences 
 

brain washing 
the act of systematically change the attitude or ideas of someone through 
the use of torture, drugs, or psychological stress 

Both sides use brain washing as a weapon. 
 
brain wave 

1.    electrical impulses given off by the brain 
2.    a sudden idea or inspiration 

 
brain work (cogitate 184, meditation  720) 
work which  is done principally by using the brain, mental activity 

having one’s mind on (cogitation  184) 
1. speculation, thinking, thinking about, wondering about, 
 considering 

 The headwork necessary to get this work done is going to be 
 considerable. 

  
2. (more stylistic)  rumination, cerebrating, ruminating, cerebration, 
 musing, pondering, brooding over, cogitation 

 
3. (informal)  chewing over, having one’s mind on, chewing the cud, 

 putting on one’s thinking cap, brainwork, chewing over an idea, 
 mulling over, wondering about, headwork 
 

 
 
bird brain (slang)   

1.     a person who is flighty, frivolous 
2.     a person who is backward, simple, dull, empty- 



 

 

headed, vacuous  
 

feather-brain (slang)   
1.    one who is featherheaded, stupid, extremely silly  

or ridiculous, scatterbrained 
       What a feather-brained idea. 
2.    (slang) one who is  not all there, missing some marbles, 

 not having all one's buttons,    
The a mind like a sieve 

 

hare-brain   
1.    one who is frivolous, flighty, impractical, rattle-brained 

2.    one who is featherbrained, not all there, missing some 
marbles, not having all one's buttons 

 

lamebrain (slang)  
1.    one who is dull, unintelligent, witless, slow-witted 

2.    one who is stolid, crass, lumpish 
3.    one who is dense, thick-headed, thick, slow, stupid 
rattle-brain (slang)  

1.    one who is unstable, unsteady, volatile, mercurial,  
erratic, always kidding  

2.    (slang) one who is flaky, fickle  

3.    one who is foolish, silly, inane, eccentric 
 

scatter-brain (slang)   
1.    one who is frivolous, flighty, impractical 
2.    one who is irresponsible,  

3.    (slang) one who is dizzy, dippy, having a screw loose,  
on another planet 

4.    one who is clownish, always kidding 

5.    (slang)  dreamy, drifty, woolgathering  
6.    (slang) with one's head in the clouds, in the ozone, not all there 

 
to be brain-dead 
1.    to be dead 

He is brain-dead; therefore, there's nothing else which   
can be done. 

2.    (slang) to be stupid or dumb 
       I think that he must be brain-dead; otherwise, how 

 could he have done something so stupid. 

 
to be one's brain-child 
to be one's invention or creation 

This is off-limit; it is my brainchild. 
 



 

 

to be the brains behind something 
to be the author of a particular activity or act 

The workers did not think up this strike by themselves.  Their union 
representative was the brain behind this. 

 
to be the brains of the family  
to be considered the most intelligent or the one who has the intellectual 

capacity of the family 
Yes, I'm the beauty of the family while she's the brain. 
 

to be without a brain cell ticking 
(see common   195) 

 
to beat one’s brains out (see strive 1179) 
 

to beat someone's brain out 
1.    to kill someone by beating one to death 

2.    to give someone a severe beating 
 
to blow one's brains out 

to commit suicide by shooting oneself in the head 
He was going to kill himself by blowing his brains out. 
 

to blow someone's brains out 
to kill someone by shooting one in the head 

The assassin blew the president's brains out. 
 
to brain-storm 

to produce a sudden idea through spontaneous group discussion 
We can not only brainstorm to solve this problem. 
 

to brain-wash 
to systematically change the attitude or ideas of someone through  

the use of torture, drugs, or psychological stress 
He said that he was brainwashed.  I don't know if I believe him. 
 

to cudgel one's brains (see concentrate 206/ deliberate 270/ cogitate  
184, cudgel  719) 

to agonize or think hard to solve a problem or to understand a situation 
I have been cudgeling my brains to understand his position. 
 

to get something on the brain  
to become obsessed with something 
When I get something on the brain, I am impossible to live with. 

 
to have brains  



 

 

to be very intelligent, be a brainiac 
 

to have politics on the brain  
to be obsessed with politics 

 
to have something on the brain  
to be obsessed with something 

I have had food on the brain ever since I have started fasting. 
 
to have the brain of a pigeon 

to be dull, not very intelligent, or backwards 
 

to knock one’s brains out (see concentrate 206) 
 
to rack one's brains (see deliberate 270, cogitate  184, meditate  719) 

to agonize or think hard to solve a problem or to understand a situation 
I have been racking my brains to understand his position. 

 
to turn someone's brain  
to drive someone crazy 

 
to use one's brain  
to think or use one's head 

It's time that you use your brain.     
 

Success requires brain as well as brawn 
to be successful one must use both the mental as well as the physical. 
 

the brain-dead politics of the past 
the ineffective politics of the past 
 

  
brained 

having a particular type of brain 
1.    small-brained 
2.    large-brained 

 
addlebrained    

1.   muddled, muddleheaded, addleheaded 
2.   dull dumb, dopey, dull-witted, slow-witted, half-witted, witless 
 

birdbrain (slang)   
1.   flighty, frivolous 
2.   backward, simple, dull, empty-headed, vacuous  

 
brain-damaged 



 

 

to be damaged of the brain 
The child was born brain-damaged. 

 
lamebrained (slang)  

1.   dull, unintelligent, witless, slow-witted 
2.   stolid, crass, lumpish 
3.   dense, thick-headed, thick, slow, stupid 

 
feather-brained (slang)   
1.   featherheaded, stupid, extremely silly or ridiculous, scatterbrained 

      What a feather-brained idea. 
2.   (slang) not all there, missing some marbles, not having all one's 

buttons, with a mind 
      like a sieve 
 

hare-brained (daredevil  257)  
1.   frivolous, flighty, impractical, rattlebrained 

2.   featherbrained, not all there, missing some marbles, not having all 
one's buttons 
4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 

 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, acting without 
 thinking, acting in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, 
 impatient, irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, 

 carelessly, heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   
      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 

 
 5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 
 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 

 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, acting rashly,  
 irrationally, quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, acting in a devil-

 may-care, death defying, harebrained, heedless, helter-skelter, 
 brash, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 
 manner, not think before one acts, acting first and think later 

 
madbrained 

4. doing something in a over hasty, rash, frantic, hasty, impulsive, 
 unrestrained, reckless, or impatient manner, acting without 
 thinking, acting in a manner which is thoughtless, foolish, abrupt, 

 impatient, irresponsible or impulsive, impulsively, wildly, 
 carelessly, heedlessly, blindly or recklessly   
      She has lost her mind; she's head over heels in love. 

 
 5. (more stylized)  acting in an unpremeditated, imprudent, 



 

 

 thoughtless, incautious, unduly, impetuous, uncircumspect, 
 unheeding,  indiscreet, unwary or unbridled manner, acting rashly,  

 irrationally, quixotically or in an ill-advised manner 
 

6.  (informal) acting in a madcap, madbrained, short-sighted, unruly, 
 brash, hellbent, breakneck or foolhardy way, acting in a devil-
 may-care, death defying, harebrained, heedless, helter-skelter, 

 brash, unmindful, punch drunk, mad brained or foolhardy 
 manner, not think before one acts, acting first and think  later 
 

 
rattlebrained (slang)  

1.   unstable, unsteady, volatile, mercurial, erratic, always kidding  
2.   (slang) flaky, fickle,  
3.   foolish, silly, inane, eccentric 

 
scatter-brained (slang)   

1.   frivolous, flighty, impractical 
2.   irresponsible,  
3.   (slang) dizzy, dippy, having a screw loose, on another planet 

4.   clownish, always kidding 
5.   dreamy, drifty, woolgathering,  
6.   (slang) with one's head in the clouds, in the ozone, not all there 

 
to be brainwashed into believing that …  

to tortured or psychologically manipulation someone into  
believing that …. 
 

brainless (slang). 
1.   stupid, dumb, not very intelligent 
You are a brainless idiot. 

2.   mentally weak 
3.   witless, not clever, slow, dull 

 
to be a hare-brained scheme  
to have a crazy, wild, mad scheme 

What he wanted was a hare-brained scheme. 
 

brainiac (slang) 
an extremely intelligent person 
It's not fair.  Not only is she beautiful but she is such a brainiac. 

 
brainy 
(slang)  a very intelligent person 

He is so brainy that he does not even have to study. 
 



 

 

 
 

Lung 
(Before 1000) 

Old English  lungen,    Middle English  lungen,  German  Lunge,  Dutch 
long, Latin  pulmo,  French  poumon,   Spanish  pulmón 
 

lung 
respiratory organs in the rib cage 
 

iron lung 
a large machine used by persons whose lungs no longer function 

In the 1950s, many persons with polio were kept alive by using an 
iron lung 
 

at the top of one's lungs 
in a loud voice, as loudly as possible 

Please stop shouting at the top of your lung. 
 
to shout at the top of one's lungs 

to shout very loudly 
When the man robbed her, she shouted at the top of  
her lungs. 

 
to sing at the top of one's lungs 

to sing loudly 
When there were no microphone, one had to sing at the top 
of one's lung. 

 
to yell at the top of one's lungs 
to yell as loudly as possible 

I'm here. You can stop yelling at the top of your lungs. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Breath  



 

 

(before 900) 
Old English  bræth,   Middle English  breth  breeth,  Germanic  Brood,  

German  Brodem,  Latin  halitus  spiritus  flatus  anima  aura  respiro,  
French  haleine,  souffle  respiration,  Spanish  aliento   respiración      

 
breath 
1.    the air inhaled and exhaled in respiration 

2.    respiration, breathing, wind, inhalation, inspiration,  
exhalation, expiration 

3.    pant, wheeze, gasp, gulp 

4.    life, vitality, life-force, lifeblood, vital spark, soul, anima 
5.    pause, respite, break, breather, spell, rest, recess, time-out 

6.    murmur, whisper, sigh, undertone 
7.    light current of air, breeze, puff, whiff 
8.    slight suggestion, hint, whisper, suggestion, idea 

9.    (slang)  flea or bug in one's ear  
 

 
to be breathalyzed 
to evaluate the level of alcohol in one's system 

You are to be breathalyzed next. 
 
all in one breath 

to speak rapidly without taking a breath 
Normally in English, you say a sentence all in one breath.  You don't 

pause so much. 
 
below one's breath  

to murmur, mumble, whisper, speak in an undertone, speak softly 
Stop talking below your breath!  Say what you want to say in a clear 
audible voice. 

 
breath of air 

a slight movement of air 
 
breath of fresh air  

refreshing change 
His intervention in the discussion was a breath of fresh air. 

 
breathtaking (extraordinary  386, overwhelming 832, stupendous  1182) 
 

hair's breath 
fraction of an inch, only barely, skin of one's teeth 
She came within a hair's breath of succeeding. 

 
in the next breath  



 

 

in the next moment 
He declared him innocent but in the next breath he condemned him to 

death. 
 

in the same breath 
at the same time or moment 
He declared him innocent but in the same breath said that his innocent 

was irrelevant. 
 
the breath of life 

what one needs in order to live 
Love was the breath of life which kept her alive. 

 
the first breath of Spring 
the beginning of Spring  

 
the length and breath (thorough 1230, see tooth and nail in own 

work) 
 
the least breath of scandal 

the least hint or suggestion of wrongdoing or disgrace 
As the wife of the president, you can not have the least breath of scandal 
around you. 

 
under one's breath  

to murmur, mumble, whisper, speak in an undertone, speak softly 
Stop talking under your breath!  Say what you want to say in a clear 
audible voice. 

 
with bated breath  
anxiously or excitedly 

I waited her phone call with bated breath 
 

with every other breath 
to say something continually and repeatedly 
With every other breath, he cursed his leader's very unwise choices. 

 
with one's dying breath  

the last moment of one's life 
 
with one's last breath  

the last moment of one's life 
 
 

to be a breath of fresh air 
to be something new and refreshing    



 

 

All the students love her; she's a breath of fresh air. 
 

to be a breath of life to someone 
to invigorate, liven up, animate, stimulate, inspire, motivate, arouse 

His presence in her life was a breath of life to her. 
 
to be breathtaking (extraordinary  386/ sublime 1184) 

 
to be out of breath 
to be panting, breathless, huffing, gasping, or laboring to breath 

I've run so hard that I'm out of breath. 
 

to be short of breath 
to be panting, breathless, huffing, gasping, or laboring to breath 
I've run so hard that I'm short of breath. 

 
to bring a breath of fresh air to 

to invigorate, liven up, animate, stimulate, inspire, motivate, arouse 
His presence in her life brought a breath of fresh air to her. 
 

to catch one's breath   
1.    to cease breathing for a moment as a result of being surprised or 

out of fear 

       I barely was able to catch my breath after what he told me. 
2.    to restore normal breathing after a physical activity 

       Wait.  Give me a minute so I catch my breath again. 
 
to draw a deep breath 

to breathe or exhale deeply or profoundly  
 
to draw one's last breath 

1.    to die, expire 
2.   (informal)  to kick the bucket, push up daisies 

Last night he drew his last breath. 
 
to gasp for air 

to be unable to catch or get one's air 
After I ran five miles, I was gasping for air. 

 
to get one's breath back 
to catch one's breath,  to breath normal again 

 
to get out of breath 
to be panting, breathless, huffing, gasping, or laboring to breath 

I've run so hard that I got out of breath. 
 



 

 

to great a breath of fresh air 
to go outside to breathe clean air 

I got to get out of her.  In to get a breath of fresh air. 
 

to have time to catch one's breath 
1.    to have enough time to relax after strenuous activity 
       I haven't even had time to catch my breath. 

2.    to recover from a surprise or from being caught off guard 
       I'm okay; I've had time to catch my breath. 
 

to hold one's breath  
1.    to not breathe, not to exhale 

2.    to wait to see what is going to happen 
      He held his breath when she walked in. 
 

to laugh under one's breath 
1.    to quietly deride, mock, jeer, or laugh at someone 

2.    (slang)  to roast, banter, rib, kid,  or razz someone 
 
to not have a breath of air stirring 

to be stagnate, flat, stale, or flat air; to not have air move about 
 
to take one's breath away  

1.    to astonish, astound, amaze, stagger, startle 
       What he said took my breath away. 

2.    to thrill, excite, galvanize 
       That ride took my breath away. 
 

to waste one's breath  
to talk without effect or an upshot 
My mind is made up; therefore, you're only wasting your breath. 

 
 

Don't waste your breath!  
Don't waste your time (I'm not going to change my mind) 
 

Save your breath!  
Don’t' waste your time (I'm not going to change my mind) 

 
The best to ever draw breath 
(said of a person who has died to say that he was a good and descent 

person) 
 
breathless 

1.    to be without breath   
2.    to breathe with difficulty 



 

 

3.    to be panting, choking, wheezing, gasping, gulping, out of breath 
4.    to be winded, exhausted, spent 

5.    to hold one's breath in astonishment or suspense 
6.    to be amazed, astonished, astounded, thunderstruck, awestruck 

7.    to lose one's breath because of excitement, anticipation, or tension    
8.    to be eager or anxious 
9.    (slang) to be flabbergasted, all agog, agog 

10.  to be dead, lifeless, inanimate 
11.  to be motionless, calm, still as air 
 

to be at a breathless pace  
to be at an extraordinary fast or quick speed  

He worked me at a breathless pace. 
 
to be breathless with excitement 

to be so excited one feels that one can't breathe 
She was breathless with excitement. 

 
to make someone breathless 
to work someone so hard that they become breathless 

 
breathless wonder 
surprise, awe, wonder, astonishment, amazement 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Nerve 

(1350-1400) 
Middle English  nerf,  Greek neuron,  Latin  nervus,  French  nerf,   

Spanish  nervio 
 
nerve   

1.    bundles of fibers forming part of a system which conveys feelings 
and messages the brain, spine, and other parts of the body 

2.    sinew, tendon 

3.    power, might, robustness 
4.    virility, muscle, brawn, vigor 



 

 

5.    (slang) vim and vigor, starch, get up and go, pep, verve, moxie 
6.    courage, bravery, prowess 

7.    (slang) guts, gumption, grit, sand, backbone, heart 
8.    firmness, determination, or steadfastness under pressure  

9.    (slang) chutzpah, gall, cheek, crust 
 
to nerve   

1.    to encourage, hearten, inspire 
2.    to embolden, invigorate, animate 
3.    to rally, fortify, arm, bolster 

 
 

nervous breakdown   
any disabling emotional illness which does not allow its sufferer to live a 
normal life 

If you all keep trashing this house everyday, I am going to have a 
nervous breakdown. 

 
nerve-racking (perturbing 880) 
1.    trying, difficult, thorny, hard, tough, rugged 

2.    troublesome, vexatious, vexing, irritating, annoying 
3.    provoking, harassing, exasperating, frustrating, infuriating 
4.    confusing, distressing, worrisome 

getting on one’s nerves (perturbation) 
 

of all the nerve 
how shocking or how daring (said when someone has been  
rude or cheeky) 

Of all the nerve!  You better leave now. 
 
 

to nerve (British) 
to encourage,  hearten, reassure, assure (rally 982) 

 
to be a bag of nerves 
to be very nervous or anxious 

She's nothing but a bag of nerves. 
 

to be a bundle of nerves 
to be extremely nervous or anxious 
I must calm down; I'm a bundle of nerves 

 
to be a strain on one's nerves 
to be a source of intense irritability or anxiety 

He is a strain on my nerves. 
 



 

 

to be in a state of nerves 
to be extremely nervous or anxious 

I must calm down; I'm in a state of nerves 
 

to be nerve racking   
something which makes one feel anxious, excitable, or nervous 
That music is absolutely nerve-racking 

 
to be only nerves 
to be anxious only because one is nervous or emotionally overwrought 

You're do fine; it's only nerves. 
 

to calm one's nerves 
to pacify, soothe, mollify, or still one's anxiety or feelings 
Even though she was in a coma, his presence calmed his nerves. 

 
to fray one's nerves 

1.    to unravel or shred one's tranquillity, make someone nervous 
2.    (slang)  to wear to pieces, frazzle, wear down, wear away,   

or wear to shreds one's nerves or tranquillity 

The children are fraying my nerves. 
 
to get on one's last nerve (slang)   

to irritate or discompose someone to the point of exhaustion 
She is getting on my last nerve. 

 
to get on someone's nerves (rankle  984) 
to make someone anxious or uneasy 

Each time I see him, he gets on my nerves. 
 
to get up enough nerve to do something 

to acquire the courage or fortitude to accomplish something 
I must get up enough nerve to call my mother. 

 
to give someone a case of nerves 
to make someone very nervous, anxious, or uneasy 

All this talk of budget cut is giving everyone a case of nerves. 
 

to grate on someone's nerves 
1. to greatly irritate or annoy  
 His voice and his presence grate on my nerves. 

 
2. to repel, offend, be revolting 
 

3. (informal)  make one’s hair stand on end, give one the creeps, 
 set one’s teeth on edge, give one the goose bumps 



 

 

 
to have a fit of nerves 

to have a bout of nervousness or anxiety 
Just before leaving, I had a bout of nerves. 

 
to have a war of nerves 
to be very nervous or anxious 

I can't calm down; I'm having a war of nerves. 
 
to have an attack of nerves 

to become very nervous, anxious, or uneasy 
When I had to give a speech, I had an attack of nerves. 

 
to have bad nerves 
to be a person who is very nervous or anxious 

 
to have nerves of steel 

to be fearless, undaunted, unshrinking, unflinching 
I've never met anyone like him; he has nerves of steel. 
 

(to have) one's nerves on edge 
to be nervous, edgy, on pins and needles, on tenterhooks 
I have to calm down; my nerves are on edge. 

 
to have some nerve 

1.   to be nervy (slang) 
1.   to be impertinent, imprudent 
2.   (slang) to be cheeky, brazen, brash, bold 

3.   (slang) to be sassy, smart-alecky 
4.   (vulgar) smart-assed 
      You have some nerve coming in here and asking me a favor. 

 
to have steady nerves  

to be fearless, undaunted, unshrinking, unflinching 
You need steady nerves to do this type of job. 
 

to have the nerve to 
1.   to have the courage, confidence, or bravery 

2.   (slang) to take a lot of moxy, pluck, mettle, chutzpah 
Would you believe that he had the nerve to tell me to get out? 
 

to hit a nerve (to shake  1098) 
 
to hit a raw nerve 

to inflict pain by mentioning a subject which one would rather forget 
When he began talking about her, he hit a raw nerve. 



 

 

 
to keep one's nerve 

to remain strong, firm, steadfast 
It's important that in the face of adversity that you must keep your 

nerve. 
 
to live on one's nerves  

to be a nervous wreck, be very anxious or nervous 
 
to lose one's nerve   

to be afraid, confidence, courage 
After he saw her gun, he lost his nerve. 

 
to nerve someone to do something 
to encourage or enhearten someone 

 
to not have the nerve to do something 

to not have the courage or boldness to do something 
I would love to talk to her about it but I don't have the nerve. 
 

to not to know what nerves are 
to be fearless, unafraid, courageous 
He doesn't know what nerves are.  He better learn. 

 
to recover one's nerve 

to become strong, firm, or steadfast 
It took time but, after a moment, I was able to recover my nerves. 
 

to strain every nerve to 
to do everything possible to accomplish something 
I had to strain every nerve in my body to do it. 

 
to strike a raw nerve 

to inflict pain by mentioning a subject which one would rather forget 
I did not mean to strike a raw nerve. 
 

to suffer from nerves 
to be a person who is very nervous or anxious 

 
 
to take a lot of nerve  

1.   to take a lot of courageous, bravery, valor, or confidence   
2.   (slang) to take a lot of moxy, pluck, mettle, chutzpah 
      What you did took an awful lot of nerve. 

 
to take the load off one’s mind  (to confess 212) 



 

 

 
to touch a nerve 

to greatly affect someone 
It was obvious that what he said really touched a nerve. 

 
to touch a raw nerve 
to inflict pain by mentioning a subject which one would rather forget 

I did not mean to touch a raw nerve. 
 
to unnerve   

1.   to discourage, dishearten, demoralize 
2.   to deject, deflate, dispirit 

3.   (slang) take the wind out of one's sails, discompose, abase 
4.   to unsettle, agitate, perturb, rattle, fluster 
5.   to trouble, worry 

6.   to shake up, psyche out, faze, throw off balance, throw for a loss, 
stupefy 

 
What a nerve! 
What boldness!  What insolence! 

 
nerveless   
1.   cool-headed, calm, placid, serene 

2.   collected, controlled, self-controlled, steady 
3.   dispassionate, unemotional, impassive 

4.   feeble, weak, powerless, helpless 
5.   spineless, having no backbone, cowardly 
6.   yellow, yellow-bellied, fainthearted, lily-livered 

 
nervous  
1.   high-spirit, excitable, flappable, skittish 

2.   (slang) flappable, hyper, uptight, keyed up 
3.   (slang)  in a stew, in a dither, in a tizzy, in a flap 

4.   troubled, concerned, disquieted 
5.   jumpy, jittery, edgy, on the edge 
6.   (slang) on pins and needle, on tenterhooks, on a tightrope, waiting for 

the other shoe 
      to fall, afraid of one's own shadow 

 
nervousness 
1.    excitably, perturbability 

2.    tension, hypertension 
3.    excitement, fluster, confusion 
4.    impatience, itchiness 

5.    (slang) ants in one's pants, butterflies in one's pants,  
heebie-jeebies, willies, creeps 



 

 

6.    uneasiness, apprehension, anxiousness 
7.    dread, angst, fearfulness, shakiness, trembling 

 
nervy (daring  257) 

1.    impertinent, imprudent 
2.    (slang) cheeky, brazen, brash, bold 
3.    (slang)  sassy, smart-alecky 

4.    rude, disrespectful 
5.    brave, courageous 
6.    fearless, undaunted, unshrinking, unflinching 

7.    (slang) daring, mettlesome, plucky, spunky, doughty 
8.    (vulgar) ballsy 

9.    powerful, forceful, energetic, lively 
10.  ardent, fervent, zealous, impetuous 
11.  excitable, unquiet, anxious 

12.  jittery, skittish 
13.  restless, on edge, waiting for the other shoe to fall,  

waiting for the bomb to go off    
14.  (British) uncertain, doubtful, indecisive, wavering 
 

to be nervy 
to be bold, impertinent, disrespectful 
He sure is nervy. 

 
to make a nervy start 

to begin in an uncertain, doubtful,  or hesitant manner 
 
 

    
 
 
Heart 

Before 900) 
Old English  heorte,    Middle English  herte,  Dutch hart, Gothic  
hairto,   Old Norse  hjarta, German  Hert,  Danish  hart,   Greek  
kardia   Latin  cor  cordis,  French  coeur,   Spanish  corazon 

 
heart  (daredevil  257, daring 257) 

 
1.    a hollow muscular organ, located in the chest between  

lungs and slightly to the left, that  pumps blood through  

the circulatory system by rhythmic contraction.   
2.    (slang)  ticker, gut 
3.    center of total the personality 

4.    center of feeling 
5.    inner feeling, feelings, soul, spirit 



 

 

6.    sentiment, emotion, sensibility, responsiveness, passion 
7.    nature, disposition, temperament 

8.    capacity for sympathy, understanding, compassion    
9.    spirit, courage, bravery, valor, fearlessness 

10.  strength, boldness, backbone 
11.  (slang) guts, mettle. pluck, nerve, backbone 
12.  innermost, central part, core, nucleus, germ, kernel, nut  

13.  essence, gist, crux, marrow, essential part, keystone 
14.  (slang) nitty-gritty, nub    
 

heartache (wrench 1353) 
1.    sorrow, grief, sadness 

       When he left me, he gave me such a heartache. 
2.    anguish, misery, dolor 
3.    wretchedness, heaviness of heart, desolation 

4.    torment, torture, agony 
       It was heartache watching you with another person. 

5.    distress, affliction, regret, remorse, contrition 
 
heart attack 

damage to an area of the heart due to lack of oxygen 
For many people, the first heart attack is fatal. 
 

heart beat (shakedown  1099) 
 

 
heartbreak  
great sorrow, grief, sorrow, anguish, despair 

It was a heartbreak watching all the destruction. 
 
heartbreaker 

a person or thing that causes one great sorrow, grief, or anguish 
Stay away from him; he's a real heartbreaker. 

 
heartbreaking 
1.    tragic, sad, poignant 

2.    depressing, distressing, desolating 
       This is a heartbreaking situation. 

3.    tortuous, torturing, painful 
       Watching the war on the news was heartbreaking. 
4.    cutting, bitter, acute, severe, intense 

5.    unbearable, unendurable, anguishing, rending 
6.    consuming, crushing, oppressive, cruel 
 

heartbroken  
1.    dejected, dispirited, down 



 

 

       She is heartbroken by her daughter's decision to leave. 
2.    dismayed, daunted, discouraged 

3.    miserable, morose, sorrowful 
4.    depressed, weighed down, burdened, crush 

       The grief has left him heartbroken.  
5.    (slang) broken, bummed out 
 

heartburn 
1.    indigestion, upset stomach, gastric distress 
       After eating beans, I get such heartburn. 

2.    envy, jealousy, grudge, enviousness 
       It gives me such heartburn watching her being so successful. 

 
heart failure 
the heart fatally cease beating 

He died of heart failure. 
 

heartfelt 
1.    deep felt, strongly felt, home felt, deep 
       I would like to express to you my heartfelt sympathy. 

2.    warm, cordial, friendly 
3.    eager, responsive, sincere, serious 
4.    devoted, dedicated, committed 

      I know that you don't believe me but my love  
for you is heartfelt. 

 
heart-free 
to not be in love, be love free 

 
 
heart land 

1.    that part of the land which is considered a vital part of the whole 
Baghdad is considered the heartland of  Iraq.  Once it fell, the war 

was all but over. 
2.    the central area of a state, nation, or continent 

New York is the heartland of New York state and the US, in 

general. 
3.    center of belief for a belief or movement 

4.    central part of the US, the Midwest 
        Wisconsin is considered the heartland of the US 
 

heart line 
the upper of the two horizontal lines that cross the palm of the hand, 
according to palmistry, these lines are linked to one's physical and 

emotional health 
 



 

 

heartrending 
1.    distressing, heavy, depressing 

2.    excruciating, painful, aching 
3.    sharp, bitter, burning 

4.    lamentable, tragic, rueful 
5.    tear-jerking, pathetic, pitiful 
 

hearts and flowers 
1.    sentimental, emotional, or maudlin  
2.    (slang) mushy, soupy, drippy, or soppy  

       All of your hearts and flowers will not change my mind. 
 

hearts-ease 
peace of mind 
 

heart moving 
1.  moving, exciting, impelling, compelling, overpowering, 

 overwhelming 
 
2.  (informal) soul-stirring, breath-taking, heart-stirring 

 
3.  (slang) mind-boggling, mind-blowing 
 

heartrendering (sad  1064) 
 

 
Heart of Dixie 
nickname for the southern state of Alabama (USA) 

 
heartseaching 
a thorough, painful, and heartrendering examination of one's  

attitudes or motives 
To give him a truthful answer, I had to a lot of heart searching 

examining of my conscious. 
 
heartsick 

dejected, depressed, dispirited, downcast, heartbroken 
When I saw what life had done to him, I was heartsick. 

 
heartsore 
extremely depressed, unhappy, or sad 

Ever since she returned, she has been heartsore. 
 
heart-stirring 

1.  moving, exciting, impelling, compelling, overpowering, 
 overwhelming 



 

 

 
 

2. (informal) soul-stirring, breath-taking, heart-moving 
 

3. (slang) mind-boggling, mind-blowing 
 
heart-stopper 

something so frightening, terrifying, or surprising that one's heart seem 
to momentarily stop 
His entrance into the room was a heartstopper. 

 
heart-to-heart 

frank, forthright, candid, straight from the shoulder, man-to-man 
With no hold bars, we had a heart-to-heart discussion. 
 

heart-throb 
1.    rapid beat of the heart 

2.    passionate, intense, burning, ardent, or infatuated emotion 
3.    a handsome young man who is highly attractive to young woman 
        I'm so in love with him; he is such a heart throb. 

4.    handsome young actor, singer, or performer 
       He is such a heart-throb! 
 

heart warming 
1.    warming, moving, touching 

       The card that she sent him was heartwarming.  
2.    cheerful, glad, cheering 
       The holidays are supposed to be a heart warming time. 

3.    encouraging, inspiring, uplifting 
       Your help is so heart warming. 
4.    gratifying, satisfying, rewarding 

       It was heart warming witnessing her exoneration. 
5.    pleasing, enjoyable, agreeable     

       I have never before had such a heart warming time. 
 
 

 
 

heart whole 
to not be in love 
 

hearts trump. 
1.    to excel, outdo, outperform 
2.    to checkmate, defeat, beat 

3.    (slang) wallop, top, best, get the better of, nose out 
4.    get the upper hand, prevail, overcome 



 

 

 
affair of the heart 

matters relating to the heart 
This does not concern you; it is an affair of the heart. 

 
after one's heart 
1.    similar to one in taste and preference  

Yes, I totally agree with every word.  You are a man  
after my own heart.  

2.    (slang) one who fits the bill 

       He is everything that I have ever wanted.  He is a man  
after my own heart. 

 
at heart 
1.    in reality, truly, really, fundamentally 

       At heart, he is one of the nicest people in the world. 
2.    intrinsically, innately, one's true nature 

       At heart, he's a good person 
 
by heart 

by memory or rote, word for word 
I had to learn the poem by heart. 
 

close to one's heart 
of great interest or concern to one 

I want this problem solved.  It is very close to my heart. 
 
dear to one's heart 

of great interest or concern to one, cherished, valued, prized 
This is very dear to my heart.  Can't we do anything? 
 

from the bottom of one's heart 
sincerely, truly, heartily 

From the bottom of my heart, I am sorry about what happened. 
 
from the heart 

sincerely, without deceit, on the level, honestly 
I am telling you this from the heart. 

 
heart and soul 
1.    willingly, gladly, eagerly, with open arms 

2.    thoroughly, through and through, from the ground up 
 
hearts and flowers  (slang) 

1.    sentimentality, emotionalism, gushiness, sentimentalism 
2.  melodramatics, theatrics, affectation 



 

 

3.    (slang)  corniness, hokiness, glop, schmaltz, goo, sob story 
 

hearts and mind 
emotional and intellectual support 

 
in a heartbeat 
very quickly, promptly, without delay, forthwith 

If you call me, I'll be there in a heartbeat. 
 
in one's heart of hearts 

to be absolutely truthful, completely honest 
In my heart of hearts, I don't think that his father did it. 

 
kind-hearted (benign  111) 
 

near to one's heart 
esteemed, beloved, cherished, respect, admire by one 

 
one's heartstrings 
one's great emotions or feelings of compassion 

 
the heart of the city 
the central or innermost part of something 

It used to be that the heart of the city was the most beautiful part.  Not 
anymore. 

 
the heart of the matter 
essence, vital part, kernel 

The heart of the matter is that we can't help you. 
 
the heartbeat of something 

the main or principle origin of something, most important part 
New York is the heartbeat of the United States. 

 
until one's heart's content 
to do something as long as one wishes 

We can stay here until your heart's content. 
 

until one's heart's desire 
to do something as long as one wants to 
There's more than enough.  You can eat until your heart's desire. 

 
with a sinking heart 
with growing dismay, fear, fright, or dread 

He watched the men walking towards him with a sinking heart. 
 



 

 

with all one's heart 
seriously, really, seriously, truly 

With all my heart, I am sorry. 
 

with one's heart in one's boots 
1.    to be greatly depressed, dispirited, crestfallen 
2.    to be alarmed or disquieted, have trepidation 

 
with one's heart in one's mouth 
fearfully, apprehensively, with fear 

She entered the house with her heart in her mouth. 
 

  
 
 

 
 

to be a heartbeat away from something 
to be very close or just a hair-breath away 
The vice presidency is only a heartbeat away from the presidency. 

 
to be an ace of hearts 
to be the best 

He is the ace of heart. 
 

to be false-hearted 
(see wily  1345) 
 

to be great of heart 
to be high-minded, noble-minded, idealistic, magnanimous 
He is a person who is great of heart. 

 
to be half-hearted (see cold 6  185) 

 
to be heart broken at the thought of something 
to be upset or distressed at the thought of  

She was heart broken at the thought of leaving her son. 
 

to be heart-to-heart (plainspoken 898) 
 
to be in no heart for laughing 

to be sad, dejected, depressed 
After what happened, I am in heart for laughing. 
 

to be in the heart of something 
to be in complete, full, at the height of 



 

 

February is in the heart of winter. 
 

to be out of heart  
to be disheartened, dispirited, dejected 

 
to be sick of heart  (sad  1064) 
to be depressed, dejected, sad 

I am sick at heart at the thought of her dying. 
 
to be standing in the heart of a place 

to be in the most important area or the center of a place 
I can't believe that I am standing in the heart of Paris. 

 
to be young at heart 
to act and misbehave as if one were still young. 

Don't confuse young at heart with acting like a child. 
 

to break one's heart (wrench  1353, deject 269) 
to cause someone great sadness 
What she did to me really broke my heart. 

 
to cross one's heart  
(usually said by children) to swear, promise, vow, pledge, give one's word 

I can't tell you mommy.  I even crossed my heart not to say anything. 
 

to cry one's heart out 
to cry a lot, a great deal, or in abundance 
They cried their heart out when they found out what happened. 

 
to cut someone to the heart 
to get one in the raw, cut one to the quick, hurt one's feelings very deeply 

What he did cut me to the heart. 
 

to cut to the heart (wrench  1353) 
 
to dance one's heart out  

to dance with all one's energy and ability 
At the audition, she danced her heart out. 

 
to die of a broken heart 
to die of emotional distress 

You have to snap out of it because no one dies of a broken heart. 
 
to do one's heart good 

to delight, gladden, make happy, give pleasure 
It did my heart good to see my daughter again. 



 

 

 
to eat one's heart out 

to grieve, mourn; pine, ache, or agonize over 
 

to feel as if one's heart is going to burst 
to feel that one's was going to have a heart attack 
My heart was beating so hard that I felt that it was going to burst. 

 
to find it in one's heart to do something 
to be able to do something 

I hope that you find it in your heart to help. 
 

to follow one's heart 
to, despite everything and the consequences, do what one really wants 
It is time that I follow my heart and let the cards fall will they may. 

 
to get by heart ( study  1180) 

 
to get straight to the heart of the matter 
to go directly to crux, kernel, nucleus, or the gist  

We don't have a lot of time; we must get straight to the heart of the 
matter. 
 

to give someone a heart attack  (galvanize  450) 
 

to harden one's heart 
1.   to deaden, dull, numb one's feelings or emotions 
      Life has harden his heart against everyone.  

2.   to embitter, poison, brutalize 
to harden  one’s heart 
1.   to prepare oneself, make oneself ready, put things in order 

 I know that it’s hard but you must stiffen your neck. 
 

2.   to anticipate and hold oneself in readiness 
 
3. to lay the ground work psyche oneself up, gear oneself up, get 

oneself in shape or ready,  get one’s courage 
 

4. to brace, harden or toughen oneself 
 You have to stiffen your neck and take whatever comes. 
 

5. to inure, fortify, reinforce, strengthen, indurate, gird, buttress 
 
6. square one's shoulder, steel oneself, gird one's loins, , screw one’s 

courage to the sticking point, stiffen one's neck 
  



 

 

 
 

to have a campaign to win the hearts and minds of the people 
to fight to win a people's emotional as well as their intellectual support 

Although the invaders have campaigned to win the people's hearts and 
minds, they did not succeed. 
 

to have a change of heart 
1.    to change one mind 

I don't know what happened but since last night he  

has had a change of heart.  
2.    (slang) to change one's tune 

        He has had a change of mind when the death penalty  
was put on the table. 

3.    to give in, relent, come round 

       It's okay.  He has had a change of mind.  We can do it.  
 

 
to have a heart 
to be kind, considerate, sympathetic 

Have a heart and help me get the ticket.  I'll pay you back when I have 
the money. 
 

to have a heart attack 
1.    to have massive heart failure 

       Many women die of a heart attack every year. 
2.    to suffer a great and unexpected shock 
       As a result of what he said, I had a heart attack. 

 
to have a heart of gold 
to be very kind, magnanimous, charitable, generous to a fault, altruistic 

I trust her completely.  She has a heart of gold. 
 

to have a heart of stone 
1.   to be cold,  unfeeling, impassive or unsympathetic 
 

2. (informal) to be like a cold fish,  have ice water in one’s veins 
 

3.   to be hard-boiled, dispassionate, or unsentimental 
      Don't waste your time, she has a heart of stone. 
 

to have a lump of coal for a heart 
 
1. to be cold, emotionless, insensitive, indifferent 

 
2. be a cold fish, cold-blooded, stony heart 



 

 

 
 

to have a soft spot in one's heart for someone 
1.    to be fond of, be partial to, or have a liking for someone  

I must admit that although he is a scoundrel, I have a soft spot in 
my heart for him. 

2.    to have a fancy for, be in love with, infatuated with 

3.    (slang) to be hooked on, addicted to, or sweet on someone 
I must admit that I have a soft spot in my heart for him.  What can 
I tell you? 

 
to have heart failure 

1.    to have a severe failure of the heart to function properly 
       She died of heart failure every year. 
2.    to suffer a great and unexpected shock 

       As a result of what he said, I had heart failure. 
 

to have no heart 
to be a cold and heartless person, be unsympathetic and unfeeling 
After what you did, I am sure that you have no heart. 

 
to have one's heart go out to someone 
to feel sorry or compassion for someone 

After hearing her story, my heart went out to the woman. 
 

to have one's heart in the right place 
to be sincere, well-intentioned, earnest 
I know that you have your heart in the right place but you must think 

before acting. 
 
(to have) one's heart leap 

to suddenly be happy and excited 
My heart leapt when I heard that he was coming back home. 

 
(to have ) one's heart miss a beat 
to be excited, frightened, or surprised 

My heart missed a beat when I saw him 
 

to have one's heart set on somebody 
to like someone to the point of obsession 
She had her heart set on him and nothing could sway her. 

 
(to have ) one's heart skip a beat 
to be excited, frightened, or surprised 

My heart skipped a beat when I saw him. 
 



 

 

(to have) one's heart stand still 
to be greatly affected by intense emotion 

When the phone rang, my heard stood still. 
 

to have one's heart set on 
to want, want in the worst way, be bent on 
I really had my heart set on going to the concert. 

 
to have someone's best interest at heart 
to be concerned with what is best for someone 

You should always have your students' best interest at heart. 
 

to have to learn everything by heart 
to learn to the point of memorization 
I have to learn the poem by heart. 

 
to keep one’s heart beating 

to keep one alive 
 
to know something by heart 

to have memorized something 
I know the poem by heart. 
 

to know the way to one's heart 
to know how please someone  

The way to a man's heart is through his stomach. 
 
to lay to heart 

1.    to consider seriously, think over, contemplate, turn  
over in one's mind, mull over 

       I am laying to heart what has happened. 

2.    to take the wrong way, take offense to 
       Don't lay to heart what he said.  He did not mean anything. 

 
to listen to one’s heart beat (see listen) 
 

to lose heart (lose 681) 
1.    to lose courage or confidence 

       As a result of the accident, she has lost heart. 
2.    to become enthusiastic, lose enthusiasm 
       Since he has left her, she has lost heart.  She  

doesn't want to do anything 
 
to lose one's heart 

1.    to fall in love, fall head over heels in love with, take to 
2.    (slang) to cotton to, fall for 



 

 

       She lost her heart to him. 
 

to make a half-hearted attempt 
to not make a very enthusiastic, indifferent, or unconcerned attempt 

He only made a half-hearted attempt to get it done. 
 
to make one's heart skip a beat (shake  1098) 

to surprise or frighten someone, cause someone great emotion 
His presence made my heart skip a beat. 
 

to make one’s heart stop (shake  1098) 
 

to make someone's heart bleed  (wrench  1353) 
to cause pain or great disappointment, hurt, wound 
Seeing him made my heart bleed. 

 
to not have one's heart in something 

to not be interested or enthusiastic about something 
I don't think it would be wise that I go; I don't have my heart in anything. 
 

to not have the heart to 
not to be able to, be unable to 
I did not have the heart to tell her truth. 

 
to open one's heart  (to confess 212) 

to confide one's most innermost feelings 
For the first time, he opened his heart to me and told me what I wanted 
to know. 

 
to play on one’s heart strings ( move  755) 
 

to play one's heart out 
to play like there is no tomorrow 

I won the pot because I play my heart out. 
 
to pour out one's heart 

to confide in another one's feelings or problems 
She poured out her heart to her husband so that he would understand 

what she felt. 
 
to put heart into  ( rally 982) 

 
to put new heart into someone 
to encourage, enhearten or hearten someone 

 
to put one's hand on one's heart 



 

 

to swear, give an oath of loyalty, pledge 
I put my hand on my heart and pledge allegiance to the flag. 

 
to put one's heart and soul into something 

to give all without reserve, give one's life blood 
I put all my heart and soul into this project. 
 

to set one's heart on something 
to want something almost to the point of obsession 
I have set my heart on going to New York. 

 
to set someone's heart at rest 

to calm, still, or ease someone 
I feel so much better.  He set my heart at rest. 
 

 
to sing one's heart out 

to sing a lyric the best that one can 
To get the part, I sang my heart out 
 

to steal someone's heart 
to have someone fall in love with you 
He worked hard to steal her heart. 

 
to steel one's heart against 

to prepare oneself to deal with something which is very difficult 
She steeled her heart against his pleas.  She was determined not to go. 
 

to strike at the heart of 
to attack to hit the bull's eye, nucleus, or the crux of something 
The army stroke at the heart of the city. 

 
to take heart 

1.    to cheer up, brighten up, perked up 
       Take heart.  He'll be back by next week this time. 
2.    to snap out of it, come out of it       

3.    to regain or get back one's courage 
       Before rushing into battle, he took heart. 

 
to take the heart out of  (deject   269  sadden 1064) 
 

to take to heart (cogitate 184) 
1.    to consider seriously, think over, contemplate,  

turn over in one's mind, mull over 

       No.  You're wrong.  I am taking to heart what you told me. 
   to take the wrong way, take offense to 



 

 

Don't take to heart what he said.  He did not mean anything. 
 

to tug at one's heart strings  (wrench  1353) 
to pull , pull at, wrench, yank at one's intense feelings 

His crying tugged at my heartstrings. 
 
to tug on one’s heart strings ( move 755) 

 
to warm the cockles of one's heart 
to satisfy, gratify, do one's heart good 

Seeing you again warms the cockles of my heart. 
 

to wear one's heart on one's sleeve 
to show or make known one's feelings 
You can continue wearing your heart on your sleeve. 

 
to win someone's heart 

to have someone fall in love with you 
He worked hard to win her heart. 
 

to wish with all one's heart 
to truly, without any hesitation or doubt, want something 
I wish with all my heart that you would change your mind. 

 
to yank at one’s heart string (wrench  1353) 

 
 
 

Don't give me any of your hearts and flowers! 
1.    Don't give me any of your sentimentality, emotionalism,  or 

gushiness.    

2.    Don't give me any of your appeals to emotions, melodrama,  or 
affectation 

3.    (slang) Don't give me any of your glop, schmaltz, sob stuff, or sob 
story. 

 

Have a heart! 
Be more compassionate!  Be nicer and more understanding! 

 
Home is where the heart is 
One  

 
hearted 
having a specified kind of heart 

 
broken-hearted 



 

 

1.    grief-stricken, disconsolate, inconsolable, 
 overcome, heavy-laden 

2.    disappointed, dejected, heartbroken, crushed, in despair 
3.    sad, melancholy, woeful, miserable, wretched, depressed 

4.    unhappy, long-faced 
 
chicken-hearted 

without backbone, backbone of a banana, yellow, yellow-bellied 
 
cold hearted 

1.    unfriendly, unwelcome, uninviting, forbidding    
2.    hardened, unexcitable, imperturbable, impervious, 

 stony, steely 
3.    cold, cool, icy, frigid 
 

good-hearted 
(p. 466) 

 
great-hearted  (sturdy 1183) 
brave, valiant, hero-like, heroic, valorous 

 
faint-hearted   
spineless, timid, fearful, afraid 

You can not trust her; she is too faint-hearted. 
 

free-hearted (438) 
 
half-hearted 

1.    indifferent, unconcerned, lukewarm, cool 
2.    dispassionate, unexcited, unmoved 
3.    sluggish, languid, nonchalant 

4.    careless, devil-may-care, blasé 
 

 
 
hard-hearted 

unkind, cold blooded, harsh, stern, severe 
 

heavy-hearted 
miserable, morose, disconsolate, morose 
She is so heavy-hearted that she can't do anything right now. 

 
kind hearted 
kind, kindly, good, benevolent 

 
high-hearted (mettlesome 727) 



 

 

 
ironhearted (sturdy  1183) 

 
lionheated  (game 450  sturdy  1183) 

 
marble-hearted 
1.   unfeeling, bloodless, unsympathetic,  

2.   callous, insensible, insensitive 
3.   hard-boiled, tough, heartless, unstirred 
 

stone-hearted 
1.   unfeeling, bloodless, unsympathetic,  

2.   callous, insensible, insensitive 
3.   hard-boiled, tough, heartless, unstirred 
 

stony-hearted 
1.   unfeeling, bloodless, unsympathetic,  

2.   callous, insensible, insensitive 
3.   hard-boiled, tough, heartless, unstirred 
to be true hearted  (see  1261, trustworthy 1262 , reliable 1010) 

 
stout-hearted (game 450,  sturdy  1183) 
 

true-hearted ( honorable  516) 
 

warm hearted 
humane, compassionate, loving, warm, sympathetic 
 

 
disheartened (wrench  1353) 
heartsick, dejected, depressed, downcast, heartbroken 

Don't be disheartened!  Everything will turn out fine. 
 

down-hearted  (sad  1064) 
 
ironhearted 

1.    hero-like, valiant, valorous, heroic, brave 
2.    (slang) gusty, unblenching, dashing 

3.    ruthless, heartless, harsh, cruel, unfeeling 
 
light-hearted 

1.    cheerful, sunny, in high spirits 
2.    (informal) chipper, bubbly, happy as a lark, upbeat 
3.    carefree, happy-go-luck 

4.    jovial, laughing, smiling 
5.    gleeful, elated, delighted 



 

 

 
lion-hearted (mettlesome 727) 

1.    hero-like, courageous, heroic 
2.    virile, manly, gallant, fearless, aweless 

3.    bold, bold-spirited, audacious 
4.    firm, resolute, steadfast 
5.    indomitable, invincible, plucky, mettlesome, red-blooded 

 
open-hearted 
1.    candid, frank, forthright, man-to-man, heart-to-heart 

2.    guileless, sincere, naïve, honest 
3.    unreserved, unrestrained, demonstrative, emotional 

4.    free-speaking, outspoken, blunt, tactless, brusque 
5.    benign, soft-hearted, tender, gentle 
 

single-hearted 
resolute, single-minded, dedicated, earnest 

He was single-hearted in his drive to accomplish his goal. 
 
soft-hearted 

responsive, perceptive, understanding, thoughtful, considerate, outgoing 
 
stout-hearted (mettlesome 727) 

1.    brave, valiant, heroic, hero-like 
2.    intrepid, fearless, dauntless 

3.    bold, bold-spirited, daring 
4.    audacious, reckless 
5.    firm, determined, steadfast 

6.    invincible, unyielding, unswerving 
7.    (slang) mettlesome, plucky, spirited, spunky 
 

tender hearted 
1.    soft, tender, susceptible, thin-skinned  

2.    responsive, perceptive, considerate 
3.    comforting, consoling, supportive 
4.    good-natured, warm, merciful 

 
weakhearted   

unmanly, white-livered, without backbone 
He is too weakhearted to do anything. 
 

wholehearted 
1.    heartfelt, hearty, warm-hearted, open, unreserved 
       Believe me.  You have my wholehearted thanks. 

2.    earnest, fervent,  devoted 
3.    eager, zealous, ardent 



 

 

 
 

light-heartedness 
1.   cheerfulness, brightness 

2.   breeziness, airiness, blitheness, buoyancy 
3.   gleefulness, delightfulness 
 

lion heartedness 
courage, bravery, valiancy 
 

iron-heartedness 
indomitable, invincible, powerful, heroic, mighty, strong 

 
 
to hearten 

1.    to cheer, cheer up, console, comfort 
       Seeing you again has truly heartened me. 

2.    (slang) to pep up, buoy up, pluck up, give someone life 
3.    to embolden 
4.    to fortify, strengthen, revivify, energize 

       I need to be heartened; otherwise, I'm lost. 
5.    to give a shot in the arm, exhilarate, uplift, elate 
6.    to invigorate, give new life to 

       I can't be hearten anymore. 
 

to become heartened 
to take heart, to regain back one's courage,  
get back one's pluck or mettle 

 
disheartening 
heartbreaking, depressing, distressing, desolating 

Your actions are very disheartening. 
 

heartening 
heartwarming, inspiring, uplifting, encouraging 
His words were very heartening. 

 
hearth 

1.    fireside, fireplace, hearthside, chimney 
2.    home, home sweet home, hearth and home, seat of  

one's affections, family life 

3.    (slang) place where one hang one's hat 
 
to leave hearth and home 

to leave one's home 
She left her hearth and home to go live abroad. 



 

 

 
to meet around the hearth 

to meet around the fireplace 
 

hearties  (British) 
slang for sailors 
 

heartily 
1.   affectionately, warmly, genially, with open arms 
      She heartily welcomed me into her home.  

2.   congenially, amiably, amicably 
3.    sincerely, feelingly, from the bottom of one's  

heart, deeply, profoundly 
4.    avidly, fervently, ardently 
5.    eagerly, earnestly, willingly, gladly 

6.    vehemently, heatedly, passionately 
7.    vibrantly, fitfully, enthusiastically 

8.    with zest, with gusto 
 
heartless 

1.    unfeeling, unsympathetic, insensitive, unmoved, impervious 
        He is a very heartless person. 
2.    harsh, cruel, cold-blooded 

       The way that she treated her children was heartless. 
3.    pitiless, ruthless 

4.    implacable, inexorable, relentless 
I have never met such a heartless person.  She would  
not relent, not even a little. 

5.    insensible, hardened, cold, frigid, stern 
 
hearty  (sturdy  1182) 

1.    warm-hearted, cordial, friendly, gracious 
       They gave me a hearty welcome. 

2.    heartfelt, whole souled, ardent 
       You have my hearty congratulation. 
3.    totally, completely, or absolutely devoted 

       He has my hearty support. 
4.    exuberant, unreserved, wholehearted, unrestrained 

       I have not heard such a hearty laughter in a long time. 
5.    forceful, strong, powerful 
       He gave her a hearty shove down the stairs. 

6.    vigorous, robust, strong and healthy, bursting with health 
       It may be somewhat cold but I feel hale and hearty. 
7.    substantial, sizable, nourishing, wholesome 

8.    strong, powerful, hardy 
        After coming in from the cold, I have a hearty appetite. 



 

 

 
hale and hearty  (sturdy  1182) 

 
 

 
 
 

Stomach 
1300-50 
Middle English  stomack,  Old French  stomaque estomac,  Greek 

stomakhos , Latin  stomachus  venter,  French  estomac,   Spanish  
estómago 

 
stomach 
1.    the sack like organ for storing, diluting, and digesting food 

2.    intestinal cavity, innards, inwards, vitals 
3.    (slang) guts, entrails, gizzard 

4.    part of the body which contains the belly or abdomen 
5.    (slang) tummy, gut, breadbasket 
6.    (slang) paunch, potbelly, pot, beer belly, spare tire 

7.    an appetite for food or drink 
8.    hunger, thirst, craving 
9.    relish, gusto, zest, eagerness, hankering, yearning, longing 

10.  desire, fondness 
11.  mind, pleasure, preference 

12.  leaning, bent, inclination, partiality 
 
 

stomachache 
pain in the stomach or abdomen 
I have quite a bad stomachache. 

 
stomach upset 

to give someone a stomach-ache 
 
butterflies in one’s stomach  (perturbation  879) 

 
 

empty stomach 
to not have eaten, be hungry 
It is hard to do anything on an empty stomach 

 
full  stomach 
after having eaten, not to be hungry 

Children can not learn without a full stomach. 
 



 

 

the pit of one's stomach. 
the bottom of one's stomach 

 
 

to stomach 
1.    to endure, bear, tolerate 
to take it on the chin 

1.   to not complain even though one is in an extremely difficult 
 situation, endure, bear, suffer, tolerate 
 You’re going to have to take it on the chin whatever he says. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  to bear up, brave, brave out, brook, withstand, 

 forbear 
 
3. (informal) to stomach, take it on the cuff, live out, tough it out, 

 hang in there, weather, go through the mill, hang in, take it, keep 
 the faith, take it and come back for me, ride it out, put up with, 

 swallow  
 
2.    to suffer, abide 

3.    (slang) to take, stand, swallow, put up with 
4.    to reconcile or resign oneself to 
5.    to permit, allow for, admit, countenance 

6.    to forgive, pardon, let pass, condone 
7.    to overlook; wink or blink at 

8.    ignore, disregard, pass over 
 
 

to be a stomach churner 
to be a ride which made so nervous as to be scared 
This ride was definitely a stomach churner. 

 
to be sick to one's stomach 

to have a stomachache, have an upset stomach 
I am sick to my stomach.  I need to leave. 
 

to do something on an empty stomach 
to perform a task while one is hungry 

One should not go food shopping on an empty stomach. 
 
to give someone butterflies in one's stomach 

to make someone nervous 
His penetrating eyes give me butterflies in my stomach. 
 

to have a cast-iron stomach 
1.    to be able to stand or tolerate a lot without getting sick 



 

 

I have never seen anyone like him.  He has a cast-iron 
stomach.   

No sights make him sick. 
2.    to be able to eat anything 

After living abroad, I have a cast-iron stomach. 
I can eat anything with no problem of getting sick. 

 

to have a sinking feeling in the pit of one's stomach 
to have a premonition of disaster 
I have a sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach that he's going to steal 

the elections. 
 

to have a strong stomach 
to be able to stand or tolerate something which is difficult 
I have a very strong stomach that is the only reason I can tolerate his 

presence. 
 

to have butterflies in one's stomach (perturbation 879) 
1.   to be very nervous  
      I can't seem to stay still.  I have butterflies in my stomach. 

2.   to be excited about something 
      I can't wait to see him again. I have butterflies in my stomach. 
 

 
to have no stomach for politics 

to not like or tolerate stomach 
I have absolutely no stomach for politics. 
 

to have no stomach for the fight 
to not want to fight  
I know that he wants to go into battle but, frankly, I have no stomach for 

the fight. 
 

(to have) one's eyes bigger than one's stomach 
to not be able to eat as much as desires 
Your eyes are bigger than your stomach.  I told you that you couldn't eat 

that much. 
 

(to have) one's stomach be as tight as a knot 
to feel tense or apprehensive 
My stomach is as tight as a knot. 

 
(to have) one's stomach feel like water (British)  
to feel nervous, queasy, sick at the stomach 

My stomach feels like water. 
 



 

 

to not be able to stomach something 
to stand, tolerate, bear 

I can not stomach this type of politics anymore. 
 

to put some stomach into something (British)   
to encourage someone 
 

to turn one's stomach 
1.    to make one sick to the point of gagging and vomiting 
       That smell turns my stomach. 

2.    to not tolerate or stand 
       Get out of my sight!  You turn my stomach. 

 
 
An army marches on its stomach 

one can only function once he is well fed 
 

to have a stomachful 
to not be able to tolerate or bear anymore 
That's enough!  I've had a stomachful. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Belly 

(Before 950) 
Old English  belig   belg   bœlg  bœlig  bag,   Middle English  bely,  
German  Balg,  Gothic  balgs,   Old Norse  belgr,  Icelandic  belly,  Dutch 

belgr,  Danish  bœlg,  German  balg,   Latin  benter   abdomen,  French  
ventre,   Spanish  vientre 

 
belly 
1.    the sack like organ for storing, diluting, and digesting food 

2.    intestinal cavity, innards, inwards, vitals 
3.    (slang) guts, entrails, gizzard 

4.    part of the body which contains the belly or abdomen 
5.    (slang) tummy, gut, breadbasket 
6.    (slang) paunch, potbelly, pot, beer belly, spare tire 

7.    an appetite for food or drink 
8.    hunger, thirst, craving 
9.    relish, gusto, zest, eagerness, hankering, yearning, longing 

10.  womb, uterus 
11.  recess, recesses 



 

 

12.  depth, gulf, abyss 
13.  underside, underpart, underbelly 

 
belly-ache (slang) 

stomach ache 
 
 

belly button (slang) 
naval 
 

belly dance (slang) 
type of dance in the Middle East performed by woman who use their hips 

and stomach 
 
bellyful (slang) 

intolerable, unbearable, not to be able to stand 
I had a bellyful of your complaining.  Enough! 

 
belly-land (slang) 
to land directly on the fuselage without using the landing gear 

 
belly laugh (slang) 
a deep  hard laugh 

 
bare belly 

with the naked belly, with the stomach uncovered 
 
underbelly  

1.   the bottom side of the animal 
2.   the most vulnerable part of something 
3.   the weakest or frailest; the most fragile, delicate, or unstable 

 
yellow-bellied  

no backbone, chicken-hearted, yellow, without backbone 
to belly 
1.    to swell, swell up, swell out 

2.    to balloon, balloon up, balloon out 
3.    to inflate, expand, puff up, puff out 

4.    to fill out, bulk, distend, enlarge, bloat 
5.    to crawl on one's belly 
 

to belly up to (slang)  
1. to approach closely to make physical contact 

He bellied up to the bar to get another drink. 

2. to come to an end 
The company went belly up after all the corruption was found out. 



 

 

3.    to die 
       

to belly-ache (slang) 
to grumble, complain, protest 

to be belly up   
to be dead (informal) 
He's belly up. 

 
to be belly up   
to be bankrupt (informal) 

He spent so much money that I'm not surprised that he's belly up 
 

to have a pot-belly (slang) 
to have a big stomach 
He has such a potbelly. 

 
to have fire in the belly 

to be driven, pushed, hurled forward by one's own desire to succeed 
One of the reasons that he has been so successful is that he has a fire in 
the belly. 

 
to have bellyful (slang) 
1.    not to be able to eat anymore 

       I've had a bellyful.  I can eat another bite. 
2.    not to be able to stand or tolerate something anymore 

       I've had a bellyful.  I'm out of here. 
 
beer-bellied  (overweight 832) 

 
big-bellied  (overweight  832) 
 

great-bellied  (overweight 832) 
 

pot-bellied (overweight 832) 
 
round-bellied  (overweight) 

 
Don't be such a yellow-bellied coward. 

 
Stop bellyaching! (slang) 
Stop complaining!   Stop whining! 

 
Winds bellied the sails 
the wind swelled or puffed up the sails 

 
 



 

 

Gut 
(Before 1000) 

Old English  guttas  gut   gutt,  Gothic  giutan    Latin  intestinum  
viscera,  French  boyau   intestin,   Spanish  intestino  tripa 

 
gut 
1.    abdomen, belly, stomach 

2.    (slang) tummy 
3.    intestine, bowel, colon 
 

to gut 
(wreck  1353) 

 
to gut 
1.    to disembowel, embowel, eviscerate 

2.    to weaken, debilitate, enfeeble, sap, exhaust 
3.    to rob, plunder, sack, ransack 

4.    to pillage, maraud, spoil, despoil 
5.    to rape, ravage, devastate, lay waste 
6.    to consume, annihilate, demolish 

7.    to raze, level, ruin, destroy 
8.    to remove the vitals or essential part 
 

 gut 
1.    instinctive, emotional, visceral 

2.    relevant, key essential 
3.    fundamental, basic 
4.    meat-and-potatoes 

 
guts (confidence  212, daring 257) 
 

1.    entrails, insides, inwards 
2.    (slang) innards, gizzards 

3.    vitals, vital organs, viscera 
4.    courage, bravery, backbone 
5.    (slang) grit, nerve, heart, intestinal fortitude 

6.    (slang) pluckiness, gaminess, mettle, gumption 
7.    confidence, fearlessness, valor, audacity, daring 

8.    willpower, tenacity, staying power 
9.    endurance, stamina, resourcefulness 
10.  narrow passage, strait  

11.  (slang) inside parts of a machine 
 
 

gut bucket (slang)   
type of jazz or blues which are considered raw and spirited 



 

 

 
gut course (slang)  

a university course which require little or no intellectual work  
on the part of the student 

This is only a gut course; therefore, it is a waste of time. 
 
gut feeling ( supposition p. 1197) 

 
guts of a machine  (slang)   
the inside part of a machine 

The guts of the telephone are gone. 
 

at gut level 
instinctively, intuitively 
 

one's gut instincts 
one's basic, visceral, fundamental feeling 

My gut instincts are telling me to get out of here. 
 
to bust a gut 

to make a strenuous, vigorous, strong effort 
I bust a gut trying to help turn things around. 
 

to discuss gut issues 
to talk about basic and fundamental issues 

No more tangents; I only want to discuss gut issues. 
 
to feel something at a gut level   

to feel something intuitively or instinctively 
I know that it sounds crazy but I feel what I feel at a gut level. 
 

to  feel something in one's guts 
to believe something instinctively, have a deep-seated emotional response 

I felt it in my guts that something was wrong. 
 
to gut a letter 

to remove the most important or essential part of a letter, censor 
Prison officials regularly gut the inmates' letters. 

 
to gut something 
to totally destroy a building 

The fire gutted the office.  Nothing is left. 
 
to have a beer gut 

to have a big stomach 
You must do something about that beer gut or you're going to have 



 

 

trouble down the road. 
 

to have a gut feeling about something 
to feel something instinctively or intuitively, have a sixth sense 

I have a gut feeling about this case; this is going to be hard. 
 
(to have) a gut reaction   

to have an intuitive response or reaction to something 
My gut reaction tells me to be very careful. 
 

(to have) a gut response 
to have an intuitive response or reaction to something 

My gut reaction tells me to be very careful. 
 
to have both brains and guts 

to be both intellectual and courageous, be able to think and act 
The reason that I love him is that he has both brains and guts. 

 
to have guts 
to be brave, courageous, determined 

He has guts! 
 
to not to have any guts 

to be a wimp, weak, afraid, indecisive 
He does not have any guts. 

 
to not to have the guts to do something 
to not to have the courage or determination to do something, be afraid to 

do something 
He did not have the guts to tell her the truth. 
 

(to have) one's gut to one something 
to have one's feeling tell one something 

My guts tell me not to trust him.  My heart also tells me to get away from 
him. 
 

to hate someone's guts  
to not be able to stand someone, hate someone, dislike someone 

intensely 
After what he did, I hate his guts.  
 

to spill one's guts  (confidence 212, confess 212) 
1.   to tell everything one's knows  
2.   (slang) to spill the beans, let the cat out of the bag 

As soon as the police pressured him, he began spilling his guts. 
 



 

 

to sweat one's guts out 
to work or push oneself to the point of exhaustion 

On this treadmill I have been sweating my guts out. 
 

to work one's guts out 
to work or push oneself to the point of exhaustion 
On this project, I worked my guts out. 

Get some guts! 
Stop being such a wimp!  Stop being such a fraidy cat! 
 

Don't bust a gut! 
(said sarcastically) to not try to hard, not put oneself out, not work too 

hard and strenuously 
Don't bust a gut!  I wouldn't want you to break a fingernail. 
 

gutless 
1.    to not have stamina or endurance    

2.    to not be brave or courageous 
3.    to not be determined, resolute, firm, or steadfast 
 

to be a gutless wonder 
(said sarcastically) to be a person with no guts, courage, determination, 
or endurance 

Why should I respect him.  He is nothing but a gutless wonder! 
 

gutsy (daredevil  257)  
daring, mettlesome, plucky, spunky, doughty 
 

 
 
 

Gall  
Old English gealla,   Middle English  galla,    Middle Dutch and Germanic  

gall,  German Galle,    Dutch gal ,   Greek  cholé,  Latin  fel  bile,  French  
bile,   Spanish  bilis 
 

gall  
(Before 900) 

1.    content of the  gall bladder 
2.    bile 
3.    that which is bitter, cruel 

4.    bitterness, rancor, spite, malice, acrimony, animosity 
5.    venom, virulence, spleen, invective 
6.    imprudence, insolence, audacity, cheek, brass, sauciness 

7.    (slang)  effrontery, brazenness, temerity, chutzpah, moxie 
8. (ire 603) 



 

 

9. perturb (879) 
 

gall and wormwood 
that which sows the seed of animosity or rancor 

 
as bitter as gall  
extreme malice, bitterness, or rancor 

 
to dip one's pen in gall  
to write with venom and sarcasm 

 
to gall one 

to irritate, bother, make  angry, anger 
It galls me. 
 

to gall one to no end 
to irritate, bother, make angry, or anger extremely 

What she did galls me to no end.  
 
to gall someone that … 

to greatly anger someone 
It absolutely galls me that he did what he did. 
 

to have the gall to do something 
to have the audacity or nerve to do something 

You have the gall to come to my house and tell me off.  I don't believe it. 
 
to have the gall to say something 

to have the audacity, imprudence or effrontery to say something 
He had the gall to tell me the truth.  Imagine! 
 

galling (perturbing 880) 
provoking, harassing, exasperating, frustrating, infuriating 

 
 
 

 
Liver 

(Before 900) 
Old and Middle English  lifer,  Icelandic  lifr,  German  Leber,  Dutch and 
Danish lever, Greek  liparos, Old Norse  lifr,    Latin  lecur,  French  foie,   

Spanish  higado 
 
liver 

1.    large, reddish-brown organ on the upper right side of the abdomen 
2.    similar organ in animal, also used as food 



 

 

 
to be chicken-livered  (slang) 

to be weak, spineless, lily-livered 
He is chicken-livered 

 
to be lily-livered (slang) 
to be faint-hearted, chicken-hearted, yellow 

Don't be so lily-livered 
 
to be white-livered (slang) 

to be timorous, spineless, weak-kneed, chicken-bellied 
Don't be so white-livered. 

 
to be yellow-livered (slang) 
to be cowardly 

Don't be so yellow-livered. 
 

 
liverish 
1.    jaundiced, yellowed, yellow-tinge 

2.    sallow, sickly, pale 
3.    bitter, sour 
4.    (slang)  sour as crab apple, crabby, cranky, grumpy 

5.    disagreeable, testy, thin-skinned, irritable 
6.    morose, moody, choleric 

7.    gloomy, depressed, despondent, glum, dispirited 
 
livid 

1.   discolored, bruised, black and blue, dull blue, grayish-blue 
2.    enraged, infuriated, inflamed, wrathful 
3.    blanched, ashen, white 

4.    bloodless, drained, ghastly 
 

 
 
 

Bile 
 

Latin  bilis,  French  bile,   Spanish  bilis 
 
bile 

1.   a bitter green-brownish liquid formed in the liver 
2.   anger, bitter resentment, spleen, gall, ill humor (ire 603) 
3.   hate, enmity, animosity, ill will, bad blood, acrimony 

 
 



 

 

to stir up bilespleen 
to make anger 

Thinking about what I allowed him to do to me, stirs up a lot of bile 
 

to be full of bile 
to be full of anger and resentment 
His comments were full of bile. 

 
 
 

Spleen 
Old French  esplen,    Latin  splen,  French  rate,   Spanish  bazo 

 
spleen 
1.   organ near the stomach which controls the quantity of blood 

2.    anger 
3.    petulance, ill humor, irascibility, biliousness, crankiness, 

moroseness 
4.    acrimony, acridness, severity, sterness, tartness      
5.    spitefulness, malice, viciousness 

6. (ire 603) 
 
to vent one's spleen 

to let off steam or get and show one's anger 
He is always venting his spleen. 

 
 
 

miscellenous 
 
rib (see ridicule 1039, roast  1046) 

with a poke in the ribs 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

The Body in the Germanic Languages 



 

 

 

Language Tree 
 

Germanic 
 

West 
 

Dutch English Flemish Frisian High German  Low German   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English  Dutch  German Flemish Frisian  

body   krop  Körper  lichaam lichem 

skin   schinden  Schinden schinden fel  hûd 

flesh   vless  Fleisch 

head   hoofd  Kopf  hoofd  holle   

hair   haar  Haar  haar  hier 

forehead  voorhoofd   voorhoofd foarholle 

face   gezight  Gesicht gezight    gesicht  

eye   oog  Auge  oog  each 

eyebrows  wenkbrauw   wenkbrauw 

eyelashes  wimper   wimper 

eyelids  oogleden   oogleden 

ear   oor  Ohr  oor  ear 
nose   neus  Nase  neus  útrin 

lip   lip    lip 

mouth   mond   Mund  mond  mûle mûn 

  

tongue   tong  Zunge  tong 

tooth   tand  Zahn  tand 



 

 

gums   tandulees   tandulees 

chin   kin    kin 

jaw   kaakbeen   kaakbeen 

cheek   kaak    kaak 

 

   
    

 
 
 

 
 
 

Germanic 
 

North 
 

Danish  Icelandic  Norweigian  Swedish 
  

English  Danish Icelandic Norweigian Swedish  

body   krop  líkam  legeme  kropp 

skin   hud  skind    hud  hud  skinn   

flesh   vless  Fleisch 

head   hoofd  höfð  hode  huvd/kranie 

hair   hår  hár  hår 

forehead  pande    panne  panna 

 face   ansigt  andlit  ansikt  ansikte 

 

eye   øje  auga  øye  öga  

eyebrows  wenkbrauw 

eyelashes  wimper 

eyelids  oogleden 

ear   øre  eyra  øre  öra   

nose       nese  näsa 
lip   lip 

mouth   mund   munnur muun  mun 

tongue   tong   Zunge 

tooth   tand   Zahn 

gums   tandulees 

chin   kin 



 

 

jaw   kaakbeen 

cheek  kaak 

   Ohr   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Except of course for the obvious cognates, most of the Dutch and 

German words may appear to very different from English.  Don’t be 

fooled.  The rules of pronunciation in German and Dutch are not the 

same in English.  Words which may appear to have nothing in common 

are pronounced remarkably alike.   Those words which when 

prononunced would be recognizable to the English-speaker have been 

highlighted.   

Pronunciation is not the only similarity.  Both in English and in 

Dutch the nail is the thin smooth covering at the top of the finger as well 

as the small metal spike usually hammered into wood or plaster. 

 
 
 

 
English skin ,   German , Dutch  ,    Danish hud  skind, Flemish   , 

Frisian fel  hûd,  Icelandic  , Norwegian  hud, Swedish  hud  skinn  
skinna päls, 
 

    
 
English  face, German Gesicht,  Afrikaans  gesig, Danish ansigt, Dutch 

gezicht  gelaat, Flemish gezicht  gelaat, Frisian  gesicht,  Icelandic  andlit,  
Norwegian  ansikt, Swedish  ansikte, Swiss German Gsicht, Latin  

labrum  labium,  Latin  vultus  facies   os, French  visage, Spanish rostro  
cara 



 

 

 
English mouth, German  Mund, Afrikaans  mond, Danish  mund  

munding,  Dutch mond,   Flemish  mond, Frisian mûle mûn útrin, 
Icelandic munnur,  Norwegian  muun,  Swedish,  mun,  Swiss German 

Muul,  Latin os 
 
English  nose,  German Nase, Dutch  neus, Danish , Dutch , Flemish   , 

Frisian noas ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian nese,  Swedish näsa, Latin  ,  
French  , Spanish 
 

English  lip,  German Lippen,  Afrikaans  lip, Danish læbe, Dutch  lip, 
Flemish lip, Frisian  lippe,  Icelandic  vör,  Norwegian  leppe,  Swedish  

läppm, Swiss German  Lippe, Latin  labrum  labium,  French  lèvre, 
Spanish labio 
 

English  tooth, German Zahn,  Afrikaans  tand, Danish tand, Dutch 
tand, Flemish tand  kies, Frisian  tosk,  Icelandic  tönn, Norwegian tann,  

Swedish  tand, Swiss German  Zah, Latin  labrum  labium,  Latin  dens, 
French  dent, Spanish diente 
 

English  tongue, German Zunge,  Afrikaans  tong, Danish tunge, Dutch 
tong, Flemish tong, Frisian  tonge,  Icelandic  tunga,  Norwegian  tunge, 
Swedish  tunga, Swiss German  Zunge, Latin  labrum  labium,  Latin  

lingua, French  langue, Spanish lengua 
 

English chin ,   German , Dutch  ,    Danish hage, Dutch , Flemish  , 
Frisian kin  ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian  hake, Swedish  haka, Latin  ,  
French  , Spanish  

 
English cheek ,   German , Dutch  ,    Danish kind, Dutch , Flemish   , 
Frisian wang ,  Icelandic  , Norwegian  kinn, Swedish, Latin  ,  French  , 

Spanish  
 

 
 
English  jaw, German Kiefer,  Afrikaans  , Danish  kæbe, Dutch kaak, 

Flemish kaak, Icelandic  ,  Swedish käft  , Swiss German  , Latin  ,  
French  mâchoire, Spanish mandibula  quijada 

 
Modern English     Old English 
head       hafela; heafod 

face        anslita;  onsyn 
ear       eare 
eye       eage 

mouth      muð 
hand        folme; hand 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
heart       breostocofa, breosthord,  

       heorte, hordcofa 
 
 

 
 

 
neck   nek/hals               Nacken    

throat  keel 

shoulder  schouder  Schulter 

arm   arm   Arm 

elbow   elleboog 

wrist   pols 

hand   hand   Hand 

finger  vinger   Finger 

thumb  duim   Daumen 

nail   nagel   Nagel 

fingerprint  vingerafdruk 

palm   handpalm 

knuckles  knokkels 

fist   vuist   Faust    

chest    borst  

bust   borst 

back   rug 

stomach  maag 

hip   heup 

lap      lap   Lappen 

leg   been 

knee   knie 

calf   duit 

foot   voet 

ankle   teen 

gut/belly  buik 



 

 

buttocks  billen 

blood   bloed 

bone   been 

vein   ader 

soul   ziel 

mind   geest 

brain   hersens 

muscle  dÿ 

heart   hart 

lung   long 

 

 

English is like an onion, each layer representing a period of great change.  

Although wrapped in an outlayer of Latin and French, this covering is 

somewhat a roost.  Although the overwhelming majority of English words 

draw their origin from Old French, Parisian French, Latin, and Greek, 

English is not a Romance language;  it never has been.  Even during the 

period of Roman domination, the period when many of the Romance 

languages in Western and Southern Europe was being developed, Latin 

influence on the language and culture of what was than Britain was 

superficial, at best.  Perhaps if the Romans had not been forced to 

withdraw, Britain would have eventually developed the type of language 

and culture which had been flourishing across the channel in France.  

However,  in 450 Britain’s tie to the dying Roman Empire and its colonies 

was cut.  It was in that year when factions of the western branch  of the 

Germanic groups (Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Frisians) crossed the North 

Sea, to conquer and colonize what eventually became England.   

 

The invasion and colonization of England was unlike what  had 

happened in other parts of the former Roman Empire.  Across the 

Channel in France, for example, the Franks did not virtually destroy  the 

different peoples whom they encountered.  Nor did the different 

Germanic peoples who invaded Spain and Italian.  One of the main 



 

 

reason for the non-anhiliation was that what Gaul, Visigoths, and Goths 

found were highly Romanized hybrids.   Rather than destroy, the 

different Germanic groups assimilated themselves within what they 

considered peoples they considered culturally and linguistically superior. 

It is for this reason that France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal remained, and 

have remained an extension of the Roman Empire.  As a result, 

linguistically speaking, these countries developed closely related 

languages which belong to the Roman or Latin branch of the Indo-

European Family of Languages.    

 

England’s fate was radically different.   By the time the different 

Germanic groups invaded Britain,  the little bit of Latin culture which 

had been adopted had been almost completely replaced by the native 

Celtic ones.  The different Germanic groups were quite familiar, and as 

mentioned previously, greatly respectful of the Romans, their culture and 

language.  They felt no such reverence toward the Celts.  They either 

killed or drove westward most of the Celtic inhabitants of England. As a 

result of the almost complete destruction of the native population,  Celtic 

influence in English, outside a few place names, was almost non-

existent.   

 

 The language which devloped as a result of the Germanic invasion 

was  purely Germanic.  It is true that the different Germanic groups had, 

before, and especially after the conquest, come in contact with Latin.  

However, the Latin adopted did not come from every area of the 

language.  Most of the words were religious; which was only natural 

since most of the contact between the Germans and Romans was 

through the Church in the form of Roman missionaries.  The English 

also borrowed from Latin to express new ideas in the area of clothing, 

and food.    All together, English brought into English approximately 450 

words.  Most of the words adopted into English were totally naturalized 



 

 

to the point that they eventually became indistinguishable from native 

words. 

 

    

 Despite, the incorporation of Latin into English, the culture and language 

which developed in England, up until the twelfth century, were almost purely 

Germanic in nature.   The Jutes and Saxons  formed the basis of the Kentish 

and the Southern English dialects.  The Anglicans settled in two areas, the 

northern and center areas.  They were responsible for the Midland and 

Northumbrian form.   

 

 For the first three centuries after the destruction of the Roman 

Empire,  the western branch of the Germanic language formed the 

basis of the English language.  It from this period that one hundred of 

the most common words in English come.  

Old English ( also called Anglo-Saxon) 
    

Appendix 1 
 

Religious-based words which entered into the English language from 
the Church as a result of Christinization: 
 
abbot, alms, altar, angel, anthem, ark, candle, canon, chalice, cleric, deacon, 
disciple, epistle, hymn, litany, manna, martyr, mass, minister, noon, nun, offer, 
organ, palm, pope, priest, psalm, relic, rule, shrine, stole, synod, temple, tunic, 
AntiChrist, apostle, cantor, cell, cloister, collect, creed, demon, font, idol, 
nocturn, prime, prophet, sabbath, synagogue 
 

Non-religious Latin based words which came into English through 
the Church: 
 

cap, sock, silk, purple, chest, mat, sack, beet, lentil, pear, radish, doe, oyster, 
lobster, mussel, to cook, box, pine, lily, marshmallow, myrrh, rue, savory, 
master, school, Latin, grammatical, verse, meter, gloss, notary, anchor, fan, 
fever, place, sponge, elephant, phoenix, circle, legion, giant, consul, talent, 
accent, to brief, decline, history, paper, term, title, cucumber, ginger, winkle 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Appendix 2                
 

Most Frequent Used Common Words                                          
 
Agricultural terms                                                                      
sheep, shepherd, ox, earth, plough, swine, dog, wood, field, wod, corn  

 
Days of the week 
Monandæg (day of the moon), Tiwesdæg (day of the god, Tig), Wodnesdæg (day 
of the god, Woden),  Ðunresdæg (day of the god, Thunor), Frigedæg (the day of 
the goddess, Friga), Sæternesdæg (the day of the Roman god, Saturn), 
Sunnandæg (the day of the sun)   
 

Other words  
the, is, you, man, and, for ,for, of, in, on, to, under, æfter, beforan, behindan, bi 
(by), hwæt (what), hwy (why), ofer (over), æt (at), socc (sock), scoh (shoe), mete 
(meat), butere (butter), milc (milk),  egg, hunig (honey), ceses (cheese), summer, 
winter, the, is, you, man, house, God, heaven, hell, Holy Ghost, Doomsday, 
god-spell, Gospel, Easter (from the Anglo-Saxon goddess, Eostre), Yule (from the 
midwinter god, Geol (pronounced 'yule') )call, shirt, hat, father, mother, son, 
daughter, sister, brother, time, corn, night, wood, blood, gold, burg, home, 
wine, word, book, life, king, sea, water, old 
 
Old English       Modern English 
 

mann        man 
wif        wife 
cild        child 
hüs        house 
benc        bench 
mete        meat, food 
gærs        grass 
leaf        leaf 
fugol        fowl, bird 
god            good 
heah        high 
strang        strong 
etan        eat 
drincan       drink 

slæpan       sleep 
libban        live 
feohtan         

 
appendix 3 
 

Terms and words from the Old Norse Period   
 
closed class words 



 

 

Old Norse     Anglo-Saxon 
they       hie 

their       hiera 
them       him 

are       aron 
 
other closed class words  
both, same, through, till, are 
 

Old Norse word which replace Anglo-Saxons 
Old Norse    Anglo-Saxon 
egg      ey 
sister (syster)     sweostor 

loan      læn 
weak (wac)     veikr 
take      niman      
anger      torn, grama, irre 
bark      rind 
wing      feþra 
sky      uprodor/wolcen    
window     eagþyrel   
  

Words brought into English from Old Norse which had no equivalent 

in Old English 
 

call, die, rugged, flat, tight, kid, steak, anger, awe, bait, boon, crooked,  saw, 
wand, wrong, freckle 

 

 

Old Norse supplied English with useful paris of synonyms 

 

English       Norse 
shatter       scatter 
sick        ill 
carve        cut 
wish        want 
craft        skill 
hide        skin 
no        nay 

whole        hale 
rear        raise 
from        fro 
 

Words which entered into English from Old Norse after 1000 

 
nouns 
band, booth, bull, dirt, down (feathers), egg, fellow, freckle, kneel, kid,  leg, 
link, reindeer, reef, scab, scales, scrap, seat, sister, skin, skirt, sky,  snare, 



 

 

steak, swain, window, birch, boon, gait, gap, guess, loan, race,  rift, score, 
skill, slaughter, snare, stack, swain, thrift, tidings, trust,  want, window 
 
verbs 
call, crawl, die, get, give, lift, raise, rid, scare, take, cast, clip, crave,  droop, 
gape, kinkle, nag, scowl, snub, sprint, thrust, 
 
adjectives 
flat, loose, low, odd, tight, weak, awkward, ill, meek, sly, rotten, tattered,  muggy 
 
pronouns 
they, their, them, both, same, though, till 
 
Words which begin with "sk" normally came from Danes 
scalp, scrape, scrub, scare, scathe, score, skate, skew, ski, skid, skill, skin, 
skip, skirt, skull, sky 
 
 Old Norse did not only have intense influence on the lexicon of English; it 

also greatly influenced the grammar of English.  The third person singular ‘s’ 

comes from Old Norse.  Also, the present indicative structure of the verb was a 

result of Old Norse. 

 
 The period between the fall of the Roman Empire until the Norman 

Invasion, the language spoken in England was, with only few exceptions, a 

purely Germanic language.  It was during this period that the foundation of 

English was being developed.  Although, at times, written and pronounced 

somewhat differently, many of the most important and fundamental words in 

modern English are still recognizeable when written in their Old English form: 

 

 
Although many of the words spoken during this period were later eliminated,  

Old English forms the core of English.  It is for this reason that, despite all the 

subsequent influence that Latin, (both the classical and vulgar version); 

Classical Greek; and French, (both the Norman and Parisian version); may have 

had, English is not a Romance language.  At its core,  English is a Germanic 

language.    

 The basic Germanic nature of English is not limited to the structure of 

the language.  It is true that as a whole, English shares more words with Latin 

and French than it does with German, Frisian, Swedish, Dutch, or Danish.  

However, to find the cognates of most, if not all,  of the most basic,  



 

 

fundamental, and frequently used words of English, one must go to the 

different Germanic languages of both branches of the language tree.    

 

English Frisian Dutch  German Swedish Danish  

cheese  tsiis  kaas  Käse  ost  ost 
day  dei  dag  Tag    dag 
goose  goes  gans  Gans  gås  gås 

through troch  door  durch  igennem igennem 

yesterday juster  gisteren gestern 
sun  sinne  zon  Sonne 
fox  foks  vos  Fuchs 
sit  sitte  zitten  Sitzen 
book  boek  boek  Buch 
red  read  rood  Rot 
sleep  sliepe  slapen  Schlafen   
night    nacht  nacht  nat 
snow    sneeuw schnee snö 
seven    zeven  sieben  sju 
foot    voet  fuss  fot 
fish    vis  fisch  fisk 
heart    hart  herz  hfjärta 
hundered   honderd hundert hundra 
ten    tien  zehn  tio 
tooth    tand  zahn  tand 
eat    eten  essen 

day    dag  Tag 

fish    vis  Fisch 

ten    tien  zehn 

sword    zwaard  Schwert 

path    pad  Pfad 
hand  han  hand  Hand     hånd  
help  helpe  helpen helfen     hjalpa 
three  trije  drie  drei     þrír  
heart  hert  hart  Herz     hjarta 
oak  iik  eik  Eiche     eik 
     
    

 
Icelandic Flemish Norwegian Swiss  Yiddish Afrikaans 
      German   
ostur  kaas  ost  Chäss  kez  kaas 
dagur  dag  døgn  Tag  tog  dag 
  gans  gås 

  door        deur 

 Prior to the Norman Invasion in 1066, English was, with the exceptions 



 

 

of Latin words which were adopted as a result of Christinization, a purely 

Germanic language.  For a few centuries after the invasion and settlement of 

England by the Norman French, the influence of French in English was 

minimum.   The reasons for this are numerous.  For one, English was 

considered the language of the socially inferior; therefore, as a rule, it was 

treated by elites of the society, many  of whom did not speak or understand 

English, with indifference.   As a result, the language was, for almost two 

centuries, considered a dialect spoken by those who had no power.  Norman 

French remained in its position as the  official language until the forced 

separation of Normandy from England. 

 Although during this period a great number of words from French came 

into English, the number was no where near the amount that would be 

borrowed later. 

 

 From the thirteenth century onward, the role of French in English 

underwent a great number of changes.  For one, eventually Norman dialect of 

French lost much of its prestige.  Whereas before,  Anglo-French had been 

considered elitist, eventually, the language lost its prestige as Parisan French 

became standard in France.  Eventually, Norman French was considered a 

hopeless mixture of English and French which more a dialect rather than a 

language.  The Hundred Year War and the growing nationalism of English by 

Englishmen of all classes in the society brought about a revival of the English 

language.  By the late 14th century, English had replaced French in almost all 

areas of governnment and education.  By the 15th century, English had 

displaced both French and Latin in writing both in the area of literature and 

record keeping. 

 

 The influence of French on English was both direct and indirect.  

Indirectly, the Norman invasion open up of the period known as Middle English.  

The following are some of the characteristic of Middle English: 

 1. immense simplification of English in all areas of English, from  
  inflection to word order 
 
  loss of a large part of Old English 
 



 

 

 2. grammatical case forms of nouns reduced 
 
 3. adoption of ‘s’ or ‘es’ to denote plural of noun 
 
 4. neutralization of all vowel endings  (a, e, o, u, an, um) reduced to  
  a uniform ‘e’ 
 
 5. almost complete destruction of other irregular plurization 
   survivals (examples): 
   singular    plural    
   ox     oxen 
   man     men 
   tooth     teeth 
   foot     feet 
 
 6. tremendous depletion of strong (irregular) verbs which continued 
  until language became an accepted language in all areas of society 
 
 7. disappearance of number and gender/ adjectives are no longer  
  inflected 
   
  ‘he’/’she’ for persons 
  ‘it’ for persons 
 
 8. construction of verb with adverb 
   i.e.  to go 
    go in, go out, go away, go through 
 
 Directly, the influence of French into English was greatly limited to the 

area of vocabulary.  French imported more than ten thousand words into 

English.  As a result, hundreds of words from Old English were forced out of the 

language.   

Old English       French (replacement) 

eam        uncle 

anda        envy 

andig        envious 

andian       to envy 

æþele        noble 

æþeling       nobleman 

dryhten/ frea      prince 

leod        people 

dema        judge 

dom        judgement 



 

 

cyþhere       witness 

firen        crime 

scyldig       guilty 

here        army 

cempa        warrior 

sibb        peace 

blæd        flower 

bleo        color 

adl        disease 

ieldu        age 

lof        praise 

lyft        air 

hold        gracious 

earm        poor 

sltþe        cruel 

gecynde       natural 

wuldor       glory 

wlite        beauty 

wlitig        beautiful 

andettan       confess 

beorgan       preserve, defend 

bieldan/ elnian      encourage 

dihtan        compose 

flitan        contend 

healsian       implore 

herian        praise 

leanian       reward 

miltsian       pity 

 

 However, as mentioned before, it must never be forgotten that despite 

tremendous influence that French had in English, it never had the impact that 

Old Norse had.  Old Norse actually changed the very essence of English; French 

did not.  The reasons are not hard to understand.  By 1066, English was too 



 

 

well established in both its written and spoken form to be eliminated easily.   

Also, Norman French never became a natural language of England as a whole; 

it only was natural to the tiny elite of the country.   Also, intermarriage can not 

be ignored.  The Normans did not remain separate from the population which 

they conquered.  Many times the offsprings of such union spoke either both 

Norman French and English or only English. 

 

 English remained English; French was incorporated within the existing 

structure to make it stronger and richer.   In no area of structure, did French 

change English.  This fact can be easily demonstrated.   For example, in the 

area of syntax (word order) only in very few cases do adjectives follow the noun 

(attorney general or court martial).  In all other cases, the norm is that the 

adjective precedes the noun.   Another example would be in the area of verbs.  

When French verbs entered into English,  their grammatical structures 

remained outside.  That is to say, only the essence of the verb was incorporated,  

all of their grammatical endings were eliminated.  They generally came into the 

language as regular rather than irregular verbs.  As a result, the ‘weak’ past 

inflection, ‘ed’ became much more dominant, eventually becoming the normal 

ending of most verbs in English in the past tense.  It is for this reason that the 

overwhelming majority of irregular verbs in the past are from the Germanic, 

rather than the French or Latin, area of English. 

 

 Not only in the area of grammar did the English twist French to fit their 

needs.  Many words were brought into the language only to be eventually 

compounded with either English prefixes or suffixes: 

 

 gentle (entered into English around 1225) 

 gentlewoman (1230), gentleman (1275), gentleness (1300), gently (1330) 

 

 faith (entered into English by 1300) 

 faithless (by 1300), faithful (by 1300), faithfully (1362), faithfulness 

 (1388)   

 



 

 

Other French words with English prefixes and suffixes: 

commonly, courteously, eagerly, feebly, fiercely, justly, peacefully, ungracious, 

overpraising 

 

 French was grafted onto English.  In the the closed language class 

(pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, auxilary verbs) and to express 

fundamental concepts such as:  man (mann), wife (wif), child (cild), house (hus), 

bench (benc), mete (meat/food),  grass (gærs), leaf, good (god), strong (strang), 

eat (etan), drink (drincan), slaepan, live (libban), fight (feohtan), Old English 

survived.  It was in the area of literature, learning, religion, fashion where 

French made its greatest impact. 

 

French did not enter the language English all at once.  It did so in stages. 

 1. first one hundred years ---- no increase of French in English 
 2. last one half of the 12th century ---- slight increase 
 3. 1200-1250 ---- increase  
 4. post 1250 ---- greater increase 
 5. 1300-1400 ---- period of the greatest borrowing 
 6. 1400 ---- sharp drop and eventual tappering off   
 

 
 Words of the body which came into English  
 prior to 1250 
 

 Figure 
 (1175-1225) 

 Old French and Middle English  figure,  Latin   figura,  French  
 forme,  Spanish  figura 

 
  
  
 Words of the body which came into English 

 post 1250 
 

 Face 
 (1250-1300) 

 Middle English, Anglo-French, Old French  facia,  Latin  facies,  

 Late Middle English  facen, French  visage face, Spanish  cara 
 

 Whiskers (whisk + er) 
 (1325-1375) 
 whisk 



 

 

 Middle English (Scots)  wysk,  Scots wisk quhisk,  Old Norse visk,   
 Swedish  viska,  Danish  vishe,  Old High German  wisken 

 

 Jaw 
 (1325-1375) 

 Middle English  jawe   jowe,  Latin  maxilla   mala  fauces,  Old 
 French  joue   joe, French  mâchoire, Spanish  mandibula 
 

  
 Palm 
 (1300-1350) 
 Old English  folm,  Middle English paume,  Middle French and 
 Latin  palma,  French  paume,  Spanish  palma 
 

  
 Stomach 
 (1300-1350) 
 Middle English   stomack,  Old French    stomaque   estomac,  

 Greek stomakhos,  Latin   stomachus   venter,  French    
 estomac,  Spanish  estómago 
 

  
 Testicles 
 (1375-1425) 
 Latin   testiculus,  French  testicules,  Spanish  testiculos 

   
 
 
 

French words which came into English 
 
1066-1250 
 
abbot, canon, cardinal, clergy, countess, empress, duke, court, rent, cell, 
justice, miracle, baptist, dame, prince, chapel, image, lion, reason, piligrim, 
saint, virgin, obedience, religion, sermon, prophet, patriarch, archangel, 
circumcision, sacrament, fruit, sepulchre, custom, admiral, crown, astronomy, 
council, journey, rob, large, silence, dangerous, jealous, glutton, joy, tempt, 

witness, chapter, lesson, story, medicine, confessor, constable, heir, chair, 
butler, peace, justice, uncle, aunt, cousin, lamp, rose, catch, change, mercy, 
poor, rich, wait, ,prove, war, arrive, pay,  
 
1250-1350 
 
action, cost, deceit, dozen, ease, fault, force, grief, labour, number, opinion, 
pair, piece, season, sound, square, substance, task, use, bucket, calendar 
face, gum, , metal, mountain, ocean, people, actual, brief, certain, clear, 
common, contrary, eager, easy, final, honest, real, second, single, solid, 



 

 

strange, sudden, usual, allow, apply, approach, arrange, carry, close, continue 
count, conver, defeat, destroy, excuse, force, form, increase, inform, join, move, 
please, proceed, push, remember, travel 
 
By 1300 the following French words were already used in English 
 
nouns 
 
action, adventure, affection, age, air, bucket, bushel, calendar, carpenter, 
cheer, city, coast, comfort, cost, country, courage, courtesy, coward, crocodile, 
cruelty, damage, debt, deceit, dozen, ease, envy, error, face, faggot, fame, fault, 
flower, folly, force, hour, joy, malice, manner, marriage, metal, mountain, 
moise, number ocean, odor, order, pair, person, piece, point, poverty, powder, 
power, quality, quart, rage, reason, river, scandel, seal, season, sign, sound, 
sum, tailor, tavern, unity, use, vision, waste 
 
adjectives 
 
able, abundant, active, actual, amiable, amorous, barren, blank, brief, calm, 
certain, chaste, chief, clear, common, contrary, courteous, cruel, double, eager, 
easy, faint, feeble, fierce, final, firm, foreign, frail, frank, gay, gentle, gracious, 
hasty, honest, horrible, innocent, jolly, liberal, malicious, mean, moist, natural 
nice, obedient, original, perfect, pliant, poor, principal 
 
 
verbs 
 
advance, advise, aim, allow, apply, approach, arrange, arrive, betray, butt, 
carry, change, chase, close, comfort, commence, complain, conceal, consider, 
continue, count, cry, cull, deceive, declare, defeat, defer, defy, delay, desire, 
destroy, embrace, enclose, endure, enjoy, enter, err, excuse, flatter, flourish 
force, forge, form, furnish, grant, increase, inform, inquire, join, languish, 
launch, mount, move, murmur, muse, nourish, obey, oblige, observe, pass 
pay, pierce, pinch, please, pratice, praise, prefer, proceed, propose, prove, 
purify, pursue, push, quit, receive, refuse, rejoice, relieve, remember, reply, 
rinse, rob, satisfy, save, scald, serve, spoil, strangle, strive, shun, succeed 
summon, suppose, surprise, tax, tempt, trace, travel, tremble, wait, waive 
waste, wince 

 
Law 

 
plea, ,suit, plantiff, defendant, judge, advocate, attorney, bill, petition, 
complaint, inquest, summons, hue and cry, indictment, jury, juror, panel, 
felon, evidence, proof, bail, ransom, judgement, verdict, sentence, decree, 
award, punishment, prison 
 
 
Fashion and Social Life 
 
apparel, habit, gown, robe, arment, attire, cape, coat, frock, collar, veil, train, 



 

 

chemise, petticoat, lace , embroidery, buckle, button, to embellish, to adorn 
 
colors 
 
blue, brown, vermillon, scarlet, saffron, russet, tawny  
 
fruit, food, herbs, and etc. 
 
raisin, fig, date, grape, orange, lemon, cherry, peach, confection, pasty, tart, 
jelly, spice, clove, thyme, herb, mustard, vinegar, cinnamon, nutmeg, to roast, 
to boil, to stew, to fry, to broach, to blanch, to grate, to mince 
 
Art, Learning, and Medicine 
 
art, painting, sculpture, music, beauty, color, figure, image, tone, title, volume, 
chapter, parchment, paper, pen 
 
 
Post 1350 
 
adolescence, appellation, chort, combustion, distribution, immensity, 
pacification, representation, sumptuous 
  
Other words from French adopted into English: 
 
fashion, gown, robe, lace, button, boot, satin, fur, ruby, pearl, blue  
 
dinner, supper, taste, feast, tension, beef, veal, mutton, pork, toast, cream, 
sugar, salad, lettuce, fruit, cherry, peach, herb, roast, boil, stew, fry, grate, 
mince, goblet, saucer, plate, platter, table 
 
palace, mansion, ceiling, chimne, tower, porch, curtain, lamp  
 
medicine, physician, surgeon, pain, stomach  
place, part, use, city, line, state, sure, change, close, course, pay, please, face, 
quit, coat, brown, air, country, flower, hour, manner, noise, number, people, 
river, able, large, nice, poor, real, safe, second, carry, move, pass, wait,  
 
to preach, to pray, to change, to repent, to confess, to adore, to sacrifice, to 
convert, to anoit, to ordain, to usurp, to oppress, to repeal 

 
 
 French was seen as a language more suited to express more abstract or 

what was seen as more refined ideas or concepts.   

 

 The late Middle Ages was one of great changes in England.  The growth of 

towns, the death of feudalism, hastened by the Black Death, and the rise of the 



 

 

middle class and free, self-governing communities all led to the growing 

domination and self-assuredness of the English language and culture.  Slowly, 

the all levels of the population began to see that the language in which they 

communicated was more than a dialect that only the uneducated and peasantry 

spoke.    

 

 The new attitude led to the growing importance of English in all areas of 

society.   The fourteenth century witnessed the resurgence of English in the 

official and governmental spheres.  In 1349, English began to replace French as 

the language of instruction; by 1382, it was rare to find a school where French, 

rather than English, was the language of instruction.  In 1362, Parliament 

opened, for the first time, in English rather than French.  It was also in that 

year that law courts were ordered to be conducted in English rather than 

Norman French. 

 

 The new growing self-awareness of English continued into fifteenth 

century.  It was the period that the first monarchs who were completely fluent 

in English reigned, Richard II and Henry IV.  It was  also in the period that  

Geoffrey Chaucer wrote Canterbury Tales, that  Piers Plowman by William 

Langland wrote Piers Plowman, and John Wycliff for the first time, successfully 

translated the entire bible into English.   

 

 As Englishmen became more confident in the language which they 

spoke, they opened up to possibilities which at one were rejected.  As shown as, 

it was not until the fourteenth and fifteenth century that thousands of French 

words were allowed to enter into English.  It was also during these centuries 

that a large number of Latin words entered English. 

 

 Throughout the history of English, Latin has, on and off, entered 

English.  However, it was not until the  period immediately prior to and during 

the Renaissance, did English began to borrow Latin in any great quantity.  

Although there were scholars such as Sr. John Cheke, who believed that 

English could be used to express any idea, there were those who believed that 



 

 

Anglo-Saxon was a language which, without any problem, could express less 

sophisticated, more concrete ideas.  It was an ideal language to express blunt, 

concrete, direct ideas.  Latin and Greek were much better suited to express the 

more abstract, conceptual areas of life.   Originally, much of the Latin which 

had come into English had done so indirectly French.  That changed, however, 

once ancient Latin text became more numerous.   Latin, and eventually Greek, 

began to be borrowed directly. 

 

 

 

 

English   French   Latin 
(standard)   (literary)   (scholarly) 
 
rise    mount    ascend 
kingly    royal    regal 
ask    question   interrogate 
fast    firm    secure 
goodness   virtue    probity 
holy    sacred    consecrated 
work     labor    exertion 
 
By the time the early modern period, all the words the vocabulary used to 
define the body was already well established in the language.  If any of the new  
words about were to come into the language, they were words dealing with the 
internal organs, the part of the body which was only made well known once the 
scholar used direction observation as a form.   The body parts which were 
discovered during the early modern and modern period have either Latin or 
Greek origin, the language which doctor and scientist continued utilizing long 
after the world have any cease, let alone studied, them.  Of these parts of the 
body, almost none  is rich in metaphors or symbolism.  

 

to believe one’s ears 
1. to trust, have confidence in, have full confidence, put confidence 

 in, confide in, trust implicitly, depend on, have complete faith 
 in, trust or believe in what one has heard  i.e. news, gossip or 
 rumor 

 I usually don’t believe anything that I hear but with this time I do   
 believe my ears. 
 

2.    to bank on, count on, stake one’s life on, rely  on, go to the bank 
 on, swear by, bank upon, stake one’s life upon, bank upon, put 

 one’s trust in 



 

 

 
to clip one’s ears 

 
1. to hamper, hinder, confine, frustrate or restrict   

 His mother has been clipping her son’s ears for many years. 
 
2. to clip someone’s wing, hold in check, stay, check, curb, tie 

 one’s hands  
 
 

I.   The word (name of the body part) 
   

2.   The origin of the word 
A.   the evolution of the word from its origin in Old English 
       to Modern English 

B.  the word of the body part in other languages which are related 
to English, divided into two general sections: 

a.   Germanic:    
Old Frisian, Old Norse, Old High German, Dutch, 
German,  Swedish, Danish,  

  b.   Italic (Romance): 
Latin, Vulgar Latin, Old French, Anglo-French, 
Spanish 

    i.e. Heart 
     Old English  heorte,    Middle English   

     herte,  Dutch hart, Gothic  hairto,   Old  
     Norse  hjarta, German  Hert,  Latin   
     pectus  animus,  French  coeur,     

     Spanish  corazon 
 

 3.   Synonyms 

  A.   literal meaning or meanings of the word 
   (the actual meaning of the word) 

    i.e.  heart 
     organ of circulation, pumplike organ of 
     blood circulation 

  (whenever possible included in this section will be informal  
  and slang i.e. the slang expression for ‘heart’ is ‘ticker’ ) 

      
  B.   figurative or metaphorical meanings of the word 

   (the symbolic or representational meaning) 

    i.e. heart 
     1. center, core, kernal 
     2. feelings, compassion 

     3. valor, heroism, courage 
      



 

 

   (also included will be the more stylized, informal  
    and slang i.e. when ‘heart’ means center or core; 

    for that meaning is:  nitty-gritty, meat, nub,  
    marrow )  

 
4.   Phrasal Verbs and Expressions  which contain the word 

  i.e. (heart-stopper, heart-to-heart, heart-throb, heart  

   warming) 
 
 Proverbs and Saying which contain the word 
  i.e. (to do one's heart good, to eat one's heart out, to feel as  
  if one's heart is going to burst) 

 
 Other words which contain the body part 
  i.e. (hardhearted, heartless) 

 
 

 
The richness of the vocabulary utilized to describe the body, however, 

does not stop at the level of structure.   

 
The body must also be understood figuratively.  Many of the meanings of 

different body parts have been greatly stretched beyond the literal.  Do 
you know what it is to be a 'second-hand' Rose?  Are you a brain?  

What's a no brainer?  What does it mean to press the flesh?  Have you 
ever had anyone sweep you off your feet or to pull your leg?   

What are we about … 

 
The series of books published by Akima Blue looks at language, 

the English language.  By examining and analyzing the development of 

English, from a bunch of dialects of  Germanic invaders spoken in a 
northern European backwater to the world's most widely spoken 

language,  one can come to understand what kind of  language English 
is.   It is the purpose of this site to demonstrate how English can, on the 
one hand, be one of the easiest languages that there is to learn, while on 

the other, it is one of the hardest. 
 

Each tome will look at English from a variety of aspects.  We will 
answer some basic question about what English is, and what it is not.  
The following are only  some of the questions which we look at: 

 
1) The original language spoken in what is now England (Great 

Britain) was neither Germanic or Romance.  It was Celtic (Briton, Irish, 

Scots Gaelic, Welsh).  Why isn't English a Celtic language? 
 



 

 

2) Great Britain, like France and Spain, was invaded by the Roman 
Empire.   Latin was the official language and, although not the means of 

communication of the majority of the population, it was that of the elite.   
For a number of centuries it appeared that  the language which was 

developing was similar to those which were developing across the 
Channel.  The Germanic invasions in the fifth century put an end to all 
that.   Why?   

 
3) The majority of the words in English is NOT Germanic based.  At 

least initially, English-speakers feel much more at home in learning 

Latin-based language rather than Germanic-based one.  An indication of 
an educated English-speaker is how extensive is his Latin-based 

vocabulary.  The English language contains hundreds and hundreds of 
unassimilated French and Latin words, phrases, and expressions.   The 
number of unassimilated German, Swedish, Dutch,  and/ or Norwegian 

words probably does not reach a hundred.  Yet despite all what has been 
previously said, English is a  Germanic language.  Why? 

 
  The contradiction which surrounds English does not end on 

which  Indo-European branch the language is.  In almost every aspect, 

the language is a paradox.  The books which jabablue.com offer have 
been written to help those, be they native speakers or not, to understand 
how the English language functions. 

 
1) Book One is a general historical survey of the language.  It is the 

purpose of this book to help the student of the English language to 
understand how the language developed and how that development 
presently influences how one speaks and understands the language. 

 
2) Book Two focuses on pronunciation.   Through this work one 

will learn the difference between homophones and homographs.  They 

will also examine the different pronunciation of  American English vowels 
(short vs. long) and certain consonants (b, f, v, j, g, w, ch, cu, sh, th).  

Minimum pairs and how they help make English one of the most difficult 
languages to pronounce will be discussed. 

 

3) Book Three and Four  will focus in on one of the hardest aspects 
of English, or any language for that matter, is the verb-

preposition/adverb combination.  Book three will look at 1)when there 
are two verbs in a sentence, which preposition is used after the first verb 
(to want to vs. to think about)  and 2) .   Book Four will deal more with 

phrasal verbs when they are idiomatic. 
No, it's not your imagination.  English  is a paradox.  On the one 

hand,  if you compare its grammar to that of other Germanic languages, 

the category to which the language belongs, or to Latin-based languages, 
the category of languages which has greatly influenced it,  there is no 



 

 

doubt that English is a much "easier" language. (see link to language tree 
and explanation of why English is a Germanic language) 

 
This was not always the case. Many of the features which drive an 

English-speaker crazy when studying languages such as German, 
French, or Spanish, were once a part of English. (see link about Old 
English)  However, those grammatical points have long been eliminated.   

A table, book, the sun, or moon, even a child or person  are not 
masculine or feminine.  They only are.  All nouns in English are neutral; 
therefore, one does not have to learn the many rules to help the speaker 

determine if a noun is  masculine, feminine, or, in the case of many 
Germanic languages, neuter.  Much more importantly, they do not have 

to memorize all those words which are exceptions to the rule.   
Perhaps, if the gender of a word were consistent from one language 

to another, one could easily accept the claim  that categorizing a word 

along the lines of  gender  gives the language flavor. One big problem is 
that it is not at all consistent, not even among languages in the same 

branch of the language tree.  The car, in Spanish and Portuguese is 
masculine, while, butter, is feminine.  In French and Italian, however, 
the opposite is true, the car, is feminine;  butter, on the other hand, is 

masculine.1   In  Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish,  there are two 
genders; however, they are not masculine or feminine.  One gender is 
called, common gender while the other is called neuter.  In these 

languages, car is     and butter is also .2  
 

Articles in German are extremely complicated.  Which article is 
used does not only depend on whether the noun is masculine, feminine, 
singular, or plural but whether the it is the subject, the direct or indirect 

object of the sentence or whether the noun is in the possessive form ('s) .    
 
Another problem with articles in the different languages is where 

there are placed.  In all Latin-based languages, the article is a separate 
word.  The same is true for German and Dutch.  To use Danish as an 

example,  whether an article is attached onto the noun or not, all 
depends on whether it is a definite or indefinite article and if the noun is 
or is not accompanied by an adjective. 

 
An article's agreement with a noun does not only depend on the 

gender of the not also on the number.  In the Romance languages, all 
articles have a plural form.  For example, in Spanish,  la mesa vs. las 
mesas or el zapato vs. los zapatos.  In French, le cheval vs. les chevaux 

                                                           
1
  Spanish:  el coche, la mantequilla/ Portuguese: carro, manteiga   French: la voiture, le 

beurre/ Italian: vettura, burro 
2
  Dutch:  wagen, boter/ Swedish: vagn, smör/ Norweigan: bul, smor/ Danish: bil, 

smor/ German: 



 

 

or la chaise vs. las chaises.  Although Dutch, Danish, Swedish, and 
Norwegian also have both a singular and  plural form of the article,  how 

they are form are not as complicated as in the Latin-based languages.  
All of these languages, have, in general, two genders (common gender 

and neuter).  In some of the languages, such as Dutch,  the singular and 
plural form of common gender is the same, 'de.'  'De' is also the plural 
form used for nouns which are considered neuter.   

 
In English, none of the above is true.  It used to be.  The English 

language was once as complicated as any Germanic or Latin language.  

Even more so. ( see link about the grammar to Old English) .  That, 
however, is no longer the case.  The English speaker  does not have to 

worry about gender; therefore, an English speaker does not have to 
memorize whether a table, can, or chair is masculine, feminine, or, in the 
case of the Germanic languages, neuter.  Although number is still 

important, by no means, does it have the role that it has in a language 
such as Spanish or German.   

 
Considering the structure in Spanish: 
 

 la casa roja 
 las casas rojas 
 el cuaderno rojo 

 los cuadernos rojos 
 

Consider how the above structures in English; notice the changes 
which are made in Spanish but not in English: 

 the red house 

 the red houses 
the white notebook 
the white notebooks 

 
This is not to say that there is no pluralization of the adjectives in 

English; there is. 
 
 ésta casa   éste cuaderno 

 éstas casas   éstos cuadernos 
 ésa casa   ése cuaderno 

 ésas casas   ésos cuadernos 
 
 this house   this house 

 these houses   these houses 
 that house   that house 
 those houses   those houses 

 
There are those English speakers who ignore the gender of the 



 

 

noun.  That is, they are not careful in using the correct gender of the 
article.    They see it no more significant or as benign as the incorrect 

pronunciation of  the definite article 'the' before a vowel or the use of the 
indefinite article 'a', instead of 'an', before a vowel.  It is not true.  

Spanish and French will be utilized as examples.  
 
 

Spanish 
 
el      the (masculine/ singular) 

la      the (feminine/ singular) 
los      the (masc/ plural) 

las      the (feminine/ plural) 
 
el coma   coma 

la coma   comma 
 

el batería   drummer (in a band) 
la batería   gun battery, footlight, kitchen      

utensils 

 (see web link for more examples) 
 
French 

le      the (masculine/ singular) 
la      the (feminine/ singular) 

les      the (masc/ plural) 
l'      the (masculine or feminine/ 

singular/ in front of a vowel) 

 
 le barbe     barb (horse) 
 la barbe     beard 

 
le litre 

la litre 
 
le livre 

la livre 
 

le page 
la page 
 

(see web link for more example) 
 
This not to say that articles and nouns in English are not 

somewhat complicated; they are.  It is true that with certain nouns an 
article DOES change the meaning of a noun.   



 

 

 
home      one's own house 

i.e.  It is late so I'm going home. 
 

the home     an institution (such as for 
senior  

      citizens or orphans) 

 
i.e.  My best girlfriend lives in a home. orphanage 
 

The article changes the meaning of  why one is doing an action 
with nouns such as school, church, jail, prison.  When going for the 

expected activity, such as one goes to school to attend classes, to study, 
or to learn, no article is used.  When one is going to the institution to do 
an unusual activity, an article is used.   

 
I go to church every Sunday (to mass)  no article 

I went to the church for a    article required 
(neighborhood) meeting 
 

The man went to prison. (to serve   no article  
a prison term). 
The family went to the prison (to   article required 

visit a family member)    
 

Although English speakers do not have to worry about gender, the 
pluralization of English nouns is another story.  There are a number of 
irregular nouns in English.  (see web link for more detail) 

 
 
Not only are nouns and adjectives less complex in English but so 

are verbs.  For one,  there are no different categories of verbs in English.  
In Spanish, for example, there are verbs which end in –ar, -er,  and –ir.  

Each one of these verbs have their own rules.  Italian also has three 
termination, -are, -ere, -ire.   

French has the same thing, but only more complicated.  Whereas 

Spanish has only three termination, French has four to five categories.  
In English, all verbs, with the exception of auxiliaries, begin with the 

preposition 'to.'  (see link of auxiliary verbs)  All these verbs follow the 
same rules.  The great divide  in English is between verbs which are 
regular and irregular..   

 
Verb tenses are not difficult to either teach or to learn.  Most are 

totally regular and do not change from person to person.  (see link).  

Even those tenses where there is a change from one person to another, 
the difference is minimum.  



 

 

 
Even irregular verbs are not so bad.  Every language has verbs 

which do not follow the rule.  The difference is that in English, unlike in 
a language such as Spanish, one generally has to learn only one form of 

the verb. (see link)  The verb 'to say' is irregular in French, Spanish, and 
English.  In English, it is only irregular in the simple past tense and in 
the past participle form.  In French, the verb dire is irregular in all tenses 

and almost each person.  The same is true for the  Spanish verb, decir. 
 
With the exception of may be a dozen or so verbs, most verbs are 

irregular in the preterit (simple past tense) and in the past participle 
form.  Even within this chaos there is order. (see link) The majority of 

irregular verbs have the same form in the past tense and the past 
participle.  

 

Many languages have verb tenses which English either no longer 
has or has but which no one uses.  A case in point would be the 

subjunctive mood .   Most native speakers would not have any idea what 
this mood is in English was.  They do not see any difference between "If I 
were you …"  and "If I was you …" (write a link about the subjunctive 

mood, Grammar Dimensions, pp. 388).  It is now correct NOT to use the 
past perfect, using it is sometimes seen as being overly formal. 

 

All in all, in the area of grammar, English has been leveled quite a 
bit.  Although there are still inflections, there are eight in total, they pale 

in comparison to what the language used to have  and to what other 
languages,  such as Spanish and German, still have.   

 

However, all the news is far from good.  Whereas languages like 
Spanish have elaborate grammatical structured that must be memorized, 
English is absolutely crazy when it comes to pronunciation.  It makes no 

sense, even to the native speaker.   What do all these words have in 
common: tough, philosophy, of, off?  They all end in a 'f' sound although 

all of the words do not end in 'f' or in one 'f' .(tough,  philosophy, of, off).   
What do the following words have in common:  though, thought, 
through, tough?  In reference to sound, none of these has anything in 

common.  The first word, though, rhymes with words such as: dough, 
toe, know, no.  The second word, thought, rhymes with words such as: 

sought, caught, bought.  The third word, through, is pronounced the 
same as threw.  It rhymes with the word, drew, dew, to, two, sue.  The 
last word, tough, is many times spelled incorrectly in informal English, 

tuff.  It rhymes with; rough, stuff, bluff, enough. 
 
What do the following words have in common (and they do have 

something in common):  psychology, gnash, knee,   The first letter in 
each word is silent.  (see Web link for more details.) 



 

 

 
How about the pronunciation of  "ight".  How is it that the words, 

"lite" and "light" and "site" and "sight" have exactly the same 
pronunciation.  Do you know how to pronounce many words which end 

in "s"?  How is the letter pronounced in the following words:  
house/house, looser/loser, is/ease, noose/news, gross/grows.  How is 
the "ch" pronounced in English?  Is there a rule when it has a soft sound 

as in the word, children, or when it has the hard sound as in Christmas?  
(see web link)  Did you know that the "qu" and "k" have the same sounds.  
Pronounce the words:  quiet, quite, keep, kill.  Do you know the final "e" 

rule in English?  What do the following words have in common: made, 
ease, mine, stove, rule? (see Web link)  Do you know all the different 

pronunciation of the letter "y" in English?  Pronounce the following 
words:  eye, yes, happy, you.  How is the letter "u"  pronounced?   The 
answer is that it all depends.  Pronounce the following words:  blue, 

tough, drum, truck, bug. ( see Web link)  Pronounce the "w" in the 
following words:  blew, write, way, when.  When is the "o" pronounced as 

it is in the alphabet and when is it not?  Pronounce the following words:  
boat, own, hole, block, job, doll, crop.  And when there is a double "oo", 
what is the pronunciation?  How are the following words pronounced:  

tool, root, moon, look, roof, hoof ?  How about the pronunciation of the 
"ow"?  What is the difference between the pronunciation of the following 
words:  flow, flower, low, sow, tower? 

 
 

 
Why don't the words "meat" and "great" rhyme?  Yet, "meat" and 

"greet" do.  Why?  How is it that words which look so different from one 

another have the same pronunciation.  Examples are numerous:   I/ eye,  
weight/ wait, cents/sense, faze/ phase, I'll/ aisle,  gnu/ knew/new, 
/holy/wholly, or kneed/knead/need. (see link)   For your information, 

these words are called homophones . (sometimes also called)    
 

Homophones are not only words which are spelt differently but 
sound alike.  They are also words which are spelt and pronounced 
exactly the same but have very different meaning. There are a gigantic 

number of these types of words.  They can drive anyone not familiar with 
this aspect of English stark raving mad.  The key is to know the part of 

speech.   Notice how the word, fine, is used in the following sentences.  
Take note of the position of the word in each sentence.  It is a fine day. 
(adjective)   The IRS will fine over a million people this year. (verb)  The 

offender had to pay a fine. (noun)  Thank you, I'm doing fine. (adverb).    
Sometimes, the difference in meaning can be very similar as the 
difference between brush vs. to brush or nail vs. to nail.  It can also be as 

different as skirt vs. to skirt, back vs. to back, or book vs. to book. 
 



 

 

 
Homographs are, at least for many, considered crazier  than 

homophones.  How is it that there are words which are spelt exactly the 
same, EXACTLY, but which are not pronounced the same ?  There are 

not many languages which have this particular feature.  The only reason 
that homographs exist English is that the relationship between what you 
see and what you pronounce is irregular, at best.   SOMETIMES,  

knowing the part of speech of the word can be helpful:  tear/ to tear, 
mouth/ to mouth, house/ to house  however that is not always the case.  
Sometimes, the two words can be of the same part of speech:  

sewer/sewer  or bass/bass.   
 

Another major problem of English that does not exist in other 
languages is 'minimal pairs.'  These are words which are ALMOST 
pronounced the same.  These words are called minimal pairs. To the 

unfamiliar ear, these words sound exactly the same.  When spoken 
quickly It is not a matter of only pronouncing correctly.  Sometimes, the 

actual pronunciation is the same.  One way that we play with language  
is to say  the minimum pair of a vulgar word.  For example:  sheet/ shit 
and  beach/bitch.  There was once a very successful advertising 

campaign which started and ended with, "Life is a beach."  Everyone 
knew that what was actually being said was the very common, and 
vulgar, expression, "Life is a bitch."  (see web link for more examples) 

 
Some of the minimal pairs are due to English.  Letters which are 

pronounce ALMOST the same  because they are pronounced in the same 
area of the mouth.  The difference is whether the letter is voiced 
(aspirated) or voiceless (unaspirated).  The following is a list of minimum 

pairs (consonants). 
voiced      voiceless 
 

   p           b 
   t           d 

   k                                                                   g 
   m           n  
   f           v 

  ø (th)           ð (th)   
  s           z 

  ch           sh 
   r           l  
 

(see web link for examples) 
 
 

 
As irregular as pronunciation is, if that were the only 



 

 

inconsistency, English would be an easy language to learn.  Easy, that is, 
in comparison, to the reality of the language.  What about the inversion 

of the subject and verb with other than question words?  In the 
beginning class, all student are taught that in questions,  the subject 

and verb are inverted as in the sentence,  Do you have a dog?  For 
reasons which most native speakers can only guess at, there are other 
reasons why the subject and verb exchange place.  For example in place 

expressions.  Note these sentences:  Beyond the hills is located Mary's 
house; Here is the book which you lent me;  Down the street is John's 
business.   

 
Inversion also happens after negative words such as:  not once, 

never, at no time, hardly, only once, almost never, neither, nor, on no 
occasion, barely, rarely, scarcely, seldom.  Note the following sentences:  
Bob did not get the answer, nor did his brother, James; Seldom did he 

make such a mess; No sooner had I dialed the phone than someone 
knocked on the door. 

 
When the auxiliary verb in the conditional clause is had, should, or 

were and the conditional connector is omitted, the subject and the verb 

are inverted.  Note these sentences:  I would have given you a hand had I 
had the money;  It would be a joy to be your guide, should you ever visit 
our city again. 

 
Prepositions in English are so irregular that sometimes the only 

way to learn them is to memorize individual sentences.  Why is it correct 
to say:  He walked on the beach but it is incorrect to say He walked on 
the park.  The correct sentence is:  He walks in the park.  Why is it 

correct to get on the bus but not the car?  One gets in the car.  One gets 
out of the car but off  the bus.  How does one learn which preposition to 
use when?  The answer to that question is easy.   MEMORIZATION is the 

only way. 
 

Talking of prepositions, two word verbs (phrasal verbs) are no 
picnic either to learn or to teach.  They are the definition of irregularity.  
If they were not used as much as they were in the language, many ESL 

teachers would skip the topic all together.  That, however, would be a 
great mistake.  Especially in casual or everyday speech, understanding 

phrasal verbs are vital.  Although almost all phrasal verbs do have an 
one word verb synonym., most English speakers use the two word verb.  

 

There are several reasons why these most important expressions in 
English are difficult..  For one,  many of the expressions, make no sense; 
they are idiomatic.  Although it would be logical, the opposite of the verb 

sit up is not sit down;  the verb lie down is the opposite of the former and  
stand up  is the opposite of the later.  The verbs take off  and  take on  



 

 

have nothing to do with each other.  If someone  is caught taking 
(bringing, carrying) a gun on a plane, not only will the plane not take off 

(depart) on time but the passengers will take on (fight) the person.  
Expression must be understood as a whole.  If taken word by word, the 

verb either means nothing or has a totally different meaning.  
 
 Another problem is that many phrasal verbs have more than one 

meaning.   Sometimes the meanings have nothing to do with each other.  
The verb, to take off, has six different meanings.  The phrasal verb, to 
put up, means eleven different things:  A student puts up (raises) his 

hand in class to get the teacher attention.  The constructor worker helps 
to put up (construct) a building.   At Christmas, many families put up 

(decorate) lights on their homes.  The Home Owner's Association  puts up 
(post) any news rules on the community billboard.  So that a company 
grows, its owners must, many times, put up (invest) huge amounts of 

money.  He puts up  (stake in order to support) his reputation and 
money to defend his friend.  Last night I received a number of surprise 

guests; I put them up (lodge) for the night.  She shouted to her daughters 
to put up  (open) their umbrella.  Every year, my mother used to put up 
(can) vegetables.  I'll put up (provide) a thousand dollars.   The 

Democratic Party would love to put up (nominate) Al Gore as their 
candidate.  The director put me up with (to house) a student from 
Germany.  They haven't decided to put the house up (offer) for sale or for 

auction.  I can't put up with (tolerate) his insolence.  Their older brother 
put them up to (encourage) it. 

 
There are also expressions which include the phrasal verb:  to put 

someone's back up (to make someone angry), to put up a front or brave 

front (to show no fear or trepidation),  to put up or shut up (show what 
you have or keep quiet). 

 

 
 When a two word verb can be separated, it normally is.  The 

problem is that there is no rule.  For example,   I called up my friend.  or   
I call my friend up.  Both are correct.  However, you can only say,  The 
nation called upon the president to act.  It is incorrect to say, The nation 

called the president upon to act.   You can say,  I am climbing up a tree.  
but not,  You are climbing a tree up.  (see link). 

 
Another point that appears so normal to native speakers that they 

do not even notice is that many words in English don't have just one 

meaning.  The position of that word in a sentence determines what the 
word means.  The word, yet, is a perfect example.   At the end of the 
sentence, yet, means still.  When placed at the beginning of the sentence, 

the same word is a synonym to however .    A word such as opened, has 
several meanings, depending where it is in the sentence and what word 



 

 

precede it.  This is evident if it is translated into another language.  Alone 
in the sentence, it is the past tense form of the verb. (like "ate" is the past 

tense of the verb, to eat)   When placed before the auxiliary verb, to have, 
opened is the past participle (like eaten is the past participle of to eat).   

 
  
Another point which makes English a difficult language is that it 

does not have just one, or for that matter, two major influences.  It is 
true that the overwhelming majority of the function3 , and a good 
numbers of the basic content4 , words of English came from the original 

invaders of England, the Angles, Jutes, Frisians, and Saxons.  It is for 
this reason that English is considered a Germanic language.   Many of 

the words of English do not come from what is now Germany.  Northern 
Europeans.   Some of the family terms which are presently used in 
English came from the Viking invaders who overran England in the 

eighth and ninth centuries.  Old Norse replaced the Old English word 
"sweaster" with "syster" (sister),    The Old English "house-master" was 

replaced by the Old Norse, "husbandi," (husband). (see links)  The third 
person plural pronouns in Old English, "hie," "hiera," and "him", were 
replaced with the Old Norse form, "they," "their," and "them."  Other 

function words which were adopted from Old Norse into English were 
"both," "same," "through," and "till." 

Is it necessary to talk about how Norman, and, eventually Parisian,  

French influenced English?  Between 1100-1500 more than 10,000 
words from French were adopted and became assimilated into English.  

Classical and Vulgar Latin contribute thousands of words to English.   
What about the formation of an English word with a French prefix or 
about the use of a French stem with an English suffix? 

 
Before ending this part of the paper, one of the most difficult part 

of English is its vocabulary, itself.  English is unique in that it comes 

from a variety of sources.  The good news is that, once mastered, English 
is a language where nuances can be expressed with words that are the 

synonyms of each other.  It may appear to be that "to dismiss" and " to 
fire" mean the same thing.  They do not.  It is different calling a person 
"skinny" than to call him or her "thin" or "slender."  It is  not the same 

being called "dumb," "stupid," "dopey," or "unintelligent."  The problem is 
mastering all these different shades of meaning, correctly.   

 
A fluent, educated native speaker who has successfully mastered 

                                                           
3
  belong to the closed class word category . Function words are grammatical 

words: conjunctions, prepositions, articles, and pronouns  
4
  belong to the open class word category.  Content words are readily, and 

frequently, borrowed from other languages.  These words include nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, and adverbs. 



 

 

English, has to, in a sense, master two different languages.  One which is 
spoken by the majority of the population, no matter what their social, 

cultural, economic background is.  The other is generally the form of 
communication of those persons who have had the opportunity of a good 

education. 
 
The language which is spoken by everyone is the Germanic aspect 

of English.  Did you know that the overwhelming majority, more than 
70% of the most frequently used words are Germanic rather than Latin-
based?  To learn the type of English which is considered serious and 

'more' correct, a native speaker of English must consciously learn the 
Latin aspect of English.  And it is not easy.  Ask any school age child who 

has had to memorize lists and lists of words from the first to the last year 
of high school.  And that's only the beginning. 

 

 
 

 
How did English become the language which it is today?  Why is it 

one of the easiest yet one of the most difficult languages to learn.  Why 

did the Dutch linguist, Otto Jespersen say that English is an 
"undemocratic language?"  Why is it that an educated English-speaker 
will purposely use more Latin and French based words than Germanic 

based words?  Does one language's value in English differ from that of 
another?  What does it mean to speak well in English?  Is it the same 

thing as to write well?  Is the vocabulary used for formal, written,  
English very different from that of  everyday speech?  Are they only 
different words or are they words which hail from different sources? 

 
When speaking indirectly in English, which types of words 

predominate?  From which languages?  When someone wants to be 

blunt, where do the words spoken generally come from?   
 

Read the following excerpt.  What do they have in common? 
 
"We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing 

grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in 
the hills; we shall ..." (Winston Churchill, 1940) 

 
"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself … (Franklin Roosevelt, 

1933) 

 
"Oh say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so … we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?"  (Francis 

Scott Key, 1814) 
 



 

 

"How do I love thee? 
I love thee to the breadth and depth and height …" 

 
"With this ring, I thee wed, to have and to hold, from this day 

forward, for better, for worse … in sickness and to health …"  (wedding 
vow) 

 

 
All of the above is written in pure English, no borrowed words.  

Yet, did you know that English lost  anywhere from 50%  to 85% of its 

native language.  Do you know which language, or languages,  have, in 
large part,  replaced those Germanic words?  French, both from 

Normandy and Paris, and Latin, both vulgar and classical, and other 
Latin based languages.  Could that be why that Anthony Burgess said in 
his book, A Mouthful of Air: Language, Languages … Especially English, 

that English is a step-sister of the daughters of Latin.  But only step-
sister?  Why not, sister?  English is a Germanic language.  Why?   Why 

isn't English both a Germanic and Latin language?  Did you know that 
although over half of  the vocabulary in English is borrowed, most of the 
words in everyday speech are more Germanic than anything else.  In 

order of frequency, of the hundred of the most common words used in 
English, all are of Germanic origin.  Of the next hundred, over eighty 
percent are.5 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

What does it mean to understand a language?  Does it mean to 
comprehend the obvious?  If one can not read between the line, how 
much information is lost?  What is the difference between the literal 

and metaphorical or figurative meaning of a word?   
 

 It is not easy to learn to communicate in a language which is 
not one’s own.  It means to comprehend the obvious or the literal 
but what is said between the line, the metaphorical, is also vital.  To 

understand a word literally is to understand it universally.  What do 
I mean?  In every language, there is a word to describe different 
members and organs of the body.  To learn them is a matter of 

                                                           
5
  Claiborne, Robert  Our Marvelous Native Tongue: The Life and Times of the English Language. p. 71 



 

 

memorization.  However, it can not be said that every language 
utilizes different parts of the body metaphorically or figuratively.  

Those languages which do do not always do so the same.  The 
expression to not have a heart may mean one thing to an English-

speaker but something entirely different to someone who speaks 
German or French.  In another language, such as Chinese or Bengali, 
that expression may make no sense at all.  In those languages, heart 

may only be defined literally  --- to be dead (one can not live without 
a heart).   
 

 To understand a language metaphorically, one must leave the 
realm of linguistics and venture into that of culture.  How one sees 

an object abstractly depends totally on how the culture in which the 
language functions defines that object.  Literally, the heart is the 
organ of circulation which one can not live without.  That’s 

biological.  Culturally, in the English-speaking world, the heart is 
associated with qualities which in other cultures no such 

association may be made. 
 
 

Can you determine the part of speech, noun, verb, adjective, or 

adverb,  of the common  English words 'table', 'right', 'cut',  and 'dead' 

in the following sentences? Does part of speech  have anything to do with 

your understanding the meaning of the sentences? If so, what?  Does, for 

example, the definition of the word 'table' change depending on whether 

it is a verb or noun? Are there sentences which you understand while 

others you have absolutely no idea of their meaning?  Lastly, and much 

more importantly, can you get an idea from the following sentences, what 

the following words symbolize in English.  Culturally and figuratively or 

metaphorically speaking, what do 'table', 'right', 'cut', and 'dead' mean?   

 

Table 
 

1.   Lay your cards on the table and tell me what you want. 
 
2.   This is a beautiful coffee-table book 

 
3.   I want to table the motion. 
 

4.   Go sit down while I clear the table. 
 



 

 

5.   Go to the table of contents to find the page. 
 

6. I will need your proposal on the table next week.  No more delays. 
 

7. One day someone is going to turn the tables on you. 
 
8. He did everything under the table. 

 
9. His new job is to wait on tables. 
 

10. If I were you, I wouldn't challenge him.  He can drink anyone under   
      the table. 

 
 
Right 

 
1.  This is the right thing to do. 

 
2.   Only a few of those answers are right.    
 

3.   Yes, I was sick for a while but now, I'm right as rain. 
 
4.   I don't have anything else to say.  You're right. 

 
5.   He is my right-hand man.  Without him, I can't do anything. 

 
6.   It is not easy to right a truck that has fallen. 
 

7.   The children are too quiet.  Something isn't right. 
 
8.    I hurt my right foot. 

 
9.   Are these the right colors in such a situation? 

 
10.  You understand my position, right? 
 

Dead 
  

1.   I'm afraid that she's dead. 
 
2.   The dead don't talk. 

 
3.   You're dead wrong.  He didn't know anything. 
 

4.   She is dead tired. 
 



 

 

5.   The phone line is dead. 
 

6.   As far as I am concerned, you are dead.  Understand, you are dead to  
      me. 

 
7.   From the neck up, he's as dead as a doornail. 
 

8.   I've been sitting for such a long time that both my legs feel dead. 
 
9.   She doesn't understand you.  She's dead to others feelings. 

 
10.  Throw away the champagne; it's dead. 

 
Cut 
 

1.  I cut the cake so that everyone could get a piece. 
 

2.  He cut the drug with poison; as a result, many people died. 
 
3.   I'm tired of going around the bush; cut to the chase. 

 
4.   The record that you cut last night was good. It's going to sell. 
       

5.   What she told him last night cut to the bone. 
 

6.   Cut!  Take a five-minute break. 
 
7.   I don't like the way that he cut the movie.  Nothing makes any sense. 

 
8.  Cut your losses and get out now! 
 

9.  She talks so much that she's always cutting me short.   
 

10.  The Supreme Court decision is not clear; it cuts both ways. 
 
The body must also be understood figuratively.  Many of the meanings of 

different body parts have been greatly stretched beyond the literal.  Do 
you know what it is to be a 'second-hand' Rose?  Are you a brain?  

What's a no brainer?  What does it mean to press the flesh?  Have you 
ever had anyone sweep you off your feet or to pull your leg? 
 

 
 
 

(for the web page) 



 

 

 

 Did you know that the vocabulary describing the body contains a 

treasure trove of information?   Many of the words utilized to describe 

parts of the body usually have several grammatical functions.  The word 

hand, for example, can be a noun, (I hurt my hand.  Can you give me a 

hand?) or a verb (Hand me the tool).    The richness of the vocabulary 

utilized to describe the body, however, does not stop at the level of 

structure.  There is also the metaphorical side. 

 
Many of the meanings of different body parts have been greatly 

stretched beyond the literal.  Do you know what it is to be a second-

hand Rose?  Are you a brain?  What's a no brainer?  What does it mean 

to press the flesh?  Have you ever had anyone sweep you off your feet 

or to pull your leg?   

 

In the sentences below, can you determine the part of speech, 

(noun, verb, adjective, or adverb),  of the following words of the body?  

Does part of speech  have anything to do with your understanding the 

meaning of the sentences? If so, why?  Does, for example, the definition 

of the word 'head' change depending on whether it is a verb or noun? Are 

there sentences which you understand while others you have absolutely 

no idea of their meaning?  Lastly, and much more importantly, can you 

get an idea from the following sentences, what does, for example, 'heart', 

'head', 'face', and 'stomach' mean culturally and figuratively? 

 

The Body 

 
1. Whatever you decide to do, it is no skin off my teeth. 
 

2. It’s not true that one can not be too thin.  She’s only skin and 
 bones and she looks horrible. 
 

3. They dropped to their knees and prayed.  
 



 

 

4.    When the other car hit me from behind.  I hit my head. 
 

5. I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine; therefore, if you back 
 my bill, I’ll support yours. 

 
6. It was not easy for him to face the child that he had abandoned. 
 

7. He shouldered his way through the crowd. 
 
8.    I was able to do it because I figured that I could not lose. 

 
9. He is always throwing out his chest and bragging about his 

 accomplishments. 
 
10. He had to pay an arm and a leg for the house. 

 
11. After living abroad, I have a cast-iron stomach.  I can eat 

anything with no problem of getting sick. 
 
12.  Despite my arguments and pleas, he turned a deaf ear. 

 
13. That dress with its very long neckline is definitely eye-catching. 
 

14. The child mouthed his response. 
 

15. My God, they sure must be in lust.  They are always necking. 
 
16. His guilt is as plain as the nose on his face. 

 
17.     I'll keep my fingers crossed that everything  
          goes according to plan. 

 
18. He can't help you; he is all thumb. 

 
19. She is always putting her life on the back burner.  Everything and 
 everyone come before her. 

 
20. He has such a big head that I doubt he even knows that you exist. 

  
21. Ever since she married, she has been living in the lap of luxury. 
 

22. The reason that he was able to be promoted so quickly and easily 
 was that he got a leg up. 
  

23. I can’t stomach not only her but anyone in her family. 
 



 

 

24. She fought her attacker tooth and nail. 
 

25. He fingered the man who robbed him. 
 

26. They handed around the cigarettes. 
 
27. You have the worst handwriting in the world. 

 
28. The way that he was eying her was an embarrassment. 
 

29.    His guilt is written all over his face. 
 

30. As he is the president of the company, he will head the meeting. 
 
31. His method is cutthroat.  Expect no mercy from him. 

 
32. He only pays lip service to respecting the law. 

 

(all these sentences, and their meaning, are in THE BODY:  A TREASURE TROVE OF 

 INFORMATION) 

 

 

Tell the truth.  For quite a bit of time now, you have known that 

something has not been quite right.  Not understanding many, if not 

most, of the above sentences have only confirmed the fact.  They did not 

make you realize anything that you did not already know. When you go 

to the movies, read novels, listen to songs, turn on a television program, 

much of the conversation goes right over your head, right?  Put away 

all the excuses that you have invented and face your reality.  The fact is 

that you still don't REALLY understand English.  All you have succeeded 

in doing is scratching the surface of the language.   

 
Jokes, riddles, puns, double entendres, that is, any kind of word 

play in English is totally incomprehensible.  How many times has it 

happened?  Once …? Twice …? All the time?  You hear or read a 

sentence.   You are familiar with every word.  The grammar is no 

problem.  You know the subject, object, and tense.  You can pronounce 



 

 

the words with no difficulty.  There is only one TINY (izzy-bitsy) problem.  

You do not understand the sentence.  The words make no sense to 

you.   You have almost pulled your hair out at its roots trying to 

comprehend two totally contradictory facts.  How is it possible to 

understand but not understand at the same time?  Oh, don't worry.  It's 

possible.  In English, almost anything is possible.  Welcome to one of the 

world's most inventive, creative, and malleable languages known to man 

and woman.  Welcome to English! 

 

It is difficult to get inside of a language which 

depends mainly on context to secure information 

One of the most salient, dynamic, and resilient features in English, 

is also one of its most mind-boggling, hair-pulling, nerve-racking, and 

frustrating one.   The plasticity of English words is both a blessing and a 

curse.  To a non-native speaker who is trying to learn the language, it is 

probably more of a curse.  Why?   There are many reasons.  Many words 

in English have a variety of meanings.  That fact in itself is not a major 

problem.  Many languages contain such words.  The problem is that 

English is one of the few languages which uses the same word in 

different parts of speech.  

 

 In English, there are no hard and fast rules that determine which 

words have only one part of speech versus those which have many.   

However, one thing is clear.  Many, very many, of the most common 

words in English, including those to describe the body, have more than 

one function.  Admittedly, although this is a feature of English that is 

rather difficult, it does not have to be barrier that prevents one from truly 

understanding the language.   When one is learning Spanish, French, or 

German, from the VERY beginning, they are taught to deal with many of 

its complicated structures.  For an English-speaker, for example, 



 

 

initially, it is extremely difficult to learn all the different verb forms and 

endings, cases, moods, and accents.   And don't forget gender!   I defy 

anyone to make sense out of what is masculine, what is feminine, and in 

the case of German, what is neuter.   The gender of a word is culturally 

specific; it has nothing to do with the inherent characteristic of the 

object.  For example, a pen is masculine in both French and German but 

in Spanish it is feminine.  Go figure. 

 

Why can not the same process happen when teaching English.  

Yes, in the beginning, teaching a word like back can be trying. The back, 

for example, is a noun, (He almost broke his back), a verb, (I will back 

him with everything that I have), an adjective, (He lives on a back street), 

and an adverb, (He keeps going back and forth).  However, in the long 

run, learning this aspect of language will save the non-native speaker a 

lot of confusion and problems. 

 

What does one need to know 

For one, English can not be understood outside of context.  

Although not true in every case, in many instances, words in isolation 

contain little or no information.  Their meaning, in large part, is derived 

from their surrounding.  This is true of many of the most common words 

in English.  

 

Another fact that is extremely important to understand is that 

most of the words which have many functions in English can also be 

interpreted both literally and figuratively.  It is extremely important to 

understand language metaphorically.   Many times, the literal meaning of 

a word or expression is not only wrong but it makes no sense.  How can 

one understand, literally, the following expressions: Walls have ears.  He 

is always waltzing through the problem.  He peppered his speech with 



 

 

unacceptable expressions.  She is a snake in the grass.  He is more a 

pussycat than a tiger.   He can not do anything on his own; he is always 

getting a leg up.  Stop trying to skirt the issue.   

 

 English is a language extraordinarily rich in metaphors 
 

English is a language which is rich in metaphors.  On the one 

hand, this is a great advantage.  One is able to select words which 

express nuances of meaning.  Because English can be stretched in ways 

that very few languages can be, speakers of that language have access to 

a vocabulary which is second to none.  However, English's very richness 

is also one of its great disadvantages.  Much of that vocabulary is 

culturally dependent.  That's very bad news for persons who know 

nothing about how people who speak English construct their world. 

 

The truth is that the structural aspect of a language, no matter 

how complex or complicated, is a million times easier to get a hold of, 

understand, and learn than the figurative one.  Structure, after all, can 

be memorized; culture can not be.  It must be assimilated and 

comprehended.  To understand English metaphorically, one must go 

beyond the superficial and venture into the world of ideas.  That is one 

must leave the world of black and white to venture into the world of 

grays.    

This particular aspect of English, however, is rarely, if ever, taught.  

It is for this, if for no other reason, that when one is listening to English 

it is, at times, incomprehensible.  The reality is that the English which is 

actually spoken and understood in the world is a mixture of both the 

literal and figurative meaning of words.   

 

Did you know that the vocabulary describing the body contains a 

treasure trove of information?   Many of the words utilized to describe 



 

 

different parts of the body usually have several grammatical functions 

and metaphorical meanings.     

 

For example,  the word, face, is both a noun and verb.  As a noun, 

there are two types of meaning, literal and metaphorical.  As shown 

below, as a noun, the overwhelming majority of the meaning of face is 

figurative..  As a verb, all the different meanings are metaphorical.    It is 

perhaps not an exaggeration to say that the metaphorical definition of  

face is much more important than the literal one.     

 
**************************************************************************** 
face (noun/ literal) 

 
1. front part of the head, countenance, visage, features 

 She has a beautiful face. 
 
2. (slang) mug, pan, puss, kisser 

  
face (noun/ metaphor) 
 

1. makeup, cosmetics 
 Every morning I must put on my face before going out.  

 
2. expression, look, mien, appearance, air, aspect, demeanor 
 I don't like the face that you are giving me. Lower your eyes! 

 
3. smile, grin, grimace, sneer, frown 

 Wipe that face off now! 
 
4. prestige, repute, dignity, family honor 

 It is important for my family's face that I fix this problem. 
 
5. mask, camouflage, façade, veneer, illusion, false impression, guise, 

 front, outside, semblance, surface, superficality, false front 
 He is showing you only his good face. 

 
6. audacity, impudence, nerve, brass, gall, unmitigated 
 Can you believe the face that he gave me?  What audacity! 

 
7. (slang) cheek, lip, chutzpa 

 With what face do you dare tell me this?! 



 

 

 
8. exterior, front, frontal, facet, façade 

 The face of the building was totally destroyed. 
 

to face 
1. to contemplate, look at, glaze at, observe, view, eye 
 It is not easy to face the sun when it is shining brightly. 

 
2. to stand opposite to 
 She faced the man and watched his every move. 

 
3. to encounter, meet, confront 

 It was not easy for him to face the child that he had abandoned. 
 
4. to challenge, defy, duel 

 Although he was weaker, he faced his enemy without fear. 
 

5. to oppose, resist, withstand, keep at bay 
 The rag-tag army faced the enemy and fought to the last man. 
 

6. to coat, cover, superimpose 
 The old house’s exterior was faced with bricks. 
  

7.  to envelop, encase, veneer, wash 
 

8. to come to grips with, wrestle, grapple with struggle with, take on, 
 contend with, face up to, deal with 
 It had not been easy to face reality but she did it all the same. 

********************************************************************************* 

 

Encyclopedia Pacifica created and published The Body:  A 

Treasure Trove of Meaning  to help you to begin to understand the 

most creative, illuminating, and culturally specific area of English:  The 

Body.   

 

Almost each part of the body symbolizes something.  At times, a 

body part represents more than one attribute.  The heart, for example, 

does not only stand for love.  In the expression,  to get to the heart of 

the matter, heart is synonymous to the core, kernel, seed, and germ.  In 

the expression to learn something by heart is to memorize or know 



 

 

something word for word.  To eat one's heart out has nothing to do with 

the core of something, memorizing something, or being in love.  In this 

expression heart represents sorrow, mourning, pining for, or agonizing 

over. 

 

The attributes which a culture gives to different parts of the body 

reveals a great deal about how that culture sees itself and its members.   

Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language is a 

comprehensive dictionary which is both a grammatical as well as a 

cultural text on how the words for different parts of the body are used in 

English.  

 

How one sees the mind, the heart, the liver, the gall-bladder, the 

penis, the eyes, or ears has a lot to do with the culture in which one 

lives.  In Spanish, for example, the digits on one's fingers and one's toes 

have the same name (dedos and dedos de pie).  In English, that is not the 

case.  As odd as it might sound, English-speakers have much more of a 

relationship with the digits on their hands, fingers, than on those on 

their feet, toes. Did you know that in English each finger has a name?  

The finger in English is associated with insulting someone, (the middle 

finger), with getting married, (the ring finger), and in getting a free ride, 

(the thumb).  Finger are associated with controlling someone, (to wrap 

someone around one's little finger), with hoping for the best (to cross 

one's fingers) and with having a bad experience (to get one's fingers 

burned).  Either individually or as a group, toes have no such 

associations.  It should not be surprising, therefore, that there are many 

more expression which contain the fingers than the toes. 

 

How can Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of 
Language help you? 

 
Understanding how the body is seen in English allows you to 



 

 

finally to go beyond the superfical.  It helps you to get  more than just a 

glimpse of how persons who speak English conceive and create their 

reality.  Because The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language is 

comprehensive, it contains all the different meaning of words used to 

represent the body. 

 

With Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of 

Language, you can finally begin to  make heads or tails (learn) of the 

metaphorical and cultural meanings of some of the most fundamental 

words of English.  You will find that many jokes, puns, double-

entendres, and riddles will no longer go over your head (be outside your 

realm of understanding).  At last you will have your feet firmly set on 

the path of understanding and using English as it is actually 

understood and used. 

 

How Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of Language is 
structured: 
 

 There are quite a few of books on body idioms; however, there is no  
 

book on the market which is as complete as the one which you are now  
 
reading.  Most books normally give the expression and a one sentence  

 
explanation.  Body Language or The Body:  A Treasure Trove of  

 
Language gives the reader more, much more.   
 

 
 We not only give an explanation what the word means both  
 

literally and metaphorically but  we subdivide the different synonyms  
 

into categories:  standard, more stylized or formal, informal or idiomatic  
 
and slang. (Note:  you will notice that at times a word will be placed in  

 
more than one category.  That was done because some words, depending  

 



 

 

on the situation, can be both standard and more stylized or it can be  
 

both informal and slang.)    Whenever possible, other expressions and  
 

saying are also given.  Therefore, with The Body:  A Treasure Trove of  
 
Language  you get not only learn how, for example, the head or eyes are  

 
used in English but other frequently used expressions are also given.    
 

The following is a sample of how The Body:  A Treasure Trove of  
 

Language  is structured:  
 
 

Skin 
(entered into English before 1000) 

 
Old English  scinn, Middle English  Old Norse  skinn, Dutch  schinden  

German  Schinden, Latin  cutis, French  peau, Spanish piel 
 
skin 

1. epidermis, cuticle, derma, cutis, pellicle  
 

2.    (animal) hide, pelt, jacket, fleece, fell, fur, leather, vellum, 
 integument 
 

3.    (fruit) rind, peel, hull, shell, husk, cover, covering, pod, case 
 

4.    overlay, coating, coat, layer, lamina, film 
 
5.    wineskin, pouch, container 

 
 
to skin 

1.    to peel, scale, bark, strip, scalp, unwrap, remove, shed 
It was not unusual to skin one's enemies in Ancient Mesoamerica. 

 
2. (more stylized)  to flay, exfoliate, scale, denude, excorticate, 
 excoriate 

 
3.    (informal)  to throw off,  shed, strip off, cast off, peel off 

 
4.  (fruit or vegetables)  to shell, husk, shuck, hull, rind, pare 
 

 



 

 

skin and bones 
1. on the decline, very skinny, unhealthy,  corpse-like, frail,  

 underfed, undernourished, wasted, skeletal, too lean, deathly thin 
 I don't know what happened to her but she's nothing but 

 skin and bones. 
 
2. (more stylized)  gaunt, emaciated, wasted, fleshless, hollow- eyed, 

 skrunken, pinched, frail, haggard, raw boned, hollow  cheeked, 
 spare, drawn, hollowed cheeks 
 

3. (informal)  thin as a rail, gangly, bare-boned, wasted, gangling, 
 throw a shadow, thin as a reed, half-starved, half-famished  

 
4. (slang)  scrawny, twiggy, boney, like a plucked chicken or 
 skinny as a railing 

 
skin deep 

1. superficial, on the surface, not very profound, not deep 
       What she feels for you is only skin deep.  She doesn't love you. 
 

2.    (more stylized)  shallow, outermost, outside, external. outward, 
 exterior 
        It is true that beauty is only skin deep. 

 
3.    unreal, artificial, plastic, fake, fraud, delusion, phony 

 Can’t you tell that that is she is only crying crocodile tears.  Her 
 feeling of sorrow is only skin deep.   
 

4.    (informal)  hoax, make-believe, two-dollar bill, ruse, sham 
 
5. empty, devoid, slight, meaningless, unimportant, signifying 

 nothing, vacuous 
 His feelings for you are only skin deep.  Can’t you see that? 

 
6.    (more stylized) of little or no import, inconsequential, hollow 
 negligible, insubstantial, inconsequential matter, inconsiderable, 

 inappreciable, inane  
 

7. (informal)  petty, paltry, trivial, not worth mentioning, frivolous  
 
8. (slang)  no- account, picayune, penny-ante, fiddling, trifling, not 

 worth a hill a beans, plug nickle, not worth the paper it is printed 
 on, staw, red cent 
 

skin flick 
1. adult films, films dominated by sex, pornographic, obscene, 



 

 

 lewd, vulgar or coarse, x-rated films, sexploitation 
 Another name for skin flick is pornography. 

 
2. (more stylistic)  films which are suggestive, pruient, indecent, 

 profane, salacious, fulsome or erotic 
 
3. (informal)  films which are vile, nasty, filthy, raunchy, risqué, off-

 color, hard-core, soft-core or bawdy, peep shows, blue movies, 
 pornography 
 

4. (slang)  films which are smutty, gross or blue, stag films, nudies, 
 cheesecake, porn, leg art 

  
skin flint 
1. to be extraordinarily cheap, frugal, economical or thrify 

       My aunt was a real skin flint.  She would not lend a penny 
       without asking for interest. 

  
2.    (more formal)  brummagem, parsimonious, miserly,  
 

3. (informal) closed-fisted, stingy, penny pincher, tight, tightfisted 
 cheapskate, tightwad, money-grubber, miserly, petty 
 What a skin flint! 

 

Since this book is comprehensive, and comprehensive means all-

inclusive, it would be a disservice to not include vulgar words or 

expressions when they are appropriate to the definition of a word.  When 

this is done, the word or expression will always be clearly marked.  The 

following are two examples: 

 

to be an addlehead  
1. to be stubborn, obstinate, unable or unwilling to understand, 
 unintelligent, subnormal, dull, unthinking, dense, silly, simple or 

 dizzy 
 He is such an addle-headed that I don’t think he will ever 

 understand what I want. 
 
2. (more stylistic)  to be torpid, uncritical, obtuse, uncomprehending, 

 blind, vacuous, undiscerning, purblind, dense 
 
3. (informal) to not be very intelligent, be a dunce, stupid or dumb, 

 addle-headed, addle-brained, blockish, boneheaded, 



 

 

 dunderheaded, empty-headed, lumpish, simple-minded, 
 dunderheaded, wooden-headed, noddle-headed, thick-skulled, 

 featherheaded, oafish, blockheaded, thick-witted, witless, be 
 dopey, blubberhead, lumpish, blockish or blockhead   

 
4.    (slang) to be a chump, sap, dumbbell, jerk, thick, blunt, boob, not 
 the sharpest knife in the draw not the sharpest tool in the shed or 

 numskul 
 
5. to be an asshole, an ass 

 
to give head (vulgar) 

to provide oral sex, service a male sexually, perform fellatio 

 

One more point along this line, in this volume no but in volume 

three, expressions concerning the male and female genitals will be 

included.  These pages will be clearly marked so that they can be 

discarded or ignored at will. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
our bus. will be on yahoo directory (potientially 1,000’s of hits) 

 
unexplored mkt. 

 use unknown artists on web page as background music for web 
 pages and pages on which products are being sold 
 see NPR as a template 

  info. about background music on web 
  botton which client can activate to get a larger sample of 
  the song and samples of other songs by the same artists 

   also can get info. about artists and the CD’s they  
   have available 



 

 

    (background: 
     TV commercials and shows, movies,  

     web commercials 
      audience does pay attention to  

      music/ see Bus 2.0  3/2003) 
     
 

 
   
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
         

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

     
 
 

 
 

 
 


